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PREFACE.

The volume of the Annual Cyclopaedia for the year 1871 presents the

close of the most serious conflict in Europe, within a recent period, by a treaty

of more than usual hardship to France ; the rise and frightful struggle of the

Paris Commune ; the development of the International Societies ; the seating

of a king, elected by the people, on the ancient throne of Spain ; the peaceful

operation of a republic in France, one of the oldest of modern kingdoms ; the

condition and progress of Italy united under one sovereign, claiming to hold

his authority by the votes of the people ; the consolidation of the numerous

States of Germany under the powerful house of Prussia, together with other

changes brought about under the influence of popular or monarchical principles

among the people of Europe. The leading public questions and the relations

of ttie various nationalities arising from race, numbers, military power, wealth,

and the combined or antagonistic interests in operation, are here set forth with

fulness and completeness.

Neither was there less of interest or importance in the affairs of the United

States than during previous years. The details of the census of 1870 have

been more fully worked out in relation to origin, numbers, and" classes of popu

lation, industrial pursuits, products of agriculture, commerce, etc., and are

inserted in these pages. The rapid recovery of all sections from the effects of

the late conflict ; the development and establishment of the central authority in

its supremacy ; the changed relations of a portion of the citizens ; the efforts to

secure equal political rights and privileges to every one ; the progress of all the

States, and especially the Southern, under these new relations ; the struggles of

factions ; the local disturbances of citizens ; the rapid material improvement

of the people ; and the measures adopted by Congress, with the debates there

on, are herein fully presented.

The details of the internal affairs of the United States embrace the resources

and expenditures of the Federal Government ; the results of taxation ; the
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progress in the reduction of the public debt; the principles upon which the

management of the finances is conducted; the banking system, with its expan

sions and contractions; the extension of internal trade and commerce; the

financial affairs of the States; the various political conventions assembled dur

ing the year, with their platforms; the results of elections ;" the proceedings

of State Legislatures; the extension of educational and charitable institutions;

the rapid extension of the facilities of transportation by railroads, and of com

munication by telegraphs, and all those facts which determine the rapid prog

ress of the people.

The Diplomatic Correspondence of the Federal Government presents all

those portions relating to the recent treaty with Great Britain, and a copy of

the treaty is also given.

The advance of Mechanical Industry has been no less useful than in other

years, although manifested in less expensive and magnificent works.

The discoveries in the various branches of Astronomical, Chemical, and

other sciences, with new applications to useful purposes, are extensively pre

sented.

Geographical Discoveries have been actively pushed forward in various

quarters of the globe, and awakened high anticipations.

The record of Literature and Literary Progress is not less interesting than

in any previous year, and ample details are given of its state in each of the

countries on the Continent of Europe.

The history of the religious denominations of the country, with the results

of their conventions, and their branches, membership, and progress of opinions

and numbers, are here given from official sources.

Brief biographical sketches of some persons distinguished during the events

of the year have been added to the sketches given of deceased persons of note

in every department of society.

All important documents, messages, orders, treaties, and letters from official

persons, have been inserted entire.

An Index at the end of this volume contains a list of all the subjects

treated in the previous volumes of the Annual Cyclopaedia, with a statement

of the volume and page where each may be found.
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AFRICA. The relations between Egypt

and Turkey continued in an unsettled condi

tion during 1871. In the beginning of the

year new preparations were made by the Khe

dive for a declaration of independence, but in

April he asserted his readiness to comply with

the demands of the Sultan, and particularly to

abandon the project of building forts on the

Suez Canal. During the latter part of the year

the relations appeared to be of a friendly char

acter. The Khedive received assurances of

a most friendly disposition on the part of his

sovereign ; at the same time, however, he was

given to understand that, in future, he must

not make any warlike preparations without

having previously received the consent of the

Sultan. The Egyptian Government had sev

eral differences with foreign powers, the most

serious of which was with Spain. All of them

were, however, peaceably settled.

The Bey of Tunis was threatened by the

Tnrkish Government with a considerable re

daction of power. After protracted negotia

tions, an agreement was arranged. A firman

of the Sultan provides that the Beyfas regent

of Tunis, remains subject to the Ottoman Em

pire, and abandons the right of having diplo

matic intercourse with foreign powers. The

tribute heretofore paid by Tunis will be dis

continued, and its amount applied to the reduc

tion of the taxes. The regency in Tunis re

mains hereditary in the family of the Bey, pro

vided that it shows itself permanently worthy

of this favor. The Bey engages to introduce

into Tunis all the state institutions of Turkey,

and to restore order in his finances.

Important news has, after a long interval,

again been received from Abyssinia. The

English Colonel Kirkham, who commands the

regular troops of Prince Kassa, of Tigre, writes

on July 12, 1871, from Adowah: "At last the

long conflict with Gobazie (the wagshoom or

chief of the Agows of Lasta, who, in 1869,

caused himself to be proclaimed as Emperor

vol. n.—1 A

under the title of Hazie Giorghis) is at an

end. We had, on July 9th, a battle, in which

we took Gobazie and his whole army prison

ers, and now Kassa will become Emperor of

Abyssinia." Letters from Munzinger, the dis

tinguished German traveller, to the Khedive

of Egypt, fully confirmed this news. The fact

that the decisive battle was fought near

Adowa, the capital of Tigrfi, indicates that

Gobazie must previously have been in the as

cendency. The subsequent successes of Kassa

are partly attributed to the cannon which Lord

Napier presented to him, and to the Congrevo

torpedoes which the brothers Powell gave to

him in recognition of the services rendered by

Prince Kassa to them while searching for their

murdered brother. Later accounts from that

country state that the whole of Central Abys

sinia was in a state of rebellion, and that a

number of towns had fallen into the hands of

AH Bira, the chief of Yadyoo, who had been

liberated from tho prison of Magdala by the

English army under Lord Napier.

The Legislature of the Cape Colony ap

pointed a committee of federation to examine

whether tho better administration of the col

ony, and its prosperity in general, would not

be promoted by dividing the province, accord

ing to the example of Canada, into provinces,

each of which would have its own legislature

for local purposes. A party is beginning to

form in tho Cape Colony which aims at the

establishment of a confederation of South-

African states. In Natal a confederation of

this kind is likewise the subject of a lively

discussion.

Valuable works on Tunis and Tripoli have

been published by H. Freiherr von Maltzahn

("Beise in die Regentschaften Tunis und Trip-

olis," 2 vols., Leipsio, 1870), and by A. Perry

(" Carthage and Tunis, past andpresent," Provi

dence, 1869). Perry was, until September, 1867,

consul of the United States in Tunis. Maltzahn *

gives a tabular viow of the population of
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Tunis, tho most important towns, etc., remark

ing that this list was drawn up from an official

list furnished him by the Tunis ministry,

which was, however, found to be very defi

cient, and was in many instances supplement

ed from other sources. The following are the

most important towns of Tunis, according to

these two sources (M. indicating Maltzahn,

and P. Perry) :

Bedja 5,000 (M.)
" 8,000 (P.)

Biferta 6,000 (M.-)
" 5,500 (P.)

DJemal 6,000 ( P.)
Jabes 6,000 (M.)
Jatea 6,000 (M
Kalroan 12.000 (M

" 15-SO.OOO ( P.
Kef. 5.000 (M.
" 6,000 (P
Muhadia 9.000 (M

" 0,000 ( P.
Monaetir 8,000 (M.'and P.)
Meaken 10,000 (P."
Nefta 8.200 (M.
8fak« 10,000 (M.
8»aydy ba 8»ayd 6,000 (M.
Suaa 7,500 (M.
" 10,000 ( P.

Tnnis 125,600 (M.'and P.)

The city of Tunis had among its population

32,000 Jews, 18,000 Christians, the remainder

being Mohammedans. Of Europeans, there

were 6,000 Italians, 6,000 Maltese, 1,500

Frenchmen, Spaniards, and Germans, and 300

Greeks. According to Salaheddin-Bey, Tunis

is said to have 150,000 inhabitants. A few

Christians and 600 Jews were living in the

town of Kef.

At the beginning of the year 1871, the

Imaum of Muscat was slain in battle, and was

succeeded by Synd Toskes, the victor. The

new ruler possessed a naval force almost unex

ampled in the history of the East, the register

showing an eighty-four-gun 6hip, two seventy-

four-gun ships, and over fifty square-rigged

vessels, most of them armed, and built at

Bombay, aftor European models.

In September an insurrection of the Kabylcs

broke out in Morocco. The cause of the out

break was the establishment of a Moorish cus

tom-house on the coast. Tho revolted Kabyles

also committed overt acts against the Spanish

garrison of Melilla (a seaport town belonging

to Spain). They planted a battery within

range of the citadel, with the intention of

bombarding it, but their guns were dismounted

by the fire from the Spanish fortifications.

The reports from the diamond-fields in Sonth

Africa, though, to some extent, contradictory,

continued to attract, throughout the year, a

largo floating population. A number of settle

ments were arising, and Du Toit's Pan was, in

November, 1871, reported to have a population

of 16,000.

In March information was received in Paris

that the Arab chief Sidi Mokrani, with 40,000

troops, was within twenty-five leagues of Al

giers, and had declared war against France.

The leader of the insurrection was killed in

May, but, on July 1st, Jules Favre, in the Na

tional Assembly, admitted that several districts

were still in the hands of the insurgents. He

denied that the property of the insurgents had

been confiscated. In October advices were

received stating that the natives in the north

ern part bf Constantino had risen against the

French, and were in open hostility. In No

vember the French Government announced

that the restoration of tranquillity was nearly

completed.

In December, it was officially announced in

the Cape Colony, that in fulfilment of a recent

contract of sale made to the English Crown,

by the free preemptors of the diamond fields,

the territory of these fields had been annexed

to the English dominions in South Africa. The

tender of arbitration, wherein tho governments

of Germany, Holland, and the United States

were to act as umpires, had arrived too late

to suspend the negotiations. Mr. Brand, Presi

dent of the Free States, issued a formal protest

against the transfer of the diamond fields to

Great Britain.

AFZELIUS, Aevid August, an eminent

Swedish historian and clergyman, born in

Broddetorps, Sweden, May 6, 1785 ; died in the

rector's house at Enkdping, whore he had re

sided over half a century, September 25, 1871.

The family of Afzelius is one of the most cele

brated for learning in West Gothland, and five

of its members have attained a cosmopolitan

reputation in science, philology, and literature.

Receiving a very thorough home-training,

young Afzelius entered the University of Up-

sala in 1809, and, two years later, having

gained the title of Master of Philosophy, was

ordained a priest. His brilliant talents and

rare oratorical powers led to his appointment

in 1812 as preacher to the court of Sweden,

and the following year as head court-preacher.

In 1821 he was installed in the pastorate of

Enkoping and Narfrukyr-koforsamlings, which

position he held until his death, a period of

over fifty years. From the time that ho en

tered the University of Upsala he had devoted

himself to the study of Scandinavian history

and folk-iore. In 1815, in company with Erik

GustavGeijer, and Rask, the Danish archaeolo

gist, he made many translations from the songs

of the Icelandic Edda into the Swedish tongue,

which are still greatly prized for their charm

ing simplicity and their highly-poetic spirit.

In 1816 he composed a tragedy, in. six acts;

but, though possessing rare poetic merit, it was

not adapted to the stage, and was not success

ful. He also wrote several psalms, which are

still in use in the Swedish Lutheran churches.

But his great work, and the one which has

made his name a household word, as his works

are household books in almost every family of

Sweden and Denmark, is his "SvenskaFolkets

Sagohafder," or Swedish Chronicles, univer

sally known in those countries as the "Afzeh

Chronicles," published in 1839-'43. This is a

faithful description of the home-life, customs,

early laws, and habits and manners of the
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Norse people in all their past history. It

is- recognized as one of the most valuable

contributions to Scandinavian history ever

made.

AGRICULTURE. Our returns of the crops

of 1871 must, as usual, be only an approxima

tion, as the returns to the Agricultural Depart

ment are unusually late, and at the date of

our going to press they have not yet published

the statistics of 1870 in full. The material is

at hand, however, for making our approxima

tions sufficiently clear to answer all practical

purposes. The year 1871 was characterized by

remarkable meteorological conditions, which

materially affected the crops in some sections.

Tbe spring was exceptionally late: frosts oc

curring in many sections in the latter part of

April, and even into May, while in some parts

of New England there was a frost sufficiently

severe to do damage to the growing crops as

late as June 24th. June had its very marked

alternations of hot and cold weather ; July was

quite cool throughout, and the rainfall in both

months in the Atlantic States was unusually

heavy, while in the Northwest the beginnings

of the drought, which continued so long, and

eventually proved so destructive, were seen

during July. August was very hot and moist

on the Atlantic slope and in the central belt

of Western States, while in the Northwest it

was hot and dry; September was cool and

dry; and October, though proportionally mild

er in temperature, was equally dry, and the for

est sand prairies of the Northwest were like tin

der, and soon, over large districts, were swept

by the devouring flames. The great conflagra

tion at Chicago, on the 8th of October, also ex

erted its influence on the agricultural products

of the year, not only in its destruction of very

large quantities of grain, but in its blocking the

avenues of trade, and preventing the reception

and prompt shipping of large quantities of

grain to the Atlantic ports.

Yet, with all these drawbacks, the eropsr>f

the year were very nearly of average amount ;

some of them a little in excess, and others,

though not the most important, rather short.

The Wheat crop was not quite equal to that

of 1870, the Southern wheat-fields suffering

from rust, and those of the Northwest from

the chinch-bug and the weevil. It is esti

mated in round numbers at 219,500,000 bush

els, or about seven per cent, below the actual

crop of last year.

Inditm-com did not yield quite so much to

the acre, and was not of quite so good an

average quality in consequence of the drought,

and in some places early frosts ; but the acre

age was larger, and the aggregate crop very

nearly the same as the previous year, being es

timated at 1,092,000,000 against 1,094,265,000

in 1870.

The Rye crop in 1870 was over-estimated,

the actual returns being only 15,473,600, in

stead of 21,125,000, as was supposed. It is al

ways a difficult crop to estimate even approxi

mately, as its culture is so much scattered, a

few acres here, and another patch perhaps in

the next county, or farther off. From the

reports the crop appears to be about three per

cent, less than in 1870, or not quite fifteen

million bushels.

Oats were about an average .crop, cut off

partially or wholly in some sections, but yield

ing enormously in others, a yield of ninety-five

bushels to the acre being reported in Lafayette

County, Wisconsin, and seventy-five bushels

in Muscatine County, Iowa. The aggregate

may be set down at about 245,000,000 bushels.

Barley is grown in only twenty-eight

States of the Union, and is not increasing

largely in acreage even in* those ; but the crop

of 1871 was about an average, and may fairly

be estimated at 26,000,000 bushels.

The Buckwheat crop was largely overes

timated in 1870, the actual yield being un

der 10,000,000 bushels instead of 16,500,000.

In 1871 it was something less than in

1870, and probably did not exceed 9,400,000

bushels.

The yield of Potatoes {Solarium tuberosum)

is reported slightly larger than in 1870, though

there was a decrease in Illinois, Indiana, Michi

gan, Kentucky, and Missouri. An estimate of

117,000,000 bushels would not probably be far

from the truth.

The Sweet Potato (Batatus edulis) is grown

in twenty-five States, and forms a very im

portant addition to our vegetable supplies for

a considerable portion of the year, and its cul

tivation is increasing, a much larger acreage

being devoted to it in the seaboard Southern

States than before the war. The tubers raised

in South Carolina* Georgia, and Florida, are

much sweeter and more palatable than those

grown on Long Island or m the Middle States.

The average yearly product is certainly not be

low 50,000,000 bushels (it was 42,000,000 in

1860), and the crop of 1871 was very slightly

below the average. Considerable quantities

of both the sweet and Irish potatoes -are

brought into our markets early in the season

from the Bermuda Islands.

The Say crop of 1870 was under-estimated,

the actual product being about 24,525,000 tons.

In 1871 the aftermath was cut short by the

drought in the Northwest, and the same cause

so diminished the pasturage that a greater

amount would be required, and feeding was

commenced earlier. The destructive fires in

the Northwest also burned considerable quan

tities in Michigan and Wisconsin. The crop

probably reached 22,300,000 tons.

The production of Rice, which, in 1850 and

the ten years which followed, reached its

highest point, an average production of over

200,000,000 pounds, and which in 1865 had

almost ceased to be reckoned among our agri

cultural products, is again increasing and ex

tending, not only in its old region, in South

Carolina and Georgia, but in Louisiana, where

20,000,000 pounds were grown in 1869. In
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1870, 73,635,001 pounds wore raised in the

United States, and 43,123,939 pounds im

ported. The returns of the crop of 1871 are

not yet published, but there is good reason to

believe that within a very few years we shall

not only grow our own rice (which is much

superior to the East-India grain), but be able

to export very largely.

The Tobacco crop was largely over-estimated

in 1870, the actual production being only 250,-

628,000 pounds, instead of 310,000,000 pounds

as was predicted. The sections producing the

seed-leaf variety report an unusually large

crop, Missouri and California an average one,

while Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, and

Kentucky, which usually produce somewhat

more than half of the entire crop, report an

average falling off of about eleven per cent,

from last year's production. The estimate of

* 240,000,000 pounds, for the entire crop, can

not be far from the truth.

Sugar from the sugar-cane was not very

successfully produced in 1871. A much larger

crop was planted, and there may ho 145,000

hogsheads made, but this will probably be the

outside. Sorghum is not grown any thing like

as l&rgely east of the Mississippi as it was a

few years ago, the sugar-cano, molasses, and

syrups, having taken the place of sorghum-

syrup, or reduced it to so low a price that its

production was not profitable ; hut west of the

Mississippi, especially in Wisconsin, Minnesota,

Iowa, Kansas, and Nebraska, its cultivation is

largely on tho increase. The syrup is so much

a domestic production with tho farmers that,

like the maplo-sugar, the amount produced in

any given year can only be determined by the

machinery of the census.

Tho Beet-Sugar interest is again assuming a

considerable magnitude. After the failure of

the extensive and costly works at Chatsworth,

Illinois, owing to tho presence of magnesian

salts in the soil and the water, it was thought

that tho culture of the Silesian beet for sugar

here would nover prove a success ; but it has

been undertaken, by Germans familiar with all

the processes, and the difficulties to be over

come, in Freeport, Illinois, Black Hawk, "Wis

consin, and at Alvarado and Sacramento, Cali

fornia. Though these establishments are all

in their infancy, they are all doing well ; about

three million pounds of sugar were made in

1871, and more than twice that quantity will

probably be produced in 1872.

Flax is now largely raised, mainly for the

seed, in several of the Western States. The

amount grown in 1871 was a little more than

in 1870.

Peas and Beans, generally profitable crops

on the light sandy loams of the Atlantic slope,

were not raised in as large quantities as usual

in 1871, the falling off from the production of

1870 being from six to eight per cent. Of

Fruits, Grapes were, taking the entire conn-

try through, more plentiful than usual. Of no

fruit is the acreage increasing so rapidly as

this, and though in the Eastern and some of

the Middle States the yield, per vine, was much

less than usual, and the quality generally in

ferior, yet the quantity thrown on the market

was enormous, and the wine production much

larger than ever before.

Of other fruits the report is not so favorable.

It was decidedly not an Apple year. In some

sections, especially throughout tho Atlantic

States, the apple crop was almost a complete

failure, and in Kentucky, Tennessee, Missouri,

Kansas, and still farther West, the fruit was

either scant in quantity or poor in quality. In

tho Northwest, on the contrary, apples were

very abundant, of fair quality, but rotted badly.

Fears were better, hut these were at least ten

per cent, less in quantity than the previous

year, and commanded very high prices. Plums

were very scarce, and brought high prices.

The production of new fibrous plants for

textile purposes is still continued, and whilo

the ramie-plant is successfully cultivated in

some parts of the South, and its prepared

fibre brings a high price ($260 or $270 per ton)

in the English market, yet, until some machine

is invented to perform the difficult work of

separating the fibre from the stalk, it will not

be a very popular crop. Attention has been

paid to the raising of jute during the past two

or three years, and with good success, in tho

Gulf States. In the manufacture of gunny-

cloth as well as for paper-fibre and other pur

poses, there is an abundant market for all the

jute which can be grown, though, competing

as it does with the very low-priced Hindoo la

bor, both in tho cultivation and preparation of

this fibre for market, it is yet somewhat doubt

ful whether it will prove a very profitable crop.

It cannot bo raised successfully in the States

north of Tennessee. The attempts made to

introduce improved species or varieties of the

cotton-plant from Egypt and China have

proved unsuccessful. The Egyptian plant

grows finely and produces a very fine, silky

cotton (too fine for the ordinary cotton-gins to

clean without injury), but it is very late, and

yields much less than the ordinary varieties,

hardly one-third as much to the acre, the ex

perimenters say. Tho Chinese cotton has no

good points adapting it to American culture.

Among other fibres which have been brought

into prominence within the past year for

paper-stock, for cordage, etc., are the leaves

of the palmetto, and tho fibrous bark of the

baobab or Adansonia digitala. The latter

has become an article of commerce in the Eng

lish market, where it commands $70 to $75

per ton.

The attempts to introduce new and more

productive varieties of tho cereals has been

attended with considerable success. It seems

to be pretty well settled that some of the new

ly-introduced varieties of wheat and oats do

yield a larger amount of grain to the acre, and

the grain is of better quality, than the older

varieties, which have to some extent deterio
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rated by long cultivation. The experiments

made by Mr. J. I. Carter, the Superintendent

of the Eastern Experimental Farms in Chester

County, Pennsylvania, are very interesting on

this point. He experimented with sixty-nine

varieties of wheat under as nearly as possible

the same circumstances of soil, fertilization,

temperature, and cultivation, and in the an

nexed table are given the time of cutting,

weight of straw, and yield of grain per acre,

of each variety.

It will be seen that, contrary to the gen

eral impression, neither the White Touzelle,

nor the Diehl, nor the Tappahannock, the three

most vaunted varieties, was among the most

prolific in its production, the former ranking

fifteenth in the amount of its yield of grain,

and tenth in its production of straw, and the

two latter ranking thirty-sixth and thirty-

seventh in their yield of grain, while, in the

straw-product, the Diehl ranked fortieth, and

the Tappahannock twenty-seventh. The most

remarkably-productive varieties were : the Old

White ChaffMediterranean, a bearded variety

which yielded 37.86 bushels to the acre with

4,704 pounds of straw, a total yield of 8J- tons

to the aero ; Rogers's, a smooth variety, yield

ing 37.80 bushels of grain, but only 3,844

pounds of straw, or a total of not quite three

tons to the acre; the Witter, having both

smooth and bearded heads, and yielding 36.53

bushels of grain and 3,792 pounds of straw ;

the White Chaff Mediterranean, a recent im

portation, bearded, with 36.13 bushels of grain

and 4,536 pounds of straw. From these high

figures there was a regular gradation from

34.66 bushels down to 4.80, a variety from

the Cape of Gfood Hope. These experiments

seem to have been made under such cir

cumstances as to vary very little from the

ordinary conditions of wheat-raising, and are

on this account the more valuable. Very little

dependence can bo placed on the relation of

those experiments, which, from the product

of a small quantity of wheat on a square rod

of ground carefully prepared for the crop,

assure us of a yield of fifty or seventy-five

bushels to the acre ; these results will not be

realized in ordinary grain-growing, and they

only delude the purchaser. The "Fultz"

wheat, not among those tested by Mr. Carter,

is a variety originating in Pennsylvania, which

seems to give promise of being more than

usually prolific, and the grain is of excellent

quality. On the reclaimed tule-lands in the

islands of the Sacramento River, the first crops

of wheat and barley have been enormous, and

subsequent crops, though not quite so large,

were yet far beyond thoso produced elsewhere.

We have authentic records of first crops of

wheat on theso islands, extending over many

acres, with an average yield of from sixty-

nine to seventy-three bushels to the acre, and

of subsequent crops of from fifty-eight to sixty

bushels!

The new varieties of oats, some twelve or

fifteen in number, have also been experimented

upon with the result that the Excelsior and

Schonen varieties seem to give the largest yield.

QUALITY. | Wheucot.1 mw. Wl,,.,;.

8. White Bine Stem
8. Diehl
8. B. White Tonxelle (last year's

S.'B. White Touzelle (recent im
portation)

B. Mountain
B. Polish
B. Jennings
8. Talavcra
8. Rough Chaff
8. Model White
8. Tappahannock
8. Rogers's
8. Arnold No. 8 Sulssettc
8. Arnold No. 9 do
B. Board (Cape of Good Hope). . .
8. Du Lolts (Cape of Good Hope).

8. French Wheat, (introduced into
Cape Colony in 1880).

B. Black Ear (Cape of Good Hope)
8. White Surrey (Cape of Good
Hope)

B. Golden Ball (Cape of Good
Hope)

B. Knoplos or Llebrlts (Cope of
Good Hope)

B. Strydoms (Cape of Good Hope)
8. Brink's (Cape of Good Hope).
B. Bengal White (Cape of Good
Hope)

B. White Australian
8. Italian Red
B. French White Chaff Mediterra
nean

B. Parker's Italian
8. & B. Witter ,
B. Whito Chaff Mediterranean (re
cent Importation)

B. Weeks's White
8. & B. Rough and Ready
B. Brittany
B. Light Red Chaff Mediterranean
Amber

8. Early Georsrla
B. Ked-Bearded Bulssette
8. Arnold No. 1 do
8. Arnold No. 2
8. Arnold No. 8
8. Arnold No. 4
8. Arnold No. 5
8. Arnold No. 6
8. Arnold No. 7

do
do
do
do
do
do

B. Old White ChaffMediterrauean
S. & B. Tread weD
B. Russian Amber
B. Rue's Amber
B. Prolific Amber
8. German Amber
B. French Red Chaff
8. Hungarian Red
8. Berdenska Red
B. American White
B. Shade Mountain White
8. Orcelna
8. SallaRed
8. California White
8. Italian White
B. Old Red Chaff Mediterranean. .
B. Lancaster Red

B. Ancona Red
B. Bohemia Red
B. Sakonka Red
B. Rochester Red
8. Extra Early Jersey
B. Michigan Amber
B. Sandomirca White
B. Potts
B. Lancaster Early

June 22
June 28

June 28

Juno 28
June 28
June 28
June 24
July 5
July 5
June 28
June 24
June 28
June 28
June 28
June 28
Juno 24

3,600
| 2,848
3,376
2,876
■J.'.i58

2.9<U
2(601
3,152
8,844
3,828
8,228
1,1(38
2,000

Jnnc 28 2,464
June 28 976

July 5 2,952

June 28 2,424

June 28
Jnne28
June 24

June 28 I 1,536
June 28 2,896
June 28 4,240

Jnne 28
June 24
June 28

June 28
June 28
Jnne 28
June 28

June 28
June 24
June 28
June 28
June 28
June 28
June 28
June 28
June 28
June 28
June 28
Jnne 28
June 28
June 24
June 24
June 24
June 28
July 6
June 28
Jnne 28
June 28
June 28
July 5
June 28
June 28
June 28
June 28
June 28
July 6
June 28
June 28
June 24
June 28
July 6
July 8
July 8

Nora.—S., smooth ; B., bearded ; 8. B., short beards ; S.
and B., both smooth and bearded heads.

The Cotton crop it was thought in Septem

ber and October would prove to be very small,
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and after the unexpectedly large yield of 1870,

which footed up 4,400,000 bales, it was not

unreasonable to think that a very light crop

would be raised ; during those two months the

reports were extremely unfavorable, and it

was thought improbable that more than from

2,800,000 to 3,000,000 bales would be produced.

Hut the continuous mild and fair weather of

November and December was so favorable to

late picking that it was generally conceded

that the crop would reach 3,400,000 bales, and

possibly 3,500,000. This is a great falling off

from the crop of 1870, but it is a result which

is so much better than was feared that it is a

cause for congratulation.

The attempts to introduce tea-culture into

California are likely to provo successful, the

climate and conditions of the western slope

of the Sierras and of the Coast Range being

favorable to it. Large importations of the tea-

nuts have been made during the past year,

and the tea-plantations, under the care of the

Japanese and Americans, aro doing well. It

requires about five years of growth before the

shrubs become sufficiently matured to yield

the best quality of leaves for tea. From a let

ter of lion. W. G. Howard, now of San An

tonio, Texas, but for many years engaged in

the tea-culture in Assam and elsewhere, in

British India, and who is now engaged in in

troducing it into Texas, it would seem that

the cultivation of the tea-plant is not so dif

ficult a process as has generally been supposed.

He says, in a communication to the United

States Agricultural Department:

Tlio culture of the plant and the manufacture of

the tea are much simpler and easier processes than

most persons think. Of the hardy nature of the

plant you have abundant evidence in those planted

out in the gardens at Washington. And from my

own experience in many climates of India, from Ar-

rac&n to the Himalaya Mountains, neither frost nor

snow, drought nor rain, sunshine nor shadow, ma

terially injures the " tea-plant." Nor is it subject to

the visitation of any wornij bug, or disease.

When I first went to India, all knowledge with re

spect to tea was very scant and limited, and every

thing had to be done by handj but afterward, whon

the capital invested in tea had increased to enormous

f'roportions—indeed, many millions of pounds stor

ing—the cost of manufacture was much reduced.

When I loft India the only manual labor was the pick

ing of the leaves, which was best done by women and

children. It is true that a man here would cost f20

or $25 per month, against $2.50 per month there ;

but, when you take into consideration the great lack

of economy in the management there, the difference

would not amount to so muoh. In India all tools

and lead have to be brought from England, and

transported on men's backs for many miles; the

constant rebuilding of houses, rondered necessary by

the white ant and fire, every year or two; the enor

mous oost of management, which amounts to more

than one-half the actual amount spent in the year ;

the physical inability of the Bengalee ooolies to do

much labor; the difficulty of procuring labor, and

the unhealthy climate, all combine to bring the cost

per aero to as much as it would be in America.

The tea, once planted, only requires to bo kept free

from weeds, which can be done here with the plough,

the same as with Indian-corn, and at the same cost.

In India they have neither horses nor ploughs, and all

weeding must bo done with the hoe in the hands of a

lazy and weak coolie. After the tea is pretty well

grown, say four or five years old, ita own shade

pretty much keeps the ground clean.

Should our Government onee take hold of the sub

ject, and demonstrate that tea can be grown, and to

a profit, the demand for seed alone would soon pay

all cost. The yield of seed is, on an average, four

maundi (a maund is 60 pounds) to the acre, and I

sold in one year from my garden 4,000 maunds, at

200 rupees per maund, and could have sold 40,000

maunds at the same figure.

The chemist of the Agricultural Department

at Washington recently made an analysis of

the yaupon, or Carolina tea (Ilex amine), with

a view to ascertain whether it possessed, in

any considerable degree, the properties which

are characteristic of the Asiatio tea, which

belongs to the nex or Holly family, and also

of comparing it with its congener, tlie Ilex

Paraguayentii (mate, or Paraguay tea), so ex

tensively used in South America. The speci

men analyzed by the chemist seems not to

have been in its best condition, and thus is

hardly conclusive of the real valuo of the

yaupon. It is well known that the practically

valuable chemical principles of both tea and

coffee are tannin, caffeine or theine, and a

volatile aromatic oil which, though present in

small quantity, yet gives the characteristic

odor or aroma to both. Of tannin, black tea

contains an average of 2.04 per cent., green

tea from 14 to 17.08, and coffee about 10 per

cent., while the yaupon has 2.41 per cent.

Of caffeine or theine, black tea and the ordi

nary grades of green tea contain about 0.6fi

per cent. ; the best qualities of green tea as

nigh as 6 per cent., and coffee 1 per cent. ;

while the yaupon has but 0.12 per cent., and

matS only 0.13 per cent. Of the volatile oil,

yaupon has hardly a trace, only 0.01 per cent. ;

while black tea has 0.63, and green tea 0.88.

The coffee aroma is so volatile that it escapes

in the analyzing process. The conclusions to

which the chemist comes are, that the yaupon

is about equal to the Paraguay tea, and far

below the Asiatic teas, in valuable properties.

He proposes to analyzo some of the other

species of Ilex, and also, perhaps the Ledum,

or Labrador tea, and other shrubs which have

been used as substitutes for tea, though it is

doubtful whether any theine will be found In

them. In California, and in Texas, the culture

of the olive and the almond has been intro

duced, and both aro found hardy in those cli

mates. The olive will probably become one

of the staple fruits of Southern California, as

its fruit there is equal if not Superior to that

grown in Southern Italy, Greece, and Syria.

The culture of the fig in the same section has

already become important, and drums of na

tive figs of the best quality are found in the

San Francisco market in larger quantity each

successive year. The cultivation of tha pome

granate has also commenced there.

The statistics in regard to crops, domestic

animals, etc., in each State, in 1870, will be

found under the head of the several States.
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ALABAMA The political affairs of Ala

bama during the year have been comparatively

quiet. The excitement attending the inaugu

ration of Governor Lindsay, and the practical

transfer of authority from Republican to Dem

ocrats hands, had subsided before the close

of 1870. The Legislature, which adjourned on

the 14th of December, assembled again on the

18th of January, 1871, and proceeded with the

business of the session. Meantime, an event

had occurred seriously affecting the credit of

the State. In 1867 the Legislature had passed

an act authorizing the Governor to indorse

the bonds of certain railroads which were in

course of construction, to the amount of $12,-

000 for each mile of road completed. Among

the lines benefited by this act was the Ala

bama & Chattanooga, which extended from

Chattanooga, in Tennessee, to Meridian, Mis

sissippi, a distance of 295 miles. This road

had passed into the hands of a company made up

of Northern men, and at the session of 1869-

'70 they induced the Legislature to pass new

acts, not only raising the amount of bonds sub

ject to the indorsement of the State to $16,000

per mile, but authorizing an issue of $2,000,000

inState bonds for the benefit of the road. Bonds

had been issued by the company and indorsed

by Governor Smith, in 1870, to the amount of

$4,000,000, and the $2,000,000 of State bonds

had also'beeu issued. Aocording to the terms

of the various acts granting this aid, it was

provided that the oompany should "deposit

with the Auditor of the State of Alabama, at

. least fifteen days before the interest is due,

from time to time, upon the bonds indorsed as

aforesaid, an amount sufficient to pay suoh in

terest, including exchange and necessary com

missions, or satisfactory evidence that such

interest has been paid or provided for; and if

said company fail to deposit said interest as

aforesaid, or to furnish evidence as aforesaid,

it shall be the duty of the Auditor to report

that fact to the Governor." The law goes on

to declare that "the Auditor is authorized,

and it is made his duty, to draw from the

Treasury any sum of money necessary to meet

the interest on any bonds indorsed by the.

State, whenever said interest is not provided

for by the company, and to pay such interest

when due ; " and " the Auditor shall report

thereon to the General Assembly from time to

time, and, in case the exigency requires, the

Governor is hereby authorized and directed to

negotiate temporary loans for said purpose."

The interest on these bonds was due on the

1st of January and the 1st of July. On the 31st

of December Governor Lindsay was notified

that the Alabama & Chattanooga Railroad

Oompany had failed to provide for the inter

est accruing on the 1st of January. Mr. Stan

ton, the superintendent of the road, claimed

that, owing to injudicious suggestions in some

of the^ public prints that these obligations

ought to be repudiated by the State on ac

count of alleged corruption in securing the

passage of the laws incurring them, he was not

able to raise money to pay the interest, and lie

therefore called upon the Governor to make

the payment. This Governor Lindsay refused •

to do, unless authorized and required to do so

by special act of the Legislature. Meantime

the coupons of the bonds went to protest, and

much alarm was created in financial circles

lest the State of Alabama should refuse to

meet her obligations altogether. Soon after

the reassembling of the Legislature in Jan

uary, Governor Lindsay transmitted a mes

sage to that body, setting forth the facts in the

case, and recommending that a joint committee

of the two Houses be formed " to inquire into

this whole matter before any final action is

taken thereon." " I do not desire the State

of Alabama," he said, " to manifest even a re

luctance to meet her just and honest liabilities,

but I "do insist upon ber right and her duty,

both to herself and those who claim to be her

creditors, to institute this investigation before

she pledges her future. There is one course

whioh can be adopted with safety and justice

alike to the State and bondholder : that is, the

enactment of a law providing for the transfer,

to the holders of the indorsed and the two

million bonds, of all the rights, liens, securities,

mortgages, assets, and property secured by

statute or in any other way vested in the

State of Alabama by said road, and to pass

such laws as will enable said bondholders to

prosecute the rights to which they are subro

gated under such transfer, provided they will

release the State of Alabama from all liability

on said bonds."

The Legislature took the matter up at once,

and the final result of their action was, the

passage of a law providing that "the Governor

be authorized and required to inquire into and

ascertain the amount of bonds issued and

loaned to the Alabama & Chattanooga Rail

road Oompany, and of the bonds of said com

pany indorsed by the State ; and, when such

amount is ascertained, the Governor shall

make provision by temporary loan, or from

money in the State Treasury not otherwise ap

propriated, to pay the interest upon said bonds,

whenever the coupons attached thereto shall

be presented to him, or to any agent he may

appoint for that purpose : Provided, however,

That no interest shall be paid upon any of said

bonds not proved to have been held on Jan

uary »1, 1871, by innocent and bona-flde pur

chasers : And, providedfurther, That no inter

est shall be paid upon any of said bonds in the

hands of the said railroad company, any incor

porator or agent thereof, or merely hypothe

cated by them, it being the object and intent

of this enaotment to pay interest only to inno

cent and bona-fide purchasers of valid claims

against the State." And also, "That, whenever

the Governor shall have paid any of said inter

est, he may proceed under any of the statutes

providing a summary remedy in such case, or

according to any forms of law which he may
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deem best and safest for the interest of the

State, to recover the amount so paid from the

Alabama & Chattanooga Railroad Company."

• The Governor immediately went to New

York, where the bonds had been negotiated,

and made the required investigations. He

found that 4,000 bonds, of $1,000 each, in

dorsed fcy the State, were '"regular, legal and

valid," and provided for the payment of the

interest thereon, as well as that on the $2,-

000,000 of State bonds. lie ascertained, how

ever, that a large number of bonds had been

prematurely issued and indorsed by his prede

cessor, Governor Smith, and the interest on

such he refused to pay. This was soon pro

vided for by the officers of the railroad com

pany themselves. This prompt action restored

confidence in the credit of the State, but it

remained for the Commonwealth to indemnify

herself for the expense which she had in

curred.

The total cost of the construction of the

Alabama & Chattanooga Railroad had been

$9,274,557, while it was mortgaged to the ex

tent of $13,000,000, the State holding a first

mortgage on the entire road and all its rolling-

stock, fixtures, etc. On the 81st of May the

company was declared an involuntary bank

rupt by the United States District Court sit

ting at Montgomery, on the petition of one of

its creditors, the State not appearing as a

party to the action. The decreo was, however,

reversed by the Circuit Court in June, on the

ground that the adjudication was made "in

default of the debtor and upon a fatally de

fective petition." While the bankrupt suit

was pending, the Governor made strenuous ef

forts to induce the company to convey the

road to the State, believing, as he said, that,

"by sucli a voluntary conveyance, prolonged

and complicated litigation would be avoided,

and the interest of the State and that of all

other creditors better subserved." In the hope

of carrying out an arrangement of this kind,

Governor Lindsay and his counsel, GeneralJ.

H. Clanton, went to New York, where the offi

cers of the company were then located. Fail

ing, however, in their mission, they returned

to Alabama, and the Governor proceeded to

seize the road and its property, authorizing

his private secretary, Colonel Gindrat, to take

possession as the agent of the State. Every

possible obstacle and embarrassment was in

terposed by the officers of the company and it

was necessary to institute legal proceedings-

in the States of Tennessee, Georgia, and Mis

sissippi, in order to get possession of the por

tion of the road located in those States. In

Tennessee and Mississippi the desired decree^

were readily granted, and Colonel Gindrat was

appointed receiver of the property ; but Georgia

had also indorsed bonds for the company, and

Governor Bullock seized the portion of the

line running through that State, and refused to

give it up, although the Supreme Court grant

ed an injunction against the company, and ap

pointed a receiver on behalf of Alabama, in

structing the receiver " to negotiate with the

Governor of Georgia in regard to the posses

sion and running of said rood through this

State, as well as with other parties in charge

of and controlling other portions of said road

situated in other States," for the running of

said road through its entire length, from Merid

ian to Chattanooga; "it being the true intent

and meaning of the judgment of this court not

to interfere with the possession of said road

by the Governor of this State under the pro

visions of the act of 1869 and 1870, without

his consent, hut that the receiver appointed

by the court may negotiate with the Governor

for such consent, so as to enable him, as such

receiver, to secure the running of said road

through its entire length from Meridian to

Chattanooga for the benefit of all the credit

ors of said insolvent railroad company."

After the resignation of Bullock, Governor

Conley acceded to the demands of Alabama,

and the entire road was run by Colonel Gin

drat on behalf of the State. Meantime the

bankruptcy proceedings had been renewed on

a new petition, and on the 10th of November

the company was declared bankrupt by Judge

Busteed, and the 27th of the same month was

appointed for the meeting of creditors to elect

an assignee.

The Legislature of 1870-'71 contmued in

session until the 10th of March, but none of its

acts are of general importance, and nothing

was done possessing any political significance.

Resolutions were introduced favoring a re

moval of the national capital to a more cen

tral location, but was never acted upon. A

resolution directing a/i investigation into al

leged outrages in certain counties was tabled.

On the whole, the condition of society

throughout the State has been peaceful. There

were occasional reports of violence and out

rages attributed to Vhat is known as the "Ku-

klux Klan." In his charge to the grand-jury

in May, Judge Bnsteed, of the United States

District Court, said : " I am informed by the

attorney for the United States that ho has

reason to believe and does believe that in the

middle district of this State there hove been

several gross violations of the law of Congress

commonly known as the 'Enforcement Act,'

and that it is his intention to submit these al

leged infractions to your body for considera

tion and action. It is to be hoped that the

representations made to the District Attorney

are either not founded in fact, or so exag

gerated, as that, when you hear the evidence

in the cases, they may wear a less criminal as

pect than is supposed. If, however, the truth

of the matters shall appear as alleged, your

duty is as plain as your oath of office is sol

emnly imperative. That oath, taken in the

hearing of your fellow-men, and containing an

appeal to God, requires you 'not to 'le^ve any

one unpresented for fear, favor, affection, hope

of reward or gain, but to present all things
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truly as they shall come to your knowledge,

to the best of your understanding.' The good

name and fame of the State of Alabama are

inseparably* connected with the fidelity of

her people to the laws. No man, whoever he

be, whatever his pretensions, is honest or pa

triotic, who, in the remotest degree, by look,

word, or deed, aids, countenances, or encour

ages the ill-behavior which is declared against.

It is a high crime, at this delicate juncture in

our political circumstances, to bring about a

necessity for applying to these communities

the stringent correctives contained in the act

of May, 1870, and in other recent legislation

of Congress. The true, the peaceable, the

only constitutional means of getting rid of an

obnoxious law is to procure its legislative re

peal. This, under a republican form of gov

ernment, is sure to occur whenever the major

ity of the people are persuaded that it should

be repealed. Until that time, the minority

must content itself with the use of moral sua

sion, and instructing the public mind, with tho

view of producing the desired change in the

public sentiment."

There appears no record of any indictments

for these alleged violations' of the act of Con

gress. A sub-committee of the congressional

"Ku-klux committee" visited the State,' and

spent some time, during the summer and fall,

in making investigations. A large number of

witnesses were examined, and gave very con

flicting testimony. Many persons, represented

to be gentleman of high character and un

doubted veracity, testified that the condition

of the State was in general very peaceable, and

the citizens were inclined to obey the laws.

Colonel Lowe, formerly a Confederate officer,

on being asked about the Ku-klux- Klan and

the Loyal League, said tho former was the off

set of the latter. He never was a member of

either, but thought one the cause, and the

other the effect. The League arrayed bad

whites and negroes against the best elements

of society. The country was disturbed, and

civil law feebly executed; and the Ku-klux

proposed to repress crime and preserve law

and order in the interest of society. He be

hoved neither organization now existed in

North Alabama. The oountry never was in

a quieter or more peaceable condition than

since the last election, when the people had

regained, in a great degree, the control of their

State government.

Captain L. "W. Day, who had been an officer

in the Federal army, and was at the tune a

United States Commissioner and clerk of the

District Court, bore testimony to the generally

peaceable and law-abiding character of the

people, and expressed his belief that leading

Democrats in the State were opposed to all

lawless proceedings. Another gentleman testi

fied that he was a Republican and in favor of

law and order, that he had been three times

foreman of the grand-jury in Colbert County,

and had had the amplest opportunity and the

fullest cooperation of his conjurors' in the inves

tigation of crime, that he believed that the

general sentiment of the people is opposed to

lawlessness, that he was satisfied no Ku-klux

organization now existed, and that the occa

sional outrages were perpetrated by a few men

banded together to gratify their privato malice

or for mere personal objects, and not for po

litical purposes.

Captain Daniel Coleman, Solicitor of Lime

stone County, was examined particularly with

reference to the condition of affairs in his

county. lie said that there had been a good

deal of crime in that county, but that it had

not a political aspect ; that men had banded

together and operated in disguise to gratify

their personal malice, to achieve private ob

jects, or for horse-stealing, or other purposes

of plunder, but that the balance-sheet

showed a decided balance in favor of a con

servative, law-abiding, peaceful publio senti

ment ; that the most vigorous efforts had been

made by the civil authorities of the county,

supported by public sentiment, to bring offend

ers to justioe ; that a number of offenders had

been arrested and indicted, and would be pros-

eouted with energy ; and a mass meeting of

citizens had been held at Athens, and had de

nounced lawlessness, and pledged its support

to the civil authorities.

Evidence of a contrary purport to this was

given mainly by negroes, and related to indi

vidual cases of violence, having no obvious

connection with political affairs. Governor

Lindsay and Judge Busteed, while at Washing

ton, declared emphatically that there was no

more disorder or opposition to law thero than

in any one of the New-England States. The

people, they said, " were peaceably employed

in developing their material interests, and

simply desire to be allowed to pursue them

without interference. There is no political

agitation of any kind. The colored population

is contented, and labor has resumed its natural

order, with entire harmony between the em

ployers and the employed."

The finances of the State, notwithstanding

the trouble growing out of its somewhat extra

vagant indorsement of railroad bonds, are in a

promising condition. The public debt is stated

by the Auditor as $8,761,917.37, which indi

cates an increase of $283,900.62. The Govern

or, however, declares that it is only $5,442,-
800, ,lthe*University and other funds, what is,

known as the Patton certificates, and accounts

unsettled, or Auditor's warrants unpaid," not

constituting, '" in any accepted signification of

the term, publio debt." The receipts of the

Treasury during the year amounted to $1,422,-

494.67, which is $229,8*9.24 in excess of the

estimate of disbursements made at the begin

ning of the year. The actual disbursements,

however, amounted to $1,640,116.99. The

discrepancy between the estimates and the

actual payments is explained as owing to the

protracted session of the Legislature, special
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appropriations, school appropriations, and the

revised code and premature payments to coun

ty superintendents, all of which involves the

payment of $332,620.05, not taken into consid

eration in making the estimate. The rate of

taxation was reduced by the last Legislature

from 75 to 50 cents on the hundred dollars of

the valuation of property.

The aggregate taxation of the State amour; t s .

to about $2,489,916 or 2.05 per capita for the

entire population. This is very small com

pared to that of some other States. In Ver

mont, for instance, the taxation is $5.29 per

capita ; in Massachusetts, $14.35 ; in Ohio,

$8.72; and in New York, $11.55. In Mobile

the aggregate taxation is $13.07 for each in

habitant, and in Montgomery, $13.83. There

ore in the State 4,501,703 acres of improved

and 13,618,390 acres of unimproved land, the

aggregate value of which is $81,109,102.08,

and the annual taxation $607,979.52. The total

value of town property is $36,005,780.50, and

the tax upon it is $268,865.89.

The cost of the school-system for the year

was $727,200.53, of which $211,217.79 re

mained unpaid at the end of the fiscal year,

and became chargeable upon the revenue for

1871-'72.

The following aro the common-school sta

tistics for the year :

WHITE SCHOOLS.

Number of pupils enrolled—male 45,896
Number of pupils enrolled—female 41,680

Total 86.976
Average number in attendance 66,358

Number of primary schools 544
Number of Intermediate BChools 79*
Number of grammar-schools 813
Number of high-schools 851

Total number of schools 2,309

Number of teachers—male 1,573
Number of teachers—female 934

Total numb*/ of teachers.' 2,479

Average rate of pay of teachers per month (42.15
Average number of mouths and days taught, 3

months 8g days.
Increased school-term since last year, 19 j days.

COLORED SCHOOLS.

Number of pupils enrolled—male 27,519

Number of pupils enrolled—female 96,824

Total 64,836
Average number in attendance 41,808

Number of primary schools 751
Number of Intermediate schools 14*
Number of grammar-schools 26
Number of high-schools t 2

Total number of schools 939

Number of teachers—male 745
Number of teachers—female * 938

Total number of teachers 978
Average rate of pay of teachers per month $43.06i
Average number of months and days taught, 8

months 4} days.
Increased attendance since last year 25,211
Increased school term since last year, 16) days.

ALL SCHOOLS IS 1871.

Total number of pupils enrolled—male 72,908
Total nnmbcr of pupils enrolled—female 68,404

Total enrolment 141,312

Total average attendance—male 55,339
Total average attendance—female 53,427

Total average attendance 107,666
Total Increased attendance since last ytaaj 55,660
Total number of primary schools 1,395

Total number of Intermediate schools 935
Total number of grammar-schools 888
Total number of high-schools 953

Total number of schools 8,331

Number of male teachers V 3^118
Number of female teachers 1,153

Total nnmbcr of teachers .' 3,470

These statistics show that, while the increase

in the school fund available for tuition in 1871

over that available in 1870 was only 17J per

cent., the increase in school attendance was

over 106 per cent.

The University of Alabama, which is located

near the town of Tuscaloosa, was reorganized

during the year. A board of regents was ap

pointed, and Commodore Matthew F. Maury,

of the University of Virginia, was chosen presi

dent. After accepting the position, and deliv

ering his inaugural address in a hopeful tone,

Commander Maury resigned on account of

some dissatisfaction with the means and appli

ances afforded the institution. General George

P. Harrison, the commandant and professor of

military engineering, also resigned, stating his

reasons as follows :

" The depressed financial condition of the

university, the utter disregard which has

been shown the military department in the

appropriation of those funds that were avail

able, the plan of cadet or student (soldier or

civilian) as the applicant may elect, the free-

and-easy plan of an open-course university

(the faculty equally responsible), with no presi

dent or superintendent to command and direct,

and the failure to make any provision for

arms, accoutrements, and uniforms, all con

vince me that, under present circumstances,

the military department of the university can

only be run on a 'wooden gun' system, which

would neither be creditable to the State of

Alabama nor myself."

Notwithstanding these drawbacks, the uni

versity opened on the 4th of October, with

a competent corps of instructors, and about

70 students. Major Murfee had been chosen

commandant, but there was no president, the

faculty acting as a body of management of the

institution, and Prof. N. T. Lupton presiding

as their chairman and official head. The old

buildings were burned during the war, but

their place has been filled by a stately struct

ure, including under one roof the halls for lec

tures and recitations, etc., and the dormitories

of the students. Although the requirements

for admission are very low, the students aro

allowed, after matriculation, to select the

branches they will pursue. The institution

reoeives $24,000 a year from the State, and

each student or cadet pays $200 a year for tui

tion and board. Alabama received Juring the

year her quota of the land-scrip granted by

Congress to aid in the establishment of agri
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cultural colleges in the several States. The

land, amounting to 240,000 acres, has heen

sold at 90 cents an acre, yielding the sum of

$216,000. It is thought that the Agricultural

College will be established in connection with

the university. There is an institution for the

instruction of the deaf, dumb, and blind, at

Talladega, in which there were 55 pupils at

the date of the last report.

The industrial resources of Alabama are still

hut imperfectly developed. Her natural capaci

ties for the production of. wealth and the

maintenance of commerce are very great, and,

since the close of the war, much has been done

to prepare the way for their development.

With the aid of the State funds, railroads have

been constructed in all directions, about two

hundred miles on different lines having been

ompleted during the past year. Among those

finished since 1870 are the Alabama & Chatta

nooga, and the Montgomery & Eufaula, which

connects the capital with the eastern districts

of the State. The South and North road has

been opened to Elyton, thereby connecting

the mineral region with the southern ports.

When the railroads now in course of con

struction are completod, the aggregate num

ber of miles within the State will be nearly

three thousand.

The 1,496 miles of railroad now completed,

including main and side tracks, have an aggre

gate assessed value of $25,943,052.59. The fol

lowing are the different lines :

NAME.

Alabama & Chattanooga. . .
Memphis At Charleston—
Mobile * Oirard
Mobile A Ohio
Mobile A Montgomery
Montgomery A Eufaula
Nashville & Decatur
Nashville A Chattanooga. .
Savannah A Memphis
Se!ma A «ulf
Selma, Marion & Memphis.
Selma * Meridian
Selma, Rome A Dalton
South A North
Southwestern of Georgia . . .
Western

$6,120,995 00
2,719.800 00
1.076,760 00
1,474,552 00
2,862.580 00
824,289 60

8H6.435 00
430,491 00
263,900 00
425,275 00
771,000 00

1.843.981 70
2,464,812 69
1,625,200 00

14,337 60
2,588,700 00

Total. ' 1,495! I $25,943.052 59

The extent of the liabilities of the State on

account of indorsement of bonds for various

railroad lines is as follows :

Value.

VAME OF ROAD.

Alabama A Chattanooga
Alabama A Chattanooga (alleged excess

lssned) •
East Alabama A Cincinnati
Mobile A Alabama Grand Trunk. . . .
Mobile * Montgomery
Montgomery & Eufaula
Selma A Gulf ••
Selma, Marion A Memphis
South * North
Savannah A Memphis
State book for railroad purposes :

Alabama A Chattanooga

Montgomery A Eufaula

255

20
20

$4,720,000

580,000
820,000
320,000

2,500,000
960,000
480.000
720,000

2,200.000
820,000

2.000.000
300,000

Total tl5.420.O00

MUm. Amount.

60
30
4>

100
20

The mineral region of Alabama, which oc

cupies the northeastern portion of the State,

is very rich, but little has been done as yet

to utilize its treasures. There are three coal

fields : the Warrior, having an extent of about

three thousand square miles; the Cahaw-

ba, seven hundred square miles; and the

Tennessee, about three hundred square miles.

The coal is mostly of a bituminous character.

Near the coal-fields are rich deposits of iron-ore.

Several iron-works are in operation, among

them the following : the Briarfield works, 50 •

miles north of Selma; Shelby works, near

Columbiana; Salt Creek Furnace, 15 miles

from Talladega ; Oxford Furnace, near Oxford ;

Choccolocca Furnace ; Roups Valley Furnaces,

82 miles northeast of Tuscaloosa; Irondale

works, on the railroad from Montgomery to

Decatur, about eight miles from Elyton ; and

Red Mountain works, at Grace's Gap.

The manufacturing interests of the State are

progressing slowly. Several cotton-factories

have been built in the region just north of the

cotton-growing belt, which crosses the State

with an average breadth of about 75 miles,

and lies to the north of the timber districts.

These are said to be in a flourishing condition,

and rapidly extending their capacity. Agri

culture is still, however, the leading depart

ment of industry in the State. The second

annual fair of the Alabama Agricultural and

Mechanical Association was held at Pickett's

Springs, commencing on the 31st of October.

There was a very liberal premium-list, and the

display of tHe productions of the farm and

workshop was very promising for the future

welfare of the State.

There was no general election in the State in

1871. The election for county and local offi

cers occurred in November, and indicated a very

nearly equal division between the two parties.

The county of Mobile, the most populous,

chose the Democratic candidates by ove'r 2,000

majority ; while that of Montgomery, the next

in importance, was carried by the Republicans,

almost without opposition.

The Republican State Committee held a

meeting at Montgomery, on the 26th of No

vember, for the purpose of uniting the party

on a common platform, and securing harmony

in its ranks, in order that its influence might

be unimpaired in the campaign of 1872. The

meeting was attended by many leading Re

publicans, besides the members of the com

mittee, and the following resolutions were

adopted as a basis of action for the party :

Jfaolved, That the administration of President

Grant meets with our hearty approval, and we point

with just pride to its grand results in the faithful

collection and disbursement of the public revenue,

tho immense reduction of the publio debt, the wise

and humane settlement of our differences with Great

Britain, and the vigorous and successful enforcement

of the Ku-klux act of Congress.

Resolved, That we rejoice in the glorious and over

whelming triumph of Republican principles, as sli own

in the recent elections, which we recognize as clearly

indicating the fixed determination of the American
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people that the recent amendments to the Constitu

tion of the United States, guaranteeing equal rights

to all men, shall be neither repealed nor nullified, and

that the whole power of the General Government

shall bo used, it necessary, to prevent and punish

all unlawful proscription and persecution of citizens,

whether by individuals, or organizations, for the sako

of political opinion or action.

Resolved, That unless this wicked and cruel per

secution, still persisted in in some portions of this

State on account of political opinion, shall imme

diately cease, we shall unhesitatingly ask of the

President of the United States that he sb.all promptly

exercise the whole power given him by the Consti

tution and laws for its suppression, and for the swift

punishment of the criminals.

Resolved, That the Eepublican party is the party

of equal rights, of obedience to the Constitution ana

to law, of peace and good-will to all men, and finds

its truest platform in the words ofthe Master—" Do

unto others as ye would that others should do unto

you."

Resolved, That wo pledge ourselves anew to the

success of our great principles, and to the work of

educating, at the public expense, all classes of the

children of our State ; of restoring fraternal feeling

among all the citizens of our great country.

Resolved, That, condemning the violent and intol

erant tone of the regular Democratic party of the

South, and its useless and mischievous warfare

against fixed facts, and seeking as we do the ends

of justice, peace, education, and prosperity for all,

we cordially invite the cooperation of all good men

seeking the general welfare.

Resolved, That the people have the right to demand

from their chosen officers good and honest govern

ment, and that we sternly rebuke and denounce all

corruption and unfaithfulness in public officers, and

pledge our best efforts to secure the selection for all

offices of men whoso well-known character shall

afford safe guarantees for honesty and competency.

Resolved, That the late elections in this State, in

the evidence of Republican unity and growth where

the voters were free to act independently,.and of

general Democratic discord and disintegration, give

us the sure promise of complete triumph in the State

next year, and enable us to give to our friends through

out the country the assurance that the electoral vote

of Alabama, though not needed; may bo relied upon

for the nominees of the Republican party for Presi

dent and Vice-President in 1872.

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be for

warded by the chairman to the President of the

United States, and to the Republican papers in this

and other States.

The Legislature of 1871-72 met at the capi

tal on the 20th of November, and remained in

session until the 19th of December, when it

adjourned to the 10th of January, a resolution

having been previously adopted, extending the

session beyond the period of thirty days, to

which it is regularly limited. Several meas

ures were set on foot to secure an amendment

of the Constitution, but none of these were

carried through before the recess. One reso

lution proposed seven amendments to be sub

mitted to a vote of the people. The most im

portant of these affected the right of suffrage,

and the maintenance of a system of public

education. The former consisted of the fol

lowing to take the place of sections 3 and 4

of article 7 in the present instrument :

The following persons shall not be entitled to vote,

nor to hold office in this State :

1. Those who, during the late war between the

States, inflicted, or caused to be inflicted, any cruel

or unusual punisliment not justifiable under the laws

of civilized warfare, upon any soldier, sailor, or citi

zen.

2. Those who have been convictod of treason, em

bezzlement of public funds, malfeasance in office, or

felonies.

8. Those who are idiots, or insane. And no per

son shall be eligible to anv office in the State, who

is disqualified under the fourteenth amendment of

the Federal Constitution, until said disabilities are

removed.

On the subject of education, a substitute for

article 11 was proposed. This places the con

trol of the schools in the hands of a Super

intendent of Public Instruction, district su

perintendents, and township trustees, all to

bo elected by the people. It proposes to take

the school legislation away from the Board of

Education, and intrust it to the Legislature,

which " shall designate, in advance, such days

as they may deem best (during the session of

the General Assembly) for the consideration

of measures relating to the educational inter

ests of the State; on which days the State

Superintendent shall be entitled to a seat in

the House, then considering educational meas

ures, and shall have and may exercise all of

the rights and privileges of a member of such

House, but shall havo no vote. The Senate

and House of Representatives shall not, upon

the same day, consider matters connected with

the educational interests of the State."

Funds for education are to be raised in ac

cordance with the following sections:

Section 6. The proceeds of all lands that have been

or may be granted by the United States to the State

for educational purposes ; of the swamp-lands : and

of all lands, or other property given by individuals,

or appropriated by the State for like purposes ; and

of all estates of deceased persons who have died

without leaving a will or heir ; and all moneys which

may be paid as an equivalent for exemption from

military duty, shall be and remain a perpetual fund.

whieh*may be increased, but not diminished, and

the interest and income of which, together with the

rents of all such lands as may remain unsold, and

suoh other means as the General Assembly may

provide, shall be inviolably appropriated to educa

tional purposes, nnd to no other purpose whatever.

Seo. 7. In addition to the amount accruing from

the above sources, there shall be collected, for edu

cational purposes alone, from every male inhabitant

of the State, between the ages of twenty-one and

sixty years, a poll-tax of one dollar and fifty cents:

Provided, That the poll-taxes, collected within a town

ship, shall be appropriated exclusively to the sup

port of the public schools within the township paying

the same.

8eo. 8. The General Assembly shall have power,

when deemed best for the interests of the State, to

levy a special tax upon the people of the State, to bo

devoted exclusively to the support of tho public

schools : I'rovided, That authority may be conferred

by law upon a county to levy and collect a special

tax, for educational purposes, within its limits.

Sec. 9. The General Assembly shall levy a spe

cific annual tax upon all railroads, navigation, bank

ing and insurance corporations, and upon all insur

ance, and foreign bank, and exchange agencies, and

upon the profits of foreign bank bills issued in this

State by any corporation, partnership o* persons,

which shall be exclusively devoted to the maintenance

of the common schools.

No final vote was taken on these proposi
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tions before the adjournment, and tho same

was the case with a set of resolutions propos

ing to call a convention to revise and amend

the constitution of the State.

A bill to prevent illegal voting, which pro

vides for the trial and punishment of all per

sons voting more than once at the same elec

tion, or perpetrating any other fraud on the

ballot-box, was referred to a special joint com

mittee of the two Houses, and had not been

reported on at the time of adjournment. A

bill to secure the free exercise of the elective

franchise by all qualified voters in the State,

providing that " it shall be unlawful to be

come a member of any secret organization,

having for its object the undue influencing of

any election held under tho laws of this State,

and that any person having membership with

or participation in the nnlawful designs of

such secret organization shall be deemed gnilty

of a misdemeanor, and, if convicted thereof,

shall be fined not less than $100 nor more

than $1,000," was indefinitely postponed in

the House, by a vote of 42 to 40.

The subject of the Alabama & Chatta

nooga Railroad was taken up, and measures

were pending over the recess looking to a

complete investigation of the affairs of the

road and the interests of the State therein.

Meantime an act was passed, empowering the

Governor " to provide for the future payment

of the interest due on the bonds" indorsed or

issued by the State for the benefit of the road

under the conditions mentioned in the act of

March 8th, " whenever the same may become

due, and a claim upon the State, by reason of

the failure of the Alabama & Chattanooga

Railroad Company to meet the same, or until

otherwise provided for by law." .

An act was passed to " relieve and regu

late the finances of the State." This author

izes the issue of bonds for one million dollars,

" or such amount thereof as may be necessary

to meet any deficiency in the Treasury," the

interest not to exceed eight per cent., payable

semi-annually, and the bonds to be payable in

twenty years, and renewable at the pleasure

of the State. The Governor may place these

bonds in the market from time to time, and

sell such " an amount thereof as shall be re

quired to meet outstanding warrants on the

Treasury—such appropriations as may be made

by the General Assembly ; the interest on our

foreign bonded debt, not incurred on account

of any railroad company, and the temporary

loan (one due on December 1, 1871, and the

other falling due February 1, 1872), heretofore

negotiated by the Governor for the purpose

of paying interest on bonds of the Alabama

& Chattanooga Railroad Company, and bonds

loaned by the State to said company. Such

bonds to be sold through the fiscal agents of

the State." The same act authorizes the issue of

the " regaining certificates or receipts by the

State" authorized by a law of 1867, the whole

amount, however, not to exceed $400,000. The

fiscal agents are required to give bonds " for the

faithful performance of their duties, and to ac

count for all moneys and securities of the State

which may come into their possession or con

trol."

An act was also passed, providing for tho

establishment of a normal school for the edu

cation of white female teachers, to be located

by commissioners named in the act ; and an

other, providing for normal schools for the edu

cation of colored male and female teachers at

Montgomery, Huntsville, Marion, and Sparta.

Other important measures awaited the re

assembling of the Legislature in January, 1872.

According to official authority, there are

4,982,840 acres of improved land in the State,

8,034,700 of woodland, and 1,456,570 of other

unimproved land. The cash value of farms is

$67,502,433 ; of farming implements and ma

chinery, $3,256,101 ; of all live-stock, $26,077,-

267; of home manufactures, $1,083,720; of

slaughtered animals, $4,556,467; estimated

value of all farm products, including better

ments and additions to stock, $66,532,810;

true valuation of real and personal estate,

$201,855,841. The total amount of wages paid

to agricultural laborers, during tho year, in

cluding value of board, was $11,791,191. The

number of horses is 78,962 ; of mules and asses,

75,644;. of milch-cows, 165,663; of working-

oxen, 57,237; of other cattle, 248,943; of

sheep, 234,607 ; of swine, 701,346. The pro

ductions for tho year were 1,049,960 bushels

of wheat, 18,594 of rye, 16,660,488 of corn,

767,732 of oats, 152,456 of peas and beans,

157,446 of Irish, and 1,806,264 of sweet po

tatoes; 222,943 pounds of rice, 151,557 of

tobacco, 370,773 of wool, 3,178,638 of butter,

21,068 of wax, 307,706 of honey ; 10,553 tons

of hay, 166,009 gallons of cane and 261,986

of sorghum molasses; and 423,312 bales of

cotton.

The number of manufacturing establish

ments in the State is 2,231 ; capital, $5,713,607 ;

steam-engines, 291, with 7,640 horse-power;

water-wheels, 736, with 11,098 horse-power;

employing 7,294 males above 16 years, 665 fe

males above 16, and 390 youth; wages paid

during the year, $2,211,638 ; value of materials

used, $7,643,784; of products, $13,220,655..

Of the manufactories, the most important are,

613 flour and meal mills, with a capital of

$1,191,856; 33 establishments for ginning

cotton, capital $14,575 ; 10 for tho manufac

ture of cotton goods, capital $900,000; 3 of

cotton thread and yarn, capital $31,000; 20

for the manufacture and working of iron in

various forms, capital $555,100; 148 for the

manufacture of leather, capital $207,769; 18

of machinery, capital $393,870; 284 saw-mills,

capital $744,005.

The deaths during the year were 10,771, of

which 3,373 were from general diseases; 1,180

from affections of the nervous, 2,055 of the

respiratory, and 1,399 of tho digestivo system.

The whole number of children attending

*
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school during the same period was 77,139, of

whom 31,098 were white males, 80,226 white

females, 7,502 colored males, and 8,313 colored

females. »

The number of persons, 10 years old and up

ward, who cannot read, is 849,771 ; who cannot

write, 383,012, of whom 870 are foreign. Of

those who cannot write, 7,429 are white males,

81,001 white females, 91,017 colored males, and

98,344 colored females, above the age of 21.

The following table gives the population of

the State for the year 1870, together with the

assessed value of all property, State taxation

and debt :

Total for State.

POPULATION.

Tom.

11.628
6,194
0.004

29,3d!)
i 7,469

8,945
24.474
14,981
13.9.-0
17.502
11.134
12,076
14,663
9,560
8,017
6.171

12,537
9.574
11,945
4,868
11.156
11.325
40.705
7.126

14,477
4,041
10,109
7,136
8.006
2.909

18,399
21.792
14.191
19.410
12,345
15,001
16,653
21,750
15,017
25,719
17,727
31.267
26,151
6,059
9.871

49,311
14,214
43.7114
12,187
24.975
17,690
17,423
12,1)06
21.636
8,893
12.218
9,360

24.109
18,064
16,9(3
20,081

6,543
3.912

2S. 377
4,155

White.

4.320
6,067
3,159
12.143
6,061
9.263
7.223
8,690

10.088
8.974
0.652
6,802
7.098
8.823
7,441
5,151
7,893
4.667
8,544
4,269
8.950
9,528
8.552
6.656
7.747
3.047
8,401
6.059
6.693
2,732
3.M58
4.802
9,534
16,350
9,839
9.921

10,1X16
10,151
7,764
6,086
6,103
15,527

6,090
5,1-35

8,504
28,195
6,620

12,419
8,829
7,142
8,052

12,798
10,365
5,946
7.330
8,840
7.295
5,202
8.469
12,772
11,787
6,285
2.125
6.767
4,134

Colr.red.

996,992 1 621,384

7.292
1,137
2.845
17,165
2,408
682

17,251
6,391
3,832
8.588
1,480
6.872
7,565
737
676

1,020
4.639
4.901
3,394
599

2.206
1,797

32,152
470

6.730
951

1.708
1,077
1,313
227

14,541
16,990
4,657
3.060
2,506
5,170
6,562

11.597
7,253

20.633
12,620
15,740
20,058

224
1,367

21,107
7,572

31,285
8.358

17,833
9,638
4,625
1,641

15,090
1,563
8.378
2.065

18.907
9,595
4,190
8,291
308

1,787
21,010

21

Nmtlvc.

11,590
6,187
5,853

29.159
7,447
9.931

24,388
14,902
13,898
17,504
11.104
12,633
14.001
9.553
8,010
6,169
12.452
9.554
11,939
4.868
11,147
11,817
40.266
7,073
14,107
4,1X3
10.060
7,125
7,991
2.952
18,327
21,687
14,180
19,3(3
12.314
15,002
10.610
21.692
14.973
25,033
17,677
31,023
26,035
0,053
9.853

44,112
14,180
42,780
12,082
24.877
17,655
17,392
11,995
21.573
8,882

12.080
9.353

24,012
17.963
16.917
19,760
6,536
8.900

28,291
4,152

475,510 I 987.0

Foreign.

7
151
150
22
11
80
79
82
58
23
4:1
62
7
7
2

85
20

9
8

4.7.1
53
70
38
4:i
11
15
7

72

105
11
47
31
89
48
68
41
80
50

244
116
8
18

5,199
34
924
105
98
35
31
11
63
11

138
7
97
101
10

321

7
12
86
3

TotAl UHMd
value of til
Pmp*rtv.

9,902

$1,867,040
888,144

1,015,457
4.574.427
878,867
769,312

4,090.919
1,794,867
2.143,721
1,687,876
1,147.624
1,104,975
1,224,414
603.592
426.470
852.217

1,741,247
960.383
948,875
190,222
791,719
907,980

9,779,577
717.887

2,807,687
268.622
934,578
620,555

2,041,667
202,933

8,614,226
4,388,825
1,404,241
1,709,760
1,245,758
2.754,0*1
2,301,855
2.229,037
2,681.321
3,287,616
2.699,059
7,229,214
3,399,170
548.553

1,060,690
28,743,719
1,444,753

12.934,881
1,114,876
4,721.530
1.482,010
1,699,837
882,882

2,635,477
800.000

1,202,009
673,550

3,104.590
8,541,690
1,992.911
2,690.789
580.103
811,129

8,036.056
185,831

$29,998
7,268
13770

113,541
12,942
17,712
55.014
81.161
35.725
27.371
23,960
16.547
21.136
10,347
17,488
10.560
28,582
16,700
17.029
4,829
14.H32
18,039

210,283

12,816
89.1184
5.030
10.310
10.779
44.879
8,542
57,368
78,377
24,088
30.091
21.323
46.302
39.391
38.604
44.509
49.311
47,381
122,123
90.715
9.299
16,717

496.890
22,204
347.450
19.759
09.861
25.771
29.030
13.555
45,603
12.435
21.176
11,910
03,539
58,268
45,095
44.8118
10,146
6,289
53.M7
3,808

Public DcM,
c?nty, ton,
city, etc.

$155,582,595 ' $2,982,932 i $1^799^136

ALFORD, Very Rev. Henky, D. D., Dean

of Canterbury, an English clergyman, poet,

biblical critic and philologist, born in London in

1810 ; died at the deanery, Canterbury, January

12, 1871. lie was educated at Ilminster Gram

mar-School, Somerset, and Trinity College,

Cambridge, where he took the usual degrees.

In 1834 he became Fellow of Trinity College.

He had published in 1831 a volume of "Poems

and Poetical Fragments," which was followed

in 1835 by " The School of the Heart and Other

Poems," of which repeated editions have been

called for. From 1835 to 1853 Mr. Alford was

Vicar of 'Wynieswold, in Leicestershire. In
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1841 he published a critical work, " Chapters

on the Poets of Greece," and the same year

, was Hulsean Lecturer to the University of Cam

bridge, his subject being " The Divine Reve

lation of Redemption." lie was appointed

Examiner in Logic and Moral Philosophy to

the University of London in 1841, and held

the office till 1857. From 1858 to 1857 he

resided in London, and was officiating minister

at the Quebec-Street Chapel, where he enjoyed

a high reputation for eloquence. On the death

of Dean Lyall, in 1857, Lord Palmerston ap

pointed him Dean of Canterbury, and in that

office he remained till his death. For at

least ten years before becoming Dean of Can

terbury, Mr. (now Dr.) Alford had been turn

ing his attention in the direction of philology

and biblical criticism. His researches on the

improvement and correction of the Greek text

of the New Testament were very thorough and

deliberate. In 1849 he published the first

volume of his commentary on the Greek Tes-

. tament, and the fourth and last in 1861. It has

gone through several improved editions, em

bodying the latest discoveries of Tischendorf,

Tregelles, and others. The sixth edition of the

first volume had been published before his death.

Besides the edition with the Greek text, ho

published the Commentary for English readers,

substituting a revision of the authorized version

for the original, both in the text and the com

ments. He also issued a Greek Testament, in

one volume, with very brief notes for schools,

and a separate edition of his English New Tes

tament (18G9). He had made arrangements

for a similar Commentary on the Old Testa

ment, with the aid of other scholars ; but this

will probably be relinquished. The Commen

tary, or, as it is generally called, "Alford's Greek

Testament," contains a corrected Greek text,

with a pretty full critical apparatus on tho

principles of modern criticism since Lachmann.

The explanatory notes are brief, condensed,

judicious, critical, and pervaded by a Christian

and devout spirit. He has mastered and di

gested the immense material and brought it

within reasonable limits and into readable

shape for the theological student. He has

made free and judicious use of the best German

critics and commentators, especially De Wefte,

Meyer, Lilcke, Tholuck, Olshausen, and Stier.

Of Dr. Alford's other literary labors we may

speak more briefly. He had published two or

three volumes of sermons ; a fourth edition of

his complete poetical works (in 1863) ; a hymn-

book entitled " The Tear of Praise" (1867) ; a

Prayer-book entitled "The Year of Prayer"

(1868) ; and a little book thrown off in a hurry,

and not quite so carefully written as it should

have been, called " The Queen's English."

This was sharply reviewed by Mr. Moon, in

" The Dean's English," and the dean retorted

in " Mr. Moon's English." He was also the

founder and for some years editor of The Con

temporary Review.

ALSACE AND LORRAINE. As was ex

pected at the end of 1870,* one of the principal

conditions on which the Government of Ger

many insisted in concluding peace with France

was the cession of Alsace and the German-

speaking portion of Lorraine. In Article I. of

the preliminary peace concluded at Versailles

on February 26, 1871, the new demarcation-

line was determined upon as follows :

France relinquishes all its rights and claims, in

favor of the German Empire, on that territory which

lies east of the following boundary : The line of de

marcation commences on the northwestern boundary

of the canton Cattenom toward the grand-duchy of

Luxemburg ; follows in a southern direction the

western boundaries of tho cantons Cattenom and

Thionville ; intersects the canton Briey in running

along the western boundaries of the communes Mon-

tois-Io-Montagne and Boncourt, as well as the east

ern boundaries of the communes Marie-aux-Chenes,

Saint-Ail, and Habonville ; touches the frontier of the

canton Gorze, which it intersects on the boundaries

of the communes Vionville, Bounieres, and Onville ;

follows the southern boundary of the arrondisse-

ment Metz, the western boundary of the arrondisse-

ment Chateau Salins, to the commune Fettoncourt,

whose western and southern boundary it encloses ;

and then follows the crest of the mountains lying be

tween the Seille and Moncel to the boundary of the

arrondissement Saarburg south of Garde. Then the

line of demarcation coincides with the boundary of

this arrondissement up to the commune Tauconville,

whose northern boundary it touches. Thence it fol

lows the orest of the mountains between the sources

of the Sarre Blancho and of the Vezouze to tho boun

dary of the canton Shirmeck ; passes along the west

ern boundary of this canton, encloses the communes

SaaJes, Bourg-Bruohe, Calroy-la-Boche, Plaine, Ban-

rupt, Saulxures and St.-Blaiae-lo-Koche in the can

ton Saales; and then coincides with the western

boundary of the departments Haut-Bhin and Bas-

Bhin up to the canton Belfort. It leaves the south-

em boundary of this canton near Vouvenans, inter

sects the canton Delle at the southern boundary of

the communes Bourogne and Froidc-Fontaine, and

reaches the Swiss frontier, in passing along the east

ern boundary of the communes JoHchery and Delle.

The boundary-line as designated has, however, been

changed as follows, with consent of tho contracting

powers : In the former department of the Moselle

the villages Marie-aux-Chenes, near St.-Privat-la-

Montagne, and Vionville, to the west of Rezonville,

are ceded to Germany. On the other hand, the oity

and fortress of Belfort, with a rayon to* be deter

mined upon, remain with France.

Article I. of the permanent treaty of peace,

signed on May 10, 1871, contains the follow

ing:

The distance from the city of Belfort to the boun

dary-line, as was originally proposed at the negotia

tion of Versailles, and is designated on the map an

nexed to the ratified documents of the prelimina

ries of the 26th of February, is regarded as decisive

for the rayon which, according to the respective

clause of the first article of the preliminaries of peace,

shall remain with France, with the city and fortress

of Belfort. The German Government is willing to

enlarge this rayon in such a manner that it shall in

clude tho cantons of Belfort, Delle, and Giromagny,

as well as the western part of the canton Fontaine,

westward of a line from the point where the Ehine-

Bhone Canal leaves the canton Delle, in the south

* See the preceding volume of tho Akhbican Anuitai
Ctctof.«dia for statistics of the two General Govern
ments of "Alsace and Lorraine," organized in 1870 bv
the German Government, as well as the population of all
the towns containing upward of 8,000 Inhabitants.
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from Montreux Chateau to th© northern boundary

of the canton between Bourg and Felon, whore this

line reaches tho eastern boundary of the canton Gi-

romagny. The German Government will, however,

only cede the above-mentioned territory on the con

dition that the French Republic on its part give its

consent to a rectification of the frontiers along the

western boundaries of tho cantons Cattenom and

Thionville, which leaves to Germany tho territory on

the east of a line, which, starting from tho boundary

of Luxemburg between Hussigny and Bedingen,

leaving tho villages ThU and ViUerupt with Franco

and passing along between Erronville and Aumetz,

between Beuvillers and Boulange. between Trieux

and Lommeringen, reaches the old boundary-lino

between Avril and Moyouvre.

The additional Article III. to the same treaty

also modifies the boundary in the sonth of

Belfort. It reads as follows :

The cession of territory near Belfort, which tho

German Government, in Article I. of the present

treaty, offers in exchange for the rectification of the

frontier west of Thionville, is enlarged by the terri

tory of the following villages : Bougemont, Leval,

Petito-Fontaine, Bomagny, Felon, La Chapelle-sous-

Eougemont, Augeot, vauthiermont, La Riviere, La

Grange, Beppe, Fontaine, Frais, Foussmagne, Cu-

nelieres, Montrcux-Chateau, Bretagne, Chavannes-

les-Grands, Chavanatte, and Suarco. Tho road from

Giromagny to Bomiremont which leads over the

Mallon a?Alsace will remain with France in its whole

extent, and, as far as it lies outside of the canton Gi

romagny, will serve as boundary.

The five departments of Northeastern Franco

which were affected by the cession of territory

have the following number of inhabitants :

I. Department BasRhln 688,970
II. Department Haut-Rhin 630.285
IIL Department Vo9ges 418,998
IV. Department Menrthe 4*8,887
V. DepartmentMosellc 452,157

The territory of tho new German province

of Alsace and Lorraine is composed of the fol

lowing five parts :

I. The entire department Ban-Rhln.
II. Of the department Haut-Rhtn ii ceded to Germany :

Inhabitants.
1. Of the arrondlssement Belfort 76,265
2. Of the arrondlssement Colmar 217,693
3. Of the arrondisscmcnt Mtthlbaueen 179,347

Total of the Department Haut-Rhin 473,305

in. Of the'department Voeget is ceded to Germany :
Of the arrondlesement St. Die 21,637

IT. Of the department Meurthe it ceded to Germany :
1. Of the arrondlssement Saarburg 64.737
2. Of the arrondlssement Salzburg 55,363

Total of the Department Meurthe 120,100

V. Of the department Moselle ie ceded to Germany ;
1. Of the arroodissement Metz 160.701
2. Of the arrondlssement Briejr 10,585
3. Of the arrondlssement Dledenhofen 90.591
4. Of the arrondlssement Saargemtlnd 131,876

Total of the Department Moselle 393,753

BECiPITCLATIOX.

Sqnare Mi)«l. Inhabttanti
t. Department Bas-Rhln 1,756.96 588,970
II. Department Hant-Rhln 1,353.73 473.305
ni. Department Vosges 86.87 21,637
IV. Department Meurthe 766.44 120.100
V. Department Moselle 1,637.91 893,758

Total 6,601.91 1,597,765

This territory was divided by the German

Government into 22 circles, which correspond

to the old French division into cantons.

CIRCLES. Inhabitant.
I. Department of Upper Hhine. —

I. Circle Altkirch 57,147
5. Circle Mflhlbausen 132,765
8. Circle Thann 65,710
4. Circle Gebweiler 65,743
6. Circle Colmar 83,278
6. Circle Bappolteweller 69,672

Total Upper Rhine 473,305

IX Department ofLower Shine.
7. Circle Schlettetadt 79,028
8. Circle Eretcln 66.840
9. Circle Molsheim 78,279
la Strasbourg city circle 84,167
II. 8tra»bonrf;coantry circle 75,015
12. Circle Hagenan 75,394
18. Circle Welssenburg 68,732
14. Circle Zabem 88,652

Total Lower Rhine 610,607

TH. Department of Lorraine.
15. Circle Saaruemdnd 65,991
16. Circle Forbach 66,885
17. Circle Bolchen 60.986
18. Dledcnhofen 79,208
19. Metz city circle 51,817
20. Metz country circle 76,886
21. Circle Salzburg 65,368
22. Circle Saarburg 64,787

Total Lorraine 613,853

RECAPITULATION.

DEPARTMENTS. RVjoara Mllaa. Inhabitant!,

Upper Rhine I,85a78 478.805
Lower Rhine 1,639.85 610,607
Lorraine 2,404.87 613,853

Total Alsace and Lorraine. .. 6,597.95 1,597,765

In May, the Federal Council of Germany

submitted to the Reichstag a bill for incorpo

rating Alsace and Lorraine into the German

Empire. They were not to be annexed to any

particular German state, but to constitute a

province of the empire, immediately subject

to the Imperial Government and the Federal

authorities. The reason for making this ar

rangement, which took many by surprise, was

thus explained by Prince Bismarck in a speech

made in the German Diet on May 25th :

It is first necessary to reconnoitre tho country.

What we now have to give the Alsatians is the right

of German citizenship, the privilege of free inter

course in Germany in commercial and social rela

tions. We must come to a conclusion respecting tho

form in which we will give them this citizenship.

Thereby it can only be a question whether Alsace

shall be annexed to one of the existing Btates of the

Union, or whether it shall be a direct province of

tho empire, until it shall have becomo domesticated in

tho family. It has only earnestly come in question

whether Alsace shall be given to Prussia, or whether

it shall bo an imperial province. I have expressed

myself unconditionally for the latter alternative, as

I regard it as more easy for the Alsatians to becomo

friendly to the name of " German " than to that of

" Prussian." It is our task to strengthen particular

ism in Alsace. The more they regard themselves as

Alsatians, the more they will be inclined to (rive up

tho French. I feel the necessity of ascertaining the

disposition of the Alsatians when this net goes into

operation ; and, as far as I feel myself calletf upon to

advise his Majesty the Emperor, the first decree

will be to carry out the municipal elections, and the

second to elect General Councils. Thus we would

have Assemblies which would give us more informa

tion respecting the necessities of the situation than

our officials could. I have not the least hesitation

about submitting to election the choice of municipal

authorities. It is not to be avoided that an official

who comes a stranger to the country occasions dissntis
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faction, which is by no means consistent with the in

tentions of the Government. There would be mutual

denunciations and suspicions. I much less fear the

municipal authorities, when elected by the parishes,

than our own offloials. If I should be deceived in

this hope, it is an advantage of an energetic Govern

ment that it can promptly repair trifling ' errors.

How far we are able to go in leaving the country to

govern itself, I will not here decide, tinder every

circumstance we will go as far as is consistent with

the security of the country. This is a task which is

new to my previous sphere of action; and it is so

difficult that I do not approach it w.thout hesitation.

The task that I created for myself on assuming

charge of the Prussian ministry, to restore the Ger

man Empire in some form, has been accomplished,

and I regard my political obligations to my Father

land in a certain degree as finished ; and it I, at my

age, am not terrified at the task, it is because of my

interest in the welfare of the inhabitants of Alsace.

I regard myself as their advocate

Princo Bismarck declared himself opposed

to the two provisions which the committee of

the Diet had added to the bill, as proposed by

the Federal Council, especially the one short

ening the dictatorial power of the Imperial

Government. The vote was taken on June 3d.

Clause 1, which incorporates Alsace and Lor

raine with Germany as a direct province of

the empire, was agreed to with only two dis

senting voices. On clause 2, which provides

that the dictatorial power shall continue until

the 1st of January, 1873, Prince Bismarok

stated that the difference between his views

and those of the Parliament consisted in his

considering that the wishes and requirements

of the country were not sufficiently taken into

account in the decisions arrived at by the Par

liament. It was possible, perhaps, that even

before 1873 he might be in a position to pro

pose that the Alsatians should take part in

parliamentary legislation ; he might also admit

thern before that date to the Federal Council.

He persisted in the wish for a longer term of

dictatorial power, because he believed that the

Government would, for a time, treat Alsace in

a more generous manner than Parliament. He

pointed out the peculiarities of the country,

which it would be necessary to handle with

care, mentioning as instances the positions of

lawyers and bailiffs, whose offices had hitherto

been acquired by purchase, and who would

therefore have to be indemnified, if the pres

ent arrangements were modified. Such labors

as these modifications would render necessary

were not suitable for the action of Parliament ;

otherwise, the duration of a session would be

illimitable. At a later stage of the discussion,

Princo Bismarck stated, in order to avoid any

misunderstanding, that the participation of

Alsace in the deliberations of the Parliament

wpuld not be identical with the introduction

of the imperial constitution in Alsace, but

would rather ^be a sort of preparatory course.

In the bill it was provided that some portions

of the constitution might be put in force before

the validity of the bill ceased, and this might

be done with regard to eleotoral rights with

out thereby restricting legislation for Alsace
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to a parliamentary form. Clause 2 was then

adopted, as proposed by the committee. After

a short debate, the remaining paragraphs, and

subsequently the whole bill, were adopted.

In October, a treaty was concluded between

France and Germany, by which the Govern

ment of France granted, for the articles of

export from Alsace-Lorraine, into France, ex

emptions from or reductions of duty to the

end of the year 1872. In return, similar favors

were granted by Germany to a few articles of

export from France into Alsace-Lorraine to

the same date. One article of the treaty pro

vides for the restoration of three villages to

France.

Municipal elections were held in Alsace and

Lorraine at the close of July. In a few places

they were declared void, in consequence of the

small vote. The German Government brought

no pressure to bear upon the electors, the im

mense majority of whom were unquestionably

sympathizing with France. Many of the in

habitants emigrated to France, Switzerland, or

the United States of America. Many others,

availing themselves of that clause of the con

stitution which leaves,to the people of the an

nexed provinces the choice of adopting the

French or the German nationality, preferred

to remain in Alsace as Frenohmen. As they

openly betrayed their entire sympathy with

the "Ligue Alsacienno et Lorraine de la D61i-

vrance," which had been organized in Paris, to

prepare the way for the recovery of the two

lost provinces, the German Government warned

this class of Alsatians that as foreigners they

were only tolerated, and that, in case of emer

gency, the German Government must reserve

to itself full liberty of action with regard to

them. The French Government yielded, how

ever, to the remonstrances of Germany, and

dissolved the " Ligue Alsacienne " as being in

compatible with the principles of international

law. The. society accordingly changed its

name into "Societe Alsace-France-Lorraine,"

and, dropping all political paragraphs of their

statutes, assumed the character merely of a

philanthropical society.

The administration of the new German

province will be gradually assimilated to that

of the remainder of Germany. The Univer

sity of Strasbourg will be reorganized, and the

Government intends to make it one of the

prominent universities of the German Empire,

hoping that a German university will' exercise

a great influence in favor of a revival of Ger

man sentiments among the mass of the people.

The gymnasia, normal and primary schools,

will soon be reconstructed under the German

system. Compulsory education has already

been introduced. As regards the two lan

guages of the new province, the Strassburger

Zeitung, of August 27th, contains the follow

ing official communication : " It is, of course,

understood that instruction in the German

language will at onoe be obligatory in all the

schools, and that, in every class, at least six
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hours a week will be devoted to it, so as to

enable the pupils to pass the examinations.

The lowest class of every institution must con

duct the entire instruction, with the exception

of the French, to which six hours will be given,

in the German language. For the following

years it is intended to divide, in the higher

classes of the learned institutions, the several

branches among the two languages, using the

German language for the instruction in Latin,

Greek, history, and geographv."

AMERICA. The year 1871 has been event

ful in history, in witnessing the settlement, by

peaceful arbitration, of the long-standing dis

putes between the United States and England.

The most important of these disputes is to be

adj usted by a tribunal at Geneva, for which each

of the contracting parties, as well as the King

of Italy, the President of the Swiss Confedera

tion, and the Emperor of Brazil, appointed one

member. The Emperor of Germany, in com

pliance with the joint wish of the two Govern

ments, consented to act as the arbitrator of the

disputed water-boundary between the United

States and Great Britain. The outrages com

mitted in Corea against an American surveying-

party led to an armed expedition against that

country, in which several forts were destroyed,

after which the expedition returned, as it was

found impracticable to obtain any further re

sult. The most important events in the inter

nal history of the United States were the or

ganization of a Territorial Government for the

District of Columbia, and the adoption of strin

gent measures for the suppression of polygamy

among the Mormons. In October, the Presi

dent, in pursuance of an act of Congress, com

monly known as the Ku-klux law, issued a

proclamation suspending the privilege of the

writ of habeas corpus in nine counties of

South Carolina, on the ground that unlawful

combinations of men endeavored to deprive

the emancipated class of the substantial bene

fit of freedom, and to prevent the free political

action of those citizens who did not sympa

thize with themselves. The national debt of

the United States was during the year reduced

to the extent of $86,057,126 ; but the pros

perity of the country, on the other hand, greatly

Buffered by terrible fires, especially in the city

of Chicago, and in the woods of Wisconsin,

Michigan, and Minnesota.

Under the presidency of a commissioner of

the United States, a conference was held at

Washington between the plenipotentiaries of

Spain and the allied South American republics,

which resulted in an armistice, with a reason

able assurance of a permanent peace.

The Empire of Brazil has taken the initia

tory steps toward the abolition of slavery ; but

in the West India colonies of Spain the refornls

in this direction which were promised by the

Spanish Government have not been carried

out, the laws and regulations for the apparent

abolition of slavery in Cuba and Porto Rico

retaining most of the laborers in life-long bond

age. In Brazil another important reform has

been inaugurated by the introduction of com

pulsory education.

The republics of Spanish America have been

in a more disturbed condition than usual Al

most every one, with the exception of Chili,

has been a prey to civil war, and in several the

disturbances continued during the greater part

of the year. In Ecuador, Bolivia, Guatemala,

and Salvador, tho regular government was

overthrown by a successful revolution. Vene

zuela and Colombia appear to be bankrupt, as

they are unable to meet the financial responsi

bilities which they incurred by formal treaties.

Real progress is made in Chili and in the Ar

gentine Republic, where the cause of education

is advancing.

The struggle of the Cubans for their inde

pendence continued throughout the year,

though there appears to be no hope for their im

mediate success. Unheard-of atrocities were

committed by the Spaniards in their attempts to

suppress the insurrectionary movements, and

all demonstrations in their favor. The Gov

ernment of the United States found it neces

sary to instruct the naval commanders in Cu

ban waters to spare no effort in case it should

become necessary to protect the lives and

property of bona-Jide American citizens, and to

maintain the dignity of the flag.

In accordance with a resolution passed by

Congress, President Grant, in January, ap

pointed three commissioners to visit San Do

mingo and report upon the condition of affairs

on the island. In April the President sent to

Congress the report of the commissioners,

which is highly favorable to the annexation of

the republic to the United States. While the

ruling party in San Domingo continued to

show a great anxiety for having the annexa

tion scheme carried out, public opinion in

Hayti strongly declared itself against the meas

ure. (See Pjjblio Documents.)

ANDERSON, Robebt, Brigadier and Brevet

Major-General, U. S. A., born at " Soldiers' Re

treat," near Louisville, Ky., June 14, 1 805 ; died

at Nice, France, October 26, 1871. His father

was a colonel in the Revolutionary army, and

his mother a cousin of Chief-Justice Marshall.

He graduated from the Military Academy at

West Point as brevet second-lieutenant of First

Artillery, but was transferred to the Second

Artillery as full second-lieutenant the same

year. After spending a few months at Santa

F6 de Bogota as private secretary of the United

States minister there, he returned, and was or

dered to the artillery-school for practice at

Fortress Monroe, Va., where he remained \mtil

1828, being then placed on ordnance duty,

upon which he continued until 1832. Though

only a second-lieutenant in the segular army,

he received, May 9, 1832, the' honorary ap

pointment of assistant inspector-general with

the rank of colonel of Illinois Volunteers, in

the " Black Hawk War," and as such was en

gaged in the battle of " Bad Axe " under Gen
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end Atkinson. The war against the Sao In

dians having terminated, he passed the follow

ing three years in the performance of garrison

and ordnance duties, and the succeeding two

at the Military Academy in giving instructions

in the department of artillery. In 1837-38 he

served in the Florida War, was engaged in sev

eral sharp actions withrthe Seminoles, and for

his gallantry and successful conduct during

these hostilities was brevetted captain April 2,

1833, the date of his capture of forty-five In

dians near Fort Lauderdale. From May 9 to

Jnly 7, 1838, he was aide-de-camp to Major-

General Scott during the emigration of the

Cherokees to the west of the Mississippi, and

at the latter date, on the reorganization of the

staff of the army, was made assistant adjutant-

general, continuing on duty with General Scott

at New York, the headquarters of the Eastern

Department, until July, 1841, when he became

a member of a board of officers to examine his

own translation from the French of " Instruc

tion for Field Artillery—Horse and Foot,"

which he had prepared for the service of the

United States and published in 1840. This

work he supplemented in 1860, with a trans

lation of " Evolutions of Field-Battories." He

was promoted October 23, 1841, to a captaincy

of artillery, preferring which he accepted his

line and relinquished his staff appointment.

Until 1847 he was engaged on board and gar

rison duties, and then joined his old com

mander in his great campaign in Mexico, con

tinuing with him from the siege of Vera Cruz

until disabled by a severe wound received Sep

tember 8, 1847, in assaulting the enemy's works

at Molino del Rey, where, for his bravery, he

was brevetted a major. After recovering from

his wound he was placed on garrison and ar

tillery board duty until July 11, 1853, when he

became governor of the branch military asylum

at narrodsburg, in his native State, an institu

tion of which he was the founder. After hold

ing this appointment until November 1, 1854,

he was put on various board and inspection

duties until the autumn of 1860, in the mean

time, October 5, 1857, being promoted major

of the First Artillery. Holding this rank, he

was selected by General Scott, with whom he

had always been a favorite, to command the

United States troops in Charleston harbor,

where there was already a speck of war ap

pearing above the horizon. General Scott

selected Major Anderson for this position,

from his full confidence in his integrity, though

knowing him to be extensively conneoted with

the South both by birth and marriage. Owing

to the directions of John B. Floyd, Buchanan's

Secretary of War, Anderson was not allowed

a battalion, but only two skeleton companies

(80 officers and men in all), and November 20,

1860, made his headquarters at Fort Moultrie,

appealing constantly, but in vain, to the Gov

ernment for reSnforcements and supplies.

Deeming Fort Moultrie untenable, under the

threatened assault of the secessionists, he

transferred his entire command to Fort Sum

ter, during the night of December 26th, taking

with him all the provisions, munitions, etc.,

that could be conveniently transported. The

removal was effected by means of two schoon

ers, which made several trips during the night,

passing directly by the harbor guard-boat Nina,

and affecting no concealment. The news of

this movement roused the nation to the con

sciousness of approaching hostilities. The se

cessionists assailed the major as guilty of a

"gross breach of faith," while in the loyal

States it was hailed as an act of judicious pa

triotism. The firm attitude and unfaltering

loyalty of Anderson during the succeeding

days soon brought matters to a crisis. He gave

formal notice to Gov. Pickens, of South Caro

lina, that he was determined to replenish his

nearly exhausted supply of provisions. This the

secessionists were determined not to tolerate,

and General Beauregard, who had telegraphed

Major Anderson's decision to Montgomery, re

ceived orders thence to demand the prompt

surrender of the fort, and, in case of refusal,

to reduce it. The demand was accordingly

made at 2 p. m. on April 11th, and courteously

declined. General Beauregard at 11 p. m. again

addressed Major Anderson, asking him to state

at what time he would evacuate Fort Sumter,

if unmolested, and was answered that he

would do so at noon on the fifteenth, should he

not have received " controlling instructions "

from the national Government, or additional

supplies. This answer was deemed unsatisfac

tory, and, at 3.20 a.m. of the 12th, Major An

derson was duly informed that fire would be

opened on Fort Sumter in one hour. What

followed is best told in the brief report which

Major Anderson sent to the Government :

Steamship Baltic, off Sandy Hook, )

April 18, 1861. f

The Eon. S. Cameron, Secretary of War :

Sib : Having defended Fort Sumtor for thirty-four

hours, until the quarters were entirely turned, the

main gates destroyed, the gorge-wall seriously in

jured,the magazine surrounded by flames, and its door

closed from the effects of the heatj four barrels and

three cartridges of powder only being available, and

no provisions but pork remaining, I accepted terms of

evaouation offered by General Beauregard (being the

same offered by him on the 11th instant, prior to the

commencement of hostilities), and marched out of

the fort on Sunday afternoon, the 14th instant, with

colors flying and drums beating, bringing away oom-

pany and private property, and saluting my flag with

fifty guns.

EOBERT ANDERSON, Major First Artillery.

The day after leaving Fort Sumter, Ander

son, with his little tried band of seventy men,

sailed for New York, where he was most en

thusiastically received, the city authorities

marking their approbation of his services by

conferring upon him the freedom of the city.

In 1865 he was permitted to hoist the Union

flag again over the ruins of Fort Sumter.

President Lincoln, in recognition of Ander

son's services, appointed him, May 15, 1861, a

brigadier-general in the Regular Army, and
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placed him in command of the Department

of Kentucky, and subsequently of that of

the Cumberland, which bis shattered health

compelled him to relinquish in tho following

October. From this time till his retirement

from active service, October 27, 1803, he per

formed no duty except for a short period in

command of Fort. Adams, Newport harbor,

Rhode Island. However, to entitle him to full

pay, the Government generously gave him a

nominal position on the staff of the general

commanding the Eastern Department, which

continued until terminated by army regula

tions and law. On February 3, 1865, he was

brevetted a major-general, "for gallant and

meritorious service in the harbor of Charles

ton, 8. C, in the defence of Fort Sumter."

In 1870 he went abroad, first to Dresden,

then to Tours, and finally to Nice, hoping for

relief in the mild, congenial climate of South

ern France ; but his health was so broken by

his long service and severe wound in the army,

and his constitution so shattered by the hard

ships and anxiety he had endured at Fort Sum

ter, that death in his sixty-seventh year at last

came to end his sufferings.

ANDREW, Right Rer. James Osgood, D. D.,

the senior bishop of the Methodist Episcopal

Church South, born in Georgia in 1794 ; died

in Mobile, Ala., March 2, 1871. He joined the

South Carolina Conference in 1812 or 1813,

received deacon's orders in 1814, and full or

dination in 1816. After passing through the

usual course of promotion in the Methodist

Church, being for several years a presiding

elder, etc., he was ordained bishop by the

General Conference which met in Philadelphia

in 1832. He had, meantime, married a lady

who owned slaves ; but, though this fact was

known at the time of his ordination as bishop,

and the declarations of Wesley on the subject

were very explicit, yet no action was taken in

regard to his disqualification till the conference

which met in New York in 1844. Even then

the action seems not to have been formal or

regular, in the nature of an impeachment, but,

after a long and somewhat heated discussion,

a resolution was passed requesting him to de

sist from exercising tho functions of a bishop

until he should cease to be a slaveholder.

Thereupon, the representatives of thirteen

Southern conferences presented a protest

against the action of tho General Convention,

and expressed their conviction that the further

exercise ofjurisdiction over them by the General

Convention would be prejudicial to the interests

of the Church in the Southern States. This

led to the complete organization, in May, 1845,

of the " Methodist Episcopal Church South,"

of which Bishop Andrew became one of the

first bishops, and over it he presided till his

death. Bishop Andrew was an able preacher,

a man of genial and kindly temper, not fond

of strife or controversy. He has left very' few

published writings, principally sermons and

addresses, but till the failure of his health was

a very active and devoted superintendent of

the Church.

ANGLICAN CHURCHES* According to

tho statements in the Kalendar of the Englith

Church for 1871, the number of church-sit

tings in the dioceses of the Province of Can

terbury is 4,442,414 ; aggregate of Episcopal

income, £119,500; number of deaneries, 455;

of benefices, 10,452 ; of curates, 4,927. The

number of church-sittings in tho dioceses of

the Province of York is 1,323,016; the aggre

gate income, £37,700; number of deaneries,

110; of benefices, 2,885 ; of curates, 1,112.

The dioceses in India and the Colonies are

• classified geographically in the Kalendar of

the English Church, as follows :

East Indies.—Bombay, Calcutta, Columbo,

Labuan, Madras; five dioceses. Total num

ber of clergy, 441 ; income of bishops, about

£12,260.

West Indies.—Antigua, Barbadoes, Jamaica,

Nassau; four dioceses. Number ofclergy, 246 ;

income of bishops, £8,625.

SouthAmerica.—Guiana; onediocese. Num

ber of clergy, 33 ; income of bishop, £2,000.

South Africa.—Cape Town, Grahamstoun,

St. Helena, Natal, Mauritius, Central Africa

(missionary), Orange River State (missionary) ;

seven dioceses. Number of clergy, 135; in

come of bishops, £5,145.

West Africa.—Sierra Leone, Niger (mission

ary); two dioceses. Number of clergy, 49;

income of bishops, £1,282.

Australia.—Adelaide, Brisbane, Goulburn,

Melbourne, Newcastle, Perth, Sydney, Tasma

nia ; eight dioceses. Number of clergy, 862 ;

income of bishops, £7,938.

Canada and North America.—Frederickton,

Huron, Montreal, Newfoundland, Nova Scotia,

Ontario, Quebec, Rupert's Land, Toronto;

nine dioceses. Number of clergy, 550; in

come of bishops, £9,428.

British Columbia; one diocese. Number

of clergy, 15 ; income of bishop, £620.

New Zealand.— Christ Church, Nelson,

Auckland, Wellington, Whai-a-pua; five dio

ceses. Number of clergy, 66 ; income of

bishops, £2,420.

Other dioceses are: Melanesia (Pacific

Ocean) ; income of bishop, £500. Honolulu

(vacant) ; clergy, 8 ; income, £500. Victoria

(Hong-Kong) ; clergy, 19 ; income, £1,000.

Gibraltar, clergy, 41 ; income, £1,100. Jeru

salem (missionary) ; clergy, 15 ; income, £800.

The general total aggregates, 47 dioceses;

1,977 cl§rgy; income, £53,718.

A decision involving points of doctrine was

rendered by the Lord-Chancellor on .the 11th

of February, on appeal, in the case of the Rev.

Charles Voysey, who had been condemned

and sentenced to deprivation by tho Chancery

Court of York, for doctrines held to be erro

neous, which he had set forth in a book entitled

" The Sling and Stone." It was charged, nn-

* For an account of the Anglican Chnrch In the United
States, let Pbotestakt Episcopal Chubch.
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der several specifications, that Mr. Voysey had

controverted in this book the doctrines of the

Atonement of Christ, Original Sin, of Justifi

cation by Faith, of the Incarnation and God

head of the Son, and that he had depraved the

Scriptures by denying their genuineness as

revelations of the knowledge of God. All the

charges but the last were sustained. The Lord-

Chancellor, in summing up the charges and the

evidence, remarked that the Court had not

been unmindful of the latitude allowed by the

Articles of Religion, and tolerated in the de

cisions ofprevious ecclesiastical courts. " But,"

he added, " the appellant will, we think, him

self feel how impossible it is that any sooiety

whatever of worshippers.can be held together

without some fundamental points of agree

ment, or can together worship a Being in whom

they have no common faith." After allowing

what was considered a reasonable time for

Mr. Voysey to recant his heresies, the sentence

of deprivation was made final.

The ritualistic controversy was carried on

during the year with undiminished activity.

The decision in the Mackonochie case, which

is quoted in a previous volume of the Anituai,

Cyclopedia, had the effect of widening the

breach between the bulk of the High-Church

party and the Ritualists. The subject of leav

ing the Church was broached by some. The

question, to what extent the decisions of the

Judicial Committee in spiritual matters should

be held binding inforo conscientuB, was freely

discussed. Many of the ritualistic party have

given their aid to the movement for the dis

establishment of the Church. Early in the

year- a petition was forwarded to the Convoca

tion of Canterbury, signed by nine hundred

clergymen, begging to be protected against

this decision. The excitement was greatly in

creased by another judgment, which was ren

dered by the Judicial Committee of the Privy

Council, on the 23d of February, in the case

of Hebbert against Purchas. This case came

np on appeal from a previous decision of the

dean of arches, who had pronounced the so-

called Eucharistic garmonts lawful. The high

er court decided that the clergyman must not

wear a tunicle, alb, or chasuble, in performing

divine service; that he must not mix water

with the wine for the communion, neither at

the altar nor in the vestry before the time

of service ; that pure wheaten bread must be

used, and not wafers ; and that the clergyman,

while standing at the communion-table, must

stand at the north side, looking south, and not

east. Strong efforts were made by Mr. Pur

chas and his friends to have this decision re

considered or revoked. Application was made

to the Queen to suspend action upon it until

a rehearing could be had, and the case was

brought again before the Privy Council, who

decided, April 26th, that their action was final.

A number of ritualistio clergyman resolved not

to abide by this decision.

The Upper House of the Convocation of Can

terbury, at their meeting in June, adopted the

following declaration on the Vatican Council,

and directed it to be sent to all bishops in com

munion with the Church of England :

That the request of the LowerHouse in their mes

sage to this House on the 15th of February last, with

regard to the Vatican Council, be complied with, and

that a declaration on that subject be put forth in the

following terms :

That the Vatican Council has no just right to be

termed an (Ecumenical or General Council, and that

none of its decrees have any claim for acceptance as

canons of a General Council.

That the dogma of Papal Infallibility now set forth

by the Vatican Council is contrary to Holy Scripture,

and to the judgment of the ancient Church universal.

That there is one true Catholic and Apostolio

Church, founded by our Lord and Saviour Jesus

Christ; that of this truo Catholic and Apostolic

Church the Church of England and the Churohes in

communion with her are living members ; and that

the Church of England earnestly desires to maintain

firmly the CathoBo faith as set forth by the (Ecu

menical Councils of the universal Church, and to be

united upon those principles of doctrine and disci

pline in the bonds ofbrotherly love with all Churches

in Christendom.

That the assumption of supremacy by the Bishop

of Borne in convening the late Vatican Council con

travenes canons of the universal Church.

Among the scholars who were invited to as

sist the committee of the Convention of Can

terbury in the revision of the English Bible,

was Mr. Vance Smith, a Unitarian. He par

took of the communion with the other mem

bers of the committee at their opening meet

ing. This act of participation was objected

to by many of the clergy, who regarded as a

scandal that a Socinian should be recognized

in this manner. At the February meeting of

the convocation, the following resolution was

proposed by the Bishop of Winchester, and

carried :

Besdeedf That in the judgment of this House it is

not expedient that any porson who denies the God

head or our Lord Jesus Christ should be invited to

assist in a revision of the Scriptures, and further,

that it is in the judgment of this House expedient

that any such person now in either company should

cease to act therewith.

The Lower House responded with expres

sions of sympathy with the regret of the Upper

House that one who rejected the Nicene Creed

had been admitted to the communion at "West

minster Abbey, but recommended that the

resolutions under which the committee were

acting continue unaltered, and that the com

mittee be not interfered With. By the deter

mination of the committee, Mr. Vance Smith

retained his position as one of their number.

The disestablishment ofthe Episcopal Church

in Ireland took effect on January 1, 1871,

when all church property became vested in

commissioners, all ecclesiastical law was abol

ished, and the right of the bishops to sit in the

House of Lords ceased.

The following is a condensed abstract of the

constitution of the disestablished Irish Church,

which was drawn up by the General Conven

tion in two sessions, held at Dublin in 1870.

The Convention was composed of two houses
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—that of the bishops and archbishops, and

that of the clerical and lay delegates. In the

latter house the principle of voting by orders

was allowed. The bishops, as a separate order,

also had the power of voting separately when

they desired it; but there was this limitation

to the' power of their veto—that it could not

stop a measure sanctioned by majorities of

both the other orders, unless seven of the

episcopal bench (there are twelve bishops in

all, including the two archbishops) were pres

ent and concurred in a dissentient vote.

Declaration. — The statutes drawn up by

this Convention are preceded by a solemn pre

amble and Declaration. The Declaration runs

in the name of "the archbishops and bishops

of this the nncient Catholio and Apostolio

Church of Ireland, together with the repre

sentatives of the clergy and laity of the same

in General Convention assembled," and is as

follows :

1. " The Church of Ireland doth, as heretofore,

accept and unfeignedly believe all the canonical

Scriptures of tho Old and New Testaments, as given

by inspiration of God, and containing all things ne

cessary for salvation ; and doth continue to profess

the faith of Christ as professed by tho primitive

Church."
2. " The Church of Ireland will continue to min

ister the doctrine, and sacraments, and tho discipline

of Christ as the Lord hath- commanded, and will

maintain inviolate tho three orders of bishops,

priests or presbyters, and deacons in the sacred

ministry."

8. " Tho Church of Ireland, as a Reformed and

Protestant Church, doth hereby reaffirm its constant

witness against all those innovations in doctrine

and worship, whereby the primitive faith hath been

from time to time overlaid and defaced, and which

at the Reformation this Church did disown and re

ject."

4. " Tho Church of Ireland doth receive and ap

prove " the Book of Common Prayer and tho Thirty-

nine Articles ; and " will continue to use tho same,

subject to such alterations only as may be made

therein from time to time by the lawful authority of

the Church."

6. "Tho Church of Ireland will maintain com

munion with tho sister Church of England, and with

all other Christian Churches agreeing in the prin

ciples of thus Declaration; and will set forward, as

far as in it lieth, quietness, peace, and love, among

all Christian people."

6. "The Church of Ireland, deriving its authority

from Christ, who is the Head over all things to the

Church, doth declare that a General Synod.of tho

Church of Ireland, consisting of tho archbishops and

bishops, and of representatives of tho clergy and

laitv, shall have chief legislative power therein, and

Bueh administrative power as may bo necessary for

the Church, and consistent with its episcopal con

stitution."

The first statute, accordingly, relates to

The General Synod.—Tim General Synod consists

of two Houses : the House of Bishops and the House

of Representatives. The House of Representatives

consists of 208 clergymen and 416 laymen, selected

by the clergy and laity in the Diocesan Synods.

The number of clergy sent from each diocese is in

proportion to the number in the diooeso. Tho num

ber of laity is determined by a scheme which takes

into consideration both tho number of parishes and

the Church population of tho whole diocese. Any

clergyman or the Church in priest's orders may be

oleoted a clerical representative, whether he resides

in the diocese or not. Any layman, aged twenty-

one, who is a member and communicant of the

Church, and who makes a solemn declaration to that

effect, is eligible as a lay representative. He need

not be a subscriber to the funds of the Church. A

clergyman not having a cure of souls, but being an

owner of property in the diocese, may be elected as

s representative of the laity therein. Both clerical

and lay representatives arc elected for three years.

The'llouse of Bishops sits and deliberates along

with the House of Representatives, but has the

gowcr of withdrawing for separate deliberation. The

ishops may let a measure pass without voting on it.

When they do vote they vote as a separate order,

and the clergy and laity have tho Borne right which

they had in the Convention, of calling for a vote by

orders. Each order thus has a veto, but the veto of

the Bishops is not unlimited, though the limitation

is practically very slight. A measure vetoed by the

bishops may be brought forward again in a year, and

then, if reaffirmed by majorities of two-thirds of each

of tho other orders, it passes, unless two-thirds of

the Bench of Bishops vote against it. If two-thirdt

of the whole Bench of Bithopt art present and vote

against it, their veto hold* good.
The General Synod is to meet in Dublin annually.

It has, as stated in the Declaration, chief legislative

power in the Church, and can " alter, amend, or ab

rogate " any of the canons, " or make. new canons."

The ordinary course of proceeding is by a first and

second reading, a discussion in committee, and a

third reading, and ono clear day must elapse after the

bill is reported before tho third reading. This is the

ordinary course, but there is an important exception.

No modification or alteration can ho made in tbo

"Articles, doctrines, rites, rubricstor formularies"

of tho Church, except after a resolution passed in full

Bynod, stating the nature of the proposed change.

This resolution must be passed by majorities of at

leaet two-thirdt of each order of representativet. It

must be communicated to all the Diocesan Synods at

their next meetings, and no bill on the subject can

be introduced into tho General Synod until one year

has elapsed after the communication of the resolu

tion to the Diocesan Synods. •

This extra course of procedure is not necessary in

the case of such smaller changes as may havo been

"rendered necessary by the passing of tho Irish

Church Act," as, for instance, expressions in the

Btate Prayers that are no longer suitable. And any

recommendation unanimously made by the English

Ritual Commission may bo adopted without the de

lay of a year, but muBt havo tho majorities of two-

thirds in their favor.

Tht Bepretentaiive Clturch Body is a smaller body

than tho General Synod, representing the whole

Church. It is incorporated by Act of Parliament to

hold property on behalf of the Church, which it ad

ministers subject to the control of tho General Synod.

It also acts generally as a standing committee of the

General Synod. This body consists of sixty mem

bers, namely, the twelve bishops, one clorgyman

and two laymen elected from each diocese, and twelve

other coCptcd members. Tho latter arc added iu

order to secure the appointment of some men whose

assistance would bo most valuable, but who might

not bo selected by any particular diocese.

The Bnoceee, Bnocetan Synod, and Council.—There

arc at present twelve bishops in the Church of Ire

land. Each of these, with tho exception of tho

Bishop of Mcath, presides over a union of dioceses.

These unions were made by tho Act of 1884, which

reduced the number of bishops from twenty-two to

twelve. Many of them aro too largo or otherwise

inconvenient for episcopal superintendence and

united diocesan action ; and the diocese of Meath,

containing two counties and part of a third, lies so in

conveniently with respect to railway communication,

that its Synod is held in two parts, one meeting at

Navan in the county Meath, and tho other at Muliin
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gar in Westmeath, and on one occasion, when it was

necessary to hold one meeting for the whole diocese,

it was held out of the diocese, in Dublin. The stat

utes of the Convention make provision for the di

vision and rearrangement of the existing diocesan

districts, and funds are already being raised for the

endowment of additional bishoprics.

In each diocese there is a Diocesan Synod, in some

rases for the whole union, in others for each of the

component dioceses. The Synod oonsists of the

bishop or his commissary as president, all the bene

ficed or lioensed clergy of the diooese, and lay repre

sentatives from each parish, who may be in the pro

portion of two to one of the clergy, but not more.

The lay representatives are chosen tnennially at the

Easter vestries. They must be of full age, members

of the Church, and communicants, the only proof

of the latter two qualifications being a solemn dec

laration made by the representative himself.

In the Diocesan Synod, again, as in the general

synod, either order has the right of calling for a sep

arate vote, and no measure can be passed without a

clear majority of both. The Bishop has a veto, but

subject to an appeal to the General Synod, if the res

olution from which he dissents is reaffirmed after a

year by majorities of two-thirds of both orders. He

has also the power of taking "any reasonable time,

not exceeding one month," to decide whether hewill

use his veto or not. And he may, if he wishes it,

refer the matter in question at once to the General

Synod for decision.

The Diocesan Synod deals with matters that con

cern the diocese only, and it cannot make any regu

lation inconsistent with any law of the whole Church,

or decision of the General Synod, to which there is

an appeal from its decisions. It elects a standing

committee called the Diocesan Council, consisting of

clergymen and laymen, with the Bishop ex-officio

chairman, to which it can delegate any of its powers

that mav be necessary.

The Parish, Vestry, and Select Vestry.—At the vestry

meeting all male members of the Church of full age,

who have signed a solemn declaration of church-

membership and have been registered as members

of the vestry, are entitled to vote. It is not required

that a vestryman should be a communicant, nor is

it required by the statutes ofthe General Convention

that he should he a subscriber to the Church funds,

but each DiOcesan Synod has the power of making

this a condition in its own diocese. A member of

the Church may claim to register as a vestryman in

any particular parish : (1) as being resident in the

parisn ; (2) as having attended divine service in the

church for six months next preceding the time of

registration ; (3) as holding property in the parish.

The register is amended once a vear ; names cannot

be put on at other times; and disputes are referred

to the Diocesan Council, whose decision is-flnal.

The vestry meets ordinarily once a year, and elects :

(1) lay representatives to the Diocesan Synods ; (2) the

people's churchwarden (the clergyman retains the

right of electing minister's ohurchwarden, as under

the old law) ; (3) the parochial nominators, whose

part in the appointment of clergymen to cures we

shall speak of presently ; (4) any number of its mem

bers, not exceeding ten, to form, with the clergymen

and churchwardens, the select vestry.

The select vestry has the control of all paro

chial charities and ohuroh funds, provides requisites

for divine service, keeps the church and parish build

ings in repair, and appoints and pays church and

parish officers and servants. The clergyman is chair

man at all meetings both of the general and select

vestry, with an ordinary and casting vote. In the

absence of the clergyman the chair is taken by one

of the churchwardens, with a liko right of voting.

The Appointment of Ministers.—In the appoint

ment of clergy there arc two interests to be served—

the interest of the Church at large, and the interest

of the particular cure to which the appointment is to

be made. The method of appointment adopted has

been designed to secure the representation of both

of these interests. The Diocesan Synod elects from

itself three diocesan nominators, two clergymen, and

one layman, and each parish elects three parochial

nominators. The qualifications for a paroohial nomi

nator are tho same as those for a lay representative to

the Diocesan Synod. No clergyman holding a cure of

souls, or lioensed curate, is eligible. When a vacancy

occurs, the diocesan nominators and the parochial

nominators of the vacant parish form a board, at

which the Bishop presides with an ordinary and a

casting vote. This board nominates a clergyman to

the vacant cure. The-Bishop may afterward refuse

to institute the clergyman so nominated, giving his

reasons in writing : but there Is an appeal against

this refusal to the Court of the General Synod. The

diocesan nominators are elected annually, the paro

chial nominators triennially, and, should the time for

electing the latter come round during the vacancy of

a cure, or after the clergyman has given notice of his

intention to resign, the nominators who were in office

at the time of the vacancy occurring, or of the notice

being given, and not those newly elected to the office,

are to act. And the outgoing diocesan nominators

are to finish any business that may have been before

them at the time of the election of their successors.

Arrangements may be made with benefactors as to

the patronage of benefices, but all such arragementa

must receive the sanction of (1) the Bishop ; (2) the

Diocesan Council ; (8) at least four of the Board of

Nominators besides the Bishop, inoluding two of the

paroohial nominators, and (4) the vestry. And no

right of patronage can be acquired while the cure is

vacant.
The Median of Bishops.—The Diocesan Synod of

the vacant See is summoned by the Archbishop of

the province or other person having the right to

Bummon it ; and if the Synod can fix on any one

clergyman in priest's orders, by a clear, majority of

two-thirds of both orders separately, the name so

selected is transmitted to the Bench'of Bishops, who,

if satisfied of the fitness of the person appointed,

shall proceed to give effect to the nomination. If

the Synod cannot fix upon one name by so decided a

majority, then two or three names must be sent up

to the Bishops, who select one of them. If no name

be returned after three months, the appointment

lapses to the Bench of Bishops. The See of Armagh

presented a difficulty whieh the Convention took a

long time to settle. The occupant of the See of Ar

magh has been, since the time of St. Patrick, Primate

of all Ireland : therefore either Armagh must lose

the right of electing its own Bishop, or else it alone

must elect the Primate of all Ireland. The mattea-

was settled for the present as follows : The Synod

of Armagh is to select four of the existing Bishops,

from which four the Bench of Bishop3 choose one to

be Archbishop of Armagh and Primate. To fill the

See thus left vacant, Armagh selects one Presbyter

and the vacant See another, and the Bishops decide

between the two. If the t#o Dioceses fix on the

same Presbyter, and the Bishops are satisfied of his

fitness, he is appointed.
Cathedrals, iJeans, and Archdeacons.—All perma

nent arrangements with respect to cathedrals and

their staffs are deferred for the present, until some

thing more definite is known about the future finan

cial position of the Church. The appointment of

Archdoaeon is to be made by the Bishop, as hereto

fore, but is not to be ooneected with any particular

benefice in tho diocese.

Ecclesiastical Courts.—The statutes provide for Dio

cesan Courts and " the Court of the General Synod."

In the Diocesan Court the Bishop, assisted by his

Chancellor as assessor, with one clergyman and one

layman, sit as judges of questions or fact, and sen-

tenoo is given by the Bishop. The clergyman and

layman who sit with the Bishop aro taken in rota

tion from lists of three, which are chosen for five
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years by the clergy and synodsmen of the diocese.

When the Bishop wishes to act as accuser, his Chan

cellor takes his place on the Bench ; but in such a

cose, if tho charge is one involving doctrine, ques

tions of fact only are decided by the Diocesan Court,

and sentence is given by the Court of the General

Synod. Charges may also be preferred by the Dio

cesan Council or by private members of the Church

who have signified in writing their submission to

tho General Synod of the Church. But oharges in

volving doctrine, if not promoted by the Bishop or

Diocesan Council, must be brought by four male

communicants of full ago, who reside in the diocese,

or ore personally injured or aggrieved by the act

complained of. There is an appeal from the sentence

of a Diocesan Court to the Court of the General

Synod, which consists of one of the Archbishops,

who sit in turn, one Bishop, chosen by the Arch

bishops, and three laymen. The laymen are taken

by ballot from a list chosen by the General Synod,

which list contains only the names of persons who

arc, or have been, Judges in some of the superior

civil courts. Any charge against an archbishop or

bishop comes before the Court of the General Synod,

and, if it involve doctrine, must be preferred by an

archbishop or bishop, or by six male communicants ;

and no sentence of deposition, deprivation, or re

moval against an archbishop or bishop can be passed

without the consent of the two prelates on the Benoh.

The same consent is required to any sentence of

deposition from tho ministry.
Suttentation Fund.—Commutation.—Tho Conven

tion and Representative Body have also passed reso

lutions on the subject of finance, with a view to the

formation of a General Sustentation Fund for the

future support of the ministry. To understand their

resolutions on this subject we must recollect the po

sition in which the Irish Church has been left by tho

Act of Disestablishment. The Church is completely

disendowed, but the life-interests ofthe present clergy

are preserved to them. The property of the Church

is taken by tho " Irish Church Temporalities Com

missioners," who will pay to every clergyman during

his life an annuity equal to his present income, the

clergyman being bound to perform his present duty

as long as his health permits. There is, moreover, a

provision in the act enabling the Temporalities Com

missioners, with tho oonsent of all parties concerned,

to hand over a capital sum equal to the estimated

life-interest of any clergyman in his annuity to the

Representative Body, who thereupon become respon

sible for tho payment of the annuity. And when

three-fourths of the clergy in any diocese "com

mute "—that is, accept this change of paymasters—

12 per cent, will bo added to the whole capital sum

paid over en aocount of that diocese. This bonus is

added to compensate the Church for the risk and ex

pense incurred in the management of so large a sum

of money. Commutation would be no direct gain

to the Church, but the Representative Body see bo

many advantages to be indirectly derived from it

that they have determined to accept it in every dio

cese where the three-fourths of the clergy agree to

it. There are at present more clergy in the Church

than will be required to do the work efficiently under

the new system. Some of these will wish to " com

pound "—that is, to receive in hand part of the com

mutation capital, leaving the remainder to the Church,
the clergyman being freed from the •obligation to

duty. Thus a clear sum will be secured at onco

toward the future endowment of the Church, and the

clergyman will be at liberty to seek another field of

labor. * * * Tho principal advantage oxpected from

commutation undoubtedly is, that, by the scheme

proposed by the Representative Body, a definite ob

ject is set before the members of the Church to com

mence subscribing at once toward its support, and

not to wait until the deaths of the present clergy.

* * * If all the clergy commuted, the whole commu

tation capital, including the twelve per cent, bonus,

would amount to about five and three-quarter mill

ions, which, at four per cent., would yield £280,000

per annum—about half the sum required to pay the

annuities of the clergy. As yet the annual subscrip

tions promised, and acknowledged in the published

lists, amount, perhaps, to between £80,000 and £40,-

000. To the Guarantee Fund, for which tho Repre

sentative Body asked for one million, donations to

the amount of from £300,000 to £400,000 have been

promised. Many donations and subscriptions, but

especially small subscriptions, have also been prom

ised to the local treasurers, tfhich have not yet been

announced to the central body.

Tho first meeting of the Synod of the Irish

Church was held on the 13th of April. In ac

cordance with a resolution passed to that

effect, copies of the Bible and Prayer-book in

Irish were placed on the table along with tho

English Bible and Prayer-book. Archdeacon

Stopford brought up the report of the Judica

ture Committee, who had prepared a new set

of canons, a number of which were designed

for the repression of ritualistic practices.

In accordance with a compromise suggest

ed by the Duke of Abercorn, a committee had

been appointed, at the head of 'which was Wil

liam Brooke, Q. 0., Master in Chancery, " to

consider whether, without making any such

alterations in tho Liturgy or Formularies of

our Church as would involve k>t imply a

change in her doctrines, any measures can be

suggested calculated to check the introduction

and spread of novel doctrines and practices

opposed to the principles of our Reformed

Church," who brought in areport in which were

suggested changes going to the root of Sacer

dotalism. It recommended that a new ques

tion and answer be added to the Catechism,

declaring that in the Lord's Supper the body

and blood of the Lord Jesus Christ are taken

and received only after a heavenly and spirit

ual manner ; that a declaration be added to

the Communion servicBj that "no adoration

whatever is to be done to any presence of

Christ, or of Christ's flesh and blood, supposed

to be in the elements after or by virtue of

their consecration ; " that the form of absolu

tion be omitted in the visitation of the sick ;

that the words in the ordination service,

" whosesoever sins ye remit, they are remit

ted," etc., be struck out ; and that the form,

" Receive tho Holy Ghost," etc., be changed

to a prayer ; and that the word priest, wher

ever it occurs in the book of common prayer,

be defined as equivalent to presbyter. A set

of canons were also submitted by the com

mittee, condemning and prohibiting in de

tail each and all of the symbolic practices

which the ritualists are seeking to incorporate

in the services of the Church. In connection

with the introduction of this report, a num

ber of the members of the committee, con

stituting the minority, sent in statements of

their objections to it. A motion, declaring

that no revision of the Prayer-book was de

sirable except so far as the disestablishment

act and the new situation of the Church had
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made necessary, was defeated by a vote (880
to 139), ■which showed a large majority of

the synod in favor of the revision. A similar

result appeared when the vote was taken

on the first proposition of the report of

Master Brooke's committee—that declaring

the presence of the body and blood of Christ

in the Eacharistio elements to be "only after

a heavenly and spiritual manner." It was as

follows: yeas, elergy, 117; laity, 271—total,

389; nays, clergy, 77; laity, 35—total, 114.

The proposition, however, was not carried,

for it failed to receive the concurrence of .two-

thirds of each order, voting by orders, as re

quired by the constitution. A motion to re

peal this " two-thirds rule" was supported by

a majority of the Synod, but it failed to receive

the requisite two-thirds vote of the clergy. A

canon was adopted to the effect that no minis

ter, or other person, daring the time of divine

service, should make the sign of the cross save

where prescribed in the rubric; nor should he

bow to, or do any other act of obeisance to,

the Lord's Table ; nor should any bell be rung

during divine service. A rubrio was passed

prescribing the ornaments that might be worn

by the minister. The subject of revision was

finally postponed, and referred to the bishops,

and a committee of twenty-two clergymen and

eighteen laymen, representative members of the

Synod, who are expected to report in 1872.

A discussion took place in the English

Church, in the early part of the year, in refer

ence to the appointment of a Bishop for Mada

gascar. The Society for the Propagation of

the Gospel, representing the High-Church par

ty, proposed to appoint one. The proposition

was opposed by some of the bishops, and by

the Church Missionary Society, on the ground

that it would be a violation of the comity of

missions. It is the understanding among the

missionary societies that none of them shall

enter upon ground which is occupied by an

other sooiety. Madagascar has been Christian

ized mainly through the efforts of the London

Missionary Society (Congregational), who have

large congregations in various parts of the

island, particularly at the capital, while the

Anglican societies have but three missionaries

on the whole island, and no missionaries or

converts at the capital, where the bishop

would have to reside. The Church Mission

ary Society threatened to withdraw its mis

sionaries if the bishop were sent over; the

movement met but little encouragement from

the Government and bishops ; the primate re

fused to sanction the appointment ; finally, the

person designated as bishop declined to go.

The matter remains in suspense.

A new system of ecclesiastical polity has

been adopted by the Australian branoh of the

Church of England. An assembly has been

constituted, with representatives of the two

orders, who may vote separately. The bishop,

as an ecclesiastical governor, acts by the ad

vice of a responsible cabinet; archdiaconal

councils and church committees act upon ordi

nary and financial matters. The laity are con

stituted the chief power in the Church; they

sit as part of a board, which is "a sort of dio

cesan privy council;" they are consulted on

appointments to cures, act as assessors on trials

for ecclesiastical offences, and have a voice in

the appointment of bishops.

The movement for the disestablishment of

the Church of England, which lias seemed to

gather force among certain parties, has led to

the organization of a " Church Defence Insti

tution." The Archbishop of Canterbury is

president, and several of the bishops are

among the vice-presidents. It will direct

movements to influence public opinion in

favor of the continuance of the establishment.

Efforts have been prosecuted during the

year to bring the clergy and the laity of the

respective dioceses into closer relations with

each other, by means of diocesan conferences,

or synods. The Bishop of Ely has been one

of the foremost and most active promoters of

these movements, In his address at the open

ing of his diocesan conference, which was

held at Cambridge on the 24th of October, he

said that he had first planned and worked

for the association of the two orders nearly

eight years ago, under the feeling that the

isolation of the clergy one from another, and

of all from the laity, was one of the greatest

practical ovils in the system of the English

Church. He began by inviting the rural deans

to call together the ohapters of the deaneries

once a year for intercourse and consulta

tion; he then invited the archdeacons and

rural deans to meet with him at the cathedral ;

then he proposed that lay representatives

should meet with them, forming a clerical and

lay conference. The Diocesan Conference,

which met on the same day at Chester, dis

cussed, among other questions, "the best

means of sustaining and promoting mutual

good-will among the various classes of so

ciety." Conferences were also held in several

other dioceses. A similar body, styling itself

a synod, met at Salisbury on the 14th, 15th,

and 16th of November. It discussed a large

number of topics, chiefly of local interest, and

effected a permanent organization, adopting a

set of standing orders, or constitution. These

bodies are, of course, purely voluntary, and

are not capable of binding action. They are

regarded with diversity of opinion, and have

been subjected to severe criticism in the papers

and in discussion.

The annual Church Congress differs from the

Diocesan Conference in that it is general in its

character—standing for the Church at large—

and is open to all, whereas the representatives

to the Diooesan Conference are chosen by the

local assemblies. The Congress of 1871 was

held at Nottingham, and was presided over by

the Bishop of Lincoln. More than two thou

sand persons attended it. The number of

papers read was very great. The discussion
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took a wide range, and every variety of opin

ion prevailing in the Church was represented.

Free discussion was the object sought. In this

respect the result of the meeting was satisfac

tory to those who were interested in it.

ARGENTINE CONFEDERATION * a Re

public of South America. President, from 1808

to 1874, Domingo F. Sarmiento ; Vice-Presi

dent, Dr. A. Alsina. Aggregate area of the

fourteen provinces, 608,000 sqnare miles ; popu

lation in 1869, 1,736,922. Adding to this the

territory of the Gran Chaco Argentino, of

Patagonia, and the Pampas Argentinas, all of

which are claimed by the Argentine Confed

eration, the area would amount to 1,322,000

square miles ; and the population, inclusive of

an army of 6,220 men, to 1,833,212. Population

of the capital, Buenos Ayres, 177,787, of whom

88,126 were foreigners. The governors of the

fourteen provinces in 1871 were as follows :

Buenos Ayree Dr. E. Castro.
Catamarca F. Galindos.
Cordova. S. A. Alvarez.
Corrientes 8. Balvienne.

Entre Rios E. DuportaL
Jiisny P. 8. Portal.
Mendoza P. Gordillo.
La Rloja N. Villanucva.
Salta Zorrilla.
Sun Juan N. Vldela.
San Luis J. R. Lucera y Sosa.
San Fede....: Dr. 8. de Triaudo.
Santiago del Estero M. Taboada.
Tacnmau Dr. Frlas.

The importance of foreign immigration is

fully estimated, and the number of immigrants

is steadily increasing. During the last twenty-

two years it has been as follows: Yearly aver

age, 1858-'62, 5,613 persons ; 1863-'67, 14,000 ;

1808, 29,284; 1869, 37,934; 1870, 89,667.

Among the immigrants who arrived in 1870,

there were 15,584 who came via Montevideo;

14,045 were Italians, 8,388 Spaniards, 2,395

Frenchmen, 499 Swiss, 453 Englishmen, 147

Germans, 320 of other, and 2,830 of unknown

nationalities. The number of immigrants who

in the course of the year 1870 landed in ports

of the interior being estimated at 2,400, the

aggregate of.all the immigrants would amount

to 41,000 persons.

The budget for 1870-1871 estimates reve

nues and expenditures as follows :

Regular Revenues. Fun* faeries.
Import duties 11,674,000
Export duties 1,618,000
Storage, postal service, stamp tax, miscellane
ous 670,000

Interest on 17,000 shares of the Central Rail
road 116,620

Total 14,078,680

Regular Expenditures. Peso* faeries.
Department of the Interior 1,404,632
Foreign Affairs 110,360
Finances 1.235,568
Public debt 7,223,012
Justice and Instruction 785,027
War and Navy 8,728,398

Total 14.486,995

• For a biography of President Sarmiento, detailed

accounts of the area, of population and capital of each
province, and of the army aria navy, and full statistics of
the agricultural colonies, tee Annual CrcLop.a!DiA for

1870.

The consolidated debt, on December 81,

1868, consisted of: foreign debt, 23,916,762

pesos fuertes ; consolidated national fund at 6

per cent interest, and 1 per cent, amortiza

tion, 11,740,706 ; consolidated national funds

at 6 per cent, interest, and 2 J per cent, amor

tization, 2,268,243.

On the 3d of April, 1871, the republic con

tracted a loan in London with Murrieta & Co.,

for 80,000,000 silver dollars, at 88$ per cent.,

which is intended for the building of railways,

the construction of a port at Buenos Ayres,

and for the redemption of an old loan with

the Provincial Bank. On the 10th of June,

1871, Wauklyn & Co., of Buenos Ayres, offered

the Federal Government a new loan, by pledg

ing themselves to take 6,000,000 pesos -fuertes

of national funds at 70 per cent. Each of the

fourteen provinces also has its own budget. The

budget of the most important province, Buenos

Ayres, amounts yearly to 2,000,000 pesos.

The imports and exports at the port of Bue

nos Ayres, in 1869, to and from the United

States, and other countries of America and

Europe, were as follows (value expressed in

pesos fuertes at $1.02) :

COUNTRIES.

France
England
Belgium
Italy
Spain
Germany
Netherlands
United States...
Brazil
Uruguay

Chill
Argentina
Other countries .

Total, 1889.
Tutal, 1868..
Total, 1867..

PRODUCTS OF EXPORTATION

Hides
Skins, chiefly sheepskins .
Wool :
Horse-hair

Tallow
Salt meat
Ostrich-feathers
Miscellaneous

Total.

Imports. Exports.

$10,600,000
9,750,00l>

$8,670,000
8,560,000
7,660.000
1,470,000
590,000
70,000
60,000

8,680,000
850.1100
110,000
230,000

fKW.OOO
1,870,000
1,820,000
1,250,000
920,000

2,090,000
8,830,000
1,350.000
720.000

1,970,000
830,000 920,000

$37,450,000
88,640,000
33,370,000

$27,320,000

1888. 1880.

$7,200,000
2,200.000
9,200.000
300,000

4,800,000
800,000
IW.000

1,100,000

$7,100,000
2,200.000
9,500,000
600,000

6.500.000
800,000
100,000
600,000

$23,200,000 $27,300,000

The exports at all the custom-houses of the

republic were announced, in 1865, at 26,490,000

pesos fuertes. To the above products must

also be added, cattle, horses, mules, etc. (1,-

400,000 pesos fuertes), and copper, silver, and

gold (600,000 pesos fuertes).

The movement of shipping at the port of

Buenos Ayres was, in 1809, as follows :

YEARS.
SAILING-VESSELS. LADEN.

Total. Tons. Total. Tons.

Entered, 1869.
Entered, 1868.
Cleared, 1869.
Cleared, 1868.

1,898
1,196
1,285
1,808

413,759
342,016
410,590
849,647

1,387
1,193
970
916

401.070
341.280
808,825
264,188

1,158
1,088
1,158
1,083
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On the 1st of July, 1871, according to tho

President's message, there were 681 millas

of railroads (1 milla=1.85 kilometre) in oper

ation, 244 millas in process of building, and

1,954 millas were under contract.

According to the same message there are at

present 1,288 millas of telegraphs in opera

tion, while 2,630 millas were to be laid nest

jear.

At tho beginning of the year, the rebel

leader, Lopez Jordan, was at the head of an

army numbering from 14,000 to 15,000 men,

of all arms. General Arredonda, who had

been placed in command of the national forces,

had achieved a few partial successes. Lopez

not only held the province of Entre Rios undor

his control, but was making incursions into

the bordering provinces of Santa F6 and Cor-

rientes. In April his forces were thoroughly

routed by those of the national Government,

and the province of Entre Rios pacified. The

only province then remaining under the rule

of rebel chiefs was Santiago.

In March and April, the city of Buenos

Ayres and the vicinity suffered terribly from

the ravages of the yellow fever. For several

weeks business was entirely suspended. Of

foreign nationalities, the Italian suffered the

most fatally ; the Germans and English were

less afflicted. The Germans and the Swiss

established aid societies, in order to assist their

suffering countrymen. The city authorities

made the most praiseworthy exertions to sup

ply the most needy with necessaries. Only

a number of native physicians cowardly fled

from the city. Immediately on the out

break of the epidemic, a committee of promi

nent men, representing all nationalities, was

formed to assist the Government and the faith

ful physicians. They appointed and paid phy

sicians to visit the poor in their houses, and

directed all druggists gratuitously to supply

those hearing a certificate from the. committee

with tho needed medicine. They furnished a

number of beds, paid out large amounts of

money for the sick, appointed more than two

thousand nurses, and established eating-houses,

from which the sick and the convalescent,

with their families, could receive wholesome

food. At the head of the committee was Dr.

Jose Perez, grand-master of the Argentine

Freemasons ; he soon fell a victim to his phil

anthropic zeal. Tho committee of immigra

tion and the national Government immediately

after the outbreak of the epidemio caused the

immigrants, at public expense, to be sent to

the ports of the interior, which were not in

fected. President Sarmiento, in his message

to the Argentine Congress, remarked with re

gard to the epidemic: "Tho capital in the

course of time has become more and more

powerful, as is proved by the increase of its

commerce ; bnt attention has not to an equal

degree been directed to those works, without

which a large city cannot remain healthy and

prosperous. Thus the danger came upon us

unexpectedly, and our terrible experience will

load to the most stringent measures for puri

fying and airing the city, and perhaps the un

healthy parts will be built anew." Among

these buildings will be the new port, which it

is thought can be safely and conveniently con

structed, at an expense of two million pounds

sterling, within six years. Official returns of

the mortality caused by the epidemic up to May

11th placed the total number of victims at

18,403, a figure much under the estimate whioh

had been made by the press and the public.

The transatlantic telegraph about the middle

of the year was completed to San Luis, and

the snow-cable across the Cordillera was be

gun. There is now telegraphio communica

tion extending through the most remote prov

inces of the republic, and it was generally

hoped that, by the end of the year 1871, there

would bo connection with Chili and the Pacific.

At the same time, an overland line was about

to be laid down from the river Plato to Ya-

guaron (Rio Grande), and, as tho wires already

extended southward from Rio Janeiro to Port

Alogre, the republio would soon be in momen

tary communication with the Brazilian capital.

A concession to lay a line from Rio Janeiro to

Para (near the mouth of the Amazons) was

granted to Mr. Lamas, of Buenos Ayres, by

the Brazilian Government.

President Sarmiento, in September, vetoed

a resolution of Congress, to transfer the capi

tal of tho confederation to Villa Maria. In

his message to Congress, he urged that, in

order to protect arms, munitions, etc., against

internal enemies, it would be necessary to for

tify Villa Maria. If, in such a case, the com

munication of Villa Maria with Rosario or

Buenos Ayres should cease, the Government

would be lost, as arms and munitions were not

manufactured in the country, but imported

from abroad. Consequently,' in order to pre

vent this, the towns of Rosario, Cordoba, and

Rio Cuarto, would also have to be fortified.

To the expenses for fortifying these four places,

there would, moreover,' be added the expense

for a number of new buildings—as a capitol

for Congress, buildings for the President, the

ministers, for the press of the Government, a

prison, a post-office, barracks, etc. Besides, the

region around Villa Maria was unwholesome.

Therefore, Buenos Ayres must, for the present,

be the capital. The resolution having been

returned to Congress, tho Senate again gave to

it tho two-thirds majority which is required to

carry it over the President's veto; but, the

House giving a tie-vote, the project has failed

for the present.

The following is an extract from the report

of Minister Avellaneda, showing the progress

of eduoation in the Argentine Republio :

Tho department of public instruction has been very

busy during the past year in establishing new schools,

granting subsidies, improving every branch of popu

lar education, and losing no opportunity to enlighten

and instruct all classes of tho pooplo, especially in

the more remote provinces, where the lamp of learn
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ing shed but a flickering and uncertain light amid a

dense fog of ignorance.

The provinces cooperate in the good work. San

Juan gained the prize of $10,000 for having one-tenth

of its population attending schools, and devotes the

money to the establishment of upper schools. Entre

liios spent the entire subsidy from the Federal Gov

ernment in new colleges, Salta is building a splen

did structure of this kind, and Tucuman has voted

three times its usual sum for educational purposes.

Corrientes has subscribed $4,000 to bring out school-

furniture and books from the United States. Bioja

has arisen from a lethargy of generations, and every

where the spirit of Sarmionto is calling into life

schools and an incipient thirst for Improvement.

The number of children attending school in the

republic is, according to the census, 89,500, but,

according to the returns of the various schools,

77,000 children will bo much nearer the truth.

Hence the minister calculates that at present 350,000

children do not attend school. He adds that two-

thirds of the 40,000 immigrants arriving cannot read.

The statistical returns of education in the various

provinces are :

Buenos Ayres city. . . 15,781
Buenos Ayres camp.. 18,656
San Juan 6,878
Corrientes 8.7S0
Cordoba 5,861
Santa F5 5,000
Santiago del Estero. 4,500

Entre Bios 8,601
Total

Tncnman 2,900
Mcndoza 2.888
Catamarca 2,500
Salta 2,475
Rloja 2,239
Jniny 2,000

San Luis 1,784

77,213

This number includes 1 ,884 youths in the 14 na

tional colleges, being an increase of more than 80

per cent, on the returns for last year. In 1867 Rioja

was destitute of schools, while at present it has, be

sides a high-school with 217 students, over 2,000 chil

dren in course of instruction.

The Government attaches great importance to nor

mal schools for the training of teachers. The first

will shortly be opened in Parana, under the direction

of Mrs. George Stearns, from the United States, with

a salary of $2,400, and a female teacher at $1,000 per

annum. The new national college at Corrientes,

under Dr. Fitzsimmonst has already 153 students,

and receives a subsidy ot $2,000.

Night schools have been opened in Buenos Ayres,

Salta, and Santiago del Estero, each with an attend

ance of about 100 to 200 adults. Libraries will also

in a short time be opened in the upperprovinces for

the use of tho public at $1,600 each. Kindergartens

also are introduced, the first being opened at Buenos

Ayres. The observatory at Cordoba will soon be

opened under the direction of Dr. Gould, who is

shortly expected, with his staff, from the United

States. Congress has also authorized the minister

to send abroad for 20 first-class professors for the

University of Cordoba and the national colleges;

eight are expected from Germany.

The new subsidies granted during the year amount

to $00,660, viz. :

Rloja *19,0P0
Entre Rtos 18.500
San Juan 12,500
Corrientes 12,500

San Luis 4.680
Tucuman 4,500
Santa F& 4,500
Buenos Ayres 4,200

Jnjny $3.1100
Mcndoza 2,100

Salta 2.100
Catamarca 2.500
Santiago del Estero.. 1,500
Swiss Colonies 1,100
Miscellaneous 2,000

ARKANSAS. The Arkansas Legislature as-

Bembled on the first Monday ofJanuary, and had

rather a stormy session of nearly three months.

Governor Clayton was accused of using his

personal and official influence, and even re

sorting to fraud and corruption, in the election

of the preceding November, for the purpose

of securing a majority of members who would

vote for hira as Senator in Congress for the

full term of six years, commencing on the 4th

of March. The Governor's message at the

opening of the session was very moderate in

tone, and contained mnny popular suggestions,

favoring a short and busy session, retrench

ment of expenses, reduction of the number of

offices, etc. On the 10th of January he was

elected to the United States Senate by a vote

of 78 out of a total number of 107, on a joint

ballot of the two Houses, but soon after a spirit

of opposition to his plans and purposes was

developed. He was himself strongly opposed

to the Lieutenant-Governor, J. M. Johnson, as

his successor in the Executive office, and was

apparently determined to prevent his accession

to that position. It was said that, prior to his

own election as Senator, he had professed to

withdraw his opposition, and had afterward

renewed it. However that may have been, Lis

friends soon made an effort to have the Lieu

tenant-Governor impeached. Owing to alleged

frauds in Pulaski County, there had been two

claimants for the seat in the Senate for that

district: Mr. Riley, a friend of the Governor,

who had received the certificate of election,

and Mr. Brooks, who claimed to have received

a greater number of legal votes. Mr. Brooks

had appeared first, and was sworn in by tho

Lieutenanf-Governor, in spite of tho protests

of some of the supporters of the claims of Ri

ley. Subsequently Riloy appeared, and the

seat was awarded to Lira in accordance with a

report of the Committee on Elections. The

action of the Lieutenant-Governor in swearing

in Mr. Brooks was made the basis of the arti

cles of impeachment which were prepared

against him. The specifications were :

1. That Lieutenant-Governor Johnson did,

on tho 26th of January, 1871, wilfully, cor

ruptly, and wrongfully swear in as a Senator

Joseph Brooks, thereby becoming guilty of a

high misdemeanor.

2. Thathedidwilfully, corruptly, etc., swear

in Mr. Brooks, before his qualification as a Sen

ator had been passed upon by tho Senate.

3. That he did wilfully, wrongfully, corrupt

ly, etc., refuse to entertain an appeal from his

decision, when objections were raised to the

swearing in of Mr. Brooks.

4. That he did wilfully, etc., swear in Mr.

Brooks, contrary to law, usage, and right, and

is therefore guilty of a high crime and misde

meanor.

This movement did not meet with much

favor, being, regarded merely as a pretext to

get rid of Mr. Johnson, and prevent his be

coming Governor, and tho motion to impeach

was, after some warm discussion, indefinitely

postponed by a decisive vote. Application was

then made to the Supremo Court for a writ

of quo warranto to oust the Lieutenant-Gov

ernor from office, on the ground that he had.

not taken the oath of office within fifteen days

after being notified of his election (in 1808), as

was required by law. "While this application

was pending before the court, two of tho
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judges, for some unexplained reason, resigned,

and their places were supplied by appointment

of the Governor. The writ of quo warranto

was granted, requiring Mr. Johnson to show

by what authority he held the office of Lieu

tenant-Governor. He shortly made answer, de

claring that he was notified of his election on

the 1 st of May, 1 868, and not on the 1st of April,

as had been alleged, and that he " within fifteen

days from and after the time said notice of his

election aforesaid was officially served upon

him, to wit, on the 6th day of May, a. d. 1868,

at the city of Little Rock aforesaid, and before

he entered on the discharge of the duties of said

office of Lieutenant-Governor of said State of

Arkansas, took the oath of office prescribed in

section 17 of article 15 of said constitution,

and which oath of office was then and there

administered to him, the said respondent, by

the Hon. T. D. W. Yonley, chancellor of the

separate Chancery Court of the county of Pu

laski, in said State, and thereupon afterward,

and fin the same day and year last aforesaid, at

said' city of Little Rock, he, this respondent,

entered upon the discharge of the duties of

said office ofLieutenant-Governor, and has ever

since then continued to, and now does, have,

hold, use, exercise, and enjoy the same, and all

and singular the rights, franchises, privileges,

and immunities thereof, as he may and of right

lawfully do."

At about the same time a bill was introduced

in the Senate by Mr. Mullory, who was the

Governor's personal choice as his own suc

cessor, to the following effect:

Section 1. That the offloe of all officers elected at

the election held on the 13th of March, A. d. 1868,

and succeeding davs, provided for by the schedule to

the constitution of this State, and all offices filled by

appointment of the Governor, where the officers till

ing such offices have not qualified and entered upon

the discharge of the duties of their offices within

fifteen days after they have been duly notified of

their election or appointment, shall be deemed, and

they are hereby declared vacant ; and no such officer,

who shall have failed to qualify and enter upon the

discharge of his duties, as prescribed by this act,

shall hereafter exercise the functions or discharge

the duties of such office.
8«o. 2. Be it further enacted. That the provision*

of this act shall extend to all officers hereafter to

be elected or appointed in this State.

Sxo. 3. Be it farther enacted, That this act shall

take effect and be in force from and after its passage,

and all acts or parts of acts in conflict with this act

are hereby repealed.

This act was never passed, owing, perhaps,

to the turn which events afterward took;

but it serves to show in some measure the

animus of the proceedings against the Lieuten

ant-Governor and the concert of action be

tween the Governor and his friends in the

Legislature.

While the case of Lieutenant-GovernorJohn

son was still pending before the Supreme

Court, a movement was set on foot in the

House of Representatives for the impeachment

of both Governor Clayton and Chief-Justice

McClure. The opponents of the Governor had

increased to a majority in that body, and on

the 16th of February the following was pro

posed by Mr. Padgett, as he said, for the pur

poses of justifying charges which had been

made by himself and others :

Whereat, Powell Clayton, Governor of the State of

Arkansas, has been guilty of malfeasance in office,

and high crimes and misdemeanors, in this :

1. That he has conspired with the members of the

Supreme Court ofthe State ofArkansas to maliciously

and unlawfully deprive Lieutenant-Governor James

M. Johnson ofhis said office of Lieutenant-Governor,

to which he was duly and lawfully elected by the

people of the State of Arkansas, and for which he

- qualified according to the constitution and laws of

said State.

2. That he haB unlawfullyremoved an officer of the

county of Clark, in said State of Arkansas, to wit :

N. H. Lock, County and Probate Judge of said coun

ty, from his said office, to which said office he, the

said Lock, was duly and constitutionally elected by

the people of said county.

8. That he directed, encouraged, and aided in

frauds in the elections of senator and three repre

sentatives to the General Assembly from the thir

teenth district of the State of Arkansas, composed of

the counties of Hot Spring, Montgomery, Polk, and

Scott, in said State of Arkansas.

i. That he has accepted pecuniary considerations

for issuing bonds or obligations of the State of Ar

kansas to and in favor of the Memphis & Little Rock

Railroad Company, in utter violation of law and dis

regard of his official duty as Governor of the State of

Arkansas ; also, that he has accepted pecuniary con

siderations for issuing bonds or obligations of the

State of Arkansas to and in favor of the Little Bock

& Fort Smith Railroad Company, in utter violation

of law and disregard of his official duty as Governor

of the State of Arkansas.

6. That, as Governor of the State of Arkansas, he

has issued bonds or obligations of said State to the

Mississippi, Ouachita & Red River Railroad Com

pany, when said company was notoriously not enti

tled to the same, under the act of the General Assem

bly of the State of Arkansas, approved July 21, 1868.

6. That he has been guilty of other misconduct

and malfeasance in office, and other high crimes and

misdemeanors.

Therefore, I move:

1. That the said Powell Clayton, Governor of the

State of Arkansas, be and he is hereby impeached

of misconduct and malfeasance in office, and high

crimes and misdemeanors, and that the said Powell

Clayton bo and is hereby suspended from exercising

the functions of Governor of the State of Arkansas,

in conformity to and with the constitution thereof.

2. That D. J. Smith, of Columbia County; F. M.

Thompson, of Columbia County: B. B. Battle, of

Hempstead County ; A. Mason, of Calhoun County ;

E. A. Fulton, of Drew County ; W. B. Padgett, of

Independence County ; and R. A. Howard, ofPulaski

County, members of the House, be and they are

hereby appointed managers on the part of the House

of Representatives of the State of Arkansas, to pre

pare articles of impeachment against the said Powell

Clayton, as Governor of the State of Arkansas, with

full power to examine witnesses and otherwiso con

duct the trial of impeachment in the name and on

behalf of all the people of the State of Arkansas.

3. That said managers be instructed to go imme

diately to the Senate, and at the bar thereof, in the

name of the House of Representatives, and of all the

people of the State of Arkansas, to announce the im

peachment of Powell Clayton, "Governor of the State

of Arkansas, for misconduct and maladministration

of his offloe as such Governor, and acquaint the Sen

ate that the House of Representatives will, in due

time, exhibit particular articles of impeachment

against him, and make good the same, and that the
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managers do demand that the Senate take order for

the appearance of said Powell Clayton to answer to

said impeachment.

The previous question was ordered, and the

motion adopted by a vote of 42 to 88. On the

following day the following message was re

ceived from Governor Clayton :

Executive Department, State or Arkansas, )

Little Koci, February 16, 1871. (

Ma. Speaker: I am unofficially informed that

your honorablo body has drawn up and approved

articles of impeachment against me from the exerciso

of the functions and powers of said office. It has

come to me from various sources that in pursuance

of said resolution forcible and revolutionary means

will be resorted to, to suspend me, before your

honorable body has laid said articles of impeoch-

mont before the Senate, and notice has been given

me according to law. I am advised by competent

and able legal gentlemen that the constitution docs

not confer the power of suspension from office on

your body. Section 889 of the Criminal Code de

clares an impeachment to be a "prosecution by the

House of Representatives before tho Senate." I am

also advised that the impeachment does not work a

suspension until I am notified in accordance with

section 893 of said code. In order to avoid confusion

on tho subject, I deem it to be my duty to say that,

whenever said impeachment shall be perfected and

due notice served, I will readily surrender, pending

the trial of said articles of impeachment, the office,

with its franchiso and powers, to the person for the

time being entitled thereto, under the constitution

and laws of the State of Arkansas.

POWELL CLAYTON, Governor.

A motion was immediately made that the

House refuse to receive the message "as com

ing from Powell Clayton, Governor of Arkan

sas," which was adopted by a vote of 42 to 32.

On the next day, February 18th, Mr. Padgett

again rose to a question of privilege, and of

fered the following :

Whereat, John McClure, a justice of the Supreme

Court of Arkansas, is guilty of high orimcs ana mis

demeanors :

1. In that ho has engaged in a conspiracy with

Governor Powell Clayton and others to unlawfully

and maliciously deprive Lieutenant-Governor James

M. Johnson of his office of said Lieutenant-Governor,

to which he was duly elected by the people of Ar

kansas and qualified according to law.

2. In that he has bargained for pay and bribes to

influence his actions and decisions as a justice of

said Supreme Court, at divers times and on various

occasions, all contrary to law and the constitution of

the State of Arkansas.

3. In that he has, as chief justice of the Supreme

Court of Arkansasl issued a writ oimandamut, with

out authority, and in violation of law and the consti

tution of the State of Arkansas, upon Lieutenant-

Governor James M. Johnson, now acting Governor

of the State of Arkansas, by reason of Governor

Powell Clayton having been impeached by the

House of-Representatives, and said Powell Clayton

suffering under said disabilities, and pretending to

restrain said Lieutenant-Governor James M. Johnson

from performing the functions of said office, thus

presenting a remarkable and unwarrantable case of

one coordinate department of government attempt

ing to restrain another by a writ of mandamus, all

with an unlawful and corrupt design to retard the

operation of the State government, and a contempt

of this House—

Therefore, I move :

1. That John McClure, chiefjustice of the Supreme

Court of the State of Arkansas, be and is hereby im

peached of high crimes and misdemeanors in office,

and he is hereby suspended from exercising further

the functions of his office, as provided by the con

stitution of the State of Arkansas.

2. That D. J. Smith, of Columbia County; F. M.

Thompson, of Columbia County ; E. A. Fulton, of

Drew County : B. B. Battle, of Hempstead County ;

W. B. Padgett, of Independence County : and K. A.

Howard, of Pulaski County, be appointed managers

to prepare and report articles of impeachment against

John McClure, chief justice of the Supreme Court

of the State of Arkansas, with power to send for

persons, papers, and records, and to take testimony

under oath, and prosecute the same before tho bar

of the Senate.

8. That said managers be directed to go to the

Senate immediately, and at the bar thereof, in the

name of the House of Representatives and all the

people of tho State of Arkansas, announce the im

peachment of John McClure, chief justice of the

Supreme Court of the State of Arkansas, of high

crimes and misdemeanors in office, and acquaint the

Senate that the House of Representatives will in duo

time exhibit particular articles of impeachment

against him, and make good the same ; and that the

managers do demand that the Senate take order for

the appearance of the said John McClure to answer

to said impeachment.

The previous question was ordered, and the

motion adopted by a vote of 44 to 80. Several

of those who voted against the motion ex

plained their motives. "One of these explana

tions will serve to show how the proceedings

we»e regarded by those who were opposed to

them. It was made by Mr. Chamberlin, in the

following terms:

Mb. Speaker: Being ignorant as to what the ac

tion of Judge McClure has been, the only intimation

of its illegality being the declaration of the member

from Independence, and believing this movement of

impeachment to have originated with certain de

feated candidates for office tor the purpose of making

political capital, and believing such impeachment

calculated to injure the best interests of the State

and to retard its material prosperty ; and believing,

further, that the people of this State will condemn

the wasting of so much time by this House, in the

discussion of matters whioh are only calculated to

benefit the aforesaid defeated candidates,. to the neg

lect of other and more important matters—while the

people are urging the passage of wise laws and the

repeal of those of a contrary nature —I believe we

are doing them a great injustice in sitting here day

after day, week after week, and month after month,

wasting that time and those energies which should

4e wholly and solely devoted to the publio good.

A majority of the Senate was friendly to

Governor Clayton, and when the impeachment

managers presented themselves to give notice

of the proceedings against him, so large a

number of members had absented themselves

that there was no quorum present. Tho same

proved to be the case for several successive

days) and when at last a quorum was ob

tained, a sot of rules was adopted to govern

the impeachment trial, which would seriously

embarrass the proceedings. Among other

things, it was provided that counsel on each

side should have only thirty minutes for argu

ment, and that any matter could be ruled out

by a vote of the majority. Under these cir

cumstances, the managers refused to prosecute

the case, and at their own request were re

lieved from further duty in the matter. A new
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board of managers was appointed, who ap

peared at the bar of the Senate on the 2d of

March, and gave the following notice :

Mb. President : In obedience to the order of the

House of Representatives, we appear before you, and,

in the name of all the people of the State of Arkan

sas, we do impeach Powell Clayton, Governor of the

State of Arkansas, of high crimes and misde

meanors in office ; and we further infonn the Senate

that the House of Representatives will, in due time,

exhibit particular artioles of impeachment against

him, ana make good the same ; and in their name

we demand that the Senate take order for the ap

pearance of the said Powell Clayton to answer said

impeachment.

A resolution was immediately adopted to

the effect that the Senate would " take proper

order thereon, of which due notioe shall be

given to the House ofRepresentatives." Mean

time the case of Lieutenant-Governor Johnson

before the Supreme Court had been decided in

favor of the legal right of that official to the

position which he held. The result of this de

cision would be, that, if Governor Clayton ac

cepted the position of United States Senator,

Mr. Johnson would become Governor, a result

which the former seemed determined to pre

vent. Although elected to the Senate on the

10th of January, the Governor had not yet

signified whether he would accept or not, and,

when asked by a vote of the House to do so,

had declined, saying in his reply:

When the time arrives whenl can qualify as United

States Senator, I shall be governed in my action by

what I deem to be the right, and for the best inter

ests of the State. One thing your body can implicitly

rely upon is, that I shall not decline the position to

which I have been elected unless I shall be con

vinced thai the interests of the whole people would

be beat subserved by a retention of the executive

chair.

On the 4th of March, after the decision of

the Supreme Court in the case of Johnson, he

sent the following message to both Houses of

the Legislature, declining the seat in the Fed

eral Senate, and giving his reasons for so

doing :

Exkcutcvs Department, State of Arkansas, )

Little Book, March 4, 1871. f

On the 10th of January, 1871, it was ascertained

that I was elected, by the General Assembly, United

States Senator by a vote of ninety-four to nine, on

joint ballot. I not only received the united support

of my own party, but many of the opposition mem

bers voted for me. This large and almost unanimous

vote, to myself and the outside world, could not be

construed otherwise than as an indorsement of my

official action, and I may here state that I felt highly

complimented by it.

At the time of my election by the General As

sembly, the Republican members of the Legislature

seemed to be thoroughly united, and I had reason to

hope that the Lieutenant-Governor would pursue such

a course as would commend himself to the confidence

of the Republican members. By subsequent events,

I have been forced to the unwilling conviction that

many of the members who then supported me were

actuated more by a desire to plaoe a person in the

Executive chair who would oarrjr out a policy adverse

to the wishes of a large majority of the Republican

party, than to have me represent the State in the

United States Senate. In other words, many of the

members who supported me deemed the control of

the State government of moro importance to the con

summation of their wishes than representation in the

Senate of the United States.

At the time referred to, both branches of the Gen

eral' Assembly were under the control of the Repub

lican party ; but since that time a coalitioD seems to

have been formed of a few Republicans, under the

leadership of the Lieutenant-Governor, and the entire

conservative element of both Houses. I can but re

gard this coalition as being anti-Republican, and

having for its object the overthrow of the present

State government on the one part, and the gratifica

tion of private malice and revenge on the other.

With this conviction, I cannot, by any act of mine,

be instrumental in placing in the Executive chair the

leader of this coalition. Were I to consult the

promptings of a selfish ambition, rather than the

perpetuation of the principles of the party which has

honored me with its confidence ana that saved the

State to the Union, I should accept the position to

which I was elected by your votes.

Feeling that suoh a course would not only be a be

trayal of the confidence reposed in me, but a deser

tion of principles, a sense of duty impels mo to

decline the position tendered. When I remember

that to establish these great principles the best blood

of the nation has been shed, and hundreds of thou

sands of patriots have laid down their lives upon the

altar of their country, I can well afford to lay aside

my personal aspirations to aid in the perpetuation of

the principles in the support of which so many lives

have been sacrificed and such vast treasures ex

pended.

In pursuing this course, I may give offence to some

whose personal ambition may have been thwarted,

but I am more than recompensed in this respect by

the belief that the men who stood by the flag in the

hour of its greatest peril and those who have since

aided in bringing order out of the chaos in which

the State was found at the close of the war, and who

desire the restoration of peace and security for life

and property, will heartily approve and indorso my

action. It must now be apparent to the most casual

observer, that the object for which the coalition was

formed cannot be accomplished, and it is, therefore, -

hoped that the communication of my declination

will allay the publio mind and permit the attention

of the General Assembly to be turned toward the

objects of legislation recommended in my message

at the beginning of the session, and which are much

needed by the people.

I cannot let the present opportunity pass without

thanking those friends who voted for me for tho ex

pression of confidence, and the high compliment paid

me by their votes, and I can assure them that I

highly appreciate their action, and shall ever remem

ber it with pride and pleasure.

I am, very respectfully, your obedient, servant,

POWELL CLAYTON.

The tone of the message was resented by

certain members of the Senate, and several

voted against its publication. One of these

gave the following reasons for his vote :

1. Because the communication just received from

the Chief Executive casts unjust and slanderous im

putations upon the conduct and character of the Lieu

tenant-Governor of this State. -i

2. Because it casts base, unjust, and slanderous

imputations upon the motives that have actuated

and controlled a majority of the members of the

General Assembly of this State in their actions.

8. Because it contains a base, foul, and infamous

Blander upon the people of the State of Arkansas.

4. Because I believe it should be beneath the dig

nity and sense of honor of this body to receive and

consider suoh a slanderous communication.

In sending to this body his declination, I think he

should have couched it in appropriate language;

therefore, I am opposed to its publication.
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The message was, however, received and

ordered to be printed, and at the same time

the following resolution was adopted :

Satolved, That it is the sense of this body that the

action of his Excellency Governor Powell Clayton,

in voluntarily declining the exalted position to which

lie was elected by almost a unanimous vote of this

State, entitles him to the admiration and hearty

gratitude of all loyal and patriotic people, not only in

this State, but the United States ; and that his mag

nanimity and noblenesB of character in thus acting

surpass any thing of which ancient or modem his

tory gives us any account.

In the House it was simply ordered that the

message be published with the report of the

impeachment managers which had been sub

mitted the same day. This report was to the

effect that the committee had made every

effort to obtain information to enable them to

prepare articles of impeachment, but had

" failed to obtain any facts as data that would

warrant them in attempting to prepare par

ticular articles of impeachment against his Ex

cellency Governor Powell Clayton." The re

port closes as follows :

The committee entered upon the discharge of the

duties imposed upon them with a full determination

that to the best of their ability they would vindicate

the rights of the people ; but, whilo they are ready

and willing to vindicate the people's rights, they are

unwilling to prosecute this case further, when they

have no grounds to believe that they can, from any

proof within the knowledge or reach of the commit

tee, prosecute this case to a successful termination.

In view of the facts above stated, and the further

fact that the people demand at our hands such relief

as we are able to give by legislation, the oommittee

would respectfully recommend the adoption of the

following resolution :

Betolved, That further proceedings in the impeach

ment of Powell Clayton be dispensed with, and that

the action of this House, heretofore taken, be sot

aside and cancelled; that the Senate be informed of

the action of this House in the premises, by the Clerk

of the House, and that the committee, as the board

of managers, be discharged.

The report was adopted and ordered to be

printed, by a vote of 49 to 18, fourteen mem

bers being absent or not voting. At a later

period in the session the proceedings against

Judge McClure were dismissed.

All hostile movements being thns at an end,

peaceable measures were adopted for securing

the objects originally aimed at by the Govern

or, lie induced Mr. Johnson to accept the

position of Secretary of State, and thus vacate

the office of Lieutenant-Governor. Mr. A. O.

Hadley, a friend of Governor Clayton, was

then chosen President of the Senate, and thus

made successor to the Executive chair in case

of vacancy. Matters being thus arranged, Clay

ton was again elected to the Senate of the

United States on the 14th of March. The two

Houses voted separately, the Senate giving

Clayton 18 votes to 7 for other candidates, and

the House giving him 42, to 34 for others. On

the 18th of March he turned over the books

and papers of his office to Mr. Hadley, and

proceeded to Washington to take his seat in

Congress.

Besides the time taken up with this affair

in the Legislature, a good deal more was con

sumed in the consideration of contested elec

tion cases and the investigation of alleged

frauds. The result was generally in favor of

the sitting members, although there appeared

to be some evidence that illegal registration

and voting had occurred to some extent, es

pecially in the counties of Pulaski and Hot

Spring. The general legislation of the session

was small in amount, though some of it was

of considerable importance. Petitions were

received almost daily, asking for the removal

of political disabilities. The constitution gives

to the General Assembly the power to remove

the disabilities imposed in that instrument,

provided, "the General Assembly shall have

no power to remove the disabilities of any

person embraced in the aforesaid subdivisions

who, after the adoption of this constitution

by this convention, persists in opposing the

acts of Congress and reconstruction there

under." This proviso caused much hesitation

and discussion, but several bills were passed

affording relief in individual cases, and finally,

toward the close of the session, a bill was

passed containing several hundred names of

persons whose disabilities were thereby re

moved. Several resolutions had also been

introduced in favor of memorializing Congress

for a removal of the disabilities imposed by

the fourteenth amendment of the Federal

Constitution. These were referred to a com

mittee from which two reports were made,

one merely instructing the Senators and Rep

resentatives of the State in Congress to vote

for a bill for the removal of disabilities, and

the other submitting the following resolution :

Whereat, Comity and friendly relations exist be

tween us and the other States of the Union, and our

relations with the Federal Government arc harmo

nious and satisfactory ; law and order, peace and

seourity, reign throughout our borders, and under

the benign influence of our free institutions, and the

faithful enforcement of the laws, old feuds are rapidly

dying out, old animosities are being forgotten, and

old prejudices eradicated ; therefore—

lit it retolved by the General Auembly of the State of

Arkanmi, That this General Assembly doth respect

fully ask the Congressmen of the United States to

remove all political disabilities from the citizens of

this State, imposed upon them by the fourteenth

amendment to the Constitution of the United States ;

and that our Senators and Representatives be re

quested to use all laudable efforts to cany this reso

lution into effect.

This passed in the lower House by a vote of

51 to 9, twenty-two members being absent or

not voting.

An amendment of the State constitution on

the subject of the elective franchise was also

proposed, a bill for the purpose passing both

Houses by a decided majority. In order to be

come part of the constitution, it must be

passed by both Houses of the next Legislature,

and be ratified by a vote of the people. If

adopted, it is to be known as article eighty and

is as follows :
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Section 1. The following class of persons shall not

be permitted to register, vote, or hold otliee, in this

State:
Persons who may have been convicted before any

court of this State, or of the United States, or of any

other State, of any crime punishable by law with

death, or confinement in the penitentiary : Provided,

That any person disfranchised under this sootion,

who may be pardoned, or his sentence commuted,

such pardon.or commutation ofsentence shall remove

all disabilities imposed by this section.

Paupers, idiots, and insane persons.

8bo. 2. Every male person who has attained the

aye of twenty-one years, and who is a citizen of the

tfoited States, or who has legally declared his inten

tion to become a citizen thereof, who shall have re

sided in this State six months, and in the county in

which he offered his vote ten days next preceding

the election, shall be deemed a qualified elector, and

entitled to vote, if registered, unless disqualified by

some one of the clauses of section one of this article.

Seo. 8. In all elections by the people, the electors

shall vote by ballot. The secrecy of the ballot shall be

preserved inviolate, and the General Assembly shall

provide suitable laws for that purpose.

On the day of an election held by the people, no

elector shall bo.subject to arrest on any civil process.

The General Assembly shall pass adequate laws to

prevent the sale of intoxicating liquors on the day on

which, any election by the people may be held.

A new registration act was also adopted, af

ter tnnch discussion and a good deal of amend

ing. It provides that all elections for State or

Federal officers shall occur on the Tuesday af

ter the first Monday in November of the even-

numbered years. The county courts in each

year in which an election occurs are required

to revise the formation of election districts,

and designate a place in each where the ballot

ing shall take place. The county assessor, in

tho month of August of these years, is to at

tend one day in each election district, "for the

purpose of adding to the 'registration list the

names of such persons as he may find to be

qualified voters, whose names do not already

appear " on the said list, five days' notice be

ing given of tho time and place of registration.

The Governor may set aside the registration

and order a new one in any county if ho has

satisfactory evidence that the first was " falsely

or fraudulently made." The assessor has au

thority to examine every person under oath

who applies for registration, regarding his quali

fication, and may refuse to enter his name if he

finds him disqualified to vote.

Any person so refusod, if ho< feels aggrieved,

can apply to a judge of the Circuit Court for a

mandamus, directing his registration. The

assessor has power to furnish a certificate to

any person whoso name has been registered,

showing that the person therein named is enti

tled to vote at subsequent elections. On the

third Tuesday before the election, and for five

subsequent days, the assessor is required to at

tend at the court-house of the county to re

vise and complete the lists. Two copies of the

registry are to be made, one for the judgo of

election for State officers and ono for the judge

of election for Presidential electors and mem

bers of Congress. These judges, with alter

nates and the clerks of election, are to be ap-
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pointed by the assessor. In case neither the

judge nor his alternate appears at the polling-

place, the electors may choose a judge of elec

tion. The further powers of the assessors are

defined in the following sections ;

Section 17. Each assessor, while discharging the

duties imposed by this aet, shall have and exercise

the power of the Circuit Court, for the preservation

of order at and around the place of registration, and

may summon and compel the attendance ofwitnesses

for the purpose of ascertaining the qualifications of

persons applying for registration, and may issue

subpoenas, attachments, . and commitments to the

sheriff, or any constable, whose duty it shall be to

serve such process as if issued by such court, and

shall receive the same fees therefor as may be allowed

by law for simila» services.

Sec. 18. Any person offering or threatening vio

lence to tho assessor while engaged in the duty of

registering, or disturbing or resistmg him in any way

from the performance of his duty, or who shall, by

intimidation, bribery, imposition, deceit, or fraud, or

by any other improper or illegal influence, prevent

or hinder persons from going to the place of registra

tion, or from registering, shall be deemed guilty of

a felony, and on conviction thereof shall be punished

by confinement in the penitentiary not less than two

years nor more than five years, at the discration of

the court, . .'

Any registered voter, removing from one

county to another, may be registered in the

latter, on presenting his registration certificate

to the assessor. Provision is made for the

punishment of false swearing with regard to

one's qualifications to vote. Tho judges and

clerks of election are required to take an oath

that they are not disfranchised, that they will

honestly and faithfully support the Constitu

tion and laws of the United States, and of the

State of Arkansas, and will perform their du

ties to the best of their kfiowledge and ability,

studiously endeavoring to " prevent fraud and

deceit in conducting the election." Separate

registration lists and ballot-boxes, provided by

the county court, are to be used for State and

Federal officers. The judges of election have

power to preserve order, and punish disorderly

persons by fine or imprisonment. The follow

ing provision is made regarding the sale of in

toxicating liquors :

Section 28. During the holding of anv election,

under the provisions of this act, all public bar-rooms,

saloons, or other places where intoxicating or malt

liquors are sold by retail, shall bo closed from five

o'clock a. it of the day ofthe election until ten o'clock

p. K. of the day of the election ; and, if any person

shall sell or give away any intoxicating or malt liquor,

between the hours above mentioned on the day on

whioh an election is held, such person shall be

deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction

thereof, shall be fined not loss than three hundred

dollars, nor moro than five hundred dollars, and

shall be imprisoned in the county jail for not less

than sixty days.

The following are the provisions regarding

the conduct.of the election :

Section 81. It shall be the duty of the judge of

election, immediately before the proclamation Is made

of the opening of the polls, to open the ballot-box

in the presence of the people then assembled, and

turn it upside down, so as to empty it of any thing

it may contain, and then look it ; and it shall not

again be opened until the polls are closed.
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Sko. 82. Any parson who' shall furnish an elector

with a ticket or ballot, who cannot read, informing

him that it contains a name or names different from

those which are written or printed thereon, or who

shall fraudulently change the ballot of any elector,

by which such eleotor snail be prevented from voting

for such candidate or candidates as he intended, shall,

upon conviction thereof, be fined in any sum not less

than two hundred dollars, nor more than five hun

dred dollars.

Sec. 88. Any person who shall cause, by menace,

threats, or violence, or other means, any elector to

cast his vote against his will or inclination, or shall,

by threats, violence, menace,, or otherwise, prevent

any legal voter from voting at any election author

ized by the constitution and laws of this State,

shall be deemed guilty of a felony, and, on convic

tion thereof, shall bo imprisoned in the penitentiary

not more than three years, nor less than one year.

Seo. 34. All persons, who present a certificate of

registration, and whose names appear on the list

of voters furnished the judgo of election, shall be

entitled to vote at any and all elections authorized

by the constitution and laws of this State, and no

challenge shall be allowed to debar such person from

voting. The clerks of election* shall enter the

names of electors on the poll-books in the order in

which they present their ballots. The judge of the

election, after the elector has voted, shall write the

word "voted" on the registration certificate, date

the same, and sign his name thereto.

Seo. 35. The clerks of election, after the ballots

shall have been counted, shall make out an abstract

and attach the same to the poll-book, showing the

whole number of votes cast for each person voted

for, and the office for which the vote was cost. The

abstract shall be certified by the judge and attested

by the clerks, and, before dispersing one of the poll-

books shall be put under cover, and it shall be deliv

ered to the county clerk by the judge of election,

within three days after the closing of the polls. The

other poll-book shall remain iu the hands of the

judge of election.

Five days after *he election, the county

clerks are to open and compare the several

returns, and make an abstract of them, which

shall be forwarded within two days to the

Secretary of State. An abstract of votes giv

en for Governor is also to be forwarded to the

Speaker of the House of Representatives, and

on abstract of those given for presidential

electors to be forwarded to the Governor.

The Secretary of State is to open all the re

turns of votes for members of Congress on

the last Monday in December, in the presence

of the Governor, and cast up and arrange the

votes from the several counties, and the Gov

ernor is to make proclamation of the result,

and furnish the successful candidates with

certificates of election. The Secretary of

State is to make a roll of the members of each

House of the Legislature "as elected, and the

returns of the vote for Governor are to be

opened in presence of both Houses of the

General Assembly, at the beginning of the ses

sion, and the result is then and there to be

published. The following is an additional pro

vision regarding persons whom the assessors

have refused to register :

Seotiok 45. In all cases where a person has ap-

lied for registration, and has been refused, and no

etermination has been mode of the application for

mandamus, to compel the assessor to place the name

of such person on the registration list, and such ag

grieved person desires to vote at any election under

the provisions of the " enforcement act" of Congress,

such person shall bo entitled to vote at all elections

protected by said enforcement act, by presenting to

the judge of election a written or printed affidavit,

tuken before some officer authorized by law to ad

minister oaths, containing the elector's oath as pre

scribed in section five ot Article VIII. of the con

stitution of the State of Arkansas. The judge of

election shall retain said affidavit, and the clerks of

election shall note the word "affidavit" uftor the

name of every person voting under the provisions of

this section.

There was a vigorous opposition to the bill

in the House of Representatives. One speak

er characterized it as an outrage. "If thore

is a law on the statute-books more damnable

than another," he said, " it is the present regis

tration law, and the one you propose to pass ib

tenfold worse than that. The Governor, un

der this law, can control every election he sees

proper."

The act, however, passed the House by a

vote of 37 to 24.

Several acts were passed relating to the

finances of the State. Among these was a

new law for regulating the assessment and

collection of taxes, and an act authorizing the

issue of 800 bonds of $1,000 each, bearing

seven per cent, interest, to provide for the pay

ment of interest on the State debt. An act

was also passed authorizing the Treasurer,

when Auditor's warrants are presented, and

there is no money to pay them, to issue certifi

cates on bank-note paper in sums of one, two,

five, and ten dollars, bearing eight per cent, in

terest, the same to be receivable for all taxes,

except interest on the public debt. There was

some vigorous opposition to this net, one of

the members giving the following reasons for

voting against it :

1. Because the chief object of tho bill is to create

a medium of exchange within the State, which will

operate as, and have tho effect of, a currency.

2. Because there is no substantial basis upon

which currency may be safely issued.

8. Because the issuing of such certificates will have

the effect of inflating the currency within the State,

in proportion as the same are issued, and will have

the further effect of depreciating the credit of the

State in like proportion.

4. Because it is unreasonable to require the people

to pay interest on a debt which has been created in a

great measure by the mismanagement of their ser

vants, when these servants are the parties to be most

directly benefited* by the issuance of such certifi

cates.

5. Because additional expense will be necessarily

caused^the State to carry out the provisions of said

bill, without attaining a corresponding benefit.

Other acts of some importance were passed,

as follows : placing the penitentiary under the

management of a State superintendent; ex

empting from taxation for five years all capital

employed in manufactures and mining; pro

viding for the incorporation of institutions of

learning; for the location, organization, and

maintenance of the Arkansas Industrial Uni

versity, with a normal department ; authoriz

ing the appointment of a State geologist ; pro

viding for a digest of the statutes ; a code of

5
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practice in civil cases ; providing for the build

ing and repairing of public levees by the issue of

seven per cent., fifty-year bonds, to an amount

not exceeding $3,000,000 ; and an act providing

for the election, by the General Assembly, of

one State director in each railroad company

for every $200,000 of its stock owned in the

State. Three new counties were also created,

as follows : Nevada, oat of portions of Hemp

stead, Ouachita, and Columbia, with a tempo

rary county-seat at Mount Moriah; Sarber,

out of portions of Yell, Johnson, Franklin,

and Scott, with a temporary county-seat at

Reveille; and Lincoln, out of portions of

Drew, Desha, Arkansas, Bradley, and Jeffer

son, with a temporary connty-seat at Cane-

Creek Church. The Legislature adjourned on

the 25th of March, having been in session two

months and twenty-three days, cost the State

$140,000, and passed seventy-three acts.

The charges of fraud and corruption in the

condnot of the election in November, 1870,

were taken up by the United States District

Court, at its session in April, and a large num

ber of indictments were found by the grand-

jury, including one against ex-Governor Clay

ton, for issuing a certificate of election, as mem

ber of Congress from the Third District, to Gen

eral Edwards, when, as was alleged, he did

not receive a majority of the legal votes. The

charges that were made against registrars,

judges of election, and other offioers, included

registration of persons not entitled to vote,

and even of persons who had no existence, re

ceiving votes on the names thus fraudulently

registered, exclusion of persons from registra

tion who had a right to vote, false counting of

the ballots, false returns of the results, etc.

These charges were never substantiated, but,

as the circumstances of their dismissal were

rather peculiar, it may be worth while to note

some of the facts regarding the election of

1870. In the first place, the entire vote num

bered 63,800, or over 18,000 less than the

registered vote of 1867, when large numbers

were disfranchised by the reconstruction acts.

In Benton County, which has a. population of

13,831, mostly white, there were but 854 per

sons registered ; while in Hempstead County,

which has 13,768 inhabitants, about one-half

colored, there were 2,604 voters on the lists.

In Boone County, whose population of 7,032

is mostly white, there were but 812 names

registered ; while in Chicot County, which has

7,214 inhabitants, composed largely of colored

people, the vote was 2,561, or one for every

three persons in the county. Similar incon

gruities were noted in other quarters, and spe

cific accusations of fraud were produced before

the grand-jury. Soon after the indictments

already mentioned had been found, the United

States marshal, General Catterson, and the

District Attorney, Mr. Whipple, who had been

instrumental in instituting legal proceedings

against those charged with frauds in the elec

tion, were removed by the President, on the

application of Senator Clayton, and officials

friendly to the latter were put in their places.

The trials were then very generally abandoned,

and that of Clayton himself, which came off

in October, resulted in his acquittal.

The general condition of society in the State

during the year was as peaceable as could rea

sonably be expected. There were many local

disorders which were often attributed to the

so-called Ku-klux Ban ; but, although Sena

tor Clayton declared at Washington that there

were 20,000 Ku-klux in the State, fully armed

and organized, investigation generally resulted

in a refutation of the stories. For- instance :

there were reports of Ku-klux outrages in Se

bastian County, and the people at oflce held a

mass-meeting, and chose a committee to inves

tigate the matter. A large number of witness

es were examined, and the result showed that

the disturbances had been greatly exaggerated,

and were local and personal in their nature,

having no reference whatever to the pretended

Ku-klux order. In Woodruff County, from

which the wildest reports proceeded, the judge

of the Circuit Court directed the grand-jury

to "go for, dig up, and root out" all the Ku-

klux in the county. After investigation, the •

jury reported as follows:

The grand-jury in and for said county having been

specially instructed by the court to "go for, dig up,

and root out" the Ku-klux and other secret organi

zations banded together for unlawful purposes, re

spectfully report that, in pursuance of said instruc

tions, they have labored diligently to that end through

the entire term. They have examinod witnesses from

every township in the county, being careful to select

reliaole, truthful men, of different shades of political

opinion, black as well as white, in order that they

may not be misled in the investigation by the testi

mony of interested or prejudiced witnesses ; and the

jurors report that they have failed to elicit from any

single witness any information of the existence in

the county of such organization, or any thing that

might lead to such information, and are fully satis-

fled, upon patient and thorough investigation, that

none Buch exists in the county. The jury are fur

ther convinced, from information received in the

course of the above investigation, that there does not

exist in the county any spirit of lawlessness or oppo

sition to the law, furtner than is occasionally mani

fested in every community by individual offences

against law originating in personal or private griev

ances. Tbey have especially directed their attention

to this point, and no cose that has come before them

could be traced to any other cause ; and the. jury, hav

ing performed the duty with which they were charged

by the court', respectfully ask that this, their report,

be spread upon the records.

About the 18th of December, a quarrel be

tween a white man and a negro, at Lake Village,

in Chicot County, resulted in the killing of

the latter. Three white men concerned in

the affair wore arrested- and shut up in jail,

from which they were taken by a mob of ne

groes and hanged. The matter caused a great

deal of excitement for a time, and there were

reports that the whites in Chicot County were

obliged to flee for their lives, the infuriated

negroes creating almost a reign of terror, but

before the end of the year quiet and security

seemed to be restored.
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. Although there was no general election in

the State this year, considerable activity was

displayed by the political parties) especially by

the Democrats, in organizing their forces for

the campaign in 1872. On the 23d of March

the Democratic and Conservative members of

the Legislature held a meeting and appointed

a State Central Committee, and a separate

committee for each of the three congressional

districts, and issued an address to the people

of the State. The opening paragraph of the

address was as follows: "In view of the dan

gerous and alarming condition of our public

affairs, and the pressing necessity realized by

all good and patriotio citizens for a combined

and organized effort on the part of the con

servative elements to rescue the country from

threatened and impending ruin and destruc

tion, we, the Democratic and Conservative

members ofthe General Assembly, have deemed

it advisable, in the absence of any existing

State organization, to inaugurate a movement

looking to a speedy and thorough organization

of the party, to prepare for the great campaign

and battle of 1872." It then recites the his

tory and effects of what it calls the " pernicious

• system of radical misrule," and calls upon the

people to organize a strong opposition to it.

The question of holding a general convention

was a good deal canvassed in the public prints,

but tho State Central Committee, at a meeting

held on the 10th of July, decided that it would

not bo expedient to hold one before the call

was issued for a National Democratic Conven

tion. The committee adopted resolutions at

tho same meeting^ commending the platform

of the Democracy of Ohio as a model, and

calling upon the people " to give the most lib

eral support to the different Democratic and

Conservative organs in the State, to tho end

that the freest information may bo diffused

among the people, and onr party papers, not

withstanding the prescriptive legislation which

debars them from all official patronage, be en

abled to continue a vigorous warfaro against

radicalism."

The following was also adopted :

Retolvtd, That this convention of tho Democratic-

Conservative Central and Distriot Committees of the

State, representing the Democratic and Conservative

masses of Arkansas, are opposed to all secret politi

cal organizations, as being destructive to the best in

terests of society ; that we recommend to the people

of Arkansas a most careful consideration and protec

tion of the rights of all citizens, irrespective of race,

color, or previous condition, but that, while conced

ing all lawful rights to those opposed to us in poli-

ticH, we shall most earnestly demand and contend for

our own rights by all lawful and legitimate means

within our reach.

An address to tho people of the State was

prepared, and afterward published, arraigning

the action of tho Republican party in the State,

and setting forth a plan for a complete organi

zation of the opposition in every county. The

address concluded with the following appeal :

In conclusion, we would admonish and exhort our

friends all over the State to be not only zealous in all

good works, but wise, prudent, and discreet in all

their acts and conduct. The wrongs and oppressions

of this reckless, extravagant, and corrupt radical ad

ministration are fel tequally and alike by all, whether

they be white or black, Democratic or Republican,

We must try to commend the justice of our cause

and the claims of our party to the favorable consid

eration of every man who desires a just, honest, and

economical government ; and cordially invite the

ooflperation of all, without regard to past political

affinities or party affiliations, who are willing to unite

with us on the broad platform of equal rights, equal

protection, and a due regard for the best interests of

all the people. Let us try and demonstrate to the col

ored men that we are not inimical, either to their

rights or their interests—thot wo desire to protect

them, as well as ourselves, against the enormities of

a rapacious government ana a corrupt party ; that

we neither intend nor desire to deprivo them of any

of the political rights now secured to them by the

laws of the land—that we eovld not force them back

into slavery if we would, nor deprive them of the

right to vote if we eovld. It is true, that we cannot

expect to gain tho votes of many colored men, what

ever we may do or say, but, by pursuing this just

and magnanimous course, we will win to our support

many moderate and conservative vihiU republicans,

and especially those of the old native Union element

of the State, who are even now ready and waiting to

fall into our ranks and tight under our banners, as

soon as wc proclaim, in good faith, our acceptance

of the accompUihed factt of the tear, which are the

destruction of slavery, the perpetuity of the Union,

and the equality of all men before the law. But,

above all thinjgs, let us be united among ourselves.

" A houso divided against itself cannot stand." Let

us preserve peace and harmony, and let fraternal

good-will reign in our own camp and in our own

ranks. Let no personal bickerings, no factious feuds,

no envyings or jealousies, mar the harmony of our

private, social, and political relations, but let us bo

one in spirit, one in fellowship, one in faith, and

know no rivalries among^ ourselves but that noblo

rivalry, or rather emulation, of who can best w ork

and best agree.

Mass-meetings and conventions were subse

quently held in all the counties, to effect an

organization of the Democratic forces, in ac

cordance with the plan of the State Committee.

The sentiments of the address above quoted

were very generally indorsed, and the people

pledged themselves in advance to support the

platform and candidates of the National Demo

cratic Convention.

The Republican party was already fully or

ganized, but mass-meetings were held in sev

eral counties. The prevailing sentiments at

these assemblies are Bet forth in tho follow

ing platform, adopted in Bradley County :

Retolved, 1. That, recognizing the great and noble

achievements of the Republican party during the last

ten years, whereby our country has been saved from

anarchv and ruin, the rebellion has been crushed,

four millions of slaves made freemen, and endowed

with the rights of citizens, civil government estab

lished over one-half the nation, the rights of citizens

everywhere enforced, the national credit and honor

maintained at home and abroad, and peace and pros

perity brought to every door, wo feel a pride in the

record of our party, and hereby renew our pledge of

fealty and devotion to it in the future.
2. That we look not only with approbation, but

with pride, upon tho wise and statesmanlike Admin

istration or President Grant, and we thank him and

tho noble Republicans who stood by him for the vin

dication and honest execution of the laws of the land.
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3. That we renew our assurance of confidence and

support to the State administration, and trust that

the laws may be so modelled and executed that
{•very officer shall be amenable to the people for the

faithful discharge of his duty, and that eoonomy and

honesty may mark every branch of the service under

Republican control.

4. That we favor free schools and the education of

the masses, for we thereby secure the permanence

of republican institutions and transmit the inheri

tance of free government to posterity.

6. That, desiring unity, harmony, and success, we

cordially invite all who wish our country to be free,

prosperous, and happy, to unite with us In our efforts

to secure success, laying aside all questions as to in

dividuals, and uniting all energies for the triumph

of Republican principles.

6. That wo condemn all efforts to disrupt the party,

by assaults on and abuse of leading Republican offi

cials of the State, by those professing to be Republi

cans, and we demand that they take their positions

either with us or with the Democracy, where they

belong.

There was, however, a discontented section

of the party, which had considerable strength.

This was made up of the Republican opponents

of Clayton and his administration in the State,

who were popularly denominated "Brindle-

tails."

An interesting decision was rendered by the

United States Circuit Court, in the Eastern

District of Arkansas, in March, which settles

the question of liability on contracts, for which

slaves formed the consideration on either side.

The points determined are stated with suffi

cient clearness in the following syllabus of the

case :

1. The institution ofslavery, nnder the Constitution

of the United States, was purely local in its character,

and confined to the several States where it existed,

and was the creature of positive law, and this is true

of all its incidents.
2. Tho Constitution of the United States did not

regard slaves as property, but as persons ; and it did

not establish slavery or give any sanction to it, save

in the single respect of the return of fugitives from

service.
8. A remedy on a contract^ which is sgrainst sound

morals, natural justice, and right, may exist by virtue

of the positive law under which the contract was

made ? but such remedy can only be enforced so long

as that law remains in effect. As such remedy de

rives all its support from the statute, it cannot for

any purpose survive its repeal.

4. The new constitution of Arkansas, deolaring

that " all contracts for the sale and purchase of slaves

were null and void," is not in conflict with the clause

of the Constitution of the United States prohibiting

any State from passing any law impairing the obliga

tion of contracts, which clause does not operate so as

to perpetoate the institution of slavery or any of its

incidents, these being matters over which the States

had unlimited control.

5. The thirteenth amendment to the Constitution

of the United States iptofacto destroyed the institu

tion of slavery and all of its incidents, and put an end

to all remedies growing out of sales of slaves.

6. In view of the thirteenth and fourteenth amend

ments to the Constitution of the United States, the

court holds that a remedy on a contract for the sale of

slaves is contrary to the spirit of their provisions,

against public policy, and cannot be maintained.

In the course of his opinion, Judge Caldwell

laid down the following principle :

The fundamental ground on which emancipation

proceeded was, that the right of the slave to his free

dom was paramount to the claim of his master to

treat him as property ; that slavery was founded in *

force and violence, and contrary to natural right;

that no vested right of property could arise out of a

relation thus created, ana which was an ever-new

and active violation of tho law of Nature and tho in

alienable rights of man every moment that it sub

sisted. The last clause of section 4, of orticle 14, de

clares that " neither the United States, nor any State,

shall assume or pay any debt or obligation incurred

in aid of insurrection or rebellion against the United

States, or any claim for the loss or emancipation of

any slave ; but all such debts, obligations, and claims,

shall be held illegal and void." This clause was in

serted, not to discharge the United States and the

several States from any legal obligation to pay for

slaves emancipated, for no such obligation had been

incurred. It is a limitation on tho discretionary power

of the legislative departments of both governments

to appropriate money for such purpose, independent

ly of any legal obligation, ana to prevent the agita

tion and disturbance that would result from leaving

the question in that situation. The very language

of the Constitution itself is conclusive on the ques

tion. •

The -State debt of Arkansas amounts to

$19,398,000, classified as follows:

Funded debt $4,430,000
State aid railroad bonds (only {3,600 000 Issued) 11.400,000
Levee bonds (about $1,600,000 issued) 3,000,000
Ten year bonds to supply casual deficits 300,000
Floating debt 268,000

Total $19,896,000

Omitting the bonds in aid of railroads, and

for the construction of levees, which have not

yet been issued, the debt will stand at about

$10,000,000. The debt of the State in Janu

ary, 1867, was $3,252,401.50. The act author

izing the loan of the State credit to railroads

was passed in 1868, and granted $15,000 per

mile to roads having no land-grant, and $10,000

per mile to those having such grants, to the

extent of 850 miles in all. Up to July last this

had been awarded as follows :

Memphis 4 Little Rock.
Little Rock A Fort Smith
LiUle Rock. Pine Bluff & ]
Memphis, Ouachita & Red Hi'

Central
Kansas City & Fort Smith

Total. .

Length of
mllea.

Awmind. I.-vtll.l. Completed.

120 $1,200,000 $1,200,000 131
160 1,500,000 900,000 50
100 2,400,000 750.000

no 2,550,000 450.000 20
150 2.260,000 300,000
100 1,500,000 none. none.

860 $11,400,000 $3,600,000 201

These bonds have thirty years to run, and

bear six per cent, interest, which is paid by

the roads. With this assistance, much progress

bas been made in developing the railroad sys

tem of the State. Among the important lines

in course of construction are the Cairo & Ful-
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ton, from Cairo, 111., to Fulton, Ark., which

is to be completed by January, 1874 ; the

Missouri, Kansas, & Texas, from St. Louis to

Galveston, already completed to Red River ;

and Ihose already mentioned as receiving aid

from the State. No less than 86 railroad com

panies have been incorporated since July 28,

1868, under the general incorporation laws.

In 1800 the taxable property of Arkansas

was set down at $120,475,236. On this a State

tax was raised, amounting to $204,160.56. In

1865 the property was valued at $38,728,449,

and on this a tax of $387,234.49 was raised. In

1868 the taxable property was reported at

* $08,699,716, and on this $2,342,047.77 was

paid in taxes. The last report placed the prop

erty at $69,320,426, amd the tax at $748,627.70.

The educational interests of the State are

gradually improving. The Agricultural College

has been located at Fayetteville, "Washington

County; and a movement is on foot for found

ing a State Female College at Little Rock.

Prof. William F. Roberts has been appointed

State geologist, in pursuance of an act of the

last Legislature and has begun a survey of the

State, with a view to ascertaining its mineral

resources. The fourth annual fair of the

Arkansas State Agricultural and Mechanical

Association was held in the early part of Octo

ber, and gave evidence of a growing interest

and success in the industrial pursuits of the

State.

The hot and medicinal springs of Arkan

sas are attracting considerable attention by

the benefits derivod by invalids from their use.

They are 54 in number, and are located about

60 miles southwest of Little Rock. Their tem

perature varies from 100° to 150° Fahr. They

are classified as arsenic, alum, iron, and mag

nesia springs, but contain various other min

eral substances besides those by which they are

designated. Many remarkable cures aro re

ported as the result of systematic bathing in

these waters.

According to official authority, there are

in the State 1,714,466 acres of improved land,

3,791,873 of woodland, and 1,601,254 of other

unimproved land. The cash value of farms is

$36,457,476; of farming implements and ma

chinery, $2,112,020; total amount of wages

paid during the year, including value of board,

$3,907,188. The number of horses is 83,952 ;

of mules and asses, 33,381; of milch-cows,

119,607; of working-oxen, 81,673; of other

cattle, 179,431; of sheep, 149,592; of swine,

772,662; value of all live-stock, $15,795,971.

The productions were — 683,691 bushels of

wheat, 28,422 of rye, 12,208,044 of corn, 486,-

425 of oats, 46,477 of peas and beans, 399,927

of Irish and 859,842 of sweet potatoes, 73,021

pounds of rice, 529,110 of tobacco, 208,275 of

wool, 2,531,011 of butter, 12,047 of wax, 261,-

824 of honey ; 221,546 bales of cotton, 6,806

tons of hay, and 60,272 gallons of cane an/1

138,859 of sorghum molasses ; value of home

manufactures, $723,979; of slaughtered ani

mals, $3,466,152; estimated value of all farm

products, including betterments and additions

to stock, $86,524,608.

The following are' more full details of the

census of 1870 :

COUNTIES. Aung1!* 1 Wklu. (Villi. | M.tlr.. Fowija

4,212 8,187 1318,288 8,982
8.042 4,278 8,764 7,991 51

13,831 13,640 162 13.782 49

7,032 6.958 74 7.018 14

8.646 6,117 2,529 8,694 28

Calhoun 3,853 2,753 1,100 8.845 8
Carroll 6,780 5,743 87 6,771 1

Chicot 7,214 1,816 5,898 7,054 160

11,953 8.461 8,492 11,985 18

11,387 7,679 8,718 11.378 19

8,112 7.488 630 8.045 67

Craighead 4.877 4.324 253 4,571 1
8,957 7,961 988 8.867 90

8,831 1,253 2,675 8,796 86

3,915 2,626 1,289 8.894 21

Dallas 5,707 8,«56 1.761 6,698 0

6,125 2.185 8,934 6,925 900

9.960 6.106 3.864 9,938 27

Frankllo 9,627 8,976 651 9,569 58

Fulton 4,843 4,758 65 4,838 s

3,948 8,604 839 8,937 t
7,573 7,417 166 7,570 I

Hempstead 18,768 7,439 6,329 13.7S8 ss

Hot Spring 6.877 5,226 650 6,828 49

Independence. . 14,566 13,658 908 14.521 45

6,606 6,624 182 6,796 10

7,268 5.656 1,612 7.217 61

15.733 5,556 10,167 16,469 264
Johnson 9.152 8.539 613 9,111 41

9,139 3,981 5,158 9,112 27

6,981 5.735 246 6.970 11

Little River. . . . 8.23C 1,358 1,878 8.216 20
8.231 8,081 150 8,227 4
3,979 8,980 19 8.976 1

Mississippi 8,633 2,662" 971 8,695 38

Monroe.. 8.836 5,186 8,200 8,248 S3
Montgomery... 2,9*4 2,864 120 2,979 6
Newton 4.374 4,865 9 4.866 e

12.975 7.511 5,458 12,881 94

Perry 2,685 2,895 290 2,663 22
Phillips 15,372 4,871 10,501 15,085 2S7
Pike 3,788 8,367 421 8,788 1
Poinsett, 1,720 1,494 225 1,718 7
Polk 8.876 8,323 45 8.372 4

8.386 7,811 575 6,380 56

Prairie 5,604 8,793 1,811 5,587 67
Pulaski SS,0fJj 18,848 13,708 30,370 1,696

7,466 7,109 867 7,444 22
8,911 8.726 IKS 8,899 12

Scott 7,483 7.362 121 7,465 18
6,614 5,584 30 5,610 • 4

Sebastian 12.940 11.545 1,354 12,292 648
4,41)2 8,523 968 4,482. 10
5,400 5.2SH 114 5,887 13

St. Francis 6,714 4.268 2,446 6,608 106
10,671 6.675 4,89(1 10.528 ' 43
5,107 4.9S8 119 6.104 1

Washington . . . 17,266 16,590 674 17,175 91
White 10,347 9,146 1,200 10.312 85

6,801 4,205 2,<J8« 6.838 63
8,0-18 7,281 767 8,081 17

Total for State 484,471 862,115 122,169 1 479,445 B.OSb

The number of manufacturing establish

ments in the State is 1 ,364 ; capital, $2, 1 37,738 ;

steam-engines, 800, with 6,980 horse-power;

water-wheels, 134, with 1,599 horse-power;

employing 4,133 males above 16, 48 females

above 16, and 271 youth; wages paid during

the year, $754,950; value of materials used,

$4,823,651; of products, $7,699,676. Of the

manufactories, the most important are, 283

establishments for ginning cotton, with a capi

tal of $344,825; 35 for the manufacture of

leather, capital $32,100; 212 saw-mills, capi

tal $694,400; 13 wool-carding establishments,
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capital $32,500; 272 flour and meal mills,

capital $477,151.

The whole number of children attending

school during the year was 62,872, of whom

80,138 were white males, 26,650 white fe

males, 2,930 colored males, and 2,854 colored

females.

The number of persons, 10 years old and

upward, who cannot read, is 111,799; who

cannot write, 133,339, of whom 296 are foreign.

Of those who cannot write, 13,610 are white

males, 21,770 white females, 23,681 colored

males, and 22,689 colored females, above 21.

The deaths daring the year were 6,119, of

which 2,096 were from general diseases; 639

from affections of the nervous, 1,476 of the

respiratory, and 602 of the digestive system.

The assessed value of real estate is $53,-

102,304 ; of personal estate, $31,426,539 ; true

valuation of real and personal estate, $156,-

394,691 ; total taxation, not national, $2,866,-

890; public debt, county, town, city, etc.,

$691,595.

ARMY OF THE UNITED STATES. In

accordance with the provisions of the act of

Congress of July 15, 1870, the army of the

United States has been reduced to a peace-foot

ing, and now numbers only 80,000 men. The

following is the present table of organization :

Enlisted men of engineers 801

Enlisted men of ordnance 475
Ordnance servants at posts 200
Military Academy band 24
Sixty enlisted men per company for 55 companies

artillery : 3,300
Eighty-four enlisted men per battery for 5 batteries

light artillery 420
Eighty-four enlisted men per company for 120 com

panies cavalry : 10,089
Sixtv enlisted men per company for 250 companies

Infantry 15,000
Non-commissioned staff of regiments 200

Total 80,000

The retired list is limited to 300 officers. At

the Military Academy at West Point there are

229 cadets.

The expense of supporting the military es

tablishment during the year ending June 30,

1871, was about $40,000,000, including $3,-

945,000 expended upon river and harbor im

provements. This shows a reduction from the

cost of the army for the preceding year of

$17,655,675.40. For the fiscal year 1871-'72,

$30,530,776 have been appropriated, of which

$4,407,500 is to be devoted to river and harbor

improvements, and the' estimated expense for

1872-'73 is $32,415,472. Sales of clothing

belonging to the army yielded the sum of

$1,875,728.74, from June 30, 1870, to December

1, 1871, and during the last fiscal year small

arms and ordnance stores were sold to the

amount of $10,000,000.

The several national cemeteries cover an

area of 1,800 acres, acquired at a cost of

$170,000. They now contain 817,950 graves,

2,255 of which were added during the year.

There is a cemetery owned by the United States

near the city of Mexico, which has been put

hi order during the year, the enclosure having

previously become somewhat dilapidated. It is

proposed that this ground be hereafter classed

with the other national cemeteries and cared

for in the same way.

The last surviving pensioner of the Govern

ment who served in the Revolutionary "War

has passed away, but there are still 634

widows of Revolutionary soldiers who receive

pensions. There have been 3,078 applications

for bounty-land during the year, of which 711

were rejected. The numbers of warrants for

bounty-land issued for 11 years are as follows:

In 1861, 5,341; 1862, .1,636; 1863, 602; 1864,

1,812; 1865, 1,161; 1866, 406; 1867, 954;

1868, 1,077; 1869, 1,650; 1870, 1,758; 1871,

2,598.

The following statement shows the nature

of the injuries received by those who are at

present invalid pensioners :

Injury to the head . . '. 5,155

do. '! neck 680
do. " chest 8,780
do. " abdomen 5,735
do. " spine: 871
do. " shoulder 8,383
do. " arm 11,953
do. " hand 8,173
do. " thigh 8,104
do. " leg. 10,918
do. " foot 1,962
For single wounds 68,721
For two or more wounds 4,022

The proportion of wounds of the head to the
whole number is as 1 to 18.14

Heck Ito 99.62
Chest 1 to 18.17
Abdomen : 1 to 11.81
Spine .' 1 to 77.77
Shoulder Ito 20,02
Arm 1 to 5.67
Hand 1 to &S9
Thigh Ito &S5
Leg 1 to 6.21
Foot Ito 84.53

The whole number of amputations is to the

number of injuries as 1 to 10.16.

The proportion of amputations of one hand
Is as J... 1 to 58.17

The proportion of amputations of both hands 1 to 1745.20
The proportion of amputations of one arm .. . Ito 2.05
The proportion of amputations of'both arms. Ito 272.69
The proportion of amputations of one leg 1 to 2.13
The proportion of ampntatlons of both legs.. 1 to 242.39
The proportion of amputations of one foot... 1 to 73.94
The proportion of amputations of both feet.. Ito 793.28

The proportion of amputations of leg and arm 1 to 545.37

Those pensioned for disabilities caused by

disease are classified as follows :

The proportion of diseases of the brain and
nerves to the whole number Is as 1 to 10.32

Digestive system 1 to 4.44
Respiratory system Ito -6.75
Genito-urinary system 1 to 88.37
Circulatory system 1 to 11.20
Fibrous, bony, and muscular system 1 to 7.04
Absorbent and excretory systom 1 to 6.25
From miscellaneous causes Ito 21.40

Under the head of chronic rheumatism 1,885

cases are shown. These constitute about 9 per

cent, of all the disabilities. The number of

cases of phthisis is 1,045, or about 6 per cent, of

all. These four disabilities, chronic diarrhoea,

disease ofeye, chronic rheumatism, and phthisis,

aggregate 7,457 cases, or about 50 per cent, of

the entire number of disabilities. The whole

number of pensioners paid on account of
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hernia is 3,183. This is to the whole number

paid for injuries as 1 to 23.29, or 4.29 per cent

A permanent military post has been estab

lished at Fort Snelling, in Minnesota.

The operations of the army during the year

have been confined chiefly to making surreys

and observations, protecting settlers against

the depredations of Indians, or assisting Gov

ernment officials in the South m enforcing the

laws. The battalion of engineers has been re

duced to 554 enlisted men. They are concen

trated now at Willett's Point and West Point,

New York. Considerable progress has been

made in river and harbor improvements, the

construction of light-houses, and surveys on

the lakes and the sea-coast. A commission to

make investigations concerning the Sutro Tun

nel and the mines of the Oomstock lode was

authorized by act of Congress on the 4th of

April and Lieutenant-Colonels H. G. "Wright

and John G. Foster, and Prof. Wesley New-

comb, were subsequently appointed there

on. Their work was completed before' the

end of the year, but no report of the results

had been rendered. A geological survey is

also in progress along what is called the cen

tral route to the Pacific. The observations

and reports at various signal-stations, for the

benefit of commerce, have been conducted

with success. In the month of October the

display of cautionary signals announcing the

probable approach of storms was commenced

at twenty different ports on the lakes, the At

lantic coast, and the Gulf of Mexico. The sig

nals are so arranged as to be displayed at any

hour of the day or night on receipt of warn

ings by telegraph from the Signal Service Bu

reau at Washington.

About one-sixth of the military force of the

nation has been retained in the Southern States

to assist in carrying out the act of Congress of

April 20, 1871, known as the " Enforcement

Act." After the passage of this law, orders

were issued from the War Department to the

following effect :

That, whenever occasion shall arise, the regular

force of the United States, stationed in the vicinity

of any locality where offences described by the afore

said act, approved April 20, 1871, may be committed,

shall, in strict accordance with the provisions of said

act, be employed by their commanding officers in as

sisting the authorized civil authorities of the United

States in making arrests of persons accused under

the said act ; and in preventing the rescue of persons

arrested for such cause ; in breaking up and dispers

ing bands of marauders and of armed organizations

against the peace and quiet or the lawful pursuits of

the citizens in any State.

The military forces were occasionally called

upon by the United States marshals to aid in

making arrests and protecting tribunals before

which alleged offenders against tho enforce

ment act were tried.

The Indians were comparatively peaceable

during the year, with the exception of those be

longing to the Apache tribe in Arizona. These

committed many outrages upon the inhabitants

of the Territory, and upon travellers passing

through. Many instances were reported of

attacks on dwellings and parties of laborers.

Property was stolen or destroyed, cattle driven

off, and in many cases men, women, and children

killed. The Department of Arizona belongs to

the Division of the Pacific, which is under the

command of General Schofield, with his head

quarters at San Francisco. In the early part of

the year, General Stoneman had the immediate

command of the department, with a small force

of troops,- but he succeeded indifferently in

protecting the people from the attacks of In

dians, and much fault was found with bis con

centrating his troops at one or two posts, and

abandoning others that were regarded by the

people as essential to their security. On one

occasion the people became so exasperated at

the continued atrocities of the Apaches, and

the failure of the military to punish them, that

they took the matter Into their own hands and

wreaked a terrible vengeance upon the offend

ers. A few hundred Apaches had been gath

ered near Camp Grant, where they were fed

by the officers, on condition of desisting from

warfare upon the whites. Some of the Indians

appear to have been guilty of depredations and

outrages notwithstanding their promises, and

a party of white men, with the assistance of 100

Papago Indians, set out on the 28th of April

and traced them to their camp. On the 80th

the pursuing party fell upon the camp and

killed 85 men and .women, and carried away

28 children as prisoners. Thin matter was

subsequently investigated by a grand-jury of

the Federal court, and a number of indictments

were found against persons engaged in the

attack on the Indian encampment. In their

report the jury make the following state

ments :

We find that the hostile bands of Indians in this

Territory arc led bv many different chiefs who have

generally adopted the policy of Cochise, making tho

point* where tho Indians are fed the base of their

supplies for ammunition, guns, and recruits for their

raids, as each hostile chief usually draws warriors

from other bands when he makes an important raid

upon the citizens, or the neighboring State of Sonora,

where they are continually making their depreda

tions. Wo find that the habit of beastly drunken

ness has generally prevailed with few marked excep

tions among the officers commanding at Camp Grant,

Camp Goodwin, and Camp Apache, where the Apache

Indians have been fed ; that the rations issued at

these camps to the Indians have frequently been

insufficient for their support, and unjustly distrib

uted, sometimes bones being issued instead of meat ;

that one quartermaster of the United States said he

made a surplus of twelve thousand pounds of corn in

issuing rations to the Indians of Camp Goodwin. We

find that a commanding officer, whue commanding

at Camp Apache, gave liquor to the Apache Indians,

and got beastly drunk with them from whiskey be

longing to tho Ilospital Department of the United

States Government ; also, that another officer of the

United States Army gave liquor to the said Indians

at said camp ; that officers of the United States Army

at those camps where the Indians are fed. are in the

habitof using their official position to break the chas

tity of tho Indian women. That tho prcsont regula

tions of Camp Grant, with the Apache Indians on
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the reservation, are Bach, that the whole body of In

diana on said reservation might leave the reservation,

and be gone many days, without the knowledge of

the commanding officer. In conclusion of the labors

of this United States grand-jury, we would say that

five hundred of our neighbors, friends, and fellow-

eitizens, have fallen by the murdering hand of the

Apache Indian, clothing in the garb of mourning

the family circle in many of the hamlets, towns, and

cities of all the States of our country. This blood

cries from the ground to the American people for

justice—justice to all men.

In Jane General Grook took command in

the Territory, and at once adopted the plan of

enlisting friendly Indians in the service against

the hostile Apaches. This was generally ap

proved by the people, and promised to be very

effective in suppressing and punishing outrages,

as the enlisted Indians knew the haunts of the

Apaches, and were familiar with their modes

of warfare. Soon after General Orook had

put this plan into operation, and had secured

the aid of a prominent chief named Miguel,

Mr. Vincent Oolyer, one of the Indian Peace

Commissioners arrived in the Territory and

forbade the carrying out of the plan. Mr. Col-

yer met the Apache chiefs, and by making

presents, and promising the aid and protection

of the Government, obtained promises that

they would cease from making war,' or com

mitting depredations upon the whites. The

action of Mr. Oolyer, who seems to have avoided

consultation with the authorities of the Terri

tory, greatly displeased the people, and re

sulted in very little practical benefit, as the

outrages upon the persons and property of

citizens were quite as frequent after his visit

as before. Among these was an attack upon

a stage going "from Prescott to Tucson. It

occurred near Wiokenburg, on the evening of

November 5th, and several persons were killed,

including Mr. Frederick W. Loring, of Boston.

On the general subject of dealing with the In

dians in the Territory of Arizona, Governor

Safford wrote as follows on the 31st of Octo

ber : " The people of Arizona want peace,

they care not how it is obtained ; but they

know, by years of experience, that to feed In

dians and let them roam over large reserva

tions, only places them in a secure position to

raid upon the settlers, and return to the reser

vation for safety and rest. With one of the

richest Territories, every one feels discouraged.

At least five hundred men have been killed,

and a large number of them were horribly tor

tured, and those who are left, after fighting

for years to hold the country, find themselves

in poverty and are looked npon as barbarians.

General Crook struok the key-note when he

enlisted Indians against Indians. It threw con

sternation among them such as was never seen

before, and, had he been allowed to pursue this

policy, it would have taken but a few months

to conquer a lasting peace. But Mr. Oolyer

countermanded this order, and millions will

have bo be expended, and hundreds of lives

lost, before the end will be reached. I believe

■ the Indians are invaluable in fighting Indians,

and by their use a speedy, permanent peace

can be conquered.* Then is it not the part of

humanity that they should be used ? If it is a

crime to undertake to settle and develop our

new countries, then the sooner it is known

and declared the better. 'If not, then such a

man as Oolyer ought never to be sent, with his

deep-seated prejudices against the white set

tlers, to arrange the difficulty."

In the latter part of November a petition

was forwarded to the President, signed by a

large number of citizens of Arizona, express

ing their earnest desire for peace, and their

belief that it was to bo attained through the

policy of General Orook rather than that of

Vincent Oolyer. Orders were subsequently

given to General Schofield, the purport of

which is reproduced in his instructions to the

officers in Arizona for the government of the

Indians. These were as follows :

All roving bands of Indians for which reserva

tions have been set apart by the Indian Commission

er, under the authority of the President of the United

States, will be required to go at once upon their

reservations, and not to leave them again upon any

pretext whatever.

So long as they remain upon their reservations, in

due subordination to the Government, they will be

fully protected and provided for ; otherwise they will

be regarded as hostile, and punished accordingly.

The reservations heretofore set apart will be pub

licly declared in General Orders from headquarters

of the Department of Arizona, and an officer of the

army will be designated by the department com

mander to act as Indian Agent for each reservation.

All male Indians (old enough to go upon the war

path) will be enrolled, and their names will be re

corded in a book, kept for that purpose, with a full

and accurate descriptive list of each person. Each

Indian will bo furnished with a copy of his descrip

tive list, and will be required to carry it always with

him.

The numbers of women and children belonging to

each head of family will also be recorded opposite

his name in the descriptive book.

The presence on the reservation of every male

adult will be verified once a day, or oftener if found

necessary, to prevent the possibility of any leoving

the reservation and returning without the knowl-

edgeof the officer in charge. Care will be taken to

inform the Indians that this precaution is intended

to insure the protection of the innocent and punish

ment of the guilty, and that it is to their interest to

assist in the detection of guilty individuals, so that

the whole tribe may not suffer for the crimes of a few.

And, as far as possible, the Indians will be held

responsible only for their own individual acts. Pun

ishment will not be inflicted upon a tribe for the

acts of individuals, unless they are guilty of com

plicity with the criminals, by harboring them or

otherwise. But when any enrolled Indian is found

absent from his reservation without permission, all

his family will be arrested and kept in close custody

until he has been captured and punished according

to his deserts.

Every Indian found off his reservation without per

mission, after a time to be fixed by the department

commander, will' be regarded and treated as hostile ;

and any Indian who shall so leave his reservation

shall be presumed to have done so for hostile pur-

oses, and upon his return to the reservation shall
e arrested and punished accordingly. ■ No Indian

will be given permission to leave his reservation ex

cept upon such conditions as the department com

mander may prescribe.

No persons except those in the United States ser
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vice will be allowed upon any Indian reservation

without the permission of the officer in charge.

Citizens desiring to enter or cross a reservation for

any legitimate purpose will, when it ia deemed prac

ticable and proper, be permitted to do bo, but will

always be escorted, by a sufficient detachment of

troops to prevent any collision with the Indians.

The ration for issue to adult Indians will consist of

one pound of meat and one pound of breadstuff, two

quarts of salt to each hundred rations, and four

pounds of soap to a hundred rations once a week,

kations in half of the above proportions will be issued

to children under twelve years of age. Beef will be

issued on the hoof. An officer will alwayB be present

to witness and direct the slaughtering of beef, and

the distribution of food among the separate bands

and families, and will certify to the commanding

officer that it is fairly done.

The utmost care will be taken to lee that rations

are issued only for the number of Indians actually

present, and that no opportunity is afforded for the

barter of provisions for arms, ammunition, whiskey,

or any thing whatever.

Active operations will be kept up against the hos

tile Apaches of Arizona, and pressed with all practi

cable vigor until they submit to the authority of the

Government, cease from hostilities, and remain npon

their reservations. After a reasonable time has been

given for all the Apaches to avail themselves of the

liberal terms offered by the Government, the depart

ment commander will, in his discretion, make use

of the friendly Indians to hunt out and destroy those

who remain obstinately hostile.

Full authority is conferred upon the department

commander to adopt such measures as may be neces

sary to carry out these instructions, and to give full

effect to the policy of the Government.

By order of Major-General SCHOFTELD.

J. C. K elton, Assistant Adjutant-General.

There are now within the jurisdiction of the

United States about 821,000 Indians, of whom

75,000 inhabit Alaska and 3,663 are scattered

throughout the States of Florida, North Caro

lina, Indiana, Iowa, and Texas, and maintain

no tribal relations. The remaining Indian pop

ulation, numbering 242,371, is distributed as

follows:

Wnnhington Terri
tory 15,487

Oregon 24.503

California 7,388
Arizona 5,066
Nevada 6,000
Utah 12,800
New Mexico. 18,640
Colorado 7.800
Dakota 27,815
Idaho 4,469

Montana 18.R35
Wyoming 2.400
Nebraska 6.410
Kansas 6,052
Indian Territory 58.476
Minnesota ' 3,677
Wisconsin 6,355
Michigan 8.099
New York 4.804

Total 242,371

The Indians under the jurisdiction of the

United States are now located on reservations

of land amounting in the aggregate to 228,473

square miles, or 137,846,971 acres. Deducting

from this statement the Indian Territory

south of Kansas, and there remains a popula

tion of 172,000, occupying reservations of

land amounting to 96,155,785 acres, or 558

acres to each individual. In the Indian Terri

tory the population consists of several semi-

civilized tribes, who have framed a constitution

for a sort of confederated government. The

Choctaws number 17,000, and have 48 schools,

attended by 1,460 pupils ; the Cherokees num

ber 17,000, and have 48 schools, with 1,920 pu

pils; thero are 13,000 Creeks, with 30 schools ;

and 2,500 Seminoles, with 4 schools, and 225

pupils. The constitution framed by these tribes

has not received the approval of Congress.

ASIA. The history of Asia for the year

1871 is of more than ordinary importance.

The transformation of the Empire of Japan,

which only a few years ago was wholly se

cluded from the other portions of the world,

into a thoroughly-civilized country, is pro

gressing with a rapidity which challenges uni

versal admiration. The abolition of the ty-

coonate has been followed by the complete over

throw of the power of the. daiinios, and thus the

landmarks of the ancient constitution have been

completely swept away. The Government

continues to invite distinguished foreigners,

especially Americans, into the country, and in

trusts to them the most influential positions, in

order to hasten the political regeneration. A

number of students have been sent to the

United States, to Germany, England, and

France, to be there thoroughly educated. The

Mikado has even gone so far as to give a for

mal audience to the American ambassador, and

to have presented to him an American admi

ral, with his officers, and other distinguished

Americans. A railroad has been built between

Yokohama and Yeddo, and, by the completion

of a telegraph between Nagasaki and Osaka,

Japan will soon be in telegraphic communica

tion with Europe. But, while thus favoring the

intercourse with foreign countries, the Govern

ment and people showed a marked hostility to

Christian missionaries.

China is following the example of Japan,

and has determined to send young men to the

United States and England to be educated in

the schools of those countries. The French

claims for indemnity for the Tien-Tsin massa

cres were paid, but the feeling against foreign

ers, and especially against Christian mission

aries, continued to be very bitter. The empire

has been comparatively free from internal dis

turbances.

While in the southern part of Chinese Toor-

kistan, which is called by the Chinese Thian-

shan-nan-lu, Yakook Klousbegi has main

tained his rule,* the northern part, or Thian-

shan-pelu, in -which tho united Calmueks,

Tarandshis, and Soongarians, had made them

selves independent of Chinese rale, has been, at

the request of the Chinese Government, invaded

by Russian troops, which, in May, conquered

Kultsha, the capital of the Tarandshis. The

Russian accounts state that the general com

manding in Kultsha was receiving numerous

deputations of Calmueks, Kirgheez, and Ta

randshis, announcing their submission to Rus

sia, which thus has gained in Central Asia

another station of incalculable political and

strategical importance.

A treacherous assault made in Corca npon

an American surveying-party induced Admiral

Rodgers to attack the forts from which the

outrage had been committed. Five forts were

captured and destroyed, after which the ad-

• See Annual Cyclopedia for 1870.

■
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miral, not feeling authorized to continue hos

tilities, except to repel and punish attacks,

returned to Chefoo.

Afghanistan was the seat of a protracted

civil war between the ruling prince, Shir-Ali

Khan and his rebellious son, Mehemed Yakoob

Khan. In May, the important city of Herat

fell into the hands of the rebels. Owing,

however, to the influences which the English

Government of India, regarding Yakoob Khan

as less devoted to British interests than

his father, brought to bear upon Shir-Ali,

a reconciliation was effected between father

and son quite suddenly and unexpectedly, and

Yakoob Khanwas appointed by his father Gov

ernor of Herat. The development of affairs

in Afghanistan is watched with intense anxiety

both in England and Russia, and the annexa

tion of the country to one of these two great

rivals may decide the asoendency of the victor

in Central Asia. Russia, in a marked way,

favors the pretensions of Abdur - Rahman

Khan, the dreaded rival of Shir-Ali, and pays

him a yearly subsidy.

The English Government in India is consid

erably alarmed at the progress of the Russians

in Central Asia, and at the unruly spirit be

trayed by the Mohammedans of India. The

trial of the "Wahabite conspirators against Eng

lish rale brought to light the fact that the rig

orous measures adopted by the English Gov

ernment have not intimidated, but exasperated

the Mohammedan fanatics, and that the Wa-

habites are generally teaching the principle

that for a pious Mohammedan the expulsion

of the English from India is more necessary

than prayers, fasts, and other religious rites.

When, in Calcutta, Chief-Justioe Norman fell a

victim to the fanaticism of a Mohammedan as

sassin, the English press generally expressed tho

fear that in the next attempt to overthrow the

British rule in India, which sooner or later

will come, the Mohammedans will certainly

play the most prominent part. As Russia ad

vances its railroad net-work more and more

toward its possessions in Central Asia, the

English Government has deemed it prudent

to assume the initiative in the construction of

a railroad bringing England and India into

immediate connection. The completion of

this railroad would be of immense commercial

and strategical importance, for, while at pres

ent the passage from England to India requires

nearly one month's travel, the through-railroad

would reduce the time to seven days and thir

teen hours.

One of the most terrible famines on record

in the history of modern times devastated

Persia, throwing into the lowest depth of

misery and despair this wretched country,

which even in ordinary years severely suffers

from poverty. The famine had not fully ceased

at the close of the year, and the greatest alarm

was felt at the approaching winter.

The Russians, in 1871, took possession of the

entire island of Saghalien, which, by a treaty

concluded in 1867, had been divided between

Russia and Japan. ■ The possession of Sagha

lien is of great importance to the Russians,

because this island controls the coasts of Man-

tchooria and the mouth of the Amoor. Not

satisfied with the occupation of this extensive

territory, the Russians have made attempts to

establish several colonies on tho Japanese isl

and of Yesso, the northern portion of which is

inhabited by semi-independent tribes. Thus

far, these attempts, have, however, failed. It

is also reported that the Russians have ac

quired several new provinces west of the

peninsula of Corea.

ASTRONOMICAL PHENOMENA AND

PROGRESS. The Temperature of the Sun.—

Ericsson's Solar Pyrometer.—During the year.

Captain John Ericsson, whose invention of

the solar engine is described in the Annual

Ctolopjsdia for 1870, contributed a series of

remarkable papors to the London Engineer,

conveying the results of his original researches

to determine the temperature of the sun. For

this purpose he contrived a solar pyrometer

of a most ingenious pattern. The instrument

is oomposed of four principal parts: 1. The

heater (with furnace attached), consisting of

a cylindrical vessel placed vertically, having a

spherical bottom and open top; an enlarge

ment representing a truncated cone being

formed near the middle, the ends of which

are concave and spherical. 2. A conical ves

sel surrounded with a double casing secured

to the base of the central enlargement of the

heater. 3. A cylindrical vessel secured to the

opposite end of the said enlargement, also sur

rounded with a double casing. 4. A furnace,

enclosing the lower end of the heater. The

spherical concavity at the base of the conical

enlargement of the heater is 10 inches in

diameter, with a radius of 18 inches. A ther

mometer is applied at the focus of this spheri

cal concavity, the bulb being so arranged that

only one half of the area is exposed to the radi

ant heat, the other half being surrounded by a

non-radiant substance. When in operation, the

heater is filled with water, which is to be main

tained at a constant tomperature of nearly 212°

by tho action of the furnace. The principle of

the solar pyrometer is that of ascertaining tho

intensity of the heat of the sun by compar

ing the temperature produced by the radiant

heat of a conoave spherical radiator of 10

inches' diameter at a distance of 18 inches from

its face with the temperature produced by the

radiant heat of the sun, a sphere of (estimated)

832,584 miles in diametor at a distance of (es

timated) 91,430,000 miles from its centre. It

is impossible, within our present limits, to de

scribe the details of Captain Ericsson's appa

ratus, but the -foregoing account gives some

idea of its more essential parts, and of the

theory upon which the inventor proceeds. We

quote :

As the principle of the instrumont calls for the

employment of a conoave radiator of spherical our
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vature, it will ba evident that, in comparing its indi

cation with solar radiation, we must not overlook tha

fact that the sun, in place of presenting a concave

spherical surface, the focus of which is situated at

the boundary of the earth's atmosphere, presents a

convex semi-spherical face. In consequence of this

—the sun being 852,584 miles in diameter—his limb

will bo 426,292 miles farther off than the nearest

point of his face. The eccentricity of the earth's

orbit being 0.01679, whilo the mean semi-diameter is

91,430,000 miles, it follows that, during the summer

solstice, the distance from the earth to the centre of

the sun will be 92,964,800 miles. Deducting the

radius of the sun, we ascertain that the distances to

the sun's limb and to the centre of his face are re

spectively 92,964,800 and 92,588,600 miles. Invert

ing the square of these distances, it will be found,

therefore, that tho intensity of radiation from the

limb of the sun, compared with the central part, suf

fers a reduction of 0.0086. The temperature at tho

boundary of our atmosphere being 84.840, It will

thus be seen that the reduced intensity under consid

eration amounts to 0.0086 x 84.84° = 0.61° Fahr.

The observed diminution of the intensity of the

radiant hent emanating from the limb of the sun be

ing more than this, it will be seen thatwe may, with

out material error in our calculations, regard the en

tire surface represented by the area or the great circle

of the sun as being equidistant—92,964,800 miles—

from the earth.

It results from previous demonstrations that tho

temperature of spherical radiators, transmitting

equal intensities to their foci, are inversely as tho

square of the sines of half of the angles which they

subtend, that is, the angles formed by the axis of the

radiator and the heat-rays projected from the circum

ference to the focut. Wc know from previous ex

planations that, owing to the great distance in con

nection with the diminished intensity of the rays

omitted by its limb, the radiant power of the sun

wilf be identical with that of a spherical radiator

whose focus is situated at the boundary of the earth's

atmosphere. Consequently, as the spherical radiator

of the solar pyrometer, the temperature of which is

163.9°, transmits to its focus an intensity of 12.2°,

we are enabled to calculate what temperature tha

sun must possess in order to transmit an intensity

of to the boundary of our atmosphere. The

angle subtended by the «un Li 82' 1° ; that Bflbtended

by tha radiator of tho pyrometer 82° 15', the ratio

of tho square of the sines of half of these angles

being 1 : 8,567.7. Accordingly, the sun, in order to

produce bv its radiant heat a temperature of 12.2° at

tho boundary of tho atmosphere of the earth, must

possess a temperature of 3,567.7 times greater than

that of the spherical radiator of the pyrometer. This

latter temperature being 168.9°, that of the sun can

not be less than 3,567.7 x 163.9 = 584,746° in order

to transmit an intensity corresponding with a tlier-

mometrie interval of 12.2° on the Fahrenheit scale.

But solar intensity at the boundary of our atmos

phere, as demonstrated by my actinometer observa

tions, is 84.84°, hence -jg-y = 6.95 times greater than

that transmitted by the radiator of the pyrometer to

its focus. The temperaturo of the sun, therefore,

cannot be less than 6.95 x 584,746 = 4,063,984° Fahr.

From other considerations given at length

in his papers on the subject, the author deduces

that the temperature at the boundary of the

solar atmosphere iB 2,852,865° Fahr. The

mean of the two temperatures' here given—

one at the sun itself, and the other at the

boundary of its atmosphere—is 3,468,429°.

Subsequently, Captain Ericsson invented

another apparatus, to corroborate the experi

ments made with the first. In this the heat

was raised to a much higher pitch than 212°—

ranging from 1,290° Fahr. to 2,190°, but the

principle of the operation is the same as that

of the before-mentioned. From this he ascer

tained the temperature of the sun itself to be

4,451,924° Fahr., a result differing not greatly

from that obtained by the first process.

Influence of Solar Heat on the Earth's Ro

tary Velocity.—This difficult problem has also

received the profound attention of Captain

Ericsson, and, like his investigation into the

solar temperature, is characterized by great

originality and fertility of illustration, lie

undertakes to show that the sun's radiant heat

develops forces capable of diminishing percep

tibly the earth's rotary velocity, and that un

less the retarding influences of solar heat are

counteracted by some cosmical force, of which

we now have no knowledge, the rotary velocity

of this planet will be considerably reduced in

the course of time. He speaks of two classes of

agencies through which this change is made.

One is animate or muscular energy, and the

force generated by heat from the combustion

of organio matter, both resulting indirectly

from the sun's radiant heat. Under this head

he refers to man's work on the earth ; for ex

ample, the muscular exertions of the ancient

Egyptians, in moving from a distance the mill

ions of tons of matter contained in the pyra

mids, disturbed the previous balance of the

rotating mass, causing a tendency to check the

earth's rotary velocity and increase the length

of the day. The building of great cities from

materials taken from below th e surface, and

raised to a considerable, height above it, has

a similar effect. But a retarding agency of

greater importance, indirectly resulting from

the solar heat, is the constant moving of solid

and sedimentary matter in rivers to positions

nearer the equator, and hence at a greater

distance than before from the axis of rotation.

The author presents a series of tables of

rivers in the two hemispheres flowing toward

the equator, and estimates the retardation in

foot-pounds per second both from the trans

ported sediment and the water itself, We can

here give only his argument as applied to the

Mississippi River. He says :

The elaborate report of General Humphreys to tho

Bureau of Topographical Engineers, Washington,

shows that the average quantity of earthy matter car

ried into the Gulf of Mexico, partly suspended in the

water and partly pushed along the bottom of the

river by the current^ amounts for each twelve

months to 903,100,000,000 pounds. This enormous

weight of matter is contributed by numerous large

branches and upward of 1,000 small tributaries.

The main distance along tho streams, which tho sedi

ment is carried in its course to tho sea, exceeds 1,600

miles. The distance which determines the amount

of force tending to check the earth's rotation is ob

viously shorter.

The maps of the Mississippi Biver basin, accom

panying General Humphreys's report, show that its

centre is situated 7° 10' west of the mouth of the main

river, and 11° 15' north of the same, in latitude 40° 15'.

It will be found, on inspecting the accompanying

section of the earth, that, agreeable to the stated lati

tudes, the centre of the Mississippi basin rotates in

a oircle of 16,784,782 feet radius, and that its velocity
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round the axis of the globe is 1,147.90 feet per second.

The month of the river, it will also be seen, rotates

in a circle of 18,846,102 feet radius, with a circum

ferential velocity of 1,826.89 feet per second. Com

paring these velocities, we asoertain that an increased

circumferential velocity of 178.99, say 179 feet per

second, is imparted to the water and to the sedimen

tary matter whioh it conveys during the course from

the centre of the basin to the mouth of the river. As

before stated, the annual discharge of earthy mat

ter at the mouth of the river is 908,100,000.000 of

pounds. The centre of the basin, lat. 40° 16 , being

2,461,320 feet nearer to the axis of rotation than the

mouth of the river in lat. 29° 0', it will be found

that the increase of rotary velocity, as already stated,

is 179 feet per second—a rate acquired by a fall of

500. S feet. The elements are thus furnished for

determining with exactness the amount of retarda

tion attending the change of position of the abraded

matter during its transfer from the basin to the

mouth of the river. Multiplying 908,100,000,000

by 500.6, we ascertain that the counteracting force

exceeds 462,000,000,000,000 foot-pounds annually

= 452 x 1011 foot-pounds in a century. The earth's
present vis viva being 18,875,861 x 10M foot-pounds

(to be demonstrated at the proper time), it is easy

to calculate that the retardation, occasioned by the

stated reacting energy called forth by the sedimen

tary matter which u carried to the ocean by the

Mississippi, will amount to ttSSih of a second in a

century. In view of this small fraction of time; it

will be well to remind the reader that the retardation

of the earth's rotary velocity, inferred from the ap

parent acceleration of the moon's mean motion, now

generally admitted by astronomers, is somewhat un

der twelve seconds in a century. Insignificant as

this retardation appears to be, it calls for a constant

reacting force of 455,000,000,000 foot-pounds per sec

ond, as will bo shown in the course of our investiga

tion. Dividing this amount bythe adopted standard

of a horse-power, viz., 550 foot-pounds per sooond, it

will be found that a constant energy represented by

827,000,000 horse-power, exerted in a contrary direc

tion to that of rotation, is necessary to check the '

rotarv motion to the extent mentioned, viz., ys\Va —

»A» of a revolution in the course of a century. Ac

cordingly, 720,000 years, nearly, will elapse before one

entire revolution shall nave been lost, notwithstand

ing the existence of a constantly retarding force of
455,000,000,000 of. foot-pounds pet second. We can •

readily ascertain the aggregate of this force during

the long period mentioned, if we multiply the same

by the number of revolutions of the earth per annum,

and the number of seconds for each revolution ; thus,
455 x 10" x 865.24 x 86 400 x 720 000 = 103,879,867 x

10" foot-pounds. By dividing this amount of energy
in the earth's vis viva, 18,875,861 x 10M foot-pounds, we

ascertain that the stated enormous retardation over

come in the course of 720,000 years amounts to only

rHnr ofthe present rotary vis vim of our planet. Prob

ably no other mode of presenting the subject could

give so clear an idea of the vastness of the mechanical

enerjrv of a sphere 8,000 miles in diameter, whose

specific gravity is i\ times that of granite, revolving

at a rate of one revolution in 24 hours. Sotuming to

the retardation produced by the Mississippi, let us

bear in mind that the precipitation which causes the

abrasion of the solid matter and the currents by

which it is conveyed is the direct result of the sun's

radiant heat.

In his conclusion npon this branch of the

subject, Captain Ericsson shows that the ag

gregate of solid matter transported from its

original position by the river-systems of both

hemispheres, and carried toward the equator—

consequently removed to a greater distance

from the axis of rotation—exerts a retarding

influence of 39,894,658 foot-pounds per second.

Multiplying this amount by 86,400 seconds, we

learn that, for each revolution of the earth, a

retarding energy, represented by 8,446,898,-

451,200 foot-pounds, has to be overcome.

From these facts and arguments, leaving out of

the present view the tendency of rivers, by

the now of water alone, to destroy the earth's

vis vita by friction, the author claims to have

demonstrated that constancy of rotation of the

earth is incompatible with solar influence.

The Solar Protuberance*.—For a period of

more than a year, Prof. Respighi, of Rome,

has made regular spectroscopic observations

of the border and protuberances of the sun,

which have been studied to advantage at

times other than those in which the orb is

eclipsed. A translation of a paper by Prof.

Respighi, giving the fruits of his labors, ap

pears in the American Journal of Science. The

investigator found that protuberances having

the appearance of gaseous masses issuing from

the sun's surface are so marked and constant,

that it is necessary to conclude that they are

really produced by gaseous eruptions from the

sun, taking place with more or less energy,

and on a varying scale of grandeur. The di

mensions of the protuberances dift'er greatly.

Among 4,000 of them watched by the profess

or, there were more than 700 not less than 1'

high (or about 24,000 miles), and some were

not less than 6', or 144,000 miles high. The

development of the protuberances is ordinarily

announced by bright points, or patches, stand

ing out upon the chromosphere, from which

subsequently burst forth jets more or less sub

tile, which rise sometimes slowly, sometimes

rapidly, to considerable elevations, and then

fall back in parabolio forms upon the sun, or

diffuse themselves in masses often subject to

rapid changes. The author has on- several

occasions witnessed the development, in the

neighborhood of spots, of enormous protuber

ances, produced by the eruption of groups of

very slender and very brilliant jets, which in a

short time spread into great cloudy masses,

either settling down upon the surface of the

sun or gradually vanishing at a great height

above it. Outside the zone of spots, up to

about 70° in latitude of the sun, the protuber

ances commonly remain visible for many days,

so that it is possible to follow by them the

rotation of the sun. In regard to the distribu

tion of protuberances upon the solar surface,

he observes that in the circumpolar regions,

within a distance of 20° from the poles, they

are either not found, or occur exceptionally ;

and that the Northern Hemisphere is more

characterized by great protuberances and gi

gantic eruptions than the Southern. The

following are Some of the more valuable re

sults deduced from a great number of obser

vations made upon the border of the sun's

disk in the region of the spots :

In the neighborhood of the spots the chromosphere

is rather low, quite regular, and intensely bright.

Upon the exact locality of a spot, or rather over its
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nucleus, the chromosphere is generally very low and

sometimes totally wanting.

At the nuclous, either there are no eruptions, or

they are confined to jets of great subtilty and little

duration.

The nuclei of the spots are either totally obscure

or possess very feeble luminosity.

Along the borders of the spots, jets are thrown up

of extraordinary intensity and violence and of very

definite configuration.

The jets adjoining the spots consist not solely of

hydrogen, but also of other substances, as is shown

by thoir respective bright lines in the spectrum.

Among these bright lines which are commonly

found at the base or in tho lower portions of the jets,

there are frequently seen those of sodium, magne

sium, iron, otc, and constantly two lines in the red,

which do not correspond with those of any substance

yet known.

Now and then, the eruptions in the vicinity of the

spots assume gigantic proportions, and ore probably

the cause of the rapid changes of form and position

which are observed in the spots themselves.

There are often seen, in the neighborhood of the

spots, jets curved backward upon the solar disk in

forms which are sensibly parabolic.

The immense jets and erupted masses near the

spots expand end vanish away more rapidly than in

any other region.

On the area of the spots, neither tho photosphere

nor the edge of the sun's disk shows any perceptible

irregularity, that is, neither any perceptible promi

nence nor depression.

From all his spectroscopic observations the

author arrives at the following conclusions

among others : That the photosphere is the

surface of an incandescent liquid mass, or

stratum, by the weight of which various gases,

and especially hydrogen, are confined and

compressed in the interior of the sun at an

elevated temperature, under an enormous ten

sion, and with a density differing hut little

from that of the superincumbent liquid stratum.

That these gaseous masses in the interior, not

being in a condition of stable equilibrium, at

times burst forth with great force, developing

the jets which constitute the protuberances.

That the nuclei of the spots consist of portions

slightly projecting from the photosphere, of

solid masses or islands floating upon the liquid

stratum which envelops the body of the sun.

The immense chains of jets or protuberances,

which rise ordinarily in the region of the spots,

might be the cause of those great transforma

tions which are observed in the latter, and

determine, by their resistance in tho superficial

strata, currents in a direction opposite to that

of the solar rotation, from which would result

the proper motion of the spots themselves.

Sun-SpoU.—Prof. ZOllner addresses to the

AUronomueJie NachrichUn, of March 2d, a

note on the periodicity and heliographic dis

tribution of sun-spots. The following is its

substance :

The sun-spots are slaglike by the radiation of heat

on the glowing and liquid surface of the sun ; the

products of the cooling having again dissolved, in

consequence of the disturbance of equilibrium pro-

duced by themselves in the atmosphere. When

these disturbances are not only local, but generally

distributed, the formation of new spots is but little

favored at the times of such general motion of the

atmosphere, because then the most essential condi

tions of the surface are wanting for a severe depres

sion of temperature by radiation, namely : the rest

and clearness of the atmosphere. But, when the sur

face has again gradually become quiet after the dis

solution of the spots, the process again recommences,

and acquires1 in this manner a periodic character, in

consequence of the mean relationships of the surface

of the sun, which may be considered as attaining on

average in long periods. The distribution of the

spots in area must, according to this theory, be de

termined by the zones of greatest atmospheric clear

ness, which, as has been shown, generally coincide

with the zones of the greatest abundance of spots.

A fine group of spots was observed to pass

the sun's centre in the Southern Hemisphere,

August 17th. The chief spot had an umbra

about 16,500 miles wide, and a penumbra

82,000 miles wide, and 46,000 miles long, vary

ing in apparent size, however, from day to day,

and by the 25th of the month becoming quite

small.

Mr. J. Birmingham, of Tuam, sent to Nature

the sketch of a remarkablo sun-spot seen by

him May 6th and 7th. It was characterized

by a reddish-brown object like a cloud, which

seemed to hang over the nucleus of the umbra,

dividing it in two. The observer formed the

impression that it hung at a certain altitude

above the spot proper, and had no motion dis

tinct from the latter. On tho 8th of the month

this novel object had disappeared, and the

nucleus, formerly divided, was then in one.

Mr. Stone, the newly-appointed Astronomer

Royal at tho Oape of Good Hope, has Com

municated to the Royal Society a paper com

paring the curve representing the thermomet-

ric observations in that locality, taken there

since 1841, with a curve giving' Wolf's obser

vations of sun-spots, nc says :

The agreement between the curves appears to me

so close that I cannot but believe that the same cause

which leads to an excess of mean annual temperature

leads equally to a dissipation of solar spots. There

is on the whole a curious appearance of logging of the

inverse curve of solar spots over that of temperature.

At the maximum about 1856, this, however, does not

appear to be the case ; but, when the uncertainties of

the data, both of the solar spots near the minimum,

and of the mean temperature also, are taken into ac

count, such discrepancies might perhaps fairly be ex

pected, even if there be a physical connection between

the two phenomena as results of some common cause.

If there be a sensible inequality in the mean tempera

ture with a period of about ten years, then the mean

temperature resulting from the observations in tho

temporary observatory, which were made near a maxi

mum, will be too high. The corresponding ordinate*,

therefore, will bo depressed too much relatively to

those corresponding to observations made in the other

two observatories. I have imperfectly corrected the

mean of the results for the temporary"observatory on

the supposition of such an inequality existing. The

only result of such a correction is to modify the curve

at the points ofjunction of the observations made in

different positions. The general form is unaltered.

It should be mentioned that the point about which

the curves appear to differ most is near or at the

change of exposure from the original observatory to

the temporary shed about 1852.
I may mention, that I had not the slightest expecta

tion, on first laying down the curves, of any sensible

agreement resulting, but that I now consider the

agreement too close to be a matter of chance. I

should, however, rather lean to the opinion that the
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connection between the variation of mean tempera-

tare and the appearance of solar spots is indirect

rather than direct, that eaoh results from some fen-

eral change of solar energy * * * The problems of

meteorology appear to be presented here in a sim

pler form than in England, and probably systematic

photographio self-registering observations extended

over a few years might lead to important results.

Mr. Francis H. Smith, writing to the Ameri

can Journal of Science, states that, on the 14th

of April, at the University of Virginia, he saw,

with the naked eye, a large sun-spot just above

and to the left of the centre of the sun's disk.

The time was shortly hefore sunset, and, the

atmosphere being quite hazy, he could gaze

with impunity at the sun, which appeared of a

bright-orange color. As thin horizontal streaks

of darker haze passed over the disk, the -spot

came out with remarkable distinctness. Prof.

Peters, who was with him at the time, saw it

plainly. On a subsequent evening, Mr. Smith,

with another observer, obtained a good view

of the spot under the same circumstances of

position, haze, and color. It had moved, how

ever, in the interval, to the right of the sun's

centre. He had tried in vain, earlier in the

day, to see it through colored glasses. ■ Some

time after the first occasion mentioned, he ex

amined the sun with a small refracting tele

scope, and thought there appeared near the

indicated position a large spot, with .a smaller

companion, yet, in the absence of micrometric

measurement, he would not have thought it

large enough to be visible to the naked eye.

Auroral Theory of the Sun's Corona.—Prof.

W. A. Norton contributes a* second paper on

this subject to the American Journal of Sci

ence, in which he fully discusses his theory,

sustaining it principally by the results of ob

servations made at the total eclipse of August

7, 1869, when the corona was most successfully

studied. In a word, he conceives the sun to

be surrounded by a permanent atmosphere,

like the earth, and that the corona is nothing

but a congeries of auroral streamers shooting

out far beyond that atmosphore, similar to

those which at times radiate many hundreds

of miles into space from the npper atmosphere

of the earth. Among the deductions from this

theory is this important one : that a portion

of the auroral matter from the sun may fall

upon the earth's atmosphere, and furnish the

substance of terrestrial auroras, for which no

terrestrial origin has yet been detected. The

zodiacal light Prof. Norton regards as only

an indefinite extension of the corona. To the

accumulation of solar auroral matter in our at

mosphere, he is led to ascribe the periodic and

irregular disturbances of the earth's magnetic

condition—these disturbances being known to

coincide with the increase of sun-spots, which,

upon his theory, cause the auroral develop

ments. To his paper, the author adds the fol

lowing interesting note by way of disposing

of various theories which do not connect the

corona directly with the sun:

Some persona have conjectured that the corona

might be produced by the passage of the sun's ravs

through the earth's atmosphere, but it may readily

be shown that this is impossible. When one re

flects that the half width of the moon's shadow, in

the larger eclipses, is as great as the estimated height

of the atmosphere, it wilfbe seen that, to an observer

on the central line of the eclipse, the line of sight will

not fall upon the illuminated portion of the atmos

phere exterior to the shadow, unless inclined under

a large angle to the line of direction of the centres

of the sun and moon. The corona, therefore, if

of terrestrial atmospheric origin, ought to present,

toward the middle of the eclipse, the appearance of

a halo entirely detached from the dark body of the

moon, and many degrees distant from it. It ought,

also, to inoreose in brightness from its inner border,

for a considerable distance outward.

Others have imagined that the corona might be

attributable to the passage of the sun's light through

a lunar atmosphere ; but, since some of the stream

ers, or rays of the corona, have been seen to extend

to a distance greater than the sun's diameter, this

would require the lunar atmosphere to be of vast ex

tent; whereas, no decisive evidence has yet been ob

tained of the existence of any lunar atmosphere ca

pable of produoing a sensible refraction, or reflecting

a perceptible amount of the sun's light to an observer

on the earth.

Perhaps the more prevalent idea, at the present

day, is, that the corona, with its rays and tuftsoflight,

is a phenomenon of diffraction produced by the pas

sage of the sun's rays along the denticulated edge of

the moon. This theory has an air of plausibility,

but it is entirely inadequate to account for the great

extent of the coronal rays. The fringes produced by

the diffraction of light in its passage near the edge

of a body appear to the eye of the observer to extend

but a small angular distance from the edge. This

would.be more strikingly true in the caso or a distant

body, like the moon.

The only remaining supposition is that the corona

is either an envelope of some kind permanently con

nected with the sun, or is made up of material emana

tions proceeding immediately from the sun. To the

large body of indirect evidence, that the corona is'

wholly a solar phenomenon, that has been obtained,

we may now add that of direct observation, since it

appears that " an examination of the photographs of

totality," obtained at the eclipse of 1869, shows that

as the moon advanced the corona was progressively

covered.

Eclipse Photograph*.—Mr. A. Brothers, of

London, sends to Nature a note, with an illus

tration, descriptive of the results of his attempt

to photograph the eclipse of December, 1870,

at Syracuse. He says :

It will be noticed that there is more of the corona

shown on the west side of the moon than on the east,

north, or south. This feature is shown on all the

plates, so that there con be no question that there

was more coronal light on the west side of the moon

than at the other points. In explanation of the great

display of the outer rays (I use the term rays for

want of a better—perhaps outer light would be more

correct, for there is no indication of lines or rays on

any of the plates), I had supposed that the east side

might have been partially covered with cloud ; but

in conversation with Prof. Eastman I found that he

was observing for the reappearance of the sun, and

he was quite certain that there was no cloud at the ,

time the photograph was taken—that is, at about

thirteen seconds from the end of totality. Mr. Fryer

also is equally certain that there was no cloud. The

plate was exposed eight seconds. It will be noticed

also that the prominences are more numerous on the

side where the corona is brightest.

Various opinions have been expressed as to the

quality ofthe light of the corona. The effect we saw
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was that of moonlight, but not of the full moon, ex

cepting the brilliant light close to the moon's limb,

which is equal to the brightest moonlight, and I

think its action on the sensitive plate confirms this

opinion.

A point of much interest to be noticed is, that the

light of the corona had been considered to be much

less active than it really is ; eight seconds were suf

ficient to produce on the plato an effect of light

extending beyond the moon's limb, at least one and

a hull" million of miles.

I leave it to others to account for the cause of the

great gaps or rifts in the corona : also their identity

in position with those shown in the photograph taken

by the American photographers at Cadiz. The iden

tity of one of the rifts is absolutely fixed by the two

prominences between which it appears in the photo

graphs, and this one'gives the relative places of the

others.

When the two photographs are compared, there is

an apparent difference in the places or the rifts with

respect to their angular position on the moon's cir

cumference. How this difference arises I am not

prepared to say, as I have no information as to how

the. American picture was taken, and there is no

mark on the transparency, which has been lent to me

by Prof. Young, to indicate the Dorth point. In the

engraving from my photograph the top is the north.

ft is perhaps necessary to say that it is quite im

possible to represent in an engraving on wood the

delicate detail of the corona. The cut fairly gives

the main features, but it is hard when compared with

the original ; the contrast should not be so great ;

tho ground should not be perfectly black ; and the

effect should not be produced by lines. No wood

cut has ever yet accurately represented the phenom

ena of the eclipsed sun.

When the photograph No. 5 is combined in the

stereoscope with the one taken about one minute

earlier, stereoscopic relief is produced—the corona is

distinctly seen beyond the moon. It may be thought

that this is merely the effect of contrast, but I be

lieve it is really due to the change in the position of

the moon. No such relief is Been when two copies

of tho same photograph are combined stcreoscopi-

cally.

In order to see the woodcut with tho best effect, it

should be placed at a few feet distance from the ob

server, so as to lose all trace of the lines of the en

graving; tho effect is then very accurately given of

the corona as seen by the unaided eye.

In a second contribution to Nature, Mr.

Brothers gives outlines of the photograph

taken at Syracnse, the American photograph

at Cadiz, and Prof. Watson's pencil-sketch at

Carlentini. These exhibit a marked agree

ment, as to the large rifts, between the two

photographs, and a general resemblance in the

same respect in the pencil-sketch. The coin

cidence between the outlines of the corona in

the two photographs is very striking.

See also Sun, Eclipse of.

Supposed Changes in the Moon. — At the

August meeting of the British Association,

Mr. W. R. Birt reported on behalf of the Com

mittee on Lunar Objects suspected of Change.

The report states that, much attention having

of late years been given to lunar objects, the

purpose for which the committee had been

appointed would bo best carried out by con^

fining tho discussion to the observations of a

small but well-known portion ofthe moon's sur

face. The area of Plato in which the spots exist

measured about 2,700 square miles ; as many

as thirty-seven spots had been observed, but he

wished it to bo particularly understood that

the whole had never been seen together; the

greatest number observed on any one occasion

was twenty-seven, the mean or average num

ber being not more than eight. With the aid

of diagrams drawn on the black-board, he

showed that the mean number seen at inter

nals of twelve hours of the luni-solar day

varied during the progress of the day, so much

so as to indicate that the number of spots visi

ble at any given interval does not depend upon

the angle at which the sun's light falls upon

the floor of Plato. Some spots, he said, liad

been seen more frequently nt about sixty

hours after sunrise upon the floor of Plato than

at any other portion of the luni-solar day;

tho positions of these spots on the floor were

pointed out, and it was remarked that they

were situated in the western part of the crater,

and they agreed in having been moro frequent

ly observed in August, 1869, than at any other

period of the observations. Other spots were

observed more frequently at a later period

than in August, 1869, and they had been seen

more frequently at a later hour of the day, or

after the sun had passed the meridian. Day

light at the moon is equal to fourteen terres

trial days and nights. These facts Mr. Birt

argued were incompatible with the assump

tion that variations of aspect were entirely

dependent upon variations of illumination,

and rather pointed to the existence of activity

on the moon's surface, the exact nature of

which required further observations to elu

cidate.

In observing the moon shortly before the last

quarter in August, Mr. Holden, of London,

found the unilluminated portion unusually

bright with earth-shine. A few prominent cra

ters could be traced, and the whole of the dark

outlines of the Mare Serenitatu were easily

recognized. The darkest object was the Mare

Cruium, which appeared almost black. Mr.

Holden suggests that the depth of color in the

Mare Crisium and other planes may be due to

a covering .of alluvial earth, to which vegeta

tion may at times give the greenish tinge occa

sionally observable.

The Moon's Mass inferredfrom Tides.—Mr.

William Ferrel, of the U. S. Coast Survey, at

the April meeting of the National Academy of

Sciences, presented the results of his investi

gation of tidal movements with reference to

determining the mass of the moon. For this

purpose he employed a series of observations

taken for the Coast Survey during the full

lunar cycle of nineteen years, and a similar

series made at Brest, Franco, from 1812 to

1831 inclusive. The following is a synopsis

of his paper :

Without going into the mathematical form of the

investigation, ho endeavored to show that the moon's

mass must be mainly inferred from the ratio which

the Bpring and neap tides bear to the constant or

average tides. This ratio, however, does not dep«nd

entirely upon the moon's mass, but varies greatly for

different ports, the heights and times of the tide be
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ing modified by local circumstances ; and consequent

ly the tides have not been hitherto considered an

available means for determining the mass of the moon.

In addition to the constant, to be determined by

observation, introduced into the conditions by La

place for determining the moon's mass, Mr. Ferrel

has introduced another, depending upon friction.

Hence, there being three unknown quantities to be

determined, including the moon's mass, he uses the

condition depending upon the moon's parallax in ad-*

dition to the two used by Laplace. Without the in

troduction of this additional constant and the addi

tional condition for eliminating it, Laplace's condi

tions for the determination of the moon's moss

entirely fail when applied to the Boston tides.

Laplace selected Brest, where the tide has a direct

and short approach from deep water, and, neglecting

the effect of friction referred to, obtained, as is wefl

known, the value of tAi, in terms of the earth's

mass, for the mass of the moon. At Brest the ratio

of the half-monthly inequality to the coefficient or

half range of the constant tide is about .858, that of

the constant tide being about 2.25 metres, and that

of the mean spring-tides about 3.05 metres. At Bos

ton the same ratio is only about .14, the coefficient

of the constant tide being 4.91 feet, and that of the

mean spring-tides 5.5S. From data so widely differ

ent Mr. Ferrel has deduced, by means of the intro

duction of the term depending upon friction, two

values exhibiting a remarkable agreement, viz., from

the Brest tides r>Yi, and from those at Boston tAi.

Lunar Action and the Earth's Shrinkage.—

In a communication to the National Acad

emy of Science, Prof. Benjamin Peirce briefly

considers the relations between lunar action

and the supposed shrinkage of the earth from its

original bulk. The most obvious cause of this

shrinkage is the cooling of the earth ; but to

shrink two per cent, linearly, which is the

amount deduced by Mr. Lesley from the ob

served geological phenomena, involves a prob

able cooling of the whole earth of not less

than 2,000° Cent., which would require that

its original temperature should be higher than

would be consistent with "the solidity of the

shrunken strata. Another source of shrink

age in different directions in different parts of

the earth is to be found in the diminution of

oblateness arising from the diminished velocity

of rotation upon the axis. This, as Mr. Ferrel

has shown, would be caused by the action of

the moon in producing the tides, and Prof.

Peirce inquires how great this amount can be

under any circumstances. He says :

It is sufficient for the present object to regard the

earth as homogeneons. Under this condition, La

place has shown that the time of the earth's rotation

could not be less than about A of a day, which cor

responds to a ratio of the axis of the equator to that

ofthe pole, equal to 2.7197, and an equatorial circum

ference 94 per cent, greater than the present one.

Such is, then, the amount of shrinking which might

have taken place, if any cause could be assigned

capable of producing so great a reduction of the

earth's velocity. The whole surface of the eartli

would have been about 180 per cent, larger than at

present.
But the only cause at present known which would

produce a sensible reduction of the earth's velocity

is the lunar action upon the tides. But, in this mu

tual action between the moon and the earth, the com

mon rotation area of the earth and moon must remain

unchanged. The question then arises, How great a

redaction of the rotation area of the earth would

have passed into that of the moon 1 In thiB inquiry

vol. XL—4 A

it may be assumed that the moon revolves in a circu

lar orbit in the plane of the earth's equator.

Now, the moon's rotation area is 8.716 times the

earth's. But, if, in the origin, it had revolved just

in contact with this earth, its rotation area would not

have been less than 0.480 times the earth's, so that

it could not have absorbed a rotation area from

the earth greater than 8.286 times the earth's pres

ent rotation area, and therefore the earth's rota

tion area could never have exceeded 4.226 times

that which it has at present. But, with the maxi

mum velocity of rotation given by Laplace, the

earth's rotation area would have been 37 i times

greater than at present. It can never, therefore,

have been reduced to so great an extent by the

moon's aotion on the tides. But, since, when the

oblateness is small, the rotation area is nearly pro

portional to the velocity, and the excess of the square

of the equatorial above that of the polar axis is

nearly -proportional to the square of the velocity, this

excess may have been originally nearly 18 times as

great as at present, or about 151 per cent, of the

square of the polar axis. This woufd correspond to

a figure of the earth in which the equatorial radius

would have been about 21 per cent, greater than at

present ; so that it is sufficient to account for the ob

served phenomenon.

This peculiar form of shrinkage would produce

the highest mountains at the equator, and the ten

dency of the mountain-ranges would then be to

assume the direction of the meridian. But nearer

the poles the mountains would be less elevated, and

would rather tend toward the direction of the paral

lels of latitude.

It is, next, expedient to consider the mechanical

question of the loss of living foroe in the case of the

moon's action upon the watejes of the earth, and its

effect upon their different monons. In this connec- '

tion, there are problems worthy of the attention of

geometers; such as the relative motions of bodies

rotating above the same vertical axis; toward which 0

they are drawn by weights, and acting upon each

other through the friction on the axis. For ono of

the bodies a rotating wheel may be substituted.

There is also the case of two planets revolving about

a primary, and acting upon each other through some

form of friction.

In this way it will be seen that the planet or satel

lite once formed is constantly removed from the pri-

mary; and that planets tend to approach each other.

It is interesting to consider whether this may not be

one of the actual problems of Nature.

Proposed Observations of Venus.—The Ob

serving Astronomical Society of Great Britain

hate decided to undertake a series of system

atic observations of the planet Venus during

one complete revolution. They have in view

the obtaining of results that shall lead to

becoming better acquainted with the markings

visible on the Venusian surface and a correct

knowledge of their form and permanency.

They remark that, in most modern astronomi

cal works, the information about Venus is very

meagre, and that, in the majority of cases,

she is depictured only as a black crescent.

But, in turning to ancient observations of the

planet, they find a large number recorded,

and many well-defined markings shown, indi

cating that a study of the planet is not so "diffi

cult as is generally supposed. The committee

having the work in charge have divided it into

three branches: 1. The formation of a sub

committee of astronomical observers (includ

ing non-members of the society) for the purpose

of continually pbserving Venus during one com
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plete synodical revolution. 2. The collection

of all ancient observations and drawings of tho

planet. 8. The collection of as many modern

data as possible from existing observations, and

from public and private records. At the conclu

sion of the observations of tho sub-committee,

the results obtained, together with the ancient

and modern observations collected, will be

placed in the hands of a competent astronomer

for complete analysis and discussion, when the

results obtained will be published.

UrarmU of Venus.—Prof. Asaph ITall, of the

U. 8. Naval Observatory, writes to tho Ameri

can Journal of Science r asking the atten

tion of American astronomers to tho transit

of Venus that will take place December 8,

1874. He deems it of great importance that the

astronomers in this country should take early

measures to act in harmony, so that their ob

servations at the various stations shall be made

with similar instruments, and on a precon

certed plan. He thinks that only by such

action, and by careful, thoughtful, and deliber

ate preparation, can American observers ob

tain results comparable in accuracy with those

that will bo obtained by the German expedi

tion. Therefore he suggests the following plan :

Let the National Academy and the American Asso

ciation for the Advancement of Science, at their next

meetings, invite tl&attcndance of tho directors of all

the astronomical dffb^vatories in the country, and

of all who are engaged in astronomical pursuits,

theoretical or practical. Let these astronomers dis

cuss and decide upon the stations to bo occupied and

the methods of observing the transit. They should

appoint committees who should have charge of pro

curing instruments, selecting the observers, and

making preparations for paying the expense of the

expeditions. Besides the scientific advantages to bo

gamed, the hearty cooperation of our astronomers,

in the solution of such a problem, will bring about

mutual acquaintance and recognition of each other's

abilities.

The first meeting of the commission convoked by

Chancellor Bismarck for considering the approach

ing transit of Venus was held at Berlin, October 25,

1869. This commission consists of Hansen, presi

dent, and of Argelander, Paschen, Bruhns, forstcr,

Auwcrs, and Winuecke ; all experienced astrono

mers, except M. Paschen, appointed for his knowl

edge of photography. Alterward the commission

invited to join in its deliberations Dove, of Berlin,

on account of his knowledgo of meteorology ; Prof.

Zollner, of Leipsic, for his knowledge of spectro*

Bcopic observations ; and Otto Struve, Director of

the Pulkowa Observatory. The early action of tho

German Government and its wisdom in putting tho

matter into the hands of experienced astronomers

are much to bo commended. Wo may not be able,

and may not wish, to fojlow the methods proposed

by tho German astronomers, but we must have

pj-ompt, deliberate, and concerted action, if we would

obtain good results.

The transits of Venus in the years 2004 and

2012 have been carefully calculated by Prof.

J. K. Hind, and the results communicated

to the Royal Society. He took for his basis

Leverrier's tables of the sun and Venus, which

are regarded as extremely accurate. Accord

ing to Prof. Hind, the first external con

tact of the planet with the sun, in 2004, will

be, as seen at Greenwich, June tfth, 17' 9° 56",

and the second external contact, or last touch

ing-point, as Venus leaves the sun's surface,

will be June 7th, 2S" 22- 15'. The entire

transit, it will be noticed, will be visible at

Greenwich. Of tho transit of 2012, the ingress

will not be visible at Greenwich, but the

egress will take place as follows, as seen from

• that point : last internal contact June 5th, 16'

44" 23", and the last external contact June 5th,

17' 2- 15'.

New Theory about Jupiter.—In a recent

contribution, by Mr. R. A. Proctor, to the St.

Paul's Magazine, that gentleman dissents from

the prevalent views with regard to supposed

resemblances between Jupiter and our planet

Nearly all that is known of the physical con

stitution of Jupiter is obtained from observa

tions of the belts or streaks which encircle

the planet in a direction parallel with its equa

tor, and which resemble, in their form and

arrangement, tho lines of clouds which may

often be seen in our sky on a fine evening

after sunset. Tho most prominent of these

belts or streaks in Jupiter aro clearly visible

through a telescope magnifying thirty diame

ters ; but, to observe the finer ones which pre

vail farther from tho planet's equator, the cir

cumstances must be favorable, and the magni

fying powers must range from 200 to 300. It

has generally been considered that these phe

nomena are purely atmospheric, and the par

allelism of the 6trata has been accounted for

by the direction and velocity of rotation. On

this theory, the equatorial regions of Jupiter

are traversed by great aerial currents like our

trade-winds, which form the clouds into belts,

tho dark bands being clouds, and the light

ones, tho body of the planet seen between

them. On the contrary, Mr. Proctor says,

there are the strongest reasons for believing

that if Jupiter's belts were submitted to a series

of accurate and continuous observations like

the sun-spots, the generally-received notions

as to their cause would be dissipated. Facts,

presented by the author, lead him to the con

clusion that the phenomena observed in tho

belts of Jupiter are not such as would appear

from distant observation of tho earth. Tho

transverse breaks, rifts, and irregularities which

appear in the belts, are found to have similar

motions and appearances, and to conform in

other ways to the spots on the sun. In 1860

an "obliquo dusky streak" was seen moving

across a bright belt or " zone of clouds," in a

direction approaching to north and south. This

rift was about 10,000 miles long and 500 miles

wide, its superficial extent being greater than

the whole of Europe. It remained visible for

six weeks at least, when it passed to the dark

side of the planet, to return again, after the

Jovian night, to the illuminated hemisphere

during about a hundred Jovian days. Both

the sun and Jupiter have recently been the

scenes of great disturbances which have given

rise to similar phenomena in the two bodies.

As regards the question of change in the
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appearances presented by Jupiter in connection solar mass and were reunited with it. The

with the periodical increase and decrease of powerful mass of Jupiter would produce great

spots on the sun, Mr. Ranyard has compared ' eccentricity, in parts at least, of the primitive

together a number of sketches of Jupiter's ring, and large portions of its matter, or a con-

belts, made during the last twenty years, and siderable number of minor planets in a state

thinks that he detects peculiarities of aspect of vapor, may thus have been precipitated

among them at those times when the solar spots upon the sun before the latter had contracted

have been at the maximum. within their perihelion distance. He suggests

Jupiter's Satellites.—These have recently . the same hypothesis to account for the small

received the careful attention of the distin- mass of Mars.

guished astronomical observer, Dr. R. Engel- Comets.—Dr. Winnecke, at Carlsruhe, dis-

mann, of Leipsic. He employed for the pur- covered a faint comet April 7th. Dr. Huggins

_pose the astro-photometer of Z511ner, in which subsequently examined it on two occasions,

the light of the object examined is referred to and found it a scarcely perceptible coma, with

that of ono or more comparison stars, by means an extension in the direction of the sun. "When

of an artificial star produced by the flame of observed by the spectroscope, he ascertained

petroleum, adjustable for brightness and color the light of the comet to consist ahnost entirely

by a Nicol'prism, aud a colorimeter or revolv- of three bright bands. A fair measure was

ing wheel of rock-tinted crystal. Dr. Engel- obtained of the centre of the middle band,

mann says that he found the absolute bright- which was the brightest ; giving a wave-length

ness of the satellites extremely variable, as of about 510 millionths of a millimetre. The

all other observers had done, and, from the less refrangible band gave 545 millionths. The

irregularity and occasional rapidity of the comet was similar in constitution to the comet

changes, it was impossible to decide, in the examined by Dr. Huggins in 1868.

case of the three interior satellites, whether Tuttle's comet returned in November, true

the periods of rotation and revolution are to the predictions- of astronomers. Its mo-

identical. This, however, appears to be the fact tions were observed at several points in Europe

with regard to the outermost satellite. At a and the United States. This comet has a pe-

mean, No. 2 is relatively the most, and No. 4 riod of about thirteen years seven months,

the least, luminous. The micrometrical meas- and will reappear in August or September,

urement of the four (taking the sun's parallax 1885. It is supposed to be the one seen by

at 8" -90) gives in miles the following diame- the French astronomer Mechain, in 1790 ; and

ters: 2,498, 2,102, 3,551, and 2,962 miles, its orbit was then believed to be parabolic, but

These values differ but little from those given is now known to be elliptic,

by Lockyer. The " albedo," or reflecting Encke's comet, returning to sight in Octo-

power of the surfaces of the satellites, is be- ber, after its period of forty months, was the

tween that of marl and that of white sand- subject of interesting spectroscopic observa-

stone for No. 1 ; exceeding that of white sand- tions. On the evening of December 1st, its

stone for No. 21; varying between marl and spectrum was quite distinct, consisting of

quartzose porphyry for No. 3 ; and equal to three bright bands (Prof. Harkness, of Wash-

that of moist arable land for No. 4. ington reports), the most refrangible one being

Asteroids.—Four new asteroids were dis- very faint, the middle one by far the bright-

covered during the year, bringing the known est, and the least refrangible one having an in-

number up to 117. They range from the 9th termediate degree of brilliancy. The positions .

to the 11th magnitude. The finders, numbers, of the two brighter bands were measured, and

and names (so far as given), of these additions the resulting wave-lengths of the light, ex-

to the planetary system are as follows : Prof, pressed in millionths of a millimetre, are ap-

Luther, of Bilk, discovered the 113th, named proximately as follows : first band, less refran-

Arnalthea; Prof. Peters, of Clinton, the 114th, gible edge, 656; brightest part, 550; mora

Cassandra; Prof. Watson, of Ann Arbor, the refrangible edge, 534 : secondhand, less refran-

115th, Sirona; Prof. Peters, the 116th, un- gible edge, 515; brightest part, 510.9; more re

named as yet ; and Prof. Borelly, of Marseilles, frangible edge, 499. The position of the faint

the 117th, Lorina. The 111th asteroid, dis- band was estimated, and. the resulting wave-

covered by Prof. Peters, in 1870, has received lengths are, for the less refrangible edge, 458,

the appellation of Ate; and the 112th, that of and for the more refrangible edge, 448. At

Iphigenia. times, he fancied he also saw a faint, continu-

According to Leverrier, the total mass of ous spectrum, but could not satisfy himself

the ring of asteroids does not exceed -rs^th that it really existed. Both in appearance and

of that of Jupiter. Prof. Daniel Kirkwood wave-lengths this spectrum bears such a re-

remarks, in explanation of this unparalleled markable resemblance to that of the second

disproportion between two adjacent planets comet of 1868, that Prof. Harkness is strongly

(regarding the mass of minor planets as one inclined to think their physical constitution

body for purposes of comparison), that it is must be identical.

probable that, while the solar nebula was in The same comet was examined carefully

process of condensation, a large number of the with a double-image prism, without finding a

asteroids, when in perihelio, plunged into the trace of polarization. •
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At a November meeting of the Royal Astro

nomical Society, the Royal Astronomer Airy

showed a sketch of the comet made by Mr.

Carpenter, of Greenwich, giving the impres

sion of a somewhat shuttlecock-shaped nebu

lous haze, extending on either side, and im

parting a flattened appearance to the head of

the comet. Dr. Hoggins had made a drawing

which coincided in all essential particulars

with that of Mr. Carpenter. He thought that

he had detected a very minute but distinctly-

marked nucleus in the paraboidal-shaped head

of the shuttlecock. The whole light of the

comet was very faint, but ho had succeeded

in obtaining its spectrum, which, as in the

case of that of Comet II., 1868, consisted of

three bands, apparently identical with the

bands in the spectrum of the vapor of carbon.

The middle band situated near "little b" was

much brighter than the other two, and he

was quite satisfied of its identity with the

middle bands of carbon-vapor: the two out

lying bands were much too faint for him

to speak with confidence of their identity, but

they appeared to correspond. Tho Astron

omer Royal showed a celestial globe, on which

he had fixed a small white wafer in the place

occupied by the sun, and a piece of white pa

per cut out to represent the comet. He point

ed out that its longer axis was directed almost

exactly to the sun, and that its head and nu

cleus were turned away from the sun. This

appears to be the almost universal rule with

the smaller class of comets.

Comets' Tail), etc., as Electrical Phenomena.

—Prof. Osborne Reynolds, of England, ad

vances the theory that the tails of comets are

merely examples on a large scale of the famil

iar action knownasthe "electric brush," which,

as seen in the Geissler tubes, exhibits appear

ances remarkably like the former. But it is

quite clear that the tail of a comet cannot be

due to a discharge between two electrodes

. situated in the comet itself. If the tail is elec

trical, that fact is attributable to a discharge

of electricity of one kind or another from the

comet, which for the time answers to one of

the electrodes only. This electricity the au

thor supposes to be more and more set free

by the inductive action of the sun as the comet

approaches, and it would also be driven #ff

by induction in a direction opposite to that of

the sun, and combining with the positive elec

tricity in the ether would form the comet's

tail in a manner analogous to that in which

a negative spark is given off by the lid of

the electrophorus. Upon the same general

hypothesis—as serving to explain all the phe

nomena—he accounts for the exhibition of the

solar corona, and also of the auroral light.

Upon the last-named point he says :

If we could observe tho aurora from a point dis-

tantfrom the earth, it is very probable that we should

find tho same to bo tho case ; but whether this would

be so or not, an assumption has been made as to the

cause and nature of the aurora, which will answer

just as well for the corona and comets' tails: it is,

that the Bun, acting by evaporation or otherwise,

causes continual electno disturbance between the

earth and its atmosphere, the solid earth beingnega-

tively charged and the atmosphere positively, and

that the aurora is the reunion of these electricities

taking place in the atmosphere.

Now, as has been already said, this1 assumption

will serve for the comets and the sun as well as for

the aurora. If there is a continual electric disturb

ance between the sun and the medium in which it is

placed, so that the sun becomes negatively and the

medium positively charged, the reunion of these elec

tricities would form the corona. It must not be sup

posed that I assume tho sun to bo a reservoir of elec

tricity which it is continually pouring into space. I

consider that the supply of electricity in the 6un is'

kept up by some physical action going on between

the sun and the medium of space, wherebv the sun

becomes negatively charged, and the medium posi

tively.

This may be well illustrated by reference to the

common electrical machine ; here tho motion of the

gloss against the rubber causes the glass to become

positively and the rubber negatively charged; and

these electricities do not unite instnntly there and

then, but remain and accumulate in the respective

bodies, until collected and brought together again by

the conductor.

Assume, then, that the sun is in tho position of the

rubber, while the ether is in that of the glass : then

the corona corresponds to the spark or brush which

leaves the conductor.

If the corona bo an electric discharge, the elec

tricity will be continually carrying off some of the

elements of the sun into space, where they will be

deposited and condensed. May not this strcom of

matter bo the cause of the existence of small meteors,

and supply the place of thoso which continually fall

into the larger bodies ?

The Spectrum of Uranus.—Dr. Huggins has

read before the Royal Society a paper on the

spectrum of Uranus. The light from the plan

et is too faint to be satisfactorily examined

through most telescopes, but with an equa

torial refractor of 15 inches he had obtained

good results. The most refrangible band in

the spectrum appeared to coincide with the

bright line of hydrogen, a comparison being

made with the light from a tube containing

rarefied hydrogen rendered luminous by an

induction-spark. Dr. Huggins says that there

is no strong line in the spectrum of Uranus

in the position of the strongest of the lines

of air, namely, the double line of nitrogen.

As carbonic-acid gas might be considered,

without mnch improbability, to be a con

stituent of the atmosphere of Uranus, he took

measures with the same spectroscope of the

principal group of bright lines which pre

sent themselves when the induction-spark is

passed through this gas. The result was to

show that the bands of Uranus cannot be

ascribed to the absorption of carbonic-acid gas.

The Spectroscope and the Nebular Hypothe

sis.—In the American Journal of Science, for

September, appears a paper from Prof. Kirk-

wood, arguing that the nebular hypothesis has

been greatly strengthened by the researches

and discoveries of the last twenty years

(or since Lord Rosse partially resolved .the

great nebula in Orion and thereby, as some

have claimed, injured the standing of the
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nebular hypothesis). The revelations of the

spectroscope are regarded by Prof. Kirkwood

as especially contributing to reinstate the hy

pothesis in the old degree of force. He sums

up the case as follows :

1. The ring nebula iu Lyra, the Dumb-bell nebula,

the great nebula iu Orion, and others which might

be named, are not. as was but recently believed, ex

tremely remote sidereal clusters ; but their light un

doubtedly emanates from matter in a gaseous form.

8. According to Lord Eosse and Prof. Bond the

brighter parts near the trapezium (in the nebula of

Orion) consist of clustering stars. If this be the true

appearance of the nebula under great telescopio

power, then these discrete points of light must in

dicate separate and probably denser portions of the

gas, and that the whole nebula is to be regarded

rather as a system of gaseous bodies than as an un

broken vaporous moss.

8. Progressive changes in the physical condition

of certain nebula are clearly indicated by the fact

that nuclei have been established which, as shown

by their spectra, are not wholly gaseous, but have

passed, at least partially, to the solid or liquid form.

i. The spectroscopic analysis of the light of several

comets reveals a constitution similar to that of the

gaseous nebulae.

The spectroscope, then, has demonstrated the pres

ent existence of immense nebulous masses, such as

that from which Laplace supposed the solar system

to have been derived. It has shown, moreover, a

progressive change in their physical structure, in ac

cordance with the views of the same astronomor. In

short, the evidence afforded by spectrum analysis in

favor of the nebular hypothesis is cumulative, and

of itself sufficient to give this celebrated theory a

high degree of probability.

Scintillation of the Stars.—A long and in

teresting paper on this subject lias been pub

lished by Prof. L. Respighi. It gives a resume

of labors extending over a period of several

years. The instrument employed in the ob

servations was a 4i inch equatorial, having a

direct vision prism with a cylindrical lens be

tween the prism and the ocular. The phe

nomena of scintillation were most distinctly

marked on evenings of the greatest atmos

pheric humidity, and one of the deductions

reached by Prof. Respighi is this : that regu

larity in the phenomena is a trustworthy

basis for predicting the continuance of the

weather. He says that the regularity and

constancy, both in direction and velocity, of

the motion of the spectroscopic bands with

respect to the meridian, namely, from red to

violet for stars in the west, and from violet to

red for those in the east, show that the scin

tillation cannot be attributed to ascending or

descending movements of the atmospherio

mass, but must be due to some more general

cause. Finally, he advances the opinion that

the scintillation occurs in consequence of the

actual subtraction of a portion of the rays by

the unequal refraction of the masses of air

through which they are caused to pass by the

rotation of the earth, and he is thus led to

reject both the explanation of Arago, accord

ing to which it is due to interference, and

that of Montigny, who ascribed it to the total

reflection of a portion of the rays by strata of

' air unequally heated.

In the case of the planets, owing 'to the

breadth of their disks, the spectra are super

posed, and the jihenomena are in general not

distinctly seen, as they produce ordinarily

simple changes of brightness, or mere ir

regular osoillatory movements of the images.

In observations upon the brighter planets,

however, especially Venus, when near the

horizon, Prof. Respighi has occasionally, under

favorable circumstances, recognized the same

phenomena as are displayed by the fixed stars.

The Star Eta ArgHt.—Mr. F. Abbott has

contributed a paper to the Royal Society of

Tasmania, mentioning further evidences of

changes in the star Eta Argus and its surround

ing nebula. Sir William Herschel was the first

to note alterations in the appearances of these

objects. He wrote : " Gravitation still further

condensing and so absorbing the nebulous

matter, each in its immediate neighborhood

might ultimately become stars, and the whole

nebula finally take on the state of a cluster

of stars." Sir John Herschel, by his ob

servations at the Cape of Good Hope, cor

roborated this opinion, which Mr. Abbott now

sustains by submitting maps of bis own prep

aration, showing many stars not put down

by the Hersohels. He says that the boundary

of the nebula is (as might be expected, if the

material is going into new stars) not so dis

tinct as formerly and appears to be gradually

fading away. Mr. Le Sueur, in a report made

on the Melbourne reflector some time ago, ob

serves that " the nebula around Eta Argus has

changed largely in shape sinoe Sir J. Herschel

was at the Cape," and that the "star shines

with the light of burning hydrogen " and

"has consumed the nebula." Mr. Fairlie

McGeorge, in charge of the Melbourne tele

scope, declared to the Royal Society of Vic

toria, March 13, 1871, that "the object (Eta

Argus and the nebula) had evidently under

gone great changes since Mr. Le Sueur made

his sketches of it. It was now beyond a donbt

that enormous physical changes were still tak

ing place."

Parallax of Alpha Lyra.—The parallax

of the brilliant star Alpha Lyra? has been re

cently reestimated with great care by Dr.

Brunnow, formerly director of the observatory

at -Ann Arbor, Michigan, now Astronomer

Royal of Ireland. The minute star near it,

known as Struve's Companion, supplied the

means, by comparison, of making accurate

measurements of Alpha Lyras. The parallax as

found by Brunnow is about one-fifth of a

second, which would make the distance of the

star from this planet about 93,000,000,000,000

of mile3, or a million times farther off than the

sun. Profs. Peters and Struve had previously

estimated the parallax at from one-tenth to

one-fourth of a second.

Isographie Chart of the Northern Heavens.

—Mr. R. A. Proctor, the English astronomer, is^

at work on an isographie chart of the northern

heavens, in which are*to be included the 324,000
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stars enumerated by the aid of telescopes,

and recorded on Argelander's charts. His ob

ject, in charting these Btars on a single sheet,

is to endeavor to determine the laws of distribu

tion among stars of the first nine or ten degrees

of magnitude. Struvo has already examined a

portion of the same list for a somewhat similar

purpose ; but Mr. Proctor will be the first to

study the subject as a whole, with the object

mentioned in view.

Studies ofthe Southern Heavens.—Prof. B. A.

Gould, director of the new observatory at Cor

dova, in the Argentine Republic, makes an

interesting official report of his labors during

the greater part of 1871. Before the large in

struments were put up, ho had directod a la

borious series of observations of all the stars

in the southern heavens visible to the naked

eye, according to their position and degrees of

brilliancy, and constructed maps representing

the general aspect of the heavens in those lati

tudes. The charts thus obtained comprehend

the entire firmament from 10° north of the

equator to the south pole, and will be accom

panied by a cataloguo of the stars arranged by

constellations. Ho has found the heavens of

Cordova less serene and more subject to clouds

than he had expected ; but nevertheless about

4,500 stars have been observed, and reduced

to the maps. The numbor visible to the naked

eye between the north-pole and 30° of south

latitude, according to Argelander, is only 3,256.

The completion of this part of the work will

be followed by a systematic study of the South

ern Hemisphere with instruments, beginning

at the limit to which Northern astronomers

have advanced. The valuablo observations

taken at Cape Town, Madras, Melbourne, and

Santiago, will servo as a foundation for the

work. Prof. Gould speaks highly of the lib

erality shown by the Argentine Republic in

sustaining this enterprise, and closes his re

port with the suggestion that the observatory

can be made of especial use in developing tlio

science of the country : first, by the telegraphic

determinations of longitude ; and, second, by

the formation of a system of meteorological

observations throughout the republic.

In a letter, written subsequently, to the edi

tors of tho American Journal of Science, Prof.

Gould speaks with enthusiasm of tho occasional

wonderful transparency of the Cordova sky, by

which he is enabled to see twice as many faint

stars (with the naked eye) as can bo seen on

the most favorable nights in New England.

Stars of the 7th magnitude are easily per

ceived, and some that are mapped as the 8th.

For constellations farther south the comparison is

of course not so fair, on account of their superior alti

tude here ; still you may form some idea of the work

in hand, when I tell you that in Orion we have twice

tho number of stars given by Argelander, and that

in Canu Major, the whole of which is visible at Bonn,

though to be sure its southern boundary has only an

• altitude of a little more than 6i°, we have 200 stars,

while Argelander saw but 89.

It is to oo expected that, in* the course of our work,

we may encounter a number of variablo stars suf

ficient to make tho number in tho Southern Hemi

sphere approximately equal to that of those already

known north of the equator. As yet, however, we have

not followed through any very decided changes, al

though there is a considerable number of stars whose

magnitudes, as observed by us, differ widely from

those recorded by other astronomers, and which also

appear to have varied during tho period of our ob

servation.

The star Eta Argut has naturally attracted a good

deal of my attention. It is at present not fur from

the 6i magnitude, and recognizable with great dif

ficulty by the naked eye. In the field of my small

Tolles telescope, of 5-ineh aperture and 35-inch focal

length, it is a conspicuous object, and prominent by

its ruddy color among tho cluster of which it forms a

part, against tho bright nebula as a background.

With this telescope, the same one which I employed

for observing the total eclipse of 1S«0, I have been

examining the v. hole group ; and have found to my

astonishment that it exhibits with distinctness a con

siderable number of stars, which are recorded in Sir

J. Herschel's catalogue of this cluster, as being of the

14th magnitude.

The magnificence ofthe MilkyWay in this vicinity

is indescribable, surpassing the Pleiades or the Prm-

tepe in richness, and exhibiting numerous huge clus

ters, the sight of which through tho Tolles telescope

evokes exclamations of astonishment and delight

from every beholder, young or old, whether with or

without astronomical information. Keen as was my

desire for a photographic equipment before leaving

home, it has been a hundred-fold increased since I

began the survey of this most gorgeous of all the

regions of the sky. Even yet I have not abandoned

some hope that the friends of astronomy at home

may bo disposed to provide means for some perma

nent photographic record of these magnificent groups

and splendid double stars. The transparency of tho

atmosphere would greatly reduce t he needful time of

exposure, and it gives peculiar opportunities for the

success of the photographic method in other re

spects.

AUBER, Dasiel Fraxc/ois Esprit, the most

opular of modern French musical composers,

orn at Caen (Calvados), France, January 29,

1782; died in Paris, May —, 1871. He early

manifested a passion for music ; but his father,

who was a merchant, had determined to train

him for business, and sent him to London in

1802, to acquire a business education. On the

breaking of the Peace of Amiens, he returned to

France, and soon after composed some instru

mental pieces, which wero favorably received

by private theatrical circles. Auber had, how

ever, the good sense to perceive that he needed

a much more thorough training to enable him

to come with confidence before the theatrical

public, and put himself under the direction of

Cherubini, one of the severest of masters. After

a time he wrote two or three Masses, which

were favorably received ; but his first attempt

with an opera, in 1813, proved so complete a

failure that he was discouraged, and, though

the financial ruin and death of his father left

him in such straits that he was fain to give

lessons on the piano for a livelihood, he did

not make another venture till 1819, which was

attended with the same ill success. Despair,

however, nerved him to further effort, and

in 1S20 ho achieved a success with the opera

"LaBuyire Chdtelaine" at the Opera Comiqut.

V
b
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This was followed by a long train of successful

pieces, and in this peculiar walk of musical

composition he was recognized as a master.

Scribe had furnished the words for many of

these, and the two artists worked then, as

always, in perfect harmony. It was not, how

ever, until 1828 thatM. Auber ventured a higher

flight in his "Mute of Portici," prepared for

the Grand Opera, and which achieved a great

success there. His "Amour Sacre de la Pa-

trie," a duo which followed soon after, proved

another " MarseillaUe" and was the signal of

the revolution in Belgium in 1830. He wrote in

the nest few years a great number of serious

as well as many comic operas ; and, though

successful in both, he recognized comio opera

as peculiarly his field. "We have not space,

were it desirable, to give a list of all his operas.

He continued to write, and his operas to be

popular,till he had reached his eighty-sixth year.

An able French critic says of him : " He had a

manner of his own, in which he had some imi

tators, but few or no rivals. His music is or

dinarily light and facile, almost always grace

ful, often original. As ready as Rossini, he

has also his movement and clearness, but less

distinctness, depth, and energy." He was, .

however, more popular than Rossini. He had

been a member of the Institute of France since

1829 ; Director of the Conservatory of Music

since 1842, and Director of Music to the Im

perial Chapel. He had passed through all the

grades of the Legion of Honor, and since Au

gust, 1861, had been Grand-Officer.

AUSTRALASIA. The area and population

of^he Australasian colonies of Great Britain

were, according to the latest dates, as fol

lows:

PROVINCES. Square MUea. Population.
Year of
Ceuue.

New South Wales . , 808,560 501,611 1871
Victoria 88,451 729,808 1871

&S0,<iO2 185.000 1871
068,259 109,897 1869
975,844 24,785 1870

Northern Torritory 523,531

isro20,215 99,328
106,259 238,269 1869

Total 3,077,701 1,888,758

The ecclesiastical statistics are as follows :

New South Wales (1861) .
Victoria (1861)
South Anstral ia (1861) ....
Queensland (1861)

West Australia (1870)
Tasmania (1870)
New Zealand (1867)

Total Population. Protectant*. Catbnllca. Jews. Othere.

350.860
540,323
126,830
80,059

99,193
110,068

1,759
2,903

16,302
46,238

21,573 7,676

7,121

49 761

24,758
99,828

218,668

17.480
74,242

126,421

214
22,091 •

30.413
232 1 2,763

1,247 I 6,058

The column headed " others " comprises,

for New South Wales, 12,909 Mohammedans

and pagans; for Victoria, 1,672 pagans, and

24,551 non-Christian Chinese ; for Queensland,

405 Mohammedans and pagans. Among the

Protestants of Tasmania are 53,047 Anglicans,

6,644 members of the Church of Scotland,

2,420 Presbyterians of the Free Church of

Scotland, 3,931 Independents, 931 Baptists,

7,187 Wesleyans, and 82 members of the So

ciety of Friends. Among the Protestants of
■Western Australia, 14,618 belong to the An

glican Church, 1,373 are "Wesleyans, 880 Inde

pendents. 528 Presbyterians, and 51 Baptists.

Among the Protestants of New South Wales,

159,958 belong to the Anglican Church, 34,692

are Presbyterians, 23,684 Wesleyans, -5,411

Congregationalists, and 9,868 other Protestants.

The descendants of natives of Great Britain

and Ireland constitute by far the majority of

the population. The Germans are chiefly rep

resented. in South Australia (1866, 8,119) ; in

New Zealand (1866, 1,999) ; Tasmania (1870,

534). The total number of natives in Austra

lia does not exceed 50,000 (in 1861, 5,046 in

Sonth Australia; 15,000 in Queensland; in

1871, 859 in Victoria). In New Zealand their

number was 56,049, in 1860 ; but only 32,109

in 1869. The number of Chinese is increasing ;

in 1871 it amounted, in Victoria, to 17,705.

The most important cities of the colonies are

the following :

Population.
•Melbonrne (Victoria) 193,696 (1871)

* Sydney (New Sonth Wales) 134.756 (1871)
* Ballar'at (Victoria) 74,260 (1871)
« Sandhurst (Victoria) 81,688 (1871)
Adelaide (Sonth Australia) 23.300 (1861)

• Ocelong (Victoria) 22,618 (1871)

Brisbane (Queensland) 20.000 (1870)
Hobart Town (Tasmania) 19,092 (1871)

• Auckland (New Zealand) 17,606 (1867)

Dunedin (New Zealand) 12,777 (1867)

The receipts, expenditures, and debts, in

1869, were as follows:

PROVINCES. Receipt!. Expenditure!. Debt*.

New South Wales.
Victoria

£3,663.509
8,210.324

965,8:14
772,858
103.661
846,467

1,746,623

£3,265,805
2.214,303
1,148,816
796,235
103,124
441,528

2,391,981

£9.546,030
10.385.900
1,783,700
8.459,750
(none)
1,148,000
7,860,616

South Australia ....

western Australia'.

Total £10.809,276 £10,361,792 l£33.683.996

The English Government having declared

that it will no longer support any army in the

colonies, several of the latter have formed

corps of volunteers, which at present number

about 10,000 men. For the coast-defence, a

small flotilla of iron-clads is in the course of

construction; it was in 1871 represented at

Melbourne by the Cerberus, which had four

guns.

The imports and exports, inclusive of pre

cious metals, was, in 1869, as follows:
a

• With their suburbs.
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COLON IKS.

New South Wales.
Victoria :
South Australia...
Queensland
Western Anstralia..
Tasmania ,.
New Zealand

Import*.

Total • £.-<2.3l0.«O0

Export!.

£7.Wn.0OO
13.46O.OU0
a.HMO.ooo
2,110.000
810,000
KiO.000

4,220,000

£31.400.000

In 1870, the imports and exports in Victoria

and New Zealand were as follows:

Imporli.
Victoria £12,455.756
New Zealand 4,753,895

Fipnrt*.

£12.470.014
4,012,131

The most important article of export, next

to gold, is wool. The value of the amount ex

ported was, in 18C9, as follows :

New South Wales £2,603.704
Victoria 3,86.).075
South Australia 1,127,588
Queensland 1,098.174
Western Australia 68,400
Tasmania 301.209
New Zealand 1,871,230

Total £9,835,360

The movement of shipping is shown by the

following figures, representing the aggregate

number of tons of the vessels entering and

clearing in the several ports, exclusive of the

coasting-trade :

New South Wales £1,574,617
Victoria 1,452.235
South Australia 831.507

, Qucenstown 288,015
Western Australia t 728,517
Tasmania 226.975
New Zealand 498,495

Total £4,500,361

The merchant navy, on January 1, 1871,

consisted of—

PROVINCES.

New South Wales.
Victoria
New Zealand
South Australia . . .
Tasmania

WeBt Australia
Queensland

total. 200.106

The number of post-offices, and of letters

and newspapers passing through them, was,

according to the latest dates, as follows:

PROVINCES. Office.. Lelten. Newepnpen.

New South Wales (1867) 477
248
677

6,748,356
2,804.418
11.188,283
4,811,240
842,414

8,897,905
1.924,760
5,287.482
1.670.520
1.208.857

Victoria (1S70)
New Zealand (1867)

'ioTasmania (1869)

At the close of 1870 the length of the rail

roads in operation was as follows :

Province*. BHIm,
New South Wales 848
Victoria 271
Queensland '. 218
South Australia 126
Tasmania 48
New Zealand 44

Total ,.. 1,045

The following table>shows the length of the

telegraph-lines which were in operation, ac

cording to the latest dates, as well as the num

ber of offices and telegrams :

PROVINCES.

New South Wales (1670).
Victoria (1870)
South Australia (1867)...
Queensland (1870)
West Australia (1869)
Tasmania (186f
New Zealand (

2.696
1,113

13
120

Wins. Office*. Telegram.

5,050 «7 180,447 CB7)
3,300 96 454.598 ('Tfl)
1,617 64 122,138 OS7)

1,811 68,412 ('67)

M71

'9 13,980 ('70)

AUSTRO - HUNGARIAN MONARCHY,

an empire in Europe. Emperor, Francis Jo

seph L, born August 18, 1830; succeeded I119

uncle, Ferdinand I., on December 2, 1848.

Heir-apparent, Archduke Rudolph, born Au

gust 21, 1858. The ministry for the public

affairs of the whole monarchy was at the be

ginning of the year composed as follows :

Count Beust, Chancellor of the Empire and

Minister of Foreign Affairs ; Count Loyay,

Minister of Finances ; Baron Kuhn von Kuh-

nenfeld, Minister of War.

The area and population of the empire, ac

cording to the census of 1869, were as follows:

PROVINCES.

Cls-Lcitban Provinces (Aus
trla proper) :

1. Austria below the Ems
2. Austria above the Ems
8. Salzburg
4. Styria
5. Carlnihla
6. Carniola
7. Goritz. Q radlsca, Istrla,

and Trieste
8. Tyrol and Vorailberg
9. Bohemia

10. Moravia
11. Silesia
12. Oolicla
13. Bukowlna
14. Dalmalia

Total ds-Lelthan Prov
inces

. Trans-Leithan Provinces :
1. Hungary
2. Transylvania
8. Croatia and Slavonla. . .
4. Military Frontier

Total trans-Lelthan Prov
lnces

Total Monarchy, 1869.
Total Monarchy, 1857.

Increase.

Sqnnrw Mile*. Population.

7,656 1,990.708
4,633
2,767
8,671
4.006
8,857

736,557
153.159

1,187,990
837,694
466,384

3,085
11.325
20,064
8.SS4
1 ,!K-S

30,318
4,036
4,940

000,525
885.789

6,140,544

2.U17.274
513.352

5,444.689
513.404
466,961

115,925 20,894,980

82.839
21.219
8,062
11,524

11,188.602
2,116.024
1,168.087
1,087,892

124,244 15,509,455

240.381 85,904.485
82,530,002

8.374,483

The increase of the total population, from

1857 to 1869, is 10 per cent, The following

cities had over 20,000 inhabitants, according

to the census of 1869 :

Vienna 825,165
Pesth 201.911
Prague 157.275
Lembcrg 87,105
OrSU 80,782
BrOnn 78,464
Trieste 70,274
Szegedln 69,014
Marla-Thereslenstadt 66.269
Buda 64,577
Cracow 49,834
Presburg 46,544
DebreczTn 43,617
Kecskemet 42,089
Czernowltz 34,000

Tcmesvar S2."J54
Arad 31,796
Lintz 30.510
Groeswardcin 29.249
Cronstadt *s-<££
Zombor 25,304
Klausenburg
Ffinfklrchen 24.014
Laybach 23.032
Stuhlwelescuburg . . 22,628
Kasehan 21,742
Wieselbrirg 21-JS
Versecz JMH
Agram 20.1x17
Kaab 20-95*
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TABLE OF THE VARIOUS RELIGIOUS DENOMINATIONS OP THE EMPIRE FOR 1869.

Cis-Leithania :
Upper Austria..
Lower Austria..
Salzburs;
Styria
Carinthia
Carnlola
Goritz.GradNca.

Istria, Trieste.
Tyrol and Vo-

rarlberg....
Bohemia
Moravia
Silesia
<;alicla
Bukowlna ...

Total A

B. Tnras-Leltliania :
Hungary
TransylvaniaTransyl
Croatia.
Slavonia
Military Frontier

Army

Total B

Total Monarchy.

1,903.593
719.918
155,662

1.128,886
820,171
464,490

589.501

884.089
4.940.898

1.914.065
434,750

2,509,015
56.564

377,121

16,896,675

5,884.472
2«3.769
727.807
230.080
895,872
56,558

23.954,233

2,323
11
4

105
m
515

209

M
2.997
2,526

11
2,315,782

16,901
660

2,342,168

981.304

596.502
804

2,624
6,851
12,043

1,599,628

3,941.796

43

4
is

2,102
832

3,140

842
4,120

8
115
24

5,133

8,279

ORIENTAL
CHURCHES.

1,745
14
4

145
«

311

2,609

441
400

a
1.869

876.118
78,806

461,511

1,140.993
652.945
43,181
132.885
609.594
10,271

2,589,319

3,050,830

130

126

1,208

224
4
22
132
41

C4G

1.S54

25,580

15,699
409

7,080
16.982

. 1,762

691
46,415
20.355
72,318
33.992
10.479

270

252,327

872.673
209,080

843
4,361

22,694
4,851

1,118,508

4,368
168
25

954
895
CUT

1,238

544
59.700
36.8.80

101
5,711
914
275

111,935

1,717,085
296,460

89
6,670
4.028
6,911

2,031,243

1.365.835 I 2,143,178 I 55,070

&5
4

"'«
4
1

20

t
14
87

*48
1

10

'44
8
4

45

31
109
27

9
5S5

1,92s

36

248

788

11
18

384

54.822

4,172

2.407
223
57
2

25
20

2,734

6.900

52,350
74
47

778
30
61

4,939

89,933
42.899
6.142

575.918
47,772

279

156

7
8
33
3
2

34

1
27
0
15
40
17
15

822,220

516.658
24.848
3,547
5.196
1.884
1,508

370

178
17
7

11
1

553.041

1.375.861 593

In tho budget of 1871, for the whole mon

archy, the estimates for expenditure and re

ceipts were as follows :

ExpendEtara. Autrlan florim.

L Common Miuistry of Foreign Affairs 4,264,187
2. Common Miuistry of War:

(1.) For the Army 104,997.476
(2.) For the Navy 11,853,700

3. Common Ministry on Finances 1,783.810
4. Common Chamber of Accounts 102,000

Total 122,501,173

Receipts of Ministry of War 5,071.159
Receipt* from Customs 12,199,700 ,n.M7o,Q
Receipts from Consulates 115,000 ' *'.w».«*w

Payments of the Austrian Lloyd... 282,000 J

Balance, 104,838,314 florins, of which 65,-

145,402 florins are to be provided by tho cis-

Leithan provinces, and 31,449,994 florins by

the trans-Leithan provinces.

The total expenditures for 1872 aro estimated

at 110,647,498 florins, and the receipts at 93,-

438,615 florins, of which 65,145,403 florins aro

furnished by the cis-Leithan provinces, and

28,293,213 florins by the trans-Leithan prov

inces. The budget of the cis-Leithan prov

inces for 1871 shows a total of expenditures

of 349,811,642 florins, and of receipts of 838,-

084,609, leaving a deficit of 11,727,033 florins.

The army, in August, 1871, consisted of

246,695 men on the peaco-footing, and 820,811

on the war-footing. The navy, at the begin

ning of the year 1871, consisted of 47 steam

ers, of 95,700 tons; 20 sailing-vessels, of 13,190

tons; and 5 tenders, of 930 tons. Total, 72

vessels, and carrying 522 guns.

Tho imports, not including precious met

als, of the monarchy, in 1870, amounted to

424,700,000 florins ; the exports to 395,900,000.

The arrivals at the port of Trieste, in 1870, were

8,054 vessell of 960,103 tons; the clearances,

8,023 vessels, of 1,012,776 tons. The merchant

navy, at the beginning of the year 1871, con

sisted of 7,843 vessels, of 875,822 tons. The

number of letters sent in 1870, by mail, was

143,898,317 in the cis-Leithan, and 31,792,143

in the trans-Leithan provinces.

The year 1810 closed with tho exchange of

friendly sentiments between the Chancellors

of Austria and the North-Gorman Confedera

tion. A dispatch from Bismarck, dated De

cember 14th, expressed the hope that Germany

and the Austro-Hungarian monarchy would

regard each other with sentiments of mutual

friendship, and join hands for the promo

tion of their prosperity. This expression of

friendly feelings was fully reciprocated in a

note from the Austrian Chancellor, dated De

cember 16th. In opposition to that party

which demanded that Austria should insist on

the Treaty ofPrague,which excluded the South-

German States from •* union with tho North-

German Confederation, Von Benst took tho

ground that, whatever claims Austria may have

a right to base upon the Peace of Prague, tho

great event of modern times, the unification of

Germany, must be the standard by which to

judge the international relations between the

two great empires of Central Europe, and that

an unbiassed appreciation of mutual wants will

be the basis of the friendly relations which

in future must rule between the powerful
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neighbors. IIo gives assurances that the Em-

poror, as well as the people of the monarchy,

welcomes the united Germany with warm

sympathy, and with the wish that the unity

of Germany may promote the welfare of Aus

tria. The same sentiments Count Beust em

phatically repeated in a speech made on Janu

ary 31st, in the sitting of the Austrian dele

gation at Pesth, when, in reply to the Pole,

Kiaczka, he denounced a policy 6*f revenge as

one that never had borne good fruit. At the

same time, he strongly urged an increase of

the defensive forces of the country, and thus

defined the. foreign policy of the Government:

Our policy will be one of prudence and reserve,

and, at the same time, of most decided endeavors to

maintain, strengthen, and act in accordance witli the

good relations which have been entered into with a

great neighboring power. But who can pretend to

foreshadow the exact limits which one's hopes and

wishes would prefer to lay down for the great and

unexpected reconstitution of things that has sprung

out of recent events i Under these circumstances it

docs not suffice for a state that ban no other aim than

self-preservation to be content with the conscious

ness of this one idea, which is not injurious to its

neighbors. Safety is only certain when this policy

is seen to be, not the emanation of conscious weak

ness, but tho expression of one's free will. If we

have dono nothing to oppose or impede tho recon

struction of Germany; if we have met this recon

struction of the German nation with nothing but a

friendly welcome ; if we have endeavored to regulate

our relations with another neighboring state without

neglecting our own interests, but at the same time

without being actuated by other than conciliatory

motives ; if, finallVj toward a third power wo have

shown ourselves friendly, and full of respect for its

independencCj and even did not re«oil before the

necessity of v i elating sentiments which in our own

country wo hold in esteem, then others must and will

know that we are all the more entitled to expect that

in our own home wo shall bo let alone, and that if

attacked we will at all times be ready to defend our

selves. The dearly-bought fruit of recent occur

rences is the establishment of an equal perception

of these facts, the consequent necessity of making

demands upon the resources of the country in both

portions of tho empire, and the creation ot the only

possible patriotism, one that cements the different

nationalities of Austria.

The home policy of tho empire was at the

beginning of the year 1871 in a most unsettled

condition. The resignation of the cis-Leithan

ministry, presided over by Count Potocky, took

place in February, but it was not known from

which party its successor would be taken. The

expected reorganization of the ministry took

place on February 7th, when the Emperor ap

pointed Ilohenwart Minister of the Interior,

with authority to form a new cabinet. Other

decrees at once followed^ appointing Holzge-

than, Minister of Finance ; Schaeffle, Minis

ter of Commerce ; Jirecek, Minister of Public

"Works and Public Schools; and Baron von

Scholl, Minister of War. With regard to the

policy to be pursued by the new ministry, the

.Official Gazette, of Vienna, remarked that the

new ministry would give fair play to all legiti

mate provincialism, but that there would be no

more compromise with separatism at the ex

pense of unity. It would uphold the Consti

tution, but would propose to Parliament the

enaction of laws partially extending the legis

lative and administrative autonomy of tho em

pire, and introduce a bill providing for direct

elections, and enlarging the rights of electors.

The ministry would offer a strong opposition

to all obstacles in the way of its success. At

the same time the Emperor, by an autograph

decree, granted full amnesty for all political

and press offences committed to the 7th of

February. Most of the new ministers were

comparatively unknown as politicians, but it

was generally understood that they would

chiefly endeavor to come to a full understand

ing with the leaders of tho Czechs and those

of the clerical party. When tho Reichsrath

reassembled, on February 20th, a statement

of their policy was submitted, from which it

was apparent that its chief feature would be

to initiate measures for the alleviation of un

necessary restriction upon the autonomy of

tho provinces. The ministry showed a de

cided dislike to the demonstrations of sympa

thy with the German Empire in the war with

France ; on the other hand, however, a promi

nent man of the liberal German party, Anton

von Schmerling, was appointed president of

the Herrenhaus. A bill proposed by the min

istry, for enlarging the legislative initiative

of the provincial di<?ts, was rejected in the

Reichsrath, by 85 against 55 votes; and on

May 26th the Reichsrath, by 88 against 66

votes, adopted an address to the Emperor, in

which the ministry was charged with seeking

to undermine the Constitution. The Emperor,

on May 80th, received a deputation presenting

the address, but in stern words declared his

approval of the conduct of tho ministry. This

failure of tho Liberal Constitutional party to

overthrow tho ministry spread considerable

discouragement in its ranks; and when a mo

tion was made, not to grant the appropriations

demanded, it was rejected (Juno 9th) by 77

against 67 votes. Some consolation for the

threatening attitude of the cis-Leithan minis

try was derived by the German liberals from

the foreign policy steadfastly advocated by the

Chancellor of the Empire, Count Beust. His

speech, made on July 1st, in the Austrian dele

gation, met with a warm approval from all

parties in the country excopt the Catholics,

who are of course dissatisfied with the policy

of non-intervention practised toward Italy. It

produced so good an impression on the delega

tion, that the whole of the budget of the For

eign Department, including the item for secret-

sorvico money, was passed without question.

The following are the most important passages

of this speech :

Our policy for tho Inst few years has always been

freo from all external influences ; and it is mainly

due to this circumstance that many sources of com
plication contained in the Treaty .of Prague have

been avoided, thus paving the way for a peaceful

development and consolidation of affairs. Evon

beforo it had been officially constituted, the new

German Empire made overtures to us in terms full
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of respect and confidence, and wo did not hesitato

cordially to aoce_pt these overtures. The exohange

of dispatches which took place on this ocoasion forms

the basis of relations, resting on a policy of equality

and mutual interest, whioh have been maintained

ever since. I do not share the anxieties of those who

expect a reversal of the edifice which has so recontly

been built. Far from looking back to the past in a

spirit of fruitless complaint, and envious ill-will, we

hope that the new state of things will follow its nat

ural development. It is an historical error to repre

sent the old Germanic Confederation as a guarantee

of peace. The guarantee consisted in the coopera

tion of Austria and Prussia, and a compensation for

the great changes which have occurred in the rela

tions between those powers is given by the disap

pearance of the object for which they strove. We

can, whenever we wish it, now place ourselves on

an equal footing by the side of a friendly and strength

ened Germany. In England, our new attitude tow

ard Germany is hailed with lively satisfaction. Our

relations with Russia are in a favorable state, if only

because it is not easy to become the enemy of your

friend's friend. Now that a bulwark of peace has

been erected in Central Europe, a spirit of modera

tion and mutual respect must regulate her relations

with the East. France will always find in Austro-

Hunsrary a sincere friend. In Italy, she has gained,

by the principle of non-intervention, a permanently

friendly neighbor ; and the conciliatory spirit shown

by the"Sublime Porte, in the question of the regula

tion of the Danube, shows that our amicable relations

with Turkey have not changed.

The Chancellor concluded by saying that

the above statement should not be regarded as

an ephemeral programme, but as indicating

the principles by which Austria's foreign policy

is to be permanently guided.

After the adjournment of the Reichsrath, on

July 11th, and the close of the sittings of the

delegations on July 20th, Count Hohenwart

pursued with greater eagerness than before

the attempts to bring about a full understand

ing with the Czechs and the Poles. The lat

ter appeared to be contented with the con

cessions made to them, and especially with the

Polonization of the Imperial University, at

Lemberg, from which most of the German

professors were removed. The Czechs were

not so easily gained, as they did not conceal

their design to demand for Bohemia and Mo

ravia an autonomy equal to that of Hungary.

In the beginning ofAugust, the cis-Leithan min

istry took an important step to meet the wishes

of the Czechs. By three imperial patents,

dated August 13th, the Lower House of the-

Reichsrath, and the Diets of Upper and Lower

Austria, Salzburg, Styria, Carinthia, Mora

via, Silesia, and the Tyrol, were dissolved;

new elections ordored for the Reichsrath and

the Diets, and the latter convoked on Septem

ber 14th. The fact that, with the exoeption

of the Tyrol Diet, only the Diets of those prov-

inces"were dissolved in which the supporters

of the actual Constitution had a majority, in

dicated that the Government intended to make

great changes in the Constitution. The Diet

of Tyrol, in whioh the ministry controlled a

majority of the votes, was included in the meas

ure, as it was expected that the inhabitants

of the Italian portion of the province, who

are aiming at the erection of their district into

an independent province of the empire, might

be induced to send their delegates to the pro

vincial Diet. The election of the new Diets

took place in the first days of September,

amid the greatest excitement. The German

Liberal party was triumphant in Lower Aus

tria, to which province the city of Vienna

belongs (64 Liberals being elected, and only

one supporter of the ministry) ; in Carinthia

(82 Liberals, 4 Ministerialists), and Silesia (24

Liberals, 4 Ministerialists) ; it had likewise a

two-thirds majority in the Diets of Styria and

Salzburg, but the ministry carried the prov

inces of Upper Austria, Moravia, and Tyrol,

and, in general, controlled a sufficient number

of votes in all the Diets to be able, in case

Bohemia should send her delegates into the

Reichsrath, to control a two-thirds majority

of the latter.

Important modifications of the Constitution

of cis-Leithania were now looked for. When

the Bohemian Diet was opened, a rescript

from the Emperor was read to the members,

in which his Majesty " acknowledged the rights

of the Bohemian Kingdom, and promised to

guarantee that acknowledgment by a corona

tion oath." This, the first substantial promise

of redress which the Czechs had received since

the commencement of their agitation, caused

universal joy in Bohemia, and general conster

nation among the Germans. The drafts of

two laws were also presented by the ministers

to the Bohemian Diet ; one was a law of na

tionality to guarantee the rights of the Czechs,

and of the Germans in Bohemia ; and the

other was prepared to settle the distribution

of offices between Czechs and Germans, and

to make it imperative that all officers of the

crown should speak both the German and

Czechish languages. The next step was the

presentation to the Emperor, by a deputation

from the Prague Diet, of the fundamental laws

on which the Czechs desired the Avsgleich

should be based. This presentation caused a

meeting of the Crown Council, composed of

all the cis-Leithan ministers, Count Andrassy,

and the three ministers common to the whole

empire. The Council was summoned to meet

to decide on some objections offered by Counts

Beust and Andrassy to the conclusion of the

Reichsrath on the basis of the fundamental

laws. One objection was. that the Czechs, by

desiring the abolition of the Upper House, and

the substitution of aSenate in its stead, attacked

the Constitution. Another, that the para

graph in the fundamental laws which acknowl

edged the legality of the arrangement with

Hungary, made in 1867 (an acknowledgment

not yet made by the Czechs), was inopportune

and improper, because the arrangement, being

made, could not be altered. Beust also re

marked that a change of the relations between

Bohemia and the empire should be left to the

decision of the Reichsrath, and not to the Bo

hemian Diet and to the ministers. The Em
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peror, on whoso peculiar weakness (appre

hension for the safety of his dynasty) both

Count Beust and Count Andrassy had worked

to some purpose, called the Council together

to deoide on these points. The decision come

to was, that the rescript which was to be sent

to the Prague Diet, in answer to its fundamen

tal laws, should be modified in such a manner

as to correct the impression given by that part

of the Bohemian address to which Beust ob

jected. The Emperor accordingly directed

Hohenwart to modify the rescript in that

sense. But Hohenwart, who had long since

pledged his word to the Czech leaders that the

rescript should be drawn up in a manner

agreed upon between them, declared his in

competence to do so without first consulting

with Eieger and the other Czech leaders. He

telegraphed for them to come to Vienna. They

answered it was impossible for them to do so

until they had been informed of the points

about to be discussed, in order that they might

confer with their colleagues, and come to

Vienna with full powers to treat. Id addi

tion they stated explicitly that, unless the re

script was forwarded in the form agreed on,

they would not elect deputies to the Reichs

rath, which would prevent the Government

from having a two-thirds majority. Count

Chotek, Governor of Bohemia, was instructed

to enlighten Rieger and his colleagues on the

subject of the difficulties which had arisen

through Count Beust's objections. The Czech

leaders came to Vienna, but utterly refused to

agree to the modification proposed in the re

script. Connt Hohenwart informed the Em

peror of this, and received in answer an order

to alter the rescript, notwithstanding the min

ister then informed the Emperor that to carry

out his order would bring an end to the nego

tiations, and suggested that Count Beust should

modify his objections so that they might be

admitted into the rescript without the sanc

tion of the Czech negotiators. But the Em

peror was determined, and, as a paper reports,

used the expression, " Ich befehle es " (I order

it). Count Hohenwart retired, but shortly after

ward presented himself again before the Em

peror and tendered his resignation, alleging as a

reason that he had pledged his word and could

not break it. These occurrences passed on

the 21st, 22d, and 23d of October. On the

25th, Count Hohenwart presented officially

his resignation, and that of his colleagues ; it

was accepted. Herr von Kellersperg was in

trusted with the formation of a new cabinet,

the policy of which was to consist chiefly in

a return to the Constitution. As this new

move was looked upon as an open breach with

the Czechs, and a reconciliation of the Govern

ment with the Liberal Germans, the surprise

was all the greater when, suddenly, the resig

nation of the Chancellor, Count Beust, was

announced, to whose influence the new change

was chiefly attributed. He ■ was appointed

Austrian ambassador to England, and the Em

peror conferred upon him marked honors, in

recognition of his services ; but it was, on the

other hand, no secret that his resignation had

taken place at the request of the Emperor.

He was succeeded, as Minister of Foreign Af

fairs for the whole monarchy, by Count An

drassy, the President of the Hungarian min

istry, whose programme"was so much like the

policy which had been steadily pursued by

Count Beust, as to leave no doubt that the

motives for the resignation of the Chancellor

were of a personal character, and not to be

found in any disapproval of his policy on the

part of the Emperor. Herr von Kellersperg

soon abandoned the task of forming a new

cabinet, because he could not fully agree with

Count Andrassy. They chiefly differed as to

the attitude which ought to bo observed tow

ard the Poles. Andrassy wished to comply

with most of the demands of the Poles, while

Kellersperg demanded the suppression of the

office of a particular minister for Galicia,

which had been created under the ministry of

Hohonwart. The task of reconstructing the

cis-Leithan ministry was then transferred to

Prince Adolf Auersperg. On November 24th,

the formation of the new cabinet was com

pleted, and on November 25th the new min

isters took the oath of office. It was com

posed as follows : Prince Adolf Auersperg,

President ; Lasser, Minister of the Interior ;

Glaser, Minister of Justice ; Stremayr, Minis

ter of Public Instruction ; Banhans, Minister

of Commerce; Clumetzki, Minister of Agri

culture ; Unger, Minister without portfolio.

A few days later, Dr. Brestel was appointed

Minister of Finance. The Diets of Moravia,

Carinthia, Upper Austria, Bukowina, and

Voralberg, in all of which the opponents of

the new ministry had a majority, were dissolved,

and new elections ordered. The disappointed

Czechs held a Federalist Congress in Prague,

which consisted of 36 members who fully ap

proved the conduct of the Czechic majority of

the Bohemian Diet, but at the same time re

vealed great and irreconcilable differences

among the Slavi themselves.

The now session of the Reichsrath was

opened on December 27th. On December

28th the Emperor Francis Joseph delivered

the speech from the throne. After the cus

tomary formal congratulations, the speech

proceeds to deal with home questions. The

Emperor expressed regret that his readiness

to make radical concessions had not brought

internal harmony to the state. The crown,

while it contemplates the existence of separate

kingdoms with satisfaction, claims that its acts

are in the interest of the whole empire, as

well as of individual states. Great stress is

laid on the enforcement of and obedience to

the laws. The Government will accede to the

wishes of Galicia, in so far as they are compati

ble with the interests of the empire. Measures

are promised which will render the Reichsrath

a completely representative body. Bills to re
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form election abuses, to develop the landwehr

system, and to improve the pecuniary condi

tion of Government officials and the poorer

clergy, will be submitted. The prompt settle

ment of the educational questions is recom

mended. Regret is expressed at the fact that

a portion of the empire remains unrepresented

in the Reiohsrath, wh'ere alone the attainment

of an understanding is possible. The deputies

are exhorted to supply the spiritual and mate

rial wants of the country. The Emperor closes

by declaring that Austria, weary of internal

conflicts, desires peace and order ; the times

were never more prosperous; the aspect of

Europe and the foreign relations of the empire

are favorable for the maintenance of peace and

the unification of Austria. The Lower House

of the Reichsrath elected Herr Hopfen Presi

dent, and Herren Vidulich and Gross Vice-

Presidents.

The following table shows the circulation

of newspapers, in every province of Austria,

in the years 1860 and 1870 :

PROVINCES. Number In 1860. Number In 1S50.

80,851,240
633,177
65,457

2,156,391
2,000
91,500

1,293,571
876,000

54,189,084
1,486,340
118,441

4,464,985
109,264

Tyrol and Yorarlberg. . .

427,880
V61,0T4
1,791,284

8.916.324
1,110,098

94,057
1,082,181

3,539

149,600
12,119,585
2,431,223

Bmkunviua

165,407
2,569,790

Total 42,075,485 1 81,383,957

Count Karl August Hohenwart, who, on

February 7, 1871, was appointed Prime Minis

ter of cis-Leithan Austria, was born at Vienna

in 1824 ; studied law at the Theresian Ritter-

akademie in Vienna ; entered the servioe of

the state in 1845; became in 1867 Stadtholder

of Oarinthia, and in 1868 Stadtholder of Upper

Anstria. The chief feature of the polioy pur

sued by Count Hohenwart as prime minister

was the attempt to satisfy the national de

mands of the Czechs of Bohemia and the Poles

of Galicia. In order to carry out this policy,

he sought to enlist in his support all the non-

German nationalities of cis-Leithnn Austria, as

well as the Catholic party and the chief aris

tocracy. He resigned in November, when the

Emperor of Austria declined to fulfil the large

promises which had been made to the Czechic

majority of the Bohemian Diet.

Prince Adolf Auersperg, who, in November,

1871, succeeded Count Hohenwart as Prime

Minister of cis-Leithan Austria, was born on

July 21, 1821. He entered the army at an

early age, and became a major. His political

career began in February, 1867, when he was

efected by the class of large land proprietors

member of the Bohemian Diet. A few months

later he was appointed Chief Land Marshal of

Bohemia, and as such presided for about three

years over the Diet, and the Provincial Com

mittee at Prague. On March 15, 1870, he was

appointed President of the Province of Salz

burg, which office he held until he was ap

pointed prime minister. He was one of the

few chiefs of provinces who, during the admin

istration of Count Hohenwart, remained in full

sympathy with the German Liberal party which

opposed the change of the Constitution. In

opening the provincial Diet of Salzburg in Sep

tember, 1871, he eulogized the people of Salz

burg for their characteristic fidelity to the em

pire and tho Constitution. The Catholic Fed

eralists party demand his removal from office

on account of this address. He was married

to Countess Johanna Festetics, born on June

15, 1830, by whom he has five children (two

sons and three daughters). Most of the mem

bers of the new cabinet, of which Prince Auers-

perg is the chief, have served in previous min

istries.

Dr. Rudolf Breetel, who has the courage to

undertake tho most difficult post among all the

ministries of Anstria—that of finance—was

born at Vienna, in 1816. His chief studies in

youth were philosophy and mathematics.

From 1844 to 1848 he filled the office of Assist

ant Professor of Elementary Mathematics at

the Vienna University, and became a member

of the Austrian Reichsrath in 1848. He en

tered subsequently the profession of journal

ism. He has held the post, of secretary at tho

Credit Institution for Trade and Commerce

since 1856. In 1861 he was elected to tho

Lower Austrian Diet, and thence passed into

the Reichsrath. He is known as a ready

speaker, and a firm adherent of the " Consti

tutional " Austrian party.

Baron von Lamer, the Minister of the In

terior, was previously a member of the Cabi

net Schmerling.

Dr. Olaser, the Minister of Justioe, is pro

fessor at the University, and deputy to the

Reichsrath from the city of Vienna. When

Hassner was prime minister, he was chief of

a section in the ministry of Public Instruction.

Dr. von Stremayr, the Minister of. Public

Instruction and Worship, was a minister under

Potocki, and is deputy of Styria to the Reichs

rath.

Dr. Banhans was a minister under Hassner,

and is deputy for Bohemia.

(For Count Beust, who resigned the office of

Chancellor of the Empire and Minister of For

eign Affairs in November, 1871, »ee Beust.)

Prince Carlos Wilhelm Philipp Auertperg,

who, in November, 1871, was appointed Presi

dent of the Herrenhaus of cis-Leithan Aus

tria, is the elder brother of Prince Adolf, and

was born on May 1, 1814, at Prague. He is the

chief of the younger line of the princely house

of Auersperg, and, as such, an hereditary mem

ber of the Austrian Reichsrath. He has pre

viously been President of the Austrian Herren-

hhUs from 1 868 to 1 865. On December 30th he

was appointed President of the cis-Leithan
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ministry, which office he resigned in 1868.

Like his brother, he is a firm adherent of the

principles of the German Liberal party, and

may be regarded as the leader of this party

among the high aristocracy. He was married

on August 18, 1851, to the Countess Ernestine

' Festetics, the sister of the wife of his brother

Adolf.

Count Julius Andrassy, who, in November,

1871, was called by the Emperor of Austria to

the portfolio of the ministry of Foreign Af

fairs for the whole monarchy as successor of

Count von Beust (without, however, receiving

the title Chancellor of the Empire), was born

on May 28, 1823. The count entered public

life at an early age. He figured prominently

in 1848, when he was a member of Kossuth's

ministry. After the collapse of the Hungarian

rebellion, he fled to foreign countries. He re

turned after an absence of several years' du

ration, in consequence of the imperial Austrian

amnesty for political offences, issued in 1855.

When Hungary regained her ancient Constitu

tion, Andrassy, who belonged to the party of

Deak, was elected a member of the Diet, and

subsequently (February 24, 186V) appointed

President of the Hungarian ministry. Two

brothers of the minister, Mano and Aladar,

took important parts in the military and civil

events which transpired in the year 1848 in

favor of a revolution within the Austrian Em

pire.

BABBAGE, Charles, LL. D., F. B. 8., an

English mathematician and philosophical

mechanist, the inventor of the calculating-ma

chine, born December 26, 1792; died in Lon

don, October 20, 1871. He was educated at

Trinity College, Cambridge, where he early de

veloped that fondness for mathematical studies

which characterized him throughout his long

life. In the prosecution of these studies he

found that the logarithmic tables in use were

extremely faulty and inaccurate, although they

had been prepared at very heavy expense.

This inaccuracy was partially due to the errors

in the observations of the astronomers who

furnished the data by which they were calcu

lated, and partly probably to what is called

the "the personal equation" of each astron

omer, which induced variations slight in them

selves but momentous in their results. Mr.

Babbage hereupon set himself to consider

whethor it was not possible to substitute, for

these perturbable processes of the intellect, the

unerring movements of mechanism, in the

preparation of logarithmic tables. For this

purpose he visited the best machine and engine

shops both in England and on the Continent,

inspected their mechanism of wheels, levers,

valves, indicators, etc., and studied their vari

ous functions and capacities, and, on his return

to England in 1821, undertook to direct the

construction of a "difference-engine" for the

Government. Another result of his Conti

nental tour was the preparation of his admi

rable treatise on " The Economy of Manufac

tures," which was translated into French and

German, and led the way to many other works

on the subject. By 1833 a portion of the

machine was put together, and it was found to

perform its work with all the precision that

had been predicted of it. Mr. Babbage im

mediately prepared his " Tables of Logarithms

of the Natural Numbers," from 1 to 108,000,

a work which was well received in all parts

of Europe, into most of the languages of

which it was speedily translated. In 1828

Mr. Babbage was elected to fill the chair of

the mathematical professorship at Cambridge,

once occupied by Sir Isaac Newton, and he

continued to discharge the duties of that office

for eleven years. During this period he de

voted all his leisure to the perfection of his

machine, although he received no remunera

tion whatever for his services. In 1 833, for

some reason at present unexplained, the con

struction of the calculating-machine was sus

pended, and was not subsequently resumed.

Mr. Babbage was a member of the chief learned

societies of London and Edinburgh, and has

contributed largely to their Transactions, jvas

the author of " Translation of the Differen

tial and Integral Calculus of La Croix," and

"The Laws of Mechanical Notation" (privately

printed). Ho also published, in 1837, "The

Ninth Bridgewater Treatise ; " a fragment de

signed at once to refute an opinion supposed

to be implied in the first volume of that series,

that ardent devotion to mathematical studies

is unfavorable to faith, and also to give speci

mens of the defensive aid which the evidences

of Christianity may receive from the science

of numbers. In consequence, perhaps, in part,

of the obstacles which beset his life- work,

Prof. Babbage was inclined to take a de

sponding view of the state of science in Eng

land. This, first expressed in his work on

the " Decline of Science," published in 1829,

was still more fully declared in " The Great

Exhibition," published in 1851. In Novem

ber, 1832, he contested, though unsuccessfully,

the representation of Finsbury in Parliament

in the advanced Liberal interest. ' He made

no subsequent attempt to enter political life.

Prof. Babbage was a very voluminous writer,

on scientific subjects, .mostly. In 1861 he

published a list of more than eighty scien

tific treatises, essays, and papers, published up

to that time. The greater part of these we»©

on mathematical topics ; many of them on the

relations of mathematics to practical life, as in

logarithms, mechanics, electricity, and mag
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netism, life assurance, registration statistics,

etc. ; others oa topics of pure mathematics,

such as prisms, differential and integral cal

culus; the advantage of a collection of con

stants in nature and art, etc., etc. ; a few were

on scientific topics, only indirectly or not at all

connected with mathematics. In 1864 he pub

lished " Passages from the Life of a Philoso

pher."

BADEN, a grand-duchy in South Germany.

Grand-duke, Friedrich, born September 9,

1826 ; succeeded his father Leopold, as regent,

April 24, 1852 ; assumed the title of Grand-

duke September 5, 1856 ; heir-apparent, his

son, Friedrich Wilhelm, born July 9, 1857.

Area, 5,912 square miles; population, accord

ing to the census of 1867, 1,434,970. The

public debt on January 1, 1871, amounted to

37,644,083 florins, exclusive of a railroad debt

of 118,015,028 florins. The receipts for the

year 1871 were estimated at 19,217,769 florins,

and the expenses at 19,036,953 florins. In

consequence of a military convention with'

Prussia, which went into operation on July 1,

1871, the troops of Baden constitute hence

forth a portion of the Fourteenth German

Army Corps. The President of the ministry

is Dr. J. Jolly, appointed February 12, 1868.

In the beginning of July, the ministry of the

' grand-ducal house and of Foreign Affairs was

abolished, and the affairs relating to the Ger

man Empire will henceforth be directly attend

ed to by the state ministry.

At the new election of the members of the

Diet^ which was held in October, the National

Liberal party obtained a complete triumph.

They number in the new Second Chamber 50

votes, while the Catholio garty has 10, and

the Democratic only three. The First Cham

ber will be somewhat more conservative than

its predecessor.

The opening of the Diet took place on No

vember 21st. In a speech from the throne, the

Grand-duke referred to the part which Baden

had taken in the reconstruction of the Ger

man Empire. He announced several bills con

cerning the introduction of the German crimi

nal laws, the settlement of the expenses of the

war and the war indemnity, and the raising

of the salaries of the state officers. He de

clared that the public exchequer was in good

order, and that, notwithstanding the increase

of the public expenditures, no new demands

upon the tax-payers had become necessary.

BAKER, Right Rev. Osmon Olkandkk, D.D.,

bishop of the Methodist Episcopal Church,

born in Marlow, N. H., July 80, 1812 ; died

in Concord, N. H., December 20, 1871. His

early advantages of education were good, and

he entered the Wilb^ham Academy, Mass.,

then under the charge of Rev. Wilbur FWk,

and in 1831 followed his instructor to Middle-

town, Conn., where he became a member of

the first class in Wesleyan University. Three

years later he left the university, without

taking a degree, in consequence of failing

health. He Boon after became a teacher in

Newbury Seminary, Vermont, and at the end

of five years the principal, having during that

time become first a local and in 1838 a circuit

Ereacher in the Methodist Church. In 1844

e resigned his connection with the seminary,

and for the next three years was engaged in

the itinerant work at Rochester and Manches

ter, N. H, being appointed presiding elder in

1847, and the same year chosen a professor

in the General Biblical Institute at Concord,

N. H. He accepted the latter position with

great reluctance, but filled it with signal ability

till 1852, when he was elected by the Quad

rennial General Conference a bishop. Though

a quiet, unassuming, scholarly man, Bishop

Baker filled the episcopal office with great

acceptance, proving an excellent presiding

officer, and managing the conferential and

other trusts confided to his care most satisfac

torily. He was an able, though not an im

passioned preacher, an earnest advocate of

theological education, and an admirable busi

ness manager in the affairs of the Church.

BAPTISTS. I. Regular Baptists. — The

American Baptist Year-Book for 1871 gives

the following statistics of tho Regular Baptists

in the United States:

i i 1 i i

STATES.
1 1

||
11

1
S 33

Hl

42 1,054 519 69.109
27 539 2S4 80,009
5 78 48 3,625
1 7 4 144
7 112 117 18,881

7 5 782
District of Columbia.. 16 2S 7,194

154 75 11,611
87 1,856 1,009 134,837

. 1 20
40 S80 585 61,168
29 506 833 • 85,061

25 750
18 341 229 19.585
11 104 54 3.883
46 982 673 89,507
IS 374 227 30,765
13 260 167 18,910
1 88 28 5,554
14 268 211 40.547
15 279 233 20,040

7 152 96 4,698
83 895 448 62,431
64 1,184 704 69,904
2 29 25 1,000
7 86 85 8,126
5 148 186 24,508

48 839 728 100,616

49 1,235 683 69,240
82 5.'H 305 39.729
4 47 29 1,723

IS) 493 336 57.H02
8 58 78 9.483

South Carolina 25 681 391 72.258
84 837 642 77.389
34 712 377 83.095
7 112 86 s.rw

Virginia 33 948 591 192.120
11 300 155 19,275
18 148 115 10.219

2 1 50

Montana "i
1
1

5 4
Wyoming 1 1 ....

799 17,745 10.813 1.410,493
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The number of Sunday-school9 is 5,251 ; of

officers and teaohers, '56,515 ; of scholars,

473,664; amount of benevolent contributions

by Sunday-schools, $122,143.10.

The following table gives the number of

Baptists in other parts of North America :

j
i

It i
COUNTRIES.

J

I i-a e

i s II
<

°i
7 l 120

13* 68 9.033
8 167 88 17.261

Ontario aud Quebec...
Prince Edward's Isla'd

249 17.042
14 6 729

Total 5 633 412 45.145

Great Britain and Ireland.—The Baptist

Hand-booh, of London, for 1871, gives the fol

lowing statistics for the United Kingdom:

England, associations, 80; churches, 1,910;

chapels, 2,397; members, 170,380; Sunday-

school scholars, 251,085.— Walet, associations,

9; churches, 611 ; chapels, 550; members,

54,853 ; Sunday-school scholars, 50,626.—Scot

land, associations, 1; churches, 110; chapels,

109; members, 7,053; Sunday-school scholars,

4,396.—Ireland, associations, 1 ; churches, 37;

chapels, 37; members, 1,389; Sunday-school

scholars, 1,052. Total, associations, 41 ; church

es, 2,568; chapels, 3,093; members, 233,675;

Sunday-school scholars, 807,159. The number

of ministers is : In England and Wales, 1,922 ;

in Scotland, 55 ; in Ireland, 25 ; total, 1,990,

of whom 436 are without a charge.

The statistics of other countries in Europo

are, according to the American Baptist Tear-

Booh, as follows :

Denmark.
France
Germany. .

Spain
Sweden, 10 Associations.
Switzerland
Turkey

Church**. Member*.

18 1,866
9 496

71 18,468

1 95

1 14

1 138

1 764

4 1,368

2 100
203 8.148

8 299
1 120

The latest report from the Swedish churches

gives for Norway, 262 members ; in Sweden

and Norway, 216 churches, 8,686 members.

The following table gives the summary for

the world, for 1870 and 1871 .

i 1 i _ i

COUNTRIES. 1 "5 .5
11

1
<

C u
f 1
a

British America and
799 17,445 10,818 1,419,493

5 632 412 46,145
61 2,883 2,109 260,641

80 28 2,101
Asia 434 167 21.064

133 90 4.321
West Indies •• 95 86 22,749

Total 865 21.653 13,665 1.746.415

The Northern Baptist anniversaries for 1871

were held in Chicago, 111., in the third week

in May. The American Baptist Bible and

Publication Society was formed by a consoli

dation of the American Baptist Publication

Society and the American and Foreign Bible

Society, which was agreed upon in 1870. The

societies had acted during the year as one;

but, at the annual meeting, a communication

was read on behalfof the Board of the Ameri

can and Foreign Bible Society, setting forth

that legal difficulties had interposed to pre

vent the full transfer of its effects to the con

solidated society ; that a bill to remove them

had been passed by the New York Legislature,

but was returned by the Governor without his

signature ; and that a bill prepared by mem

bers of the Bible Society opposed to the union

had been passed, repealing the act under

which the measures to form a union had been

taken, thus leaving matters as they were be

fore the effort at union was made. The board

•felt that they had used all the legal means in

their power to consummate the union.

The consolidated society is the Bible Pub

lication, Sunday-school, and Colporteur So

ciety of the Baptists. Its business and be

nevolent departments are kept entirely dis

tinct. The former department is self-supporting.

The society has stereotyped about eleven hun- .

dred publications. The receipts for the year

previous to making the last report were, in

the business department, $274,439. 99, and in

the missionary department, $57,709.60, the

sum ($332,149.69) showing an increase of $10,-

850.50 over the receipts of the previous year.

Nineteen new publications were issued. Sev

eral hundred thousand copies of periodicals

were circulated regularly, ami 123,000 copies

of the Bible lessons for Sunday-schools. Tho

new Sunday-school books were thought to be

of an improved character. A new hymn-book

was published just before the close of the fiscal

year, after four years of careful preparation.

Besides the Sunday-schools which were aided

and visited by agents of the society, 308 new

ones were organized, with 11,000 scholars.

The progress of the work among the freedmcn

was reported favorable, and the fact that tho

Christians of the South are earnestly enlist

ing in it was recognized with pleasure. A

work is also carried on prosperously among

the Germans, in America. A German pastor,

of Buffalo, New York, stated that " tho Ger

man Baptists are themselves doing something

in this direction. They have a weekly paper

with a circulation of 3,500, and a Sunday-

school paper with a monthlv circulation of

8,000. They also publish tracts."„

The attention of tha society was called to

the propriety of publishing tracts in Spanish.

Resolutions were passed, advising the publi

cation of a work in tract form, " to refute the

errors of Canipbellism," and, of a series of tracts

to present, in a condensed form, ' the most im

portant facts and events of Baptist history."
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The work of the American Baptist Borne

Mission. Society is now divided into three de

partments : the Northern, the Southern, and

the Church Edifice. The Northern Depart

ment embraces all north of Virginia, Kentucky,

and Arkansas, including the Indian Territory,

and the Pacific coast The Southern Depart

ment embraces the States and Territories south

of Pennsylvania, Ohio, Missouri, and the Indian

Territory, including the Republic of Mexico.

The Church Edition Department is distinct

from each of the others, and includes the cor

respondence and labor of obtaining and of

appropriating all ohuroh-edifioe funds. Each

department has its secretary. More than three

hundred and sixty missionaries were employed

during the year 1870-'71, of whom one hundred

were in the South. The missionaries preach

to people of more than eleven nationalities, in

eleven different languages. The receipts of

the freedman's fund were upward of $55,000.

The week-day schools and classes were at

tended by 2,768 persons. A special interest

has been awnkened in behalf of the work

among the Chinese. In the Church-Edifice

Department more than sixty houses of wor

ship were erected. A sharp discussion took

place during the annual meeting, between

Northern and Southern delegates, in refer

ence to the character of the work among

the freedmen. A resolution was passed de

claring that " the Baptists of Amerioa must

now, as never before, bare their shoulders to

the burdens of educating and Christianizing

the freedmen of the South." Resolutions were

subsequently passed deprecating the agitation,

at religious anniversaries, North or South, of

questions which have formerly divided senti

ment, " while the great cause of division has

ceased to exist."

The receipts of the American Baptist Mis

sionary Union for the year were $217,510.56.

The total receipts during the twenty-five years

from 1846 to 1871 were $3,439,830.20. Dur

ing this period, the fiscal year was closed with

a credit balanoe five times, and with a debit

balance twenty times. The largest gross in

come was for the last year. The missions of

this society in Burmah are among the most

important and most successful in the whole

list of Protestant missionary enterprises. In

the fall of 1870 the Earen missionaries, in

Burmah, made an appeal to the Executive

Committee to furnish the Karen young men

with the means of obtaining a higher educa

tion. Accordingly, it has been determined to

establish a college at Rangoon. Six pupils

were graduated by the theological seminary at

Rangoon. Besides that in Burmah, this society

sustains missions in Southern India ; at Bang

kok, in Siam ; in the south and east of China ;

in France, Germany, Sweden, Spain, Greece,

and Africa. The following general summary

of the missions is given in the last annual

report (May, 1871) :

The missions of the Union are 14—in Asia, 8 ; in

vol. xi.—5 A

Europe, S ; in Africa, 1. In the Asiatic missions

there are 20 stations where American missiona

ries reside, more than 400 out-stations, and 435

churcheB. The number baptized last year is 1,789 ;

the whole number of members in the churches is

21,763. If we add to these the members of churches

in Burmah not under the immediate supervision of

the Union, the number reaches not less than 24,000.

Number of American laborers connected with the

missions in Asia, 94; of whom 43 are males and

61 are females. There are nearly 500 native assist

ants, of whom about 80 are ordained ministers. The

statistics of the German mission have not yet reached

this country, and those of tho French mission are

imperfect. Using the statistics of tho preceding

year, so far as is needful, we number live missions

m Europe, and one in Africa, with a total of 1,244

stations and out-stations, 831 churches, 894 preachers

and colporteurs, 2,723 baptisms, and not less than

27;0O0 members. Combining the statistics of the

missions in Asia, Europe, and Africa, we have an

aggregate of 1,664 stations and out-stations, 766

churches, 988 laborers of all classes, 4,452 baptisms,

and 48,763 members.

Two "Women's Missionary Societies—one in

the East, and one in the West—have been or

ganized to operate conjointly in aid of the

Missionary Union. They contemplate espe

cially the enlargement of the operations of

the missions, and the promotion of their greater

success among the women of the Eastern coun

tries in which the custom of seclusion is ob

served.

The Baptist Historical Society, which was

organized within the last five years, has ac

cumulated a library of more than 5,000 vol

umes, 15,000 pamphlets, several hundred por

traits, autographs, manuscripts, and a large

quantity of minutes of associations. Its object

is to gather up and preserve all matters in

relation to Baptist history, ancient and con

temporary.

Several general educational conventions

were held by the Baptists during the year.

The Southern Baptist Educational Convention

was held at Marion, Alabama, April 12th.

An educational convention from the New

England States was held at "Worcester, Massa

chusetts, April 26th and 27th. One for the

Western States was held in Chicago, May 24th

and 25th. One for the Southern States was

held in Richmond, Virginia, July 4th and 5th.

All of these, except the first, were held under

the auspices of the Baptist Educational Com

mission, which was formed at the New York

State Convention of 1867. They were attend

ed by the boards and faculties, and friends of

the Baptist colleges and theological semina

ries, with the object of setting forward the

movement in behalf of a higher education.

The discussions, and the papers read, related

to a large scope of topics in harmony with

this object. No specific, practical object was

sought or reached in any of them ; bat good

effects were looked for in awakening a more

general interest, and securing a more intelli

gent and effective degree of cooperation and

harmony. The Northwestern Baptist Edu

cation Society was organized in Chicago in

September by delegations representing ten
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churches of that city. The design is to have

this embrace all local organizations in aid of

ministerial students, and thus secure concert

of action.

According to tables of statistics published in

the National Baptist, the Baptist* have 27 col

leges, universities, and theological seminaries,

with 141 instructors, 1,406 students, and 124, 666

volumes in their libraries. The value of the

property of these institutions is $2,583,000, and

of their endowments $2,213,483. The Bap

tists have seven schools for freedmen in the

South, as follows : the Wayland Seminary, at

Washington; Colver Institute, Richmond,

Virginia ; Shaw Collogiate Institute, Raleigh,

North Carolina; Benedict Institute, Colum

bia, South Carolina; Augusta Institute, Au

gusta, Georgia; Leland University, New Or

leans, Louisiana; Nashville Institute, Nash

ville, Tennessee. The property ofthese schools

is valued at more than $100,000, and is all clear

of debt.

The American Baptist Free Missionary So

ciety held its twenty-eighth annual meeting at

Sampton, Now Jersey, October 11th. The

condition of the missions had undergone but

little change since »tho last meeting. The

financial condition of tho society had im

proved. The Kentucky schools were discon

tinued on the withdrawal of Government aid

and the closing of the Freedmen's Bureau.

The Burman mission was reported self-sus

taining; the Bassein mission had been trans

ferred to the American Baptist Missionary

Union. The mission to Japan is continued,

and promises well. A plan for union with

the consolidated convention (colored) has

been under consideration for some time. At

the present meeting of the society, the ques

tion of forming the union or of continuing the

sooiety was referred to the board, with power

to perfect such arrangements for the future,

not inconsistent with the principles of the

society, as they might deem expedient.

The Southern Baptist Convention met at St.

Louis, Missouri, May 4th. Delegates attend

ed from Virginia, North Carolina, Georgia,

Alabama, Mississippi, Texas, Tennessee, Mis

souri, Florida, Maryland, South Carolina, Lou

isiana, Arkansas, Kentucky, West Virginia,

and China. There were also a large number

of visiting delegates from several of the North

ern States. The report of the Board of For

eign Missions indicated a more increased inter

est and progress in the work than had been

expected, in consideration of the still compara

tively unsettled condition of business and in

dustry. Several new missionaries had been

sent out during the year, and the working

force in the mission-fields had been strength

ened by the ordination of native ministers.

Altogether, the working-force in the foreign

field was more than doubled during the year.

The missions especially named as having ad

vanced were those at Shantung, Shanghai, and

Canton, China; the African mission, and that

of Rome, where the Rev. Dr. Cote was sta

tioned early after the occupation of the city

by the Italian Government. Dr. Cote has

planned an extensive work with evangelists

and colporteurs through the entire length of

the Italian peninsula. A mission is conduct

ed in France under the direction of this board.

The receipts for the fiscal year were $27,254.51 ;

the expenditures were $24,295.84. The Board

of Home and Domestio Missions reported op

erations among the Indians, the German and

Chinese population employed on the railroads,

among the colored people, and with the white

population. One hundred and thirty-four mis

sionaries are employed by the hoard ; one hun

dred and fifty are employed by the boards of

the State conventions ; and seventeen are sup

ported by district associations. The expendi

tures of the General Board in this work were

$27,000 ; of the State conventions, $41,744.35 ;

of the district associations, $5,000. The Sun

day-school Board publish a monthly and a

semi-monthly paper. Their receipts were

$19,186.98. The office of the Board of For

eign Missions is in Richmond, Virginia; that

of the Board of Domestic Missions is at Ma

rion, Alabama; and that of the Sunday-school

Board is at Memphis, Tennessee. Much atten

tion was given in the discussions of the con

vention to the subjects of the education of the

freedmen and of the Chinese laborers. The

following is an exhibit of the receipts of the

three boards for the year ending in 1871, as

compared with those of the previous year:

BOARDS. R«*lpU. Inenwe.

Foreign Mieplon
$31,223 17
25.749 30
19,196 71

$9,673 44
3,811 27
11,372 63Sunday-school ,

Total *T(!.1T1 IS $24,857 24

The following is a tabular statement of the

contributions from each State to the three

boards, with the increase, or decrease, as

compared with the sums reported at the ses

sion of the convention in 1870 :

Georgia
Kentucky
Alabama
Tennessee
Mississippi
Missouri
Virginia
Maryland
Sonth Carolina....
North Carolina
Texas
Louisiana
West Virginia
Arkansas
Florida

Contribution!.

$12,841 SO
9.365 02
7,896 54
6.815 87
4.527 05
4,323 96
4,188 44
4.154 27
8,675 16
2,179 62
1,319 82
1,141 35
614 52
452 71
122 86

Incrc&se.

$1,553 85
2,170 80
1,727 02
8.124 42
1.465 48
2,980 19
1,033 30

l. :,•>'.! os

804 20
167 87
409 48
138 23
417 31

$1,611 07

12 50

The third General Conference of the Ger

man Baptists (regular), in the United States,

was held in New York, commencing October

5th. The business of the body had reference

to the German Baptist Publication Society, the

German branch of the Rochester Theological
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Seminary, the establishment of a Baptist Or

phan Asylum for Germans at Louisville, Ky.,

and of an Old People's Home at Monee, 111.

Four hundred additions by baptism were re

ported. The endowment of the German pro

fessorship in the Rochester Theological Semi

nary is completed. Twenty German students

are reported as attending this institution.

From an account given by the Rev. Thomas

51. Westrup, missionary of the American Bap

tist Home Missionary Society for Mexico, it

appears that the first Baptist Church in that

republic was organized by him at Monterey,

New Leon, on the 4th of July, 1870. There

were, on the 1st of June, 1871, five Baptist

churches in the oountry; that at Monterey,

with 19 members; at Oadereita Jimenez, 82

members ; at Santa Rosa, 26 members; at Los

Ebanos, 18 members; and at Montemorelos,

15 members. Total number of members, 110.

Besides Mr. Westrup there were three ministers,

the Rev. Santiago Diaz, the Rev. JosS M. Uran-

gn, and the Rev. Francisco Trevino, all native

Mexicans. No associations had been formed.

The receipts of the Canadian Baptist Foreign

Missionary Society for 1871 were $4,688.70, be

ing larger than those for any previous year.

The society employs two missionaries among

the Teloogoos in India, whose labors have been

attended with considerable success. The Home

Mission Board employs 46 missionaries, sup

plying 122 stations. The Church-Edifice So

ciety reports a year's income of $1,600 and

$3,500 of assets. *

The twenty-sixth annual session of the Baptist

Convention of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia,

and Prince Edward's Island, was held in Yar

mouth, N. 8., August 19th. A report was made,

favoring an effort to raise an endowment fund of

$50,000 for Acadia College. A committee, to

whom the subject was referred, approved the

establishment of an independent foreign mis

sion. The Board of Missions was established

»t St. Johns, N. B. At a meeting, held on the

20th of September, this board resolved that a

union of the energies of the Baptists of the

Dominion in the establishment of a Canada

Baptist Foreign Missionary Society was desira

ble, and directed that a correspondence on that

subject be opened with the brethren in On

tario.

The antnmnal meetings of the Baptist Union

of England were held at Northampton, Sep

tember 25th to 28th. The sessions were de

voted to discussions. The body took signifi

cant action in condemnation of the proposition

to pay to ex-Governor Eyre, of Jamaioa, money

to cover his legal expenses incurred in defend

ing himself against the charges whioh arose

out of the insurrection of 1865. Strong reso

lutions were also passed against the clauses of

the Elementary Education Act, which em

power school boards to give religious instruc

tion in rate-supported schools, and particularly

against the twenty-fifth clause, by which rates,

levied on the whole community, are applied to

pay the fees of children attending sectarian

schools. The withdrawal of the grants from

sectarian schools was called for. Resolutions

were passed in favor of legislation for the

closing of the public-houses on Sundays, and

reoommending the principle of permitting rate

payers, by vote, to prohibit the sale of intox

icating liquors in their respective districts.

The Baptist Missionary Society reports an in

come of £89,339 8s. 6d. Missions: India—

missionaries, 88 ; native assistants, 155 ; mem

bers, 2,500. China—missionaries, 2 ; native

assistants, 4; churches, 3 ; members, 85. Cey

lon—missionaries, 3 ; churches, 15. Brittany

—missionaries, 2 ; members, 46. Trinidad—

missionary, 1 ; churches, 7 ; members, 871.

Bahamas—missionaries, 8 ; members, 8,000.

JIayti, missionaries, 2. Africa, missionaries,

5 ; members, 120. Norway, missionaries, 4.

The Calabar institution in Jamaica prepares

students for the ministry, and school-masters.

Conference of Continental Baptists.—The

eighth triennial conference of baptized Chris

tians in Germany, Denmark, Holland, Poland,

Switzerland, France, Russia, Turkey, and

Africa, was held in Hamburg, July 6th to

14th, 1870. One hundred and twenty delegates

and strangers were present, including visitors

from England, Scotland, Wales, Sweden, and •

North America. Fourteen new churches ap

plied to be received into the Conference. Calls

for aid were received from Austria, the Danu-

binn principalities, Russia, Africa, and Aus

tralia. The report was made that the " Ger

man Baptists "—a missionary having been sta

tioned in China—have entered all quarters of

the globe. An animated discussion was held,

and carefully-prepared resolutions were passed,

on the duty of systematic giving. The begin

ning was made for the accumulation ofa church-

building fund. More than $1,000 were sub

scribed toward paying the debt on the Ham

burg chapel. The statistical reports for the

three years, 1867-'69 inclusive, showed 5,846

baptisms, and a total of members of 18,218,

giving a net increase of 2,704.

II. Free-will Baptists.—The Free-will

Baptist Register gives the following list of

associations of Free Christian Baptists of

America, whioh, in doctrine and polity, are

in almost exact agreement with the Free

will Baptists : New Brunswick Conference ;

members, 6,000.—Nova Scotia Conference:

churches, 29; members, 2,940. —Chattahoo

chee United Baptist Association, Georgia:

churches, 18; members, 534.—American Free

will Baptist Association ; churches, 19; mem

bers, 849.—Tow River Association : churches,

17; members, 731.—United Association, In

diana: churches, 25; members, 1,480.—Cen

tral Illinois Association: churches, 7; mem

bers, 319. — Southern Illinois Association:

churches, 14; members, 676.---Union Associ-

tion, Kentucky: churches, 14;. members, 612.

Union Grove Association, statistics not known.

—Cumberland Association, Kentucky: church
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es, 18; members, 400.—North Carolina Con

ference : churches, 58 ; members, 3,898.—

Alabama Association: churches, 7; members,

244.—Western Virginia Free Salvation Bap

tist Association : churches, 7 ; members, 852.

—Arkansas Association of Baptists : churches,

7; members, 152.

The following are the statistics for the

United States, as given in the Free-will Bap-

tut Reguter for 1872 :

* *

i

|YEARLY MEETINGS.
s 3 % 11
||a O — B

• I
<j

9 137 9,891
Maine Western 4 66 4,640

Maine Central s 106 6,878

9 131 4,283

( 65 8.116
R. Island and Massachusetts. 3 46 6.307

B 84 8.074
5 38 1,540

Susquehanna 4
4

87
45

1,515
1,169NewYork and Pennsylvania.

2 15 706
Union 8 14 680

5 41 2,0(8
4 11 779
4 87 1.649

3 11 419
Ohio 3 9 819

5 50 8,493
3 11 494
1 6 438
3 8 280
3 SO 565

Michigan 13 108 3,855
St. Joseph's Valley 4 27 953
Illinois 6 86 1,311
Southern Illinois 4 81 1,523

9 74 8.085
3 87 690
8 28 654
4 88 1,436
5 36 1,217
3 11 323

Virginia Froe-will Bap. As'n. 3 10 615
Canada West 3 16 608

Quarterly Meetings not con-
37 1,786

7 as 649
Chnrchea not connected 19 325

Total (85 Yearly Meeting*). 153 1,413 1 69,583

The number of ordained preachers is 1,145 ;

of licensed preachers, 158. An increase is

shown of 27 churches and 2,077 members, and

a decrease of 0 ministers. The total amount

of contributions for foreign missions was

$6j095.60 ; of bequests, for tho same purpose,

$2,942.26. The total receipts of the Home

Mission Society wore $8,243.41.

Tho General Conference of the Free-will

Baptist Churches in the United States was

held at Hillsdale, Michigan, beginning on the

4th of October. Tho new yearly meetings of

Minnesota, Southern Virginia, and Southern

Illinois, were admitted to representation. The

Southern Illinois yearly meeting is composed

principally of colored churches, organized as

' the result of the missionary operations in the

neighborhood of Cairo. A yearly meeting was

reported partially organized in Kansas, and

was represented, but without a vote. The

Association of Separate Baptists of Illinois,

with 15 churches and 600 members, was also

admitted, the churches being accorded the

privilege of retaining their old name. This

association has no denominational literature

or educational institutions, but agrees in doc

trinal views with the Free-Will Baptists. A

corresponding messenger'was present from the

Free Christian Baptists of New Brunswick.

Fraternal feeling has been developed by corre

spondence with the General Baptists of Eng

land. The Sunday-school Union reported as

sets $890.97 ; expenses, $245.94. The Mission

ary Society reported a prosperous work. Its

total receipts were $11,167.86; expenditures,

$12,029.05; the permanent fund is $6,540.02,

of which $5,850 are invested; outstanding

debt, $2,790. During the year $5,000 were

raised in India for mission-work. The Home

Mission Society have organized two yearly

meetings, and assisted 38 churches and 7 quar

terly meetings in 15 different States. Its re

sources for the year were $14,724.48 ; its debt

$6,583.18, of which $5,000 are lent and se

cured by mortgage. Its permanent fund, the in

terest of which only can be used, is $3,265.80.

A proposition to unite the Home and Foreign

Missionary Societies was considered, and was

indefinitely postponed. An effort was decided

npon, to raise 50 cents annually per member

for benevolent purposes, of which 20 cents

should be applied to the cause of foreign mis

sions, 20 cents to home missions, and the re

mainder to education. To the ordinary testi

mony of doctrine the General Conference

added a declaration against Darwinism, and

a congratulation that other churches are verg

ing toward the doctrinal stand-point of the

denomination, by advocating a larger liberty

of thought and investigation, etc. Bates Col

lege, Lewiston, Maine, and Hillsdale College,

Michigan, under the care of this denomination,

are flourishing institutions. The Free Chris

tian Baptists of New Brunswick support the

Rev. J. Phillips as a missionary in India. The

home-mission field is large, and many of the

churches are without pastors, they have 120

churches, and only 83 preachers, with 9 or 10

licentiates. The salaries of the ministers av

erage less than $400. The people are repre

sented as prejudiced against salaried minis

ters. The yearly Conference of Nova Scotia,

embracing all the Free Baptist churches in the

province, reports about 3,000 communicants.

The number of Sunday-school scholars is rep

resented as relatively large. At the meeting

held in Argyle, in September, a solid peck,

by measure, of silver coin, was collected for

foreign missions.

III. Skventh-dat Baptists.—The Seventh-

day Baptists have 75 churches, 82 ministers,

and 7,836 members.

Tho fifty-seventh General Conference of the

Seventh-day Baptists was held at Adams

Centre, Jefferson County, New York, on the

6th of September. Letters were read from

about 60 churches. At a preceding session
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of the conference, a majority report had been

received from a committee appointed to con

sider the subject, in favor of enforcing the rnle

of close communion. At this session, the

minority of the same committee, who had not

been heard before, by permission presented a

report in favor of tolerating open communion.

The communication, and the whole subject of

communion, were then referred to a special

committee, with instructions to consider the

subject, prepare a discussion on both sides, and

publish the same. Arrangements were made

for celebrating the bi-centennial anniversary

of the existence of the denomination in the

United States at the next General Conference,

which is to be held at Southampton, Illinois.

Papers are to be read on the history of the

denomination, its doctrines, its educational

and other interests, and other appropriate sub

jects. A fund is to be raised on the basis of

average contributions of one dollar from each

member. There are several educational insti.

tutions under the care of this denomination.

A small congregation of Seventh-day Baptists

has been built up at Shanghai, China. The

home-mission work is prosecuted in New Jer

sey, "West Virginia, Ohio, Missouri, Minnesota,

Kansas, and Nebraska. The Tract Society is

working with considerable energy in the dis

semination of the Sabbath doctrines, and the

organization of churches. Its agents report

a considerable degree of success, the most

marked instances of which wore exhibited in

Illinois, in the adhesion of eight Baptist minis

ters to the views of this society, and the or

ganization of several churches. The receipts

of this society were $8,487.26. It distributed

during the year 407,000 pages of tracts. It

has recently undertaken the establishment of

a publication-house, having already secured

subscriptions available for this purpose of

$11,000, which it will try to increase to

$15,000. The principal institution under the

care of the Educational Society is Alfred Uni

versity, at Alfred, New York. It has a faculty

of 18 professors and teachers, and reported for

the academic year 1870-71 408 pupils of both

sexes in all the classes, 99 being in the collegi

ate department, and a year's expenditure of

$9,213.47. Milton College, Milton, Wisconsin,

reported 74 students in the collegiate depart

ment, 163 in the preparatory, or academic

classes, and a year's expenditure of $4,613.89.

Albion Academy owns land and buildings

worth $50,000, and reports that the school

has grown beyond the expectations of the

trustees.

At the General Conference of Seventh-day

Baptists, held in September, a representative

of the General Conference of the Seventh-day

Adventists gave an account of the missionary

operations of that denomination, explaining

that their plan of operations is to rely much

upon the membership of the churches to main

tain regular religious services, while the or

dained preachers are engaged mostly in the

promulgation of their peculiar views, by

preaching in tent-meetings and outside of the

denomination proper. He estimated the num

ber of church-members connected with that

people at between four and five thousand, and

thought there were some ten thousand persons

who might probably be described as holding

their views.

IV. Ttokebs.—The National Conference of

the branch of the German Baptists known as

" Tunkers " was held at Millersburg, Pa., on

the 30th of May. The " Tunkers " are under

stood to collect no statistics, regarding them

as vanities. A writer in the Philadelphia

Press, who attended the meeting, ascertained

by inquiry that " the number of churches can

not be much less than 600. There are cer

tainly from 1,500 to 2,000 ministers and elders,

while the membership is about 100,000. There

are churches in nearly or quite all the Western

States—even the newest, Kansas and Nebraska,

having churches—and in some of the former

slave States, especially Tennessee, Missouri,

and North Carolina. West of the Rocky Moun

tains, churches have been formed in California

and Oregon. The denomination is steadily ex

tending itself in the West. Missionaries are

appointed to travel over new sections of the

country, and to organize churches wherever

proper." They publish several periodicals and

a few standard works. They call themselves

"German Baptists," and "Brethren." They

do not use the term " Tunkers " among them

selves, but are said not to particularly object

to it. They keep the seventh day as the sab

bath.

V. Geuebal Baptists (England).—The in

come of the General Baptist Missionary So

ciety is reported £9,126 14«. 9<Z. The society

employs six men as missionaries, seven women,

and sixteen native preachers, in India.

BAVARIA, a kingdom in South Germany.

King, Ludwig II., born August 25, 1845 ; suc

ceeded his father, Maximilian II., on March

10, 1864; heir-apparont, his brother Otto, born

April 27, 1848. Prime-Minister (1871), Count

von Hegnenberg-Dux ; Minister of Finances,

A. von Pfretzschner ; Minister of War, Lieuten-

ant-General S. Baron von Pranckh ; Minister

of Public Worship, J. von Lutz ; Minister of

the Interior and Minister of Justice, Dr. J. H.

Faustle ; Minister of Commerce, State Council

lor von Schubert ; First President of the Cham

ber of the Reichsraethe (First Chamber), Baron

T. Schenk von Staufienberg ; Second President,

Baron von Schrenk; First President of the

Chamber of Deputies, Baron von Ow ; Second *

President, Count von Seinsheim-Grunbach.

The area of Bavaria is 29,292 square miles ;

the population, according to the census of 1867,

was 4,824,421. The population of the largest

cities was as follows: Munich, 170,688: Nu

remberg, 77,895; Augsburg, 50,067; Wurz-

burg, 42,185; Ratisbo*, 30,357; Bamberg,

25,972; Furth, 22,496; Baireuth, 19,464. At

the close of the year 1870, the two Cham-
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bers were engaged in discussing the Federal

treaty, by which the Bavarian Government had

agreed to become a member of the German

Empire. The First Chamber (Chamber of the

Reichsraethe), on December 80th, ratified them

with all votes except three, tho royal princes

as well as the bishops voting in favor of them.

In the Lower Chamber the treaties encoun

tered a more formidable opposition. Dr. J6rg,

one of the loaders of the Patriotio party, moved

that the ratification be refused, and that Bava

ria demand a particular position, which, in

fact, would be equivalent to the establishment

of a confederation within tho German Confed

eration. A large portion of the party refused,

however, to support this motion, and several

of its members even warmly advocated tho

ratification of the treaties, urging either the

great change of opinion among the people or

the express wish of the King, who, in an auto

graph letter, had asked the Archbishop of

Munich to use his great influence in behalf of

the ratification of the treaties and the entrance

of Bavaria into the German Empire. When

the final vote was taken on January 21st, the

ratification was carried by tho necessary two-

thirds majority, 102 voting for and only 48

against it. As the Chambers of the other South

ern States had previously ratified the treaties,

this vote of the Bavarian Second Chamber

•ompleted the political unification of Germany.

After the exchange of the treaties, the official

law paper of Bavaria published a royal decree,

of January 80th, promulgating tho Federal

treaties, and tho electoral law for the German

Empire, and thus making the Constitution of

the German Empire valid for Bavaria.

In August a new ministry was formed, under

the presidency of Count Hegnenberg-Dux. Its

official programme embraced the honest fulfil

ment of all the obligations assumed with regard

to the German Empire, the introduction of ad

ministrative reforms, and a conciliatory policy

in home affairs. The most difficult subject

which engaged the attention of the new min

istry was the Old Catholic movement, which

found its centro in Munich. The Old Catholics

claimed to be recognized by the state as mem

bers of the established Catholio Church, while

their opponents demanded that they he treated

as having seceded, and as being no longer en

titled to any part in the rights and privileges

of the Church. The ministry soon defined its

position. It refused to dismiss tho theological

professors of tho University of Munich who

were at the head of the Old Catholic move

ment; and when the Bavarian bishops de

manded the abolition of tho royal placet,

which, according to the Bavarian Constitution,

must ho given to any ecclesiastical decree be

fore it can be regarded as obligatory for the

inhabitants of Bavaria, they met with an em-

phaticdenial. In the Old Catholic Congress,

held in Munich in September (tee Roman Catho

lic CnuEon), many of the highest officers of the

state took an active part. On the opening of

the Chambers, September 27th, the Patriotic

(Old Catholic) party elected its candidate, Baroii

von Ow, first president of the Second Cham

ber. Tho budget submitted by the Govern

ment showed that the proceeds of the Bavarian

railroads amounted to tho unexpectedly large

sum of 21,000,000 florins ; on tho other hand,

however, it was regretted that the cost' of

management, which in other states varies be

tween 86 and 40 per cent, of the proceeds,

amounts in Bavaria to 60 per cent., leaving to

the state a clear profit of only 9,000,000. In

reply to an inquiry, signed by 47 members of

the Party of Progress, the Minister of Public

"Worship and Instruction, on October 14th, re

plied that "the state had at ail times the

right to make changes in the laws relating to

the Church. The Church having declared a

change of principles, and infallibility being a

doctrine dangerous to the State, the Govern

ment had resolved to protect any and all of its

citizens who could not accept the infallibility

of the Pope as an article of faith. The Gov

ernment would still consider such persons as

Catholics, and it would oppose any encroach

ment by the Church upon the principles of the

civil constitution." The minister also declared

that " the sentiment of the King and the Council

of State favored a separation of religious and

political branches of the Government, and the

complete independence of each."

This declaration of the ministry called forth

a Papal allocution, dated October 27th, which

accused the Bavarian ministers of listening to

malignant insinuations, of protecting the new-

sectarians, of encouraging their rebellion, and

of thus causing a great scandal. The Old

Catholics are designated as sons of perdition,

who wish to call forth a persecution of the

Catholic Church by the secular powers. The

Bavarian ministers, on the other hand, are

praised for their pastoral zeal and admirable

courage.

Count Friedrich Hegneriberg-Dut, the new

Prime-Minister of Bavaria, is the present chief

of a noble family which descends from an

illegitimate son of Duke William IV. of Bavaria,

who died in 1511. He was born in 1810, and

at an early age distinguished himself in the

political arena. He was one of the leaders of

the moderate Liboral party, was in 1849 and

again in 1853 appointed First President of the

Second Chamber , remained in this position,

when, in 1858, the electoral law had been

changed, and became again President in 18G3.

He resigned his position in 1865, and for sev

eral years took no active part in political life,

until in August, 1871, he wa3 called by the

King to form a new ministrv.

BEKKER, Ebnst Immanuel, Ph. D., a Ger

man philologist and professor, born in Berlin

in 1785; died there, June- 7, 1871. He studied

linguistics at Halle, where he was the favorite

pupil of the celebrated Wolf, who declared

hitn tho only man capable of carrying to com

pletion the investigations he had begun. In
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1807 he was appointed Professor of Greek

Literature in the University of Berlin, and

three years later he resigned in order to visit

Paris and devote himself to the examination

of the Greek mannscripts in the Imperial

Library. He returned to Germany in 1812,

and commenced the publication of Aneedota

Oraea, in three volumes, and his magnificent

edition of the writings of Plato, in 10 volumes.

Both works were completed between 1814 and

1831. Meantime he had been elected a mem

ber of tho Academy of Sciences of Berlin, and

had been deputed by it to make a second visit

to Paris to examine the papers of Fourmont,

and to prepare a Corpus Jrucriptionum Qra-

eorum, a work often previously attempted but

never satisfactorily accomplished. After a

thorough exploration of the Parisian libraries

for thia purpose, he and his colleague, Goes-

chen, went to Italy and visited successively

Rome, Florence, Venice, Mont Oassin, Cesina,

Milan, Turin, etc. At Verona they discovered

a palimpsest manuscript containing a complete

copy of the "Institutes of Gaius," which Nie-

buhr had previously unearthed in an imper

fect condition. Goeschen now returned to

Berlin, but Bekker continued his explorations

in England, in Holland, and in North Ger

many. On his return to Berlin, about 1820,

he was immediately called to resume the pro

fessorship he had resigned in 1810. In the

fifty years that followed his works were as

numerous as they were important. He may

be said with truth to have been the last of

that eminent school of philologists to which

Wolf and Heine, Munk and Bopp, and so many

others who have died within the past four or

five years, belongod. He had, in contrast with

the others, devoted himself almost exclusively

to one language (the Greek), and to the dialects

which had sprung from it ; but in his thorough

mastery of every thing belonging to Greek

science, literature, and philology, he had no

peer either in Germany or anywhere else.

Among his works, besides those already men

tioned, were : " The Attic Orator," 5 vols.

(1828), republished at Oxford in 7 vols.;

"Thucydides," 4 vols. (1821-1824); "The

Library of Photius," 2 vols. (1824); "Aris

tophanes," 8 vols. (London, 1825) ; " Scholia

for the niad," 3 vols, (London, 1826-'27);

"Sextus Empiricus," 1 vol (Berlin, 1842);

and critically edited editions of all the Greek

poets. He had also revised carefully the text

of all the principal Greek and Latin historians,

and had made a collection of the works of

most of the Byzantine historians in 24 vols,

nnder the title of Corpus Seriptorum Historim

Byzantines. He had occupied himself of late

years with an investigation of the Provencal

and Venetian philosophies, and had been pub

lishing a aeries of essays on the most remark

able philosophical works of tho writers in these

lansraages in the middle ages.

BELGIUM, a kingdom of Europe. King,

Leopold II., born April 9, 1835 ; succeeded his

father, Leopold I., on December 10, 1865.

Heir-apparent, the brother of the King, Count

Philip of Flanders, born March 24, 1837;

married April 25, 1867, to Princess Maria of

Hohenzollern-Sigmaringen ; has one son, Bald

win Leopold, born June 8, 1869. A new

ministry was appointed on July 1, 1870, as

follows : President, Minister of State and of

Public Works, Count d'Anethan ; Minister of

Justice, Cornesse; Minister of Finances, Ja

cobs ; Minister of War, Guillaume ; Minister

of the Interior, Kervyn de Lettenhove ; Min

ister of Public Works, Wasseige (appointed Sep

tember 12, 1870). Mr. Russell Jones was ac

credited minister resident of the United States,

at Brussels, July 14, 1869, while Belgium is

represented at Washington by its minister resi

dent, Mr. M. Delfosse.

The area of Belgium is 11,373 square miles,

with a population, according to the official

calculation of December 81, 1869, of 5,021,336

inhabitants. Nearly the entire population of

Belgium are Roman Catholics, the Protestants

being estimated by Heuschling, in 1862, at

10,000, and the Jews at 2,000 ; the greater half

of the Protestants and Jews live in the prov

inces of Antwerp and Brabant. According to

the census of 1866, 2,406,491 inhabitants spoke

the Flemish language, and 2,041,784 the

Frenoh; nevertheless, the French language

has thus far been the official. .

The population of the large cities was, on

December 81, 1869, as follows :

Brussels 171,277 Maltnes 86.090
Antwerp 126.6G8 Vervicrs 81,987
Ghent 121,469 Louvaln 83,781
Liege 106,442 Tournay 81,002
Bruges 47,621

The public debt of Belgium, on May 1, 1869,

amounted to 706,446,214 francs. Although

heavy sums have been expended for railroads

and other publio works, the aggregate indebt

edness of the country is steadily diminishing,

as will be seen from the following statement :

Proportion of the indebted- }
ness of the Netherlands at >
time of separation )

Construction of Rail'ds, l1CM
War Indemnity J- wre..

Loan of the City of Brussels
1842

Various Loans from 1844 to 1869
Loan for the purchase of the Bo-i

tanical Garden at Brussels.

Original Amount.
II

it

ij

16.931.200 6 16931,200
220,105,632220,106,632 2*

50.850.SO0
7,624,000 l\

13,882,000

6000,000
527,411,182

5 6,000,000
450,027,382

1,000,000

4«

1,000,000

829922,764 705,874.214

The budget for 1870, as approved by the

Chambers, fixed the revenue at 176,725,000

francs, and the expenditures at 176,812,837

francs. The standing army numbers, accord

ing to a decree of April 5, 1868, 100,000 men

in time of,war.

The exports and imports of Belgium in 1868

and 1869 were as follows (value expressed

in francs) :
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France
Netherlands
German Customs Union
Hanse Towns and other Countries of Central Europe
England
Ruesla
Sweden, Denmark, and other Conntries ofNorthern Europe
Southern Europe

Total Europe..
America.
Asia
Alrica....

Total.

IMPORTS. EXPOIIT8.

UN. 1809. 1868. l 1869.

201,500,000 238,300,000
134,200.000
102.500,000
18,800.000

145.200.000
46,000.000
18.800,000
29,900,000

272.900.000
75.000.OUO
95.900,000
11,900,000

257,600.000

121,700,0(10
99,700,000
12,200,000

81.500,000
108,900,000

141,500,000
47,300,000
11,100.000
89,200,000

119.900,000
13.400.000
8.200.000

88,800,000

12,500,000
128X00.000
2S.500.0O0
2,700,000

44,500,000

674,200.000
181.200,000
6,000,000
3,000,000

718,200.000
175,800,000

6.400,000
4,700,000

631.000.000
24,700.000

200,000
700,000

658,800.000
31,900,000

700,000

864,400,000 903.600.000 656,600,000 691,600000

The following table shows the movement of shipping in 18C8 and 1869 :

TOTAL. LOADED. IN BALLAST.

YEAH
Vcaeli. Tom. Vcmll. Tom. Vtueli. Tool.

^H!^::::::::::::::::::::::::

5.411
6,204

5.326
6,150

1,470,322
1,826,775

1,456,935
1,826.575

4.636
4,434

2.816
2.47S

1.317.997
1,268,734

781,475

775 152,325
68,041

Cleared] im

770

2,510
2,677 as

Among the arrivals in 1869, 16 per cent,

were under the Belgian flag; among the clear

ances, 16.2 per cent.

The merchant navy numbered as follows :

E.VD OF YEAR.

SAILING-
VESSELS.

8TEAVERS. TOTAL.

VetMli. Tom. Vanfe Tout. VmmIi. Tom.

1869 67
68

28,981 12
11

R.762
8,752

TO
79

32,743
81,89323.141

Of railroads, there were, on January 1, 1870 :

In operation.
In count of
contraction.

Total.

116.8 8.5 121.8
263.3 81.6 294.8

Total 879.6 40.0 419.6

Of post-offices, there were, in 1869, 418,

through which 40,625,377 private letters and

40,822,967 newspapers were forwarded.

The battles at Amiens and Bapaume, in

France, induced the Belgian Government in

the beginning of January, 1871, , to call out

again a force of 13,000 men and to concentrate

troops on the French frontier. On January

24th the Government demanded from the

Chamber a new credit of 5,000,000 francs, for

military purposes. In reply to an interpella

tion concerning the military situation, Minister

d'Anethan, on February 1st, stated that the

militia could not be dismissed until the truce

would be carriod out. On March 5th the army
■was reduced to a peace-footing. On May 25th

Baron d'Anethan declared in the Chamber of

Representatives that he should not consider

or treat as political refugees the villains of the

Commune who might escape from Paris into

Belgian territory. Ho considered their case

to be different from that of the French regu

lars "interned" in Belgian territory during

the war with Prussia, in that the Communists

■were rebels against an established sovereignty,

and, furthermore, that their reputed vandalism

put them outside of all political privileges.

On May 30th Baron d'Anethan declared in

the Senate, in reply to an interpellation, that

the Government had summoned Victor Hugo

to leafe the country, as it regarded the letter

written by him as endangering the interests

of the country. As Victor Hugo had refused

to comply with this summons, an order of

arrest would be issued and executed. The

Senate received this announcement with unani

mous approval. On June 23d Baron d'Ane

than informed the Chamber that, as far as

known, of the Communists under arrest in

Paris, 165 were subjects of Belgium, lie 6aid

the Belgian Government had not asked for

their release, nor did it intend to, but it ex

pected and would see that they had impartial

trials.

A Catholic demonstration in Brussels, on

June 16th, in honor of the twenty-fifth anni

versary of the Pope's pontificate, led to violent

anti-papal demonstrations, large crowds pass

ing through the streets and smashing the

illuminated windows. The troops were kept

within their barracks, bnt a force of special

corps of constables was called out and a large

number of arrests was made. The Italian flag

was frequently displayed, and many citizens

wore the Italian colors in their button-holes.

On July 8d Baron d'Anethan, in the Senate,

stated that the Belgian Government neither

approved nor disapproved of the Italian oc

cupation of Koine. • Two Belgian legations

would still be maintained—one at the Italian

court, and the other at the Holy See.

At the beginning of September, larg^e num

bers of working-men of various trades struck

work. Their principal demand was for the

reduction of the hours of labor, and, after an

interruption of work for about two weeks, it
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was granted. The end of the strike was cele

brated by a procession with flags, bands of

music, and symbols, expressive of the object

of the demonstration. From Brussels, the

Btrikes extended to other cities. At Ghent,

on October 8th, 300 workmen struck work,

demanding the reduction of the time of a day's

labor to ten hours, wages to be unchanged,

and 50 per cent, in addition to be paid for

work over-time. The strike gradually spread

among all the classes of workmen ; and here

also, through the mediation of the burgomaster

De Kerkhove, it ended in a triumph of the

working-men.

A new session of the Belgian Chambers was

opened on November 14th. In the Senate, the

Prince de Ligne was elected President. On

November 22d there was an animated ' debate

in the Chamber of Representatives upon the

subject of the appointment, as Governor of

the province of Limburg, of M. de Decker, the

former manager of the Belgian sohool system.

The appointment was vigorously attacked by

the opposition, and warmly defended by the

Government. The unpopularity of the ap

pointee caused large crowds of the populace

to march to the King's palace, and loudly

to demand the dismissal of the ministry.

On November 23d the Chamber of Repre

sentatives, after further animated disoussion,

finally, and by a decisive majority, voted to

support the Government in its appointment of

M. de Decker as Governor of Limburg. An

enormous and excited crowd gathered around

the Chamber, and noisily manifested opposi

tion to the appointment, but the presence of a

large police force was sufficient to prevent a

breach of the peace during the day. After

nightfall, there were serious disturbances,

which continued all the evening. Crowds in

vaded the ministry of Publio Works, but were

repelled by the police. Several persons were

injured in the mette. On the 27th another

excited discussion took place in the Chamber,

in the course of which a member of the Left

demanded that the ministry tender their res

ignation. Subsequently a mob assembled be

fore the residence of M. Nothomb, a member

of the Right, who made himself particularly

obnoxious in supporting the appointment of

M. de Decker, and became very disorderly,

their actions culminating in the smashing of

the windows of the house. So violent were

the manifestations of the mob that an alarm

was sounded, and the civic guard mustered in

strong force. Owing to the continued dis-

erders, and in order to allay the excitement

among the people, M. de Decker resigned the

governorship. The agitation against the min

istry continued, nevertheless, unabated. Pe

titions to the King for the dismissal of the

ministers poured in from all points of the

country. An immense mass of people as

sembled in front of the Palais de la Nation.

The appearance of the multitude was threat

ening ; but a strong force of troops was on the

ground, and, although they did not attempt to

disperse the crowd, they so far succeeded in

preventing violence to persons or destruction

of property. Cries of "Resign I resign I " were

heard on every side of the palace. On No

vember 30th the burgomaster issued a proc

lamation in the morning, enjoining all good

citizens to remain within their dwellings, for

bidding out-door demonstrations, and declar

ing that illegal assemblages would be dispersed.

Nevertheless, in the course of the day the

recent disturbances were renewed. Monster

crowds of men of opposite political parties

collected in the streets, and there were fre

quent collisions between them. The police

seemed to be unable, or unwilling, to disperse

the rioters. In one instance a company of

civic guards, 60 strong, were ordered to charge

upon the people, but they reversed their mus

kets and refused to obey. The mob held pos

session of the streets, and the excitement was

intense. On December 1st the Baron d'Ane-

than announced in the Chambers that the

King had demanded the portfolios of the min

istry, and they had accordingly resigned. The

Chambers would, therefore, stand adjourned

until a new ministry was formed. The resig

nation of the d'Anethan government had a

most tranquillizing effect. The crowds dis-

ersed, and the people appeared to be satis-

ed. The formation of a new cabinet was in

trusted to M. de Theux, one of the old leaders

of the Conservative party.

On December 7th, the Moniteur announced

the appointment of the new oabinet, composed

as follows: Count de Theux, State Minister,

and member of the Chamber of Representa

tives, minister without portfolio, and president

of the Council of Ministers ; J. Malon, State

Minister and Senator, Minister of Finances ;

T. de Lantsheere, provincial councillor and

lawyer, Minister of Justice; Charles Delcour,

member of the Chamber of Representatives,

Minister of the Interior ; Count d'Aspremont-

Lynden, Senator, Minister of Foreign Affairs ;

Moncheur, member of the Chamber of Repre

sentatives, Minister of Public Works. Lieu-

tenant-General Guillaume, the only member of

the former cabinet whose resignation was not

accepted, remained Minister of War.

The president of the new ministry, Count

de Theux, is one of the veterans of the political

and parliamentary conflicts in Belgium. He

was born in 1794, and in the war of indepen

dence, in 1880, was a prominent member of

the national Congress. He has ever since

been a member of the Chamber of Represent

atives, and has for many years been the leader

of the Catholic party. In the first cabinet of

King Leopold L, he was Minister of the In

terior until October, 1832, when M. Rogier

received his portfolio in the ministry Goblet.

He again became Minister of the Interior and

Foreign Affairs, in August, 1839, and remained

in this position until April, 1840. In 1846 he

became the president of the so-called " Minis
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try of the six Malons," which remained in office

until August, 1847. Ilia appointment of pres

ident of the ministry in Decetnbor, 1871, is

believed to have been chiefly intended as a

mark of respect, as M. Malon will be the act

ual leader of the ministry.

In October, contracts were entered into in

England for the construction of several steam

ships, destined for service in a line which it is

proposed to run frequently between Antwerp

and New York, touching at Dover.

BEMAN, Rev. Nathaniel 8. S., D. D., an

eminent Presbyterian clergyman, pulpit orator,

and author, born in New Lebanon, Columbia

County, New York, in November, 1785 ; died

in Carbondale, Illinois, August 8, 1871. He

graduated from Middlebury College, Vermont,

in 1807, studied theology, and was first or

dained pastor of a Congregational Church, in

Portland, Maine, about 1810, but, two or three

years later, he went as a missionary to Geor

gia, where he was very successful in building

up the wasto places and establishing schools

of high grade. In 1822 he accepted the call

of the First (then the only) Presbyterian

Church, in Troy, New York, to become their

pastor, and held the pastorate of that church

for more than forty years. Eloquent beyond

almost any man in his Church, possessed of

vast and varied learning, and with a heart

warm for all reformatory measures, he was for

many years the leader in what afterward

became the New School branch of the Pres

byterian Church. He took strong ground

from the first in favor of temperance, moral

reform, the revival measures of Messrs. Fin

ney, Nettleton, and others ; showed an early

sympathy with the antislavery movement ;

was a moderator of the Presbyterian General

Assembly in 1831 ; and, in the division of the

Church in 1837, he was the champion and

leader of. the New School party, and won the

respect of the Old School by his lofty bearing

and his manly reasoning, while his fiery elo

quence produced a powerful influence on the

Assembly. He wielded for the next twenty-

five years a greater power for good than any

other man in Troy or its vicinity. In 1863,

feeling the infirmities of age coming upon

him, he resigned his pastorate, and resided

a part of the time in Troy and a part with

his daughter at Carbondale, 111., where he

died. Notwithstanding his remarkable abili

ties, Dr. Beman published but little. Aside

from numerous sermons, occasional essays and

addresses, we remember but one considerable

volume—" Four Sermons on the Atonement."

BENEDEK, Field-Marshal Ludwig von, an

Austrian general, born at Edenburg, Hungary,

in 1804 ; died in Vienna, October 26, 1871. His

father was a physician, but, as he manifested a

fondness for military life, he received his mili

tary education at the Academy of Neustadt,

and entered the Austrian army as cornet in his

eighteenth year. He received comparatively

rapid promotion, and in 1843 had attained the

rank of colonel In 1845 he rendered such aid

to the Archduke Ferdinand d'Este, during the

insurrection in Galieia, as to receive the dec

oration of the Order of Leopold. In 1847

his regiment, the finest in the army, was in

corporated in the Army of Italy, and the two

following years he took an active part in the

Italian campaigns, and for his admirable con

duct at Curtatone received, at Marshal Radetz-

ky's request, the Order of Maria Theresa. Ho

was promoted to the rank of brigadier- and

major-general in the first corpt de reserte of

the Army of the Danube, April 13, 1849, and

during the remainder of that year took an

active part in the Hungarian War, where he

was twice wounded. After the pacification

of Hungary, he was transferred as chief of staff

of the- Second Corps of the Army of Italy,

but saw no more active service till 1859, when,

amid the numerous disasters which befell the

Austrians in that short campaign, his brilliant

management of tho right wing of the Austrian

army at Solferino was the only, oven tempo

rary, success. He was now a field-marshal, and

in that capacity military governor of Venetia.

His administration there, if not satisfactory to

the Venetians, was at least successful in har

monizing the wishes and feelings of the differ

ent nationalities composing the army. In

1866, when the Seven Weeks' War burst like

a bomb-shell upon astonished Europe, Field-

Marshal Benedek was called at once to the com

mand of the Austrian armies, and there were

great expectations entertained from his known

ability and military skill. But he evidently un

derrated his enemy's abilities and tactics, and

had no conception of the advantages which the

needle-gun gave them. He attempted the

Fabian policy of retreat, hoping to draw them

into difficult ground, with their forces so far

separated that he could beat them in detail ;

but Moltke's admirable plans, and the rapid

marches and brilliant movements of Prince

Frederick Charles and Steinmetz, resulted in

his overwhelming defeat at Sadowa. Morti

fied at his overthrow, Marshal Benedek re

signed his command, and was put on the

retired list in October, 1866, and remained in

retirement till his death.

BENEDICT, Geoege Wtixts, LL.D., a

distinguished scholar, professor, telegraph-

constructor, and journalist, of Vermont, born

in North Stamford, Conn., January 11, 1796 ;

died in Burlington, Vt., September 23, 1871.

At the age of nineteen, he entered the sopho

more class of Williams College, September,

1815, and graduated in 1818 with the highest

honors. After graduating he became principal

of the academy in Westfield, Mass., but was

somi after, in 1819, appointed tutor in "Wil

liams College, which position he held for

three years, when he accepted the charge of

the Academy in Newburg, N. Y. While

there he was elected Professor of Mathematics

and Natural Philosophy in the University of

Vermont. He accepted the position in Jan
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nary, 1825, and for the twenty-two years fol

lowing he gave the prime of his life and the

best of his strength to that institution. Of

his service in it, President Wheeler, in the

historical discourse delivered at the semi-

centennial celebration of the university, in

1854, said: "He had been twenty-two years

in the institution. He had stood by the

smouldering ashes of the first college build

ing. He had been the most active and ener

getic man in completing the new. He was

teacher, he was agent, he was superintendent.

He planned the subscription of 1834, and was

the general agent in accomplishing it. He

was appointed treasurer, and brought light

out of darkness and order out of confusion.

He planned in a comprehensive manner for

the university, and he spent time and money

and strength without stint, for its interests."

Mr. Benedict left the university to avoid a

threatened breaking down of his health.

Seeking some occupation which would give

him more exercise in the open air, he was

engaged as an assistant by Ezra Cornell, who

was then, in the construction of the Troy and

Canada Junction Telegraph line, making the

beginning of the fortune which has since en

abled him to found Cornell University. He

assisted Mr. Cornell in raising the stock and

in the construction of the line, and became

the first superintendent of the company.

John "W. Steward, Governor of Vermont,

and L. 0. Dodge, mayor of Burlington, were

among the first operators under him. He

held this position but a short time, leav

ing it to engage in telegraph-building on his

own aocount. He raised the capital stock

of the Vermont and Boston Telegraph Com

pany, and was the contractor for the construc

tion of the first line of that company from

Boston to Burlington, and of its extensions to

Montreal, Ogdensburg, and through the Con

necticut River Valley. In 1853, in company

with" his second son, he purchased the Bur

lington Free Press, and devoted himself to it,

as editor and publisher, for fifteen years, till

in 1866 he sold his interest to his youngest

surviving son, and retired from active labor.

In 1854 he was elected State Senator from

Chittenden County, and was reelected in 1855.

He was an active and leading member of the

Senate, and was chairman of the committee

on education and of several important select

committees, and drew the report of the select

committee on the extension of slavery and the

right of a slave to his freedom when brought

into a free State, in 1855, which attracted

Vide attention. Among his associates in the

Senate were ex-Governor Coolidge, Norman

Williams, John Pierrepont, Dudley C. Denison,

and other prominent citizens of Vermont. In

1857 he received the degree of LL. D. from

the University of Vermont. In every form

of activity and public enterprise by which he

could promote the interests of his adopted

State, Prof. Benedict was prominent ; its His

torical Society, of which he was long a vice-

president, its Editors' and Publishers' Asso

ciation, its railroad enterprises, and above all

its university, with which he had been so long

identified, were all objeets of constant thought

and interest to him. His death was occasioned

by a disease of the throat and lungs, from

which he had suffered for seven or eight years.

BENTLEY, Robbbt, F. R. 0. S., F. L. S., an

English botanist, professor, and author, born

in London, in 1821 ; died there, September 13,

1871. He became a member of the Royal Col

lege of Surgeons in 1847, but had turned his

attention mainly to botany and materia

medica, and had achieved such distinction in

these sciences that he was appointed many

years since Lecturer on Botany at the Medical

Colleges of the London, Middlesex, and St.

Mary's Hospitals; and had been for some

years Professor of Botany in King's College,

London, Professor of Materia Medica and

Botany in the Pharmaceutical Society of Great

Britain, and Professor of Botany in the Lon

don Institution. He was also a Fellow of the

Linnajan Society, a member of the Council of

the Royal Botanio Society, President of the

British Pharmaceutical Congress in 1865 and

1866, and editor and a large contributor of the

Pharmaceutical Journal. He was also pro

prietor and publisher of as well as contributor

to Temple Bar, a magazine of general literature.

Prof. Bentley had published a "Manual of

Botany," whioh had a high reputation, and,

with Dr. Farre and Mr. Warington, had edited

" Pereira's Manual of Materia Medioa and

Therapeutics," the standard work on these

subjeots.

BERG, Rev. Josepii Frederick, D. D., LL.

D., a clergyman of the Reformed £Dutch)

Church, theological professor and author, born

in Antigua, in 1812 ; died in New Brunswick,

N. J., July 20, 1871. His father was a Mora

vian missionary. His early education was

pursued in tho Moravian schools in England.

In 1825 he came to this country, and continued

his studies at the Moravian school at Nazareth,

Pa. After completing the oourse, he remained

in that institution a few years as Professor of

Chemistry. Licensed to preach the gospel, ho

accepted, in 1837, the pastorate of the Race

Street German Reformed Church in Philadel

phia, in which relation he continued until 1852,

when ho transferred his connection, and be

came the pastor of the Second Reformed Dutch

Church in that city. In 1861 he was elected,

by the General Synod of the Reformed Church

in America, Professor of Didactio and Polemio

Theology in the Theological Seminary at New

Brunswick—a position which he held until his

death. Dr. Berg was eminently successful as

a preacher ; in the early part of his ministry

he preached without notes, and such was the

effect of his thrilling eloquence and his pointed

appeals, that two hundred persons applied for

membership in his church at one time. He

was said to have been more successful in
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building up the Reformed Church than any

other minister of that denomination. He was

a very diligent student, and, retaining all the

knowledge he had such a facility for acquiring,

his attainments were vast and encyclopaedic in

their character. Ho had a very high reputa

tion as a controversialist, though be shrank

from controversy. When George Barker, the

noted infidel debater and orator, challenged

the clergy of Philadelphia to discuss with him

the inspiration and authenticity of the Script

ures, having already defeated two clergymen

in public debate, Dr. Berg was requested by

the other clergymen of the city to accept the

challenge. He was reluctant to do this, but

finally consented, and, in the discussion which

followed, so completely defeated Barker that

he yielded up the contest, and was, as a result

of Dr. Berg's cogent reasoning, shortly after,

converted, and became an active advocate of

the faith he had so long labored to destroy.

Dr. Berg also held some discussions on Roman

ism, and wrote much on that subject. The

following is a list of his published works :

"Lectures on Romanism," 1840; "Synopsis

of the Theology of Peter Dens," translated

from the Latin, with notes, 1840; "Papal

Rome,1' 1841; Anonymous Pamphlets: "A

Voice from Rome," " Roman Policy toward

the Bible," "The Pope and the Presbyte

rians," 1844; "History of the Holy Robe of

Treves," "Oral Controversy with a Catholic

Priest," 1843 ; *< Old Paths ; or, A Sketch of the

Order and Discipline of the Reformed Church

before the Reformation," 1845 ; "Plea for the

Divine Law against Murder," 1846; "Myste

ries of the Inquisition," translated from the

French, 1846 ; " Reply to Archbishop Hughes

on the Doctrines of Protestantism," 1850;

" Expos6 of the Jesuits ; " " The Inquisition ; "

"Church and State; or, Romish Influence," a

Prize Essay ; " Farewell Words to the German

Reformed Church," and a vindication of the

same in reply to J. W. Nevin, 1852; "Proph

ecy and the Times," 1856; "The Stone and

the Image," 1856; "Demons and Guardian

Angels," 1856 ; " The Olive Branch ; or, White

Oak Farm," a Novel, 1857 ; and Translations

of Van Horn's German Tales.

BEUST, Fbiedhich Feedixant>, Count von

Beust, late Chancellor of the Austrian Empire,

was born in Dresden, on January 13, 1809.

He studied at the Universities of Gottingen

and Leipsic, and passed the examination of

the law faculty at the latter university in 1829.

In 1832 he became assessor in the Land-direc

tion of the time, and was also employed in the

Foreign Office. In 1836 he went to Berlin as

secretary of legation, and in 1838 to Paris in

the same capacity. Toward the end of 1841

he went as charge d'affaires to Munich, where

he married the daughter of the deceased Ba

varian Royal Lieutenant-General von Jordan.

From 1846 to 1848 he served as minister resi

dent to London. In May, 1848, he went as

envoy to Berlin. On the 24th of February,

1849, he undertook the administration of for

eign affairs in the Held ministry, which was

formed after the retirement of the Braun

ministry. Upon the breaking out of the in

surrection at Dresden, he appealed to Prussia

for help on the 3d of May, having first per

suaded the King to flee to Koenigstein, and

accompanied him there. In the Zschinski

ministry, which was formed after the over

throw of this insurrection, he took the de

partments of Foreign Affairs and of Religion.

Although Saxony was a party to the so-called

league of the three Kings, Von Beust refused

to attend the Union Parliament at Erfurt.

For this, and also because he had entered

into an agreement with Austria for the res

toration of the old Diet of the Confedera

tion, he was sharply assailed in both Chambers

of the new Landtag which met at the close

of 1849. When, in consequence of this, the

dissolution of the Landtag, and the calling to

gether again of the old orders which had been

abolished in 1848, were decreed, and stringent

regulations weie imposed upon the press and

the right of assembly, Von Beust was re

garded as the author of these measures, as

well as of the whole reactionary policy,

which was manifested in various ways. Von

Beust suoceeded the Minister President Zschin

ski on his death. When the London Confer

ence for the settlement of the Schleswig-

Holstein difficulty was held in 1864, Von

Beust was intrusted with the duty of repre

senting the German Confederation as a whole.

He gained a remarkable popularity by his

bearing at the conference, particularly by

his consistent and steadfast defence of the

national principle, his vindication of the

spontaneity of the action of the people of

Schleswig-Holstein, and his pronounced op

position to any arbitrary division of Schles-

wig. Upon the conclusion of the war of 1866

between Prussia and Austria by the Peace of

Prague, Von Beust was dismissed as Saxon

minister. He was invited by the Emperor

Francis Joseph of Austria to the office of

minister of Foreign Affairs of that empire.

He accepted, and was shortly afterward named

Minister of the Imperial House. He made his

influence manifest with remarkable quickness

and force. Austria, which had been regarded as

on the verge of internal dissolution and finan

cial ruin, was reorganized, one might well

say regenerated, under his direction. The

arrangement with Hungary was made, by

which the constitutional, political, and ad

ministrative independence of that kingdom

was recognized, and a dualism was established

instead of the former centralization. The

erection of a separate ministry for the part

of the kingdom this side of the Leitha was a

necessary consequence of this arrangement.

The common affairs of the united monarchy

were referred to delegations or committees of

the two Reichstags of Pesth and Vienna. In

order to give the assurance of their autonomy,
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which was demanded by the Slavio crown-

lands, the Emperor established, by Von

Beast's advice, a reform of the political ad

ministration, and began a series of measures

for organizing the independence of the oom-

mnnes and the separation of justice from the

administration. Austria, so far as freedom

and parliamentary authority are concerned,

forthwith rose to the head of the Continental

great states. From that time Von Beust em-

{doyed himself busily in giving life to the po-

itical reforms, and in regulating the finances.

In the movement for the repeal of the Gor-

cordat he kept himself as passive as possible.

Being a Protestant, he thought he should

have but little to do with it, and that the

initiative belonged to the Reichsrath ; if

this body should destroy the Concordat by

its own enactment, the end would be reached

in the easiest manner. On the 23d of June,

Von Beust was appointed Chancellor, and on

the 5th of December, 1868, tho Emperor con

ferred upon him, in acknowledgment of his

services, the hereditary title of count. In

March, 1869, it was chiefly the influence of

Beust which induced the Lower House of tbe

Reichsrath to adopt a military law which re

organized the Austrian army. When in July,

1870, the war between Germany and France

broke out, Count Beust at first gave no

publio intimation of the polioy he would

pursue ; but he soon declared that Austria

would observe the strictest neutrality. It

was subsequently asserted that, in August, t#e

court party at Vienna had disposed the Em

peror in favor of an intervention in behalf of

France, and that this policy was only aban

doned because Count Andrassy declared that

it was not in the interest of Hungary, and that,

if it were persisted in, he would resign. Count 1

Beust, it is further asserted, did not offer his

resignation, and the neutral attitude of Austria

during the war was, therefore, altogether as

cribed to Andrassy. At the close of the year

1870 Count Beust exchanged important dip

lomatic notes with Count Bismarck concerning

the restoration of the German Empire. He

gave a ready and unreserved consent to the

consolidation of Germany, and cordially re

ciprocated the friendly sentiments expressed

with regard to Austria by Count Bismarck.

When in 1871 the Hohenwart ministry yielded

to the demands of the Czechs, and was willing

to extend the autonomy of the provincial Diets

at the expense of the unity of the empire, Count

Beust, in union with tho Prime Minister of

Hungary, Count Andrassy, prevailed upon

the vacillating Emperor to rejeot the pro

gramme of Hohenwart, to accept tho resigna

tion of the Hohenwart ministry, and to form

a new Cabinet under Prince Auersperg, which

will, in the main, carry out the principles of

the German Constitutional party, and endeav

or to strengthen the authority of the Cen

tral Reichsrath. Tho new triumphs made

Count Beust more popular among the Ger

mans than he had ever been before; but,

to the great surpriso of all, a few days later

his resignation was offered and accepted, and

he was appointed ambassador to-London.

BISMARCK, OttoEdwaed Leopold, Prince

von Bismarck-SchSnhausen, was born on April

1, 1815, at the SchSnhausen family mansion,

in the Prussian circle of Jerichon, province of

Saxony. He received the education of a Berlin

gymnasium, studied jurisprudence at Gottin-,

gen, Berlin, and Greifswald, and entered the

legal profession at Berlin in 1835. After the

death of his father, he gave up the law and de

voted himself to his estates of SchOnhausen and

Kniephof. In 1847 he was chosen representa

tive of his district in the United German Diet,

where he soon made himself noted as ono of

the most radical, as well as one of the ablest,

champions of the feudal party. In the follow

ing session of tbe Diet he was more restrained,

but on occasion pronounced distinctly against

the revolution. He criticised the King's figur

ing in processions with the national banners,

and thought there would be no peace till all

the great cities were destroyed from the face

of the earth. During the short triumph of

the revolution he had no part in the move

ments of national politics. He came forward

again when the reaction arose, and distin

guished himself as a member of the Second

Chamber by the vigor of his opposition to the

new Constitution and the Frankfort Parlia

ment. ' This decided partisan attitude, which

would recognize only the "actual undimin

ished power of the Prussian monarchy by tho

grace of God," prepared his way to the favor

of King Frederick William IV. In May, 1851,

he was appointed secretary of legation in

Frankfort, and three months later, on the de

parture of Von Rochow, he was made deputy.

At first, he accepted with warmth the idea of

an Austro-Prussian alliance; but experience

in practical politics in time changed his views

to such an extent that he saw only the alter

natives of tho degradation of Prussia under

the preponderance of Austria, or the assump

tion of preponderance over Germany by Prus

sia herself. In 1859 ho said in a letter that

the Confederation was an evil to Prussia, which

would sooner or later have to be abolished by

fire and tho sword. " German," he thought,

might bo restored to tho banners instead of

"Prussian," when a close and adequate league

should be formed with the rest of Germany.

On tho approach of the Austro-Itolian War,

Bismarck spoko decidedly in favor of the most

strict neutrality on the part of Prussia, and

expressed himself so strongly at Frankfort

against Austria, that the old liberal Hohenzol-

lern ministry recalled him in 1859, and sent

him as envoy to St. Petersburg. Here he con

tinued to plan and suggest, though the Cabinet

paid no attention to his views. He indignant

ly denied the accusations of the Liberal press

that he had thought of ceding German terri

tory to Russia and France, in return for an-
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nexation of the smaller German states. The

press, he declared, was working to defeat its

own best efforts when it attacked him ; he had

never counseled any thing bat reliance npon

the uprising of the national power. In 1861

he had a conversation with the Ring at Baden-

Baden, in which he unfolded his plans for the

aggrandizement of Prussia. A more close

consolidation of the German forces for de

fence, a modification of the customs depart

ments, and, perhaps, a Customs Union Parlia

ment, with a "right conservative" national

representation, were the catch-words of his

programme. The King entered into these new

ideas slowly and reluctantly ; but the interview

made such an impression on him that Bis

marck was invited to give him a memoran

dum of the substance of it. He thus obtained

a basis on which he could develop his plans

more fully. The immediate eccasion of his

recall from St. Petersburg (1862) was, the

straggle with the Chambers on the reorgani

zation of the army. The King offered him a

place in the cabinet, but he preferred to be

sent as ambassador to Paris, perhaps with the

design of looking at the condition of affairs at

the French court before he took his great de

signs in hand. He already stood in reality at

the head of the Government, and it depended

upon himself when he should assume the presi

dency of the cabinet. When Von der Heidt

and Von Roon withdrew from the ministry on

September 18, 1862, because the Chamber had

rejected the budget prepared in view of the pro

ject of reorganization, Bismarck was commis

sioned to form a new cabinet with Von Roon.

He took the department of Foreign Affairs, and

was, at the" same time, made minister president.

The contest between the Government and the

deputies over the army bill was not allayed by

this change of ministry, but was made rather

more bitter. After the first attempt to come

to terms with the democracy had failed, Bis

marck made no other efforts to win the Cham

bers to his views. He determined to attain

his end summarily, by removing at once all

impediments, without stopping to consider the

constitutionality of his means. When the

House of Nobles, in violation of its constitu

tional rights, altered the budget of the Second •

Chamber by accepting the plan of the minis

try, Bismarck excused it by the consideration

that the Government would have to be admin

istered according to its own views if no bud

get had been agreed upon ; there was a defect

in the Constitution, if this was not expressly

provided for. When the Chamber would not

agree to this theory, he declared that the fac

tor which had the power must decide contest

ed questions. Such extrome assumptions made

the breach between the ministry and the As

sembly seem irreparable; Bismarck was blamed,

because in him was seen the leading spirit of

the Government, and it was believed that he

was violating the Constitution out of pure ca

price. A contest between the president, Gra-

bow, and Von Roon, led to an address to the

King, in which the House declared that an un

derstanding with the ministry had become im

possible, and that he ought no longer to delay

a change of persons as well as of the system.

The consequence was, the closing of the Diet

on May 27, 1863. Bismarck began now a sys

tem of open repression againt the liberal press

and liberal officers. The people were tbus

driven into new opposition to the ministry.

At the ensning election the party of progress

obtained 260 seats, while the ministry obtained

only 87. The Chambers assembled on the 9th

of November ; on the 19th the House of Depu

ties declared the obnoxious ordinances against

the press of the 3d of June unconstitutional.

The Government yielded quietly, for, in the

mean time, the aspect of foreign affairs had

become such that peace with the representa

tives, or at least a postponement of the con

test, seemed advisable.

The proposition of Austria, in 1862, for a

popular representation of the Confederacy by a

Chamber of Deputies, led to a sharp corre

spondence, in which Bismarck intimated that

the persistence of Austria in such intrigues

against Prussia would lead to a dissolution ofthe

Confederacy and the loss of Austrian prestige.

Prussia gave Russia an effective support during

the Polish insurrection. The Government, by

its strong stand against the revolutionists, only

paved the way to new difficulties with the Cham

bers. The idea of the existence of a military

cdftvention was ridiculed, but it was generally

believed that the only reason one had not been

made was that such a step would be regarded

with hostility in London and Paris. Perhaps

Bismarck wished to keep his hands free in

order to interfere at the right time in German

'affairs, because, as he declared in the circular

to the German courts of January 24, 1868, the

"relations between Austria and Prussia must in

his opinion change either for the better or the

worse." The German princes met at Frank

fort on August 17, 1863, to realize the unsuc

cessful project for delegate representation in

some other shape. By Bismarck's advice, the

King did not attend the meeting. Its pro

gramme excited no interest. The Congress ac

cepted the Austrian plan, and left it for Prus

sia to decide whether it would see itself ex

cluded from the new organization. Prussia

refused to enter it on the 15th of September,

and again brought forward its formerly-pro

posed conditions : a complete parity between

Prussia and Austria, the veto-power to be

given both the great states on questions of

war, and a representation of the nation on the

basis of universal suffrage. These proceedings

excited little remark among the people, yet

they might have led to an open breach, had

not the death of Frederick VII. of Denmark,

on November 15, 1868, opened the way for a

more convenient method of gaining the de

sired end.

The Diet of the Confederation had commis-
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sioned Saxony and Hanover with the occupa

tion of the Elbe duchies. Bismarck, under a

plausible pretext, dispatched a Prussian army

corps into Schleswig. Observing the Prussian

movement, Austria likewise concluded to enter

Schleswig. Thus Bismarck won the game:

Austria had joined with him in the first fatal,

arbitrary step, and would have to continue

following him for good or evil, to the loss of

her prestige with the middle-sized and small

states, as the champion of the legitimacy and

the constitutional power of the Confederacy.

When Austria perceived this, she began to

lean to the side of the Duke of Augustenburg.

But it was too late. If she would not surren

der the fruit of the war to Prussia, she must

agree to Bismarck's proposition to leave the

duchies to the unconditional disposition of the

associated great powers, thus pushing the Con

federation aside. Irritation now began, and

soon increased to such a degree that Bismarck,

on July 15, T865, declared war with Austria

unavoidable; on the 22d he sent his ultima

tum. The Treaty of Gastein (August 14, 1865),

which provided that Holstein should be ruled

by an Austrian and Schleswig by a Prussian

governor, delayed the breaking out of the war

for a short time. But Bismarck adhered to

his scheme of a complete incorporation of the

duchies with Prussia, only adapting his meth

ods of procedure to the changes of circum

stances. The alliance with Italy, for which he

had labored since 1863, was pushed more ener

getically; at the same time it was declared

loudly that Austria had hostile designs against

Prussia. "When Prussia began to arm, Austria

comprehended that the breach could not be

avoided, because it was desired. On June 1,

1866, she formally acknowledged the juris

diction of the Confederation over Schleswig-

Holstein. The Diet, as a demonstration against

the menaces of Prussia, ordered the mobiliza

tion of three army corps. Now Bismarck had

obtained his object. On June 14th Prussia

declared the compact of the Confederation

broken by this action of the Diet. The people

were much embittered against the minister.

Regrets were even uttered over the failure of

an attempt to assassinate him. The war was

denounced as a fratricidal war, and several

deputies declared that they would not give

"thia minister" a groschen to carry it on.

Nevertheless, the programme which Bismarck

had unfolded to Von der Pfdrdten, on July 23,

1865, was fulfilled to the letter : " One*con-

flict, a decisive battle, and Prussia will be in a

position to prescribe the conditions." The

prevalence of the cholera in the army and the

possibility of a confliot wjth France restrained

him from pushing the advantage of victory to

an extreme point. But Austria was forced in

the Treaty of Prague (August 23, 1866) to

withdraw from the German Confederation, to

surrender Schleswig and Holstein to Prussia,

and to consent to the formation of a North-

German Confederation, extending to the Main.

Bismarck's position relative to the opposi

tion at home was greatly changed by these

events. His negotiations, previous to the break

ing out of the war, with Von Roggenbach and

Von Benningsen, had been without result.

Now the people received him with loud re

joicings, and the majority of the Liberal depu

ties were willing to accept accomplished

events, while he began openly to separate

from the extreme " Junker party." He shrunk

from further conflict with the Chambers, yet

would not rashly complete the breach- with

the ultra-feudalists. He gave up his unpopular

plan to assign the county of Calenberg, with

the city of Hanover, to the King of Hanover,

and applied, at the meeting of the Chambers,

for an indemnity, which was granted, in the

face of a weak opposition. The Chambers did

not stop with this. They voted him a rich

dotation, and the King made him a count.

His project for the Constitution of a North-

German Confederation- found, however, only a

partial support. In the constituent Reichs-

roth, whioh was opened on February 26, 1867,

the National Liberals obtained the right of

originating the budget ; but they waived the

demand relative to the Diet of deputies, when

Bismarck, as chancellor, declared decidedly

that the Council could not on this question be

moved from the position it occupied. The

Luxemburg question again modified his rela

tion to the Nationalist party. In this he fal

tered a moment, but the voice of South Ger

many as well as of North Germany assured

him that he might be firm in resistance to

Napoleon's annexation plans. On May 8, 1867,

he declared to the French envoy, Benedetti,

that 900,000 men would be called -into the

field immediately, if France did not disarm.

This bold speech averted tho danger of war.

"With the decisive attitude thus shown in for

eign affairs, the progress in internal consolida

tion, however, did not fully correspond. The

Customs Parliament, it is true, was convoked

in spite of the opposition of the Catholic party

of Bavaria against Prussia, but Bismarck un

reservedly opposed the extension of its func

tions, whioh was sought by the Liberals, as

well as its union with the* Reichstag, giving

as the ground of his position : " We are too

liberal for the South Germans; they will not

go with us, and we must wait till they come

to us." But when Mathy, Minister President

of Baden, in November 1867, pressed upon

him the necessity of Baden's entering the

Northern Confederation, he replied to him, in

a business way, that they would have to be

satisfied with the Customs Parliament. He

also opposed the demand of the National Lib

erals that separate officers be appointed to con

trol the finances of the Confederation, and for

the organization of a peculiar ministry, which

would have served as a counterpoise to the

reactionary Council. He, however, approved

the organization of separate departments of

Trade and Justice, although he did not seek to
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prevent the Upper House from disagreeing to

the resolution of the Second Chamber, pro

viding for the adoption of the provision of the

Federal Constitution, in reference to freedom

of speech, into the Prussian Constitution. The

antagonism between Bismarck and the Liber

als again assumed a serious shape respecting

the question of a general nationality. The

National Liberals, whose most advanced sec

tion was in this case led by Deputy Lasker,

made the demand in the Reichstag, in March,

1870, . that the admission of Baden to the

Northern Confederation should be delayed no

longer. Bismarck opposed their proposition

in the most determined manner, whereupon

that part of the Liberal press which agreed

with Lasker declared that there could be no

further cooperation with the chancellor. The

alienation increased, when Bismarck soon

afterward contended against the majority of

the Reichstag for the retention of the death-

penalty. But it is impossible to determine

how far he was carrying out his own views on

these contested questions. lie often com

plained that he had to yield to the King and

the ultra-feudalists in order not to endanger

the success of his own projects. The events of

the war showed that this consideration was not

without foundation. The hostility between

himself and the Count von Lippe, Minister of

Justice, was long regarded as a vain comedy.

But the count was removed from his office on

October 10, 1867, after Bismarck had sharply

criticised him in the open session of Parlia

ment. Equally unpleasant were his relations

with Count Eulenburg, Minister of the Interior,

who, like the Count von Lippe, was highly

esteemed at court. Von der Heydt, the Min

ister of Finance, was also obliged to withdraw

from the cabinet in 1869, and Bismarck an

nounced soon afterward in the Second Cham

ber, that the Government would not neglect

to sue for an indemnity for the arbitrary acts

which this minister had permitted in the

management of the finances. On the other

hand, many causes of irritation with the House

of Lords were developed, which gradually led

to an open breach, and the ultra-feudalists

could not conceal 'from themselves that their

traditions and pretensions must receive a

severe shock by the operation of the new

policy of the minister.

The great labor to which Bismarck had

been subjected, brought upon him a nervous

disease, which much embarrassed him. He

spent the summer and autumn of 1869 at his

estate of Varzin, in Pomerania. When he re

turned to Berlin, about Christmas, he could

only superintend the most important affairs,

and was obliged to leave the real business to

Horren vonThiele and Dellbruck. When, after

the adjournment of the Reichstag, the Foreign

Office of Prussia was merged in that of the

Confederation, Bismarck attained a position

which gave him a measurable superiority over

the Prussian ministry.

While, during the first months of the year

1870, Count Bismarck occupies but rarely a

prominent place in the history of events, the

great conflict between Germany and France,

which began in July, 1871, again put his states

manship to severe tests, and gained for him

laurels even more brilliant than those won in

the past. The diplomatic negotiations which

preceded the declaration ofwar were conducted

on the part of Bismarck with a skill which was

recognized on all sides. To the great disap

pointment of France, the South-German gov

ernments joined North Germany, and even

the Diets of Bavaria and Wurtemberg, which

had thus far been controlled by majorities

decidedly hostile to the policy of Bismarck,

voted the war-credits. While the hostile

armies were preparing for the opening of the

campaign, Bismarck dealt out to France a stag

gering diplomatic blow. He published on July

29th an autograph letter addressed to him in

1866, by the French ambassador, Benedctti,

in which the latter in the name of his govern

ment offered to Prussia an alliance against

Austria, claiming in return the consent of

Prussia to the incorporation of Belgium with

France. As the declaration of Benedetti, that

the document had been dictated to him by

Bismarck, found but little if any credence,

publio opinion in the neutral countries became

strongly enlisted against Napoleon. On July

81st Bismarck accompanied the King of Prus

sia to the seat of war. On September 1st he

witnessed the great German victory at Sedan,

and with Moltke conducted the negotiations

concerning the capitulation. When, after the

establishment of the French Republic, the ne

gotiations for the conclusion of an armistice

and of peace began, Bismarck was careful to

secure the cooperation of the diplomatic repre

sentatives of the South-German governments.

Among the principal conditions of peace, which

Count Bismarck in the name of his govern

ment demanded, was the session of Alsace

and German Lorraine. At its first mention,

this demand was indignantly repelled by the

French commissioners ; it was on many sides,

and even by some parties in Germany, de

nounced as being too harsh ; but in his notes,

which will form an important contribution to

the history of his life, Count Bismarck with

an iron calmness developed the reasons why

this claim in particular could not be aban

doned. The waf was continued until con

quered France had to accept the terms pro

posed by Bismarck. When the Peace Con

ference, which was opened at Brussels in

March, protracted the negotiations in an un

expected manner, Bismarck arranged a con

ference at Frankfort, with Favre (May 10th),

when the definitive peace was soon agreed

upon and signed.

Long before the conditions of peace had been

agreed upon, negotiations began at Versailles,

October 25, 1870, between Count Bismarck,

and the representatives of the South-German
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governments, concerning the future Consti

tution of the German Empire. Notwithstand

ing the differences of opinion which were found

to exist on some points, the treaty providing

for the incorporation of Bavaria, Wurtemberg,

Baden, and Hesse, with the new German

Empire, was soon concluded, and on January

18, 1871, King William of Prussia assumed

the- title of Emperor of Germany. It was

acknowledged on all sides .that Bismarck was

in fact the restorer of a united Germany; and

the new Emperor and the German Reichs-

rath did not delay to give expression to their

feelings of gratitude. By a Cabinet order,

dated March 22, 1871, Bismarck was created

an hereditary prince of the German Empire ;

thus receiving the highest rank, next to the

sovereigns of the German States. After the

Constitution of the German Empire had gone

into operation, Prince Bismarck's title of Chan

cellor of the North-German Confederation was

changed (May 12th) into Chancellor of the

German Empire. By an order of June 24th,

the Emperor transferred to Prince Bismarck a

large estate in the duchy of Lauenburg, which

the Diet of this duchy had presented to him.

As regards the foreign relations of Prussia

and Germany, Bismarck cultivated with par

ticular attention the friendship of Russia, and

the outspoken sympathy of the Russian Gov

ernment with Germany, at the beginning of

the Franco-German War, was considered as a

result of this policy. At the close of the year

1870, he succeeded in gaining the full consent

of Austria to the' reunion of the South-German

States with the North-German Confederation,

and the reestablishment of the German Em

pire. The relations of Germany and Austria

remained thronghont the year 1871 of the

most friendly character.

Toward the French Government, which was

particularly anxious to shorten the time of oc

cupation of several French departments by

German troops, Bismarck showed a very con

ciliatory spirit. But, when the French courts

repeatedly acquitted the assassins of German

soldiers, Bismarck, on December 7, 1871, ad

dressed to the German ambassador in Pans,

Count Arnim, one of the most remarkable

notes which he has issued during his long

diplomatic career. He remarks that, if the

principles which caused the acquittal of Frenoh

assassins by the courts of Paris and Melnn

were adopted in Germany, the killing of

Frenchmen within the jurisdiction of Ger

many would cease to be liable to punishment.

But such a retaliation was repugnant to the

moral ideas of the German people, who, how

ever, on the other hand, were not willing, in

case of the repetition of such crimes, to acoept

the plea of the independence of the French

courts as a satisfactory explanation. The Ger

man generals, in the occupied departments,

have therefore been instructed to declare a

state of siege in order to subject the crimes

committed against the German troops to mili-

tol. n.—6 A ,

tary jurisdiction. Should those who mnrdered

German soldiers within the territory occupied

by German troops escape, and the French

Government refuse their extradition, as had

been done in the case of Tonnelet and Berlin,

the German Government would order French

hostages to be arrested and carried off, and, if

necessary, would have recourse to even more

stringent measures. In view of the hostile

disposition toward Germany, as revealed by

these acquittals in Paris and Melon, the Ger

man Government, during the future negotia

tions with France, would have to think, not

only of securing the execution of the condi

tions of peace, but also of strengthening its

defensive position in the departments occupied

by the German troops. The note produced an

extraordinary sensation throughout Europe.

President Thiers, in addressing the National

Assembly on December 29th, branded the act

of Tonnelet and Berlin as criminal, and re

marked: "Such deeds bring down upon us

harsh words, with regard to which silence is

the best answer." The Assembly applauded

his remarks.

BLAKE, Commodore Geohgb S., U. S. N., a

gallant and accomplished naval officer, born in

Massachusetts, in 1801 ; died at Longwood,

Mass., June 24, 1871. He was appointed a

midshipman in the U. S. Navy at the age of

seventeen. In 1827 he was commissioned lieu

tenant, and in 1829 was attached to the West

India Squadron. He was occasionally con

nected with the Narraganset Bay Survey, and

detailed for duty at the Philadelphia Navy-

yard. From 1837 to 1848, he took part in the

Coast Survey. He was commissioned as com

mander February 27, 1847, and was fleet-cap

tain of the Mediterranean Squadron from 1850

to 1852. For two years thereafter he was in

the Bureau of Construction. He was com

missioned as captain on the 14th of Septem

ber, 1855, and detailed on special duty until

1858, when he became Superintendent of the

Naval Academy. This position he held until

1865, when he was retired from active duty,

having been, in the mean time, commissioned

as commodore on the 16th of July, 1862. He

was a man of fine culture, a graceful and ele

gant writer, of good executive ability, and ge

nial and affable address.

BOLIVIA, a republic in South America.

President, Colonel A. Morales, elected provi

sional President, for the term of one year, on

June 20, 1871. The ministry of the provi

sional President was composed as follows : Dr.

0. Corral, Minister of the Interior and Foreign

Affairs; Dr. T. Frias, Minister of Finances;

Dr. L. Mendoza de la Tapia, Minister of Jus-

tioe and Publio Worship ; Dr. M. Reyes Car-

dona, Minister of Publio Education and Indus

try; Colonel N. Campero, Minister of War.

Mr. L. Markbreit is minister resident of the

United States at La Paz, and I. M. Mufioz con

sul-general of Bolivia at New York. The

area of the republic, which was formerly esti
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mated at from 480,000 to 640,000 square miles,

was more accurately computed in 1809 by

Lieutenant-Colonel J. Ondarza at 842,730

square miles. It is divided into the following

nine departments (the new departments of

Mejillones and Melgarejo, which had been

created by President Melgarejo, having been

abolished by the present Government) :

Sq. MlUu-'OldRep't.

Chnqnla&ca..
Potoei
Oruro
Tarija

Atacama

La Paz

Santa Cruz.
Ben!

Cochabamba.

Indiana

Total

Inb. per pq. m.

INHABITANTS.

72.706
54.300
21.601
114.4«l

70,189

43,053

144,084
295,417

20.SO9

84S.T30

Blihoprloa.

Archbl»h-
oprlc do la
Plata

243,6m
281.22S1
110.931
88.900
5,273 .

Atw. nno'BUhoprlc L«
475.iE«1 paz

Bishopric
Santa Cruz.
Bish'ric Co-

I ( chabamba.

153.164
53,973

349,892

1.744.352
245,0110

1,987,852

2.35

Inhabitant!.
Lait Report.

706,989

519,465

205,181

379,783

1,811,368
245,000

2,056.308

2.44

According to a late (as yet unpublished)

census, the population is reported to approach

3,000,000. The population of the capitals of

the nine departments is, according to Ondarza,

as follows :

La Paz
Santa Cruz . . .
Trinidad
Cocbabamba .

76,372
7,780
4,170
40,678

Sucre 23,979
Potosi 22,850
Oruro 7,980
Tarija 6,680
Cobija 2,380

The standing army of Bolivia, consisting of

31 gonerals, 359 officers of higher grade, 654

subaltern officers, and 3,034 men, annually

costs the republic 2,000,000 pesos. The public

revenue for 1869-'70 was about $2,500,000,

and the public debt (all internal) amounted to

$7,500,000. The commerce of the country is

estimated at from $5,000,000 to $6,250,000;

the total imports during 1868 summed up

$4,500,000, and the total exports during the

same period $3,750,000. The state mint at

Potosi coins annually about 2\ million pesos

in silver. Peru pays to the Bolivian Govern

ment 506,250 pesos for duty levied at Arica on

merchandise going to Bolivia. Concessions

have been granted for two railroads, one to

connect Cobija and Potosi, and the other to

form a branch of the Peruvian railroad from

Arequipa to Puno.

A new revolution against the rule of Presi

dent Melgarejo broke out in the latter part of

the year 1869 in Potosi. Melgarejo marched

at the head of his army, took the city, and

delivered it up to plunder, and was returning

northward, when city after city rose in insur

rection. On November 24th, even the capital,

La Paz, declared in favor of the revolution.

About this time, when fears were entertained

for - the success of the movement because a

chief was wanting, General Morales, the old

enemy of Melgarejo, arrived in Bolivia. He

had come to stir up a movement in La Paz,

and found the work already accomplished.

Soon a large portion of the country had de

clared against Melgarejo, who left his head

quarters at Oruro, and, making forced marches,

arrived on the heights above La Paz on the

night of the 14th of January. His army of

2,000 men was armed with Remington breech

loaders, amply supplied with ammunition,

commanded by experienced officers, and had

12 pieces of artillery. When the news of his

movements was received in La Paz, the citi

zens, from 15 to 60 years of age, were ordered

under arms ; martial law was declared ; the

city placed in a state of siege ; and all estab

lishments, public and private, ordered to close

their doors, in order that public defence only

might be attended to. A national guard was

formed, badly armed with guns of all calibres,

and rusty pistols of ancient date. Barricades

of adobe were hastily constructed at all impor

tant strategic points, but were only half fin

ished when the assault upon the city began.

The authorities of the city resolved to use a

terrible ally—the Indians. By sending orders

in every direction, promising to them their

stolen lands, even giving solemn decrees to

that effect, about 20,000 Indians, armed with

the ancient sling, the lance, and the war-

club, were quickly thrown in the path of the

advancing army. Hatred and revenge stimu

lated them to overcome their traditional timid

ity. They formed a huge and menacing cloud,

stretching a cordon around La Paz, and crea

ting apprehensions as to the result of the con

test, whatever it might be, since this race had

been for three centuries the slave of the other.

The king of the Indians was made colonel.

The summons of Melgarejo to surrender hav

ing been refused, a conflict of the most desper

ate character began. Morales fired the city,

and by a desperate charge threw the attacking

party into confusion. The forces of Melga

rejo, being weary and much outnumbered,

broke and fled, Melgarejo with them, and he

succeeded in escaping over the frontier into

Pern. Three hundred dead and nine hundred

wounded were found on the field of battle.

The city was very badly damaged by the fire,

and, after the battle was ended, the Indians

plundered it, committing the most horrible

outrages. Morales, the successful leader of

the revolutionary party, assumed the reins of

government, and will hold them until the

meeting of the Convention.

BRACKENRIDGE, Hexbt M., a veteran

scholar, politician, diplomatist, and author,

born in Pittsburg, Pa., May 11, 1786; died

there, January 20, 1871. Pittsburg was, at the

time of his birth, a frontier settlement, but hia

family were prosperous, and he was sent, at an

early age, to Louisiana, to obtain an education.

At the old French College of St. Genevieve,

he obtained such training as was then possible

in that country, including the development of

his taste for the study of languages. After

graduation he studied law, and commenced
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practice in Maryland. But he was soon seizod

with a longing to return to Louisiana, and,

embarking on a flat-boat, in 1811, descended

the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers. Soon after

his arrival in Louisiana, he was appointed

Deputy Attorney-General of the Territory of

Orleans, before it was made a State. At the

ago of twenty-eight, he was appointed District

Judge, and, the better to qualify himself for

his high, office, mastered perfectly the Spanish

language. Sympathizing earnestly with the

measures of Olay, Brackenridge exerted a vig

orous pen in defence of that statesman's views

on the South American republics and kindred

questions. He wroteahistory of theWar of 1812,

a short time after its conclusion,which was soon

after translated into French and Italian. Over

the signature of " American," he addressed to

President Monroe a remarkable pamphlet on

nationalities, which, being republished in Eng

land, came under the notice of the Spanish

minister, who at once replied to it. In 1817

he was appointed commissioner to the South

American republics, and, on his return, pub

lished the " Voyage to South America " allud

ed to by Humboldt as containing an " ex

traordinary mass of information." In 1821

Brackenridge lent his great abilities to General

Jackson, in Florida, whero his linguistic ac

quirements came well into play. This special

service ended, he was again appointed Judge

of the Western District of Florida, and, fefter

ten years' service, removed to his birthplace,

Pittsburg, where he entered earnestly into a

political career ; was, in 1840, elected to Con-

press, but, for some reason, never took his

seat, and, the next year, was appointed a com

missioner under tho treaty with Mexico. The

rest of.his life was mainly devoted to writing,

chiefly of a political character, his ablest essay

of this period being "A History of the Western

Insurrection," known as the " Whiskey Insur

rection," which is considered a standard work.

BRAZIL, an empire in South America. Em

peror, Pedro II., born December 2, 1825 ; suc

ceeded his fathor, April 7, 1831. His daughter

Isabella is married to the Count d'Eu, son of

the Duke de Nemours. The second daughter,

Leopoldina, married to Duke Augustus of

Saxc-CoburgGotha, died on February 7, 1871 ;

eldest son of the latter, Pedro, born March 19,

1866. The ministry, appointed on March 8,

1871, consisted of Senator Visconde Paranhos

de Rio Branco, President of the Ministry and

Minister of Finances; Dr. F. A. Correa de

Oliveira, Minister of the Interior; Senator

Fr. do P. de Negreiras Sayao Lobato, Minister

of Justice ; Dr. M. Fr. Correa, Minister of For

eign Affairs ; Dr. M. A. D. de Azevedo, Min

ister of the Navy ; Dr. F. M. F. Pereira da

Silva, Minister of Public Works, Commerce,

and Agriculture. On May 23d Senator Ja-

Roaribe was appointed Minister of War.

Area, 3,231,000 square miles. The population

was estimated, in a work published in 1867,

by order of the Government, at 11,780,000, of

whom 500,000 were Indians ; by E. J. Paken-

ham, secretary of the British legation at Rio

de Janeiro, at 9,858,000, exclusive of 200,000.

Prof. E. Wappans, of Gsttingen, who is re

garded as one of the best living authorities on

Brazilian affairs, expresses, in a recent statis

tical work on Brazil (" Handbuch der Geo

graphic und Statistik von Brasilien," Leipsic,

1871), the opinion that the population of the

empire is nearer seven than eleven millions,

and that the number of whites is inferior to

that of the slaves. The negroes are the most

numerous of the unmixed races, but the largest

portion of the population is of mixed blood.

The population of the largest cities is as fol

lows :

Rio da Janeiro
Bahla (1861) : 162,000
Pernambuco 00,000 to 100,000
Maranhas 80,000
Para 25,000
Porto Allegre 20,000 to 24,000
Sao Paulo 20,000
Sao Pedro 18,000 to 19,000
Cara (Fortaleza) 16,000
Parahlba 12,000 to 14,000

According to the " Statistical Tables relat

ing to Foreign Countries," part xii. (London,

1870), the financial condition of the empire,

from 1806 to 1869, was as follows :

YEARS. Regular Receipt*. Expenditures DeAclU.

MUrau. MilreU. MUreli.

1R66-186T.... 64,776,844
71,612,104
86,937,127

122,406,738
170,759,748
156,837,845

67,629,894
99,147.551
69,900,218

1867-1808 ....
1868-1869....

i
226,677,663

The deficits caused by the war with Para

guay were met by an increase of the public

debt, and chiefly by the issue of paper-money.

In the budget of 1869-70, the receipts and

expenditures were fixed as follows :

1. Import duties 89,850,300
2. Navigation duties 370,000
3. Export duties 13,788,700
4. Interior:

Interest on railroad shares 90,400
Profits on the Dom Pedro Railroad 2,500.000
Post-Offlce 520,000
Snndry State Institutes 642.436
Stamp-tax , 2.95i),000

Mutation-tax 2,750.000
Tax on stores 1,250,000
Tax on lotteries 1,598,994
Sundry taxes 703,000
Fees.. 604,000
Slave-tax 516.000
State assets ■ 480.000

Miscellaneous 481,120
5. From the municipality of the capital:

Proceeds of domains 1,580.000
Consumption of liquors and of cattle 428,000
Miscellaneous 87,600
Extraordinary receipts 1,791,450
Deposits 4,631,950

Total 77,611,960

XirEXDITCRES.
1. Ministry of the Interior: MiM..

Civil list and appananes 1,378.000
Chambers 727.000
Supremo administration 439,890
Worship 1,106,670
Instruction, Science 076.805
Other expenditures 804,511

4,082,966
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MllireU.
Brought forward 4.<B3!tfi6

2. Ministry of Justice 8,288,070
3. Ministry of Foreign Affair* 748,490
4. Ministry of Navy 7,715,181
5. Ministry of War 18,855,872
b. Ministry of Finances :

Public debt 15.992,013
Pensions 1. 506.449
Tax levy 3,.'J05,271
Loan to the provinces 1.(KM.450
Administration of finances 6,788,580

7. Ministry of Commerce :
Interest securities 2,311,126
Dom Pedro liallroad 1.400.000
Subvention to steamboat companies 2,7N>i.OO0

Post-Office 770,741
Other expenditures 4,551,683

Total 70,786,932

The public debt, in 1870, was as follows :

Mllreli.
Foreign debt 113,«0»i,445
Domestic debt © 4, 5, and 6 per cent 240,246,800
Government notes in circulation, paper cur
rency 150,397,628

Treasury notes @ 2, 4, and 6 months (April 3,
1870) 53,863,900

Orphan and deposit money 10.776.495

Banco do Brazil 12,482,263

Total, 1870 581,823,430

The army, on the peace-footing, consisted of

16,G50 infantry, 4,231 cavalry, 4,322 artillery,

and 041 special corps ; total, 25,844 men. To

these must bo added the corps of engineers,

the train, and the naval force. The total force

of the army in time of war is 73,784 men.

In February, 1871, it was discovered in the

province of Minas Geraes that the slaves were

conspiring to assert their liberty. Three hun

dred slaves on some estates adjoining the gold

mines of the English companies in the prov

ince attempted to induce the large bodies of

those employed in the mines to rise, ex

pecting that the slaves of some other estates

would rally at once under the flag of lib

erty, and that the movement would speedily

extend throughout the empire. The plot was,

however, discovered, and about thirty of the

ringleaders arrested. This averted the insur

rection for the moment, but was regarded as

an ominous indication of the approaching

doom of slavory, as it would bo impossible

to conceal from the slaves of the empire that

only in Brazil, on tho American Continent,

were human beings hold in bondage.

In May, the Emperor and the Empress left

Brazil for a protracted journey to the Old

World. During his absence tho Princess Im

perial, wife of the Count d'Eu, was appointed

Regent, with full powers.

The Brazilian Chambers wero opened May

3d. The speech from the throne promised

reforms in the administration of justice, in the

electoral laws, in the organization of the Na

tional Guard, and in the system of recruiting.

It also announced that the Government would

introduce a bill relating to the abolition of

slavery, the time having come for a final solu

tion of the slavery question. In June a vote

was taken upon the clause of the spoech from

the throne relative to the emancipation of the

slaves belonging to the crown, and resulted

in a majority of 28 for the Goremment.

The long-protracted discussion on the eman

cipation bill itself closed on September 27th.

The bill was adopted in the Senate by a vote

of 44 against 33. The declaration of the re

sult of the vote was received in the crowded

Senate-house with great applauso, and rose-

leaves were showered from the galleries upon

the Senators. On leaving tho Senate, the

Visconde do Rio Branco, the Minister of

Agriculture, and the Senators who had taken

prominent part in tho advocacy of the hill,

were warmly congratulated by their friends

and loudly cheered by the multitude outside.

In tho evening a serenade was given by the

masons of Rio to the Visconde de Rio Branco.

The Government received congratulations from

all the foreign representatives in Rio and from

the local corporations, and felicitations con

tinually came from other parts of tho country

in proportion as the news reached them. Re

ligious corporations immediately commenced

to set at liberty the slaves owned by them,

and there were evidences of a movement

among the slave-owners, in the direction of

either converting their slaves into free tenant

farmers or of freeing them upon conditions of

a few years' service.

The main points of the bill for the abolition

of slavery, as passed by the Senate, are as fol

lows : The children born of a slave from date

of this law, within the empire, are considered

free-born. While minors, they aro to remain

in tho power and under tho rule of the masters

of their mothers up to the full age of eight

years, the masters being required to feed and

to bring them up during this period. At this

age, the mother's master has the option, either

to receive from the Government a compensa

tion of 600 milreis, or to avail himself of the

minor's services up to his full age of twenty-

one years. In tho former case, the Govern

ment takes charge of tho minor and of his

professional education. Every minor may

free himself of his bondage by a compensation

in money, offered by himself or any other

person to his mother's master, the amount of

which is to be previously fixed by estimating

the balance of his term of service, if no agree

ment thereupon exists. The master is bound

to feed and educate the children born of the

daughters of his female slaves as long as the

mother's services shall continue In case the

female slave is set free, her children under

eight years of age, who according to the law

are under the power of her master, are to he

delivered to her without any compensation,

unless they should romain with the master by

mutual consent of mother and master. In

case she is sold, her children under twelvo

years of age follow her, the new master as

suming the rights and obligations of his pred

ecessor. The services of the children of

female slaves cease, in case it is decided by a

court that the masters of their mothers have

ill-treated or beyond measure punished them

-■
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or neglected their support and education. The

masters' right, as stated in article 1, is trans

ferable in case of necessary heritage. The Gov

ernment may deliver those children born of

female slaves after the date of the law, when

they are ceded or given up by or taken away

from their masters, to privileged societies.

§ 1. The said societies are entitled to the gra

tuitous services of such minors, until they

come to the full age of twenty-one years, and

may hire them out, but they are bound to

feed and educate them ; to reserve for their

benefit a certain portion of their wages ; and

after the expiration of their term of service to

procure them a suitable employment. The

societies are subject to the control of the

Court of Orphans, as are also the foundling

hospitals and all persons intrusted with the

education of said minors. The Supreme Gov

ernment reserves the right of placing the

minors in public institutions, in which case

the municipal government assume all obliga

tions. In each province of the empire so

many slaves are to be set free every year as

its quota of the emancipation fund will per

mit. The emancipation fund is created out

of the slave-tax ; out of tax had on transfer

ring slaves ; from the proceeds, free of taxes,

of six yearly lotteries, and the tenth part of all

lotteries henceforth to be authorized ; from

the fees imposed by this law ; from the quota

to be freed in tho budgets of the empire, the

provinces and municipalities ; and from collec

tions, donations, andi legacies, for this purpose.

The slave is entitled to his earnings, to his

savings, and to donations, legacies, and in

heritance, which may devolve on him. This

property is to be protected by the Government,

and in case of death devolves on the lawful

heirs; in default of succession, it is adjudicated

to the emancipation fund. Slaves who, by

their income, or by the liberality of any one,

or by a contract for future services, procure

the means for purchasing themselves, have a

claim to manumission. The ransom is to be

fixed by agreement or by estimate. Contracts

for future services, for the purpose of

manumission, are subject to the sanction of

the Court of Orphans, and can only be closed

for a term not exceeding seven years. In case

a slave who is owned by several masters is set

free by one of them, he may obtain his full

freedom by buying out the other masters, ac

cording to their shares. This compensation

may consist in services not exceeding a term

of seven years. Manumission by a contract

for future services cannot be annulled by non-

fulfilment of this obligation, but the freed-

man shall be compelled to comply with it. In

all cases of selling or transferring slaves, the

separation of husband from wife, or children

under twelve years from their parents, is en

tirely- prohibited. If a family of slaves de

volves by inheritance to several heirs, it is to

be sold and tho proceeds to bo divided. The

following slaves are rendered free: 1. The

slaves of the nation, the Government having

to provide for their proper employment; 2.

Those given to the crown in usufruct; 8. The

slaves of the religious orders within seven

years, by agreement of the Government as to

the latter ; 4. Slaves belonging to vacant in

heritance; 6. Slaves who save the lives of

their masters or the parents or children of

their masters; 6. Slaves given up by then-

masters ; the latter are bound to feed them—

unless prevented by poverty—if they aban

doned them on account of physical unfitness.

BRECKINRIDGE, Rev. Robbbt Jsffkksok,

D. D., LL. D., a Presbyterian clergyman, pro

fessor, and author, born at Cabell's Dale, Ky.,

March 8, 1800 ; died at Danville, Ky., Decem

ber 27, 1871. He was the son of the Hon.

John Breckinridge, the author of the cele

brated Kentucky Resolutions of 1798, and

Attorney-General of the United States under

President Jefferson. Robert was a student

both at Princeton and Yale, but graduated at

Union College in 1819. He studied law and

was admitted to the bar of his native State in

1823, where he practised for eight years, hav

ing within that time been elected to the Legis

lature for four successive years. He made a

publio profession of religion in 1829, and his

attention having been turned to the min

istry, he studied theology privately, and was

licensed to preach in 1832, and soon after be

came pastor of tho Second Presbyterian Church

of Baltimore, in which position he remained

thirteen years. In 1845 he was elected presi

dent of Jefferson College, Pa., and at the same

time took charge of a Presbyterian Church in

a neighboring village. After two years in the

presidency of the college, he removed to Lex

ington, Ky., where he became pastor of the

First Presbyterian Church, and also Superin

tendent of Public Instruction for the State.

In 1853 he was elected Professor of Didactic

and Polemic Theology in the new theological

seminary at Danville, which office he con

tinued to hold until his death. He published

" Travels in France, Germany," etc., in 1839 ;

a volume on " Popery," in 1841 ; two volumes

on foreign travel, in 1845 ; the "Internal Evi

dence of Christianity," in 1852; and an elab

orate work on theology, incomplete, in 1857.

"While in Baltimore he edited a Literary and

Religion* Magazine with great ability. He

also edited at Danville, Ky., while professor

there, the Danville Review, in which he not

only defended his theological views, but gave

utterance to his patriotic sentiments during

the war with such earnestness as to encourage

the wavering and greatly provoke the disloyal.

Dr. Breckinridge has been one of the most

distinguished of the polemic divines of his age.

He believed himself to belong to the Church

militant, and fought his way through. In the

discussions and controversies that preceded

the disruption of the Presbyterian Church, he

was the champion of the Old-School party ; in

every conflict, urging on the wavering, rally
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ing the forces, charging furiously upon his

opponents, his voice ringing like a clarion in

tho thickest of the fight. lie knew nothing

of concession, or compromise, or toleration;

but pushed his views and measures to ex

tremes, with the boldness, energy, and faith

of one who had a special warrant from God

to guide the Church. Violent as he was in

debate, there were also a gallantry, chivalry,

and brilliancy in his attacks, that made them

splendid to witness. No debater in ecclesias

tical or civil courts ever commanded more

rapt and admiring attention than he in the

days of his power. Yet he trampled upon

laws of order, the amenities of life, and some

times frightened the timid by his fierce on

slaught upon what he would overwhelm. A

man of his boldness and fearlessness could not

but possess decided political opinions, espe

cially in a family which was for two or three

generations prominent in the national service.

Dr. Breckinridge was not only a politician,

but a very active and earnest one. Previous

to the late war, ho had been inclined to con

servatism, though disposed to deprecate sla

very ; but when the war came he was from

the first intensely, fiercely loyal, though one

of his sons, and his nephew John C. Breckin

ridge, went over to the Confederacy. He pre

sided over tho National Republican Convention

at Baltimore in 1864, which renominated Mr.

Lincoln for tho presidency.

BURLEIGH, William Henry, an American

journalist, reformer, and poot, born in Wood

stock, Conn., in February, 1812; died in Brook

lyn, N. Y., March 18, 1871. Ho was educated

mostly by his father, and when he was about

fifteen years of age his school-days were ter

minated by his father's blindness. Thencefor

ward he commenced a life of toil. At first ap

prenticed to a printer, ho speedily began to

contribute to the columns of the newspaper it

was a part of his duty to print, not in written

communications, but by setting up his articles

without the intervention of writing. From

the autumn of 1882 to 1835 ho was almost

constantly engaged in editorial duties, and in

charge of papers advocating one or all of the

great reforms then agitating the public mind

—antislavery, temperance, and peace—neither

of which was then very popular. Though nat

urally one of the most genial and amiable of

men, Mr. Burleigh was stern in his adherence

to principle, and was many times subjected to

mob violence for his unpopular opinions. In

1836 he addod to his editorial duties the labor

of lecturing in behalf of the American Anti-

slavery Society, and defending their views.

He became about this time the editor of the

Pittsburg Christian Witness, the organ of the

Western Pennsylvania Antislavery Society.

In 1843 he removed to Hartford, Conn., and

became the editor and proprietor of the Char

ter Oak, a vigorously-edited and brilliant de

fender of the antislavery and temperance re

forms. He struck hard, trenchant blows at

popular vices and political depravity in loth

papers, and received his reward more than

once in mob violence. But whilo he deemed

this heroio defence of unpopular doctrines a

duty, and maintained it with unfaltering

heart, his soul loathed controversy, and, when

ever he could command the means for it, he

would launch a purely literary paper, which,

though generally short-lived, always contained

gems of poetry and prose from his prolifio

pen, and always avoided any controversial

topics. He possessed in large measure the

poetic faculty ; and his poems, though generally

struck off at a white heat, and hence sometimes

lacking the polish and finish which come of

long and patient attrition, yet possessed great

merit. A volume of them was, we believe,

published between 1845 and 1850. In 1850 he

disposed of the Charter Oak to the Free-

soilers, the nucleus of the Republican party

which came a little later, and removed to Syra

cuse, and subsequently to Albany, N. Y., to be

the general agent and lecturer of the New York

State Temperance Society, and the editor of

their organ. He continued in this position till

1855, winning golden opinions from all with

whom he was brought into contact, when

Governor Clark offered him, unsolicited, the

position of harbor-master of the port of New

York. He accepted it, and removed to Brook

lyn, N. Y. For the next fifteen years he was

either harbor-master or port-warden, but

found time for a good deal of literary and some

political labor. In the political campaigns he

was always in demand as a speaker, and his

thorough knowledge of all the questions before

the people, and his winning eloquence, made

him very popular. He was also in great re

quest as a lyceum lecturer, and contributed

to literary- papers and reviews. A part of his

poems have been collected since his death,

and published, with a memoir, by his widow.
• BUXTON, CnAKLES, M. P., an eminent liter

ary critic, member of Parliament, and leader

in the educational movement, in Great Britain,

born in Weymouth, England, in 1823 ; died in

London, August 10, 1871. He was the eldest

surviving son of Sir Thomas Fowell Buxton,

the celebrated reformer and colleague of Wil-

berforce. The son was educated at Trinity

College, Cambridge, where he graduated with

honors in 1843. His father died in 1845,

leaving him a share in the great brewery ho

had established, and which continues to yield

a princely income to its proprietors. In 1857

Charles Buxton was elected to the British

Parliament for Newport, Isle of Wight, and

continued in Parliament to tho time of his

death, representing successively that city,

Maidstone, and East Surrey. In 1848 he ap

peared as an anthor. Ho published at that

time the memoirs of his father, w-ith selec

tions from his correspondence. The book was

well received, and attained a third edition.

One review pronounced it " one of the most

thoroughly well-written pieces of biography
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that have issued from the modern press,"

while the London Quarterly Review 'warmly

commended its courteous tone and the excel

lent judgment evinced in arranging the mate

rials connected with the veteran philanthro

pist's career. The fame thus early acquired

by Charles Buxton was subsequently increased

by his contributions to " The Cambridge Es

says," and to several reviews. More recently he

had published a small volume-entitled " Ideas of

the Day on Polioy." In the House of Commons

he took a leading part in promoting liberal

measures, especially such as were connected

with popular eduoation. He was a firm sup

porter of Mr. Gladstone, and a frequent attend

ant at publio meetings, in London, for philan

thropic purposes. He inherited much of tho

popularity of his father.

o

CALIFOENLV. The State of California, area of 151,C28 square miles. Its population,

according to the latest surveys, contains an in 1870, was divided as follows :.

COUNTIES. Aggregate. WhlU. Chlneie. Colored. Indian!. NfttlVM. Foreignen.

24,237 22,106 1,939 81 in 14,882 9,855
Alpine. . 683 676 8 1 485 200
Amador 9,582 7,883 1.627 72 6,449 4,133

11,403 9,197 2,082 84 40 7,428 8,975
8,895 7,405 1,441 81 18 4,677 4,218
6,165 5.389 271 81 424 6,088 1,077
8.461 8,271 160 21 9 6,791 2,670
2,022 1,009 217 12 784 1.580 442

10,309 8,589 1,582 132 6 6,287 4,022
6.336 8,259 427

39
15 2,635 4,974 1,362

Humboldt 6,140 6,025
"'8

76 4,646 1,494
1,956 1,608 29 311 1,164 792'
2,925 2,193 143 * 585 2,157 768
1,686 1,081 542 2 61 793 893
2,969 2,825 119 2 23 2,483 486
1,3» 1,309 17

'l34
1 1,178 149

L*i Angeles 15.309 14,720 236 219 10,9*4 4,325

MaripoM.'.'.'.'.'.".'.::".'.'.:;..';:::
6,903 6,394 361 22 126 8,761 8,142
4.572 8,364 1,084 90 34 2,192 2.880
7,545 6,865 129 9 542 6,147 1,393
2,807 2,548 186 86 87 2,196 611
430 386 42

"ill
2 805 125.

9,876 9.429 230 201 7,670 2,206
< 7,163 6,725 263 109 66 6,394 1,769
19.134 16,334 2,627 165 8 10,479 8,655
11,357 8,850 2,410 95 2 6,167 5, 190
4.489 8,571 911 2 5 2,414 2,075

211,830 22,725 8,598 475 34 16,223 10,602
> 3,988 8,964 16 8

"28
8,328 660

4.951 4,838 70 15 8,748 1,208
149,473 136,069 12,030 1,330 54 75,754 73,719
21.050 19,108 1,629 223 5 14,924 6,246
4,772 4.567 69 9 137 8,833 939
6.635 6,898 519 10 8 8.497 3,138
7,784 7,484 109 88 153 6.533 1.246
26.246 24.536 1,525 173 12 17,241 9.005

8,743 8.532 156 58 2 6,758 1,985

4,173 8.529 574 44 26 2,937 1,236

5.619 4,781 810 28
"so

2,816 2,803
6,848 5.329 1,440 29 4,321 2,627

16,871 15,870 920 78 8 11.263 5.603
19.819 19.184 478 77 85 15,656 4,163

6,499 6.189 806 4 .... 6,147 1,352

6,030 4,791 208 81 .... 3.949 L081
8,587 8,166 294 73 54 2,834 758
8,213 1,(151 1,099 23 140 1,397 1,816

4,533 4,391 99 89 4 8.977 556

8,150 6,516 1,524 67 8 4,182 3,968
9,899 9.818 395 69 117 7,778 2,121

Yuba 10,851 8,362 2,837 152 6,144 4,707

Total for State 500.417 409,424 49,310 4,272 7.241 350.416 209,831

According to the census of 1870, 91,176 old and over. ' There were 9,025 deaths during

children attended school during the year, of the year, of which 8,539 were from general

whom 87,598 were native, 8,578 foreign, 40,742 diseases, 1,104 from affections of the nervous,

male, and 44,261 female ; 24,877 persons, ten 436 of the circulatory, 854 of the respiratory,

years old and over, cannot read; 31,716, in- 1,093 of the digestive, 816 of the integumentary

eluding 2,853 Chinese and 1,789 Indians, can- system. The assessed value of real estate is

not write, of whom 9,520 aro native and 22,- $176,527,160; of personal estate, $93,116,908;

196 foreign. Of those who cannot write, 12,362 true valuation of real and personal estate,

are males and 9,837 females, twenty-one years $638,767,017 ; total taxation, not national,
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$7,625,561 ; publio debt, county, town, city,

etc., $14,659,555. The number of acres of im

proved land is 6,218,133; of woodland, 477,-

880 ; other unimproved land, 4,731,092 ; cash

value of farms, $141,240,028 ; of farming im

plements and machinery, $5,316,690 ; total

amount of wages paid during the year, includ

ing value of board, $10,403,447 ; value of or

chard products, $1,384,480 ; of forest products,

$566,017; of produce of market gardens, $1,-

059,779; of home manufactures, $301,491; of

slaughtered animals, $6,112,503 ; estimated

value of all farm products, including better

ments and additions to stock, $49,856,024;

value of all live-stock, $37,964,752. The State

contains 192,273 horses, 17,533 mules and

asses, 164,093 milch-cows, 5,944 working-oxen,

461,361 other cattle, 2,768,187 sheep, and 444,-

617 swine. The productions were 16,676,702

bushels of wheat, 26,275 of rye, 1,221,222 of

oorn, 1,757,507 of oats, 8,783,490 of barley,

21,928 of buckwheat, 380,010 of peas and

beans, 2,049,227 of Irish and 202,035 of sweet

potatoes, 13,294 of flaxseed ; 63,809 pounds of

tobacco, 11,391,743 of wool, 7,969,744 of but

ter, 3,395,074 of cheese, 625,064 of hops, 31,740

of flax, 8,587 of silk cocoons, 4,903 of wax,

294,826 of honey; 1,803,586 gallons of wine,

3,693,021 of milk sold, and 551,773 tons of hay.

The number of uncivilized Indians is oflicially

estimated at 7,383.

The State debt at the beginning of the term of

office of Governor Haight, in December, 1867,

was $5,146,500. On the 5th of December,

1871, it was $3,462,000, of which the State it

self held $1,133,500 in the School Fund, and

$57,500 in the University Fund. During the

fiscal year ending June 30, 1871, the receipts

of the State Treasury amounted to $3,329,984.-

99, and the disbursements to $2,915,592.72.

The present rate of taxation is 86J cents on a

hundred dollars assessed value of property,

distributed as follows: State capital, 10 cents;

Normal School, 2 cents ; State-prison building

fund, 3 cents ; school-tax, 10 cents ; funded

debt (including capital bonds) tax, 23f cents ;

Central Pacifio Railroad interest, 8 cents;

military, 1J cent, and general fund 28J cents.

The practical working of the Equalization

Act, passed at tho session of the Legislature of

1809-'7O, has not been very satisfactory. There

is a new capitol in course of construction at

Sacramento. The cost of the work, thus far,

has been $1,939,000, and it will require $247,-

242 to complete it, according to the present

estimates.

There are in tho State 130,110 children over

five years old, and 66,292 under that age. Of

these, 83,028 attended the public schools dur

ing the year, 15,524 attended private schools,

and 80,964 attended no school. There is a

normal-school building in course of construc

tion at San Jose. ; The Stato University, at

Oakland, is in a flourishing condition. During

the year there were 801 students in attend

ance. It is proposed to Lave new buildings

for this institution, and to establish an agricul

tural college and experimental farm in connec

tion with it. The State Insane Asylum, at

Stockton, had 1,090 inmates, ofwhom 786 were

males and 304 females. The necessity of an

other asylum is felt, and the Governor recom

mended to the Legislature at the session of

1871-'72 the appointment of commissioners to

locate it " in one of the counties bordering on

the bay." The Asylum for the Deaf and Dumb

and Blind, located at San Francisco, had, on

the 18th of September, 64 deaf and dumb

children—37 boys and 27 girls ; and 81 blind

—18 male and 13 female. The amount needed

for current expenses of this asylum for the

fiscal year, 1871-72, was estimated at $36,000.

The industrial condition of tho State is very

promising. The cultivation of fruit and mann-

facture of wine have grown to a very important

branch of industry. With regard to the pro

duction of wine, it is impossible to obtain pre

cise statistics later than 1868, when there were

2,587,764 gallons. The product of 1871 has

been variously estimated at from 4,000,000 to

5,000,000. gallons. There are 80,000 acres of

land planted with vines in the State. Tropical

fruits have been cultivated in the State with

considerable success. There are now upward

of 40,534 orange-trees in flourishing condition,

7,851 lemon-trees, 45,655 fig-trees, 29,000 olive-

trees, and 28,000 almond-trees. In the southern

counties, these, with several other varieties of

tropical fruit-trees, are brought to maturity

with very little care, and hear abundance of

excellent fruit. The manufacture of beet-

sugar has been undertaken on a pretty large

scale, and has met" with encouraging success.

The principal company organized for this pur

pose is that at Alvarado. It had 500 acres

planted with beets, which yield about 16 tons

to the acre. According to estimates founded

on former experience, it was calculated that

the beets would yield 160 pounds of sugar to

the tou, or 1,120,000 pounds for the year's

product The capacity of the mill now in

operation is sufficient to dispose of 60 tons of

beets per day. After the sugar has been ex

tracted from the entire crop, the rest of the

year is spent in refining and getting it to

market. The cost of production is stated at

about $500 per acre of the land under cultiva

tion, while tho yield from the same is valued

at $832. The production and manufacture of

silk has not been so successful for the past two

years as had been anticipated. At several

large cocooneries the worms died just before

the time for spinning. The mulberry-tree is

grown without any difficulty, and in general

the worms have been successfully hatched, but

the danger is that they will die before the

cocoons are made. It is thought, however,

that experience in the treatment of the worms

will make this a successful branch of industry

in California, as it has already proved in some

seasons and in some localities. An expe

rienced cultivator makes the following esti-
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j of the expenditures and receipts of feed

ing 4,000,000 silk-worms to be produeed from

100 ounces of eggs. They would consume the

leaves of 500 mulberry-trees, ten years old, and

covering four and a half acres, for the rent of

which he allows $100 per acre; for rent of the

cocoonery, $500 ; for 100 ounces of eggs, $250 ;

for ten hands at $1 per day, to attend to the

worms during the first twelve days, $120 ; for

twenty hands, ten days, $200 ; for thirty-five

hands, ten days, $350 ; for five hands, eighteen

days (after the feeding is done), $90 ; for su

perintendence, $300 ; miscellaneous expendi

tures, $500; total, $2,760. The product he

estimates at 6,000 pounds of reeling cocoons,

at $1.50, $9,000; 250 ounces of eggs, at $2.50,

$625 ; perforated cocoons and waste, $25. To

tal gross receipts, $9,650; net profit, $6,890.

The exports from San Francisco over the

Central Pacific Railroad for the first ten months

of the year, and the corresponding period in

1870, were as folloVs:

ARTICLES.

Fare
Whalebone. . .
Cotton
Blanket!
Olae
Quicksilver, . .
Coffee
Whale-oil
Crude metals .
Kowrle-gnm . .

Total pounds .

TF.S MOXTIM.

18TO. L 1871.

1,712.271
110,638

1.011,312
5,679,861
852,219
99.322

675,390
870,620

45,526

' 22,560

9,304,226

13,255.716
732.949

1.692,210
15,970,384

802,299
146,071

1,265,709
883,309

8,649
125,520
11,233

125,567
137,134
833,557
827.537
95,384
71,995

37.091,051
27.786,825

The weight of tea and coffee forwarded to

the East by rail, for the year ending November

1st, was as follows :

NoTembcr (1370).
December
January (1871) . . .
February
March
April

*zJune
July

«t.

T. ■>.

863,610
586,295
457,177
■I 16.676

838,153
588.862

182,152
174,312

1,063,106
1.968,611
4,003.581
3,533,955

163,030

67,061
129,540
457, 165
768,350

14,706,621 | 1.590.496

During the ten months preceding, the ex

ports of tea by the same route had been :

January 78.601
February 71,450
March 561.551
April 95,725
May 80,453

June 63,408
July 100.090
August 234,373
September. 811,631
October 161,054

Total pounds 1,704,296

The political campaign of 1871 in Califor

nia, was one of unusual interest. The people

were known to be divided pretty equally be

tween the two parties, but there had been no

practical test of their position, and no expres

sion of their sentiments in public convention

for two years. Henry H. Haight, the Govern

or, was elected by Democratic votes in 1867,

but a portion of his party was opposed to his

renomination. Several Democratio journals

were outspoken and vigorous in their opposi

tion ; and, on the very morning of the State

Convention at Sacramento, the recognized or

gan of the party throughout the State, pub

lished in that city, said : " We can see no hope

for the success of the ticket with Governor

Haight at the head of it. By all means, gen

tlemen of the convention, give us some other

man. Can the Democratic party afford to lose

a United States Senator this fall ? It may be

set down as a fixed fact that, with Governor

Haight at the head of tho ticket, it will be beat

several thousand votes in San Francisco, and

we will lose twelve Assemblymen, and (with

San Mateo) three Senators." The principal

issue in the contest related to the policy of

granting subsidies to railroads, to which a

strong popular hostility had sprung up. It

was well known that Governor Haight had

signed a number of bills making grants to rail

roads, and authorizing the taxation of towns

and cities to aid in their construction, and this

was the main ground of opposition to his re

election, although ho now publicly condemned

the subsidizing policy, and even expressed the

belief that it was unconstitutional. That ques

tion wa£ decided, however, by the Supreme

Court, in favor of tho power of tho Legislature

under tho constitution to make the grants and

authorize cities and towns to do so, however

impolitic it might be in itself. The decision

was rendered in the suit of the Stockton &

Visalia Railroad Company against the city of

Stockton, which had refused to pay the tax

authorized by the Legislature. It was objected

to the statute that it authorized taking private

property from one class of persons for the

benefit of another. The constitution provides,

however, that private property may be taken

for "public use," if just compensation be paid.

Justice "Wallace discussed the meaning of the

phrase " public use " at much length, and con

cluded that the Stockton & Visalia Railroad

was a public use, because the Legislature had

treated it as such. The power of the State

government to foster and regulate internal

improvements was unquestionable; many of

the States had exercised that power in refer

ence to railroads, in one form or another ; and

the highest courts of a majority of the States

havo held that such exercise is constitutional.

Justice Wallace quotes and refers to a long ar

ray of decisions in other States, the groat pre

ponderance of authority being in favor of the

conclusions which ho adopts, that such subsi

dies are constitutional.

Tho Democratic delegates assembled at Sac

ramento on the 21st of June, and put in nomi
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nation the following ticket of candidates for

the State offices: For Governor, Henry H.

Haight, the- incumbent of the office; Lieuten

ant-Governor, Colonel E. J. Lewis; Justices

of the Supreme Court, Jackson Temple and

Selden S. Wright; Secretary of State, W. B. C.

Brown ; Comptroller, R. O. De Witt The fol

lowing platform was unanimously adopted :

Resolved, By the Democratic party of California :

1. That, waiving all differences of opinion as to the

extraordinary means by which they were brought

about, we accept the natural and legitimate results of

the war, so far as waged for the ostensible purpose to

maintain the Union and the constitutional rights and

powers of the Federal Government.

2. That we regard tho three several amendments

to the Constitution, recently adopted, as a settlement

in fact of all the issues of the war, and that the same

are no longer issues before the country.

8.. That wo demand that the rule of strict construc

tion, as proclaimed by the Democratic fathers, and

embodied in the tenth amendment to the Federal

Constitution, be applied to the Constitution as it is,

including the three recent amendments to that in

strument; that the absolute equality of each State

within tho Union is a fundamental principle of the

Federal Government ; that we shall always cherish

and uphold the American system of State and local

government for State and local purposes only, as

essential to the maintenance of civil liberty ; and are

unalterably opposed to all attempts at centralization

or consolidation of power in the hands of the Federal

Government.

4. That we demand of Congress universal amnesty

for all political offences.

6. That while we condemn all riotous and unlawful

combinations to disturb the peace or infringe the

rights of any citizens, we denounce the act commonly

called the " Bayonet Bill," passed by Congress, ond

the more recent act commonly called tho " Ku-klux

Bill," as enacted for no other purpose than to com

plete the work of centralization, and, by establishing

a military despotism, to perpetuate tho present Ad

ministration without regard, to the will of the people ;

that these measures are not only inconsistent with

the whole theory and character of the Federal Gov

ernment, and revolutionary and dangerous in their

tendency, but aro in direct conflict with the spirit

and letter of the Constitution, including tho amend

ments which they pretend to enforce.

6. That wo are in favor of a tariff for revenue only,

ond we denounce the system commonly called tho

protective system as unjust, oppressive, prolific of

corruption, and injurious to the best interests of the

country ; that the tariff legislation of the Bepublican

party during the past ten years has destroyed our

shipping, paralyzed industry, and plundered the

moss of' the people for the benefit of capitalists and

monopolists.

7. That the profligate grants of vast tracts of the

public domain mode by the radical majority in Con

gress to railroad corporations, regardless of the rights

of settlers, and without any proper conditions or re

strictions, are a fraud upon tho people of the country.

8. That the failure of Congress to repeal tho odi

ous income-tox, the maintenance of a vast army of

tax-gatherers to harass the people and eat out their

substance, and the failure to restrict the importation of

Chinese coolies, whose competition tends directly to

cheapen and degrade white lobor, constitute a cata

logue of grievances for which a radical Congress will

be held justly accountable.

9. That we are uncompromisingly opposed to sub

sidizing railway or other private corporations out of

the public Treasury, to the overwhelming increase

of debt ond taxation ; that laws which impose taxes

upon the mass of<citizcns in aid of such corporations,

whether in tho form of donations, loans, or subscrip

tions, are on invasion of the rights of private prop

erty and^i departure from sound maxims of govern

ment, and result in the bankruptcy of towns and

counties ; thot they lead to gross abuses ; are a pro

lific source of corruption, and violate the cardinal

principle of democracy, to wit : that government is

instituted for the welfare and security of the mass

of the people, and not for the aggrandizement of a

favored few : and that the law upon the statute-book

known as the five per cent, law ought to be imme

diately repealed.

10. That we are in favor of amending the State

constitution so as to provide additional safeguards

against the taxation of private property in aid of

private corporations or individuals, ond- against im

provident legislation, ond of securing needed consti

tutional reforms.

11. That the Democratic party, deriving its

strength from the working-classes, is the natural

enemy of monopolies, and h%s always been and al

ways will be ready to support and urge such meas

ures for the elevation of the laboring population and

the amelioration of their condition as an enlightened

policy may suggest; that we point to the legislation

of the past three years, reducing the hours of labor,

requiring public work to bo done by the day, and

seeking to restrict Chinese immigration, as evidence

of the sympathy of tho Democracy with the wishes

and interests of the laboring-classes.

12. That we believe that the labor of our white

people should not be brought into competition with

the labor of a class of inferior people, whose living

costs comparatively nothing, and who oare and know

little about our churches, schools, societies, and social

and political institutions, and that we are, therefore,

opposed to Chinese immigration ; thot Congress, by

its legislation, having sought to foster such immi

gration and to prevent our local authorities from

interfering with it, and by its attempted abrogation

of the foreign miners' license-tax, deserves our se

verest condemnation, and has given us another illus

tration of its intention to concentrate all power in

the hands of the General Government.

18. That the public lands yet left to the United

States and the State of California should be disposed

of only to actual settlers in limited quantities, and

on tho most favorable terms; and the lawst both

State and Federal, should be so framed as to insure

this result, so vital to a free people.

14. That the interference by the President of tho

United Slates with tho military power of the Union,

in elections to overawe the people and control the

right of suffrage, is treason to the Constitution.

15. That we are compelled, by profound convictions

of their injustice and impolicy, to record our solemn

protest against the leading measures of the national

Administration, ond we pledge all the power with

which we may be intrusted to earnest efforts to lessen

the expenditures of the Government, to reduce and

equalize taxation, to hasten the extinction of the

public debt, and by honest legislation to protect the

public domain against the rapacity of the speculators

and robbers, ana restore early and cordial union and

fraternity to the States and the people of the re

public.
16. That, by thorough organization and concerted

action, another victory is within the reach of the

Democratic party of this State, and this convention

pledges itself to effect such organization and action,

and to secure, by all honorable means, the election

of the candidates this day nominated.
17. And whereas, since the advent of the Demo

cratic party to power in 1867, the rate of taxation for

State purposes has been reduced from $1.13 to 86

cents on each $100 of property, and the State debt

reduced more than $1,000,000, at the Borne time thot

tho school fund hos been increased, and large sums

of money hove been judiciously expended upon pub

lic buildings, a State university organized and put in

operation, the tide-landB of the State rescued from
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the grasp of speculators, and sold for the public ben

efit, special franchise legislation successfully checked

for the first time by Executive veto, laws enacted for

the revision of our civil and criminal code, the equali

zation of assessments, and the refunding of the btate

debt, and a successful opposition inaugurated to any

taxation of the people lor the benefit of railway or

other private corporations, besides other useful re

forms : therefore—

Setolved, That we heartily indorse the Democratic

State administration, and declare it eminently entitled

to the confidence and approval of (he whole people.

No organized Labor party took part in the

campaign, but the influence of the leaders of

the associations of working-men, especially

those of San Francisco, appears to have been

exerted against Governor Haight's reelection.

The following resolutions, adopted at a meet

ing of the Executive Committee of the National

Labor Union, the Executive Committee of the

Settlers1 League, and the officers of several

other labor organizations, held in SanFrancisco

in Jane, express in strong terms the grounds

of their hostility to Haight, and exhibit in

some measure the sontiments of the working-

men on several important subjects:

Whereat, His Excellency Governor Haight, by his

pa^t official record, has exhibited such a want of

moral courage, manliness, and charactor, as has left

ns in doubt whether very many of his official acts

were influenced by ignorance and short-sightedness,

or corruption ;

While he has sanctioned laws to authorize subsi

dies to railroads, by taxation on the private property

of individuals, he has persistently declared such

legislation unconstitutional and wrong ;

Having solemnly sworn to support the constitution

of this State, whioh specially prohibits lotteries, he

weakly or corruptly indorsed a law authorizing the

Mercantile Library lottery ;

While preaching the gospel of economy, he has put

in practice and enoouragod the existence of the cor

rupt measures of the Legislature of a " thousand

commissions "—

Thereby saddling on the people of San Francisco

millions of dollars of indebtedness, for the benefit of

political favorites ;

While making loud protestations in favor of the

Srotection of white labor, and the elevation of the

iboring-menj he has publioly and officially enoour-

aged the immigration of Mongolian labor, a degraded

and debased people, to compete with and depress the

American laborer: therefore—

Rmh&t, That Governor Haight, judged by his

official record, is unworthy of the confidence and

support of the working-men of this State ; he is too

short-sighted to perceive and weak-minded to prop

erly discharge the duties of the office of Governor of

the State of California.

Sttoined, That there is good reason to believe, and

we do believe, that, while professing to be the anti-

subsidy candidate for Governor, to obtain the anti-

subsidy vote, he is silently carrying with him a sub

sidy candidate for Lieutenant- Govornor ; and that,

if he bo elected, he will resign for the United States

senatorship, plaoingtfie subsidy Lieutenant-Govern

or over an anti-subsidy people.

Setolved, That the action of Governor Haisfht, in

vetoing the bill passed for the protoction of Hutch-

ioga and Lamon, settlers on the public lands under

the preemption laws of the Unitod States, indicates

an utter disregard of the laws of our oountry, and

the rights of working-men ; and his attempt to de

prive those settlers of their rights, through the

courts, was a flagrant outrage on the rights of all

settlers on the public domain.

Setolved, That for these, and other good reasons,

the working-men of San Francisco are opposod to the

nomination and election of H. H. Haight, Governor

of this State, and we hereby pledgS ourselves to

work and vote against him, and thereby defeat his

election.

Resolved, That we will not vote for any publio

officer who employs or encourages the employment

or introduction among us of Chineso labor.

Jtetolvtd, That whoever encourages Mongolian

labor is recreant to the rights and interests of the

American publio ; and we call on every working-man

in the State to oppose the nomination and election

to office of any man who encourages Chinese or other

Mongolian labor on this continent.

The Republican Convention met at Sacra

mento, on the 28th of June. The candidates

nominated for the different State offices were

as follows : Governor, Newton Booth ; Lieu

tenant-Governor, Romauldo Paoheco; Secre

tary of State, Drury Malone; Justices of the

Supreme Court, A. C. Niles, A. L. Rhodes;

Comptroller, Jas. J. Green ; Treasurer, Ferdi

nand Bauer; Surveyor, Robert Gardner; At

torney-General, John L. Love ; Clerk of the

Supreme Court, Grant T. Taggart; Superin

tendent of Instruction, Ilenry M. Bolander;

State Printer, Thos. H. Springer ; Harbor Com

missioner, John A. McGlynn. The platform,

after pronouncing a lofty eulogy on the na

tional Republican party and its past achieve

ments, and giving a hearty indorsement to

President Grant and his Administration, pro

ceeds as follows:

Setolved, That the concentration of the landed

property of the country in the possession and owner

ship of the few, to the exclusion of the many, is in

contravention of the theory of American govern

ment, subversive of the rights, libertieSj and happi

ness of the masses of the people, and if permitted

would inevitably terminate in the speedy establish

ment of an odious aristocracy upon the ruins of our

free institutions ; and we are in favor of such legis

lation, both by the nation and the State, as shall

secure a just and equal distribution of the publio

lands remaining to them respectively, to actual sot-

tiers and proprietors in small quantities, at the low

est reasonable prices, and for homestead purposes

only.

Resolved^ That the safety and perpetuity of repub

lican institutions depend mainly upon popular

education and intelligence. We therefore approve

and recommend a common-school system that shall

not only extend its bonefits to all ; but which shall

be compulsory upon all, and we are inflexibly op

posed to any application of the publio school moneys

with any reference to distinctions in religious creeds.

Setolved, That religious liberty in its broadest

sense is a fundamental principle of American gov

ernment, and legislative enactments having in view

the establishment of a creed, the regulation of the

mode of worship, or the enforcement of religious ob

servances of any kind, are inconsistent therewith,

and invasions of tho rights of the citizens.

Setolved, That the presence in our midst of large

numbers of Chineso, who are incapable of assimila

tion with our own raocs, ignorant of the nature and

forms of our government, and who manifest no dis

position to acquire a knowledge of the same or to

conform to our own habits, manners, and customs, is

a serious and continuing injury to the best interests

of the State ; that their employment under the plea

of cheap wages is offensive to the exalted American

idea of the dignity of labor, detrimental to the pros

perity and happiness of our own laboring-classes,
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and an evil that ought to be abated ; that while wo

unsparingly reprobate and denounce all acts of

violence, wheresoever and by whomsoever commit

ted upon them, we are inflexibly opposed to their

admission to citizenship, and demand of the Federal

Government the adoption of such treaty regulations

and legislation as shall discourage their further im

migration to our shores.

Jiesolved, That the subsidizing of railroads, or other

private corporations, by grants of public lands or by

taxation of private property in any form, is contrary

to sound maxims of government and productive of

gross corruption and abuse, and a plain invasion of

the rights of the citizen, and we hereby pledge the

Republican party to an uncompromising opposition

to any and all legislation for such purposes ; and—

Whereas, The Supreme Court has decided that such

legislation is not in conflict with the Constitution:

therefore—

Resolved, That we are in favor of an amendment to

that instrument prohibiting the enactment of any

law granting such subsidies.

Resolved, That we demand an immediate repeal of

the act of the last Legislature commonly known as

the five per cent, subsidy law.

Resolved, That tho scandalous abuse of power ex

hibited by a Democratic Legislature, in the creation

of useless offices, boards of commissions, and the in

expedient increase of salaries and fees for partisan

purposes, its palpable and wanton violation of a

plain provision of the constitution by the infamous

enactment commonly known as the Lottery Bill, its

measureless subserviency to a corrupt lobby, evinced

by numerous profligate grants of subsidies to rail

road companies, the official sanction of most of those

pernicious measures including tho aforesaid Lottery

Bill, by the present Democratic State Executive ; ana,

in addition thereto, his official approval of a series

of legislative enactments whereby railroad com

panies have been subsidized to tho extent of $40,-

000,000, afford convincing proof of tho apostasy of a

Democratic administration to all tho pledges upon

the faith of which it was elevated to power, and

that the affairs of the State cannot with safety be

recommitted to its control.

Resolved, That we extend to our newly-enfran

chised citizens cordial welcome to the rights of citi

zenship now permanently secured to them after the

hard-fought struggle with their old oppressors : that

if they do not now understand the responsibility

which rests upon them as freemen, we fully believe

that, as they advance in the path of freedom and in

telligence, none will regret the act of justice by

which the Republican party gave to them constitu

tional guarantees of civil and political equality.

The election took place, after a vigorous

canvass, on the 5th of September, and resulted

in the victory of the Republican ticket. The

whole number of votes cast for Governor was

120,101. Of these, Newton Booth received

62,581, and Henry H. Haight 57,520, which

gives the former a majority of 5,061. In 1867,

when Ilaight was elected, the total vote was

92,352, of which Ilaight received 49,905, or a

majority of 7,458. At the last election, three

members of Congress were chosen, all Repub

licans. One-third of the old Senate held over,

and that body now stands— Democrats 21,

Republicans 18, Independent 2. In the As

sembly, or lower branch of the Legislature,

there are 55 Republicans, 24 Democrats, and 1

Independent. In a joint ballot the Republicans

have a clear majority of 25. The judicial

election occurred in October, and A. L. Rhodes

and A. C. Niles, the Republican candidates,

were chosen. Some complaint was made of

the operation of the registry and election

laws. Among other things it was alleged that

the cost to the State of tho regular election

was about $35,000, and that of the judicial

election $15,000.

The prevalent feeling against encouraging

Chinese immigration, which found expression

in the platforms of both political parties, was

also exhibited in other ways. There is a lair

on the statute-books declaring Chinamen in

competent to testify in cases where white men

are parties. A decision of the Supreme Court

of the Stato was obtained, at its last term,

on the constitutionality of this provision. Its

validity had been denied, on the ground that

it was in conflict with the fourteenth amend

ment of the Federal Constitution, which de

clares that no State shall deny to any person

within its jurisdiction "the equal protection

of the laws." The court, however, affirmed

the validity of the law, Justice Temple taking

the ground that the right to testify as a wit

ness was not essential to secure the equal

protection of the law, and that it was not the

purpose of the Legislature to leave the Chinese

unprotected. He seems, furthermore, to ques

tion tho right of the national Government to

interfere in matters of that kind. " It is no

part," he says, "of tho purpose for which

that Government was created to stand guard

over the States to see that they execute their

laws in a manner not to oppress those who

are subject to them."

On the night of the 24th of October, a riot

occurred in the city of Los Angeles, in which fif

teen Chinamen were hanged and six others shot • ,

by a lawless mob. There had been a feud be

tween two Chinese companies of that place,

and some of the hostile parties meeting in the

Btreet, a fight ensued. When the police at

tempted to quell the disturbance, they were

resisted, and one of their number killed and

two others wounded. As soon as the assault

upon the police became known, a mob of white

men collected and attacked the Chinese quar

ter, shooting the people without mercy, and

hanging thoso who were caught trying to

escape. In a few hours, the more respectable

portion of the citizens succeeded in staying the

riot, and the matter was soon after taken up

and investigated by the grand-jury of Angeles

County. Thirty-seven persons were indicted

for riot, two for assault with deadly weapons,

two for assault to commit murder, and twenty-

five for murder, besides eight Chinamen, who

were indicted for murder, or assault with in

tent to murder. In their report the jury blame

tho officers for their conduct in the following

terms : " We believe that we would be wanting

in our duty if wo should fail to present to this

court the painful conclusion forced upon us

by the testimony to which we have listened,

that the officers of this county, as well as those

of this city, whose duty it is to preserve! the

peace and arrest those who, in their presence,
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are violating the law by the commission of the completion of the Asylum for the Deaf,

crime, were deplorably inefficient in the per- Dumb, and Blind ; the organization and endow-

formance ofofficial and sworn duties during the ment of a State University upon a basis which

scenes of confusion and bloodshed which dis- must secure it against the invasion of partisan

graced this city, and have cast reproach upon politics ; the progress in completing the State

the people ofLos Angeles County. While a fee- Capitol; the prevention, to -so large an ex-

ble and in»most cases an ineffectual effort was tent, of special legislation ; the progress made

made by officers to rescue the unfortunate ones toward a thorough revision of our statutes and

that were being dragged away to execution, it the perfection of our revenue system by equal-

does not appear that any attempt whatever izing assessments ; the successful disposal of

was made by any officer to arrest any of those the tide-lands of the State; the repeal of a

who, in their presence, were openly and greatly vicious system of bounties and the overthrow

violating the law, even to the taking of human of the subsidy system, which levied taxation

life. From the testimony ofmany witnesses, as and created debt for the benefit of private cor-

well as from the fact that in every case which porations; the large increase of the Common-

has come to our knowledge, where two reso- School Fund, and the extension and improve-

lute men, or even one determined man, re- ment of the school system ; the erection of a

solved to rescue a captive from the hands of State Normal School; the more thorough ar-

those who were hurrying him away to execu- rangement of the State archives in the offices

tion, they were successful, and met with no of the Comptroller and Secretary of State; the

overpowering resistance. The conviction is organization of a State Board of Health, for the

forced upon us that, had the officers performed oollation of statistics of hygiene ; the law for

their duty, this grand-jury would not have the preservation of fish in our bays, Jakes, and

been called upon to devote weeks to the inves- streams ; the prosecution of the geographical

tigation of this matter, nor would there have and geological exploration and survey—consti-

been any riotous acts on that night to stain the tute an imperfect summary of the administra-

record of this county, nor the reputation of tion of the State government for the past four

Los Angeles City. We believe, from the evi- years. This period has been an eventful one

dence which we have taken, that a great ma- in the history of the State in other respects,

jority of those who witnessed the sad specta- One continental line of railroad has been com-

cles of that night, instead of being a blood- pleted,. and three others aro in progress, and

thirsty mob, having possession of the city, or our internal railroad system is being rapidly

any part of it, trampling law and order under extended. The great industries of the State

. foot, were unwilling witnesses, anxious to pre- have undergone a healthy development, not-

vent the revolting scenes that were passing withstanding the temporary stagnation of la-

beforo their eyes, and would quickly and cheer- bor and capital occasioned by two unusually

fully have prevented or put an end to the dry seasons. Enterprises for the irrigation

anarchy, if any resolute and energetic man, of the uplands in the San Joaquin and Sac-

clothed with authority and with an average ramento valleys, and for the reclamation of

share of ability and judgment, had placed him- the swamp and marsh lands, have been en-

self at their head, and in a proper manner di- tered upon, the success of which promises re-

rected their efforts." suits of the greatest importance and value in

The nineteenth session of the California the future. Our mining, manufacturing, agri-

Legislature commenced at Sacramento on the cultural, and commercial interests have pros-

4th of December. The Senate organized by pered."

choosing Democratic officers, the Republican For several days the election of a Senator in

Lieutenant-Governor of course presiding, while Congress occupied a good deal of attention,

the House chose all its officers from the Re- the Republicans especially having many lively

publican majority. On the fourth day of the discussions upon the subject in their caucuses,

session, the committee on canvassing the elec- They finally settled upon Aaron A. Sargent

tion returns reported that Newton Booth had as their candidate, and he was elected in a

received 61,818 votes for Governor, and H. H. joint convention of the two Houses as the

Haight 56,800 ; and"Roumaldo Pacheco had re- successor of Cornelius Cole, receiving 72 votes

ceived 61,700 votes for Lieutenant-Governor, out of a total of 118; Judge Wallace, the nomi-

and E. J. Lewis, 56,779. On the following nee of the Democrats, receiving 46. On the

day, the 8th of December, the new Governor 21st of December the Legislature adjourned

was inaugurated. In his valedictory mes- over to the 4th of January, 1872. No impor-

sage, Governor Haight gave the following re- tant legislation was completed before the re

trospect of the four years of his administration: cess, and comparatively little was set on foot.

"The faithful custody and disbursement of Among the bills introduced were the follow-

the public revenues; the payment of about one- ing: "An act to facilitate telegraphic com-

thira of the State debt ; the reduction of taxa- munication between America and Asia," em-

tion from $1.13 to 86£- cents ; the improvement powering certain New York and California

in the prison buildings and in the discipline capitalists to construct and operate one or

and management of the prison ; a better sys- more telegraph wires or cables on the lands or

tem for the government of the Insane Asylum ; waters under the jurisdiction of the State be-
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tween the American coast and that of Japan

and China; a bill providing that parents or

guardians, having the control of children be

tween the ages of eight and fourteen, shall re

quire them to attend school at least twelve

weeks during the school-year, and six weeks

consecutively, unless they shall be excused by

the Board of Trustees on account of inability,

or on account of attendance at some private

school ; a bill requiring mining companies em

ploying twelve men or more, and having a

shaft sunk to the depth of not less than three

hundred feet, to have an outlet beyond the

main shaft, through which the men may escape

in case of accident ; " An act to prohibit the

appropriation of public moneys for private

and sectarian purposes ; " and " An act to take

preliminary steps for the formation of a new

constitution for the State of California." A

joint resolution was received from the Legis

lature of Nevada, asking the State " to cede

the territory east of the summit of the Sierras

to Nevada."

The commission appointed to revise the

laws of the State have completed their work,

and reported four codes : a civil code ; a politi

cal code ; a code of civil procedure ; and a penal

code. These comprise all the statutory pro

visions which it is thought desirable to retain,

and such changes and new features as were

deemed expedient by the commissioners. Be

fore being submitted to the Legislature, the

codes wore examined by two prominent jurists

at the request of Governors Haight and Booth,

and receivtd their approval. They came be

fore the Legislature early in the session, but

were not acted upon before the close of the

year.

CANNIBALISM. Evidences of the exist

ence d> this revolting practice in prehistoric

time9 are abundant. The human bones found

in the caves in Italy, France, and Belgium, as

in the cave of Chauvaux, near Namur, and in

the shell-heaps of Denmark, bear the marks

of fire and of having been broken. They are

mostly bones of young women and children,

affording the inference that human flesh was

eaten as a delicacy, and not from necessity.

Cannibals are often spoken of, in the writings

of the ancients, as living in the East Indies

and Africa.

Our present inquiry is as to the extent to

which cannibalism still exists. Among Asiatic

nations, the Battas, on the island of Sumatra,

appear to be the only tribe who continue it.

They are mentioned as cannibals by Marco

Polo in the thirteenth century, and Nicolo di

Corti in the fifteenth century. Thoy are by

no means of a low grade of intellectual stand

ing, though they seem to have been formerly

more advanced than at present. They are

acquainted with farming and some branches

of industry, have an alphabet and a show

of a literature, and the majority of them can

read and write. According to Friedmann

(" Die Ostasiatische Inselwelt," Leipsic, 1868)

anthropophagy is with them the expres

sion of sensuality and passion ateness, which

are highly developed among them. Their

unbounded appetites even stoop to cats, rats,

sick dogs, etc. "As cannibalism exists at

present among them," says Friedmann, "it

is regulated by law. Certain offjences are

punished by death, after which the offender

is eaten. Prisoners of war are reserved for

the same terrible fate. An enemy taken

in arms outsido of the Kampong must be

eaten alive, that is, without being previously

killed." Spies and traitors are also eaten, but

are first killed. It would be ah error to say

that. the Battas eat human flesh as a common

food. There are, indeed, according to Fried

mann, some who buy slaves, fatten and eat

them, but they are despised even among their

own people.

The classic ground for anthropophagy is

still Africa, chiefly on the Guinea coast, where

cannibalism is spread from Sierra Leone to

Calabar. Even where English influence pre

dominates, it has not been able to stpp this

practice entirely, as, for instance, in Sierra

Leone. The best description of the barbarism

reigning in that region is given by Consul

Thomas J. Hutchinson in his "Ten Years'

Wanderings among the Ethiopians" (London,

1862). Cannibalism also prevails in Oinun,

on the Cross River. Consul Campbell wrote

to Hutchinson from Lngos, that the wide

spread tribe of the Idshoo were generally as

sumed to be cannibals. As late as 1859 human

flesh was sold in open market at Duketown,

on the Old Calabar. In Brass and Bonny all

prisoners of war are eaten, with the idea that

they impart courage.

A few degrees below the delta of the Niger

we again meet with cannibals, the tribe of the

Fans, or Pahuins. This tribe lias come from

the interior of Africa and settled within tho

limits of tho French possessions near the Ga

boon. The first account of them was given by

Paul du Chaillu ("Explorations and Adven

tures in Equatorial Africa," etc., London, 1861).

Du Chaillu reports that, when he entered the

chief village of the Fans, he met a woman

carrying the leg of a man, and that he saw

human bones lying in front of the huts. But

the naval surgeon, Dr. Griffon du Bellay ("Le

Tour du Monde," 1865), who made several

trips from the coast to tho interior in the

years 1861 to 18C4, states that, although the

Fans are cannibals, yet the report of Du

Chaillu was exaggerated ; he saw no signs of

anthropophagy.

More recently we have received news of the

existence of anthropophagy in the southern

part of Africa, where the caves of the can

nibals in tho land of the Bassoutos have excited

considerable attention. This region, which

lies between the Orange Free State and the

English possessions, has been the scene of

constant wars between the whites and the

natives, and tho famine which followed these
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wars is said to have led to the eating of

human flesh. A very concise account of the

cannibalism of the Bassontos is found in the

Anthropological Review (No. 25, April, 1869),

where James Henry Bowker, Dr. Bleek, and

Dr. John Beddoe, have given their observa

tions on the " Cave Cannibals of South Africa."

Interesting data are also found in " Relation

d'un Voyage d'Exploration au Nord-est de la

Colonie du Cap de Bonne Esperance, par Ar-

bousset et Daumas," Paris, 1842, pages 105-

123. The voyage was made in the year 1836.

In his " Two Lectures on the Native Tribes of

the Interior," Capetown, 1855, pages 62-64,

Edward Salomons spoke of cannibalism as ex

isting among four tribes. Two of these, the

Bakufeng and the Makatla, are Bechuanas;

while the other two, the Bamakakana and the

Bamatlapatla, are Kafi'res. It is suggested

that they became cannibals in consequence of

the war which devastated that region some

fifty years ago, and have remained so ever

since.

Some doubt has arisen in regard to the

tribe of* the Niamaniam, of the district of the

White Nile, who have been spoken of as ad

dicted to cannibalism. Heuglin says (" Beise

in das Gebiet des Weissen Nil und seiner west-

lichen Zuflusse," Leipsic and Heidelberg, 1869)

the large tribe of the Niamaniam is bounded on

the north by the Fertit, on the east by the tribes

of Dor, and perhaps some of the Diur tribes,

while its extension to the west and south is

not yet completely known; single tribes,

however, reach beyond the equator and west

ward of 18° east longitude from Greenwioh.

Niamiam or Namiam—in tho plural Niama

niam — means originally with the Djelabes

eaters, in this case man-eaters. According to

Marchese Horatio Antinori, they eat ants,

grasshoppers, bugs, bats, and hunt monkeys

and apes. "I myself," says Antinori, "have

had opportunity to examine some of this tribe,

whom! have met with the ivory-dealers. I

have seen them eat bats and apes which I had

shot. They roasted them and devoured the

meat with the burnt skin, and then not only

the entrails, but even the excrements. But

still I cannot say that they are cannibals."

Undoubted proof of this is furnished by Carlo

Piaggia, who wandered about in the country

with the ivory-dealers for several years, and

lived with the chief Tombo for nearly a year,

up to February, 1865. In their wars with

neighboring tribes they ate the bodies of those

killed in battle. Of this fact Piaggia was an

eye-witness. His statement (see " Year-Book "

of the Geographical Society of Florence, 1868)

is confirmed by Schweinfurth, who also ob

served some of their sanguinary feasts during

his tour through the country of the Niamaniam

in 1870.

In America anthropophagy has very largely

diminished in historic times. The Caribs,

whom Columbus met, were cannibals in the

fulk-st sense of the word. The human sacri

fices of the Aztecs and of the Peruvians have

been described minutely by historians. The

Iroquois and the Algonqnins of North America

are described as having been in the practice

of cannibalism at the time of the arrival of the

Europeans. At present cannibalism has en

tirely disappeared from North America, ex

cept in a small tribe on the coast of Lake

Superior, the Rabbit Indians, a tribe of the

Odjibways, who, according to the testimony

of Prof. Credner, of Leipsic, are charged by

the neighboring tribes with occasionally in

dulging in this practice. Besides them, the

only cannibals living on the continent are the

Miranhas and Mesayas, who are found on the

Japure, at its entrance into the Amazon, and

the Kasibos on the Pachitua. The description

of the feasts of the Hesayas, given by Marcoy,

shows plainly that only a very strong desire for

revenge actuated them to eat human flesh ; for

all ofthem were at great pains after the banquet

to cast the human meat forth again. (Marcoy,

"Voyage & Traverse l'Amenque du Sud, de

l'Ocean Pacific a l'Ocean Atlantique," Paris,

1869, 2 vols.) As to the Miranhas, Marcoy

reported that a famine was raging in their dis

trict, and that they ate their aged and sick,

but do not leave their country, for fear of

death at the hands of their neighbors.

Tho motives which actuate the sparse native

populations of Australia and Oceanica to can

nibalism are not clear, but seem chiefly to be

revenge, hunger, and superstition. Australia

has still a native population of 50,000, who

practise cannibalism when not restrained by

English influence. The Gorman missionaries

settled at Cooper Creek, in South Australia,

have recently brought to light some revolting

facts regarding this subject. One of the mis

sionaries wrote in 1868 : " Cannibalism inhere

a fact ; a mother will smilingly eat her child.

The blacks eat part of every corpse, when there

is any thing to eat. A short time ago, the

oldest man of the tribe died. Being asked

whether they would eat him, one of the blacks

answered: 'No, he is too bony, he has no

fat.'" (Extract from the Deutsche Zeitung,

published in Tanunda.)

In New Guinea the natives are supposed to

be cannibals, although we have no direct proofs

of the supposition. Every thing known on the

subject has been compiled with great careful

ness by O. Finsch ("New Guinea und seine

Bewohner," Bremen, 1865), who defends the

natives against the accusation. Definite in

formation respecting cannibalism in the Lou-

isiade Archipelago, which lies in the elonga

tion of the eastern peninsula of New Guinea,

is furnished in the narrative of a shipwreck

by the French surgeon V. de Rochas, well

known as a writer on travels (" Naufrage et

Scenes d'Anthropophagie a l'ile de Rossel dans

l'Archipel de la Louisiade. In "Le Tour du

Monde, t. iv., Paris, 1861) : In the summer of

1858, the ship St. Paul was wrecked on the

island Rossel. It had on board 317 Chinese,
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who were on their way from Hong-Kong" to

Australia. All on board were saved, and

managed to reach one of the neighboring small

islands, where the - captain left them to get

help. He reached New Caledonia, where the

French authorities immediately sent out a man-

of-war to save the shipwrecked travellers* On

the 5th of January, 1859, the ship reached the

island, when it was found that, of the 800 men,

only four were alive. The rest had all been

eaten by the natives. One ofthe survivors after

ward testified, in Sydney, that the blacks had

beaten their victims with clubs to make their

flesh soft. Cannibalism prevails also in New

Britain, the Santa Cruz Islands, the New Heb

rides, on New Caledonia, and on the Loyalty

and the Feejee Islands, as well as on some isl

ands inhabited by Malays, the Marquesas Isl

ands, and New Zealand. On tho Loyalty Isl

ands cannibalism has been extinguished only

since 1855, while on New Caledonia it still

exists. Among others, the French engineer

Gamier has been an eyo-witness of the can

nibalism of the New Caledonians, and gives

very revolting accounts of the same. In reply

to the question how the New Caledonians

adopted this horrible practice, Gamier gives a

conversation with one of them, who said that

tho Europeans had better and more food. For

them human flesh was the best. But this is

opposed by the fact that cannibalism was for

merly connected with religious rites.

The highest development of anthropophagy,

however, has been reached in the Feejee Islands,

concerning which, Wilkes's Narrative of the

United States Exploring Expedition during the

years 1839-1842 (Philadelphia, 1846) says that

the practice does not exist there for religious

rites only, but because the islanders consider

human meat a great delicacy. On the Mar

quesas Islands, the Irishman Lamont (" Wild

Life among the Pacific Islanders," London,

1867) was shown a hut where a white man,

who had killed a chief, was to have been killed

and eaten, but he hid escaped the day before

his intended execution. According to W. J.

Pritchard, Jr. ("Polynesian Reminiscences, or

Life in the South Pacific Islands," London,

1806), the Samoa islanders are not entirely free

from anthropophagy, but instances of the

practice very seldom occur.

Anthropophagy has ceased in New Zealand

since the English have made their power

felt by the Maories. According to F. von

Hochstetter, in his excellent work on New

Zealand (Stuttgardt, 1863), it was introduced

into these islands only within the last few cen

turies. When the missionaries rebuked one

of the chiefs for cannibalism, he replied : " The

large fish eats the small one ; the dog eats the

man, the man the dog, dogs eat each other,

and one god eats another god."

Cannibalism has disappeared from North

America, Mexico, and Peru, and is disappear

ing among the Brazilian tribes. It is also

disappearing in the South Sea islands, both in

eonsoquence of the extinction of the natives,

and of the rapid advance of the white settlers.

Still the number of cannibals is quite large, as

the following figures will show : The Battas

number (according to Friedmann) 200,000

souls ; the cannibals in the delta of the Niger,

about 100,000 ; the Fans (according to Fleuriot

de Langle), 80,000 ; the cave-cannibals in South

Africa, 10,000; the Niamaniam, 500,000; the

Miranhas and Mesayas (according to Marcoy),

2,000 ; the other South American cannibals,

1,000; the natives of Australia, 50,000; and

the Melanesians (New Guinea not included),

1,000,000; accordingly, the total number of

cannibals still living is about 1,943,000, or the

690th part of the population of our globe.

CARY, Alice and Piicebk, two sisters, dis

tinguished in literature, both of whom died in

the year 1871. L Alice, born April 26, 1820,

in Hamilton County, Ohio, about eight miles

from Cincinnati ; died in New York City, Feb

ruary 12, 1871. Her parents wero people of

considerable culture and refinement, but, from

tho privations incident to a newly-settled

country, her early advantages of education

were very moderate. She commenced writing

verses at tho age of eighteen, and wrote largely

and acceptably for the press in prose and verse

for the next ten years, without compensation.

In 1852, with her younger sister Fhoebe, Alice

came to New York City, and the two devoted

themselves thenceforth to a literary life. The

sisters had some property, a fair literary repn-

tation, and habits of industry and frugality

which enabled them to content themselves

with a moderate income, and they had just

made their first successful literary venture, a

joint volume of poems, when they decided to.

remove to New York. They were prospered

in their enterprise, not with that large measure

of success which falls to the lot of perhaps one

in ten thousand of those who enter upon a

literary life, but with that gradual growth ofin

come which eventuated in a competence. Alice

was an indefatigable worker, though her pleas

ant and cosy home was at all times accessible to

her friends, and her society always pleasant.

She wrote for the Atlantic Monthly, for Har

per for Putnam, for the New York Ledger,

the Independent, and other literary periodicals ;

and her articles, whether prose or pootry, were

gathered subsequently into volumes which had

a warm welcome both in this country and

abroad. But she also wrote novels and poems,

which did not make their first appearance in

periodicals. Her poems are characterized by

a rare naturalness and grace, and, though not

ranking in the highest class either in croative

genius or exquisite finish, have such merits as

entitle her to an equality with the best of the

poets, male or female, of the second rank, in

our time. Her prose is remarkable for its un

hackneyed grace and realistic character. Her

descriptions of domestic life are charming,

and her plots well sustained and interesting.

Besides the volume above mentioned, Alice
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Cary's published works wero : " Clovernook

Papers," two series (1851 and 1858); "The

Clovernook Children" (1854); "Lyra, and

other Poems " (1853), and an enlarged edition,

including "The Maiden of Tlascala," in 1855 ;

"Hagar, a Story of To-day" (1852); "Mar

ried, Not Mated " (1856) ; " Pictures of Coun

try Life ' (1859) ; " Lyrics and Hymns " (1866) ;

'• The Bishop's Son " (1867) ; " The Lover's Di

ary " (1867) ; " Snow Berries, a Book for Young

Folks " (1869). Her last illness was protract

ed, and attended with much suffering, but was

borne with great patience and cheerfulness.

II. Phcbbe, younger sister of the preceding,

born in Hamilton County, O., in 1825 ; died at

Newport, R. I., July 81, 1871. Her advan

tages of early education were somewhat better

than her sister's, of whom she early became

the almost inseparable companion. They were

very different both in temperament and figure,

and in mental constitution, but the one admira

bly supplemented the other. Phoebe began to

write verse at the age of seventeen—crudely

and imperfectly, she herself said ; and yet one

of her earliest poems, written in 1842, was

that one so widely known the world over, and

which has been of such comfort to thousands,

entitled " Nearer Home," and commencing

"One sweetly solemn thought." Of the vol

ume, " Poems of Alice and Phoebe Gary," pub

lished in Philadelphia in 1850, only about one-

third were written by Phoabe. In their house

keeping in New York, she took, from choico

(Alice being for many years an invalid), the

larger share of the household duties, and hence

found less leisure for literary labor than she

otherwise might have done. She wrote very

little prose, and her poetry was so different in

style, so much more buoyant in tone, and inde

pendent in manner, that no one conld mistake

the effusions of the one sister for those of the

other. To most readers, however, Phoebe's

poems would bo more attractive than those of

Alice. In society she was brilliant and witty,

but always kindly and genial. Her published

works, aside from her share in the Philadel

phia volume, already noticed, were "Poems

and Parodies " (1854) ; " Poems of Faith, Hope,

and Love" (1868); and a largo share of the

"Hymns for all Christians," compiled by Rev.

Dr. Deems in 1869. She had written a very

beautiful and touching tribute to her sister's

memory, published in the Ladies' Repository

a few days before her own death. She had

enjoyed robust health till her sister's death ;

but her constitution, weakened by her intense

sorrow, was shattered by exposure to mala

rious disease, and she did not rally from the

intensity of the attack, though removed to

Newport in the hope that a change of air

might prove beneficent.

CENTRAL AMERICA* There are at pres

ent in Central America five independent repub

lics : Costa Rica, Guatemala, San Salvador, Nic-

• Sft A»EnirAK Ctclop/Bdia for 1889, for details of

area and population.

vol. xi.—7 A

aragua, and Honduras. Their area and popu

lation were, in 1869, 178,700 square miles, with

2,665,000 inhabitants.

Costa Rioa.—President of the Republic,

Tomas Guardia; minister resident of the

United States, J. B. Blair, in San Jose. The

public revenue amounted, in the year 1867-'68,

to $1,501,786, the expenditures to $1,594,427.

The foreign debt in 1868 was $104,500; the

claims of native creditors were, in 1867, esti

mated at $3,000,000.

Guatemala.—Provisional President of the

Republic, M. G. Granados (1869-'72) ; minister

resident of the United States, S. A. Hudson, in

Guatemala; Minister of Guatemala and San

Salvador, at Washington, M. J. Vela. Public

revenue, in 1869, $1,885,532 ; expenditures

likewise $1,885,532. The annual average of the

exports from 1863-'68 was 1,794,061 piasters;

the annual average of exports, 9,184,429 pias

ters.

. San Salvador.—Provisional President of

the Republic, General Santiago Gonzalez

(1871-1872). In the budget for 1869, the

revenue amounted to $880,371 ; the expen

diture to $802,802. The consolidated publio

debt amounted, in 1869, to $705,800. An

nual amortization, $24,587 ; floating debt,

$84,264. The imports in 1869 (exclusive of

precious metals) were valued at $2,389,454;

the exports at $3,768,357.

Nicaragua.—President of the Republic,

Vicente Cuadra, elected February 1, 1871 ;

minister resident of the United States, in 1870,

O. N. Riotte ; minister resident of Nicaragua

at Washington, in 1870, J. R. Perez. Revenue,

in 1865, $632,471 ; expenditure, $630,120 ; ex

penditure, in 1868, $517,709. The public debt

is estimated at $4,000,000. Imports in 1869,

$914,648; exports, $924,031. The ports of

Realejo (or Coniito) and San Juan del Sur,

which are situated on the Pacific coast, were

in 1870 visited by 19 vessels, among which

were 7 German and 4 English.

Honduras.—President of the Republic, Cap

tain-General J. M. Medina, reelected in Feb

ruary, 1866, and again proclaimed President

in 1869. The United States Government is

represented by H. Baxter, minister resident

at Comayagua. Revenue, about $400,000 an

nually ; expenditure, about $185,000 ; total

public debt, in 1868, $1,050,000; consolidated

debt, $600,000, for the redemption of which

the import duties at the port of Truxillo, and

a part of those at Amapala, are pledged.

On February 1st the Government of Hon

duras declared war against President Dueflas,

of San Salvador. At the same time, a revolu

tion broke out against him in San Salvador,

the leaders of which acted in concert with the

Government of Honduras. Several prominent

generals left Dnenas and joined the Honduras

party. General Torbert, United States minister

to San Salvador, addressed a note to the Gov

ernment, on behalf of England and the United

States, regarding the war, notifying it that
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strict neutrality must be observed toward the

Honduras Railroad. On the other hand, Gen

eral Xatruch, an ally of DueOas, invaded Hon

duras, gained some successes over the Govern

ment troops, and even proclaimed himself Pro

visional President. On April 7th a decisive

battle, lasting three days, took place at San-

tana, in which the troops of San Salvador were

totally defeated. When the news reached the

capital, the populace rose and sacked the bar

racks of the soldiers and the private house of

President Duenas. Assassinations were com

mitted, and anarchy reigned .supreme. This

state of affairs resulted from the flight of all

the high officials, and the absence of both the

police and soldiers, who had all deserted. The

prisoners in the jails were released by the mob.

At length, however, the merchants and all the

foreign residents formed a vigilance committee,

and in two days tranquillized the city, captured

many of the escaped prisoners, and then re

signed in favor of the new officers, who were

appointed immediately upon tho entry into the

capital of tho Provisional President, Gonza

lez, accompanied *by his army. Ex-President

Dneflas and General Martinez fled to tho Amer

ican legation, whence they communicated

with the victors, asking certain guarantees for

their lives and property. The new Govern

ment decreed that there Should be full and com

plete liberty of the press in San Salvador, and

abolished the uso of the word "Excellency,"

as appliod to the President and ministers, as

incompatible with the principles of the true

republic. The victorious army was enthusi

astically received on entering tho capital. A

new ministry was appointed, composed as fol

lows: Interior, Manuel Gallardo ; Treasury

and War, Maximo Aranjo; and Foreign Af

fairs, Gregorio Albizu. General Torbert, the

United States minister in San Salvador, recog

nized the new Government. In Honduras,

the revolution continued until June, when it

was suppressed, and General Xatruch left the

country. The Government granted a general

amnesty, excepting General Xatruch and his

adherents. Ex-Prcsident Dueflas and General

Martinez were, in June, liberated by the Gov

ernment of San Salvador. In August com

missioners were appointed by the Govern

ments of San Salvador and Honduras to

consult upon tho policy of adopting measures

for the establishment of a Central American

Federation. Minister ofWar and the Treasury

Don Maximo Aranjo disappeared on finding

that a conspiracy had been discovered to over

throw President Gonzalez. The movement

was to have been supported by President Me

dina, of Honduras, who handed over to Gon

zalez the correspondence of Aranjo. Borgo

Bustamente succeeded Minister Aranjo as Sec

retary of War, and was named brigadier-gen

eral. Owing to some warm debates a misun

derstanding arose between Gpnzalez and the

Ministers tflloa and Gallardo, which ended by

those two ministers resigning their portfolios.

Licentiate Figueroa received the place of Gal

lardo as Minister of the Interior.

Another revolution was attempted in Costa

Rica in May. It was discovered almost before

its initiation, and was promptly put down: The

leaders were arrested and banished.

A serious revolution against President Cerna

of Guatemala brokeoutin May. General Rufino

Barrios, at the head of 600 rebels, defeated the

Government troops at Guezaltemango. Gen

eral Vikeria, at the head of 200 men, joined

the insurgents. In the latter part of the month,

the revolutionists, under command of their

chief leader, Miguel Garcia Granados, attacked

and took possession of the town of Retail)ulchu,

which was garrisoned by some 800 Government

troops under Colonel Cadenas, after a sharp

fight, in which the loss on each side was about

equal—some 20 men each, among whom was

Colonel Peron, of the revolutionists, formerly

a general under Maximilian, in Mexico. The

Government forces retired, leaving the place

in possession of Granados, who, in revenge for

the obstinate resistance made by the inhabit

ants of Retalhulchu, set fire to the town and de

stroyed 400 of the Indian huts of which it was

composed. The revolutionists next marched

on Masaterango, another important town in

the Costa Grande, and surrounded by one of

the richest coffee-regions in the republic, and

occupied it without resistance. Then they

took up their line of march to the city of An

tigua, the former capital, which they reached

without encountering any opposition. It was

their intention to enter and occupy this city

also, but finding the inhabitants less enthusi

astic in his favor than he expected, and doubt

ing his ability to cope successfully with the

force under Colonel Barrientos, which defend

ed tho plate, Granados abandoned the idea

and continued with his command to the town

of San Martin, whence he might successfully

operate against Guatemala City, the capital of

the republic. For several days after the re

ceipt of the news that the revolutionists had

intrenched themselves at San Martin, the most

intense excitement existed in the capital, and an

attack was hourly expected. The general feel

ing was openly and decidedly expressed in favor

of the proposed new r&gime; but the revolu

tionary leader, apparently ignorant of the state

of affairs at the Beat of government, delayed,

awaiting reinforcements from San Salvador

and fire-arms from abroad, which he daily ex

pected. In the mean time, Government troops

were ealied in from all available points, and

the city put in such a state of defence as to

render a successful attack on the part of Gra

nados, with his limited force, impossible. The

eritical moment being thus allowed to pass

without advantage having been taken of it, the

Government decided to act on the offensive.

A force was organized, under command of

Colonel Calogne, and sent out against the revo

lutionists in San Martin. The latter, hearing

of this movement, and having been disappoint
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ed both in the reenforcements and supplies ex

pected, abandoned their position and moved

in the direction of Vera Cruz. Colonel Calogne

followed in pursuit, and on the 29th, of May

succeeded in overtaking the retreating enemy

at the town of Chiche, in the department of

Totomicapan, where a battle was fought, which

resulted in the defeat ofthe Government troops,

with a loss of 10 or 12 killed and wounded".

The force under Colonel Calogne, thus dis

gracefully defeated, numbered 800 men, com

manded by Lieutenant-Colonels Cueras and

Salazar. From Ohiche Granados returned to

Masatenango, where he declared himself lib

erator of the country. Soon after President

Cerna, left the country, and Granados entered

Guatemala, declaring himself Provisional Pres

ident. The ministry organized by him seemed

to afford general satisfaction. The following

appointments were made: Dr. Felipe Galoy,

Minister of Finance and Foreign Affairs;

Dr. Areado Estrado, Minister of the Inte

rior ; Marescal Lavalo, Minister of "War ; and

Jos6 Maria Samayoa, Jr., Minister of Publio

Works. The Government entered into sev

eral contracts, of which the most impor

tant is for a tramway from the port of San

Jo&e to the city of Guatemala. Dr. Galoy, the

Minister of Foreign Affairs, died in November,

and was succeeded by Sefior Favala. The new

Go-vernment of the republio exiled the Arch

bishop of Guatemala as well as the Jesuits, as

both w,ere charged with stirring up a revolu

tion in favor of the Government of ex-Presi

dent Cerna. The Departments of. Chiquimala

and Julapa were declared in a state of siege.

The revolutionary outbreaks were suppressed

by General Barrios.

The Costa Eica Government, in April, de

cided to build a railroad from San Jose to the

Atlantic coast. The estimated cost of the work

is $7,000,000. A contract for the construction

of the railroad was concluded with Henry

Meigs.

The cultivation of coffee and sugar-cane in

Guatemala continued to increase, and that of

indigo was attracting a great deal of attention.

In San Salvador a beginning has been made

in the construction of telegraph-lines.

The new President, Cuadra, of Nicaragua,

received an autograph letter from the Pope,

congratulating him on his elevation to the

presidency of Nicaragua, and thanking him

for promising to promote and protect the holy

Catholic religion.

CENTRAL ASIA. Events of great politi

cal importance have taken place in Central

Asia within a few years, attended with a rapid

extension of Russian influence and authority

into those Mohammedan countries, from which

Europeans and their civilization have been

hitherto rigidly excluded.

Afghanistan waa recently disturbed by the

danger of a civil war growing out of the re

bellion of the Sirdar Mohammed Yakoob Elian,

against the authority of his father, the ruler

of Cabul, which has, however, been suppressed

by the submission of the son and his partial

reconciliation with his father. This insurrec

tion arose out of the family complications and

rivalries engendered by polygamy. Sheer Ali

Khan had two sons by different wives. The

mother of Yakoob Khan, a daughter of the

Dschemshid chief Chan Aka, was his favorite

wife when he ascended the throne, and her son

was of course preferred. Having participated

with much credit in many severe engagements

in behalf of his father, he was proclaimed heir

to the throne, but without the publio cere

monies which are demanded by the customs of

Afghanistan. After a time the affections of

the King toob another direction. An Afghan

princess^whom he had married later, supplant

ed the Dschemshid wife in the royal favor.

She also was the mother of a son, Abdallah

Shan, now eleven years old. She persuaded the

King to put her son forward, and proclaim him

heir, instead of the Sirdar Mohammed Yakoob

Khan, before designated. This being done,

Abdallah Shan was recognized by the British

representative at Cabul as the lawful heir of his

father's honors and subsidies. Yakoob Khan,

much enraged, unceremoniously left the court

of Cabul as soon as his father returned. The

mother of Abdallah Shan and her party re

joiced much at this, imagining that the prince

would quench his political ambition in the ex

citement of the wild sports of the wilderness

of Siftan. The father, who better understood

his son's wild temper, looked with apprehen

sion for news from the western part of his

kingdom. He felt comparatively secure, as

affairs there were in the hands of his most

trusted servants. Herat was under the con

trol of the Prince Feth Mohammed Khan, a

favorite nephew of the son of the celebrated

Shah Ekber, the assassin of Sir W. MacNaugh-

ten ; at Ferrah was Afzal Khan ; at Gizni,

Chudah Nazr; and at Candahar, Safdar Ali

Khan, in all of whom the Emir had full confi

dence. Sheer Ali Khan was- therefore toler

ably safe from treachery ; Yakoob Khan was not

able to persuade even his own father-in-law to

break faith. " But the designs of the prince

were not hindered by these circumstances ; his

reputation as a warrior was sufficient to enable

him to gather a small but resolute band, witli

which he came out of the wilderness of Kain,

and on March 27, 1871, encamped before the

important fortress of Gurian. As soon as he

received news of this proceeding, Feth Mo

hammed Khan sent his son, Sirdar Aziz, to

the assistance of the fortress with two regi

ments of infantry, two light cannon, -and a few

howitzers. But, before they reached Gurian,

the fortress had surrendered, and its command

ant, Ali Chan, had fallen in battle. What add

ed to the advantage gained by the rebellious

son was, that- the mercenary troops who had

hastened to the defence, instead of going into

battle, went over to the conqueror, and left

the officers to return to Herat alone, the best
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way they could. Soon afterward, Ferrah, only

three days' march from Herat, fell into the

hands of the prince. The commander of the

latter place, hazarding every thing for the

cause of his sovereign, would not wait for the

enemy to come up, but gavo battle before the

gates of the city. The engagement resulted

unfortunately ; and, while the commander was

killed, the inhabitants of Herat, or, according

to another version, the soldiers of Sheer Ali

Khan, opened the gates of the fortress to the

rebellious prince. He found himself suddenly

in possession of the western outposts of the

kingdom, and master of a situation which sur

passed his highest anticipations.

, At that time the condition of the different

parts of the Afghan kingdom was1 not the most

orderly. In the northern part of Toorkistan

the roads wore infested by the adherents of

Abderraman Khan. Indeed, it was reported

that this chief, who was also a pretender to

tho throne, had brought a force against Me-

men, which khanate itself was not regarded

as entirely faithful to the ruler of Cabul. It

had been necessary to send a division of troops

to the sonth to repress the robberies of the

Oheiberis ; the Dschemshids, the Boloochees,

the Hezars, and tho Toorkbmans, were all

awaiting with much expectation the breaking

out of hostilities between the father and son.

If the latter had only used more energetically

the means at his command, he would have sat

to-day supreme ruler on the throne of Cabul.

It is strange that the news of the criti

cal situation in Afghanistan was not received

in Great Britain, tho European state which is

most concerned in Afghan affairs, until the

civil war was at its height. The Viceroy of

India was instructed to enter into an allianco

with Sheer Ali Khan. On the 8th of May

this chief, greatly incensed at the conduct of

his son, set out with a force against Herat.

Doubtless, had ho been allowed to follow the

policy suggested by his impulses, he would

havo lost his throno and exposed Afghanistan

to devastation. "But, through tho influence of

British agents, who saw clearly tho danger

of such a proceeding, he was persuaded to

adopt a more conciliatory policy. According

ly, in Juno last, the Sirdar Mohammed Yakoob

Khan, accompanied only by a few friends, re

turned to Cabul in the character of a penitent,

with the Koran at his neck, and a rosary

in his hand. Although he knew that his

father was not too scrupulous to put him out

of the way by poison or assassination, ho has

remained in Cabul, where he has been publicly

proclaimed heir to the throne. Tho offended

father, who is debarred from wreaking ven

geance upon his son, satisfies himself by the

execution of summary measures upon his fol

lowers, whose places at Herat and in the

neighborhood he has bestowed upon his own

people. But the army of tho rebellious prince

refuse to take an oath of unconditional allegi

ance to Sheer Ali. According to the last ac

counts, the soldiers were impatiently awaiting

Yakoob Khan's return, and had declared that,

if the prince were not soon placed at their

head, they would go to Memen and enlist

under the banners of Abderraman Khan.

This opposition of the army is, however, not

of great importance. Yakoob Khan is at pres

ent in Cabul, tho object of lukewarm manifes

tations of friendship from the court, and, on the

other hand, a witness of the manner in which

his chief abettor, Ezlen Khan, who was brought

to the residence loaded with chains and thrown

into prison, has to suffer the penalty which he

escapes. It is easy to believe that the recon

ciliation between tho father and the son is

pnly apparent. For, as the latter has tempo

rarily suspended carrying out his designs only

because he expects to attain his ends by more

peaceful means from his intimidated father, so

the other has given pardon only in conse

quence of orders from Calcutta, and because

fearing that England would regard the ques

tion of the title to the Afghan crown simply

in the light of the principle of the right of

tho strongest, ho desires to obviate tho danger

of the annual British subsidy going into Yakoob

Khan's war-chest.

This prince is regarded by a part of the An

glo-Indian press as hostile to the British inter

ests, while another part hope that he will be

favorable to them. Both parties agree that ho

is an important person to gain over ; and the

proposition is made in one journal that he be

sent to reside on the Hoogly as the plenipoten

tiary of his father, in order that he may be

educated for the contingencies of tho future,

in the immediate neighborhood of British in

fluences.

That part of East Toorkistan over which tho

Chinese claim jurisdiction may bo divided into

three poorly-endowed districts: 1. That of

South Eelee, where the Chinese formerly had

a penal colony, of which Kultscha, on the river

Hi, is the capital ; 2. The middle district of

Keer-Kasa-Oosoo, which has a marshy soil and

many lakes ; 3. The northern district of Tar-

bakatai, of which Tchoogootchak is tho capital.

The Rnssians have recently encroached upon

this region, and havo taken a slico from the

territory of the Chinese Empire, and, singularly

enough, upon the invitation of the authorities of

the latter. In June, 1871, it was announced in

thesemi-official journals of Russia that theOhi-

nese had asked tho Czar to help suppress the re

bellion of the Soongarians. East Toorkistan re

volted from Chinese rule some seven years ago,

and has since maintained its independence un

der its own chiefs. In the district called by the

Chinese Thian-Shan-Nan Loo, i. e., the south

ern Thian-Shan district, or Toorkistan, as we

call it, Yakoob Kushbegi still .rules. In the

north, however, in the Thian-8han-Peloo of

the Chinese, or in Eelee, as we designate it, tho

Calmucks and the Tarandshis, with the last of

whom the Soongarians, or Chinese Mohamme

dans, were affiliated, have assumed dominion.
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As the former tribe consists mostly of nomads,

the latter, Mohammedan Tartars, who are a

settled, agricultural people, are likely to gain

the ascendency. The Tarandshis number,

according to the estimate of Radloff, who

visited this part of Asia in 1862, about 6,000

families. The Soongarians may number a

little more. The latter far surpass not only

the Calm ucks, but even the Tarandshis, in

both mental and physical respects. Till about

two years ago, nothing more was heard of

the Tarandshis and Soongarians than that the

chief place of the former was at Kultscha,

of the latter at Uruntzi, and that, although

they did not stand exactly in friendly rela

tions, there was no hostility between them.

More recently, since the movement to assume

a separate existence has been agitated among

the Soongarians, the reports from there have

been of a dubious character. The spiritual and

temporal leader of the Soongarians, Daud Kha-

life, has become a rival of Yakoob Kushbegi,

and, although the report which reached Europe

by Forsyth, that the Soongarians would sup

port the Chinese in seeking the restoration of

East Toorkistan, has not been confirmed, the

relations between these people of common

faith in the far East have continually grown

more cool, till, in 1869, the ruler of Yarkand,

in Northern Turfan, became involved in a war

with these Soongarians.

Of the Tarandshis, whom a year's endur- „

once of Chinese rule had made quite submis

sive, nothing was heard till the summer of

1871. Their great concern was to maintain

the status quo with reference to the Buddhist

Calmucks. In order to secure themselves

against these, they studiously avoided collision

with the Soongarians in the east, and with the

ruler of East Toorkistan in the south, and

lived quite peacefully under the spiritual and

temporal rule of their mollah in Kultscha,

who claimed to be Seid. But at length, in

May, 1871, this people was brought out upon

the stage of the world's affairs, through the

advance of a division of the Russian army,

which established a watch-post on the borders

of the district of Semiretchink, on the banks

of the little river Uessttg. The object of this

step was, on the one hand, to watch and pro

tect the Kirgheez, who were living in that re

gion under cover of the Russian power, and,

on the other hand, to keep an eye on the new

ly-organized state of the Tarandshis ; for the

Czar, at the request of the Chinese Emperor,

had undertaken to reduce this people to sub

jection. It is difficult to decide whether

General Kolpakovsky, the Russian command

ant, brought on a quarrel with the Sultan of

Eultscha, or whether he was compelled to take

the offensive, as wtf have only the Russian

version of the proceeding. But the circum

stance that the Russians had, early in the

spring of 1871, pushed their posts for the pro

tection of the frontier over the Uessttg, the

former boundary between the Russian and

Chinese Empires, prevents our regarding it as

a wholly defensive measure. One Tasa Beg,

who held the rank of an ensign in the Russian

army, with a band of Kirgheez, rebelled against

the Russian authority and fled to the Chinese

territory, in Order to join the insurgents there.

To prevent the accomplishment of this design,

the Cossack officer, Gerassimoff, was sent to

the border. The Sultan of Eultscha seems

also to have been apprised of Tasa Beg's in

tention, for he sent a small force to assist his

fellow-religionists. Gerassimoff, not being in

a position to give battle, advanced a com

pany with two guns, and thereby succeeded in

keeping back the Tarandshis, and occupying a

deserted fort on the river Korgas, but not in

preventing the escape of Tasa Beg. These

events marked the beginning of hostilities.

General Kolpakovsky dispatched a message to

demand from the Sultan of Eultscha, whom

the Russians call Abil Oglan, tho surrender of

the fugitive Kirgheez. The Sultan refused to

give them up. In May, 1871, General Kolpa

kovsky sent three small bodies of troops, con

sisting of infantry and cavalry, with a few

field-pieces, over the border into the territory

of the Tarandshis, to call the Sultan to account,

and, in case diplomacy did not succeed, to take

sterner measures, to cure him of his disposition

to endanger Russian interests. It is evident

that the Tarandshis are very unequal antago

nists to the Russians. The people of Central

Asia are far inferior to those of the countries

farther east; the people of East Toorkistan,

kinsmen of the Tarandshis, are inferior to the

other people of Central Asia ; and the Ta

randshis themselves, an agricultural and hith

erto servile folk, rank in bravery far below

their brethren beyond the hills of Thian-Shan.

It was difficult to comprehend how these un

disciplined farmers, of whom about a tenth

part may have possessed a poor sort of a

matchlock, would be able to sustain a battle

against the thoroughly-drilled Russians, using

the newest weapons. But we learn, from the

Russian dispatches, that Colonel Jelensky, the

commander of one of the corps that had been

sent forward, was attacked by about 3,000

well-armed and brave Tarandshis, and that he

defeated them after an engagement of five

hours, inflicting upon them a loss of '200

men, while his own loss amounted to only

three killed and eight wounded. On the 18th

of May the Russians took the fortress at Me-

zar, where a large stock of provisions, and a

number of Chinese arms, fell into their hands.

More severe battles took place at Akkend, on

the 16th of June, and at Alim, on the 28th of

the same month, where, according to the Rus

sian accounts, the whole camp of the enemy

was captured, together with twenty-three

heavy guns. Shortly afterward, the fortress

of Tching-dee-kho-see was captured, and the

power of the Sultan of Kultscha was entirely

broken in a decisive battle before the fortress

of Sliding, which is about four miles from
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Kultscha, After this, tlicro was, of course,

no alternative left the Sultan hut uncondition

al surrender. The official report of General

Kolpakovsky to the Czar gives the following

account of the surrender: "After the battle

at Sliding, the Sultan of Kultscha sent to me

with a request that I would permit him to

como in person to my camp. At the same

time he surrendered to me the fugitive Kir-

ghoez, Lieutenant Tasa Bog, whose flight with

a thousand men to tho Tarandshis territory had

given occasion for the campaign. Toward

evening, the Sultan, Abil Oglan, attended by

several of his nobles, came into our camp, lie

declared himself alone responsible for every

thing, and surrendered unconditionally to the

Russian Government, asking pardon for his

followers, and promising that ho and his wife

would implicitly obey our commands. I re

plied that it was the will of the Russian Em

peror that our troops occupy Kultscha; for

the rest, I assured him that we would not dis

turb his private property, and would give him

liberty to choose where he would reside. Our

forces immediately set out for Kultscha, and

were everywhere received by the peoplo with

a spirit of entire submission. On reaching

Kultscha, our camp was established in tho

gardens around the fort. I rode around tho

works, the Sultan having given me tho keys to

the gates and to all the store-houses. In the

citadel we found provisions of all kinds, 250

head of cattle, and G,000 measures of wheat

and barley. Deputations of Tarandshis, Kir-

gheez, anil Calmucks, are continually coming in

from distant parts of the country to announce

their unconditional submission." It is not

likely that the subsistence stores of the Rus

sian army will be greatly increased by the ac

quisition of the Kultscha district. Tho whole

region had been already stripped by the Chi

nese, and had suffered during the later dis

turbances to such a degree that its possession

is now of loss economical than political and

strategical value. It is hard to over-estimate

its importance in the last respect. We cannot

as yet prognosticate how far the Russians will

push their conquests in tho East. They are

now in the immediate neighborhood of the

Soongarians, and not far from their capital,

Keer-Kara-Oosoo, and may, if the Chinese Em

peror calls upon the Czar for further assist

ance, by accomplishing the conquest of this

rebellious people, bring themselves to the edge

of the Desert of Gobi, and add to their posses

sions, at one stroke, a territory extending

through twelve degrees of longitude and

about six degrees of latitude.

While these enlargements of the boundaries

are of groat importance with reference to the

plans for the future toward China, they have

a much greater bearing upon tho attitude of

the Russians to their British rivals in Central

Asia, By the incorporation of Soongaria tho

court of St. Petersburg gains possession of

that valley district through which lie the most

convenient and the most used roads over the

Muzart Hills to East Toorkistan. namely, the

road going southwest toward Aksoo, and the

ono that extends southeastwardly toward

Kultscha. Till this time, while tho principal

road to Toorkistan through the Terek Pass led

through the territory of Khokan, it was cus

tomary to use courteous language in dealing

with Yakoob Khan. Now, when it can bring

its power to bear upon him at any time by

the roads we have mentioned, the court of

St. Petersburg will be apt to demean itself

very differently toward this troublcsomo chief.

The Russians are in a position to occupy Kash-

gar at their pleasure. Tho new acquisitions

have nothing in common with the Russian

conquests in the western part of Central Asia,

Since East Toorkistan has been separated dur

ing a hundred and fifty years of Chinese rule

from the three Toorkoman states of the oases,

Soongaria has become a complete terra in

cognita to the Mohammedans of the Oxus and

the Jaxartes, even of the existence of which

thoy know nothing. Moreover, no extraneous

influences are needed to preserve quiet among

tho western tribos; for during the last two

years they have been completely subjected, and

their social and political life has been adjusted

to the Russian ways to such an extent that the

government at St. Petersburg could not reason

ably havo wished for better results in so short

a time. Khuda Yarkhan at Khokan, happy to

.live at ease under the Russian flag, pays his

tribute punctually. Muzaft'arreddin Khan,

Prince of Bokhara, likewise accepts his fate

and sets himself at ease. Tho last spark of

revolutionary fire appears to bo extinguished

from the heart of this once formidable leader,

who used to style himself "Prince of all the

Faithful," and of his fanatio mollahs.

The Russians report that they havo estab

lished a jonrnal at Tashkend, for circulation

among tho Kirgheez. This is a matter of small

importance, for few of the Kirgheez can read,

and those who can will likely continue to

ve more attention to the sacred books of the

ohammcdans than to tho views of the Rus

sian unbelievers. It was reported in the spring

of 1871 that the Russians were about to send

a force against the ruler of Kharsam to punish

him for a breach of faith. Ho is not in a con

dition to make an effective resistance. The

Russians say also that it is only the revolt of a

small clan of Kirgheez that prevents them from

accomplishing the annexation of Khiva. These

Kirgheez rebels, at whoso head, according to

tho Russian accounts, is a certain Sadik, con

sist of not more than three hundred families

of nomads who wander around on the left

bank of the lower Oxus, refusing to pay trib

ute either to the Czar or to the Khan of Khiva.

The old men of this group a*ro accustomed, when

they become weary of their wandering life,

to make some arrangements with the chiefs

of Khiva. They will pay a third or a half

of the regular tribute, and obtain permission
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to pasture in peace their flocks a little while

longer. This is possibly the extent of the con

nection of Khiva with these so-called rebel

lions Kirgheez, although the Russian journals

assert that the revolt had its origin in Khiva,

and that that state mast be punished for it.

These movements of Russia in Central Asia

are of equally momentous importance, whether

we regard them in a political and strategical

view, or in their bearings on the extension of

civilization and commerce. Russia has already

done very much, in proportion to the time she

has exercised control there, for the develop

ment of the countries on the Oxus. A plan

for a net-work of railways has been prepared

by Prince Michael Nicholaivitch, and ap

proved by the Emperor and his council, of

which about 922 miles, it was expected,

would be completed in 1871. The most

important line is projected from the western

shore of the Caspian Sea to the southern slope

of the Caucasus. The objective point on the

Black Sea is Poti. The railway from this

place to Tiflis, it is understood, is finished.

From Tiflis a road will extend to Baku, and

will there connect by a line of steamers with

KCrasnowodsk, a newly-established fort on the

eastern shore of the Caspian. A road is pro

jected from there through tho steppes and

across the plateau of Kaplankir to the banks

of the Oxus. The engineering difficulties in

the way of operating some parts of these

routes are very great, owing to the drifting

sands which are liable in exposed places to

lury the road with all its works at any time.

Nevertheless, the Russians are working at

their railway enterprises with a zeal that

renders it quite probable that within the next

ten years we shall be brought into convenient

communication with countries now quite un

known to us.

Russia has already taken important steps

for the advancement of agriculture and certain

branches of industry in East Toorkistan. A

commission has been for several months en

gaged in investigating the productions and

capacity of the steppes of Dshizzak, and an

increased exportation of silk, cotton, wool,

hides, dried fruits, and other raw articles, is

promised, to be accompanied, of course, with

the enjoyment by the dwellers on the Oxus

and Jaxartes of comforts of which they have

never dreamed.

The advance of Russia, upon the Oxus has

already given rise to apprehensions, as yet

only hinted at by the English, that complica

tions may arise between the Russian and Brit

ish interests in Afghanistan. Once in firm

possession of the right banks of the Oxus, un

der the provocations of such unquiet neigh

bors as the Toorkomans and the Afghans, the

Russians will hardly be restrained from cross

ing. Rumors of Russian intrigue in Afghanis

tan have been whispered already. It is no

secret that Abderraman Khan, the formidable

rival of Sheer Ali Khan, whom we have pre

viously mentioned, stands high in favor with

the governor-general at Samarcand, and that

he receives a yearly stipend from St. Peters

burg. A report prevailed recently in India,

and in Cabul, that the Russians intended to

set up Abderraman Khan in the place of

the present Khan of Bokhara, because the

latter had not been able to keep his turbulent

subjects under satisfactory restraint. This

story has not been confirmed. Abderraman

Khan has a strong party and a considerable

force on the left bank of the Oxus, and it is

not probable that the loyalty of the Russian

politicians will allow thera to neglect to use

him when time and circumstances shall make

his services desirable.

The extension of the Russian power to the

East can hardly fail of effect upon the integ

rity of the British Empire in India. Confi

dence in the permanency of this dominion has

been greatly shaken of late by the threatening

attitude assumed by the Mohammedans, the

dangerous character of which is more devel

oped every day. It was strikingly exemplified

during the summer in the assassination of

Chief-Justice Norman by a fanatic Mussul

man on the steps of the court-room. To repel

the Mussulman agitation, the British havo to

depend upon the native Hindoos— the Bra-

mins, a race whoso lack of spirit and of revo

lutionary ardor contrasts most unfavorably

with the wild enthusiasm of the Mohamme

dans—and upon the troops which can be sent

from England. These facts have not been

much discussed publicly in England, but there

is no doubt that .the situation in India has

been carefully considered in the Cabinet. A

project has been devised for the establishment

of direct railroad communication with India.

A few years ago Colonel Chesney, advancing

his project for the Euphrates Railway, was

pronounced a visionary. Now, a scheme for a

railway 5,311 English miles long receives

favorable consideration from the Government

and from the British and Indian press. A de

tailed plan, of which the estimates reach the

sum of 40,600,000 pounds sterling, has been

referred to a parliamentary committee, it is

contemplated, however, that the cost shall not

be borne by a single country, but shall be laid

upon all the lands through which tlie railway

will run. It is shown by the estimates of

Messrs. William Lord and George Thomas that,

by this line when completed, it will be pos

sible to perform the journey from the Thames

to the Hoogly, which now takes nearly a

month, in seven days, thirteen hours, and

twenty minutes. It begins to be evident that,

if Great Britain does not build such a road,

Russia will anticipate her in securing direct

railway communication with the whole East,

and will establish herself in a position to cut

the British off from their own possessions, and

eventually to undermine their power there.

CHAMBERS, Robert, LL. D., the younger

of the two brothers whose copartnership, under
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the style of W. & R. Chambers, fills so large a

space in the bibliography of the nineteenth

century, was born at Peebles, a pretty town

in the south of Scotland, July 10, 1802. His

father was at one time a prosperous manufac

turer, but was ruined by the competition of

machine with hand-loom weaving, and, with

the wreck of his fortune, removed to Edin

burgh, where, by the aid of his excellent and

energetic wife, he managed to bring up credit

ably a family of six children. Robert, the

second son, grew up a quiet, self-contained boy,

who may be said to have devoured books from

his infancy. In the preface to his collected

works he writes : " Books, not playthings,

filled my hands in childhood : at twelve I was

deep not only in poetry and fiction, but in en

cyclopaedias." He read almost unceasingly;

and occasional duties required by Ms parents,

he himself tells us, were grudged if they kept

him from study. The rudiments of a classical

education he obtained at the Peebles Grammar-

School, and he made further progress under

the teaching of an Edinburgh instructor. But

his father's misfortunes compelled Robert,

who was intended for the Church, to forego

the advantages of a university education. At

the age of fifteen he opened a small book-shop

in Leith Walk, a long suburb stretching from

Edinburgh to its port-town of Leith. He

managed this humble business with so much

tact and energy that in 1822 he was enabled to

remove to India Place, Edinburgh, where his

.establishment soon became a favorite resort

with intelligent book-buyers. "While convers

ing with his customers, he would occupy him

self in making quill-pens, which he sold among

other articles of stationery. When George IV.

visited Edinburgh, it was the self-reliant young

bookseller of India Place who was employed

by the city authorities to copy in vellum the

address presented by them to the king. Robert

Chambers's first essay in literature was made

by commencing a small periodical called the

Kaleidoscope. The literary work was entirely

his, while his elder brother William set the

type and printed it, without any assistance.

It was not a pecuniary success, and, in 1828,

it was discontinued. The same year his first

work appeared, entitled " Illustrations of the

Author of Waverley," a pleasant anecdotical

volume, which at once attracted for the young

author the notice of the leading literary men

of Edinburgh. Jeffrey, then wielding the

powerful pen of the Review, with the quick

intuition of intellectual clairvoyance, said,

" There's mettle in that lad." Mr. Chambers's

second work, " The Traditions of Edinburgh,"

appeared in 1824. This entertaining book,

which has been frequently reprinted (the last

time in 1868), while full of humor and ro

mance, is, at the same time, most accurate in

its details. It gained for its author the friend

ship of Sir AValter Scott, Henry Mackenzie,

and other literary men of Scotland. In 1826

the " Popular Rhymes of Scotland " appeared,

and in the year following was published his

"Pictures of Scotland." Although now a

prosperous bookseller, Mr. Chambers found

leisure tp write and compile upward of a dozen

volumes in three years. Among the number

was a " History of tho Rebellion of 1745-'46,"

forming the most popular addition made by

any author to Constable's MUeellany. It was

followed by histories of the insurrections of

Montrose, Dundee, and Mar, and by a "Life

of James the First." During the same time,

he edited a collection of Scottish songs and

ballads in three volumes, wrote a compact

little history of Scotland for juvenile readers,

and edited a newspaper known as the Edin

burgh Advertiser. The agitation throughout

Great Britain, in 1831, for parliamentary re

form awakened a necessity for the spread of

education. Lord Brougham proclaimed that

the " schoolmaster was abroad," and, after the

passage of the Reform Bill of 1832, organized

the "Society for the Diffusion of Useftil

Knowledge." On the 4th of February—six

weeks before the Penny Magazine was issued

by this organization—tho first number of

Chambers's Edinburgh Journal, a folio sheet

of closely-printed matter, was published, at

the low price of three halfpence, by William

and Robert Chambers. Its success exceeded

not only expectation, but the means of pro

duction. The Edinburgh Journal, the first

high-class, cheap periodical published in Great

Britain, and its successor the Penny Magazine,

were the practical embodiments of that fruit

ful scheme for improving the education of the

people by means of good and low-priced

serials, which originated with and was so ably

advocated by Henry Brougham, James Mill,

and others. William and Robert Chambers

and Charles Knight will be remembered as the

fathers and founders of this class of literature.

In the year 1829 the brothers united in the

production of a " Gazetteer of Scotland,"

which was given to the world in 1882, the

year that the firm of W. & R. Chambers, one

of the literary and commercial successes of

the century, was formed. Three years later,

Robert compiled the "Biographical Diction

ary of Eminent Scotsmen," in four octavo

volumes. His next important work was the

" Cyclopaedia of English Literature," a publi

cation of higher rank than any previous com

pilation of a similar character. Not less than

a quarter of a million of copies of this excel

lent introduction to the British classics have

been sold in the United States and Great Brit

ain. This work was followed by his "Life

and Letters of Robert Burns," including his

poems. This edition is the most complete and

useful ever given to the public, and it should

not be forgotten that the -profits of the work,

amounting to over one thousand dollars, were

given to Burns's surviving sister. "Domes

tic Annals of Scotland," three octavo vol

umes, and a "Life of Tobias Smollett," were

Robert Chambers's latest works. Ho also ed
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ited the "Book of Days "and "Chambers's

Encyclopaedia." Among the various volumes

which were edited by the two brothers may

be mentioned "Information for the People,"

"Editions of Standard English Works," "Tracts

for the People," "History of the Crimean

War," and " Chambers's Educational Course,"

of nearly aeventy volumes.

No notice of Robert Chambers and his writ

ings would be complete without mention of an

anonymous work of a philosophical character,

entitled the " Vestiges of Creation." The

controversy which this remarkable book, the

matrix of Darwin's, engendered, was most en

venomed ; and when, in 1848, Dr. Chambers

was selected to be Lord Provost of Edinburgh,

he thought it expedient to withdraw in the

face of a storm raised against him as the sup

posed author. There were good reasons why

he should not admit the authorship. Had he

done so, the religious bodies of Scotland and

England would have risen against the firm, and

their numerous educational works would have

been driven from the schools. For business

reasons, rather than from any other cause, the

author chose not to father a book which must

certainly be regarded as one of the greatest

speculative works of the nineteenth century.

Should it be proved that Robert Chambers

wrote it, his title to fame will be materially

strengthened, for the writer of that book was

the forerunner of Darwin. In a letter to his

friend General J. G. Wilson, dated St. An

drews, September 9, 1866, Dr. Chambers re

marks : " It is only this last week, after an in

terval of three years, that I havo got once

more settled in a house of my own. My health,

after being out of order for an equal space of

time, is now completely restored. I am setting

up a household with one young daughter and

three grandchildren, hoping to have a few

pleasant leisurely years at the close of a life

which has perhaps been too active and labori

ous. Of my eight daughters, six have been

married (one of these dead), another has died

unmarried, and one remains, not yet marriage

able. Occasionally a married daughter comes

to see me with one or two little ones—always

a great pleasure. My eldest son is now the

principal partner of any activity in our con

cern at Edinburgh, for my brother, although

still fit for that kind of work, has entered up-

-on a period of office, as Lord Provost of the

city, which engrosses all his time." The dis

tinguished author, editor, and publisher, died

at St. Andrews, March 17, 1871, and was in

terred by his own request close by the tower

of St. Regulus, in the cathedral burying-ground

of St. Andrews. Robert Chambers was a man

who experienced in its broadest sense the as

surance of the sacred proverbialist : "Seest

thou a man diligent in business? He shall

stand before kings : he shall not stand before

mean men."

On the appearance several years since of a

collection of miscellaneous papers, under the

title of "Select Writings of Robert Cham

bers," in which were included four volumes

of his delightful essays, an eminent English

critic said : " It is marvellous to imagine how

much the writer who dissipates himself in

constant periodical publication does actually

produce. On an estimate, it would seem as

if his very breath had been a printed sentence :

as if his mouth never opened but to deposit

types, as the gifted fairy princess dropped dia

monds. The many years which Robert Cham

bers, in particular, has devoted to literary pro

duction, have accumulated a mass which, we

believe, would astonish, were it all placed in

a manuscript heap before his eyes, even him

self. And when we reflect upon the charac

ter of the whole—how good it has been, how

free from objection, how well calculated to

attract and benefit the popular mind in the

very humblest circle where the art of reading

is taught, yet often addressing the highest and

most cultivated—we cannot but consider that

the writer has been a marked benefactor to

his country and his kind. Ho has displayed

great judgment in the choice of his many de

signs, and great talent in his contributions, to

their far and wide acceptation as guides to the

useful, and pleasant pastimes to the reoreative.

Scotland has reason to be proud of his and his

brother's labors. The influence they have had

nationally is incalculable ; and the seed they

have sown must bear an inestimable harvest

for many a future year, and for tens of thou

sands yet unborn."

CHEMISTRY. Gaseous and- Liquid tfotes

of Matter.—Cagniard de la Tour, in 1822, dis

covered that volatile liquids, such as ether, al

cohol, and water, when heated in hermetically-

sealed tubes, became vapors of apparently only

about three times the original bulk of the liquid.

To investigate these phenomena more fully,

Prof. Andrews, of Belfast, devised a novel form

of apparatus, and made experiments covering

a period of ten years. Ho used glass tubes in

which the properties of matter could be studied

under such varied conditions of temperature

and pressure as had never before been realized.

A steel screw was made to enter a space in a

tube tilled with water and mercury, this space

baring above it the gas or vapor to be exam

ined. The whole contents and parts of the

apparatus were so proportioned that the gas

or vapor did not come into view till it was

reduced to about one-fortieth of its original

volume. This arrangement worked so per

fectly, that accurate measurements of com

pression wore obtained at different tempera

tures up to a pressure of 300 atmospheres.

Carbonic-acid gas, partly liquefied in the ap

paratus, the temperature being at the same

time raised nearly to 81° O, gradually lost the

surface of demarcation between its liquid

and gaseous states ; and finally, the distinct

joining-point of gas and liquid became indistin

guishable. If the temperature exceeded 81°

O, liquefaction could not be effected even
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with a pressure of 400 atmospheres. The tem

perature at which liquid ceases to be formed

under any degree of pressure that can bo ap

plied, is called the " critical point." For car

bonic acid this point is 30.9° 0., or 87.7° Fahr.

Prof. Andrews conceives these experiments to

afford the strongest grounds of believing that

the liquid and gaseous conditions are only

different forms of the same state of matter.

A Law in Chemical. Dynamics. —Messrs.

Gladstone and Tribe communicated to the

Royal Society in June the results of their

investigations of tho process by which one

metal has the power of decomposing another

metal, until the more powerful metal has en

tirely taken the place of the other. Their

experiments were generally performed as fol

lows: In a tall glass they placed 72 cubic cen

timetres of an aqueous solution of a salt of

known strength, at 12° C. ; a perfectly clean

plate of metal of 3.230 squaro millimetres was

then weighed and placed vertically in this

solution without reaching either to the top or

the bottom ; the action was allowed to proceed

quietly for ten minutes, when the plate was

removed, and the deposited metal scraped off.

The loss of weight gave tho amount of metal

dissolved, and represented the chemical action.

The most complete series of results was with

copper and nitrate of silver :

In the earlier terms of this series, twice the per

centage of silver-salt gives three times the ehemioal

action. The close agreement of the observed num

bers with those calculated on this supposition con

tinues as far as the 9th term. The law then breaks

down, and after about 1 per cent, the increased ac

tion is almost in direct ratio with the increased

strength. The position of the plate in the solution

was found to make no difference to this 2-3 law.

Similar series of experiments were made with zino

and chloride of copper, zinc and sulphate of copper,

zinc and nitrate of lead, iron and sulphate of copper,

and other combinations ; and, in every instance wnero

the solution was weak and the action simple, the law

of three times the chemical charge for twico the

strength was found to hold good. It was proved

that the breaking down of the law at about 3.5 per

cent, of salt in solution was irrespective of the quan

tity of the liquid, or of the time for which the plate

was exposed. 'With 72 cub. centims. of a 1.41 per

cent, solution of nitrate of silver, the rate of action

remained sensibly the samo for as long as twenty-

five minutes, notwithstanding the constant deposi

tion of silver. This apparently paradoxical result is

due to fresh relays of the original solution being

brought up to the plate by the currents produced,

and that period of time elapsing before any of the

products of decomposition are brought back again

in their circuit.
When it was perceived that within easily-ascer-

tainable limits the chemical action is the same for

similar consecutive periods of time, experiments were

made in far weaker solutions. It was only necessary

to lengthen the time of exposure. It was thus found

that tho law of three times the chemical action for

twice the strength of solution holds good through

at least eleven terms of tho powers of 2 ; in fact, from

a solution that could dissolve one gramme of copper

during tho hour, to a solution that dissolved only

0.000001 gramme, a million times less.

Tho manner in which tho Bilver is deposited on a

copper plate was examined, and the currents produced

were studied. At first a light-blue current is per

ceived flowing upward from the surface of the plate,

presently a deep-blue current pours downward, and

these two currents in opposite directions continue to

form simultaneously. A similar phenomenon was

observed in every case where a metallic salt attacked

a plate of another metal. The downward current

was found to be a solution of almost pure nitrate of

copper, containing about three times as much NOi as

the original silver solution, while the upward current

was a diluted solution of the mixed nitrates. More

over, tho heavy current took its rise in the entangled

mass of crystals right against the plate, while tho

light current flowed from the tops of tho crystalline

branches. It was evident that, when the fresh silver

was deposited on these branches, and the fresh cop

per taken up from the plate, there was not merely a

transference of the nitric element from one combina

tion to another, but an actual molecular movement

of it toward tho copper plate, producing an accumu

lation of nitrnto of copper there, and a corresponding

loss of salt in the liquid that is drawn within the in

fluence of the branching crystals. Ilenco the oppo

site curronts.

The amount of action in a circuit of two mctnls and

a saline solution must have as one of its regulating

conditions the conducting-power of that solution. It

appeared by experiment that a strong solution of

nitrate of silver offers less resistance than a weak

one ; and it was also found, on adding nitrate of

potassium to the nitrate of silver, that its power of

attacking the copper plate was increased ; that the

augmentation of the foreign salt increased the action

still further ; and that the 2-8 law holds good be

tween two solutions in which both the silver and

potassium salt are doubled, though it does not hold

good if the quantity of foreign salt be kept constant.

Similar results were obtained with mixed nitrates

of silver and copper.

Heat in Chemical Combinations.—Dr. An

drews, of Belfast, is the author of a long and

careful series of experiments, to ascertain the

hent developed in tho combination of acids

and bases. The results provo that the heat

developed in the union is determined by the

base and not by the acid ; that, when a neutral

is converted into an acid salt by combining

with one or more atoms of acid, no change of

temperature occurs; and that, when a neutral

is converted into a basic salt by combining

with an additional proportion of base, the

combination is accompanied with tho evolu

tion of hent; and other laws ot minor interest

were also demonstrated. In tho following1

table, the author gives a summary of the more

important of his experiments, arranging the

acids in tho order of their thermal action :

ACID.
FoUsh.
Dug. J**.

Ammonia.
Deg.

Sulphuric acid, 8.378
3.058
S.0S1
2.993
2.852
2.732

3.353
8.W0
3.9P3
2.929
2.832
2.710

2.976
2.643
2.623
2.566
2.493
2.378

lie remarks that it is interesting to observe

how closely the results in the three vertical

columns agree relatively with one another.

The acids follow in the same order under each

base, and even the differences in tho amount

of heat disengaged by the several acids in com

bining with the different bases approximate

in many cases closely to one another. Thus
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the heat given out when the sulphuric aoid

combines with potash exceeds that given out

when the oxalic acid combines with the same

base by 0.320°, the corresponding differences

in the case of soda and ammonia being 0.313°

and 0.328°. If, in like manner, we compare

the differences between the heat disengaged

by the acetic and tartaric acids, we fall upon

the numbers 0.012°, 0.122°, and 0.116°. Even

in the case of the oxalio, hydrochloric, and

nitric acids, which disengage so nearly the

same amount of heat, the same order is ob

served with the three bases.

Ozone and Hygiene.—From January, 1869,

to February, 1 871, Dr. Cohen, of Quincy, 111.,

was engaged in taking daily ozonometric ob

servations. In all that time there was not a

total absence of ozone from the atmosphere for

more than three or four days at a time, and

this occurred only in very cold weather. Dur

ing that period Dr. Cohen and his medical

brethren of Quincy remarked that less of

malarial disease existed then than ever be

fore, and indeed exhibited a marked decrease ;

while, on the other hand, catarrhal and bron

chial affections increased in prevalency. In

a communication to a Quincy paper, the author

says :

Within the last few weeks there has been a remark

able exemplification of the effects of tho sudden ap

pearance of a large amount of ozone in the atmos

phere ; from the latter part of January to February

6th, there had been a considerable quantity indi

cated ; and it will be recollected that catarrhal and

eruptive fevers were then quite prevalent. On Feb

ruary 6th, the ozonometer recorded " highly intense,"

and from, February 7th to March 10th, inclusive, the

record was " none," with the exception of one day,

February 26th, on which it was " moderately in

tense," and five other days, at intervals, on which

there was a slight indication. During this period,

the complaints 1 have mentioned disappeared, but,

on March 11th the record was again " highly intense,"

and has remained fluctuating with a tendency to a

high degree up to this day. Mark the results : in

fluenza, bronchitis, tonsillitis (which some sharp

practitioners have dignified with the title of diph

theria, a disease which never appears unless there is

a continued excessive amount of ozone present),

some cases of pneumonia, and other severe catarrhal

affections, have appeared as if by magic, while inter

mittent, remittent, and typhoid fevers—often preva

lent at this season, but never when those affections

1 have mentioned are rife—are scarcely, if at all,

heard of.

He thus recalls his experience in* the same

line of investigation in New Orleans :

During the epidemic of yellow fever in New Or

leans, in 1867, not a trace of ozone could be dis

covered ; and, by the observations of Prof. Ford and

myself, this condition of the atmosphere continued

daring the entire winter following, which was marked

by the prevalence of an unusual number of cases of

malarial fever?, characterized by various types. In

the autumn and winter of 1868, however, acoording

to the observations of Prof. Ford, a very large amount

of ozone was constantly present, and, while; for the

first time in many years, not a single genuine case

of yellow fever was reported, and much less than the

usual amount of intermittent, remittent, and typhoid

fevers prevailed, influenza, diphtheria, and pneu

monia, became almost epidemic.

A writer in the American Journal of Science

sums up the recent investigations of Engler

and Nasse as follows. Following Meissner's

method, they used an ozonizing tube 85 centi

metres long, containing 28 wires enclosed in

glass, and a coil sufficiently powerful to render

the entire bundle of electrodes luminous in

the dark :

If the ozonized oxygen be passed through a U-tube

30 centimetres long and one centimetre in diameter,

containing zinc-sodium in fragments, the ozone odor

disappears completely. If the same tube be placed

between the potassium iodide solution and the water

over which the cloud appears, the formation of the

cloud is not interfered with ; thus showing that it is

only the ozone and not the antozone which is de

stroyed by the zinc-sodium. Since Meissner con

cedes that the ozone must be removed to detect tho

antozone, it follows that, were the antozone formed

in the electrizing tube, the gas issuing from it after

passing through the zinc-sodium tube, and thus being

deprived of ozone, should, on bubbling through

water, produce a cloud ; but this tho authors find not

to be the case. Moreover, tlioy show that, if tho

stream of oxygen issuing from the potassium iodide

solution be passed through a tube 1.3 metres long,

filled with fused caloium chloride, the antozone dis

appears ; while ozone passed through such a tubo is

unaffected. But, if the gas from the ozonizing tubo be

passed directly through this calcium chloride tube,

then through potassium iodide solution and then

through water, the cloud appears with full strength.

Engler and Nasse hence infer that the antozone is

formed when the ozone is destroyed in presence of

water, and only then. Whence they conclude, with

Von Babo and Weltzien, that antozone is only hydro

gen peroxide. In support of this view they give the

following experiments : 1. The stream of electrized

oxygon, deozonized by a solution of potassium iodide,

was passed through a spiral tube 1.5 metres long,

and found to give the mist on passing through water.

This Bpiral was then heated in a zinc chloride bath ;

as the temperature rose, the mist formed became less

and less, disappearing completely at 170°, and re

turning again as the tube cooled. 2. The stream of

deozonized oxygen was passed through a short tubo

containing fragments of potassium hydrate, and then

through four narrow tubes 60 centimetres long filled

with glass fragments ; but its mist-forming power

was hardly weakened ; when these tubes were cooled

to —20°, however, no mist appeared on passing it

through water ; and, when two narrower and empty

tubes were used, and the stream of gas continued

for 24 hours, water condensed in them which gave

the reactions of hydrogen peroxide. In conclusion,

the authors show that tho division of oxides by

SchSnbein into ozonides and antozonides is not well

founded.

Indigotin. — Commercial indigo contains

from fifty to sixty per cent, of pure indigo-blue,

the remainder being gluten and various resin

ous substances formed indirectly from the

decomposition of the indigo-blue, or directly

from the indigo-plant itself. Certain matters

are also added occasionally as adulterants.

The laboratory mode of purifying commercial

indigo is to treat it successively with dilute

sulphuric acid, with boiling water, and with

alcohol ; but this treatment does not yield a

chemically-pure product. The dyers' method

of purification gives a better result ; it consists

of converting indigo-blue into indigo-white by

reducing agents, and, subsequently, reoxidizing

it, MM. d'Aguier and Baeyer have recently
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discovered a more ready mode of preparation,

by which they obtain the article chemically

pnre. They find, on boiling finely-powdered

commercial indigo with aniline, that the

whole of the coloring-matter dissolves, yield

ing an intensely deep-blue solution, most of

the impurities being left behind. The solution

is filtered while lot, and allowed to cool grad

ually. In five or six hours almost the whole

of the indigotin is deposited in a crystalline

state. A second crystallization from an ani

line solution, followed by alcoholic washing,

purifies it perfectly. As thus prepared, indi

gotin has a brilliant coppery lustre by reflected

light, in this respect resembling pure Prus

sian blue, and rivals in appearance the indi

gotin obtained by sublimation. The authors

have also discovered that, to some extent,

indigotin' is soluble in hot benzol and chloro

form, depositing itself as a flocculont precipi

tate on the solution cooling. Alcohol and

ether also dissolve it at their boiling-points,

but in very small quantity.

New Coloring - Substance*.—Pyrogallic acid

melted with naphthalic acid and other ingre

dients (not mentioned by Prof. Baeyer, the

discoverer) yields a coloring-substance, which

he calls " gallein." fhis appears as a brown

ish-red powder, or as metallic-green crystals.

On boiling these with water, zinc, and sul

phuric acid, the color changes to light-reddish

yellow, and, after further treatment, large

brownish crystals are obtained, to which the

name "gallin" has been given, and of which

" gallein " forms a small part. Heating "gal

lin" with concentrated, sulphuric acid to 200°

Cent., its color changes to a greenish brown,

and, after the reaction is completed, and the

mass has been boiled, and the deposit washed,

another coloring-matter, "cerulein," appears.

This is soluble in hot water, and imparts an

indigo-blue color. "Reforcin" and "fluores-

cin," the latter dyeing silk and wool yellow

without a mordant, are other products discov

ered in pyrogallic and naphthalic acids by

Prof. Baoyer.

Prof. Botger has ascertained that, by dissolv

ing molybdic acid in concentrated sulphuric

acid with heat, a colorless fluid is obtained

supposed to be a double acid. When a little

of this is heated in a porcelain crucible till it

throws off vapors, and absolute alcohol is

added, a blue color appears, which can be

used to dye silk without a mordant.

Artificial Bates.—In the address of Dr. An

drews, president of the Chemical Section of

the British Association, at its last meeting,

mention was made of recent triumphs in pre

paring artificial bases. Picoline is one of

these, a base isomeric with aniline. Baeyer

discovered the process of its artificial manu

facture, for which he has two methods. One

is founded on an experiment of Simpson, in

which a new base was obtained by heating

tribromallyl with nn alcoholic solution of

ammonia. By pushing further the action of

the heat, Baeyer succeeded in expelling the

whole of the bromine from Simpson's base

in the form of hydrobromio acid, and in

obtaining picoline. The same chemist has

also prepared artificially collidine, another

base of the pyridine series. To this list of

remarkable synthetical discoveries, another of

the highest interest has lately been added by

Schiff—the preparation of artificial coniine.

He obtained it by the action of ammonia on

butyric aldehyde (C^sO). The artificial base

has the samo composition as coniine prepared

from hemlock. It is a liquid of an amber-

yellow color, having the characteristic odor,

and nearly all tho usual reactions, of ordinary

coniine. Its physiological properties, so far

as they have been examined, agree with those

of coniine from hemlock, but the artificial

base has not yet been obtained in large quan

tity nor perfectly pure.

New Bases.—Stenhouse has obtained two

new bases, furfuraniline and furfurtuluidine,

by the treatment of aniline furfurol. The

bases are nearly colorless, but form beau

tifully-colored salts. By treating codeia with

chloride of zinc, Mntthiessen and Burnside

have obtained apocodeia, which stands to co

deia in the samo relation as apomorphia to

morphia, an atom of water being abstracted

in its formation. Apocodeia is more stable

than apomorphia, but the action of reagents

upon the two bases is very similar. As regards

their physiological action, the hydrochlorato

of apocodeia is a mild emetic, while that of

apomorphia is an emetic of great activity.

Other bases have been obtained by Wright by

the action of hydrobromic acid on codeia. In

two of these bases, bromotetracodeia and

chlorotetracodeia, four molecules of codeia are

welded together so that they contain no less

than seventy-two atoms of carbon. They

have a bitter taste, but little physiological ac

tion.

Pyrene is the name given to a new product

of the distillation of coal-tar, having a higher

boiling-point than anthracene. It may bo iso

lated by combining it with picric acid, with

which it forms a red crystalline mass. Am

monia unites with the acid and sets free tho

pyrene in the form of colorless leaves which

closely resemble anthracene, are soluble in

alcohol, benzol, ether, and bisulphide of carbon.

It melts at 142° 0. Nitric acid readily con

verts it into nitro-compounds. The formula

of pyrene is Cm Hio.

Iodo-Sulphate*. — Prof. Zinno, of Naples,

obtains the little-known compound iodo-sul-

phuric acid from the reaction of ioduret of

starch and sulphuric acid. He prepares the

acid and its salts by the following modes:

1. "With alkaline Bulphates and iodoret of

starch ; 2. By dissolving some determinate

proportions of iodine and the solution of the

said sulphates; 3. By making the iodine act

on the hyposulphates of alkali ; 4. By the

action (already mentioned) of sulphuric acid
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on iodoret of starch, or on iodine itself. Ac

cording to the author, the second process is

the best, and tnis is the one from which he

developed the three iodo-sulphates of soda,

potash, and ammonia. Each of these salts is

soluble in water, but very slightly in alcohol ;

the first and third are partly effervescent;

they are, besides, decomposable by heat and

by light, direct and indirect.

Spontaneous Explosive.—The ScientificAmer

ican says that some experiments, recently

conducted at the Philadelphia High Sohool,

demonstrated that when a strong solution of

phosphorus in bisulphide of carbon is poured

upon finely-powdered chlorate of potash rest

ing on paper, and that mixture is exposed to

air, upon the evaporation of the bisulphides,

the phosphorus, being left in a finely-divided

state, intimately mixed with the chlorate, the

mixture presently explodes spontaneously,

with a loud report. The explosion is analo

gous to that of phosphorus and chlorate of

potash when struck or rubbed together, the

mixture in the case cited being, however,

much more perfect than can be obtained by

any mechanical means.

Dynamite. — This explosive (which is a

combination of silica with nitro-glycerine—

the former making the nitro-glycerine safer

for handling) has been tested by comparison

with other powders by the Austrian Govern

ment. The report sums up as follows :

1. The preparation of nitro - glycerine, and the

explosive mixtures of whioh it form!) a part, partic

ularly dynamite, is simple, safe, rapid, and gives a

uniform product. 2. These preparations can be ren

dered Bafer for transportation and keeping than

gunpowder. 8. The loss from decomposition is less

than the deterioration of gunpowder by pulveriza

tion and dampness. 4. For equal weights, dynamite

has from two to ten times the strength of gun

powder; for equal volumes, four to sixteen times.

In the use of dynamite, 20 to 40 per cent, of expense

and 40 to 70 per cent, of time aro saved. For equal

weights dynamite removes 6 to 6 times as much

rock as powder, for equal volumes 8 to 10 times.

5. In water or rock impregnated with water, 50 per

cent, of expense and 100 per cent, of time are saved

by the use of dynamite. 6. The gases resulting from

the explosion of dynamite are much less noxious

than those from that of gunpowder.

A comparison of dynamite and gun-cotton gives

the following results: 1. For equal volumes, gun-

ootton is less powerful than dynamito by 80-40 per

cent. 2. Gun-cottop costs 20-30 per cent, more than

dynamite. 8. Gun-cotton, for marine blasting, has

all the disadvantages of gunpowder. 4. The gases

from the explosion of dynamite are less noxions

than those from the explosion of gun-cotton. 5.

Gun-cotton is more sensitive to heat and mechanical

derangements than dynamite. Dynamite is also

easier of preparation.

The disadvantages of dynamite are: 1. The easy

separation of nitro-glycerine from the silica by

water, in cose the cartridges, permeable to water, are

left for some time submerged. 2. Becoming hard

at a temperature which causes difficulty in working

and using it.

Lithofracteur.—Ttiis (Anglicb) " stone-break

er " is a patented invention of Prof. Engels, of

Cologne. Lithofracteur is a new explosive com

posed of nitro-glycerine as a base, and gun-

cotton, the constituents of gunpowder, some

chlorates, and an infusorial earth. The sub

stances are blended in a special way, and the

details of the manufacture are kept secret by

those concerned in it. The product is a black

compound of the consistence of soft putty, and

is made up for use into paper cartridges 4} in.

long by i of an inch in diameter, and weighing

H oz. eaoh. When lighted in the air by or

dinary means it simply burns out, leaving a

light white powder as a residuum ; but, when

it is ignited either in the air or in a closed

chamber with a capped fuse, its full violence

is developed. It is safe under all ordinary and

even extraordinary circumstances of storage

and transit, as recent experiments in England

and lengthened use on the Continent have

proved. It was used by the Prussians against

the French during the recent war, Herr En-

gels being the operator. After Port Issy was

taken, the Prussians destroyed a number of

French heavy siege-guns by blowing olF their

muzzles with lithofracteur.

A long series of experiments was recently

conducted in England to test the value of the

compound. The following are given as some

of the results :

The preliminary experiment consisted in throw

ing a box containing 5 lbs. of lithofracteur from the

top of tho quarries, at a height of 150 feet from the

ground, into the plateau below. Tho box was

smashed and the cartridges were scattered about,

but not one was exploded. A cartridgo was then

lighted by an ordinary fusee, when it burned slowly

out. Another cartridge was then placed upon a

block of stone and fired with a percussion fuse,

when a violent report followed, and the top face of

the etono was broken off. Tho power of the litho

fracteur when confined was then exhibited bv firing

charges in the bore-holes of several blocks of stone,

which were shattered into many fragments. The

tamping in all cases was effected with water, thus

proving the usefulness and reliableness of the com

pound in workings whoro wet ground was met with.

The next part of the programme consisted in firing

a number of shots, both horizontal and vertical, in

the face of the quarry. As these were more or less

repetitions of each other, we need only notice a few

of them, although they all give extraordinary re

sults. The holes were mostly bored under the

direction of some of the mining gentlemen present,

who, with a view of testing the compound to the

utmost, selected the worst possible spots, some of

which, they stated, gunpowder would not possibly

touch. The first of these blasts was made with a 1

lb. 11 oz. of lithofracteur placed in a horizontal bore

hole 3 ft. 4 in. deep, and II in. in diameter. A largo

quantity of the stone was blown out to the front, and

the face of tho rock was scaled and cracked over an

area of 20 ft. 6 in. wide by 13 ft. high. A couple

more shots were thon fired simultaneously near to

the last, the bore-holes wero each 3 ft. deep; and

were charged with 131 oz. and 1 lb. i oz. respectively,

and an immense face of rock was brought down. The

best blast, howevor, was the last of this series ; it

was fired in a vertical bore-hole, 4 ft. 6 in. deep, on

a ledge of rock, about 23 ft. from the level of the

plateau below, 1 lb. 11 oz. of lithofracteur being

used. The explosion brought down at least 20 tons

of rock, and loosened an enormous mass behind the

bore-hole, the shot being one of the finest we ever

saw with so small a quantity of material. Some ex

periments were next made with the view of showing

the disruptive effect of lithofracteur on iron, and for
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this purpose a 4 ft. length of 75 lbB. double-headed

rail was laid on its side, being supported at each end

at a height of- 3 in. from the ground. A charge of

] lb. 3 oz. of the compound was placed in a lump on

the centre of the rail, and tamped with paper, three

old sleepers being placed on the tamping, and fired

with a percussion fuse. A startling report ensued,

tho fragments of the sleepers being sent in all direc

tions, and on examination the rail was found much

bent, and with one head cut through, and 11 in. of

the web blown away in the centre.

Delicate Testfor Nitric Acid.—The employ

ment of sulphate of aniline as a reagent to de

tect with accuracy the least trace of nitric acid,

is recorded in the Scientific American. The

modus operandi is as follows: Place in a

watch-glass about 1 cubic centimetre of pure

and concentrated sulphuric acid at 1.84 ; then

pour, drop by drop, half a cubic centimetre

of a solution of sulphate of aniline, prepared

by mixing 10 drops of commercial aniline with

50 cubic centimetres of diluted sulphuric acid.

A glass rod is dipped in tho liquid to be tested,

and then introduced in tho watch-glass and

stirred in a circular way, the experimenter

from time to time blowing slowly on the

agitated liquid. If it contains traces of nitric

acid, circular lines of a deep red are soon vis

ible, coloring the whole liquid to a pink. On

adding a very small quantity of nitric acid to

the liquid, it becomes of a carmine color. This

simple process can be applied to the detection

of nitric acid in tho commercial sulphuric acid.

Hypoazotio or hyponitric acid produces the

same reaction ; moreover, when any traces of

hyponitric acid are detected, the distinction can

easily be made by the use of starch and iodide

of potassium, acidulated by sulphuric acid.

The Spectroscope in Chemical Analysis.—The

editor of the Boston Journal of Chemistry

gives a chapter from his experience in chem

ical spectroscopy, concerning which less is

generally known than about the use of the

spectroscope in astronomical researches. He

says :

We have tried several forms of instruments, with

prisms varying in number from one of flint glass to

six of bisulphide of carbon, and, as the result of these

trials we have concluded that an instrument fur

nished with good telescopes and a single flint-glass

prism is all that is necessary for chemical use. A

piece of apparatus that requires much adjustment or

delicate manipulation is altogether out of place in the

laboratory.
A common fault with the ordinary spectroscope is,

that they are made too small in all their parte. We

should prefer for our own uso an instrument which

had telescopes of two inches aperturo, although those

of one inch aperturo do very good work. But with

the large instrument we have been enabled to detect

potassium and rubidium in substances in which our

small instrument did not show a trace.

Tho scales with which almost all spectroscopes are

furnished are of but little use except to the beginner,

and we havo even then found them to be ofa poaitivo

disadvantage. Tho eye may soon be educated to

know the relative places and the oolors of tho lines

given by the various elements. It is much less liable

to err than when an arbitrary scale is used that may

become displaced. The sodium line is always pres

ent, and serves as a standard of reference. The

scales on no two instruments that we have ever Been

were precisely alike, and therefore, in referring to

scale numbers, it is always necessary to reduce them

to some known standard.

Candy Adulterations.—Mr. Endemann, as

sistant chemist of the New York Health De

partment, has examined a great variety of

candies collected from various dealers by the

sanitary inspectors. The following is the sub

stance of his report :

" Inorganic adulteration* were detected in

only two cases, in both cases in lozenges, to

the extent of three and six per cent. In one

establishment visited, a white powder was ob

tained, which proved to bo gypsum, sulphate

of lime. ,

" Coloring-Matters.—Reds were either car

mine or aniline red ; both harmless.

" Blues were either ultramarine or Prussian

blue ; both harmless.

" Yellows were either saffron, chromate of

lime, chromate of baryta, chromate of lead,

gamboge, or yellow vegetable colors precipi

tated by alum and chalk.

" Of ten samples examined, five were col

ored with chromate of lead and one with gam-

both of which are poisonous,

reens were found to be harmless.

" Flavors.—Oil of peppermint is often adul

terated with oil of turpentine. The other

flavors are generally artificial ethers, as, for

example, butyric ether. Many of these are

considered injurious.

" Substitutes for Sugar and Gvm-Arabic.—

Glucose, starch-sugar, is common in some kinds

of candy. Starch is extensively used as a sub

stitute for the more expensive gum-arabic.

Both of these substances are harmless.

" In conclusion, the public is cautioned

against highly-colored yellow, orange, and

green candies, and against highly-flavored can

dies."

Utilizing Gas-Lime.—Lime spoiled in the

purification of gns has long been regarded as a

waste product, and the expense and trouble

of its removal drove the London gas compa

nies to use ferric hydrates in its stead. This

residuum is now employed in making " Pridenx

cement," for protecting floors and roofs from

rain ; also for paving-stones, with a prepa

ration of broken flag, and as a material for

hearths and mantel - pieces. The cement

" sets " in about twelve hours. Tho London

Builder says of its composition :

It is not a Portland or a Eoman cement, although

some hydraulic characters are very distinct. It does

not set so quickly, but allows more time for finishing

up the faces of moulded work. It is far from common

mortar, for without any sand it can bo formed into

blocks, which set hard throughout. A piece of a

mantel-piece which had been made some six months,

gave the following results upon analysis:

Carbonate of lime 69.08
8ulphate of lime (taydrated) 82.63
Hydrate of lime 1.36
Sulphide of calcium trace
Insoluble matter 6.50
Alumina and oxide of Iron 45

It is obvious, from the above, that the setting must

at first be due to the combination of water with tho
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dehydrated sulphate of lime, or, in other words, the

plaster of Paris formed by the calcination of tho

cement. The quantity of caustic lime which is pres

ent in the cement keeps the plaster of Paris always

fresh, that is, dehydrated, until mixed with excess

of water employed at the moment of using it. This

will account for the fact that the cement does not lose

its quality by keeping, as the hydraulic cements do.

After the plaster of Paris is set, the caustic lime

goes on absorbing carbonio acid, and thus indurating

the mass in the ordinary manner of lime-mortars.

The Phosphite Process for utilizing Sewage.

—A second paper on this subject was read be

fore the British Association during the year

by David Forbes, F. E. 8., explaining the

operation of his process on the large scale.

To the disposal of sewage, by distributing it

over the land at once, there are several objec

tions. The suspended and most offensive solid

matter cannot sink into the soil, but remains

upon the ^urface, covering the place with its

fetid deposits, and polluting the atmosphere ;

moreover, sewage, though rich in ammonial

salt, is poor in phosphates, and therefore its

application to general farming is restricted.

It is claimed that, by the phosphatic process,

these difficulties are overcome. This con

sists in treating the sewage with a solution of

the native phosphate of alumina dissolved in

sulphuric or hydrochloric acid, which arrests

decomposition and causes the precipitation of

the suspended matter. The liquid thus puri

fied will now carry to the land a considerable

quantity of soluble phosphates in addition to

its other ingredients.

The phosphate process, as applied to the

compute precipitation of the sewage, is in suc

cessful operation at the Tottenham Sewage

Works, and goes a step farther than suggested

above, by precipitating all the fertilizing ma

terials. The sewage is ran into reservoirs

along with a suitable quantity of the phos

phate solution, and immediately afterward

milk of lime is run in sufficient to neutralize

the acid of the phosphate solution. This pre

cipitates the phosphates in solution together

with all the organic matter, and, after settling,

the supernatant water can be discharged into

the streams, without polluting them. The

purification requires from three to eight hours.

At the Tottenham Sewage Works one ton of

such phosphate is employed for 500,000 gallons

of sewage. The phosphate is mixed, in a state

of powder, with 12 to 14 cwts. of sulphurio

acid. After standing a short time, it is dis

solved in water and run into the sewage.

The milk of lime is added until the sewage

gives a faint alkaline reaction. An analysis of

some dried sewage deposit, thus produced from

London sewage, indicates 0.57 per cent, nitro

gen, equal to 0.69 ammonia, and 28.52 per cent,

phosphoric acid, equal to 62.26 phosphate of

lime. The writer, however, does not think the

manure will pay the cost of the process, though

it will nearly do so, and is considerably more

advantageous and economical than the other

processes proposed.

Changes of Color produced by Cold.—Prof.

E. J. Houston, of Philadelphia, has published,

in the Journal of the Franklin Institute, a

statement of his investigations on this subject.

In his experiments on solids, the reduction of

temperature was obtained by the evaporation

of ether, bisulphide of carbon, or liquid sul

phurous acid, the substances operated upon

being placed in vessels exposed to that cold-

producing action. The degrees of change in

temperature necessary to cause change in color

are not set down ; but the following are some

of the results with solids :

Sulphide of Mercury.—Changes from a bright red

to a brighter red.

Bisulphide of Tin.—Changes from a brownish

orange-yellow to a lighter brownish-yellow.

Suoeulphate of Mercury.—Changes from a yellow

to a greenish-yellow.

Iodide of Lead.—Changes from an orange to a

lighter orange.

Chromate of Lead.—Changes from a yellowish-

orange to a yellowish-green.

The effect of cold on the color of solutions

is thus stated :

Sulphate of Copper.—Solution of a puro blue ;

deepens on the application of cold.

Ferrocyanide of Ritamum.—Saturated solution of

a nearly pure yellow ; becomes tinted slightly with

green.

ClUoride of Copper.—Solution of a bluish-green ;

becomes a more decided bluish-green.

Seequichloride of Iron.—Solution, orange-yellow ;

becomes an orange-yellow in which the yellow is

more predominant than in the preceding.

SetquinUraU of Iron.—Solution, orange-yellow,

like the chlorider

Wishing to obtain a solution that could be exposed

to a much lower temperature without freezing, a so

lution of tho chloride of copper in ether was prepared.

The color was yellowish-green. When exposed to a

low temperature by the evaporation of the bisulphide,

of carbon, the color changed very decidedly to a pure

green.

The author adds : " It can hardly be urged,

with fairness, that all colored compounds

should be equally influenced by the action of

the less rapid heat-vibrations, for the differ

ences presented by bodies, as regards their

transparency or opacity to light, or their dia

thermancy or adiathermancy to heat, clearly

indicate a very great difference in their molec

ular structure, which difference offers reasons

amply sufficient to explain why the colors of

some compounds should be more influenced

by heat than others. Again, there can be

little doubt that more extended observations

will increase the great number of compounds

already noticed. For instance, the well-known

change from red to yellow, presented by the

red iodide of mercury, dissuaded us at first

from submitting it to an experiment. On a

careful trial, however, it was found to illus

trate the law, changing to a decidedly darker

red up to the temperature requisite to alter its

crystalline form.

" The theory also receives further support

and confirmation from the following considera

tions :

" It is well known that when a yellow and a
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red substance, which have no chemical action

on each other, are mixed together, the result

ing color is orange. The explanation is un

doubtedly to be found in the raising of the less

rapid red vibrations by the yellow, and the con

sequent lowering of the yellow by the red, the

mean resulting vibration being that capable

of producing orange light."

Hie Coloring-Matter in Foliage.—Mr. II. C.

Sorby contributes an interesting paper on this

topic to Nature. Ho announces that, up to

the middle of 1871, he had been ablo to dis

tinguish several dozen coloring-matters in the

leaves of different plants, and far more than

that number in the petals and fruits, and had

no doubt that further inquiry would readily

increase the list. The subject would be un

manageable if he did not divide the varieties

of coloring-substance into well-marked groups

by means of their optical characters. The

colors are not only related to one another op

tically and chemically, but also havo a very

similar connection with the growth of the

lants. The very numerous tints of foliage

epend almost entirely on the relative and

absolute amouDt of the various colors of the

different groups. The groupings suggested by

Mr. Sorby arc as follows :

1. The Chlorophyll group is distinguished

by being insoluble in water, but soluble in

alcohol, and in bisulphide of carbon. There

are throe or four species, giving well-marked

spectra, with several narrow, dark absorp

tion-bands, one or more of whi#h occur at the

red end. The mixed chlorophyll of ordinary

green leaves may bo obtained in a tolerably

satisfactory state by heating in alcohol dark-

green holly-leaves, previously crushed so as to

insuro rapid solution, and then, when cold,

agitating in a test-tubo with bisulphido of car

bon. This sinks to the bottom, holding nearly

the whole of the dark-green chlorophyll in

solution, while nearly all the xanthophyll re

mains dissolved in the alcohol.

2. The Xanthophyll group also contains sev

eral distinct species, but only two are common

in leaves, ono being more, and the other less,

orange. They are characterized by being in

soluble in water, but soluble in alcohol and in

bisulphide of carbon ; and when dissolved in

the latter their spectra show two not very

distinct absorption-bands at the blue end ; but

the red, yellow, and yellow-green rays are

freely transmitted. They may be obtained

from yellow leaves, by tho use of alcohol and

bisulphide of carbon.

3. Tho Erythrophyll group comprises a

number of colors soluble in water, in alcohol,

and in ether, but insoluble in bisulphide of

carbon. Those met with in leaves are more

or less purple, made bluer by alkalies, and red

der by acids ; and thus sometimes plants con

taining the same kind may vary more in tint,

owing to a variation in the amount of free

acid, than others colored by entirely different

kinds. The erythrophyll may be obtained,

free from chlorophyll and xanthophyll, by

heating the leaves in alcohol, evaporating to

dryness, redissolving in water, filtering, and

evaporating at a gentle heat.

4. The Chryiotannin gronp contains a con

siderable number of yellow colors, some so

pale as to bo nearly colorless, and others of 8

tine, dark, golden yellow. They are soluble

in water, in alcohol, and in ether, but not is

bisulphide of carbon. Their spectra show »

variable amount of absorption at tho blue end,

usually with no bands when in their natural

state, but sometimes with one or more suffi

ciently distinct when they are oxidized. They

may bo obtained freo from chlorophyll and

xanthophyll by processes similar to those

made use of in the case of erythrophyll, and

leaves should always be selected which are as

free as possible from colors of that group.

5. Tho Phaiophyll group comprises a num

ber of more or less brown colors, insoluble in

bisulphide of carbon, and of variable solubility

in water or alcohol. Tho spectra show strong

absorption at the blue end extending over the

green ; often the red is very dull, and some

times there are definite absorption-bands when

the solution is acid, neutral, or alkaline.

Fluorescent Solutions. — President Henry

Morton, of tho Stevens Institute of Technol

ogy, contributes to the American Journal of

Science some interesting observations on tho

color of fluorescent solutions. He examined

the tincture of turmeric, which is set down in

the standard works as fluorescing red. He

found that when concentrated it has a rich,

orange-red color, but, when tho solution is

diluted until its color is reduced to yellow,

the fluorescenco appears green. A marked in

crease in the amount of fluorescence is visible

after the solution has been filtered through

bone-black, as the light-absorbing coloring-

matter is removed. By continuing tho decol

oration until the liquid is colorless, or of a

very light tint, tho fluorescence is distinctly

blue.

The results with the spectroscope, when it was ap

plied to this substance, were the same as with the

solution of asphalt. Such also is the ease with tinc

tures of chlorophyll, which, when fresh and green,

gives apparently a green light, and, when old ana

brown, a gray color.

Finally, I took up the nitrate of uranium, about

which such contradictory statements have been pub

lished. This salt in its solid state gives a brilliant

green fluorescence, whoso spectrum is figured by

Becquerel, and abounds'in green rays ; but in solu

tion it gives a very feeble fluorescence, far inferior

to that of turmeric, and of no more green tint than

would be duo to its yellow color, bo in fact says

also the spectroscope.

From theso rosults it would seem that the mole

cules of fluorescent bodies in tolution are not capable

of restricting their vibrations to limited ranges, but

move at rates corresponding with all refrangibilities,

having simply an excess of the higher ones, though

the samo substances in the solid state may act quite

differently, as in the case of nitrate of uranium, and

possibly the fluorescent material in the asphalt, which

may be related to the solid hydro-carbon fluorescing

green, which Becquerel mentions.

I'
(1
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The Ammonium-Amalgam Controversy. —

The American Journal of Science for May

contains a paper by the late Dr. 0. M. Weth-

erill, on the existence of the so-called com

pound, ammonium-amalgam. After describing

the preparation of methyl-ammonium oxalate

by Lea's process, he says that when a portion

of fluid sodium amalgam, the size of a pea, was

placed by him in a small test-tube {\ inch diam

eter), and the solution of methyl-ammonium

oxalate was added, the swelling (or formation

of the mercury with the so-called metal ammo

nium) was observed both with and without

shaking, in the cold and warm. The same ex

periment was performed with different speci

mens of methyl-ammonium oxalate; in some

instances the swelling was from eight to ten

times the original volume, which was very

much less than the turgoscenco of the ammo

nium salt. The methyl-ammonium amalgam

presented the same buttery appearance as the

ammonium amalgam. When the lump was

pressed between two plates of glass, myriads

of gas-bubbles were apparent ; when these

were pressed out, the amalgam was at once

restored to the condition of mercury. A piece

of filter-paper was placed upon a glass plate,

then saturated with a strong solution of the

recrystallized methyVammonium oxalate ; a

globule of mercury the size of a small pea was

placed upon the paper with the negative poles

of twenty Bunsen cells in contact with it, the

positive pole touching the paper ; the globule

of mercnry swelled slightly, presented a but

tery appearance, attached itself to and amal

gamated the blade of a penknife which was in

contact with the negative pole, and, upon be

ing prossed under a glass plate, showed innu

merable gas-bubbles in its substance—in fact,

was a metallic froth. It results from these ex

periments that the compound ammonium ex

amined by this author may form the so-called

amalgam.

Sulphur in Illuminating Gas.—The follow

ing practical method of proving the presence

of sulphur in illuminating gas is published by

Ulex, of Hamburg.

If a platinum dish is filled with half a litre ofwater

and heated over a Bunsen burner until all the wuter

b evaporated, a viBoous fluid is found on the outside

of the dish, where it was in con met with the flame,

which is concentrated sulphuric, acid. A second

proof of the presence of sulphur in purified coal-gas

can bo obtained from lamp-chimneya. After being

used a short time, their interior becomes lined with

a white coating, and in places with incrustations. If

they arc rinsed out with water, snlphato of ammonia

found in this. A more convincing proof is the

following : If several gas-burners have been ignited

in a room for several evenings, it is only necessary

to rub the tip of the finger over a pane of glass and

wash it off with distilled water, to obtain a solu

tion, which turns white and milky, on the addition

of barium chloride, from sulphate of baryta, and

brick-red on the addition of iodide of potassium

and mercury, if the windows of a room in which

gas is burnt are not washed for a week, thousands

of small lustrous crystals maybe observed in sun

light, which also give the above reaotion, and prove

to be sulphate of ammonia, and, as the solution has

vol. xi.—8 A

an acid reaction, contain an excess of sulphurio acid.

To the presence of sulphate-of-ammonia fumes in a

room must probably be ascribed the difficulty with

which plants are raised in the same, and often die,

and the complaint of persons with weak lungs of the

dryness of the air in rooms where gas is burned,

while in reality the moisture of the same is bo much

increased by burning-gas.

Chemistry of Tobacco -Smoke.—Drs. Vohl

and Eulenberg have invariably found nicotine

in commercial smoking-tobacco—four per cent,

or more—while only traces of it could be dis

covered in chewing- tobacco and snuff'. They

say that there are no cases on record of nico

tine-poisoning from the use of snuffor chewing-

tobacco. The gaseous products of the combus

tion of good cigars and smoking-tobacco are

oxygen, nitrogen, marsh-gas, carbonic oxide,

sulphuretted hydrogen, and hydrocyanic acid.

Other products are formic, acetic, metacetic,

butyric, valeric, and carbolio acids ; creosote

and succinio acid, a solid hydro-carbon and a

liquid hydro-carbon. The poisonous charac

teristics of tobacco are found in the alkaloids

of the pyridin and picolin series, produced

from the destructive distillation, of wood as

well as from tobacco. Experiments upon ani

mals proved that thes6 were sufficient to oause

death. The same alkaloids resulting from the

distillation of opium, Drs. Vohl and Eulenberg

suggest that those substances, and not the mor

phine, cause the effects noticeable in opium-

smoking.

Chinese Varnish. — The Chinese varnish,

schio-lias, employed for making wooden ves

sels water-tight, is. said to be made bjf mixing

three parts of fresh-beaten, defibrinated blood

with four parts.of slacked lime and some alum

—the result being a thin, sticky mass, whieh is

immediately ready for use. Wooden chests

coated two or three times with this varnish

have performed the journey over Siberia to St.

Petersburg and back, and remained sound

and water-tight. Even baskets of straw, used

in China for tho transportation of oil, are made

perfectly fit for tho purpose. Pasteboard by

its use becomes both in appearance and firm

ness like wood. In China most of the ex

posed wood-work is coated with schio-lias,

which gives it an ugly red appoaranco, but it

gains in durability.

Etching on Class.—In place of using aqueous

hydrofluoric acid for engraving on glass, Mr.

Siegevart recommends a solution of eight parts

of any alkaline fluoride dissolved in 100 parts

of water, mixing this solution, just previous to

use, with one part of oil of vitriol. In order

to remove any trace of organic matter, tho

glass before immersion in the bath should be

thoroughly cleansed with a solution of bichro

mate of potash, acidulated with sulphuric acid,

A few hours' exposure is said to be sufficient

at ordinary temperatures to obtain a true frost

ed surface.

Chloralum.—This article, the accurate chem

ical term for which is chloride of aluminium,

is coming into U38 in England as a disinfectant,
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and is highly commended in some of the Eng

lish journals. A writer in the Chemical News

says :

Solutions of chloralum from 1005 to 1010 sp. gr.,

i. e., containing from 1 to 3 parts of chloride to 140

or to 70 parts of water, are sufficiently strong to keep

fish ana meat which have been simply dipped in

them and then suspended in the dry air. The quan

tity of antiseptic used is but a small fraction of one

per cent., and the preservation complete if the neces

sary precautions have been taken. According to my

observations, cbloralum is more active than sulphur

ous acid.

Both sulphurous acid and chloralum are available

when the carbolic and cresylic acids cannot be used,

owing to their smell, flavor, and causticity. I have

employed the last-named agents very largely for sev

eral years, and they stand unrivalled for a limited

number of medical and economio purposes, but

chloralum covers a much larger field or useful appli

cations, and we are not yet acquainted with a tithe

of these. Proofpositive of its unequalled value is the

extraordinary rapidity with which medical men have

taken it up, and reported on its use in the treatment

of wounds, arresting the fetor of cancer, checking the

throat lesions in diphtheria and scarlatina, preventing

suppuration, absorbing from the air the odor of fresh

Saint, in a manner not yet explained, in addition to

cstroying many fetid emanations which are simply

masked by carbolic acid, and which are offensive, if

not even actively poisonous.

The London Cotton Mills, Limited, have under

taken the manufacture of wools and waddings con

taining a definite percentage of chloride of alumin

ium. Cotton-wool thus treated is styptic and anti

septic. It may be used as a padding under bed-sores

for the absorption of fetid secretions, and suspended

in the air as a filter of atmospheric currents. A cur

tain containing a layer of this wool, within a light

porous covering, suspended over the door of a sick-

chamber; will very materially check the dispersion of

fever-poisons from a sick-room into other parts of

a house.

Te/tsfor Alum in Bread.—Mr. R. O. Moffat,

of Glasgow, having been engaged to report

professionally on the occurrence of alum in

some breads, fonnd the usual tests untrust

worthy and awkward. After making about

two hundred experiments, none satisfactory,

on the old methods, he adopted a process

known as Ilorsely'a, which recommends the

bread to be placed in vinegar for a short time,

the vinegar to be strained off and a little am

monia added to the clear liqnor to neutralize

the acid. An alcoholio solution of logwood

was then added, which, it was said, gave the

solution a blue color when alum was present.

Fourteen loaves had been given him to test,

and with Mr. Horsely's process every one of

them contained alum ; but, in experimenting

further, he found that the blue color was pro

duced when no alum was present, and that the

most reliable test for detecting the presence of

alum in bread or flour was the simple alco

holic solution of logwood, without any of the

burning, boiling, or other processes. One hun

dred and twenty grains of chip- logwood, di

gested in eight ounces of methylated spirits for

eighteen hours, then filtered, yielded a solution

which, when brought in contact with bread

or flour free from alum, produced a pale-

yellow or straw color, but a dark red when

alum is present. With this test he had

found that only one of the fourteen loaves

contained alum—showing that alum is not used

so extensively for the purpose of whitening

bread as has been supposed by many.

Cheap Hydrogen.—-The Journal of the So

ciety of Arte records successful experiments

by MM. Tessie du Motay and Marechel (discov

erers of a cheap mode of obtaining oxygen)

to make hydrogen economically. Alkaline and

earthy hydrates, such as hydrate of potash,

soda, strontia, baryta, and chalk, are niiied

with charcoal, coke, anthracite, pit-coal, or

peat, and heated to a red heat, when they are

speedily decomposed into carbonic acid and

hydrogen, without further loss of heat than is

due to the production of those two gases. The

hydrates (especially those of chalk or lime)

can be used over indefinitely in this process,

provided they are moistened each time with

water, so as to reproduce the decomposed

hydrates. In this operation the hydrogen is

generated without any special production of

steam, and may thus be produced without any

other generating apparatus than the retorts

themselves. These retorts, not being exposed

to the direct action of the steam, are not sub

ject to any interior alteration or damage. It

follows, therefore, that the hydrogen gas,

produced by the decomposition of the above-

named hydrates by means of carbon, can be

generated at a very small cost, and with the

same facility as carburetted hydrogens from

the distillation of pit-coal or other organic

hydrocarbon matter. These alkaline and

earthy alkaline hydrates may be mixed with'

the different mineral or vegetable combusti

bles, either in a definite chemical proportion,

or without a fixed or determinate proportion,

and in any suitable distilling or heating ap

paratus, in order to produce, when heated to

a red heat, hydrogen gas for.illuminating and

heating purposes. The advantage of the pro

duction of hydrogen as cheaply as oxygen,

which has been obtained, is likely to create a

revolution in many industries, and especially

in metallurgy. A cheap method of producing

a great heat in order to reduce metals, such

as platinum, gold, silver, and iron, has long

been sought for in Europe, where the oxy-

hydric blow-pipe is now used to meit the plati

num in a calcium crucible. By this discovery

it becomes possible to obtain an immense heat

which could be regulated by a simple tap.

Enamellers and porcelain-makers may thus

get rid of one of their greatest troubles.

New Chlorine Process. — The use of man

ganese is now dispensed with in making chlo

rine at the Widnes Alkali Works, England. A

mixture of air and hydrochjoric-acid vapor is

passed over a mass of broken brick heated to

700° Fahr., that has previously been soaked in

a solution of blue vitriol and dried. An almost

complete decomposition of the acid takes

place. The copper salt acts in some unknown

way, as it is found at the end of the operation
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unchanged ; the sole obvious result being, that

the chlorine of the acid is set free by the

oxygen of the air, with a rapidity that leaves

nothing to be desired. Although this process

has not yet been worked on a manufacturing

scale, considerable experience has been ac

quired in regard to it, and the difficulties to

which it at first seemed liable have been over

come. One inevitable difficulty, arising from

the dilution of the chlorine, has proved to

be less serious than was anticipated; it has

not beenrfound to interfere with its applica

tion to the manufacture of potassic chlorate or

of bleaching-powder.

CHILI,* a republic of South America. Pres

ident, for the term from 1871 to 1876, F. Erra-

zuriz. The revenue for 1871 is estimated at

811,550,000; the expenditures at $12,542,493.

The home debt, on July 12, 1869, amounted to

16,686,103 piastres, and the foreign debt to

23,238,720 piastres, making a total public debt

of 39,924,823 piastres. The troops of the line

numbered, in 1871, 5,176 men, and the National

Guard, in 1870, 52,721 men. The area of Chili,

according to the official work on the census of

1865, amrrants to 132,622 square miles. The

fleet in 1870 consisted of 12 screw-steamers,

manned by a battalion of marines of four hun

dred men.

The following table exhibits the population

according to the census of 1865,t and an offi

cial calculation made in 1868 on the basis of

the rate of increase of the population during

the previous period :

PROVINCES.

At)
Coqaimbo .
Aconcagua. .

Santiago

Curico.
Talcs..
Manle.

1865.

78,972
145,895
124,828
143.629
341,668
233,045

100,575
1«7,!K1
125,409
146,056
71,901
23,429
37,601
59,022

195

Conception
Arsuco
Valdtvia
Llanqulhue
Ctalloe
The colony of M.iirnl la
ces (Pirnta Arenas)

Total I 1,819.223
To this estimate of the population, ac
cording to a remark in the census re
port, about 10 per cent, must he added.
as not counted in the census, say

Besides, there are about 80,000 Arauca
nians and 3,800 Patagonlans not in

* '-i the census

l of Chili.

1868.

81,615
154,183
180.672
142,168
364.171
147,598
97.448
104,245
206,075
122,070
148,340
82,709
26.059
40,986
60,316

644

1,908,350

190,835

83,800

2,182,985

The movement' of commerce, embracing the

imports from and the exports to the other

countries of America and Europe in 1869, to

gether with the amounts of the some for 1868,

was as follows :

• See, in the Amzbicas Ajtihtal Cycxopjedia for 1870,

a detailed account of the area of the several provinces,
t The census is taken every tenth year.

Pern
Argentine Confederation
Uruguay
Brazil
Bolivia
North America
Other Countries of America

America, 1869
America, 1868

England
France
Germany
Belgium
Other countries of Europe

Europe, 1869
Europe, 1868
Other countries .

Total, 1869.
Total, 1868.

On an average, 1861 to 1867.

Imports. Exports.

11,700.000
1,480,000

40,000
680.000
140,000

1,490,000
340,000

$7,060,000
230,000

1,960,000
50,000

BIO.OOO
79,000

290,000

$5,870,000
5,360,000
10,820,000
7,190,000
2,290,000
590,000
380,000

$10,890,000
6,430,000
14.470,000
1,400,000
350,000

[- 50,000

$21,210,000
20,330,000

150,000

$16,270,000
22,070,000

660,000

$27,230,000
25,840,000

♦27,720.000
29,520,000

19,730,000 23,690,000

The number of vessels entering the Chilian

ports in 1869, and their tonnage, were as fol

lows :

1,699 English vessels, each of 1,205 tons.
148 German " " 61 "
199 Italian " " 56 "
93 French " " 41 "
86 Other European vessels " IS "
643 Chilian " " 149 "
478 North American- " " 154 "
700 Other American " " 1ST "
12 Polynesian " " 7 "

Total, 1869, 4.000 vessels of 1.872 tone.
Total, 1868, 3,526 vessels, of 1,720 tons.

Great progress continues to be made in the

construction of railroads. The following shows

the length of railroads completed and in course

of construction (1 kilometre = 0.62 miles) :

COMPLETED.
Santiago to Curleo 185 kilometres.

" to Valparaiso 184 "
Caldcra to San Antonio 150 "
Ovalle to Tongoy , 67.7 "
Coquimbo to Las Cat-das 62 "
Tabellon to Chafiarclllo 43 "
Carrizal Alto to Carrlzal Bajo 40 "

Total 731.7=454.46 m.

IN COURSE OF CONSTRUCTION.

Talcahuano to Chilian 180 kilometres.
San Fernando to La Palm ill a 30 u

Llaillai to San Felipe 29.8 "

Total 239.3=14R67m.
Total, completed : 731.7=454,46ni.

Grand total 971 = 608.18m.

The roads from Santiago to Valparaiso and

Curico are almost entirely, and all the roads

in the course of construction wholly, owned

by the state ; the others belong to private com

panies.

The population of the principal cities in

1865 was as follows :

• Santiago 115,877

Valparaiso , 70,738
Talca * 17,900
Conception 13.958
La Serena 13,550
Copiapo 18,881

The most important event in the history of

the year was the election of a new President,

which took place in September. Suffrage in

Chili is by no means universal, as out of a
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population of nearly two millions but forty

thousand are qualified voters. The requisite

qualifications are—to be of lawful age (twenty-

five years, or, if married, twenty-one) ; to be

able to read and write, and to have a certain

income of at least $200. The struggle was of

unusual significance, as the opposition to the

Government comprised a large portion of the

wealth and intelligence of Chili, and announced

as its platform, in addition to other reforms, a

determination to curb the power of the clergy

in political affairs, to secure entire freedom of

religion, and, of course, to separate ere long

Church from State. The Liberal (anti-clerical)

party nominated as their candidate Jose' Ur-

menita, and the Conservative (clerical) party

Federigo Errazuriz. The extensive patronage

at the disposal of the Government was freely

employed in the interest of the latter, and, in

the opinion of the Liberal party, to this patron

age his success was chiefly due. In Valparaiso

and Santiago the voting was conducted with

the greatest order ; there was little noise and

no disturbance. In some other parts of the

republic there was more disorder, but nowhere

a riot, and still less any attempt at revolution.

The severest oarthquake in Chili, since 1851,

occurred on the 25th of March, at eleven

o'clock in the morning. There were three

heavy shocks, lasting over a minute. As the

day was a, religious holiday, the churches were

filled, when the walls and roofs commenced

swaying. The multitude, intensely terrified,

rushed wildly into the streets. No lives, how

ever, were lost. The movement was from east

to west. Bells were rung by the force of the

shock, and much property destroyed at Val

paraiso and Santiago. In the latter part of

the year small-pox raged in the department

of Los Andes and other pa/ts of the republic,

and caused great losses.

The Government of Chili strongly opposed

the annexation of St. Domingo to the United

States, and the press of the country urgod that

the Government protest against it as the first

step toward annexing all the Spanish-Ameri

can republics.

Kich gold deposits were, in May, discovered

in Cordova.

For the purpose of promoting the education

of the people, the Government established in

a number of provincial towns circulating libra

ries.

A new-dispute as to the true boundary of

Chili and Bolivia has been occasioned by the

discovery of the Caracoles mines, which were

yielding abundantly. In November, Setior

Frias, the Argentine minister, was appointed

umpire in the dispute between Chili and Peru.'

At the close of the year the Government was

planning a scheme to effectually occupy the

1 Arancan i an territory.

Federigo Errazuriz, the President-elect, is

in the prime of life, and one of the prominent

men in Chili. He has had a long and varied

experience in public affairs, and has served as

the head of nearly every executive bureau.

He has been Minister of Foreign Affairs,

Minister of the Interior, Minister of Justice,

and Minister of War, and a member of both

branches of the national Congress.

CHINA,* an empire in Eastern Asia. The

Council of State is the highest official body, .

and consists of four high dignitaries and

two assistants, selected from the Grand Col

lege. It is the duty of the latter to guard and

protest against any decree which may be in

contradiction to the fundamental lavs of the

empire, as contained in the holy books of Con

fucius. The members of the Council of State

are called State Ministers. • There are six de

partments, to wit: 1. For the appointment and

control of civil officials throughout the empire ;

2. Department of Finance ; 8. Department of

Publio Worship; 4. Department of War; 6. De

partment of Justice (highest criminal court) ;

6. Department of Publio Works. Besides, there

is a college which attends to foreign affairs.

The area of China proper is estimated at

from 1,294,000 to 1,548,000 square miles; of

China and its dependencies at about 4,700,000

square miles.- The population of China proper

is about 420,000,000 ; of its dependencies

26,500,000.

In March, the imperial authorities paid

200,000 taels indemnity for the French prop

erty destroyed at Tien-tsin, and appointed a

Frenchman to the position of imperial inter

preter, with a salary of $15,000 per annum.

These concessions, it was thought, would be

accepted as a full settlement of the Tien-tsin

claims. Bnt the Bishop of Pekin objected to

the acceptance of the money ; holding that

when missionaries or Sisters of Charity devote

themselves to work in China they givo their

labors and their lives, if necessary, but do not

sell them. The money which the Lazaristes

consented to receive he regarded as the price of

blood. The Chinese should not be allowed to

think that the blood of Christian missionaries

is (Jf monetary value. He further wished to

discourage the view, too common' among tho

Chinese, that any difficulty with foreigners, of

what nature soever, can bo settled by money.

As regards compensation for destruction of

property, the bishop would bo willing to ac

cept money on the following conditions: The

infliction of such punishment on the instigators

and perpetrators of the massacre as the foreign

ministers shall agree to be fitting ; the erection

on the actual si to of the outrage of a substan

tial monument, with an inscription blaming

the atrocity, and admitting the innocence of

the victims. The murderers of two Russians,

who were among the victims of the Tien-tsing

massacre, were executed. The Russian con

sul, apprehensive that innocent persons might

be brought up, as is the custom in China, to

personate the guilty, insisted on a prompt exe

cution, to prevent any such substitution.

* See Annual Ctclop-hdia of 1870 for an account of the
imperial fhmily.
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About two years ago General Le Gendre,

United States consul at Amoy and Formosa,

had the courage to visit the savages of the

southern end of Bormosa, with whom he nego

tiated a sort of treaty for the preservation of

the lives of shipwrecked sailors. He was led

to that undertaking by the massacre of an

American ship's crew, including the captain

and captain's wife. These savages never

spared any who were cast on their shores, and,

as vessels are daily exposed to disasters on that

island, it was desirable to effect an amicable

arrangement with the natives, who could never

be reached by armed expeditions. Although

it was feared that not much reliance could be

placed on the promises which were made to

General Le Gendre, the mission was a success.

Early in 1871, a junk, under English colors,

was wrecked near Tai-la-suh River, with con

siderable loss of life, but the survivors were

hospitably entertained by the chief of the

eighteen southern tribes, with whom the ar

rangement was made. It was therefore be

lieved that these people would make no breach

in the agreement which the consul made with

tbem. They were manifesting a desire to carry

out the stipulations agreed on, in their integ

rity.

A new snrvey ofthe Yang-tse River has been

made by the American steamer Alaska, Cap

tain Homer Blake. By far the greatest portion

of the foreign traffio on that great artery of

China being carried on by American steamers,

it was considered fitting that, when resurveys

were needed, the navy of the United States

should assume that task.

The customs returns show the following

amount of duties paid :

Dutiespaid in Haihnan Taels (I Tad equal to $1.52)

at 8 Francs.

DUTIES. 1888. 18«9. 18TO.

Import duties 8.487,079 8,472,820 8,569,260
6,3-11,000 5,546,967 6,160,938

Tonnage duties 203,767 223,549 207,816
Duty paid by coast-

474,802 489,509 449,214
Duty on home pro-

118,308 147,343 9,546,848

Total taels.... 9.425,656 9,880,188 9,545,848
Equivalent to gold. $14,527,007 $15,017,SS5 $14,619,688

The following is the official report of the

foreign commerce of China in the years 1869

and 1870—the commercial tael at $1.43. It

embraces a list of the countries with which a

trade was carried on, with the imports from

and the exports to these countries ; also the

trade at each of the open ports :

TRADING COUNTRIES.
Import*. Exports.

Great Britain
Hong-Kong
Bast Indies
Japan
Australia
Singapore
Slam
Philippine Isles
Java
Cocbln-Cbuva
Amoor Provinces...
Siberia
United States
South America
European Continent
British Channel
Other countries

Total, 1869
ReJiporW, 1870...

to gold.

27,720,000
21,430,000
19,750.000
2,190,000
850.000
(VJO.OOO

480.000
200.000
10,000

400,000
130,000
60,000

1,540,000
70,000

720,000

76,170.000
1,550,000

74,920,000

103.640,000

35,170,000
12,310,000

150,000
1,310,000
1,880,000
730,000

• 190,000

200,000

100.W10
10,000

1,950,000
9,130.000

140.000
3,3*0,000
400.000
100,000

67,150,000

67,160,000

95.850,000

18TO.

Import*. I Exports.

26,950,000
19,770,000
20,570,000
1,430,000
630,000
7M.O0O
310.000
2(ill,OO0
30.000

270.000
100,000

■120.000

2-J0.0O0
540,000

72,200,000
3,000,000

60,290,000

98,890,000

31,730.000
11,4-10,000

120,000
2,760,000
1,5S0,000
300,000
100.000
210,000
240,000
80,000

930,000

PORTS OPEN TO FOR
EIGN COUNTRIES.

Shanghai
Less reexports.

Canton.

8.520.000
130.000

2,990,000
480,000
80.000

Swatow
|Amoy
Fu-tschen (Foochow)
Takao (Formosa)
Tamsui (Formosa). . .
Ningpo
Tschfn-kiang
Kin-kiang
Hankan
Tschi-fu (Cheefoo)...
Tien-tsin
New-tachuang

61,000,000 Total
Reexports.

61,«90,000

87,950,000 1 Equivalent to gold.

1870.

Import*. Exports,

51,640,000
1,890,000

34,840,000

49,750,000
6,360,000
4,120,000
8,280,000
3,050,000
110,000

34.340,000
11,720,000

860,000
1,620.000
8,480,000
660,000

660,000 i3o$6o

860,000
1,080,000
250,000

1,950,000
710,000
940,000
790,000

69,GC0,000
870,000

61,690,000

69,290,000 61,690,000

98,390,000 87,960.000

The following table shows the articles of import and export in 1869 and 1870, and their

respective values-:

Opium
Cotton goods
Woollen goods
Cotton, raw material.

Metals
Coal
Various articles

Total taels

Eqnlvulent to gold.

1869.

27.570.000
25,210,000
6,570.000
8.660,000
8,810,000
910,000

8,190,000

74,920,000

108,540,000

1870.

25.780.000
22.040,000
6,500,000
4,000.000
3,230,000
630.000

7,110,000

69,290,000

98,390,000

Tea
Silk, raw
Silk goods
Other silk articles..
Various

Total taels....

Equivalent to gold

)■*«!».

37.070,000
19,080.000
1,900,000
770,000

8,330,000

67,150,000

95,350,000

1870.

30,280.000

21.270.000
2.010.000

700,000
7,400,000

87.950.000

The movement of shipping, in all the Chinese ports (arrivals and clearances), was as follows :
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1888. MW. 18TO.

flags or
Ship* Tom. SUpi. Toi*. Skip* ' mine**

7,165
8,623
1,77*
849
223
1S4
671

8,832,093
3,387,837
467.087
189,165
91,812
85.108
32,732
23,737
11,147
86,1113
23,635

6,737
4,165
2,367
218
202
184
483
231
84

8,062,320
2,746,515
666,268
109,178
86.132
60,954
29,636

HR
1,804
194
141
376 81.547

"S
106
M

%ig
23.746
22,003

833
41 IS

loo 195
59

49,226
15.83272

Total 14,075 6,418,603 14.80* 6,848,072 14.186 6,907,528

The importance of the tariff at the Yang-tse

is shown by the consular returns for the

quarter ending December 81st last. The im

ports into Shanghai in American bottoms

alone amounted to the sum of $20,147,847,

and the exports during the same period reached

the sum of $15,947,583, exceeding by far that

carried by all other nationalities put together.

During the same quarter the imports into Han

kow stood at $4,052,716, and the exports at

$4,423,470. "With a few insignificant excep

tions, the American commerce on tho Yang-tse

is carried on by the Shanghai Steam Naviga

tion Company, whose shares stand to-day at

thirty-three per cent, premium.

In April, information was received at Pe-

kin that the Imperial Government had made

a demand upon the foreign ambassadors that

schools for the education of females be abol

ished ; that the teaching to male subjects of the

empire of all doctrines opposed to those of

Confucius be forbidden ; that missionaries be

considered Chinese subjects, and that women

Bhould not be permitted access to the empire

as missionaries. It was also stated to the

ambassadors that the attendance of women

upon religious service was one of the occasions

foP the recent massacres of foreigners ; and

that, though those events could not but be de

plored by the Imperial Government, compensa

tion for their commission was absolutely refused.

In reply to this decree of the Chinese Govern

ment, a memorial was presented by the Prot

estant missionaries in China to the diplomatic

body at Pekin, deprecating the policy of al

lowing the Chinese authorities to escape from

their_ treaty engagements to grant protection to

Christian missionaries. The hostility toward

foreigners is, the memorialists say, not likely

to subside without further violent scenes, un

less firmness and energy are shown by foreign

powers in opposing infractions of the treaties.

The ambassadors of the Christian countries

took, however, no .decided steps in this direc

tion, although the Chinese Government ap

peared to be greatly influenced by an anti-

foreign court party. Thus the Canton customs

authorities trebled duties on opium, and laid a

tariff on all native goods coming from Hong-

Kong, not hitherto exacted. The existing forts

were greatly strengthened. New forts were

constructed farther up the Peiho, and other

preparations were made indicative of an antici

pated foreign war. For a time new complica

tions were feared, but in June it was an

nounced that the influence of the war-party in

Pekin had been broken. The death of Wo,

the tutor of the Emperor, and secretary of the

Imperial Library, had deprived the anti-foreign

party of one of its most influential men, whose

hatred against the Christian foreigners ap

peared to increase from year to year. The

chief of the war-party, a younger brother of

Prince Kung, known under the name of the

Seventh Prince, was degraded to a lower rank;

and the influence of Prince Kung, who, it is

thought, desires the maintenance of friendly

relations, was again strengthened. In Decem

ber it was announced that the Chinese Govern

ment had determined to follow the example of

the Japanese, and send young men to England

and the United States to be educated in the

schools of those countries.

At the beginning of 1870 the number of

Protestant missionaries in China was, according

to the Chinese Recorder, a Protestant mission

ary paper, edited by the Rev. S. L. Baldwin,

at Foochow, 152 males and 129 females, di

vided over the various ports of China. The

aggregate number of Protestant chapels at

these places was 296. The number of boys

and girls who were daily taught was over

4,000; the number of Sunday communicants

nearly 6,000. Among the missionaries were

several who had studied medicine, and hospi

tals for the Chinese were conducted by them at

Pekin, Tien-tsin, Shanghai, Hankow, Ningpo,

Amoy, Canton, Hangchow, Taiwan, etc. The

Protestant missions were divided as follows :

Pekin
Tien-tein
Chefoo
Tnngchow...
Shanghai
Klnkiang
Hankow
Ninfnio

Foochow....
Amoy ,
Taiwan
Bwatow
Canton
Hong-Kong..

Engtlih. American.

8
80 •

11 2

6 8

'6
12
15
3

13 1
13 21
6 14
13 5
4

'■»6
17 9
6

is
14

The China Inland Mission, under the Rev.

Mr. and Mrs. Taylor, consisted of fifteen males

and fifteen females.

In September the northern provinces great
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ly suffered from inundations. More than 20,000

square miles of territory were inundated, and in

New Chiang alone 1,000 people were drowned.

CHRISTIAN CHURCH, ok CONNECTION.

The' official organ of this body describes it as

a brotherhood of a purely unsectarian charac

ter, organized on the platform : "1. The Bible

alone the rule of religious faith and practice ;

2. Christian the only name ; 3. Christian char

acter the only test of Christian fellowship." It

ha3 existed about seventy years. Its strength

has been variously estimated at from thirty to

one hundred thousand members. The most

complete and official exhibit of its statistics in

detail which has ever been made gives, for

1872, the following tables :

i i t t ^••3 £

CONFERENCES (NORTH).
11 1

I
Ui

31 H &
i o

CO CO

43 8,337 63 8,109
Canada..'. 14 l,fl9 23 847
Central Illinois 27 29 637
Des Moines 21

"io7
25

Eastern Michigan 14 11 120
16 1,763 27 958

Grand River "Valley
20
10
11

1,107
172

22
8

157
165

OrantConnty, Indiana....
2 "so 2 'so

Iadiana Cent ral 18 924 17 575
12 572 9 810
7 861 8
8 372 6 125
22 924 26
11

"96 'e iea8
16 930 18 115
88 5,057 62 3,115
21 1,812 36 963
17. 420 10

Northeast Michigan 15* 260 10
Northwestern Ohio 45 966 47 1,163

7 288 7
Northwestern Missouri... 4 174 7
N. Illinois & 8. Wisconsin HI 501 10 343
New York Eastern 39 4,112 58 1,662

14 1,065 19 867
10 190 5 140

New York Southern 18 255 10 40
12 627 11
13 1.232 17 757

Ohio Central 80 1,325 30 1,214
12 1,438 14 855
16 16 254

Osage 8 875 10
5 536 7 775
16 900 22
6 350 5 200
9 1,266 20 437

Richland Union 23 517" 15 138

R. Inland & Massachusetts 23 3,072 29 1,768
R. Island & Connecticut.. . 12 818 9 403

10 2,657 15 957
Southeastern Michigan . . . 5 250 7 833
Southwestern Michigan . . . 15 538 16 678

11
1.668

11
Southern Wabash, Illinois 12 17

28 4,456 85 1,183
10 451 8 140
16 637 25 205
19 555 27

Union Christian, Indiana.. 6 833 6 120
Union Christian, Iowa .... 17 409 12 170
Union. Miami Reserve.... 20 1,043 30 857

11 593 6 310
Vermont, Western 15 264 13 134

5 9
29 2,M4 80 997
24 651 13 629

Western Pennsylvania 6 194 9 144
York and Camberlaud 19 638 15 511

Total 1 997 1.074 25,7*4

The whole number of Conferences in the

Northern States and Canada is 65, of which

62 are represented in the statistical table. Be

sides the ordained ministers, there are 201 re

ported as unordained, or licentiates, making

the total number 1,198. The number of meet

ing-houses is given at 5t52 ; of-parsonages, 26 ;

total value of church property, $908,775. The

number of Sunday-schools reported is 458 ; of

officers and teachers, 3,837 ; funds raised for

Sunday-schools, $3,311.

The following statistics are given of the Gen

eral Convention of Christians of the South :

U
i

j
CONFERENCES. •a J

t -S
OS 1

1

s

Deep-River Valley 9 622 18
East Virginia 11 2,404 18
Georgia and Alabama 5 300 5
North Carolina and Virginia.
North Carolina (colored). ...

29 8,177 18
16 8,793 22

Valley Virginia 2 280 5

Total 72 10,581 81

The number of licentiates reported is 18. In

other particulars the statistics are defective.

Total, for the two Conventions : Ministers,

1,069; ministers and licentiates, 1,288; mem

bers, 67,539 ; churches, 1,155.

The next meeting of the American Christian

Convention North will be held in June, 1872;

the place is not named. The schools of the

Christian Connection are : The Union Chris

tian College, Merom, Ind., 168 students ;

Starkey Seminary, Eddytown, N. Y., 427 stu

dents, 18 graduates ; Biblical School, Eddy-

town, N. Y. ; Wolfborough Christian Institute,

Wolfborough, N. H. ; and the Le Grand Chris

tian Institute, Le Grand, Iowa (suspended).

The General Societies are a Publishing Asso

ciation and a Ministerial Life Assurance Asso

ciation. There are also connected with the

New England Christian Convention an Educa

tional Society, a Sunday-school Association,

and a Home and Foreign Missionary Society.

CHRISTIAN UNION, The. This Society

was organized, during the late civil war, by

members of various churches who disapproved

of the active interest which the bodies to

which they belonged took in political ques

tions. They aimed to form a church in Which

political matters should receive no considera

tion. The Society has shown much activity,

and has made considerable progress, as appears

from the following summary of its statistics :

Ministers 300
Appointments 2,000
Members 40,000
Sunday-schools 900
Meeting-houses 800
Institutions of learning 8
Value of church property $000,000

CLARK, Right Rev. Davis "Wesgatt, D. D.,

LL. D., bishop of the Methodist Episcopal

Church, born in the island of Mount Desert,

Hanoock County, Me., February 25, 1812 ; died

in Cincinnati, O., May 23, 1871. His early ap-

portunities for education were but meagre,
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bat, having become a member of the Methodist

Church, he abandoned his previous design of

being a sailor, and determined to obtain an

education. After studying for some time at

home, he entered the Wesleyan Seminary at

Kent's II ill, Me., at the age of nineteen, and,

nearly two years later, became a member of

the Freshman class in Wesleyan University,

Middletown, Conn., whence he graduated in

1836, with high honors. From 1836 to 1843

he was the popular and successful principal of

Amenia Seminary, Dutchess County, N. Y.,

iind in the latter year entered the itinerancy in

the Methodist Church, preaching with great

acceptance till 1852, when he was elected

editor of the Ladies' Repository, one of the peri

odicals of the Methodist Church at Cincinnati.

He m.ide an admirable editor, and greatly in

creased the circulation as well as improved the

literary character of the Repository. He re

mained in this position for twelve years, preach

ing almost constantly during the time, and such

was his reputation for eloquence and catholicity

in the pulpit, that he was often, for months to

gether, called to supply the pulpits of church

es of other denominations. In 1864, he was

chosen by tho Quadrennial General Conference

one of the bishops of the Church, and had filled

the responsible position with marked ability

and wisdom. The feebleness of Bishop Mor

ris, the hopeless illness of Bishop Baker, and

tho sudden death of Bishops Thomson and

Kingsley, threw upon him a greater amount of

labor than his somewhat delicate constitution

was capable of sustaining, but he went through

it uncomplainingly, until April, 1871, when, on

his return from attending his last conference,

in a condition so feeble as to be unable to sit

up, he said, "I have come home to die." He

had furthered with all his devotion and lib

erality the erection of two elegant church edi

fices, and the founding and endowment of a

Wesleyan female college in Cincinnati, and

theso remain as monuments of his love and

zeal for Methodism. Bishop Clark had been a

somewhat prolifio writer, mainly of religious

works, though he had published one or two

academical text-books while at Amenia. The

catalogue of the Methodist Book Concern has

abon^ twenty volumes from his pen ; among

them, aside from two or three volumes of

sermons, are : " A Treatise on Mental Dis

cipline ; " " Death-bed Scenes ; " " Fireside

Reading," 5 vols. ; "Life and Times of Bishop

Bedding; " "Select London Lectures," etc.

CLARKE, Walter, D. D., an American

clergyman, pulpit orator, and author, born in

Middletown, Conn., April 5, 1812; died in

Buffalo, N. Y., May 23, 1871. He graduated

from Yale College in 1837, and, having already

turned his attention to medicine, attended two

courses of lectures, but did not take a diplo

ma. In 1838 he taught in the Waterbury

(Conn.) Academy, and commenced reading

law. He was nearly ready for admission to

the bar, when he was elected Professor of

Greek in the College of Mobile. lie spent

about a year there, and returned North for the

summer, expecting to resume his duties in the

fall, when he was surprised by the intelligence

of the failure of the institution* He had pre

viously had strong inclinations toward the

ministry, and at this time decided that lie

would enter it. He took a partial course in

Yale Theological Seminary, and in May, 1841,

was ordained pastor of the First Congrega

tional Church in Canterbury, Conn. Four

years later ho was called to the South Con

gregational Church in Hartford, where he

remained fourteen years, and won for him

self high reputation as an eloquent preacher,

a vigorous original thinker, and a profound

scholar. In 1859 he became pastor of the

Mercer Street Presbyterian Church in New

York City, and two years later accepted the

call of the First Presbyterian Church in Buf

falo, where he remained till his death, greatly

beloved and honored, ne received the degree

of D. D. from AVilliams College in 1853. Dr.

Clarke was a close student all his life. His

range of knowledge was very great ; he was

at home alike in languages, in metaphysical

studies, and in English and continental litera

ture. Yet, aside from his preparations for the

pulpit, he wrote comparatively little. His

occasional sermons and addresses were re

markable for the vigor of their thought and

the dignity and magnificence of their diction.

He published, also, we believe, a volume of

sermons, a semi-centennial history of the First

Presbyterian Church in Buffalo, and one or

two controversial pataphlets.

COGSWELL, Joseph Green, LL. D., who

died at Cambridge, Mass., November 86, 1871,

was descended from a highly-respectable Eng

lish family. His progenitor, John Cogswell,

sailed from Bristol, May 23, 1635, in a vessel

called the Angel Gabriel—a name significant

of the Puritan habit of connecting every thing

with religion. Her cargo was mostly his

own, and consisted of a large portion of his

valuable estate. The vessel arrived off the

coast of Maine amid a fearful tempeBt, and

was wrecked at Pemaquid Bay, August 15th,

the crew and passengers all being saved, but

a large proportion of the cargo was lost. After

camping out for some days, Mr. Cogswell char

tered a small bark, which landed him with his

family, furniture, silver plate, and such books

as he had saved, at Ipswich, Mass., where

many of his descendants have continued to

reside to the present time. Later in the same

year, he purchased an extensive tract of land

and erected the third house built at Ipswich.

The reasons assigned for leaving his opulent

English home for a log house in the wilder

ness of a new world were, that the ancient faith

and true worship might be found inseparable

companions in their practice, and that his pos

terity might be undefiled in religion. Among

John Cogswell's descendants was Nathaniel

Cogswell, who studied 'medicine with Dr.

■
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Perkins, one of the celebrities of Boston,

and an intimate friend of the philosopher

Benjamin Franklin. He was present when

Franklin killed a pigeon with his new electrio

battery—a circumstance Dr. Nv Cogswell re

membered and related with no' small degree

of satisfaction. Joseph Green Cogswell was

born September 27, 1786, and in his twenty-

first year was graduated with honor at Harvard

University. In a letter to General J. G. Wil

son, dated Cambridge, May 27, 1870, he says :

" When I was a youth, I lived in- Ipswich, my

native place, and used to see Dr. Nathaniel

Cogswell often. He owned several acres of

valuable land near the grammar-school where I

received my early education, and used to come

to look after his land frequently, but I only

knew him as one of the most respectable and

wealthy gentlemen in the neighborhood. I

was too young to claim an acquaintance with

him. His son, your father-in-law, was my

college classmate and valued friend through

life. He generally called on me at the Astor

Library when he came to New York. We

were both descendants of John Cogswell, who

came over from England between 1630 and

1640, and was shipwrecked near Cape Ann,

but got safe to land, though he lost all his

money, which was a considerable sum—tradi

tion says five thousand pounds. He had been

a merchant in London." After making a voy

age to India as supercargo of the vessel in

which he sailed, Dr. Cogswell practised law

for a few years at Belfast, Me. The death

of his wife, a daughter of Governor Gilnfan,

of New Hampshire, induced him to abandon a

profession for which he doubtless had little

taste, and he became, in 1814, a tutor at Har

vard College. In 1816 he visited Europe, and,

in company with George Ticknor, spent two

years at the University of GOttingen, where

they advanced together in the special culture

which has associated their names with what

is highest in American literature and bibli

ography. He remained two years longer in

Europe, chiefly on the Continent, passing

most of his time in the principal capitals, and

directing his attention especially to educa

tional problems and bibliography. He was,

with his friend Ticknor, the guest of Sir

Walter Scott, at Abbotsford ; and contributed

to Blachiooo<t» Magazine a paper on Ameri

can literature, which attracted much atten

tion. Returning to the United States in

1820, he was appointed Professor of Geol

ogy and Mineralogy in his alma mater, and

librarian of the same Institution. In 1828,

having resigned his position in Harvard, he,

in connection with George Bancroft, the his

torian, established the Bound Hill School,

at Northampton, Mass. The plan of the

institution was novel, and based on an ex

amination of the best English and German

systems of education. After Mr. Bancroft's

retirement in 1830, Dr. Cogswell continued

the school by himself for six years, when lie

assumed the charge of a similar institution

in Raleigh, N. C. Abandoning this field

of labor, he accepted the editorship of the

New York Review, one of the ablest crit

ical journals then existing in the country,

which he conducted till its termination in

1842. Becoming the' friend and companion

of John Jacob Astor, he, in conjunction with

Washington Irving and Fitz-Greene Halleck,

arranged with him the plan of the Astor Li

brary. With Halleck, Irving, and others, Cogs

well was appointed a trustee of the fund for

its creation. When Washington Irving was

appointed minister to Spain, he was anxious

that his friend Cogswell should accompany

him as secretary of legation, and accordingly

wrote to Washington, requesting his appoint

ment. " He is," said Irving, " a gentleman with

whom I am on terms of confidential intimacj',

and I know no one who, by his various ac

quirements, his prompt sagacity, his knowl

edge of the world, his habits of business, and

his obliging disposition, is so calculated to give

me that counsel, aid, and companionship, so

important in Madrid, where a stranger is more

isolated that in any other capital of Europe."

Cogswell received the appointment, and Astor,

finding that he was likely to lose his invaluable

services, made him librarian of the embryo

institution. After the rich merchant's death,

he went abroad to purchase books ; and it may

safely be said that no library in the land has

been selected with more discrimination and

economy. The judicious selections made by

him would sell to-day for ten times the amount

which he expended in their purchase, while

many of the books could not be bought at any

price. He gave the Astor Library his own

valuable series of works relating to bibliog

raphy, as he had before united with a friend

in presenting Harvard College with a rare

cabinet of minerals and numerous plants.

During Dr. Cogswell's active superintendency

of the Astor Library, he prepared a valuable

alphabetical and analytical catalogue of its con

tents, which was published in eight large vol

umes, displaying his extraordinary knowledgo

of the comparative value and significance of

the books he collected. He continued the

duties of superintendent, which he had per

formed with singular industry and fidelity,

until the pressure of advancing years induced

him to retire from the institution. Two years

later, having chosen a residence at Cambridgo,

he also resigned the office of trustee. In ac

cepting his resignation, the Board passed a res

olution highly complimentary to his talents,

great learning, and spotless character. All

who enjoyed the privilege of Dr. Cogswell's

acquaintance, and the thousands of seekers

after information who remember the patience

and urbanity with which he was ever ready to

aid them in their researches, will most cordi

ally unite in the richly-merited tribute to his

learning, amiability, and unsullied life. Since

1862, when he wont to reside in Massachusetts,
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it was his habit to make annual visits of sev

eral weeks to attached friends living in New

York. While his physical strength gradually

failed, his intellectual remained undiminished,

and his sparkling commentalia was as interest

ing as in earlier years. He had, in his fre

quent visits to Europe, met many of the most

distinguished men of the nineteenth century,

including Goethe, Humboldt, Beranger, Byron,

Scott, Jeffrey, and the brilliant circle that

thronged Gore House in Lady Blessington's

palmy days. Dr. Cogswell left, of his moderate

fortune, four thousand dollars to a school in his

native place, where he was buried by the side

of his mother's grave, and where a handsome

monument will be erected by his Round Hill

pupils, no one of whom ever left the school

without carrying away with him a strong af

fection for the faithful friend and teacher.

COLOMBIA,* United States op, a republio

in South America. President for two years

from April 1, 1870, General E. Salgar; Secre

tary of State and of Foreign Affairs, Dr. F.

Zapata ; Secretary of Finances, Dr. S. C. Rol-

dan ; Secretary of the Treasury and of National

Credit, General J. Trujillo ; Secretary of War,

Dr. R. Nunez. The republic consists of the

nine States of Antioquia, Bolivar, Boyaca,

Cauca, Cundinamarca, Magdalena, Panama,

Santander, and Tolima. President of the State

of Panama, General B. Correoso. Area, vari

ously estimated »t from 357,000 to 513,000

square miles. Revenue, 1866-'67, $2,417,370,

gold ; expenditure, 1865-'66, $2,020,000, gold.

Public debt, in 1867, 49,646,000 pesos.

A new census was taken in 1870, but we

have thus far only the results in a few States.

The population, according to the census of

1864, and so far as ascertained of 1870, is as

follows :

Antioquia
Bolivar
Boyaca
Cauca
Cundinamarca.
Magdalena
Panama
Santander
Tolima

Total..

POrlTLATlON.

327.

437.
301.
KM.
17:).
4%.
25(1.

isro.
Capita],

2,794.473

865,974 Medcllin
— Cartagena...

482,874 Tunja
— Popayan

409,602 Bogota
Santa Maria.

220,542 Panama
— Socorro
— Hague

25.000
8,000

20.000
40.000
2.000

18,000

The railroad across the Isthmus of Panama,

48 miles long, was, until 1870, the only one in

operation. On December 3, 1870, the road

from Port Sabanilla at the mouth of the Mag

dalen River to Baranquilla was opened in the

State of Bolivar. It is 18.4 miles long.

At the close of the year 1870 considerable

excitement was produced by a letter from the

President of Ecuador, Garcia Morena, to Gen

eral Mosquera, who was then preparing to

return home from Peru, threatening to shoot

* See American Annual Ctclopjidia of 1870, for in
formation on the revenue, debt, army, and commerce of

the republic.

him should he attempt to land at Guayaquil

on his way. When the English steamer from

tbe south coast touched at Guayaquil, she was

boarded by a squad of officers, who looked

about the ship and satisfied themselves that Mos-

quera was not on board. The State Assembly

of Panama, on December 31st, passed a reso

lution, asking the General Government to look

upon the boarding of the steamship as an in

sult to Colombia, and to demand an apology

from Ecuador. General Mosquera made a

protest to the Government of Ecuador against

the letter of President Moreno, and the Gov

ernment of Colombia demanded an explana

tion.

The Constitutional State Convention, of

Panama, after being in session from December

1, 1870, finished, in January, 1871, revising the

constitution of the State. The reforms made

relate chiefly to elections, the term of the State

presidency, and the meetings of the Legislative

Assembly—the former to be for four years

instead of two, and the latter to meet only

every two years instead of yearly.

In the city of Panama the commercial tax

for 1871 again gave general dissatisfaction on

account of its partiality. The tax for the year

is put down at $50,000, which is only one-sixth

less than in past years, although business has

fallen away to almost nothing, and many of the

leading houses have been closed. The mer

chants, as usual, announced that they would

seek redress from this onerous imposition, but

there was little hope that they would find any.

The alternative, as in former years, would be

that they must either pay the tax or close their

stores. The burdens fall heaviest on the for

eign firms, whom the Government considers

itself at liberty to bleed to any extent.

In January, 1871, a new revolution broke

out in the State of Boyaca against the admin

istration of President Perez. . Martial law was

proclaimed in three departments, and the in

surgents were preparing to invade Tunja, the

capital. The Mosquera party was believed to

be implicated in this movement. In the first

encounter, President Perez was defeated, when

the insurrection spread through the entire

State. In February a Bevere fight took place

at Saruca, between 500 Government troops

under Reyes, and 800 under Chaparros. The

State troops were defeated with the loss of

100, 50 being killed. Perez escaped to San

tander, and Reyes was made prisoner. Peace

was then restored. Perez resigned the presi

dency of the State as well as the appointment

as Senator by the Assembly. In May the

State was again the scene of serious disturb

ances. An engagement took place at Tilpa,

between the Government troops and the in

surgents, in which the former were victorious,

driving the latter on all sides, and inflicting

great slaughter. The Government troops num

bered 1,000, and the insurgents, 800. The

latter were disbanded, and the Government

party was again secure in power.
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In March, a rebellion broke out in the de

partments of Chiriqui and Los Santos, in the

State of Panama. The movement was headed

by General Tomas Herrera. Seflor Correoso,

the President of the State, while making an

official visit to those departments, was sur

prised at Negho, in Las Tablas, bnt man

aged to reach the woods unhurt, and in this

manner escaped the assassination which was

attempted. He arrived at Panama after a

journey of twenty-three days, enduring many

privations and being much of the time without

food. The American steamer Montijo, owned

by the Messrs. Schuber, of Panama, was seized

by the insurrectionists, who took from her

thirty-eight hundred dollars of Government

money that was found on board. Panama

was greatly excited over the event, and all the

males over eighteen years of age were called

to arms to defend the city. In May the re

bellion was put down. The Montijo was re

turned to her owners, and the question of in

demnity was to be decided by arbitration,

Messrs. Schuber & Brother appointing one,

President Correoso another, and these two

naming a third umpire. The rifles, the prop

erty of a New York firm, which were con

signed to a commercial house in Panama on

commission, and were appropriated by the

Government and used during the revolution,

were returned to Mr. W. F. Kelly, the repre

sentative of the owners, and $5,000 paid for

the nse of them. The arms and ammunition

of the rebels, consisting of about three hundred

Remington rifles, with suitable cartridges,

which were deposited with the British consul

when peace was declared, together with 500

Remington rifles purchased in New York, by

Mr. Losa for the use of the Government, were

sold to the same Mr. Kelly.

The Congress of Colombia met on March 1st,

at Agnilar, with Parra as President of the Sen

ate, and Lino Bennal as President of the House.

Among its first acts was the ratification of a

treaty of peace with Peru. In the House of

Representatives, on the 22d of May, a note

from the Secretary of the Treasury was read,

asking for special measures to enable him to

make up for the deficit in the public rents pro

duced by the non-payment of the subvention

of the Panama Railroad, which it owes to the

republic. One of the leading journals of Bo

gota, El Tiempo, in its review of the labors

of Congress which closed its session toward

the end of May, says :

Looking at the dark clouds accumulating in the

political sky and horizon, the air about the capital

smells of sulphur, and war seems imminent. The

value of the national bonds has dcolined, not from

purely political causes, but rather from a bill for the

amortization of the interior debt, which has been sub

mitted to the Senate. This bill, as well as many

others whioh have been touched upon, would appear

to have been brought forward owing to the unusual

delay of the Panama Railroad Company in paying

the $250,000 which, as an annual rent, belongs to

this republic. This notice has caused no little sen

sation in official regions.

The Nation, of Bogota, of the 25th of May,

referring to the same subject, says :

The managing director of the Panama Railroad

Company has addressed to the President of the Union

a note, dated from New York last month, setting

forth tho difficult circumstances in which the com

pany at present finds itself plaoed, caused by the

small profits accruing from the undertaking, and

requesting a modification of the existing contract.

It is said that the company pretends that the Govern

ment should agree to have the contract altered, so that

in place of the $250,000 annual subscription paid by

tho railroad to the Government, the latter should

accept so much per cent, of the earnings of the road

as in the former contract.

The Naeion observes that, however much the

income of the railroad may have declined, still

it cannot be less than $1,000,000 annually, and

recommends Congress, before providing meas

ures to fill np the deficit caused in the national

Treasury by the non-payment of the $250,000,

that that body should take up the question

with all the severity the case demands, and

believes it will be found that the company, if

properly managed, is quite able to pay the sum

it obliges itself to do.

In June railroad directors notified the Gov

ernment that they would refuse to pay an

nually, hereafter, the $250,000, and offered

instead, to allow the Government a certain

proportion of the profits.

The Bank of Bogota was established and

opened for business in the capital on Novem

ber 25, 1870, with a capital of $235,000, which

may be increased to $500,000.

In December, 1870, a committee of Darien

Indians arrived at Bogota, and were well re

ceived by the President, who afterward gave

them a private audience. They seemed to be

an intelligent people, showing a favorable dis

position toward civilization. The tribe to

which they belong consists of thirty villages,

and cultivates cocoa, coffee, and maize.

An Immigration Society, in February, 1871,

was formed at Santa Marta.

On May 81, 1871, Captain Selfridge made

the following report to the Government of the

United States of Colombia on the Darien Sur

veying Expedition :

United States Steamer Resaca, )

Chepioaka, Tiuba River, May 31, 1871. f

To Hi* Excellency Seflor Ewtorjio Salqar, President

of the United State* of Colombia, Bogota : 1 consider

it my duty to inform your Excellency of the general

results obtained by the Isthmus of Darien Exploring

Expedition for the opening of an intcroccamo ship-

canal, which I have the honor to "command. This

expedition, composed of two vessels of tho United

States Navy, sailed from New York in January, 1870,

and arrived in the bav of Caledonia in the month of

February following. A vessel belonging to the Pacific

Squadron was sent to cooperate on the Pacific coast.

From the port of Caledonia various observations

woro made with instruments, and also from tho port

of Sarsardi toward the northern extremitv, on two

lines which terminated on the coast of the Pacific, in

the confluences of tho rivers Sabana and Lara. The

first of these lines was to cross the Cordilleras, fol

low the valley of the Sucubti as far as the union of

this river with the Chucunaque^ and then cross the

isthmus to the poiut fixed on in the Pacific. The
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second, starting from Sarsordi, crossed the Cordil

leras in the neighborhood, and, following the valley

of Morti, ended at the same point as the first. These

observations, carefully made with the air-level,

showed that both lines were impracticable for a ship-

canal. The Cordillera has not in any part a lower

level than 1,000 feet, and the extent of the area of

the mountain is such as to render the construction

of tunnels impossible. Nor docs there exist a suf

ficient quantity of water to enablo us to overcome

the difficulties by means of locks.

The expedition sailed for the bay of San Bias in

the latter part of April. This route formed the nar

rowest part of the isthmus, measuring only twenty-

six miles from the Atlantis to the navigable river

Bayamo, all of which gave me great hopes that the

desired route would be found in this region. Ex

plorations were accordingly made, following the

valleys of the principal rivers which fall into the

bay of San Bias, notwithstanding the principal line

followed the Mandingo up-stream, crossed the Cor

dilleras and followed the Mamoni down-stream until

the confluent of the Bayamo or Chepo Biver. which

up to this point is navigable. The results obtained

were equally unfavorable along this line ; the lowest

level or the Cordillera in this region was found to be

JjlSi feet, and there existed heights of 800 feet each

side. This obstacle could not be overcome either

by a tunnel or by locks, and to make an open canal

would cost bo much as to put all consideration of it

out of the question. It not being possible to con

tinue the explorations during the rainy season, on

the termination of the last exploration the expedi

tion sailed for New York on June 10^ 1870. The

disposition of the Indians in the interior was not

found to be friendly. They refused us permission to

pass through their territory, and we had to go

through contrary to their will. The express orders

given to avoid all injury to their property, and tak

ing always a superior force, avoided any hostile

demonstration on their part.

Exploration* in 1871.—The United States Govern

ment, being deRireus of including all of the Isthmus

of Darien in this exploration, in order to settle defi

nitely the question of its adaptability for the con

struction ol a ship-canal. I received orders to con

tinue the survcv, and, consequently, the present

expedition sailed in December lost for the gulf of

Darien and anchored oft the mouth of the Atrato

Bivcr on the 80th of the same month.

The explorations of this year comprehended

routes which follow certain tributaries of the Atrato,

as well as a line Baid to have been discovered by

M. Lucien de Puydt. From M. Truchon, French

vice-consul, who accompanied M. de Puydt, L ob

tained the necessary data to follow the same route

in which he pretended to have discovered a summit

level of only eighty metres elevation. Your Excel

lency doubtless has heard of this route. I will not,

therefore, go into any details about it. It is enough

to say that no such pass exists as that pretended by

M. de Puydt. A careful exploration, made with an

exact mercurial barometer, snowed an altitude of 750

feet in the valley of Tunela before arriving at the

Cordilleras.

The principal iabor of the expedition has been to

explore a lino beginning at the Atrato and following

tho valley of the Paranchita (a tributary of the Coca-

rican), crossing the Cordillera of Cue £a tributary of

the Tiura) down-stream, and from this point to Pe-

nogana and thence to a navigable point. The total

length is fifty-five miles, and the route is generally

known as that of Tuyra. The lowest point of the

Cordilleras in this line following the valley has some

400 feet, but crossing about two miles to the south

ward of this.point is an altitude of feet and the

land is more uniformly level. The land throughout

the whole extent of this lino is too broken, and

crossed by mountain-spurs and hills every now and

then of about 250 feet above the general level.

In like manner has been explored the whole length

of a lino extending from the bay of Cupica in the

Pacific and following the valley of the Napipi to its

mouth. By this route the ground is probably mora

level than by any of the others examined in Darien,

but it has the drawback of requiring a longer line of

navigation in the Atrato Biver ogainBt a strong cur

rent, and there is much doubt whether the river

would or not prove navigable for BhipB above the

mouth of Napipi.

Having finished these explorations, there did not

remain any other part of the isthmus to be examined,

and. although these explorations have not entirely

fulfilled the hopes of the United States Government

nor my own, they have, nevertheless, been of great

utility in having thrown much light upon a subject

little known, and have also added to what was al

ready known of the geography of Colombia. I have

been informed that there is a route by way of the

river Bojaya, but I received the information too late

to make use of it. It is imposBiblo to continue the

explorations during the rainy season ; the dust has

exhausted my strength, and I am unable to begin

anew. It is not likely, however, that this route would

give better results than that by the Napipi ; both

rivers run at but a short distance from each other.

Although the Bojaya is wider, canalization is not

practicable on account of the frequent flooding*,

caused by the tropical rains. The routes that were

examined last year—viz., that of the Tuyra and the

Napipi—are practicable for a canal, but at an enor

mous expense ; the first would cost $140,000,000, and

the second $110,000,000.

Before concluding, I beg to make a few observa

tions :

The United States of America are interested, to a

certain extent, in the construction of a canal across

the isthmus, but the perfection of the railroad system

across tho continent has removed many inconven

iences met with in the transit, and a canal is, there

fore, now not so much of a necessity. England, with

her possessions in the South Seas, and Germany,

with her daily increasing commerce, have tho same

interests with the United States ; but to tho Repub-

lio of Colombia a canal across her territory would be

an incalculable gain. The benefit she wonld derive

from it does not so much consist in having a share

of its profits as being placed in tho most remarkably

central portion of America. The cultivation of her

great extension of lands and attraction for immigra

tion cannot fail to bring great wealth to the country.

The immense sums or money required in its con

struction, the great scientific problems to be solved,

as well as the doubtful financial results of the Suez

Canal, will all tend to make capitalists unwilling to

undertake the work unless on tho most favorable

conditions.

The route by Nicaragua, from its immense water-

supply, and with an elevation of only 120 feet above

the sea, is a formidable rival to all the lines I have

yet examined. It becomes a serious question for the

people of Colombia whether they had better grant

liberal concessions to those who will construct a

canal within their terrirory, in view of the immense

benefit that must indirectly flow from it, or concedo

a privilege with the conditions whicji hitherto

served as a base to previous proposals, losing, in

consequence, a brilliant opportunity and turning at

tention toward tho advantages of the route through

Nicaragua.

With sentiments of the most profound respect

toward your Excellency, and the most sincere wishes

for tho prosperity of the Republic of Colombia, I

have the honor, etc., TH. O. SELFKIDGE,

Commanding U. S. Darien Surveying Expedition.

COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES

FOR 1871. For the fiscal year ending June

80, 1871, the general commerce of the country

shows the sum of $541,493,774 in foreign im-
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ports (gold value), being an increase of $79,-

116,187 over the total imports for the same

period in 1869-'70. The total exports for the

fiscal year ending June 80, 1871, amounted

(estimated in gold) to $518,044,273, against

$420,535,258 in the previous fiscal year, ex

hibiting a gain of $92,509,015. Reexports for

Imports at all United Slates Ports.

the same period foot up $28,459,899—less by

$1,967,260 than those for the fiscal year pre

ceding. Goods remaining in warehouse June

80, 1871, were valued at $68,824,855, against

$56,930,841, July 1, 1870—a difference of

$11,394,014. Appended are summaries of sta

tistics for the last two fiscal years :

YEAR.

MERCHANDISE.
GOLD AND
SILVER.

AGGREGATE.

Free. Dutiable. Total.

Dollars. Dollan. Dollan.
435,977,501
519,593.750

Dollan.
211,400.086

21,900,024

Dollan.
462,377,587
541,493.774

80,169,964
85,951.784

418,817,537
4a3,641,966

Reexports at all United States Ports.

•

YEAR.
MERCHANDISE. ■

GOLD AND
SILVER.

AGGREGATE.

From warehouse. Not from warehonie. Total.

Dollan. ' Dollan.
1,735,494

Dollan.
16.155,295
14,421,270

Dollan. Dollan.
14,419,801
12,670,688 1,750,582

14,271.864
14,038.629

30.427,159
28.459,899

Exports from all United Stales Ports.

MERCHANDISE. SPECIE AND BULLION.

YEAR.
Atlantic porta,
currency ralno.

Pacific porta,
gold value.

Atlantic porn,
, gold rain.. 'gold vaTue.'

Total domeitlc ex
port*, at gold

value.

Dollan.
441,166,569
464,800,771

Dollan.
14,041,472
13,712,624

Dollan. Dollan.
18,850,580
8,318,229

Dollan.
420,535.258
513,044.273

25,033.572
76.187,027

The official returns of United States com

merce for the first nine months of 1871 are

not yet made ; but the following are leading

items of the statistics, as compiled at Wash

ington :

Domeitlc ex
port!, ipede

value.
PERIODS. Import!. Reexport!.

Nine months end-
log Sept. 80, 1870. $374,036,995

456;062.860

$328,117,375

888,183,609

$23,168,035

21,979,878

Nine months end
ing Sept. 80, 1871.

The following is a table of the comparative

amounts of total foreign trade, imported and

exported in American and foreign vessels, in

cars and other land vehicles, for the first nine

months of each of the two years :

Nine months ending September 80, 1870.

The value of foreign commodities in ware

house, September 30, 1871, was $04,395,227,

against $51,062,252, September 80, 1870—a

difference of $13,332,975.

The relative values of imports and exports

which consist of merchandise and specie and

bullion, for the corresponding periods of the

two years, are as follows :

Nine rnonths ending September 80, 1870.

Domeitlc ax.
porta, mixed
raW

VESSELS. Import!. Foreign exp'rta.

(120,687,934
250, 132.797

3,216,261

$129,991,823
236,965,714

1,390.636

$11,828,567
11,031,103

808,273Cars, etc

Nine months ending September 80, 1871.

Domeitlc ex
port!, mixed

Value*.

VESSELS. Import*. Foreign exp'rtt.

$184,526,488
806.389.195
11,847,177

$129,841,813
291.752.261

4,787,542

$7,191,189
13,174,977
1,618,712

ARTICLES. Importa.
Demonic ex
port!, ipede

ralnea.
Re-export*.

Merchandise $355.427,8.'.3
18,609,142

$271,503,607
66.613,768

$12,664,541
10,503,494Specie and bullion.

, Nine months ending September 30, 1871.

Domeitlc ex
port!, .epacle

value.
ARTICLES. Importa. Re-export*.

«

Merchandise $440,804,539
15,»58.321

$881,855,674
66,777,935

$11,059,351
10.920.527Specie and bullion.

From these tables it appears that over 69

per cent, of our foreign commerce was carried

in foreign vossels, for the first nine months in

1871, against 65 per cent, for the relativo pe

riod in 1870.

for the twclvo months ending September,

1871, the following is the report of the num

ber and tonnage of American and foreign

vessels engaged in the foreign trade, which

entered into and cleared from United States

ports, compared with thoso of the twelve

months ending September 30, 1870 :
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VESSELS.
ENTERED. CLEAEED.

Number. Tom. Namtar. Tom.

10,877
19,309

3,778,818
6,615,198

10,824
19,451

8,882,01»
6,628,068

Total 30,270 10,394,016 30.275 10,460,078

Twelve months ending September 80, 1871.

EITTEBED. CLEARED.
VESSELS.

NQIDtMT. Tom. Number. Tom.

10,779
18,854

8.558.452
5,509,863

10,385
18,759

8.549,888
5,471,658

29,633 9.126,315 29.094 9,001',481

ENTERED FOR WAREHOUSING.

Full comparative tables of commerce at the

port of New York for the year 1871 are given

by the Journal of Commerce. The total im

ports for the year are almost $385,000,000—8

larger snm by $70,000,000 than ever before

landed here in a single year. The following

is a statement of the relative totals of these

imports for the last ten years :

YEAR. DutlaMe.

1862..
1868..
1864..
1865...
1866...
1867..,
1868...
I860..
1870..
1871...

♦ 149,970 415
174.521,766
204,128,236
212,208.301
284.033,567
238.297,935
232,344,418
275,779,978
2K9.618.878
349.635,398

Fro« px*U.

123.291.625
11.567,000
11,731.902
10.410,837
13.001,588
11,044,181
11,764,027
14.789,235
13.716,500
28,878.294

11,390,277
1.525,811
2,265,622
2.123,281
9,578,029
3.306.339
7.085,889
15,788,462
11,864,644
6,348,008

Total.

♦174,652,817
187,614,577
218.125,760
224.742,419
806,618,184
252,648,475
251,193,834
306,857,673
815,200,022
384,862,300

Under dutiable are included goods entered

directly for consumption, and the total entered

for warehousing. The specie and bullion came

mostly in transit to foreign ports, and the

greater part of it is again included in the ex

ports.

In the subjoined tables of monthly summa

ries for four years, the first shows the total

dutiable entered each month directly for con

sumption ; the second the monthly entries for

warehousing; the third the free goods thrown

directly on the market ; the fourth the specie ;

and the fifth the total monthly entries of all

kinds :

Foreign Import) entered at New York during the

Yean 1868, 1869, 1870, and 1871.

ENTERED FOB CON"SUMPTION.

MON'S. 1868.

Jan....
Feb...
March
April..
May,..
Jane. .
July...
Aug...
Sept . .
Oct...
Nov...
Dec...

♦7.855,830
10.386,053
11.999.520
9,652.649

10,244,318
8.786.471

12,193,589
14,0(15.112
14.152,546
ll.294.439l
9,707,521'
7,458,9C5

1869.

$11,698,755
14.205.473
17.890.058
18,836.598
12.514,151
10.510,444
12.560,232

• 15,895,735
12.938.666
10,288,541
11,015,790
9,080,463

18?0.

$11,970,771
13,739,351
14,447,775
14.423.458
13.027,399
12.267.273
13.579,723
18,722,822
17.745,075
14.0^7,056
14.004,294
12,716,368

Total. .1 $127,737,013 $152,434,901 $170,780,8881

1871.

♦14.1
16.995.041
22.639,471
18.516,940
16.544.919
14.778,185
16.410.318
28,609,684
21,432,482
17,423,748
13,123,708
11.643,251

Jan....
Feb...
March.
April..
May...
June. .
July...
Aug...
Sept..
Oct.. . .
Nov...
Dec-.

Total..

18«8. 180*. 18TO. 1 1871. .

$8,647,871
9,297,632

18,31(1,966
10.780.tiOH
10,541.079
10.068,807
10.573.083
8,280.000
6,804.640
6.880,498
7.050,229

$9,378,719
8,548,655

18.428,973
16.497,691

$10,122,477
9.384,667
11.82(3.891

13,187,282
10,474,170
10.484,645
10,042,048
9.965.688
7.748.840
7,168.067
9.886,968
8,701,833

$11,068,118
18.046,484

18.271,955
12.023,501
14.K42.S09

13.382. 17S
12.468,220
12.389.981

12.876.131
12.380.145
10.71O.702
10.008.548
8340,069
6.841,349
6.918.527

7,925,576

8,869.861
10.815.541
9,371,091
11,808,858

$104,607,405 $123,345,075 $118,888,015 $142,318,150

FREE GOODS.

MON'S. 1868.

♦778,296
718,777
821,682
964,488
887.057
788.149

1,094.543
888,188

1,481.652
1.294.991
1,323.254
847,350

Jan....
Feb...
March.
April..
May...
June..
July..
Aug...
Sept..
Oct....
Nov...
Dec...

Total..1 ♦11,764.027 i $14.789,235 I $13,716.500 $28.878.894

$1,243,777
1.190,897
1.702.591
1.202.080
1.256.112
1,277,514
1.214,472
1.388.984
1,200,764
879,329

1.151,880
1,147,895

18J0.

$1,108,271
757.538
979.888

1,006.584
1,115.039
1,475.026
988,444

1,141,295
1,409,353
1,193,348
1.491.905
1,050,409

1871.

$3,355,702
2.951.198
2,577.244
2,094,338
2,758,281
2,086.100

1.985.993
2,067,145
2.708.238
2,300.611
1.009,143
2,384,363

Jan....
Feb...
March.
April..
May...
June..
July...
Aug...
Sept..
Oct . . .
Nov...
Dec...

Total..

1868. 1869. 1870. 1871.

$136,574 ♦281,878 ♦1.523.856 ♦808,686
415.875 1,882,755 1, 536:4-12 2,498,601

1,299.776 1,771,668 2,441,079 207,394
871,079 4,818.287 805,025 882,888
477.486 408.287 867,807 142,477
£38,111 914,005 188,150 1,352.006
126.442 202.487 194.990 176,640
848,821 159,927 430.726 330.395
906.558 1,364.904 592,496 831,679
554,862 8,580.817 417.860 605.862
220,316 166.286 8,734,075 33.779
891.490 812,781 331,538 122.801

♦7.0S5.389 ♦15.788.488 ♦ 11.804,644 $6,348,608

TOTAL IMPORTS.

MON'S.

Jan.. . .
Feb..,
March
April..
May...
June. .
July..
Ang...
Sept . .
Oct...
Nov . ..
Dec...

Total..

1868.

$16,418,571
20,818.837
86.512,984
22,268,884
22,150.539
80,471,598
23.987.657
23.900,721
23.2S5.390

19.994.790
18,301.820
14,023,087

1869.

$22,542,529
25,827.280
84.798.290
86.354,651
87,049,661
25,082,108
24,682,893
27.387.134
24,344,393
20.590,036
19,237,488

18.466,215

1870.

$84,785,375
25.367,998
89,695,633
29.372.299
25.284.415
84,415.094
24,805.205
30.260,025
27.495,701
82.861,331,
28,117.237
28,799,648

$851,193.834 $306,857,673 ♦315.200,022 $384.802,300

1871.

$28,792,062
85,491,824
88,696\004
82,967.661
34.288,496
31,598,417
81.041,171
88.403,205

30,645.757
24,137.720
25,458,108

$207,287,243

Notwithstanding the enormous increase in

imports, the profits on the year's business have

been larger than for several years previous,

prices having fluctuated less, and the gold mar

ket having been subject to less violent changes.

The total monthly entries, at all the bonded

warehouses are given above at $142,848,150;

the total withdrawals, as per annexed table,
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were $125,661,866, showing an increase of

only about $17,000,000.

The monthly table of goods taken out of

bond stands thus :

WITHDRAWALS FROM WABEHOUSE.

MO.V-S. ises. 1869. J870. isn.

Jan $6,731,624
9,019.339

$8,506,630
9,880,3-18
9,661,447
8,954,512
8,379.918
7,604,330
8,151,534
11,706,296
11,121,148
10,704,752
7,818,284
6,509,480

$8,674,288
9,981,615
9,985,981

12,822.634
10.615,377
8,854.527
8,463,853

11,305,475
10,732,135
8,802,588
6,325,530
5,596,080

$13,006,264
9,685,252

11,695,478
10,029.482
10,070,612
8,711,287
9,940,489

12,596,633
12,889,575
10,862,097
9,005,491
7,168,756

Feb...
March.
April..
May...
Jane. .
July..
Aug...
Sept . .
Oct . . .
Not...
Dec...

10,296,124
10,140.834
9,045,351
6,658,943
6,829,796
9,676,657

10,935,659
8,892.665
6,104,542
5,676,429

Total $100,036,963 $107,998,664 $111,659,983 $125,661,366

The largest items in this warehouse move

ment are tea, coffee, sugar, spices, metals, and

liquors. Only about one-third of the total im

ports consists of dry-goods, as demonstrated

by the following classification for the last

three years :

CLASSIFICATION OF IMPORTS AT NSW TOI1K.

186V. 1ST©. 18T1.

General mer'dlse..

$94,726,417
195,842,794
15,788,462

$109,498,523
193,836,855
11,864,644

$132,480,777
246,032,915

6,348,608

Total imports.. $306,357,673 $315,400,022 $384,862,300

Subjoined is the aggregate of the several

classes of dry goods imported at New York for

the last three years :

IMPOSTS Of DBY GOODS AT NEW YORK.

KIND OF GOODS. 1869. 1870. MTU

Mania, of cotton...

$28,526,020
17,482,213
21,995,838
15,261,855
8,460,991

$32,355,260
20,977,062
80,001,407
15,580.306
10,581,488

$40,916,424
25,503,564
86,222,588
17,477,987
12,360,214

Manfs. of silk
Manfs.offlai
Miecel. dry goods..

Total Imports.. $94,726,417 $109,498,523 $132,480,777

Notwithstanding the slight falling off in the

last three months, the total for 1871 is about

$23,000,000 in excess of that for the previous

The following is a comparison of the monthly

cash receipts of customs (coin value) at the

port of New York, in each of the last three

years :

BECEIFTS OF CUSTOMS AT NEW TOBK.

MOVS. 1869. 18TO. 1871.

Feb....
March .
April...
May....
Jane. . .
July ...
Aug....

$9,615,894 43
11,996,648 46
13.027.672 02
10,727,099 86
9,688,820 34
8,411,294 83

10,045,078 14
13.845,0.30 69
11,975,804 75
10.554,660 92
8,540,788 60
6,590,945 65

$9,840,502 99
11,750,424 06
11,977.823 42
12,799,598 49
11,473,412 25

$12,010,020 67
12,258,147 69
15,305.799 14
12,535,090 06
11,490,140 42
10,092,909 95
11.934,957 83
16,932.839 65
15,733,891 86
12,066,671 28
9,365.044 55
8,044,777 08

9,740,549 89
10,592,841 87
15,078,512 90
14,182,516 12
11,161,364 60

Not....
Dec...

9.017,823 82
1 7,696,126 44

ToUl... $125,019,718 69 $185,310,995 85 $147,770,289 68

The figures given for the exports represent

chiefly paper currency—the shipments of

gold being, with unimportant exceptions, the

only ones counted at their tale value. The

exhibit is the most encouraging made for

many years :

Export* from New York to Foreign Port* during

the Yean 1868, 1869, 1870, and 1871.

DOMESTIC PItODUCE.

MOW'S. 1868. 1860. 18TO. 18TU

Jan....
Feb...
March.
AprU..
May...
June..
July ..
Aug...
Sept . .
Oct ...
Nov ...
Dec...

$13,766,496
13,548.674
12,882,808
18,976,761
14,297,029
10,634,644
10,538.848
12,750,918
11,316,492
13,954,602
18,881,126
14,532,280

$12,672,824
10.507,041
11,942,672
14,671,026
15,443,499
16,555,107
18,450,323
17,975,524
16,510,824
18,419,645
16,836,617
17,828,174

$11,883,151
11,180,695
14.965,213
13,741,650
14,167,414
16,811,500
15,965.557
12,599.436
15,157,890
16,018.569
24,125:836
19,178,650

$18,870,758
18,259,723
21,211,718
17,923,694
17,066,828
17,482,767
17,147,740
18.900.769
20,100.569
21,755.792
18,603.795
18,778,999

Total.. $156,075.5781 $187,812,776 $185,740,061 $225,553,217

FOREIGN' FREE.

MON^. 1868. 1869. 1870. 1871.

Jan....
Feb...
March.
April..
May...
June..
July...
Aug...
Sept...
Oct....
Not...
Dec....

$12,680
86,887
24,761

$7,965
4,941

81,102
4,600

49,261
59,001
27,020
64,356
16,960
71,862
44,169
87,433

$63,623
46,162
60,590
45,157
29,879
38,395
24,522
23,116
11,451
1,905
1,963

16,271

$43,412
29,805

121.093
97,823

169,250
71,712

121,636
148,519
193,707
15,092
64,464
66,845

113,489
183,986
82,946
87,975
18,192
80.503
10,822
•9,763

39,330

Total.. $600,924 $408,660 $352,034 $1,183,263

FOREIdN DUTIABLE.

MON-S. 1868. 1869. 1870. 1871.

Jan. ...
Feb....
March.
April...
May...
June. .
July. ..
Aug. ..
Sept ..
Oct....
Not...
Dec . . .

$669,151
441,628
655,881
648,960
852,544
641,409
444,735
558,078
803,255
740,477
617,907
415,675

$472,228
812,830
615,121
733,461
583.846
605,608
604,923
594,339
699.680
577,748
512,226
693,260

$996,392
718,289
927,292
911,018
918.306
851,088
727,794
808,944
923.627
638,930
785,553
651,405

$423,706
450,214
806,521
908,557
783,607
890.659
600,877
461.249
569.026
586.343
564,828
936,140

Total.. $7,389,600 $7,005,270 $9,853,638 $7,979,727

SPECIE AND BULLION.

MON'S. 1868. 1869. 18TO. 1871.

Jan....
Feb...
March.
April..
May...
June..
July ..
Aug...
Sept...
Oct...
Not...
Dec...

$7,849,825
4.203,825
8,094,912
6,095.179

15,936.231
11,828.628
10,584,558
4,690,989
1,954,723
1,608,739
1,181,085
1,717,905

$3,214,380 $2,683,892
2.194,256
1.521,601
1,698,616

$2,149,211
4,022,0663.232.083

2.389,968
1,767,601

"4,4*5.373
4.257,362

7,569,880
9,593,029
9,615.698
8,604,738

11.233.695
2,701.287
2.130.320
2,086.891

2.121,5.39
2,034,192

2,385,531
6.474,624
3,027.940
1,763,171
2,531,076
1.126,845
1,732,899

16.922,451
10.548.076
4.616,856
2,416,356
4.896,257
1,950,879

Total.. $70,841,599 $32,108,448 $58,191,475 $63,865,546
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TOTAL EXTORTS.

MON'S. 1868. 1869.

$21,799,152
18,225,114
17,258,362
20,834.389
81,209,790
23,132.527
21,606,110
18,018.177
14,155,063
16,314.640
15,589.881
16,705,190

f16,:36T.3<)'
14,056,895
14,978,863
17,176,688
18.588,936
10,558,247
25,556,890
21,052,159
18,990,135
21,600,831
18,519.847
20,291,766

1870.

$15,576,558
14.134,402
17,464,096
16.396,441
19.600.9721

21,958,8451
83,640,321'
23.979,572
00,709,324
19,1175,760
29,809,009
21,791,205

1871.

$20,987,087
22,761,808
29,709,212
28,523,103
27.635,483
20,999,876
29,103,348
22,211,824
22,993,623
24,443,118
21,307,128
21,806,176

Jan....
Fob. . .
March
April..
May...
Jane..
July...
Aug...
Sept...
Oct....
Nov. ..
Dec....

Total.. '$234,907,701 $237.335,154 $254,13T,208|$208.581,783

The exports show an increase of about

$44,500,000 over those of 1870, against an in

crease of about $70,000,000 in the imports—

the gain in export specie being some $6,000,000,

leaving nearly $39,000,000 as the gain in prod

uce and merchandise. This is the foreign

trado of New York alone, which, in imports, is

about two-thirds, and in exports about 40 per

cent., of the foreign trado of tho whole United

States.

CONGREGATIONALISTS. Pursuant to a

call of a committee of a provisional conference

which was held in Boston in December, 1870,

a Council of Congregational churches assem

bled at Oberlin, Ohio, on the 15th of Novem

ber. This Council was the fifth national as

sembly of the representatives of the Congre

gational churches in the United States ; the

first having been held at Newtown, Mass., in

1637; the second, called the Synod of 1648, at

the same place in 1646-'47 and '48 ; fhe third

at Albany, N. Y., in 1852; and the fourth in

Boston, in 1865. Hitherto it had been tho

prevailing sentiment among the Congregational

churches, that national conventions should not

be called except upon special occasions of com

mon concern. Tho Council of 1871 was called,

however, under the impression that a stated

national gathering, and a more formal mani

festation of the connection of the churches

than had before been had, were needed. Nev

ertheless, was a subject of discussion and

doubt, previous to the meeting of the Council,

whether a permanent organization should be

effected. The question seems, however, to

have been substantially decided as soon as the

Council met, for the organization was effected

without the showing of any substantial differ

ences of opinion, except on detail. The point

most actively debated related to the name by

which tho body should be known, the names

Conference, Council, Union, Convention, and

Association, each receiving considerable sup

port. The following constitution was adopted :

The Congregational churches of tho United States

by elders and messengers assembled, do now asso

ciate themselves in National Council :

To express and foster their substantial unity in

doctrine, polity, and work ; and

To consult upon the common interests of all the

churches, their duties in the work of evangelization,

the united development of their resources, and their

relations to all parts of the kingdom of Christ.

They agree in belief that the Iloly Scriptures are

the sufficient and only infalliblo rule of religious faith

and practice ; their interpretation thereol being in

substantial accordance with the great doctrines of

the Christian faith, commonly called Evangelical,

held in our churches from early times and sufficient

ly set forth by former general councils.

They agree in beliefthat the right of government re

sides in local churches or congregations of believers

who are responsible directly to the Lord Jesus Christ,

the one head of the Church universal and of all par

ticular churches ; but that all churches, being in

communion one with another as parts of Christ's

catholic Church, have mutual duties subsisting in the

obligations of fellowship.

The churches, therefore, while establishing this

National Council for the furtherance of the common

interests and work of all tho churches, do maintain

the Scriptural and inalienable right of each church

to self-government and administration ; and this

National Council shall never exercise legislative or

judicial authority, nor consent to act as a council of

reference.

And, for the convenience of orderly consultation,

they establish the following rules :

hetriont.—The churches will meet in National

Council every third year. They shall also be con

vened in special session whenever any five of the

general associations or conferences shall so request.

The churches shall be represented at each session

by delegates, either ministers or laymen, appointed

in number and manner as follows :

1. The churches, assembled in their local confer

ences, appoint one delegate for every ten churches in

their respective organizations, and one for a fraction

of ten greater than one-half; it being understood

that, wherever tho churches of any State are directly

united in a general organization, they may, at their

option, appoint the delegates in such body, instead

of in local organization, but in the above ratio of

churches so united. 2. In addition to the above, the

ohurches united in State organization appoint by

such body one delegate, and one for each ten thousan.4

communicants in their fellowship, and one for a

major fraction thereof; it being recommended that

the number of delegates be, in all cases, divided be

tween ministers and laymen, as nearly equally as is

practicable.

Such Congregational General Societies for Chris

tian work, and the Faculties of such theological semi

naries, as may be recognized by this Council, may

be represented by one delegato each, such represent

atives having the right of discussion only.

Ofictre.—At tho beginning of every stated or spe

cial session, there shall be chosen by ballot, from those

present as members, a moderator, and one or more

assistant moderators, to preside over its delibera

tions.

At each triennial session there shall be chosen by

ballot a secretary, a registrar, and a treasurer : to

serve from tho close of suoh session to the closirof

the next triennial session.

The secretary shall receive communications for the

Council, conduct correspondence, and collect such

facts, and superintend such publications, as may

from time to time be ordered.

The registrar shall make and preserve the records

of the proceedings of the Council ; and, for his aid,

one or more assistants shall be chosen at each session,

to serve during suoh session.

The treasurer shall do tho work ordinarily belong

ing to such office.

At each triennial session, there shall be chosen a

Provisional Committee, who shall make needful ar

rangements for the next triennial session, and for

any session called during the interval.

Committees shall be appointed, and in such man

ner as may from time to, time be ordered.

Any member of a church to fellowship may be

chosen to the office of secretary, registrar, or treas
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urer ; and such officers as ore not delegates shall have

all the privileges of members, except that of voting.

By-Laws.—The Council may make and alter by-

lavs at any triennial session.

Amendment*.—This oonBtitution shall not be al

tered or amended, except at a triennial session, and

by a two-thirds vote, notice thereof having been

given at a previous triennial session, or the proposed

alteration having been requested by some General

Association or Conference of churches, and published

with the notification of the session.

The following declaration on the unity of

the Church was adopted, and ordered to be-

recorded in close connection with tho condi

tion :

The members of the National Council, represent

ing the Congregational churches of the United States,

avail themselves of this opportunity to renew their

previous declarations of laith in the unity of the

Church of God.

While affirming tho liberty of our churches as

taught in the New Testament, and inherited by us

from our fathers, and from martyrs and confessors

of foregoing astes, we adhere to this liberty all the

more, as affording the ground and hope of a visible

unity in time>to come ; we desire and purpose to co

operate with* all the churches of our Lord Jesus

Christ.
In the expression of the same catholic sentiments

solemnly avowed by the Council of 1865, on the

Burial Hill at Plymouth, we wish at this new epoch

of our history to remove, so far as in us lies, all

causes of suspicion and alienation, and to promote

the growing unity of oouncil and of effort among the

followers ofChrist. To us, as to our brethren, " there

is one body and one spirit, as we are called in one

hope of our calling."

As little as did our fathers in their day, do we in

ours, make pretension to be the only churches of

Christ. We find ourselves consulting and acting to

gether under the distinctive name of eoKOKKOATiow-

alists, because, in the present condition of our com

mon Christianity, we have felt ourselves called to

ascertain and do our appropriate part of the work of

Christ's Church among men.

We especially desire, in prosecuting the common

work of evangelizing our own land and the world, to

observe the common and sacred law, that in the wide

field of the world's evangelization wc do our work

in friendly cooperation with all others who love and

serve our common Lord. " Wo believe in the holy

catholic Church."

It is our prayer and endeavor that the unity of the

Church may be more and more apparent/and that

the prayer of our Lord for His disciples may be spe

cially and completely answered, and all be one ; that,

by consequence of this Christian unity in love, the

world may believe in Christ as sent of the Father to

save the world.

The Congregational Publishing Society, the

Society for the Promotion of Collegiate and

Theological Education at the West, the theo

logical seminaries at Oberlin, Chicago, and

Oakland, and the case of the New England

Church at Chicago (burned out in the great

fire), were commended to the churches, by

resolution. A resolution was passed com

mending the policy of. establishing and sus

taining not many theological seminaries, but a

few, judiciously distributed, and completely

empowered in all respects for their perfect

work. The Council voted to petition Congress

to aid schools at the South ; for legislation in

behalf of the temperance reform ; for the en

actment of measures looking to a code of in-

voi. xi.—t A

ternational arbitration ; and for justice to the

name and memory of Dr. Whitman, whose

journey to the Pacifio contributed to securing

that coast to this country. In view of the

union of the several State organizations in the

National Council, it was declared expedient

that the practice of formally interchanging

delegates between these bodies be discon

tinued. The preparation of a manual of doc

trine and polity for use in families and Sunday-

schools was approved. The manual is not to

be regarded as binding, but as a means of t

general instruction. A committee was ap

pointed to consider and report at the next ses

sion of the Council what can be done toward #

consolidating the various benevolent organiza

tions of the churches. The formation of

State organizations in every State for home

missionary work was recommended. A com

mittee was appointed to confer with the di

rectors of the Home Missionary Society, and

arrange with them a plan for cooperation of

the State organizations with the parent so

ciety. The sum of half a million dollars an

nually was agreed upon as the least that ought

to be appropriated to the home mission

work. The churches which made special con-

tibutions during the memorial year for the

payment of debts, the endowment of institu

tions, and the erection and completion of

buildings for sacred and educational purposes,

were requested to report the same for publi

cation. A resolution was passed urging the

opening of colleges and schools to students

without distinction of color. The by-laws

adopted by the Council provided, among other

things, for a Provisional Committee, to arrange

the place, date, and general programme of

meetings; that the session of the Council

shall ordinarily be held in the latter part of

October or early part of November ; that the

secretary shall present, at each triennial ses

sion, comprehensive and comparative summa

ries of denominational statistics for the three

years preceding; that the Council will wel

come correspondence by interchange of dele

gates with the general Congregational bodies

of other lands, and with the general ecclesias

tical organizations of the evangelical churches

in the United States, the delegates to be. ap

pointed by the Oouncil in the years of its

session, and by the Provisional Committee in

intervening years ; and that the term " Con

gregational " as applied to the general benev

olent societies in connection with represen- *

tation in this body, is understood in the broad

sense of societies whose constituency and con

trol are substantially Congregational.

The Rev. W. R. Clark, delegate from the

Congregational Union of Quebec and Ontario,

reported eighty churches connected with the

Union, only twenty of which are self-support-

Rev. J. B. Helwig, of the General Syn

od of the Evangelical Lutheran Church, gave

an account of the rooasnres already taken,
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looking to a closer nnion between the body

which he represented and the Congregational

churches. He also presented the leading fea

tures in the doctrines and polity of the two

churches in a light indicating a more near re

semblance than had generally been supposed to

exist.

The Council consisted of 277 regular dele

gates; 10 honorary members, and 8 corre

sponding members (two from the Congrega

tional Union of Ontario and Quebeo, and one

from the Lutheran General Synod)—in all, 290

members.

Until recently the Congregational churches

have cooperated with the American and For

eign Christian Union in the prosecution of

missionary work in Roman Catholic countries.

During the last summer, steps were taken to

organize a similar work to be carried on ex

clusively by Congregationalists. A " Pro

visional Committee of Foreign Evangeliza

tion " was formed, to consider the subject, to

take the opinion of tfce chnrches upon it, and

present it to the American Board, at their an

nual meeting in October. That Society adopt

ed the following resolution, approving the

scheme, and accepting it :

Resolved, That hereafter the American Board,will

be ready to enlarge its operations by extending its

work in nominally Christian lands, and will form

missions in Kurope, South America, or other foreign

lands, as God in His providence may open the way ;

and that the Prudential Committee are requested to

conduct such missions on the same general princi

ples as they have acted upon in past years.

In accordance with this resolution, four

missionaries are under appointment to Spain.

The prosecution of this work in Italy, France,

Austria, and Hungary, is also contemplated.

During the year, the arrangements previous

ly made, for a division of the former mission

ary work of the American Board of Commis

sioners for Foreign Missions between the Pres

byterian Board of "Foreign Missions and the

American Board as it has been constitnted

since the withdrawal of the Presbyterians,

were fully caried out. Of the results to the

missions in consequence of these changes, and

of other events of the year, the Board say, in

their report :

By the graduation of the mission to the Sandwich

Islands, with its fifty-six churches and other Chris

tian institutions well established, and the transfer of

five fields to the Presbyterian Board—Svria, Persia,

the Gaboon, and two of the smaller Indian tribes—

the Board was called to part with twenty-one or

dained missionaries, and one missionary physician,

including two young nlen in North China, and two

under appointment in this country, with 162 native

preachers and teachers, 19 churches, having a mem

bership of 408—besides 122 communicants in Persia,

where no separate churches had been organized—

with five seminaries, including those for both sexes,

and 89 schools, containing 2,281 pupils. The ex

penditure of the Board on these fields for the year,

lustrative of the healthful progress of the work, that

the field actually occupied to-day, counting the towns

and cities in which the Gospel is preached, is as

large as the entire field of Bix years ago : the num

ber of native pastors is larger by 26 ; of native

preachers by 80 ; of scholars in schools by nearly

4,000. Of greater and more hopeful significance is

the fact that nearly 1,000 communicants have been

added to the churches on profession of faith during

the past year—in several fields more than double the

number ever reported before in any one year.

The following is the general snmmary of the

missions lor January, 1872 :

MISSIONS.
Number of missions 54
Number of stations 78

Number of out-stations 415

LABORERS EMPLOYED.

Number of ordained missionaries (4 being
phrslciane) 109

Number of physicians not ordained 6
Number of other male assistants 4
Number of female assistants 165
Whole number of laborers sent from this conn-

try 284
Number of native pastors 87
Number of native preachers and catechists 277
Number of school-teachers 411
Nnmberof other native helpers 109
Whole number of. laborers connected wltji the

missions 934

1,218
THE PRESS.

Pages printed (so far as reported) 12,53S,422

THE CHURCHES.

Number of churches 17S
Numberof church-members (so far as reported) 8,4gfi
Added during the year (so far as reported) 978

Klin -1TIOXAI, DEPARTMEKT.

Number of training and theological schools.. . 10
Number of boarding-schools for girls 14
Number of common schools 417
Number of pupils In common schools.- 18,563
Numberof pupils In training and theological

schools 2f*4
Nnmber of pupils in boarding-schools for girls. 409

Other adults under instruction 1,218

The receipts of the American Board were

$429,844.96.

The receipts of the American Missionary-

Association were $366,825, and the expendi

tures $428,686. The Association has under

its care 44 churches, with 2,744 members, of

whom .464 were added during the year; 7

chartered institutions of learning; 18 graded

and normal schools ; and 65 common schools.

Tho number of pupils enrolled for the school

year was 17,015 ; the value of the school

property is estimated at $550,000. Tho Asso

ciation labors chiefly among the colored peOplo

of the South. The reports present the follow

ing epitome of ten years' work : The amount

expended in money and clothing is nearly two

and a quarter million dollars ; schools have

been established in 843 places in the South,

including most of the chief cities and centres

of population. The whole number of com

missions issued to missionaries and teachers in

the ten years is 3,470, and the pupils enrolled

821,099. Thirty-five churches have been

formed, or remodelled on a better basis, and

some of them aided in building houses of wor

ship.

The Congregational Quarterly for January,

1872, reports the statistics of Congregation
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alism in the United States and the British

Colonies, for the year 1871, as follows :

STATES. Charchea. Membm.
In Sabbath-
Schooll.

Alabama s 8 151 394
California 43 41 2,466 5,588

a 2 164 826
243 243 49,318 49,877

Dakota 6 2 103 205
Dist. of Columbia. 1 1 310 1,665

4 4 2S8 635
Illinois ITS 158 19,577 28,707

16 14 1,204 1,836
163 136 11,165 11.823
63 52 2,725 4,306
5 6

15
384 897

IS 1,166 1,874
146 130 19,557 22,385

1 1 103 217

Massachusetts 426 431 80,583 90,851
126 112 12,008 16,631

Minnesota 58 44 8,557 5,175
Mississippi 8 8 109 260

53 42 2,786 4,848
27 10 720 1,165
1 1 15 15

New Hampshire.. 128 129 18,354 22,033

15 14 1,936 8,480

New York 176 150 25,807 28,883

North Carolina.... 4 8 78 415
161 114 16,975

468
19,405

8 8 845

43 36
21

4,199 5,825
5,17520 4,149

South Carolina 1 1 201 160

5 5 278 700
3 3 60 186

153 154 18,512
63

20,940
3 8 247

Washington Ter'y 2 2 41 65
134 114 12,519

20
18,323

1 1 75

Total U. 8tates. 2,435 2,218 812,054 868,937
Ontario & Quebec. 70 58 5,169 6,842

New Brunswick... 3 8 813 438

7 8 801 1,071

6 4 621 505
•

Total N. America 2,591 2,291 318,858 877,793

The English Congregational Tear-Booh for

1872 reports the following statistics of Con-

gregationalists in Great Britain and the Brit

ish dependencies:

County Associations and Unions.—England,

42; Wales, 16; Scotland, 8; Ireland, 1; col

onics, 8. Total, 75.

Churches at Home and Abroad.—England,

2,235; Wales, 897; Scotland, 105; Ireland, 27;

islands of the British seas, 17; Canada and

British North America, 105 ; Australia and

Nejr Zealand, 177; South Africa and Deme-

rara, etc., 12 ; mission churches, about 300.

Total of vacant churches, 305. Number of

home missions, out-stations, and evangelistic

stations, 3,000.

Ministers andMissionaries.—England, 1,989 ;

Wales, 400; Scotland, 114; Ireland, 24; Con

tinent, 7 ; colonies, 245 ; foreign countries,

156 ; natives, ordained in heathen lands, 109 ;

ministers with pastoral charges, 2,450; with

out pastoral charges, 594.

Colleges.—England, 8 ; «Wales, 3 ; Scotland,

1; colonies, 3. Institutes.— England,' 4; for

eign, 10. Students in colleges, 815. Students

in institutes, 242.

Among the principal Congregational Soci

eties of Great Britain belong the English Con

gregational Chapel-Building Society, which

extends its operations throughout England, the

English districts of Wales, the Channel Islands,

and Ireland; expenditures for the year 1870-'71,

£9,877 ; the Some Missionary Society, income

£7,018 ; the Colonial Missionary Society, in

come, £4,0G8; expenditures, £3,735. The

London Missionary Society, which is not an

exclusively Congregational society, but is sup-

Eorted by the Congregationalists as a body,

ad an income of £107,245, and its expendi

tures were £107,351.

In France the Union of Evangelical Churches

comprises forty-five churches, divided into

seven groups, which hold frequent meetings

for fellowship and local business. Altogether

the Free Churches of France number 104 pas

tors, 132 temples, and a total population of

about 80,000.
•The Free Churches of the Canton of Vaud,

in Switzerland, are united §n a .basis which,

though Presbyterian in form, secures the in

dependence of each. There are also free

churches in the Cantons of Geneva, Neufcha-

tel, and Bern.

The Thirty-second Assembly of the Con

gregational churches of England and Wales

met at Swansea, Wales, on the 9th of October.

Between six and seven hundred delegates from

all parts of the United Kingdom, and from

foreign countries, were in attendance. A re

vised draft of the constitution was, adopted,

in which it is provided that the Union shall

not in any case' assume legislative authority,

or become a court of appeal. The objects of

the Union are declared to be to uphold and

extend evangelical religion in connection with

churches of the Congregational order; to

promote scriptural views of church-fellowship

and organization ; to strengthen the fraternal

relations of the Congregational churches, and

facilitate their cooperation; to maintain cor

respondence with Congregational and other

Christian churches throughout the world ; to

obtain Congregational statistics; to work for *••

perfect religious equality and the promotion

of reforms. The Union took decided action

upon the elementary education act, opposing

those provisions by which the funds raised by

the imposition of rates is used for the pay

ment of the fees of indigent children attend

ing denominational schools.

The Synod of the French Evangelical

Churches was held at Mazamet, on the 19th of

October. Forty-five churches were represent

ed. Very little progress is shown in the re

ports of tlie churches since .the Synod met be

fore, three years ago. The Evangelists re

ported the public mind favorable to the recep

tion of their preaching; but the war with

Germany was a great drawback upon their

work, and prevented their making visible

gains. Among the> speakers at the opening

of the session was M. de Pressense, who in

sisted that the time had come for French Prot

estantism to manifest its existence.
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CONGRESS, UNITED STATES. The third

session of the Forty-first Congress* commenced

at Washington on December 5, 1870. (For the

President's message, see Public Documents,

Annual Ciolop^bdia, 1870.) The Vice-Presi

dent, Schuyler Colfax, presided in the Senate,

and James G. Maine presided as Speaker of

the House.

In the House, on December 7th, Mr. Mnngen,

of Ohio, offered the following resolution :

Whereas, The President of tho United States, in his

annual message to Congress, on the 5th day ofthis

month, says : " I now firmly bolieve that, the momont

* The following Is a list of the members of Congress :

8 E N AT K .

Alabama—WiiiBii Warner, George E. Spencer.
Arkansas—Alexander McDonald, Benjamin F. Rice.
California—Cornelias Cole, Eugene CaBserlj.
Connecticut—William A. Buckingham, Orrin 9. Ferry.
Delaware—Thomas F. Bavard, Wlllard Sanlsbury.
Florida-Abljah Gilbert, Thomas W. Oaborn.
Georgia—Josbu* 11 ill. H. V. M. Miller.
Illinois—Lyman Trumbull, Richard Yates.
Indiana—Oliver P. Morton, Daniel D. Pratt.
Iowa—James B. Dowel], James Harlan.
Kansas—Samnel C. Pomeroy, Edmund G. Roes.
Kentucky—Garret Davis, Thomas C. McCreery.
Iswisiana—John S. Harris. William P. Kellogg.
Maine—Hannitml Hamlin, Lot M. Morrill.
Maryland—William T. Hamilton, George Tickers.
Massachusetts—Charles Sumner, Henry Wilson.
Michigan—Zachariab Chandler, Jacob M. Howard.
Minnesota—Alexander Ramsey, Ozora P. Stearns.
Mississippi—Hiram H. Revels, Adelbcrt Ames.
Missouri—Francis P. Blair, jr. Carl Schurz.
Nebraska—John M. Thayer, Thomas W. Tipton.
Nevada—William M. Stewart, James W. Nye.
New Hampshire — James W. Patterson, Aaron II.

_ *m Jersey—Alexander G. Cattell, John P. Stockton.
New York—Roscoe Conkling, Reuben E. Fenton.
North Carolina—Joseph C. Abbott, John Pool.
Ohio—John Sherman, Allen G. Thurman.
Oregon—Henry W. Corbett, George H. Williams.
Pennsylvania—Simon Cameron, John Scott.
Rhode Island—William Sprague, Henry B. Anthony.
South Carolina—Thomas J. Robertson, Frederick A.

Sawyer.
Tennessee—William G. Brownlow, J. S. Fowler.
Vermont—Justin S. Morrill, George F. Edmunds.
Virginia—John W. Johnston, John F. Lewis.
West Virginia—Arthur J. Boreman, Waltman T. Wllley.
Wisconsin—Timothy O. Howe, Matthew H. Carpenter.
Texas—Morgan C. Hamilton, James W. Flanagan.

Alabama—Alfred E. Buck, Charles W. Buckley, Robert
8. Renin, Charles Hays, Peter M. Dox, Wm. C. Sherrod.
Arkansas—Loge.il II. Roots, Anthony A. C. Rogers,

Thomas Boles.
California—Samnel B. Axtell, Aaron A. Sargent, James

A. Johnson.
Connecticut—Julius Strong, Stephen W. Kellogg, H. H.

Starkweather, William H. Barnum.
Delaware—Benjamin T. Biggs.
Florida—Charles M. Hamilton.
Georgia—W. W. Paine, Nelson Tift, Marion Bethune,

Jefferson F. Long, S. H. Cosker, W. T. Price, P. M. B.

Young.
Illinois—John A. Logan, Norman B. Judd; John F.

Farnsworth, Horatio C. Burchard, John B. Hawley,
Ebon C. Ingersoll, Burton C. Cook, JeBse H. Moore,
Shelby M. Cullom, T. W. McNeoly, Albert G. Burr, Samuel
S. Marshall, John B. Hay, John M. Crebs.
Indiana—William E. Niblack, MichaelC. Kerr, William

S. Holman. George W. Julian, John Cobarn, Daniel W.
Voorhees, Godlove S. Orth, James M. Tyner, John P. C.
Shanks, William Williams, Jasper Packard.
Iowa—George W. McCrary, William P. Wolf, William B.

Allison, William Loughridge, Francis W. Palmer, Charles

Pomeroy.
Kansas—Sidney Clarke. '
Kentucky—Lawrence S. Trimble, William N. Sweeny,

Joseph H. Lewis, J. Proctor Knott, Boyd Winchester,
Thomas L. Jones, James B. Beck, George M. Adams,
John M. Rice.

it is known that the United States have entirely

abandoned the project of accepting as a part of its

territory the island of San Domingo, a free port will

be negotiated for by European powers in the bay of

Samana;" and whereas President Monroe, in his

seventh annual message of December 2, 1823, set

forth certain principles of action sinco known as the

" Monroe doctrine," which principles have met with

general acceptance among the people of the United

States, and which principles declared that we should

consider any attempt on the part of Europoan pow

ers to extend their system of government to any por

tion of this hemisphere as dangerous to our peace

and safety, and that we could not view their inter

position for the purpose of oppressing or controlling

Louisiana—J. H. Sypher, Lionel A. Sheldon, C. B. Dar-
rall, Joseph P. NewBhum, Frank Morey.
Maine—John Lynch, Samuel P. Morrill, James G.

Blaine, John A. Peters, Eugene Hale.
Maryland — Samuel Hambleton, Stevenson Archer,

Thomas Swann, Patrick Hamlll, Frederick Stone.
Massachusetts—James Bufllnton. Oakes Ames, Ginery

Twlchell, Samuel Hooper, Benjamin F. Butler, Nathaniel
P. Banks, Georco M. Brooks, George F. Hoar, William
B. Washburn, Henry L. Dawes.
Michigan—Fernando C. Beaman, William L. Stoughton,

Austin Blair, Thomas W. Ferry, Omar D. Conger, Ran
dolph Strickland.
Minnesota—Morton S. Wilkinson, Eugene M. Wilson.
Mississippi—George E. Harris, J. L. Morphia, Henry W.

Barry, George C. McKee, Legrand W. Perce.
Missouri—Erastus Wells. GuBtavns A. Finkelnburg,

James R. McCormick, S. H. Boyd, Samnel S. Burden,
Robert T. Van Horn, Joel F. Aspcr, John F. Benjamin,
David P. Dyer.
Nebraska—John TaflTe.

Nevada—Thomas Fitch.
New Hampshire—Jacob H. Ela, Aaron F. Stevens,

Jacob Benton.
New Jersey—William Moore, Charles Haight, John T.

Bird, John Hill, Orestes Cleveland.
New York—Henry A. Reeves, John G. Schumakcr, '

Henry W. Slocum. John Fox, John Morrlssey, Samuel S.
Cox, Hervey C. Calkin, James Brooks, Fernando Wood,
ClarksonN. Potter, Chas. H.Van Wyck, John H. Ketcham,
John A. Grlswold, Stephen L. Mayham, Adolphus H.
Tanner, Orange Ferris, William A. Wheeler, Stephen
Sanford. Charles Kuapp, Addison II. Laflln, Alex
ander H. Bailed, John C. Churchill, Dennis McCarthy,
George W. Cowles, William H. Kelsey, Giles W. Hotch-
kiss, Hamilton Ward, Charles H. Holmes, John Fisher,
Davln M. Bennett, Porter Sheldon.
North Carolina—Clinton L. Cobb, Joseph Dixon. Oliver

H. Dockery, John Manning, jr., Israel G. Lash, Francis
E. Shober, Alexander H. Jones.
Ohio—Peler W. Strader, Job E. Stevenson, Robert C.

Schenck, William Lawrence, William Mungen, John A.
Smith, James J. Wlnans, John Beattv, Edward F. Dick
inson, Erasmus D. Peck. John T. Wilson, Phlladclph
Van Trump, George W. Morgan, Martin Welker, Eliakim
H. Moore, John A. Bingham, Jacob A. Ambler, William
H. Upson, James A. Garfield.
Oregon—Joseph S. Smith.
Pennsylvania — Samuel J. Randall, Charles O'Neill,

Leonard Myers, William D. Kelley, Caleb N. Taylor,
John D. Stiles, Washington TownBend. J. Lawrence Gets,
Oliver J. Dickey HeDryL. Cake, Daniel M. Van Auken,
George W. Woodward, Ulysses Mercur, John B. Paefcer,
Richard J. Haldeman, John Cessna, Daniel J. Morrell,
William H. Armstrong, Glennl W. Scofield, Calvin W.
Gilailan. John Covode, James S. Negley, Darwin Phelps,
Joseph B. Donley.
Mhode Islami—Thomas A Jcnckes. Nathan F. Dixon.
South Carolina—C. C. Bowen, S. D. Hoge, Alexander

S. Wallace, Joseph H. Rainey.
Tennessee—Roderick R. Butler, Horace Maynard, Wil

liam B. Stokes, Lewis Tillman, William F. Prosaor,
Samuel M. Amell. Isaac R. Hawkins. W. J. Smith.
Texas—G. W. Whltmore, John C. Conner, W. T. Clark,

Edward Degener.
Vermont—Charles W. Wlllard, Luke P. Poland, Worth-

Ingum C. Smith.

Vlrginja—Richard S. Ayer, James H. Piatt, Jr., Charles
H. Porter, George W. Booker, R. T. W. Duke, William
Milnes, Jr., Lewis McKenzle, James K. Gibson.

West Virginia—Isaac H. Duvafl, James C. McGrew,
John 8. Wltcher.

Wisconsin—Halbert E. Paine, David Atwood, Amasa
Cobb, Charles A Eldrldgo, Phlletus Sawyer, Cadwalader
C. Vi ashburn.
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in any other manner the destiny of any independent

government in any other light than as a manifesta

tion of an unfriendly disposition toward the United

States: Therefore

Me it resolved by the Senate and Bouse of Representa

tives of the United States of America in Congress as-

vmbled. That we should, regard an attempt by

European powers to obtain the control of the bay

of Samana, or any other portion of San Domingo^ as

unfriendly to the United States, and in contravention

of our policy, as declared by President Monroe, con

cerning the independent actions of the people of the

American Continent.

It -was referred to the Committee on Foreign

Affairs.

In the Senate, on December 12th, Mr. Mor

ton, of Indiana, offered the following resolu

tions-relative to the annexation of Dominica:

Resolved, etc., That the President of the United

States be authorized to appoint three commissioners,

and also a secretary (the latter to be versed in the

English and Spanish languages), to proceed to the

island of San Domingo, and to inquire into, ascer

tain, and report—

1. The political state and condition of the Eepublio

of Dominica.

2. The desire and disposition of the people of the

said republic to become annexed to and to form port

of thepeople of the United States.

8. The physical, mental, and moral condition of

the said people, and their general condition as to

material wealth and industrial capacity.

4. The resources of the country ; its mineral and

agricultural products ; the products of its waters and

forests ; the general character of the Boil, the extent

and proportion thereof capable of cultivation : the

climate and health of the country, its bays, harbors,

and rivers ; its general meteorological character, and

the existence and frequency of remarkable meteoro

logical phenomena.

6. The debt of the government and its obligations,

whether funded and ascertained, and admitted, or

unadjusted and under discussion.

6. Treaties or engagements with other powers.

7. Extent of boundaries and territory ; what pro

portion is covered by grants or concessions, and

generally what concessions or franchises have been

granted.

8. The terms and conditions on which the Domin

ican Government may desire to be annexed to and

become part of the United States as one of the Terri

tories thereof.

9. Such other information, with respect to the said

government or its territories, as to the said commis

sioners shall seem desirable or important with refer

ence to the future incorporation of the said Domini

can republic into the United States as one of its

Territories.

Sec. 2. And be it further resolved, That the said

commissioners shall, as soon as conveniently may

be, report to the President of the United States, who

shall lay their report before Congress.

Seo. 8. And be it further resolved, That the said

commissioners shall serve without compensation

(except the payment of expenses), and the compen

sation of the secretary shall be determined bv the

Secretary of State, with the approval of the Presi

dent.

They -were laid on the table.

In tne House, on December 12th, Mr. Banks,

of Massachusetts, offered the following joint

resolution :

Be it resolsed by tMe Senate and Rouse of Represent

atives, etc., That the President be, and hereby is,

authorized to appoint a commission, consisting of five

persons, to negotiate a treaty with the authorities of

San Domingo for the acquisition of the territory of

that government, with instructions to report such

information as a full and complete investigation of

all the various questions connected with the subject

may enable them to present to the two Houses of

Congress ; and that the report of said commission

shall be considered a privileged report, and in order

whenever it shall be presented by the said commis

sion.

On the motion to lay the resolution on the

table, the vote was as follows :

Yeas—Messrs. Ambler, Asper, Axtell, Beatty,

Beck, Bird, Booker, George M. Brooks, James

Brooks, Burr, Coburn, Cowles, Cox, Crebs, Darrall,

Dickinson, Dox, Duke, Eldridge, Famsworth, Fin-

kelnburg. Fisher, Fox, Getz, Gibson, Griswold, Hal-

deman. Hale, Hamill, Hawkins, Hoar, Holmes, John

son, Thomas L. Jones, Enott, Manning, Mayham,

McCormick, McNeely, Morey, Morgan, Samuel P.

Morrill, Morrissey, Mungen, Niblack, Peters, Poland,

Beeves, Bice, Sherrod, Shober, Slocum, Joseph S.

Smith, Stiles, Stone, Swann, Taffe, Townsend, Trim-

ble-Van Trump, Voorhecs, Wells, Willard, Eugene

M. Wilson, Winchester, and Wood—66.

Nats—Messrs. Allison, Armstrong, Amell, At-

wood, Ayer, Bailey, Banks, Barry, Beaman, Benja

min, Benton, Bingham, Blair, Boles, Boyd, Buckley,

Buffinton, Burchard, Burdett, Benjamin F. Butler,

Eoderick E. Butler, Churchill, William T. Clark,

Sidney Clarke, Amasa Cobb, Clinton L. Cobb, Cook,

Cullom, Dawes, Degoner, Joseph Dixon, Nathan F.

Dixon, Dockery, Donley, Duval, FcrriBS, Ferry,

Fitch, Garfield, Gilfillan, Hamilton, Harris, Ilawlcy,

Hay, Hcflin Hooper, Jenckes, Alexander H. Jones,

Julian, Kelley, Kellogg, Kelsey, Ketcham, Knapp,

Lanin, Lawrence, Logan, Longhridge, Lynch, May-

nard, McCrary, McGxew, McKee, McKenzie, Mercur,

Eliakim H. Moore, Jesse H. Moore, William Moore,

Morphis, Daniel J. Morrell, Myers, Negley, O'Neill,

Ortb, Packard, Paine, Palmer, Peck, Phelps, Piatt,

Pomeroy, Porter, Prosser, Eainey, Boots, Sanford,

Sargent, Sawyer, Sconeld, Shanks, Lionel A. Shel

don, Porter Sheldon, John A. Smith, William J.

Smith, Worthington C. Smith, Starkweather, Ste

vens, Stevenson, Stokes, Stoughton, Strickland,

Strong, Tanner, Taylor, Tillman, TwichelL Tyner,

Upson, Van Horn, Wallaee, Cadwalader C. Wash

burn, William B. Washburn,Welker, Williams, John

T. Wilson, Witcher, and Wolf—117.

Not Voting— Messrs. Adams, Ames, Archer,

Barnum, Bennett, Biggs, Bowen, Buck, Cake, Cal

kin, Cessna, .Cloveland, Conger, Conner, Covode,

Dickey, Dyer, Ela, Haight, Hambleton, Hays, Hill,

Hoge, Holman, Hotchkiss, Ingersoll, Judd, Kerr,

Lash, Lewis, Marshall, McCarthy, Milnes, Newsham,

Packer, Perce, Potter, Bandall, Bogers, Schenck,

Schumaker, Strader, Sweeney, Sypher, Van Auken,

Van Wyek, Ward, Wheeler, Whitmore, Wilkinson,

Winans, and Woodward—62.

So the Honse refused to lay the resolution

on the table.

It was then referred to the Committee on

Foreign Affairs.

In the House, on December 12th, Mr. Cox,

of New York, offered the following preamble

and resolution embodying a system of revenue

and expenditure, and for a commission to ex

amine into questions of taxation :

Whereas, The Government of the United States was

established by the people for their own protection

and benefit, and should be administered upon the

strictest principles of frugality and economy in its

expenditures, and that no money should be taken

from the people by taxation except to supply the1

necessary wants of the Government, administered

upon such principles; and whereas at the present

time the ordinary expenditures of the Government,

exclusive of the payment of the interest on the pub
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lie debt and a reasonable sum to be applied in the

reduction of said debt, should not exceed the sum of

$100,000,000 annually ; and whereas the money an

nually rained by taxation upon the people should not

exceed the sum of $260,000,000, saidsum being amply

sufficient to provide for thai-ordinary expenditures

ofthe Government, the payment of the interest of the

public debt, and $25,000,000 to be applied in liqui

dating the principal of said debt ; and whereas it is

believed that tho existing internal revenue system

should be abolished, and the sum deemed proper to

be raised by internal taxation assigned in just quotas

or proportions to the several States, to be collected

by the authorities thereof, and paid into the national

Ireasury, thereby dispensing with the expensive,

corrupting, and annoying machinery now in force for

that purpose ; and whereas the highest rate of duty

on articles of merchandise imported from foreign

countries into the United States Bhould be levied

with a view to revenue only ; and whereas under our

present system there are duties levied of a prohibi

tory nature, and others with the purpose and effect

of protecting particular classes, trades, and indi

viduals at the expense of the people ; and whereas

there are many dutiable articles which should be en

tirely free, suoh a» salt, coal, etc., and the duties

upon other articles should be greatly reduced in the

interest of revenue and equitable taxation, suoh as

lumber, leather, pig-iron, etc. : Therefore,

Be it molted, That the Committee of Ways and

MeanB be directed to embody the foregoing princi

ples in a bill or bills, and to report the same for

action at the present session.

In the House, on Decomber 12th, Mr. Kel-

ley, of Pennsylvania, offered the following reso

lution on revenue reform :

Beeolved, That tho true principle of revenue reform

points to the abolition of the internal revenue system,

which was created as a war measure to provide for

extraordinary expenses, and a continuance of which

involves tho employment, at the cost of millions of

dollars annually, of an army of assessors, collectors,

supervisors, detectives, and other officers previously

unknown ; and requires the repeal, at the earliest day

consistent with the maintenance ofthe faith and credit

of the Government, of all stamp and other internal

taxes' and that properly-adjusted rates shall be re

tained on distilled spirits, tobacco, and malt liquors,

so long as the legitimate expenses of the Government

require the collection of any sum from internal taxes.

Mr. Brooks, of New York, said : I do not

think there is any objection to this resolution

on this side of the House, as we understand it.

If the gentleman can stand the repudiation of

the public debt, involved in it, we can. I for

one, do not mean to oppose ; I mean to vote

for the resolution."

On a motion to suspend the rules for the

adoption of the resolution, the vote was as fol

lows :

Yeas—Messrs. Allison, Ambler, Armstrong, Ar-

nell, Atwood, Axtell, Barry, Beaman, Beatty, Beck,

Benton, Bingham, Bird, Blair, Boles, Booker, Bowen,

Boyd, James Brooks. Buckley, Bufnnton, Burchard,

Bnrdett, Burr, Roderick R. Butler, Calkin, Churchill,

William T. Clark, 8idney Clarke, Amasa Cobb, Clin

ton L. Cobb, Coburn, Conger, Cook, Cowles, Crebs,

Cullom, Darrall, Dickinson, Nathau F. Dixon, Don

ley, Dox, Duke, Duval, Eldridge, Farnsworth, Fer-

riss, Ferry, Fisher, Fitch, Fox, Garfield, Getz, Gib

son, Gilfillan, Griswold, Hainill, Hawkins, Hawley,

Hay, Heflin, Holmes, Ingeraoll, Jenckes, Johnson,

Alexander H. Jones, Thomas L. Jones, Julian, Kel-

ley, Kellogg, Kelsey, Ketcham, Knapp, Knott, Laflin,

Logan, Lynch, Manning, Mayham, Maynard, McCor-

mick, MoCrary, McCrew, MoKee, McKenzie, McNee-

Iy , Mercur, Eliakim H. Moore, Jesse H. Moore, Wil

liam Moore, Morey, Morgan, Morphia, Darnel J.

Morrell, Samuel P. Morrill, Morrissey, Mungen, My

ers, Negley, Niblack, O'Neyf, Orth, Packard, Packer,

Paine, Palmer, Peck, Perce, Peters, Phelps, Piatt,

Poland, Pomeroy, Porter, Prosser, Rainey, Reeves,

Rice, Sanford, Sargent, Sawyer, Schenck, Schumaker,

Bcofield, Shanks, Lionel A. Sheldon, Porter Sheldon,

Sherrod, Shober, Slocum, John A. Smith, Worthing-

ton C. Smith, Starkweather, Stevens, Stevenson,

Stiles, Stokes, Stono, Stoughton, Strader, Strickland,

Strong, Swann, Sypher, Taffo, Tanner, Taylor, Till

man, Townsend, Trimble, Upson, Van Horn, Van

Trump, Voorheos, Wallace, Cadwalader C. Wash-

bum, Welker, Wells, Wilkinson, Willard, Williams;

John T. Wilson, Witcher, Wolf, Wood, and Wood

ward—166.

Nays—Messrs. Asper, Ayer, Benjamin, Cox, Fin-

kelnburg, and William J. Smith—6.

Not VoTma—Messrs. Adams, Ames, Archer, Bai

ley, Banks, Barnum, Bennett, Biggs, George M.

Brooks, Buck, Benjamin F. Butler, Cake, Cessna,

Cleveland, Conner, Covode, Dawes, Degener, Dickey,

Joseph Dixon, Dockery, Dyer, Ela, Haight, Halde-

man, Hale, Hambleton, Hamilton, Harris, Hays, Hill,

Hoar, Hoge, Holman, Hooper, Hotchkiss, Judd,

Kerr, Lash, Lawrence, Lewis, Loughridge, Marshall,

McCarthy, Milncs, Newsham, Potter, Randall, Rog

ers, Roots, Joseph S. Smith, Sweeney, Twichcfl,

Tyner, Van Auken, Van Wyck, Ward, William B.

Washburn, Wheeler, Whitmore, Eugene M. Wilson,

Winans, and Winchester—63.

• So the rules were suspended ; and the reso

lution was adopted.

In the Senate, on December 12th, Mr. Schurz,

of Missouri, offered the following resolution

relative to political disabilities :

Beeolved, That the disqualifications and disabilities

imposed upon persons lately in rebellion against the

Government of the United States were dictated by

imperative publio necessities, and not by a spirit of

hatred or vindictiveness ; and that, as soon as such

public neceBBitieB cease, duo regard for tho fundamen

tal principles of our system of government, as well as

overy consideration of sound statesmanship, demands

the removal of those disqualifications and disabilities.

It was laid on the table.

In the House, on December 14th, Mr. Butler,

of Massachusetts, from the select Committee

on Reconstruction, reported the following bill,

which was read a first and second time, and

ordered to bo engrossed.

The bill was as follows:

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa

tives of the United States of America in Congress astern-

bled, That each and every person, and all and singular

the bodies politic and corciorate and municipal, and

each and every of them, shall be, and by virtue and

authority of this act are, acquitted, exempted, re

leased, discharged, and do hereby receive full and

perfect amnosty of and from all manner of treasons

and misprisions of treason, felonies, and misprision

thereof, treasonable and seditious words, all libels,

seditious and unlawful meetings ; and also of and

from all riots, insurrections, rebellious acts against

the Government, all offences, contempts, trespasses,

entries, wrongs, deceits, misdemeanors, forfeitures,

disabilities, political or other, penalties, sums of

money due or owing, and generally of and from all

other things, causes, quarrels; suits, judgments, and

executions not in this act hereafter exoepted, which

may have been made, <kme, committed, omitted, per

petrated, incurred, or forfeited, between the 11th dev

of April, in the year 1861 , and the 20th day of August,

In the year 1866, in carrying on, prosecuting, aiding,

or interfering with the war of the rebellion, in its be
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half, or in behalf of tho Government of the United

States^ or in any way or manner whatever arising, or

springing out of, or coming from, any act done or

omission made in and about, or concerning, the war

of the rebellion between said last-mentioned dates,

with full restoration of all rights and privileges lost

or injured thereby or therein; so that no damage,

loss, harm, wrong, or injury, shall hereafter come, or

any right or claim accrue, to the United States, or to

any persons against any other person not hereinafter

excepted, of, from, or because ofany act, done by him,

or omitted to be done, in aid of, or in the suppression

of. or because of, the late rebellion.

Sxo. 2. And he it further enacted, That no suit or

proceeding, either oivil or criminal, at law or in equi

ty, shall be had or entertained in any court of the

United States, in any manner whatever, for any act

done or omitted, or penalty incurred, mentioned in

the first section of this act, and not hereinafter ex

cepted, save in the manner and for the purpose here

inafter set forth ; and all orders, decrees, judgments,

executions, levies, extents, fines, penalties, forfeit

ures, punishments, heretofore made, entered, and or

dered, of and concerning any act or thing mentioned

in the first section of this act, of any court of the

United States, are hereby declared to be void and of

none effect, from and alter the passage of this act,

except as hereinafter set forth. And in case any Buit

shall be, or shall have been commenced, or is now

pending in any court of the United States, for or

because of any act hereinbefore in the first section

of this act mentioned, it shall be sufficient defence

thereto to show at any time to the court that the

cause of action in any way or form arose out of, or

was because of, any act mentioned and set forth in

said first section of this act, and not hereinafter ex

cepted. And upon the fact being shown to the satis

faction of said court that the cause of action or of

complaint did so arise, the said action or proceeding,

whether at law or in equity, or by information or in

dictment, shall be forthwith* dismissed, and judg

ment entered for the defendant; and if such action

was brought by or in behalf or a private party, an

execution shall issue for all legal and taxable costs

against the part v prosecuting the same. And if any

suit, civil or criminal, either at law or in equity, by

bill, summons, capias, or° other process, or by infor

mation or indictment, shall be brought against any

person because of or concerning any matter or thing

arising ont of any act done, or omitted to be done, as

set forth in the first section of this act, and not here

inafter excepted, in any court in any of the United

States, it shall be lawful for the defendant in such

suit, plaint, or indictment, to suggest and have en

tered upon the record that the cause of action grew

out of or is concerning any act done, or omitted to

be done, or arising out of, the late rebellion, as set

forth in the first section of this act, and not herein

after excepted. And upon such suggestion, either

made verbally in open court by the defendant, or in

writing, at any time, either before or after final judg

ment, said cause, suit, plaint, or indictment, whether

civil or criminal, and the record and process thereof,

shall be, by virtue of this act, removed from said

State court, and from the jurisdiction thereof, where

in the same may theretofore have been pending, and

shall thereupon, and by virtue of this aot and said

suggestion, with or without motion in that behalf,

be removed into the circuit court of the United States

in the circuit wherein said suit was brought and en

tered. Whereupon all further proceedings in said

cause, suit, plaint, or indictment in said State court

shall cease and be stayed and determined ; and who

ever shall prosecute or promote, directly or indirect

ly, such cause, suit, plaint, or indictment, whether

as party or attorney ; and whoever shall further en

tertain or consider as judge any such cause, suit,

plaint, or indictment in said State court, after such

suggestion shall have been made or filed in writing,

shall be liable as and for a high misdemeanor, and,

upon indictment in tho circuit court of the United

States for that district, and upon conviction, to be

punished by fine of not less than one thousand dol

lars, and not more than five thousand dollars, and

imprisonment in the penitentiary not less than one •

year nor more than five years, at the disoretion of the

court. And it shall be the duty of whoever shall

have prosecuted such cauBe, suit, plaint, or indict

ment in said court so removed to a circuit court, to

enter the some at the term thereof next to be holden

in said district ; and if the party prosecuting fail to

enter the same at said term, then the party defendant

may enter said cause, suit, plaint, or indictment in

said court at the next succeeding term thereafter.

And it shall be the duty of the clerk or other record-

ing.offioer of the court from which said cause, suit,

Slaint, or indictment has been removed, forthwith to

eliver a memorandum of the cause, containing the

names of the parties, and the suggestion, upon which

the same was removed, to the clerk of said circuit

court, and to furnish, upon the application of either

party, oopies of all proceedings in said cause, plaint,

or indictment, and papers filed therein, in said court,

upon the payment or tender of payment of the fees

prescribed by law for copies oi like papers in said

State court. And if such clerk or other recording

officer shall refuse,* upon the tender of payment,

to give said copies, or shall neglect to deliver said

memorandum, then he shall be liable, upon indict

ment and, conviction, to be punished as a promoter

of said cause, suit, plaint, or indiotment, after the

removal thereof, as hereinbefore set forth. And if

the copies of the papers in said cause, suit, plaint,

or indictment cannot be procured by either party

thereto from such clerk or recording officer, then

either party may set forth, by his affidavit, the sub

stance of said papers and the proceedings in said

State court, and file tho same, instead of the papers

in said cause, suit, plaint, or indictment, in said cir

cuit court ; whereupon the same proceedings shall be ■

had as if the oopies of said cause, suit, plaint, or in

dictment had been duly and legally transmitted by

the clerk of said State court to said circuit court,

Baye that after the entry of said case the judge of

said circuit court shall have power to order the clerk

of said State court to be summoned and to bring

with him the papers in said cause, suit, plaint, or in

dictment, or duly certified copies thereof; and a fail

ure to comply with said order of said circuit court

shall be adjudged and treated and punished as a con

tempt of said court. "Whenever it shall appear to

said circuit court in any cause, suit, plaint, or indict

ment bo removed into said court, after due hearing

of the parties, that the suggestion for the removal of

the same is not in fact true, that the cause of action

did not arise out of or concerning any matters men

tioned in the first section of this act, and not herein

after excepted, said court shall remand said cause,

suit, plaint, or indictment to the State court from

which the same had been removed, to stand for trial

as if this act had not been passed, with costs duly

and legally taxed as well in the State court as in the

circuit court, adjudged for plaintiff in the said cause

against the defendant making the suggestion of cause

of removal. But if it shall appear, upon the hearing

of the parties, or by confession, or by non-prosequi

tur, or otherwise, that eaid suggestion of cause of re

moval is true in fact, and that the cause of action, or

any part thereof, did arise out of any act done, or

omitted to be done, as mentioned in the first section

of this act, and not hereinafter excepted, then said

circuit court shall forthwith order judgment to be

entered in said cause, Buit, plaint, or indictment, for

defendant, with full ooets, duly and legally taxed as

well in the State court as in the circuit court, and

execution shall issue therefor accordingly. And

fronv on order of said circuit court remanding said

cause, suit, plaint, or indictment, or entering judg

ment for the defendant in such case, an appeal shall

lie to the 8upreme Court of the United States by
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either party, which shall bring up the reoord in such

case to the Supreme Court, and have all other rights

and incidents as to time, form, and manner of proce

dure as other cases of appeal from a circuit court ;

'arid for this purpose the orders or decrees in that

behalf of the circuit court shall not be deemed inter

locutory but final. And the Supreme Court shall, up

on said appeal, consider and determino the question

whether said cause, suit, plaint, or indictment arose

out of or concerning any act done, or omitted to be

done, mentioned in the first section of this act, and

not hereinafter excepted, and shall enter such order

or judgment thereon as the circuit court ought to

have entered, it being the meaning and intention of

this act that no person or body corporate, politic, or

municipal, or their suocessora or legal representa

tives, shall be sued, vexed, or unquieted in their

bodies, goods, chattels, lands, or tenements for any

matter, cause, contempt, misdemeanor, forfeiture,

trespass, offence, or any other thing done, or com

mitted, or omitted to bo done or committed, between

said Hth day of April, in the year 1861, and the 20th

day of August, in the year 1866, arising from, grow

ing out or, belonging to, or in any way appertain

ing to, the prosecution or the war against the States

lately in rebellion, or in tho prosecution of the war

by them against the Unitod States, or by any person

or persons engaged therein, either directly or indi

rectly, but only tor such causes, matters, and offences

as miiy be mentioned as exceptions in this present

act, and for none other. And whenever any suit or

proceeding, civil or criminal, at law or in equity,

shall involve an inquiry into any of the offences enu

merated in tho first section hereof, this act shall bo

adjudged to be an act of amnesty and oblivion for all

such offences, and such causes shall proceed and

judgrnont shall be rendered as if no such offences

had boen committed, except as hereinafter excepted.
Sbo. 3. And be U further enacted, That the follow

ing classes of persons, and the rights, titles, and

causes of action and matters hereinafter set forth,

shall be excepted from all provisions of this act, and

none other :

1. Whoever, having boen educated at the Military

Academy at West Point, or the Naval School at An

napolis, shall have engaged in the rebellion and in

surrection against the United States, or given aid

and comfort to tho enemies thereof.

2. Whoever, having been a member of either

House of Congress of the United States, shall have

engaged in rebellion against the same, of given aid

and comfort to the enemies thereof, and whoever

was a member of the so-called Confederate Con

gress.

8. Whoever shall have held the office of head of

ono of tho Executive Departments of the Govern

ment of the United States, or minister plenipoten

tiary, or minister resident, or judge or any court

under the United States, and shall have engaged in

rebellion or insurrection against the same, or given

aid and comfort to the enemies thereof ; and whoever

shall havo held either of the like offices undor the
so-called Confederate States. •

4. Whoever as a member of a convention Bhall

have voted for or signed any ordinance of secession

of any State, or whoever shall have held the office of

Governor of such State while tho same was in rebel

lion.

5. Whoever, while in the service of the so-called

Confederate States, treated with cruelty, or other

wise than according to the usages of war, any pris

oner of war held by authority of tho so-called Con

federate States.

6. Whoever, having charge and custody of the

publio moneys of the United States, intrusted to

them between said dates, have not duly accounted

for and paid over tho same ; and whoever shall nave

embezzled or secreted _ publio stores, public goods,

chattels, moneys, provisions, or military and naval

property of the' United States.

1. All deserters from the Army and Navy of the

United States, and all bounty-jumpers.

8. All property and rights of property acquired by

any levy, judgment, or extent made and executed

upon any lands or tenements, goods and chattels, or

other valuable thing whatever, and any sale or for

feiture by confiscation or taxation, whereby any

rights or titles have become vested either in the

United States or in third persons.

9. Every piece and parcel of land, however it may

be described or bounded, which now is or has been

used as a eemetery in which the bodies of the soldiers

of the United States are interred, which iB in the oc

cupation of the United States for the purpose of a

cemetery, which parcels of land are hereby declared

the property of the United States in fee by capture

in war, and forever dedicated to the uses and purposes

of cemeteries for tho soldiers of the United States

heretofore interred or hereafter to be interred therein,

and to be undor the sole jurisdiction of the United
States for such purposes inalienable forever :• Pro

vided, That nothing herein contained shall affect ot

impair the validity of any act of Congress removing

the political disabilities of any person herein ex

cepted from the benefit of the provisions of this act,

and that all persons whose political disabilities shall

have heretofore been removed shall be entitled to

all the benefits conferred by this act.

10. Every right of action and liability arising upon

any ordinance, law, or contract in aid of rebellion,

and every such right shall be deemed invalid.

Sko. i. And be it further enacted, That this act of

amnesty and oblivion shall extend to all acts and

omissions made, or done, or omitted to be dono, by

any officer or Boldier or other agent of. the United

States, in carrying out or putting in execution the

laws of the United States known as the reconstruc

tion acts, and the other acts for tho government of

the rebellious States, however the same may be en

titled, as fully, and with the same benefit, and to the

same extent, as if sai*d acts or omissions had been

done or omitted by such officers and soldiers during

the war of the rebellion.

Mr. Butler, of Massachusetts, said : " Mr.

Speaker, no more important subject has

been or will be presented to Congress at this

session than the one now before you. The

first proposition to which I wish to call the

attention of the House is the difference between

pardon and amnesty. There have been no

more fruitful subjects of error than these.

" The Constitution of the United States puts

in the power of the Executive to grant re

prieves and pardons. It does not put within

the power of the Executive to grant amnesty.

Amnesty can only be proclaimed by the Exec

utive in accordance with an act of Congress.

And this distinction was well known by the

Government from whom we derived so many

of our laws, in that land from which we de

rived so many of our institutions. In onr first

section, we have recited every class of persons

and every act done or omitted, and then have

pardoned, amnestied, spread the mantle of

oblivion, and forgiveness over every thing done

during the war, as well on the one side as on

the other. You will see that all quarrels, sins,

omissions, commissions, that every thing is

covered by the mantle of oblivion, so that we

may have peace.

" I would, for one, that the state of the loy

alty and obedience to the laws in the Southern

country was to-day such that we could with
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safety strike out all after that first section, and

the second section, which carries the first into

effect. But such is not the fact or condition,

in my belief, and in the belief of the majority

of the committee who have reported this bill.

Therefore we have made certain exceptions.

Let me repeat, in order that there may be no

misunderstanding, that we have swept out

every thing in the first section that has been

done wrong by everybody on the one side as

well as on the other, so that no more suits can

be brought for acts done or committed in the

war either against those who warred in behalf

of the United States, or those who warred

against the United States. Many of the officers

of the United States—all the military officers—

are to-day protected by acts in their behalf

similar to this. None of the Confederate offi

cers are protected. Therefore we see suits

pending against them to-day. The intention

in this bill has been to have general amnesty,

and to save from trouble and vexation every

thing that happened during the war except

the exceptions.

" Now, let me say right here that this bill

leaves all the excepted cases but one, and that

is in regard to the national cemeteries, just

where they are now. It imposes no new pains,

no new penalties, but simply does not take any

pains or penalties from those excepted cases

with which they are burdened. It leaves those

excepted cases just where they are ; therefore

the action of the bill is to give the great mass

of the people of the South full amnesty ; to

throw the mantle of oblivion, as I have said

before, over all that has happened ; but it is

deemed necessary to make exceptions ; it has

always been deemed necessary in every civilized

country to hold up for reprobation and example

certain great and leading criminals in all rebel

lions and in all public wrongs ; and, therefore,

we have excepted out those classes of men who

have stood forth as the leaders. And why

should they not be excepted? They played

for empire and lost ; let them take the penal

ties of the loss. Therefore, they are held by

this bill just where they are. I will examine

those exceptions in detail by-and-by.

" The second section of the bill is a very long

one. It involves many considerations, but its

object and bearing can be explained in a word.

It provides machinery adapted, under our com

plex system of State and national judiciaries

and laws, to prevent suits being carried on

either by Confederates against a Federal officer

or by a Union man against a Confederate officer

or Confederate neighbor, or nice versa.

" I come now to the third section, and I ob

serve that the third section of this bill excepts

classes of persons, and the rights, titles, and

causes of action and matters set forth.

"There is a proviso »to this section that

whosoever's disabilities having been removed

by act of Congress, by name, shall have all

the benefits of this act. That would seem to

be just and fair.

"Then there is one other exception. We

except every right of action and liability arising

upon any ordinance, law, or contract in aid of

the rebellion, and every such right shall be

deemed invalid ; that is to say, when we sweep

away all disabilities, all penalties, and settle

all quarrels, it might be held by some court to

revive rights of action upon contracts, and

contracts under the rebellious States. I do

not believe it would ; but, to exclude the con

clusion, we have put in that exception.

" The last section extends all these immu

nities to every officer engaged in carrying out

the reconstruction laws. Congress, as we

know, has been employing for many months

officers in the South to carry on the recon

struction laws, and as those reconstruction acts

are attacked as unconstitutional, suits are being

brought against those officers for acts in the

premises. I thought it was but just, and your

committee agreed with me, to extend this im

munity and amnesty to that class of our pnblio

servants."

Mr. Beck, of Kentucky, said : " I propose as

a substitute for the bill which has been re

ported by the gentleman from Massachusetts

(Mr. Butler), from the Committee on Recon

struction, that which I send to the clerk's desk

to be read, as follows : "

' Strike out all after the enacting clause, and insert

in lieu thereof the following :

(Two-thirds of each House concurring), That all

ersons, other than those hereinafter excepted, now

isqualified to hold office by the third section of the

fourteenth article of amendments to the Constitu

tion of the United States, are hereby relieved from

such disqualification, and the same is hereby re

moved, from and after the passage of this act, except

from the following classes of persons, namely :
•1. Whoever, having been educated at the Military

Academy at West Point, or the Naval School at An

napolis, shall have engaged in the rebellion and in

surrection against the United States, or given aid

and comfort to the enemies thereof.

2. Whoever, having been a member of either

House of Congress of the United States, shall have

engaged in rebellion against the same, or given aid

and comfort to the enemies thereof.

8. Whoever shall have held the office of head of

one of the Executive Departments of tho Govern

ment of the United States, or minister plenipoten

tiary, or minister resident, or judge of any court

under the United States, and shall have engaged in

rebellion or insurrection against the same, or given

aid and comfort to the enemies thereof.

Mr. Farnsworth, of Illinois, said : " I move

to amend the substitute by striking out all

after the word ' that,' where it first occurs,

and inserting, in lieu thereof, the following : "

All political disabilities imposed by the third sec

tion of the fourteenth article of amendments to tho

Constitution of the United States are hereby re

moved.

' Mr. Bingham, of Ohio, said : " I send to the

Clerk's desk an amendment to the text of the

original bill."

The Clerk read as follows :

Be it enacted, etc. (two-thirds of each nonso con

curring therein), That oil legal and political disabil

ities imposed by the fourteenth amendment of the

5
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Constitution of the United States, by rea9on of par

ticipation in the late rebellion, be, and they are

hereby, removed from all persons, except aucll per

sons as were Senators and Representatives in Con

gress in the year 1860 or 1861, or were in cither of

said yoars officers in the Army or Navy of tho Uni

ted Statos, heads of any Department of the Govern

ment of tho United States, or judges of any of the

courts thereof, or foreign ministers of tho United

States ; and except also all persons whol in violation

of said amondment, have held office Bince the 1st

day of June, a. d. 1870.

Mr. Bingham: "I- move to striko out all

but the enacting clause, and to insert this in

its stead."

Mr. Beck : " I can say in a very short time

what I desire to say in opposition to this

bill, and in support of the substitute I offered,

and especially in support of the amendment

to the substitute offered by the gentleman

from Illinois (Mr. Farnsworth). That amend

ment embodies wbat I desire, what I pre

ferred. That is what I would have offered

myself—a general romoval of all politioal

disabilities from all classes of men—but for

the fact that I feared that this House might

not be prepared to grant, now, a general re

moval of disabilities, but might agree to remove

disabilities from all persons, with the exception

of certain classes, whom I therefore excepted

in order to accomplish the best I could, de

siring at the same time the success of an amend*

ment similar to that offered by the gentleman

from Illinois, which I hope the House will

adopt ; and I desire it to be presented as an

amendment to my substitute, so it can be voted

on first.

" If the House does not adopt that amend

ment, if it is not prepared to grant a general

removal of disabilities from all men, then I

think the substitute offered by me, with the

exceptions therein contained, ought to be

adopted, if this House intends to do what the

country expects of it ; or, I may say, what all

men of all political parties in the country, if

we are to judge by the expressions of public

opinion given through the press, desire and

deem to be right and proper. I offered that

substitute because I considered that there were

many things in the bill offered by the chairman

of the committee that were not proper subjects

for the consideration of the Committee on Re

construction, which belonged especially to the

Committee on tho Judiciary, and which by

that committee should have been carefully

considered and reported upon to this House.

I contended before the Committee on Recon

struction, and contend now, that tho Commit

tee on Reconstruction went beyond its rights

and its duties in presenting such a bill as this.

" You will observe this bill grants general

amnesty and pardon to each and every person;

and all bodies, politic, corporate, and muni

cipal, for all acts done in or concerning the

rebellion, and condones all misdemeanors and

offences connected with the rebellion. What

will bo the effect and extent of these sweeping

provisions, perhaps no member of this House

knows or understands ; and if the bill is passed

it may, and I believe will, produce results

which very few members would be willing to

admit were intended to be brought about by

them when they voted for it.

" This bill, as I understand it, grants to all

men, who, in violation of the proclamation by

Mr. Lincoln, or of the acts of Congress, saw

fit to carry on illicit intercourse with the

South by sending them arms, munitions of

war, provisions, and supplies, whether by the

Ohio and Mississippi or by the seaboard, par

don, amnesty, oblivion, forgetfulness, so that

they may sue for the contract-price of these

contraband goods and collect it in lawful mon

ey. That is one of the purposes of this bill.

At present they cannot collect what would be

due them for such supplies ; but this bill is in

tended to allow them to do it. It will no

longer be a defence that the contract was in

violation ■ of law. All is forgiven and forgot

ten, so far as the persons not within tho excep

tions of this bill are concerned.

" Surely this House does not intend to per

mit those who, while residing in adhering

States and professing to be true to the union

of these States and to the rights of the Fed

eral Government, sent supplies of arms and

provisions of all sorts, which were contraband

of war, through the lines to the rebels, to re

cover now in United States money that which

was then agreed to be paid them, perhaps in

Confederate money, when ten dollars of it was

not worth one gold or greenback dollar. Take

the case of General Pillow, which has been

cited by the chairman of the committee, and

how does he stand ? lie comes within the ex

ceptions. The men who sold any thing to

him can go and sue him and collect all that

he agreed to pay them, and collect it in lawful

money of the United States to-day. He, and

all other men who are in the excepted classes,

are placed at the mercy of every man who saw

fit to deal with them during the rebellion and

who pretended to be loyal; and as the law

now stands they can defend 'themselves by

showing that the plaintiffs were wrong-doers,

and, while they may be also culpable, their

maxim, 'in pa/H delicto,'1 is a good defence.

But if this bill passes they are barred from

using the defence they now have, as well as

from setting up similar claims themselves, be

cause they are stricken out of this bill. All

their rights, titles, and causes of action, are by

the third section of this bill left as they now

stand under existing laws.

" Instead of a bill granting amnesty, this is a

bill making odious discriminations which the

Constitution of the United States never con

templated. You have no right thus to relieve

one man and not another, unless you can show

some constitutional provision authorizing such

an act. If I have to pay a part of what another

man is relieved from, then I am worse off. If

you untie the hands of one wrong-doer, while

you keep my hands tied so that I cannot plead
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any thing against him, then I am worse off ;

and that is just the case here.

"I confess, Mr. Speaker, that I have never

before, in my limited experience as a member

upon this floor, seen a bill which went further

aside from carrying out the object it purported

to have in view than the one now under con

sideration reported from a majority of the se

lect Committee on Reconstruction. While it

holds out the promise to the ear, it breaks it

to the hope. While it retains all the pains

and penalties imposed upon the people who

were engaged in the rebellion, it takes away

from them all rights of action under the law

which they may have against even the most

flagrant wrong-doers, against the despoilers of

their homes, and the plunderers who for pri

vate gain madethem beggars. It subjects them

to suits on contracts with men who were

equally amenable to the charge of giving aid

and comfort to the rebellion as themselves.

While yon allow' rights of property, as decided

by the courts, to be taken away from these

men, you still allow them to be proceeded

against in every form, and cut off all their de

fence. There are thousands and tens of thou

sands of such persons, men of wealth and po

sition, brought within the various exceptions."

Mr. Potter, of New York, said : " I do de

sire to call the attention of the House at this

time to the extraordinary provisions of this

bill in so far as it affects private rights through

out the South. If I understand the bill, this

mantle of oblivion, as ho styles it, which the

gentleman from Massachusetts (Mr. Butler)

brings here to-day, will extinguish every pri

vate right of property throughout the Southern

States which may have grown out of the trans

actions of the war. According to the views

of gentlemen on the committee, with whom I

have spoken on the subject and to the expla

nations of the bill made by the gentleman from

Massachusetts (Mr. Butler) himself, any officer

who, during the war, broke into the private

house of any citizen, and, in pursuance of orders

received, carried off that citizen's property, and

then kept it, and who has since been sued by

the citizen so injured for the recovery of the

property taken, will be entitled, after the pas

sage of this bill, to plead the amnesty created

by it as a bar to the recovery by the owner

whom he wronged of the property taken.

" Now, surely, sir, if this bill is to have such

an effect as I have stated upon private rights,

it must shock. every man's sense of justice.

Whatever forgiveness we may be willing to

exercise in regard of the rebellion, that forgive

ness should not be allowed to impair any man's

right of property in what justly belongs to him.

And yet the obvious effect of the provisions of

this law is not only to impair but to utterly

destroy most important rights of property.

This bill declares that ' each and every person,

and all and singular the bodies politic and cor

porate and municipal, and each and every of

them, shall be discharged ' not only in respect

of all treason, but in respect of nil ' trespasses,

entries, and wrongs,' and of all sums of money

due or owing, of every name and kind what

ever, and in respect of ' all other causes, quar

rels, and things' ' in any way or manner what

ever arising or springing out of or coming from

any act done or omission made in, abont, or

concerning the war of the rebellion,' from

the year 1861 to the year 1866."

Mr. Morgan, of Ohio, said: "I regret, Mr.

Speaker, that the chairman of the select Com

mittee on Reconstruction (Mr. Butler) who

has reported this measure, which he styles -an

amnesty bill, has not learned the true meaning

of the word as lately taught by the people of

Missouri and West Virginia at the ballot-box.

I do not refer to those elections in a spirit of

partisan triumph, but to cause gentlemen to

realize the great change which has taken placo

in public sentiment during the past few years.

Sir, the people, always patriotic even when in

error, are tired and weary of discord, and long

for the return of peace, good-will, and pros

perity. They look with alarm at the constant

recourse to the bayonet, on any and every pre

text, to control elections and enforce the col

lection of unequal and oppressive taxes. They

are tired of 'military necessity' in time of

peace, and ask that the Constitution and the

laws may be reestablished and respected.

"The angry passions which existed at the

close of the war have subsided, and the people,

irrespective of party, desire to see proclaimed

amnesty in fact, the restoration of political

rights to our countrymen, and to enter upon a

new career of good-will among all, prosperity

and happiness for the whole people, with one

flag, one- country, and one destiny.

"There is very little in this bill which

should commend it to this House, or which

will commend it to the country. Under the

fourteenth amendment, political disabilities

can only be removed by a vote of two-thirds

of each House. No such provision is in this

bill. On the contrary, it provides in the first

section 'that no damage, loss, harm, wrong,

or injury, shall hereafter come, or any right

or claim accrue, to any persons against any

other person not hereinafter excepted, of,

from, or because of any act done by him, or

•omitted to be done, in aid of, or in the sup

pression of, or because of the late rebellion.'

The worst of traitors—the Northern man who,

for the sake of blood-stained gain, seoretly

furnished the Confederates with munitions of

war, while prating loyalty at home—is not

only granted ' full and general grace, amnesty,

and oblivion of all wrongful acts and doings

in the war of the late rebellion,' but by being

pardoned he would be enabled to collect and

receive payment upon the, supplies made by

him to aid. in the overthrow of the Union.

" In disregard of the wishes of the peoplo,

the bill ingeniously provides against the re

moval of politioal disabilities; the very thing

our constituents demand, a demand made sig
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nifioant by the late elections. The bill refuses

pardon for 'political offences, but grants full

and general grace, amnesty, and oblivion for

the thief, the burglar, the arsoner, and assas

sin, whether the criminal bo of the South or

of the North. For my own part, I hold that

the man who committed robbery, murder,

arson, or any other felony, under the pretence

of making war, is a worso man than he who

becomes an outlaw against society, and com

mits crimes at his own risk. Such criminals,

whether they be of the North or of the Soutb,

should be arraigned and tried for their offences

as a warning to desperadoes, should our coun

try be again involved in war. On the other

hand, acts done according to the laws of war

need no amnesty, for the simple reason that

acts so committed by one belligerent against

another are lawful. Hence, no one even

dreams of putting on trial any soldier of the

Confederacy for military acts done during the

late civil war. A great deal was said as to

trying Jefferson Davis ; but he was never put

on trial, although during a long time he was

held as a prisoner. Then, sir, the granting of

this pretended amnesty without the restora

tion of political rights would be a mere cheat."

Mr. McKenzie, of Virginia, said : " When I

attended the convention of the Republican

party at the city of Richmond, we pledged our

selves to go for universal amnesty. I am for

carrying out that pledge like an honest man,

with no dodging about it. If we cannot whip

our oppononts honestly with the colored vote,

why, let Democracy reign. My own opinion

is, decidedly, that we ought to pass a general

amnesty bill, and let us have peace, or try to

have peace ; although I know some of these

people are not much inclined to peace, and do

not like the Government. I am sorry for it ;

but I do not think we shall get them to like it

any bettor by keeping them in a state of bond

age. Now, if this bill is to pass, I would like

to have it pass without all this stuff about

'general grace, amnesty, and oblivion,' etc.,

which I cannot comprehend."

Mr. Farnsworth, of Illinois, said: "I. pro

posed that amendment because I want to have

no half-way work. I do not think that the

present condition of the country requires that

we should any longer hesitate to remove the

disabilities of all persons, as it was contem- *

plated we should do at the time that amend

ment was adopted. That section of the amend

ment imposing disabilities was intended at the

time to remain operative until (and no longer)

reconstruction could be completed and the

rights of all persons under the Government

should be secured by proper constitutional

guarantees, so that it should be safe to relieve

these persons. ,

" I find from Representatives from Southern

States, members of the same political party to

which I belong, that it is pretty nearly the

unanimous sentiment of the Republicans in

those States that these disabilities should be

removed. I am not aware that anybody in the

country has asked that Congress should make

any exceptions in this matter of removing dis

abilities. I have seen no petition from any

State in the South, or from any quarter, re

monstrating against our relieving all persons ;

nor has any member of this House, I venture

to say, seen any petition from any source

praying Congress to pass any such bill as has

been reported from the committee.

" The fact has already been adverted to by

other gentlemen that this bill is a very singu

lar and incongruous mixture. It contains mat

ters which may become law if adopted by a

majority vote; and it contains other matters

which cannot become law unless adopted by a

two-thirds vote of each House of Congress.

Now, these things ought not to be grouped

together in the same bill. It is contrary to all

precedent, contrary to all fairness, that they

should be so grouped. It is a cheat, whether

so intended or not, to group together things

of that sort, contradictory in their nature,

some of which may be adopted by a majority

vote, while others cannot be adopted except

by a two-thirds vote ; thus hoping to get votes

for the relief of disabilities, so as to pass the

bill by a majority vote, without any expecta

tion of a two-thirds vote for the relief of po

litical disabilities.

"There is another thing about this bill

which has been adverted to. It comes from

the Committee on Reconstruction, which is

the political committee, not the law committee

of this House. That committee should have

nothing to do witli the settlement of legal

questions, the relief from legal disabilities, or

the definition and restoration of legal rights.

There is a law committee here, composed of

gentlemen supposed to be learned in the law,

whose duty it is to investigate all such ques

tions, and to report to the House all bills of

that kind. But this bill, unless passed by a

two-thirds vote, so as to make it apply to po

litical disabilities, is in no sense a political bill.

It becomes then a law adopted by a majority

vqte of both Houses, settling legal questions,

and legal questions only.

" Sir, if this bill be adopted without amend

ment, I defy any lawyer in this House to grVo

a clear and satisfactory explanation of the

effect it will have when construed by the

courts upon these various controversies. It

will land us I certainly do not know where.

This, perhaps, is owing to my ignorance; but

I have read and reread the bill several times

with a good deal of care, and I confess that it

is beyond my ken to tell where it would land

us; what construction the various provisions

would receive from the courts. I do not know

what claws are covered in this meal ; but that

there are claws we shall certainly find out if

the bill ever becomes a law."

Mr. Lawrence, of Ohio, said: "I am for

amnesty whenever it is safe to grant it; but

before I grant it I want some evidenco that it
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is safe. That evidence has not yet been pre

sented to this House. We have no sufficient

evidence that the classes of men whom this

hill proposes to relieve are safe depositaries

of political power. It is a duty we owe to the

loyal people of the country to see to it that

their rights are not imperilled. We should at

least pause before we admit the 'wooden

horse' within our halls, and know beyond

doubt that with it will come friends, not ene

mies, of the republic."

Mr. Wood, of New York, said: "I desire to

say of the bill here, as I said of it in the com

mittee, that it is in no sense an amnesty bill.

Every section of the bill after the first section

really and in fact deals with other questions,

relieves nobody, removes the disabilities of

none imposed by the fourteenth amendment.

But, on the contrary, in the list of exceptions

to the benefits under the bill there is created

a new class of persons who are virtually dis

franchised and removed from any hope of ever

hereafter having their political disabilities re

moved as long as this bill, if it becomes a law,

shall remain on the statute-book.

" Instead of an amnesty bill, it is a property-

grabbing bill. Instead of giving general par

don for the oblivion and removal and annihi

lation of all political offences committed in the

South during the rebellion ; instead of being a

measure of grace, it is a bill to defeat justice ;

it is a bill to deny a man's right to recover his

property; it is a bill to prevent any persons

from making application to the courts for the

purpose of securing their property rights,

wrongfully, improperly, and illegally taken

away from them. It is a measure, the effect

of which, if passed—I will not say the design

of which by those who present it, but the

effect of which, if passed, will be to do injus

tice, to deprive litigants of their proper redress,

and to grant a boon and a relief to the people,

of all others in the United States, who are the

least entitled to it."

Mr. Cox, of New York, said : " For one, I

am thankful that this measure, however ex

ceptional and multifarious, is reported. The

nation should thank, as I do, the Massachusetts

member for its introduction. It will enable

the House to act. We are to have done, I hope,

with the retailing of personal amnesty. This

is a relief, for the. principle of partial reprieve

which -such partial legislation .favors is even

more objectionable than the present measure.

We have now an opportunity to perfect a gen

eral measure under the impulses and sentiment

of the recent election.

"I hope the author of this bill, if it be

amended to make it simply an act of amnesty

from disqualifications for office, will not re

pine, but carry the rejected parts of his bill to

another committee for a fuller consideration.

I promise him a candid discussion from this

part of the House. If the bill, as amended by

the gentleman from Illinois (Mr. Famsworth),

is not comprehensive enough to suit the gentle

man from Massachusetts (Mr. Butler), if we

fail to do all which he thinks necessary for ob

livion of our civil war and its litigious con

sequences, let us console ourselves with the

thought that the remainder can be done in a

better form and spirit after publio discussion,

and by a majority vote only. If our arrows

fall short of their aim, or be aimed, like those

of the friendly Jonathan, to fall beside the

mark, let them be found, when gathered up, to

be feathered from the dove of peace, and not

from that bird of prey which figures in our

rhetoric. Thus will we best progress toward

a just and perfect amnesty.

" I do not doubt, Mr. Speaker, that if the

spirit of Sherman's agreement with Johnston,

or Grant's with Lee, had been observed, there

would to-day, after so long a time, have been

no need of this measure. The third section

of the fourteenth amendment of the Constitu

tion, forbidding the rebel leaders to hold Fed

eral and State offices, would never have been

passed, nor would we now be required to ob

tain two-thirds of each House to remove such

disabilities. There would have been no need

of an amnesty like that of the fourth section

of this bill for the Republican reconstruc-

tionists. Had General Grant's recommenda

tion for the immediate representation of a

contented and obedient South—known as the

' whitewashing ' report—been acted on in its

unpartisan and patriotic spirit, the discontents,

wrongs, and troubles of the South which yet

continue, would neverhave existed. The South,

or portions of it, now a heathen waste, like

the islands of the coast, would have been as

they once were, garden-spots of beauty and

plantations of utility."

Mr. Bingham, of Ohio, said: "The House

will, take notice that, in addition to the bill

reported from the Committee on Reconstruc

tion by the honorable gentleman from Mas

sachusetts (Mr. Butler), there are pending four

amendments, to wit, the substitute offered by

the honorable gentleman from Kentucky (Mr.

Beck), the amendment thereto offered by the

honorable gentleman from Illinois (Mr. Fams

worth), and the substitute for the first section

of the bill which I had the honor to present,

and in addition to that the motion of the

honorable gentleman from California (Mr. Sar

gent) to strike out all the original bill but the

first section.

" I take notice of the last proposition first ;

and, in pronouncing the judgment which I pro

nounce to-day, I act upon the accepted rule

of statesmen in this age and in every age—not

what you would do, but what you can do,

provided that what you can do is fitting and

just in itself. I shall be constrained, without

wasting words upon it, to vote against the

proposition of the gentleman from Illinois.

The country is not yet prepared to take that

step; nor do the public interests require the

Eresent removal of the disabilities of all who,

eing officers of the United States in 18C0 or
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1861, voluntarily, and in disregard of their

official oath to support the Constitution, or

ganized and aided rebellion. On the contrary,

I believe the public interests would be pro

moted by the rejection of that proposition.

"But, sir, in my judgment, the country is

prepared to relieve, as far as consistent with

the public peace and the publio interests, all

persons from the disabilities imposed by the

fourteenth article of amendments. I ask the

House to consider the spirit in which the

American people adopted that amendment,

and that they adopted it with a unanimity

never manifested for any other measure from

the foundation of this Government.

" As nearly as I can ascertain, there are about

twenty thousand men scattered throughout this

country who are under the disability of the

fourteenth amendment, the majority of whom,

I undertake to say, all things considered, aro

as guiltless of their country's blood as we our

selves aro. It is a very easy thing for a man

to say that it is a great shame, a great dis

honor, a great crime to violate an oath, con

trary to its spirit as well as its letter, in aid of

an unjust, an unnatural, and unrighteous re

bellion. But let gentlemen, before they pro-

nounco that judgment, be just and consider

the circumstances and the surroundings of

these men, and apply to the casa the time-

honored rule of the common law— which is

the common-sense and the common judgment

of mankind the world over—that what a man

does by coercion ho is not responsible for, and

is not guilty in that behalf, either before God

or man. That is the condition, as I have before

said, of the majority of the persons who,

anterior to the organization of this revolt, in

the earlier days of the republic, held office,

and in their old age yielded to that cruej ne

cessity which made them, in seeming at least,

atcree and consent to the overthrow of the

Union and of the Constitution."

On December 21st Mr. Butler, of Massa

chusetts, moved to postpone the further con

sideration of th'e bill and the amendments to

January 11th. The motion was carried by

the following vote:

Yeas—Messrs. Allison, Ambler, Armstrong, Ar-

ncll, Aspor, Alwood, Beaman, Beatty, Benjamin,

Bennett, Benton, Bowen, George M. Brooks, BufHn-

ton, Burdett, Benjamin F. Butlerj Cessna, Churchill,

Sidney Clarke, Amasa Cobb. Clinton L. Cobb, Co-

burn, Conger, Cowles, Cullom, Dickey, Joseph

Dixon, Donley, Duval, Ela, Forriss, Ferry, Fisher,

Gilfillan, Halo, Hamilton, Harris, Hawkins, Hawley,

Hoge, Holmes, Hooper, Ingcrsoll, Alexander H.

Jones, Judd, Julian, Kelley, Kelsey, Ketcham,

Knapp, Lawrence, Maynard, McCrary, McGrew,

Mercur, Eliakim H. Moore, William Moore, Daniel

J. Morrell, Samuel P. Morrill, Myers, Negley, O'Neill,

Orth, Packard, Packer, Paine, Palmer, Peck, Phelps,

Pomeroy, Porter, Prosser, Kainey, Sanford. Sawver,

Scofleld, Shanks, Porter Sheldon, John A. Sm'ith,

William J. Smith, Starkweather, Stevens, Stokes,

Stoughton, Strickland, Strong, Taffe, Tanner, Tavlor,

Townsend, Twichell/fyner, Upson, Van Horn, Wal

lace, Cadwalader C. Washburn. Welker, Wilkinson,

Wiliard, Williams, John T. Wilson, and Wolf— 102.

Nats—Messrs. Archer, Axtell, Ayer, Bailey, Bar-

num, Barry, Beck, Biggs, Bingham, Bird, Booker,

Boyd, Buckley, Burchard, Burr, Calkin, William T.

Clark, Cleveland, Cook, Cox, Crebs, Degener, Dick

inson, Doekerv, Dox, Duke, Eldridgo, Famsworth,

Finkelnburg, Fitch, Getz, Griswold, Haldeman. Ha-

mill, Hay, llefiin, Holman, Jenckes, Johnson, Thom

as L. Jones, Knott, Laflin, Lewis, Lynch, Manning,

Marshall, Mayham, McCormick, McKee, McKenzie,

McNeely, Muncs, Jesse H. Moore, Morgan, Morris-

sey, Mungen, Niblack, Peters, Piatt, Potter, Beeves,

Kice, Rogers, Sargent, Schumaker, Lionel A. Shel

don, Sherrod, Shober, Joseph S. Smith, Stiles, Stone,

Strader, Swann, Tillman, Trimble, Tan Auken, Van

Trump, Voorhees, Wells, Whitmore, Eugene M.

Wilson, Winans, Winchester, and Wood—84.

Not VoTiiro—Messrs. Adams-Amcs, Banks, Blair,

Boles, James Brooks, Buck, Roderick K. Butler,

Cake, Conner, Covode, Darrall, Dawes, Nathan F.

Dixon, Dyer.Fox, Garfield, Gibson, Haigbt, Hamble-

ton. Hays, Hill, Hoar, Hotchkiss, Kellogg, Kerr,

Lash, Logan, Loughridge, McCarthy, Morey, Mor-

Ehis, Newsham, Perce, Poland, Randall, Roots,

chenck, Slocura, Worthington C. Smith, Steven

son, Sweeney, 8ypher,yan Wyck, Ward, William B.

Washburn, Wheeler, Witcher, and Woodward—49.

The bill was not further considered during

the session.

In the House, on January 31st, Mr. Butler,

of Massachusetts, said: "lam instructed by

the Committee on Reconstruction to report

back Senate bill No. 218, prescribing an oath

of office to be taken by persons who partici

pated in the late rebellion, but who are not

disqualified from holding office by the four

teenth amendment of the Constitution of tho
United States, and recommend its passage." ■

The bill was read. It provided that when any

person, who is not rendered ineligible to office

by the provisions of the fourteenth amend

ment to the Constitution, shall be elected or

appointed to any office of honor or trust under

the Government of the United States, and shall

not be able, oh account of his participation in

the late rebellion, to take the oath prescribed

in the act of Congress approved July 2, 1862,

the said person shall, in lieu of said oath, be

fore entering upon the duties of the said office,

take and subscribe the oath prescribed in an

act of Congress entitled "An act prescribing

an oath of office to be taken by persons from

whom legal disabilities shall have been re

moved," approved July 11, 1868.

Mr. Maynard, of Tennessee, said : " I wish to

call the attention of the House to what this bill

is. It in effect repeals the act of 1862 prescrib

ing an oath of office ; that is to say, it relieves

every man from the necessity of taking it who

cannot take it, and leaves those who can take

it with a safe conscience to take it as before. It

is one of those measures that go fundamentally

and radically to the whole system of policy

that we have adopted with reference to what

is called by the general name of " reconstruc

tion," and I trust that it will not be passed in

this hasty and summary manner. This is a bill

which has been lying until this morning upon

the Speaker's table, and a bill that will effect
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the entiro abrogation of the present oath of

office prescribed in the act- of 1862."

Mr. Bntler, of Massachusetts, said: "The

scope of the bill is exactly this : what is

known as the 'test-oath,' or the 'iron-clad

oath,' cannot be taken by any man who took

part in the rebellion, and the object of the

bill is to allow any man who took part in

the rebellion, bat who is not disqualified by

the fourteenth article of the amendments to

the Constitution, to take an oath precisely as

though his disabilities were removed ; that is,

an oath to support the Constitution, such an

oath as we hear frequently at our desk. So

that the effect of the bill is to repeal the test-

oath for every man who took part in the rebel

lion, but who has not been disqualified by the

fourteenth article of amendment.

"That is the entire scope of the bill; and,

when the House understands that, they will be

able to vote understanding^ upon it. Its pur

pose is, to enable men who have no disabilities

to take the oath of office prescribed for men

whose disabilities have been removed."

Mr. Beck, of Kentucky, said : " Gentlemen

will see, by referring to volume seventy-eight

of the Congressional Globe, page 2894, under

date of April 22, 1870, that this bill passed the

Senate, I believe, on the report of Mr. Trum-

bull, th,e chairman of the Committee on the

Judiciary of that body. I believe it passed

that body unanimously.

"Another thing : all the persons whom this

bill proposes to relieve from taking the test-

oath can now hold office in their respective

States. It does not increase that class at all.

It only provides that persons not disqualified

under the fourteenth article of amendments to

the Constitution of the United States from

holding office may take the form of oath pre

scribed by this bill."

Mr* Morey, of Lonisiana, said : " While I am

in favor of this bill, there is one thing in it

which strikes me as rather peculiar. It is,

that we should prescribe a simple oath to sup

port the Constitution to those who were en

gaged in the rebellion, and continue to require

the test-oath of everybody who was not engaged

in the rebellion. I think the bill should specify

that all those disqualified under the fourteenth

article of amendments to the Constitution of

the United States shall not hold office, and that

everybody else shall simply take an oath to

support the Constitution of the United States."

Mr. Farnsworth, of Illinois, said : " That is,

to repeal the test -oath."

Mr. Morey : " Yes ; in other words, to re

peal the test-oath. It seems to me to be rather

a peculiar state of affairs, that the loyal people

should be obliged to take the test-oath, while

all those who were engaged in the rebellion

should take a simple oath to support the Con

stitution of the United States. It would be

more simple to pass a bill repealing the test-

oath entirely, and then leave all those disquali

fied from holding office under the fourteenth

article of amendments to the Constitution to

continue under their disabilities."

Mr. Farnsworth : " I concur in the remarks

just made by the gentleman from Louisiana

(Mr. Morey). There is no necessity of the

test-oath to prevent from holding office those

who are disqualified under the fourteenth arti

cle of amendments to the Constitution of the

United States, for they cannot hold office by|

taking any sort of oath. Then, where is the

necessity of continuing the test-oath at all?

"We propose by this bill to repeal the test-oath

so far as those are concerned who were in the

rebellion, but are not excluded from office by

the fourteenth article of amendments to the

Constitution, while we continue it in reference

to ourselves and all others who were never

engaged in the rebellion, and require them to

take an oath a yard long before they can hold

office. It prevents this absurdity and incon

gruity of requiring a man to swear simply be

cause he can swear. I would rather carry out

the scriptural injunction to ' swear not at all.' "

Mr. Porter, of Virginia, said: "This bill,

which a majority of those present at the meet

ing have directed the chairman to report to

the House, is virtually a repeal of the test-

oath. The gentleman from Louisiana, while

he favors the bill, yet would like it better if it

did not require that loyal men must continue

to take the oath, whereas tho'se who partici

pated in the rebellion are not to take it if this

bill passes, but are to be permitted to take the

modified oath. That is nothing new, for prac

tically disabilities have generally been placed

upon loyal men in the South instead of upon

those to whom they should more properly ap

ply. The passage of such a bill as this will

result in opening the doors of Congress to men

who are now disqualified from occupying seats

here or in the Senate. It will also throw open

the whole field of appointments to Federal

positions to men, who are now excluded by the
test-oath. . •

"Are we prepared to take this step? Are

we prepared to take this leap in the dark ? "We

know not what the future may have in store

for our country. "We know not what political

changes may occur within the next two years ;

and the question is, whether this House is

ready to agree with the Senate in declaring

that all these appointments shall be thrown

open to men who carried on the rebellion, who

made a gigantic effort to destroy this Govern

ment.

"I am in favor, Mr. Speaker, of opening the

doors to the enemies of the country when I

can see the doors open to loyal men."

Mr. Bingham, of Ohio, said : " Mr. Speaker, I

would have preferred if the Senate bill had pro

vided simply for the repeal of what is known as

the ' iron-clad ' oath of 1862, and for the reason

that the oath was, in my judgment, supersed

ed by the provision of the fourteenth article of

amendments to the Constitution, and from the

day of the adoption- of that amendment should
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not have remained npon the statute-book.

Mr. Speaker, as has been remarked, a new

official oath was prescribed by the Congress of

the United States, in 1868, as to persons- whose

disabilities under the fourteenth article of

amendments had been removed. While the

' iron-clad oath ' remains as to all persons not

under disabilities, it does not remain as to that

class of persons from whom, by the action of

Congress, disabilities have been removed.

Gentlemen stand here and ask, 1 Why should

you require a loyal man to take the iron-clad

oatli ! ' I answer back, why should you excuse

a man who broke his oath to enter upon the

work of the rebellion from taking the iron

clad oath, and deny that privilege to the man

who never committed that offence at all ? This

act of the Senate merely puts those who never

did violate an oath to enter upon rebellion

upon a footing with those who did, and whose

disabilities have been removed. It ought to

occur to the House that this is simply equal-

handed justice, and there is much in favor of

the proposition to commend it as it now stands

which never did exist to commend it in the

other case at all—never. It became a neces

sity in 1862 to require of United States officers

the iron-clad oath, and that was the reason of

its enactment. And because, after disabilities

were removed, while the oath remained un

changed the officer-elect could not enter upon

the discharge of his duties, Congress passed the

act of 1808.

" Now, we are told that wo must deny to

the people of the United States everywhere the

privilege that rightly belongs to them undor

the Constitution of this .country, to elect to

Federal offices those who are not under disabil

ities imposed by the Constitution itself. It is

not competent for the Congress of the United

States to impose such disabilities ; not at all.

" By the passage of the fourteenth article of

amendments to the Constitution of the United

States,.the will of the people was incorporated

in the Constitution to the effect that all per

sons having the qualifications of age, citizen

ship, and residence, required by the Constitu

tion for Federal offioes, and not under the dis

abilities named in the fourteenth amendment,

shall be elective to the offices designated in

the Constitution and laws, and if elected by the

people should enter upon the office.

" I therefore make this appeal to-day, not so

much in behalf of the persons directly affected

by this bill as in behalf of the rights of the

American people. So long as your statute

remains unchanged, you say to the voters of

every congressional district in America, that,

although they should vote unanimously for a

citizen of the United States, resident in the

State, qualified as required by the Constitution

to represent them in the Congress of the Uni

ted States, we will interpose this iron-clad

oath and nullify their action. Sir, I deny the

right of the Congress of the United States, un

der the circumstances, to do any such thing,

and for the simple reason that, since the pas

sage of the act of 1862 prescribing the test-oath,

the people have declared their will and purpose

in this behalf, and the extent to which partici

pation in rebellion shall disqualify for office,

by an express provision in the fourteenth arti

cle of amendments, and also the modo by which

such disabilities might be removed."

The question was then taken on the passage

of the bill, and it was decided as fallows:

Yeas—Messrs. Adams, Archer, Asper, Axtell,

Aver, Bailey, Banks, Barnum, Beck, Betbune, Bins,

Bingham, Bird, Blair, Booker, Buck, Buckley, Bur-

chard, Burr, Calkin, Churchill, Sidney Clarke, Cleve

land, Conner, Cook, Cox, Crebs, Darrall, Degener,

Diokinson, Joseph Dixon, Dockery, Box, Duke,

Dyer, Eldridge, Farnsworth, Finkelnburg, Garfield,

Getz, Gibson, Griswold, Haight, Haldeman, Hale,

llambleton, Hamill, Harris. Hay, Heflin, Hill, Hol-

i! jan. Hotchkiss, Jenckes, Johnson, Thomas L. Jones,

Judd, Kellogg, Kerr, Ketcham, Lanin, Lewis, Lynoh,

Manning, Marshall, Marham, McCormick. McKee,

McKenzie, McNeoly, Morey, Morgan, Morphia, Nib-

lack, Halbort E. Paine, William W. Paine, Peroe,

Peters, Piatt, Poland, Potter, Price, Kandall, Reeves,

Rice, Sanford, Sargent, Lionel A. bheldon, Sherrod,

Shober, Slocum, John A. Smith, Joseph S. Smith,

Stiles, Stone, Strader, Strickland, Strong, Swann,

Sweeney, Sypher, Taylor, Tillmau, Trimble, Upson,

Van Auken, Van Trump, Voorhees, Wallace. Cad-

walader C. Washburn, Wells, Eugene M. Wilson,

Winans, Winohester, W itcher, Wood,Woodward, and

Young—118.

Nays—Messrs. AllLion, Ambler, Amell, Atwood,

Beaman, Beattv, Benjamin, Bonnett, Bentoif, George

M. Brooks, Bumnton, Burdett, Benjamin If. Butler,

Roderick R. Butler, Cessna, WilliamT. Clark, Amaaa

Cobb, Clinton L. Cobb, Coburn, Conger, Coles, Oul-

lom, Dawes, Dickey, Nathan F. Dixon, Donley, Du

val, Ela, Ferriss, Ferry, Fisher, Gilfiilan, Huwley,

Hoar, Hoge, Holmes, Julian, Kelley, Kelsey, Knapp,

Lawrence, Logan, Long, Loughridge, Maynard, Mc-

Crary, McGrew, Mercur, Eliakim H. Moore, Jesse H.

Moore, William Moore, Daniel J. Morrell, Myers,

Newsham, O'Neill, Orth, Packard, Packer, Palmer,

Peek, Phelps, Pomeroy, Porter, Prosser, Rainev,

Roots, Sawyer, Scofleld, Shanks, William J. Smith,

Starkweather, Stevens, Stokes, Stoughton, Taffe,

Tanner, Townsend, Twichell, Tyner, Van Horn, Van

Wyck. Ward, William B. Washburn, Welker, Wheel

er, Wilkinson, Willard, Williarna, John T. Wilson,

and Wolf—90.

Not Vorma—Mossrs. Ames, Armstrong, Barry,

Boles, Bowen, Boyd, James Brooks, Cake, Corker,

Fitch, Fox, Hamilton, Hawkins, Hays, Hooper, In-

Sersoll, Alexander H. Jones, Knott, Lash, McCarthy,

[ilncs, Samuel P. Morrill, Morrissey, Mungcn, Neg-

loy, Rogers, Schumaker, Porter Sheldon, Worthing-

ton C. Smith, Stephenson, and Whitmoro—SI.

So the bill was passed.

In the House, on February 15th, the bill re- .

ported by the Judiciary Committee to enforce

the fifteenth amendment was considered.

Mr. Eldridge, of Wisconsin, said : " Mr.

Speaker, of all the legislation proposed by this

or any other Congress, there is none, in my

judgment, more unwarrantable and unjusti

fiable than that proposed by this bill. It is

absolutely atrocious. It has no warrant in the

Constitution, and no precedent, -unless it be in

the act to which this is amendatory,. in any

previous practice of the Government. Aside

from that, it st&nds alone, original as it is
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hideous and revolting. It has not the merit of

one redeeming provision or quality. It will

bind the several States hand and foot, and de

liver them over to the Federal Government

subjugated and helpless, the mere tools and

slaves of Congress. This bill a law, and the

law acquiesced in by the people, the States

and all State institutions and laws, so far as

rights and powers are concerned, are abso

lutely overthrown and blotted ouh The ex

istence of the States and all their institutions

can only be in the name ; they cannot act or

move except by the permission and will of the

Federal power.

" Sir, this bill is the crowning act of central

ization and consolidation. Stealthily, and by

somewhat measured step heretofore, has been

the march of Federal power upon the rights

and jurisdiction of States ; but this reaches the

point and accomplishes State destruction by a

single bound, by one grand act. It brushes

away at once and finally all State machinery

and local authority, and substitutes in their

place the Sederal bayonets. It not only sub

jugates and subjects all local and State offices

and officers to the Federal will, making them

the instruments of its execution, loading them

with pains, penalties, and forfeitures for its

' neglect, but makes them criminals for obedi

ence to the laws of the State whose officers

they are, and to which they are bound by their

solemn oaths. It creates a host of new offices

before unknown, and fills the land with spies

and informers, with large pay and emoluments

for their filthy work. It establishes and or

dains a multitude of crimes heretofore not

known to our law. It seeks to overawe free

American citizens and control their votes by

the menace of the sword and the presence at

the voting precinct of the soldier of the army.

It places for ten days at and before the time

of elections paid agents, two or more at each

voting-place, in the interest of the majority of

Congress, to ' scrutinize,' manage, and control

the votes of the people, to secure by fair means

or foul the continuation in power of a corrupt

and radical Congress.

" Mr. Speaker, no fair-minded man, no dis

interested, unprejudiced man, can read the

provisions of this bill without being convinced

that it has its origfn in the interest of an un

scrupulous and desperate party. It bears on

• its face and in all its provisions the clearest

evidence of its origin and purpose, not to

secifre, but to prevent pure and fair elections,

not to aid the voter to express his own unbi

assed judgment, but to awe him into submis

sion, and control him against his conviction.

Its very title is a false pretence, if not a lie,

adopted for. the purpose of defrauding the

people and cheating them into the support of

a most infamous measure :

An act to enforce the rights of citizens of the

United States to vote in the several States of this

Union.

" The falsity of this title will be perceived

vol. n.—10 A

by reference to only a few of the provisions of

the bill imposing conditions upon and throw

ing impediments in the way of free suffrage.

" In the first place, by the first section of

the bill, the Federal Government takes full and

absolute possession of the registry of voters

provided for by any of the States of the Union.

It takes possession and control of all the State

officers providedby State laws for the adminis

tration of the registry laws of the States. It

adopts the registrations made by the States in

the following proviso :

That every registration made under the laws of

any State or Territory, for any State or other election

at which such Bepresentative or Delegate in Con

gress shall he chosen, shall he deemed to be a regis

tration within the meaning of this act, notwithstand

ing the same shall also he made for the purposes of

any State, Territorial, or municipal election.

" Notwithstanding this, it imposes penalties,

and denounces, as crimes, acts of such officers

in conformity with and in obedience to the

registry laws of the States.

" It provides for the appointment of super

visors to guard and ' scrutinize ' the registra

tions and elections, whose duties, among

others, as provided by the fourth section, are

thus defined :

They and each of them are hereby authorized and

required to attend at all times and places fixed for

the registration of voters, who being registered

would be entitled to vote for Representative or Dele

gate in Congress, and to challenge any person offer

ing to register.

" Let it be observed : ' required to attend

and to challenge any person offering to regis

ter.' How far this is calculated to enforce the

right of citizens of the United States to vote,

how far it goes to sustain the truthfulness of

the title, I leave for the present to the candid

mind to judge.

"The bill further requires these tools of

party and of the Federal power to attend at

all times and places where the names of regis

tered voters may be marked for challenge,

and npon any occasion and at any time when

so in attendance to personally inspect and

scrutinize such registry ; and this without

regard to and to the exclusion of the officers

of the State in charge. By the fifth section

of the bill these supervisors are ' required ' to

attend at all times and places for holding elec

tions for Representatives in Congress, and for

counting the votes cast, ' to challenge any vote

offered,' to remain with the ballot-box till the

last vote is counted, and to themselves count

and canvass each and every ballot, whatever

may be the indorsement on said ballot or in

• whatever box it may be found.' And these

supervisors are authorized and required to'

make and attach to the returns any statement

touching the troth or accuracy of the registry

or the truth or fairness of the election,' any

law of any State notwithstanding.

"The sixth section provides that, these su

pervisors shall, on the day or days of registra

tion, on the day or days when registered voters
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may be marked for challenge, and on the day

'or days of election, take, oooupy, and remain in

such position or positions before or behind the

ballot-boxes ai their judgment may dictate.

And when the polls shall be closed they are

required to place themselves in such position

with reference to the ballot-boxes as they may

choose for the purpose of canvassing the votes.

All these things may be done without regard

for and to the exclusion of the State officers

appointed to do the work.

"Mr. Speaker, I might stop here. I have

shown by the mere statement of these provi

sions of this bill that the title is an untruth.

In view of these provisions alone no sane man

can believe this is a bill to ' enforce the right

of citizens of the United States to vote.' It

must be seen that it is a bill to prevent, hinder,

and delay citizens in voting. It provides a

system to drive citizens from the polls, and to

disgust all honest men with our elections.

" But the worst of it is yet to be considered.

And first, let me remark that this new and

cumbersome maohinery is not confined, as

some have supposed, to cities having upward

of twenty thousand inhabitants. The bill is.

drawn, I apprehend, to suggest this view, and

to divert attention from its true intent and

meaning. The language of the bill is : ' that

whenever, in any city or town having upward

of twenty thousand inhabitants,' etc. The word

' town ' must be taken in its popular sense,

and will be oonstrued in this bill as synony

mous with township.

" It will extend to any rural town or town

ship, and every town having a population of

twenty thousand will be covered by this pro

vision. These officers then can be appointed

in the great majority of the election precincts

of the United States. They will swarm over

and throughout the length and breadth of the

land, and their name will be legion. They

will be an electioneering force such as was

never before organized in any country ou

earth ; suoh as no free country can or ever

ought to tolerate. But two of these partisan

agents in each election distriot in cities and

town3 having upward of twenty thousand in

habitants are only a small number of these

creatures of the Federal power authorized by

this bill, as we shall see when we have looked

it through, when we shall consider the other

appoiatments by the United States marshals

which will be made, and to which there is no

limitation.

" I said the worst is yet to come. By the

eighth section the marshal 'of the United

States is empowered, and it is made his duty,

on application of two citizens of any such city

or town, to appoint ' special deputies,' whose

duty it shall be to attend at all the times and

places specified for the attendance of the super

visors. The pretence of their appointment is

to preserve order, keep the peace, and support

and protect the supervisors in the discharge ot

their duties. They are to prevent fraudulent

registration and fraudulent voting, or fraudu

lent conduct on the part of any officer of elec

tion, and immediately, either at said registra

tion or polling-place or elsewhere,, and either

before or after registering or voting, to arrest

and take into custody, with or without pro

cess, any person who shall commit, or attempt,

or offer to commit, any of the acts prohibited

by this act or the act hereby amended, or who

shall commit any offence against the laws of

the United States.

" The power to arrest is also conferred upon

the supervisors. In addition to all this, the

tenth section provides that ' whoever, with or

without any authority, power, or process of

any State, Territorial, or municipal authority,'

shall in any wise ' interfere with or prevent the

supervisors of elections, or either of them, or

the marshal or his general or special deputies,

or either of them,' in any duty required of

them, ' or shall molest, interfere with, remove

or eject from any such place of registration or

poll of election,' ' any supervisor of election,

the marshal, or his general or special deputies,'

or attempt to offer so to do, or shall refuse or

neglect to aid and assist any supervisor of elec

tion or the marshal or any of his deputies when

required, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and

liable to instant arrest, with or without pro- *

cess, and on conviction thereof shall be pun

ished by imprisonment not less than one year

nor more than two years, or by fine not less

than one thousand dollars or more than three

thousand dollars, or by both such fine and im

prisonment, and shall pay the cost of prosecu

tion.

."But, to cap the climax of the enormity, to

outrage every sense of honor, propriety, and

decenoy, to insult and trample upon all law,

and make the liberty of the citizen a delusion

and suffrage a pretence and a snare, it is pro

vided by the twelfth section that all these

great and little satraps, the supervisors, the

marshal and his deputies, may, when they

shall see fit, summon to their aid the by

standers, a posse eomitatus, and require the

commanding officer of the nearest United

States military or naval forces to enable them

to accomplish the purposes of their appoint

ment. Yes, sir, the bill requires it ; the biggest

fool the marshal shall be able to appoint his

deputy will be in command of the Army and

Navy of the United States. ' And it shall be ' •

(I use the words of the bill) ' the duty of such

commanding officer, upon such requisition be

ing made, to obey it without delay.' There is

no alternative, no discretion, no delay. The

highest and the lowest military or naval com

mander must instantly obey the deputy-mar

shals created under this act. The President

of the United States, the Commander-in-Chief,

must be subject to such order. The voice of

Congress is the voice of omnipotence. It has

made the rule, it has established the regulation.

President, generals, lieutenant-generals, major-

generals, brigadier-generals, and all, are sub-
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ject to the command of the most insignifi

cant deputy-marshal oftheUnited States. Was

there ever so supremely ridiculous and absurd

a proposition ? This bill not only places the

States, State officers, and all local State authori

ties, but the United States, all United States

officers, civil and military, and In the powers

of the Federal Government, under the control

and at the disposal of these election officers."

Mr. Mayham, ofNew York, said : " Butthere

is one feature of this bill to which I feel con

strained briefly to refer. I have 6aid that the

Federal courts have exclusive jurisdiction of

all cases of outrage perpetrated under the pre

tence of this act. But that is not all. Any

person who may be appointod under this law

to a position as supervisor, marshal, or any

person whose duty it is to execute this law or

aid in its execution, has full and complete im

munity from all liability to State or municipal

authority.

"If, as I before remarked, the vilest mur

derer that ever went unhanged should be ap

pointed a special deputy-marshal under this

act, no matter how many indictments or

bench-warrants from courts of Oyer and Ter

miner in States were in the hands of sheriffs

for his arrest, the sheriff is by this act pro

hibited from making.the arrest while this per

son is acting under this bill, upon pain of two

years' imprisonment and five thousand dollars'

fine. Or, if, while so acting as marshal or

supervisor, he should commit murder, arson,

burglary, or any other crime known to the

law, he would still be subject to this immunity

and protection under this law.

"Sir, the whole law is, it appears to me,

dangerous and pernicious in all of its features

and! subversive of our free institutions. It

centralizes the power in the Federal Govern

ment which properly belongs in the States.

It is calculated to bring the State and Federal

Governments into collision. It allows military

interference with the freedom of elections. It

takes away the safeguard of the citizen from

unlawful and illegal arrest and imprisonment.

It creates a horde of Federal officers in the

States not chosen by the people, and, in most

instances, against their wishes. It unnecessa

rily increases the expenses of the Government,

and, for these and many other reasons, should

not pass."

Mr. Churchill, of New York, said : " Mr.

Speaker, the Government of the United States

was founded upon a prinoiple which, although

not new in theory to the speculators upon polit

ical rights, was certainly new in practice—the

principle that government depends upon the

will of the governed; in other words, that the

will of the majority of the people of any State,

when that will can be ascertained, is the proper

law of the country. The whole value, the

whole moral force of this principle depends,

however, upon the question whether or not,

after the election shall be held, the people be

lieve that the result of the election, as declared

by the authorities who preside over it, ex

presses truly the wishes of the majority of the

people. We have for eighty years submitted

quietly to the result of elections on the assump

tion that this principle has been faithfully ob

served. Elections have been held for the high

est and the lowest officers in the State, and

whoever has been declared elected has been

obeyed as the rightful officer.

"But, Mr. Speaker, for some years past

grave doubts have prevailed in different por

tions of this country as to whether the declared

results of elections have truly expressed the will

of the people. With regard to officers of States

and officers of minor communities, this doubt,

so far as it exists, is left to be determined, as

it can only be determined, by the laws existing

in those States or communities. But so far as

regards members of the Congress of the United

States, although the first legislation in regard

to the matter is intrusted by the Constitution

of the United States to the States themselves,

the power is properly reserved to Congress it

self to determine by what rules these elections

shall be conducted ; and if, in regard to elec

tions held under State laws for national officers,

this doubt exists, if in this way the principle

of representative government is threatened,

then the power is by the Constitution reserved

to Congress to determine the manner in which

elections shall be held, and thereby to insure

that the resultj when declared, shall be the real

will of the majority of the people.

Mr. Speaker, the bill before the House is

intended to do nothing more than to remove

the doubts which have arisen as to whether

the declared results of elections held in differ

ent parts of the country represent truly the

will of the majority of the people."

Mr. Lawrence, of Ohio, said : " Now, sir,

there are two questions to be considered, I

take it, and they are simply, first, as to the

necessity of this bill ; and, secondly, as to the

constitutional power to enact it.

" A few words as to its necessity. I sup

pose no member upon this floor will pretend to

deny for one moment that in every age and in

every country, where there have been popular

elections, there have also been frauds and vio

lence, and it has been found necessary to guard

against both by law. From the earliest period

in English history Parliament has enacted laws

for the protection of the exercise of the elec

tive franchise. One of the provisions of the

bill which was enacted by this Congress, and

which this bill proposes to amend, was token

from section eighty-three of the statutes of

sixth Victoria, chapter eighteen. The English

statute-books are full of laws designed to pre

vent bribery, fraud, and violence, and to pre

serve the purity of the franchise. Sir, in every

State of this Union it has been found necessary

to enact laws to protect the ballot, to preserve

the purity of elections, and this fact shows there

is a necessity for legislation upon the subject.

"Sir, we all know that Ku-klux outrages
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have been committed, not only in North Caro

lina, where it was recently necessary to call out

a military force to protect the people at the

elections, but in other States of the South ; and

that in more than one city of this Union enor

mous frauds have been perpetrated upon the

ballot-box. I regret that, in the discussion of

a grave question like this, one that underlies

our republican system, there should be mani

fested any party spirit or party feeling. I sub-

rait that we ought to come up in a spirit of

patriotism and all agree to the enactment of

whatever laws may be necessary to secure a

free and untrammelled ballot.

" And now a few words as to the constitu

tional power to enact this bill. The gentleman

from Pennsylvania (Mr. Woodward) contends

that we have no power under the Constitution

to pass this bill. Sir, I will call the attention

of the House to provisions of the Constitution

which, in my judgment, clearly authorize the

enactment of this bill. Section four of article

one of the Constitution provides :

Tho times, places, and mannor of holding elections

for Senators and Representatives shall bo proscribed

in each State by the Legislature thereof; but tho

Congress may at any time by law mako or alter such

regulations, except as to the places of choosing Sen

ators.

"Theu, again, it is provided that Congress

shall have power—

To make all lawn whioh shall be necessary and

proper for carrying into execution tho foregoing

powers, and all other powers vestod by this Constitu

tion in the Government of the United States, or in

any Department or officer thereof.

" Then the fourteenth article of amendments

to the Constitution provides—

That no State shall mako or enforce any law that

shall abridge the privileges or immunities of the citi

zens of tho United States.

" And it also provides that—

Congress shall have power to enforce, by proper

legislation, the provisions of this article.

" Under the provisions I have read, Con

gress oould provide officers to conduct the elec

tions of Representatives in Congress. Under

these provisions Congress may define and pun

ish crimes against the exercise of the elective

franchise in the election of Representatives in

Congress.

" Then, sir, the power to mako regulations

as to the ' times, places, and manner ' of hold

ing elections for Representatives in Congress

carries with it the right to define penal offences

against the exercise of the elective franchise.

There can be no doubt of the power of Con

gress on this subject. Tho idea that Congress

cannot protect the national Government in the

eleotion of the very officers who are to make

f its laws is supremely ridiculous and absurd.

No government ever yet lived that had not

necessarily and inherently, from the character

of its organization, the power of self-preserva

tion, tho power to protect itself from over

throw. This power to preserve the purity of

the ballot is simply the exercise of that in

herent power, which this, like every other gov

ernment, has—a power higher, if possible, than

the Constitution—the power of preserving its

own existence when that existenoe is threat

ened by force or fraud; and the highest crime

that can be Known in a republican government

is that which seeks to rob the people of their

right of suffrage by frauds upon the ballot.

" Sir, it is said that this bill authorizes the

aid of the military power of the Government

to be called in ; and to this objection is made.

I do not say this bill adopts the best mode of

calling in the military aid. But, sir, this is

no new feature in tho legislation of Congress.
■When it was deemed necessary to capture

fugitive slaves, there was no warning voice

raised from the other side of this Chamber

against the exercise of military power for that

purpose; and the Supreme Court of the Uni

ted States declared that that legislation was

authorized by the Constitution."

Mr. Bingham, of Ohio, said : " I desire to

offer a substitute for this bill."

The substitute was to strike out all after the

enacting clause of the bill and to insert in lieu

thereof the following :

That section twenty of the act to enforce the rights

of citizens of tho United States to vote in the several

States of this Union, and for other purposes, ap

proved May SI, 1870, snail be, and hereby is, amended

bo as to rend as follows :

" Seo. 20. And be itfurther enacted, That if at any

registration of voters for an election for Represent

ative or Delegate in the Congress of tho United

States any person shall knowingly personate and

register, or attempt to register, in the name of any

other person, whether living, dead, or fictitious, or

fraudulently register, or fraudulently attempt to reg

ister, not having a lawful right so to do ; or do any

unlawful act to secure registration for himself or any

other person ; or by force, threat, menace, intimida

tion, bribery, reward, or offer or promise thereof, or

other unlawful means, prevent or hinder any person

having a lawful right to register from duly exercising

such right ; or compel or induce, by any of such

means, or other unlawful moans, any officer of regis

tration to admit to registration any person not legally

entitled thereto, or interfere in any manner with any

officer of registration in tho discharge of his duties,

or by any such meanSj or other unlawful meanB, in

duce any officer of registration to violate or refuse to

comply with his duty or any law regulating the same ;

or if any such officer shall knowingly and wilfully

register as a voter any person not entitled to be re

gistered, or refuso to so register any person entitled

to be registered ^ or if any such officer or other per

son whose duty it is to perform any duty in relation

to Buch registration or election, or to ascertain, an

nounce, or declare the result thereof, or give or make

any certificate, document, or evidence in relation

thereto, shall knowingly neglect or refuse to perform

any duty required by law, or violate any duty im-
I>osed by law, or do any oct unauthorizodby law, re

aring to or affecting such registration or election, d>

the result thereof, or any certificate, document, or

evidence in relation thereto j or if any person shall

aid, counsel, procure, or advise any such voter, per

son, or officer to do any act hereby made a crime, or

to omit any act the omission of which is hereby made

a crime, overy such person shall be deemed guilty of

a crime, and shall be liable to prosecution and pun

ishment therefor, as provided in section nineteen of

said act of May 81, 1870, for persons guilty of any of
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the crimes therein specified : Provided, That every

registration made under the laws of any State or Ter

ritory, or for any State or other election at which

such* Representative or Delegate in Congress shall

be chosen, shall be deemed tohe a registration within

the meaning of this act, notwithstanding the samo

shall also be made for the purposes of any State, Ter

ritorial, or municipal elections."

Sec. 2. And be it further enacted, That whenever

in any city or town having upward of twenty thou

sand inhabitants there shall be two citizens thereof

who, prior to any registration of voters for an elec

tion for a Representative or Delegate in the Con

gress of the United States, or prior to any election

at which a Representative or Delegate in Congress is

to be voted for, shall moke known,in writing, to the

judge of the circuit court of the United States for the

circuit wherein such city or town Bhall be, their de

sire to have said registration, or said election, or

both, guarded and scrutinized, it shall bo the duty

of the said judge of the circuit court, within not less

than ten days prior to said registration, if one there

be, or if no registration be required, within not loss

than ten days prior to said election, to open the said

circuit court at the most convenient point in said

circuit. And the said court, when so opened by said

judge, shall proceed to appoint and commission,

from day to day and from time to time, and under

the hand of the said circuit judge, and under the seal

of said court, for each election district or voting pre

cinct in each and every such city or town as shall, in

the manner herein prescribed, havo applied therefor,

and to revoke, change, or renew said appointment,

from time to time, two citizens, residents of said city

or town, who shall be of different political parties

and able to read and write the English language, and

who Bhall bo known and designated as supervisors

of election. And the Baid circuit court, when opened

by the said circuit judge, as required herein, shall

therefrom and thereafter, and up to aud including

the day following the day of election, be always open

for the transaction of business under this act : and

the powers and jurisdiction hereby granted and con

ferred shall bo exercised ob well in vacation as in

term time ; and a judge sitting at chambers shall

have the same powers and jurisdiction, including the

power of keeping order and of punishing any con

tempt of his authority, as when sitting in court.
Seo. 8. And be it further enacted, That whenever,

from sickness, injury, or otherwise, the judge of the

circuit court of the United States in any judicial cir

cuit shall be unable to perform and discharge the du

ties by this act imposed, it shall be his duty, and he

is hereby required, to select and to direct and assign

to the performance thereof, in his place and stead,

such one of the judges of the distrust courts of the

United States within his circuit as he shall deem

best ; and upon such election and assignment being

made, it shall be lawful for, and shall bo the duty or,

the district judge so designated to perform and dis

charge, in the place and stead of the said circuit judge,

all the duties, powers, and obligations imposed and

conferred upon the said circuit judge by the provi

sions of this act.
Sic. 4. And be it further enacted. That it shall be

the- duty of the 'supervisors of election appointed

under this act, and they and each of them are hereby

authorized and required, to attend at all times and

places fixed for the registration of voters, who, being

registered, would be entitled to vote for a Represent

ative or Delegate in Congress, and to challenge any

person offering to register : to attend at all times and

places when the names of registered voters may be

marked frr challenge, and to cause such names re

gistered as they shall deem proper to be so marked ;

to make, when required, the lists, or either of them,

provided for in section thirteen or this act, and verify

the some ; and upon any occasion, and at any time

when in attendance under the provisions of this act,

to personally inspect and scrutinize Buch registry,

and for purposes of identification to affix their or his

signature to each and every page of the original list,

and of each and every copy of any such liBt of regis

tered voters, at such times, upon each day when any

name may or shall be received, entered, or registered,

and in such manner as will in their or his judgment

detect and expose the improper or wrongful removal

therefrom or addition thereto in any way of any name

or names.

Seo. 6. And be itfurther enacted, That it shall also

be the duty of said supervisors of election, and they

and each of them are hereby authorized and required,

to attend at all times and places for holding elections

of Representatives or Delegates in Congress, and for

counting the votes cast at said elections ; to challenge

ony vote offered by any person whose legal qualifi

cations the supervisors, or either of them, shall

doubt ; to be and remain where the ballot-boxes are

kept at all times after the polls ore open until each

and every vote cast at said time and place shall bo

counted, the canvass of all votes polled be wholly

completed, and the proper and requisite certificates

or returns made, whether said certificates or returns

be required under any law of the United States, or

any State, Territorial, or municipal law j and to per

sonally inspect and scrutinize, from tune to time,

and at all times, on the day of election, the manner

in which tho voting is done, and the way and method

in which the poll-books, registry lists, and tallies or

check-books, whether the same are required by any

law of the United States, or any State, Territorial, or

municipal law, arc kept : and to the end that each

candidate for the office or Representative or Delegate

in Congress shall obtain the benefit of every vote for

him cast, the said supervisors of election are, and

each of them is, hereby required, in their or his

respective election districts or voting precincts, to

personally scrutinize, count, and canvass each and

every ballot in their or his election district or voting

precinct cast, whatever may be the indorsement on

said ballot, or in whatever box it may have been

placed or be found ; to make and forward to the offi

cer who, in accordance with the provisions of section

thirteen of this act, shall have been designated as the

chief supervisor of tho judicial district in which the

city or town wherein they or he shall serve shall be,

such certificates and returns of all such ballots as

said officer may^irect and require ; and to attach to

the registry list, and any and all copies thereof, and

to any certificate, statement, or return, whether the

same, or any part or portion thereof, bo required by

any law of the United States, or of any State, Terri

torial, or municipal law, any statement touching the

truth or accuracy of the registry, or the truth or fair-

nesB of the election and canvass, which the said su

pervisors of election, or either of them, may desire

"to make or attach, or which should properly and

honestly be made or attached, in order that the facts

may become known, any law of any State or Terri

tory to the contrary notwithstanding.
Sec. 6. And be it further enacted, That, the better

to enablo the said supervisors of election to discharge

their duties, they are, and each of them is hereby,

authorized and directed, in their or his respective

election districts or voting precincts, on the day or

days of registration, on the day or days when regis

tered voters may be marked to be challenged, and

on the day or days of eleotion, to take, occupy, and

remain in such position or positions, from time to

time, whether before or behind the ballot-boxes, aa

will, in their judgment, best enable them or him to

see each person offering himself for registration or

offering to vote, and as will best conduce to their or

his scrutinizing the manner in which the registration

or voting is being conducted ; and at the closing of

the polls for the reception of votes they are, and each

of them is hereby, required to place themselves or

himself in such position in relation to the ballot-

boxes for the purpose of engaging in the work of

canvassing the ballots in said boxes contained as will
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enable them or him to fuller perform the duties in

respect to such canvass provided in this aot, and shall

there remain until every duty in respect to such can

vass, certificates, returns, and statements shall have

been wholly completed, any law of any State or Ter

ritory to the contrary notwithstanding.

Sio. 7. And be it further enacted, That if in any

election district or voting precinot in any oity, town,

or village, for which there shall have been appointed

supervisors of election for any election, at which a

Representative or Delegate in Congress shall bo voted

for, the said supervisors of election, or either of them,

shall not be allowed to oxcrcise and discharge, fully

and freely, and without bribery, solicitation, inter

ference, hinderanoe, molestation, violence, or threats

thereof, on the part of or from any person or persons,

eaoh and every of the duties, obligations, and pow

ers conferred upon them by this act and the act

hereby amended, it shall be the duty of the super

visors of election, and each of them, to make prompt

report, under oatn, within ten days after the day of

election, to the ofnoer who, in accordance with the

provisions of section thirtoeu of this act, shall have

been designated as the chief supervisor of the judicial

district in which the city or town wherein they or he

served shall be, of the manner and means by which

they were, or he was, not so allowed to fullv and

freely exercise and discharge the duties and obliga

tions required and imposed by this act. And upon

receiving any such report it shall be the duty of said

chief supervisor, acting both in such capacity and

officially as a commissioner of the circuit court, to

forthwith examine into all the facts thereof; to sub

poena and compel the attendance before him of and

witnesses ; administer oaths and take testimony in

respect to the charges made ; and, prior to tho as

sembling of the Congress for which any such Repre

sentative or Delegato was voted for, to have filed

with the Clerk of the House of Representatives of

the Congress of tho United States all the evidence

by him taken, all information by him obtained, and

all reports to him made.
Sec. 8. And be it further enacted, That whenever

an election at which Representatives or Delegates in

Congress are to bo chosen Bhall be held in any city

or town of twenty thousand inhabitants or upward,

the marshal of the United States for the district in

which said city or town is situated ahall have power,

and it shall bo his duty, on the application, in writ

ing, of at least two citizens residing in any such city

or town, to appoint special deputy-marshals, whose

duty it shall be when required as provided in this

act to aid and assist tho supervisors of election in the

verification of any list of persons made under the

provisions of this act, who may have registered or

voted, or either ; to attend in each election district

or voting precinct at tho times and placos fixed for •

the registration of voters, and at all times and places

when and where said registration may by law ba

scrutinized, and the names of registered voters be

marked for challenge ; and also to attend, at all times

for holding such elections, the polls of tho election

in such district or precinct. And the marshal and

his general deputies, and such special deputies, shall

have power, and it shall be the duty of such special

deputies, to keep the peace, and support and protect

the supervisors of elections in the 'discharge of their

duties, preserve order at suoh placos of registration

and at Buch polls, prevent fraudulent registration and

fraudulent voting thereat, or fraudulent eonduot on

the part of any officer of election, and immediately,

either at said place of registration, or polling-place,

or elsewhere, and either beforo or after registering

or voting, to arrest and tnko into custody, with or
■without process, any person who shall commit, or

attempt or offer to commit, any of tho acts or offences

prohibited by this act, or the act hereby amended,

or who shall commit any offence against the laws of

the United States : Prooided, That no person shall

be arrested without process for any offence not com

mitted in the presence of the marshal or his genoral

or special deputies, or either of them, or of the su

pervisors of election, or either of them, and for the

purposes of arrest or tho preservation of the peace,

the supervisors of election, and each of them, shall,

in tho absence of the marshal's deputies, or if re

quired to assist said deputies, have the same duties

and powers as deputy-marshals : Andprovidedfurther\

That no person shall on the day or days of any such

election be arrested without process for any offence

committed on tho day or days of registration.

Sec. 9. And be it further enacted^ That whenever

any arrest is made under any provision of this act,

tho person so arrested shall forthwith be brought

before a commissioner, judgo, or court of the United

States for examination of the offences alleged against

him, and suoh commissioner, judge, or court shall

proceed in respect thereto as authorized by law in

case of crimes against the United States.

Sao. 10. And be it further enacted, That whoever,

with or without any authority, power, or process, or

pretended authority, power, or process, ofany State,

Territorial, or municipal authority, shall obstruct-

hindcr, assault, or, by Dribery, solicitation, or other

wise, interfere with or prevent the supervisors of

election, or either of them, or tho marshal or his

general or special deputies, or either of them, in tho

performance of any duty required of them, or either

of them, or which ho or they, or either of thorn, may

bo authorized to perform by any law of tho United

States, whether in the execution of process or other

wise, or Bhall by any of tho moans before mentioned

hinder or prevent the free attendance and presenco

at such places of registration or at suoh polls of

election, or full and free aocess and egress to and

from any such place of registration or poll of election,

or in going to and from any suoh place of registration

or poll of election, or to and from any room where

any such registration or election or canvass of votes,

or of making any returns or certificates thereof may

bo had, or shall molost, interfere with, remove or

eject from any suoh place of registration or poll of

election, or of canvassing votes cast thereat, or of

making returns or certificates thereof, anv super-

vigor of elootion, the marshal, or his general or spe

cial deputios, or either of them, or shall threaten, or

attempt, or offer so to do, or shall refuse or neglect

to aid and assist any supervisor of election, or the

marshal or his general or epeoial deputies, or either

of them, in the performance of his or their duties
■when required by him or them, or either of them, to

give such aid and assistance, he shall be guilty of a

misdemeanor, and liable to instant arrest without

rocoss, and on conviction thoreof shall bo punished

y imprisonment not more than two years, or by fine

not more than $8,000, or by both such fine and im

prisonment, and shall pay the costs of the prosecu

tion. Whoevor shall, during the progress of any

verification of any list of tho persons who may have

registered or voted, and which shall be had or mado

under any of tho provisions of this act, refuse to

answer, or refrain from answering, or answering shall

knowingly give false information in respect to any

inquiry lawfully made, such person shall ne liable to

arrest and imprisonment as for a misdemeanor, and

on conviction thereof shall bo punished by imprisqn-

ment not to exceod thirty days, or byfino not to ex-,

ceed $100, or by both auch fine and imprisonment,

and shall pay the costs of tho prosecution.
Sbo. 11. And be it further enacted, That whoever

shall be appointed a supervisor of election or a spe-

cial deputy-marshal under the provisions of this act, *

and shall take the oath of office as such Buporvisor

of election or Buch special doputy-marshal, who shall

thereafter negloct or refuse, without good and lawful

excuse, to perform and discharge fully the duties,

obligations, and requirements of such office until tho

expiration of the term for which ho was appointed,

shall not only be subject to removal from office with

loss of all pay or emoluments, but shall be guilty of
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a misdemeanor, and on conviction shall be punished

by imprisonment for not less than six months nor

more than one year, or by fine not less than $200 and

not exceeding $600, or by both flne and imprison

ment, and shall pay the costs of prosecution.

Sso. 12. And be it further enacted, That the mar

shal, or his general deputies, or such special deputies

as shall be thereto specially empowered by him, in

writing and under his hand and seal, whenever he or

his saiu general deputies or Mb special deputies, or

either or any of them, shall be forcibly resisted in

executing their duties under this act, or the act hereby

amended, or shall, by violence, threats, or menaces,

be prevented from executing such duties, or from

arresting any person or persons who shall commit

any offence for which said marshal or his general or

his special deputies are authorized to make such

arrest, arc, and each of them is hereby, empowered

to summon and call to his or their aid the by-standers

or posee comitalue of his district, and to require the

commanding officer of the nearest United States mili

tary or naval force-to detail and furnish forthwith a

sufficient portion of such military or naval force to

enable the said marshal or his deputies to discharge

their duties under this act and the act hereby amend

ed. And it shall be the duty of such commanding

officer, upon such requisition being made, to obey it

without delay, and forthwith to detail and employ

the military or naval force of the United States under

his command in the aid of said marshal or his said

deputies, and under the direction of the said marshal,

or any or either of such of his deputies as are herein

empowered to make such requisition, to such extent

as may be necessary to enable said marshal or his

deputies to perform all the duties imposed on them

by this act or the act hereby amended.
8xo. 18. And be itfurther enacted, That it shall be

the duty of each of the circuit courts of the United

States in and for each judicial circuit, upon the rec

ommendation in writing of the judge thereof, to name

and appoint,*on or before the 1st day of May, in the

year 1871, and thereafter, as vacancies may from any

cause arise, from among the circuit court commis

sioners in and for each judicial district in each of said

J'udicial circuits, one of such officers, who shall be

:nown for the duties required of him under this act

as the chief supervisor of elections of the judicial

district in and for which he shall be a commissioner,

and shall, so lone as faithful and capable, discharge

the duties in this act imposed, and whose duty it

shall be to prepare and furnish all necessary books,

forms, blanks, and instructions for the use and di

rection of the supervisors of election in the several

cities and towns in their respective districts, to re

ceive the applications of all parties for appointment

to such positions, and, upon the opening, as contem

plated in this act, of the circuit court for the judicial

circuit in which the commissioner so designated shall

to present such applications to the judge thereof,

furnish information to said judge in respect to

the appointment by the said court of suoh super

visors of election ; to require of the supervisors of

election, where neoessary, lists of the persons who

may register and vote, or either, in their respective

election districts or voting precincts, and to cause

the names of those upon any such list whose right

to register or vote shall be honestly doubted, to be

verified by proper inquiry and examination at the re

spective places by them assigned ns their residences ;

and to receive, preserve, and file all oaths of office

of said supervisors of election, and of all special

deputy-marshals appointed under the provisions of

this act, and all certificates, returns, reports, and

records of every kind and nature contemplated or

made requisite under and by the provisions of this

act, save where otherwise herein specially directed.

And if is hereby made the duty of all United States

marshals and commissioners who shall in any judicial

district perform any duties under the provisions of

this act, or the act hereby amended, relating to, con

cerning, or affecting tho election of Representatives

or Delegates in the Congress of the United States, to,

from time to time, and with all due diligence, for

ward to the chief supervisor in and for their judieial

district all complaints, examinations, and records

pertaining thereto, and all oaths of office by them

administered to any supervisor of election or special

deputy-marshal, in order that the same may be prop

erly preserved and filed.

Sxo. 14. Andbeitfurther enacted, That there Bhall

be allowed and paid to each chief supervisor, for his

services aa such officer, the following compensation, •

apart from and in excess of all fees allowed by law

for the performance of any duty as circuit court com

missioner : for filing and caring for every return, re-

ort, record, document, or other paper required to

e filed by him under any of the provisions of this

act, ten cents ; for fixing a seal to any paper, record,

report, or instrument, twenty cents ; for entering and

indexing the records of his office, fifteen cents per

folio ; and for arranging and transmitting to Congress,

as provided for in section seven of this act, any re

port, statement, record, return, ortexamination, for

each folio, fifteen cents ; and for any copy thereof,

or of any paper on file, a like sum. And there shall

be allowed and paid to each and every supervisor of '

election, and each and every special deputy-marshal

who shall be appointed and shall perform his duty

under the provisions of this act, compensation at the

rate of five dollars per day for each and every day he

ehall have actually been on duty not exceeding ten

days. And the fees of the said chief supervisors

shall be paid at the Treasury of the United States,

such accounts to be made out, verified, examined,

and certified as in the case of accounts of commis

sioners, save that the examination or certificate re

quired may be made by either the circuit or district

judge.
Sec. 16. And be it further enacted, That the juris

diction of the circuit court of the United States shall

extend to all cases in law or equity arising under the

provisions of this act or the act hereby amended ;

and if any person shall receive any injury to his per

son or property for or on account of any act by him

done under any of the provisions of thiB act or the

act hereby amended, ho Bhall be entitled to maintain

suit for damages therefor in the circuit court of the

United States in the district wherein the party doing

the injury may reside or Bhall be found.

Sxo. 16. And be itfurther enacted, That in any case

where suit or prosecution, civil or criminal, shall be

commenced in a court of any State against any officer

of the United States, or other person, for or on ac

count of any act done under the provisions of this

act, or under color thereof, or for or on account of

any right, authority, or title set up or claimed by

such officer or other person under any of said pro

visions, it shall be lawful for the defendant in such

suit or prosecution, at any time before trial, upon a

petition to the circuit court of the United States in

and for the district in which the defendant shall have

been served with process, Betting forth tho nature of

Baid suit or prosecution, and verifying the said peti

tion by affidavit, together with a certificate signed

by an attorney or counsellor-at-law of some court of

record of the State in which such suit shall have been

commenced, or of the United States, setting forth

that as counsel for the petition he has examined the

proceedings against him, and has carefully inquired

into all the matters set forth in the petition, and that

he believes the same to be true ; which petition, affi

davit, and certificate shall be presented to the Baid

circuit court, if in session, and if not, to the clerk

thoreof at lus office, and shall be filed in said office,

and the cause shall thereupon be entered on the

docket of said court, and shall be thereafter pro

ceeded in as a cause originally commenced in that

court ; and it shall be the duty of tho clerk of said

court, if the Buit was commenced in the court below

by summons, to issue a writ of certiorari to the State

act.

rind
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court, requiring said oourt to send to the Baid circuit

court the record and proceedings in said cause ; or if

it was commenced by capiat, he shall issue a writ of

habtat corpus cum cauta, a duplicate of which said

writ shall do delivered to the clerk of the State court,

or left at his office by.the marshal of the distriot, or

his deputy, or some person duly authorized thereto ;

and thereupon it shall be the July of the said State

court to stay all further proceedings in suoh cause,

and the said suit or prosecution, upon delivery of

suoh process, or leaving the same as aforesaid, shall

be deemed and taken to be moved to the said circuit

court, and any further proceedings, trial, or judgment

therein in the State oourt shall be wholly null and

void ; and any person, whether an attorney or officer

of any State court, or otherwise, who shall thereafter

take any steps, or in any manner prooeod in the State

oourt in any action so removed, shall be guilty of a

misdemeanor, and liable to trial and punishment In

the oourt to which the action shall have been re

moved, and upon oonviotion thereof shall be punished

by imprisonment for not less than six months nor

more than one year, or by fine not less than $500 nor

more than $1,000, or byt>oth suoh fine and impris

onment, and shall in addition thereto be amenable

to the Baid court to which said action shall have been

removed as for a contempt ; and if the defendant in

any such suit be in actual custody on mesne process

therein, it shall be the duty of the marshal, by virtue

of the writ of habeas corpus cum cauta, to take the

body of the defendant into his custody, to be dealt

with in the said cause according to the rules of law

and the order of the circuit court, or of any judge

thereof in vaoation. And all attachments made and

all bail or other security given upon such suit or

prosecution shall be and oontinue in like force and

effect as if the same suit or prosecution had proceeded

to final judgment and exeoution in the State court.

And if upon the removal of any such suit or prosecu

tion it shall be made to appear to the said cirouit

oourt that no copy of the record and proceedings

therein in the State oourt can bo obtained, it shall be

lawful for Baid oircuit court to allow and require the

plaintiff to prooeed dt novo, and to file a declaration

of his cause of action, and the parties may thereupon

prooeed as in actions originally brought in said cir

cuit court ; and on failure of so proceeding, judgment

of nanjprotequitur may be rendered against the plain

tiff, with costs for the defendant.

Sko. 17. And be itfurther enacted, That in any case

in which any party is or may be by law entitled to

copies of the record and proceedings in any suit or

prosecution in any State oourt, to be usea in any

court of the United States, if the clerk of said State

court shalL upon demand and the payment or tender

of the legal fees, refuse or neglect to deliver to Buch

party certified copies of such rooord and proceed

ings, the court or the Unitod States in which such

record and proceedings may be needed, on proof by

affidavit that the clerk of suoh State oourt has refused

or neglected to deliver copies thereof on demand as

aforesaid, may direct and allow such record to be

supplied by affidavit or otherwise as the circum

stances of the case may require and allow ; and

thereupon suoh proceeding, trial, and judgment may

be hod in the said court of the United States, and all

Buoh processes awarded, as if certified copies of Buch

records and proceedings had been regularly before

the said court: and hereafter in all civil actions in

the courts of the United States oither party thereto

may notioe the same for trial.

faso. 18. And be it further enacted, That sections

five and six of the act of the Congress of the United

States approved July H, 1870, and entitled " An act

to amend the naturalization laws and to punish

crimes against the same," be, and the same are here

by, repealed, but this repeal Bhall not affect any pro

ceeding or prosecution now pending for any offence

under the said sections, or either of them, or any

question whioh may arise therein respecting the

appointment of the persons in said sections, or either

of them, provided lor, or the powers, duties, or ob

ligations of such persons.

Sec. 19. And be it further enacted. That all votes

for Representatives in Congress shall hereafter be by

written or printed ballots, any law of any State to

the contrary notwithstanding ; and all votes received

or recorded contrary to the provisions of this section

shall be of none effect.

Mr. Finkelnburg, of Missouri, said : " I will

move to strike out of section twelve of the

substitute the following:

And to require the commanding officer of the

nearest United States military or naval force to de

tail and furnish forthwith a sufficient portion of such

military or naval force to enable the said marshal or

his deputies to discharge their duties under this tot

and the act hereby amended. And it shall be the

duty of suoh commanding officer, upon such requisi

tion being made, to obey it without delay, and forth

with to detail and employ tho military or naval force

of tho United States under his command in tho aid

of said marshal or his said deputies, and under the

direction of the said marshal, or any or either of

suoh of his deputies as are herein empowered to

make such requisition, to such extent as may be

necessary to enable said marshal or his deputies to

perform all the duties imposed on them by this act

or tho act hereby amended.

"That we leave the section to read as fol

lows :

Sec. 12. And be it further enacted, That the mar

shal, or his general deputies, or such special deputies

as shall be thereto specially empowered by him, in

writing and under his hand and seal, whenever he

or his said general deputies or his special deputies,

or either or any of them, shall be forcibly resisted in

executing their duties under this act or Uie act here

by amended, or shall, by violence, threats, or men

aces, be prevented from executing such duties, or

from arresting any person or persons who shall com

mit any offence for which said marshal or his general

or his special deputies are authorized to make such

arrest, are, and each of them is hereby, empowered

to summon and to call to his or their aid the l>y-

Btanders or posse comUatu* of his distriot."

The question was taken upon the amend

ment, and it was agreed to.

The substitute, as amended, was agreed to.

The bill, as amended, was then read a third

time.

The question was then taken, and it was

decided as follows:

Yeas—Messrs. Ambler, Ames, Armstrong, Asper,

Atwood, Ayer, Bailey, Barrv, Beaman, Beatty, Ben

jamin, Bennett, Bothune, Bingham, Blair, Boles,

George M. Brooks, Buok, Buckley, Buffinton, Bur-

dett, Benjamin F. Butler,Eoderick E. Butler, Cess

na, Churchill, William T. Clark, Sidney Clarke,

Amasa Cobb, Clinton L. Cobb, Coburn, Conger,

Cook, Cowles, Cullom, Darrall, Degoner, Joseph

Dixon, Dockory, Donley. Duval, Dver, Ela. Fer

ries, Ferry, Finkelnburg, Fisher, Garfield, Gilfillan,

Hale, Hamilton, Harris, Hawley, Hays, Hill, Hoar,

Holmes, Hooper, Hotchkiss, Jenekes, Judd, Julian,

Kelloy, Kellogg, Kelsey, Laflin, Lash, Lawrence,

Logon, Long, Loughridge, Lynch, Maynard, Mc-

Cartliy, MoCrary, MoGrew, Mc'Kee, McKenzie. Mer-

our, Eliokim H. Moore, Jesso H. Moore, William

Moore, Morey, Morphis, Daniel J. Morrell, Samuel

P. Morrill, Myers, Negley, Newsham, O'Neill, Orth,

Packard, Ilalbert E. Paine, Palmer, Peck, ¥erce,

Peters, Phelps, Piatt, Poland, Pomeroy, Porter,

Pressor, Eainey, Boots, Sanford, Sargent, Sawyer,

Scofield, Shanks, Porter Sheldon, John A. Smith,
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William J. Smith, Worthington C. Smith, Stark

weather, Stevens, Stevenson, Stokes, Stoughton,

Strickland, Strong, Sypher, Tanner, Tayloi\ TUman,

Townseud, Twicnell, Tyner, Upson, Van Horn, Van

Wvck, Wallace, Ward, Cadwalader C. Washburn,

William B. Washburn, Welker, Wheeler, Whitelev,

Whitmore, Wilkinson, Willard, Williams, John T.

Wilson, Witcher, and Wolf—144.

Nays—Messrs. Archer, Axtell, Beck, Biggs, Bird,

Booker, James Brooks, Burr, Calkin, Conner, Cox,

Crebs, Dickey, Dickinson, Duke, Eldridge, Fox,

Oeta, Gibson, Oriswold, Haight, Haldeman, Hamble-

ton, Hamill, Hawkins, Hay, Holman, Johnson,

Thomas L. Jones, Kerr, Lewis, Manning, Marshall,

Mayham, McCormick, McNeeley, Morgan, Morris-

sey, Niblack, William W. Paine, Potter, Price,

Randall, Beeves, Bice, Rogers, Schumaker, Sherrod,

Shober, Slocum, Joseph S. Smith, Stiles, Stone,

Strader, Swann, Trimble, Van Auken,Van Trump,

Voorhees, WeUs, Eugene M. Wilson, Wood, Wood

ward, and Young—64.

Not Voting — Messrs. Adams, Allison, Araell,

Banks, Barnum, Benton, Bowen, Boyd, Burchard,

Cake, Cleveland, Corker, Dawes, Nathan F. Dixon,

Dox, Farnsworth, Fitch, Heflin, Hoge, Ingersoll,

Alexander H. Jones, Ketcham, Knapp, Knott, Milnes,

Mungen, Packer, Lionel A. Sheldon, Sweeney, Taffe,

Winans, and Winchester—32.

So the bill was passed.

In the Senate, on February 24th, the above

bill of the House was considered.

Mr. Vickers, of Maryland, said : " Mr. Presi

dent, this bill seems to be the offspring of a

bill passed at the last session of Congress with

t£e specious title of on act to enforce the right

of citizens of the United States to vote in the

several States of the Union, and for other pur

poses. The effect, if not the object of the bill

of the lost session, was to intimidate and over

awe the free citizens of the United States

who were entitled to the right of suffrage;

but the people were so prudent, forbearing,

and discreet, that no disturbance was created,

and therefore no pretext furnished for an at

tempted interference with the freedom of

elections or to set aside the elections which

were held in the States.

" Thus the bill failed of its effect ; the results

of the elections were not such as the framers

of the bill contemplated when they introduced

and passed it in' Congress. It became neces

sary therefore to bring forward the present

bill to strengthen the weaknesses of the bill

of last session and to supply additional and

stringent measures in reference to future elec

tions to be held in the States. Both bills are

obnoxious to constitutional objections ; they

are bills inexpedient, unjust, and unfit to be

executed in the States.

" This bill assumes the power of the Gen

eral Government to superintend and regulate

registrations and elections in the States for

■Representatives to Congress, and to punish by

fine and imprisonment where such registra

tions and such elections are made and held, as

well for State Legislatures and officers of the

States. The power is claimed under the first

clause of the fourth section of the Constitu

tion, which reads: •

The times, places, and manner of holding elec

tions for Senators and Representatives shall be pre

scribed in each State by the Legislature thereof;

but the Congress may at any time by law make or

alter such regulations, except as to the places of

choosing Senators. .

"In pursuance of this provision the State

Legislatures did prescribe the times, places,

and manner of choosing Representatives to

Congress, and under those regulations the

General Government was put into operation,

and has continued down almost to the present

time, without any interference on the part of

that Government except that in 1862 an act

of Congress was passed providing for the dis

trict system, instead of election by general

ticket. This was alleged to be necessary, to

preserve the rights of minorities. The reason

for giving this power to the States in the first

place in the Constitution was—

"1. That the State Legislatures, coming

fresh and direct from the people, knew best

what times, places, and manner of elections

would suit them. The General Government

was further removed.

"2. The framers of the Constitution had

strong reasons for thus investing the States

with the power. They knew 'that the Consti

tution would not be adopted without it.

"It was defended by Mr. Hamilton in the

Federalist in three numbers; and he put it

expressly on the ground of the necessity of

placing the ulterior authority in the General

Government.

"Both Mr. Nicholas and Mr. Madison place

the power on the express ground of absolute

necessity, and assert its exercise only:—

" 1. To protect the existence of the Govern

ment.

"2. To prevent an end being put to the

Union,*in the language of Mr. Nicholas.

" 3. In the language of Mr. Madison, to pre

vent its own dissolution.

"4. And if the State governments should

not attempt to use the power to destroy, Mr.

Madison said it would never be exercised by

the General Government.

"Judge Story, in his Commentaries on the

Constitution, embraces the views of Hamilton,

Madison, and Nicholas.

" Mr. President, there is one principle that

runs through all these authorities which I have

submitted, and that is, that Congress can only

interfere to perpetuate the Government, to

prevent its dissolution. That is the very ground

upon which the framers of the Constitution

placed the defence oi this provision. If it had

been asserted at the time when the Constitu

tion was under consideration that Congress

should have the power at any time, at its own

pleasure, to withdraw from the States the

regulation of the time, place, and manner of

holding elections, the Constitution never would

have been adopted. It required three labored

articles from General Hamilton to defend this

provision, on this ground of absolute necessity

and of self-protection. .
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"But this provision itself was predicated

and grounded upon the necessity of the Gen

eral Government preserving its own existence.

It was the first law of the Constitution, as it is

the first law of Nature, that a man shall have

the power to defend himself, to preserve his

own existence; and so it was necessary, as

they alleged, that this power should ultimately

be placed in the General Government, but in

the first place in the States. Why was it placed

in the power of the States at all % Could not

the Convention in this Constitution have di

rected the election of members of Congress to

be held at a particular period which might

have been stated? Could They not have made

some other provision for the first election?

Sir, it was because the people thought, and it

was inouloated upon them by the fraraeri and

defenders of the Constitution, that this power

should be given to the States to be exercised

by them, and that it should only be resumed

by the General Government whenever the

States intentionally refuse, or by neglect should

omit, to order elections, or where, by reason

of an invasion of the country, the elections in

the States could not be held at the places and

at the times which the State laws had pre

scribed; and when an enemy possessed a

State, or a part of a State, Congress, in this

case of extremity and necessity, might appoint

the time, place, and manner of holding the

election in order to perpetuate its own ex

istence ; for if there be no House of Represent

atives, the General Government must neces

sarily be dissolved. There is no power to lay

taxes and to originate appropriations but the

House of Representatives. That being an es

sential part of the Government, it was abso

lutely necessary that under extreme circum

stances the power should be lodged someVhere

of continuing the existence of that House.

"But what is proposed by this bill? You

propose to send United States marshals to

superintend State registrations and elections

held and regulated by State laws. You pro

pose to make them spies and informers upon

State officers and authorities. You propose to

prescribe the manner in which these State

officers shall perform their duties, and to pun

ish any one by fine and imprisonment who vio

lates a law of a State. You assume the right

to write upon and identify the books and

papers of judges and registration-officers; to

challenge persons offering to register; to mark

upon the book such challenges ; to challenge

voters at elections ; to inspect and scrutinize

at all times during the election the manner in

which the voting is done and poll-books kept ;

to scrutinize, count, and canvass each and

every ballot ; to remain before and behind the

ballot-boxes ; to have appointed marshals,

deputy-marshals, and special deputies without

number, and in their discretion, beforo or after

registration or voting, to arrest and take into

custody, with or without process, any person

who shall in their judgment commit any of

fence under this act. It punishes any one who,

by authority of any sovereign State, shall ob

struct these high functionaries of the Federal

Government in performing their duties as

they may choose to understand them; and

any who shall not in humble submission get

out of the way in their ' full and free access

and egress to and from any such place of regis

tration or poll of election ; ' and also punishes

any one 1 who shall refuse to aid and assist any

supervisor of election, or the marshal, or his

general or special deputies, or either of them,

in the performance of his or their duties, when

required by him or them ; ' and shall be sub

ject to immediate arrest without process, and

on conviction to be punished by imprisonment

not less than one year nor more than two years,

or by fine not less than one thousand nor more

than three thousand dollars, or by both fine

and imprisonment, and to pay the costs of

prosecution! Every special deputy is to be

paid five dollars per day ; and in case any citi

zen shall sue any of these high dignitaries in

any of the State courts for assault and battery,

or false imprisonment, or if any grand-jury

shall indiot any such Federal officer or deputy

for an offence against the peace and order of

the State, the defendant, at his mere will and

pleasure, without an affidavit, can put all the

State courts at defiance, and remove his case

to a United States court, distant from the

scene of outrage and oppression, and in which

the jury is to be selected by a partisan officer

in full sympathy and aocord with these super

visors, deputies, and special deputies, and over

seers of State elections. Did any bill ever

before presented to an American Congress

contain snch a catalogue of oppressions and

enormities as that under consideration ? The

alien and sedition laws of the elder Adams

were mild and benignant compared with the

provisions of this bill. They were intended as

aids to prop a failing Administration ; these, to

perpetuate party ascendency under the guise

of a disposition to prevent or punish frauds.

The first proved to be a lever to overthrow

those whom they were intended to subserve ;

the latter will contribute much to the discom

fiture and destruction of a party which, for

partisan ends, will inflict so many and such

dangerous wounds upon the Constitution of

the country and the liberties of the people."

The bill was reported to the Senate without

amendment, ordered to a third reading, and

read the third time. The question being taken,

resulted as follows :

Teas—Messrs. Abbott, Ames, Anthony, Boreman,

Buckingham, Carpenter, Chandler, Cole, Conkling,

Corbett, Crajjin, Edmunds, Gilbert, Ilamilton of

Texas, Hamlin, Harlan, Howard, Howe, Howell,

McDonald, Morrill of Vermont, Nye, Osborn, Pome-

roy, Pool, Pratt, Bamsoy, Bevels, Robertson, Boss,

Sawyer, Soott; Sherman, Spenoer, Stearns, Stewart,

Warner, Williams, and Wilson—89.

Nats—Messrs. Bayard, Blair, Casserly, Fowler,

Hamilton of Maryland, Johnston, McCreery, Miller,

Tluirman, and Vioker»—10.

Abskht—Messrs. Brownlow, Cameron, Cattell,
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Davis, Fenton, Ferry, Flanagan, Harris, Hill, Kel

logg, Lewis, Morrill of Maine, Morton, Patterson,

Rice, Saulsbury, Schurz, Sprague, Stockton, Sumner,

Thayer, Tipton, Trumbull, Willey, and Yates—25.

So the bill was passed.

In the Senate, on December 20th, Mr. Mor

ton, of Indiana, moved to take op his resolu

tion above mentioned (tee page 133) relative to

San Domingo. The reading of the following

resolution, submitted by Mr. Sumner, of Mas

sachusetts, ou December 9th, was also called

for:

Seaolved, That the President of the United States

be requested to communicate to the Senate, if, in his

opinion, not incompatible with the publio interests,

copies of all papers and correspondence relating to

the proposed annexation of the Dominican portion

of the island ofSanDomingo, or the purchase of any

part thereof, including the original and all subse

quent instructions to any agent or consul of the

United States, with the correspondence of such agent

or consul ; also, any protocol or convention signed by

such agent or consul ; also an account of the debt and

liabilities of the Dominican Government, especially

its obligations to the neighboring republic of Hayti ;

also, the provisions of the existing constitution of

Dominica, so far as the same relate to the sale or

transfer of the national domain ; also, any treaty with

Hayti or France by which Dominica is bound or af

fected ; also, any communication from the neighbor

ing republio of Hayti, or from our minister there,

relating to the proposed annexation; also, instruc

tions to the commander of our naval squadron in the

waters of the island since the commencement of the

late negotiations, with the reports and correspond

ence of such commander ; also, any information

tending to show what European power, if any, pro

poses to acquire jurisdiction of any part of the island,

and, if so, of what part ; also, any information with

regard to the position of President Baez, under whom

the treaty of annexation was negotiated, and the ex

tent to which he has been maintained in power by

the presence of United States vessels-of-war ; also,

any information with regard to the sentiments of the

people in Dominica, and the reported pendency there

of civil war; also, any information with regard to

any claim of jurisdiction by the republio of Hayti

over the territory of Dominica.

Mr. Edmunds, of Vermont, said: "Mr. Presi

dent, I simply rise to say that I do not see any

ground myself for opposing either of these reso

lutions or for not taking them up and acting

upon them. I now speak of their substance ;

I have not stated the exactphraseology ofeither*

of them ; but I mean the main idea. They are

not in the least incompatible, I would suggest

to my friend from Massachusetts (Mr. Sumner) :

both of them are calling for information, and

each for information of a different kind. One is

for diplomatic correspondence, the political in

tercourse between States respecting this island ;

the other is for the information of Congress and

of the Senate respecting the actual condition

—physical, moral, and social—of the island

itself. Certainly both of them are subjects

of interest to the American people, what

ever their opinions may now be, or whatever

they may hereafter be, touching what is wise

or desirable respecting the acquisition of that

territory."

Mr. Howard, of Michigan said: "As was

very justly observed by the Senator fronrVer

mont, these two reselutions contemplate a dif

ferent description of inquiry. The resolution

presented by the honorable Senator from In

diana contemplates the appointment of a com

mission, who, I suppose, if it shall be created,

will repair to the island of San Domingo for

the purpose of making a thorough inquiry into

the condition of that island, its population

and commercial advantages, and, in short, into

the necessity and propriety of its final annexa

tion to the United States, as has been sug

gested by the President of the Fhited States

in his message at the opening of the present

session.

"This inquiry is a much broader and more

satisfactory one in its nature, as it seems to me,

than that which is suggested by the resolution

of the honorable Senator from Massachusetts.

The latter resolution simply calls for executive

doenments and information documentary in its

nature and in the possession of the Executive

of the United States.

" Now, I wish to inquire of the honorable

Senator from Massachusetts, who asks that

the resolution of the Senator from Indiana

may be postponed until his is answered, what

he expects to obtain that is not already pre

sented in the report of that special committee,

as found in committee report No. 284 of the

last session of Congress? "

Mr. Sumner, of Massachusetts, said : " My

friend, the other day, called my attention to the

point which he now makes, and at his sugges

tion I referred to the report which is before

him. I examined it to see to what extent it

contained a reply to- the inquiries in my reso

lution, and I found very, very little indeed.

One or two things in my resolution of inquiry

will be'found in that report, but the main body

of inquiries in my resolution is unanswered in

that report. At the proper time I will go into

an explanation."

Mr. Sumner subsequently further explained

the object of his resolution, until the ques

tion was taken on the motion of Mr. Morton

to take from the table the resolution of the

latter. On this motion the yeas and nays
were as follows : •

Yeas—Messrs. Abbott, Ames, Boremanj Brown-

low, Buckingham, Carpenter, Chandler, Cole, Conk-

ling, Corbett, Edmunds, Flanagan, Gilbert, Hamlin,

Harlan, Howard, Howe, Howell, Lewis, Morton, Nye,

Osborn, Pomeroy, Pool, Kamsey, Revels, Rice, Saw

yer, Sherman, Sprague, Stewart, Thayer, Warner,

Willey, 'Williams, and Windom—88.

NATS-*fessrs. Bayard, Casserly, Davis, Fowler,

Hamilton of Maryland, Harris, McCreerv, Morrill of

Vermont, Patterson, Robertson, Schurz, Scott, Stock

ton, Sumner, Thurman. Tipton, and Vickers—17.

Absent — Messrs. Anthony, Cameron, Cattell,

Cragin, Fenton, Ferry, Hamilton of Texas, John

ston, Kellogg, McDonald, Morrill of Maine, Pratt,

Ross, Saulsbury, Spenoer, Trumbull, Wilson, and

Yates—18. .

Mr. Buckingham, ofConnecticut, then moved

to refer the resolution to the Committee on

Foreign Affairs.
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Mr« Thurman, of Ohio, aaid : " I believe, air,

it is proper enough for me to say, for I think

the President himself says it in his annual

message, that a treaty was negotiated for the

annexation of Dominica to the United States,

and that that treaty failed to receivo the re

quisite votes in favor of its ratification, thus

disclosing the fact that between the President

of the United States and the Senate there is

a direct opposition of opinion upon the subject

of this acquisition. Now, not willing to defer

to the opinion of the Senator—and I do not

say that in order to blame him; he has a right

to his own opinion—the President, with very

great earnestness, urges upon Congress and

upon the country the desirableness of this ac

quisition, and he goes so far as to suggest the

mode by which Dominica may be annexed.

Seeing that it is not likely to be annexed under

the treaty-making power, for want of the re

quisite support in the Senate, he suggests that

it may be annexed by joint resolution, as in

the case of Texas ; and it is with a view to

carry out, no doubt, the wishes or opinions of

the President in this particular that the Sena

tor from Indiana has introduced this joint res

olution.

"Now, the first thing that strikes me is

this: is the Senate ready to recede from its

position? Is the Senate willing to ratify a

treaty for the annexation of Dominica, or is

the Senate ready to annex Dominica by joint

resolution? And in that connection I beg

leave to call the attention of the Senate to the

fact that you cannot by joint resolution annex

Dominica as a Territory ; you must annex her

as a State if you annex her by joint resolution.

There is no clause in the Constitution of the

United States that provides for the acquisition

of territory by joint resolution of Congress

unless it be one single provision, and that is

that the Congress may admit new States into

the Union. And it was upon the argument

that there was no limitation upon that power

to admit now States into the Union, that it

was not limited to territory belonging to the

United States, but that territory belonging to

a foreign power might be admitted into the

Union as a State—it was upon that doctrine

that the resolution in the case of Texas was

passed. But no one has ever pretended that

you could by joint resolution annex territory

as a Territory without admitting it as a State.

Then, if a treaty is to be abandoned, the prop

osition which is before the Senate is, is this

Senate prepared to annex Dominica in, its pres

ent condition, without one man in it out of

ten thousand who con speak the English lan
guage, •without one man out of ten thousand

who can read a word in any language, without

one man in ten thousand who has the slightest

idea of our Government ? Is the Senate pre

pared to admit Dominica as a State in this

Union at this session of Congress? That is

the question."

Mr. Scott, of Pennsylvania, said: "Mr.

President, it is a wide departure that we are

asked to take from the original policy of the

Government. It was at one time made a ques

tion, and a very serious one, whether Congress

had the right to acquire territory at all. We

all know that Mr. Jefferson, when it was pro

posed to acquire Louisiana, if not in his public

messages, in his private letters, said that there

was no power vested in Congress to acquire

it, even although it was a great commercial

necessity, and he advised his friends to violate

the letter of the Constitution and depend upon

the people for an amendment afterward to

justify it. But now we are asked not simply

to annex territory within the continent, but

to go outside and commence the policy of in

sular acquisition. That policy is well worth

inquiring into before we send a commission to

investigate the physical, and mental, and moral

condition of the people who inhabit the island

which we are asked to annex."

Mr. Patterson, of New Hampshire, said:

" "What are the facts ? "We have had a treaty

brought before the Senate for the annexation,

of Dominica. All the facts upon which the

President acted in negotiating that treaty are

before the President of the United States, and

it is in his power to communicate all those

facts to the Senate of the United States on the

call of the Senator from Massachusetts. If

those facts were sufficient to justify the Presjj

dent of the United States in negotiating the

treaty for the annexation of that island, they

are sufficient for the action of the Senate when

the subject is brought before the Senate. If

they are not sufficient for the Senate of the

United States, then, sir, they were not «uf-

ficient for the President of the United States

in negotiating the treaty, and no treaty ever

should have been negotiated without a fuller

knowledge of the facts.

" It seems to me that this is a point which

we have overlooked in this discussion. The

President has all the facts on which the ori

ginal treaty was negotiated, and he can com

municate them to the Senate upon the call of

the Senator from Massachusetts. If they were

sufficient for him in his action, they should be

• sufficient for the Senate of the United States

in its action. If sufficient facts are not ac

cessible to us here in Washington, then the

facts were not sufficient to justify the Ad

ministration in negotiating tho treaty which

was placed before us for our action."

Mr. Morrill, of Vermont, said : " Mr. Presi

dent, I trust that this resolution will be al

lowed to go to tho Committee on Foreign

Relations. The Senator from Indiana has al

ready intimated his willingness to accept of

one amendment. I think that if the resolution

is to pass it ought to bo very carefully matured

and further amended. Why this haste? Why

not take a little time to consider a matter so

confessedly important, and have it properly

matured, if we are to do any thing of this kind

at this early day ? I hope, therefore, that the
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resolution will be referred, as proposed by the

8enator from Connecticut." .

Mr. Edmunds, ofVermont, said: "Mr. Presi

dent, I say that the information which these

gentlemen are to report to us I believe will

demonstrate to me and my associates in this

body that the present incorporation of that

people into the political system of the United

States, taking part in its government with us

and making laws for us, is not desirable. So,

then, as an opponent of the annexation of

San Domingo, I am very glad indeed that the

Senator from Indiana has proposed that a com

mission appointed by the President of the

United States, the political friend certainly of

us all upon this side of the Chamber, and the

independent Chief Magistrate of the whole

people, without regard to politics, who would

not select for such a high mission as this any

persons in whose rectitude, and fidelity, and

intelligence, entire trust could not be placed,

shall proceed to obtain this information.

" Now, sir, it cannot be disguised, it ought

not to be disguised from the people of this

country and from ourselves, that we cannot

fail to look with absorbing interest upon all

the peoples and the islands of this great archi

pelago of the tropics. We have for more than

half a oentury held out to the world that we

should look with a jealous eye upon'any inter

ference with their affairs by foreign nations

farther than the principles of public law and

the existing condition of things permitted it.

Certainly if there be any distinctive American

doctrine upon which the whole people are

supposed to be a unit it is that we shall not

permit European interference or aggression

beyond existing conditions (which the faith

of treaties and public law do not permit us to

interfere with), or the enlargement of the

domain of that species of interference in

Governments in this great tropical archipelago

of which I have spoken. Therefore, informa

tion in respect to any of these islands, in re

spect to their capacity to uphold and support

a free, industrious, and self-governing popula

tion, is of interest to t^e people of the United

States. I say this with reference to Cuba as

well as San Domingo ; Hayti, the other end

of this island, as well as Dominica ; St. Thom

as, or whatever the island may be; as to the

people who inhabit all those islands, there

must be with us always a centring and ab

sorbing interest, they, taken as a whole, lying

in that great Mediterranean Sea of the "Western

Hemisphere connecting us with the isthmus

of Panama and our great coast on the Pa

cific."

Mr. Sumner: "Mr. President, I am going

now to renew the motion I made a few mo

ments ago, that the Senate proceed to the con

sideration of executive business."

The Presiding Officer : " The question is on

the motion of the Senator from Massachusetts,

to proceed to the consideration of executive

business."

The yeas and nays were ordered ; and, being

taken, resulted as follows :

Teas—Messrs. Bayard, Casserly, Davis, Fowler,

Hamilton of Maryland. Harris, Johnston, Kellogg,

McCreery, Patterson, Robertson, Bohurz, Scott, Sher

man, Stockton, Sumner, Tipton, and Vickers—18.

Nays—Messrs. Abbott, Ames, Boreman, Brown-

low, Buckingham, Carpenter, Chandler, Conkling,

Corbett, Cragin, Edmunds, Flanagan, Hamilton or

Texas, Hamlin, Harlan, Howe, Howell, Lewis, Mor

ton, Nye, OBborn, Pomeroy, Pool, Pratt, Bamsey,

Bevels, Bice, Sawyer, Stewart, Thayer, Trumbull,

Warner, Williams, and Yates—84,

Abseot—Messrs. Anthony, Cameron, Cattell, Cole,

Fenton, Ferry, Gilbert, Howard, McDonald, Morrill

of Maine, Morrill of Vermont, Boss, Saulsbury.

Spencer, Sprague, Thurman, Willey, Wilson, and

Windom—19.

So the motion was not agreed to.

Mr. Sumner: "Mr. President, the resolution

before the Senate commits Congress to a dance

of blood. It is a new step in a measure of

violence. Several steps have already been

taken, and Congress is now summoned to take

another. .

"Now, sir, by this joint resolution the

President is authorized to appoint three 'com

missioners,' and also a ' secretary,' the latter

to be versed in the English and Spanish lan

guages, to proceed to the island of San Do

mingo, and to inquire into, ascertain, and re

port certain things. I say this is a legislative

act creating three new offices, and the Senator

says that it is simply a resolution of inquiry.

Let me put a question to the Senator from In

diana. Suppose a joint resolution were brought

forward authorizing the appointment of three

commissioners to proceed to England in order"

to ascertain the condition of United States se

curities and the possibility of finding a market

there; according to the suggestion of the

Senator it would bo a resolution of inquiry

only. Would he allow it to pass without a

reference to the Committee on Finance ? Would

he not say that it opened a most important

question, which should be considered by the

appropriate committee?

" The Senator is too experienced to be put

aside by the suggestion that may be brought

forward that the commissioners shall serve

without compensation except the payment of

expenses. Does this alter the case ? Without

those words in this joint resolution the gen

eral diplomatic law would take effect, and it

would at least be a question if they would not

be entitled to the salary of $7,500 per annum.

And yet a resolution of this character, creat

ing three new offices, is called simply a resolu

tion of inquiry I Sir, the Senator is mistaken ;

and bis mistake in this matter illustrates other

mistakes with reference to the important sub

ject now before the Senate.

" The Senator, it seems to me, has not com

prehended the object of this resolution. To

my mind it is plain. It is simply this : it is to

commit Congress to the policy of annexation.

I insist upon this point : the object of the res

olution, and I will demonstrate it, is to com
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mit Congress to the policy of annexation.

Otherwise, why is the resolution introduced?

The President does not need it. Under his

general powers he is authorized to appoint

agents, if he pleases, to visit foreign countries,

and he is supplied with a secret-service fund

by which their expenses may be defrayed.

The President does not need this resolution.

It is an act of supererogation so far as he is

concerned, and it is also contrary, so far as I

am informed, to the precedents of our history.

" Sir, others may do as they please ; others

may accept this policy; I will not. I have

already set myself against it, and I continue

now as firm against it as ever. The informa

tion which I have received since our discus

sions last year has confirmed me in the con

clusions which I felt it my duty then to an

nounce. In now presenting those conclusions

I beg to say that I shall forbear from consider

ing whether the territory of Dominica is

desirable or not; I shall forbear from con

sidering its resources, even its finances, even

its debt—menacing as I know it is to the

Treasury of our country—except so far as that

debt is connected with the relations with Hayti.

At some other time these other topics will be

proper for consideration. For the present I

prefer to confine myself to grounds on which

there can be no debate.

" I object to this proposition, because it is a

new stage in a measure of violence, which, so

far as it has been maintained, has been

propped by violence ever since. I use strong

language, but only what the occasion requires.

'As a Senator, as a patriot, I cannot see my

country suffer in its good name without an

earnest effort to save it.

" The negotiation for annexation began with

a person known as Buenaventura Baez. All

the evidence, official and unofficial, shows him

to be a political jockey. But he could do little

alone ; he had about him two other political

jookeys, Cazneau and Fabens ; and these three

together, a precious copartnership, seduced

into their firm a young officer of ours, who

entitles himself ' aide-de-camp to the President

of the United States.' Together they got up

what was entitled a protocol, in which the

young officer entitling himself aide-de-camp to

the President proceeded to make certain prom

ises for the President. Before I read what

I shall of this document, I desire to say that

there is not one word showing that at the

time this 'aide-de-camp,' as he called himself,

had any title or any instruction to take this

step. If he had, that title and that instruction

have been withheld ; no inquiry has been able

to penetrate it. At least the committee which

brought out the protocol did not bring out

any such authority. The document is called

' a protocol,' whioh I need not remind you, sir,

is in diplomatic terms the first draft of a

treaty, or the memorandum between two

powers in which are written down the bases

of some subsequent negotiation; but at the

time it is hardly less binding than a treaty it

self, except, as yqu are well aware, under the

Constitution of the United States it can receive

no final obligation without the consent of the

Senate. This document begins as follows :

The following bases, which shall serve for framing

a definitive treaty between the United States and the

Dominican Bepublic, have been reduced to writing

and agreed upon by General Orville £. Babcock,

aide-de-camp to his Excellency General Ulysses 8.

Grant, President of the United States of America,

and his special agent to the Dominican Bepublic, and

Mr. Manuel Mana Gautier, Secretary of State 01 the

departments of the Interior and of Police, charged

with the foreign relations of the said Dominican

Bepublic.

" Here you see how this young officer, un

dertaking to represent the United States of

America, entitles himself ' aide-de-camp to his

Excellency General Ulysses S. Grant, Presi

dent of the United States of America, and bis

special agent to the Dominican Bepublic' Sir,

you have experience in the Government of this

country ; your post is high, and I ask yon do

you know any such officer in our Government

as ' aide-de-camp to his Excellency the Presi

dent of the United States?' Does his name

appear in the Constitution, in any statute, in

the history of this republic anywhere ? If it

docs, your information, sir, is much beyond

mine. I have never before met any such in

stance. .1 believe this young officer stands

alone in using , this lofty designation. I be

lieve, still further, that ho stands alone in the

history of free governments. I doubt whether

you can find a diplomatic paper ,anywhere in

which any person undertaking to represent

his government has entitled himself aide-de

camp of the chief of the state. The two

duties are incompatible, according to all the

experience of history. No aide-de-camp would

be commissioned as a commissioner ; and the

assumption of this exalted and exceptional

character by this young officer shows at least

his inexperience in diplomacy. However, he

assumed it; and it doubtless produced a great

effect with Baez, Cazneau, and Fabens, the

three confederates. They were doubtless

pleased with the distinction. It helped on

the plan they were engineering.

" The young aide-de-camp then proceeds to

pledge the President as follows:

I. His Excellency General Grant, President of the

United States, promises privately to use all his in

fluence in order that the idea of annexing the Do

minican Bepublic to the United States may acquire

such a degree of popularity.among members of Con

gress as will be necessary for its accomplishment.

"Shall I read the rest of the document? It

is somewhat of the same tenor. There are

questions of money in it, cash down, all of

which must have been particularly agreeable

to the three confederates. It finally winds up

as follows:

Done in duplicate, in goodfaith, in the* city of San

Domingo, the 4th day of the month of September,

A. D. 1809. ORVILLE E. BABCOCK,

MANUEL MABIA GAUTIEB.
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" In ' good faith,' if yon please, sir.

" I have heard it said that Orville E. Bab-

cock did not write ' aide-de-camp ' against his

name at the bottom of this protocol. This

was not necessary. The designation of a per

son in such documents always appears at the

beginning ; as, for instance, in a deed between

two parties, the party signs it, and in signing

it he recognizes the designation.

"Therefore we have here a 'protocol,' so

entitled, signed by a young officer who en

titles himself ' aide-de-camp of his Excellency,

the President of the United States,' and who

promises for the President that he shall pri

vately use all his influence in order that the

idea of annexing the Dominican Republio to

the United States may acquire such a degree

of popularity among members of Congress as

will be necessary for its accomplishment.

There was the promise;* Senators about me

know how faithfully the President has ful

filled it, how faithfully he has labored, pri

vately and publicly, even beyond the protocol

—the protocol only required that he should

work privately—privately and publicly, in or

der that the idea of annexing the Dominican

Republic should be agreeable to Congress.

"The young offioer, aide-de-camp of the

President of the United States, with this im

portant and unprecedented document in his

pocket, returned to Washington. Instead of

being called to account for this unauthorized

transaction, pledging the Chief Magistrate to

use his influence privately with Congress in

order to cram down a measure that the con

federates justly supposed to be offensive, he

was sent back to this island with directions to

negotiate a treaty. I would not allude to that

treaty if it had not been made the subject of

discussion by* the President himself in his

annual message. Ton know it. The treaty

itself is not on your tables legislatively; it has

never been communicated legislatively to Con

gress. The other House, which may be called

to act upon this important measure, can know

nothing of that treaty, and what we know of

it we cannot speak of even in this debate. We

can simply speak of its existence, for the Presi

dent himself has imparted that to Congress

and to the country. The treaty exists; and

now the practical question is, by what means

was it negotiated? I have described to you

the three confederates who seduced into their

company the aide-de-camp of the President;

and now I have to aver, and I insist that the

evidence will substantiate what I say, that, at

the time of the signature of the treaty of an

nexation, Baez was sustained in power by the

presence of our naval force in the waters of

the- Dominican Government. Go to the doc

uments, and you will find that what I say is

true. Confer with naval officers, confer with

honest, patriot citizens who know the case,

and they will all testify that, without the pres

ence of our ships-of-war in those waters, Baez

would have been obliged to flee.

"This is not all, sir; I broaden this allega

tion. Ever since the signature of the treaty,

and especially since its rejection, Baez has

been sustained in power by the presence of

our naval force. Such I aver to be the fact.

I state it with all the responsibility of my po

sition and with full conviction of its truth. I

ask you, sir, to do as I have done : go to the

State Department and Navy Department, and

read the reports there on file. I ask you to

read documents printed confidentially for the

use of the Senate, and I feel sure that what I

state will be found to be substantially true. I

ask you also to confer with any naval officer

who has been there, or with any patriot citizen.

"Sit, this is a most serious business. Nosh

ing more important to the honor of the re

publio has occurred for long years. How many

of us now are hanging with anxiety on the

news from Enropel There stand matched in

deadly oombat two great historic foes, France

and Germany—France now pressed to the

wall; and what is the daily report? That Bis

marck may take Louis Napoleon from his splen

did prison and place him again on the throne

of France that he may obtain from him that

treaty of surrender which the republic sever

will sign. Are we not all indignant at the

thought? Why, sir, it was only the other day

that a member of the Cabinet, a much-honored

friend of mine, at my own house, in conversa

tion on this question, said that nothing could

make him more angry than the thought that

Bismarck could play such a part, and that

France might be despoiled by this device.

And now, sir, this is the very part played by

the American Government. Baez has been

treated as you fear Bismarck may treat Louis

Napoleon. Tou call him 'president;' they

call him down there ' dictator ; ' better call

him 'emperor,' and then the parallel will be

complete. He is sustained in power by the

Government of the United States that he may

betray his country. Such is the fact, and I

challenge any Senator to deny it. I submit

myself to question, and challenge the Senator

from Indiana, who, as I have already said,

champions this proposition, to deny it. I

challenge him to utter one word of doubt of

the proposition which I now lay down, that

Baez is maintained in power by the naval force

of the United States, and that, being in power,

we seek to negotiate with him that he may

sell his country. It cannot be denied.

"The Senator asks if I am not aware that

all persons there are in favor of annexation,

and the inquiry is repeated by my friend the

Senator from Vermont. I answer categorical

ly, no ; I am not aware of it. I understand

the contrary. I have at least as good informa

tion as any accessible during the last week,

and it is not four days old, just to the contrary.

There are two chieftains in Dominica—one the

political jockey with whom our Government

has united and is now sustained in power by

our naval force, and the other is Cabral, who,
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as I hare been assured by one who is bound to

be well informed, represents the people of his

country. Some time ago Cabral favored tbe

sale of the bar of Samana to the United States ;

but I have been assured that he has never

favored annexation to the United States. I

am assured that his policy is to bring the two

Governments of Dominica and Hayti once

more together, as they were down to the rev

olution and war which lasted from 1846 to

1848, terminating in the uncertain indepen

dence of the Dominican part of the island.

" Now, the point which I wish to present

to the Senate and to impress is, that Hayti,

having claims on Dominica, is interdicted from

th#ir pursuit by an American oommoddre.

"Bu^ perhaps I may be told— I see my

friend, the Senator from Indiana, is taking

notes — that the American commodore was

justified under the law of nations. I meet him

on that point. How could he be right? How

could the law of nations sanction such a wrong?

The only ground would be that during the

pendency of the negotiation, or while the trea

ty was under consideration, the Government of

the United States would protect the territory

to b» transferred. I have seen that impossible

pretension put forth in newspapers. I call it

' impossible.' It is unfounded in the law of

nations. Our ships, during the negotiation of

the treaty and during its consideration in the

Senate, had no more right or power in those

waters than before the negotiation. Only

when the treaty was consummated by the act

of the Senate, giving to it advice and consent,

could we exercise any semblance of jurisdic

tion there.

" Again I return to the pending resolution,

which I oppose as a new stage in the long-

drawn machination. Am I wrong in holding

up this negotiation, which has in it so much

of violence—violence toward Dominica, vio

lence toward Hayti ? Of course, the proposed

treaty assumed the civil war pending in the

territory annexed. No prudent man buys a

lawsuit; we should buy a bloody lawsuit."

Mr. Morton, of Indiana, said: "The ar

gument of the Senator from Massachusetts

throughout has demonstrated the necessity

and the importance of this investigation. My

friend has appeared upon the stand this after

noon as a witness. He has testified copiously,

voluminously, and yet has scarcely produced

testimony to sustain one of his assertions. He

states these things, he says solemnly, because

he knowB them to be true; but he has not

favored the Senate with any evidence to sus

tain the most of them. Perhaps the Senator

thinks that what he does not know in regard

to the republio of San Domingo is not worth

knowing; but, while he may know it very

well, he may not be able to satisfy all the rest

of us; he may not be able to satisfy the

country. And now we propose a commission

that shall go upon the ground and make an ex

amination so far as it can be made, and report

to us the facts, that we may judge for our

selves whether or not annexation is desirable ;

and, as I have said before, when I introduced

this resolution I supposed it could not elicit

debate ; I supposed it would not be opposed,

for, presuming that the Senator himself was

desirous of full and complete knowledge, that

he desired to be accurately informed, and be

lieving that this was the very best possible

method to get full information upon points

which have been heretofore in dispute, I sup

posed this resolution would pass without op

position.

" Now, sir, allow me to say that nearly all

the Senator's points are immaterial—immate

rial to the purpose of this resolution. He has

spent his force upon matters that, so far as

the merits of this resolution are concerned,

may be designated as frivolous, wholly unin>

portant. We are nqf; now proposing to exam

ine whether the treaty was correctly and

properly negotiated. We have passed by the

treaty; we are beginning de novo; we are

proposing to examine this question as if a

treaty had never been made, and we propose

to go to the vital and material points in the

matter, and to do that we propose to send a

commission to the island, where this informa

tion is most accessible and can be most ac

curately obtained. We are proceeding, as I

said before, as if there had been no treaty ;

and now, ofwhat importance is it, in proposing

to examine these questions and ascertain the

facts, to go into a long, labored, ingenious, and,

I may say, unfriendly examination of the mode

in which that treaty was negotiated? The

Senator has spent perhaps half an hour in

commenting upon the way in which General

Babcock had signed his name, alleging that he

had styled himself aide-de-camp to the Presi

dent. Why, Mr. President, if we were con

sidering the treaty itself, if that were before us,

it would bo a mere frivolous objection; it

would be a mere, verbal complaint that the

Senator would make, and could not possibly

go to the merits of the case ; but he brings

that circumstanoe here as one of overwhelm

ing importance that must override the value

of the interrogatories that are to bo answered

by this commission.

" And as to the protocol that General Bab

cock entered into, he says that protocol pro

vides that the President should privately use

his influence with members of Congress or of

the Senate to bring about its ratification. Sir,

it provides no such thing. The protocol was

privately made; was not attached to the

treaty ; was not part of the treaty ; but it

made no provision that the President should

privately influence members of Congress or

try to do so ; but that was the interpretation

the Senator gave to it—that the President

agreed privately to influence members of Con

gress. No such thing; "the protocol does not

read that way. But, sir, what of the protocol?

The Senator seemed to think it was a very im
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portant matter, a great lion in the way that

could not be gotten oyer, and that rendered

this resolution improper, and the interroga

tories unimportant. Why, sir, he confessed

himself, as I understood him, that General Bab-

cock had made that protocol without authority ;

and he did do it upon his own motion, and

there, was nothing in his instructions that

authorized him to do so ; but, as all men famil

iar with diplomatic negotiations understand,

protocols are of very common occurrence, and

are always of a private character, and never

constitute a part of the treaty. But, as the

treaty is gone, as we have passed that by, as it

is merely a relic of the past, where is the im

portance of dwelling upon this protocol and

attempting to fix crime upon the President in

consequence of it ? Sir, the objection is frivo

lous, and I pass it by.

" Then the Senator from Massachusetts says

that this commission will commit Congress to

the policy of annexation. Is there one word

of foundation for this statement ? Is any Sena

tor who may not favor the annexation of San

Domingo under his present convictions to be

frightened from voting for this resolution by

the bald declaration that it commits Congress

to annexation ? Not one word like it in the

resolution ; but it simply provides for an ex

amination; the commissioners are simply to

report upon what terms San Domingo may

consent to be annexed or desire to be annexed.

That report is to be made to the President, and

he is to lay it before Congress for its consider

ation. If the facts therein stated are favorable

to annexation, well ; if they are unfavorable,

well; the commissioners are not authorized

themselves to give their opinion upon the ques

tion. I was careful in drawing the resolution

to provide that they should have no authority

to give their opinion at all. They are simply

to report the facts, and we are to pass ppon

them. So nobody need be frightened against

the resolution by saying that it commits Con

gress to the policy of annexation.

" Then, again, he says the resolution is un

necessary because the President has full power

to appoint the commissioners without it. Why,

this is a most astonishing argument I After

having pressed upon us with great force that

the appointment of Babcock was a usurpation,

and that his negotiation was a crime, the Sen

ator comes back and tells us that this commis-

' sion is wholly unnecessary, the President has

power to appoint commissioners without any

act of Congress to go there and do all that we

propose they shall do, and even more 1

" Why, sir, suppose the President had taken

that authority without consulting us, would he

not have been denounced fieroely for usurpa

tion? Would this commission not have been

denounced as a mere private agency on his

part—and so it would have been—for the pur

pose of aiding him in a most iniquitous scheme ?

No, sir ; we took a different view of it ; and

the President, allow me to say, has no power

vol. xi.—11 A

to appoint a commission like this; he has no

power to provide a secretary ; he has no pow

er to make the provisions that are contained

in this resolution.

"But, then, he comes to the charge that we

have kept Baez in power by three ships-of-war

stationed upon that coast, and that the treaty

was negotiated under the guns of that fleet.

Admiral Poor has been denounced in the bit

terest terms for his conduct in regard to Do

minica and Hayti. Why, sir, I should regard

this as a very serious statement, if it did not

appear to me to be ridiculous. With all re

spect to the distinguished Senator from Massa

chusetts, it seems to me that he has overdrawn

this thing in a manner that can only be de

scribed as ridiculous or ludicrous. These revo

lutionists are not sea-going people. They have

no fleet. Their field of operations, small as it

is, is inland and among the mountains. But

they have been kept in subjection by the three

frigates of Admiral Poorl We must under

stand that the admiral has marched those frig

ates across the island and through the moun

tains, doubtless with a large crew of horse-

marines, that have kept this Cabral and his

powerful army under subjection 1 Why, sir,

the character of the danger, whatever it has

been, that may have menaced Baez, has been

inland among the mountains, where the guns

of Admiral Poor could not reach and where

his voice was never heafd. And yet, sir, the

country is to be startled, a wonderful sensation

is to be created, by the statement that this

treaty was negotiated under the guns of this

fleet, and that Baez has been kept in power by

its presence !

"Mr. President, the truth is simple ; it lies

upon the surface ; I have been long satisfied

with it ; and I confess to you that, so far as I

am concerned, I do not require the investiga

tion on many of these points to satisfy my

mind. But, while I may be satisfied, others

may not be. The great truth is, that men of

all parties in San Domingo are in favor of an

nexation. The evidence is, that the followers

even of Cabral are for it, and that Cabral him

self has been in favor, and is now in favor, of

annexation. He undoubtedly would like to

make the treaty or to conclude the negotia

tions, instead of Baez. But it has been the

desire and the earnest desire of the great body

of the people upon that island for years to be

annexed to the Government of the United

States, and it makes no difference, so far as

that is concerned, whether Cabral or Baez is

in power, or some other military adventurer

that may rise to the surface. They will all be

in favor of annexation, because nearly the en

tire people, with the exception of a few des

perate military adventurers, are in favor of it.

" Mr. President, the annexation of San Do

mingo will come. I prophesy here to-night

that it will come. Iti may not come in the

time of General Grant, or in my time ;_ but I

believe it is destined to come; and with it,
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too, the annexation of Cuba and Porto Rico.

Why, sir, this thing was foreseen long ago.

" Now, Mr. President, I have said abont all

I desire to say on this subject. I have referred

to every point made by the Senator from Mas

sachusetts. In conclusion, I would say that

his points, almost without exception, are whol

ly immaterial, considered with reference to

the inquiry as a new thing. We are now pro

posing to start out on another basis. If we are

to have a treaty, it is to be a new treaty. It

may be that we would prefer a joint resolu

tion, as in the case of Texas. But all these

things are in the future. This resolution does

not propose to determine any of those ques

tions, but simply to get the facts and leave

them for the consideration of Congress and

the nation."

Mr. Thurman, of Ohio, said : " Mr. Presi

dent, I shall occupy very little time. My pur

pose in rising is chiefly to put upon record in

the fewest possible words the grounds of my

opposition to the annexation of San Domingo,

and rather to state propositions than to make

an argument. But, before I do that, I wish to

notice some few remarks that have fallen from

different Senators in the course of this debate.

Any stranger who should have come into this

Chamber within the last two hours, unac

quainted with the subject under discussion,

and listening to the speeches that have been

made, would naturafly have come to the con

clusion that it was once more the field of an

impeachment trial ; but at this time it was not

a President of the United States who was ar

raigned and upon his trial, but a Senator of

the United States, a Senator from the Com

monwealth of Massachusetts.

" The Senator from Michigan (Mr. Chandler)

was pleased to tell the Senator from Massachu

setts that when he came to train this little body

of Democrats here it would not be a very diffi

cult task, that there were not so many of them

but that he might dress them in line without

any very great military genius to enable him

to do so. When the Senator made that remark,

my memory took mo back eighteen years,

to the memorable year 1852. There was a

presidential election that year. There were

two candidates, the Whig candidate, General

Winfield Scott, the Democratic candidate, Gen

eral Franklin Pierce. They stood upon plat

forms that in one particular had no essential

difference whatever, platforms that have been

proclaimed ever since the year 1861 to have

been proslavery platforms ; platforms that de

nounced in almost the same language and with

precisely the same meaning any agitation what

ever of the subject of slavery or the abolition

thereof, which denounced it as unpatriotic in

anybody in any part of this republic to seek

to disturb by any agitation whatsoever that

status of slavery which existed in the Southern

States. Upon that platform the two great

parties of the country went to battle in that

year 1852; but there was one man in the Sen

ate of the United States that day, and but one,

who repudiated both platforms and would

stand upon neither, who repudiated both can

didates and would vote for neither ; and that

man was Charles Sumner. I see him standing

in the Senate Chamber then without a single

follower. He had no ten men, the number of

the Democrats here, to dress into line then ;

he had nobody but himself ; and I have lived

to see the day when sixty Senators of the Re

publican party, the Senator from Michigan

among them too, were following in his loot-

steps with the most implicit obedience. I

have Been that which I never expected to see ;

I have seen the man who repudiated your can

didate of 1852, who spit upon your platform

then, at the head of your column for nearly

ten years in the Senate of the United States.

" Where then were you who now talk of

nothing but freedom? Where then were yon

who now boast of the enfranchisement of the

African race ? Where then were you who are

so ready to denounce any man that ever stood

up for the institutions of the country, or at

least sought to prevent the country from being

ruined by their disturbance ? Where were yon,

Republican Senators, in the year 1852, when

the Senator from Massachusetts stood, if not

solitary, at least alone? Where were you? One

half of you, or nearly so, voting for Franklin

Pierce, and the rest of you for Winfield Soott.

" Now, I am not here to defend the Sena

tor from Massachusetts. He is quite able to

defend himself. I am not here to nominate

him as commander-in-chief of this little body

of Democrats. I do not think they want his

leadership, and I do not think he seeks the

command. But when he is reproached with

the small number of his followers, with the

number ten, I call the attention of the Senate

to the fact that eighteen years ago he had not

one-tenth of ten to follow him, although since

that he has had six times ten to obey his com

mands.

" But, again, is there nobody in this Cham

ber who concurs in the opposition of the Sen

ator from Massachusetts to the annexation of

San Domingo but this little band of ten Demo

crats? Are we all? If that be the case, why-

was not the treaty ratified ? You have six

men here to our one ; you have six-sevenths

of the Senate; it requires but two-thirds to

ratify a treaty. If the Senator from Massa

chusetts has none who concur in opinion with

him here but the ten Democrats, how comes

it that with six-sevenths of the Senate on yonr

side that treaty was defeated? How comes it

that the question is again before the Senate of

the United States ? Now, what has the Sena

tor from Michigan to say to his Republican

Senators who also dress in the line headed by

the Senator from Massachusetts? What has

he to say to them? If 'shoot the deserters'

be the word, as it seems to me, or the alleged

deserters ; if ' scalp those who do not march

with perfect fidelity at the command of the
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President of the United States ' be the order

of the day, why is it that the Senator from

Massachusetts alone is assaulted, and all those

who concurred with him in opposing the rati

fication of the treaty and now concur with him

in opposition to this resolution, members of

the Republican party, Republican Senators,

are left without assault, and that no scalp of

theirs is taken from their heads ?

" You are hurrying this thing so that the

subject may be acted upon before the 4th of

March next; and the question is, are you pre

pared to bring in as one of the States of this

Union one hundred and twenty thousand peo

ple, not one hundred of whom can speak the

English language ; not one hundred of whom

are white; not one out of ten thousand of

whom, perhaps, can read in any language or

ever had any education that could be called

education at all ? And when I speak of edu

cation, I do not speak simply of the education

that is derived from books. There are thou

sands of men in the United States who are

educated on the subject of government suffi

ciently to be safe depositaries of the right to

vote. Your juries educate them ; your courts

educate them; your stump-speeches educate

them ; the debates in your legislative bodies

educate them ; and thousands and thousands

of intelligent men, fully competent to judge

of public affairs and to cast intelligent votes

in the United States, are unable either to read

or to write. But there has not been any such

education as this in Dominica ; nothing of the

kind. It has been a land of throes and con

vulsions ever since the foreign rule was at an

end; ever since it has been an independent

country, with no civil order, no regular gov

ernment, none of the education that attends a

man in the United States from the time he can

speak and nnderstand until he is laid away in

his grave ;' nothing of that kind, but rather a

volcano of human passions and a river of hu

man blood. That kind of people are the popu

lation there ; and the question is whether here,

this day, you are willing to take one hundred

and twenty thousand of such people and make

them the members of a State in this republic ? "

The question being taken on the motion to

refer, it was lost—yeas 13; nays 31.

On the adoption of the resolution, the vote

was :

Yeas—Messrs. Abbott, Amc9, Brownlow, Carpen

ter, Chandler, Cole, Conkling, Corbett, Cragin,Ed-

munds, Flanagan, Hamilton of Texas, Hamlin, Har

lan, Howe, Howell, Morton, Nye, Osborn, Pomeroy,

Pool, Ramsey, Revels, Ross, Sawyer, Scott, Sherman,

Stewart, Thayer, Warner, Willcy, and "Williams—82.

Nats—Messrs. Casserly, MeCreery, Morrill of Ver

mont, Patterson, Sohurz, Stockton, Sumner, Thur-

man, and Tipton—9.

Absent. — Messrs. Anthony, Bayard, Boreman,

Buckingham, Cameron, Cattell, Davis, Fenton, Fer

ry, Fowler, Gilbert, Hamilton of Maryland, Harris,

Howard, Johnston, KeHogg, Lewis, McDonald, Mor

rill ofMaine, Pratt, Bice, Robertson, Saulsbury, Spen

cer, Spraguc, Trumbull, Vickers, Wilson, Wradom,

and Yates—30.

So the joint resolution was passed.

In the House, on January 9th, on motion of

Mr. Orth, of Indiana, the joint resolution was

considered.

Mr. Ambler, of Ohio, moved to add to the

third resolution the following :

Provided, That nothing in these resolutions con

tained shall be held, understood, or construed as

committing Congress to the policy of annexing the

territory of said Republic of Dominica.

Mr. Cox, of New York : "I call for the yeas

and nays upon agreeing to that amendment."

The yeas and nays were ordered.

The question was taken ; and it was decided

in the affirmative, as follows:

Yeas—Messrs. Adams, Ambler, Archer, Asper,

Axtell, Barnum, Beaman, Beatty, Beck, Biggs, Bird,

Booker, Boyd, George M. Brooks, James Brooks,

Burchard, Burr, Calkin, Coburn, Conger, Conner,

Cook, Cox, Crebs, Dawes, Dickey,*Dickinson, Dox,

Duke, Ela, Eldridge, Farnsworth, Ferriss, Finkeln-

burg, Fox, Garfleldj Getz, Gibson, Griswold, Haight,

Haldeman, Hale, Hamill, Hawkins, Hawley, Hay,

Hoar, Holman, Hooper, Johnson, Judd, Julian,

Kelsey, Kerr, Lewis, Manning, Marshall, Mayham,

McCormick, McCrarv, Morgan, Daniel J. Morrell,

Morrissey, Mungen, Niblack, Palmer, Peters, Pome

roy, Potte. , Randall, Beeves, Rice, Rogers, Sargent,

Schumaker, Shanks, Lionel A. Sheldon, Sherrod,

Shober, Slocum, John A. Smith, Joseph S. Smith,

Starkweather, Stevens, Stone, Strong, Swann, Swee

ney, Tanner, Tillman, Townsend, Trimble, Tyncr,

Upson, Van Auken, Van Trump, Voorhees, Cadwal-

ader C. Washburn, Welker, Wells, Wheeler, Willard,

Williams, Eugene M. Wilson, John T. Wilson, Win

chester, Wolf, and Wood—108.

Nats—Messrs. Armstrong, Aracll, Atwood, Ayer,

Bailey, Banks, Barry, Benjamin, Bennett, Bingham.

Bowen, Buck, Buflinton, Burdett, Benjamin F. But

ler, Roderick B. Butler, Churchill, William T. Clark,

Amasa Cobb, Clinton L. Cobb, Degener, Donley,

Duval, Fisher, Fitch, Gilnllan, Hamilton, Harhs,

Heflin, Hoge, Jenckes, Alexander H. Jones, Kelley,

Kellogg, Ketcham, Knapp, Laflin, Lawrence, Lough-

ridge, Maynard, McCarthy, McGrew, Mckee, Mc-

Kenzie, Mercur, Jesse H. Moore, William Moore,

Morphis, Myers, Negley, O'Neill, Orth, Packard,

Paine, Peck, Perce, Piatt, Poland, Porter, Prosser,

Rainey, Sawyer, Scofleld, Porter Sheldon, William

J. Smith, Stevenson, Stokes, Stoughton, Taylor,

Twichell, Van Horn, Van Wyck, Wallace, Whit-

moro, Winans, and Witcher—76.

Not Vonifo—Messrs. Allison, Ames, Benton,

Blair, Boles, Buckley, Cake, Cessna, Sidney Clarke,

Cleveland, Covode, Cowles, Cullom, Darrall, Joseph

Dixon, Nathan F. Dixon, Dockery, Dyer, Ferry,

Hambleton, Hays, Hill, Holmes, Hotchkiss, Inger-

soll, Thomas L. Jones, Knott, Lash, Logan, Lynch,

McNeely, Milnes, Eliakim H. Moore, Morey, Samuel

P. Morrill, Newsham, Packer, Phelps, Roots, Sanr

ford, Worthington C. Smith, Stiles, Strader, Strick

land, Sypher, Taffe, Ward, William B. Washburn,

Wilkinson, and Woodward—50.

So the amendment was adopted.

The joint resolution, as amended, was then

ordered to a third reading, and read the third

time.

The question upon the passage of the joint

resolution was taken ; and it was decided as

follows :

Yeas—Messrs. Allison, Ambler, Armstrong, Ar-

nell, Asper, Atwood, Ayer, Bailey, Banks, Barry,

Beaman, Benjamin, Bingham, Bowen, George M.

Brooks, Buck, Buffinton, Burchard, Burdett, Benja
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min F. Butler, Roderick R. Butler, Churchill, Wil

liam T. Clark, Amasa Cobb, Clinton L. Cobb, Co-

bum, Conger, Cook, Cowles, Dawes^ Degener, Dick

er, Donlev, Duval, Farnaworth. FernaB, FiBher, Fitch,

darfield, Gilflllan, Hale, Hamilton, Harris, Hawkins,

Hawley, Hay, lleflin, Hoge, Hooper, Ingersoll,

Jenckes, Alexander H. Jones, Judd, Julian, Kelley,

Kellogg, Kelsey, Ketcham, Knapp, Laflin, Law

rence, Xoughriugc, Maynard, McCarthy, McCrary,

McGrew, McKee, Mokeuzie, Mercur, Jesse fi.

Moore, William Moore, Morphia, Daniel J. Morrell,

Myers, Nogley, O'Neill, Orth, Packard, Paine, Pal

mer, Peck, Force, Phelps, Piatt, Poland, Pomeroy,

Porter, Prosser, Rainey, Roots, 8argcnt, Sawyer,

Soofleld, Shanks, Lionel A. Sheldon, Porter Shel

don, John A. Smith, William J. Smith, Stark

weather, Stevens, Stevenson, Stokes, Stoughton,

Strong, Tanner, Taylor, Tillman, Townscnd, Twich-

ell, Tyner, Upson, Van Hom, Van Wyck, Wallace,

Cadwklader C. Washburn. Welker, Wheelor, Whit-

more, Williams, John T. Wilson, Winans, Witcher,

and Wolf—123.
Nats—Messrs. Adams, Archor, Axtell, Barnum,

Beatty, Bock, Biggs, Bird, Booker, Boyd, James

Brooks, Burr, Conner, Cox, Crebs, Dickinson, Dox,

Dnke, Eldridge, Finkelnburg, Fox, Getz, GibBon,

Griswold, Height, Haldoman, Uamill, Hoar, Holman,

Johnson, Kerr, Lewis, Manning, Marshall, Mayhara,

McCormick, Morgan, Morriasoy, Mungen, Niblaok,

Peters, Potter, Randall, Reeves, Rice, Rogers, Sohu-

maker, Shcrrod, Shober, Slocum, Joseph 8. Smith,

Stone, Swann, Sweeney, Trimble, Van Auken, Van

Trumk Voorhoes, Wells, Willard, Eugene M. Wil

son, Winchester, and Wood—63.

Not Votiho—Messrs. Amos, Bennett, Benton,

Blair, Boles, Buckley, Cake, Calkin, Cessna, Sidney

Clarke, Cleveland, Covode, Cullom, Darrall, Joseph

Dixon, Nathan F.Dixon, Dockery, Dyer, EhL Ferry,

Hambleton, Hays, Hill. Holmes, Hotohkiss, Thomas

L. Jones, Knott, Lash, Logan, Lynch, McNeely,

Milnes, Eliakim H. Moore, Morey, Samuel P. Mor

rill, Newsham, Packer, Sanford, Worthington C.

Smith, Stiles, Strador, Strickland, Sypher, Taffe,

Ward, William B. Washburn, Wilkinson, and Wood

ward—43.

So the joint resolution, as amended, was

passed.

On January 11th, the joint resolution with

the amendment of the House was reported in

the Senate. Several amendments were offered

and rejected, when the vote was taken on the

amendment of the House, and resulted as fol

lows :

Yeas—Mossrs. Abbott, Ames, Anthony, Bayard,

Boreman, Brownlow, Buckingham, Cameron, Car

penter, Casserly, Chandler, Cole, Conkling, Corbett,

Cragin, Davis, Edmunds, Fenton, Flanagan, Fow

ler, Gilbert, Hamilton of Texas, Hamlin, Harlan,

Harris, Howell, Jewett, Johnston, Kellogg, Lewis,

McCreery, Morrill of Vermont, Morton, Nye, Pool,

Pratt, Ramsey, Revels, Rice, Ross, Saulsbury, Saw

yer, Sehurz, Scott, Sherman, Spencer, Stewart,

Stockton, Sumner, Tipton, Trumbull, Vickers, War

ner, WUley, Williams, Wilson, and Yates—57.

Absent—Messrs. Cattell, Ferry, Hamilton of Mary

land, Howard, Howe, McDonald, Morrill of Maine,

Osborn, Patterson, Pomeroy, Robertson, Sprague,

Thayer, Thurman, and Windom—15.

So the amendment of the House of Repre

sentatives was concurred in.

Ia the Senate on January 18th, Mr. Morton,

of Indiana, offered the following resolution :

Haolved, That a select committee of five Senators

be appointed, to whioh shall be referred the docu

ments and papers recontly laid before the Senate by

the President in reference to the condition of the

Southern States : and that such committee have power

to employ a clerk and stenographer, to send for per

sons and papers, administer oaths, and investigate

the matters referred to in the documents and papers

aforesaid ; and the truth or falsehood of the crimes

and outrages of a political character alleged to have

been committed in the Southern States ; and whether

there be in those States security for persons and

property.

Objection having beon made to the imme

diate consideration of the resolution, Mr. Mor

ton moved to refer the papers before the Sen

ate to a special committee.

Mr. Morton : " I desire to avoid that objec

tion by moving to refer those papers to a select

committee ; and I will modify the resolution

in that way. The papers are on the table."

Mr. Casserly, of California, said : " I move to

refer these papers to the same committee which

has thus far had charge of this subject since I

have been in the Senate—the Judiciary Com

mittee."

Mr. Wilson, of Massachusetts, said : " I hope

these papers will be referred to a special com

mittee, and that that committee will devote a

great deal of time to the examination of this

subject. These papers I know something about.

They present an appalling record, but probably

only about one-tenth part of the record of the

terrible crimes that have been committed in

this country, and which have dishonored not

only the country, but the ago in which we

live. . These crimes are going on ; we get the

account of but a small portion of them, per

haps a tenth of them."

Mr. Warner, of Alabama : " I hope this ref

erence will be made ; and I concur with the

Senator from Massachusetts in saying that the

question involved in the consideration of the

documents accompanying this message is the

gravest one that is now before or that can bo

brought before this Senate. The condition of

things in the South demands attention. The

securing to all the citizens of the republic

there of the rights which you have given them,

and to which they are entitled under the Con

stitution of the United States, and the State

constitutions, and under the laws of Congress

and of the States, is the plainest and most sol

emn duty now resting upon this Senate, and

upon this Congress ; and I hope that this com

mittee maybe excused, if appointed, from other

labors, and that for the remainder of this ses

sion they may givo their whole time and all

their best energies and abilities to the investi

gation of the condition of things in the South,

and to the devising of some remedy or some

means by which security of life and property

and the free exercise of the rights granted to

every American citizen by the Constitution

shall be guaranteed."

Mr. Casserly, of California, said : " I think

we all understand this matter in its present

phase. There is no man of any candor here

who, whatever he may forbear to say in this

public presence, would not admit elsewhere
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that the result of the doings of a speoial com

mittee to be constituted in reference to the

papers now upon the table is already a fore

gone conclusion. Why, sir, is it not too pal

pable for anybody's doubt or contradiction?

Ve had the whole subject here at the last ses

sion. Within a year the most distinguished

men of the majority here, including the Sen

ator from Indiana (Mr. Morton), who has of

fered this resolution, exhausted themselves and

the subject, I will not say for the purpose, but

with the result, of fanning into new life, as far

as they could, the embers of a great civil war,

the embers of sectional conflict and hate. And,

sir, was there ever any thing that failed so

signally as did that labored endeavor, whether

you consider this body and the result here, or

the result before the people at the recent elec

tions ? The mass of the charges, if I remember

correctly, upon which the Senator from In

diana descanted then with so much vehemence,

with so much power, I regret to say, consid

ering the evils of his course, were stale charges,

charges that bad been gone over and over again

until holes were worn through them. Cer

tainly they were charges a great many of which

were as old as 1867. Are there any new

charges here to-day? If there are, why has

not the country heard of them ? What figure

have they made in the press ? Whence have

they been dug np ?

" Sir, I shall regret a controversy here ; I

shall regret any proceeding which will tend

to open anew the flood-gates of hatred, even

although that opening may serve to stay the

doom of a perishing party. Here and now I

say it, there is no party in this country, and

there never was, which is worth so much to

the country as to compensate in the smallest

degree for the renewal of sectional and fratri

cidal animosities like those of the last ten years.

I am attached to the political party to which

I belong because of its excellent principles, of

its great services in the past, and its great ca

pacities for usefulness in the future. But if

even that party could not be maintained except

by arraying one part of the country against

the other, except by slandering and maligning

a part of the Union in order to fan into being

again the flames of civil hatred, wellnigh ex

tinguished by time and the better sense of the

people, I would say, let it perish, let it go

down ; the best thing for it is speedy burial.

" I do not believe either in the accusations

or in the policy that prompts them. I can

well understand that there are in the South

disorderly and violent men. They are the

natural fruits of the war and of your own mis-

government. They are but a handful, easily

dealt with by any government dealing with

them in the right spirit. But what I do not

believe is, that the mass of the Southern people

are the barbarians they have been represented

to be, over and over on this floor, by prominent

Senators of the majority. It would be a great

deal better for the dignity of this body, for the

peaco of this country, for the good standing of

the American people before the enlightened

judgment of Christendom, to say at once what

is the object of all this exaggerated outcry of

outrages in the South ; of all this hollow parade

of investigations—far better to come directly

to the point like men, and let it be understood

that no one of the States lately in insurrection

will be permitted to come back here until she

sends to the Senate and to the House of Rep

resentatives men whose party politics shall be

acceptable to the accidental party majority in

each.

" Let that be understood ; then will there

be no need any more for the periodical per

formances here, for the demonstrations of pas

sion or the torrent of studied vituperation

foured out against the people of the South. If

thought the tenth part of such vituperation

could be true, I should mourn over the land

that had nursed such children as inevitably

lost. What a gain that change would be for

the proprieties of this body and for the general

credit of the American people !

" I do not doubt that in parts of the South

there are troubles. Considering the terrible

ordeal, first of the war and then of your mis-

government, it would be wonderful if there

were not. But why exaggerate them ; why

turn them into capital for a party? "

Mr. Warner, of Alabama, said : " I think the

Senator and the Senate will understand that I

occupy a standpoint in regard to the Southern

people that entitles me to speak as to the con

dition of affairs there. I have offered to the

Southern people, in my person, from the end of

the war, from the time that I took off the uni

form of a Federal soldier, the olive-branch of

peace. I have said to them, again and again, in

dividually, upon the rostrum in Alabama, and

here, upon myresponsibility as a Senator, that I

was willing and anxious to forgive the past ;

that I fought as a Federal soldier only for the

union of my country and for its peace and wel

fare, and liberty in the future. I say that to-day.

I cherish no animosities for the past. I am as

ready to-day, as I have been since the war, to

rise above all the passions of the past, and, in

a spirit of Christian statesmanship, to do that

which shall seem to me best for the welfare of

my country now and in the future."

Mr. Wilson, of Massachusetts, Baid : " Sir, it

never entered my mind that an earnest, con

stitutional, legal effort here in Congress to in

vestigate these murders, these outrages that

are perpetrated by a class of lawless men in

portions of the country, and to find a remedy

if we could, would be met by any opposition

here, or that it hod any thing of political sig

nificance about it. I have no desire to drag in

this question or any other question here to

save what the Senator is pleased to call 'a

perishing party.' I have heard a great deal

daring the last ten years about ' a perishing

party,' but it has so happened (and I would

remind the Senator from California that it
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may happen again) that this expression,

'perishing party,' has been rather on the lip

here in the Senate than in the ballot-boxes of

the country. I have no anxiety ab'ont this

'perishing party;' I have not the slightest

anxiety about the result of the next presiden

tial election; and I have little more doubt

about that result any more than I had in 1860,

or 1864, or 1868.

"But, sir, I desire to say to the Senator

from California that I think he went quite too

far in imputing dishonorable motives to us.

The record of the last dozen years does not

justify such imputations. From the time of

the invasion of Kansas, in 1855, to this hour,

we have been sustained by the official record,

and more than vindicated. The offioial records

will prove and have proved that on every

ocoasion whore we have denounced these out

rages they were larger than they were repre

sented here. They are now, and many Senators

know it. We have seen our friends mutilated ;

we have stood by their dead bodies ; we have

stood by their graves.

''Mr. President, I expected, when the war

closed, with the great cause of all our woes,

slavery, overthrown, that there would be some

outrages in the South. But, sir, these out

rages have vastly exceeded any thing that I

expected. Hundreds of men, I may say thou

sands of men, have lost their lives. Crimes

have been committed by organized, armed,

lawless bands in portions of the South.

" Mr. President, I desire to put an end to all

this ; to put it down by a sound, rational pub

lic opinion throughout the nation. I would

rally the good men and the order-loving men

of the South against these outrages. I would

try to execute the laws. I would have the

people everywhere feel that the sympathy and

the support of the Federal Government are

behind the Constitution and behind the laws.

This strength, going out from the capital into

the lawless regions of the country, will awe

and put down lawless men and strengthen the

weak and the timid, and give courage to the

men who would have law and order. It seems

to me we all ought to strive to do this work

of humanity.

" When these things are accomplished, as I

trust they soon will be, perhaps we shall have

a ' perishing party ; ' perhaps the party now in

power will perish because it has not a great

deal to do. A party must have some policy,

something to do in this world, to live, unless

it be one of those old conservative concerns

that never has any thing to do but to oppose

whatever is done. Such an organization may

gain strength beeanso it can stand still and do

nothing. I suppose there have been such

bodies of people.

" I say to the Senator from California that I

think his remarks utterly unjustifiable; that

his imputation is sustained by no facts in our

previous history."

Mr. Bayard, of Delaware, said : " Sir, this

Administration commenced with words that

were fair. 'Let us have peace,' was the in

coming cry of the Administration ; and on the

sentiment embodied in those words they car

ried with them much of the popular feeling of

this country. That sentiment gave to that

party, probably more than any thing else in

the canvass, the success which they achieved.

Since the -incoming of the Administration,

however, we have seen but -little action in ac

cordance with that sentiment on the part of

those to whom the Government of this country

has been intrusted. There was in the Presi

dent's message during- the present session of

Congress a most ominous silence on the sub

ject of that part of our country where peace

was supposed to be most needed.

" The air has been filled with rumors that

somp such scheme was on foot of patching up

this wretched system of reconstruction as

should in effect again place the entire Southern

people under martial law, wielded by the

present Administration and its followers. How

is it that after the lapse of more than five

years, with unlimited powor of legislation,

with unlimited power to fill all the offices in

the Southern States, new committees, new in

vestigations, new laws and measures must be

resorted to in order to produce good govern

ment throughout the Southern States? What

a confession of incapacity and error is here

made!

" As I have said, I anticipate as a foregone,

conclusion the passage of this resolution. I

anticipate the appointment of this committee.

I anticipate the collection of evidence, almost

cut and dried to order, for the purpose of

justifying almost any suoh measures as we

have seen in the past, or which may be even

exceeded in the future. And yet that does not

prevent mo from giving warning to my fellow-

countrymen all over this country of what I

believe to be the truth of the dangerous at

tempts now being made.

" The object of this resolution, this special

committee, in my solemn belief, is nothing in

the world but to obtain some pretext by which

you shall place the Southern people again

under martial law. There is not to-day in any-

Southern State a single Federal officer who has

not been nominated by the President of your

choice and confirmed by this Senate. There

is not a district judge who is to preside at

trials ; there is not a district attorney who is

to prosecute for offences against the laws of

the Unitod States ; there is not a marshal who

has the sole discretion in selecting and sum

moning the jurors who are to try such cases,

who is not a thick-and-thin partisan of your

Administration. And yet in the face of nil

that you come here, disregarding the ordinary

processes of the laws—and surely they are

numerous enough, surely they are severe

enough—and appeal to foroe."

The motion of Mr. Morton was agreed to.

The committee consisted of Mr. Scott, of
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South Carolina (chairman); Mr. Wilson, of

Massachusetts; Mr. Bayard, of Delaware ; Mr.

Chandler, of Michigan ; and Mr. Sice, of Ar

kansas.

In the Senate, on February 6th, Mr. Chan

dler, of Michigan, moved to consider the bill

to promote commerce among the States, and

to cheapen the transportation of the mails and

military and naval stores.

Mr. Sherman, of Ohio, said : " The simple

question now is, whether Congress has author

ity to authorize the construction of a railroad

passing through different States, under the

power to regulate commerce."

Mr. Casserly, of California, said: "But there

are grave considerations, very grave considera

tions involved in this bill. First of all is the

question as to the constitutional power of the

Congress of the United States to grant a fran

chise for the building of a railroad within the

territory of a State, and, connected with that,

the right of eminent domain in Congress over

lands within a State. These questions, what

ever may be thought of them by gentlemen

here, and however they may decide them, are

among the greatest questions that can ever

come before Congress, because they challenge

directly two of the paramount powers of the

States, and consequently a great part of the

police and other government of the States.

"I have not examined the great subject of

the right of eminent domain involved in this

bill, nor, indeed, any of the important ques

tions involved. I am not prepared to discuss

any of them.

" I desired, however—and that was my chief

purpose in the few words I have said—to

make my protest in the most distinct and em

phatic manner against what seemed to me to

be the assumption of the Senator from Ohio,

that this bill shall be passed without debate,

because for any reason the debate had been

exhausted and members had made np their

minds. It is not the right of any member of

the Senate to make up his mind upon a sub

ject of such magnitude without examining it,

without hearing it discussed, without aiding,

if he can, in the discussion, if discussion is

allowed. For myself, I should consider it a

violation of duty to deny further discussion of

a bill of this importance, although I had heard

it discussed until it was threadbare, and al

though my mind was immovably fixed about

it. I should not venture, even so, to discourage

further examination, to forbid debate. On the

contrary, I should be glad to invite both, not

only for others' sake but for my own good ;

and what I say of this bill I mean to apply to

all bills of a similar character."

Mr. Morton, of Indiana, said : " I am in favor

of an air-line to New York ; but I am not in

favor of its being chartered by Congress.

That involves the exercise of a dangerous

power—the power to charter railroad com

panies through the States ; and when Congress

begins that work it will have enough work of

that kind without doing any thing else. There

are inconveniences now connected with the

travel between this city and New York. I

hope they will be remedied. I have suffered

as much from them as anybody else. I appre

ciate the necessity of such a road as this bill

proposes ; but, sir, I believe there is great dan

ger connected with any attempt on the part

of Congress to charter railroad companies run

ning through the States, and I hope such a bill

will not be passed, at least without the gravest

consideration."

Mr. Bayard, of Delaware, said : "I am ex

ceedingly glad to hear so influential a member

of this body as the Senator who has just taken

his seat express his desire and intent that this

bill shall be discussed most thoroughly before

it becomes a law. It is, treating it as a case

of first impression, an attempt cm the part of

the United States to oondemn the lands of the

States in disregard of their laws, and to exer

cise that right known as the right of eminent

domain, never heretofore attempted to be ex

ercised by the Federal Government since its

creation ; a right which it hasbeen adjudicated

by its highest court not to possess; and if this

bill shall become a law, and if we shall embark

upon this system, it must be in violation of all

judicial precedent upon the subject, of all his

torical precedent upon the subject, and, as I

think, in violation of the plain limitations on

the powers of the Federal Government im

posed by the Constitution of the United States.

"I merely state this much to express my

concurrence in the sentiment expressed by

others as to the gravity of the bill."

Mr. Hamilton, of Maryland, said : " I never

heard this bill debated, and, if it is to be con

sidered, I shall be obliged to enter into a dis

cussion upon it.

" This railroad is to pass through the States

of Maryland, Delaware, Pennsylvania, and

New Jersey, to New York. My people are

interested in it. The sovereignty of Maryland

is interested in this road, and the people of

Maryland expect their representatives to do

what they can to resist its becoming a law. I

shall say no more, but I make another appeal

to- the honorable Senator from Michigan. It

is now late in the evening. I know ho has

other business, in all probability unobjection

able business, to present to the Senate, and I

suggest to him to pass over this bill as the un

finished business until to-morrow or the day

after, so that gentlemen upon this floor may

have an opportunity of discussing properly

and thoroughly its provisions."

Mr. Wilson, of Massachusetts, said : " If we

have the power to pass a bill of this character,

if it be constitutional law, I trust the first

thing we shall do will be to appoint a commit

tee of the ablest jurists we have, or refer the

subject to the Judiciary Committee, and have

a general railroad bill prepared under which

roads may be built and companies organized
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and governed by general laws. I do not want

to see the time when there shall throng abont

Congress a class of men looking to Congress

for the organization of railroads. We have

had enough of that concerning the land-grant

and Pacific railroads.

" It is a fact well known and understood by

the country, it is a subject of general anxiety

and some alarm, that many of our State Legis

latures are influenced, if not directed and con

trolled, by great railway corporations. This

evil reaohes almost every section of the coun

try. The people everywhere want railroads,

and the people will have railroads. To build

railroads there must be large aggregations of

capital, and it is a fact, and a lamentable fact,

that many of the men who manage these rail

roads and control this vast amount of capital

and wield Jhis great power are unscrupulous.

To carry their points they have in portions of

the country resorted to corrupt practices to

control legislative bodies.

"I am inclined to the opinion that Congress

has the power to govern these railroads, be

cause these railroads have become essential to

the commerce of the country, and Congress

can do it by general legislation. I would not

do it by special legislation. I would do it by

placing upon the statute-book a carefully de

vised general law that shall protect the people

and hold and curb these railway managers. I

do not know that we have that authority, but

I am inclined to the opinion that we have. If

it is settled that we have that power, I want

to see it exercised ; for I desire to put the

power of this Government upon the giant cor

porations and the men who are wielding hun

dreds of millions of dollars (many of whom

have shown themselves to be utterly unscru

pulous), and protect the people of the country

against their actions. If we have the power,

we should stop the system of watering railway

stocks and charging the people heavy fares in

order to pay dividends upon capital that was

never invested. That practice by which spec

ulators rob the people has been carried to a

fearful and sTiameful extent, and is oppressive

to the people. Sir, this question that is before

us to-day is a great question, one on which we

ought to spend a few days to consider our

powers, our rights, and our duties."

Mr. Stewart, of Nevada, said : " But let me

suggest to the Senator that the only way to

test the question whether we have the power

or not is to pass some bill, not to be in favor

of some other bill, bnt to pass the bill under

consideration. Let us pass this bill, and then

all the monopolies that are spoken of—the

Pennsylvania Central, I believe, with the rest

—that were alluded to so graphically by the

Senator from Delaware (Mr. Bayard), will

fight it. They will carry it to the Supreme

Court of the United States, and the question

will have to be settled there before they will

be satisfied. But, if you do not pass any bill,

you will never have any question settled."

The bill was finally laid aside.

Among the bills passed at this session of

Congress was one to provide a territorial gov

ernment for the District of Columbia. It

was organized under the law as a territory

of the United States during the year 1871.

Another provides for celebrating the one hun

dredth anniversary of American Independence,

by holding an international exhibition of arts,

manufactures, and products of the soil and

mines, in Philadelphia in the year 1876. This

session closed on March 4th, 1871.

The first session * of the Forty-second Con

gress commenced on March 4th, immediately

after the adjournment of the preceding session.

* The following Is a list of members of the Forty-second
Congress present at its first session.

SENATE.

Alabama—George E. Bpenccr, William Goldthwaite.
Arkansas—Benjamin F. Rico, Powell Clayton.
California—Cornelius Cole, Kugene Casserley.
Connecticut—Orris S. Ferry, William A. Buckingham.
Delaware—Thomas F. Bayard, Ell Saulsburv.
Florida—Thomas W. Osborn, Abijah Gilbert.
Georgia—Joshua Hill, T. M. Norwood.
Illinois—Lvman Trumbull, John A. Logan.
Indiana—Oliver P. Morton, Daniel D. Pratt,
Iowa—James Harlan, George G. Wright
Kansas—Samuel C. Pomoroy, Alexander Caldwell.
Kentucky—Garrett Davis^John W. Stevenson.
Louisiana—William Pitt Kellogg, J. K. West
Maine—Hannibal Hamlin, Lot M. Morrill.
Maryland—George Vickers, William T. Hamilton.
Massachusetts—Charles Sumner, Henry Wilson.
Michigan—Zaehartah Chandler, Thomas W. Ferry.
Minnesota—Alexander Ramsey, William Wtndom.
Mississippi—Adelbert Ames, James L. Alcorn.
Missouri—Carl Schurz, Frank P. Blair, Jr.
Nebraska—Thomas W. Tipton, P. W. Hitchcock.
Nevada—James W. Nye, William M. Stowart

. New Hampshire—James W. Patterson. Aaron H. Cragm.
New Jersey—John P. Stockton. F. T. Frcllnghuysen.
New York—Roscoe Conkling, Reuben E. Fenton.
North Carolina—John Pool Zebulon B. Vonoo.
Ohio—John Sherman, Allen G. Thurman.
Oregon—Henry W. Corbett, James K. Kelley.
Pennsylvania—Simon Cameron, John Scott
Jihads Island—William Spraguo, Henry B. Anthonv.
South Carolina—Frederick A. Sawver, Thos. J. Robertson.
Tennessee—William G. Brownlow, Henry Cooper.
Texas—J. W. Flanagan, Morgan C. Hamilton.
Vermont—Justin S. Morrill, George F. Edmunds.
Virginia—John F. Lewis, J. W. Johnson.
West Virginia—Arthur I. Boreman, Henrv G. Davis.
Wisconsin—Timothy O. Howe, Matthew it. Carpenter.

BOUSE.

Alabama—Benjamin 8. Turner, Charles W. Buckley, W. A.
Handley, Charles Hayes, Peter M. Dox. Joseph H. SIoss.
Arkansas—James* M. Hanks, O. P. Snyder, John Edwards.
California—S. O. Houghton, A. A. Sargent J- M. Coghlan.
Connecticut—Julius L. Strong, S. W. Kellogg, ILH. Stark

weather, Wm. II. Barnum.
fielmcare—Benjamin T. Biggs.
Florida—Joslah T. Walls.
Georgia—K. T. Mclntyre, Richard H. Whitelv, John S.

Blgby, Thomas J. Speer, D. M. DuBose,William T. Price, Pierce
M. B. Young.

Illinois—Charles B. Farwell, John F. Farnsworth, Horatio
C. Bnrchard, John B. Hawley, Bradford N. Stevena, Henry
Snapp, Jesse H. Moore. James C. Robinson. Thompson W.
McNeely, Edward Y. Rice, Samuel S. Marshall, John B. Hay,
John M. Crebs. At large. John S. Bovoridge.
Indiana—William E. Nlblack, Michael C. Kerr. William S.

Holman, Joseph M. Wilson, John Coburn, Daniel W. Yoorhees,
Mahlon D. Manson, James N. Tynor, John P. C. Shanks, Wil
liam Williams, Jasper Packard.
Iowa—George W. McCrarv, A. B. Cotton, W. G. Donnan,

Madison M. Walden, Frank W. Palmer, Jackson Orr.
Kansas—D. P. Lowe.
Kentucky—Edward Crossland, Henry D. McHcnrv, Josoph
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In the House, on March 13th, the Speaker

stated the pending question to be the motion

of the gentleman from Maine (Mr. Hale), to

suspend the rules and pass tho bill to repeal

the duties on salt.

The bill, which was read, provided that,

from and after its passage, salt shall be placed

on the free list, and no further impost duties

shall be collected on the same.

The question on the motion to suspend the

rules and pass the bill was taken, and it was

decided in the affirmative, as follows :

Yeas—Messrs. Acker. Adams, Archer, Arthur,

Averill, Barber, Beatty, Beck, Bigby, Bingham, Bird,

James G. Blair, Braxton, Bright, George M. Brooks,

James Brooks, Buckley, Buffinton, Burchard, Bur-

dett, Roderick B. Butler, Caldwell, Campbell, Cobb,

Cobum, Comingo, Cook, Cotton, Crebs, Critcher,

Crossland, Davis, Dawes, De Large, Donnan, Dox,

DuBose, Duke, Dunncll, Eamcs, Eldridge, Elliott,

Ely, Farnsworth, Finkelnburg, Forker, Charles Fos

ter, Frye, Garfield, Garrett, Getz, Golladay, Hal

deman, Hale, Handley, Hanks, Harper, George E.

Harris, John T. Harris, Hawley, Hay, Gerry W.

Hozleton, Hereford, Hoar, Holman, Kendall, Kerr,

Ketcham, King, Kinsella, Lamison, Lamport, Leach,

Lewis, Lynch, Manson, Marshall, McCormick, Mc-

Crary, McHenry, Mclntyre, McKinney, Merrick,

Benjamin F. Meyers, Monroe, Moore, Morey, Mor

gan, Morphia, Niblack, Orr, Packard, Pendleton,

Peroe, Eh Pcny, Peters, Potter, Price^Kead, Ed

ward Y. Bice, John M. Rico, Ritchie, William B.

Robert*, Robinson, Roosevelt, Rusk, Shanks, Shel

don, Sbellabargerj Shober, Slater, Slocum, Sloss,

H. Boardman Smith, John A. Smith, Worthington

C. Smith, Thomas J. Speer, Stevens, Stevenson,

Storm, Stoughton, Swann, Sypher, Taffe, Terry, Tut-

hill, Twichell, Tvner, Upson, Van Trump, Vaughan,

Voorhees, Waddell, Wakeman, Walden, Waldron,

Wallaee, Warren, Wheeler, Whiteley, Whitthome,

H. Lewis. William B. Read, Bovd Winchester, William E. Ar-
. Beck, George M. Adams, John M. Rice.
-J. HaIe_Syplicr, Lionel A. Sheldon, 0. B. Dar-

i McClerry, Frank Morev.
-John Lynch, William P. Frye, James G. Blaine,

John A. Peters. Eugene Hale.
Maryland—Samuel Hambletoa Stevenson Archer, Thomas

Bwann, John Ritchie, William M. Merrick.
Massachusetts—James Buffinton, Oakes Ames, Glnery

Twichell, Samuel Hooper, Benjamin F. Butler, Nathaniel P.
Banks, George M. Brooks, George F. Hoar, WUllam B. Wash
burn, Henry L. Dawes.

-Henry Waldron, William L. Stoughton, Austin
a W. Ferry, Omar D. Conger, Jabez G. Suther

land.
Minnesota—Mark H. Dunne! John T. Averill.
Mi*si*sippi—George E. Harris, J. L. Morphia, Henry W.

Barry, George C. McKee, Le Grand W. Perce.
Missouri—Erostus WeDa, G. A. Finkelnburg, J. R. McCor

mick, H. E. Havens. Samuel S. Burdett, A. Comingo, Isaac C.
Parker, James G. Blair, Andrew King.
Nebraska—John Taffe.
Nevada—C. W. Kendall.
Nev> Hampshire—Eliery A. Hlbbard, Samuel N. Bell, Hosea

N. Parker.
New Jersey—John W. Hazleton, Samuel C. Forker, John T.

Bird. John HID. George A. Halsey.
New York—DwightTownsend. Thomas Kinsella, Henry W.

Slocum, Robert B. Roosevelt, William R. Roberta, Samuel S.
Cox. Smith Ely, Jr., James Brooks, Fernando Wood. Clarkson
X. Potter, Charles St John, John H. Ketcham, Joseph H.Tut-
ML Ea Perrv, Joseph M. Warren, John Rogers, William A.
Wheeler, John M. Carroll. Elizur n. Prlndlc, Clinton L Mer-
rtara. Kills H. Roberts, William E. Lansing. R. Holland Duell,
John E. Seely, Wlutam H. Lamport, Milo Goodrich, Horace B.
Smith, Freeman Clarke, Beth Wakeman, William Williams,
Walter L. Sessions.
North Carolina—Clinton L. Cobb, Charles R. Thomas, Al

fred M. Waddel 8km H. Rogers, James M. Leach, Francis E.
Bhobcr, J. C. Harper.
Ohio —Aaron F. Perrv. Job E. Stevenson, Lewis D. Camp

bell, J. F. McKenney, Charles L. Lamison. John A. Smith,

Williams of Indiana, Williams of New-York, Jere

miah M. Wilson, John T. Wilson, Wood, and Young

Nats—Mossrs. Ambler, Austin, Blair, Conger,

Creely, Dickey, Henry D. Foster, Goodrich, Grif

fith, Harmer, Havana, John W. Hazleton, Hooper,

Kelley, Killinger, Lansing, Lowe, Maynard, McClel

land, McGrew, McJunkin, Merriara, Leonard Myers,

Packer, Parker, Peck, Piatt, Poland, Porter, Prin-

dle, Rainey, Randall, Ellis H. Roberts, Rogers, Saw

yer, Soofield, Seeley, Sessions, Shoemaker, R. Mil

ton Speer, Sprague, Stowoll, St. John, Sutherland,

Thomas, Washington Townsend, Walls, and Wil-

lnrd—47.

Not Voting—Mossrs. Ames, Banks, Barry, Biges,

Benjamin F. Butler, Carroll, Clarke, Cox, Darrall,

Duell, Farwell, Halsey, Hambleton, Hays, Hill, Mo-

Kee, MoNeely, Mercur, Mitchell, Negley, Palmer,

Aaron F. Perry, Sherwood, Snyder^pwight Town-

send, Turner, Washburn, Wells, and Winchester—29.

So (two-thirds having voted in the affirma

tive) the bill was passed.

Mr. Farnsworth, of Illinois, said : " I move

to suspend the rules and pass a joint resolution

to repeal the duties on coal."

The joint resolution, which was read, pro

vided that, from and after its passage, no tax

or duty shall be levied or collected upon for

eign coal.

The question was taken, as follows :

Yeas—Messrs. Acker, Adams, Arthur, Averill,

Barber, Beatty, Beck, Bingham, Bird, James G.

Blair, Braxton, Bright, George M. Brooks, James

Brooks, Buckley, Buffinton, Burchard; Caldwell,

Campbell, Carroll, Clarko, Cobum, Comingo, Cook,

Cotton, Cox, Crebs, Critcher, Crossland, Dawes,

Donnan, DuBose, Duke, Dunnell, Eames, Eldridge,

Ely, Farnsworth, Finkelnburg, Forker, Charles Fos

ter, Frye, Garfield, Garrett, Golladay, Haldeman,

Hale, Handley, Hanks, Harper, John T. Harris,

Samuel Shouabarger, John Beatty, Charles Foster, Erasmus D.
Peck, John T. Wilson. Phtladelph D. Trump, George W. Mor
gan, James Monroe, William P. Sprague, John A. Bingham,
Jacob A, Ambler, William H. Upson, James A. Garfield.
Oregon—Joseph H. Slater.
Pennsylvania—Samuel J. Randall, J. V. Creely, Leonard

Myers. William D. Kelley, A. C. Harmer, E. L. Acker, Wash
ington TownBend. J. Lawrence Getz, Oliver J. Dickey, John
W. Killinger, John B. Storm, L. I>. ~

r, John B. Packer, Richard J. Haldeman, B. P. Meyers,
R. Milton Spear, Henry Sherwood, Glennl W. Scofleld, Samuel
Griffith. Henry D. Foster, James 8. Neglev, Ebcnezor McJun
kin. WUllam McClelland.
Rhode Island—Benjamin T. Eames, James M. Pendleton.
South Carolina—Joseph H. Ralney, Robert C. De Large,

Robert B. Elliott, Alexander 8. Wallace.
Tennessee—Roderick R. Butlor, Horace Mavnard, A.E.Gar

rett, John M. Bright, E. J. Golladay, W. C. Whitthome, Rob
ert P. Caldwell, W. W. Vaughan.

Texas—Wm. J. Herndon, John C. Conner, D. C. Glddlngs,
John Hancock.
Vermont—Charles W. Wlilard, Luke P. Poland, Worthing

ton C. Smith.
Virginia—John Critcher, James n. Piatt, Jr., Charles H.

Porter, W. n. H. Stowctt, R. T. W. Duke, John T. Harris,
Elliott M. Braxton, William Terry.

West Virginia—John J. Davis, Frank Hereford, James C.

McGrew.
Wisconsin—Alexander Mitchell George W. Hazleton, J. Al

len Barber, Charles A. Eldridge, Philetus Sawyer, Jeremiah M.

Bosk.
rzT.EGATra.

Ariaona—RIchard'C. McComnell.
Colorado—Jeromo B. Chaffee.
Dakota—Moses K. Armstrong.
JHstrict of Columbia—H. T. Chapman.
Idaho—Samuel A. Mcrritt
MonUina—Wm. H. Claggett
New Merieo—E. W. Toole.
Utah—Wm. H. Hooper.

Washinaton—Seluclus Garfleldo,
Wyoming—Wm. T. Jones.
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Hawley, Hay, Gerry W. Hazleton, Holman, Kendall,

Kerr, Ketoham, King, Kinsella, Lamison, Leach,

Lewis, Lrnch, Manson, Marshall, McCormick, Mc-

Crary, SlcHenry, Mclntyre, McKinney, Merriam,

Benjamin F. Meyers, Monroe, Moore, Morey, Mor

gan, Niblaok, Orr, Packard, Palmer, Pendleton, Eli

Perry. Peters, Potter, Price, Bead, Edward Y. Rice,

John M. Bice, Ellis H. Koberts, William K. Koberts,

Bobinson, Roosevelt, Scelcy, Shanks, Shellabar-

ger, Shober, Slater, blocum, Sloss, John A. Smith,

Worthington C. Smith, Stevens, Stevenson. Storm,

Stoughton, Sypher, Taffe, Terry, Tuthill, Twichell,

Tyner, Upson, Van Trump, Vaughan, Voorhees,

Waddell, Wakeman, Walden, Waldron, Warren,

Wheeler, Whiteley, Whitthorne, Williams of Indi

ana, Williams of Now York, Jeremiah M. Wilson,

John T. Wilson, Wood, and Young—180.
Nats—Messrs. Ambler, Archer, Bigby, Austin

Blair, Burdett, Benjamin F. Butler, Roderick K. But

ler, Cobb, Conger, Crcely, Davis, De Large, Dickey,

Dox, Elliott, Henry D. Foster, Getz, Goodrich, Grif-

fifth, Harmer, Havens, John W. Hazleton, Hereford,

Kelley, Killinger, Lamport, Maynard, MeClellandj

McGrew, McJunkin, Merrick, Morphis, Leonard

Myers, Packer, Parker, Piatt. Poland, Porter, Prin-

dlc, Kainoy, Randall, Ritchie, Sawyer, Scofleld,

Shoemaker! n. BoarJman Smith, R. Milton Speer,

Thomas J. Speer, Sprague, Stowell, St. John, Swann,

Thomas, Washington Townsend, Wallace, Walls,

and Willard—57.
Not Voti.no—Messrs. Ames, Banks. Barry, Biggs,

Darrell, Duell, Farwell, Halsey, Hambleton, George

E. Harris, Hays, Hill, Hoar, Hooper, Lansing, Lowe,

MoKee, McNe"ely, Merour, Mitchell, Negley, Pock,

Perce. Aaron F. Perry, Rogers, Rusk, Sessions, Shel

don, Sherwood, Snyder, Sutherland, Dwight Town-

send, Turner, Washburn, Wells, and Winchester—36.

So (two-thirds voting in favor thereof) the

rules were suspended, and the joint resolution

was passed.

Mr. Randall, of Pennsylvania, said : " I move

to suspend the rules, and put the following bill

upon its passage :

Be it enacted, etc., That from and after the passage

of this act, tea and coffee shall be placed on the free

list, and no further import duties shall be collected

on the same."

The question was taken, as follows :

Yeas—Messrs. Acker, Adams, Ambler, Archer, Ar

thur, Beatty, Bigby, Biggs, Bingham, Austin Blair,

Braxton, Bright, Buckley, Bufflnton, Burdett, Benja

min F. Butler, Roderick It. Butler, Caldwell, Camp

bell, Carroll, Cobb, Coiningo, Conger, Crebs, Creely,

Critcher, Crosshind, Davis, De Large, Dickey, Dox,

Duke, Dunnell, Eldridge, Elliott, Finkelnburg, For-

ker, Henry D. i ostcr, Garrett, Getz,Golladay,Grifflth,

Haldeman, Hale, Handley, Hanks, Harmer, Harper,

John T. Harris, Havens, Hay, John W. Hazleton,

Hereford, Holman, Kelley, Kendall, Killingor, Kins,

Lamison, Lamport, Leach, Lewis, Manson, Marshall,

Maynard, MoClelland, McCormick, McGrew, Mcllen-

ry, Mclntyre, McJunkin, McKinney, Merrick, Ben

jamin F. Meyers, Mooro, Morey, Morgan, Morphis,

Leonard Myers, Niblaok, Packard, Packer, Parker,

Perce, Eli Perry, Piatt, Porter, Price, Rainoy, Ran

dall, Read, John M. Rice, Ritchie, Ellis H. Koberts,

William R. Roberts, Bobinson, Rogers, Sawyer, Sco

fleld, Seely, Shanks, Sheldon, Shober, Shoemaker,

Slater, Slocum, Sloss, John A. Smith, Worthington

C. Smith, R. Milton Speer, Thomas J. Speer, Stevens,

Stevenson, Storm, Stowell, St. John, Sutherland,

Swann, Sypher, Terry, Washington Townsend, Tut

hill, Twichell, Tyner, Upson, Van Trump, Vaughan,

Voorhees,Waddell, Waldron, Wallaco, Walls, White-

ley, Whitthorne, Williams of Indiana. Williams of

New York, John T. Wilson, Wood, and Young—1S9.

Nats—Messrs. Averill, Barber, Bird, James G.

Blair, George M. Brooks, James Brooks, Burchard,

Clarke, Coburn, Cook, Cotton, Cox, Donnan,Eame3,

Charles Foster, Frye, Garfield, Goodrich, Hawley,

Gerry W. Hazleton, Hoar, Kerr, Ketcham, Kinsella,

Lansing, Lynch, MoCrary, Merriam, Monroe. Orr,

Palmer, Peck, Pendleton, Peters, Poland, Potter,

Prindle, Roosevelt, Rusk, Shellabarger, II. Board-

man Smith, Stoughton, Taffe, Thomas, Wakeman,

Walden, Warren, Wheeler, and Willard—19.

Not VoTiira—Messrs. Amos, Banks, Barry, Beck,

Darrall, Dawes, DuBose, Duell, Ely, Faruaworth,

Farwell, Halsey, Hambleton, George E. Harris, Hays,

Hill, Hooper, Lowe, McKee, McNeely, Mercur, Mitch

ell, Negley, Aaron F. Perry, Edward Y. Rice, Ses

sions, Sherwood, Snyder, Spraguo, Dwight Town-

send, Turner, Washburn, Wells, Jeremiah M. Wil

son, and Winchester—35.

So (two-thirds voting in favor thereof) the

rules were suspended ; and the bill (II. R. No.

174) was passed.

In the Houso, on March 27th, Mr. Hibbard,

of New Hampshire, offered the following reso

lutions :

Resolved, 1. That the financial policy which aims

merely at a rapid extinguishment of the public debt

by perpetuating tho burdens of taxation is inexpe

dient and impolitic; and that the faith and credit of

the Government depend on the development of the

resources of the country, and their relief from inordi

nate taxation.

2. That economy requires that the annual taxation

should not exceed two hundred and fifty millions of

dollars, including interest, and twenty-five millions

principal of tho public debt.

8. That the tariff should bo so reformed as to be a

tax for revenue only, and not for the protection of

class interests at tho general expense.

i. That, in case this session adjourns without tho

appointment of tho Ways and Means Committee, a

special committee of seven be appointed to consider

and report upon tho reform of tho revenue, and also

report such liill or bills as will embody a revenue

tariff without discriminating in favor of particular in

terests; and in ease said Committee of Ways and

Means bo appointed at this session, that then said

Committeo of Ways and Means shall perform tho

duties required by this resolution.

Mr. Eldridge, of Wisconsin, moved to lay the

resolutions on the table, saying that he did so

" to get a test-vote."

The question was taken, and it was decided

as follows:

Ykas—Messrs. Georgo M. Brooks and Maynard—2.

Nays—Messrs. Aoker, Adams, Arthur, Barry,

Beatty, Beck, Bird, Austin Blair, Braxton, Bright,

James Brooks, Bufflnton, Burchard, Burdett, Cald

well, Carroll, Clarke, Cobb, Coburn, Conger, Cook,

Cotton, Cox, Creoly.Critcher, Crossland, Davis, Do

Large, Donnan, DuBose, Duko, Dunnell, Eldridgo,

-Elliott, Ely, Farwell, Finkelnburg, Forker, Charles

Foster, Henry D. Foster, Frye, Garrett, Getz, Golla-

day, Goodrich, Griffith, Hale,Handley, Harper, Ha

vens, Hawley, Hay, Gerry W. Hazleton, John W.

Hazleton, Hereford, Hibbard, Holman, Hooper, Kel

ley, Kendall, Kerr, King, Lamison, Lamport, Loach,

Lewis, Manson, Marshall, McClelland, McCormick,

McGrew, Mcllenrv, Mclntyre, McJunkin, McKee,

McNeely, Mercur, Merriam, Monroe, Moore, Morey,

Morgan, Leonard Myers, Niblack, Packard, Packer,

Palmer, Hosea W. Parker, Isaac C. Parker. Peck,

Pendleton, Perce, Aaron F. Perry, Eli Perry, Peters,

Piatt, Poland, Porter, Potter, Price, Prindle, Rainey,

Randall, Road, Edward Y. Rice, John M. Bice, Ellis

H. Roberts, William R. Roberts, Rogers, Sawyer, Sco

fleld, Sessions, Shanks, Sheldon, Sherwood, Shober,

Shoemaker, Slater, Slocum, Sloss, H. Boardmon
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Smith, Worthington C. Smith, Snyder, Thomas J.

Speer, Sprague, Stevens, Stonn.Stoughton, Stowell,

St. John, Sutherland, Swann, Taffe, Terry, Wash

ington Townsend, Turner, Tuthill, Twichefl, Tyner,

Waddell, "Walden, Waldron, Wallace, Walls, Wash

burn, Wells, Wheeler. Whitoley, Whitthorne, Wil-

lard, Jeremiah M. Wilson, John T. Wilson, Wood,

and Young—154.

The resolutions were then referred to the

Committee of Ways and Means.

The following resolution, offered in the Sen

ate by Mr. Anthony, of Rhode Island, was

adopted, after a wide range of debate, on the

22d of March :

Resolved, That the Senate will consider at the pres

ent session no other legislative business than the de

ficiency appropriation bill, the concurrent resolution

for a joint committee of investigation into the condi

tion of the States lately in insurrection, and the reso

lution now pending instructing the Committee on the

Judiciary to report a bill or buls that will enable the

President and the courts of the United States to exe

cute the laws in said States, and the report that may

be made by the Committee on the Judiciary on that

subject.

The rote was as follows :

Yeas—Messrs. Ames, Anthony, Borernarj, Brown-

low, Caldwell, Cameron, Chandler, Cole, Conkling,

Cragin, Fenton, Ferry of Michigan, Frelinghuvsen,

Gilbert, Hamilton of Texas, Hamlin, Harlan, Hitch

cock, Howe, Lewis, Morrill of Vermont, Morton,

Osborn, Patterson, Pomeroy, Pool, Pratt, Bamsey,

Sawyer, Scott, Sherman, Spencer, Stewart) West,

Wilson, and Wright—86.

Nats—Messrs. Bayard, Blair, Casserly, Cooper,

Davis of Kentucky, Davis of West Virginia, Hamil

ton of Maryland, Johnston, Kelly, Saulsbury, Ste

venson, Stockton, Sumner, Thurman, Tipton, Trum

bull, Vickers, and Windom—18.

Absent—Messrs. Buckingham, Carpenter, Cor-

bett, Edmunds, Ferry of Connecticut, Flanagan,

Hill, Kellogg, Logan, Morrill of Maine, Nye, Bice,

Bobertson, Schurzj and Sprague—15.

In the Senate, on March 18th, the following

resolution, offered by Mr. Sherman, of Ohio,

was considered :

Resolved, That as organized bands of desperate and

lawless men, mainly composed of soldiers of the late

rebel armies, armed, disciplined, and disguised, and

bound by oaths and secret obligations, have by force,

terror, and violence, subverted: all civil authority in

large parts of the late insurrectionary States, thus

utterly overthrowing the safety of persons and prop

erty, and all those rights which are the primary

basis and object of all civil government and which

are expressly guaranteed by the Constitution of the

United States to all its citizens, and as the courts are

rendered utterlv powerless by organized perjury to

punish orime : Therefore,

The Committee on the Judiciarv is instructed to

report a bill or bills that will enable the President

and the courts of the United States to execute the

laws, punish such organized violence, and secure to

all citizens the rights so guaranteed to them.

Mr. Sherman said : " Mr. President, the con

dition of affairs in the Southern States is so

extraordinary in its character, that I deem it

my duty, after a somewhat patient examina

tion for a few days of such testimony as was

within my reach, to present to the Senate my

view of a state of affairs unexampled, either

in ancient or in modern times. It seems to

me that the evidence disclosed already by the

recent examination made by the committee

appointed by the Senate presents us a mass

of testimony which, connected with such facts

as we can gather from the newspapers of the

South, and as are conveyed to us by telegram

and by letter, demands at once attention by

the Senate, and by the whole people of the

United States. This resolution which I have

drawn contains nothing but what is literally

true. Every statement and every allegation

contained in it, -although it is a melancholy

indictment, is, I am sorry to say, strictly true.

No human language can convey the feelings of

regret with which I have pernsed the evidence

and become convinced that this state of affairs

really exists. That the Ku-klux Elan, as it

is called, under various names, is now a for

midable military power in eleven States of this

Union is shown by all contemporaneous his

tory, as well as by the sworn proof of great

numbers of witnesses given before one of the

committees of this body. That it is a disci

plined band, armed, eqnipped, disguised, mainly

composed of soldiers of the rebel army, is sworn

to by the members of the order."

Mr. Lewis, of Virginia, said : " The Senator

says that this band exists in eleven States. Let

me say to him that there is no such band in

my State, and that there is as much law and

order in Virginia as in any State in this Union.

If there is a band of Ku-klux there, it is not

known to me."

Mr. Sherman, of Ohio, said : " When I say

that such bands exist in Virginia, it will be

time enough to correct me. I intend that

every statement I mako this day shall be ab

solutely and strictly true. I said eleven States ;

and in Kentucky there is a state of horror

unequalled almost by anv of the late rebel

States."

Mr. Davis, of Kentucky, said : "Allow me

to say that that statement is simply the phan

tom of a distempered imagination."

Mr. Sherman, of Ohio, said: ;'I think I will

show my honorable friend from Kentucky, and

he will regret it as much as I do, testimony

from sources that he will not controvert, that

in Kentucky—"

Mr. Davis, of Kentucky : " You cannot do

that."

Mr. Sherman, of Ohio, said : " I can show

him from the Democratic organ in Kentucky,

the Louisville Courier-Journal, a declaration

of these facts and a denunciation of these out

rages in Kentucky more violent in its tone and

words than any language I shall utter this

day."

Mr. Davis, of Kentucky : " Allow me to say

one single word more, and I shall not trouble

my honorable friend again. I do not care who

makes the disclosure; to any thing like any

considerable extent, it is not true. That there

are disorders in Kentucky, rare and occasional,

that ought to be put down by the proper au

thority, I admit, and it will be done sooner and
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much more safely, if Congress does not inter

fere, by the proper authorities of Kentucky."

Mr. Johnston, of Virginia, said : " I desire

to make a single statement. If I understand

the resolution—I have not had an opportunity

of reading it, and only heard it read—it de

clares that the state of things set forth in it

exists in the late insurrectionary States. I

presume the Senator who drew the resolution

means to include the State of Virginia as one

of the late insurrectionary States, and to de

clare by resolution that the Ku-klux Klan and

organized perjury and resistance to the laws

exist in that State. I do not desire to inter

rupt the Senator any further than to deny

positively the statements of that resolution in

regard to the State of Virginia, and to declare

tbat they are utterly untrue.

Mr. Sherman, of Ohio, said : " Now, that

these armed bands do exist in certain States is

not denied. Senators soein in the outset to be

anxious to disclaim that they exist in their own

communities. I will first deal with the case of

North Carolina, where we are fortified by proof

that cannot be gainsaid, by an examination

made by seven of the most intelligent members

of this body, among whom were two members

of the minority of this body. Before that oom-

mittee, judges, lawyers, clerks, officers, and

private citizens of every grade and condition

of society were examined, and their sworn tes

timony is given in the report. And who now,

in the face of this testimony, will deny that

there are organized bands of lawless and des

perate men, composed mainly of soldiers of

the rebel army, in disguise, working with ter

ror and violence, with murder, whipping, and

scourging, and spreading terror over large parts

of the State of North Carolina, sometimes em

bracing whole counties, and whose proceedings

are set forth in the report with an amplitude

of minutiaa and detail that is perfectly start

ling ?

" Sir, the witnesses show that many of the

young men who were arrayed in the Confed

erate army joined this military organization,

with all the benefit of the discipline they had

gained while in armed hostility to the Gov

ernment of the United States. They are there

in violation of the very liberal terms granted

them by General Grant, and in violation of

the treaty of capitulation under which they

surrendered themselves as prisoners of war.

They are armed with the very weapons they

used against our own soldiers, and arms have

flowed freely into North Carolina since the war

was over, arms of the best character. They

are disciplined and organized, according to

the testimony of these high oflioers, in almost

every county of North Carolina; but iu most

of the counties, perhaps in a large majority of

the counties, they have committed no out

rages; but there they lie quiet, organized,

ready at a moment's notice to spring to arms.

In several of the counties of that State, as I

will show you by the testimony of these wit

nesses, they have brought about a condition

of aifairs that is revolting to every instinct of

humanity.

" I have read their oath, showing that hero

is a political organization, with political ends,

political aims; and, although the language is

somewhat covert, it shows that the object and

efifeot of that political organization is to pre

vent large masses of the people of the Southern

States from enjoying a right which has been

guaranteed to them by the Constitution of our

country.

" These men are not only armed, disciplined,

oath-bound members of the Confederate army,

but they work in disguise ; and their instru

ments are terror and crime. Why, sir, we are

already familiar, and perhaps too familiar, with

the common description of these Ku-klux Klans

riding at night over a vast region of country,

going from county to county, coming into a

county town, and spreading terror all over a

community ; and not only that, but they en

deavor to excite superstition. They pretended,

I believe, in the outset to be the representative

ghosts of the Confederate dead. That was the

idea which they sought to give out ; the ghosts

of the Confederate dead were coming back to

punish those who had been disloyal to the

Confederate service ; and they terrified men,

women, and children, white and black. They

excited the superstition of the ignorant negroes

of the South, endeavored to frighten them first

by superstition, and then by intimidation, by

threats, by violence, and by murder.

" Mr. President, I do not know anywhere

an organization similar to this Ku-klux Klan.

I have thought of the Thugs of India. They

murdered, and they murdered secretly ; but

they did not disguise themselves while they

were in the act of murder. If any Senator

now, in looking over the record of crime in all

ages, can tell me of an association, a conspiracy,

or a band of men, who combined in their acts

and in their purposes more that is diabolical

than this Ku-klux Klan, I should like to know-

where it was. They are secret, oath-bound ;

they murder, rob, plunder, whip, and scourge ;

and they commit these crimes, not upon the

high and lofty, but upon the lowly, upon the

poor, upon feeble men and women who are

utterly defenceless. They go out at night,

armed and disguised, under color of supersti

tious forms, and commit their work. They go

over vast regions of country, carrying terror

wherever they go. In all the record of human

crime—and God knows it is full enough—

where is there an organization against which

humanity revolts more than it does against

this ? I know there is not a Senator here but

feels that this thing ought to be put down.

" As to the extent of this organization, let

me look at the testimony. One or two wit

nesses here state the number of this organiza

tion at forty thousand."

Mr. Morton, of Indiana: "In one State?"

Mr. Sherman, of Ohio, said : " In one State,
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North Carolina. It seems to me that that must

be an exaggeration, because it would be entire

ly out of proportion to the white voting popu

lation of North Carolina. But suppose there

are but ten thousand, and no man ean read
• this evidence without being convinced that

there are at least ten thousand. In some coun

ties, according to the testimony, seven or eight

hundred of these men are in the Klan.

" It is also shown by conclusive evidence

that this organization extends through every

county of North Carolina. One of the judges

of the Supreme Court of that State, who was

examined by both sides, and who seems

throughout to have testified fairly, said he be

lieved the organization extended into almost

every county in North Carolina, but that in

many counties they had never committed any

outrage ; and he said that in some of the strong

est Democratic counties they dared not show

their heads in open violence. Wherever there

is a strong Republican majority or a strong

Democratic majority, this organization lies

quiet ; but wherever there is a close county,

and terror is necessary to enable them to carry

the election, there they rise. Wherever the

negro population preponderates, there they

hold their sway ; for a few determined men,

disciplined as these men are, can carry terror

among ignorant negroes, uneducated, full of

superstition, without arms, equipment, or dis

cipline. The testimony shows that this or

ganization is powerful in that State ; and it

extends to the other States, as I shall show

you hereafter.

"Mr. President, it may be said that these

cases of crime are only isolated cases ; that

they do not pervade large communities, and

are not numerous. That is not so, unfortu

nately. This report contains, on pages 18-20,

specific cases which show that they are

general. For instance, in the single coun

ty of Lincoln, within eighteen months, there

were twenty-one cases of whipping, murder,

and other crimes of violence committed by the

Ku-klnx Klan. In another county, the county

of Alamance, there were thirty-eight cases

within the period of twenty-four months ; and

other testimony, to which I shall advert pres

ently, shows that since this list was made up

other crimes of a similar character have been

committed in those counties.

" In Catawba County we find a list of twenty

or thirty cases. I do not know precisely the

number. Then there is here a list of outrages

in other counties referred to."

Mr. Bayard, of Delaware, said : " Without

interrupting the honorable Senator from Ohio,

merely that there may be an intelligent com

prehension of this evidence as we go along, I

ask him if he knows within what dates that

whole list of outrages has occurred ? How

long a period of time is embraced in the oc

currence of that long list ? There is something

in that, I think."

Mr. Sherman, of Ohio, said : " I see in the

report of the Senator from Pennsylvania, from

the 1st of Deoember, 1868, to the 22d of De

cember, 1870, a period of a little more than

two years, a list of thirty-eight cases referred

to as having occurred in Alamance County ;

and the same report says that they are only a

portion of the cases occurring in that county."
Mr. Bayard, of Delaware, said: "Now, in ■

the presence of the Senator from Pennsyl

vania, whom the Senator gives as his author

ity, I ask whether, from the testimony taken

before that committee, he derives those dates

and those facts? "

Mr. Scott, of Pennsylvania : "Those dates

refer to the President's message."

Mr. Bayard, of Delaware : " I thought so.

There was no testimony about them."
Mr. Sherman, of Ohio, said : '■ I think a gen

tleman so distinguished for candor as my friend

from Delaware will hardly dispute the fact

when he comes to reply to me (as he will, no

doubt, in due time, as I shall have occasion to

refer to his report after a while and he will

have occasion to reply) that the multitude of

these crimes, spreading over vast regions of

country, occurring so frequently, shows a re

volting state of society which no man can jus

tify. But, instead of giving long lists of crime

that have been committed from time to time,

it is sometimes best to illustrate the nature of

these crimes ; and I propose to give now four

or five specimen cases of the offences that

have been committed and are here reported to

ns by this sworn testimony. [Here Mr. Sher

man stated several cases.—Ed.]

" Mr. President, these are all the cases that

I shall bring before the Senate, not because

there are not many more, for I have here, in

the clearest and strongest testimony, in news

papers and in various forms, innumerable

cases that would occupy me for days in merely

reading a short abstract and statement of

them. I appeal now to Senators whether

there is not a condition of society in the South

that calls for our action if we intend to retain

a republican form of government, if we intend

to hold up this Government of ours as a pat

tern for other nations. If we do, we must,

without regard to party, in the language of

the judge of Kentucky, put down this condi

tion of things in some way or other.

"I have confined myself, thus far, to a

simple delineation of the character of this

organization, of the nature of its crimes, of the

extensiveness of its crimes, and of the strength

and power of the organization. There are two

or three peculiarities about it which are as

striking as are these other matters. The first

is, that all these crimes are committed upon

Republicans. The judge who made the charge

to the grand-jury in Kentucky says this is not

a political organization, but he had not at

that time read the testimony here containing

the oath, and all this multiplied testimony,

showing that it is a political organization, not

approved by all Democrats, I know. It is a
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rebel organization; it is flaunting again the

rebel flag in our faces; but, instead of open

and manly warfare, it is assassination sub

stituted for war.

"Mr. President, there is another remark

able feature of this whole proceeding, and

that is, that from the beginning to the end, in
• all this extent of territory, no man has ever

been convicted or punished, for any of these

offences, not one. The only claimed excep

tion, and that is pointed out by the minority

report, is where three or four negroes under

took to disguise themselves as Ku-klux, went

around murdering and robbing other black

people ; but they were not genuine Ku-klux.

They were arrested by the authorities, tried,

and sent to the penitentiary, and are there

now.

"But, sir, in all this numerous array of

crimes there is not one man called to an ac

count for murder, robbery, scourging, whip

ping. Why, sir, it is an appalling fact. In

regard to Texas the matter was discussed here

some time ago ; and now from Texas to North

Carolina how many crimes have been com

mitted by this Ku-klux Klan? And yet here

is the testimony of a judge in Kentucky that

the grand-juries refuse to indict and the petit

juries refuse to convict, and there is no punish

ment for this lawless outrage upon human

society.

" I have culled out these cases to show that

the broad statement I made is literally true,

because, when we come to analyze the state

ments made by the honorable Senator from

Tennessee and the honorable Senator from

Georgia, they are cases of ordinary crime;

they are not the political offences of which I

have spoken ; and I repeat now as conclusively

true, and I assert they cannot be gainsaid, and

I ask of my political adversaries to overthrow

them if they can : first, that every man who

has been outraged by these Ku-klux Klana is a

Republican ; next, that every man who did it

was a Democrat ; and next, that no man has

been convicted for any of this class of offences.

" I have already consumed all the time on

that branch of the case that I desire. I now

turn to the report of the minority of the com

mittee, signed by two gentlemen for whom I

not only entertain high respect, but whose

names ought to carry with them a great deal

of respect in the country.

"In the first place, I do not understand

these gentlemen to deny the material allega

tions made by the majority report. I do not

understand them to deny, except in lawyer

like, general phraseology, the material allega

tions made by the majority, that this is a politi

cal organization, spreading terror and violence

over a vast region of country, outraging its

adversaries, and protecting its members from

punishment in the courts; but they give a

number of apologies, very plausibly stated.

" But, the chief point of this minority report

is, to show that the Ku-Tdux outrages were

justified by the organization of secret leagues

on the part of the negroes. Let us see what

was the character of their secret leagues.

Were they any other than ordinary associa

tions of men bound together for a lawful pur

pose? What does this book show in regard to •

the Union Leagues or the secret leagues which

it is said the negroes joined? Nothing but

what they had a right to do."

Mr. Stevenson, of Kentucky, said : " Mr.

President, when the Senator from Ohio (Mr.

Sherman) rose to speak in support of his reso

lution, he made a most nnjust and unfounded

aspersion, as I think—wholly unintentional no

doubt on his part—upon the Commonwealth

which I have the honor in part to represent on

this floor. The Senator was pleased to say

that the lawlessness and violence of these

armed, organized, sworn rebel soldiers were so

great in Kentucky as to demand the passage

of this resolution.

"Now, has my honorable friend made good

his charge so repeatedly hurled at Kentucky

in his speech, that there is a band of armed

Confederate soldiers in that Commonwealth

bound by secret oaths to overthrow the law

and to commit robbery and murder? The

charge was distinct. What has been its proof?

He reads a charge to the jury made by Wil

liam S. Prior, a circuit judge in one of the

judicial districts of Kentucky. I know that

gentleman well. His honor and his truth aro

as pure as the ermine that he wears. Does

that judge say that the Ku-klux is a political

organization? Does he intimate that the or

ganization is composed of rebel soldiers? So

far from it, he says it is not a political organi

zation. The very charge of Judge Prior, who

is a Southern man, and was for freedom of

opinion, but for nothing else, ruthlessly ban

ished by Federal power during the war, con

stitutes the highest proof of the injustice which

the honorable Senator from Ohio seeks to heap

upon the Commonwealth of Kentucky. Exiled

during the war for the mere exercise of politi

cal opinion, when restored to the circuit benoh

by a most unprecedented majority, wherever

he sees the least disorder, the least violence,

he makes it the subject of a special charge, in

order that these violators of law may be brought

to justice.

"I do not deny the fact that occasional acts

of violence have been committed in Kentucky.

During my late administration of the executive

affairs of that State, which I resigned on the

13th of February, it was my duty several times

to call the attention of the Legislature, in as

strong language perhaps as that used by the

Courier-Journal of Louisville, to disorders of

that sort, and to suggest that they should be

put down at any cost and at every hazard.

Perhaps, during the last three and a half years

that I administered the government of that

State, a dozen instances of violence did occur,

not more; and what did they amount to?

There was no evidence that they were the act
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of any secret political organization in that

State. 1 know there are bad men in both par

ties; bad men do wrong everywhere; but I

aver that I do not believe that the organization

committing these outrages amounted to fifty

men, and they confined to one locality.

"What evidence is there that they were

Confederate soldiers? There is no proof of it.

That outrages have been committed I do not

deny ; but I undertake to say that if the gentle

man will give me an investigating committee I

can go to the great capital of Ohio, which the

honorable Senator represents, and show more

crime and more outrage committed in the

single city of Cincinnati than have been com

mitted in tho entire Commonwealth of Ken

tucky for the last ten years. I might go to the

State of Indiana and find vigilance committees

who hang half a dozen at a time."

Mr. Thurman, of Ohio, said : " And not one

of the men punished, either."

Mr. Stevenson, of Kentucky, said : " I might

go to every State ; but God forbid that I shall

ever seek to seize isolated cases in the calendar

of crime in order to obtain materials for a cam-

faign speech for the next presidential election 1

doubt whether my friend from Ohio would

have done it so early in advance except for the

recent family jars in his own party. Desperate

diseases require desperate remedies; and I

think that the honorable Senator felt that he

had to give a slap at Kentucky in order to in

flame the public mind and to revive the sinking

fortunes of the Eepublican party."

Mr. Sawyer, of South Carolina, said : " Mr.

President, I believe the existence of these out

rages is in some degree indireotly due to the

fact that, when tho new State governments

were formed in the South, men who by educa

tion, by previous social position, and by expe

rience in such affairs were best fitted to become

State officers, were by the laws and Constitu

tion excluded from such positions. In South

Carolina it is manifest that the discontent, the

resistance to law, and the violations of private

rights, do not necessarily imply hostility to the

United States Government. Doubtless there

are attempts there to evade the revenue laws ;

there have been, I believe, one or two cases

where violent resistance has been made to offi

cers attempting to suppress illicit distillation

by seizures and destruction of stills. But the

same thing has occurred in other parts of tho

United States where there was no disloyalty

suspected, but simply a desire to get unlawful

gains and to escape the payment of taxes. It

is doubtless a species of disloyalty to evade the

payment of whiskey taxes, income taxes, or any

other taxes ; but, if we reason from such at

tempts on the part of individuals that the com

munity in which they live needs special legisla

tion to protect loyal men, we shall make an

egregious error.

" 1 believe that in South Carolina, at least,

and probably in many other States, the turbu

lent and riotous spirit which induces these out

rages comes from opposition to the local ad

ministration. I do not think the men who

commit the atrocities of which we hear so

much are more to be excused for their conduct

because their action proceeds from the one

cause rather than from the other. But I wish

the fact to be clearly understood, that, while

here and there the so-called Ku-klux Klan

may declare their hostility to the national Gov-j

ernment, it is generally against those who sup

port and affiliate with the State officers that

their blows are aimed. The pretext for their

action is maladministration of State and county

affairs. Their devilish doings are claimed by

them to be in the interest ofj ust punishment for

crimes which otherwise would go unwhipped

ofjustioe.

" The monstrous character of such a policy

needs no comment. All right-minded men see

that it is anarchy, and that all the dearest

rights of man and of society are sacrificed by

its prevalence. When men, on never so plausi

ble an excuse, take the administration of jus

tice from the proper tribunals into their own

hands, society is thrown back into a state of

barbarism ; government, in a proper sense,

ceases to exist. If "there be power under the

Constitution to cure this evil, we cannot afford

to refuse or postpone the labor of devising a

remedy.

"I am not prepared to deny that maladmin

istration has occurred in many of the Southern

States. I know such to have been the fact.

I do not think it would have been less likely

to occur if the government had been in Demo

cratic hands. On the contrary, other things

being equal, I think quite the reverse would

have been the case."

Mr. Thurman, of Ohio, said: "Mr. Presi

dent, no one underrates tho necessity of put

ting a stop to the outrages spoken of, so far

as they exist There may be a difference of

opinion as to the extent to which they do ex

ist ; but no one, I am sure, of any party, de

sires that they should .continue. Every one,

at least, in this chamber, desires that they

should cease. But, desirable as it is that these

outrages should cease, important as any Sena

tor may consider it to be that an end should

be put to them, there is another thing of more

importance than even that ; and that is that

you shall respect and obey the Constitution

of the United States. These evils that exist,

great as they may be, admit them to be as

great as even exaggeration has depicted them,

are not near so great as would be an overthrow

of the fundamental law of the land and the

assumption of all power by the Congress of

the United States.

" There have been bills introduced in one or

the other House of this Congress by Northern

members, and, if any thing could more com

pletely demonstrate than another the danger

of proceeding in hot haste upon such a subject,

it would be those bills. They are bills that

shock every sense of constitutional law in any
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lawyer's mind. I have one of them here he-

fore me now, introduced into the House of

Representatives hy a colleague of my own from

the State of Ohio, a bill which assumes that

Congress has as muoh power.in a State over

the criminal law of the State, as much power

to punish crimes in a State as it has within the

District of Columbia, or in any of the forts or

arsenals of the United States ; a bill which as

serts for Congress just as absolute jurisdiction

over every crime and offence, from the highest

to the lowest, from murder to libel, from rob

bery to assault and battery, and the power to

punish those crimes when committed in a State,

as fully as Congress can punish them when com

mitted within the District of Columbia. And

now, when it is proposed that Congress shall

assume this power, the entire jurisdiction over

crimes and offences committed within a State ;

when this stride, that no mortal man ever be

fore thought of, is advocated here, it is pro

posed that the Judiciary Committee in hot

haste shall report some such bill, and that

within the few remaining days of this session I

"Why, sir,, it is simply madness, I would almost

say, if I did not see that it is proposed by sane

men.

" Now, Mr. President, I wish to say some

thing further on this question. The constitu

tional question involved is as to the power of

Congress to go into a State and punish offences,

not against the laws of the United States, which

Congress has any right to pass, but merely to

punish ordinary murder, ordinary assault and

battery, ordinary crimes, such as are punisha

ble by the State law. Whenever that question

shall come, if there is any respect left for the

Constitution, if there is any respect left for the

decisions of your Supreme Court, I will show

you by the decisions of the Supreme Court of

the United States, as well as by the plain text

of the Constitution, that you have no such

power at all. No question was ever more sol

emnly decided than was this very question in

an opinion delivered by John Marshall himself,

that you have no suoh power. That was un

der the Constitution before the fourteenth

amendment was adopted, it is true ; but will

anybody tell me where he can find in this four

teenth amendment any power to invade the

States, and take the entire punishmont of

crime, the entire jurisdiction of crimes com

mitted within a State, into the hands of Con

gress? I do hope, that at least the lawyers

of this body, whose education and habits ought

to give them some reverence for law, some re

spect for precedent, some regard for the Con

stitution, will pause and consider before they

are driven to suoh a pretension as this.

" I know it has been said that ' hard cases

make shipwreck of principle.' It is an old

maxim of the lawyer ; and hard cases or sup

posed emergencies too often make shipwreck

of constitutions. I know, that under a great

clamor of excitement Congress may be induced

to exercise powers that, in its sober moments,

and without excitement, it would shrink with

horror from attempting to exercise. We have

seen too much of that in the past history of

the country; but I do hope that the time has

not come when, for the purpose of curing one

evil, the very law-making body of the Gov

ernment, each member of which is sworn

to support the Constitution, will commit the

far greater evil of overthrowing that instru

ment!

" This is the state of this case. Here, sir,

is a law, a law which has been in force now

nearly a year, with Republicans everywhere in

these States to execute that law, everywhere

having power to execute it, the judges of your

own appointment, the jurors selected by your

own marshals, and they the appointees of the

President of the United States, with every pow

er with which Government can clothe a judi

ciary; and now we are told that we must have

some more law of the samo kind. Mr. Presi

dent, if we can have no better law of the samo

kind than the bills which have been presented

to us, I hold that the less of that law wo have

the hotter.

" The provision in the Constitution, in regard

to the President putting down insurrection

when colled upon by the Executive or the Legis

lature of a State, relates to insurrection against

the State ; but that does not limit the power

of the President to put down insurrections in

the country. There is the power to put down

insurrections against tho Govornment of the

United States; and although the act of 1795,

Congress not anticipating such a case, failed to

provide for it, yet, by the act of 1SG'2, you did

rovide for it, and gave the power to tho Presi-

ent to call out the militia whenever the neces

sity existed to put down insurrections against

the Government of the United States. Then

you have thejudicial power which I have shown

you, and you have tho executive power, the

President clothed with power under your act

to even call out the militia to put down insur

rection against the Government of the United

States.

" My object in making these remarks is to

show that this is not a subject that is to be

decided in a day, unless your Judiciary Com

mittee, instead of being a committee of law

yers, instead of being a committee to find out

what tho law and the Constitution is, and ad

vise the Senate, is to be a mere scrivener, to

put into the form of law what party, what

clamor may demand. Then you may command

them to report to-day or to-morrow, but if they

are to be lawyers, if they are to exercise the

learning that they are supposed to possess, and

the brains which they are supposod to have,

if they are conscientious men, you must give

them time to do it, that they may report that

which they can defend when reported, and

which the Senate can adopt without bringing

shame and confusion upon the face of every

man here who claims to be a lawyer."

While the resolution was under considera-
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tion, on March 23d, a message was received

from the President of the United States.

Mr. Conkling, of New York : " I move that

the message lie on the table and be printed."

The motion was agreed to.

Mr. Davis, of Kentucky, said : " I have two

or three objections to the resolution. The first

is, that Congress has no constitutional power

whatever to pass such a law. The second is,

that if Congress did pass such a law it would be

as impotent to execute it as, and more so than,

the State authorities and the State courts. In

the third place, in view of the state of society

existing in Kentucky, after the termination of

the great civil war, and after the people were

deprived, without Authority of the Constitu

tion, hy a usurped power of Congress, of a

thousand millions of their property, though

there had been a pledge to them, a positive,

reiterated pledge to them, by Congress, by the

Executive, by the members of the Cabinet,

that the war was waged only to put down

armed rebellion, and not to invade the States,

or their governments, or their institutions, or

their property ; and after again they were

pledged to the payment of $10,000,000 for

their property twice over, and you put a repu

diation of this pledge in an amendment, a pre

tended and surreptitious amendment of the

Constitution ; I say as to a people thus out

raged, as have been the people of Kentucky

by their own Government, against all its pro

fessions of good faith, it is not strange that

disorder should exist to some extent in that

State, and that it should take time and reflec

tion and sober reason to bring the people of

the State to their correction ; and that is the

only corrective."

Mr. Blair, of Missouri, said : " I shall con

clude what I have to say by expressing my

opinion about this policy of the Republican

party, not only in the reconstruction measures

themselves, but in the continued series of ag

gressions in that line of policy which are never

intermitted. One encroachment after another

follows close upon the heels of its predecessor.

They claim to go one point, and that they will

be satisfied with that advantage ; but it is only

a stepping-stone to still further and greater

usurpations. And, sir, I have to say that, in

my judgment, this whole reconstruction busi

ness was a bald and flagrant usurpation and

lawless outrage upon our written Constitution,

intended to obliterate State lines, State power,

and State pride, and to centralize the whole

powers of Government here at the centre of

the country. The contrivers of these measures

have now thrown off the mask, and, embold

ened hy the result of the last presidential

election, which they claim affirmed the meas

ures which they had already passed, they by

fraud imposed upon the people of the United

States the fifteenth amendment. The laws by

which that amendment are sought to be car

ried ont are not warranted even by the amend

ment itself, nor is the present measure now

vol. xi.—18 A

pending in Congress warranted by the four

teenth amendment, under which it seeks to

shelter itself.

" I shall, perhaps, be told that these senti

ments are revolutionary. Everybody who

maintains that this Congress has not the power

to sweep away the Constitution when it pleases

is denounced as revolutionary. When they

with one stroke, in the reconstruction meas

ures, swept away the fifth and sixth amend

ments to the Constitution, securing persons

and property, securing the right of trial by

jury, securing a trial, according to due process

of law, of every one charged with crime, and

substituting in its place the drum-head court-

martial, all who maintained that this was un

constitutional and that Congress had no power

to do this act, that there was no authority in

any public body in the United States to do it,

were denounced as revolutionists. When we

declared that Congress had no power to pass

a bill of attainder, by which whole communi

ties of people were convicted and punished

without due process of law, although the Con

stitution of the United States declares in so

many words that ' Congress shall pass no bill

of attainder or ex post facto law,' we were

denounced as revolutionists. And so also,

when we proclaimed that Congress could not,

in defiance of the express letter of the Consti

tution, pass an ex poet facto law, a law fixing

a different punishment than that which had

been previously affixed for an offence after the

offence was committed; when we declared

that Congress had no power to pass such a

law, that it was forbidden by the express lan

guage of the Constitution, that any law in de

fiance and in derogation of the express prohi

bitions of the Constitution was null and void,

we were responded to, 'That is revolution

ary.'

" Now, sir, let me tell the Senators that these

rights belonged to the people of our blood

before the Constitution was made. Every man

who has read English history, and especially

those who are descended from the people of

that race, has pondered over the history of

the struggle, which for a thousand years has

lasted, to secure these rights and to guard

them against tyranny and despotism. Men

have suffered death on the battle-field and

upon the scaffold and at the stake and in dun

geons rather than yield up these rights to the

arbitrary kings who reigned over those people ;

and they have always succeeded in maintain

ing them, though for a brief period they might

be trampled ander foot, and they often made

their rulers pay the penalty for their crimes

in attempting to destroy and take away these

precious boons, these guarantees of their per

sonal freedom and security. One king laid

■his head upon the block, and his race and

descendants were exiled and died wanderers

away from their homes because they attempted

to rob the people of these precious charters of

their liberties. We have always read those
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pages of history that told of these deeds of our

brave ancestors with a stern joy when they

exacted this punishment from their oppressors,

and now are we to yield up these rights which

have come to us through so many historio

struggles and which have been affirmed to us

in the Constitution ; are we to yield them up

to a set of upstart tyrants, because, if we refuse

to do it, we are to be denounced as revolu

tionists ? "

Mr. Morton, of Indiana, said : " Mr. Presi

dent, I propose for a short time to consider

the legal qnestion that is involved in this con

troversy. The first section of the fourteenth

amendment declares that—

No State shall make or enforce any law whioh

shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens

of the United States ; nor shall any State deprive

any person of life, liberty, or property, without due

process of law, nor deny t» any person within its

jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.

" The fifth section declares—

The Congress shall have power by appropriate

legislation to enforce the provisions of this article.

" The clanse to which I call especial attention

is that which says that no State shall ' deny to

any person within its jurisdiction the equal

protection of the laws.' If a State fails to

secure to a certain class of people the equal

protection of the laws, it is exactly equivalent

to denying such protection. Whether that fail

ure is wilful or the result of inability can

make no difference, and is a question into which

it is not important that Congress should enter.

The meaning of the Constitution is, that every

person shall have the equal protection of the

laws. It is in its nature an affirmative provi

sion, and not simply a negative on the power

of the States. Will it be pretended that the

meaning would be changed if it read, ' every

person in the United States shall be entitled to

the equal protection of the laws ? ' It means

to confer upon every person the right to such

protection, and therefore gives to Congress the

power to secure the enjoyment of that right.

Whenever the Constitution confers a power or

guarantees a right, it gives also the means of

exercising the power and protecting the right.

" The Government can act only upon indi

viduals. It cannot prevent the Legislature of

a State from passing an act, or compel the pas

sage of an act. If the effect of the amend

ment is simply that the United States shall

exert a negative upon a State, it amounts to

but very little, and in fact would result only

in a lawsuit, and would, in effect, nullify the

concluding section of the amendment, which

gives to Congress the power to enforce the

amendment by appropriate legislation. There

can be no legislation to enforce it as against a

State. A criminal law cannot be made against

a State. A State cannot be indicted or pun

ished as suoh. The legislation whioh Con

gress is authorized to enact must operate, if at

all, upon individuals. •

" The Constitution declares that the States

shall not have the power to coin money. How

can that provision be enforced except by mak

ing it a penal offence for any person to coin

money under color of the authority of a State I

" This principle was recognized by Congress

in the act passed for the enforcement of the

fifteenth amendment, which is in form like the

fourteenth, a prohibition upon the States, de

claring that no State shall deny or abridge suf

frage on account of race, color, or previous

condition of servitude. In that act Congress

assumed the power to protect the right of suf

frage, not only against any law that might be

passed by a State, but against a mob, against

any lawless individual, against the unauthor

ized aot of any public officer or election board.

It proceeded upon the hypothesis that the

amendment conferred upon colored men an

absolute right to vote upon the same terms

and conditions with white men, and that Con

gress had the power to protect and enforce

this right against individuals or organizations,

whether acting in open violence or under color

of State law.

" Believing that the fourteenth amendment

intended to secure to every person the equal

protection of the laws, it is competent for Con

gress to furnish such protection by appropriate

legislation. If there be organizations in any

of the States having for their purpose to deny

to any class or condition of men equal protec

tion, to deny to them the equal enjoyment of

rights that are secured by the Constitution of

the United States, it is the right and duty of

Congress to make such organizations and com

binations an offence against the United States,

and punishable by such pains and penalties as

may be prescribed. Whatever conspiracy may

be formed having for its purpose to create a

terror which shall deter any class of people

from the exercise of those rights, it is a direct

infringement of this amendment which may

be punished by the laws of the United States."

Mr. Thurman, of Ohio, said : " It has been

said here that it would be a good thing, and

tend to produce peace in the South, if this

body, by a unanimous vote, should show that

it was disposed to exercise all the powers

properly vested in it by the Constitution to

produce peace in the country. Well, sir, if that

is desired by Senators, they can have a unani

mous vote very easily. All they have to do

is to put this resolution in a proper shape, and

they can have the unanimous vote, I think I

may venture to say, of this Senate ; and, if it is

not put in a proper shape, what is the reason]

There can be only one reason, it seems to me,

why it is kept in a shape which is obnoxious

to some of the Senators ; and that is that it

may not receive a unanimous vote, that it may

go abroad to the country that the Democratic

Senators on this floor are opposed to proper

legislation. I wish to say that if the resolu

tion is persisted in in its present form—and I

for one shall not be able to vote for it in that

form—that met will furnish no reason whatso
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ever to charge me with beinx any friend, any

aider, any countenaneer of disorder anywhere

in the republic.

" I have only a word to add to what I said

just now. I have spoken of the positive man

ner in which it is asserted in the resolution of

my colleague that certain facts are proved, and

have said that I presumed he referred for that

proof to the report made by the select com

mittee of this body on the subject of affairs in

the State of North Carolina. I have glanced

over that report as fully as I could do in the

limited time I have had to examine it and the

multitude of other things demanding my atten

tion, and I undertake to say that the result of

my investigation is this: that no man ever

was convicted in a court of justice of the

slightest offence known to the law upon such

testimony as is found in that report.

" More than nine-tenths of all that I have

read of the testimony it contains is mere hear

say, witnesses swearing, not to what they

knew, not to what they had seen, but simply

to what they had heard; and the testimony

even of those witnesses who seem to be the

most important and most relied upon, the

common informers of these Ku-klux men, the

men who have turned State's evidence, and

some of them with the price of their apostasy

in their pockets—the testimony even of those

men is, more than nine-tenths of it, simple,

nnaltered hearsay ; men who had seen nothing

done, who knew ofnothing of their own knowl

edge, but who retailed what they had heard."

The Vice-President: "The question recurs

on agreeing to the resolution."

The question being taken, resulted as fol

lows:

Yeas — Messrs. Anthony, Borcman, Brownlow,

Caldwell, Chandler, Clavton, Cole, Conkling, Cor-

bett^ Cragin, Edmunds, Fenton, Feny of Michigan,

Frelinghuysen, Hamilton of Texas, Hamlin, Harlan,

Hitchcock, Howe, Logan, Morrill of Vermont, Mor

ton, Nye, Patterson, Pool, Pratt, Bamscy, Bice,

Sawyer, Scott, Sherman, Spencer, Stewart, Sumner,

"West, Wilson, Windom, and Wright—38.

Nats—Messrs. Bayard, Blair, Casserly, Cooper,

Davis of Kentuoky, Davis of West Virginia, Hamil

ton of Maryland, Kelly, Saulsbury, Stevenson, Stock

ton, and Thurman—12.

Absk!»t—Messrs. Ames, Buckingham, Cameron,

Carpenter, Ferry of Connecticut, Flanagan, Gilbert,

Hill, Johnston, Kellogg, Lewis, Morrill of Maine,

Osbom, Pomeroy, Robertson, Schurz, Sprague, Tip

ton, Trumbull, and Vickers—20.

So the resolution was agreed to as follows :

Boohed, That as organized bands of lawless and

desperate men, mainly composed of soldiers of the

late rebel armies, armed, disciplined, and disguised,

and bound by oaths and secret obligations, are proved

to exist in the State of North Carolina, and have, by

force, terror, and violence, defied civil authority in

that State, and by organized perjury have rendered

the courts powerless to punish the crimes they have

committed, thus overthrowing the safety of person

and property, and the rights which are the primary

basis of civil government, and which are guaranteed

by the Constitution of the United States to all its

citizens ; and as there is good reason to believe that

similar organizations exist, and have produced simi

lar results in many parts of th« late insurrectionary

States: therefore, the Judiciary Committee is in

structed to report a bill or bills to enable the Presi

dent and the courts of the United States to exeoute

the laws, punish and prevent such organized vio

lence, and secure to all citizens the rights so guaran

teed to them ; and that said committee be instructed

to report as soon as practicable.

In the Senate, on March 17th, Mr. Anthony,

of Rhode Island, said : " I offer a concurrent

resolution, and I wish to state that this con

current resolution covers the same ground as a

resolution which passed the House of Repre

sentatives for investigating into the alleged

disorders in the Southern States. An investi

gation has been ordered by the House of Rep

resentatives, I suppose it is not improper for me

to state, as everybody knows it ; and this is a

concurrent resolution proposing that the Sen

ate shall be represented upon that committee ;

and it will enable us to dispense, I suppose,

with the committee we already have on that

subject. The only difference between this and

the resolution that has been adopted by the

House of Representatives, and the committee

that has now been appointed in the Senate, is

to provide that there shall be one investigation

in which both Houses shall participate, and of

course the Senators upon both sides of the

Chamber will be represented upon the com

mittee. If there be no objeotion I should like

to have it read, and I think it would facilitate

business if it were put on its passage.."

The Chief Clerk read the resolution, as*fol-

lows :

Resolved by the Senate of the United Btatet (the

House of Bepresentatives concurring), That a joint

committee consisting of five Senators and seven Rep

resentatives be appointed, whose duty it shall be to

inquire Into the condition of the late insurrectionary

States so far as regards the execution of the laws

and the safety of the lives and property of citizens

of the United States, with leave to report at any

time the result of their investigation to the two

Houses of Congress, with such recommendations as

they may deem expedient ; that said committee be

authorized to employ clerks and stenographers, to

sit during the recess, to send for persons and papers,

to take testimony, and to visit at their discretion,

through sub-committees, any portion of the said

States during the recess of Congress, and to print

and make public from time to time during the recess

the results of their investigations ; and the expenses

of said committee shall be paid out of the contingent

funds of the two Houses ofCongress.

Mr. Trumbull, of Illinois, said : " I would

suggest that, upon reflection, it seems to me

that committee had better be seven on the

part of the Senate, and nine on the part of the

House, and I say seven on the part of the

Senate because we now have a committee of

seven, and I think it would be better to con

tinue those same gentlemen. I suggest it, and

perhaps the Senator from Rhode Island will

agree to it."

Mr. Anthony : " I do not see any objection,

if Senators around me do not."

The resolution was subsequently adopted.

In the House, on March 20th, the above

resolution was considered.
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Mr. Dawes, of Massachusetts, said : " I offer

as an amendment what I send to the Chair,

and call the previous question upon the reso

lution and amendment."

The amendment of Mr. Dawes was read,

as follows :
■

Strike out all alter the resolving clause, and insert

the following :

That a joint committee consisting of seven Senators

and fourteen Representatives be appointed, whose

duty it shall be to inquire into the condition of the

late insurrectionary States so far as regards the exe

cution of the laws and the safety of the lives and

property of the citizens of tho United States, with

leave to report, at any time during the next or any

subsequent session of Congress, tho result of their

investigation to either or both Houses of Congress,

with such recommendations as they may deem ex

pedient ; that said committee be authorized to em

ploy clerks and stenographers, to sit during the re

cess, and to send for persons and papers, to admin

ister oaths and take testimony, and to visit at their

discretion, through sub-committees, any portions of

said States during the recess of Congress ; and all

expenses of said committee shall be paid out of the

contingent fund of the Senate, upon vouchers ap

proved by the chairman of said committee.

Mr. Butler, of Massachusetts, said : " I de

sire to say that the reason why this resolution

should he debated is this : it is charged upon

us that there are no outrages at the South, and

therefore it is quite necessary that we should

have this committee to clear the skirts of the

Southern people-; it is quite necessary that we

should have this committee in order to instruct

the Republican party and the loyal people of

the country how this matter stands. Upon

that question I deem, for one, that the publio

mind is sufficiently instructed to know that

there is legislation necessary. But, if it is not,

we have got a report from a committee of the

Senate. We have members here from every

State in this Union who can tell us how these

things are, and here upon this floor we can

investigate the matter better than we can else

where.

" Now, let us see what will happen if we ap-

foint this committee and send it down South,

f the state of things exists that I believe exists

there, no man can come before the committee

without fear of his life. If he should come

before the committee and tell the truth about

the Ku-klux outrages, tho moment the com

mittee was withdrawn that moment he would

be run out of the country, and if he testified

to any thing it would be shown that he was a

vagabond because he had run away ; whereas

the Democratic party could bring every Demo

crat in the South before this committee, and

they can testify to their version of the story,

which the committee, a Republican committee

with a Republican majority, will be bound to

report as the state of things in the South.

They will be bound to report it, because they

cannot get any thing else. They will pile up

before you and the country that evidence. I

think the Democratic party did wisely, and they

are pretty wise, when they voted on Wednes

day to establish this committee. And here

is a singular spectacle, that without debate,

except such as is prayed for in all the terms of

entreaty that can be put to my colleague to get

five minutes to say so much—without debate,

without examination, for it has not been de

bated in either House, on a question upon

which the Republican party is divided, at least

in the middle on this floor—for there are plenty

ofgentlemenhere to overcome the supposititious

majority—the resolution is to be forced through

by the aid of Democratic votes, and then it will

be followed, as the former resolution was, by

a motion to adjourn sine die, so as to cut off

every other legislation."

Mr. Dawes: "Mr. Speaker, this is not a

question of side. It is one that commends

itself to the serious deliberation of every mem

ber of this House on either side. And he who

attempts to make party capital of it, who puts

party position before his country in the con

sideration of this the gravest of all questions

that meet us here at the threshold of this

Congress, comes short, in my opinion, of the

full measure of his duty. And he, sir, who

insists on some particular measure, who comes

here and says aut Cmar aut nullus, will fail,

in my apprehension, of working out the prob

lem which is forced upon this Congress, whether

or not out of all the debris and disintegration

of the rebellion we are competent fully to re

build this Union.

" Sir, I cannot feel that when we come to

discuss the question of peace, of life and death,

in ten or eleven States of this Union, we ought

to talk about the question whether we are

Democrats or Republicans, whether we are

working with one side or the other. I mar

vel, sir, at the mind that can find food in these

days from such husks as that.

" Sir, it is possible for us, in my opinion,

with such a committee as these two bodies are

capable of forming from the ablest and most

impartial members of both branches of both

political sides, to enter calmly and deliberately

into an investigation not only of the questions

of fact alleged and denied on the one side and

on the other, but of those other questions which

trouble all thoughtful men. What is the rem

edy for this evil in this diseased state of the

public mind, in this unsettled and inflamed

condition of the people in the Southern States f

What is the remedy? What are the facts and

what is the remedy ? I am satisfied, sir, that

such a committee can be selected, from both

sides of this and the other branch of Congress,

as shall command the respect and confidence

of the country, and as shall give the assuranoe

that it goes forth, not in the interest of any

party, but in the interest of tho country alone."

The question was taken on agreeing to the

amendment offered by Mr. Dawes ; and it was

decided as follows :

Yeas—Messrs. Acker, Adams, Ambler, Archer,

Arthur, Banks; Beck, Bigby, Biggs, Austin Blair,

James Or. Blair, Braxton, Bright, James Brooks,

BufHnton, Burohard, Caldwell, Campbell, Carroll,

Comingo, Conger, Oook, Cox, Crebs, Critcher, Cross
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landj Davis, Dawes, Do Large, Dox, DuBose, Duke,

Eldndge, Ely, Farnsworth, Farwell. Finkelnburg,

Forker, Frye, Garrett. Getz, Golladay, Goodrich,

Griffith, Hale, Hambleton, Handler, Harper, George

E. Harris, Hawley, Hay, John W. Hazleton, Here

ford, Hill, Holman, Kendall, Kerr, Ketcham, King,

Lomison, Lamport, Lansing, Lewis, Lowe, Manson,

McClelland, MoCormick, MeCrary; McGrew, Mc-

Henry, Mclntyre, MeJunkin, McKmney, MeNeely,

Mercur, Merriam, Benjamin F. Meyers, Moore,

Morey, Morgan, Morphia, Negley, Niblaek, Eli Per

ry, Peters, Poland, Potter, Price, Prindle, Randall,

fiead, Edward Y. Rice, John M. Rico,, Ritchie, Ellis

H. Roberts, William R. Roberts, Robinson, Rogers,

Scofleld, Sheldon, Sherwood, Shober, Slater, Slo-

cum, Sloes, R. Milton Speer, Stevens, Storm, Suther

land, Swann, Terry, Thomas, Washington Townsend,

Tuthill, Van Trump, Vaughan, Waddell, Wake-

man, Walden, Wuldron, Wells, Wheeler, Whit-

thome, Willard, Williams of New York, Wood, and

Young—127.

Nays—Messrs. Averill, Barber, Beatty, Bingham,

Bird, George M. Brooks, Buckley, Burdett, Benjamin

F. Butler, Cobb, Coburn, Cotton, Creely, Darrall,

Donnan, Dunnell, Eames, Elliott, Charles Foster,

Garfield, Havens, Gerry W. Hazleton, Hoar, Hooper,

Kelley, Killingcr, Monroe, Orr, Packard, Palmer,

Parker, Peck, Perce, Porter, Rainey, Rusk, Sawyer,

Seeley, Sessions, Shanks, Shellabarger, H. Boardman

Smith, John A. Smith, Snyder, Thomas J. Speer,

Sprague, Stevenson, Stoughton, Stowell, Sypher,

Taffe, Turner. Twitchell, Tyner, Wallace, Walls,

Whiteley, Williams of Indiana, Jeremiah M. Wilson,

and John T. Wilson—60.

Not Voting—Messrs. Ames, Barry, Roderick R.

Butler, Clarke, Dickey, Duell, Henry D. Foster, Hal-

deman, Halsey, Hanks, Harmer, John T. Harris,

Hays, Kinsella. Leach, Lynch, Marshall, Maynard,

McKee, Merrick, Mitchell, Leonard Myers, Packer,

Pendleton, Aaron F. Perry, Piatt, Roosevelt, Shoe

maker, Worthington C. Smith, St. John, Dwight

Townsend, Dpson, Voorhees, Warren, Washburn,

and Winchester—$6.

So the amendment of Mr. Dawes was agreed

to.

In the Senate, on March 21st, the amend

ment of the House was considered.

Mr. Anthony, of Rhode Island, said : " I will

move to amend the amendment by restoring

the clause stricken out by the House, giving

the committee authority to print and make

public, from time to time, the results of their

investigations during the recess."

Mr. Morton, of Indiana, said: "I think the

amendment is a very important one, and vir

tually defeats one of the principal purposes of

the resolution. I hope we shall not agree to

it."

The Vice-President : " The Senator from

Rhode Island moves to amend the amendment

of the House of Representatives by adding

' and said committee shall have power to print

and make public, from time to time during the

recess, the results of their investigations.' "

Mr. Thurman, of Ohio, said ; " That strikes

me as a very novel proposition."

Mr. Anthony : " That is the way we passed

it."

Mr. Thurman : " It entirely escaped my ob

servation. If I had noticed it in the original

resolution I should have submitted some re

marks upon it and have asked the Senate to

strike it out. The committee is to make pub

lic from time to time during the recess of Con

gress the result of its investigations ; it is to

report to the people from time to time, to pub

lish, the results of the investigation ; that is,

they are at the public expense to make a set

of electioneering documents to go before the

public, not for the benefit of Congress—be

cause they can make their report on the first

day of the next session in ample time for it to

be considered by Congress—but they are to

print at the public expense, to be paid out of

the contingent fund of the Senate, from time to

time as political exigencies may require, such

statements as a majority of the committee may

declare to be the results of their investiga

tion!

"I am not willing to trust the committee

with any such power. I believe th"at almost

the whole of this thing is a simple attempt to

manufacture political and partisan capital ; and

I am not willing to trust any body of men, Sen

ators or others, with the power to go travelling

around and issuing from time to time political

bulletins to affect the elections of the country.

What business have we to do ai^ such thing

as that ? Who has made us the publishers of

partisan pamphlets at the public expense to in

fluence elections? No, sir; if this investiga

tion is in good faith, if it is for the purpose of

enlightening the Senate and enlightening the

Honse of Representatives, so that we maj»t>e

enabled to pass such laws as we have con

stitutional power to pass, that object will be

achieved by the committee making its report

to the Senate and to the House of Representa

tives at the meeting of the next session of Con

gress."

Mr.Morton, of Indiana, said : "Mr. President,

if it is true, as has been argued upon the floor

of the Senate, and as is charged by the Demo

cratic press generally, that the alleged outrages

in the South have no existence in fact, are

manufactured for a political purpose, the South

is more interested than anybody else in having

the truth known. The belief now exists that

these outrages are occurring in the South, and

it has the effect to keep emigration and to keep

capital from the South, and is doing the South

the deepest possible injury. But if these re- .

ports, of which the air is full, coming from

many States, and all of the same character,

and without concert with each other, be false,

it.is the interest of the Sooth especially that

that falsehood be made known.

"Now, I ask, why it is that this investiga

tion has been opposed at every step ? The Sen

ator from Ohio (Mr. Thurman) says that we

propose to have this investigation in order to

make political capital. If the truth of these

charges is established, the Senator seems to

consider that that operates against his party.

That is a concession on his part. If the truth

of these things is not established, it goes for

the benefit of his party. If. then, these things

are true, he ought to he willing to have the in

vestigation simply with a view to party advan
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tage. But I put it upon a higher ground : that

the truth ought to be known, and, if these sto

ries are false, the world should know it. If

they are true, the whole country should know

it.

" Mr. President, I understood that this reso

lution of investigation was accepted by our

Democratic friends as a substitute for legisla

tion ; that, to prevent legislation with a view

of putting down these outrages, they were will

ing, especially in the House of Representatives,

to grant this investigation. That was my un

derstanding ; but the Senator from Ohio wants

the results of the investigation locked up until

next winter. Whatever may be the proof of

murder and of outrage, however insecure the

lives of Republicans throughout the South may

be, the facts must be locked up and concealed

until next winter ! Now, I want to know

what the object of that is. This committee is

not to legislate, but is to diffuse information, to

give us the true condition of the South ; and I

insist that as* fast as that is obtained, as it goes

from State to State, it should be published.

" If the investigation shows that there is

peace and security in any one State of the

South, let us know it as soon as the committee

leaves there. If, on the other hand, it shows

that there is no security for life and property,

but that murder and crime are rampant, let the

world know it at once. Why does the Senator

want it locked up until next winter ? "

Mr. Thurman, of Ohio, said: "Mr. President,

the Senator from Indiana says that, if the South

is guiltless of the enormities that are charged,

in the interest of the South the result of this

investigation should be published as soon as

possible, because the reports that are made are

prejudicial to the South, prevent immigration,

and delay the achievement of the prosperity

for which she seeks. I believe, too, that a per

fectly fair and complete investigation, made

under no bias to State results for partisan pur

poses, will be a benefit to the South, and that

the sooner the true stato of facts shall be known

the better it will be, not only for the South,

but for the whole United States. I believe

that as firmly as anybody, not that I suppose

it possible that this committee will not bring

forth a mass of testimony showing that out

rages have been committed here and there.

Appoint a roving commission to go over the

Northern States, with power to find and inquiry

whether person and property are safe, whether

outrages are committed or not, and what a

body of testimony could such a committee ac

cumulate !

" But, if we are to have an investigation, let

us have it. And when we do go into this inves

tigation, and when it comes to be considered

by the Senate, I bog Senators to look once more

at history, and to find that by no armed tyran

ny, by no treading of people under the heel, has

order ever been restored, unless it was the or

der of despotism, the silence of its reign. No,

sir ; if you want the people of the South to be

orderly, give them good government; let them

govern themselves according to the nature and

spirit of our free institutions; let the intelli

gence of the country have fair play ; let the

honesty and economy that everybody will ad

mit existed in those States before the civil war,

whatever faults they may have had, once more

take place. Let mere adventurers retire to the

background, or hide themselves in the holes

from which they came ; let once more the peo

ple feel that they have a Constitution that will

be enforced, laws that they respect; and once

more you will have peace and order there as

well as you have anywhere."

Mr. Wilson, of Massachusetts, said: "Mr.

President, it seems to me that, after the speech

to which we have just listened, we might as

well lay this resolution for a committee upon

the table, and have the Committee on the Judi

ciary report a bill to carry out the fourteenth

amendment, to go within the line of constitu

tional authority, and walk up to the extreme

verge of constitutional power to protect the

people of the country. Sir, I think we have

made a mistake in proposing this committee

of investigation. I see nothing to be gained

by it, and I see that needed legislation is to be

postponed by its adoption. We should legis

late now.

" Talk about the facts, Mr. President I Men

whose eyes are open, who have ordinary intel

ligence, who do not deny truths when truth*

are presented to them, know that we have facta

enough upon which to base our legislation.

The eyes and the ears of the world have been

open for the last six years. If the Senator

from Ohio has closed his eyes, if other Sena

tors have closed theirs, there are some persons

in the country that have some little knowledge

of the history of the last six years.

" Now, Mr. President, open, read, and ex

amine the reports made by the officers of the

Freedmen's Bureau, and what do they disclose?

They disclose scenes of violence, wrongs, out

rages, murders, that dishonor and disgrace the

whole country. Open the reports of yourArmy

officers ; take the reports of General Thomas,

the grandest hero of the war. They are on

file ; they have been published. We can fur

nish copies to gentlemen who doubt. Read

the reports of your officers in all the depart

ments into which the South was divided after

the war, and the evidence disclosed—"

Mr. Blair, of Missouri, said : " I hope the

Senator from Massachusetts will not omit the

report made by General Grant when he went

down there."

Mr. Wilson : " I do not propose to omit the

report of General Grant. It was a preliminary

and rapid survey, and did not give a great deal

of information. But, Mr. President, you will

find that Sickles, and Meade, and Thomas, and

Sheridan, and the officers under them who

were stationed there, who had opportunities

to know, reported the facts, and the facts are

upon record, and they cannot be sneered at,
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they cannot be denied any more than you can

deny the rebellion itself."

Mr. Hill, of Georgia, said : "I was disposed,

when it was proposed, to vote for this resolu

tion ; and I am not averse to doing it yet. I

supposed the object of the resolution to be

what it purports to be—to obtain information

of the exact condition of the late insurrection

ary States. That condition is but imperfectly

exhibited to the Senate by the testimony that

has been brought here by a very important

committee who have been examining into the

subject of late.

" I have my own impression as to what is

the state of affairs in Georgia generally. I

have very strong convictions upon my mind—

they may be erroneous, but I do not think they

are—as to the existence of any extensive or

ganization in that State akin to the Ku-klux.

If there be such an organization, it has certainly

been kept wonderfully secret. It does not oc

cur to me that there can be ten thousand of

the citizens of Georgia, or five thousand, held

together by a sort of esprit de corps for the

pnrpose of committing wrongs, acts of law

lessness upon defenceless individuals, without

having some common centre, some concert.

It is difficult to see how any body of men en

gaged in any pursuit, whether it be laudable

or otherwise, in any extended Stale like that,

could carry on their operations successfully

without having some common centre from

which went forth orders that were to be obeyed

and respected. Hence it occurs that even

among so valuable an association of men as

are the Masons—and it is so with most reli

gious denominations, etc.—they find it neces

sary, for the dissemination of the great truths

and principles they would inculcate, to have

a common place of meeting, where they con

fer with each other.

" Wo not think that in the State of Georgia

there has ever been a State meeting on this

subject! There may have been in a town or

in some hamlet, some little insignificant local

ity; but I have no idea mat there has ever

been a great Ku-klux convention assembled in

the State of Georgia. I do not believe any

such thing. I have heard of outrages, of crimes

that were very deplorable and very similar to

those detailed in the testimony of the North

Carolina witnesses, as having occurred in

Georgia. Some of them at the time seemed

too shocking to be believed, too lawless to be

credited ; but these instances were not general,

and they were limited in their extent ; they

were confined to a few counties ; and I do not

think there is any general spirit of lawlessness .

abroad in that State.

" I surely have no objection, indeed I would

prefer, that intelligent gentlemen appointed

from the two Houses of Congress should visit

Georgia, travel over the State, even if what

was predicted by a distinguished" member of

the other House should be the result, namely,

that they would be treated with such excessive

kindness by everybody they met that it would

tend to dissipate the idea that there were law

less men there. If so, very well. I hope they

will be met in that way. They certainly will

be by myself and by my neighbors if they

should come in the direction I live. I will

welcome them, and I believe the people of that

region will; and in a work of mere inquiry to

ascertain how much of wrong, how much of

lawlessness exists in the State, I am of the

opinion decidedly, that a very overwhelming

majority of the people of Georgia will see no

impropriety in it."

Mr. Casserly, of California, said: "When

this resolution for a committee of investigation

was in the Senate, before it went to the House

of Representatives, I voted for it. I voted for

it cheerfully. I did not then notice the provi

sion that the committee might from time to

time report during the recess. Had I noticed

it, I am not certain that I should have been

restrained from voting for the resolution. There

appeared to be at that time a sort of era of

good feeling in the Senate on the general sub

ject of the alleged outrages in the South. There

were many circumstances which led me to the

opinion, or at least the hope, that the majority

here did really desire a candid and fair inves

tigation, for the purpose of ascertaining the

facts just as they are in the South in regard to

the alleged disorders, and that upon facts so

ascertained the Senate would then proceed to

determine whether any legislation was neces

sary, and, if so, what legislation should be had,

according to the exact exigency and within

the limits of the Constitution.

"Sir, I voted for the resolution: It went

to the House. A delay ensued there. A change

without any sufficient cause meantime came

over Congress. Many things have since oc

curred in this body in respect to the general sub-

jeot of the condition of the South. Not one

thing occurred that did not more and more

shake my confidence in the action of the Sen

ate, not one thing that did not disappoint my

expectations. Every thing that happened con

curred to satisfy me how grievous was the mis

take as to the purposes of the Senate under

which I voted for the new committee of in

quiry. The last lingering shred of hope was

rent away from me yesterday when the frank,

manly offer made by the Senator from Ohio

(Mr. Thurman) on behalf of the Democratic

minority in the Senate was rejected almost

with contempt by a nearly unanimous party

vote of the Senate. "What was that offer ? It

was upon the ground that the Democratic party

here has never been disposed to excuse or even

to connive at any disorders in the South, and

that it was always for any honest investigation

of them, however searching or unfriendly ; that

we did not object to the resolution of the Sen

ator from Ohio (Mr. Sherman), in so far as it

undertook to provide for a reference of the

subject to the Judiciary Committee with in

structions to report by bill ; that our objection
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lay, as stated by the Senator from Ohio (Mr.

Thurman), to the assumptions of law and of

fact contained in the preamble ; to assumptions

of facts which were unfounded as well as in

jurious to the States in question ; to assump

tions of law as to power in Congress for which

there was no warrant. Yet was the Demo

cratic minority here willing by its votes to

unite with the majority and refer the whole

subject generally to the Judiciary Committee

here, made up largely of Senators of the ma

jority.

" That offer was made under special circum

stances. You professed to believe that the

Democrats were not willing to unite with you

in condemning and putting down at the South

whatever disorders there were there and what

ever lawless bands there were that caused

them. You professed to call on us to unite

with you in the good work in good faith and

good feeling. We took you at your word.

We made you the offer to join with you in your

resolution to set your Judioiary Committee in

motion. We asked you only to leave out the

needless and irritating language and assump

tions of the preamble. You refused our request.

You rejeoted our offer to join with you.

"The resolution of the Senator from Ohio

(Mr. Sherman) was passed in its most offensive

form. You, the majority, said then and there,

as distinctly as though you had said it in words,

that you did not desire the cooperation of the

Democratic party in the great work of pacifi

cation of the South ; that you spurned such

cooperation ; that, though you had over and

over declared here that, with the concurrent

action of the Democratic party, peace in the

South could be promptly and thoroughly re

stored, you preferred to reject that coopera

tion and imperil that result rather than yield

up one word of the bitter assaults and asper

sions upon eleven States of this Union with

which the preamble to that resolution was

filled, one tittle of your startling recitals of

power over local crimes in the States. This

was not all. In sending to the House your

resolution for a joint committee of inquiry, you

solemnly avowed that further inquiry was

needed before further action. In passing the

resolution of the Senator from Ohio (Mr. Sher

man), you deliberately deolared that you would

legislate without further information.

" I shall not descant upon other circum

stances which corroborate the opinions I have

been obliged heretofore to express on this whole

business. I rose simply to justify the change

in my vote.

" You have already condemned nine or ten

States of the South. You have passed judg

ment upon the people there, innocent and

guilty alike. You have declared, so far as this

Senate can, to the world, that by act or con

nivance the majority of the people of one State,

and of many parts of the other States, are

worse than savages, unfit to live, or fit to live

only as the inmates of prisons ; that not only

have they defied all civil authority, but by or

ganized perjury they have rendered the courts

powerless to punish such crimes. Sir, it is the

most tremendous accusation that was ever de

liberately made against a whole people by its

own Senate. It is such an accusation as no

where in the annals of the most insolent and

cruel oppressor defaces and defiles the page of

history.

The yeas and nays were ordered on the

question of concurring in the amendment of

the House of Representatives, and the result

was announced as follows :

Yeas—Messrs. Ames, Anthony, Borcman, Buck

ingham. Caldwell, Cameron, Clayton, Conkling, Cor-

bett, Edmunds, Fenton. Ferry of Michigan, Freling-

huyson, Hamilton of Texas, Hamlin, Harlan, Howe,

Lewis, Logan, Morrill of Vermont, Osborn, Patter

son, Pomeroy, Pool, Pratt, Ramsey, Rice, Robert

son, Scott, Spencer, Stewart, Sumner, Tipton, Trum

bull, West, Wilson, and Windom—87.

Nats—Messrs. Blair, CasBerly, Cooper, Davis of

Kentucky, Davis of West Virginia, Hamilton of

Maryland, Johnston, Kelly, Saulsbury, Stevenson,

Stockton, and Thurman—12.

Absent—Messrs. Bayard, Brownlow, Carpenter,

Chandler, Cole, Cragin, Ferry of Connecticut, Flan

agan, Gilbert, Hill, Hitchcock, Kellogg, Morrill of

Maine, Morton, Nye, Sawyer, Schurz, Sherman,

Sprague, Vickers, and Wright—21.

So the amendment of the House of Repre

sentatives was concurred in.

The Vice-President : "This joint committee

now authorized is to consist of seven Senators

on the part of the Senate. How shall they be

appointed?" (" By the Chair.") "If there is

no objection, the Chair appoints as those Sena

tors, Mr. Scott (chairman), Mr. Wilson, Mr.

Chandler, Mr. Rice, Mr. Nye, Mr. Bayard, and

Mr. Blair."

In the House, on March 23d, the following

message was received from the President :

To the Senate and Route of Representative! : *

A condition of affairs now exists in some of the

States of the Union rendering life and property inse

cure, and the carrying of the mails and the collection

of the revenue dangtrous. The proof that such a

condition of affairs exists in Bomo localities is now

before the Senate. That the power to correot these

evils is beyond the control of the State authorities I

do not doubt; that the power of the Executive of

the United States, acting within the limits of existing

laws, is sufficient for present emergencies is not dear.

Therefore, I urgently recommend such legislation as

in the judgment of Congress shall effectually secure

life, liberty, and property, and the enforcement of

law in all parts of the United States. It may be ex

pedient to provide that such law as shall be passed

in pursuance of this recommendation shall expire at

the end of the next session of CongresB. There is

no other subject on which I would reoommend legis

lation during the present session.

U. S. GRANT.
Washington, D. C, March 28, 1871.

On March 28th, Mr. Shellabarger, of Ohio,

from the select committee on this message of

the President, reported a bill to enforce the

provisions of the fourteenth amendment to the

Constitution of the United States, etc. The

bill was read the first and second time, and
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ordered to be printed. Pending the motion

for the engrossment and third reading, Mr.

Shellabarger entered a motion to recommit the

bilL

" I enter, Mr. Speaker, upon the considera

tion of this measure with unfeigned reluctance.

The measure is one, sir, which does affect the

foundations of the Government itself, which

goes to every part of it, and touches the liber

ties and the rights of all the people, and doubt

less the destinies of the Union. And more than

that, Mr. Speaker, it involves questions of con

stitutional law of importance absolutely vital.

And more still, there is a domain of constitu

tional law involved in the right consideration

of this measure which is wholly unexplored.

"We enter upon it now for the first time in the

history of the Government. And he would

have an inadequate comprehension of the mag

nitude of the debate upon which we now enter

who did not enter upon it with extreme hesi

tation, doubt, and misgiving, as to his ability to

thoroughly explore and consider the questions

we approach.

" I shall confine myself to a consideration of

the qualities of this bill, its relations to the

Constitution, our power to enact it, and, if I

have time, the justness and wisdom of the

measure.

" In the first section of this bill it is pro

vided—

That any person who, under color of any law,

statute, ordinance, regulation, custom, or usage of

any State, shall subject, or cause to be subjected,

any person within the jurisdiction of the United

• States to the deprivation of any rights, privileges,

or immunities to which, as such citizen, he is en

titled under the Constitution or laws of the United

States, shall, any such law, statute, ordinance, regu

lation, custom, or usage of the State to the contrary

notwithstanding, be liable to the party injured in an

action at law, suit in equity, or other proper pro

ceeding for redress ; such proceeding to be prose

cuted in the several district or cirouit courts of the

United States, etc.

"My first inquiry is as to the warrant which

we have for enacting such a section as this.

The model for it will be found in the second

section of the act of April 9, 1866,. known as

the 'civil rights act' That section provides

a criminal proceeding in identically the same

case as this one provides a civil remedy for,

except that the deprivation under color of State

law must, under the civil rights act, have been

on account of race, color, or former slavery.

This section of this bill, on the same state of

facts, not only provides a civil remedy for per

sons whose former condition may have been

that of slaves, but also to all people where,

under color of State law, they, or any of them,

may be deprived of rights to which they are

entitled under the Constitution by reason and

virtue of their national citizenship.

" The first inquiry, then, is naturally where

is the constitutional authority, or, if you please,

where is the constitutional impediment author

izing or preventing such legislation ? It is ab

solutely plain that, if it was constitutional to

pass the second section of the civil rights bill,

then it is equally competent to pass into law

this first section of this bill. "Why do I say that ?

Because the same exact right is involved in

each case. The constitutional right upon which

it was competent to enact tho second section

of the civil rights bill was this : the civil rights

bill was passed to enforce the provisions of the

thirteenth article of amendments to the Con

stitution of the United States—was passed in

virtue of the two provisions of that thirteenth

amendment, one of which reversed and over

threw the State constitutions creating slavery

and prohibited the States from ' denying ' the

slaves citizenship, turned them into citizens ;

and the other, being the second section of that

amendment, gave^ Congress power to enforce

this first provision by 'appropriate legisla

tion ; ' or, in other words, to enforce the rights

of citizenship to which the slave was admitted

by the act of his emancipation.

" That act, and I need not delay longer upon

it, has already passed under the review of the

Supreme Courts of at least three States of this

Union, and I do not know of how many more ;

also under review of the Circuit Court of the

United States of the district of Kentucky.

Justice Swayne, in his opinion in that last-

named cose, an opinion exceedingly elaborate,

exceedingly exhaustive, exceedingly able, sums

up his conclusions by saving, 'We have no

doubt of the constitutionality of every provision

of this act.'

"The exact legal effect of these decisions,

sustaining the constitutionality of the civil

rights bill, is to declare that the result of two

constitutional provisions, one 6aying that the

States shall not make citizens slaves, and the

other saying that Congress may, by appropri

ate legislation, enforce the first provision, is

to authorize Congress to define and punish as

a crime against the United States any act of

deprivation of the rights of the newly-made

American citizenship. That is the point, effect,

and result, precisely of these adjudications. If

that is law, then that is the end of the discus

sion as to the right of Congress to pass this

first section, because, surely( if the thirteenth

amendment did so much as this, the far more

explicit, complete, and careful provisions of

the fourteenth much more did it by declaring

all our people United States citizens ; declaring

that no State shall make or enforce any law

abridging their privileges or immunities as

such ; declaring that the States shall not deny

them equal protection of these equal laws, and

then declaring that Congress shall have power,

by appropriate legislation, to enforce the en

joyment of these privileges of citizenship by

seeing to it that the laws do not abridge them

nor the States withhold protection to them.

" Then, Mr. Speaker, there is no doubt, there

can be no rational doubt, of the right to enact

the first section of this bill, provided the civil

rights bill and the adjudications under that bill

in the several States and in the Circuit Court
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of the United States be in accordance with a

just judicial interpretation of the Constitution

in that regard. And how can there be a doubt

about a question like that? To say in our

Constitution that all our people in the States

shall be United States citizens, and also citi

zens of the States ; to add this as a curative,

new and additional part of the instrument, and

in it to say that State laws shall not be made

or enforced to abridge these rights of United

States citizens nor the States deny protection

of these rights under law, and that Congress

may enforce these provisions securing these

rights, and then to say that Congress can do

no such thing as make any law so enforcing

these rights, nor open the United States courts

to enforce any such laws, but must leave all

the protection and law-mak'ing to the very

States which are denying the protection, is

plainly and grossly absurd.

• " The section being in its terms carefully con

fined to giving a civil action for such wrongs

against citizenship as are done under color of

State laws which abridge these rights, it goes

directly to the enforcement of that provision

which says the State shall not make or enforce

any law which shall abridge any privileges or

franchises of citizens.

" With these remarks in regard to the con

stitutionality of the first section, I have a single

remark to make in regard to the rule of inter

pretation of those provisions of the Constitu

tion under whfch all the sections of the bill are

framed. This act is remedial, and in aid of

the preservation of human liberty and human

rights. All statutes and constitutional provi

sions authorizing such statutes aro liberally and

beneficently construed. It would be most

strange, and, in civilized law, monstrous, were

this not the rule of interpretation. As has

been again and again decided by your own

Supreme Court of the United States, and every

where else where there is wise judicial inter

pretation, the largest latitude consistent with

the words employed is uniformly given in con

struing such statutes and constitutional pro

visions as are meant to protect and defend and

give remedies for their wrongs to all the peo

ple. These provisions of the fourteenth amend

ment are wholly devoted to securing the equal

ity and safety of all the people, as is this sec

tion, and, indeed, the entire bill. In deciding

whether the section or the bill is warranted

by this fourteenth amendment, ought not the

fact that it is so eminently just and fair, so emi

nently in accordance with the spirit of our in

stitutions, so wholly devoted to the single and

sublime work of preserving tjje rights and lib

erties and government of allthe people, and

which gives not a power, except such as is, by

the language employed, carefully confined and

conSecrated to the sacred duty of protecting

the people and their Government, to have

mighty weight in determining the question of

the power to make it ? Chief-Justice Jay and

also Story say :

" Where a power is remedial in its nature there is

much reason to contend that it ought to be construed

liberally, and it is generally adopted in the interpre

tation of laws."—1 ijtory on Conttitution, seo. 429.

" I now come to the second section of the

bill. That section, in brief, is one which seeks

to supply the alleged deficiencies of the sixth

section of what is called the enforcement act

of May, 1870, enforcing the provisions of the

fifteenth amendment. It is alleged that that

act, where it defines and punishes criminally a

conspiracy of two or more persons to deprive

a citizen of the United States of any right to

which he is entitled under the Constitution and

laws of the United States, falls worthless, be

cause of its too great generality and vagueness

in the description of the particular act that

shall constitute the crime. It is any conspir

acy to deprive a citizen of any right. It is also

alleged as to that section, that, being found in

the body of an act which is confined in its gen

eral scope to the enforcement of the fifteenth

amendment and the right to vote, it will be

construed in the light of the companionship in

which it is found, on the principle noseitur a

sociis ; and that, being so construed, it will be

held to apply only to rights of which the citi

zen is deprived in regard to the matter of vot

ing. For the purpose of removing both those

doubts and questions, if there be any (and I

think there is a just and fair ground of doubt

upon that matter), we have inserted this second

section of the bill. It provides—

That if two or moro persons shall, within the lim

its of any State, hand or conspire together to do any

act in violation of the rights, privileges, or immu

nities of another person, which, being committed

within a place under the sole and exclusive jurisdic

tion of the United States, would, under any law of

the United States then in force, constitute the crime

of either murder, manslaughter, mayhem, robbery,

assault and battery, penury, subornation of peijury,

criminal obstruction or legal process or resistance

of officers in discharge of official duty, arson, or lar

ceny ; and if one or moro of the parties to said con

spiracy shall do any act to effect the object thereof,

all tho parties to or engaged in said conspiracy,

whether principals or accessories, shall be deemed

fuilty of a felony, and, upon conviction thereof, shall

e liable, etc., and the crime shall be punishable as

such in the courts of the United States.

" I now proceed to the inquiry, where is the

constitutional power to enact that section into

law ? To those members of the House of Rep

resentatives who are of opinion that tho sixth

section of the act of 1870, called ' the enforce

ment act,' is constitutional, I need make no

argument. Every gentleman who voted for or

approves that sixth section of the act of May,

1870, will need no persuasion to come to tho

conclusion that this seoond section is constitu

tional ; for it rests upon exactly the same legal

ground, and is in its constitutional aspects

identical with it, the only difference being that

the section of this bill defines the offence with

greater exactness. It does so by requiring

that the act conspirod to bo done must bo an

act which would, under the laws of the United

States, within places where the United States
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have exclusive jurisdiction, constitute some

one of the following offences : either murder,

manslaughter, mayhem, robhery, assault and

battery, perjury, subornation of perjury, crimi

nal obstruction of legal process or resistance

of officers in discharge of official duty, arson,

or larceny. That makes exact and definite the

act -which must be charged in the indictment.

" And now, Mr. Speaker, I proceed to the

consideration for a few moments of the ques

tion whether either of those sections in the

enforcement act of 1870, or section two of this

bill, has warrant in the Constitution for enact

ment. I have written down and condensed

into a single sentence what I believe to be the

legal principle and idea upon which the en

forcement act of 1870 and this section of this

act may be based, and it is this: when the

United States inserted into its Constitution

that which was not in it before, that the people

of this country, born or naturalized therein,

are citizens of the United States and of the

States also in which they reside, and that Con

gress shall have power to enforce by appropri

ate legislation the requirement that their privi

leges and immunities as citizens should not be

abridged, it was done for a purpose, and that

purpose was that the United States thereby

were authorized to directly protect and defend

throughout the United States those privileges

and immunities which are in their nature

' fundamental '—and I use my words cautious

ly when I say 'in their nature fundamental'

—and which inhere and belong of right to

the citizenship of all free governments. The

making of them United States citizens and

authorizing Congress by appropriate law to

protect that citizenship gave Congress power

to legislate directly for enforcement of such

rights as are fundamental elements of citizen

ship.

"This, sir, is the foundation idea on which

this section and the whole kill rest for their

constitutional warrant. If right, it solves

every possible doubt and difficulty in every

part of this great inquiry. The United States

added to its Constitution what was not in it

before ; because never before was it found in

the Constitution in express words that all

people in this country were citizens of the

United States as well as' of the States. This

was added, and added for a pnrpose.

"But the addition did not stop there. It

was also added that no State should make

or enforce any law abridging those rights' of

citizenship then first declared by express con

stitutional enactment. But they did not stop

there. In the abundance of caution they added

that no State should deprive them of life,

liberty, or property, without due process of

law. Nor did they stop there, but added that

the State should not deprive any person with

in its jurisdiction of the equal protection of

the laws. And they did not stop there yet,

but in still more abundant caution added that

Congress should have power by appropriate

legislation to enforce these provisions. What

provisions ? Why, sir, the provisions that we

are all citizens of one, and but one, republic.

More than that. That we all have, as snch,

privileges and immunities. More than that.

These privileges and immunities shall not be

abridged. More than that. That under the

laws of the Union and the States there should

be exact equality upon the face of the laws ;

they should not abridge rights. More than that.

That under these laws, so equal, the States

should not deny equal protection. More than

that. That Congress should have power to

make laws appropriate to secure all that was

meant by and included in all this more than

trinity of ' provisions ' that we are all United

States citizens; that oar laws shall, as to us

all, be equal ; that we shall all have due pro

cess of law, and all equal protection under

these equal laws.

"Putting all these constitutional elements

together, Mr. Speaker, where is the doubt Con

gress may, by appropriate legislation, protect

those rights of American citizenship so soli

citously and so abundantly guarded and guar

anteed and made eternal as the Constitution

itself? If, after all this transcendent profusion

of enactment in restraint of the States and

affirmative conferment of power on Congress,

the States still remain unrestrained, the com

plete, sole arbiters of power, to defend or deny

national citizenship—to make laws abridging

or not abridging, to protect or to destroy, by

banded murder, these United States citizens as

the State may please, and the United States

must stand by, a powerless spectator of the

overthrow of the rights and liberties of its

own citizens, then not only is the profusion

of guards put by the fourteenth amendment

around our rights a miserable waste of words,

but the Government is itself a miserable sham,

its citizenship a curse, and the Union not fit

to be.

"Such are plainly the general aspects of

this question of power to defend by Federal

law the essential franchises of national citizen

ship. I will go now into further detail.

" I have stated that Congress has power to

protect those rights, whatever they may be,

which inhere in citizenship. What are those

rights? Here, Mr. Speaker, we tread upon

ground that, fortunately, has been explored.

From the beginning of the Government down,

the words in the old Constitution, 'privileges

and immunities of citizens in the several

States,' have come under judicial notice and

interpretation. I will read a single sentence,

which expresseswhat 'the privileges and im

munities of citizens' are with sufficient legal

accuracy for the purpose of this debate. I

read from 4 Washington Circuit Court Reports,

page 880, Corfield «. Coryel :

The inquiry is, what are the privileges and im

munities of citizens in the several States? We feel

no hesitation in confining these expressions to those

privileges and immunities which are in their nature
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fundamental, which belong of right to the citizens

of all free governments, and which have at all times

been enjoyed by citizens of the several States which

compose this Union from the time of their becoming

free, independent, and sovereign.

What these fundamental privileges are it would

perhaps be more tedious than difficult to enumerate.

They may, however, be all comprehended under the

following general heads : protection by the Govern

ment;

"Mark that:

protection by the Government; the enjoyment of

life and liberty, with the right to acquire and possess

property of every kind, and to pursue and obtain

happiness and safety, subject, nevertheless, to such

restraints as the Government may justly presoribo

for the general good of the whole.

"Now, Mr. Speaker, keeping these as the

fundamental rights of citizenship in oar minds,

I point you once more to the terms of this

second section. It makes criminal, attacks of

conspirators. It punishes, not individual crime,

but only banded, mastering, confederated vio

lence. Then also it must be directed against

the rights, privileges, or immunities of a citizen.

Then the crime can be committed against no

other rights than those which come clearly,

plainly, and without controversy, within those

rights defined by the authority I have read to

belong to citizenship as suoh. In this regard

the bill goes nowhere beyond the protection

of rights clearly and unquestionably funda

mental, and belonging to citizenship in every

free government as an element and attribute

of that national citizenship which he carries

with him wherever he goes throughout the

world.

" Of course, Mr. Speaker, the constitutional

objection to this section is that the acts it

seeks to punish, being committed within a

State, can only be defined and punished as

crime under State law. It assumes that in at

tempting this legislation Congress blots out

the jurisdiction and power of the States. It

also seems thereby to assume that there are no

classes of acts which both the State govern

ments and the national Government may de

fine and punish concurrently as constituting a

crime against each government. Mr. Speaker,

I deny the soundness of each of these assump

tions.

" Let me now state what my reply is to this

charge that the second section invades the ex

clusive and reserved powers of the States. The

major proposition of my reply I choose to state

in the words of the Supreme Court of the

United States in Jones vs. Van Zandt (5 How

ard, 230), where the court uses these words:

Congress is charged with the duty of ' enfor

cing by legislation every constitutional provi

sion. This grows out of the position and nature

of such a Government as ours, and is as im

perative in the cases not enumerated specially

in respect to such legislation as in others.' In

shorter words, Congress is bound to execute,

by legislation, every provision of the Constitu

tion, even those provisions not specially named

as to be so enforced.

"My next proposition is historical, and one

simply in aid and support of the truth of the

first. It is that the United States always has

assumed to enforce, as against the States, and

also persons, every one of the provisions of the

Constitution. Most of the provisions of the

Constitution which restrain and directly re

late to the States, such as those in tenth sec

tion of first article, that 'no State shall make

a treaty,' 'grant letters of marque,' 'coin

money,' 'emit bills of credit,' etc., relate to

the divisions of the political powers of the

State and General Governments. They do not

relate directly to the rights of persons within

the States and as between the States and such

persons therein. These prohibitions upon the

political powers of the States are all of such

nature that they can be, and even have been,

when the occasion arose, enforced by the

courts of the United States declaring void all

State acts of encroachment on Federal powers.

Thus, and thus sufficiently, has the United

States ' enforced ' these provisions of the Con

stitution. But there are some that are not of

this class. These are where the court secures

the rights or the liabilities of persons within

the States, as between such persons and the

States.

"These three are: first, that as to fugitives

from justice ; second, that as to fugitives from

service (or slaves); third, that declaring that

the ' citizens of each State shall be entitled to

all the privileges and immunities of citizens in

the several States.'

" And, sir, every one of these—the only pro

visions where it was deemed that legislation

was required to enforce the constitutional pro

visions—the only three where the rights or

liabilities of persons in the States, as between

these persons and the States, are directly pro

vided for, Congress has by legislation affirm

atively interfered to protect or to subject such

persons. In thefcase of the two clauses in

relation to fugitive slaves and fugitives from

justice, by a law passed early in the morning

of the republic's life, four years after the Con

stitution was adopted, on 12th February, 1793,

the Congress ' enforced ' the requirements by

prescribing the methods of such enforcement.

In the other case also (tee 6 United States

Statutes at Large, 645) Congress passed a law,

in admitting Missouri, enacting that the con

stitution of Missouri should 'never be con

strued to authorize the passage of any law,

and no law shall ever be passed in conformity

thereto, by which any citizen of either of the

States of the Union shall be excluded from the

enjoyment of privileges or immunities to which

such citizens are entitled under the Constitu

tion of the United States.'

" Hero is an express, direct law of Congress,

enacting, in so many words, that Missouri

should 'never pass' any law by which any

citizen of the Union should be excluded from

any of his privileges 1 And yet we are told

that, even with the new provisions of the new
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amendments, we cannot protect the privileges

of United States citizens in the States, even as

this bill does indirectly, thbugh in 1821 Con

gress could do it directly, and that even by

legislating out of existence part of the Missouri

constitution 1

"Thus, Mr. Speaker, by the unquestioned

judgment of the Supreme Court of the United

States, and by the whole legislative and judi

cial history of the republic, I make 'out ab

solutely, completely, and forever, the major

premise of my reply. I repeat that premise,

that it is the duty of Congress to enforce by

appropriate legislation every provision of the

Constitution where legislation is needed to

secure the enforcement. My second proposi

tion is that these tlmee are each provisions of

the Constitution : first, all persons born or nat

uralized in the United States, etc., are citizens

of the United States; second, that no State

shall make or enforce any law abridging their

privileges and immunities; third, that such

States may not deny them equal protection of

the laws.

"And my conclusion from these is that

Congress may, by legislation, 'appropriate,'

'enforce,' to use the Supreme Court's own

word in Jones w. Van Zandt, which is also the

word of the fifth section of the fourteenth

amendment, these ' privileges and immunities,'

so by these 'provisions' to be protected, and

hence, and lastly, may pass this bill, whioh

surely is 'appropriate' within the sense of

that 'wide discretion' which, as stated by uni

form authority (1 Story on Constitution, sec.

432)v Congress has in the choice of measures

for enforcing its powers.

" Mr. Speaker, I now come to the third sec-
• tion. I will read it, so that I may get before

the minds of those who listen to me the exact

words, which are material to comprehend the

legal propositions which I desire to submit.

" The section provides :

That in all cases where insnrreotion, domestio
violence, ■unlawful combinations, or conspiracies in

any State shall so far obstruct or hinder the execu

tion of the laws thereof as to deprive any portion or

class of the people of such State of any of the rights,

privileges, or immunities named in and secured by

this act, and the constituted authorities of such

State—

"Notice these words:

and the constituted authorities of such State shall

either be unable to, or shall, from any cause, fail in

or refuse protection of the people in such rights,

and—

"This also must happen :

and shall fail or neglect, through the proper author

ities, to apply to the President of the United States

for aid in that behalf, such facts shall be deemed a

denial by such State of .the equal protection of the

laws to which they are entitled under the fourteenth

article of amendments to the Constitution of the

United States.

"Now, note, the provisions of the section

are, first, that there must be a condition of

public violence, etc., such as to deprive, not

one individual merely, hut a 'portion or a class

of the people,' of their rights, privileges, or

immunities. They must also be deprived of

the privileges and immunities secured by this

act, which are the privileges and immunities

of American citizens. And more than that,

the constituted authorities must also have been

unable to protect the people or have failed or

refused to protect them. But this is not enough.

They must also omit to apply to the President

of the United States for aid in that behalf.

Until all these things have occurred there is

no authority under this bill (but existing law

gives it in other cases) to send to the State the

military aid of the United States.

" Now,' the question is, may such aid he sent

by the President, under the fourteenth amend

ment, without being invited by the Legislature

or Executive of the States, when the things

have happened which are described in that

section? My answer is that the President

may, under such circumstances, send military

aid ; and, to make this answer complete, I now

again go back to the first section of the four

teenth article. That section provides two

things which I wish to notice. The first pro

vision is that—

No State shall make or enforce any law which shall

abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of

the United States.

"This provision requires that the laws on

their face shall not ' abridge ' the privileges or

immunities of citizens. It secures equality

toward all citizens on the face of the law.

It provides that those rights shall not bo

' abridged ; ' in other words, that one man shall

not have more rights upon the face of the laws

than another man. By that provision equality

of legislation, so far as it affects the rights of

citizenship, is secured. But the section does

not stop there. It contains two other provi

sions, only one of which I need now notice.

It provides :

Nor shall any State deprive any person of life,

liberty, or property, without due process of law, nor

deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal

protection of the laws.

"The laws must be, first, equal, in not

abridging rights ; and second, the States shall

equally protect, under equal laws, all persons

in them. Therefore, under the provisions of

the fourteenth amendment, when these clauses

are put in juxtaposition, in order to bring the

idea together. Congress shall have power to

make and enforce all proper legislation which

shall be necessary to require of the States that

they shall not abridge the rights of citizenship,

and also that they shall protect all persons

equally. Nothing can be plainer. The thing

is so absolutely self-evident that it admits of

no enforcement by argument. Two things are

provided—equal laws and protection for all ;

and, whenever a State denies that protection,

Congress may by law enforce protection.

" I next come to the fourth section. I have

not time, sir, left to go into the details of that

section. I wish now to say this fourth section
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finds in substance its warrant in the inter

pretation of the Constitution as furnished by

the Supreme Court of the United States in the

case ex parte Milligan (4 Wallace, 127). I

will read a single sentence, and reading that I

will have shown the House that this section

describes the very state of things in substance,

in which state of things the Supreme Court

were of the opinion that the privileges of the

writ of hdbea* corput may be susponded and

martial law declared. Let me read :

It follows from what has been said—

" And this is the opinion of Judge Davis, a

man not now accused of being unduly radical,

and who is threatened with the nomination for

the President of the United States by the

Democratic party—

It follows from what has been said on this subject

that there are occasions when martial rule can be

properly applied. If, in foreign invasion or civil war,

the courts are actually closed, and it is impossible to

administer criminal justice according to law, then,

on the theatre of active military operations, where

war really prevails, there is a necessity to furnish a

substitute for the civil authority thus overthrown, to

preserve the safety of the army and society : and, as

no power is left but the military, it is allowed to

govern by martial rule until the laws can have their

free course. As necessity creates the rule, so it

limits its duration ; for, it this government is con

tinued after the courts are reinstated, it is a gross

usurpation of power. Martial rule can never exist

where the courts are open, and in the proper and

unobstructed exercise oftheir jurisdiction. It is also

confined to the locality of actual war."

Mr. Kerr, of Indiana, said : " First, I will

reply to two or three of the points suggested

by the gentleman who has just spoken (Mr.

Shellabarger). Some of his assumptions of

law, in my judgment, are quite as extraor

dinary in their character as are the provis

ions of this bill, and they are to me, with

my ideas of constitutional law, quite as un

tenable and unjust. It was assumed by that

learned gentleman, in the outset of his re

marks, that there should be applied by us, in

the construction of this bill, a rule of the utmost

liberality ; why, he has not informed us. This

is a criminal law in most of its purposes. It

should therefore be strictly construed. It is

against the rights of the States of this Union.

It should therefore be strictly construed. It

is against personal liberty as guarded by the

States of this Union. It should therefore be

strictly construed. Upon every prinoiple of

constitutional construction, I say its novel,

remarkable, and alarming provisions should be

most strictly and rigidly scrutinized. Nothing

should bo, assumed, but gentlemen should ap

proach the consideration of this bill under the

solemn oaths which wo have all taken, with a

determination that its every section, line, and

purpose should find clear warrant in the Con

stitution itself.

" Another point suggested by the gentleman

from Ohio (Mr. Shellabarger), by way of apol

ogy for the strange and startling nature of

some of the propositions in this bill, is, that the

States of this Union have been held by the

Supreme Court of the United States to have

power to punish Counterfeiting of the coin of

the United States, and that Congress possesses

the same power, but that it is not expressly

given to either, but is derived by both from

implication and construction. And then, with

an air of triumph, he inquires, ' Where does

either obtain that power in terms any more

clear than that which authorizes this bill ? ' I

am no more surprised at that inquiry, coming

from the learned gentleman, than I am that he

could at all conceive and pen such provisions

as are contained in this measure. In their

chief features they are pioneers, and have no

precedents in our country, except in actual and

fierce war. Many of th#m even there find no

parallel. They strike to the very heart of free

institutions and self-government. But I an

swer his question by reading from the Con

stitution itself. I may ask, why it is that he,

with his conceded professional standing and

learning, should have overlooked this impor

tant constitutional warrant? Article one, sec

tion eight, clauses five and six, says :

Congress shall have power to coin money, regulate

the value thereof, and of foreign coin, and fix the

standard of weights and measures; to provide for

the punishment of counterfeiting the securities and

current coin of the United States."

Mr. Shellabarger: "What I said in regard

to that clause was that there was nowhere in

the clause a provision authorizing the United

States to punish the uttering, and yet by im

plication the United States have been held to

be able to define and punish the uttering as

well as the counterfeiting."

Mr. Kerr: "The gentleman undertakes to

modify his statement by narrowing very much'

his declaration. His own language stands and

will answer for the truth of what I have said.

And now I say to him, upon his amended

declaration of his position, that the power in

Congress to punish any crimes against the coin

of the United States is express in the. Constitu

tion, and is so held by courts and commenta

tors. It is not derived from implication ; but

it is an inquiry no way important here, because

his assumptions touching this bill derive no

support from it.

"But the gentleman stated also that there

are but three provisions in the Constitution of

the United States which refer to the personal

rights of the citizens of this country ; and ho

named those three."

Mr. Shellabarger : " What I said was—that

there were but three provisions where the

Constitution of the United States, as between

the States and persons in the States, protects

the rights of persons."

Mr. Kerr: "I ask the attention of every

gentleman on this floor to the first eleven

amendments of the Constitution of the United

States, and I say that in them, as against the

United States and the States and all the world,

the Constitution guarantees to the people cer
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tain great personal rights. It is true these

amendments are limitations on the powers of

Congress as against the States ; but yet they

are fundamental guarantees to tho people.

Read those amendments. I may as well refer

here to the case reported in 5 Howard, of

Fox e». The State of Ohio, referred to by my

colleague. The decision there does not say

that a State of this Union can by implication

punish counterfeiting of the coin of the United

States, but only that it may punish the passing

or circulation of that coin.

" In that decision the court expressly recog

nize the true doctrine of the division of power

between the Federal and the State govern

ments, which concedes to all the States the

exclusive regulation and control of all their

domestic and police affairs in their own way,

according to their own judgment, under their

own constitutions and laws. The protection

of their own citizens, of public morals in the

respective States, of all the rights of person

and property, of all the domestio relations,

belongs to the States alone. All that vast

residuum of power not granted to the United

States, which embraces every element of local

self-government, whether civil or criminal,
■whether to regulate local government or police,

or popular privileges and immunities, or to

punish offenders against them, belongs to the

States.

" Now, Mr. Speaker, I must come to the con

sideration of the bases alleged for the enact

ment of this bill. I think I do not misunder

stand the gentleman from Ohio (Mr. Shellabar-

ger) when I state to the House that he assumes

that the substantial authority for this enact

ment must be found in the first section of tho

fourteenth amendment of the Constitution; and

I will therefore proceed briefly to analyze that

section. I beg the attention of gentlemen on

both sides of the House while I attempt this

analysis.

" What, then, is the language of that sec

tion? I will, for convenience, break it into

paragraphs, and consider them in their order.

It declares that—

All persons born or naturalized in the United

States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are

citizens of the United States and of the State where

in they reside.

" Now, does this provision confer upon the

Congress of the United States any new or ori

ginal grant of power f I say no. It is no grant

of power ; it gives no new power to Congress ;

it takes no preexisting power from the State.

It simply declares who shall be citizens of the

United States. But the fact that certain per

sons are citizens, and the number of them, and

the definition of citizenship or of its constituent

elements, were just the same before the ratifi

cation of the fourteenth amendment that they

are now. Neither is more certain or better

settled than it was before.

"The thirteenth amendment had made all

persons of color citizens of the United States if

they were not hitherto. Then the body of the

citizens is in no way materially changed by this

fourteenth amendment. On this point I do not

wish to stand without great and worthy author- •

ityf and I shall therefore incorporate in my re

marks an extract from Chancellor Kent directly

sustaining my position in reference to this pro

vision.

Citizens, under our Constitution and laws, mean

free inhabitants born within the United States or

naturalized under the laws of Congress. If a slave

born in the United States be manumitted or other

wise lawfully discharged from bondage, or if a black

man be born within the United States and born free,

he becomes thenceforward a citizen, but under suck

disabilities as the laics of the States respectively may

deem it expedient to prescribe to free persons of color.—

2 Kent, 269 ; Hobbs vs. Fogg, 6 Watts, 553 ; The Stats

vs. Claiborne, Meigs, 881 ; Opinions of Attorneys-

General, vol. i., 882.

" I also invite attention to another opinion,

which possibly may be better authority with

some than Chancellor Kent. I refer "to the

opinion of the late Attorney-General of the

United States, Mr. Bates, given to President

Lincoln, at the request of the then Secretary of

the Treasury, Mr. Chase, in 1862. In defining

the meaning of the expression ' citizen of the

United States,' Attorney-General Bates said :

The phrase " a citizen of the United States," with

out addition or qualification, means nothing more

nor less than a member of the nation, and all such

are politically and legally equals. The child in the

cradle and its father in the Senate are equally citi

zens of the United States, and it needs no argument

to prove that every citizen of the United States is a

citizen of the particular State in which he is domi

ciled.

"In this connection I must bo permitted to

ask gentlemen to consider the suggestive lan

guage of the late venerable Chief-Justice Taney,

in a very important case. I do not indorse all

that was said or decided in that case, but this

I do, as being in harmony with the spirit and

philosophy of our Government :

We must not confound the rights of citizenship

which a State may confer within its own limits and

the rights of citizenship as a member of the Union.

He may have all the rights and privileges of the citi

zen of a State, and yet not be entitled to tho rights

and privileges of a citizen of any other State. Nor

have the States surrendered the power and privilege

of conferring the rights and privileges of citizens by

adopting the Constitution of the United States. Each

State may still confer them upon an alien or any one

it thinks proper, or upon any class or description of

persons ; yet he would not be a citizen in the sense

in which the word is used in the Constitution of the

United States, nor entitled to sue as such in one of its

courts, nor to the privileges and immunities of a citi

zen in the other States. A State cannot make a man

a member of the oommunity of the United States by

making him a member of its own.—Scott vs. Sanford,

19 Howard, 405.

" But I recur to the precise words of the

fourteenth amendment, which I have quoted,

and I say, neither does the paragraph under

consideration define citizen, or the constituent

elements of citizenship of the United States or

of the States. It leaves both where it found

them, to rest upon the common law and the
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laws of the several States. These words are

nowhere precisely defined in the Constitution,

laws, or judicial decisions of our country; but

• in the uniform practice of the country, in many

learned commentaries, and numberless judicial

decisions touching the subject more or leaf di

rectly, they have been so nearly defined as to

remove all doubt as *o their substantial meaning.

"I therefore hold that the first paragraph in

question is merely declaratory in a more spe

cific and authoritative form of what was law

before. It gives no support, in my judgment,

to the extraordinary propositions contained in

this bill. It is manifestly intended only to re

move all doubt, if any existed, upon the fact

that nativity and naturalization confer, in the

language of Justice Story, a general citizenship

of the united States and give the country juris

diction over them, and give rise to the correla

tive obligations of allegiance and protection ;

and also to declare all such persons citizens alike

of the States wherein they reside. The latter

citizenship must also be held to be of that same

general character. It is not more specific or

certain or better defined, and amounts in law to

just what it did before this enactment. Ever

since the organization of the Union, and just

as much before as since this amendment, any

citizen of the United States who voluntarily

removed to and became a permanent resident

of any State, that instant, and by virtue of

that act and fact, became also a citizen of that

State.

" But my colleague on this select committee

(Mr. Shellabargor) claims that this paragraph

contains a grant of power.

" Will it be pretended by any gentleman in

this age of the world that a great nation can

exist, and that in her midst children may be

born, or persons may be naturalized, and yet

not be citizens of that country ? Is it needful

that in the fundamental law it shall be declared

in exact and precise words that they are citi

zens in order to make them citizens? Why,

all the world knows, the most unlettered of

our people understand, that every human being

born within the jurisdiction of any nation, or

naturalized under its laws, is, by virtue of those

facts alone, a citizen of that country in the

fullest and amplest sense of the term."

Mr. Dawes, of Massachusetts, said : " Does

my friend mean to say that was the case before

the adoption of the thirteenth amendment?"

Mr. Kerr : " I say frankly that I so said be

fore the adoption of the thirteenth amendment ;

I say it since the adoption of the fourteenth

and fifteenth amendments ;. and, if you please,

I may as well say here, that, in my judgment,

all these amendments are a part of the funda

mental law of this country. Bnt the gentle

man manifestly refers to the decision of the

Supreme Court of the United States in the case

of Dred Scott, and it was to meet that very de

cision—and I am glad the gentleman has in

vited my attention to it—that this particular

language was incorporated in this fourteenth

amendment. The court in that case, before

the adoption of the thirteenth amendment, had

decided that negroes, under certain circum

stances, and for certain purposes, were not

citizens of the United States, and that question

was removed when that thirteenth amendment

was ratified. Then, what is the next pretend

ed grant of power in this first section f It is

that—

No State shall make or enforce any law which shall

abridge the privileges or immunities ofcitizens of the

United State.

" This language does not distinctly refer to

the ' privileges or immunities ' of citizens of the

States. The privileges or immunities which

are to be enjoyed nnder this provision are

those alone which inhere in and attach to the

very idea of citizenship of the United States.

I want gentlemen also to remember that sec

tion two of article four of the Constitution of

the United States declares that—

The citizens of each State shall be entitled to all

Srivileges and immunities of citizens in the several

tates.

" Observe that the privileges and immunities

of citizens of the States, in the relations of the

States to each other, are protected to them by

the second section of the fourth article of the

Constitntion, and not by any thing in the four

teenth article of amendments.

"But I want also to invite attention to the

meaning of the words ' privileges and immuni

ties ' as used in this section of the amendment.

It appears to be assumed in the popular mind,

and too often by the law-makers, that these

are words of the most general and comprehen

sive nature, and that they embrace the whole

catalogue of human rights, and that they con

fer the power and the obligation to enact affirm

ative and most dangerous laws. I insist that

these words constitute a limitation on the pow

er of the States as against any infringement of

the rights of citizens of the United States. The

provision needs no legislation to enforce it. It

is better enforced by its own vigor and by judi

cial decisions than by legislation. Hitherto,

in the history of our country, it has been so

enforced in good faith, completely, adequately,

without resistance or popular discontent, and

our institutions flourished, and our people were

protected by the courts against infractions of

this guarantee.

"Yet we are told by gentlemen that the

right of the people of this country to enjoy the

equal protection of the laws is now for the first

time guaranteed by the Constitution of the

United States to .the people. Need I say to

the intelligent lawyers or others here that there

exists in this country no constitution, no State

government, no code of laws in any single

State, which does not recognize these rights

as fully and completely as they can be, or as

they are now indicated by this fourteenth

amendment ? There is no language or formula

of liberty and equality in the constitutional law

of the country which our people have heard
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more frequently, or better comprehend, or

cherish more tenderly, or hold more sacred. It

needed no reSnactment in or out of the Consti

tution. It is common and conceded constitu

tional law.

"Mr. Speaker, I come now, perhaps, to the

most important part of this section, and I re

fer to the words :

Nor shall any State deprive any person of life, lib

erty, or property, without due process of law.

" That language is not new in the constitu

tional history of our country. It is common

to all the States. It is one of the most familiar

of all the covenants between the people and

the Government, whether State or Federal.

Precisely the same form of words is found in

the fifth amendment of the Constitution of the

United States :

No person shall be deprived of life, liberty, or

property, without due process of law.

" With this difference only : this section de

clares that no State shall deprive any person

of life, liberty, or property, without due pro

cess of law, while in the fifth amendment it

declares generally that no person shall be so

deprived. But the Supreme Court of the United

States, in several cases, lias held that this

amendment, and indeed the first eleven amend

ments, are intended to impose limitations and

restrictions on the Federal power and to pre

vent interference with the rights of the States

and of their citizens. (5 How., 410 ; 7 Peters,

469; 6 How., 507; 18 How., 71; ibid.,«91;

2 How., 84; 7 Wall., 821.) It was for this

reason that this inhibition is here made to ap

ply to the States, and out of abundant caution

only.

"But what is the meaning of the language

in the old Constitution that none of these

things shall be done 'without due process of

law ? ' Those words have been repeatedly con

strued by the different courts of the United

States—by the Supreme Court of the United

States and by the highest courts in the States

—and in every instance they have been held

to mean that no person shall be deprived of

life, liberty, or property, except in the regular

course of administration through courts ofjus

tice, or of legal proceedings under the laws of

the land, which laws must be constitutional.

If the prosecution is in the Federal courts, then

this language entitles the citizen to such trial

as shall accord with the existing law of the

land, in the usual and regular course of admin

istration, and that law itself shall be constitu

tional. When these words are used in a State

constitution, they have the same application

and construction. So that when any man is

tried for crime in any of the States he shall

not be deprived of life, liberty, or property,

except in pursuance of trial under the forms

and requirements of the laws of the States,

which laws shall possess the essential requisite

of constitutionality under the Constitution of

the United States and of the particular State

in which they are enacted,

vol. xi.—IS A

" Such is the interpretation of this provision.

Now, what State of the North or South, or

what court of justice in any such State, has

ever in one instance undertaken to deny this

equal protection, which is involved in the idea

of a trial with due process of law ? Not one.

There is no pretext that any thing of that kind

has been attempted. These words give no

power to Congress or to the United States to

supersede State laws, or prescribe new codes

for States, or in any way to tamper or inter

fere with the States in the administration of

their own systems to the utmost extent of

their local and reserved jurisdiction of that

great residuum of power which, under the ex

press language of the Constitution of the United

States, ' is reserved to the States respectively,

or to the people.'

"It might as well be insisted, upon the theo

ry of the gentleman from Ohio (Mr. Shellabar-

ger), that it is competent for Congress to legis

late in this way against the States of the Union

under section ten of article one of the Consti-

tion, which declares :

No State shall enter into any treaty, alliance, or

confederation ; grant letters of marque and reprisal ;

coin money ; emit bills of credit ; make any thing

but gold and silver coin a tender in payment of debts ;

pass any bill of attainder, exportfacto law, or law im

pairing the obligation of contracts, or grant any title

of nobility.

"And so of both the next succeeding clauses

of the section. In reference to the provisions

in the old Constitution, which are of precisely

equal force with this one in the fourteenth

amendment, it has never been assumed or be

lieved by any person in this country that Con

gress has power to go into the States of the

Union and subordinate State laws and State

jurisdiction to the control of Federal courts,

or officers, or of the President of the United

States. At the very basis of our institutions,

and vital to their safety and perpetuity, is the

right of local self-government in the States.

It is of supreme importance to the people. It

is not and was not intended to be impaired by

the fourteenth amendment. It is a priceless

and cherished inheritance to all the States of

this Union, and no power can rightly invade it.

It may be overthrown or denied, as this bill

proposes, but there is no warrant for it. It is

brute force only, and the like has too often

characterized the exercise of power in this

country during the last six years.

"States in several instances have emitted

hills of credit, and the courts have held them

to be unauthorized and worthless. States have

attempted to make something other than gold

and silver coin a legal tender in payment of

debts, and the courts have denounced it as un

warranted and ineffective. States have enact

ed bills of attainder and ex postfacto laws, and

laws impairing the obligations of contracts, and

the courts, State and Federal, have promptly

anathematized them all and effectually de

stroyed their power for mischief, and protected

the people against their vicious principles and
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prevented their repetition. Such is the high

and sacred function of the judiciary, and in all

these and like cases under the old Constitution

or the first section of the fourteenth amend

ment it is more effective, practical, satisfactory,

and 'beneficent in the enforcement of all these

guarantees and the protection of the people

than, any law of Congress. In all our past his

tory no man ever had the temerity to even pro

pose any law to enforce these guarantees. The

organization of courts in the States and the

Union charged with the great duty of construc

tion and enforcement of the laws was enough,

and has'boen so demonstrated in our past ex

perience. It will always be sufficient until the

tribunals of justice, the last citadel of the peo

ple's safety, shall have become corrupt or cor

ruptible. This fatal event will speedily happen

if this and such laws are enacted by Congress.

The courts will inevitably become partisan

machines, and the instruments of despotism

and oppression. Let ns avoid these dangers

if 'we would shun speedy national decay and

the overthrow of our institutions. Such laws

as this, in my opinion, can only bear evil fruit,

beget disorder, bring bitter suffering, groans,

and tears, not peace or protection.

"The last provision in section one of the

fourteenth amendment is this :

Nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the

equal protection of the laws.

" I do not need further to refer to this pro

vision than to say that it manifestly involves

no grant of power. It is simply declaratory

of the preexisting law of the country, the

preexisting, fundamental, constitutional law

declared by all the courts and tribunals of the

entire country.

" And I take it every gentleman here knows

that .in 'every State of this Union, South and

North, this same guarantee is contained, in

Some' form, in its constitution, and ^vindicated

habitually by its courts. If any laws are en

acted in violation of it, they are held null and

void, and set aside and disregarded by the

courts. This is its surest, most certain, and

effective mode of vindication, and no condition

of things or society^ in our country, demands

any other. It was manifestly inserted in this

fourteenth amendment out of abundant cau

tion.. It is no grant of affirmative power,

demanding enforcement by legislation. Ever

since the foundation of the Government, and

in all the history of each State, and of the

United States, it has always been considered,

adjudged "to be, and enforced as a vital part

and principle of our system. It has, without

one single exception, been held to be the con

stitutional and supreme law of the States,

within themselves, and of the United States.

No exception exists. No gentleman can point

me to a single case to the contrary.

" Now, Mr. Speaker, I want to ask attention

briefly to the fourth section of the fourth arti

cle; of the Constitution of the United States.

The language of the section is this :

That the United States shall guaranfeo to every

State in this Union a republican form of government,

and shall protect each of them against invasion, and,

on application of the Legislature, or of the Executive,

when the Legislature cannot be convened, against

domestic violence.

" The obligation of the Federal Government

to protect the States of this Union against in

vasion is clear and obvious, and it interferes

with no question of State jurisdiction or of

State autonomy. It is external to the State

itself; it is protection against dangers from

without, not within.

" And the balance of that section relates to

domestic violence within the State. And, on

that subject, the language of the Constitution

is very plain, and the purpose is very obvious.

It is intended only to make it the duty of the

Federal Government to go to the relief of the

States of the Union, against domestic violence,

when the States appeal for such aid, being un

able by their own powers to maintain the pub

lic order, to protect themselves and their citi

zens, and enforce their laws, in the peaceful

course of administration. But the great solici

tude of the framers of the Constitution against

Federal interference of any kind in the States

is manifested in the cautious language used in

this section. It forbids Federal interposition,

except upon the call of the Governor or Legis

lature of the State. That inhibition is clear,

salutary, and imperative. It is not repealed

or modified by the fourteenth amendment. It

is consistent and can well stand with it

" But this bill disregards it utterly, and pro

poses that the President may intervene in the

affairs of the States, at his own pleasure, for

the most uncertain and insufficient, if not friv

olous, causes. He needs not to wait for the

request of the States in any form. He may

himself decide when the facts or conditions

named in this bill exist. His judgment on any

such question is final, whether correct, hasty,

reckless, dishonest, or wise. No tribunal can

review it or stay his hand. He con command

all the power of the Federal Government, of

the Army, or Navy, or militia. Under it he

goes into the State, not to aid and cooperate

with, and in subordination to, the State authori

ties, as the Constitution plainly requires, but

he goes there to supersede the State authority,

to override its laws, and erect a different and

strange power, to enforce arbitrary, summary,

and oppressive laws. He goes there clad in

the most absolute and despotic discretion. His

own will and judgment will, in most matters,

constitute his chief restraint. I denounce all

such powers, no matter upon whom conferred,

to be gross and monstrous usurpations, not

countenanoed by any thing in the letter or

spirit of the Constitution. Speaking of this

clause in the old Constitution, Mr. Justice

Story well says :

It may not bo amiss further to observe that entry

pretextfor intermeddling with the domestic concerns of

tiny Stecte^ under color ofprotecting it against domestic

violence, u taken away by that part of the provision
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■which renders an application from the Legislature or

executive authority of the State endangered necessary

to be made to the General Government, before its in

terference can be at all proper.

" There is nothing in the language of the

fourteenth amendment that i9 intended In any

way to repeal this fourth section of the fourth

article. "When the States ratified that amend

ment, they did not entertain the insane pur

pose of transforming "the Federal Government

into an agent of despotism.

" Mr. Speaker, I must invite attention to one

more provision of the Constitution, after which,

I desire to refer to the hill itself. I refer to

the second clause of section nine of the first

article of the Constitution :

The privilege of the writ of habeas corpus shall not

be suspended, unless when, in case of rebellion' or in

vasion, the public safety may require it.

" Yet this bill proposes to authorize its sus

pension at the pleasure of the President, it

may be, upon the most vague and partisan

reasons, libels, or gross exaggerations of truth,

and in cases of merely local and individual

violations of law, not approximating in. char

acter or enormity the legal idea of rebellion,

as used in this section and defined judicially.

It seems to me to bo trifling with the common

intelligence, as well as with just. legal princi

ples, to "pretend that the fourteenth amend

ment confers-power to enact such a law.

" Now, Mr. Speaker, I wish briefly to invite

attention to some of the remarkable provisions

of the bill itself. It violates every principle to

which I have referred, as hitherto iMiderstood

in our country.

" This entire bill claims for its object the en

forcement of the first section of the fourteenth

amendment. But in that section the word

' rights ' does not occur. Why insert it in

the bill ? Is it an attempt to extend the scope

and aim of that amendment ? If so, it is with

out authority and wrong. It is a vain effort to

add to Constitution by a law. The descriptive

words in the amendment are 'privileges and

immunities,' and them I have defined in the

light of authority and reason.

"This section gives to any person who may

have been injured in any of his rights, privi

leges, or immunities of person or property, a

civil action for damages against the wrong

doer in tho Federal courts. It is a covert at

tempt to transfer another large portion of

jurisdiction from the State tribunals, to which

it of right belongs, to those of the United

States^ It is neither authorized nor expedient,

and is not calculated to bring peace, or order,

or domestic content and prosperity to the dis

turbed society of the South. The contrary

will certainly be its effect. •

" Look at the next section of this measure.

This section is pregnant in every line with

vice, usurpation, and danger. The offences

here named need not be committed, as under

the first section, under color of State laws.

If they are calculated to infringe any of the

rights, privileges, or imnlunities of citizens, as

construed by the Radical party, officers, or

courts (and certainly all primes have such ef

fect), then the jurisdiction of Federal courts

attaqhes. The crimes named are not even re

quired to be committed, but, if two or more

persons combine to commit any such crime,

and any one of them does any act to effect the

object, the guilt of all the parties is fixed, the

jurisdiction is snatched from the State, and the

work of centralization or anarchy goes on. I

am perplexed to imagine a rational cause or

justification for Such A law. It looks to the

complete subversion of the power of the States

to enforce their criminal laws, adopt and exe

cute their own policy, or protect their own

citizens and society. This section attempts a

very shabby evasion of an express limitation

upon the power of Congress in this direction.

Its criminal jurisdiction is rigidly confined to

the punishment of crimes committed within

places subject to its exclusive jurisdiction, like

this District, or forts and arsenals, and 'to

crimes against the revenue, or other clearly

granted powers of general control and regula

tion.
" In the case of Cohens w. The State of Vir

ginia, Chief-Justice Marshall declared :

Connected with the power to legislate within this

District (of Columbia) is a similar power in forts,

arsenals, dock-yards, etc. Congress has a right to

.--l . —J— V*. „ fn~f /w nther «2/l/v. U'il/iin its

So, in the same act (the act of 1790), section six, a

person, who, having knowledge, of the commission

of murder, or other felony, on the high-seas, or with

in any fort, arsenal, dock-yard, magazine, or other

place or district of country within the sole and exclu-'

sive jurisdiction of the United States, shall conceal

the same, etc., shall be judged guilty of misprision

of felony. It is clear that Congress cannot punishfel-

onits generally, and, of consequence, cannot punish

misprision of felony. It is equally clear that a State

Legislature, the State of Maryland, for example, can

not punish those who, in , another State, conceal a

felony committed in Maryland.—6 Wheat., 264.

"But the third section of this bill, Mr.

Speaker, is worse in all its purposes and in

tents and policy than either of the others. It

declares that—

In all cases where insurrection, domestic violence,

unlawful combinations, or conspiracies in any State

shall so far obstruct or hinder the execution of the

laws thereof as to deprive any portion or class of the

ptople ofsuch Stats of any of the rights, privileges, or

immunities named in, and secured by, this act, and the

constituted authorities of such State shall either be

unable to, or shall, from any cause, fail in or refuse

protection of the people in such rights, and shall fail

or neglect, through the proper authorities, to apply

to the President of the United States for aid in that

behalf, such /acts shall be deemed a denial by such-

Stats of the equal protection of the laws to which they

are entitled under the fourteenth article of amend

ments to the Constitution of the United States ; and

in all such cases it shall be lawful for the President,

and it shall be his duty to take such measures, by ths

employment of the militia or the land and navalforces

of the United States, or of either, or by other means, as

he may deem necessary, for the suppression of such

insurrection, domestic violence, or combinations;
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and any person who shall' be arrested under the pro

visions of this and the preceding section Bhall be

delivered to the marshal of the proper district to be

dealt with according to law.

" Observe the monstrous powers that are by

this section proposed to be conferred on the

Federal Government and its chief officer ! Who

is to determine when the combinations are so

great as to obstruct or hinder the execution

of the laws, or to deprive any persons of any

of these rights, privileges, or immunities, or

when the State authorities fail, or are unable

to give protection, or what shall constitute a

denial of equal protection ? The President of

the United States ! What king, queen, or po

tentate, in any great nation on earth, possesses

such power to-day ? I know of none. Is it

safe to commit such vital issues to any one hu

man head or heart?

" But the President is not only invested with

these unparalleled powers of determination

and construction. He may enforce his conclu

sions by the U9e of every physical arm of the

Government. He may use these agencies in

any manner that pleases him. He may subvert

civil law and State jurisdiction at his pleasure.

Not content with these extraordinary powers,

the bill further empowers him to use any other

means he may deem necessary. Is not that the

climax of liberality to a ruler ? Are not such

powers imperial ? No. I say they are des

potic and revolutionary. They go far to es

tablish republican absolutism. There is no

occasion for such reckless confidence in any

man. No facts exist in testimony or in the

country that justify or excuse its bestowal

upon the President. It has no precedent or

parallel. No such powers can be safely in

trusted by a free people to any human being.

I verily believe no patriot would care to possess

them. I know full well that no tyrant could

desire more. Human selfishness or ambition

could ask no ampler opportunities for personal

aggrandizement.

" Mr. Speaker, I must not take my seat with

out referring briefly to the fourth section. It

is that section which attempts to give the

President of the United States, on these frivo

lous grounds of assumption, power to sus

pend the writ of hvbeas corpus, establish mar

tial law, and to declare war. It provides

that—

Whenever in any State or part of a State the un»

lawful combinations named in the preceding section

of this act shall be organized and armed, and so nu

merous and powerful as to be able, by violenoo, to

either overthrow or set at defiance the constituted

authorities of such State, or when the constituted

authorities are in oomplioity with, or shall connive

at the unlawful purposes of, such powerful and armed

combinations ; and whenever, by reason of either or

all of tho oauses aforesaid, the conviction of such

offenders and the preservation of the public safoty

shall become in suoh district impracticable, in every

such case, such combinations shall be deemed a rebel

lion against the Government, of the United States, and

during the oontinuanoe of such rebellion, and within

the limits of the district which shall be so under the

sway thereof, such limits to be prescribed by procla

mation,!! shall be lawful for the President of the

United States, when in his judgment the public safe

ty shall require it, to suspend the privileges of the

writ of habeas corpus, ana to declare and enforce,

subject to the Rules and Articles of War and other

laws of the United States now in force applicable in

case of rebellion, martial law, to the end that such

rebellion may be overthrown : Provided^ That the

President shall first have made proclamation, as now

provided by law, commanding such insurgents to dis

perse : And provided also, That the provisions of

this seotion shall not be in force after the 1st day of

June, A. D. 1872.

" Mr. Speaker, what I have said concerning

the President's power of decision as to the

existence or non-existence of the conditions

indicated in the bill is as applicable to this as

to the third section. He alone, and without

appeal, review, or question, or responsibility

of any kind, except at the hands of Congress,

may determine when such unlawful combina

tions exist, and where and when the States

are in complicity with them, and what organ

ized resistance against the laws of any State

Bhall constitute rebellion against the United

States, the territorial extent of that rebellion,

and when the citizens of the State may be de

nied the safognard of the habeas corpus, and

be subjected to the arbitrary and merciless, if

not mercenary, hand of martial power and

rule. Was such power ever intrusted to Wash

ington, or any other Chief Magistrate, in peace

or war, in our history ? ■ Is there any thing in

the capacity or conduct of the present Execu

tive to invite such unbounded trust in his wis

dom and patriotism ? "

Mr. Morfan, of Ohio, said : " Now, sir, before

proceeding to discuss the bill under consider

ation, I desire to consider the action of the

House prior to the date of the President's late

message. Before the opening of the present

Congress it was rumored that the President

would send a message to Congress recommend

ing legislation in reference to what are charged

as Ku-klux outrages. At the very moment

that this House was being organized, a whisper

ran through the House, from seat to seat, ' We

are to have a message from the President.'

Why? 'General Butler, his confidential ad

visor, is closeted with the President, and under

his dictation the message will come.' Sir, tho

message at that time did not come. The senti

ment of the House was against any legislative

action on the subject without information.

The sentiment of the majority of the Repub

lican members on the floor was against any

such action, as was proved by their votes. A

resolution was adopted to appoint a committee

ofinvestigation, a committee of thirteen. When

it was announced, the member from Massachu

setts (Mr. Butler), appointed chairman of the

committee, rose in his place and refused to

serve, and six out of eight of the Republican

members of tho committee asked to be and

were excused. •

" I propose to recur for a single moment to

the calumny, to the reason given by tho mem-

her from Massachusetts why he was not will
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ing to serve upon that committee. He gave

among other reasons the following :

I shall not serve on that committee, being con

vinced, as I am, that no good, b,ut harm only, can

come of it to the Republican party.

" Why could harm come through investiga

tion to the Republican party! Because he

knew, and knows now, as the oountry knows,

that these calumnies against the whole people

of the South are manufactured falsehoods, and

that investigation would prove them to be so.

"Well, sir, after .the passage of the House

resolution, and the refusal of six of the eight

Republican members to serve on the commit

tee of investigation, a resolution came from

the Senate for the appointment of a joint com

mittee, which also passed the House, thus

again showing that this body was agiinst legis

lation on this subject without investigation.

Then, to the surprise of every one, there came

a. message from the President; and it was

whispered about that Mr. Butler and Mr.

Morton had been in council with him, and,

contrary to the wishes of a majority of the

Republicans in Congress, the message was the

result. It was a great triumph for the gentle

man from Massachusetts (Mr. Butler), a triumph

which demonstrated that if he is not leader

here he is master somewhere else.

" Now, sir, this message, which is the basis

of the bill now before the House, charges, first,

that life and property are insecure in some of

the States, not one fact being given to sustain

the charge. The second allegation in the mes

sage is that carrying the mails in the South is

dangerous ; no fact stated to sustain the charge.

But it is known to the country that in one sin

gle instance, in Kentucky, and nowhere else,

toward the latter part of the month of January,

as stated by Senator Stevenson, four persons,

supposed to have been soldiers in the Union

Army, feeling outraged at the appointment

of a negro to the position of route agent, for
■which they had applied and had not been ap

pointed—that these four men, one of whom
■was armed, iu violation of the laws, for which

violation I hope they may be punished, rode

up to the cars, and one of them assailed this

negro mail-carrier.

"This was about the 26th of January last.

What action was taken in the premises ? Dur

ing the month of January none. The fact

was known at Washington, was known to the

President, was known to the Postmaster-Gen

eral, was known to the President's Cabinet.

Yet January passed, February passed, and not

until nearly the middle of the month of March

were the mails withdrawn on the route from

Lexington to Louisville.- And on that late

day, although no new offence had been com

mitted, by order of the Postmaster-General the

mail was stopped. Why? It has been de

termined to irritate the people of that State

into some act of indiscretion. But, although

trade suffered and business was embarrassed,

the people bore the wrong with patience.

" In this connection let me ask another ques

tion : Why is it that Kentucky, and not Ohio,

or Illinois, or Pennsylvania, was selected as

the place where a negro route agent should

be appointed? Will not the country believe

that it was intended as an aggravation to the

people of that State ? I denounce the* act of

the man who assaulted the mail-carrier, but

I think that every honest man within the

sound of my voice must believe that the ap

pointment of that negro mail-carrier was a

premeditated means to create disturbance.

" Sir, we have seen that the judgment of a

majority of the Republicans of this House was

against legislation on this subject until facts

could be obtained which would justify it ; and

if the charges against the South were found to

be false then not to legislate at all. The ques

tion to be determined now is whether Con-

' gress is a coordinate branch of the Govern

ment ; whether the Legislature is an indepen

dent branch of this Government, or whether

we are living under the domination of a mon

arch who issues his edicts which we have to

obey.

" Now, sir, if you want to preserve peace to

the South, if you want to preserve peace and

tranquillity to the whole country, if you are

not determined to strike a blow which may end

in the total subversion of our free institutions,

change your policy to the South ; instead of

disabilities give amnesty ; instead of vengeance

offer reconciliation ; instead of hostility tender

the olive-branch, and peace, prosperity, and

happiness will bless our whole country.

" Sir, I, with you, with every good citizen,

denounce the violation of the law wherever

the law is violated. But, to punish an indi

vidual crime or to punish a few crimes, do not

strike down the institutions of our country.

Stop sending to the South your tax-gatherers

from Ohio and from Massachusetts and from

other States of the North. When you know

that the people of the North themselves are

restive under the burdens of taxation, is it

strange that the people of the South should be

equally so when you require them to pay taxes

to support the Government which has kept

them under political disabilities during a period

of six years after the close of the war, and

sends strangers among them as conquerors and

tax-gatherers ?

" Change your policy, proclaim general am

nesty, show that you are worthy to be the

representatives of a great and free people.

Change your policy, so that, in future times,

the blessings and not the reproaches of poster

ity may rest upon your names."

Mr. Beck, m Kentucky, said : " I listened

carefully to the gentleman from Ohio (Mr.

Shellabarger), when he tried to find some war

rant of authority for the third and fourth sec

tions of his bill, as each is a link of the chain

which is to bind the States and people to the

chariot-wheels of the Executive. And after

reading section four he announced, with an
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air of triumph and in tones which he meant

should carry conviction to all who heard him,

that all the provisions in these sections were

fully sustained and approved by the Supreme

Court of the United States in the Milligan case,

reported in 4 Wallace. I turnod' to that case,

and, 60 far from supporting or in any way

sanctioning the provisions of these sections, it

is a withering rebuke to all who, even in time

M war, dare thus to subordinate the civil to

the military powor, establish martial law, or

deprive any citizen of the safeguards thrown

around him by the Constitution of the United

States. The audacity of the reference was

based either upon the assumption of the gross

ignorance of members or the belief that his

word would go further with his party than

any assertion which might be made in contra

diction of it. To avoid that, I will read what

the court say :

The Constitution of the United States is a law for

rulers and people equally in war and in peace, and

covers with t&e shield of its protection all classes of

men at all times and under all circumstances.

' The proposition is this : that in a time of war the

commander of an armed force, if in his opinion the

exigencies of the country demand it, and of which he

is to judge, has the power, within the lines, of his

military district, to suspend all civil rights and their

remedies, and subject citizens as well as soldiers to

the rule of his will ; and in the exercise of his lawful

authority cannot be restrained, exoept by his superior

officer or the President of the United States. If this

position is sound to the extent claimed, then when

war existSj foreign or domestic, and the oountry is

subdivided into military departments for mere con

venience, the commander of one of them can, if he

chooses, within his' limits, on the plea of necessity,

with the approval of the Executive, substitute mili

tary force lor and to the exclusion of the laws, and

punish all persons, as he thinks right and proper,

without fixed or certain rules.

The statement of this proposition shows its im

portance; for, if true, republican government is a

failure, and there is an end of liberty regulated by

law. Martial law, established on such a basis, de

stroys every guarantee of the Constitution, and ef

fectually renders the military independent of and

superior to tho civil power, the attempt to do which

by the King of Great Britain was deemed by our

fathers such an offence that they assigned it to tho

world as one of the causes which impelled them to

declare their independence Civil liberty and this

kind of martial law cannot endure together. The

antagonism is irreconcilable, and in tho confliot one

or the other must perish.

But it is insisted that the safoty of the country in

time of war demands that the broad claim for martial

law shall be sustained. If this were true it could be

well said that a country preserved, at the sacrifice of

all the cardinal principles of liberty is not worth the

cost of preservation. Happily it is not so.

Martial rule can never exist where the courts are

open and in proper and unobstructed exercise of

their jurisdiction. It is also confined to the locality

of actual war. M

From' the first year of the reign of Edward III.

when tho Parliament of England reversed the attain

der of the Earl of Lancaster, because he oould have

been tried by the courts of tho realm, and declared

that " in time of peace no man ought to be adjudged

to death for treason or any other offence without

being arraigned and'held to answer, and that regu

larly whim the king's courts are open it is jime of

peace in judgment arid law," down to the present

day, martial law, as claimed in this case, has been

condemned by all respectable English jurists as con

trary to the fundamental laws of the land, and sub

versive of the liberty of the subject.—Supreme Court

in case of Milligan.

"I put it to members on all sides of this

Hall whether a more emphatio condemnation

of all tho principles and provisions of these sec

tions could have been pronounced by the court,

if it had been passing.specially upon them ; and

whether the assumption that the Milligan de

cision sustains this bill is not flatly and posi

tively contradicted by the language I have

read. I can add nothing to its force by repe

tition or variation of the form of expression.

The. statement exhausts the argument. If in

the better days of the republic a Representa

tive in Congress had dared to introduce or

support a measure authorizing the President,

whenever he saw fit, to suspend the writ of

habeas eorp«», declare martial law, try, con

demn, and hang citizens by drum-head court-

martials 1 organized to convict,' and composed
•of the President's subalterns, who, it may be,

never opened a law-book and never heard of

Magna Charta or the Bill of Rights, as this

bill proposes, he would never have returned

to his constituents ; indeed, ho could not have

lived in the country. He would have teen

Ku-kluxed. If there is either virtue or love of

liberty left, if tho people have not become so

debased and degraded that they are willing to

wear the collar of their master, no man who

votes for this bill will ever sit again as a Rep

resentative in this Hall, and he never ought to.

" But further, the fourth section is an at

tempt to confer authority on the President,

whenever he thinks occasion requires it, to

declare war on any State or people he may see

fit, not only for no offence against the Constitu

tion and laws of the United States, but because

the authorities of the State-have been unable

to enforce the laws of the State against men

who have combined to violate the State laws

only. Can a more monstrous proposition be

imagined? Under the Constitution Congress

atone can declare war or suspend the, writ of

habeas corpus. The power cannot be delegated

to the President or anybody else. The people

have a right to have tho action of their Rep

resentatives, undor all their responsibilities,

acting on the existing facts ; and there is no

warrant anywhere for the transfer of that au

thority to the President to act on such facts

as may arise hereafter, and may, in his inter

ested judgment, authorize him to carry out

the delegated authority. If Congress can thus

shift the responsibility, it can confer it on the

Chief Justice, the General of the Army, or an

executive committee sitting during recess, or

oh any man or set of men it pleases, and the

carefully-guarded provisions of the Constitution

may thus be set at naught.

" Scarcely less frightful or less fatal to liberty

are the provisions of the first and second sec

tions, which undertake to transfer to the Fed
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cral courts all mere questions of personal diffi

culty or personal rights between citizens of

the same State, making simple assault and

battery by two or more persons on others in

the same town, village, or neighborhood, a

felony punishable by fine of $10,000 and im

prisonment for ten years, if the Federal judge

in his discretion sees fit to impose such punish

ment. Enact these provisions, and local State

government is at an end ; the States may as well

make bonfires of their statute-books and bar

racks of their court-houses, for their laws will

be a mockery and their courts a farce. The

smallest modicum of common-sense would seem

to me sufficient to enable any member to see

the insane folly of conferring suoh jurisdiction

on the Federal courts, even if the power to do

so existed. With only one Federal court in

some of our largest States, how could justice

be administered, often five hundred miles from

the venue, 'without sale, denial, or delay? '

" "What conqueror even, either in ancient or

modern times, ever destroyed the local tribu

nals and laws of their provinces t No Roman

proconsul ever ventured to do it, no monarch

in modern times ever thought of it ; that

supremest of supreme folly is reserved for

the (so-called) Representatives of the greatest,

freest, and most enlightened republic on earth.

Gentlemen will pardon>me for again referring

to the Constitution. My only apology is, you

have all sworn to support it.

" The judicial power of the United States

granted in the Constitution to this Government

is defined by and limited in the third article.

The first section declares that 'the judicial

power of the United States shall be vested

in one Supreme Court, and in such inferior

courts as the Congress may from time to time

ordain and establish.' There is no other way

in which the judicial power can be exercised.

It cannot be delegated to a star-chamber, a

high commission, or a board of military officers,

nor to any other special tribunal improvised

for the conviction of particular individuals.

All power to hear, decide, and adjudicate in

civil or criminal cases is confined to the or

dained and established courts; whioh I beg

you to remember, especially when you are

authorizing the President to try men by drum

head court-martial, or punish them, if the

militia and the Army and Navy do not do it

sufficiently, ' by such other means as he may

deem necessary.' "

Mr. Bingham, of Ohio, said: "Mr.- Speaker,

no man is eqnal to the task of discussing, as it

ought to be discussed, the issue before this

House within the limits of a single hour. I

scarcely hope that I shall have done more than

touoh the hem of the garment of the argument

when my hour shall have expired. But, sir,

whatever I may fail to do, the great people

behind me will not fail to supply. They, Bir,

constitute the tribunal before whom this issue

is on trial. .

"The question as presented here and now

may be stated thus: is it competent for Con

gress to provide by law for the better enforce

ment ofthe Constitution and lawsof the United

States and the better security of the life, lib

erty, and property of the citizens ofthe United

States in the several States of the Union} The

Constitution is not self-executing, therefore

laws must be enacted by Congress for the due

execution of all the powers vested by the Con

stitution in the Government of the Ifeited

States, or in any department or any officer

thereof. No man can successfully deny the

power of Congress so to legislate, for it is. ex

pressly provided in the Constitution that ' Con

gress shall have power to make all laws which

shall be necessary and proper for carrying into

execution ' the powers therein expressly (grant

ed to Congress, ' and all other powers vested

by this Constitution in the Government of the

United States, or in any department .or officer •

thereof.' ...

"My honorable friend from Indiana (Mr.

Kerr) discussed this question, upon the Con

stitution as it was and not upon the Constitu

tion as it is. In the progress of his remarks ■

the gentleman (Mr. Kerr) did disclose to this

House and to the country the fact that; under

the Constitution as it was, it always was com

petent for the Congress of the United States,

by law, to enforce every affirmative grant of

power and every express negative limitation

imposed by the Constitution upon the States.

The great case from which the gentleman read

in 6 Wheaton, pages 875-447 (Cohens w. Vir

ginia), is a judicial ruling that clearly, distinct

ly, and beyond all question, to the extent of

all the affirmative grants of power in the Con

stitution, and of all the express negative limi

tations of power* imposed by the Constitution

upon the States, it is competent for Congress

to legislate. From the opinion in this case,

delivered by Marshall, 0. J., I read the follow

ing:

America has chosen to be, in many respects and

to many purposes, a nation ; and, for all these pur-

poseSj her Government is complete ; to all these ob

jects it is competent. The people have declared that

in the exercise of all powers given for these Objects

it is supreme. It can, then, in effecting these objects,

legitimately control all individuals or governments

within the American territory. The constitution

and laws of a State, so far as they are repugnant to

the Constitution and laws of the United States, are

absolutely void. These States are constituent parts

of the United States. They are members of one great

empire. (6 Wheat., p. 414.)

" Mr. Speaker, I have not the time to read

from that opinion further. I will state, how

ever, to the House, that in this opinion, scarce-,

ly second in importance to any of the opinions

that emanated from that matchless Chief Jus

tice whose full-orbed intellect for thirty years

illumined the jurisprudence of his country, you

will find incorporated the words of Hamilton,

who was second to no man, in gifts of .mind,

and second to no man in th"e service which he

rendered to the people of his own day and to
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the millions who have come after him in fram

ing the Constitution of the United States.

Marshall incorporates the words of Hamilton

with approval, words in which Hamilton,

while the Constitution was on trial for adop

tion or rejection before all the people of the

States, referring to the dual system of govern

ment, national government and State govern

ments, and the judicial powers of each for the

administration of the laws of the Union, de

clared that ' the national and State systems are

to be regarded as one whole,' and that 'the

courts of the latter (the States) will, of course,

be national auxiliaries to the execution of all

the laws of the Union.'

"The States exercise their judicial power

under the Constitution, and in subordination

to the Constitution, and subject to the express

limitations of the Constitution, but for the pur

pose of aiding its enforcement, not of breaking

it. The Constitution declares :

This Constitution, and the laws of the United

States which shall be made in pursuance thereof, and

all treaties made, or which shall be made under the

authority of the United States, shall be the supreme

law of the land ; and the judges in every State shall

be bound thereby, any thing in the constitution or

laws of any State to the contrary notwithstanding.

"By the legislation of the First Congress,

passed by the votes of many of the eminent

men who framed the Constitution, then mem

bers of Congress, and approved by "Washing

ton, the power was given to the humblest

citizen, aggrieved by the final decision of State

courts against his guaranteed rights under the

Constitution and laws of the United States, to

bring the same for review and reversal before

the Supreme Court of the United States, and

thereby set aside the usurpations of a State.

The judiciary act of 1789 asserts this power of

the Government of the United States fully and

expressly.

" The act of 1789, the validity and constitu

tionality of which has never been challenged

by a respectable court in America, ought to

have satisfied gentlemen that it is too late to

raise the question they are raising hero to-day,

the power of Congress to provide by law for

the enforcement of the powers vested by the

Constitution in the Government of the United

States, both against individuals and States, as

Marshall expressed it. I desire to read, merely

for the purpose of recalling the recollection of

the members of the House to its provisions,

from the twenty-fifth section of that act, under

which the case of Cohens v». Virginia, to

which the honorable gentleman from Indiana

(Mr. Kerr) referred, came into the Supreme

Court of the United States for review. That

section is as follows :

A final judgment or decree in any suit, in the

highest court of law or equity of a State in which a

decision in the suit could be had, where is drawn in

question the validity of a treaty or statute of, or an

authority exercised under the United States, and the

decision is against their validity ; or where is drawn

in question the validity of a statute of, or an authority

exeroised under any State, on the ground of their

being repugnant to the Constitution^ treaties, or

laws of the United States, and the decision is in favor

of suoh, their validity ; or where is drawn in ques

tion the construction of any clause of the Constitu

tion, or of a treaty, or Btatuto of, or commission held

under the United States, and the decision is against

the title, right, privilege, or exemption specially set

up or claimed by either party, under suoh clause of

the said Constitution, treaty, Btatute, or commission,

may be reexamined and reversed or affirmed in the

Supreme Court of the United States upon a writ of

error, the citation being signed by the Chief Justice,

or judge or chancellor of the court rendering or pass

ing the judgment or decree complained of or by a

justice of the Supreme Court of the United States,

in the same manner and under the same regulations ;

and the writ shall have the same effect as if the

judgment, or decree, complained of had been ren

dered or passed in a circuit court ; and the proceed

ing upon the reversal shall also be the same, except

that the Supreme Court, instead of remanding the

cause for a final deoiBion, as before provided, may,

at their discretion, if the cose shall have been once

remanded before, proceed to a final decision of the

same, and award execution. But no other error shall

be assigned or regarded as a ground of refusal in any

such case, as aforesaid, than suoh as appears on the

face of the record, etc.—1 Brightly, pp. 259, 260.

"Notwithstanding the express grant of

Sower in the Constitution, and the rulings of

[arshall, and this legislation of the First Con

gress, gentlemen still aver that Congress can

not constitutionally make laws to enforce the

rights of the nation against either States or

unlawful combinations'of men. I answer that

the power to suppress combinations to ob

struct the execution of the laws of the United

States was asserted under the administration

of Washington by the Congress of the United

States, and with his approval. I refer now to

the act of 1795. The act provided—

That, whenever the United States shall be in

vaded, or be in imminent danger of invasion, etc.,

it shall be lawful for the President of the United

States to call forth such number of the militia of the

State or States as he may judge necessary to repel

such invasion, and to issue his orders for that pur

pose to such officer or. officers of the militia as he

may think proper.

"Iu the second section of this act it is

further provided :

Whenever the laws of the United States shall be

opposed, or the execution thereof obstructed in any

State by combinations too powerful to be suppressed

by the ordinary course ofjudicial proceedings, or by

the powers vested in the marshals bv thi» aot, it

shall bo lawful for the President of the United States

to call forth the militia of such State, or of any other

State or States, as may be necessary to suppress such

combinations and to cause the laws to be duly 'exe

cuted, and the use of the militia so to be called forth

may be continued, if necessary, until the expiration

of thirty days after the commencement of the then

next session of Congress. •

" In the third section it is provided that—

Whenever it may be necessary, in the judgment

of the President, to use the military force hereby

directed to be called forth, the President Bhall forth

with, by proclamation, command such insurgents to

disperse, and retire peaceably to their respective

abodes, within a limited time.

" Then, again, in a further provision of that

act, which I shall not stop to read, it is pro

vided that the militia, being called out, under
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the discretion of the President, ' and employed

in the service of the United States, shall for

the time being be subject to the same Rules

and Articles of War as the troops of the

United States,' and liable, therefore, to trial,

and punishment, and execution, even to death,

by military commission, or court-martial.

4 Whenever iH the judgment of the President

it is necessary,' says this act, approved by

Washington, and never challenged until these

controversies arose in these Latter days, to

which I have referred, by any patriot any

where in the nation, all the arms-bearing pop

ulation of the United States, at the discretion

of the President, might be called and coerced

into the service of the nation, and neither

habeas corpus nor any other civil process

known either to the State tribunals of justice,

or to the national civil tribunals of justice,
could interfere in the premises. ■

" In support of what I have just said I refer

in passing to the ruling made in 12 Wheaton,

page 19, by the Supreme Court of the United

States, in the case of Martin vs. Mott, in which

it was decided that the President is the exclu

sive and final judge whether the exigency con

templated by the law has arisen ; a decision the

legal soundness of which has never to this day

been authoritatively questioned.

" What becomes, sir, in the light of this early

legislation, this contemporaneous exposition of

the Constitution, of that outcry of the gentle

man from New York (Mr. Wood) about discre

tion confided to the President being usurpa*

tion? I can well understand the significance

of an unlimited discretion in a monarchy,

where, by the constitution of the state, the

king can do no wrong, and no man may chal

lenge his decree, which awes a prostrate and

defenceless people into submission. But I do

not understand what significance is to be at

tached to this clamor of the gentleman from

New York about discretion being vested in a

President of the United States by the peopled

laws, when the President is but the servant

of the people, created by the breath of their

power."

Mr. Wood: "You would make him their

master."

Mr. Bingham: "Oh, the gentleman thinks

that the people are not capable of being their

own masters, that the servant may be greater

than his lord I The significance of the gentle

man's last remark, if there is any possible

significance in it (and I say this with all re

spect), is that the system of civil polity known

as the Constitution of the United States is a

failure, that the people are incapable of self-

government. The gentleman, I perceive, in

clines to absolute power in a single hand ! Dis

cretionary power in a President is dangerous

to the people who intrust it to him as their

mere servant 1 The people cannot all assemble,

at the Capitol. The people cannot in person

exercise the powers by them expressly dele

gated to their agents. If their agents abuse

the trust, the people are not without remedy.

They can bring to trial and judgment either

a recusant President or a recusant Congress.

1 Discretion dangerous to the people 1 '

"Why, sir, the gentleman strikes at the

essential features of your Constitution. The

largest discretion under the Constitution of

the United States is vested in a Congress, con-"

sisting of a Senate and House of Representa

tives, in which body the honorable gentleman

himself holds a distinguished place. Consider

the discretion which is vested in Congress. If

any thing is to be proved by the gentleman's

outcry, if indeed discretionary power is danger

ous to the publio liberty, the people, enlight

ened by the gentleman, should reform their

Constitution and strip Congress of all discre

tionary power. That Congress is left to exercise

all its great powers at discretion is undoubted.

The Congress of the United States, under the

Constitution, is invested with power to deter

mine, in their discretion, -the issues of life and

death to the people of the republic.

"By the Constitution of the country you

have the discretion, when, in your judgment

it is needful and proper, to declare war. In

pursuance of the exercise of that power you

have the other great power to pass your con

scription act, when, In your judgment, yon

deem it needful ; to drag from his home

every man capable of bearing arms in the

republic, to subject him to the perils of the

march or the greater perils of the battle, and

also to the despotism, as the gentleman calls

it, of martial or military law. After you have

declared war, after you have summoned the

whole able-bodied population of the country

to the field, you have granted to you expressly

the further power to provide by law to turn

out of their homes the wives and children

whom your citizens may have left behind, and

quarter your soldiers upon the hearthstone.

Who trembles at the magnitude of this power?

" The people are equal to the task of redress

ing all wrongs which may be inflicted upon

them either by President or by Congress. If

the President violate the discretionary powers

vested in him, the people by their Representa

tives summonliim to the bar of the Senate to

answer for high crimes and misdemeanors, and

on conviction not only depose 'him from his

great office, but make him as' one dead among

living men, by pronouncing their irrevocable

decree, from which there is no pardon on this

side of the grave, that never again shall he

hold office of trust, honor, or profit, in the

United States.

" As for the members of this House, if they

be false to their trust they must answer every

second year at the bar of public opinion, and

an offended, betrayed, and outraged people,

having the power, know how to make stffch

betrayers of their rights and their interests

powerless for all the future. The gentleman

cannot trust discretionary power to the Presi

dent! The people grant discretionary power
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to the President, they trust and confide in

him, and have reason to believe that he will

faithfully do his duty.

" Additional to this legislation of 1795, Mr.

Speaker, is the act of 1861, which declares in

expross words that whenever, in the judgment

of the President, there are unlawful obstruc

tions, combinations, or assemblages of persons

against the authority of the United States too

powerful to be restrained or controlled by

ordinary judicial process, it shall be lawful for

the President to employ the-Army, the Navy,

and the militia of all the States to enforce the

faithful execution of the laws of the United

States. (2 Brightly, 191.) The President's

power under these acts does not wait on the

call of States, or Legislatures, or Governors.

The President acts upon his own judgment and

discretion under the law. I agree with the

suggestion of my honorable and learned friend

from Wisconsin (Mr. Eldridge), that the pro

vision of the Constitution as to the protection

of the States against invasion and insurrection,

upon the call of their Legislature or their Gov

ernor, is in full force ; but it in no wise touches

this power of providing by law for the protec

tion of all the guaranteed rights of the people,

under the Constitution of the United States,

without asking any favor of the Legislature or

the Governor of any State.

" Mr. Speaker, having said this much on this

subject, I refer to the bill under consideration

to say, that I do not propose now to discuss

the provisions of the bill in detail. The bill

incorporates in general the provisions, adapt

ing them, however, to the existing oondition of

things, which have been law from the founda

tion of the Government, and to which I have

referred. There may be provisions in the bill

pending which are not neoessary or proper.

If there be, I shall ask the privilege, and I have

no doubt it will be accorded to me, to attempt

to amend by the favor of the House."

Mr. Butler, of Massachusetts, said : "I do

not propose in the fragment of an hour to en

ter upon the argument of this grave constitu

tional question. It could not be properly dis

cussed if I devoted the whole time allotted to

me ; and I am specially debarred from such

an undertaking by the learned and able discus

sion of the two gentlemen from Ohio (Messrs.

Shellabarger and Bingham).

" I may be permitted, however, to give some

conclusions to which I have arrived, without

any considerable detail of the reasoning whioh

led to them.

" There seem to me two controlling proposi

tions on this question :

" 1. If the Federal Government cannot pass

laws to protect the rights, liberty, and lives of

citizens of the United States in the States, why

wire guarantees of those fundamental rights

put in the Constitution at all, and, especially,

by acts of amendment ?

" All agree that the mere constitutional as

sertions of affirmative guarantees, not made

operative by law, are ineffectual to aid the

citizen. How, then, can the citizen avail him

self of those constitutional guarantees and

affirmative declarations of his rights, if Con

gress cannot pass laws to make them operative ?

How can it be an interference with the rights

of the States for the laws of the United States

to afford that protection to its oitizens which

the State fails or neglects to do'for itself!

" Is it one of the rights of a State not to pro

tect its citizens in the enjoyment of life, liber

ty, and property, and tbereby deny him the

equal protection of the laws, so that, when the

General Government attempts to do for the

protection of the citizen what the State has

failed to do, 'it is to be held an interference

with the rights of the State ? Pardon me ; it

seems to me that such action is only a neces

sary and proper interference with the wrongs

of a State. A State has no constitutional or

other right reserved to itself to deny or neg

lect to its citizen the equal protection of the

laws.

" 2. If the General Government has not the

constitutional power to protect the lives, lib

erty, and property of its citizens upon its own

soil when such protection is needed, then, it

ought to have such power; it should resido

somewhere in the Government. For, without

the power to protect the lives of its citizens,

a republican government is a failure, and, if

such be constitutional law, to be a citizen of

the United States is to be tbe most unprotected

(if all mankind.

" Wherever a citizen of the United States

may be, upon a foreign" soil or upon a foreign

sea, however remote, the Constitution and laws

of the United States are around and about

him, guarding him from outrage and injury as

fully as the cherubim and the flaming swor.d

kept the way of the tree of life. There is no

nation so weak or savage, none so cultivated,

rich, or powerful, that it can niynstly lay its

hand upon an American citizen in arrest or

anger without calling down upon it the whole

power of the republio to protect him and re-

dresB his wrongs. 'I am an American citizen1

is the passport of Bafety of all his rights

throughout the world, save only in his own

country. Can this be so ?

" Can it be, then, that an American citizen is

protected in his rights of person and property

by the Constitution and laws of the United

States, with the whole power of the Govern

ment, everywhere, except on our own soil,

under his owm roof-tree, and covered by our

own flag ? Does that proposition need more

argument than the statement of it? If the

converse be true, then again I repeat, the Gov

ernment of the United States is a failure ; and

better monarchy, better despotism, better any

thing than systematized anarchy, organized

murder, outrage, and wrong, done at the will

of remorseless bands upon defenceless citi

zens."

Mr. Cox, of New York, said : " Will such
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vindictive legislation, without proof, succeed ?

To refuse inquiry, and to punish political

offences, even under an established and legal

mode, is to bury powder under the ground.

Its explosion will tear up the very rocks on
•which our political foundations are founded.

Better burn our powder on the surface, harm

lessly.

" You have already failed in such legislation.

"We have had six years of that experience.

Your powers here and in the South have been

unshackled. You have reconstructed and re-

reconstructed ; you have disfranchised and dis

abled suffragan and officer; you have confis

cated and harassed, and have had as allies the

bureau and the bayouet. You had a new set

of voters and their control ; you had unlimited

taxation and its collection in Federal and State

affairs. You squandered revenues and you

created debts; you fed your vampires and

sent down your janizaries ; you had negro

multia and military governors; you made

amendments to the Constitution and had them

adopted under duress ; you fed like vultures on

the prey the war left for your hungry beaks ;

you have glutted yourselves and parasites with

plunder; you have exercised your clemency

only to add renegades to your recruits ; in fine,

you have had the President as the prime mover

in these exercises of caprice and power ; yet

you have failed, and you fear to inquire into

the causes !

" Indeed, you have had laws, and you have

them now, on the statute, similar to one sec

tion of this law. The aot of May 81, 1870,

gives the Federal courts the jurisdiction you

reCnact in this bill. That act punishes bands

and conspirators, disguised or not, who have

the intent only to injuro, oppress, threaten, or

hinder the citizen in the free exercise and

enjoyment of any right under the Constitution

Ind laws of the United States, and you have

had the judges and other officers South to exe

cute it. Am I mistaken in this ? Here is the

law:

That if two or more persons shall hand or conspire

together, or go in disguise upon the public highway,

or upon the premises of another, with intent to

violate any provision of this act—

"It does not stop 'with intent to violate

any provision of this act,' which was intended

to secure the right to vote ; it goes on to say—

with intent to violate any provision of this act, or to

injure, oppress, threaten, or intimidate any citizen

with intent to prevent or hinder his free exorcise and

enjoyment of any right or privilege granted or

secured to him by the Constitution or laws of the

United States, or beoauso of his having exeroised

the same, such persons shall be held guilty of felony,

and on conviction thereof shall be fined or impris

oned, or both, at the discretion of the oourt, the fine

not to exceed $5,000 and the imprisonment not to

exceed ten years, and shall, moreover, be thereafter

ineligible to and disabled from holding any office or

place of honor, profit, or trust created by the Con

stitution or laws of the United States.

" My statement is confirmed by one of the

most respectable leaders of the Eepublican

party (Mr. Blair, of Michigan). He not only

found similar laws of equal cogency with this

in the statute of May 81, 1870, but under the

law of 1793. He said :

My own judgment has been that this Congress

ought to have adjourned immediately upon its or-

fanization, and my votes have so been steadily given,

wished that the laws as they stand might be

thoroughly tested before we should attempt to enter

upon new and untried fields of legislation. Many

and very broad powers have been granted to the

Executive by previous acts of Congress, for the

preservation of order in the lately insurgent States,

which do not seem to have been brought into requi

sition as yet. Why pile Btatute upon statute to sleep

in your books unused ? If a multitude of laws could

bring order out of Southern confusion, there ought

to have been a millennium there before this time.

" Quoting the law of 1870, he said further:

This seems to me broad enough, clear enough,

and definite enough to meet every form of intimida

tion, injury, or oppression of the people by disguised

bands or conspirators such as are proved to exist in

many States. Neither are there wanting statutes to

enable the President to enforce the laws of the Unit

ed States. As early as 1792 Congress began to pass

laws authorizing the President to use the military

power in the performance of his duty, to take care

that the laws be faithfully executed, and never sinco

that day has he been without authority to call forth

the militia 'whenever the laws of the United States

shall be opposed or the execution thereof obstructed

in any State by combinations too powerful to be sup

pressed by the ordinary course of judicial proceed

ings.' I do not stop now to refer to these laws in

detail, but they will be found very full and atnple,

and will surprise many gentlemen," no doubt.

" And yet, Mr. Speaker, this able gentleman

has consented to disturb publio opinion out

of this Hall, and the publio business in it, by

piling useless statutes of hate upon laws ofven

geance, to make confusion worse confounded,

to help the sinking fortunes of his party 1 Yon

confess that you now come here for new laws

to the same effeot. You thereby confess that

your laws are inoperative. If your statements

are true, they are so flagrant a violation of

liberty and law that they fall dead.

" It will not, therefore, be doubted that your

Federal legislation and its execution have failed

to produce content South. This much must

be admitted. I doubt not, also, that the dis

content has taken the form of secrecy. It has

committed in many localities many heinous

crimes and outrages. I admit and denounce

these enormities, but as a legislator am I not

bound to fix the cause, so as to remove the

effect?

" Measures of repression and usurpation are,

in their nature, revolutionary. The strain to

keep freemen down is sure to rebound. This

is one of those unvarying laws of human

society which Buckle would delight to reveal.

The statesman cannot overlook.it.

" Sir James Mackintosh has laid down a wise

rule for us when he says that in or after a civil

conflict, when the passions and turbulence of

men are aroused—

Little quiet is left for moral deliberation, yet by

the immutable principles of morality, and by them

«lone, must the historian try the conduct of all men
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before he allows himself to consider all the circum

stances of time, place, opinion, example, temptation,

and obstacle which, though they never authorize a

removal of the everlasting landmarks of right and

wrong, ought to.be well weighed in allotting a due

degree of commendation or censure to human actions.

" Denying that there is any morality in the

conduct of the secret societies in the South, it

is indispensable to consider the circumstances.

"What are they 1 First, of time. This unlaw

fulness did not appear immediately after the

war. The South accepted the arbitration of

arms. It began to grow and to grow con

tented. The people South embraced all the

conditions proposed in 1867 for their State

governments. They abolished slavery, an

nulled the secession ordinances and the rebel

debt, accepted negro suffrage^ came to Con

gress, and were received—how, we know. Then

the discontent began. It dates from their

repulse here and your breach of faith to them.

The inferior race became, under the recon

structed governments and the bureau and

Army, more or less troublesome in its now

relation.

"It is a matter of fact that the Ku-klux was

organized at first only to 'scare' the supersti

tious blacks. Horrid tales were told to frighten

them from ' roaming about and pilfering.' The

testimony collected in Mr. Maynard's speech

of February 14th proves this. The Kn-kluxes

visited houses ' talking their foolish talk.' They

were ' mummicking ' about, whatever that

means. They carried a ' flesh flag in the shape

of a heart,' and went about hallooing for 'fried

nigger-meat ' (page 21). One of them (page 8)

represented that ' he had been killed six years

before at Manassas, and since then they had

built a turnpike over his grave, and he had to

scratch like hell to get up through the gravel.'

It was very common for a Ku-klux to carry an

India-rubber stomach, to startle the negro by

swallowing pailfuls of water. It is also to be ad

mitted, as stated on page 14 of the same speech,

that ' politioal reasons had their influence after

the Ku-klux were under way.' ' They were a

disfranchised body,' as one witness says, ' and

did not intend to submit to such laws.' They

justified their orgies, their names, and their

conduct, on political grounds. So that, on

weighing their oonduct, we perceive that

owing to the conduct of the governments,

State and Federal, these misguided men seemed

to justify themselves. In fact, the worse the

governments the worse would, a priori, be

the outrages. The sparsely-populated condi

tion of the South ; the inflamed opinion con

sequent on subjugation and breach of Federal

faith ; the example of their rulers in lawless

ness ; the temptation to do in the dark what

could not be found out, and the obstacles

everywhere met with in their efforts, so often

balked here, to arise from the ashes of civil

war through amnesty, must all be considered

in judging of the remedy to be applied. 1

"Let me illustrate by a reference to the

model Radical State of South Carolina. The

President has pursued the Constitution in that

case. lie is called upon by the Governor, in

the absence of the Legislature, though upon

what proofs we have no showing. It is proper,

however, to assume that he believes the dis

orders there are so prevalent as to be alarming.

But to cure them, that is the question; and

the question involves first a diagnosis and then

a remedy.

" South Carolina has been infested by the

worst local government ever vouchsafed to a

people. Ignorance, bribery, and corruption are

common in her Legislature. Bonds by the mill

ion are issued, the public debt increased, and

nothing to show for it. The debt in 1860 was

but $3,691,574. It was last year $11,429,711 ;

and this year no one knows whether it is twen

ty or thirty millions, nor how much is counter

feit or genuine! Her rulers contrived new

burdens in order to plunder more. On a full

valuation of real and personal property of

$183,913,867 the people pay this year sixteen

mills on the dollar as a State tax and four

mills county tax. This is for 1870 and 1871,

and amounts in all to $4,095,047, to which

$300,000 is to be added for poll-tax. In other

words, the value of the property is reduced from

$489,000,000, before the war, to $183,000,000,

and the tax raised from $400,000 to $4,250,000,

or ten times as much. It is two and a half

per cent, on a full valuation, and only chronio

insecurity and disorder as the consideration I

This is done by those who pay no taxes, who

squander what is paid, who use the means to

arm negro militia and create a situation of ter

ror, from which men rush into secret societies

for defence of homes, mothers, sisters, wives,

and children.

" Add to these greivances the intolerable ex

actions of the Federal Government, not only in

taxes, but in laws, and it should givp us pause

before we place that people at the mercy of aM

inferior raoe, a vindictive party, a court-mar

tial, and a hostile President. The people in

their agony in that State actually clamored for

United States troops to savo them from the

rapacity and murder of the negro bands and

their white allies. Can we not understand

why men, born free, should rise, or, if not rise

with safety, that they are compelled to hido

in Ku-klux or other secret clans, and strike

against this ruin and desolation, peculation

and violence, and that, too, when it is done by

those who are not of their raoe, and but lately

in their midst ? "

Mr. Shollabarger, of Ohio, said: "I with

draw the motion to recommit the bill, and

offer an amendment, which I send to the desk

to bo read."

The Clerk read as follows :

Strike out the second, third, and fourth sections

of the bill, and insert in lieu thereof the following

sections : .

Seo. S. That if two or moro persons within any

State or Territory of the United States shall conspire

together to overthrow, or to put down, or to destroy

by force the Government of the United States, or to
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levy war against the United States, or to oppose by

force tho authority of the Government of the United

States, or by force, intimidation, or threat to pre

vent, hinder, or deray the execution of any law of

the United States, or by force to seize, take, or pos

sess any property of tho United States against the will

and contrary to the authority of the United States, or

by force, intimidation, or threat to prevent any per

son from accepting or holding any office of trust or

Slaoe of confidence under the United States, or from

ischargine the duties thereof, or by force, intimi

dation, or threat to induce any oflicer of the United

States to leave any .State, district, or place where his

duties as such officer might lawfully be performed,

or to injure him in his person or property on account

of his lawful discharge of the duties of bis office, or

by force, intimidation, or threat to deter any witness

in any court of the United States from testifying in

any matter pending in such court fully, freely, and

truthfully, or to injure any such witness in his per

son or property on account of his having so testified,

or by force, intimidation, or threat to influonce the

verdict of any juror in any court of the United States,

or to injure such person in his person or propertv on

account of any verdict lawfully assented to by. him,

or shall conspire together for the. purpose, either di

rectly or indirectly, of depriving any person or any

class of persons of the equal protection of the laws,

or of equal privileges or immunities under the laws,

or for the purpose of preventing or hindering the

constituted authorities of any State from giving or

securing to all persons within such State the equal

Erotection of the laws, or to injure any person in

is person or his property for lawfully enforcing the

right of any person or class of persons to the equal

protection or the laws, each and every person so

offending shall be deemed guilty of a high crime,

and, upon conviction thereof in any district or cir

cuit court of tho United States, or district or supreme

court of any Territory of tho United States having

jurisdiction of similar offenoes, shall be punished by

a fine not less than (500 nor more than (5,000, or by

imprisonment, with or without hard labor, as the

court may determine, for a period of not less than

six months nor more than six years, as the court may

determine, or by both such fine and imprisonment as

the oourt shall determine ; and if any one or more

persons engaged in such conspiracy, such as is de

fined in the preceding section, shall do or cause to be

dfno any act in furtherance of the object of such con

spiracy, whereby any person shall be injured in his

person or property, or deprived of having and exer

cising any right or privilege of a citizen of the United

States, the person so injured or deprived of such

rights and privileges may have and maintain an ac

tion for the recovery of damages occasioned by such

injury or deprivation of rights and privileges against

any one or more of the persons engaged in such con

spiracy, such action to be proseouted in the proper

district or circuit court of the United States, with and

subject to the same rights of appeal, review upon

error, and other remedies provided in like cases in

such courts under the provisions of the«ct of April 9,

1868, entitled "An act to protect all persons in the

United States in their civil rights, and to furnish the

means for their vindication."
Sec. 8. That in all cases where insurrection, do

mestic violence, unlawful combinations, or conspira

cies in any State shall so far obstruot or hinder the

execution of the laws thereof and of tho United

States as to deprive any portion or class of peo

ple of such State of any of tho rights, privileges, or

immunities named in and secured by this act, and

the constituted authorities of such State shall either

be unable to or shall, from any cause, fail in or re

fuse protection of the people in such rights, and shall

fail or neglect, through the proper authorities, to ap

ply to the President of the United States for aid in

that behalf, such facts shall be deemed a denial by

Bueh State of tho equal protection ofthe laws to which

they are entitled under the fourteenth article of

amendments to the Constitution ofthe United States ;

and in all such eases it shall be lawful for the Presi

dent, and it shall be his duty, to take such measures,

by the employment of the militia or the land and

naval forccB or the United States, or of either, or by

other means, as he may deem necessary for the sup

pression of such insurrection, domestic violence, or

combinations ; and any person who shall be arrest

ed under the provisions of this and the preceding

Bection shall be delivered to the marshal of the

proper district to be dealt with according to law :

Provided, That the President of the United States be,

and he is hereby, authorized, if in his judgment it

should be deemed expedient, to direct voluntary en

listments of any of the militia of the United States in

lieu of all or any part of the forces herein authorized,

to be employed for the purposes aforesaid, for a term

of service not exceeding thirty days, after the final

adjournment of the next session of Congress.

Seo. 4. That whenever in any State or port of a

State the unlawful combinations named in the pre

ceding section of this act shall be organized and

armed, and so numerous and powerful as to be able,

by violence, to either overthrow or set at defiance

the constituted authorities of such State, and of the

United States, within such State, or when the con

stituted authorities are in complicity with, or shall

connive at the unlawful purposes of, such powerful

and armed combinations ; and whenever, by reason
of either or all of the causes aforesaid, the conviction

of such offenders and the preservation of the publio

safety shall become in such district impracticable, in

every such case such combinations shall be deemed

a rebellion against the Government of the United

States, and during the continuance of such rebellion,

and within the limits of the district which shall be

so under the sway thereof, luch limits to be pre

scribed by proclamation, it shall be lawful for the

President of the United States, when in his judgment

the public safety shall require it, to suspend tho privi

leges of the wnt of habeas corpus, to the end that such

rebellion may be overthrown : Provided, That the

President shall have first made proclamation, as now

provided by law, commanding such insurgents to

disperse : And provided also, That the provisions of

this section shall not be in force after the 1st day of

June, A. D. 1872.
Seo. 5. That nothing herein contained shall be

construed to supersede or repeal any former act or

law except so far as the same may be repugnant there

to ; and any offences heretofore committed against

the tenor of any former act shall be prosecuted, and

any proceeding already commenced for the prose

cution thereof shall be continued and completed, the

same as if this act had not been passed, except so far

as the provisions of this act may go to sustain and

validate such proceedings.

Mr. Shellabarger : "I shall state, as well as

I can in ten minutes, the effect of this amend

ment. It will Save been observed by the read-'

ing of it that it leaves the first section of the

bill as reported by the committee unaffected.

The second, third, and fourth sections art

stricken out, and are supplied by the amend

ment.

" That which is substituted in the place of

the second section will be found in substance

in what was printed and laid on the desks of

members this morning as the proposition sub

mitted yesterday by the gentleman from Illi

nois (Mr. Cook), with some verbal amend

ments, and striking ont Qf Mr. Cook's proposed

amendment that part of it which relates to the

matter^ of voting, that being supplied now more
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fully in the existing law of 1870. By looking,

therefore, at the proposed amendment of the

gentleman from Illinois the members of the

House will have before them what is to be

supplied in place of the second section of the

bill of the committee, the two sections pro

posed by Mr. Cook being embodied in what is

here the second section, and the two are put

into one.

" Now, I shall not attempt, in the ten min

utes allowed me, to analyze that section. I

will first state that the first part of the section,

down to the end of line fourteen, is now the

law of the United States, having been enacted

in 1861. Therefore the provisions of this seo-

tion that aro new are included in the portion

following the fourteenth line.

"The change which the amendment pro

poses to make in section two of the original

bill as reported by the committee, so far as it

relates to disputed grounds, so far as it is not

confined to infractions of right which are clear

ly independent of the fourteenth amendment,

referable to and sustainable by the old provi

sions of the Constitution, is to be found in

those portions of the section which are con

tained in the part beginning at line twenty-

five, I think; I cannot state exactly the place

now :

To influence the verdict of any juror in any court

of the United States, *or to injure such person or

property on account of any verdict lawfully assented

to by him, or shall conspire togethorfor the purpose,

directly or indirectly, of depriving any person or

any class of persons of the equal protection of the

law.

" There, sir, is brought into notice that

which is supposed to be the distinction be

tween the original second section as proposed

by the bill and the section as proposed in this

amendment. The object of the amendment is,

as interpreted by its friends who brought it

before the House, so far as I understand it; to

confine the authority of this law to the pre

vention of deprivations, which shall attack the

equality of rights of American oitizens; that

any violation of the right, the animus and

effect of which is to strike down the citizen,

to the end that he may not enjoy equality of

rights as contrasted with his and other citizens'

rights, shall be within the scope of the remedies

of this section.

" Now, there is much other detail here that

I need not allude to. But, so far as I now com

prehend the effect of it, I have stated it. There

is force in the point of distinction that is made ;

and, without undertaking to enter into it, I

will now state some other changes proposed

by the amendment.

"In the third section of the bill as reported

by the committee, at the end of the third line,

are added the words 'and of the United

States ; ' so that the obstructions or combina

tions which effect the obstruction of the 'laws

thereof (meaning the State laws) shall he so

extended as to include obstructions of the laws

of the United States. That is rather a verbal

amendment.

" In the fourth section of the bill as original

ly reported by the committee is this, which is

deemed an important change : As reported

by the committee the section provides that the

violence must be such as to set at defiance the

constituted authorities of the State. To that

is added by this amendment a provision that

the violence must also be a defiance of the

authorities of the United States that shall be

present in the district, thus widening the state

of violence and of danger required before the

interposition provided for in the fourth section,

can be resorted to. It must bo so very im

posing as to defy both the . authority of the

State and the authority of the United States ;

that is, of the marshals of the United States

present in the district.

"The amendment further strikes out that

part of the section reported by the committee

which authorized the declaration of martial

law, and leaves no other express power granted

except that express power which is found in

the right of the President to suspend the

privileges of the right of habeas corpus.

" These, then, are the changes made by the

proposed amendment.

" I will repeat. The first section stands as

reported by the committee. The second sec

tion is as reported in the proposed amendment

of the gentleman from Illinois (Mr. Cook).

The third section is so changed as to require

that the authority of the United States must

also be invaded and defied. The fourth section

is so changed that the privileges of the right

of habeas corpus cannot be suspended unless

the authorities of the United States, as well as

of the State, are unable to cope with the vio

lence; and it excludes also the provision in

regard to the declaration of martial law. •

" I wish to make this general statement in

explanation of the action of the members of

the committee who are friendly to this bill.

The amendment is not one proposed from the

committee, but is one prepared simply upon

consultation of those who dosire to make tho

bill conform to the wishes of such members as

believe that some such measure should be

passed."

Several amendments were offered to the

amendment of Mr. Shellabarger ; some were

adopted, and other rejected or withdrawn, and

the original amendment as amended was agreed

to, and the bill passed by the following vote :

Yeas—Messrs. Ambler, Averill, Banks, Barber,

Barry, Beatty, Bigby, Bingham, Austin Blair, George

M. Brooks, Buckley, Buffinton, Burchard, Burdett,

Benjamin F. Butler, Clarke, Cobb, Coburn, Conger,

Cook, Cotton, Creely, Dawes, BeLarge, Diokey,

Donnan, Eames, Edwards, Elliott, Farnsworth, Far-

well, Finkelnburg, Charles Foster, Fryo, Garfield,

Goodrich, Hale, Halsey, Hartncr, George E. Harris,

Havens, Hawlcy, Hay, Gerry W. Hazleton, John W.

Hazleton, Hill, Hoar, Hooper, Kelley, Kctcham, Kil-

linger, Lamport, Lansing,Lowc, Maynard, MoCrary,

McGrew, McJunkin, McKco, Mercur, Mernnm, Mon

roe, Moore, Moroy, Leonard Myers, Ncgloy, Orr,
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Packard, Packer, Palmer, Isaac C. Parker, Peck,

Pendleton, Perce, Aaron F. Perry, Piatt, Poland,

Porter, Prindle, Bainey, Ellis H. Eoberts, Busk, Saw-

ver, Scofield, Seeley, Sessions, Shanks, Sheldon,

bhellabarger. Shoemaker, H. Boordman Smith, John

A. Smith, Worthington C. Smith, Snyder, Sprague,

Stevenson, Stoughton, Stowell, St. John, Sypner,

Taffe, Thomas, Turner, Twichell, Tvner, Upson,

Wakaman, AValden, Waldron. Wallace. "Walls, Wash

burn, Wheeler, Whiteley, Willard, W*illiams of In

diana, Jeremiah M.Wilson, and John T. Wilson—118.

Nats—Messrs. Acker, Adams, Archer, Arthur,

Beck, Bell, Biggs, Bird, Braxton, Bright, James

Brooks, Caldwell, Campbell, Carroll, Comingo, Cox,

Crebs, Critcher, Crossland, Davis, Dox, DuBose,

Duke, Eldridge, Ely, Forker, Henry D. Foster, Gar

rett, Getz, Golladay, Griffith, Haldeman, Hondley,

Hanks, Harper, John T. Harris, Hereford, Hibbard,

Holman, Kerr, King; Kinsella, Lamison, Leach,

Lewis, Hanson, Marshall, McClelland, McConnick,

McHeniy, Mclntyre, McKinney, McNeely, Merrick,

Benjamin F. Meyers. Mitchell, Morgan, Niblack,

Hosea W. Parker, Eli Perry, Potter, Eandall, Ed

ward Y. Bice, John M. Bice, Eitchie, William E.

Boberta, Bobinaon, Eogers, Boosevclt, Sherwood,

Shober, Slater, Slocum, Slosg, E. Milton Speer, Ste

vens, Storm, Sutherland, Swann, Terry, Van Trump,

Vaughan, Voorhees, Waddell, Warren, Wells, Whit-

t home, Williams of New York, Winchester, Wood,

and Young—91.

Not Voting— Messrs. Ames, James G. Blair,

Eoderick B. Butler, Darrall, Duell, Dunnell, Ham-

bleton. Hays, Kendall, Lynch, Morphia, Peters,

Price, Bead, Thomas J. Speer, Dwight Townsend,

Washington Townsend, and Tuthill—18.

0

In the Senate, on April 11th, the above bill

from the House was considered, together with

the amendments proposed by the Committee

on the Judiciary.

Mr. Ednnmds, of Vermont, said : " I will

say a word in respect to the scope of the bill

as it stands, and as it will be, as to its general

scope, if amended.

" The first section is one that I believe no

body objects to, as defining. the rights secured

by the Constitution of the United States when

they are assailed by any State law or under

color of any State law, and it is merely carry

ing out the principles of the civil rights bill,

which have since become a part of the Con

stitution.

" The second section, it will be observed,

only provides for the punishment of a conspir

acy. It does not provide for the punishment

of any act done in pursuance of the conspiracy,

but only a conspiracy to deprive citizens of the

United States, in the various ways named, of

the rights which the Constitution and the laws

of the United States made pursuant to it give

to them ; that is to say, conspiracies to over

throw the Government, conspiracies to impede

the course of justice, conspiracies to deprive

people of the equal protection of the laws,

whatever those laws may be. It does not

provide, as I say, for any punishment for any

act which these conspirators shall do in further

ance of the conspiracy. It punishes the con

spiracy alone, leaving the States, if they see

fit, to punish the acts and crimes which may

be committed in pursuance of the conspiracy.

I confess that I thought myself it was desirable,

to make the bill complete, to make it com

pletely logical and completely effective, that a

section should have been added providing not

only for punishing the conspiracy, but provid

ing also in the same way for punishing any act

done in pursuance of the conspiracy. This

section gives a civil action to anybody who

shall be injured by the conspiracy, but does

not punish an act done as a crime.

" Then the third section is, as we think, one

in entire conformity to precedents and in

entire conformity to the principles of the Con

stitution and of the laws, authorizing the Presi

dent, when the lawful rights of citizens of the

United States shall be interfered with and

overthrown by unlawful conspiracies, combina

tions, and insurrections, and when the State

shall fail to protect the people in those rights

and put down these insurrections, to bring to

bear the power of the nation for the purpose

of repressing such tumults and disorders, and

handing the violators of the law over to justice.

" The fourth section provides that when

these unlawful conspiracies and combinations

shall have proceeded to that extreme extent

as really to become general in a State, cover

ing more than one combination and being so

powerful as to be able to overthrow the State

authorities and to set them at defiance, then

it shall be treated as in the character of a local

rebellion, and the President, in that case, shall

be authorized, as the Constitution gives us the

power to authorize him, to bring the military

to bear upon.it, and for the time being, within

the district where the power of the courts and

the powdr of the States are both set at defiance,

to suspend the writ of habeas corpus. But

even then the bill does not go so far in that

direction as upon a mere reading it would be

supposed it did, because there is attached to

this suspension of the habeas corpus the pro

vision that the act of 1863 relating to habeas

corpus shall apply even to a case of this kind ;

and that provides that in all cases in States

where the habeas corpus is suspended, and the

Federal judiciary is still able to hold sway at

the places where it holds courts, any person

arrested and seized under the suspension of the

habe s corpus shall be reported to the Federal

judiciary within a limited time, or as soon as

practicable, and if the Federal judiciary shall

not deal with the offenders thus reported by

finding indictments or other prosecution, then,

upon the order of a judge, the persons thus

seized under the suspension of habeas corpus

shall be set at liberty.

" In substance and fact it leaves a Federal

habeas corpus in effect, although not in precise

form, still operating for a limited time. So

that really the sharpest criticism, with this

proviso, could scarcely say that in a substan

tial sense we authorize the President to sus

pend the writ of habeas corpus at all. About

all that we do is to authorize him to proclaim

that he has suspended it, and then, as soon as

he has caught anybody, to report him and
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hand him over to the Federal judge. It is

much less than I should have wished for my

self ; but, as the House, had chosen to so limit

it, we though it not wise to undertake to

change it.

" The fifth section of course explains itself,

as to not repealing any former law.

" The sixth section provides for an inquiry

into the character and conduct of persons who

may bo summoned to sit on juries in cases

arising under the provisions of this act. There

is an amendment which seems to be a mere ver

bal one, but which carries a great deal of effect

in it, in the sixth section, which I did not call

attention to in that connection.

" As the House passed the bill, this inquiry

into the conduct of juries was only in suits or

prosecutions based upon this act. All civil

suits, as every lawyer understands, which this

act authorizes, are not based upon it ; they are

based upon the right of the citizen. The act

only gives a remedy. The suit, therefore, in

the technical sense, instead of being based

upon the statute, as it would be if it were debt

for a penalty, is a suit arising under the

statute, and the consequence would be, when

you como to get before a judge and undertake

to challenge a jury, without inserting the

words ' arising under ' the provisions of this

act, as well as based upon it, any private party

would find himself debarred of having this

inquiry made for his protection at all, and it

would be only in criminal prosecutions based

upon the provisions of the statute that this

challenging ofjurors could occur. We thought

it important, therefore, to use words which

would enable a judge in all the cases of civil

redress to see that the party aggrieved should

have a pure and uncontaminated jury.

" The last clause of this last section is also

of considerable importance, and I ought to

explain it to the Senate. It provides that

' the act entitled " An act defining additional

causes of challenge, and prescribing an addi

tional oath for grand and petit jurors in the

United States courts," approved June 17,

1862, be, and the same is hereby, repealed.'

That act provides that it shall be a good cause

of challenge, upon suitable and proper inquiry

made in the way pointed out by the statute,

to any grand or petit juror, that he has been

engaged in the rebellion. This section repeals

that act, so that it will be no disqualification

in cases arising under this act, or arising under

any other act in the courts of the United States,

either criminal or civil, hereafter, that the per

son summoned as a juror and who is proposed

to be put in the panel has been engaged in the

rebellion; so that in no possible case can

participation in the late rebellion be- made the

ground for setting aside a juror. I am bound to

say that that does not meet withmy individual

approval, but I am instructed by the commit

tee, and shall do so with pleasure, to report

the bill in that respect as it stands.

"This, Mr. President, explains, I believe,

the general scope, and, perhaps I might say,

the detailed operation of this bill. I feel some

confidence in saying that, upon discussion, I

think it will turn out that this bill is clearly

within the provisions of the Constitution of

the United States, and in respect to the matters

npon which it operates, and over which it

undertakes to exercise sway, it is much more

moderate and limited in its application and in

its remedies and punishments than the state of

the case—if it be one-half as bad as the news

papers in the Southern States, of all parties,

collating and putting together their facts, rep

resent the case to be, it is much more moder

ate and limited than the case would justify."

Mr. Trumbull, of Illinois, said: "I am sorry

that, while a bill of so much importance is un

der consideration, the Senate is so thin, and

should give so little attention to the principles

which are involved in it ; principles which go

to the foundation of the Government ; princi

ples which, if carried out, may change the

character of the Government. Whether it

may be best to change the character of the

Government is a very serious question for the

consideration of the American people. It

should not be lightly done. Whether we have

done so. in the amendments which have been

made to the Constitution of the United States

since the war, is a question that deserves, and

should receive, serious consideration, before,

by legislation, we adopt a policy that virtually

does make such a change.

"Mr. President, the Government of the

United States was formed for national and

general purposes, and not for the protection of

the individual in his personal rights of person

and property. The rights of individuals were

left, when the Constitution was formed, to the

protection of the States. It was thought by

the men who made the Government that per

sonal liberty could be more safely left to the

protection of the local authorities of the States

than be conferred npon the General Govern

ment. Hence, when the Constitution of the

United States was formed, it was formed for

general purposes, for the purpose of establish

ing a nation with national authority—authority

to make war, to conclude peace, to make

treaties, to regulate commerce between the

States and with foreign governments, and to

do various things of a national character; but

the protection of the individual citizen was

left to the States, except that there is a clause

in the Constitution of the United States which

declares that the citizens of each State shall be

entitled to all the privileges and immunities of

citizens of the several States. That was a pro

vision of a national charaoter, too.

"After the Union was formed, the whole

power of the Government was pledged to de

fend the rights of an American citizen against

improper encroachments by foreign powers;

and, inasmuch as the right of the States to pro

tect their citizens outside of their limits was

conceded to the Federal Government, the Fed
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eral Government undertook to see that the

citizen of each State should have all the rights

and privileges conceded to citizens of the sev

eral States ; that is to say, a citizen of the

United States in Germany, or France, or Eng

land, should receive the same protection that

was granted to other foreigners in those coun

tries, and the citizen of Massachusetts should

be protected by the Federal Government in his

rights when he went to Carolina in the same

manner as the citizen of Carolina was protect

ed by the laws of that State.

" This was the character of the Federal Gov

ernment as originally formed. The personal

rights of individuals were at the mercy of the

State governments in the respective States.

We all know that until 1808 the Constitution

of the United States permitted the various

States of the Union to bring persons from oth

er countries into their borders and make them

slaves. We know that,- under the Constitution

of the United States, previous to the war, ev

ery person of African descent born in certain

States of the Union was a slave, deprived of

all rights, and, in some, laws were passed re

ducing to slavery free persons of color. The

Constitution in that respect has been changed

by the thirteenth amendment, which declares

that slavery shall no longer exist in the United

States ; and it is not competent now for any

State to make a slave of any person within its

jurisdiction, and the Federal Government is

clothed with authority to prevent that being

done.

" Under that authority, there was passed,

shortly after its enactment, a law known as

the civil rights act, which undertook to give

effect to the thirteenth amendment and pro

tect those who had been slaves in the same

rights as were conceded to white citizens.

The civil rights act did not undertake to pro

tect those who had been slaves, nor whites, in

particular Tights ; but it declared that the

rights of the colored people should be the

same as those conceded to the white people in

certain respects, which were named in the act.

The necessity for that legislation grew out of

the laws in several of the then late slavehold-

ing States, which denied to persons of color

the ordinary and fundamental rights which

were conceded to white citizens.

"Subsequently to the enactment of the civil

rights act, the fourteenth constitutional amend

ment was adopted. That amendment in its

first clause is but a copy of the civil rights act,

declaring that all persons born in the United

States, and not subject to any foreign jurisdic

tion, are citizens of the United States. This

had been previously declared by act of Con

gress, and it was so without any act of Con

gress. Every person born within the jurisdic

tion of a nation must be a citizen of that

country. Such persons ore called subjects of

the Crown in Great Britain, in this country

citizens of the United States. It is an entire

mistake to suppose that there was no such
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thiug as an American citizen until the adop

tion of the fourteenth amendment to the Con

stitution of the United States. American

citizenship existed from the moment that the

Government of the United States was formed.

The Constitution itself prohibits any person

from sitting in this body who has not been

nine years a citizen of the United States, not

a citizen of a particular State. By the terms

of the Constitution he must have been a citizen

of the United States for nine years, before he

could take a seat here, and seven years before

he could take a seat in the other House ; and,

in order to be President of the United States,

a person must be a native-born citizen.

" It is the common law of this country, and

of all countries, and it was unnecessary to

incorporate it in the Constitution, that a per

son is a citizen of the country in which he is

born. That had been frequently decided in

the United States. It has been acted upon

by the executive department of the Govern

ment in protecting the rights of native-born

persons of this country as citizens of the

United States. It has been held in the judi

cial tribunals of the country that persons born

in the United States were citizens of the United

States.

" It was because of the idea which obtained

before the adoption of the thirteenth amend

ment to the Constitution of the United States,

that slaves were property and not persons, that

it was thought proper to embody, in the civil

rights bill, the declaration that all persons born

in the United States were citizens. I dfd not

think at that time that it was necessary. I

recollect that I had a discussion on that very

point with the then Senator from Maryland,

Mr. Reverdy Johnson, as to the propriety of

inserting in the civil rights act those words

declaring that all persons born in the United

States were citizens. We both agreed that

after the abolition of slavery everybody born

in and subject to the jurisdiction of the United

States was a citizen of the United States ; but

we both thought that in consequence of the

declaration which had been enunciated in the

Dred Scott case, and also in order that there

might be no cavil about it, it was better to de

clare it by law."

Mr. Edmunds, of Vermont: " That decision

was flatly the other way, that they were not

citizens, although free persons."

Mr. Trumbull, of Illinois : " Yes, sir, there

is a decision, I think, that even free colored

persons were not citizens. After the abolition

of slavery and of the distinction in regard to

colored persons, I do not think such a decision

could have been maintained. It was advisable,

at any rate, to put - such an express declara

tion in the law. After that bill was passed it

will be remembered that the President of the

United States vetoed it, and one of the reasons

that he gave for the veto was that Congress

could not by law declare that these persons

were citizens of the United States. I remem
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ber very well the answer which I gave to that

suggestion of the President, which was two

fold : first, that it was competent to make

persons citizens by statute ; second, that the

statute was but declaratory of what the law

already was. I agreed that they were citizens.

The President said in his veto message that, if

that was true, the law was of no use, and, if it

was not true, the law could not make them

citizens; the answer to which was that the

statute was declaratory of what the law was

before, and numerous statutes were referred to

to show that it had been the practice, almost

from the origin of the Government, to make

persons citizens of the United States by act of

Congress. It had been done in reference to

Indian tribes ; it had been done in regard to

Mexicans ; and different classes of persons had

been made citizens by act of Congress before,

and the act was a proper one to settle the

question.

" Then, when we came to the adoption of

the fourteenth amendment, it was suggested

by some persons that there might still be a

cavil upon this question as to whether all per

sons born in the United States were citizens,

and it was thought advisable, for the purpose

of putting that question once and forever at

rest, to insert the words which are in the four

teenth amendment, declaring that all persons

born within the United States and subject to

its jurisdiction were citizens of the United

States. In my opinion, that has not changed

at aW, the fact that, after the abolition of sla

very, and after the authority of the States to

deprive persons of liberty ceased, every person

born in the United States was a citizen of the

United States. I do not think there could

have been any question that they were all citi

zens without the declaration in the civil rights

act, or without the declaration in the four

teenth amendment. Who believes any oourt

would ever have held that a person born in the

United States was not a citizen, if Blavery had

never existed? "

Mr. Scott, of Pennsylvania, said : " I have

felt interested in the statement which the Sen

ator has made, but I wish, in view of the ques

tion which he suggests was made as to the ne

cessity of incorporating this clause in the four

teenth amendment, to make a statement with

reference to an opinion upon that point, which

might have been held to have very consider

able weight upon it, and as justifying the dec

laration in the fourteenth amendment.

"Very considerable attention was being

directed in the year 1834 to the status of the

free colored population in Pennsylvania, both

under the Constitution of the United States

and under the constitution of Pennsylvania,

in view of the fact that the calling of a con

vention to reform the constitution was being

agitated. At that time a pamphlet was pub

lished, by a member of the Pennsylvania bar,

elaborately discussing the question, and arriv

ing at the conclusion that the free colored man

was not a citizen of the United States, and

that he was not a citizen of Pennsylvania. I

have a copy of that pamphlet in my posses

sion. It is a rare pamphlet. It was submitted

to Chief-Justice Marshall, and he addressed to

the author of the pamphlet a letter indorsing

and approving the conclusions at which he

arrived ; so that there was eminent authority

at least—it was not judicially delivered, but

the opinion of an eminent judge—that the free

colored man was not a citizen of the United

States."

Mr. Edmunds, of Vermont : " That was the

very point in the Dred Scott case, where the

Supreme Court flatly decided so."

Mr. Trumbull, of Illinois : " That has been

so decided judicially ; but that grew out of

this same system of slavery. The Senator

from Pennsylvania will see at once to what

straits those who maintained slavery were

driven. If the colored man in Pennsylvania

was a citizen of the United States, he had a

right to go to Carolina, and there to enjoy all

the rights and immunities of a citizen of Caro

lina, under the protection of the national Gov

ernment; and that was inconsistent, as was

insisted, with another provision of the Consti

tution, which authorized, or tolerated, holding

the African race in slavery; and, therefore,

taking the whole Constitution together, the

advocates of slavery insisted that a colored

man could not be a citizen anywhere ; a very

illogical and unjust conclusion, in my opinion,

and never warranted either by reason or by

th» Constitution.

"But the Senator from Pennsylvania will

see tha( the whole force of that argument was

destroyed when the authority to hold anybody

in slavery was taken away. Then there was

no conflict between different portions of the

Constitution to be reconciled, even in the view

of those who had before insisted that slavery

was sustained by that instrument, a position

which I do not admit at all, and never did ad

mit; but I do not wish to go into that. I

think all that the Constitution of the United

States ever did in regard to slavery was sim

ply to tolerate its existence in the States which

by their laws authorized it. I think, then, the

reason of the decision originally made, that

a colored person could not be a citizen, fell

when slavery was abolished, and I can hardly

conceive that the decision would have been

repeated afterward.

" The amendment further declares that they

are also citizens of the States in which they

reside. That was judicially decidod to be so

before. A person who was a citizen of the

United States and resided in one of the States

was a citizen of that State before the adoption

of the fourteenth amendment ; and so it had

been judicially decided.

" I come now, Mr. President, to those clauses

of the fourteenth amendment which, it is sup

posed, have changed the Constitution as it was

originally formed. The next is :
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• No State shall make or enforce any law which shall

abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of

the United States.

" That is substantially what the Constitution

was before, and I do not know that it enlarged

at all the provision of the Constitution as it

before existed, which declared that—

The citizens of each State shall be entitled to all

and immunities of citizens in the several

" In my judgment, that amounts to the same

thing. It is a repetition of a provision in the

Constitution as it before existed. It states it

in a little different language, by saying that

' no State shall make or enforce any law which

shall abridge the privileges or immunities of

citizens ofthe United States.' The section, as

it originally stood in the Constitution, read :

The citizens of each State shall be entitled to all

privileges and immunities of citizens in the several

States.

"The protection which the Government

affords to American citizens under the Con

stitution as it was originally formed is pre

cisely the protection it affords to American

citizens under the Constitution as it now

exists. The fourteenth amendment has not

extended the rights and privileges of citi

zenship one iota. They are right where they

always were. The citizen of the United States

was to be defended as against foreign aggres

sion, as against foreign nations, in all his rights

of a national character, under the old Consti

tution. The fourteenth amendment has not

defined what the privileges and immunities of

citizenship are. Was not Martin Van Buren,

or Zachary Taylor, or James K. Polk, just as

much a citizen, and a native-born citizen, of

the United States before the fourteenth amend

ment as the Senator from Wisconsin is to-day

since the adoption of the fourteenth amend

ment? They were citizens, and they were

clothed with all the rights of American citi

zenship, and the Federal Government was

bound to protect them in whatever immunity

and privilege belonged to them as citizens of

the nation ; but that did not have reference

to the protection of those persons in individual

rights in their respective States, except so far

as being citizens of one State entitled them to

the privileges and immunities of citizens in

every other."

Mr. Carpenter, of Wisconsin, said : " I un

derstand him to maintain that a colored man

born in Massachusetts, under the old Consti

tution, was a citizen of the United States."

Mr. Trumbull : " That was my opinion, but

not the opinion of others."

Mr. Carpenter : " I am trying your opinions,

nobody else's. The Senator says the colored

man born in Massachusetts was a citizen of

the United States under the old Constitution.

If he moved from Massachusetts into South

Carolina, he did not carry with him the rights

of citizenship of the State of Massachusetts,

and the Constitution in South Carolina only

protected him in the rights which belonged to

a colored citizen of that State. If these rights

which we are now speaking of are the rights

of an American citizen, apart from the citizen

ship of the State, and they were protected by

the old Constitution, then, whatever those

privileges and immunities were, they would

have been the same in South Carolina as they

were in Massachusetts ; and yet we all know

that every privilege that can be assigned to a

man—the right to be a party in court, the right

to be a witness—all those privileges which are

personal, and which pertain to every free man

everywhere, were denied to that citizen just

as soon as he got into South Carolina, and the

Constitution of the United States did not reach

him, and did not profess to reach him. It

simply said to South Carolina, ' You shall give

this colored man coming from Massachusetts

just as much right as you give the colored

men of South Carolina.' The Constitution

now says to South Carolina, 'You shall no

longer enforce a law that abridges the privi

leges of any citizen.' "

Mr. Trumbull, of Illinois, said : " The Sen

ator is entirely mistaken. This Constitution

says no such thing as that a State shall not

abridge the privileges of any citizen. It speaks

of citizens of the United States, and you have

not advanced one step in the argument unless

you can define what the privileges and immu

nities of citizens of the United States are. If

the Senator from Wisconsin had honored me

with his attention when I commenced, he

would have observed that I stated at the

commencement that this national Government

was not formed for the purpose of protecting

the individual in his rights of person and of

property."

Mr. Carpenter : " That is what I understand

to be the very change wrought by the four

teenth amendment. It is now put in that as

pect, and does protect them."

Mr. Trumbull : " Then it would be an anni

hilation entirely of the States. Such is not

the fourteenth amendment. The States were,

and are now, the depositaries of the rights of

the individual against encroachment."

Mr. Carpenter : " And that Constitution for

bids them to deny them, and authorizes Con

gress to legislate so as to carry that prohibition

into execution."

Mr. Trumbull : " If the Constitution had

said that the privileges and immunities of citi

zens of the United States embraced all the

rights of person and property belonging to an

individual, then the Senator would bo right ;

but it says no such thing. In my judgment,

the fourteenth amendment has not changed an

iota of the Constitution, as it was originally

framed, in that respect. I take the Senator's

case of the colored man in Massachusetts.

That colored man in Massachusetts before the

fourteenth amendment was adopted, in my

judgment, was a citizen of the United States

as well as a citizen of Massachusetts. That
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was my opinion about it then ; and this amend

ment carries out what I believed to be the law

of the land at that timo. However, as I have

already explained, others took a different view

in consequence of the existence of slavery,

which they held to be the normal condition

of the colored man. The people of the South

ern States always insisted that slavery was not

established by statute law. Some of them in

sisted that the colored man was a slave by na

ture. They did not look to statutes to make

him so. This amendment simply carries out

tho provisions of the law, as I understood it

before, and makos it certain that all persons,

of whatever color, born in the United States,

are citizens.

" The difference between the Senator from

Wisconsin and myself is, as to what are the

privileges and immunities of citizens of the

United States. I insist that the privileges and

immunities belonging to the citizen of the

United States as such are of a national char-

actor, and such as the nation is bound to pro

tect, whether the citizen be in foreign lands,

or in any of the States of the Union. The

Government of tho United States proteots the

citizen of the United States to the same extent

in Carolina or Massachusetts as it proteots him

in Portugal or in England. National citizen

ship is one, thing, and State citizenship an

other ; and before this constitutional amend

ment was adopted the same obligation, in my

judgment, rested upon the Government of the

United States to protect citizens of the United

States as now. The next clause of the four

teenth amendment is this :

Nor shall any State deprive any person of life,

liberty, or property, without due prooess of law.

" That was the Constitution applicable to

the Government of the United States before

the adoption of the late amendments. The

Federal Government had no authority under

the Constitution as it was amended, in 1791

I think, to deprive any person of life, liberty,

or property, without duo process of law. That

inhibition did not extend to the States, but all

the States had adopted a similar clause in their

State constitutions. Every one of them, as

far as I have examined, had done so ; but

there was no clause in the Constitution of the

United States binding them to carry out this

provision. There is no change in that respect,

so far as the States are concerned, and the

Federal Government cannot interfere with the

States so long as they do not deprive some

person of life, liberty, or property, without

due process of law. If they should, then the

power is giv^n to the Federal Government to

correct that violation of the Constitution of

the United States. It may now prevent any

State from depriving any person of life, lib

erty, or property, without due prooess of law.

I am not now speaking of the machinery for

doing it ; but the power is now in the Federal

Government, under the fourteenth amend

ment, to prevent a State doing what no State

would undertake to do without a violation of

its own constitution.

" Then follows the other clause :

Nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction tho

equal protection of the laws.

"That is a new provision, and the Federal

Government is now vested with power to see

to it that no State deprives any person of life,

liberty, or property, without due process of

law, or denies to any person within its juris

diction the equal protection of the laws ; just

as, under the old Constitution, no State could

pas3 a law impairing the obligation of con

tracts. The Federal Government was vested

with power to see that no State did pass a

law impairing the obligation of contracts. But

suppose a State did do it ? Suppose a State

passed an ex post facto law or a law impairing

the obligation of contracts? That act was

void, and it was the duty of the State courts

to pronounce it void, which, in some instances,

they did. But suppose the State courts up

held this void act of the State Legislature,

which impaired the obligation of contracts ;

what then ? The Federal Government inter

fered and declared the law invalid, and afford

ed to the party the means to enforce his con

tract as it had been made.

" Now, suppose in the cases arising under

the fourteenth amendment that a State at

tempts to deprive a person of lif'o, liberty, or

property, without due process of law ; or sup

pose that a State denies to a person within its

jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws,

then the Federal Government has a right to

set aside this action of the State authorities,

and see to it that the person is protected in

his life and his liberty and his property, un

less they are taken from him by due process

of law, and that he receives the equal protec

tion of the laws, just as it furnished the means

to give him the enforcement of his contract

under the old Constitution."

Mr. Carpenter, of Wisconsin, said : " The

prohibition in the old Constitution, that no

State should pass a law impairing the obliga

tion of contracts, was a negative prohibition

laid upon the State. Congress was not au

thorized to interfere in case the State violated

that provision. It is true that when private

rights wero affected by such a Stato law, and

that was brought before the judiciary, either

of the Stato or nation, it was tho duty of the

court to pronounce tho act void ; but there

the matter ended. Under the present Consti

tution, however, in regard to those rights

which are secured by the fourteenth amend

ment, they are not left as tho right of the citi

zen in regard to laws impairing the obligation

of contracts was left, to be disposed of by the

courts as the cases should arise between man

and man, but Congress is clothed with the

affirmative power and jurisdiction to correct

the evil.
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"I think there is one of the fundamental,

one of the great, the tremendous revolutions

effected in our Government by that article of

the Constitution. It gives Congress affirma

tive power to protect the rights of the citizen,

whereas, before, no such right was given to

save the citizen from the violation of any of

his rights by State Legislatures, and the only

remedy was a judicial one when the case

arose."

Mr. Trumbull: "Mr. President, I am not

specially upon the question of remedies at this

moment, as to how the United States should

afford the remedy ; but let me say to the Sen

ator from 'Wisconsin that the authority of the

United States was just as positive under the

Constitution, as originally framed, as it is un

der the fourteenth amendment. What says

the Constitution of the United States? It

says—this is the original Constitution—

No State shall pass any ex poet facto law, or law

impairing the obligation of contracts.

" That is what the Constitution said. What

else did it say ?

The Congress shall have power to make all laws

which shall be necessary and proper for carrying

into execution the foregoing powers, and all other

powers vested by this Constitution in the Govern

ment of the United States, or in any department or

officer thereof.

" What was vested in the Government of

the United States ? The power to carry out

the clause declaring that no State should pass

a law impairing the obligation of contracts.

This was a power conceded by the people to

the Government of the United States when

they made it, and with that concession went

along the power to make all laws necessary

and proper to carry it into effect."

Mr. Carpenter : " As I now understand his

construction of the old Constitution, the au

thority conferred on Congress to pass laws to

execute the powers conferred on the Govern

ment included the power to pass laws which

Bhould prevent the States from doing the things

which they were prohibited from doing by the

Constitution. With that admission, I do not

think the fourteenth article, or any article,

could add any thing to the old Constitution.

But I never heard of that construction before ;

and, while I am not ready to make an affidavit

that it is sound, it is satisfactory for all the

purposes of this bill."

Mr. Trumbull : " Mr. President, as I have

once or twice said to the Senator from Wis

consin, I am not upon the remedies. The Gov

ernment of the United States did provide, in

1789, by a law, to give effect to that very

clause of the Constitution, and the Senator

knows it."

Mr. Edmunds, of Vermont, said : " I have

no doubt my friend from Illinois wishes to get

at the real point in this matter. Let me sug

gest to him whether the true construction of

the clause he has read as to the power of pass

ing laws to carry into effect the powers herein

granted, and also the powers granted to any

department of the Government, would not

oblige us to come to the conclusion that all

the powers that the Constitution granted to

Congress, Congress might carry out by legis

lation ; all the powers that the Constitution

granted to the judiciary to protect private

rights (which was the case as against laws

impairing the obligation of contracts), Con

gress might pass laws in aid of through the

judiciary. So, too, it might be provided, as

Congress did provide by the act to which my

friend has referred, that if any man had the

obligation of his contract impaired by State

legislation he might have redress through the

judiciary, either of the State in the first in

stance or of the United States in the first in

stance, as it might have been. But when you

come to the other class of powers, whiclf are

granted powers to Congress, there you stand

upon a different ground. If that is a just dis

tinction, then let me submit to my friend

whether this amendment does not make a

wise advance in favor of the protection of

private rights by affirmative legislation by

Congress where those private rights are guar

anteed by the Constitution, and that in con

nection with it Congress is authorized by the

same Constitution to carry them into effect by

affirmative law."

Mr. Trumbull : " Mr. President, in my judg

ment the Congress of the United States has

authority to carry into effect the powers con

ferred upon the Government of the United

States by affirmative law. What is it but af

firmative law ? Was not the act of 1789 an

affirmative law f "

Mr. Edmunds : " Certainly, in aid of the ju

diciary. But in the old case, in the case of the

obligation of contracts, could it have been done

in any other way ? That is my point."

Mr. Trumbull : " Perhaps it could have been

done in no other way, properly, in the first in

stance ; but suppose a case such as is supposed

in this bill ; suppose, under the Constitution as

it originally stood, a conspiracy, a combination,

had been formed to prevent the Senator from

Wisconsin taking a case from the Supreme

Court of Wisconsin to the Supreme Court of

the United States, which involved the question

of impairing the obligation of a contract by a

law of Wisconsin. Suppose that conspiracy

had been so formidable as to prevent the clerk

of the court from certifying the record, and

the Senator from Wisconsin from appearing as

counsel, does the Senator from Vermont mean

to say that the Government of the United

States might not have passed a law for put

ting down that conspiracy in some other way

than by means of the court f Could we not

have done more ? But that is a question of

detail."

Mr. Edmunds : " If my friend asks me a

question, I will answer it now or at any other

time. I agree with him most perfectly that

would have been the common case of provid
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ing for punishing people who impeded the

coarse of justice belonging to the citizen,

which the Constitution of the United States

had guaranteed him the right to have ; and so

far I will go with him with the greatest pleas

ure ; and on that same principle I hope he

will stand by us on the similar provision in

this bill."

Mr. Thurman, of Ohio, said : " The Consti

tution consists of certain delegations of power

to the Government of the United States, and

certain limitations upon the powers of the

States. In regard to the grants of power to

the United States, the clause read by the Sen

ator is ample that the Congress shall have

power ' to make all laws which shall be neces

sary and proper for carrying into execution

the foregoing powers'—that is, the powers

which are vested in Congress—' and all other

powers vested by this Constitution in the Gov

ernment of the United States or in any depart

ment or officer thereof.' That is simply a

power to make laws which may be necessary

for carrying into effect the powers of the Gov

ernment of the United States, and has no ref

erence whatsoever to the prohibitions upon

the States that are contained in the Constitu

tion."

Mr. Edmunds : " Yes, it has some."

Mr. Thurman : " Not the least in the world."

Mr. Edmunds : " We all agree that it has."

Mr. Thurman : " As to the act of 1789, that

comes under the clause that 1 the judioial power

of the United States shall extend to all cases in

law and equity arising under this Constitu

tion.' "

Mr. Edmunds : " Cannot Congress pass a law

in aid of that power ? "

Mr. Thurman : " Certainly."

Mr. Trumbull : " The answer which I should

make to the Senator from Ohio would be this :

that when the Constitution of the United

States imposes an inhibition upon the States,

suoh as that they shall not coin money, and

that they shall not enter into treaties of alli

ance with foreign powers, it does give to the

Federal Government power to see that they do

not do them. I think the Senator from Ohio

will agree that, if the State of Massachusetts

should to-morrow enter into an alliance with

Great Britain to become a part of the kingdom

of Great Britain, he would vote with me for

the Government of the United States to inter

fere to prevent it."

Mr. Thurman : " But not under that clause

of the Constitution."

Mr. Trumbull: "Where will you find the

power ? "

Mr. Thurman : " I will answer that at the

proper time."

Mr. Trumbull : " So if a State, as is suggest

ed to me, should undertake to keep ships-of-

war in time of peace, I think we should find

the power very quickly to interpose. If not,

it was a great mistake that we were engaged

in during the late rebellion, in undertaking to

revent the late rebel States from forming al-

ances with foreign powers.

" Now, Mr. President, the Senator from

Vermont admits (and I agree with him) that

it was a very proper way to enforce through

the courts the clause of the Constitution of the

United States which inhibited the States from

passing a law impairing the obligation of con

tracts; and I want to say to the Senator from

Vermont that not only in regard to that right,

but in regard to all the rights secured by the

fourteenth amendment, however extended, in

time of peace, the courts are established to

vindicate them, and they can be vindicated in

no other way. Sir, the judioial tribunals of

the country are the places to which the citizen

resorts for protection of his person and his

property in every case in a free government."

Mr. Edmunds : " Suppose they fail ? "

Mr. Trumbull : " If they fail by reason of or

ganized opposition, resort, as in the case I sup

posed, and to which the Senator from Ver

mont agreed, is had to force, if necessary, in

order to give the protection.

" I come now, Mr. President, to the bill un

der consideration, about which I shall make a

few suggestions, and but few. The President

of the United States has thought it question

able at any rate whether he had sufficient

power to put down organizations which exist

in some of the States of the Union, which are

encroaching on the rights of person and prop

erty, which are committing outrages and sac

rificing life. Now, sir, I want it understood

that I am ready to go as far as he who goes

farthest to maintain the authority of the Gov

ernment of the United States.

" Show me that it is necessary to exercise

any power belonging to the Government of

the United States in order to maintain its au

thority, and I am ready to put it forth. But,

sir, I am not willing to undertake to enter the

States for the purpose of punishing individual

offences against their authority committed by

one citizen against another. We, in my judg

ment, have no constitutional authority to do

that. When this Government was formed,

the general rights of person and property

were left to be protected by the States, and

there they are left to-day. Whenever the

rights that are conferred by the Constitution

of the United States on the Federal Govern

ment are infringed upon by the States, we

should afford a remedy. That was done in

1789 by the twenty-fifth section of the ju

diciary act, which afforded a remedy against

a State statute in violation of the Constitution

of the United States, as in the oase of a State

law impairing the obligation of contracts. I

have no objection now to a law which shall

protect a person in the same way against in

equality of legislation in any of the States of

the Union against any laws that deprive him

of life, liberty, or property, except by the

judgment of his peers or the law of the land.

I am ready to pass appropriate legislation on

I'

li
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that subject ; and I understand that this bill,

as it passed the House of Representatives, was

framed on this principle. As originally intro

duced, it went to the extent of punishing of

fences against the States ; and there was ob

jection to it on the part of some of the most

thoughtful minds in the House of Represent

atives. Those provisions were changed, and,

as the bill passed the House of Represent

atives, it was understood by the members of

that body to go no further than to protect

persons in the rights which were guaranteed

to them by the Constitution and laws of the

United States, and it did not undertake to fur

nish redress for wrongs done by one person

upon another in any of the States of the Union

in violation of their laws, unless he also vio

lated some law of the United States, nor to

punish one person for an ordinary assault and

battery committed on another in a State.

" To that extent I felt that I could give my

support to the bill. I regretted that the Com

mittee on the Judiciary thought it necessary

to amend the bill ; hut a majority came to that

conclusion, and I think (although I believe in

that the Senator from Vermont who reports

the bill with the amendments does not agree

with me) that these amendments make the

bill obnoxious to the very objection which was

made to it in the House of Representatives in

its original shape, that it does go to the extent

of undertaking to punish persons for violating

State laws, without reference to any violation

of the Constitution or laws of the United States.

" I do not believe the Senator from Ver

mont entertains the opinion that the Congress

of the United States has a right to pass a gen

eral criminal code for the States of the Union,

and I am sure, if he does maintain that they

have the right to do it, he would think it im

politic to exercise that power. I do not sup

pose there is a single person on this floor who

would be in favor of Congress passing a law

punishing larceny, assault and battery, and all

sorts of crime in the different States of the

Union, and taking control of all the contracts

made between individuals, because that would

be destructive at once of the State govern

ments."

Mr. Edmunds, of Vermont, said : " Mr. Presi

dent, inasmuch as this is an important publio

question, which involves, as Senators have

said, delicate responsibilities between the

States and the national Government, I think it

right that we should examine a little in detail

precisely what sort of a government we have,

and precisely what its rights are; and if it

shall turn out on such an examination that the

bill which we have proposed is within the

clear scope of constitutional authority, and is

within the clear line of legislative precedent,

and is a means to the preservation of private

rights, then I shall hope that even our Demo

cratic friends will be willing to agree that the

crimes which have been committed, and which

have added to them that other and greater

crime on the part of the tribunals and com

munities in which they occur of being suffered

to go unpunished, shall be reached by every

means of lawful legislation. They certainly

ought not to deny that if crimes such as have

been stated exist, and are unrepressed by ex

isting laws and authorities, every measure of

constitutional legislation which will have a

tendency to preserve life and liberty, and up

hold order, ought to be resorted to.

" I agree entirely, Mr. President, with the

sentiment expressed by the honorable Senator

from Missouri, who sits farthest from me (Mr.

Blair), the other day, not entirely with his un

limited statement of it.

" We have been told, Mr. President, a good

many times, and for a good many years, that

this national Government of ours is, after all,

not a Government of the people, but that it is

merely a confederated Government of States,

and that wherever and whenever the national

authority undertakes to appeal to a citizen

either to do or omit to do a thing, it tran

scends its authority ; that all the rights and

duties of a citizen are infolded in his State

constitution, and that we, therefore, under the

recent amendments or under the old Constitu

tion, must act only upon that political body

called the State, as we would act in the case of

our relations with a foreign power. This was

the doctrine of the Democratic party before

the rebellion ; it was a doctrine common to it

and the powers of the rebellion during the

war, and it has been so since. Sir, that is a

mistake. It is a mistake which led to the re

bellion ; it is a mistake which has led to tho

fruits of that rebellion which we are now reap

ing in the last and basest form which the spirit

that produced the rebellion can possibly as

sume.

" The honorable Senators over the way have

thought fit to read from those excellent com

mentaries, upon the strength and stress of

which the people of the United States, through

their States, adopted this Constitution, to show

what was the nature of this Government. So

will I. Mr. Hamilton, in these publications,

which were put forth, as I say, when this Con

stitution was about to be adopted, and when,

as my friend from Wisconsin (Mr. Carpenter)

so properly suggests, the temptation was en

tirely to diminish and belittle the powers of

the Government—Mr. Hamilton, speaking of

the difficulties between independent States

and of the difficulties in the relations of the

national Government to the States under the

Confederation, says:

But if we are unwilling to be placed in this peril

ous situation ; if we still will adhere to the design of

a national government, or, which is the same thing,

of a superintending power, under the direction of a

common council, we must resolve to incorporate into

our plan those ingredients which may he considered

as forming the characteristic difference between a

league and a government, we must extend the au

thority of the Union to the persons of the citizens,

the only proper objects of government.
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Government implies the power of making laws.

It is essential to the idea of a law that it be attended

with a sanotion, or, in other words, a penalty or pun

ishment for disobodienoc. If there be no penalty

annexed to disobedience, the resolutions or com

mands which pretend to be laws will in fact amount

to nothing more than advice or recommendation.

" Which is the redress and remedy our hon

orable friends desire to give to this existing evil,

and which I see from the debates in theHouse

they are to do by a sort of encyclical letter to

their friends, whose excesses give them so

much cause for mortification.

This penalty, whatever it may be, can only be

inflicted in two ways : by tho agency of the courts

and ministers of justioe, or by military force ; by the

coercion of the magistracy, or by tne ooercion of

arms. The first kind can evidently apply only to

men ; the last kind must, of necessity, be employed

against bodies politic, or communities, or States. It

is evident that there is no process of a oourt by which

the observance of the laws can, in tho last resort; be

enforced. Sentences may be denounced against

them for violations of their duty, but these sentences

can only be oarried iuto execution by the sword.

" That, sir, is precisely the principle npon

which this bill is framed. It does not seek by

military power to invade any State, or the

right of any State or any man ; it seeks to de

nounce, by a declaration of what shall be a

crime, an unconstitutional act ; and it endeav

ors to enforce the penalty imposed upon that

by the proper intervention of the judiciary ;

and then it proceeds to lend the strong arm of

the nation to the assistance of that judiciary.

But he proceeds, and says again :

The result of these observations to an intelligent

mind must be cloarly this, that if it be possible at

any rate to construct a federal government capable

of regulating the common concerns and preserving

the general tranquillity, it must be founded, as to

the objects committed to its care, upon the 'reverse

of the principle contended for by the opponents of

the proposed constitution. It must carry its agenoy

of the persons of the citizens. It must stand in need

of no intermediate legislation, but must itself be em

powered to employ the arm of the ordinary magis

trate to exocuto its own resolutions. The majesty

of the national authority must be manifested through

the medium of the courts of justice. The Govern

ment of the Union, like that of each State, must be

able to address itself immediately to tho hopes and

fears of individuals, and to attract to its support

those passions which have the strongest influenoo

upon tne human heart. It must, in short, possess

all the means, and have a right to resort to all the

methods of oxoeuting tho powers with which it is

intrusted, that are possossed and exercised by the

governments of tho particular States.

" This was the construction of the Constitu

tion as it was by him who largely participated

in the framing of it, by him whoso counsels

alone, through the publications embodied in

this book, gave us the Constitution at all. To

exercise these high duties is not, as the honor

able Senator from Illinois (Mr. Trumbull) com

plained, to ' enter a State,' or, as a Senator on

the other side said, to 'invade' a State; but it

is to obey the will of the whole people expressed

in the Constitution. The national Government

never either enters or invades a State. It is

always and everywhere in every State already.

It is among the people, and administered by

the officers of the people whose Government

it is.

" This is not all as to the natnre of this Gov

ernment. It is a Government, as our brethren

on the other side have probably learned by

this time, of separated powers, and among

those is the department of the judiciary, to

whose judgments, when they are on their side,

they advise ns with great solioitude to bow,

and we always do.

" Now, Mr. President, I think it must be

admitted—I had supposed that events had set

tled it nntil I heard this debate—that this

Constitution, be it mnoh or little (for I am not

now on the point of its extent), if it gives ns

authority, or if it withholds it, is to the extent

of its scope a Constitution of the people, and

that it brings the people, in respect to every

right which it secures to them, into direct

communication with that Government which

exists by the Constitution, and which only and

solely has the paramount power to enforce it.

The governments of the States cannot finally

or independently enforce or decline to enforce

the Constitution of the United States; it is not

their Constitution in the sense that the consti

tution of the State is. It is the Constitution

of the whole people as a national body, and

the requirements of which they cannot finally

pass upon ; and therefore whatever rights are

secured to the people under it must be guar

anteed to them and made effectual for them at

last through the instrumentality of the national

Government, and through no other.

"I need scarcely occupy your time, Mr.

President, and that of the Senate, in showing

how perfectly the authority of Congress to

execute this Constitution, and to choose the

means by which it shall be executed, is recog

nized by the judicial department of the Gov

ernment.

" It is a delusion, therefore, to imagine that

at any time and in any way the faculties and

functions enumerated in this Constitution,

whioh have been given to the United States or

have been denied to the States, are to be car

ried out solely through secondary means.

Wherever the Constitution imposes a duty or

a prohibition, and it becomes necessary to

make it effectual, the Government always has,

and it always must, short of warfare, go directly

to the thing itself, take hold of the citizen.

" This Constitution has always been a Con

stitution of the people, and has in a thousand

ways provided for the protection of the people,

imposing duties, guaranteeing rights, regulating

affairs, prohibiting action to States, and so it

has, in a great variety of instanoes in the course

of these powers and prohibitions, been applied

to the people direotly to effect its purposes,

and to defend its powers, and wherever and

whenever that ocoasion has arisen it has al

ways been done precisoly upon the principles

that this bill contains, that of dealing with the

people, that of enacting laws, and never that
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of either by advice or protest, warfare, or proc

lamation, dealing with the States.

" That from the foundation of the Govern

ment, over this class of subjects—because the

whole spirit of this discussion turns upon the

question whether the national authority has a

right to deal with its citizens as citizens, and

not with States, or whether it must be left to

the States alone to act upon her citizens in

enforcing the national Constitution—embra

cing almost one half of all the business relations

of men in the country, embracing a thousand

different operations and a thousand diiferent

situations of society, the United States have

had and administered a criminal code to pro

tect the powers and to execute the duties which

the Constitution has confided to them. And in

doing this, they have not eithor 'invaded' or

' entered ' any State, but they have exercised

the constitutional omnipresence of sovereignty,

and carried forward the beneficent sway of

justice among the people, for the people, and

by the people.

" The Government has had a criminal code

that acted directly upon the people, upon whom

alone it could act. That has not been an in

vasion of the rights of the States ; on the con

trary, it has been in aid of the good order and

stability of the society of the States, and at the

same time the States by their own laws, and

in their own methods, and through their own

courts, have punished the same classes of of

fences ; and the Suprome Court of the United

States has more than once been called upon to

decide whether a State could, in view of the

fact that the United States had a code against

a particular crime, also make the same act a

crime ; and it has always been decided that the

sovereignty of the two governments was in

these respects independent and concurrent;

that they both could act over the subjects that

were committed to them, and therefore that a

citizen might -properly be punished for violat

ing a State law and a United States law in

doing the same act.

"Now, sir, I think I have demonstrated,

though I have taken, perhaps, too much time

to do it, that over all the rights, and over all

the duties, and over all the guarantees that the

Constitution of the United States enumerates,

the power of the United States, by legislation,

by punishment, by any of the methods which

legislation may resort to, to enforce constitu

tional duties and obligations may and must act

direotly upon the citizen ; and that it is entire

ly immaterial whether the State may or can do

the same thing for the same act or not ; and,

therefore, that it is no objection to the consti-

• tutional exercise of power by Congress that the

States themselves, in the case of these disor

ders in the South, may, if they will, punish the

same things according to their own laws.' This

has been carried so far in the statutes of the

United States passed by the founders of the

Government, that in cases of admiralty and

maritime jurisdiction (which would seem by

the Constitution to have been exclusively con

fided to the national authority and the national

courts), the ancient statutes, conferring juris

diction and setting up courts to practise that

law, expressly provided that the acts of Con

gress and the authority of the courts under

them should not be construed to exclude the

common law or prohibit the courts of the States

to grant relief in all those cases in which the

common law was competent to afford it. So

that to-day, although the courts of the United

States in one form of procedure—procedure

in rem—have exclusive jurisdiction over mari

time matters, the common-law courts of every

State have ample jurisdiction of the same mat

ters, by suits in personam between parties ; and

yet we are told that this attempt of the United

States to punish crimes of this character is a

new thing ; that we are changing the charac

ter of the Government by endeavoring to re

press tumults and insurrections which are lev

elled against citizens in order to deprive them

of that equal protection and that right to seek

justice which the Constitution, fron the na

ture of it, guarantees to them, and which it in

express words gives to them.

" Now, sir, let us see what rights these new

amendments have given to citizens ; and I am

sorry to have troubled the Senate so long in

discussing this general principle; but, inasmuch

as the whole constitutionality of our legislation

has been made to turn, as I have said, upon the

denial of our right to exercise direct powers

over the citizens as such, I have felt justified

in demonstrating, as I think I have, from his

tory, from the Constitution, from the statutes,

and from the decisions, that this pretence is a

sheer delusion.

" Now, what do these amendments provide ?

"The thirteenth amendment provided that

there should be neither slavery nor involuntary

servitude except for crime. That was a pro

hibition. It did not name a State at all. Un

der the old decisions, to which I have referred,

protecting life, liberty, and property, against

invasion without due process of law, Demo

cratic Senators and my friend from Illinois

might have contended that this was only a pro

hibition against slavery under the authority

of the United States, and that any State could

now deprive a citizen of his liberty for the rea

son that the thirteenth amendment only oper

ated as against the Government of the United

States as it was held under the old one which

I have read.

"But that has not been contended, and

everybody knows that it would be scouted, for

there is added—if there could have been any

doubt about it before— the provision that

'Congress shall have power to enforce this

article by appropriate legislation.' Therefore,

when the prohibition against slavery was en

acted, and the power was expressly put into

the hands of Congress to carry out that enact

ment, to see that it was made effectual, was it

not the right and the duty of Congress, too, to
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the last point of its power, to protect the lib

erty of all people wherever it might be assailed

by that form of crime? Nobody questions it.

" Bat the chief point now is, that here is,

whether necessary or unnecessary, an express

grant of power to us, the national Legislature,

to defend the right9 of citizens of the United

States and of all inhabitants of the country,

whether citizens or not, against slavery. Now,

how are you going to do it ? Are you going

to do it by passing a proclamation to the State

of Georgia when she may choose to reenslave

her negroes? Or, are you going to do it by

making war upon her ? Or, are you going to

do it, as we by this bill do it under the four

teenth amendment, by declaring that any man

who infracts that article shall be punished ?

"But when you take the next step, and

come to the next article of the Constitution,

which secures the rights of white men as much

as of colored men, you touch a tender spot in

the party of our friends ou the other side. If

you wish to employ the powers of the Consti

tution to preserve the lives and liberties of

white people against attacks by white people,

against rapine, and murder, and assassination,

and conspiracy, contrived in order to drive

them from the States in which they have been

born or have chosen to settle, contrived in

order to deprive them of the liberty of having

a political opinion, contrived for the purpose

of driving them from a city or town where

they have endeavored to oarry on a peaceable

and lawful business, or to cultivate the soil,

then the whole strength of the Democratic

party and all its allies is arrayed against the

constitutionality and propriety of such an act.

"Therefore, I take it, Mr. President, that I

need not occupy much time in saying that

whatever this provision of the fourteenth arti

cle guarantees to a citizen, that the citizen is

entitled to have; and if he is entitled to have

it, how is he to have it? The section answers,

he is to have it, in the language of the Con

stitution, which is the voice of the people,

through the legislation of this body. The

people have declared that he shall have this

protection. The people have declared that the

State authorities shall not deny it to him. The

people have declared that it is the solemn duty

of Congress to see that he has it, because they

have decreed that ' Congress shall have power

to enforce the provisions ' of this section of

this clause ' of this article by appropriate legis

lation.' Therefore, the Constitution contem

plated that, whenever an ocoasion should arise

where it was necessary to protect these rights,

Cocgress should protect them.

"It is impossible to resist the conclusion.

Suppose this did change the Government, as

my friend from Illinois appears to fear, do you

not rather think, Mr. President, that it is a

good change ? If the Constitution did not be

fore, holding a sovereignty over its citizens,

have the faculty of, through its legislative

branch, protecting those citizens in the rights

that the Constitution gave them, the rights

which a common human nature gives them,

against any assault by any State or under any

State, or through the neglect of any State,

then it was high time, for the honor of the

American name, and for the rights of humani-

ity, that the institutions of this country should

change.

" If, as under the thirteenth article, slavery

was a constitutional institution, as it was

claimed before, I am sure the people will not

be alarmed that a great change has come over

the spirit of this Government; and, instead of

its being a Government of slavery, tolerated,

or upheld, or winked at, it has become a Gov

ernment of freedom ; that, instead of its being

a Government which should suffer the local

authorities of a State to deny the common

rights of citizens to any of its people, it has

become a Government in which the national

power has guaranteed it to them, and which

it is the duty of the national power, in every

honorable and in the most exhaustive sense,

to see is fully and fairly enforced, and made a

practical reality.

"If this is the Constitution (and how it can

be otherwise, in the face of its history and what

it says, is more than a puzzle to me, an amaze

ment to me ; if this is the Constitution) which

gives to our people a right to the protection

of law, and it is a Constitution which makes

it our duty to see that they have the protec

tion of law, what sin are we committing in

endeavoring to legislate so that they shall have

it? None, sir.

" And, now, what do we propose to do ?

Some people have imagined, have stated, or

hinted, or insinuated in their observations that

we were making war upon the States in this

bill; that we were overturning the judiciary;

that we were resorting to new methods. That

is a mistake, a misrepresentation. The bill,

like all bills of this character, in its first and

second sections, is a declaration of rights and

a provision for the punishment of conspiracies

against constitutional rights, and a redress for

wrongs. It does not undertake to overthrow

any court. It does not undertake to make any

war. It does not undertake to interpose it

self out of the regular order of the administra

tion of law. It does not attempt to deprive

any State of the honor whioh is due to the

punishment of crime. It is a law acting upon

the citizen like every other law, and it is a law

to be enforced by the courts through the regu

lar and ordinary processes of judicial adminis

tration, and in no other way, until forcible re

sistance shall be offered to the quiet and ordi

nary course of justice.

" When you come to the later sections, which

are in aid of the first, you have the simple

and ordinary provision in the third that, when

the laws are opposed, when the courts are

in danger of being unable to carry out their

decrees, to arrest and punish offenders, the

executive arm is to go to their assistance, is
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to oppose foroe to force, as is done in every

city and county in the country every day,

when the occasion for it occurs, under State

laws and under national laws, as the Senator

from California himself says he demanded to

have done, in his own State, on one occasion,

by the troops of the United States. "When

force is to be opposed to the quiet progress of

the law, fhe arm of the nation is to resist force

with force, is to gather up the offender and

turn him over to the court of justice fof trial.

That is all there is to it. We are not attempt

ing to overturn the judiciary ; we are attempt

ing to uphold it. We are not attempting to

overthrow the Constitution ; we are attempting

to uphold it. We are not attempting to inter

fere with the liberty of the people, unless the

liberty to commit crime is the liberty of the peo

ple ; we are attempting to protect and uphold it.

"The fourth section troubles some of my

honorable friends very much indeed. It is said,

in the first place, that it is unconstitutional,

because it authorizes the President, in certain

cases named, to suspend the writ of habeas

corpus. I feel very clear that it is constitu

tional in that respect. The Supreme Court

of the United States have decided, contrary

to what my friend from Ohio (Mr. Thurman)

had supposed, that the Congress of the United

States may delegato to the President the power

to determine when an exigency occurs which

shall call for the execution of some statute.

They do delegate powers constantly ; not legis

lative powers, but powers to act in a contin

gency which the Legislature prescribes, or pro

vides for, or defines in advance. That was the

case under the embargo laws. The President

has no power to lay embargoes or to relieve

embargoes; he has no power to make war;

and yet, under the embargo laws, with uni

versal acceptance in the case that was referred

to and shown to gentlemen the other day, the

Supreme Court of the United States unani

mously decided that it was competent for Con

gress to vest in the President the discretion to

determine in what contingency ho should, in

effect, repeal the embargoes, and in what con

tingency he could revive them again. So in

12 Wheaton is a caae (Martin vs. Malt) which,

perhaps, I- ought to refer to for a moment.

On the subject of exercising the military power

in calling forth the militia, whioh is, in the

language of the Constitution, confided to Oon-

gress.iu the provision authorizing it to provide

for suppressing insurrections and repelling in

vasions, on the very point upon which we are

now speaking, the Supreme Court of the Unit

ed States unanimously deoided that this power

could be rightfully vested in the Executive. It

says :

Is the President the sole and exclusive judge

whether the exigency has arisen, or is it to be con

sidered as an open question, upon which every offi

cer to whom tho orders of the President are addressed

may decide for himself, and equally open to be con

tested by every militiaman who shall refuse to obey

the orders of the President 1 We are all of opinion

that the authority to decide whether the exigency has

arisen belongs exclusively to the President, and that

his decision is conclusive upon all other persons.

We think that this construction necessarily results

from the nature of tho power itself.

"And, again, which is perhaps a better au

thority with my learned friends on the other

side, here is the opinion of a Democratic At

torney-General, given to a Democratic Presi

dent, on the subject of lending military assist

ance to the Governor of California, on a cer

tain occasion. Mr. Gushing, the Attorney-Gen

eral, informed the President that—

It is the function of the President of the United

States, indubitably, to decide, in his discretion, what

facts existing constitute the case of insurrection

contemplated by the statutes and by the Constitu

tion.

" And he cites, to support that, the decision

I have just read, and the case of Luther vs.

Borden, the Rhode Island rebellion case,which

also affirms it. So that we have not only the

practice of the Government since its founda

tion, not only the action of its Executive de

partments, but two solemn decisions of that

tribunal of final resort which is to determine

such questions, that the power to determine

what facts constitute an insurrection when

powers are vested in the President, what facts

constitute a rebellion, what exigency shall jus

tify him in suspending the laws as to embar

goes, in the nature of things belongs to, or

certainly may by law be vested in, that de

partment which gentlemen now seem to have

forgotten, but whioh the Constitution has

created for the protection and exercise of the

power of the people—the President of the

United States.

"Therefore, there is no good ground to

maintain that this provision of this bill, which

authorizes the President of the United States

to suspend the writ of habeas corpus in the

case of a rebellion, is open to any question as

to its constitutionality ; and let me suggest to

my honorable friend from Ohio that the case

of Bollman and Swartwout, which he referred

to yesterday, does not decide or intimate that

the President may not be clothed with that

power. It only declares that it belongs to

Congress to withdraw from the Supreme Court

of the United States, if it chooses, the juris

diction to hear a writ of habeas corpus, as in

some cases has been done since that time. And

Judge Story, whose commentaries the Senator

read yesterday, instead of stating that Con

gress has not the power to delegate that au

thority to the President, speaks of Congress

' authorizing ' the suspension of the writ of

habeas corpus, using that term."

Mr. Bayard, of Delaware, said : " We are

all cognizant of the honorable Senator's ca

pacity both to ask and answer questions. He

is here discussing a question of this gravity,

nothing less than whether the Congress of the

United States has the power to delegate its

high judgment and discretion, reposed in it for

the benefit of the people of this country, to be
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exercised by a third party, whether an officer

of this Government or not. It seems to me

that there is a great principle attending that.

The exercise of the discretion of suspending

the writ of habeat corpus, of ascertaining

whether the public safety requires it, is some

thing, in my opinion, that cannot be delegated

by the Congress of the United 'States to any

one. They only can suspend that writ, the

great safeguard of the people's liberty, when

the publio safety shall require it, and then,

superadded to that, the two occasions of re

bellion and invasion. Now I ask, this being a

matter of discretion, when the publio safety

may require the raising of revenues to a great

er grade than they were before, whether the

Senator would consider it competent for Con

gress to delegate its discretion to the Secretary

of the Treasury to increase the duties upon

imports, should the publio safety require it,

and I will superadd, the existence of rebellion

and invasion at that time?"

Mr. Edmunds : " Without going to the Sec

retary of the Treasury to find out what the

law is, it is sufficient to say, what I have al

ready said, I think, and that is that the author

ity whioh the Legislature may vest in the

President of the United States to suspend the

writ of habeat corpus is not the delegation of

a legislative discretion at all, any more than it

is the delegation of a legislative discretion to

authorize him to expel intruders from the pub

lic lands by force, as has been done, whenever

he shall think the interest of the United States

requires it.

" Now, Mr. President, I have finished what

I have to say about the validity of this bill,

and I oome to the objection that my honorable

friend from Illinois (Mr. Trumbull) and my

friend from Missouri (Mr. Schurz) nave, that

we are undertaking to create a case of con

structive rebellion, and that we are going be

yond the line of safe precedent, the line of

constitutional consideration, in undertaking to

say that such and such facts shall amount to

a rebellion. I do not think it necessary to say

that myself. I should be quite as well satis

fied, and better satisfied, with the bill as an

efficient and powerful measure in a great

emergency if it simply declared that if, in the

course of these disturbances, a case of rebel

lion should occur, then and in that case the

President, if the publio safety in his judgment

should require it, might suspend the writ of

habeas corpus for a limited time. The fact is,

this section has accumulated much more in the

statement of an existing condition of things

than is necessary to make a case of rebellion."

Several amendments were now offered to

the House bill, and agreed to. Among these

was one offered by Senator Sherman, of Ohio,

to add to the hill the following section :

Seo. —. That if any house, tenement, cabin, shop,

building, barn, or granary shall be unlawfully or

feloniously demolished, pulled down, burned, or

destroyed, wholly or in part, hy any persons riot

ously and tumultuously assembled together; or if

any person shall unlawfully and with Force and vio

lence be whipped, scourged, wounded, or killed by

any persons riotously and tumultuously assembled

together ; and if such offence was committed to de

prive any person of any right conferred upon him

by the Constitution ana laws of the United States,

or to deter him or punish him for exercising any

such rightj or by reason of his race, color, or pre

vious condition of servitude, in every such case the

inhabitants of the county, city, or parish in which

any of the said offences snail be committed Bhall be

liable to pay full compensation to the person or

f>ersons damnified by such offence if living, or to his

egal representative if dead ; and such compensation

may be reoovered by such person or his represent

ative by a suit in any court of the United States of

competent jurisdiction in the district in which the

offence was committed, to bo in the name of the per

son injured, or his legal representative, and against

said county, city, or parish ; and execution may be

issued on a judgment rendered in such Buit, and may

be levied upon any property, real or personal, of

any person in said county, city, or parish ; and the

Baid county, city, or parish may recover the full

amount of said judgment, cost, and interest from any

person or persons engaged aa principal or accessory

in such riot, in an action in any court of competent

jurisdiction.

Mr. Sherman : " I will simply say it is

copied from the law of England that has been

in force six hundred years."

The Vice-President: "The question is on

the amendment of the Senator from Ohio."

The yeas and nays were ordered ; and, be

ing taken, resulted as follows :

Teas—Messrs. Ames, Anthony, Borcman, Brown-

low, Caldwell, Cameron, Carpenter, Chandler, Clay

ton, Cole, Conkling, Corbett, Cragin, Edmunds,

Ferrv of Michigan, Gilbert, Hamilton of Texas,

Hamlin, Harlan, Howe, Lewis, Logan, Morton, Nye,

Osborn, Patterson, Pomoroy, Pool, Pratt, Bamsey,

Bice, Sawyer, Sherman, Stewart, Sumner, West,

Wilson, Windom, and Wright—89.

Nats—Messrs. Bayard, Blair, Buckingham, Cas-

serly, Cooper, Davis of Kentucky, Davis of West

Virginia, Frelinghuysen, Hamilton of Maryland,

Hill, Hitchcock, Johnston, Kelly, Morrill of Maine,

Bobertson, Saulsbury, Schurz, Scott, Spencer, Ste

venson, Stockton, Thurman, Tipton, Trumbull, and

Vickers—25.

Absent—Messrs. Fenton, Ferry of Connecticut,

Flanagan, Kellogg, Morrill of Vermont, and Sprague

—6.

So the amendment was agreed to.

Mr. Trumbull: "I move now to strike out

the fourth section of the bill, the habeas corpus

section."

The Vice-President : " The question is on the

motion of the Senator from Illinois, to strike

out the fourth section of the bill."

The yeas and nays were ordered ; and, being

taken, resulted as follows:

Yeas—Messrs. Bayard, Blair, Casserly, Cooper,

Davis of Kentucky, Davis of West Virginia, Hamil

ton of Maryland, Hill, Johnston, Kelly, Morrill of

Maine, Bobertson, Saulsbury, Sohurz, Stevenson,

Stockton, Thurman, Tipton, Trumbull, Vickers, and

Wright^21.

Nats—Messrs. Ames, Anthony, Boreman, Brown-

low, Buckingham, Caldwell, Cameron, Carpenter,

Chandler, Clayton, Cole, Conkling, Corbett, Cragin,

Edmunds, Ferry of Michigan, Frelinghuysen, Gil

bert, Hamilton of Texas, Hamlin, 'Harlan, Hitch

cock, Howe, Lewis, Morrill of Vermont, Morton,
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Nye, Oaborn, Patterson, Pomeroy, Pool, Pratt, Ram

sey, Rice-Sawyer, Seott, Sherman, Spencer, Stewart,

Sumner, West, Wilson, and Windom—48.

Abseht—Messrs. Fenton, Ferry of Connecticut,

Flanagan, Kellogg, Logan, and Sprague—6.

So the motion to strike out the fourth sec

tion did not prevail.

The bill was subsequently put upon its pas

sage, and received the following vote :

Yzas—Messrs. Ames, Anthony, Boreman, Brown-

low, Buckingham, Caldwell, Cameron, Carpenter,

Chandler, Clayton, Cole, Conkling, Corbett, Cragin,

Edmunds, Ferry of Michigan, Frelinghuysen, Gil

bert, Hamilton of Texas, Hamlin, Harlan, Hitchcock,

Howe. Lewis, Logan, Morrill of Vermont, Morton,

Nye, Osbom, Patterson, Pomeroy, Pool, Pratt, Ram

sey, Rice-Sawyer, 8cott,Sherman, Spencer, Stewart,

Sumner, West, Wilson, Windom, and "Wright—45.

Nats—Messrs. Bayard, Blair, Casserly, Cooper,

Davis of Kentucky, i)avis of West Virginia, Hamil

ton of Maryland, Hill, Johnston, Kelly, Robertson,

Saulsbury, Schurz, Stevenson, Stockton, Thurman,

Tipton, Trumbull, and Vickers—19.

Absent—Messrs. Fenton, Ferry of Connecticut,

Flanagan, Kellogg, Morrill of Maine, and Sprague—6.

So the bill was passed.

In the House, on April 15th, some of the

amendments of.the Senate were approved, and

others not concurred in. A committee of con

ference was therefore appointed, consisting of

Mr. Shellabarger, of Ohio, Mr. Scofleld, of

Pennsylvania, and Mr. Kerr, of Indiana. The

Senate at the same time appointed Mr. Ed

munds, of Vermont, and Mr. Sherman, of

Ohio, as conferees on the part of the Senate.

In the House, on April 18th, Mr. Shellabar

ger, of Ohio, on presenting the report of the

committee of conference, said:

" The first matter of difference between the

two Houses is found on page 2, in lines seven

teen and eighteen of section two of the bill.

And I will state the effect of the report of the

committee of conference upon that point of

difference. The Senate had amended the

House bill by inserting in line seventeen of

section two of the printed bill the words ' or

while engaged in the.' The effect of .that

amendment was, as will be noticed, to provide

that ' if two or more persons within any State

or Territory of the United States shall conspire

together ' 'to induce any officer of the United

States to leave any State, district, or place

where his duties as such officer might lawfully

be performed, or to injure him in his person

or property on account of, or while engaged

in, the lawful discharge of the duties of his

office,' that should be an offence against the

laws of the United States.

"To that the objection made was, that an

attack upon the property of an officer of the

United States, however remote that property

might be from the sphere of the duties of the

officer, was to be an offence against the laws

of the United States. It was objected that

that should not be so provided ; that there was

no divinity that hedged around an officer or

his property in such a way as that it could not

be injured, unless the injury in some way pre

judiced him in tho exercise of official duties.

That was the point of difference between the

two Houses.

" That is avoided by what has been agreed

to by the committee of conference—wholly

avoided as I understand. The report leaves

out the words inserted by the Senate, and in

serts after the word ' office,' in the eighteenth

line of the printed bill, the words which I will

read: 'or to injure his person while engaged

in the lawful discharge of the duties of his

office, or to injure his property so as to molest,

interrupt, hinder, or impede him in the dis

charge of his official duty.' If the section

shall be so amended it will then provide, 'that

if two or more persons' 'shall conspire to

gether ' ' to injure him ' (an officer of the United

States) ' in his person or property on account

of his lawful discharge of the duties of his

office, or to injure his person while engaged in

the lawful discharge of the duties of his office,

or to injure his property so as to molest, inter

rupt, hinder, or impede him in the discharge

of his official duty,' it shall be an offence

against the laws of the United States. I ap

prehend that no objection will be made in this

House, as none was made in the Senate, to

that portion of the report of the committee

of conference.

" The next point of difference between the

two Houses was the amendment of the Senate

at the end of section four of the bill. In the

provision relative to the time when this act

should cease to he in operation, the Senate

amended by striking out the words 'the 1st

day of June, a. d. 1872,' and inserting in lieu

thereof the words 'the end of the next regular

session of Congress.' The committee of con

ference assented to this amendment in the

form in which the Senate had made it, there

being, as was believed, not much difference

between the two provisions. The 1st of June,

1872, will no doubt be substantially the time

of the close of the next session of Congress.

"Tho next amendment is in section six, line

thirteen, of the printed bill. As agreed to by

the committee of conference, the Senate amend

ment is changed by inserting after the word

' the,' where it occurs in brackets in line thir

teen, these words, 'the first section of;' so

that the repeal of the act in regard to the

jurors' test-oath will be confined to the first

section of that act, instead of repealing the

entire act, as the House bill provided.

" The effect of this amendment will be seen

by turning to the jury-oath law, which the

House bill proposed to repeal and which the

Senate amendment would wholly preserve.

In that law there are but three sections. The

first section (I will state its purport without

reading it) gives to parties in any case- in the

courts of the United States the right of a per

emptory challenge for the grounds set forth

in that section, those grounds being, in short,

that the person challenged has been engaged

in some one of the disloyal practices named
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in the section. Any one of these furnishes

good ground for peremptory exclusion from

the jury-box, the right of exclusion being

placed by the section in the hands of the party

to the suit; so that, nnder that section, any

party to a suit may work the exclusion of a

juror by asserting his right of challenge. The

conference report proposes to repeal that sec

tion entirely, so that the right of challenge

exercised in that way will be abolished. If

the conference report be adopted, a party to a

suit cannot of his own motion exclude any

body from a jury for any of the causes enumer

ated in the act.

"The second section, however, we propose

to leave unrepealed. What is the effect of

that section ? It provides—

That at every term of any court of the United

States the district attorney, or other person acting

in behalf of the United States in the court, may

move and the court in their discretion—

"I call attention to this provision. First,

the prosecutor may move, and, secondly, the

court in their discretion—

may require the clerk to tender to eaoh and every

person who may be summoned to servo as a grand or

petit juror the following oath or affirmation.

" Then follows the form of an oath declaring

that tho person has not engaged in any of the

disloyal practices enumerated, which are sub

stantially the same as those specified in the

first section. In other words, if, in the first

place, the prosecutor moves, and, secondly, if

the court in its discretion sustains his motion,

then, and then only, can this oath be tendered

to a juror for the purpose of his exclusion.

Then at the end of the section it is provided

that any person or persons declining to take

the oath shall be discharged from service on the

grand or petit jury to which he may have been

summoned. The third section simply declares

that the- taking of that oath falsely shall be

perjury.

" It will thus be peroeived that the effect of

the amendment is to rest it wholly within the

discretion of the officers of the court to deter

mine whether any oath shall be required. The

matter is placed completely under the control

of the court. Now, as that is the' existing

law, wo have believed it to be safe to rest that

discretion where the existing law leaves it. It

is believed that as the enactment of this bill

may create a large class of cases which may

become political cases, and in which the courts

of the United States will have jurisdiction, this

fact, instead of furnishing a reason for the

repeal of the existing law giving such discre

tion to the court, furnishes a reason for con

tinuing that provision.

"Induced by these reasons, the conferees on

the part of the House so far yielded to the

views of the Senate as to permit this matter

to remain where it seems to me it is always

safe and wise to leave challenges of almost any

kind, and especially challenges of the kind

provided for in this class of cases under exist

ing law. This, I believe, is the last matter of

difference between the two Houses, except

that relating to what is known as the 'Sher

man amendment.'

"I will now state, Mr. Speaker, accurately

if I can, what the effect of this section will be

as agreed to by the committee. First, it does

make a liability for a class of damages or

injuries which result from riotous disorders.

It must be kept in mind no other damages

except damages produced by riot are within

the section. In all these other damages in the

second section by conspiracy or any thing of

that kind which do not amount to riot—and

that has its well-known legal significance, and

means two or more persons tumultuously as

sembled and doing unlawful acts and doing

them in an unlawful way, by force and vio

lence—if it comes short of that offence com

mitted tumultuously in the face of the com

munity, then it is not within the section at all.

Nothing is in it but such disorder as that.

"Next, the amendment agreed to by the

committee of conference completely changes

the remedy granted for the mischief, by pre

venting a claimant, entitled to recover, from

resorting to property of individuals at all, and

confining his right of recovery to the county

or city in which the mischief was done. If

done in a city, then the action must be against

the city. If in a county and outside of a city,

the action must be against the county ; and of

course the people of a city as tax-payers in the

county being to that extent liable. Then, as

to the method of enforcement of the judgment

when recovered, it provides they shall have

the remedies applicable in cases of judgments

against corporations of this municipal charac

ter. It does no more. It provides for enfor

cing judgments by mandamus or by any other

appropriate remedy applicable in like cases.

It goes to that extent exactly, that such judg

ments may be enforced in the known and usual

methods of the law.

" It does more. It permits the parties who

did the mischief to be united as defendants

along with the municipality sued. It does still

more; it requires the municipality shall not be

made liable to pay that judgment until there

is execution returned showing the money can

not be made out of the individual defendants.

It requires two months to elapse before judg

ment can go against the municipality. It re

quires at first the exhaustion of the means of

collecting the liabilities from the individuals

doing the mischief. It puts the city or county

in the position of guarantor, provided any

other parties are sued. The county or city

being interested in having such defendants can

move to have any party made defendant to a

suit for its own protection. Thus we have

guarded, as well as it could b^ done, the county

or city by appropriate proceedings.

"Tho Senate I need not say was exceedingly

earnest and positive in insisting there should

be something of the character retained in the
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bill, and it was impracticable to procure the

yielding of the Senate from that in some shape.

" Now, then, Mr. Speaker, this is the report.

The question now of duty is of course before

the House. It is entirely too late to enter on

a discussion of a question so intricate in some

of its aspects as well as so new in some of its

aspects as the question made in regard to the

right to pass this Sherman amendment as we

call it"

Mr. Bingham, of Ohio, said: "I ask the at

tention of gentlemen of the House, especially

those on the Republican side of it, to the state

ment which I make of some facts touching this

bill. I desire, in the first place, to say that

every part and parcel of the bill as reported

from the committee of conference meets my

entire approval, except the section known as

the Sherman amendment, or the seventh sec

tion of the bill as reported by the conference

committee. I am the freer to make that re

mark for the reason that, with the exception

of that seventh section as reported, the bill is

substantially the bill that received the vote of

every Republican member of this House.

" They voted also upon the seventh section,

now reported by the conference committee, not

without due consideration. The principle in

volved in that section was printed and before

this House for a month before we received

this measure from the Senate. The learned

special committee of the House ignored it, and

would have nothing to do with it, for manifest

and good reasons to them appearing. They

reported a bill without that section; the House

never entertained it, but proceeded to pass the

bill as it is now substantially, without that

section, by the vote of every Republican in the

House. I stand for the bill to-day as it passed

the House originally. I stand for it with the

exception of the Sherman amendment, as it is

called, in the form in which it is reported ;

for it is substantially in law and in fact the

very bill which received the vote of every

Republican member of the House, my own in

cluded.

" Something was due to the judgment of the

House, under the circumstances, on the part

of the Senate. But, in utter disregard of the

recorded judgment of the House, with full

knowledge of the fact that the very proposi

tion they tender us had been presented to the

consideration of the House for months, but had

not been considered even by our committee,

much leas reported by it, and had not been ac

cepted by the House, but the bill passed with

out it, the Senate ought to have considered be

fore they undertook to throw that amendment

in upon us by a vote of some thirty or thirty-

two votes in the Senate against the votes of

some one hundred and forty or more in the

House who supported this bill without that

amendment. A decent respect to thejudgment

of this House required some consideration.

" But this provision was sent to us attached

to our bill ; and what took place? The House

rejected it substantially as it comes back to us

to-day; there being, on a division, 118 votes

against it, and only 25 in its favor. The yeas

and nays were then called ; and 132 votes (at

least seventy of them cast by Republicans)

were recorded against this section, and only

35 votes in its favor. The bill went back to

the Senate, who insisted upon the amendment.

I now ask the House to reject this report for

reasons which must be obvious to the mind of

the House; and I hope that the vote of every

Republican will be cast against it. It is use

less, and worse than useless, to vote down this

important measure with any doubtful voice.

Let the House record its vote emphatically for

the rights of all the people of every State and

all the States in the Union.

"Gentlemen talk about finding precedents

in the legislation of the States. With all re

spect, I deny it. My learned and accomplished

colleague (Mr. Sheflabarger) has referred this

morning to the decision pronounced in the

State of New York by Judge Denio, than

whom none of the recent judges of that State

was superior in all the attainments of a jurist;

but that decision, instead of supporting any

such legislation as this, in its very text and

philosophy condemns it."

Mr. Farnsworth, of Illinois, said : " What

have we now presented to us for our action?

We have a section which authorizes suits to

be brought against counties and cities in every

case of destruction of property or injury of the

person by two or more persons in a riotous or

tumultuous manner, when it is done in deroga

tion of the exercise ofsome constitutional right

of the person, or done on account of color, or

race, or previous condition of servitude ; such,

for instance, Mr. Speaker, as this : if a China

man should be mobbed by three or four miners

in California or Nevada on account of being

a Chinaman, he may sue the county in the

United States courts and recover damages.

Or, to take another case of a man mobbed in

Illinois on account of race or color, suppose a

colored and a white person get married, and

some of the yonng men of the village get up a

cliarimri, not for the purpose of preventing

any right to vote, but because of color, then

the person claiming that he is injured may sue

the county and recover damages.

"The Supreme Court of the United States

has decided repeatedly that Congress can im

pose no duty on a State officer. We can im

pose no duty on a sheriff or any other officer

of a county or city. We cannot require the

sheriff to read the riot act or call out the potte

eomitatus, or perform any other act or duty.

Nor can Congress confer any power or impose

any duty upon the county or city. Can we,

then, impose on a county or other State munici

pality liability where we cannot require a duty ?

I think not."

The question on agreeing to the conference

report was taken ; and it was decided as fol

lows:
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Yeas — Messrs. Barber, Barry, Boatty, Bigby,

George M. Brooks, Buckley, Buffinton, Burdett,

Benjamin F. Butler, Coburn, Cotton, Creely, Dawes,

DeLargo, Dunnell, Elliott, Halsey, Harmer, Havens,

Gerry W. Hazleton, John W. Hazleton, Hill, Hoar,

Kolley, Killinger, Lamport, Lansing, Lowe, May-

nard, McKee, Merour, Morriam, Monroe, Morev,

Leonard Myers, Negley, Orr, Packard, Palmer, Peok,

Pendleton. Perce, Aaron F. Perry, Piatt, Porter,

Rainey, Ellis H. Roberts, RuBk, Sawyer, Scofleld,

Seelev, Sessions, Shanks, Shellabargor, H. Board-

man Smith, Snyder, Sprague, Starkweather, Stovon-

son, Stoughton, Stowell, St. John, Taffo, Twicholl,

Tyner, Wakeman, Walden, Waldron, Wallaco,

Walls, Wheeler, Whiteley, Jeremiah M. Wilson,

and John T. Wilson—74.
Nays—Messrs. Acker, Adams, Aroher, Arthur,

Averill, Banks, Book, Bell, Biggs, Bingham, Bird,

Austin Blair, Braxton, Bright, James Brooks, Bur-

ohard, Caldwell, Carroll, Conger, Cook, Cox, Cross-

land, Davis, Donnan, Dox, DuBoso, Duke, Eamos,

Edwards, Eldridge, Ely, Farnsworth, Farwell, Fink-

elnbure, Forker, Charles Foster, Henry D. Foster,

Garfield, Garrett, Getz, Golladay, Griffith, Hale,

Handloy, Hanks, Harper, George E. Harris, John

T. Harris, Hawley, Hereford, Hibbard, Holman,

Hooper, Kendall, Kerr, King, Kinsolla, Lamison,

Leach, Lewis, Manson, Marshall, McClelland, Mo-

Cormiok, McHenry, Mclntyre, McJunkin, McKin-

ney, McNecly, Merrick, Benjamin F. Meyers, Mor

gan, Niblack, Packer, Isaac C. Parker, Eli Perry,

Poland, Potter, Randall, Read, Edward Y. Rice,

John M. Rice, Ritchie. William R. Roberts, Shel

don, Shober, Shoemaker, Slater, Slocum. Sloss,

John A. Smith, Stevens, Storm, Strong, Sutherland,

Swann, Terry, Washington Townsend, Turner,

Vaughan, Waddell, Wells, Whitthorne, Willard,

Williams of New York, and Wood—106.

Not Votixo— Messrs. Ambler, Ames, Barnum,

James G. Blair, Roderick R. Butler, Campbell,

Clarke, Cobb, Comingo, Crebs, Critcher, Darrall,

Dickey, Ducll, Frye, Goodrich, Haldeman, Hamble-

ton, Hay, Hays, Kctohum, Lynch, McCrary, Mc-

Grew, Mitchell, Moore, Morphia, Hosea W. Parker,

Peters, Price, Prindle, Robinson, Rogers, Roosevelt,

Sherwood, Worthington C. Smith, R. Milton Speer,

Thomas J. Speer, Syphcr, Thomas, Dwight Town-

send, Tuthill, Upson, Van Trump, Voornees, War

ren, Washburn, Williams of Indiana, Winchester,
and Youngs—50.

So the report of the committee of conference

was rejected.

In the Senate, on April 18th, the report of

the conference committee was considered.

Mr. Davis, of Kentucky, said : " The amend

ment offered by my honorable friend from

Ohio (Mr. Sherman) authorizes any person

whose houso is burned by a riotous assem

blage in any county, city, or parish, to insti

tute a suit against that municipal corporation

and to recover the value of the property, and

after there has been a judgment against the

corporation, and it has paid the amount of the

judgment, this hill thon authorizes the corpo

ration to sue the wrong-doer. Where is the

warrant in the Constitution that authorizes

Congress to pass a law to empower any State

corporation whatever to bring a suit for an

injury dono to that corporation ? There are

sundry very able and learned constitutional

lawyers who advocate this bill, and among

them the very astute and learned lawyer who

has it in his management. I ask him to inform

me and tho Senate where there is any warrant

in the Constitution of tho United States which

authorizes Congress to pass a law allowing a

State municipal corporation to maintain a suit

for a wrong directly or indirectly done to that

municipal corporation.

"I will proceed a step further. This bill

makes it a penal offence against the United

States for a combination of persons to violate

a penal law of a State. Take the State of Ken

tucky or any other State ; it has its penal laws ;

if they are violated, here is a provision of this

bill whioh makes the violation by the people

of a State of a State penal law a criminal of

fence against the United States. I ask the

honorable Senator where does he derive the

power for Congress to pass a law making a vio

lation of a State penal law an offence against

the United States ? I say it is a solecism."

Mr. Sherman, of Ohio, said : " I ask my

friend from Kentucky where is the authority

in the Constitution of the United States for

any municipal corporation or any other kind

of a corporation to sue or be sued in the courts

of the United States, and yet it is done every

day?"

Mr. Davis, of Kentucky : " That is a very

different matter, if my honorable friend will

allow me to make the suggestion. It is an ab

surdity, it is a perfect solecism for one govern

ment to pass laws to enforce the criminal laws

of another government. Suppose Congress

should pass a law making it penal for any citi

zen of the United States to cross into her ma

jesty's dominions on this continent and violate

the penal law of the land, would not the idea

of Congress passing a law thus to enforce the

penal laws, and to punish the infraction of

the penal laws of the British provinces in

America, strike everybody as supremely ab

surd ? It is only less absurd for Congress to

pass laws to make the violation of a penal

State law a criminal offence against the United

States, and for it to be punished in the courts

of the United States. But, Mr. President, I

will go a step further in this line of thought.

The Constitution provides that—

The United States shall guarantee to every State

in this Union a republican form of government, and

shall protect each of them against invasion, and on

application of the Legislature, or of the Executive

(when the Legislature cannot be convened), against

domestic violence.

" Here is a precedent condition expressed

in plain and explicit language upon which the

Government of the United States shall inter

pose in the affairs of a State, and that pre

cedent condition is, that tho Government of

tho United States shall be first applied to by

the Legislature of a State in which there is

domestio violence, if tho Legislature be in

session, and, if it be not in session, that the

Executive or Governor of the State shall make

the application." •

Mr. Edmunds, of Vermont, said : " I ask the

Senator whether he finds any such limitation

upon the power of Congress and the President
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in that other part of the Constitution which

says that Congress may pass all laws to pro

vide for suppressing insurrections?"

Mr. Davis, of Kentucky : " My answer to

the very acute Senator from Vermont is this :

that, where the Constitution makes an express

provision for any case, it excludes every other

provision in relation to that matter. When

ever the Constitution has provided an express

remedy for a particular state of case, the appli

cation of that express remedy is the exclusion

of every other remedy of the same matter ; and

that is a universal rule in the construction of

the Constitution by all of our courts. My po

sition is that the United States Government

cannot interfere in the domestic concerns of a

State under pretext of suppressing domestic

violence, unless the State Legislature or the

Governor has made express application to the

Government of the United States. That posi

tion is as distinctly and as explicitly laid down

by Mr. Justice Story, in his Commentaries

npon the Constitution, as it is possible for a

position to be.

" But there is stronger authority than that.

This very matter of the interference by the

General Government in the affairs of a State

was the subject of long and anxious and re

peated debate in the Convention which framed

the Constitution. It was proposed by Mr.

Pinckney and other members of that Conven

tion again and again that the General Govern

ment should interfere whenever it was neces

sary for the purpose of establishing peace in

a State without the application of the Legis

lature or of the Governor, and that propo

sition, as often as it was made, was distinctly,

npon elaborate debate by some of the ablest

members of the Convention, voted down, and

the provision was made, after these repeated

discussions, in the form in which I have read

it- from the Constitution ; and Mr. Justice

Story says in the Commentaries that there

is no pretext—that is his language—for the

interference by the United States Government

in the affairs of a State for the purpose of es

tablishing domestic peace in a State, or of re

pressing disorder, until express application has

been made by the Legislature or the Governor

of the State. That is the Constitution ; and

that provision of the Constitution is expressly

recognized in the case of Luther vs. Borden,

the Rhode Island case.

" I state it as a constitutional principle, ex

pressly established by the language of the Con

stitution, that under no pretence whatever can

the General Government interfere in the con

cerns of a State in order to repress domestio

violence, until the General Government has

been applied to by the Legislature or the Gov

ernor of that State for its interference. That

is the Constitution; that is the Constitution

which every man in this body has sworn to

support ; that is the Constitution as it is writ

ten ; that is the Constitution as it is construed

by the greatest commentator upon the instru-

vot. n.—15 A

ment, Judge Story ; that is the Constitution as

it is recognized by the Supreme Court in the

case of Luther vs. Borden ; that is the Consti

tution as it was settled by the wise men who

framed it after full, repeated, and mature de

liberation and judgment, and npon the gravest

reasoning in the world.

" Sir, a usurper, the head of a great party in

possession of the Government, if he was a

man of vaulting ambition and of great capa

city, would want no better opportunity than

to have it in his power, unbidden by the Legis

latures and Governors of the States, to inter

pose in their affairs for the purpose of repress

ing domestic violence. A Ceesar, a Cromwell,

a Bonaparte, a man of great military capacity

and of boundless ambition, would want no

better opportunity than this carte blanche to

interfere in the affairs of the States. In times

like these, if the narrow-minded and puny in

tellect that now presides at the White House

was a Marlborough, or a Wellington, or a Han

nibal, or a Ccesar, or a Cromwell, he would

want no better opportunity than that which

this bill gives him to interfere in the affairs of

the Southern States. It would bo like putting

the lamb in the custody of the wolf, and the 1

Southern States would fare about as badly as

the lamb would in the custody of the wolf.

" But, Mr. President, if my honorable friend

from Indiana was here, I would state still

another objection, constitutional in its char

acter. I admit that I have something of a

penchant to originate constitutional objec

tions. I am devoted to the instrument.

Abused, trampled under foot, violated, and

despoiled from day to day, as it has been by

the party in power, still 'around the dear

ruin each wish of my heart entwines itself

verdantly still.' I am for defending its frag

ments, for gathering them together, and, in

the spirit in which it was made, I am for its •

reconstruction, and I hope the time will come

when the people of America will all take up

the same sentiment and act toward the same

glorious resurrection.

" But, sir, I was about to bring the atten

tion of the Senate to another constitutional

objection to this bill. The Constitution pro

vides that—

The privilege of the writ of habeas corpus shall not

be suspended, unless when in cases of rebellion or

invasion the public safety may require it.

" Now, Mr. President, what is my position?

The terms 'rebellion' and 'invasion' in this

clause have a fixed meaning. They mean the

same that they meant when the Constitution

was adopted by the people of the States, and

Congress has no power to change their mean

ing. If Congress can change the meaning of

these phrases and other phrases upon which

the principles of this Government and the lib

erties of the people are based, at their pleas

ure, there is no stability in our Government at

all; we have do fixed and stable Government;

every thing is at sea; and the great funda
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mental principles of our Government, the

great principles of personal and political lib

erty established by it, have no stability, no

fixed meaning, bat all will depend upon the

various, fluctuating will of Congress, as fac

tions and parties among our people rise and

fall."

The Presiding Officer: "The question is,

Will the Senate agree to the report of the com

mittee of conference f "

The question being taken, resulted as fol

lows :

Ykas—Messrs. Ames, Anthony, Boreman, Cald

well, Cameron, Carpenter, Chandler, Clayton, Cole,

Conkling, Corbett, Cragin, Edmunds, Ferry of Michi

gan, Gilbert, Hamilton of Texas, Hitchoook, Howe,

Logan, Morrill of Vermont, Nye, Pomeroy, Pratt,

Kamsey, Sawyer, Soott, Sherman, Spenoer, Stewart,

Wilson, Windom, and Wright—82.
Nats—Messrs. Bavard, Blair, Casserly, Cooper,

Davis of Kentuoky, Davia»of West Virginia, Fenton,

Johnston, Kelly, Saulsbury, Schurx, Sprague, Ste

venson, Stockton, Thurman, and Vickers—16.

Absent—Messrs. Brownlow, Buckingham, Ferry

of Connecticut, Flanagan, Frelinghuysen, Hamilton

of Maryland, Hamlin, Harlan. HUl, Kellogg, Lewis,

Morrill of Maine, Morton, Osborn, Patterson, Pool,

Bice, Robertson, Sumner, Tipton, Trumbull, and

. West—22.

So the report was concurred in.

A new committee of conference on the dis

agreeing votes of the House was subsequently

appointed, which consisted of Mr. Shellabarger,

of Ohio, and Mr. Poland, of Vermont, on the

part of the House, and of Mr. Edmunds, of

Vermont, and Mr. Carpenter, of Wisconsin,

on the part of the Senate.

In tho House, on April 19th, Mr. Poland, of

Vermont, presented the report of the commit

tee, and said :

"The report of the former committee of

conference as to the first four amendments of

the Senate, which were disagreed to, was, so

' far as I know, entirely satisfactory, the changes

which were made by the committee meeting

the approval of both Houses, and of members

on both sides in the two Houses.

" The next point of disagreement was in re

lation to the time when the provision in regard

to the suspension of the writ of habea* eorpu*

should expire. The House had fixed upon the

1st day of June, 1872 ; the Senate had fixed as

the time the expiration of the next regular

session of Congress. The disagreement be

tween the two Houses in this respect was

merely as to this difference of time ; and I did

not understand that the objection on the part

of the House to the report had reference par

ticularly to this difference of time, or that it

was a point upon which the House was dis

posed to make any stand ; and inasmuch as the

conferees on the part of the Senate represent

ed the sentiment of that body as decided npon

this point, and were unwilling to yield it, we

did not deem it advisable to report a disagree

ment upon this question.

"The next, the third of the disagreements

of the two Houses, was in relation to the jurors'

oath, the disability or cause of challenge of

jurors that was provided by the act of 1862, 1

believe it was. The former conference report

ed an amendment to the amendment of the

Senate, so as to provide for repealing the first

section of that law, which provided that this

shonld be an absolute and legal ground of

challenge ; and left the seoxrad section of that

statute in force, which left it discretionary

with the judge of the United States court

whether the oath prescribed shall be tendered

to the jurors or not.

" Upon this subject, the conferees on the

part of the Senate were decided and absolute

in adhering to that portion of the former act,

leaving it discretionary with the judge to re

quire the oath or not, but upon that subject as

well as upon the one in relation to habeat eor

put, we were compelled to accept that or re

port a disagreement. And, therefore, so far as

these three amendments are concerned, we

have concurred, not with the Senate amend

ments, but in the same report in reference to

them that was made by tho former committee

of conference.

" This brings mo to tho last cause of dis

agreement—to what is known as the Sherman

amendment. I did understand, from the action

and vote of the House, that the* House had

solemnly decided that in their judgment Con

gress had no constitutional power to impose

any obligation upon county and town organi

zations, the mere instrumentality for the ad

ministration of State law. We informed the

conferees on the part of the Senate that the

House had taken a stand on that subject and

would not recede from it; that that section

imposing liability upon towns and counties

must go out, or we should fail to agree. At

the same time, we said to them there was a

disposition on the part of the House, in our

judgment, to reach everybody who was con

nected, either directly or indirectly, positively

or negatively, with the commission of any of

these offences and wrongs.

" The result was this section, which we have

reported in lien of the Sherman amendment.

The substance of it is that any person who has

knowledge that any of the offences named, any

of the wrongs already described, any of the

conspiracies indicated in the second section

about to be committed, it shall be his duty

to use all reasonable diligence within his pow

er to prevent it; and if he fails to do so, so

much damage as is occasioned to anybody in

consequence of his failure, for so much he

shall be responsible in an action."

Mr. Kerr, of Indiana, said : " I desire now

only to submit one or two remarks, and, in the

first place, in addition to what I have hitherto

said to say this, that, in my judgment, there

has not been shown to exist in our country

any such condition as justifies the enactment

of this bill, either as originally passed by the

House or as now proposed to be amended, and

finally passed upon the report of this commit
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tee. I think there is no intelligent popular

sentiment in the country which demands or

justifies the enactment of a law of this kind.

I think it is an attempt to force popular senti

ment. It is addressed to the passions of the

people of the country. It is based upon no

existing necessities in the land. There is no

where such a condition of insubordination as

either calls for it, or can be relieved or cured

by it."

Mr. Beok, of Kentucky, said : " If yon adopt

this report, you will to-day perpetuate a law

which will exclude the Attorney-General of

the United States from the jury-box, which

will exclude men, however high in position,

who have joined your party, pardon and am

nesty to the contrary notwithstanding. Gen

eral Longstreet, under this bill, if it shall be

come a law, will not be able to sit upon a jury

to settle a controversy between his neighbors,

although he may hold the highest office in the

land. No man, Radical or Democrat, who

ever fed a Confederate soldier, or one about to

unite with that army, can, under this bill, sit

in the jury-box. I say that there is not a Fed

eral officer in this House, I do not believe I

need except even the gentleman from Massa

chusetts.(Mr. Butler), who, during all the years

of war, did not do some act of kindness that

he was not compelled to do to some poor, suf

fering Confederate soldier, and that would ex

clude him from every Federal jury from Maine

to California, if the judge saw fit to do so.

" That is what this House now proposes to

do by concurring in this report, and the coun

try ought to know it. That is the known and

obvious effect of this bill as it is now amended

by the committee of conference. The bill

originally never would have been passed by

this House, as I have stated, but for the fact

that that provision of law was struck out;

and the gentlemen who now 'go back ' on the

House, and yield to the Senate, who succumb

to the malignants in both branches of Con

gress, have, in my judgment, been recreant to

their duty, and ought to be held up before the

country as men who have abandoned the rights

and privileges of this House and of the people.

My experience as a lawyer may induce me to

place a higher estimate on the importance of

insisting on the repeal of this law. When the

numerous classes of cases provided for in the

bill become, for the first time, subjects of Fed

eral jurisdiction, then many others may attach

to it. I know that if you give a man a fair

and an honest jury, and, if he has a good case,

he is sure to be protected, no matter who is

judge. Bnt by this bill you propose to allow

a corrupt judge (and the judge may be cormpt ;

there have been, as all Southern men know too

well, corrupt judges) to strike down the jury-

panel whenever he pleases ; to discard and set

aside any man, whether he sympathized during

the war with the Federal or the Confederate

cause, if years ago he gave a meal to a starv

ing Confederate, to put him upon his oath in

order to ascertain that fact, and thus exclude

him from a jury. Allow this to be done, I

say, in the class of cases provided for in this

bill, and there is an end of liberty regulated

by law. The old, time-honored trial by jury,

which men have regarded for centuries past

as the great palladium of civil liberty, will be

swept away."

Mr. Butler, of Massachusetts, said m" The

bill now presents itself with three features

which, in my judgment, are worth preserving.

First, the right to punish through the courts

of the United States crimes against citizens of

the United States to prevent the exercise of

their rights ; second, the power of the Presi

dent to use the strong arm of military power

to suppress all outrages and wrong upon citi

zens ; and, third, a definition of what are the

powers of the General Government, because

this amendment, as reported by the committee,

has in it, in my judgment, some virtue in this :

it goes further in the direction of interfering

with the individual rights of citizens by law

of Congress than ever I attempted to do or

desired to do, and makes a precedent for us in

the future. I attempted heretofore to report

a bill which would allow men, who did the act

of depriving a citizen of his right, to be pun

ished in courts of the United States. I thought

the constitutional power was with us to do

that.

" Now, my friends, who have constitntional

scruples about doing that, have reported an

amendment to give a remedy by taking the

property of a citizen of the United States be

cause he knows somebody who has committed

an offence, or is about to commit an offence,

or happens to know about an offence about to

be committed, and has not prevented it. For

gentlemen who have constitutional scruples,

this is going further than any thing I have

done or know. I have known men in my time

who mistook dyspepsia for conscience. (Laugh

ter.) I have known men who mistook their

doubts and qualms for constitutional law, who

are quite willing to go very far, if they do not

happen to go under the lead they do not like,

and, if you give them their own head, will go

farther than the farthest. So far as this par

ticular provision is concerned, now substituted

for what is known as the Sherman amendment,

I look upon it as utterly useless, a mere illusion

and delusion."

The question was taken upon agreeing to

the report of the committee of conference ;

and it was decided as follows :

Yeas—Messrs. Averill, Barber. Barry, Beatty, Big-

by, Bingham, Austin Blair, George M. Brooks,

Buckley, Bufflnton, Burchard, Benjamin F. Butler,

Coburn, Conger, Cook, Cotton^Crcely, Dawes, Don-

nan, Dunncll, Eames, Elliott, Farwcl), Charles Fos

ter, Garfield, Hale, Halsey, Harmer, George E. Har

ris, Havens, Hawley, John W. Harieton, Hill, Hoar,

Hooper, Kelley, Ketcham, Killinger, Lamport, Lan

sing, Lowe, MaynaTd, McJunkin, Mercur. Merriam,

Monroe, Morey, Leonard Myers, Negley, Orr, Pack

ard. Packer, Palmer, Peck, Pendleton. Perce. Aaron

F. Perry, Piatt, Poland, Porter, Barney, Ellis H.
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Roberts, Rusk, Sawyer, 8eoflold, Sceley, Sessions,

Shanks, Sheldon, Shellabarger, Shoemaker, H.

Boardman Smith, John A. Smith, Sprague, Stark

weather, Stevenson, Stoughton, St. John, Taffe,

Washington Townsend, Turner, Twiohell, Tyner,

Wakoman, Waldon, Waldrou, Wallace, Walls,

Wheeler, Whiteley, Willard, Jeremiah M. Wilson,

and John T. Wilson—93.

Nats—Messrs. Acker, Adams, Archer, Arthur,

Beck, Bell, Biggs, Bird, Braxton, Bright, James

Brooks, Caldwell, Cox, Crossland, Davis, Dox, Du

Boso, Duke, Edwards, Eldridge, Elv, Forker, Henry

D. Foster, Getz, Gollady, Griffith, Handley, Hanks,

Harper, John T. Harris, Hereford, Hibbard, Hol-

man, Kendall, Kerr, King, Kinsella. Lamison,

Leaah, Lewis, Manson, Marshall. McClelland, Mo-

Cormick, McHenry, Mclntyre, McKinney, McNeely,

Merriok, Benjamin F. Meyers, Morgan, Niblack,

Eli Perry, Potter, Randall, Read, Edward Y. Rice,

John M. Rice, Ritohie, William K. Roberts, Shober,

Slater, Slocum, 81oss, Stevens, Storm, Sutherland,

Swann, Terry, Waddell, Warren, Whitthorno, Wil

liams of New York, and Young—74

Not Votcjto— Messrs. Ambler, Ames, Banks,

Barnum, James G. Blair, Burdett, Roderick R.

Butler, Campbell, Carroll, Clarke, Cobb, Comingo,

Crebs, Critcher, Darrall, De Large, Dickey, Duell,

Farnsworth, Finkelnburg, Frye, Garrett, Goodrich,

Haldeman, Hambleton, Hay, Hays, Gerry W. Hnzle-

ton, Lynch, MoCrary, McGrew, McKee, Mitchell,

Moore, Morphis, Hosea W. Parker, Isaac C. Parkor,

Peters, Price, Prindle, Robinson, Rogers, Roose

velt, Sherwood, Worthington C. Smith. Snyder,

R. Milton Spoer, Thomas J. Speer, Stowell. Strong,

Sypher, Thomas, Dwight Townsend, Tuthill, Upson,

van Trump, Vaugban, Voorhees, Washburn, Wells,

Williams of Indiana, Winchester, and Wood—63.

So the report of the committee of confer

ence was agreed to.

In the Senate, the roport of the conference

committee was concurred in by the following

vote :

Ykas—Messrs. Ames, Anthony, Boreman, Cald

well, Carpenter, Clayton, Colo, Conklin, Cragin,

Edmunds, Fenton, Ferry of Miohigan, Frelinghuy-

sen, Gilbertj Hamilton or Texas, Harlan, Hitchcock,

Howe, Lewis, Logan, Morrill of Maine, Morrill of

Vormont, Nye, Osborn, Patterson, Pomeroy, Ram

sey, Rico, Sawyer, 8cott, Sherman, Spencer, Stewart,

West, Wilson, and Wright—86.

Nats—Messrs. Bayard, Blair, Casserlyj Cooper,

Davis of Kentucky, Davis of West Virginia, Hill,

Johnston, Kelly, Robertson, Saulsbury, Stockton,

and Vickers—18.

Abskjtt—Messrs. Brownlow, Buckingham, Cam

eron, Chandler, Corbctt, Ferry of Connecticut, Flan

agan, Hamilton of Maryland, Hamlin, Kellogg,

Morton, Pool, Pratt, Schurz, Sprague, Stevenson,

Sumner, Thurman, Tipton, Trumbull, and Windom

—21.

The following is the bill as it passed Con

gress, and was approved by the President :

Ajf Aor to enforce the Provisions of the Fourteenth Amend
ment to tiie Constitution of the United States, and for
other purposes.

Be it enacted, by the Senate and Home of Repreeent-

ativet of the United Statet of America in Gonareu

auembled, That any person who, under color of any

law, statute, ordinance, regulation, custom, or usage of

any State, shall subjoet, or cause to be subjected, any

person within the jurisdiction of the United States to

the deprivation or any rights, privileges, or immu

nities scoured by the Constitution of the United

States, Bhall, any suoh law, statute, ordinance, regu

lation, custom, or usage of the State to the contrary

notwithstanding, be liable to tho party injured in any

action at law, suit in equity, or other proper prooeed-

ing for redress ; such proceeding to be prosecuted in

the several district or circuit courts of the United

States, with and subject to the same rights of ap

peal, review upon error, and other remedies provided

in like cases in such courts^ under the provisions of

the act of the ninth of April, eighteen hundred and

sixty-six, entitled " An act to protect all persons in

the United States in their civil rights, andfo furnish

the means of their vindication;" and the other

remedial laws of the United States which are in

their nature applicable in such cases.

8x3. 2. That if two or more persons within any

State or Territory of the United States shall conspire

together to overthrow, or to put down, or to destroy

by forco the Government of tho United States, or to

levy war against the United States, or to oppose by

force the authority of the Government of the United

States, or by force, intimidation, or threat to prevent,

hinder, or delay the exeoution of any law of the

United States, or by force to seize, tako or possess any

property ofthe United States, contrary to the authority

thereof, or by force, intimidation, or threat to prevent

any person from accepting or holding any office or

trust or place of confidence under the Unitoa States, or

from discharging the duties thereof, or by force, in

timidation, or threat to induce any officer ofthe United

States to leave any State, district, or place where his

duties as such offloer might lawfully be performed,

or to injure him in his person or property on account

of bis lawful discharge of tho duties of his office, or

to injure his person while engaged in the lawful dis

charge of the duties of his office, or to injure his

proporty so as to molest, interrupt, hinder, or im

pede him in the discharge of his official duty, or by

force, intimidation, or threat to deter any party or

witness in any court ofthe United States from attend

ing such court, or from testifying in any matter

pending in such court fully, freely, and truthfully,

or to injure any Buoh party or witness in his person

or proporty on account of his having so attended or

testified, or by force, intimidation, or threat to influ

ence tho verdict, presentment, or indictment, of any

juror or grand-juror in any court of the United

States, or to injure such juror in bis person or prop

erty on account of any verdict, presentment, or in

dictment lawfully assented to by him, or on account

of his being or having been sued juror, or shall con

spire together, or go in disguise upon tho publio

highway or upon the premises of another for the

purpose, either directly or indirectly, of depriving

any person or any class of persons of the equal pro

tection of the laws, or of equal privileges or immu

nities under the laws, or for the purpose of prevent

ing or hindering the constituted authorities of any

State from giving or securing to all persons within

such State the equal protection of the laws, or Bhall

conspire together for the purpose of in any manner

impeding, hindering, obstructing, or defeating the

due course of justice in any State or Territory, with

intent to deny to any citizen of tho United States the

due and equal protection of the laws, or to injure any

person in his person or his proporty for lawfully

enforcing the right of any person or class of persons

to the equal protection of the laws, or by force, in

timidation, or threat to prevent any citizen of tho

United States lawfully entitled to vote from giving

his support or advocacy in a lawful manner toward

or in favor of tho election of any lawfully qualified

person as an elector of President or Vioe-Presidcnt

of the United States, or as a member ofthe Congress

of tho United States, or to injure any such citizen in

his person or property on account of such support or

advocacy, each and every person so offending shall

be deemed guilty of a high crime, and, upon convic

tion thereof in any district or cirouit-court of the

United States or district or supremo court of any

Territory of the United States havingjurisdiotion of

similar offences, shall bo punished by a flno not less

than fivo hundred nor more than five thousand dol

lars, or by imprisonment with or without hard labor,
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as tho court may determine, for a period of not less

than six months nor more than six years, u the

court may determine, or by both such fine and im

prisonment as the court shall determine. And if any

one or more persons engaged in any such conspiracy

shall do. or cause to be done, any act in furtherance

of the object of such conspiracy, whereby any per

son shall be injured in his person or property, or de

prived of having and exercising any right or privi

lege of a citizen of the United States, the person so

injured or deprived of such rights and privileges may

have and maintain an action lor the recovery of dam

ages occasioned by such injury or deprivation of*

rights and privileges against any one or more of the

persons engaged in such conspiracy, such action to

be prosecuted in the proper district or circuit court

of the United States, with and subject to the same

rights of appeal, review upon error, and other reme

dies provided in like cases in such courts under tho

provisions of the act of April ninth, eighteen hun

dred and sixty-six, " An act to protect all persons in

the United States in their civil rights, and to furnish

the means of their vindication."

Sec. 8. That in all cases where insurrection, do

mestic violence, unlawful combinationSg or conspira

cies in any State shall so obstruct or hinder the ex

ecution or the laws thereof, and of the United States,'

as to deprive any portion or class of the people ofsuch

State of any of the rights, privileges, or immunities,

or protection, named in the Constitution and seoured

by this act, and the constituted authorities of such

State shall either be unable to protect, or shall, from

any cause, fail in or refuse protection of the people in

such rights, such facts shall be deemed a denial by

such State of the equal protection of the laws to

which they are entitled under the Constitution of the

United States ; and in all such cases, or whenever

any such insurrection, violence, unlawful oombina-

ation, or conspiracy shall oppose or obstruct the laws

of the United States or tho due execution thereof, or

impede or obstruct the due course of justice under

the same, it shall be lawful for the President, and it

shall be his duty, to take such measures, by the em

ployment of the militia or the land and naval forces

of the United States, or of either, or by other means,

as he may deem necessary for the suppression of such

insurrection, domestic violence, or combinations ;

and any person who shall be arrested under the pro

visions of this and the preceding section shall bo

delivered to the marshal of the proper district, to be

dealt with according to law.
Sec. 4. That whenever in any State or part of a

State the unlawful combinations named in the pre

ceding section of this act shall be organized and

armed, and so numerous and powerful as to be able,

by violence, to either overthrow or set at defiance

the constituted authorities of such State and of the

United States within such State, or when the con

stituted authorities are in complicity with, or shall

connive at the unlawful purposes of, such powerful

and armed combinations ; and whenever, by reason

of either or all of the causes aforesaid, the conviction

of such offenders and the preservation of the publio

safety shall become in such district impracticable, in

every such case such combinations shall be deemed

a rebellion against the Government of the United

States, and during the continuance of such rebellion,

and within the limits of the district which shall be so

under the sway thereof, such limits to be prescribed

by proclamation, it shall be lawful for the President

of the United States, when in his judgment the pub

lic safety shall require it, to suspend the privileges of

the writ of habeas corpus, to the end that such rebel

lion may be overthrown : Provided, That all the pro

visions of the second section of an act entitled "An

act relating to habeas corpus and regulating judicial

proceedings in certain cases," approved March third,

eighteen hundred and sixty-three, which relate to the

discharge of prisoners other than prisoners of war,

and to the penalty for refusing to obey the order of

the court, shall be in full force so far as the same are

applicable to the provisions of this section : Provided

further, That the President shall first have made

proclamation, as now provided by law, commanding

such insurgents to disperse : Andprovided also. That

the provisions of this section shall not be in force

after the end of the next regular session of Congress.

Sec. 6. That no person shall be a grand or petit

juror in any court of the United States upon any in

quiry, hearing, or trial of any suit, proceeding, or

prosecution based upon or arising under the pro

visions of this act who shall, in the judgment of the

court, be in complicity with any such combination

or conspiracy ; and every such juror shall, before

entering upon any such inquiry, hearing, or trial,

take and subscribe an oath in open court that he has

never, directly or indirectly, counselled, advised, or

voluntarily aided any such combination or conspira

cy : and each and every person who shall take this

oath, and shall therein swear falsely, shall be guilty

of perjury, and shall be subject to the pains and

penalties declared against that crime, and the first

section of the act entitled " An act defining ad

ditional causes of challenge and prescribing an addi

tional oath for grand and petit jurors in the United

States courts," approved June seventeenth, eighteen

hundred and sixty-two, be, and the same is hereby,

repealed.

Bio. 6. That any person or persons, having knowl

edge that any of the wrongs conspired to be done

and mentioned in the second section of this act are

about to be committed, and having power to prevent

or aid in preventing the same, shall neglect or refuse

bo to do, and such wrongful act shall be committed,

such person or persons shall be liable to the person

injured, or his legal representatives, for all damages

caused by any such wrongful act which such first-

named person or persons by reasonable diligence

could have prevented ; and such damages may be

recovered in an action on the case in the proper

Circuit Court of the United States, and any number

of persons guilty of such wrongful neglect or refusal

may be joined as defendants in such action: Pro-

tided, That suoh action shall be commenced within

one year alter such cause of action shall have ac

crued ; and if the death of any person shall be caused

by any such wrongful act and neglect, the legal rep

resentatives of such deceased person shall have such

action therefor, and may recover not exceeding five

thousand dollars damages therein, for the benefit of

the widow of such deceased person, if any there be,

or if there be no widow, for the benefit of the next

of kin of such deceased person.

Sic. 7. That nothing herein contained shall be con

strued to supersede or repeal any former act or law

except so far as the same may be repugnant thereto ;

and any offences heretofore committed against the

tenor of any former act shall be prosecutea, and any

proceeding already commenced for the prosecution

thereof shall be continued and completed, the same

as if this act had not been passed, except so far as the

provisions of this act may go to sustain and validate

such proceedings.

Approved, April 20, 1871.

The folio-wing resolutions, relative to the

employment of the navy at St. Domingo, were

offered in the Senate, by Mr. Sumner, of Mas

sachusetts. On March 27th they were called

up, and Mr. Sumner addressed the Senate :

Resolutions regarding tho employment of the Navy of
the United Slates on the coasts of St. Domingo, during
the pendency of negotiations for the acquisition of part
of that Island.

Whereas, Any negotiation by one nation with a

people inferior in population and power, having in

view the acquisition of territory, should be above all

suspicion of influence from superior force, and in tes

timony to this principle Spain boasted that the rein
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corporation of Dominica with her monarchy in 1861

was accomplished without the presence of a single

Spanish ship on the coast, ora Spanish soldier on the

land, all of which appears in official documents ; and

whereas the United States being a repuhlio founded

on the rights of man, cannot depart from such a prin

ciple, and such a precedent, without weakening the

obligations of justice between nations, and inflicting

a blow upon republican institutions : therefore—

Boohed, That in obedienoe to correct principle,

and that republican institutions may not suffer, the

naval forces of the United States should be with

drawn from the coasts of St. Domingo during the

pendency of negotiations for the acquisition of any

part of that island.

Resolved, That every sentiment of justice is dis

turbed by the employment of foreign force in the

maintenance of a ruler engaged in selling his coun

try, and this moral repugnance is increased when

it is known that the attempted sale is in violation

of the constitution of the country to be sold ; that,

therefore, the employment of our navy to maintain

Baez in usurped power while attempting to sell his

country to the United States, in open violation of the

Dominican constitution, is morally wrong, and any

transaction founded upon it must be null and void.

Resolved, That since the equality of all nations,

without regard to population, size, or power, is an

axiom of international law, as the equality of all

men is an axiom of our Declaration of Independence,

nothing can be done to a small or weak nation that

would not be done to a large or powerful nation, or

that we would not allow to be done to ourselves j

and therefore any treatment of the Republic of Hayti

by the Navy of the United States inconsistent with

this principle, is an infraction of international law

in one of its great safeguards, and should be dis

avowed by the Government of the United States.

Rexohta, That since certain naval officers of the

United States, commanding large war-ships, includ

ing the monitor Dictator, ana the frigate Severn,

with powerful armaments, acting under instructions

from the Executive, and without the authority of an

act of Congress, have entered one or more ports of

the Bepubho of Hayti, a friendly nation, and, under

the menace of open and instant war, have coeroed

and restrained that republic in its sovereignty and

independence under international law ; therefore, in

justice to the Republic of Hayti, also, in recognition

of its equal rights in the family of nations, and in

deference to the fundamental principles of our insti

tutions, these hostile acts should be disavowed by

the Government of the United States.

Resolved, That under the Constitution of the Uni

ted States the power to declare war is placed under

the safeguard of an act of Congress ; that the Presi

dent alone cannot declare war ; that this is a peculiar

prinoiple of our Government by which it is distin

guished from monarchical governments, where power

to declare war( as also the treaty-making power, is

in the Executive alone ; that in pursuance of this

principle, the President cannot, by any act of his

own, as by an unratified treaty, obtain any such

power, ana thus divest Congress of its control ; and

that, therefore, the employment of tho navy without

the authority of Congress, in acts of hostility against

a friendly foreign nation, or in belligerent interven

tion in tho affairs of a foreign nation, ts an infraction

of the Constitution of the United States, and a usur

pation of power not conferred upon the President.

Resolved, That while the President, without any

revious declaration of war by act of Congress, may

efend the country against invasion by foreign ene

mies, he is not justified in exercising the same power

in an outlying foreign island, which has not yet be

come part of the United States : that a title under an

unratified treaty is at most inohoate and contingent,

while it is created by the President alone, in w"hich

respect it differs from any such title created by act

of Congress ; and sinoe it is oreated by the President

alone, without tho support of law, whether in legis

lation, or a ratified treaty, the employment of the

navy in the maintenance of the Government there

is without any excuse of national defence, as also

without any excuse of a previous declaration of war

by Congress.

Resolved, That whatever may be the title to terri

tory under an unratified treaty, it is positive that

after the failure of the treaty in the Senate all pretext

of title ceases, so that our Government is in all re

spects a stranger to the territory, without exouse or

apology for any interference against its enemies, for

eign or domestic ; and therefore any belligerent in

tervention, or act of war on the coasts of St. Domingo

after the failure of the Dominican treaty in the Senate

is unauthorized violence, utterly without support in

law or reason, and proceeding directly from that

kingly prerogative which is disowned by the Con

stitution of the United States.

Jietolved, That in any proceedings for the acqui

sition of part of the island of St. Domingo, whatever

may be its temptations of soil; climate, and produc

tions, there must be no exercise of influence by su

perior force, nor any violation of public law, whether

international or constitutional ; and therefore the

present proceedings, which have been conducted at

great cost of money, under the constant shadow of

superior force, andttrough the belligerent interven

tion of our navy, acting in violation of international

law, and initiating war without an act of Congress,

must be abandoned, to the end that justice may bo

maintained, and that proceedings so adverse to correct

principles may not become an example for the future.

Jietolved, That instead of seeking to acquire part

of the island of St. Domingo by belligerent interven

tion, without the authority of an act of Congress, it

would have been in better accord with the principles

of our republic, and its mission of peace and benefi

cence, had our Government, in the spirit of good

neighborhood, and by friendly appeal, instead of

belPigercnt intervention, striven for the establish

ment of tranquillity throughout the whole island, so

that the internal- dissensions of Dominica and its

disturbed relations with Hayti might be brought to

a close, thus obtaining that security which is the

first condition of prosperity, all of which, being in

the nature of good offices, would have been without

any violation of international law, and without any

usurpation of war powers under the Constitution of

the United States.

Subsequently, on April 6th, the President of

the United States sent a message to Congress

with the report of the commissioners who had

been sent out to St. Domingo. (For the mes

sage and report, tee Puulio Documents.)

In the Senate, on April 17th, Mr. Stewart, of

Nevada, offered the following resolution, pro

posing an amendment to the Constitution :

A joint resolution proposing an amendment to the Con
stitution of the United States.

Be it retained by the Senate and House of Representa

tive! of the Untied States of Ameriea in Congress as

sembled (two-thirds of both Houses concurring there

in), That the following articlo be submitted to the

Legislatures of the several States, and when adopted

by three-fourths of the Stotcs shall become a part of

the Constitution of the United States, and known as

article sixteen of amendments to said Constitution :

Artiolb XVI.—Section 1. There shall be main

tained in each State and Territory a system of free

common schools; but neither the United States, nor

any State, Territory, county, nor municipal corpora

tion, shall aid in the support of anv school wherein

the peculiar tenets of any religious denomination are

taught.

Sec, 2. Congress shall have power to enforce this

article by appropriate legislation.

5
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The resolution was read for information, but

objection was made to its introduction.

The first session of the forty-second Con

gress was adjourned on April 20, 1871.

CONNECTICUT. In the following table is

given the entire population of the State, ac

cording to the census of 1870, together with

the attendance at its schools :

COUNTTE3.
POPl'LATION.

School
Attendance.

10 jn. and orer
who cannot

read.Aggregate. While. Colored. Native. Foreign.

Fairfield 95,976
109.007
48,7*7
36,099

121,257

6G.570
22,000
88,618

98,582
107,252
47,648
85,722

118,517
65,010
21,801
88,017

1,680
1,752
1,05-2
872

2,734
1,419
199
460

77,400
82,716
41,655
28,545
91,415
63,668
18,469
29,947

17,876
26,291
7,072
7,554

29,842
12,902
8,581
8,571

15,343
20,020
7,847
6,962

23.9H9
18,157
4,286
7,161

2,967
8,711
1,119
1,552
2,767
8,129
624

8,821

537.454 527,549 9,668 423,815 113,639 99,663 19,680

New London 9,580
New Britain 9,480
Danbnry 8,754
Derby 8,027
Greenwich 7,672
Enfield 6,322
Stonington 6,820
KlllingTy 6,712

The following table shows the population of

the chief cities of the State :

New Haven 50,886
Hartford 87,810
Bridgeport 19,876
Norwich 16,658
Waterbory 18,689
Norwalk 12,122
Mlddletown 11,148
Meridnn 10,521

Stamford 9,738

Aocording to the above census, there are

29,616 persons of 10 years old and over, that

cannot write, of whom 5,678 are native, and

28,938 foreign. Of those who cannot write,

8,990 are males, and 13,683 females, 21 years

old and over. The assessed value of real

estate is $204,110,509; of personal estate,

$221,322,728; true valuation of real and per

sonal estate, $532,951,061 ; total taxation, not

national, $6,064,843 ; public debt, county,

town, city, etc., $9,813,006. The number of

acres of improved land is 1,646,752, of wood

land, 677,333, of other unimproved land, 140,-

331; cash value of farms, $124,241,382; of

farming implements and machinery, $3,246,-

699 ; total amount of wages paid during the

year, including value of board, $4,405,064;

value of all live-stock, $17,545,038; of orchard

products, $535,954; of produce of market-

gardens, $599,718; of forest products, $1,224,-

107; of slaughtered animals, $4,881,858; es

timated value of all farm products, inoluding

betterments and additions to stock, $26,482,-

150. The State contains 84,985 horses, 98,889

milch-cows, 89,639 working-oxen, 79,485 other

cattle, 83,884 sheep, and 51,983 swine. The

productions were, 38,144 bushels of wheat,

389,057 of rye, 1,570,364 of corn, 1,114,595 of

oats, 26,458 of barley, 148,155 of buokwheat,

13,058 of peas and beans, 2,789,894 of pota

toes; 8,328,798 pounds of tobacco, 254,129 of

wool, 6,716,007 of butter, 2,031,194 of oheese,

14,266 of maple-sugar, 82, 158 of honey; 27,414

gallons of wine, 6,253,259 of milk sold, and

663,328 tons of hay.

The births registered during the year 1870

in Connecticut amounted to 13,136, which

was 665 more than the largest numbor re

gistered in any previous year. Of 13,057

births, in which the sex was stated, 6,876

were males, and 6,181 females. There were

105 births reported as illegitimate.

The deaths reported for the same period of

time were 8,895, of whioh 4,899 were males,

and 4,188 females. As to colored persons, the

total number of deaths returned was 196, males

105, females 90; the sex of one was not stated.

The number of marriages was 4,871, an in

crease of 117 over the preceding year. Of

these marriages 91 were contracted among

colored persons, and two among parties re

spectively white and black.

There were 408 divoroes granted, or in the

proportion of one marriage dissolved for every

11.9 marriages granted. Yet the number of

divorces last year was less than it had been

for several yeans preceding.

The general State election, on April 3d,

caused a very animated contest between the

two political parties, both before and after the

voting. The Democrats held their State Con

vention at New Haven on January 17th, and

without a dissenting voice the State officers

were renominated, as follows : for Governor,

James E. English, of New Haven; for Lieu

tenant-Governor, Julius Hotchkiss, of Middle-

town ; for Secretary of State, Thomas M. "Wal

ler, of New London; for Treasurer, Charles

M. Pond, of Hartford ; for Comptroller of Pub

lic Accounts, Seth S. Logan, of Washington.

The following platform was then adopted by

the convention :

Resolved, That the present Federal Administration

is unworthy of the confidence of the people : because

it has failed to establish and sustain a proper finan

cial policy, and thereby restore the currency of the

Constitution : because it has failed to reform the

abuses of the tariff, permitting still the principle of

protection and favoritism to override the idea of

revenue : because inpholds and maintains taxes to

an extent onerous to the people, and largely in ex

cess of the amount necessary to protect public credit,

and pay the expenses of the Government : because

its foreign policy is weak and vacillating, and un

worthy the past history of our Government ; and,

because, by its improper interference in the elec

tions, it seeks the utter destruction of the rights of

the States, thereby subverting the principles upon

which the Government is based, building up a great

central power, which, if unchecked, will override the

liberties of the people.

Resolved, That the Democracy of Connecticut, fol

lowing the footsteps of their illustrious predecessors,
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are unalterably devoted to the principle and practice

of territorial expansion, and the consequent exten

sion of our American inheritance of free, enlightened,

and constitutional government ; that they are never

theless sternly opposed to any such expansion of

the territorial area of the republic in any direction,

north or south, by fraud, violence^or intimidation ;

and that the acquisition of San Domingo, in the

manner and by the means now in progress by the

present Administration, is justly liable to the

gravest suspicions, fraught with danger to the sta

bility of our institutions, and meets with our un

qualified condemnation.

Resolved, That, reiterating a time-honored prin

ciple of the Democratic party, we adopt the words

of the resolution introduced into the United States

Senate by the Hon. Carl Schurz, of Missouri, in re

gard to the disfranchisement of sixty thousand citi

zens of that State ; that due regard for the funda

mental principles of our system of government, as

well as every consideration of sound statesmanship,

demands the removal of the disqualifications and

disabilities of citizens; and further, we indorse the

assertion of this eloquent leader of the reformers,

that the party which still attempts to proscribe and

disfranchise its opponents merely for the purpose

of maintaining itself in power, and of monopolizing

the offices, will lose all moral influence over public,

opinion, and will be bound to go to the bottom.

Resolted, That the source of power being in the

people, free schools and general education are essen

tial to good government and the perpetuation of

freo institutions.

Resolved, That the appropriation by the Radical

party of near two hundred millions of acres of the

public domain to railroad corporations and specula

tors deserves condemnation. The territory thus

given away is greater than the entire area of Ger

many, embracing a population of forty-five millions ;

and this wasteful extravagance is crippling our re

sources, and lessoning the ability of the Government

to provide freo homesteads. They have parted with

lands which would have provided in the future two

hundred acres for each of one million families.

Resolved, That we approve of the judicious man

agement of the Executive department of the State,

and are gratified to learn that five hundred thousand

dollars of the State debt is to be paid within the

present fiscal year.

Resolved, That in Governor James E. English, and

the gentlemen associated with him, on the ticket,

we have the fullest confidence. We pledge to them

a united and cordial support.

The Republicans met in State Convention

in the same city, on January 25th. Marshall

Jewell, of Hartford, was again nominated for

Governor; for Lieutenant-Governor, Morris

Tyler, of New Haven ; for Secretary of State,

Hiram Appelman; for Treasurer, David P.

Nichols ; for Comptroller of Publio Accounts,

James W. Manning. Before adjourning, the

members of the convention unanimously adopt

ed a series of resolutions, as follows :

1. Resolved, That we gladly Knew our allegiance

to the principles and poPicy of the Republican party,

and we challenge the history of political organiza

tions to parallel tho record of its ten years of national

rule. A gigantic rebellion has been suppressed,

armies of a million raised and disbanded, four mill

ions of slaves set free, labor made free and honor

able, free homesteads offered to all settlers, the Pa

cific Railroad built, universal liberty and equal civil

and politioal rights for the first time secured by con

stitutional amendments, tho States that broke their

connection reconstructed and restored, taxation fre

quently reduced, the last reduction being eighty

millions a year, the national debt greatly reduced,

two hundred millions of the reduction taking place

under the preseut Administration, the national credit

raised at home and abroad, the price of gold brought

steadily downward, the revenues vigilantly collected

and honestly disbursed, the perfect citizenship of

all adopted citizens for the first time protected by

settling the doctrine of expatriation, the Monroe

doctrine vindicated in the case of the French inva

sion of Mexico, peace maintained and the national

character kept in tho highest respect throughout the

world. We know no way of judging the future but

by the past. The Republican party nas never made

a pledge to liberty and union which it has not re

deemed. From beginning to end, it has met the

desperate opposition of the Democratic party.

2. That the Republican party can be trusted in

the future as in the past to deal wisely and honestly

with finance, taxation, and currency, its opponents

showing by their congressional votes and variouB

conventions that they favor measures which, if adopt

ed, tend to result in repudiation and bankruptcy.

We renew our approval of legislation seeking the

resumption of specie payments, the permanent es

tablishment of a sound national currency, and a

tariff sufficient for revenue carefully adjusted to the

tax-paying abilities of all classes, and promoting

and encouraging the great industrial interests of

this country.

8. That it is the duty of the Government to en

force the strictest economy in all its expenditures,

and to refuse all appropriations, direct or indirect,

which may be solicited in oid of private schemes

and enterprises.

i. That the Republican majority in Congress, by

its courage in considering and its energy in handling

the difficult questions which it has encountered, and

by the wisdom and thoroughness of the measures

whereby it has thus far disposed of those questions,

has deserved well of the republic.

6. That President Grant, by his integrity, his pa

triotism, his directness and vigor of action, his un

wavering fidelity to the principles of the Republican

party, his just deference to the opinions of Congress

and ofthe people, and by his firmness in the discharge

of his high duties, has commanded the confidence

of the nation; that under his administration we may

be sure that, so far as he can accomplish such result,

the laws will be faithfully executed at home, and

the honor of the republic fully maintained abroad ;

and that we especially approve the calm and tem

perate spirit in which he has made manifest his de

termination to secure a settlement of the Alabama

question and the fishery question, in such a msnner

as to maintain peace and exact justice at the same

time.
6. That we shall heartily approve such a reform in

the civil service, with such tenure of office in the

subordinate departments of the Government, as may

be most likely to secure competent and faithful of

ficers in every branch of tho administration.

'I. That the legislation of this State for the past

fifteen years is honorable to the Republican party,

in whose hands it has steadily boon. The war was

energetically sustained, and in peace the taxes have

been annually reduced, large payments have an

nually been made upon the State debt, the demands

of eduoational and humane institutions liberally

met, and the character of the State, in all respects,

maintained.
Whereat, The statistics of this Commonwealth

show that intemperance, violonce, and crime, are

alarmingly on the increase : therefore—

1. Resolved, That it is the duty of the Legislature,

as the guardians of the public weal, seriously to in

quire wnat further legislation may be necessary to

give efficiency to existing laws, so that the peace,

security, and health of the oommunity may be pro

tected.
2. That general education is essential alike to

the preservation and prosperity of the republic, the
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source of thrift in peace and power in war, the

cheapest defence of the nation, the wisest police

agency, seeking the prevention rather than the pun

ishment of crime ; that the wealth of the State con

sists in its men and in its treasures of mind ; that

education tends to economy, thrift, and virtue, while

ignorance means waste and weakness if not pauper

ism and vice ; that it is the duty and interest of this

State to secure a good common-school education free

to their children of all classes, the poor as well as

the rich ; and that we commend the growing har

mony and cooperation between labor and capital,

and the recent liberality and interest of our manu

facturers and capitalists in promoting the education

of the children of the State, and congratulate the

people on the encouraging progress of this great

interest.
3. That we pledge to the gentlemen whom we

have this day nominated our hearty support, and we

cordially commend them as worthy to reoeive the

suffrage of the freemen of this State.

Immediately after the close of the polls on

the day of election, and long before the resnlt

was officially declared, the Democrats an

nounced Mr. English to be elected Governor

by a majority of a few votes. The Repub

licans claimed that Mr. Jewell was the Gov

ernor elected, averring that the Democrats,

with a view to turn the result of the election

in their favor, and to defeat the will of the

t people, had by manifestly illegal action, and

even downright fraud, made the number of the

Republican votes appear to be less, and that of

their own more than were actually cast: in

one place, by arbitrarily striking out from the

list 23 Republican votes already counted by the

proper officers ; in another, by fraudulently

abstracting from the ballot-box a whole pack

age of 100 Republican votes tied and marked ;

and, to make the contents of the ballot-box

correspond with the check-list, as fraudulently

inserting into it a similar package containing a

like number of spurious Democratic votes ; be

sides that, in another place, a paokage of 76

Democratic votes was erroneously returned to

contain 96 votes, or 20 more than it really did ;

the error having been occasioned by the cir

cumstance that the first of the two figures (76),

written on the outside of the package to mark

the number of those votes, was so shaped (by

inadvertence or intentionally) that the reader

might easily take it for a 9, as it was in fact

taken and returned. Three distinct petitions

were officially addressed to the Legislature,

giving notice of these things, and indicating

the places in which they had respectively oc

curred.

On the 3d of May, which was the first day

of the annnal meeting of the General Assem

bly, both Ilouses adopted a resolution appoint

ing a joint select committee " to examine the

returns and canvass of votes given by the

electors ; " and inquire into the truth of the

allegations specified in the said petitions, with

power to send for papers and persons; and

with the injunction that " all sessions of the

committee at which testimony should be taken

or votes counted should be pnblio and open

to any elector of the State." This last clause

was an amendment to the resolution appoint

ing the said committee of investigation, and was

carried upon the motion offered by a Democrat

in the Lower House ; but the resolution itself

was not adopted without a long and warm

debate, occasioned by the decided opposition

of the Democratic members. They contended

that the General Assembly had no power of

appointing a committee for any such investi

gation, its authority being limited by the con

stitution to the declaring of the persons elect

ed from the result of the election, as it ap

peared from the official returns presented to

it. The Republicans, on the contrary, main

tained that the constitution empowered the

General Assembly not only to declare the re

sult of the election upon the official returns,

but also, and in express terms, to examine the

feturns themselves ; and that an indispensable

part of this examination evidently was to in

quire and ascertain that the returns were legal

and in such condition as to warrant the Gen

eral Assembly to proclaim those persons elect

ed whom the returns designate; more espe

cially when, as in the present instance, irregu

larities and frauds, designed to change the re

sult of the election were distinctly pointed to

in memorials presented to the Assembly.

Otherwise, this body shonld be regarded as

bound by the constitution itself to sanction a

fraud, whenever the officers of election should

think fit to perpetrate one themselves, or con

nive at it in others, though the Assembly were

warned beforehand, and there were means to

discover that it was a fraud.

Three Democratic members, appointed to

form part of the said committee, moved, each

for himself, to be exoused from serving on it ;

and, when these motions were severally put

to vote, they were not excused, and each of

them declared that he refused to serve, and

did not serve.

The committee entered upon their work

and continued it a week, during which time

they inspected papers and every thing having

reference to the facts inquired into ; examined

witnesses under oath, as also voters and other

persons concerned in them ; and not only held

their sessions publio and open to everybody,

but invited all who know any thing connected

with the matters under consideration to fur

nish information. Having concluded their la

bors, they submitted their report to the Gen

eral Assembly on the 10th of May, which con

cluded as follows :

The committeo find, that tho whole number of

votes actually and legally given and cast for Gov

ernor of this State is 94,860, of which number 47,478

were given for Marshall Jewell, and 47,378 (includ

ing one for James English, one for J. English, and

one for J. E. English) were given for James E. Eng

lish, and 14 are scattering, and do find that Marshall

Jewell, having a majority of all the votes given as

aforesaid, is duly elected Governor of this State for

the year ensuing.
Xhat the whole number of votes actually and lcgnl-

ly given and cast for Lieutenant-Governor of this

State is 94,861, of which number 47,598 were given
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for Morris Tyler, and 47,263 for Julius Hotohkiss :

and do find that Morris Tyler, having a majority of

all the votes given as aforesaid, is duly elected Lieu

tenant-Governor of this State for the year ensuing.

That the whole number of votes actually and legal

ly given and east for Treasurer of the State is 94,890,

of which number 47,641 wore given for David P.

Nichols, and 47,243 (including one for C. M. Pond,

and one for Chas. Pond) wero given for Charles M.

Pond, and six were scattering ; and do find that

David P. Nichols, having a majority of all the votes

given as aforesaid, is duly elected Treasurer of this

State for the year ensuing.

That the whole number of votes actually and legal

ly given and cast for Secretary of State was 94,861,

of which 47,580 (including the votes returned to the

State canvassers for Hiram Appelman and Hiram

Appleton) were given for Hiram Appelman.

The committee find that the votes returned for

Hiram Appelman and Hiram Appleton were actually

given and cast for Hiram Appeunan.

And that 47,276 (including one for T. M. Waller)

were actually given and oast for Thomas M. Waller,

and five were scattering; and do find that Hiram

Appelman^ having a majority of all the votes cast as

aforesaid, is duly elected Secretary of this State forthe

year ensuing.

That the whole number of votes actually and legal

ly given and oast for Comptroller of Public Accounts

was 94,891, of which 47,642 (including the votes re

turned to the State canvassers for James W. Leon

ard) were given for James W. Manning.

The committee find that the 327 votes returned from

Suffield for James W. Leonard were actually given

and cast for James W. Manning.

And that 47,249 wero actually given and cast for

Seth S. Logan : and that James W. Manning, having

a majority of all the votes cast as aforesaid, is duly

elected Comptroller of Publio Accounts for the year

ensuing.

Whereupon your committee recommend the pas

sage of the accompanying resolutions.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

GEORGE A. FAY, Chair'n on part of Senate.

AMOS S. TREAT, Chair'n on part of House.

JOHN T. WAIT,

JAMES T. PRATT,

JOHN M. HALL,

GEORGE MAXWELL.

General Assembly, Mat Sissiow, a. d. 1871.

Revolted, That Marshall Jewoll is, and he is here

by declared to bc; duly elected Governor of this State

for the year ensuing.

The resolution offered by the committee,

" to declare Marshall Jewell legally elected

Governor of the State," was in the Assembly

adopted—yeas 123, nays 100. Sixteen mem

bers were absent, or did not vote. Resolu

tions, declaring the Republican candidates for

the other State offices elected, were also sev

erally passed. On these the Democratic rep

resentatives abstained from voting. The re

port was then accepted.

In the Senate, eight Democratic Senators

objected to the whole proceeding, as being

out of the competence of the General Assem

bly, and presented against it a written protest,

signed by all of them, and asked that " this

protest be entered upon the journal of the

Senate, and become a part of the records of

the General Assembly." The resolution, de

claring Marshall Jewell elected Governor of

the State, was then passed ; as were also the

several resolutions respecting the other State

officers, and the entire Republican ticket was

declared elected. A debate ensued in refer

ence to entering the above-mentioned protest

upon thejournal ; which proposition was finally

put to vote, and lost—yeas 9, nays 11.

On the 11th of May, Mr. Jewell was officially

informed of his election, and on the 16th he

entered upon the duties of his office.

In his address to the Legislature, the Gov

ernor represented the condition of married

women, as regards their property, to be un

fair, and urged that body to enact such laws

as would secure to them perfect justice ; name

ly, " that the laws should be so amended as to

make the rights of the wife to her property in

all respects equal to those of the husband in

his, and that the same interest be secured to

either Burvivor in the property of the other."

He also warmly recommended a change in

the divorce laws, as being disreputable to the

State, and rendering the obtaining a divorce

less easy, saying : " They are notoriously loose,

more so than those of any other State except

Indiana and Illinois. Divorces may be granted

in this State for too many causes ; in fact, for

almost no cause at all. Discontented and vi

cious people come here from other States to

get divorces which the more strict legislation

of their own States denies, thus creating much

scandal, and tarnishing the fair fame of our

State. Some marked cases of this kind have

occurred the past year, which loudly call for a

reform in our laws."

In behalf of the laboring classes he recom

mended the passage of an act declaring the

earnings of any person exempt from attach

ment for debt, to the extent of fifty dollars, or

one-twelfth part of his yearly earnings ; that

sum representing the average monthly wages

paid to workmen in Connecticut. " Such an

exemption," he said, " would, in many cases

of sick or unfortunate workmen, prevent great

distress to their families, and much annoyance

to their employers." In this connection he

suggested, for the security of laborers on new

railroads, that they " should be protected by

law against loss of wages consequent upon the

failure of contractors, or companies, cither by

a lien upon the work done, or in some other

way."

A law was enacted by the General Assem

bly of 1867, exempting all railroad securities

of the State from taxation, the corporations

paying, instead of such tax, one per cent, on

all stock-bonded and floating debt into the

Treasury of the State." This law having been

so construed as to include the exemption of

all railroad bonds, whether the road was lo- .

cated in or out of the State, the Governor as

sumed such not to have been the meaning of

that bill, and suggested, at all events, " that

an act be passed which shall be uniform in its

application, and not uncertain in its language."

The law now in force in tho State, fixing

the legal rate of interest on money at six per

cent, per annum, was regarded as injurious to

the best interests of the State, as well as to
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the citizens, both because it was not practi

cally observed between lender and borrower,

"very little money being, in fact, loaned at

that rate, except from the School-Fund," and

because it drives out of the State large amounts

of money seeking markets, not safer, but of

better legal returns. The Governor advised

that the present law should be repealed, or

modified, by increasing the rate of interest, or

leaving its determination to the agreement of

the parties concerned.

Another amendment to the organic law was

to be submitted to the people by legislative

enactment at this session, declaring that there

shall be but one capital in the State, and fix

ing its location. The seat of government had

been heretofore divided, as it were, between

the cities of Hartford and New Haven.

This question is of long standing, and has

been often discussed by the citizens, and re

peatedly proposed to the General Assembly

for final settlement. It came to the latter this

year from a resolution adopted for that pur

pose at the last session ; and their action ex

cited the most intense interest in the members

generally, and in the people. After long and

warm debates, the proposition of submitting

the amendment to the people was put to vote

in the Senate, on May 81st, when the vote

stood—yeas 13, nays 8; and the amendment

was lost by one vote, the concurrence of two-

thirds being requisite for its passage. In the

Lower House, the voting took place on June

14th, with a similar result—yeas 145, nays 87,

or 10 short of the two-thirds. Six members

were absent.

The common belief in the State appears to

be, that by far the largest portion of the peo

ple are decidedly in favor of one permanent

capital, except the residents of New Haven

city and county, who seem resolved to let the

present system of two semi-capitals continue

until a certain event shall take place, when

they Teel confident the people will declare

New Haven to be the one capital. Meantime,

whenever the proposition has been made to

the Legislature to submit the one-capital ques

tion to the people, they have done their ut

most to defeat the measure. In this they have

been so far successful—at the session of 1871

for the third time.

The one-capital question having thus ended

at this session, a resolution was soon after

offered in the House of Representatives ap

propriating half a million dollars for the pur

pose of erecting in Hartford a new State build

ing; the old one now used there being, on ac

count of its age, smallness, nnhealthiness, and

other great inconveniences, not only utterly

unfit for the holding of the sessions of the

Legislature, as well as for the transaction of

the public business of the Executive depart

ment, and the several offices necessarily con

nected with it, but in such a condition as not

to be worth remodelling or repairing.

The object of this resolution was not less

strenuously and firmly opposed, chiefly by the

New Haven representatives, than the propo

sition of submitting the one-capital question to

the decision of the people. In consequence of,

and, as it were, in connection with it, when

ever it was taken np for action, they succes

sively moved, first to refer it to the Judiciary

Committee, then to append to it a resolution

appropriating $600,000 instead of $500,000,

one-half of that sum to be expended for a

State-house in Hartford, the other half for a

State-house in New Haven, and remit both to

the said committee ; then to amend the origi

nal resolution so as to couple the two cities

together in it, and appropriate $500,000 for a

State building in each ; finally, they intro

duced a separate resolution appropriating

$500,000 for the erection of a new capitol in

New Haven, to be acted upon at the same

time with the like resolution pending in be

half of Hartford. All these, and other inci

dental motions, were severally, some of them

repeatedly, discussed at length and voted upon,

so that the debates on them and on the original

resolution occupied almost every day of the

session in the House for the space of a month.

The opposition was this time unsuccessful.

The erection of a new capitol in Hartford ap

peared absolutely indispensable. In the course

of those frequent debates the opposers of the

passage of the resolution, as well as its advo

cates, admitted the fact that the present build

ing in Hartford was utterly inadequate to meet

the requirements of the State.

The resolution came up for a third reading

and discussion on June 20th, when the repre

sentative who had introduced it proposed

three other resolutions as connected with and

dependent on it, but to be acted upon only in

the event of its passage. Their objects were,

respectively, these : The first appointed a State

Board of six commissioners, with power to

contract for and erect to its full completion,

in the city of Hartford, " a building suitable

for the use of the 8tate as a State-house,"

and bound the city to appropriate and place,

subject to the order of the president of the

board, the sum of $500,000 of her own money,

to be expended, together with the $500,000 of

the State, in the erection of the said building,

and furnish also, at her own expense, a site (val

ued at $400,000 more), for the determination

of which the board are to confer with the city

authorities. The second authorized the city

to raise the money necessary for carrying out

the two purposes mentioned in the preced

ing resolution, by issuing her bonds to the

amount of $1,000,000, to be called "capitol

bonds of the city of Hartford," bearing inter

est at six per cent., and be free from taxation.

The third authorized the city of Hartford

" to hold a special city meeting for the pur

pose of authorizing the said city to issue bonds

mentioned in the foregoing resolution ; the

vote of the said meeting to be by ballot, and

the ballots, having the word " yes " or " no "
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printed on them, to be " cast by the freemen

of the said city in their respective wards."

Tho final voting on the resolution took place

in the Lower Ilouse on July 14th, when, after

a very hot and protracted debate, it passed—

yeas 100, nays 86 ; members absent or not

voting, 58. The three other above-cited reso

lutions dependent on it were also separately

voted upon and passed at the same sitting.

The Senate had previously passed these reso

lutions by a vote of two to one.

On the 18th of July a bill was proposed to

the Ilouse, authorizing the Common Council

of the city of Hartford to take land for the

erection of a capitol, and providing for the

settlement of damages before the courts by

appraisals. Under a suspension of the rules,

the bill was immediately voted upon and

passed, and sent to the Senate, who also

passed it.

The holding of the special election in Hart

ford, designed to ascertain whether the people

of that city would accept the conditions of the

General Assembly, took place on the 16th of

August, 1871, when 1,250 citizens voted "yes,"

and 45 "no."

Immediately after the appropriation for a

new State-house at Hartford, on July 14th, a

member called up the resolution previously

offered, making a like appropriation for New

Haven. It was made the order of the day for

the 19th. Meantime the Common Council of

New Haven held a meeting on the 17th, in

which a resolution was adopted " that, when

ever the Legislature should appropriate $500,-

000 for a State-house in New Haven, this city

will furnish a site, and will make such other

appropriations as may be deemed necessary."

The matter came up for discussion on July

19th,' as appointed, when along and most ani

mated debate ensued.

The resolution was finally put to the vote,

and lost by a largo majority—yeas 83, nays

119; members not voting, 34.

The Senate passed this resolution on a later

day by a majority of one. The vote was taken

at a time when some Senators, known to be

adverse to it, were absent, and were of equal

number on each side ; but the president of the

Senate, who was from New Haven, cast his

own vote in the affirmative, which made the

yeas one more than the nays. The resolution

was thus sent to the Lower House, where, on

July 26th, a representative from Hartford

called it up, and moved that the House, which

had rejected the resolution by a decided ma

jority on tho 19th, should now vote to adhere

to its rejection. The House adhered to its

previous vote, which ended the question.

Among the subjects acted upon by the Gen

eral Assembly in this session, the greatest im

portance was attached to the bill consolidating

the New York & New Haven and the Hartford

& New Haven Railroad Companies. These

roads, taken together, make a continuous

line, extending from the city of New York to

Springfield,' in the State of Massachusetts, a

distance of about one hundred and thirty-six

miles. The Hartford & New Haven Railway

Company was incorporated in 1833, and the

Hartford & Springfield Company in 1833.

These two corporations were united by act of

the Legislature in 1845, thereby becoming one

company, under the name of the New Haven,

Hartford & Springfield Railroad Company.

In the same year, 1845, the New York & New

Haven Railway Company was chartered, the

charter giving this corporation full power to

make joint stock with any other connecting

railroad ; that is, to merge and consolidate

with it, thus making of both a single corpora

tion. The Hartford & New Haven and the

New York & New Haven Companies were

hostile to each other in regard to their respec

tive interests from the first, by reason of the

steamboat connection which the former road

had established before the latter was built. In

order to remedy this evil, the New York com

pany engaged by contract to pay $30,000 for

five years to tho Hartford company, to have

a direct connection; which contract, except

the bonus, was continued for twenty years.

As each of these roads was controlled exclu

sively by New York and Connecticut men re

spectively, dissensions still arose between the

two companies about the construction of the

contract and the fares, which involved them

in litigation before the courts of either State

to a heavy amount. With a view to put an end

to these contests, the New York company, some

five years ago, placed its road under the con

trol of Connecticut men, who, having the man

agement of both roads in their hands, and see

ing their interests to be not only common, but

the same, endeavored to bring them into an

harmonious operation, and finally resolved to

unite them. For the purpose of effecting this

union, the General Assembly was applied to in

behalf of the two roads for permission to con

solidate, which was done for three successive

years, yet always in vain, though all the com

mittees, to whom the matter was severally re

ferred, reported in favor of the consolidation,

and the Senate voted each time for it. At the

session of 1869, the Boston, Hartford & Erie

Railroad Company, having asked the General

Assembly to pass an act covering the per

petual lease which they had just made of the

Norwich and Worcester road, which they had

no right to do by their charter, the compa

nies of the other roads in the State also came

forward and urged on the Legislature that, in

this matter, a general law should be enacted,

giving the right of lease to all the roads in

common, and not a privilege given in favor of

one road. This request was granted by the

legislative body, and a general law was ac

cordingly passed in that year, " permitting any

one railroad company in the State of Con

necticut to make any lawful contract with any

other company, if their railways connect or

intersect, in relation to the business or prop-
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erty of either road ; and to make or take the

lease of its property or franchise; and such

leases and contracts were by this law ratified

and confirmed ; " providing, by way of excep

tion, that, by this act, " city railroad compa

nies were not authorized to merge or consoli
date stocks." ■

Under the authority of this law, the New

York & New Haven and the Hartford & New

Haven Railroad Companies engaged to unite.

The introduction of a bill at the present ses

sion, permitting these two companies to con

solidate, created no little excitement, and met

with strong opposition within the halls of the

General Assembly. Prominent grounds of op

position were the dangers of concentrating too

much power in the hands of one moneyed

public body having immediate, as it were,

necessary relations with the people at large.

They said that, to allow these already power

ful companies to consolidate in a single corpo

ration must prove highly injurious to the State

and citizens in a pecuniary point of view and

otherwise, and more especially to the other

railway companies in the State, who wero

likely, in suoh an event, to be gradually ab

sorbed by the consolidated one, or obliged in

their operations to be wholly dependent on it.

The Legislature adjourned tine die on July

28th, having continued sitting little less than

three months. The first two weeks of its

meeting were spent almost entirely in clearing

the election of April from the difficulties which

rendered its result uncertain, and contributed

to make the session one of the longest on

record in Connecticut. During that period, a

vast amount of business was transacted, a very

large number of subjects having been deliber

ated and acted upon in matters of local arid

private as well as public interest ; of which a

brief general summary is stated as follows:

Eight savings-banks, five trust companies, seven

manufacturing companies, four railroad companies,

three horse-railroad companies, and three insurance

companies, have been chartered: two new towns

have been incorporated—Bacon Falls and Newing-

ton ; new charters to two cities—Norwich and Water-

bury; new charter to one borough—Armenia. A

new military law, and a new insurance law have

passed. Nine convicts have been released from State-

prison. About 650 bills, resolutions, and petitions,

have been acted upon, 150 chapters of publio acts

passed and 210 resolutions and private acts.

Two laws concerning negroes were passed

by the General Assembly, affecting them finan

cially and politically. The one repealed the

previously-existing law which exempted ne

groes from taxation; the other authorized ne

groes to vote in town meetings.

The material condition of Connecticut, finan

cially and in other respects, appears to be in a

remarkable degree prosperous. The state

ments made by the State Treasurer show that

the public debt, which was $6,560,304.95 on

April 1, 1870, is now reduced to $5,804,610.93 ;

the sum of $755,694.02 having been paid on it.

The taxable property in the State assessed

for October, 1870, amounted to $828,436,601 ;

little less than six millions above the assess

ment for the previous year. A State tax of

two mills on the dollar was collected on the

grand list for that year, and the same rate

has been laid for 1871.

The number of savings-banks in the State

in 1870 was 66, and the aggregate sum of

their deposits, $55,297,705.40, which is nearly

seven millions and a half in excess of their de

posits in the preceding year.

The fire and life insurance companies are

very numerous in Connecticut, and carry on

business to an exceedingly large amount. No

diminution, but rather an increase of custom

in their respective branches, seems likely to

take place for the future.

Sixty-five fire-insurance companies, char

tered in other States, with five American

branches of similar companies established in

England, do business in Connecticut. The con

dition of the former, taken together, is stated

in the commissioner's report for the past

year as follows: Total capital, $25,780,000;

gross assets, $54,191,998 ; gross receipts, $30,-

171,559 ; gross payments, $28,227,830 ; amount

insured, $2,284,148,912; losses paid, $16,272,-

086; required to reinsure, $12,409,751. Twen

ty-one of these companies are marked " short "

in the item of receipts over payment.

Of life-insurance companies incorporated

by other States and doing business in Con

necticut, there are 81, of which 8 are purely

mutual. The general statement relating to

them in the said report is : Total cash capital,

$3,878,000; gross assets, $154,574,197; gross

cash liabilities, $183,888,104; amount insured,

$1,084,945,680; required to reinsure, $122,-

258,816 ; total income, $49,047,441 ; total paid

out, $28,885,308.

The number of miles of railroads completed

and in actual operation, with ample supply

of rolling-stock, is 667 ; 250 more miles are

under construction, mostly far advanced tow

ard completion. The length of railway com

munication within the State, as compared

with the extent of her territory and the num

ber of her inhabitants, is reckoned to be in

the ratio of one mile of railroad for every 6.8

square miles of the former, and one mile of

railroad to every 614.1 of the latter. The

amount of gross earnings was reported in

1869-'70 at $8,874,117.59; in 1870-'71 the

amount is $9,672,946.77, showing an increase

of $798,829.18. The net earnings, in 1869-'70,

were $2,390,664.64; in 1870-'71, $2,525,702.69 ;

increase, $185,038.05.

During the past eighteen years the roads in

this State have carried 78,158,086 passengers;

and there have been 948 accidents, of which

515 wero fatal and 423 not fatal. In 1860,

2,967,440 passengers were carried; in 1870

over 8,000,000—an increase in ten years of five

millions. During the past year there were 75

accidents. Of these accidents, 2 only were to

passengers; 22 were employes; 28 were walk
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ing on the track ; 13 were intoxicated, and- 9

each were at crossings, and jumping on and

off trains.

To provide that all minor children, even

those employed in factories, might partake of

the advantages of school instruction, a special

law, " concerning the employment of children

under fourteen years of age," was enacted in

a former session, having in view to conciliate

the interests of the State and all parties con

cerned in the matter. From the report last

made to the Stato Board of Education by

their agent, who is himself one of the board,

it appears that, having conferred with the

manufacturers about the law, they were ready

to codperate on their part to its success ; but

that some of the parents were unwilling to

take their children out of the factories for

that purpose, and positively refused to send

them to school ir relieved of employment.

The agent further stated that, on subsequent

consultations held with the manufacturers,

these had consented to divide such children

in their employ into two or three classes, and

let them out of tbe factory at different times

by turns; and that the better to secure the

enforcement of the law, and in a manner com

pel the parents to obey it, they had unani

mously signed the following agreement: "We
• hereby agree that, from and after the begin

ning of the next term of our public school (or

schools) we will employ no children under

fourteen years of age, except those who are

provided with a certificate from the local

school-officers of actual attendance at school

the full term required by law." He suggested

" an amendment to the factory law, compel

ling the attendance at school of all the chil

dren within its jurisdiction three months in

each year, except in cases of extreme destitu

tion, which may be decided by the select

men." A like amendment was suggested by

the Board of Education, and also recommend

ed by the Governor in his message. The

amendment passed, and the law applies to

other children besides those employed in

factories.

The normal school for the education and

training of future teachers in the public schools

is in successful operation. The number of per

sons in attendance there last year was 148. A

change was effected during the year, by act of

the Legislature, in the management ofYale Col

lege. Its corporation heretofore consisted of

eleven gentlemen who fill vacancies in their own

number, and the Governor, the Lieutenant-

Governor, and six senior Senators of the State.

As it rarely occurred that any of the Senators

attended the meetings of the corporation, for

this and some other reasons of expediency,

the Governor suggested, as agreeable to the

interests of all parties concerned, that the

State should surrender part of her representa

tion in the board of that corporation, the new

members to be elected by the alumni. An act

was passed by the General Assembly of 1871,

giving the graduates of Yale College the right

to choose, at the commencement of 1872 and

thereafter, six persons from their own number

to take the place of the six senior Senators of

the State who have been heretofore members

of the corporation by virtue of their offices.

Prof. Noah Porter was elected president of

the institution during the year.

The charitable institutions are well cared

for by the State. They seem to be-under very

efficient management and conduct for the re

alization of the purpose severally intended in

their establishment.

The organization of the military force of

Connecticut has been changed by act of the

Legislature, objections and complaints having

been raised against encampments and other

features of the former system. The General

Assembly of 1870 appointed a committee to

inquire into the whole subject ; the committee

reported the result of their labors at the ses

sion of 1871, presenting to the Assembly the

draft of a new military law ; and, after discus

sion, this law, with some amendments and

alterations made in it, was passed and is now

in force. It retains the encampment system

of the former law, somewhat modified, hut

greatly diminishes the number of men and

officers, reducing the whole military body into

four regiments of infantry and two sections

of artillery; the regiments to be severally

located in the four congressional districts of

the State.

Fish-culture is cared for in Connecticut

with remarkable solicitude, and bids fair to

add largely to the material resources of tho

State by furnishing her people with abundant

and new articles of food as well as trade.

The design is to introduce in the Connecticut

waters new varieties of well-known and mar

ketable fish, as bass and others; and also to

replenish them with a greater abundance of

fish belonging to the best varieties already

existing there. The State commissioners of

fisheries who were appointed five years ago

to attend to that interest, and for the prosecu

tion of whose labors and experiments an an

nual appropriation is made by the Legislature,

have given in their last report a good account

of the efforts which they have made in those

directions, and which they intend to continue

in future, especially with regard to salmon,

which "was formerly plentiful in the Con

necticut and other rivers of the State, but

disappeared many years ago." During the

summer of 1871 the commissioners placed

several thousand young salmon in the smaller

streams emptying into the Housatonic and

other rivers, and propose to introduce fry

every year until 1875 or 1876, by which time

they confidently anticipate "that the true

salmon will be permanently colonized in the

rivers of the State." They seem to have been

particularly successful in their endeavors to

repeople the Connecticut waters with shad,

the extraordinarily abundant catch last year,
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reckoned the largest since 1850, being ap

parently the resnlt of the artificial hatching

in 1867, when the commissioners, in connec

tion with those of Massachusetts, caused forty

millions of young fry of that species to be put

into the Oonnecticut at Holyoke. In 1868,

sixty millions more of young shad artificially

hatched were put at the same place under the

direction of the commissioners of Massachu

setts; and over fifty-four millions were put

there in 1870 by those of Connecticut. Shad,

most plentiful once, had in a very large pro

portion disappeared.

OOREA. Among the few countries which

have thus far succeeded in preventing the in

tercourse of their inhabitants with the civilized

world, and in continuing an isolated position,

Corea is the most important in point of num

ber and intelligence of population, favorable

situation, and fertility of soil.

Oorea is a large peninsula in Northeastern

Asia, bounded on the north by the Taluh and

Tumen Rivers, on the east by the Sea of Japan,

on the south by the Strait of Oorea, and on

the west by the Yellow Sea and the Gulf of

Leao-tong. It was formerly called by the

Chinese Tchow-sien, which in Corea was pro

nounced Tsio-sien, and in Japan Tsyoo, or

Tsyow-sien. Its present name among the na

tives is Gaoli, in Chinese Kao-lee, in Japanese

Ko-rai, from which latter form Corea has been

derived.

The length of the peninsula is about 600

miles, and the width less than 140—the total

area, 87,764 square miles. The country is di

vided into 7 tows, which are subdivided into

41 koon, with 33 towns of the first class, 38

of the second, and 70 of the third. Aocording

to the French reports, the name of the capital

is Seoul; in former geographical works Han

yang is called the capital. The population,

which in 1793 amounted to 7,343,000, is now

estimated at 9,000,000. Of the strength of the

Corean army but little is known. The fleet

is reported to consist of about 120 large and

90 smaller war-vessels. The entire length

of the country is traversed by a mountain-

range, which forms a gentle slope on the west,

and rises abruptly and precipitously on the east.

The coast is, for the most part, so rocky as to

be practically inaccessible, although there are

a few good harbors. The climate of Corea is

very cold in winter, while in summer rain

falls so abundantly that the great variety of

fruits which grow on the peninsula yearly be

come so soaked that to the taste they are ren

dered insipid. But, notwithstanding the usual

severity of the seasons, the soil of Oorea is rich

and productive, and barley, wheat, cotton, rice,

millet, etc., are grown extensively and in great

quantities. Fruit-trees also flourish with trop

ical luxuriance. The mineral wealth of the

country has scarcely been attended to, although

gold, silver, copper, iron, coal, etc., are found

there. The domestic animals are oxen, pigs,

goats, dogs and cats, and a small race of horses

called mon-is-neat, famous for their strength

and spirit. It is said that there is a royal pro

hibition against the rearing of sheep, and, con

sequently, that animal is almost unknown.

The tiger and the panther are so numerous

that the traffic in their skins forms an impor

tant branch in their commerce with foreign

nations. The manufactures comprise cloths,

silk, pottery, and arms, the latter being the

best made. The Corean sabres and daggers

are much sought for by the Chinese, beoause

of the exquisite manner in which they are

made. The foreign commerce is trifling, and

is confined mainly to China and Japan.

The inhabitants of Oorea are said to be far

superior to the Chinese in mental and physical

resources. The government consists of a king,

whose ministry is divided into five depart

ments, which form the centre of all civil and

military authority. The royal power is held

sacred and inviolable, from the union in his

own person of the hierarchal and secular sov

ereignty. He divides his government into cir

cles or provinces, each under the rule of special

governors, all appoiuted by the king, to whom

they are responsible. The revenues of the

Corean monarch are immense, and are derived

mainly from the letting out of land, and a tithe

of produce. The prevailing religion is Bud

dhism, which was introduced about the year 372

of the Christian era, but there appears to be

another religion (Shamanism)—evidently the

original faith of the people—and the doctrines

of Confucius are held in high esteem. The

Roman Catholio missionaries, who have been

laboring in Corea since 1632, have gained

many converts (15,200 in 1857), but, on- ac-

connt ofthe stringent laws against Christianity,

the missionaries have to keep themselves con

cealed, and several of them have been put to

death. The mission is directed by a vicar-

apostolic.

In 1865 the Coreans became, for the first

time, involved in difficulties with a Christian

nation, in consequence of their having put to

death several French missionaries. The Frenoh

sent an armed expedition to Corea to avenge

the death of the missionaries, but the badly-

prepared and badly-conducted enterprise ended

in an inglorious retreat of the expedition, leav

ing no permanent result, except the careful

survey of several tracts of the coast. (See

American Annual Otolop^dia for 1866, art.

Corea.)

In 1871 a new expedition was sent out

against Oorea by the United States of America.

The difficulty leading to this expedition dates

as far back as 1866.* In the early days of

October, 1866, a trading-junk arrived at the

Chinese port of Ohee-foo, having crossed the

Tellow Sea from the Corean coast. Her pilot

brought reports of the burning by the Coreans

* The following account of the progress of the complication
between the United States and Corea, from ISM to 1S7Q, Is
condensed from a very thorough article la the 2Tew York
Tribune.
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of a ship hearing American papers, and of the the Asiatio Squadron, in communicating to the

massacre of her crew. According to his ac- Government the details concerning the loss of

count, his junk, while lying at the mouth of a the General Sherman, suggested one of the

very large river which entered the Yellow Sea capitals of the kingdom, Seoul, as the proper

from the Oorean peninsula, was joined by a place to seek redress. He, however, reported

trading-vessel, the General Sherman, coming his force as insufficient, and, considering the

from Chee-foo, and he consented to act as her French defeat, that no less than 2,000 troops

pilot. He conducted her for four tides, which should be landed. These the admiral recom-

occupied three days, up the river, and then mended should be brought from San Francisco,

left her to find her way to Ping-yang city, a together with some light-draught boats suit-

large trading-mart, about six days' journey able to ascend the rivers Salee and Seoul. The

from the river's mouth. He left her about admiral wrote : " Until the Government takes

mid-day, on the third day of the eighth moon efficient action on this case, our countrymen

(11th of September, 1866), because her appear- lawfully navigating the seas adjacent to Corea

ance had created alarm, and all trading was will be in peril of life and liberty of person

stopped between the Coreans and the Chinese, from the barbarities of the people and the au-

The Coreans asked him about the General thorities of the country, who aim at the exclu-

Sherman and her intentions. He replied that sion of strangers."

she was a peaceful trader, but they wore not Admiral Bell reported that as soon as the

convinced. He offered, as an excuse for de- repairs of the "Wachusett, then in progress,

sorting the vessel, that his junkmen refused to could be completed, she would be sent to the

return to ChiDa without him, saying that they locality of the General Sherman's loss to de-

dared not leave him and face his family. The mand that her survivors, if any, should be

pilot also related that, on again reaching the given up. In November, 18G6, Minister Bur-

mouth of the river which the General Sherman lingame addressed the Chinese Government,

had ascended, the natives had told him that demanding redress for the murder of the crew

their sovereign would by no means trade with of the General Sherman ; but the authorities of

foreigners. Regarding the General Sherman, that empire replied, disavowing any responsi-

her passengers, and intentions, the following is bility for affairs in the Corean peninsula and

the sum of the information which the American all jurisdiction over its people,

consul at Che-foo was able at the time to ob- On January 10, 1867, the United States

tain : She had been loaded at that port in July steamer "Wachusett, Commander Shufeldt,

or August, 1866, with a general cargo for a sailed from Shanghai for Che-foo and Corea.

trading-voyage to the coast of Corea. She At Che-foo were secured the services of the

sailed with the following-named persons on Chinese pilot who was in the General Sher-

board : Mr. Preston, her owner ; Mr. Page, her man a few days before her loss, and also of the

master, both said to be Americans; Mr. Neil- Rev* Mr. Corbett, an American missionary, to

son, her mate, said to be a naturalized Ameri- act as interpreter. Commander Shnfeldt's in-

can citizen ; Mr. Hogarth, her supercargo, an structions were, to demand of the chief author-

English subject ; Mr. Thomas, an English mis- ities at the Ping-Yang River to deliver on the

sionary; two Portuguese, who accompanied deck of the Wachusett such of the unfortunate

the missionary, and a crew of Malays and men of the schooner General Sherman as may

Chinese. Of the fate of passengers and crew have been spared, whether they were Ameri-

no certain information has ever been obtained, can, Portuguese, British, Malays, or Chinamen,

On the return of the first French expedition and to make such further investigation of the

in the latter days of September, 1866, as was case as was practicable. On January 23, 1867,

afterward ascertained, a rumor was circulated the Wachusett reached the Corean coast, and an-

of the burning of an American ship and the chored near the mouth of the Pa-tong River, 60

murder of her crew, but no attention was paid miles to the south of the Ping-Yang, upwhich

to it until the return of the Chinese pilot in the General Sherman had proceeded. The Pa-

the following month. tong River was found to be frozen, and the

Additional information ofthe loss of the Gen- pilot was extremely reluctant to take the ves-

eral Sherman was brought in October, 1866, sel farther north. Commander Shufeldt, there

by two French missionaries who had escaped fore, determined to communicate from that

from Corea in a junk, and arrived at Chee-foo, anchorage with the authorities. It was also

twelve days after the sailing of the second ascertained that the capital of the province of

French expedition under Admiral Roze. Pre- Chang-Yuen, embracing the scene of the loss

vious to their leaving Corea they had heard of the General Sherman, was about midway

the rejoicing in the capital for the murder of between the two rivers. A number of fishing

the passengers and crew of the American ves- villages were found in the vicinity of the an-

sel. Sacrifices of thanksgiving were offered chorage, and an inhabitant of one of them

up by the Corean ministers at being rid of the was induced to bear a communication to the

foreigners, and prayers were said that they King of Corea, accompanied by a letter to the

might be able to overcome all other intruders official of Chang-Yuen. In the former, Corn-

Admiral Bell, U. S. N., then commanding peaceful nature of his mission, and prayed

in a similar manner. assured his Majesty of the
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that any survivors of the General Sherman

might he delivered to him. The latter con

tained the same assurance, and a request that

the former should he immediately delivered to

the King. In the mean time, pains were taken

to cultivate friendly feelings with the natives.

They seemed to he kindly disposed, but in

great dread of their Government, and came as

little in contact as possible with the crew of

the Wachusett. They spoke with great re

serve when questioned in reference to the Gen

eral Sherman, but all told the same story : that

the vessel had been burnt up the Ping-Yang

River, and all her people, 27 in number, killed

in a milee on shore by the natives, and not by

order of the mandarins. On the morning of

January 29th a Oorean offioer who said he

came from the capital city of the province, 60

miles up the Pa-tong River, came on board the

Wachusett. In reply to Commander Shufeldt's

queries, his answers were very unsatisfactory.

He denied all knowledge of the loss of the

General Sherman, and prayed that the Wachu

sett should immediately leave the coast. Com

mander Shufeldt says : " I have no doubt that

this man lied systematically from the beginning

to the end. * * * The manner of this officer

was haughty and imperious, and he presented

in his person the most perfect type of a cruel

and vindictive savage." Nothing further was

heard of the messenger sent from Commander

Shufeldt to the King, and, as it was judged

that no satisfactory termination of the mission

of the Wachusett could be obtained, she re

turned to Shanghai. Commander Shufeldt

was informed that the Wachusett was the first

foreign vessel of any description that had ever

anchored on that portion of the Corean coast.

On January 20, 1868, the commander of H.

B. M. ship Dove informed the commander of

the American squadron that a report had been

received that two men, supposed to be of the

crew of the General Sherman, remained in

confinement in Corea. It was determined to

investigate the above reports, and on April 1,

1868, Commander Febiger, in the United States

steamship Shenandoah, sailed for the Corean

coast. He was so fortunate as to secure the

services of the pilot who had acoompanied the

General Sherman, and afterward the Wachu

sett. The services of an American missionary

in China, and of our consul at Che-foo, Mr.

Sanford, were seoured as interpreters. Con

siderable difficulty was experienced in enter

ing the Ping-Yang River, and, taking sound

ings as they advanced, the Shenandoah pro

ceeded cautiously in the endeavor to reaoh the

point where the General Sherman had been

burnt.

On the 19th of April a communication ad

dressed to the commanderof the Wachusett was

brought on board the Shenandoah by a Corean

boat's crew. This was in answer to the com

munication addressed a year previous, by Com

mander Shufeldt, to the Corean chief magis

trate, but failed to reach the coast until after
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the Wachusett had sailed. On the 21st of

April the survey of the river had been carried

about 25 miles, the Shenandoah dropping up

with the tide. On the afternoon of this day

one of the United States surveying-boa^ was

fired upon, but fortunately no one was hurt.

Commander Febiger demanded of the district

magistrate the cause of the outrage, and was

informed that nothing less could be expected

if the ascent of the river was persisted in.

Commander Febiger deemed it best to in no

way provoke hostilities, and so determined to

drop down the river and await at its mouth an

answer to his letter, addressed to the Corean

King, demanding the release of the survivors

of the General Sherman, supposed to be held

in confinement. From the new anchorage of

the Shenandoah a series of letters and replies

passed between Commander Febiger and the

district magistrate. The <pot of any survivors

of the General Sherman being confined within

Corean territory was denied, and an old pris

oner, bearing a heavy cangue around his neok,

was produced, who, it was charged, had re

lated the story of the survivors to the Chinese

pilot who bore it to Ohee-foo, and was thus

punished for his perjury.

Soon after, Commander Febiger was shown

a communication addressed by the Chinese

Board of Rites to the Corean chief magistrate,

explaining the reasons of the visit of the She

nandoah. To this the Corean Government

forwarded to Pekin a reply, repeating their

story of the loss of the General Sherman ;

again denying that any survivors of that ves

sel were alive ; and praying his Imperial Ma

jesty at Pekin " to grant a publio proclama

tion, setting forth his mandate for the dissolv

ing of suspicions and doubts, that there may

not be again a wilful seeking of difficulty."

Commander Febiger awaited at the mouth of

the Ping-Yang, until May 2d, an answer to the

communication which he had addressed to the

Corean sovereign, and he was then informed

by the district magistrate that he could not

venture to forward to his sovereign a dispatch

from a subordinate of another nation. Com

mander Febiger, therefore, deemed his further

stay upon the coast useless, and the Shenan

doah returned to Chee-foo. In reporting the

results of his expedition, Commander Febiger

expressed himself of the opinion that "none

of the crew or passengers of the General Sher

man are now living, but I do not think that

the statements given by the Corean authorities

as leading to the destruction of the Sherman

are at all probable. A schooner of 60 tuns,

whose object was trade, would hardly dare to

proceed slowly up such a river as thePing-Yang,

destroying and robbing junks and murdering

their crews. It is probable that they seized

upon and confined the official spoken of for

their own protection, and that they were fired

upon first, and by retaliating brought on the

result."

On the 9th of April, 1870, Admiral Rodgera
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Bailed from New York harbor, in the Colora

do, to assume command of the Asiatic Squad

ron. The United States squadron left Naga

saki on the 16th of May, and arrived at Far-

rier'% Island, at the southern point of the Co-

rean peninsula, on the 18th. The squadron

consisted of the flag-ship Colorado (first rate,

screw), 45 guns ; the steamship Benicia (third

rate, screw), 12 guns; the steamship Monoc-

acy (fourth rate, paddle-wheel), 6 guns;

steamer Palos (fourth rate, screw), 2 guns.

Proceeding cautiously up the west coast, care

fully verifying the soundings and general ob

servations of the French chart, they arrived in

Jerome Gulf on the 20th. From this point

commenced a thorough survey of the channels

between the various islands which stud the

coast northward, which occupied ten days, so

that it was the 30th of May when the squad

ron came to a rendezvous in a bay inside of

what appears in the French chart as Boisee

(Woody) Island, which affords capital anchor

age. This island stands near the mouth of

that outlet of the river leading to the capital,

Seoul, which at the northeast corner of Kan-

ghoa Island turns sharp south from the pre

vious northwest course of the river, and is

marked on the French chart as Fleuve de Sel

(Salt River).

The twelve days spent in advancing from

Farrier's Island to Boisee Island had afforded

the Oorean authorities, who appear to have

been fully informed of the intended expedition,

ample notice of their approach. It was, there

fore, no matter of surprise when, shortly after

coming to anchor, a junk, with some official-

looking persons on board, came within hail of

the Colorado (flag-ship), and those on board

raised a shout and displayed a letter. In re

sponse, a boat's crew conveyed Commissioner

Drew, who went as one of the interpreters of

the expedition, on board the junk. The three

officials handed him the letter, and, as they at

once began to talk in Chinese, the conversa

tion was carried on without difficulty. The

following is a translation of the letter of the

Corean King :

In the year 1868 a man of your nation whose name

was Febiger came here, and communicated, and went

away. Why cannot you do the same ? In the year

1865 a people called the French came here, and we

refer them to you for what happened. This people

and kingdom nave lived in the enjoyment of their

own civilization 4,000 years, and we wont no other.

We trouble no other nations. Why should they

trouble us ? Our country is in the farthest East ;

yours in the farthest West. For what purpose do

you come so many thousand miles across the sea I

Is it to inquire about the vessel destroyed (the Gen

eral Sherman) ? Her men committed piracy and mur

der, and they were punished with death. Do you

want our land ? That cannot be. Do you want in-

tercourse with us 1 That cannot be.

The three officials represented themselves

as sent by theKing of Corea to ascertain the

nature and objects of such a squadron. Com

missioner Drew said that they could best as

certain these by coming on board the flag-ship ;

and, having invited them to do so, he returned

to the Colorado.

The three officials went on board. But, as

they had no credentials, nothing to indicate

their rank, nothing even to show that they

came from the King, minister and admi

ral alike declined to see them, directing the

interpreters to inform them that the minister

and admiral would treat only with some high

officer bearing proper credentials as the King's

plenipotentiary. The interpreters were also

directed to inform them that their mission was

peaceable and friendly ; that they would take

nothing and hurt no one; would not even

land ; that, though they came with such a

strong armament, they would not fire a shot

unless they were first fired at. Their desire

was to reach the capital, with the view of es

tablishing friendly relations with the govern

ment. With this view they would send out a

party to survey the river in the direction of

Seoul. But, in order to give the officials am

ple time to apprise all the people of the neigh

borhood of their peaceable intentions, they

would delay the survey for two days. The

officials professed themselves greatly relieved,

and made no objection to the proposed survey.

Next day, May 31st, a party of eight Coreans,

apparently men of some standing, came on

board the flag-ship and remained fully two

hours. They were shown all over the ship,

and inspected wistfully her powerful arma

ment. They were very social and communi

cative—told the name of the King, and ex

plained their form of government. They also

were told of the intended survey of the chan

nel up to the capital, and were asked to let

the friendly character of the expedition be

generally known. They seemed perfectly sat

isfied, departing with many friendly assurances.

All, therefore, seemed tranquil and satis

factory, and, at twelve o'clock on June 1st, the

Monocacy and Palos, preceded by four steam

launches, got under way to survey the " Salt

River " up to the sharp bend where it leaves

the main river to Seoul. It was flood-tide.

The fouf launches went in line some hundred

yards ahead, taking soundings and hoisting

signals indicating their water to the gunboats

behind. In the launches were Captain Bos-

well, the local pilot of the expedition, and Mr.

Cowles, joint interpreter with Commissioner

Drew. The launches had each a 12-pounder

Dahlgren brass howitzer on the bow. The

party told off was about 160 strong. The

command of the party was given to Captain

Blake, of the Alaska, with instructions to use

every effort to execute his survey in a peace

ful manner, and on no account to resort to

force unless he was attacked ; in which case

he was directed to use his means of defence

and destroy the attacking force. About four

miles above the anchorage they passed a fort,

on a small island, close to the channel, on the

west side. Three miles farther up, on the

sharp headland which forms the southeast
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corner of Kanghoa Island, there was another

fort commanding the channel. Both these

forts were built of stone, and have been erect

ed since the French expedition of 1866. From

this point npward the channel narrowed to

about three hundred feet between the main

land of Corea on the east and Kanghoa Island

on the west, the current being deep and strong.

About two miles above the last-named fort is

a place marked on the French chart " difficult

passage." Here a peninsula about one hun

dred and fifty feet high projects in the form of

a horseshoe into the river, while from its base

a shoal ledge of rocks runs nearly half-way

across the stream. As the launches approached

this place it was observed that at a height

of about one hundred feet above the river

there was a crenelated wall, from embrasures

in which were seen the muzzles of from forty

to fifty guns. Above this battery the hill nar

rowed as it rose, till it ended in a flat ciroular

top, about forty feet in diameter. Around this

there ran a wall about six feot high, an awn

ing over the top of which transformed the

place into a tent, from the centre of which

rose a pole on which was floating a large yel

low flag, the characters on which were inter

preted to mean " the commander-in-chief."

Between this tent and the battery below were

observed large numbers of soldiers bearing

matchlocks, and displaying an immense array

of flags. At a moderate estimate there were

not less than 2,000, and the demonstration

seemed intended to induce the surveying-party

to retire. The launches, however, steamed on,

and, as they began to sweep round the bend of

the river caused by the projection of the pen

insula, they observed, on the main-land on their

right, a small fort so situated that its fire would

converge with that from the battery on the

opposite side. They had scarcely noted this

ominous fact when the report of a gun was

heard from the commander's tent on the hill

top. It was a signal-gun. Next moment fire

opened on the United States flotilla from the

main-land and island simultaneously. The can

non seemed to bo the old-fashioned long small

bores, carrying balls of six or eight pounds or

bo. There seemed to be half a dozen of them

securely fixed side by side on a log of wood,

and, from the simultaneousness of their dis

charge, appeared to have a oommon tonchhole.

After the first startled surprise, a sensation of

eager enthusiasm took possession of the sur

veying-party. As the launch of the Benioia had

got four or five miles behind, there were thus

only three launches within range when the

Coreana opened fire. They were about two

hundred yards from the island battery, and

only one hundred from the one on the main

land. It seemed as if they must be at once

cut to pieces. The Palos and Monocacy had

difficulty in coming into position on the flood-

tide, but only a minute or two elapsed when

their eight-inch shells were seen tearing vast

rents in the wall of the battery, and the flames

and smoke of their explosion inside came roll

ing out. For ten minutes only the struggle

lasted, and then both forts were silent. But,

from the peculiar style in which the Oorean

guns were lashed together and fired, the fire,

while it lasted, was so rapid that the water

was dented with the shot as if a gigantic hail-

shower had been falling. Captain Blake de

clared that, though he had his vessel sunk un

der him in the late war with the South, he

never witnessed snch a tremendous fire. And

yet, the casualty of the surveying-party was

one man wounded. The fact seems to be that

the Oorean guns were fixed to sweep a cer

tain point, and the launches, not happening to

pass at that particular spot, escaped almost

unscathed. When the smoke cleared away,

not a Corean was to be seen, though the yel

low flag still floated over the commander's

pavilion.

The Monocacy sustained some damage,

though not from the enemy, and began to

leak. But a little temporary arrangement

soon made her water-tight, and she followed

the Palos and the three launches np to the

northern side of the peninsula hill, where they

anchored. The launch of the Benicia, which

was commanded by Ensign Schroeder, when

ooming up, also ran the gantlet of the two

Corean forts, and rejoined the party, being hit

in many places by shot, though not seriousiy

damaged.

At 8.50 p. m. the party weighed anchor and

proceeded down-stream. Not a Oorean was

to be seen, and without further incident they

reached the anchorage and reported to the ad

miral what had occurred. The latter expressed

great satisfaction with the manner in which

they had conducted themselves. At nine in

the evening, the landing-order for next day

was countermanded, and the Palos was or

dered to proceed to Chee-foo with Captain

Boswell and others, with dispatches for Amer

ica and orders for the supply of coal and other

stores.

The following ten days were used for repair

ing the damages suffered by the ships, while

the admiral was waiting for an apology from

the Oorean Government. As the force was in

sufficient to advance as far as the capital and

to capture it, it was resolved to punish the

Ooreans as severely as possible for their treach

erous attack upon the surveying-party. Ad;

miral Rodgers, therefore, gave orders to take

the forts, from which the Coreans in June had

fired upon the launches, and to demolish them.

For this purpose, the Palos, accompanied by

the Monocacy and the steam-launches, left, on

June 10th, the anchorage. The force of the ex

pedition numbered 945 men, of whom 644, with

7 guns, were to be landed. A landing was

effected below the first forts, in order not to

expose the crowded boats to the fire from the

shore. After occupying a few forts which the

Ooreans had abandoned almost without resist

ance, the troops during the night bivouacked on
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land. On the morning ofJune 11th, the Ameri

cans destroyed the captured forts, burned the

neighboring houses, and continued to advance.

The Monocacy smoothed the way for the land

ed troops, as her shells cleared away all the

shore batteries and the works of fortification.

Thus, without encountering serious resistance,

they reached the fort from which fire had been

opened on June 1st. After a brief fire on both

sides, the Americans stormed the fort, and on

the first onset took it, with a loss of three

killed and seven wounded. Lieutenant McEee

was killed as he entered the intrenchments.

A number of prisoners were taken, including

the officer second in command, who was badly

wounded, the commander-in-chief having been

killed. The fleet returned to the Boisle an

chorage two days later. The Coreans sent on

board a letter filled with the most insulting

and abusive language, to which no reply was

made. Admiral Rodgers, however, sent to

the Coreans to know what he should do with

the prisoners. The Coreans answered he might

do what he liked with them. Two days later

he set them at liberty, and sent two messages

ashore ; the local authority refused to receive

them, saying it was as much as his head was

worth to send them, and it was no use to attempt

to communicate further with the court. Mr.

Low, the American minister, then sent a for

mal protest that his mission was peaceful, and

that the American attack was not for a refusal to

negotiate, but because the Coreans had treach

erously fired on the boats. The Coreans fought

like men. Their weapons are wretched old

firelocks, and their cutlasses made of soft iron,

which bent like old hoop. They were dressed

in armor of nine thicknesses, cotton-padded,

so that only rifle-balls could penetrate them.

Their swords produced no effect. Documents

captured showed that the Corean Government

had planned the surprise of the American fleet,

and were astonished at the failure of the forts

to annihilate the foreign vessels at the first

fire.

Twelve native Christians came alongside the

admiral's flag-ship in a junk, and begged to be

taken to Shanghai, and that theirjunk be burnt

to prevent its falling into the hands of the na

tive authorities, who would thereby discover

from what village they came, and punish their

relatives. The request was granted.

On July 3d the American squadron left the

coast of Corea, the Monocacy and the Palos

returning to Shanghai to repair their damages,

and the other vessels to Che-foo.

COVODE, John, an energetic politician and

political leader of Pennsylvania, long a mem

ber of Congress, born in Westmoreland County,

Pa., March 17, 1808; died at Harrisburg, Pa.,

January 11, 1871. He was of Dutch descent,

and his early years were spent on a backwoods

farm in Westmoreland County ; but before at

taining his majority he abandoned the farm,

and, after a short apprenticeship to a black

smith, left the forge to enter upon the then

newly-developed but rapidly-growing coal-

trade. To this he subsequently added a large

woollen manufactory, and was also a stockhold

er and director in several of the railroad lines

which traversed his native county. Restless

in the life of money-making thus suddenly

opened to him, he eagerly sought political ac

tivity, and by the wise discrimination of his

neighbors was elected to the Legislature, and

displayed a zeal so honest and persistent that

he was returned again. Upon the conclusion

of his term he was sent to the Thirty-fourth

Congress, serving on one of the most impor

tant committees then organized. He was re

elected to the Thirty-fifth Congress. Mr. Co-

vode made a national reputation on his re

election to the Thirty-sixth Congress, when, as

chairman of the special committee appointed

to investigate certain charges against President

Buchanan, he displayed a vigor and decisive

penetration which subsequently gained full rec

ognition from Congress and the country. Mr.

Covode's constituents proved their apprecia

tion of his services to them, by reelecting him

to the Thirty-seventh Congress. He entered

into the measures of the war with great

ardor, and strained every nerve to put the

most effective weapons in the hand of the

military power. He sent three sons into

the army, the youngest but fifteen years old.

The eldest became colonel of the Fourth Penn

sylvania Cavalry, and was killed near Rich

mond. Mr. Covode was an active member of

the "Joint Committee on tho Conduct of the

War," and gave undying offence to the friends

of the Confederacy in the North. When Presi

dent Johnson began his term of office, he sent

Mr. Covode south to aid in the reconstruction

of the disaffected States. He did not see mat

ters as the President desired, and was hastily

recalled. He was thereafter a bitter thorn in

the side of the President, and aided largely in

restraining his executive power. In 1868 the

friends of Mr. Covode urged him again to ac

cept a nomination to Congress, as there was

danger of losing the district to a Democrat.

He entered the contest with such a dauntless

energy that the Democratic preponderance

was reversed, and, although the Governor re

fused to give either candidate a certificate—be

cause of the confusion in the returns—Con

gress at once admitted him to his seat. In

18C9 he was appointed chairman of the Re

publican State Committee of Pennsylvania,

and was very active in the struggle for the

election of Grant and Geary. In 1870 he de

clined a renominntion to Congress, and the dis

trict, in consequence, was carried by a Demo

crat. With all his impetuous energy, Mr. .Co

vode had the impassiveness of his ancestors'

Dntch nature, which made him as tenacious

of conviction as the heir of a Corsican ven

detta. He was recognized in his State as a

strong political power. His unthinking im

petuosity and the very energy of his action

and speech made him many bitter enemies, as
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his holiest, genial friendliness won him innu

merable ardent friends. He was returning

home from a trip to Philadelphia, and with his

wife stopped in Harrisburg for medical treat

ment, when his sudden death occurred.

CRAWFORD, Nathaniel Maoon, D.D.,

an American clergyman, scholar, and college

president, born near Lexington, Oglethorpe

County, Ga., March 22, 1811 ; died at his

residenoe near Atlanta, Ga., Ootober 27, 1871.

He was a son of Hon. William Crawford, a

oabinet officer and Vice-President under Madi

son and Monroe. He graduated from Frank

lin College (University of Georgia) in 1829, and

commenced the study of law with his father,

and was admitted to the Georgia bar, but did

not enter upon the praotice of his profession.

In 1837 he was elected Professor of Mathe

matics in Oglethorpe University, and retained

the position till the end of 1841. About this

time he was led to change his denominational

views, and, though brought np a Presbyterian,

he became from conscientious conviction a

Baptist. He soon determined to enter the

ministry in that denomination, Was licensed

to preach in 1843, and ordained in 1844. He
•was pastor, successively, of Baptist chnrches

in Washington, Ga., and Charleston, 8. 0. In

1847 he was elected Professor of Biblical Lit

erature in Mercer University, Penfield, Ga.,

and seven years later was chosen president of

the university. He resigned at the beginning

of 1857, and acoepted temporarily the chair of

Mental and Moral Philosophy in the University

of Mississippi, but in the autumn of that year

accepted a professorship in the Western Bap

tist Theological Seminary at Georgetown, Ky.

The pressure upon him was so strong to re

turn to the presidency of Mercer University,

that he at last consented, and in the autumn

of 1858 resumed his old place and duties. In

1857 he was elected president of the Bible Re

vision Association. The occurrence of the war

disabled, where it did not entirely destroy,

most of the Southern colleges, and Mercer

University did not escape the general ruin.

Dr. Crawford maintained a nominal connec

tion with it for some years, but on the death

of Rev. Dr. Campbell, president of George

town College, Ky., he was elected to the presi

dency of that thriving institution, and con-

tinned to preside over it until the beginning of

1871, when, his health failing, he returned to

his native State to die. Dr. Crawford ranked

as a pulpit orator among the most eloquent of

Southern preachers. He had not published

many books, though a very fluent and grace

ful writer. A work, entitled " Christian Para

doxes," from his pen, published in 1857, was

favorably received, and, with a number of small

books on denominational topics, and several

occasional sermons, addresses, etc., constitutes

the sum of his published works.

CROSWELL, Edwin, an influential journal

ist and politician of New York for many years,

born atCatskiU, N. Y., May 29, 1797; died at

Princeton, N. J., Juno 13, 1871. He was of a

family of editors, his father and his uncle, the

famous Rev. Dr. Harry Croswell, being both

engaged in editing and publishing newspapers

long before his birth. Mr. Croswell received a

good education, and on leaving school entered

at once into journalism, becoming assistant edi

tor of the Catshill Recorder, his father's paper.

His first article was a defence and vindication

of the soldiers who were drafted for the defenoe

ofNew York during the war with Great Britain.

His management of the Recorder after the re

tirement of his father was such as to attract

the attention of the most prominent leaders of

the Democracy, and place Mr. Croswell in the

position of an influential leader of his party.

In 1824 he was invited to Albany by Martin

Van Buren, Benjamin F. Butler, and others,

to assume the editorial control of the Argus

of that city, as successor to Judge Cantine, its

editor, and also State printer. He accepted

the invitation, and for thirty years after was

a resident of the State capital. Mr. Croswell's

career as editor of the Argus was a notable

success, both in its journalistic and political

sense. " He converted the paper from a semi-

weekly into a daily journal," says one of his

biographers, "increased its circulation very

largely, and made it one of the chief organs

of the Democracy, not merely in the State, but

in the country." These were the palmy days

of the famous " Albany Regency," when the or

ganization of the Democratic party had reached

a state of perfection never before equalled by

any political party in the United States, and

only equalled since by the Tammany Society.

As a member of the "Regency," Mr. Croswell's

work was delicate and important. The duty

devolved upon him of putting an end to diffi

culties which arose in the ranks of the Democ

racy of the State, and of preserving order in

the party. These were done through the col

umns of the Argut, and to his ability, tact, and

energy, were due, to a considerable extent, the

long ascendency maintained by the Democrats

in New York. All the leading articles which

appeared in the Argus were copied in the mi

nor party papers throughout the State as em

bodying all that was sound of Democratic prin

ciples; and the fact speaks for itself of the great

influence wielded by Mr. Croswell through his

paper, that for many years it was regarded

as equivalent to political apostasy to question

or discredit the authority of the Argus. Or*

course, an end came to the vast power wielded

by the Regenoy, and when it fell Mr. Croswell

fell with it In 1840 the Whigs obtained pos

session of the State, and he, after having

been State printer for sixteen years, was suc

ceeded in that offioe by Thurlow Weed. Four

years later be obtained the position again, and

kept it for three years more, when the Democ

racy were once more driven from power, and

did not return for many years after. Intestine

difficulties, rigidly repressed by the discipline

of the Regency, broke out with great fury in
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the ranks of the party. Van Buren, one of the

earliest political associates of Mr. Croswell,

headed one faction, which was opposed by the

Argus, and, as a consequence, the political in

fluence of the editor declined. The Argus,

however, was still a power in the State, and

it invariably supported the Democratic candi

dates for national offices. In 1854, after an

editorial career of forty years, Mr. Croswell

retired from the Argus, and from all connec

tion with journalism. His publio life had

been most eventful. Few men who have

wielded his influence have been less ambitious

of personal aggrandizement than he was. One

of the Warwicks of the State, he sought no

office excepting that of State printer, although

it is certain that, had he desired personal pro

motion, he couldreadily have obtained it. He

was, however, content with his position as a

journalist, who could make and unmake pub

lio men with an editorial article, and whose

mandates no leading Democratic politician ven

tured to disobey for more than sixteon years.

On his retirement from journalism, Mr. Cros

well came to New York City and engaged in

business pursuits. Not long ago we saw it

stated that he had been unsuccessful, and had

lost all his fortune. Personally, Mr. Cros

well was a man of strict integrity, genial, hos

pitable, and generous, one of the gentlemen

of the old school, of whom so few now remain

among us.

D

DARBOY, Most Rev. Georges, D. D., Arch

bishop of Paris, a Roman Catholic prelate, au

thor, and Senator of France, born at Fayl Bil

lot (Haute Marne), Franco, January 1G, 1813;

was shot by order of the leaders of the Com

mune, May 24, 1871. He was educated at the

seminary of Langres, whence he graduated

with high honors; was ordained priest in 1886,

and appointed vicar of St. Dizier, near Vossy.

In 1839 he was made Professor of Philosophy

in the large seminary of Langres, and in 1841

Professor of Dogmatio Theology in the same

institution. In 1844, the aeminary being put

in charge of one of the religious orders, M.

Darboy left the diocese and came to Paris,

where Archbishop Afire made him almoner of

the College of Henry IV., and honorary canon

of the metropolis. Archbishop Sibour, who

succeeded Afire, assigned to him the direction

of the Moniteur Catholique, appointed him

first almoner of the College of Henry IV., and

honorary vicar-general, with a commission to

inspect the religious instruction of the collegi

ate schools (lyeies) of the diocese. In Novem

ber, 1854, he accompanied the Archbishop to

Rome, where the Pope conferred on him the

title of prothonotary apostolic. He was named

the next year titular Vicar-General of Paris,

and in 1859 Bishop of Nancy. On January

10, 1868, he was designated as the successor

of Archbishop Molot in the Archiepiscopal See

" Paris; he was publicly announced the 16th

March and installed the 22d of April in the

year. On the 8th of January following,

he was appointed grand-almoner of the Em

peror (Napoleon IH.), and called to the Sen

ate October 5, 1864. In 1866 he was made a

member of the Imperial Council of Instruction,

and had passed through the various grades of

advancement in the Legion of Honor till he was

made Grand-Officer in 1868. His murder was

one of the many atrocious crimes committed

by the Commune, and was one of their latest

acts of malignity when they found that the

power was passing from their grasp. He had

been seized as a hostage by the Commune on

the 5th of April ; but, though with his feeble

health his imprisonment was an act of cruel

ty, it was not supposed that his life was in

danger until the fatal day, when he with about

sixty other hostages was called out and shot

down in cold blood, the ruffians cursing him

as they murdered him. The Archbishop was

a somewhat prolifio writer. He had trans

lated in 1845, with introduction and notes, the

works of St. Dionysius, the Areopagite; had

published " Women of the Bible," 2 vols. ■

(1848-'49); "Holy Women " (1850) ; a trans

lation of a Kempis's "Imitation of Jesus

Christ," illustrated (1852); "Life of St, Thom

as & Becket" (1859) ; and had contributed to

" The Lives of the Saints," etc. Ho had also

published many controversial pamphlets.

DEGUERRY, or Du Guerby, the Abbe

Gasfabd, an eminent French scholar and pal-

pit orator, cure of the Madeleine, born at Lyons

in 1797; shot by order of the leaders of the

Commune at Paris, May 24, 1871. He was of

a Swiss family, and obtained his education first

at the schools of his native city, and in 1812

at the College of Ville Franche. He studied

theology at the same college, and in 1820 was

ordained priest. From 1820 to 1824, he was

Professor of Philosophy, Eloquence, and The

ology, and from that time devoted himself to

his calling as a preacher. He possessed rare

powers as a pulpit orator, and his eloquence

had the unusual characteristic of so impress

ing itself on the minds of his hearers as to be

remembered for years. In 1824 ho preached

in Lyons, in 1825-27 in Paris, and the latter

year he was appointed by Charles X. chaplain

and almoner of the Sixth Regiment of the

Royal Guard, which he accompanied at Or

leans, Rouen, and Paris, for the next three

years. In 1828 he delivered an oration at Or

leans on Jeanne d'Arc ; and, twenty-eight years

after, so vividly was it remembered, that he

was called to pronounce another to her mem

ory in that city at the inauguration of an
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equestrian statue in her honor. He continued

to preach in Paris from 1830 to 1840, and in

the latter year visited Rome. On his return

he became a canon of Notre-Dame; was

appointed arch-priest in 1844, Priest of St.-

Eustache in 1845, and Priest of the Madeleine

in 1849. The latter post he retained till his

death. He was appointed Bishop of Marseilles

in 1861, but declined to accept the honor. In

1868 he was selected to superintend the

religious education of the Prince Imperial. He

held the rank of Commander of the Legion of

Honor. He was seized, at the same time with

Archbishop Darboy, as a hostage by the lead

ers of the Commune (April 5th), and brought

out at the same time with him and shot ; neither

his age, his learning, nor his well-known phi

lanthropy, availing him any thing with the mad

men ofthe Commune. The Abb6 Deguerry had

published two orations on Jeanne d'Aro (1828

and 1856) ; " La Trappe better known " (1844) ;

"History of the Old and New Testament"

(1846); "Lives of the Saints" (1845); "Biog

raphy of the Count de Clocheville" (1853);

" Retreat, preached at the Conferences of 8t.-

Vincent de Paul " (1859) ; " V Oraison Domi-

nicale, Sermons preached, at the Chapel of the

Tnileries" (1866).

DELAVAN, Edwakd O, an American phi

lanthropist and temperance reformer, born, we

believe, in Scheneotady County, N. Y., in 1798;

died in Schenectady, January 15, 1871. He ac

quired by his enterprise and industry a consid

erable fortune, and at one time owned a large

amount of real estate in Albany, including the

Delavan House, whioh he erected. In the prime

of manhood, more than forty years ago, he en

tered with great zeal and energy into the

cause of temperance reform, devoting his am

ple means to its promotion, and exerting vig

orous personal effort in speaking, lecturing,

and writing on the subject, and employing

others in all these ways to further the cause.

He met with great opposition in this work,

and was more than onoe prosecuted by brew

ers and distillers, whose manufactures of ale

and spirits he had denounoed as " rat-soup."

He procured, about 1840, several drawings of

the human stomach when diseased by the use

of alcoholic drinks, from post-mortem exami

nations made by Prof. Sewall, of Washington,

D. C. These he had engraved and printed in

colors, and made very effective use of them.

He also published for years, at his own ex

pense, a periodical advocating, often with illus

trations, the temperance cause; this was sub

sequently merged in the Journal of the Amer

ican Temperance Union, to whose funds he

was a most liberal contributor. He had trained

himself to publio speaking, and became a very

efficient advocate of the cause he had so much

at heart. He had, within a few years past,

lost a large portion of his property.

DELAWARE. The Legislature of this State

meets biennially ; the Governor holds office for

four years, and other officers shorter terms.

The last (1871) was a legislative year. The

session opened early in January and closed in

April, having continued for thirteen weeks.

The body was unanimously Democratic in both

branches. The new Governor, James Ponder,

Democrat, elected in 1870 by a majority of

2,517 over Thomas B. Coursey, the Republican

candidate, was inaugurated on the 17th of

January. His inaugural address was entirely

devoted to a discussion of State rights, and de

nunciation of Congress for extending the suf

frage to uneducated negroes, which he consid

ered "unwise in polioy, unsound in principle,"

and said would "be found to be in practice

greatly detrimental to the public interest." He

declared the measures adopted to secure its es

tablishment "the most fatal assaults which have

been made upon our complex systems of gov

ernment, Federal and State, since their organi

zation. They were the unwarranted enlarge

ment of the powers of the former, and the

practical destruction of the inherent and es

sential powers of the latter." On the same

day, Eli Saulsbury was elected to the United

States Senate, for a term of six years, begin

ning March 4th, to succeed the Hon. Willard

Saulsbury, his brother, whose term expired at

that time. The contest was between the friends

of the three brothers, Willard, Eli, and Gove

Saulsbury (the latter the ex-Governor), and it

culminated in the nominating caucus tho night

preceding the election. Four ballots were

taken before a nomination was effected. The

first two showed only three ballots for Eli,

against 14 for Gove, and 18 for Willard Sauls

bury ; the next, one for Eli, 15 for Gove, and

14 for Willard Saulsbury ; but the fourth, by

the union of the supporters of Willard and Eli

Saulsbury, showed 16 for the latter against 14

for Gove Saulsbury, and secured him the nom

ination and consequently the election.

In February Robert H. Davis was elected

State Treasurer by the Legislature, and Dr.

R. G. Ellegood, State Auditor ; and John H.

Paynter, of Georgetown, was made Secretary

of State by appointment of tho Governor.

There were but few notable acts of the

Legislature of 1871. One of the most impor

tant related to the fisheries. Its chief pro

visions are as follows: No person not a citi

zen of the State shall fish within its boun

daries without a license; such license shall

cost $20, and be limited to one year; the

penalty for the violation of this provision

shall be $50, and forfeiture of the vessel, nets,

and other tackle engaged, which, if condemned,

shall be sold, and the proceeds, after paying

costs, be divided among tho captors. Any sher

iff or constable shall have power to seize and

detain any vessel violating the oyster-law with

out warrant, and, in the performance of his

said duty, may, if necessary, summon a poise

comitatus, armed with fire-arms and ammuni

tion, and use the same, if forced to do so, in

execution of the law, and if maiming or death

follows it shall be considered justifiable, and
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the officer and his potte* be free from legal re

sponsibility ; he may also require the assist

ance and use of any other boat or vessel, its

owners or crew receiving compensation ; and

it shall be an offence, punishable by a fine, for

any sheriff or constable to refuse to act, or any

person to refuse to serve on a potte, or refuse

the use of boats ; and it shall involve a similar

penalty to fish between sunset on Saturday

night and midnight on Sunday, throughout the

year; to fish for shad nearer than one mile

from shore, or the month of any creek within

the limits of the State after the 15th of June

of each year ; and to have in possession, or ex-

Sosed for sale, any shad caught in the river

•elaware or its tributaries, within the juris

diction of this State, above the southern point

of Reedy Island, between the 11th day of June

and the 10th day of August in any year.

A law was passed prescribing some new reg

ulations in regard to the rights of marriod

women. It provides for the protection of

property belonging to the wife in a case where,

after she has been deserted by her husband,

she shall engage in business on her own ac

count. Under the old law the husband conld

return and claim her earnings.

The school system of Delaware has remained

unchanged for more than forty years, and con

sequently the progress of popular education

has been exceedingly slow. For the past five

years several districts have been entirely with

out public schools, and many which have had

such schools have had incompetent teachers.

In the rural districts the teachers are paid but

about $100 a year, and the schools are in ses

sion only four or five months. The education

of the colored people depends entirely on

their own resources, unaided by any State as

sistance, and upon such help and oversight as

are given by a voluntary organization of phil

anthropic citizens called " The Delaware As

sociation for the Moral Improvement and Edu

cation of the Colored People." This has thir

ty schools under its supervision at different

points in the State, which have given instruc

tion at one time to as many as 1,200 children.

The last Legislature did nothing toward an

improved school system. Its acts concerning

education were very few. The most impor

tant amended the charter of the Delaware Col

lege, so as to admit ten students from each

county free of tuition ; and repealed the char

ter of the State Normal University. The lat

ter created considerable indignation, the asser

tion being repeatedly made that it was impelled

by personal pique and malice, occasioned by

the statements made by the principal of the

University to the National Commissioner of

Education, denunciatory of the school system

of the State, and incorporated in his formal

report. Soon after the passage of the bill,

the students of the university held an indig

nation meeting, and passed a series of resolu

tions, the most important of which were as

follows :

Whereat, This institution has given instruction to

several hundred students, aiding many in securing

better qualifications for mercantile, mechanical, and

agricultural pursuits, and has qualified at least twen

ty-five persons for the business of school-teaching-,

including the graduating class of 1871, and has sub

scriptions of money pledged to nearly the amount of

$50,000; and—

Whereat, The State of Delaware was paid its fee

for the act of incorporation ; and—

Whereat, The State has never given any appropri

ations of money or other aid to this institution :

therefore—

Retolved, That we regard the recent act to repeal

the charter of the Delaware State Normal University,

dictated by a United States Senator and passed by

the State Legislature, as severely unjust and cruel to

those of our number who have been pursuing a labo

rious course of study with a view to securing their

degrees, as insulting to our honorable trustees and

instructors, as unwise, impolitic, and entirely un

worthy of the supposed wisdom and appropriate dig

nity of legislators.

Resolved, That we thank the trustees for so prompt

ly conferring degrees upon the graduating class of

1671, previous to the passing of said act.

Retolved, That we have never heard any political,

partisan, or sectarian remark in this institution from

any instructor.

Retolved, That, without disparagement to any

school or teacher, we have received the most thor

ough, progressive, interesting, and satisfactory in

struction in this institution that it has ever been our

privilege to enjoy.

The university was incorporated in 1867,

to confer all degrees customary to be conferred

by universities and to grant diplomas ; to con

fer, in addition to other degrees, the degree of

Bachelor of School-teaching upon such of the

students in the Normal Department as, upon

examination, shall be found qualified to act as

teachers, and the degree of Master of School-

teaching upon those who shall have been en

gaged in the business of teaching three years

from the time of graduation.

The railroads of the State are yearly in

creasing in value, influence, and number. Work

on the new road known as the Wilmington

& Western was begun on July 8, 1871, and

it is to be completed in July, 1872. The line

as originally surveyed runs from Wilmington

to Landenberg, there to connect with the

Pennsylvania & Delaware Railroad, which

crosses the Baltimore Central and extends to

the Pennsylvania Central ; but, in order to se

cure a connecting link between the West and

the oommerce of the Delaware River, it is pro

posed to extend it to Oxford, from which place a

narrow-gauge road is assured, connecting with

the lines leading to the West. Other important

railroad projects are under way. A connect

ing line between the Wilmington & Reading

and the Lehigh Valley Railroads is in progress,

which will give Wilmington a direct line into

the extensive Lehigh and Schuylkill districts ;

and a new road is proposed from Elkton to

Middletown, which will bring the agricultural

and fruit-growing section into as direct com

munication with Baltimore, and make it as ac

cessible to the peach-growers as Philadelphia

and New York now are.
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Another important project carried forward

during 1871 is the Chesapeake & Delaware

Ship-Canal, which is to connect the Chesa

peake River and Delaware Bay, and which was

projected many years ago. It is proposed to

begin somewhere abont Bombay Hook, on

Delaware Bay, near Smyrna, and cut through

to the Sassafras River. The Sassafras now has

& depth of seven feet, which it is claimed can

easily be increased to twenty-five, and by this

route the canal would only be thirty-two miles

in length.

The canal between Salem Creek and the

Delaware, begun nearly a century ago, was

completed in the fall of 1871. By this the rich

intorior region will be open to drainage and to

navigation.

The condition of the Junction & Break

water Railroad, at the close of the year, was

precarious. It had no funds to meet the inter

est on the State lien due on the 1st of January,

amounting to at least $12,000 ; a petition had

been filed in the United States District Court,

by a Philadelphia firm of locomotive-builders,

holding a note for about $11,000, protested

some months before, asking that it be declared

a bankrupt nnder the general act ; and other

proceedings against it were pending. This

road is a branch of the Delaware Railroad.

It extends from Harrington, a station of the

Delaware road, abont sixteen miles south of

Dover, the capital of the State, eastward to

Milford, then south to Georgetown, then again

eastward to the Delaware Bay at Lewes, near

the " Breakwater "—hence its name. Its ob

ject is to furnish transportation of freights,

chiefly fruit and oysters, from the interior to

Lewes, there to be transshipped to New York.

It was built mainly by the State, which loaned

it $400,000, payable in 1890. The stock sub

scription amounted to only about $150,000 in

cash, of which parties in New York subscribed

nearly one-third. It has encountered, from

the start in 1867 to the present time, all man

ner of obstacles. Anticipating the possibility

of its sale for default of interest payment, a

general law was passed by the Legislature,

authorizing the State Treasurer to bid on be

half of the State at public sales of railroads

or of railroad stocks.

In 1864 an act was passed by the Legisla

ture, levying a tax of ten cents per head upon

every passenger travelling by steam-routes in

the State. The collection of this tax the Phil

adelphia, "Wilmington & Baltimore Railroad

persistently resisted, on the ground of its un

constitutionality, and a suit of the State Treas

urer to recover it from the Company has long

been pending. At length the case came before

the Court of Errors and Appeals, the highest

tribunal of the State, and a unanimous decis

ion against the act, so far as it imposes a tax

upon passengers travelling through, into, or

out of the State, was rendered. The court,

accepting the decision of the Supreme Court

of the United States, in the case of Crandall

w. State of Nevada, as settling the principle

that a tax by a State upon what is known as

inter-»tate travel is invalid under the Federal

Constitution, concluded that the tax imposed

by the act in question was a tax upon the pas

senger, to be collected by the carrier, and not

merely a tax upon the business of the carrier,

to be measured by the number of passengers,

as was urged upon the part of the State. The

Chief Justice also delivered an opinion fully

concurring in the conclusions above named,

but adding thereto his dissent from the grounds

upon which the majority of the Supreme Court

had based their decision in the Nevada case—

preferring, with the minority of the Supreme

Court, to basethe principle, by which both that

case and the present one are settled, upon the

" commercial clause of the Constitution " giv

ing Congress power to regulate commerce be

tween States. The amount involved was about

$75,000. Notwithstanding this decision, the

tax was not repealed by the Legislature of

1871 ; and a bill was passed exacting a tax, in

cluding this ten cent capitation tax, from the

Philadelphia, Wilmington & Baltimore Rail

road Company, amounting to about $55,000.

The following table gives the population of

the State for the year 1870, together with the

assessed value of all property, school attend

ance, etc. :

,

COUNTIES.

POPULATION.
School

attendance.

Ten and orer
who cannot

read.

Total ajaeiaed
valoa of property.

Aggregate. White. Colored. Native. Foreign.

29.804
63,515
81,696

22,640
53.323
26,258

7,164
10,192
6,488

29,284 520
64.999 8,619
81,699 1 97

4,868
10.536
6,061

4,685
7,608
7,063

$12,892,183
37.894,383
14,000,707

125,015 102,221 22,794 115,879 1 9.136 19.965 19,356 *64.787,M3

Of the whole number attending school in

the State, 1,105 were colored. Of those 21

years and over who cannot write, 8,466 are

white males; 4,566 white females ; 3,763 col

ored males; 4,205 colored females. Value of

farm productions, including betterments and

additions to stock, $8,171,667 ; 58,316 pounds

of wool were produoed. True value of prop

erty, $97,180,833.

Wilmington, the only city in the State, had

at the close of 1871, according to the statistics

of the Board of Trade, about 35,000 inhab

itants, an increase of more than 2,000 during

the year. The real estate in the city and sub-
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urbs was valued at $25,000,000, and the person

al property at $22,000,000. In 1871, 404 new-

houses, valued at $1,200,000, were erected.

The following are statistics of the manufactur

ing industries of the city :

ARTICLES.

Powder and chemicals
Paper
Cotton
Care
Iron ships
Machine-work
Morocco
Carriages
Flour, corn-meal, etc
Leather, other than morocco
Iron
Foundery-work
Tobacco, snuff, spices, and par

lor matches
Sash, blinds, etc

Bricks
Boots and shoes
Woollen goods
Barrels, etc
Fertilizers
Miscellaneous, not included In

the above

Total I $11,597,500 i $18,519,000

$1,400,000
1,000,000
1,050,000
0(13.000
650,000

1,1100.(100

610,000
751.000
300.000
870,000
750,000
250,000

455,000
141.500
SOO.OOO
100.1101)
axi.ooo
100.000
175,000

1,500,000

V«l.

$t,aoo,orjo

1,000,000
1.100,000
1.586.0U0
1,000,000
1,400,000
l.KOO.000

1,118,500
1,100,000
500,(100

1.800,000
1,500,000

680,000
820.000
850,000
SOO.OOO
ami.ooo
185.000

350,000

1,800,000

The following table gives the taxation and

public debt of the State for the yoar 1871 :

COUNTIES.
Taxation, not

national.

Public debt,
county, town,

city, ttc

Sussex

$55,961
808.009
64,188

$34,500
450,625
81,000

Total for State $418,098 $586,185

It is claimed that "Wilmington enjoys ad

vantages for building iron ships superior to

those of any place in the United States. Some

of these advantages are natural and others the

result of well-directed efforts of those engaged

in the business of iron-ship building. These ad

vantages are proximity to the mines of iron and

coal, with various competing lines of transpor

tation to bring these materials, as well as the

lumber required, and proximity to the great

commercial marts of the country, where the less

important materials can bo easily and speedily

procured, and whence skilled and cheap labor

can be obtained. The difference between the

cost of production of iron ships here and on

the Clyde is steadily growing less, and the

Board of Trade regard the day as not far dis

tant when the Delaware or the Christiana,

and not the Clyde, shall rule the iron-ship

building interest of the world." The increase

of the business of Wilmington is indicated by

the increase of trade on the water-freight lines.

This business, which was at one time carried

on by four sloops, making semi-weekly trips,

now requires four steam-barges and daily trips ;

while the line between Wilmington and New

York, which was begun with one steamer, a

little more than a year ago, now has two of

tho largest steamers which pass through the

Delaware & Raritan Canal, but is yet inade

quate to the requirements of the trade. One

barge has been purchased and another built, to

aid in the transportation of the freight.

One of the main interests of Delaware is

peach growing and distributing. The crop of

1871 was the largest ever obtained—over

8,500,000 baskets being sent to market, an in

crease of about 500,000 over thes upply of 1869,

known as the "champion peach year." Of

these about 2,655,000 baskets were sent to the

distant markets by rail, and the remainder by-

water. In 1870 the quantity sent out by rail

was 1,410,079 baskots. The net receipts of the

growers were between 30 and 40 cents a bas

ket. Estimated at 85 cents, the crop of 1871

brought into the State over $1,225,000. From

300,000 to 500,000 new trees were planted dur

ing the year.

DeMORGAN, Augustus, D. C. L., F. R. A. S.,

an English mathematician, professor, and au

thor, born in the island of Madeira, on the

northeast coast of Java, in 180C ; died in Lon

don, March 18, 1871. He was educated at

Trinity College, Cambridge, where he took his

B. A. degree in 1827 as fourth wrangler. He

entered at Lincoln's Inn the same year, and

prosecuted his legal studies until 1828, when

ne was elected Professor of Mathematics in

the then newly-founded University of London,

now University College. He resigned in 1831,

but returned to it in 1836, on the death of his

successor, and retained his position until 1866.

More, perhaps, than any man of the present

generation, Prof. De Morgan deserved the title

ofa mathematical philosopher. He was not only

profoundly versed in all departments of mathe

matical science, but was thoroughly familiar

with the history and philosophy of the mathe

matical and physical sciences, and had 6o

fully developed and reorganized the science of

logic as to make it seem almost like a branch

of algebra. He was a fellow of the Royal

Astronomical Society, for thirty years on its

council, and for eighteen years one of its secre

taries. He was also a fellow of the Cam

bridge Philosophical Society. He had been

for many years one of the most industrious

and hard-working students -in Great Britain,

and was a very voluminous writer on the prin

ciples and history of mathematics, and on

points connected with the profession of an

actuary, which he had practised for many

years, although not attached to any office, and

has published works on arithmetic, algebra,

trigonometry, double algebra, the differential

calculus, the calculus offunctions, the theory of

probabilities, life contingencies, the gnomonio

projection, the use of the globes, formal logic,

arithmetical books (bibliographical), and a book

called the "Book of Almanacs," by which the

whole almanac of any year, past, present, or

future, in either style, may be turned to at once.

He wrote the articles on mathematics and some

on astronomy in the Penny Cyclopedia, and

many biographies in that work, his contribu

tions to it constituting about one-sixth of the
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twenty-seven volumes of that work; he also

wrote many biographies for the " Gallery of

Portraits," and in the uncompleted Biographi

cal Dictionary of the Useful Knowledge So

ciety, with lives of Newton and Halley in

" Knight's British Worthies ; " a series of ar

ticles in the " Companion to the Almanac,"

1883-57; many memoirs and papers in the

Transactions of the Cambridge Philosophical

Society, the Philosophical Magazine, the Cam

bridge and Dublin Journal, Notes and Queries,

etc. He also contributed to the publications

of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful

Knowledge, of the committee of which he was

a member. He had for many years written in

favor of the system of decimal coinage, which

was reoommended by a committee of the

House of Commons, and, beginning with 1846,

advocated large extensions of logic, and pro

pounded a system, of whioh the most con

densed view is to be found in his " Syllabus,"

published in 1860. A somewhat angry contro

versy sprung up on this subject between Prof.

De Morgan and Sir William Hamilton and his

followers, which continued for many years,

hinging principally on the question of logical

quantity.

DENIO, Hiram, LL. D., an American jurist,

born at Rome, N. Y., May 21, 1799; died in

Utica, N. T., November 5, 1871. His early

academical education was very thorough, and

before he had completed his seventeenth year

he entered upon the study of law, first with

Judge Hathaway at Rome, and afterward

with Messrs. Storrs & White, eminent law

yers of Whitesboro. He was admitted to the

bar in 1821, and entered into partnership with

Mr. W. Barnes, then practising in Rome. In

1825 he was appointed, by the Court of Gen

eral Sessions, District Attorney, and held that

office nine years. In the mean time, in July,

1826, he became a resident of Utica, and a

partner with his life-long friend, E. A. Wet-

more, Esq., in the law firm of Wetmore &

Denio. Mr. Denio was appointed, in 1834, a

Circuit Judge for the Fifth Circuit, and then

began the judicial career in which he won

eminence, serving about four years. About

1836 Judge Denio entered into partnership

with the Hon. Ward Hunt. In June, 1853, he

was appointed to fill a vacancy on the bench

of the Court of Appeals, and twice afterward

was elected to the same position, closing his

career in 1866. He held other honorable posi

tions, such as Bank Commissioner and Clerk

of the Supreme Court, and was from 1835 a

useful and efficient trustee of Hamilton Col

lege. In politics Judge Denio was a Democrat,

but he was still more a patriot. He favored

the Union cause during the war, voted for Lin

coln for President, and supported the war

measures of the Government. His legal fame

will rest upon the services whioh he rendered

as Judge of the Court of Appeals. His deci

sion on the Metropolitan Police Law offended

extreme Democrats at the time, but it illus

trated his independent and non-partisan char

acter, and the party was compelled to recog

nize his fairness and his integrity by a renomi-

nation. Judge Denio was regarded by bis

associates and the most eminent members of

the bar as one of the ablest jurists that had

ever sat on the bench of the Court of Appeals.

He received the honorary degree of A. M.

from Union College in 1829, and that of LL. D.

from Hamilton College a few years since.

DENMARK, a kingdom in Europe. King,

Christian IX., born April 8, 1808 ; suc

ceeded King Frederick VII., November 15,

1868. Heir, Prince Frederick, born June 3,

1843 ; married to Princess Louisa of Sweden,

July 28, 1869 ; oldest son born at Copen

hagen, September 27, 1870. Anew Cabinet was

appointed May 28, 1870, composed of the

following members : Count Holstein-Holstein-

borg, President of the Council ; Rosen6rnlehn,

Foreign Affairs; Haffner, War and Marine, ad

interim; Fonnesbech, Interior; Krieger, Jus

tice ; Fenger, Finance ; Hall, Public Worship.

Area of Denmark Proper, 14,698 English

square miles ; of the dependencies, Faroe, Ice

land, Danish settlements in Greenland! the

islands of St. Croix, St. Thomas, and St. John,

in the West Indies, 40,214 square miles. Min

ister of the United States in Denmark, M. J.

Cramer (November, 1870). Minister of Den

mark in the United States, F. E. de Bille, ap

pointed in 1867. According to the official

census of February 1, 1870, the population of

Denmark was as follows :

Zealand, MOen, Samsoe 637,711
FUhnen, Laneeland, Arroe 238,311
Lolland, FaUster 80,706
Bornholm 81.894
Jutland 788,119

Total 1,784,741

The population of the Danish dependencies

was, in 1860, 124,020. The Faroe Island in

1870 had 9,992 inhabitants; Copenhagen on

February 1, 1870, had 181,291 inhabitants.

The religious statistics of the kingdom in

1870 were as follows : Lutherans, 1,770,759 ;

Reformed, 1,430; Catholics, 1,585; Baptists,

8,157 ; other Protestant sects, 791 ; Mormons,

2,069; Jews 4,400.

In the budget for the year 1871-'72, the

revenue is estimated at 20,954,063 rix-dollars ;

the expenditures at 20,568,526. The publio

debt, on March 31, 1869, amounted to 116,-

870,350 rix-dollars. The army, in 1S69, was

composed as follows :

FIrrt Coll (Lino «nd Raaero). Second Oatt.

Offlcwn. Men. Offlcon.

287

Hon.

12,127780 86.750
3.122
6,523
580

Artillery a S7
22

2,391
740Engineers.... 36

Total... 1.031 35,975 346 15,258

On a war-footing the total army numbered

52,656.

The fleet, in 1870, consisted of 32 steamers,
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at Washington, and shall treat of and discuss the

mode of settling the different questions which have

arisen out of the fisheries, as well as those which

affect the relations of tho United States toward her

Majesty's possessions in North America.

I am confident that this proposal will be met by your

Government in the same cordial spirit of friendship

which has induced her Majesty's Government to ten

der it, and I cannot doubt that in that case the result

will not fail to contribute to the maintenance of the

good relations between the two countries, which I

am convinced the Government of the United States,

as well as that of her Majesty, equally have at heart.

On the 30th the Secretary replies by a ref

erence to the preceding note, and says :

I have laid your note before the President, who in

structs me to say that he shares with her Majesty's

Government the appreciation of the importance of a

friendly and complete understanding between the

two Governments with reference to the subjects spe

cially suggested for the consideration of the proposed

joint high commission, and he fully recognizes the

friendly spirit which has prompted the proposal.

The President is, however, of the opinion that,

without the adjustment of a class of questions not

alluded to in your note, the proposed high commis

sion would fail to establish the permanent relations

and the sincere, substantial, and lasting friendship

between the two Governments which, in common

with her Majesty's Government, he desires should

prevail.

He thinks that tho removal of the differences

which arose during the rebellion in the United

States, and which have existed since then, growing

out of the acts committed by the several vessels

which have given rise to the claims generally known

as the " Alabama claims," will also be essential to

the restoration of cordial and amicable relations be

tween the two Governments.

He directs me to Bay that, should her Majesty's

Government accept this view of this matter, and

assent that this subject also may be treated of by the

proposed high commission, and may thus be put in

the way of a final and amicable settlement, this Gov

ernment will, with much pleasure; appoint high com

missioners on the part of the United States, to meet

those who may be appointed on behalf of her Ma

jesty's Government, and will spare no efforts to

secure, at the earliest practicable moment, a just and

amicablo arrangement of all the questions which

now unfortunately stand in the way of an entire and

abiding friendship between the two nations.

On the 1st of February Mr. Thornton sent

an approval of the suggestions of the President

through Secretary Fish, to include the " Ala

bama claims " among the subjects to be con

sidered; thus:

With reference to that part of your note in which

you state that the President thinks that the removal

of the differences which arose during the rebellion

in the United States, and which have existed since

then, growing out of the acts committed by the sev

eral vessels, which have given rise to the claims

generally known as the " Alabama claims," will also

be essential to the restoration of oordial and amicable

relations between the two Governments, I have the

honor to inform you that I have submitted to Earl

Granville the opinion thus expressed by the Presi

dent of the United States, tho friendliness of which,

I beg you to believe, I fully appreciate.

I am now authorized by his lordship to state that

it would give her Majesty's Government great satis

faction if the claims commonly known by the name

of the " Alabama claims " were submitted to the

consideration of the same high commission by which

her Majesty's Government have proposed that the

questions relating to the British possessions in North

America should be discussed ; provided that all other

claims, both of British subjects and citizens of tho

United States, arising out of acts committed during

tho recent civil war in this country, are similarly re

ferred to the same commission. The expressions

made use of in the name of the President in your

above-mentioned note, with regard to the " Alabama

claims," convince me that the Government of the

United States will consider it of importance that

these causes of dispute between the two countries

should also at the same time be done away with, and

that you will enable me to convey to my Government

the assent of the President to the addition which

they thus propose to the duties of the high commis

sion, and which cannot fail to make it more certain

that its labors will lead to the removal of all differ

ences between the two countries.

The reply of the Secretary, dated February

8d, was as follows :

I have laid your note before the President, and

he has directed me to express the satisfaction with

which he has received the intelligence that Earl

Granville has authorized you to state that her Ma

jesty's Government has accepted the views of this

Government as to the disposition to be made of the

so-called "Alabama claims."

He also directs me to say, with reference to the

remainder of your note, that if there be other and

further claims of British subjects or of American

citizens growing out of acts committed during the

recent civil war in this country, he assents to the

propriety of their reference to the same high com

mission ; but he suggests that the high commissioners

shall consider only such claims of this description aa

may be presented by the Governments of the respec

tive claimants at an early day, to be agreed upon by

the commissioners.

On February 9th President Grant sent a

message to the Senate, in which were nomi

nated the following gentlemen as the commis

sioners on the part of the United States, viz. ;

Hon. Hamilton Fish, Secretary of State; Hon.

Samuel Nelson, Associate Justice of the United

States Supreme Court ; Hon. Robt. C. Schenck,

Minister to England ; Hon. E. Roekwood Hoar,

late Attorney-General of the United States;

and Hon. George H. Williams, United States

Senator from Oregon.

On the part of Great Britain and Ireland

Queen Victoria appointed the members of

the commission, and designated them as fol

lows : George Frederick Samuel, Earl de

Grey and Earl of Ripon, Viscount Goderich,

Baron Grantham, a baronet, a peer of our

United Kingdom, President of onr Most Hon

orable Privy Council, Knight of our Most

Noble Order of the Garter, etc., etc ; onr

right-trusty and well-beloved councillot, Sir

Stafford Henry Northcote, Baronet, a member

of Parliament, Companion of our Most Hon

orable Order of the Bath, etc., etc. ; our

trusty and well-beloved Sir Edward Thornton,

Knight Commander of our Most Honorable

Order of the Bath, our Envoy Extraordinary

and Minister Plenipotentiary to our good

friends the United States of America ; our

trusty and well-beloved Sir John Alexander

Macdonald, Knight Commander of our Most

Honorable Order of the Bath, a member of our

Privy Council for Canada and Minister of Jus

tice and Attorney-General of our Dominion
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of Canada; and our trusty and well-beloved

Montague Bernard, Esquire, Chichele Professor

of International Law in the University of Ox

ford.

To each one of the commissioners on the

part of the United States the following letter

of instructions was addressed by the writer as

Secretary of State :

Depabtment or State, 1

Washington, February 22, 1871. f

Sib : Your high character and experience inpublio

affairs, and the familiarity which your long service

under the Federal Government has given you of the

questions to be discussed and treated by the Joint

Commission, of which you have been appointed a

member, seem to render unnecessary any instructions

upon the questions that will come under the consid

eration of that body. Another consideration, more

personal to the undersigned, forbids an attempt on

his part to give instructions to his associates on the

commission. You will receive herewith a confiden

tial memorandum, embodying a reference to corre

spondence of this Department, and to the history of

several of the questions which may be discussed by

the Commission, viz. :

1. The fisheries.

2. The navigation of the St. Lawrence.

8. Reciprocal trade between the United States and

the Dominion of Canada.

4. Northwest water-boundary and the island of

San Juan.

5. The olaims of the United States against Great

Britain on account of acts committed by rebel

cruisers.

6. Claims of British^ subjects against the United

States for losses and injuries arising out of acts com

mitted during the recent civil war in the United States.

It is hopedthat this memorandum, which has been*

prepared in this Department, may aid you, by its

references, in the consideration of the several ques

tions on which it treats. The President commits the

discussion and treatment of the several questions to

the joint discretion of yourself and your associates.

The sittings of the Commission being in this city,

you will hove the opportunity, of which he expocts

you to avail yourself, of consulting with him from

time to time, and upon any points in which you may

have serious doubts, ana you can also cautiously

and confidentially ascertain the views and opinions

of Senators to whom, in case your negotiations shall

result in a treaty or convention, that result must

be submitted for their constitutional advice and

consent.
One point not referred to in the accompanying

memorandum will probably be brought to the con

sideration of the Joint Commission, viz., some

agreement between the two Governments defining

their respective rights and duties as neutrals in case

the other Government be engaged in war with a

third power. It is enough that the subject be indi

cated and your attention to it asked as one of the

important questions that may engage the considera

tions of the Commission. The President hopes that

whatever principles may be established or recognized

in connection with this subject shall be considered

equally applicable to the period covered by the late

civil war in this country and the future.

I have the honor to be, sir, vour obedient servant,

"HAMILTON FISH.

The commissioners first assembled in Wash

ington on February 27th, when their full pow

ers were respectively produced, and found to

be satisfactory, and copies thereof were ex

changed.

It was proposed by the British commission

ers that Mr. Fish, Secretary of State of the

United States, Bhould preside. The United

States commissioners stated that, although

appreciating the proposal, they did not con

sider it necessary that a president should be

named. The commissioners, on the sugges

tion of Mr. Fish, requested Lord Tenterden,

secretary to the British Commission, and Mr.

Bancroft Davis, Assistant-Secretary of Stato

of the United States, acting as secretary to the}

United States Commission, to undertake the

duties ofjoint protocolists. The commission

ers then agreed that the subjects for discussion

should be those mentioned in the above cor

respondence, dated in January and February,

which had taken place between the two Gov

ernments.

On Maroh 4th, the commissioners having

met, the protocol of the conference held on

the 27th of February was read and confirmed.

At the commencement of the conference the

United States commissioners called attention to

the provision in the Constitution of the United

States, by which the advice and consent of the

Senate is required for the ratification of any

treaty which may be signed under the author

ity of the President. The British commis

sioners stated that they were acquainted with

this provision. Tho commissioners then pro

ceeded with the consideration of the matters

referred to them.

All the protocols, from the third to the

thirty-fourth inclusive, are precisely the same,

and read as follows :

The High Commissioners having met, the protocol

of the conference hold on the of —— was read

and confirmed. The High Commissioners then pro

ceeded with the consideration of the matters referred ,

to them. The conference was adjourned to the

of . J. C. BANCROFT DAVIS,

TENTEJiDEN.

On May 3d, the commissioners having met,

the American commissioners produced the fol

lowing further full power, under the seal of

the United States, authorizing them to con

clude and sign a treaty :

Ulysses 8. Grant, President of the United States of

America, to all to whom these presents shall come,

greeting:

Know ye that whereas, by my power, bearing date

the 10th day of February last, Hamilton Fish, Secre

tary of State, Robert C. Schenck, envoy extraordi

nary and minister plenipotentiary to Great Britain,

Samuel Nelson, on associate justice of the Supreme

Court of the United States, Ebenezer R. Hoar, of

Massachusetts, and George H. Williams, of Oregon,

were authorized to meet the commissioners ap

pointed, or to be appointed, on behalf of her Britan

nic Majesty, and with them to treat and discuss the

mode of settlement of the different questions which

should oome before them ;

And whereas that meeting and discussion have

taken place, and the said mode of settlement has

been agreed upon :

Now, therefore, I, Ulysses S. Grant, President

of the United States, do hereby appoint the said

Hamilton Fish, Robert C. Schenck, Samuel Nelson,

Ebenezer R. Hoar, and George H. Williams, jointly

and severally, plenipotentiaries for and in behalf of

tho United btates, and do authorize them, and any

or either of them, to conclude and sign any treaty or
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treaties touching the premises, for the final ratifica

tion of the President of the United States, by and

-with the advice and consent of the Senate, il such

advice and consent bo given.

In witness whereof I have caused the seal of the

United States to bo hereunto affixed.

Given under my hand at the city of Washington,

the second day of May, in the year of our

[l. s.] Lord one thousand eight hundred and

seventy-one, and of the Independence of

the United States of America the ninety-fifth.

By the President: U.S.GRANT.

Kuultok Fish, Secretary of State.

This fall power was examined by the Brit

ish commissioners, and found satisfactory.

The joint commissioners determined that

they would embody in a protocol a statement

containing an account of the negotiations upon

the various subjects included in the treaty,

and they instructed the joint protocolists to

prepare such an account in the order in which

the subjects are to stand in the treaty.

XXXVI. — Protocol of Conference between the High

Commutionere on the part of the United Statet of

America and the High Committioneri on the part

of Great Britain.

Washihgtoh, May i, 1871.

On May 4th, the commissioners having met,

the statement prepared by the joint protocol

ists, in accordance with the request of the

joint high commissioners at the last confer

ence, was then read as follows :

ARTICLES I. TO XI.

At the conference held on the 8th of March

the American commissioners stated that the

people and Government of the United States

felt that they had sustained a great wrong, and

that great injuries and losses were indicted

upon their commerce and their material inter

ests by the course and conduct of Great Brit

ain during the recent rebellion in the United

States; that what had occurred in Great

Britain and her colonies during that period

had given rise to feelings in the United States

which the people of the United States did not

desire to cherish toward Great Britain; that

the history of the Alabama, and other cruis

ers, which had been fitted out, or armed, or

equipped, or which had received augmentation

of force in Great Britain, or in her colonies,

and of the operations of those vessels, showed

extensive direct losses in the capture and de

struction of a large number of vessels, with

their cargoes, and in the heavy national ex

penditures in the pursuit of the cruisers, and

indirect injury in the transfer of a large part

of the American commercial marine to the

British flag, in the enhanced payments of in

surance, in the prolongation of the war, and

in the addition of a large sum to the cost of

the war and the suppression of the rebellion,

and also showed that Great Britain, by reason

of failure in the proper observance of her

duties as a neutral, had become justly liable

for the acts of those cruisers and of their

tenders ; that the claims for the loss and de

struction of private property which had thus

far been presented amounted to about fourteen

millions of dollars, without interest, which

amount was liable to be greatly increased by

claims which had not been presented; that

the cost to which the Government had been

put in the pursuit of cruisers could easily be

ascertained by certificates of Government ac

counting officers ; that, in the hope of an ami

cable settlement, no estimate was made of the

indirect losses, without prejudice, however, to

the right to indemnification on their account

in the event of no such settlement being

made.

The American commissioners further stated

that they hoped that the British commis

sioners would be able to place upon record an

expression of regret by her Majesty's Govern

ment for the depredations committed by the

vessels whose acts were now under discussion.

They also proposed that the Joint High Com

mission should agree upon a sum which should

be paid by Great Britain to the United States

in satisfaction of all the claims and the inter

est thereon.

The British commissioners replied that her

Majesty's Government could not admit that

Great Britain had failed to discharge toward

the United States the duties imposed on her

by the rules of international law, or that Bhe

was justly liable to make good to the United

States the losses occasioned by the acts of the

cruisers to which the American commissioners

had referred. They reminded the American

.commissioners that several vessels, suspected

of being designed to cruise against the United

States, including two iron-clads, had been ar

rested or detained by the British Government,

and that that Government had in some in

stances not confined itself to the discharge of

international obligations, however widely con

strued, as, for instance, when it acquired, at a

great cost to the country, the control of the

Anglo-Chinese flotilla, which, it was appre

hended, might be used against the United

States.

They added that although Great Britain had,

from the beginning, disavowed any responsi

bility for the acts of the Alabama, and the

other vessels, she had already shown her will

ingness, for the sake of the maintenance of

friendly relations with the United States, to

adopt the principle of arbitration, provided

that a fitting arbitrator could be found, and

that an agreement could be come to as to the

points to which arbitration should apply. They

would, therefore, abstain from replying in de

tail to the statement of the American commis

sioners, in the hope that the necessity for en

tering upon a lengthened controversy might

be obviated by the adoption of so fair a mode

of settlement as that which they were in

structed to propose ; and they hail now to re

peat, on behalf of their Government, the ofl'er

of arbitration.

The American commissioners expressed

their regret at this decision of the British com

missioners, and said further that they could
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not consent to submit the question of the lia

bility of her Majesty's Government to arbitra

tion unless the principles which should govern

the arbitrator in the consideration of the facts

could be first agreed upon.

The British commissioners replied that they

had no authority to agree to a submission of

these claims to an arbitrator with instructions

as to the principles which should govern him

in the consideration of them. They said that

they should be willing to consider what prin

ciples should be adopted for observance in

future; but that they were of opinion that

the best mode of conducting an arbitration

was to submit the facts to the arbitrator, and

leave him free to decide upon them after hear

ing such arguments as might be necessary.

The American commissioners replied that

they were willing to consider what principles

should be laid down for observance in similar

cases in future, with the understanding that

any principles that should be agreed upon

she mid be held to be applicable to the facts in

respect to the Alabama claims.

The British commissioners replied that they

oould not admit that there had been any vio

lation of existing principles of international

law, and that their instructions did not author

ize them to aooede to a proposal for laying

down rales for the guidance of the arbitrator;

but that they would make known to their

Government the views of the American com

missioners on the subject.

At the respective conferences on March 9th,

March 10th, March 13th, and March 14th, the

Joint High Commission considered the form of

the declaration of principles or rules which

the American commissioners desired to see

adopted for the instruction of the arbitrator,

and laid down for observance by the two Gov

ernments in future.

At the close of the conference of the 14th

of March the British commissioners reserved

several questions for the consideration of

their Government.

At the conference on the 5th of April the

British commissioners stated that they were

instructed by her Majesty's Government to

declare that her Majesty's Government could

* not assent to the proposed rules as a state

ment of principles of international law which

were in force at the time when the Alabama

olaims arose, bat that her Majesty's Govern

ment, in order to evince its desire of strength

ening the friondly relations between the two

countries, and to make satisfactory provis

ion for the future, agroed that, in deciding

the questions between the two countries aris

ing out of those claims, the arbitrator should

assume that her Majesty's Government had

undertaken to act upon the principles set forth

in the rules which the American commis

sioners had proposed, viz. :

Thafe a neutral government is bound, first,

to use due diligence to prevent the fitting out,

arming, or equipping, within its jurisdiction,

vol. xi.—17 A

of any vessel which it has reasonable ground

to believe is intended to cruise or carry on

war against a power with which it is at peace ;

and also to use like diligence to prevent the

departure from its jurisdiction of any vessel

intended to cruise or carry on war as above,

such vessel having been specially adapted, in

whole or in part, within such jurisdiction, to

warlike use.

Secondly. Not to permit or suffer either

belligerent to make use of its ports or waters

as the base of naval operations against the

other, or for the purpose of the renewal or

augmentation of military supplies or arms, or

the recruitment of men.

Thirdly. To exercise due diligence in its

own ports or waters, and, as to all persons

within its jurisdiction, to prevent any viola

tion of the foregoing obligations and duties.

It being a condition of this undertaking,

that these obligations should in future be held

to be binding internationally between the two

oountries.

It was also settled that, in deciding the mat

ters submitted to him, the arbitrator should be

governed by the foregoing rules, which had

been agreed upon as rules to be taken as ap

plicable to the case, and by such principles of

international law, not inconsistent therewith,

as the arbitrator should determine to have

been applicable to the case.

The Joint High Commission then proceeded

to consider the form of submission and the

manner of constituting a tribunal of arbitration.

At the conferences on the 6th, 8th, 9th,

10th, and 12th of April, the Joint High Com

mission considered and discussed the form of

submission, the manner of the award, and the

mode of selecting the arbitrators.

The American commissioners, referring to

the hope which they had expressed on the 8th

of March, inquired whether the British com

missioners were prepared to place upon record

an expression of regret by her Majesty's Gov

ernment for the depredations committed by

the vessels whose acts were now under dis

cussion; and the British commissioners re

plied that they were authorized to express, in

a friendly spirit, the regret felt by her Ma

jesty's Government for the escape, under

whatever circumstances, of the Alabama and

other vessels from British ports, and for the

depredations committed by those vessels.

The American commissioners accepted this

expression of regret as very satisfactory to

them and as a token of kindness, and said that

they felt sure it would be so received by the

Government and people of the United States.

In the conference on the 13th of April the

treaty articles I. to XI. were agreed to.

ARTICLES XII. TO XVII.

At the conference on the 4th oi March it

was agreed to consider the subjects referred to

the Joint High Commission by the respective

Governments in the order in which they ap
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peered in the correspondence between Sir Ed

ward Thornton and Mr. Fish, and to defer the

consideration of the adjustment of " all other

claims, both of British subjects and citizens

of the United States, arising out of acts com

mitted during the recent civil war in this

country," as described by Sir Edward Thorn

ton in his letter of February 1st, until the sub

jects referred to in the previous letters should

have been disposed of.

The American commissioners said that they

supposed that they were right in their opinion

that British laws prohibit British subjects

from owning slaves ; they therefore inquired

whether any claim for slaves, or for alleged

property or interest in slaves, can or will be

presented by the British Government, or in

behalf of any British subject, under the treaty

now being negotiated, if there be in the treaty

no express words excluding such claims.

The British commissioners replied that by

the law of England British subjects had long

been prohibited from purchasing or dealing

in slaves, not only within the dominions of the

British crown but in any foreign country;

and that they had no hesitation in saying that

no claim on behalf of any British subject, for

slaves or for any property or interest in slaves,

would be presented by the British Government.

Referring to the paragraph in Sir Edward

Thornton's letter of January 26th, relating to

"the mode of settling the different questions

which have arisen out of the fisheries, as well

as all those which affect the relations of the

United States toward her Majesty's posses

sions in North America," the British commis

sioners proposed that the Joint High Commis

sion should consider the claims for injuries

which the people of Canada had suffered from

what were known as the Fenian raids.

The American commissioners objected to

this, and it was agreed that the subject might

be brought up again by the British commis

sioners in connection with the subjects re

ferred to by Sir Edward Thornton in his letter

of February 1st.

At the conference on the 14th of April, the

Joint High Commission took into consideration

the subjects mentioned by Sir Edward Thorn

ton in that letter.

The British commissioners proposed that a

commission for the consideration of these

claims should be appointed, and that the con

vention of 1853 should be followed as a pre

cedent. This was agreed to, except that it

was settled that there should be a third com

missioner instead of an umpire.

At the conference on the 15th of April, the

treaty articles XII. to XVII. were agreed to.

At the conference on the 26th of April, the

British commissioners again brought before

the Joint High Commission the claims of the

people of Canada for injuries suffered from the

Fenian raids. They said that they were in

structed to present these claims, and to state

that they were regarded by her Majesty's Gov

ernment as coming within the class of subjects

indicated by Sir Edward Thornton, in his let

ter of January 26th, as subjects for the consid

eration of the Joint High Commission.

The American commissioners replied that

they were instructed to say that the Govern

ment of the United States did not regard these

claims as comingwithin the class of subjects in

dicated in that letter as subjects for the consid

eration of the Joint High Commission, and that

they were without any authority from their

Government to consider them. They there

fore declined to do so.

The British commissioners stated that, as the

subject was understood not to bo within the

scope of the instructions of the American com

missioners, they must refer to their Govern

ment for further instructions upon it.

At the conference on the 8d of May, the

British commissioners stated that they were

instructed by their Government to express

their regret that the American commissioners

were without authority to deal with the ques

tion of the Fenian raids, and they inquired

whether that was still the case.

The American commissioners replied that

they could see no reason to vary the reply

formerly given to this proposal ; that in their

view the subject was not embraced in the

scope of the correspondence between Sir Ed

ward Thornton and Mr. Fish under either of

the letters of the former; and that they did

not feel justified in entering upon the consid

eration of any class of claims not contemplated

at the time of the creation of the present com

mission, and that the claims now referred to

did not commend themselves to their favor.

The British high commissioners said that

under these circumstances they would not urge

further that the settlement of these claims

should be included in the present treaty, and

that they had the less difficulty in doing so, as

a portion of the claims were of a constructive

and inferential character.

ARTICLES XVIII. TO XXV.

At the conference on the 6th of March, the

British commissioners stated that they were

prepared to discuss the question of the fish- ,

eries, either in detail or generally, so as either

to enter into an examination of the respective

rights of the two countries under the Treaty

of 1818 and the general law of nations, or to

approach at once the settlement of the ques

tion on a comprehensive basis.

The American commissioners said that with

the view of avoiding the discussion of matters

which subsequent negotiation might render it

unnecessary to enter into, they thought it

would be preferable to adopt the latter course,

and inquired what, in that case, would be the

basis which the British commissioners desired

to propose.

The British commissioners replied that they

considered that the reciprocity treaty of Juno

5, 1854, should be restored in principle.
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Tho American commissioners declined to

assent to a renewal of the former reciprocity

treaty.

The British commissioners then suggested

that, if any considerable modification were

made in the tariff arrangements of that treaty,

the coasting-trade of the United States and of

her Britannic Majesty's possessions in North

America should be reciprocally thrown open,

and that the navigation of the river St. Law

rence and of the Canadian canals should be

also thrown open to the citizens of the United

States on terms of equality with British sub

jects.

The American commissioners declined this

proposal, and objected to a negotiation on the

basis of the reciprocity treaty. They said that

that treaty had proved unsatisfactory to the

people of the United States, and consequently

had been terminated by notice from the Gov

ernment of the United States, in pursuance of

its provisions. Its renewal was not in their

interest, and would not be in accordance with

the sentiments of their people. They further

said that they were not at liberty to treat of

tho opening of the coasting-trade of the United

States to the subjects of hor Majesty residing

in her possessions in North America. It was

agreed that the questions relating to the navi

gation of tho river St. Lawrence, and of the

Canadian canals, and to other commercial ques

tions affecting Canada, should be treated by

themselves.

The subject of the fisheries was further dis

cussed at the conferences on the 7th, 20th,

22d, and 25th of March. The American com

missioners stated that, if the value of the in

shore fisheries could be ascertained, the United

States might prefer to purchase, for a sum of

money, the right to enjoy, in perpetuity, the

use of these inshore fisheries in common with

British fishermen, and mentioned one million

dollars as the sum they were prepared to offer.

The British commissioners replied that this

offer was, they thought, wholly inadequate,

and that no arrangement would be acceptable

of which the admission into the United States,

free of duty, of fish, the produce of the Brit

ish fisheries, did not form a part, adding that

any arrangement for the acquisition by pur

chase of the inshore fisheries, in perpetuity,

was open to grave objection.

The American commissioners inquired if it

would bo necessary to refor any arrangement

for purchase to tho colonial or provincial Par

liaments.

The British commissioners explained that

the fisheries within the limits of maritime ju

risdiction were the property of the several

British colonies, and that it would be neces

sary to refer any arrangement, which might

affect colonial property or rights, to the colo

nial or provincial Parliaments ; and that legis

lation would also be required on the part of

the Imperial Parliament. During these dis

cussions the British commissioners contended

that these inshore fisheries were of great value,

and that the most satisfactory arrangement

for their use would be a reciprocal tariff ar

rangement, and reciprocity in the coasting-

trade ; and the American commissioners re

plied that their value was overestimated ; that

the United States desired to secure their en

joyment, nqt for their commercial or intrinsic

value, but for the purpose of removing a

source of irritation ; and that they could hold

out no hope that the Congress of the United

States would give its assent to such a tariff ar

rangement as was proposed, or to any extend

ed plan of reciprocal free admission of the

products of the two countries ; but that, inas

much as one branch of Congress had recently,

more than once, expressed itself in favor of

the abolition of duties on coal and salt, they

would propose that coal, salt, and fish, be re

ciprocally admitted free ; and that, inasmuch

as Congress had removed the duty from a por

tion of the lumber heretofore subject to duty,

and as the tendency of legislation in the

United States was toward the reduction of

taxation and of duties in proportion to the re

duction of the public debt and expenses, they

would further propose that lumber be admit

ted free from duty from and after the first of

July, 1874, subject to the approval of Congress,

which was necessary on all questions affecting

import duties.

The British commissioners, at the confer

ence on the 17th of April, stated that they had

referred this offer to their Government, and

were instructed to inform the American com

missioners that it was regarded as inadequate,

and that her Majesty's Government consid

ered that free lumber should be granted at

once, and that the proposed tariff concessions

should be supplemented by a money payment.

The American commissioners then stated

that they withdrew the proposal which they

had previously made of the reciprocal free ad

mission of coal, salt, and fish, and of lumber

after July 1, 1874 ; that that proposal had been

made entirely in the interest of a peaceful set

tlement, and for the purpose of removing a

source of irritation and of anxiety ; that its

value had been beyond the commercial or in

trinsic value of the rights to have been ac

quired in retnrn ; and that they could toot

consent to an arrangement on the basis now

proposed by the British commissioners ; and

they renewed their proposal to pay a money

equivalent for the use of the inshore fisheries.

They further proposed that, in case the two

Governments should not be able to agree upon

the sum to be paid as such an equivalent, the

matter should be referred to an impartial com

mission for determination.

The British commissioners .replied that this

proposal was one on which they had no in

structions, and that it would not be possible

for them to come to any arrangement except

one for a term of years and involving the con

cession of free fish and fish-oil by the Ameri
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can commissioners, but that, if free fish and

fish-oil were conceded, they would inquire of

their Government whether they were prepared

to assent to a reference to arbitration as to

money payment.

The American commissioners replied that

they were willing, subject to the action of

Congress, to concede free fish and fish-oil as

an equivalent for the use of the inshore fish

eries, and to make the arrangement for a term

of years ; that they were of opinion that free

fish and fish-oil would be more than an equiva

lent for those fisheries, but that they were also

willing to agree to a reference to determine

that question and the amount of any money

payment that might be found necessary to

complete an equivalent, it being understood

that legislation would be needed before any

payment could be made.

The subject was further discussed in the con

ferences of April 18th and 19th, and, the British

commissioners having referred the last proposal

to their Government and received instructions

to accept it, the treaty articles XVIII. to XXV.

were agreed to at the conference on the 22d

of April.

ABTICLEB XXVII. TO XXXIII.

At the conference on the 6th of March the

British commissioners proposed that the reci

procity treaty of June 5, 1854, should be re

stored in principle, and that, if any considera

ble modifications in the tariff arrangements in

force nnder it were made, the coasting-trade

of the United States and of her Britannic

Majesty's possessions in North America should

be reciprocally thrown open, and that the

navigation of the river St. Lawrence and of

the Canadian canals should be thrown open

to the citizens of the United States on terms

of equality with British subjects.

The American commissioners declined this

proposal, and in the subsequent negotiations

the question of the fisheries was treated by

itself.

At the conference on the 17th of March the

Joint High Commission considered the subject

of the American improvement of the naviga

tion of the St. Clair Flats.

At the conference on the 18th of March the

questions of the navigation of the river St.

Lawrence and the canals and the other subjects

connected therewith were taken up.

The American commissioners proposed to

take into consideration the question of transit

of goods in bond through Canada and the

United States, which was agreed to.

The British commissioners proposed to take

into consideration the question of opening the

coasting-trade of the lakes reciprocally to each

party, which was declined.

On the proposal of the British commission

ers, it was agreed to take the question of trans

shipment into consideration.

The British commissioners proposed to take

into consideration the reciprocal registration

of vessels, as between the Dominion of Canada

and the United States, which was declined.

At the conference on the 23d of March the

transshipment question was discussed and post

poned for further information, on the motion

of the American commissioners.

The transit question was discussed, and it

was agreed that any settlement that might be

made should include a reciprocal arrangement

in that respect for the period for which the

fishery articles should be in force.

The question of the navigation of the river

St. Lawrence and the canals was taken np.

The British commissioners stated that they

regarded the concession of the navigation of

Lake Michigan as an equivalent for the con

cession of the navigation of the river St. Law

rence.

As to the canals, they stated that the con

cession of the privilege to navigate them in

their present condition, on terms of equality

with British subjects, was a much greater

concession than the corresponding use of the

canals offered by the United States.

They further said that the enlargement of

the canals would involve the expenditure of a

large amount of money, and they asked what

equivalent the American commissioners pro

posed to give for the surrender of the right to

control the tolls for the use of the canals, either

in their present state or after enlargement.

The American commissioners replied that,

unless the Welland Canal Bhould be enlarged

so as to accommodate the present course of

trade, they should not be disposed to make

any concessions; that in their opinion the

citizens of the United States could now justly

claim to navigate the river St. Lawrence in

its natural state, ascending and descending,

from the forty-fifth parallel of north latitude,

where it ceases to form the boundary between

the two countries, from, to, and into the sea ;

and they could not concede that the navigation

of Lake Michigan should be given or taken as

an equivalent for that right ; and they thought

that the concession of the navigation of Lake

Michigan and of the canals offered by them

was more than an equivalent for the conces

sions as to the Canadian canals which were

asked. They proposed, in connection with a

reciprocal arrangement as to transit and trans

shipment, that Canada should agree to enlarge

the Welland and St. Lawrence Canals, to make

no discriminating tolls, and to limit the tolls

to rates sufficient to maintain the canals, pay

a reasonable interest on the cost of construc

tion and enlargement, and raise a sinking fund

for the repaying within a reasonable time the

cost of enlargement ; and that the navigation

•of the river St. Lawrence, the Canadian canals,

the canals offered by the United States, and

Lake Michigan, should be enjoyed reciprocally

by citizens of the United States and by British

subjects. This proposal was declined by the

British commissioners, who repeated that they

did not regard the equivalent offered by the
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United States as at all commensurate with the

concessions asked from Great Britain.

At the conference on the 27th of March the

proposed enlargement of the Canadian canals

was farther discussed. It was stated on the

part of the British commissioners that the

Canadian Government were now considering

the expediency of enlarging the oapacity of

the canals on the river St. LawTence, and had

already provided for the enlargement of the

Welland Canal, which would be undertaken

without delay.

The subject of the export duty in New

Brunswick on American lumber floated down

the river St. John was proposed for considera

tion by the American commissioners.

At the conference on the 22d of April the

British commissioners proposed that the navi

gation of Lake Michigan should be given in

exchange for the navigation of the river St

Lawrence; and that her Majesty's Govern

ment should agree to urge upon the Dominion

of Canada to give to the citizens of th^United

States the use of the Canadian canals on terms

of equality with British subjects ; and that the

Government of the United States should agree

to urge upon the several States to give to Brit

ish subjects the use of the several State canals

on terms of equality with citizens of the United

States. They also proposed, as part of the

arrangement, a reciprocal agreement as to

transit and transshipment, and that the Gov

ernment of Great Britain should urge upon

New Brunswick not to impose export duties

on the lumber floated down the river St. John

for shipment to the United States.

The American commissioners repeated their

views as to the navigation of the river St. Law

rence in its natural state.

The British commissioners replied that they

could not admit the claims of American citi

zens to navigate the river St. Lawrence as of

right ; but that the British Government had

no desire to exclude them from it. They,

however, pointed out that there were certain

rivers running through Alaska which should

on like grounds be declared free and open to

British subjects, in case the river St. Lawrence

should be declared free.

The American commissioners replied that

they were prepared to consider that question.

They also assented to the arrangement as to

the canals, which was proposed by the British

commissioners, limiting it, as regarded Ameri

can canals, to the canals connected with the

navigation of the lakes or rivers traversed by

or contiguous to the boundary-line between

the British and American possessions. They

likewise agreed to give the right of navigating

Lake Michigan, for a term of years. They

desired, and it was agreed, that the transship

ment arrangement should be made dependent

upon the non-existence of discriminating tolls

or regulations on the Canadian canals, and also

upon the abolition of the New Brunswick ex

port duty on American lumber intended for

the United States. It was also agreed that

the right of carrying should be made dependent

upon the non-imposition of export duties on

either side on the goods of the other party

passing in transit.

The discussion of these subjects was further

continued at the conferences of the 24th, 25th,

and 20th of April, and the treaty articles

XXVI. to XXXIII. were agreed to at the con

ference on the 3d of May.

In the course of these discussions, the British

commissioners called attention to the question

of the survey of the boundary-line along the

forty-ninth parallel, which still remained un

executed from the Lake of the "Woods to the

Rocky Mountains, and to which reference had

been made in the President's message.

The American commissioners stated that,

the survey was a matter for administrative

action, and did not require to be dealt with

by a treaty provision. The United States Gov

ernment would be prepared to agree with the

British Government for the appointment of a

boundary-survey commission in the same man

ner as has been done in regard to the remainder

of the boundary along the forty-ninth parallel,

as soon as the legislative appropriations and

other necessary arrangements could be made.

ABTIOLES XXXIV. TO XL1I.

At the conference on the 15th of March the

British commissioners stated that it was pro

posed that day to take up the northwest water-

boundary question; that the difference was

one of long standing, which had more than

once been the subject of negotiations between

the two Governments, and that the negotiators

had, in January, 1869, agreed upon a treaty.

They then proposed that an arbitration of this

question should be made upon the basis of the

provisions of that treaty.

The American commissioners replied that,

though no formal vote was actually taken upon

it, it was well understood that that treaty had

not been favorably regarded by the Senate.

They declined the proposal of the British com

missioners, and expressed their wish that an

effort should be made to settle the question in

the Joint High Commission.

The British commissioners assented to this,

and presented the reasons which induced them

to regard the Rosario Straits as the chan

nel contemplated by the treaty of June 15,

1846.

The American commissioners replied, and

presented the reasons which induced them to

regard the Haro Channel as the channel con

templated by that treaty. They also produced,

in support of their views, some original cor

respondence of Mr. Everett with his Govern

ment which had not been alluded to in pre

vious discussions of the question.

The British commissioners replied that they

saw in that correspondence no reason to induce

them to change the opinion which they had

previously expressed. They then asked wheth
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on a special mission to the British court, as

the representative of the United States, having

accomplished the object for which he was sent,

returned to America, accompanied by his son,

in the year 1817, when he resumed his studies in

the Latin college at Boston, and subsequently at

Harvard University,where he graduated in 1825.

His father was soon afterward elevated to the

presidential chair, and Charles Francis removed

to Washington, where he received his first les

sons in diplomacy through the medium of an

appointment on the executive staff. Eventually

deciding upon the legal profession as his future

scene of action, he entered the office of Daniel

Webster, in New Hampshire, where ho prac

tised until he was admitted to the Boston bar

in 1828, but he has never since been actively

engaged as a member of the legal fraternity.

In 1829 he became connected by marriage

with one of the most influential families of

the State, espousing the youngest daughter

of Peter 0. Brooks, an eminent merchant of

Boston, thereby becoming a brother-in-law of

Edward Everett. Shortly afterward he entered

the Massachusetts Legislature as the represent

ative of Boston, which position he held for

upward of two years, and was subsequently

transferred to the Senate. His rigid legal

training and his practical knowledge of State

affairs rapidly paved the way to still more

honorable and responsible positions. Having

conscientious objections to the policy of the

Whig party (with whom he had hitherto been

associated), he separated from them, and as

sumed an independent position in the political

arena. His sincerity, active usefulness, and

keen intelligence had, however, so forcibly

commended him to the good opinion of his

fellow-citizens, that in the year 1848 he was

selected by the Free-soil party as their candi

date for the vice-presidenoy on the Van Buren

ticket. In December, 1859, he was sent to Con

gress, representing the third Massachusetts dis

trict ; was appointed member on the most im

portant committees, and was looked up to with

respect and confidence by all with whom he was

associated. The perilous condition of the coun

try, the virulence of party politics, and the im

minence of oivil war at this time, brought Mr.

Adams at once to the front as the champion of

the Republican party; and the memorable ha

rangue which he addressed to the House on May

81, 1860, in vindication of their policy, placed

him in the foremost rank of American states

men, and marked out for him a career which

may probably find its climax in the presidential

chair. In the interval between the first and

second session of the*Thirty-sixth Congress, he,

in company with Mr. Seward, made a tour ofthe

Northwestern States, strenuously supporting

Lincoln's candidature both by his speeches and

personal influence, and, when, on the opening

of the session, a special committee of dele

gates from each State was appointed to take

into consideration the state of the country,

Mr. Adams was unanimously chosen as the

representative for Massachusetts. The result

of that convention of delegates was the adop

tion of a series of resolutions denying the right

or power of the free States, individually, or

of the United States Government, to interfere

with the internal economy of the slave States,

or to adopt any coercive or prohibitory meas

ures toward them ; which resolutions were

accompanied by the draft of a bill for the ad

mission of New Mexico into the Federal Union,

leaving the question of the admission or exclu

sion of slavery to be decided by the Mexican

citizens alone; and also amendments to the

Constitution embodying the principles con

tained in the resolutions, so framed that, when

passed, they could at once be acted upon, and

relieve the country from those dilemmas into

which it had been drawn by this nexata qumtio.

The amendments were unanimously adopted,

but the bill for the admission of New Mexico

was rejected. In all these documents, the

statesmanship and legal acumen of Mr. Adams

were distinctly traceable, whose persistent

and courageous advocacy of the non-inter

vention policy, forbidding the interference of

Congress with the local government of indivi

dual States (especially in reference to the sla

very question), and his reasons for pursuing that

course (as given in a speech delivered January

81, 1861), are now a matter of history. Shortly

afterward (May, 1861) he succeeded Mr. Dallas

as minister to England, and for seven years

maintained with unswerving fidelity the honor

of his country, and administered the arduous

and delicate duties of his high office with such

equity and moderation as to secure the cordial

approval and hearty encomiums of both British

and American citizens. His familiarity with all

the intricacies of international law, his concili

atory and yet firm method of treatment of

every matter brought under discussion, his

high character as a statesman, his genial

social qualities, and his inflexible honesty of

purpose, won for him the esteem and personal

regard ofevery man who had been brought into

official relations with him, or had had an op

portunity of watching his conduct. From the

year 1868 to 1871 he lived in comparative re

tirement, declining all active participation in

administrative affairs ; but, on the ratification

by England and America of the Treaty of

Washington, he was appointed by the President

as arbitrator for America for the settlement

of the claims under that treaty ; and departed

for Geneva, to fulfil the ■duties devolving upon

him, in November, 1871. His principal con

tributions to literature are : " A Discourse on

American Neutrality," delivered before the

New York Historical Society, and a number of

contributions to the North American Review

and the Ghrittian Examiner. He also edited

the collected writings and life of his grand

father, published in ten volumes ; and for four

years edited a daily paper in Boston. It is his

intention, we believe, to collect and publish his

father's biography and literary productions.
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DISCIPLES OF CHRIST. The General

Christian Missionary Convention of the Dis

ciples of Christ was organized at Louisville,

Ky., in October, 1869. Its second annual

meeting was held in Cincinnati on the 20th of

October, 1871. Nearly all the States were

represented. The board reported the entire

receipts for the year past $48,123.33, against

$36,699.08 received the previous year. The

number of additions to the church, the result

of missionary work, was 5,611 against 8,840

the previous year. By a table appended to

the report of the board, it appears that the

greater part of the contributions to the treas

ury came from the States of Ohio, Missouri,

Kentucky, New York, Indiana, Illinois, Mis

sissippi, Pennsylvania, Iowa, West Virginia,

Michigan, Nebraska, Georgia, and Kansas, in

the order in which they are named. The

greatest numbers added were in the States of

Missouri, Illinois, Ohio, New York, Kentucky,

West Virginia, Mississippi, Indiana, Georgia,

Kansas, Michigan, Pennsylvania, and Nebraska.

For the mission which the board had under

taken to establish in Jamaica nothing was done

during the past year. There were no funds

with which to aid the work, and the board

had refrained from giving the show of help

when they could not afford the substance. At

tention was called to appeals from Mississippi,

Alabama, and Georgia, in regard to the evan

gelization of the colored race. The Mississippi

Cooperation partly support one colored preach

er, who is laboring successfully. Statistics were

presented in the report showing that a large

majority of the preachers are dependent upon

secular pursuits for support. From a partial

summary of facts from States and parts of

States, it appears that the ratio of preachers

devoting themselves wholly to the ministry is

only about one to fourteen churches. Meas

ures were taken for the circulation of tracts,

and for the publication of a missionary monthly.

In October, 1870, a delegation from the Ohio

Christian Missionary Society (Disciples of

Christ) visited the Ohio Baptist State Conven

tion with messages of fraternal sympathy.

The message was cordially responded to, and a

committee were appointed by the Convention

to visit the Missionary Society at its next meet

ing. The meeting took place on the 25th of

May, 1871. The Baptist committee presented

an address which included a clear statement

of the belief of the Baptists, noting the points

on which the two denominations were supposed

to agree, and those on which they were sup

posed to differ. The address was kindly re

ceived, and responded to, by the Missionary

Society, who appointed a committee to visit

the next State Convention of the Baptists, and

make a suitable response to their communica

tion. Their address of response was prepared

in time to be laid before the Christian Mission

ary Society for approval at its Ootober meet

ing. It is the dearest and most definite state

ment of the belief of the Disciples that has

been given to the public. It notices only the

points in which a difference had appeared

between them and the Baptists :

1. The Deity and Personality of the Holy

Spirit.—The Disciples admit what is meant by

this doctrine, but " object to propounding any

dogma concerning the Holy Spirit in any un

inspired terms whatever as a test of faith or

of fellowship," that regeneration is the work

of the Spirit using the word of truth as an in

strumentality. But, while Baptists believe that

the Spirit directly influences the mind and the

heart of both sinner and saint, Disciples limit

His direct influence to Christians,through whom

the Spirit acts upon the unregenerate.

2. Regeneration, in the view of the Dis

ciples, "includes all that is comprehended iu

faith, repentance, and baptism," and, so far as

it is expressive of birth, it belongs more prop

erly to the last of these three than to either

of the former. The Disciples hold to a change

of heart as antedating baptism, and attach no

importance to the latter except as the former

has taken place. Baptism consummates the

change from an uncovenantod to a covenanted

state.

Nevertheless (3 and 4), the act of baptism

is an essential condition to the remission of

sins. While those who believe and are bap

tized are saved, those who are not baptized are

not saved, though ttiey believe.

5. The Disciples hold conversion as essen

tial to church-membership; but they deem

"the deliberate and voluntary abandonment

of the world and open confession of the Son

of God credible evidence of conversion," when

there is no opposing testimony.

6. As to the True Basis of Church Fellowship.

—The disciples do not accept the distinction

made by the Baptists between " Ecclesiastical "

and "Christian" fellowship. To be in the

church scripturally is to be " in Christ," and

to be out of the church, or body of Christ, is

to be out of Christ. But, while they withhold

recognition from sects as churohes of Christ,

they do not mean to deny the Christian char

acter of many in these sects. Hence they do

not forbid these Christians joining them in

singing and prayer, or reject them from the

Lord's table.

This statement is regarded as placing the

Disciples more nearly in accord with the Bap

tist and with the Orthodox Churches in gen

eral than they had been supposed to be.

A correspondence of similar character and

tenor, with a nearly similar result, took place

during the year between tho Baptists and the

Disciples in Iowa.

DISEASE, Geem-Theobt of. The sup

posed fungoid origin of cholera has been made

the subject of a careful report by Assistant-

Surgeon Lewis, of the British Army, who un

dertook the inquiry in India, pursuant to in

structions from the Army Sanitary Commission.

It is limited to facts bearing on the cholera

theories of Hallier and Pettenkoffer. The sub
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jeots of examination are divided into three

classes, cysts, spores, and micrococcus, the three

elements of Hallier's theory. Mr. Lewis took

direct observations of choleraio discharges, in

comparison with observations on other media,

partly by the use of reagents, time, and tem

perature, and partly by cultivation experi

ments. In 1866 Ilallier discovered in chole

raio discharges yellowish - colored cysts of

spherical or oval forms, inclosing yellowish

shining spores various in size, also groups of

swollen spores surrounded by minute molecu

lar matter (so-called micrococcus), proceeding

apparently from the breaking up of the spores.

These molecules were seen to adhere to vari

ous objects in the fluid on which they appeared

to feed, exhibiting signs of germination, group

ings, filamentary arrangements, and finally

branching filaments. The resulting fungus,

and polycystus, were considered by Ilallier to

resemble the rye-fungus of Europe, and proba

bly to be present in the diseased rice of India ;

and he held that this, introduced into the in

testinal canal and then passing through the

various stages of its existence, caused the phe

nomena of cholera by its action on the intes

tinal epithelium. Nature, summing up Mr.

Lewis's labors, says :

As regards Hallier's cysts, Mr. Lewis states that he

has never met with any in l'resh cholera discharges,

but that ho had repeatedly dovoloped them. Tho

other eyst-like bodies proved to be either fragments

of tissues or ova, none being peculiar to cholera.

Cultivation experiments with cholera discharge con

taining cyst-like bodies yielded branohing fungi with

macroconidia, which gavo place to aspergillus; in

other cultivations, howevor, tho only products were

pcnicillium and aspergillus. Mr. Lewis admits that

cysts distinctly resembling those of Hallier may be

developed by cultivation from cholera discharges,

but that he had found them only three times in more

than a hundred cultivations.

Their development is therefore not a constant phe

nomenon, and Mr. Lewis further shows that cysts of

tho same character can be developed in discharges

not choleraic. Bodies resembling spores are very

common in cholera discharges, and Mr. Lewis be

stows much pains in demonstrating their true nature.

Ho illustrates every step of the inquiry by slides,

and classifies the bodies under the four following

heads : 1. Globules, of a fatty nature. 2. Altered

blood-cells. 8. Corpuscles, embedded in a tenacious

substance. 4. Globular condition of certain infuso

ria. The corpuscles in class 8 are amceboid in char

acter, and are probably duo to effused blood-plasma.

There is no evidence of the presence of spores of

fungi.

The last subject inquired into was the so-called

micrococcus, the supposed " germ " of cholera, which

in Hallier's view might pass into the human body in

water or air, and then give riso to cholera by devel

oping itself at the expense of nitrogenous material,

especially intestinal epithelium.

Mr. Lewis shows that minutely-divided matter is

not more prevalent in choleraio than in other dis

charges, indeed, less so, but that attempts to produce

micrococcus by cultivation had entirely failed, possi

bly on account of the many sources of fallacy in such

experiments.

He gives the results of a number of observations

made with infusions and decoctions of animal mat

ter, including cultivations with cholera discharge,

and shows that, in spite of every oare in the manipu

lations, very different forms of life will make their

appearance in substances derived from tho some

Bource, and undor apparently identical conditions.

His general conclusions on this first stage of the in

quiry are—

1. That no cysts exist in choleraic discharges which

aro not found under other conditions. 2. That cysts

or " sporangia" of fungi are very rarely found under

any circumstances in alvine discharges. 3. That no

special fungus has been developed in cholera dis

charges, the fungus described by Hallier being cer

tainly not confined to such. 4. That there are no

animalcular developments, either as to nature or pro

portionate amount, peculiar to cholera, and that the

tamo organisms may bo developed in nitrogenous

material even outsido the body. Lastly, that the

supposed d<bru of inteBtinal epithelium is not of this

origin, but appears to result from effused blood-

plasma.

Unless these conclusions aro materially modified

on subsequent inquiry, they must be considered as

disposing of Hallier's theory of cholera. Should,

however, Mr. Lewis's further investigations prove

that Hallier's fungus is present in choleraic dis

charges and in diseased rico as a constant, we should

still require scientific proof that cholera was caused

by tho action of this fungus and by nothing else.

Pettenkoffor's theory of cholera connects the prev

alence of the disease with certain conditions of damp

subsoil and subsoil water, besides the presence of a

" germ." Little has been done as yet in this por

tion of tho cholera inquiry. What has been done

is very interesting, although it does not support

the theory. Observations regarding it have been

made at Allahabad, Cawnpore, Lucknow, Fyza-

bad, Agra, Morar, Mcerut, and Peshawur. The sub

soil-water experiments do not appear to sustain Pet-

tenkoffer's views.

Dr. Bastian, in a lecture beforo the Univer

sity College of London, attacked the germ-the

ory of disease. He said that the advocates of

the theory have always rested their belief in it

because they considered that it offered a ready

explanation of the virus of the contagious

diseases within the body of tho affected per

son. This they suppose is not otherwise to be

explained. But all considerations adduced in

support of the theory are explicable by another

supposition. Dr. Bastian admits that there are

certain diseases which do undoubtedly depend

on the presence and multiplication of organ

isms in the blood, and throughout the tissues

generally. Suoh is the epidemic and highly-

contagious disease among cattle, called in Eng

land " the blood," and shown to be dependent

on the presence and multiplication of living

organisms, closely allied to " vibriones," in the

blood of the animals affected, and that similar

organisms are also locally most abundant in

the contagiously-incited "malignant pustule"

of man. Pasteur's researches on Bilk-worms

also establish the cause of the fatal epidemic,

from which those creatures suffer, to be a pe

culiar corpuscular organism, which he terms

psorospermia, in all the tissues of tho body.

But these, says Bastian, are rare and peculiar

cases, and he grants that there may be other

parasitic diseases among animals ; but, in all

the specific diseases to which man is liable, the

author has invariably failed to discover any

traces of organisms in the blood. Ue says :

The experience of many otber observers has been

similar to my own in this respect. But if living
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things were really present as causes of these mala

dies, then most assuredly ought thoy to conform to

that fatal type which is almost inseparable from the

notion of a general parasitic disease, and which we

find exemplified by the oourse of p^brine, the

" blood," and " malignant pustule." The fact, then,

that the general tendency in the acute specific dis

eases is undoubtedly toward recovery rather than

toward death, speaks strongly against the resem

blance supposed to exist between them and the para-

sitio affections alluded to, and also against the hy

pothesis that they are dependent upon the presence

of self-multiplying germs within the body. Suoh

germs, when present, would be sure to go on increas

ing until they brought about the death of their

host.

These considerations alone should suffice to in

spire grave doubts as to the truth of the " germ-the

ory." And such doubts may be reenforced by many

others. Thus, the several affections being distinct

from one another, this theory demands a belief in

the existence of about twenty different kinds of

organisms never known in their mature condition,

but whose prosenoe as invisible,

germs is constantly postulated, solely on the ground

of the occurrence of certain effects supposed to be

otherwise incapable of occurring. That, if existent,

they are no mero ordinary germs of known organ

isms is obvious, because the presence of these has

again and again been shown to be incapable of pro

ducing the diseases in question. Mr. Foster says :

." There is not, porhaps_, on the face of the earth, a

human creature who lives on coarser fare, or to a

civilized people more disgusting, than a Calmuck

Tartar. Kaw putrid fish, or the flesh of carrion—

horses, oxen, and camels—is the ordinary food of the

Calmucks, and they are more active and less sus

ceptible to the inclemency of the weather than any

race of men I have ever seen." It has, moreover,

been frequently demonstrated that the organisms

of ordinary putrefactions may be introduced even

into the blood of man and animals without the pro

duction of any of these specific diseases.

Dr. Bastion tabulates the whole i

municablo diseases as follows :

' the coui-

PAItASITIC DISEASES AFFECTINO :

Ifany of them capable of
arising "cfc novo."

f External (cutanoons) surface.
Internal (mucous) surfaces.
Closed (serous) cavities.
Tissues of organs or parts. (Psorospermke, Cysticerci,
Nematotds, etc.)

Blood. (BacUridla In " Malignant Pustule," Pto-

rospermia in "pebiine," etc.

Caused and propagated by
the presence and self-
multiplication of living
units.

TISSUE DISEASES.

a. Diseases of Internal Formed Tissue* and of Mucous
Membranes.

Fibro-plastlc growths.
Cancerous growths.
Tubercular growths.
Glanders.

All inoculable. and ca-
. pable of arising "de

All contagious, and ca
pable of arising " de
novo."

Syphilis.
Gonorrhcea.

I Purulent ophthalmia.
I. Diphtheria and croup.

B. Diseases cf the Blood (principally).

f Erysipelas.
Puerperal fever.
Surgical fever.
Pyoemia.
Hospital gangrene.
Rabies.

| Rheumatic fever.
a. Dengue.
b. Sweating-sickness.

Intermittent fever.
a. Remittent fever.
b. Yellow fever.

Summer diarrheas.
a. Choleraic diarrhoa,
h. Cholera.

Dysentery.
Influenza.
Mumps.
Relapsing fever.
Typhoid fever.
Typhus fever.

a. Cerebro- spinal
ingitls ?

b. Plague.
Varicella.
Whooping-cough.
Measles.
Scarlet fever.
Small-pox.

Contagiousness, either
absent, little marked,
or more or lest viru
lent ; all probably ca

pable of arising " *de

Principally sporadic.

Principally endemic.

Often epidemic.

Caused and propagated by
chemico - physical agen
cies, and not by the mul
tiplication of living units.

DOMINION OF CANADA. Since wo last

wrote of this important Confederation of Brit

ish Provinces, it has been further enlarged by

the admission of British Columbia, a colony of

not more than 12,000 inhabitants—exclusive

of Indians and Chinese, who probably amount

to nearly twice that number—but of large re

sources, especially in its fisheries and minerals,

and so situated as, wo are told, to be adapted

to command, not only the trade of the western

side of the continent, and the islands of the

Pacific, but also that of the trans-Pacific coun

tries. Hitherto, its isolation was such as to

render development to any large extent scarce-
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ly possible. For communication with England,

a sea-voyage of 150 days was necessary ; on its

eastern boundary it was walled in by the Rocky

Mountains, preventing intercourse with the

kindred provinces; while on the south lay the

United States, through which immigrants to

the country had to pass. The leading condi

tion upon which this colony entered the Cana

dian Union was, an engagement on the part

ofthe Dominion Government to construct a rail

road from Ontario to the Pacific coast, thereby

affording British Columbia means of active

communication with Canada, and, compara

tively, with the world at large. It is com

puted that this railroad—the Canadian Pacifio

—will be at least 2,500 miles long, extending

from Lake Nipissing, north of Lake Superior,

and 200 miles from Toronto, to Victoria, the

capital of British Columbia; and it is stipu

lated that it shall bo built in ten years, means

to be provided by grants of land of twenty

miles extent on each side of the road, and by

such subsidy as to the Parliament of the Do

minion may seem fit The estimated cost of

the road is $100,000,000 ; and it is understood

that the " subsidy " will not be less than one-

fourth of that amount ($25,000,000). The pro

posed gauge is 4 feet 8j inches. Over this ex

tension of the Dominion, and the prospective

greatness, Canadian writers are not a little

jubilant. They rejoice that, " from the Atlan

tic to the Pacific, from the forty-sixth paral

lel to the north pole, is the fitting description

of this new Dominion." Apart from this lat

ter enterprise, the railways of Canada are in

creasing in number and value. Those already in

operation exceed 8,000 miles in length ; in pro

cess of construction are more than 1,000 miles ;

and charters have been granted for an additional

800 miles. The principal of the works not yet

completed—the Intercolonial—is rapidly ad

vancing; the force employed on it in a given

month, recently, was 133,694 men, 11,960 boys,

29,426 horses, and 324 oxen ; the approximate

expenditure to the present time is more than

$7,000,000 ; the total cost will be not less than

$17,000,000. It is expected that this railway

—the direct and chief result, so far, of con

federation—will be in full operation in 1873.

Its importance as a national work may be

judged of from the assurance given, that it

will convey freight and passengers from Hali

fax to Sarniawithout transshipment, a distance

of 1,357 miles. The official tables of railway

traffic returns show a steady increase. The

total receipts in 1869 were $12,921,861 ; in

1870, $13,451,299; and the first six months

of 1871 show $6,734,423, to compare with

$6,279,425 for the same period of the previous

year. Still more direct evidence of increasing

prosperity of the country is afforded by the

amount of the revenue of the past year; it

exceeded $19,000,000, and was in excess of

that of 1870 nearly $3,000,000. There has

been a steady increase of receipts since the

date of confederation, a fact attributable, we

are told to that measure. Official accounts

given of banking progress show on increase

in paid-up capital of 87 per cent, in three

years. Of floating capital, "or money of the

people deposited in banks," a great increase

is also noted. The total deposits of the last

month of the fiscal year were $55,764,076,

against $51,528,231 in the first month. The

amount of money in post-office and other sav

ings-banks, and in building-societies, of which

imperfect returns show nearly $11,000,000, is

further proof of the prosperity of a large pro

portion of the people. An authorized statement

of the liabilities of the Dominion also tells that

" the cost in interest of the magnificent public

works which Canada possesses, and which so

much increases its wealth, is not more than

$1.25 per head per annum; and there is a

prospect of a rapid increase of population to

divide even this small burden." The particulars

of the census just taken do not, however, en

courage this anticipation as to population. It

was computed, according to established ratios,

that a Dominion population would be shown of

more than 4,500,000. The official figures just

published are, 3,575,577, fully 1,000,000 less

than was—not unreasonably—expected, and

showing on increase in ten years in the old

provinces of the Dominion of not more than

395,265, or, in Ontario of 16.09 per cent.;

Quebec, 7.18 ; New Brunswick, 13.38 ; Nova

Scotia, 17.21. Judging from statements by

the Dominion press generally, an impression

exists that serious errors were committed by

enumerators; that, in fact, the enumeration

altogether was conducted on a wrong prin

ciple. The explanation, however, of a well-

informed Ottawa journal is, that "immigra

tion was balanced by emigration." The lead

ing public men of Canada are evidently- much

concerned by the question of supplying the

large extent of territory recently acquired with

the heads and hands necessary for making it

more than of nominal value. The continued

possession of Manitoba by the French half-

breeds is not a pleasant prospect ; while the

fisheries, forests, and coal-fields, with "min

erals of almost every description, and a very

largo quantity of valuable land" (according

to the accounts of Mr. Trutch) of British

Columbia, call for more means of develop

ment than can possibly be furnished by its

present sparse population of white people.

The Dominion Cabinet, as well as the respec

tive local governments of Ontario and Quebec,

have been boldly attacked for neglect in this

matter; but the truth would appear to be,

that immigrants by the St. Lawrence route

are irresistibly attracted elsewhere. It is

shown by official statements that, in the short

od of five years, ending in 1870, the num-

of 248,905 passengers from Europe thus

entered the territory of the United States.

The Dominion Parliament opened on the 15th

of February, and closed on the 14th of April,

the number of general acts passed during the
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period being 30 ; of private or local acts, 28.

A uniform currency for the several provinces

was established by chap. 4 ; by other enact

ments the criminal law, as laid down in old stat

utes of Canada, before confederation, was ex

tended to the new Province of Manitoba, and

the militia law made to apply to this and the

other recently-incorporated Province ofBritish

Columbia. The independence of Parliament

was provided for by an act which says that " the

holding of any offioe, commission, or employ

ment, permanent or temporary, at the nomi

nation of the orown, to which any salary or

other emolument is attached, disqualifies a per

son from being eleoted to or sitting in the

House of Commons." A law affording facili

ties to aliens for becoming " duly naturalized "

was also passed.

A measure, " to render permissive the use of

the metrio or of the deoimai system of weights

and measures," was introduced by the Min

ister of Inland Revenue and became law. This

system is already allowed in Great Britain;

and it is stated that it goes into operation in

Prussia this year (1872). It is apprehended

that its adoption, either in England or Canada,

will not be immediate. In addition to the dif

ficulty of accustoming a population to any

change of standard, there is in this case a

strange and a not very euphonious nomen

clature. It has been recommended, as the best

means of meeting this difficulty, that the

system be taught in all schools receiving pub

lic aid, so that its superiority, being impressed

upon the minds of the youth of one genera

tion, would lead to its adoption by the next.

An attempt was made early in the session

to force upon the Dominion Cabinet the settle

ment of the question of debt—referred to at

some length in our article of last year—be

tween the governments of Ontario and Quebec.

Several resolutions to this effect were success

fully opposed by ministers and their sup

porters in the House, the former indicating it

to be their opinion that a joint reference of

the case to the Judicial Committee of her

Majesty's Privy Oounoil would be the proper

course.

Preliminary steps in this direction have

been taken, and it is not improbable that a

decision from the tribunal referred to will be

obtained. But it is doubtful whether more

can be secured by such a movement than a

certain or uncertain extent of delay. In all

likelihood, the question will be finally dis

posed of in Canada, and from a political point

of view.

The Treaty of Washington is regarded as an

historio event in Canada—fraught, possibly,

with momentous consequences. Articles 18 to

25 are regarded by many, probably a large

party, as an utter abandonment of the fisheries,

and the sovereignty of the St. Lawrence; and

this view—as well as the feeling that the

whole policy of the treaty on the part of Eng

land was peace at any price with the United

States—is much strengthened by the admis

sion of the London Timet (9th of June last)

thus expressed :

" Little ingenuity would be required to rep

resent this (the surrender of the fisheries) as a

sacrifice of small communities to the conven

ience of powerful States. There was certainly

no intention on the part of the commissioners

of this country to make any portion of our

empire a scape-goat for the peace of the

whole. But it was never disguised that some

thing the maritime Provinces hitherto have

possessed had been bartered away by the

treaty."

Sir John A. Macdonald, the Prime-Minister

of Canada, having acted as one of the British

commissioners at Washington, will have a

delicate duty to perform in the forthcoming

session of the Parliament at Ottawa, in defin

ing his peculiar position in this important

business and in establishing, as he will be

called upon to do, that neither the material

interests nor the amour propre of his country

were disregarded in these memorable negotia

tions.

The opening of the " European and North

American Railway," on the 18th of October

last, was an occasion of much interest. This

work is the joint enterprise of the British

maritime Provinces and of the State of Maine ;

and is not only calculated to increase profit

able business intercourse between their re

spective populations, but places St. John, N.

B., in direct railway communication with

Montreal by the Portland branch of the Grand

' Trunk. President Grant and the Governor-

General of Canada, Lord Lisgar, fittingly took

part in the ceremonies of this international

" opening," and exchanged words, kindly and

polished, of fraternal greeting.

The death-roll of Canada for the past year

presents to view a name long and most

honorably associated with her history, Louis

Joseph Papineat;. On September 28d, at

the venerable age of eighty-five years, this il

lustrious patriot peacefully breathed his last 4

at his beautiful residence known as Monto-

bello, in his own seigniory of Petite Nation,

on the left or north bank of the river Ottawa.

Among the many incidents related which

mark the high character of M. Papineau, the

following deserves a lasting place in history :

A conciliatory policy, deemed necessary by

Sir George Prevost to secure the fealty of the

French Canadians during the War of 1812,

and continued by his immediate successors,

allayed political asperities that had nearly

driven these Canadians to be the rebellious

spirits that Sir James Craig represented them

to be, and they proved sturdy defenders of the

British flag. Among those enrolled was M.

Papineau, as a captain of militia. It is re

lated of him that, when conducting a portion

of Hull's army prisoners from Lachine, a regi

mental band of the regulars struck up " Yan

kee Doodle," to shame the unfortunates, on
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which Captain Papineau wheeled his com

pany out of line, declaring he would not coun

tenance such insult. When reported, instead

of reprimanding the captain for insubordina

tion, the Governor commended him for his

humane consideration.

DONELSON, Andekw Jackson, LL. D., an

American politician, editor, and diplomatist,

born near Nashville, Tenn., August 25, 1800;

died in Memphis, Tenn., June 26, 1871. He

completed his studies at Nashville College, and

in 1817 was appointed a cadet at the United

States Military Academy. He graduated sec

ond in his class in 1820, and received a com

mission as brevet second-lieutenant in the

corps of engineers. Soon after, he was ap

pointed aide-de-camp to General Jackson, and

went with him to Florida. Having resigned

his lieutenancy in 1822, he attended law lec

tures at Transylvania University, Lexington,

Ky., and was admitted to the bar in 1823. In

1829 he accompanied President Jackson to

Washington as his confidential adviser and

private secretary. After the conclusion of the

President's second term, he continued in pri

vate life till 1844. The Texas question, then

the great issue of the country, brought him

again before the public. The treaty of annex

ation of that ropublic to the United States, of

April 12, 1844, having been rejected on the

8th of June of that year by the Senate, Presi

dent Tyler sent a messenger to General Jack

son, urging him to induce Mr. Donelson to un

dertake new negotiations. ]le accepted the

appointment September 16, 1844, as charge

d'affaires to the Republic of Texas, and entered

at once upon the discharge of the delicate and

intricate duties devolving upon him. With

great diplomatic tact and signal ability he ac

complished the object of his mission, which

terminated, December 27, 1845, with the an

nexation of Texas to the Union. In 1846

President Polk appointed him envoy extraor

dinary and minister plenipotentiary to the

court of Berlin, and in 1848 to the Federal

Government of Germany. Soon after his re

turn in 1849 he enlisted iu the effort to secure

the settlement of the slavery agitation, caused

by the acquisition of territory from Mexico.

He was sent as a delegate to the Southern

Convention, which met May 6, 1850. On this

occasion he delivered one of his ablest and

most earnest speeches, taking a determined

stand against all nullification and disunion.

In 1851 he nssumed the editorship of the

Washington Union, but relinquished it the fol

lowing year. After the accession of President

Pierce in 1853 he entirely abandoned the Dem

ocrats and joined the "American Party."

When the convention of that party met in

Philadelphia, February 22, 1856, he was nomi

nated for the vice-presidency on the ticket

with Mr. Fillmore. After his defeat in the

political campaign that followed, he withdrew

from publio life, and devoted himself to the

management of his extensive estates. The last

years of his life were spent in retirement on

his plantation, near Australia, Miss. It was

well said of him that, in every position in

which he was placed, he sought, earnestly and

faithfully, to do his duty. Of any of our pub

lic men, even those most gifted and in the

highest station, could this be said with more

perfect truth.

E

EARTHQUAKES. A severe earthquake

occurred at the Hawaiian Islands, February

19th, about 10 a. m. At Honolulu, the walls of

a number of storehouses were cracked, and

crockery and glassware thrown down, and

clocks stopped. There were several violent

shocks, each lasting about thirty seconds. No

lives were lost. Crews on vessels in the har

bor experienced a sensation as though the

ships had suddenly gone on a reef. At Lahaina,

the shocks were the most severe that had been

remarked in that place for thirty-five years,

though but little injury was sustained by build

ings. At Lanai, greater damage ensued, to

natural scenery principally. Bluffs and rocks

were stricken off into the sea, and the ravines

filled with bowlders, trees, and slides of earth

torn from the mountain-tops. Several great

clefts were opened up in different parts of the

island. The same earthquake shook down the

belfry of the Catholic church at Ewa, sweeping

off the four massive pillars that supported it

like pipe-stems.

The north of England was treated to the

rare sensation of an earthquake, March 17th,

about 11 p. m. An observer at Penrith says

that the day had been remarkably calm, and

he noticed a heavy suffocating feeling in the

atmosphere. The first sign of the earth

quake was a loud rumbling noise as if a heavy

wagon were passing over the pavement ; then

windows and chandeliers were violently shak

en, and beds, in some cases, rocked like a ship

at anchor. The vibrations were apparently

horizontal, and in a direction from north to

south, lasting three or four seconds. Poultry

and cage-birds showed signs of distress by

the noise and fluttering which they made.

The temperature, which on the previous Tues

day night had fallen as low as 17°, suddenly

changed, and the minimum of Friday night

was 40°. Saturday morning (following the

earthquake) was remarkably warm, the black-

bulb thermometer in vacuo reading 92°. The

shocks were felt from the south of Scotland

as far as to the north of Derbyshire.

M. O. E. De Ranee, of the Geological Survey,

writing of this earthquake to Nature, says :
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The tract over whioh it was felt, as far as at present

known, would be comprised within a circle, with a

centre about ten miles due east ofSedbergh, the diam

eter of which would be a line drawn from Dumfries

to Doncaster, the farthest limits to the northwest

and to the southeast, respectively, to which the earth-

wave extended. The greatest effects appear to have

been experienced in a belt, about thirty miles broad,

running inside this circle, the inner margin running

along the towns of Scarborough, New Molton, York,

Leeds, and Bradford, Preston, Longridge, Kendal,

Penrith, Carlisle, Newcastle, and Sunderland, anci

thence probably passing out to sea and curving

round to Scarborough. The outer margin, or cirole

before mentioned, runs by the Humber, Doncaster,

Manchester, Salford, Boby, Huyton, Seaforth, South-

port, and probably for some distance out to sea,

Blackpool, west of Ulverstone and Coniston Lake,

Dumfries, by the north of Tyneside, to the sea. If

this belt be drawn on a map, it will be seen that that

segment of the circle which oocurs from Sunderland

to Scarborough, falls entirely out to sea, and up to

the present time the earthquake is not known to

have been felt on that coast between these points.

It would, therefore, appear probable that this earth-

wave traversed the oountry in a circular belt, the

entire northeastern segment and the outer margin

of the Lancashire portion being beneath the sea;

that the area of greatest intensity was near the inner

margin, but especially at Preston, Lancaster, Ulver-

Btone, and Blaydon, near Newcastle; that the area

in Yorkshire, within this belt, was not entirely free

from the shock, as it was slightly felt in Wenslcydale

and Swaledale, on the eastern slopes of the Pennino

chain.
At Preston, whore the earthquake occurred at 11.4

p. m., Greenwich time, the motion I observed to be

from southeast to northwest ; the oscillation was con

siderable, and the hollow noise, which commenced

and ceased with the vibration, resembled express-

trains running in underground tunnels. The air was

close and oppressive, the wind Bouthwest, the night

starless and hazy, and the Bky from the northwest

to the northeast covered by a peculiar glare, resem

bling an incipient aurora, which lasted until 1.80 a. m.

In several places more than one shock is reported

to have occurred : thus at Singleton Brook, Man

chester, the first shock occurred at 10.56 ; the second,

lasting two seconds, at 11.5 ; and the third, lasting

four seconds, half a second after. Two shocks near

together were also felt at Leeds, the second being

the sharpest, which was felt at Annley, Headingley,

Woodhouse, New Leeds, Chapeltown, and Westbar.

Two shocks also occurred at Kendal, the first at 6.20

p. u. ; the second, which was the most severe, at

11.15, lasting twelve seconds, that experienced by

myself at Preston lasting about seventeen. From

(irasmere also three shooks are reported, the first

being at 6.40, and the second and worst at 11 p. M.

At Ambleside, the first shock was also felt at 6.80, the

true time probably of the two noted above, the sec

ond being at 11.8 p. m. At Coniston, a slight shock

was felt at 7.0 p. if. on the 17th, and another at 6.3

A. x. on the 18th.
At Hexham, the chief shock is recorded as taking

place at 11.16; Ambleside, 11.8; Ulvorston, 11.6;

Preston (by myself), 11.5; Bowdon, Manchester,

11.4; 8inglcton Brook, Manchester, 11.4; Newcastle,

11.80 ; Leeds, 11.15 ; Penrith, 11.4 ; Liverpool, 11.16 ;

Kendal, 11.15 ; from which it will bo seen that local

ities, comparatively near together, often differ more

as to the time of occurrence than some of those far

apart, and thus there is, therefore, strong reason to

believe tliat these various observations (from 10.80

p. H. to 11.30 p. it.) represent one shook, occurring

practically at the same moment over the whole area

about 11.5 p.m.

In the year 1786, on August 11th, an earthquake

which extended over nearly a similar area to the re

cent one, and like it, slightly displaced the waters of

Windermere and the Lake District, was felt ; and the

same district was also visited by an earthquake on

February 22, 1867, which was particularly felt on the

north snores of Morecambe Bay. It is curious to

observe that the northern margin of the area of the

earthquake, which was felt over the greater part of

Central and Southern England, in 1868, exactly coin

cides with the tovlhern margin of the recent one, and

that the latter, in its course to the northwest, directly

crossed the Pennine chain in two places.

March 2d, Eureka, California, experienced a

brief shock from an earthquake. Chimneys

were thrown down in the vicinity of Rohner-

ville ; the light-keeper's house at Cape Mendo*

cino was badly damaged, though the tower

was uninjured. At Petrolic, all the chimneys

were thrown down. Oscillations lasted about

twenty minutes.

The island Camiguin, of the Philippine group,

was the scene of terrific earthquake-shocks in

the latter part of April, and on the 1st of. May,

about 5 p. m., the earth burst asunder, and an

opening was formed 1,500 feet long. Smoke

and ashes, earth and stones, were thrown np,

and covered the ground far and near. At

about seven o'clock, as darkness was coming

on, this crater burst into activity with a loud

explosion, followed by a shower of lava and

ashes. About 150 persons were destroyed.

The eruption of the new volcano has since

been so tremendous that the inhabitants have

forsaken the island, and, of the 26,000 previ-r

ously there, not 300 are left. Camiguin is only

about thirty-six miles in circumference, and

was very productive in abaci (the Manila

hemp), yielding annually from 30,000 to 40,000

piculs, or more than a tenth of the produce of

the world. There is little hope of the island

ever being again reoccupied or cultivated.

Togolanda, a small island in latitude 2° 20'

north and longitude 125° 20' east, suffered ter

ribly from earthquakes between March 24th

and March 29th. Part of the island was sab-

merged to the depth of twenty-five fathoms,

and 400 of the inhabitants perished.

Earthquake-shocks were felt at times during

the year in different parts of the Atlantio

States ; but none of them were worthy of men

tion, excepting the disturbance throughout

New Jersey, Delaware, and Pennsylvania, Octo

ber 9th. The vibrations were very marked,

causing persons in houses to run to their doors

to see what had happened. Some desoribed

the noise as resembling the dragging of heavy

furniture over the upper floors of houses.

Particulars of the groat earthquake in Ba-

thang, a remote province of China, in 1870,

did not reach this oountry till June of last

year. It is officially reported that government

houses, temples, and buildings of all descrip

tions, were thrown to the ground, and most

of the inmates killed. Flames burst out in

four places, setting the ruins of the structures

on fire, and destroying what the earthquako

had spared. During this time the earth rocked

and rolled, and a terrible sound as of thunder

was heard.
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The grain-collector at Bathang says that for several

days before the earthquake the water had overflowed

the dike, but after it the earth cracked in many

plaoes, and black, fetid water spurted out in a furious

manner. If one poked it, the spurting instantly fol

lowed, pust as is the case with the salt-wells and fire-

wells (in the eastern part of the provinces'), and this

explains how it happened that fire followed the

earthquake in Bathang.

As nearly as is ascertained, there were destroyed

two large temples, the offices of the collector of grain-

tax and the local magistrate, the Ting-lin temple,

and nearly 700 fathoms of wall around it ; six smaller

temples, numbering 221 rooms, besides 1,849 rooms

and houses of the common people. The number of

people, soldiers, and lamas, killed by the crash was

2,298, among whom were the local magistrate and his

second in office. The earthquake extended from

Bathang eastward to Pang-chnh-muli, westward to

Nan-tun, on the south to Lin-tsah-shih, and on the

north to the salt-wells of A-tumtsz, a circuit of over

400 miles. It occurred simultaneously over the

whole of this region. In some places steep hills

split and sunk into deep pits; in others, hills on'

level spots became precipitous cliffs, and the roads

and highways were rendered impassable by obstruc

tions.

EASTERN" CHURCHES. A spirit of oppo

sition has begun to exhibit itself in the Rus

sian Church against the old teachings and

usages, to which the Holy Synod itself has

contributed by certain of its acts. A system

of annual conferences, having in view the ele

vation of clerical life, has been introduced by •

the synod within the last two years. These

conferences are now held in all the orthodox

dioceses. In them the uncultivated old clergy,

who adhere to the routine of the old usages,

find themselves quite effectively opposed by

the younger clergy, who have received their

education in the newer and later schools, and

at the Academy. The latter insist with more

or less determination upon a thorough reform

of the arbitrary canons of the Church, upon a

higher culture for the clergy, and an improve

ment of their material condition. In justifi

cation of their propositions, they expose with

out mercy the many abuses which the ecclesi

astical authorities have allowed to grow up.

The Holy Synod is said to contemplate pub

lishing a complete collection of the decrees

and ordinances in reference to the orthodox

faith in Russia.

According to the statistical exhibit of the

Holy Synod, thoro are now 35,000 churches—

81,000 parochial churches, and 4,000 under-

churches — attached to the Russian State

Church. Connected with these are 37,718

priests, 11,227 deacons, and 65,952 attendants,

choir-singers, etc. The annual grants from

the 6tate for the support of the churches and

the clergy amount to 5,163,363 rubles. The

subject of increasing the resources of the

clergy, to a sufficient sum to assure them an

adequate, comfortable support, is actively dis

cussed, both among their own body and in

some of the Russian journals.

According to tho new plans devised by the

Russian Government for the appointment of

the lower clergy, their consecration will not

hereafter be wholly in the hands of the dio

cesan bishops, but candidates will be required,

previous to receiving an appointment, to pass

an examination regarding their fitness for the

office.

The Russian Ministry of tho Interior has

made plans for the building or rebuilding in

the Baltic provinces, by the end of 1873, of

83 orthodox churches, 50 parsonages, and 27

school-houses. The sum of 800,000 silver ru

bles is appropriated to defray the expense of

these erections, besides which 100,000 silver

rubles are appropriated for the ornamenta

tion and furnishing the interiors, the purchase

of pictures and service-sets.

The adherents of the sects are said to have

increased in the department of Moscow to such

an extent that there is hardly a village in

which there are not five or six different reli

gious communities strongly distinct from each

other, but equally fanatical and nncanonical

in doctrine and usage. The most prominent

sect at present appears to be that of the so-

called Anabaptist, who, however, differ in

many respects from the Baptists of West

ern Europe. They reject the baptism of in

fants, but, unlike other Baptists, they consider

celibacy a necessary condition for reaching tho

kingdom of heaven. The extent to which the

sects have spread in the country is shown by

the fact that a careful calculation makes the

nunjber of Rascolniks, or dissenters, about

fifteen million.

The Russian Bishop of Kamtchatka reports

very favorably as to the success of the efforts

of tho missionaries to convert the Corean im

migrants in that country to Christianity. It

appears that since the year 1865 there has

been a pretty constant flow of emigration from

Corea to the South Oussouri district in Kamt

chatka, owing to tho dearth of provisions in

the former country, and that, as, by the Corean

law, the refugees would render themselves

liable to the penalty of death if they returned,

they expressed a wish to become Russians,

both in order to enjoy the privileges of Rus

sian subjects, and to protect themselves against

the Corean Government if it should go to war

with Russia. They have accordingly cut off

their long cues, are learning the Russian lan

guage, and have for the most part become

Christians. Tho Russification and Christioni-

zation of the Coreans," writes one of the mis

sionaries, the Archimandrite Palladius, "is

proceeding with great rapidity. Our greatest

difficulty is the Corean language, which is a

mixture of Chinese and local dialect, and is

very hard to understand."

A commission of Bulgarian bishops and no

ble?, appointed by the Sultan, February 26,

1870, to meet in Constantinople and assist in

preparing a draft for the organization of a

separate Bulgarian Church, also drew up an

act for the election by tho communities of

clerical and lay deputies, to meet in Constan

tinople in April, 1871, for the rectification of
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the Church statute. An active discussion took

place in this assembly between those who ad

vocated the application of the regulations of

the old Greek Church to the new Ohuroh and

the "Young Church " party, who favored the

introduction of an evangelical Presbyterian-

ism. The principal journals of " Young Bul

garia," the Macedonia, of Slavejkov, taking

the lead, supported the party of progress.

After a long debate, measures were agreed up

on for the participation of the laity in the ad

ministration of the affairs of the Church, the

establishment of the salaries of the higher and

the lower clergy, and the exclusive applica

tion of ail surplus of ecclesiastical taxes to the

elevation of popular instruction and the estab

lishment of higher schools. It was decided

also, by a vote of 28 to 15, that the Exarch

should be appointed, not for life, but for a

term of five years. The place where he should

reside was left an open question, almost equal

ly strong reasons being presented in favor of

his residence at Constantinople, and in one of

the large towns near the centre of the ex

archate. The ratification of the Church stat

ute was completed on May 26, 1871, and was

delivered to the Grand-Vizier, Aali Pacha, by

a committee of three members of the Nation

al Assembly, Hadschi Ivantschov, Pentschov

Gjordaki, and Dr. Tschomakov.

But the Greek Patriarch, incited by Russian

influence, had come forward in opposition to

the Sultan's well-intended measures for his

Bulgarian subjects, with the demand that the

Bulgarian-Greek Church conflict should not

be regarded as an administrative question, but

as one of canon law, and that it should be left

to the exclusive decision of an oecumenical

oouncil. He protested against all the acts of

the Bulgarian National Assembly as uncanoni-

cal and unconstitutional. The patriarchate

-would be sure of a majority in the contem

plated oecumenical oouncil. The Bulgarian

ecclesiastical dignitaries would be easily si

lenced by the numerous Hellenic bishops of

the Greek Churches of Constantinople, Jeru

salem, Alexandria, Antioch, and Cyprus, and

the continued Hellenization of the Bulgarian

people would receive the canonical approba

tion of the council, against which, as the Pa

triarch had said to Aali Pacha, there is no ap-

. In the mean time, the Patriarch Gregory

had laid himself open to censure by his

nndissembled animosity against the Slavic

people and his opposition to the commands of

the court. Attacked both from Belgrade and

Constantinople, he had no alternative but to

accept the suggestion of Aali Pacha, and resign

the patriarchate. Antim Eutulianns succeeded

him on the 18th of September. Being of a

more conciliatory disposition than his prede

cessor, he sought as early as October to engage

in negotiations with influential Bulgarians for

a compromise of difficulties. These negotia

tions have been quite frank in their character,

but, from what has transpired respecting them,

vol. xi.—18 A

they do not seem likely to allay the long-in

creasing division in the Church. Antim in

sists upon giving the patriarchate control of

the appointment of the Bulgarian Exaroh, upon

the levy of a tax of a piaster upon each Bul

garian household, and npon the repeal of the

tenth section of the Sultan's firman which

permits districts with a mixed population of

Greeks and Bulgarians to be attached to the

Bulgarian exarchate upon the vote of two-

thirds.

The opposition of the patriarchate to this

paragraph is easily explained, since it violates a

principle and threatens it with a serious loss of

moral and material power—which it is not well

able to bear, since the Servian and Roumanian

churohes have been cut off from their depend

ence. On the other hand, it is natural

that the Bulgarians should insist upon its

being retained, as its operation will be to pro

mote the continual growth of their exarchate

in territory and power. Members of the Bul

garian National Assembly, among them the •

deputies from Adrianople, Rutchuk, etc., and

the Bulgarian community at Constantinople,

have protested earnestly against further con

tinuance of the negotiations with the Patriarch

on this basis, to which he adheres obstinately.

The decision on the whole subject, however,

rests solely with the Porte.

The adjustment of this apparently irrecon

cilable conflict between the Greeks and the

Bulgarians will require the most skilful efforts

of the ablest diplomats of the Porte; or it

may have to be put off to some future time.

The movement which was started a few

years ago, with much zeal, for the union of the

Bulgarian and Roman Catholic Churches, re

mains confessedly in an incomplete state. It

in fact made no real progress, after the signing

of the act of union near the end of the year

1860. The Catholic bishop, Sofoloski, and the

majority of the congregations which went over,

have withdrawn from the union ; those which

yet hold out do not promise much steadfast

ness in the face of the persuasions and the

pressure to which they are subjected. Besides

the small unionist congregation in the city of

Adrianople, there are in the adjoining province

only a few scattered communities which ad

here to Rome, and the missions of the Lazarists,

Passionists, etc., in the neighboring provinces,

are able to present only the scantiest evidences

of success. At present there are not, in all,

more than 60,000 Roman Oatholio, or united

Bulgarians, to 5,000,000 disunited Bulgarians.

An awakening to new life is reported in

the Greek churches at Athens. Sunday-schools

have been organized in the various parishes ;

and the synod has requested theological stu

dents to preach whenever and wherever they

have the opportunity. The Orthodox Review, a

semi-monthly periodical, edited by one of the

theological professors in the University of

Athens, has undertaken the advocacy of ad

vance, and has announced as the principles for

peal

VI.
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which it will contend : 1. The clergy mnst be

educated and salaried. 2. The Gospel must

be preached regularly in tho church. 8. Wor

ship must be refined, and church music re

formed.

The Theological Department of the Uni

versity of Athens had, during the year 1871,

thirty students, and sent out four graduates.

It had six professors and one adjunct profess

or. The course of study embraces an intro

duction to the Holy Scriptures, Hebrew ar

chaeology, interpretation of the Scriptures,

Hebrew language, ecclesiastical history, his

tory of doctrines, symbolics, patrology, dog

matics, ethics, pastoral theology, liturgies, and

homiletics. The number of law-students in

the same university is six hundred. The prin

cipal theological school in the kingdom of

Greece is the Rizareion School. It sent out

five graduates in the full course. In this semi

nary the course consists of sacred history,

catechesis, introduction to the Scriptures, in-

• terpretation of the Scriptures, ecclesiastical

history, dogmatics, ethics, homiletics, and li

turgies. Most of the professors teach also in

the University School. The Orthodox Review

recommends that the revenues of monasteries

be devoted to the improvement of the theolo

gical schools. This would give from Attica

alone a fund of about $33,000.

The Old Catholic Congress at Munich was

attended by several Russian clergymen. One

of them, Dr. Overbeck, afterward declared, in

the Oohss of St. Petersburg, that ho had

come to the conclusion that the best settle

ment the Old Catholics could make of the

question of their church organization would

be to join the Church of Russia; but he ac

knowledged that Dr. Dollinger had received

his proposition, when it was made to him, very

unfavorably.

According to the Orthodox Review ofAthens,

the first steps toward friendly intercourse of

the Greek and Anglican Churches were taken

by the late Patriarch Gregory, when he sanc

tioned the burial of English dead in the con

secrated cemeteries with the customary rites

of the Greek Church. The courtesies offered

to the Bishop of Syros, during his late visit to

England, confirmed the good feeling which

grew out of the Patriarch's concession. After

ward the English Bishop Harris, of Gibraltar,

visiting Athens, accepted an invitation of the

archbishop, who is the Primate of Greece, to

assist, in full canonical robes, at one of tho

national religious festivals in the cathedral

church. More recently, Bishop Harris has

received similar episcopal recognition from

the Bishop of Vama, in Bulgaria. The Review

hopes for a continued advance in friendship,

but_ cautions the members of both Churches

against supposing that any union yet exists,

and calls attention to many points in the

Thirty-nine Articles of the English Church

which are at variance with the fundamental

doctrines of the Greek Church. Among them

are the affirmation of Luther's doctrine of ori

ginal sin, the doctrine of justification by faith

alone, the acceptance of Calvin's doctrine of

unconditional foreordination, the rejection of

five of the sacraments, while only two (bap

tism and the Lord's Supper) are accepted, and

the condemnation of the worship and invoca

tion of the saints.

The Archbishop of Syros, returning from a

visit to England, addressed to the Greek Synod

an extremely flattering account of the recep

tion he met and the honors he received from

the bishops and clergy of the Established

Church, but concluded by expressing his be

lief that " the union of the two Churches (the

English and the Greek) cannot be the work

of the present day."

The Committee of Bishops of the Protestant

Episcopal Church of the Lnited States, in ac

cordance with a resolution passed by the

Triennal Convention, addressed, in 1869, a let

ter to the Russian Church, expressing a desire

for a closer intercommunion. The following

reply to this letter was received early in the

year:

To the Well-beloved in Christ, and the Eight Reverend

Committee of the Court of Bishops of the Prot

estant Episcopal Church »» the United States of

America:

Your letter, addressed to His Exellency, the Pro

curator-General, Count Tolstoy, having been offered

by him to the consideration of the Most Holy Gov

erning Synod of Russia, together with the report and

the decision of the Court of Bishops, approved by

the Chamber of the Ecclesiastical and Laical Depu

ties, in reference to the establishment upon a true

catholio basis of a spiritual fraternity between the

American and Orthodox Churches, especially in the

Territory of Alaska, was received by the Most Holy

Synod of all the Bussias with the utmost gladness,

as a new proof of respect shown by tho representa

tives of the Episcopal Church, and of their estimable

purpose concerning the union of the ChurcheB. The

Most Holy Synod, on their part, will make it an ob

ject of their constant care that a spirit of Christian

tolerance and fraternal love and esteem, in 'accord

ance with the precepts and usages of our Church,

Bhould continue to pervade all the relations between

the members of tho Orthodox and those of the Prot

estant Episcopal Church in America, and particular

ly in the Territory of Alaska.

As to the hypothesis of a reciprocal participation

in the solemn performance of the Sacrament, the

Eastern Church, firmly adhering to the principles

and convictions so clearly Btated in the messages

Bent in 1723 by the Orthodox patriarchs of the East

in reply to the Anglican bishops, considers a pre

vious agreement in faith as peremptorily indispen

sable before the practical mutual participation in the

sacraments, inasmuch as the first is the only possible

groundwork or basis for the last.

In order to attain this most desired end, a thorough

study and investigation of the differences in the doc

trine of both Churches would bo absolutely requisite,

and, to promote this, a gTeat principle of cooperation

will undoubtedly be found in the spirit of peace and

charity which animates both Churches—the Ortho

dox as well as the American—and in those prayers

for the peace of the whole world, and for the union

of the holy Churches of the Lord, which arise to the

God of truth and mercy from the Orthodox churches,

and which are most certainly shared by the Ameri

can churches.

Having been authorized by the Most Holy Govern-

*
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ing Synod, I assume the duty of presenting their

answer to the Court of Bishops of the American

Episcopal Church, and beg you to accept the assur

ance of the highest esteem of your brother and co-

servant in Christ Jesus. ISIDORE,

First Presiding Member of the Governing Synod

of all the Russias, and Metropolitan of Novgorod

and St. Petersburg.

In response to this communication, the Gen

eral Convention of the Protestant Episcopal

Church, which met at Baltimore in October,

adopted the following resolutions :

1. That this Convention cordially reciprocates the

expressions of fraternal regard so frequently reoeived

within the past three years from the Most Reverend

the Patriarch of Constantinople, the Most Reverend

the Patriarch of Jerusalem, the Most Reverend the

Metropolitan of Athens, and the Holy Governing

Synoa of the Orthodox Church of Russia, by digni

taries of the Church of England, and by members of

this Church, both of the clergy and laity ; that it

takes grateful recognition of the generous action by

which the administration of holy rites for the burial

of the dead of our communion has been provided for

by the authorities of the Holy Orthodox Church ;

and that it earnestly desires the countenance and

increase of suoh brotherly intercourse and mutual

good offices of love.
2. That the Joint Committee on the subject of in

tercourse with the Russo-Greek Church be continued,

and be Charged with the communication of the fore

going resolution to the venerable authorities of the

several broncheB of the Holy Orthodox Church.

3. That the said Joint Committee be also charged

with the duty of taking further steps for the acquisi

tion and communication of such information as may

be mutually important and interesting to this Church

and to the Holy Orthodox Church in Constantinople,

Greece^ and Russia, with such publications thereof

from time to time as may be deemed needful and

prudent.

The Committee consists, on the part of the

Honse of Bishops, of the Bishop of Maryland,

"W. R. Whittingham, D. D., LL. D. ; Bishop of

Hlinois, H. J. Whitehouse, D. D., LL. D. ; Bish

op of New Jersey, W. H. Odenheimer, D. D. ;

Bishop of Western New York, A. Cleveland

Coxe, D. D. ; Bishop of Florida, J. Freeman

Young, D. D., LL. D. ; Bishop of Long Island,

A. N. Littlejohn, D. D.

On the part of the House of Clerical and Lay

Deputies it consists of the Rev. John Fulton,

D.D., of Alabama; the Rev. R. M. Abercrom-

bie, D. D., of New Jersey ; the Rev. Charles

R. Hale, of Central New York; Hon. 8. B.

Roggles, LL. D., of New York ; Mr: Edward

Stanley, of California; Mr. Henry C. Pierre-

pont, of Long Island.

The Bishop of the Russian Greek Church in

America recently made a tour in Alaska to

ascertain for himself the social, moral, and

spiritual condition of the Aleuts, the results of

which are thus summarized : " In his journey-

ings, Bishop Joannes was everywhere received

as the Prince of Peace and the Prophet of

God. The faithful surrounded him in flocks,

humbly kissing his hand, and prostrating

themselves before him with the deepest devo

tion. In return, they were consoled and com

forted by the performances of all the sacred

rites and ceremonies whioh the Greek Church

dispenses to its enthusiastic devotees, and,

wherever the bishop found suffering and want,

he gave generous relief. A large number of

the better classes of the Aleuts are very eager

to have their children educated in San Fran

cisco, where they can learn the English lan

guage, and become better acquainted with the

customs and habits of the American people.

In compliance with the request, it is intended

to establish a school and seminary in San

Francisco, under the direction of the bishop

and co-laborers, for the education of Aleutian

youth.

The first building in the United States

designed expressly for a Greek church was

erected in the city of New York, during 1871.

It is on Lexington Avenue, between Fifty-first

and Fifty-second Streets. The cost, about

$250,000, is defrayed by the Russian Treasury

in St. Petersburg. The church is attached to

the Russian, legation in the United States, but

is directly under the supervision of the Metro

politan, at St. Petersburg, and is not in any

way connected with the diocese of the resi

dent Greek bishop at San Francisco.

EASTERN QUESTION. In December,

1870, the Government of England invited the

great powers of Europe to a conference on

the Eastern question, which was to be held in

London on January 15, 1871. In the mean

while, the exchange of diplomatio notes and

diplomatio negotiations was continued. Count

von Benst, in a note to Gortchakoff, dated

December 10, 1870, undertook to refute the

assertions of the latter, and remarked that Aus

tria joined the Conference without precon

ceived plans, and only in the hope to secure for

Turkey a peaceful development, and to bring on

a solution which would be apt to spare national

sensibilities without weakening the necessary

guarantees. The Russian reply was couched

in conciliatory language. On the part of Eng

land, the exchange of notes with St. Petersburg

had not terminated when the invitations to the

Conference were issued.

In the mean while, negotiations took place

between Russia and Turkey, whioh it was

thought would lead to the drafting of a new

special convention and to the consent of Russia

to certain modifications of the " agreements,"

the repeal of which had long been wished for

by Turkey. It also appeared that the Ottoman

Porte itself no longer attributed so great an

importance to the neutralization of the Black

Sea as some European diplomatists, for one of

its organs, the Turquie, of Constantinople, pub

lished in December, 1870, several articles

which represented the abolition of the neutral

ization as a measure involving no danger for

Turkish interests. When, therefore, the Lon

don Conference met, on January 17th, consid

erable preparations for a peaceful settlement

had been made by the two parties chiefly con

cerned in it. After the introductory formalities,

the ambassadors of Turkey, Russia, Germany,

Austria, and Italy, expressed the wishes of their
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several Governments for the preservation of

peace in the East The Conference several

times adjourned, partly on account of the in

disposition of its president, partly becauso

Lord Granville wished to await the arrival of

the French ambassador. Unofficial negotia

tions were, however, continued, and every thing

prepared for the public sessions. The hope of

the English minister, that the Conference

would get through its work before the opening

of Parliament (February 9th) was not fulfilled.

Lord Granville had invited Jules Favre, the

French Minister of Foreign Affairs, to come

to the Conference. Favre, in a note to the

diplomatic agents of France, declared that he

could not leave his place in Paris as long as the

bombardment of the capital continued. He

would nevertheless have gone to the Con

ference, if Count Bismarck had not refused to

give a passport to him as a member of the

Government, on the ground that the French

Government of National Defence was not in a

condition to act in the name of France, as long

as it was not recognized by the French nation.

The military authorities would have been jus

tified in giving the passport ; for it was not

their business to inquire into the objects of the

intended journey of Favre, but the official ap

plication ofFavre, which expressed his desire to

represent France at the Conference, prevented

the adoption of this expedient. The influence

of France in the Conference had, however, been

considerably diminished when it became known

that Bismarck positively refused to allow the

French-German War to be brought before the

Conference, and that the Prussian ambassador

in London, Count Bernstorff, was instructed

to leave the Conference as soon as an attempt

to discuss the war was made.

As France was not represented at all at the

Conference, and as Austria was too weak to

bring a sufficient pressure to bear upon the

Conference in support of its view, England

had, from the start, but little hope of making to

the schemes of Russia an unflinching resist

ance. Russia, on the other hand, appeared to

be determined to adhere to her plans, and was

greatly strengthened in this design by the en

thusiastic manifestations of public opinion of

the Russian people. When, therefore, Austria

proposed a declaration that no power is at

liberty to abolish the treaties or to withdraw

from them, England regarded this as a wel

come bridge for her retreat.

The demand of the Government of Servia,

to have an official representative in the Con

ference, was not granted. The Conference

also declined to take up the Rumanian ques

tion, as the Turkish Government protested

against it on the ground that it was a purely

internal question, which could not be disoussed

unless a proviso was adopted guarding the

sovereign right of the Porte. On February

27th the Duke de Broglie, who had been ap

pointed by Thiers as ambassador of France in

England, arrived in London. He took part in

the Conference, which, however, in the mean

while had nearly finished its business.

As Turkey had adopted the modern view

that the continued limitation of the navigation

in the mouth of the Danube afforded to her no

protection, the other governments' had no oc

casion to oppose the opening of this passage to

international commerce. On the other hand,

the Conference resolved, on motion of thePorte,

to continue the existence of the Commission for

the Navigation of the Danube, to which all the

treaty powers send one deputy.

On March 18th the following new treaty

was adopted and signed by the representatives

of Prussia, Austria, France, England, Italy,

Russia, and Turkey :

Abticlx I. Arts. XT., XITI., and XIV., ofthe Trea

ty of Paris of the 80th of March, 1856, as well as the

Convention between Russia and Turkey included in

the said Art. XIV., are revoked and are to be replaced

by the following articles :

Abt. II. The principle of closing the Dardanelles

and the Bosporus, as set down in the separate

treaty of March 80; 1856, is upheld, as well as the

power of his Imperial Majesty the Sultan to open the

said straits in times of peace to the ships of friendly

and allied powers, if the execution of the stipulations

in the Treaty of Paris of Maroh 80, 1856, should re

quire it.

Abt. III. The Black 8ea is open, as heretofore, to

the commercial navies of all nations.

Abt. IV. The commission appointed under Art.

XV. of the Troaty of Paris, in which eaoh of the treaty

powers is represented by a delegate, and who was

intrusted with the planning and execution of the work,

to be done below Isaktcna, namely, of clearing the

mouth of the Danube as well as the neighboring

parts of the Black Sea of sand-banks and other ob

structions, in order that this part of the river and the

said partB of the sea be put in best order for naviga

tion, remains in its present composition. The dura

tion of this commission is fixed for a further term of

twelve years, to wit, from the 24th of- April. 1871, to

the 24th of April, 1888. The limit for the redemption

of the loan contracted by this commission under the

guarantee of the Governments of Germany, the Aus-

tro-Hungarian monarchy, France, Great Britain, It

aly, and Turkey.

Abt. V. The conditions of the reassembling of the

river commission, created by Art. XVII. of the Treaty

of Paris, shall be determined by a previous agreement

of the river powers, without prejudging the clause

referring to the Danubian Principalities ; and, wher

ever a modification ofArt. XVII of said treaty may be

involved, it Bhall be made the subject of a special

oonvention between the undersigned powers.

Abt. VI. The powers which possess the banks of

that part of the Danube where cataracts and the iron

gates cause obstructions to navigation, while reserv

ing for themselves the right of coming to an under

standing with regard to the removal of these ob

structions, recognize the rig^ht of the high contracting

powers to lay a tax on ships of all nations whion

derive a benefit from it, until the loan contracted for

that purpose shall have been repaid, and they declare

that Art. XV. of the Treaty of Paris of 1S56 is not ap

plicable to tliis part of the river for the time which is

required for the repayment of the debt.

Abt. VII. All buildings and establishments erect

ed in consequence of the Treaty, of Paris of 1856, or

of the present treaty, by the European commission,

shall continue to enjoy the same neutrality which has

protected them heretofore, and which shall, in the

future, under all circumstances, be respected by the

high contracting powers in the same manner. The

advantages of the privileges arising therefrom shall
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be extended to the entire administrative and engi

neering department of the commission. It is, how

ever, understood that the provisions of this article

shall in no wise affect the right, belonging to the Sub

lime Forte us sovereign, to send as heretofore her .

men-of-war into the Danube.

Abt. VIII. The high contracting powers renew

and ratify all stipulations of the treaty of the SOth of

March, 1856, as well as their appendixes, whioh are

not cancelled or modified by the present treaty.

Ar.r. IX. The present treaty shall be ratified, and

the ratifications shall be exchanged, within six weeks,

or sooner, if possible.

EGYPT, a dependency of Turkey, in North

ern Africa. The ruler bears the official title

of Khedive,* the Arabic equivalent for Vice

roy. This dignity is now hereditary in the

family of Mehemet Ali. The present Pacha

of Egypt is Ismail (born in 1816), who fol

lowed, on January 18, 1863, his brother Said

as the fifth Viceroy of Egypt. A Council of

State (created in 1856) is at the head of the

administration. It consists of the princes of

the ruling family, four generals, and four dig

nitaries. Its president is Sherif Pacha.

The area of Egypt is 659,000 English square

miles. It has abont 8,000,000 inhabitants, 5,-

215,065 inhabiting Egypt proper. The chief

cities are—Cairo, 813,883 inhabitants; Alex

andria, 238,888; Damietta, 60,000; Tantah,

55,000.

The total receipts for the year ending April

2, 1870, according to the official budget,

amounted to 1,469,000 purses, and the total

expenditure to 1,177,811 purses (500 piastres

=s 1 purse, 20 piastres = 1 American dollar).

The publio debt amounted, in January, 1871,

to £31,575,000. The navy in 1870 consisted

of 12 steamers, 13 yachts, 2 frigates, 2 cor

vettes, 4 screw gunboats, and 1 aviso. The

value of the commerce of Alexandria with

foreign countries was, in 1870 : imports, 485,-

200,000 piastres ; exports, 742,000,000.

The imports and exports of Egypt from Sep

tember 9, 1869, to September 10, 1870, were

as follows :

to 148 miles. Of these roads, 286 miles have

double tracks. The only private road is that

from Alexandria to Ramie. The line from

Cairo to Suer has been abandoned.

The Egyptian mail, in 1870, forwarded 888,-

581 letters, and 91,240 newspapers, to places

in Egypt, and 132,461 letters and 47,989 news

papers to foreign countries. The Austrian

mail brought 161,212 letters from Europe, and

12,360 from the Levant. The Italian post

brought 160,000 letters and 172,000 news

papers, hooks, and pamphlets, from Europe,

and forwarded 121,000 letters, and 10,700

newspapers, etc., to Europe.

The receipts of the Suez Canal, from No

vember, 1869, to December 31, 1870, were

6,707,115 francs ; the receipts during the first

seven months of 1871, 7,682,807 francs. The

movement of shipping in the Suez Canal, in

1871, was as follows:

English . .
French.. .
Egyptian.
Austrian .
Turkish...
Italian
Other

Total.

Number. Turn.

829 298.230
74 81,979
33 21,430
26 19,6*3
16 9,882
12 8,262
12 4,314

602 443,709

CUSTOM-HOUSES. tmp.ru. Eiporto.

360,000,000
30ii,000

11.000.00(1
20,100.000
2,400.000
100.000

861,900,000
69.100,001)
11,100,000
80.600.000
(,600,000

34,800.000
45 800 000
22;9(»;000

loo.ooo
100,000

Total 400,100,000 1,119,900,000

The movement of shipping, in 1870, was as

follows :

TOWNS. VmmU. Tom. PuMORert.

2,886
480

1,403,393
88,956

739,249
534,537

64,328
296

Port Said 1,294
726

47,724
56.573

On January 1, 1871, the length of the rail

roads in operation amounted to 711.5 miles;

that of the roads in the course of construction

* See A sn'Ual CrcLOFJiniA for 1869.

The relations between the Khedive and the

Sultan during the first months of the year

were any thing but friendly. The Khedive

was suspected of making extraordinary prepa

rations for achieving his entire independence.

According to a report published in the Augt-

burger Zeitung of March 11th, the fortifications

along the coast were nearly completed. Be

sides several fortifications west of Alexandria,

great care had been bestowed upon the de

fence of the bay of Aboukir, where two large

and strong forts have been erected, which are

to be brought into connection by railroad with

the interior of the country. The American offi

cers, who, in 1870, were engaged (about 25 in

number), are all the time occupied with drilling

the army. Besides the divisions which have to

guard the coast from Alexandria to the east, and

besides advanced posts near El Oantara, on the

road to Syria, and near Ismallia, the bulk is con

centrated on the coast not far from the Sweet

water Canal and from the railroad to Ismailia,

where a camp had been established in a very

favorable strategical position. A railroad,

which can only serve for strategical purposes,

has been begun, in the direction of El Cantara,

and was to be completed by the beginning of

June. It was believed that the Khedive was

not altogether innocent of the insurrection of

the Arabio tribes in Yemen. The Porte, on

the other hand, had concentrated a large force

in Yemen, which, it was inferred, might at some

future time be easily employed against Egypt.

In the progress of the negotiations, the Porte

sent a special commissioner to Cairo to make

five complaints. The first charge referred to

the increase of the army above the number of
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18,000 men, as fixed by the firman of the Sul

tan ; the second to the exclusive fortifications

on the coast, and other warlike preparations ;

the third to the oppressive taxes; the fourth

to the Armstrong cannon which the Khedive,

in 1870, while giving up his iron-clad vessels,

had retained. In the fifth place, the Turkish Gov

ernment demanded that the Khedive for sev

eral weeks should receive on the isthmus a Turk

ish force, the number of which was not speci

fied. In his reply, the Khedive expressed a

strong wish to remain at peace with the Sul

tan, and asserted that on most of the above

points the Turkish Government was misin

formed ; the number of his troops was not

larger than was indispensably necessary for

maintaining public order; the fortifications

were necessary for the defence of the coast ;

the new loans and taxes had become necessary

in consequence of the extensive public works.

"With regard to the last Turkish demand, the

reply was evasive.

Later in the yoar both Turkey and Egypt

showed a more peaceable disposition. The

Khedive in August sent his aunt to Constan

tinople to assure the Sultan that her nephew

would strictly fulfil all his duties. Tho Porte,

on the other hand, deemed it best to disclaim

for the present any intention to reduce Egypt

to a condition of greater dependency than be

fore. In October the Khedive, in compliance

with the wish expressed by the Turkish Gov

ernment, considerably reduced the taxes, and

announced his purpose to consolidate the en

tire floating debt.

The session of the Egyptian Chamber of

Eepresentatives was closed by the Khedive on

August 7th. The speech assured the repre

sentatives that the propositions and sugges

tions made by them had greatly pleased the

Government. The president Of the Chamber

thanked the Khedive for tho kind attention he

had given to their wishes, especially as regards

the new institution of the Interior.

ELECTRICITY. Duration of the Electric

Spark.—Prof. Ogden D. Rood makes a second

report to the American Journal of Science with

regard to his experiments to determine the

duration of the discharge of a Leyden jar, con

nected with an induction coil. His first paper

on the subject was noticed in the Annual

Cyclopedia for 1869. The later experiments

were conducted with a jar having a coating of

11 square inches only, instead of about 114

square inches, nsed on the former occasions.

For the mirror he employed silvered glass, half

an inch square, the polished silver-side reflect

ing the light. The mirror was made to revolve

800 times in a second, the apparatus used be

ing essentially like that introduced in the

former experiments. With zinc points and a

striking distance of 1 millimetre, the dura

tion of the spark varied between .000001 and

.000025 of a second, a duration as long as 2$

millionths of a second being somewhat rare.

With zinc points and a striking distance of 2

millimetres, two careful experiments gave re

spectively a duration of .0000022 and .0000019

of a second. Although with the improved

micromctric method, adopted by Prof. Rood,

an interval of time as small as one millionth

of a second could be directly measured, yet he

says he could never detect any sign that the

" duration of the great body of the spark was

other than absolutely instantaneous ; " as, how

ever, all the light of the spark is due to incan

descent particles, we must suppose that an in

finitesimal portion of time is required for at

taining its maximum brightness, and, owing

to the same reason, its disappearance demands

another distinct period of time, however

minute. With the mirror revolving 840 times

a second, and platinum points at a striking dis

tance of 3 millimetres, the observed duration

of the discharge was .000000094. Prof. Rood

narrates his further experiments with this dif

ficult problem, as follows :

Before finally abandoning tho attempt to deter

mine the actual duration of the discharge, another

effort was made ; a second lamp-black plate was pre

pared, in which the breadth or the image of a line,

black or white, on the observing plate was A of a

millimetre. These lines were viewed with the ter

restrial eye-piece of a small telescope ; it enlarged

them ten diameters, and care was taken with all the

adjustments, so that a good clean image should be

produced. Platinum wireB A of an inch in diameter

were used, with a striking distance of five millimetres.

By gradually increasing the weight, it was proved

successively that the duration was less than eighty,

sixty-eight, fifty-nino, fifty-five billionths of a sec

ond ; and, finally.the lines, after growing fainter and

fainter, entirely disappeared, giving as the result a

duration of forty-eight billionths of a second. In

a large number of observations I could detect no

discharge lasting during a smaller interval, though

the apparatus was now fully capable of making evi

dent much smaller periods of time.

When the striking distance was reduced to ono

millimetre, the duration was shorter ; in the case of

I of the sparks, the duration was slightly greater

than forty-one billionths of a second, the remaining

i being slightly less than this figure.

With a striking distance of three millimetres, the

duration was between forty-one and forty-eight bill-

ionthB : and, when the striking distance was in

creased to ten millimetres, it was between forty-

eight and flfty-flve billionths of a second.

An effort was made to make a corresponding set of

measurements with brass balls instead of platinum

points ; and it would seem probable that the duration

of the discharge is somewhat increased by their use

(or that many of those with shorter durations are

suppressed). With brass balls not nearly so many

discharges take place in a given time sb with points ;

hence, the work becomes tedious and less certain.

The evidence from twenty-six observations, gathered

in not loss than three hours, went to show that the

duration, with a striking distance of five millimetres,

was between forty-eight and fifty-five billionths of a

second.

It has thus been shown that the duration of the

first act of the electric discharge is in certain cases

only forty billionths of a second, an interval of time

just sufficient to enable a ray oi light to travel over

forty feet.

The author has succeeded with this ap

paratus in measuring intervals as small as

.000000028; and he hopes to reduce that as

low as .000000010.
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Magnetic Experiment*.—Somo singular ex

periments in magnetism have been made by

Lord Lindsay with a very powerful magnet.

The poles of the magnet were 2J inches square

in sections, and the magnet was excited by a

SO-cell Grove battery. The poles were kept

■fc of an inch' apart, and a half-crown piece

placed between them. When the magnet

was not excited, the coin dropped instantly

through; but, when the magnet was charged,

the half-crown was 6 seconds in falling the dis

tance of 2J inches. In a second experiment,

a small India-rubber tube, filled witli mer

cury, was placed between the poles, and an

electric current passed from the battery

through the matcury. The moment the mag

net was excited the tube was set in motion,

getting away from between the poles, and as

suming the shape of the letter S. On revers

ing the ourrent the shape of the curve was in

stantly reversed. After this, a coil of copper

wire was placed round the vertical pole of a

magnet, and when the magnet was charged,

and a current of electricity sent through the

copper coils in one direction, the ring of fine

copper wire stuck fast in the magnet. On re

versing the electric current, the ring jumped

off the pole of the magnet to some distance in

the air. In order to show the diamagnetio

properties of warm air, a lighted taper was

passed through a hole bored along the poles of

the magnet, the light being brought to tho

space of \ inch wide between the two poles.

Bo long as the magnet was excited, the light

burned brilliantly, the smoke coming out at

the extreme ends of the poles, and not rising

np directly off the flame. As soon, however,

as the magnet was discharged, the smoke rose

straight up and extinguished the flame.

Dynamo-Electrie Light.—The London Timet

gives an interesting account of a series of ex

periments, conducted toward the close of the

year, at Sheerness, with a view of ascertaining

the applicability of Siemens's dynamo-electric

light to torpedo-service in time of war. The

light is produced by excessively rapid motion

generated from the fly-wheel of a steam-en

gine, and operating on a powerful set of ordi

nary galvanio coils in connection with soft

iron magnets. The leather strap from a four-

horse-power engine, encircling a small gun-

metal pinion, causes it to revolve with the

extreme velocity of 1,600 times a minute, in

ducing motion in an electrio bobbin at the

side of an apparatus consisting of several sets

of strong insulated coils. A stream of elec

tricity consequently passes through them. This

stream is conducted to a second series of coils,

larger and more powerful than the first, which

are also in combination with a pinion revolv

ing 800 times a minute, thus intensifying the

stream as it passes through them to a very

considerable degree.

Both negative and positive currents are now alter

nately given off from another " bobbin " at the side of

the second series of magnetic coils, to the train of in

sulated wires, which conveys them to the position

from which the dynamo-electric light is to be ex

hibited. Here there is a delicately-contrived appa

ratus for containing the carbon-points, between which

the light is to be generated, adjusted at the top of a

tripod somewhat similar in construction to that of a

surveying-instrument. At the back of the two car

bon-points, and "slotted" vertically to admit of

their holders passing through it, is a concave reflect

or of white polished metal, which collects the rays

of light into a focus, and transmits them in any re

quired direction by means cf an adjusting hand- ,

wheel below. A minute aperture in the centre of

the reflector, precisely behind the junction of the two

carbon-points, throws a representation of the flame

upon a piece of opal glass in a frame' fixed at the

back of the reflector ; and, through the agency of an

other small hand-wheel, which causes the carbon-

points to approach or recede from each other, the

flame can be reduced or intensified at pleasure, by

simply turning the wheel, care being taken at the

same time to keep a watchful eye upon the pioture

produced, as the withdrawing of the points to too

great a distance from each other will extinguish the

light. It should have been remarked before that

ample means are taken, by lubricating the electrical

apparatus, to counteract the evil effects which might

otherwise arise from the excessive friction con

sequent on the rapidity of motion in the several

parts.

The object of instituting the sories of experiments

was to ascertain if it was possible to throw such a

stream of light upon an enemy's working-parties, en

gaged in interrupting communication with a line of

torpedoes at night, as would render them sufficiently

conspicuous to be fired at, and, consequently, driven

ofi*. The place selected was the new fort at Garrison

Point, Sheerness. The engine and "coils" were

erected in the enclosure of the fort, while the instru

ment itself was placed in one of the massive embra

sures piercing its sides. No sooner was steam got up

and the order given to turn ahead, than the burring

noise of the machine indicated that electricity was

being rapidly generated, sparks and stars of vivid

blue light being given off at the various joints. An

other instant, and a vivid stream of light shot across

tho Bea to a number of ships lying in the ofllng at a

distance of about two miles, lighting them up with

the brilliancy and distinctness of broad moonlight.

The effect was magnificent. Clouds of mists, ren

dered visible by the intensity of the rays shooting

through them, rolled across the broad field of bright

light from time to time, not, however, interrupting

the view in their progress. By shifting the direc

tion of the rays laterally, each object in turn came

within the compass of the portion of horizon ren

dered olear. In fact, it was sufficiently apparent that

no objects of any appreciable size, such ior instance

as an enemy's boats, could come within a mile or

more ofone ofSiemens' s dynamo-electric instruments

in operation without being rendered conspicuous to

any battery in the vicinity, and, consequently, in

volving to themselves* the most imminent danger.

Hence the result of the experiments may be pro-

nounoed a success ; whether, however, a correspond

ing effect might not be obtained by a succession of

parachute-lights thrown from a rocket or mortar is

quite an open question.

Electric Railway-Signals.—Robinson's sys

tem of electrio railway-signals, recently intro

duced, works automatically, and, it is said,

effectively. A train approaching a switch or

drawbridge in either direction, when distant

half a mile, presses on a lever in proximity to

the track. This lever controls an electric

circuit, which, being closed by the train, re

mains closed. When a switch or drawbridge

is in place, and safe, a white flag is brought
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into view on a signal-box placed by the side

of the track, a short distance in advance of the

lever, thus notifying the engineer that he can

go ahead without danger. But when the switch

or drawbridge is out of place, the pressure of

the wheel on the same lever as before brings

into view in the same signal-box a red flag or

danger-signal, and rings two bells loudly at the

same time— one at the signal-box and the

other at the drawbridge. These bells keep up

a continuous alarm until the wheels pass an

other lever, which operates a circuit-breaker,

located at a short distance from the switch or

drawbridge. The bells can be heard at the dis

tance of a mile.

A new plan of electric signals for brake-

men is thus described: "An electro-magnetio

telegraph, worked by a small battery, extends

from the cab of the locomotive through the

whole length of the train. There is an alarm-

bell in the cab and upon each oar. Two wires

pass between the cars, covered with tarred

twine. One end of this 'cable' is securely

fastened to the car, while at the other end is a

copper link, which is placed on a spring-ham

mer on the other car. This link, when in its

proper position, keeps the connection open.

It is so arranged that, should a part of the

train become detached, the link is pulled off,

the circuit is broken, and the bell on the loco

motive and on each car is kept ringing until

the circuit is again closed. Besides automati

cally indicating the breaking of a train, the

apparatus is useful in signalling between the en

gineer and his brakemen. Instead of blowing

the whistle to notify them to apply or let off

the brakes, the engineer simply touches a little

knob that rings the bell on each car almost

instantly. By this method the brakeman on

the rear car is notified as surely as though on

the first, which is not the case by the present

arrangement, for it frequently happens that

the sound of the whistle does not reach the

end of a long train. If there is trouble in any

car, the conductor or brakeman touches a lit

tle knob, the signal is given, the engineer and

the other brakemen are warned, and the train

is stopped."

Thermo-electric Action of Metal* in Liquid*.

—In an investigation of the development of

electrio currents of unequally-heated metals in

liquids, Mr. George Gore found that hot plati

num was electro-negative to cold platinum in

liquids of acid reaction, and positive to it in

alkaline ones, provided in all cases chemical

action is completely or sufficiently excluded.

In a later series of experiments he endeavored

to ascertain what electrtcal changes are pro

duced in cases where chemical action more

rarely occurs; and in those experiments he

employed copper plates, which are more easily

corroded than platinum. The following are

some of the general results arrived at :

The results show that hot copper was positive to

cold copper in the following liquids : hydrochlorio,

hydrocyanic, boracic, and tribasio ortho-phosphorio

ncids : chloride of copper (weak solution) ; chloride

of cobalt ; chloride of manganese ; chromic acid ;

chloride of chromium ; sulphate of zinc (weak solu

tion) ; sulphate of magnesia ; chloride of calcium ;

nitrate ana chloride of strontium ; chloride of bari

um ; nitrate of sodium (strong solution) ; chloride,

iodide, carbonate, and hiborate of sodium ; sulphate

of sodium (Btrong solution) : tribasio phosphate of

sodium ; nitrate, chloride, and chlorate of potassium ;

bromide of potassium (Btrong solution) ; iodide of

potassium (strong solution) ; carbonate, acid car

bonate, and bichromate of potassium j aqueous am

monia ; chloride of ammonium ; cyanide and ferro-

oyanide of potassium ; acetate of zinc ; and acetate

of sodium. And negative in the following ones :

nitric, chloric, hydrobromic, hydrofluosilioic, -and

sulphuric acids ; ferrous sulphate ; chloride of copper

(strong solution) ; sulphate of copper ; sulphate of

zino (strong solution) ; nitrate ancL iodide ot sodium

Tweak solutions) ; bromide and iouido of potassium

(weak solutions) ; iodate of potassium ; chrome alum ;

nitrate of ammonium ; oxalio, acetic, tartaric, and

citrio acids. The number of liquids in which hot

copper was positive was thirty-six, and those in

which it was negative was twenty.
In several instances where the hot metal was nega

tive with a weak solution, it became positive with a

strong one ; for instance, with sulphate of zinc, ni

trate, iodide, and sulphate of sodium, bromide, and

iodide of potassium ; but with chloride of copper

the reverse occurred. These results may be con

nected with the fact that in weak neutral solutions

the chemical action is generally the most feeble, and

therefore interferes the least with the direct influence

of the heat in producing electric currents.

The influence of free hydrochloric, hydrocyanic,

boracic, ortho-phosphoric, and chromic acids, was to

make the hot copper positive ; while that of nitric,

chloric, hydrobromic, hydrofluosilioic, sulphuric, ana

some of the organic acids, was to make it negative.

The results also show that the quantity of the cur

rent obtained with any given liquid generally in

creases with the number of molecules of the sub

stance contained in the solution ; in some cases,

however, as with sulphurio acid, carbonate of potas

sium, chloride of ammonium, and acetate of zinc,

there was a limit to this increase: and beyond that

limit the quantity of the current decreased up to the

point of saturation of the liquid.

In the great majority of cases the value of the de

flection increased much more rapidly than the

strength of the solution, particularly with solutions

of sulphato of magnesia, and also of hydrochloric

acid and of chloride of sodium, probably because

two causes operated, viz., increased strength of so

lution and diminished resistance : in a very few

cases, however, the opposite result took place, as

with solutions of chloride and nitrate of strontium.

Inversions of the direction of the deflection, by dif

ference of strength of the liquid, occurred with solu

tions of chloride of copper, sulphate of zino, nitrate,

iodide, and sulphate of Bodium, bromide and iodide

of potassium.

In certain acid liquids, viz., nitric, chloriCj hydro

bromic, hydrofluosilioic, and sulphuric acids, the

hot copper was strongly negative ^notwithstanding

the chemical action upon it was distinct, and in some

cases even strong) ; this is similar to the electrical

behavior of platinum in such liquids, and may be

attributed either to the more direct influence of the

heat alone (such as occurs with platinum plates), or

to a different influence of the chemical action pro

duced by the heat. Both these causes probably

operate in such cases.

It is probable that, in all cases where the hot cop

per was positive in liquids of Btrongly acid reaction,

the positive condition was due to chemical action

alone.

With some liquids, especially with solutions of

hydrocyanic, boracic, acetic, tartaric, and citric acids,
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tha deflections were very feeble, and the chemical

action on the plates not perceptible; while with

others, suoh as nitrio and ohlorio acid, solutions of

the chlorides of strontium, sodium, potassium, and

ammonium, and of carbonate, aoid carbonate, and

cyanide of potassium, the deflections were consid

erable, and the ohemical aotion distinct, and in some

cases strong. In none of the liquids (except hydro-

bromic and chromic acids) did the hot plates appear

to be legs stained or corroded than the cold one ;

probably, in all cases, it was the most corroded,

although in some cases the corrosion was not per

ceptible.

The amount of deflection was not always propor

tionate to the amount of chemical action ; for instance,

with solutions of chloride of oopper, and iodate of

potassium, thero was considerable corrosion, but

only feeble currents, probably because the plates

became coverod with a badly-conducting film, while

with hydroohlorio acid, chloride of cobalt, chloride

of manganese, and nitrate of potassium, the reverse

occurred.

The electrio currents produced by the direct in

fluence of unequal temperature or friction of platinum

or copper electrodes, in conducting liquids which do

not act chemioally upon those metals, have their

origin in temporary changes of oohesion of the layers

of metal and liquid which are in immediate and mu

tual contact, and may be considered as a very deli

cate test of the kind and amount of temporary mo-

leoular movements produced by those causes.

Resistance and Temperature.—Mr. 0. W.

Siemens read a paper before the Royal Society,

in April, recounting his investigations into the

ratio of increase of resistance in metallio con

ductors with increase of temperature. He

suggested various forms of apparatus for meas

uring with great accuracy the temperature at

distant and inaccessible places, including the

interior of furnaces where metallurgical or

other smelting operations are going on.

In measuring temperatures not exceeding

100° Cent., the instrument is so arranged that

two similar coils are connected by a light cable

containing three insulated wires. One of these

coils, the "thermometer-coil," being carefully

protected against moisture, may be lowered

into the sea, or buried in the ground, or fixed

at any elevated or inaccessible place whose

temperature has to be recorded from time to

time; while the other, or "comparison-coil,"

is plunged into a test-bath, whose temperature

is raised or lowered by the addition of hot or

cold water, or of refrigerated solutions, until

an electrical balance is established between

the resistances of the two coils, as indicated

by a galvanoscope, or by a differential voltam

eter, which balance implies an identity of tem

perature at the two coils. The temperature of

the test-solution is thereupon measured by

means of a delicate mercury-thermometer,

which at the same time tells the tomperature

at the distant place.

By another arrangement the comparison-

coil is dispensed with, and the resistance of

the thermometer-coil, which is a known quan

tity at zero temperature, is measured by a dif

ferential voltameter, and the temperature cor

responding to the indications of the instrument

is found in a table, prepared for this purpose,

in order to save all calculation.

In measuring furnace-temperatures the plat

inum wire, constituting the pyrometer,- is

wound upon a small cylinder of porcelain con

tained in a closed tube of iron or platinum,

which is exposed to the heat to be measured.

If the heat does not exceed a full red heat, or,

say, 1000° C, the protected wire may be left

permanently in the stove or furnace whose

temperature has to be recorded from time to

time ; but, in measuring temperatures exceed

ing 1000° 0., the tube is only exposed during

a measured interval of, say, three minutes, to

the heat, which time suffices for the thin pro

tecting easing and the wire immediately ex

posed to its heated sides to acquire within a

determinable limit the temperature to be meas

ured, but is not sufficient to soften the porce

lain cylinder upon which the wire is wound.

In this way temperatures exceeding the weld

ing-point of iron, and approaohing the melting-

point of platinum, can be measured by the

same instrument by which slight variations at

ordinary temperatures are told. A thermo

metry scale is thus obtained, embracing, with

out a break, the entire range.

The leading wires between the thermomet-

ric coil and the measuring instrument, which

may be under certain circumstances several

miles in length, would exercise a considerable

disturbing influence if this were not eliminated

by means of the third leading wire before men

tioned, which is common to both branches of

the measuring instrument.

Another source of error in the electrical

pyrometer would arise through the porcelain

cylinder, upon which the wire is wound, be-

ooming conductive at very elevated tempera

tures; but it is shown that the error arising

through this source is not of serious import.

Magnetic Spectra.—Mr. Alfred M. Mayer

recommends the annexed plan to preserve the

magnetio spectra or the figures produced by

iron filings, when these are set in momentary

vibrations on a surface placed over a magnet.

The ordinary process of "fixing" them, so

that they can be exhibited and studied, is to

press upon them a sheet of paper, coated with

mucilage, to whioh the filings adhere ; but in

the operation of the transfer many particles

are disarranged from their position, and the

figures yet more distorted by the shrinking of

the wet paper. Mr. Mayer's process is thus

given :

My process is as follows : A clean plate of thin

glass is coated with a firm film of shellac, by flowing

over it a solution of thin substance in alcohol, in the

same manner as a photographio plate is ooated with

collodion. After the plate has remained a day or two

in a dry atmosphere, it is placed over the magnet, or

magnets, with its ends resting on slips of wood, bo

that the under surface of the plate just touohes the

magnet. Fine iron filings, produced by " draw-

filing" Norway iron, which has been repeatedly an

nealed, are now sifted uniformly over the film of lao

by means of a fine sieve. The spectrum is then pro

duced on vibrating the plate, by letting fall vertically

upon it, at different points, a light piece of copper

wire. The plate is now cautiously lifted vertically
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off the magnet and placed on the end of a cylinder of

pasteboard, which serves as a support in bringing it

quite close to the under surface of a cast-iron plate

(1 foot diameter, i-inch thick), which has been heated

over a large Bunsen-flame. Thus the shellao is

uniformly heated, and the iron filings, absorbing

the radiation, sink into the softened film and ore

"fixed."
I generally allow the heat to act until the metallic

lustre of the filings has disappeared, by sinking into

the shellac, and the film appears quite transparent.

This degree of action is necessary when photographic

prints are to be made from the plate, but when they

are to bo used as lantern-slides I do pot carry the

heating so far. After the plate has cooled, it is

allowed to fall upon its ends, on a table, so that any

filings which have not adhered may be removed.

By this process many plates have been produced,

showing the action of single magnets of various

forms and of juxtaposed bars, as well as the effects

of electrio currents led by wires through holes drilled

in the plates. Those exhibiting the inductive action

of magnets on bars of soft iron and the interaction

of magnets and electrio currents are peculiarly inter

esting. An approximate representation of the result

ant lines of the terrestrial magnetic action has been

obtained by magnetizing equably-tempered steel

disks of from 2 inches to 8 inches, and even more, in

diameter. The magnetic axis or axes of these disks

are predetermined by making them the continuations

of the axes of very poworfureloctro- magnets, termi

nated with cones of soft iron with slightly-rounded

apices. The arcs of the great circles, including the

terrestrial magnetic poles, having been calculated, the

axes of the electro-magnets are inclined to that angle,

while the steel disk is held olose to their poles. On

passing the ourrent the disk is magnetized, and we

have an approximate representation of a section of

the earth's magnetic effect.

Electric Clocks.—Improvements in the elec

trio clock are claimed to have been made by

Messrs. Bonhomme and Milde, of Paris, by

which time is indicated with great accuracy,

and the hours are struck under all conditions

of the weather, while any number of clocks

and striking motions may be made to work

simultaneously, and in perfect unison, when

connected with the regulating or primary

clock. The primary clock, worked solely by

electricity, is situated in any desirable place,

and put in electrio communication with the

other clocks, and transmits its precise motion

to them. The clocks are each provided with

electro-magnets, which act on armatures, and

cause the latter to vibrate through a limited

space (controlled by an adjusting screw), when

ever the electric pulsations take place. This

is effected by making and breaking the elec

tric circuit. To these vibrating armatures, or

to arms and levers connected therewith, are

attacked ratchet-clicks, which act on a central

ratchet-wheel, and every time they are moved

forward they pull round the ratchet to a cer

tain extent, and thus act upon a central toothed

wheel, which is mounted on the same shaft

and gears into and actuates the clock-work

which carries round the hands. The escape

ments are acted on in like manner, and the

time is controlled by a pendulum, which is in

sulated by means of ivory blocks.

Improved Telegraph- Cables.—In mami fac

toring the Dublin and Holyhead cable, it was

desired to make it of unusual strength and

working capacity. There were seven con

ducting wires, each one being made of a strand

of seven copper wires, one of which formed

the centre round which the other six were

stranded. Each one of the stranded wires,

when completed, averaged 107 lbs. to the

nautical mile, and was so well insulated that,

when the conductivity of the wire was com

pared to that of the insulating or non-conduct

ing material, it stood as 4,860,000 to 1, indi

cating a core of a highly superior character,

and a most perfect preparation of the insula-

tory material. The latter was a series of coat

ings of " hot compounds," and plastic gutta

percha, each put on three times alternately.

The diameter of the completed main cable is

inches, and its weight per knot 38.75 tons.

It was safely submerged, and, upon testing,

showed highly-satisfactory results, the mean

connection of the seven wires being 700 me

gohms per knot, reduced to the standard tem

peratures of 75° F., the meau temperature of

the sea-bottom being proved by the electrical

tests to be 46° F. This was the first cable

laid by the English Post-office Department

after its acquisition of the telegraphic lines of

the kingdom.

Electrio Torpedoes.—By an invention due

to Captain A. Noble, of England, any number

of submarine torpedoes may be exploded with

only one wire. Formerly, it had been neces

sary to connect each torpedo with the firing

battery by means of a distinct insulated wire

or cable. On Captain Noble's plan, the main

insulated cable is connected with a number of

branch insulated wires corresponding to the

number of torpedoes tb be laid down. These

torpedoes are constructed so that any one of

them is exploded by a passing ship by the

completion of an electric circuit through the

insulated wire. Upon the explosion of any

one of the torpedoes, it is at the same moment

disconnected from the electrical arrangement,

so that its explosion in no wise interferes with

the liability of any other of the torpedoes to

be subsequently exploded by collision with a

vessel. In practice, Captain Noble makes the

electrical communication between each tor

pedo and the insulated wire through an Abel

fuze, which, together with the joints that con

nect it with the torpedo and the insulated

cable, is enclosed in a water-tight casing.

When the torpedo is exploded by completing

the electric circuit, the fuze enclosed in the

insulating box is simultaneously exploded

thereby, and the electric communication of

that particular torpedo with the insulated wire

is instantaneously severed. The same result

he also obtains with a platinum or fine iron

wire, or any other electrical fuze, in place ot

the before-mentioned kind.

Electric Signals in Mines.—In Silesia, West

phalia, and the basin of the Saar, the use of

electric signals for mines is becoming very

general. The Mechanics' Magazine describes
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the operation of these signals in the Graf-

Beust mines at Essen. Their characteristic is,

that the voltaio ciroait is closed by the earth.

Alon gthe circuit are interposed alarums, visi

ble at every stage of the mine; the current

is constantly closed ; the alarums sound when

the working of the manipulator interrupts the

current ; the pile is composed of twenty ele-

ements of brass-zinc, plunged in a solution of

sulphate of magnesia. At the Rhein-Elbe mine

the system is different. In the transmission

of signals from the bottom to the surface,' a

complete oircuit is made between the two

points. The manipulator is composed of a

wooden fork, the teeth of which are covered

in the interior with two sheets of copper in

contact with the conducting wires; at the

lower extremities of the sheets there are two

metallic pendants which are brought into con

tact at the moment of interrupting the our-

rent, by closing the teeth of the fork, when

the passage of the current sounds the bells

placed at the surface. To transmit signals

from the surfaoe to the bottom, it is necessary,

of course, to have a manipulator at the sur

face and bells at the bottom, but a single con

ductor only is required to connect them. The

circuit is closed by the wire attached to the

bells. The pile used at Rhein-Elbe is com

posed of six elements of zinc-charcoal plunged

in a stratum of merourio sulphate, renewed

every two months. The wires are proteoted

by a wooden sheath. The erection in a wooden

shaft of 220 yards deep costs almost £40, in

which sum are comprised the expense of ma

terials required for a year, and two spare

elements. In a dry shaft the conducting wire

can be covered simply with gutta-percha, in

which case the cost is reduced.

EUctrio Time-Guns.—The Mechanics' Mag

azine gives an interesting account of the prac

tical working of the electrio time-guns, now

regularly fired at a given hour at Edinburgh,

Newcastle, and North Shields; true mean

time is given for those points from Greenwich.

At Edinburgh an electrio current is passed

direct from the Royal Observatory clock to

the oastle-clock, which works directly in per

fect unison with the former. Attached to the

movement of the castle-clock is a detent and

lever arrangement, which is liberated by the

mechanism of the dock at the precise moment

necessary for the discharge of the gun (1 p. m.).

This is accomplished by the fall of a lever,

pulling a cord attaohed to a friction-tube

placed in the touch-hole of the gun. The daily

gun alike controls the accuracy of railway,

church, and watch time-pieces, and is relied

on for miles around when the flash can be

seen. The sound travels over a radius of ten

miles, and, by allowing as a correction for the

sound ono second for each quarter of a mile,

the signal becomes equally available for all

points within its hearing. At Newcastle the

gun is fired by a direct ourrent from the Edin

burgh Observatory clock, 120 miles off, the

charge being ignited by the passage of the

electrio spark direct into the fuze. Practically,

the interval of time taken from the passiDg of

the current to the ignition of the powder and

the discharge of the gun is found to be about

one-tenth of a second only, a time so small as

to be virtually of no importance.

Nature of the Luminous Arch.—In passing

a current of electricity through highly-rarefied

atmosphere in a sealed tube, placed between

the poles of an electro-magnet, a luminous

arch is produced which follows the course of

the magnetic rays. As the electro-magnet is

magnetized, the tube, which before was full

of a luminous cloud, is seen gradually to ex

hibit a change: the magnet gathers np this

diffused cloud, and builds up the arch. Mr. 0.

F. Varley, in a paper read before the Royal

Society, details as follows the results of his

experiments to explain these phenomena. He

says: "To endeavor to ascertain the nature

of this arch, a special tube was constructed.

A piece of talc, bent into the form U, had a

fibre of silk stretched across it; on this fibre

of silk was oemented a thin strip of talc, 1

inch in length, -jVth inch broad, weighing

about ^th of a grain. The tube was sealed

up and exhausted; carbonio acid and potash

were used to get a high vaouum. When the

magnet was not magnetized, the passage of

the current from wire to wire did not affect

the piece of talc. When the magnet was

charged, and the luminous arch was made to

play upon the lower portion of the talc, it re-

polled it, no matter which way the electric

current was passing. When the tube was

shifted over the poles of the magnet so as to

project the luminous arch against the upper

part of the talc, the upper end of the talo was

repelled in all instances ; the arch, when pro

jected against the lower part of the talc, being

near the magnet, was more concentrated, and

the angle of deviation of tho talc was as much

as 20°. When the upper part of the arch,

which was much more diffused, was thrown

upon the upper part of the talc, it was repelled

about 5°. This experiment, I think, indicates

that this arch is composed of attenuated par

ticles of matter projected from the negative

pole by electricity in all directions, but that

the magnet controls their course, and these

partioles seem to be thrown by momentum on

each side of tho negative pole, beyond tho

limit of the electrio current. This arch re

quires time for its formation, for, when a

charged condenser is discharged through the

tube, no arch is produced. The arch from the

negative pole is a hollow cylinder ; the little

talo tell-tale against which the arch was pro

jected cut out the light, and a corresponding

dark space existed throughout the remainder

of the course of the aroh. There was on tho

talo, at the spot where the arch struck it, a

little bright luminous cloud, as though the

attenuated luminous vapor was condensed by

this material obstruction. Great care had
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been taken not to let the arch strike the

single filament of silk which suspended the

talc. Having demonstrated that the talc was

repelled as described, the arch was allowed to

play against the silk fibre, which the author

expected would have been instantly burnt ;

such, however, was not the case. Even when

a powerful induction coil replaced the bat

tery, the fibre remained unhurt."

Platinum Plates.—In a paper read before

the Royal Society, Mr. 0. F. Varley notes the

various electrostatic capacity of platinum plates

immersed in acidulated water. With electrio

potentials of less amount than sufficient to de

compose water, these plates can be charged

and discharged like condensers. Mercury and

mercurial amalgams, he likewise found, could

be polarized with hydrogen. A vessel fixed

on a board has within it two funnels, con

nected by tubes with two others outside. The

four are so arranged that, when each is about

one-third full of mercury, by tilting the board,

the mercury, in regaining its equilibrium, di

minishes its surface in one of the funnels inside

of the vessel, increasing it in the other. The

vessel is then filled with acidulated water, and,

if the mercury is pure, no current takes place

on altering the relative surfaces ; but, if one

surface is polarized with hydrogen and the bat

tery removed, again augmenting the one sur

face, and diminishing the other, an electric cur

rent is set up. Mr. Varley could not succeed in

polarizing mercury with oxygen. By careful

measurement, he found that, with platinum

plates, the charge increases directly as the po

tential up to 0.08 of a Daniell's cell, but beyond

that, that the charge increased in amuch greater

ratio. Ue believes the variation is as the square

root of the potential ; and infers from his ex

periments the impracticability of working un

insulated telegraphic wires in the ocean. He

estimates that an uninsulated solid conductor

must be only 1,100 yards long to compete in

6peed of signalling with 2,500 yards of the

same weight per mile of the same conductor

when insulated.

Iron Eleetrotypet.—In experimenting on the

production of iron electrotypes, M. Klein found

that the best results were obtained by placing

in the bath a plate of copper and uniting it with

the iron. The deposits became much more uni

form, and, on reducing the energy of the cur

rent, were highly satisfactory, until, finally, a

microscopic examination failed to detect any

porosity or irregularity in the deposits.

. On leaving the bath tho iron is as hard as tem-

ered steel, and very brittle. Reheated to a dull-red

eat, it loses much of its sharpness and hardness.

Heated to a cherry-red, it becomes malleable, and

may be engraved as easily as soft steel. If the de

posits are produced in good condition, and annealed

uniformly and with the necessary precautions, they

are neither subject to warp nor bend. There is no

contraction, but, on the contrary, a slight degree of

expansion, almost imperceptible, however. Owing

to the necessity of having bank-note and similar

plates identical in every respect, it is of the first im

portance that they should not he distorted nor have

their dimensions altered in the process of annealing.

It appears that the galvanic deposit of iron has not

only permanent magnetism, but that, like soft iron,

it receives the magnetism of position. By replacing

plates of copper by those of iron, greater facilities

will be afforded for producing publications, works

of art, and especially Dank-notes and checks. Iron

electrotype-plates are found to be almost indestruc

tible. They not only can be printed from an almost

unlimited number of times, but they are better cal

culated than those of copper to withstand those in

evitable accidents constantly occurring in printing-

establishments. Printers are sometimes obliged to

set aside as useless their best plates, which are often

damaged by a grain of sand, or by a chance knot in

the paper. These accidents not only involve the

expense of renewing the plates, but sometimes occa

sion interruption and delays in works of a very press

ing nature. These arc some among the many which

may be expected to accrue from the introduction of

iron electrotypes.

Electrotyped Imitations of Leather.—The

imitation of the choicest grains of leather—

such as morocco and seal—is now achieved on

a large scale, at a Birmingham factory, at a

cost far below that of the actual skins. An

ordinary machine-roller is fitted up with a

mandrel, upon which is deposited by a new

process (not disclosed) a copper fac-simile of

the grain of leather to be imitated. The

Mechanics' Magazine says that an ordinary skin

can thus be impressed with the beautiful sur

face of morocco, even to the finest variations

of grain, and several thousand may be copied

from one deposit.

Dynamic Condensers.—M. Saint-Edme, in his

new work on applications of electricity, speaks

thus of the dynamic condenser invented by

M. Garton Plant6: "It permits, so to speak,

of an accumulation of the powers of a battery

of two or three elements, until a discharge

equal to the force of fifty or sixty is obtained.

In a jar made with lateral grooves is arranged

vertically a series of parallel lead plates, very

close to each other, and perfectly insulated. One

series of pairs of plates is connected, and put

into connection with one of the poles furnish

ing the current. The same is done with the

other series. The jar is filled with acidulated

water. The current of the battery decomposes

the water gradually, accumulating hydrogen on

one group of plates, and oxygen on the other.

If the two groups of plates are put into com

munication, the oxygen and hydrogen combine

afresh, and produce a current of great inten

sity. The action of the apparatus may thus

be indefinitely maintained. This condenser is

employed almost exclusively in Burgery."

Operating a Railroad by Telegraph.—A

Denver (Colorado) correspondent of the New

York Tribune gives the following account of a

novel method adopted for the running of trains

by telegraph on the Denver and Rio Grande

Railroad : " The engineer alone has charge of

running the train. The conductor is an agent,

and he is also a telegraphic operator. He

carries a telegraphic apparatus with him, and

stations are attachod to telegraph-poles—being

little more than shelves—and the agent com
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municates orders to the engineer. The poles

are numbered in mile -sections, from one to

twenty-six, and the miles are marked on the

poles as if milestones. By this means the en

gineer, who keeps record of the condition of

the track, can report to the master-mechanic,

at the end of the trip, or sooner, any defect

within one hundred feet, by naming the num

ber of the pole and section where work is

needed. The master-mechanio has charge of

maintenance of way, and, having reports by

telegraph, as above stated, he at once directs

where work is to be done."

Improved Exciting Liquid.—The American

Journal ofScience, for April, contains an article

from Mr. S. B. Sharpies, reoommending the

Bunsen cell—substituting, however, for the

nitric acid the mixture herewith described,

which costs but little if any more than the

nitrio aoid alone, and is entirely free from

fumes :

To prepare the exciting liquid, sulphuric acid of

1.84 sp. gr. is mixed with nine times its volume of

water and allowed to stand until the precipitated

lead has all settled. The clear acid is then decanted

and is fit for use. This plan of preparing the acid

has been in use in this laboratory for some years,

and gives very good results, local action being almost

entirely prevented by the removal of the lead.

To prepare the absorbing fluid, ordinary commer

cial nitrio acid is saturated with potassio bichromate ;

this should be done in a warm room, as it takes up

muoh more when warm than when cold. The solu

tion thus prepared is mixed with one-third of its

volume of sulphurio acid, and enough water added

to redissolve the chromio acid precipitated.

Two objects are gained by adding the sulphurio

acid. The mixture is less expensive than if pure

nitric acid is used, and the internal resistance is de

creased. If the internal and external oells are prop

erly proportioned, this battery will run until the ex

citing fluid is exhausted, without giving off any

fumes of nitrous aoid.

The Hooper Core and WheaUtone Apparatm.

—In a contribution to Nature, on " Deep Sea

Baths," Mr. N. J. Holmes gives the preference

to what is ealled the Hooper core over the

gutta-percha core. Mr. Hooper's core is made

as follows : The copper conductor, after being

tinned, is coated with an insulation of pure In

dia-rubber applied in the shape of a ribbon,

lapped spirally round it. Next, two strips

(one laid above and the other below) of India-

rubber, chemically prepared to resist the ac

tion of sulphur, and called the " separator,"

are applied so as completely to surround the

first rubber covering, as it were, with a tube ;

a pair of grooved die-wheels giving the con

tour, and at the same time regulating accu

rately the gauge of the core. Exterior strips

are then similarly applied of a compound of

rubber and a small percentage of sulphur. The

whole is then lapped round with water-proof

felt tape, and exposed for some hours in an

oven to a heat of about 883° F. By this pro

cess the three successive coatings are welded

into one solid, dense, homogeneous mass, hav

ing its distinctive features preserved as re

gards the individual character of the several

layers. Thus the heat, in driving off the sul

phur from the outside coating, has converted

that envelope into an indestructible vulcanized

rubber jacket. The second layer, or " separa

tor," has intercepted the passing of the sul

phur by reason of its chemical properties,

while at the same time it has allowed an in

finitesimal trace of the sulphur to combine

with the internal coating of pure rubber round

the conducting wire, sufficient to change its

character into an indestructible and non-lique

fying material, without its becoming in any

way vulcanized. It is by this beautiful ohemi-

cal affinity between the several layers, each

performing its speoial part toward the produc

tion of one individual whole, that the " Hoop

er insulation " has succeeded in establishing the

durability of the preparation. The advantage

of the Hooper oore over the other is estimated

by the author in the proportion of 130 to 100 ;

that is, in a given time the former will trans

mit 80 per cent, more words than the latter.

As regards apparatus for transmitting currents

through submarine conductors, Mr. Holmes

considers the Wheatstone automatio reading

system the most successful. He says: "By

this apparatus an average speed of over thirty

words a minute is regularly maintained upon

the Danish-English cable, a distance of 363

nautical miles, exclusive of a further land cir

cuit of over 140 miles, making a total distance

of about 500 miles. This speed must be com

pared with that of seventeen words per min

ute, the highest result recorded over the same

circuit by the most improved Morse system.

From the results of the 'Wheatstone' appa

ratus working over this circuit since Septem

ber, 1868, it appears that, to obtain maximum

speed, the currents through a submarine cable

require to be transmitted of equal duration; at

equal intervals, in alternate directions, and

the line discharged to earth between each suc

cessive reversal or ourrent to neutralize the

charge, all of which conditions are fulfilled in

the ' Wheatstone ' Automatio Jacquard ar

rangement, which can only be compared to a

loom weaving the currents into the line, the

sequence of the currents representing the pat

tern on the cloth. This apparatus is now

organized as the transmitting and recording

register upon the vast system of submarine

circuits belonging to the Great Northern

Telegraph Company, and the extensions from

Possiette Bay (Russian-Chinese frontier) to

Nagasaki, Shanghai, and Hong-Kong."

Electric Noneltie*.—Messrs. Bailey & Co.,

of the Albion Works, Salford, England, have

invented an ingenious contrivance for signal

ling the state of high or low water at reser

voirs, to any distant point. The two places

must be connected by telegraphio wires. A

float is then placed on the water, and as this

rises or falls it raises or depresses a lover,

which brings a finger-point into contact with

a platinized plate representing the line wire.

The battery is always fixed at an intermediate
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point between the bell to be signalled at the

distant post and the earth connection, so that it

is only necessary to place the line wire in con

tact with the earth—a simple arrangement

that does away with what is ordinarily termed

a "switch," and requires personal attention

only periodically. The action of this alarm is

purely automatic.

The same firm manufacture Crossley's Elec

tric Engine Recorder or Indicator. In this

case the ordinary engine-counter is placed at

any distance desired, instead of being worked

by the engine direct. A simple contactor,

which may be worked by the beam or shaft

of the engine, causes a current of electricity

to pass along the wire connecting with the

distant end. Then it passes through two coils

of wire surrounding soft iron cores, and these

attract on armature as each current travels,

the armature working a lever as in the Morse

printing-telegraph. The indications are then

made with as much regularity as if the re

corder were in the engine-house, instead of

being, as it may be, miles away.

Nickel-plating ly Electrolysis.—A process

of nickel-plating, which is said to combine

cheapness with excellence, has been invented

by Prof. F. Stolba. The salt which he uses

may be the chloride or sulphate of nickel or

double sulphate of nickel and potassium. It

need not be chemically pure, but must contain

no metals which are precipitated by zinc In

addition a solution of chloride of zinc is re

quired, which may be obtained by dissolving

commercial zino in common chlorhydric acid.

The process of plating may be effected in a

vessel of porcelain or metal ; the author pre

fers copper, whioh itself becomes plated with

nickel. The articles to be plated may be of

cast or wrought iron, steel, copper, brass, zinc,

or lead. They must be completely immersed

in the liquid used for plating, and their surfaces

must be perfectly free from fat and rust. Iron

vessels may be cleaned by treating with a solu

tion containing three orfour per centofchlorhy

dric acid. A sufficient quantity of a concentrated

solution of chloride of zino is now poured into

the plating vessel, and from once to twice its

volume of water added. The solution is then

to be heated to the boiling-point, and chlorhy

dric acid added drop by drop until the precip

itate, formed by diluting the chloride of zinc

with water, is redissolved. As much zinc-

powder as will cover the point of a knife is

then added, by which the metal of the vessel

becomes, in a few minutes, plated with zino

wherever it is in contact with this liquid.

Enough nickel-salt is then to be introduced to

color the liquid distinctly green, after which

the articles to be plated, and with them some

small cuttings of zinc, are to be put in, care

being taken to afford a sufficient number of

points of contact. The liquid is then to be

boiled, when the nickel is soon precipitated, and

the work is finished in about fifteen minutes.

If particular parts of the articles are not plated,

the boiling must be continued, fresh pieces

of zinc, and, if necessary, fresh nickel-salt, be

ing added. It is important, if the coating of

nickel is to be brilliant, that the liquid on boil

ing shall not be cloudy from basic zino salt, or

acid from free chlorhydrio acid. The nickel-

plated articles must be well washed with water

and then cleaned with polishing-chalk. The

author found that articles of copper, plated

with nickel, after several mouths' exposure to

the atmosphere of the laboratory, appeared

scarcely tarnished. It is important to remark

that the same liquid may be employed repeat

edly for nickel-plating, especially when chlo

ride of nickel is employed. The same process

applies to cobalt, but the coating with this

metal, besides its cost, possesses no practical

value.

Cold Galvanization of Iron.—The metal is

first cleaned by being placed in a bath made

up of water 1,000 litres, hydrochloric acid 550

litres, sulphuric acid 50 litres, glycerine 20 li

tres. On being removed from that bath, the

metal is placed in a bath containing 10 per

cent, of carbonate of potash, and is next trans

ferred to a metallizing bath, consisting of wa

ter, 1,000 litres ; chloride of tin, 5 kilogr. ; acid

sulphate of alumina, 4 kilogr. ; chloride of alu

minium, 10 kilogr. The metal is left in this

mixture for from three to twelve hours, accord

ing to the thickness of the layer of zinc to be

desired.'

Electrical Properties of Aluminium and

Magnesium.—Mr. H. Highton communicates

to the London Chemical News the following

record of his experiments on this subject :

As a positive, I find aluminium about equal to

iron ; and as a negative, inferior, if the iron be skil

fully used. For, if iron be skilfully used, it is nearly

equal to copper ; used as a negativo it should always

be in such a way as to form a black oxide on the sur

face. I have lately been trying experiments with

magnesium as a positive ; the great evil of it is the

rapid local action which takes place, which, however,

by a peculiar arrangement, I have succeeded in en

tirely overcoming. On the galvanometer I used,

whioh presented considerable resistance, an ordinary

Daniell's battery stood at 88°. With magnesium for

the positive, and copper and sulphate of copper for

the negative, the current rose to 65°. With magne

sium as positive, and zino for negative, I got a cur

rent of 85* ; with iron for negative, 4.5' ; the first be

ing nearly equal to Daniell's battery, and the latter

superior. With a different electrolyte, 1 got between

zino and copper, 46* ; and magnesium and copper,

C0°. With another specimen of magnesium, pro

cured fresh, the current roBe to 67°. I then took an

other galvanometer showing smaller numbers, with

the following results :

Zinc and copper, in an arrangement of my own
Magnesium and copper *J,
One of Grove's cells j*
One of Bunsen's cells ~JL
Magnesium, with carbon and nitric acid for negative. SO,

With platinum and nitric acid ™
Magnesium with bichromate of potass and carbon for

negative ' °"

Thus, magnesium with platinum and carbon is to

zinc as about the tangents of 29° and 30°, respectively,

to tangentB of 22° and 26° ; but, with iron and cop

per for negatives, it is to zinc nearly as ft0*-,
think 22° for Grove's cell was rather too low, as the
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porous cell was new and not thoroughly soaked with

the acids, and it was some time before I could get

any current at all through it. Thus, magnesium and

copper was equal to a Bunsen's and superior to a

Grove's cell. The magnesium, with carbon and ni

tric acid or bichromate for a negative, is, I think, the

most powerful practical arrangement on record, and

is very constant for a long time. Sodium or potas

sium is, no doubt, stronger, but is difficult in the

use. Probably lithium would be very powerful.

Electro-Depotition of Aluminium.—Mr. J.

B. Thompson, writing in the London Chemi

cal Jfews refutes the assertion that aluminium

has never been deposited on other metals by the

battery. He says that for more than two years

he has been depositing aluminium daily on

iron, steel, and other metals, and driving it

into their surfaces at a heat of about 500 F.,

in the same way that he operates with silver

and nickel. He has also been doing the same

with the alloy called aluminium bronze, of vari

ous tints, from the palest lemon to the richest

gold-color. Mr. Thompson does not describe

his process.

The Electrical Shadow.—Prof. IT. "W. "Wright,

in a communication to the American Journal

of Science, suggests the phenomenon of the

electrical shadow to explain occurrences that

are well authenticated, where men struck by

lightning have had the images of certain ob

jects (as trees) imprinted on their persons.

Several cases have been reported by sea-cap

tains, of the images of brass numbers attached

to the rigging of a ship being printed by the

lightning on the bodies of persons killed by it,

and it was supposed, in those instances, that

the brass numbers acted as a negative pole in

respect to the person struck. Prof. Wright

says :

But it is unnecessary to suppose that the discharge

in such cases always proceeds from the object de

lineated, and many of the instances recorded forbid

such a supposition. The experiments in the pro

duction of the electrical shadows show that it is

merely necessary that the object should interrupt

the lines of action of the electricity, and that it may

be at a considerable distance from the electrified

cloud, the chief and indispensable oondition being

that the latter should be negatively electrified. We

should then have the body exposed to the lightning

positively electrified by induction, and, as the ten

sion became sufficient, the dark discharge accom

panied by the glow would take place, followed by

the lightning-stroke. If, then, any object should be

in the path of the discharge, its image would be

formed in the glow, and this might, in rare cases

like those recorded, be sufficiently intense to leave a

permanently visible impression. The fact that the

image in many cases is very much reduoed in size,

shows, indeed, that the cloud, or other body serving

as the negative pole, is much more distant from the

object represented than is the body struck, for, in

the experiments described in my former paper, it

was found that the image of the paper grating grew

much smaller as it approached the positive pole, and

this effect would be likely to be still more marked

where the negative body had a very extended surface,

as would be the case were it a cloud.

In some experiments recently made, the negative

pole of the maohine was covered with several folds

of woollen flannel, which prevented the formation of

a jet. Instead of this, several square inches of the

cloth were covered with a bright glow, somewhat

resembling that on the positive boll, but, unlike that,

seemingly made up of innumerable minute points or

patches of light, having a peculiar swarming motion,

like that described by Meef in his researches upon

the negative discharge as seen under the microscope.

When the paper grating was placed between the

poles, the image on the positive was not readily ob

tained with distinctness, but was generally much

smaller than when the negativo pole was not thus

covered.

A similar effect, but much more brilliant, was pro

duced when, the poles being separated nine or ten

inohes, the hand was placed upon the negative, and

the arm was approached to the positive pole. The

woollen sleeve exhibited a bright glow covering a

large area, and appearing like a strotlgly phospho

rescent powder sifted profusely upon it. When this

was approached so near that the interval was only

an inch and one half or an inch, the positive glow

became muoh more intense, and took a delicate pur

plish tinge, and the whole space between the two

was filled with a very faint auroral light, which ap

peared, unlike other forms of the discharge, to be

perfectly continuous and steady. The dark discharge

under these circumstances was evidently so much

intensified as to become luminous and visible.

Subterranean Electrical Disturbances.—A

few minutes before and after the earthquakes

of March 17th, in England (according to a

statement in Nature), powerful positive elec

trical currents were rushing toward England

through the two Anglo-American cables, which

were broken near Trinity Bay, Newfoundland.

Mr. 0. F. Varley, reflecting upon this fact,

makes the suggestion that some earthquakes

may be due to subterranean lightning. He

imagines that, as the hot centre of the earth is

approached, a layer of hot dried rock may be

found which is an insulator, while the red-hot

mass lower down is a conductor. If this con

jecture be true—and there is plausibility in it—

then the world itself is an enormous Leyden

jar, which only requires charging to a very

moderate degree, to be equal to the production

of terrific explosive discharges. The French-

Atlantio cable was disturbed at the same time,

and so were many of the English land-lines,

but the only observations as to the direction

of the current were made by means of the

Anglo-American telegraph cables. A number

of Mr. Varley's charts about oartli-currents

were published in the Government Blue Book

of 1859-'60, showing that the direction of

these currents across England was in a very

notable degree determined by the contour of

the coast, and that the same auroral discharges

would often produce currents at right angles

to each other in direction, in different parts

of Britain.

Coloring the Electric Spari.—The electrio

spark, as M Becquerel shows, may be bean-

tifully colored, of different tints, by passing it

through saline solutions. If this spark from

an inductive apparatus be made to pass into

the extremity of a platinum wire suspended

over the surface of the solution of a salt, the

spark will acquire special coloration according

to the chemical composition of the solution

traversed. The saline solutions are best con

centrated, and the platinum wiro positive.
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The experiment is readily performed in a glass

tube. Salts of strontia will color the spark

red ; chloride of sodium, yellow ; ohloride of

copper, bluish green, etc. The light from these

sparks, analyzed by the spectroscope, furnishes

a method for the determination of the nature

of the salts contained in the solution.

ELLENBOROUGH, the Right Hon. Ed

ward Law, Earl of, G. 0. B., a British states

man, born September 8, 1790 ; died in London,

December 21, 1871. He was the son of Lord

Ellenborough, Lord Chief-Justioe of the Court

of Queen's Bench, and grandson of Right Rev.

Edmund Law, Bishop of Carlisle in the latter

part of the last century. He was educated at

Eton, and at St. John's College, Cambridge,

graduating M. A. in the latter part of 1809.

In 1814 he was returned to the House of Com

mons for St. Michael's, a small Cornish bor

ough, since disfranchised, which he contin

ued to represent till he succeeded his father,

ns second baron, December 13, 1818. In the

House of Commons he was not distinguished

for great oratorical powers, nor did he give

promise of eminence as a statesman. He was

Lord Privy Seal, and afterward President of

the Board of Control, in the Wellington ad

ministration of 1828-'30, and was reappointed

to the latter office with a seat in the cabinet

in Sir Robert Peel's first administration of

1834-'35. In October, 1841, he succeeded the

Earl of Auckland as Governor-General of In

dia. Soon after his arrival at Calcutta an ex

pedition was organized against the Afghans,

which resulted in their defeat and the destruc

tion of the fortress of Ghuznee. Scarcely had

this been carried into effect when the Emirs of

Sind took up arms, but General Napier was

dispatched against them; and, after one or

two decisive victories, including the bloody

battle of Miani, the territory of Sind was

formally annexed to the British dominions.

Doubts were, at that time, expressed as to

the justice of the course pursued by his lord

ship in the Sindian war, and the invasion of

that country was regarded by some as an unpro

voked aggression. The Emirs had unquestion

ably provoked retaliation by violating their sol

emn treaty with Great Britain, and by attacking

the British resident, and levelling his house to

the ground. In 1843 Lord Ellenborough inva

ded the independent Mahratta state of Gwalior,

in conjunction with General (afterward Lord)

Gough, for the purpose of putting an end to

the civil strife which raged there during the

regency of the youthful rajah, Dhuleep Singh.

The war had scarcely been brought to a close

by the defeat of the Mahratta troops, when

Lord Ellenborough was recalled by the Board

of East-India Directors, by what the late Duke

of Wellington characterized as " a most indis

creet use of authority," and contrary to the

wishes of the government of Sir Robert Peel,

who, almost immediately on his return to Eng

land, in 1844, appointed him to the post of

First Lord of the Admiralty, and raised him

in the peerage as Earl of Ellenborough and

Viscount Southam. His policy as Governor-

General occasioned considerable controversy.

The East-India Directors found fault with the

alleged slights which he put upon the civil

service, and his marked favoritism toward the

military and the native troops, as well as

with his showy progresses, and his extrava

gant proclamations in regard to the gates

of Somnauth, which were brought to Lndia

after the reduction of the fortress of Ghuz

nee. Complaint was also made that he had

in other proclamations apparently sanctioned

idolatry. On the other hand, his friends

defended him most zealously. Take the fol

lowing extract from an Indian journal as an

example : "After arriving in India, in February,

1842, Lord Ellenborough took two or three

months to look about him. He soon found

that the administration of his predecessor had

been a ' tecritariat administration,' and to that

cause alone he attributed the fact that, after

an experiment of five years, it had closed in

dismay and defeat. He, therefore, resolved to

take the executive power from the hands of

his secretaries, and to wield it himself. Hence

it was that the country which he found dis

tracted, shaking to pieces, with an exhausted

treasury, and a discontented army, he left in

a condition to which it had never before at

tained; the coffers overflowing, the army en

thusiastic, and the secretaries in their proper

places. Hence, too, his unpopularity with the

civil service." Having resumed office, in 1858,

under Lord Derby, as President of the Board

of Control, his lordship resigned, May 14th, on

account of an attack made upon him for a dis

patch which he had addressed to Lord Can

ning, then Governor-General of India, relative

to the proper treatment of the insurgents of

Oude, after the cessation of the mutiny. Though

the views enunciated in what was termed the

Oude proclamation were carried out, objection

was taken to the publication in England of

the dispatch. The vote of censure was re

jected in the House of Lords by a majority

of nine, and the motion was withdrawn in the

House of Commons without a division ; but,

before the debate commenced, Lord Ellenbor

ough resigned, and did not subsequently hold

office, although he took an active part in the

debates in the House of Lords, and was re

garded as the most brilliant of the Conserva

tive orators. He was a warm supporter of

Italian unity.

EOTVOS, Baron Jozsef, a Hungarian states

man and author, and at the time of his death

President of the Hungarian Academy, and

Minister of Public Instruction, born at Buda,

Hungary, September 8, 1813 ; died in Pesth,

Hungary, February 2, 1871. He received his

early education at home, and studied philoso

phy and law at the University of Pesth. Be

fore the completion of his academical career,

he translated into his native tongue Goethe's

" GOtz von Berlichingen," and published two
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comedies and a tragedy, whioh met with suc

cess. In 1833 he adopted the profession of an

advocate, which he relinquished, to travel in

Germany, France, England, Sweden, and the

Low Countries. On his return he took an ac

tive part in politics, becoming in 1838 editor

of the Budapeati Arvizlconyv, a work in whioh

the most eminent Hungarians took part. M.

EOtvOs contributed to its pages a novel en

titled " The Carthusian," that raised him great

ly in public estimation. A pamphlet from his

pen on " Prison Reform " created considerable

sensation, which was increased by his vigor

ous support of the proposal for emancipating

the Jews. In 1841 he was one of the leaders

of the opposition in the Senate of the Hunga

rian Diet, where his rank, his fine presence,

his readiness in debate, and his literary attain

ments, gave him great influence. The com

mercial crisis of 1841 having severely crippled

his means, he had recourse to literature, and

the " Village Notary," a romance intended to

expose the abuses of the nobles in the differ

ent counties, appeared in 1844. It has been

translated into English by Count Pulszky.

Baron E5tv6s was a constant writer in a popu

lar journal, the Pesti Hirlap, in which he be

came the antagonist of M. Kossuth, arguing in

behalf of centralization, against the latter's

scheme for autonomy of the counties. These

articles were collected and published in one

volume in 1846, under the title of " Reform."

In 1847 he published another romance, "Hun

gary in 1514," a tale founded on the revolt of

the peasantry in that year. This was an elo

quent appeal to the nation for the emancipa

tion of the serfs—an act which had at that

time become an urgent necessity, and which

was accomplished in 1848. Of his minor writ

ings we may mention " Poverty in Ireland,"

" On the Emancipation of the Jews," and a

very able defence of Kossuth, his former an

tagonist, against Count Szechenyi. His novel

" The Carthusian," which gained him reputa

tion beyond his native country, and his poetry,

will live in Hungarian literature. It was par

ticularly during the period of Austrian rule

that the late baron developed an extraordinary

literary activity. In reading his charming

novel, " The Sisters," one would scarcely fancy

that the same author produced at the same

period a book so rich in philosophical inquiries

as " The Influence of the Leading Ideas of the

Nineteenth Century upon Government and

Society "—a work known all over Europe, and

much appreciated by such philosophers as Mr.

J. 8. Mill and M. de Tocqueville. On the

breaking out of the revolution in 1848, he be

came Minister of Public Instruction in the ad

ministration of Connt Batthyani, and resigned

after the assassination of Count Lamberg, re

tiring to Munich until the close of the Hunga

rian insurrection. From that time until the

close of 1859 he kept aloof from politics; but

the ferment created by the promised concessions

by the Emperor to his subjects, and the crea-

vol. xi.—19 A

tion of the temporary Council of State in

1860, drew him from his retreat. In conjunc

tion with M. Deak, with whom his name was for

some time associated, he became a leader of

the Moderate Liberal party, and, on the forma

tion of the Hungarian ministry in 1867, was

appointed Minister of Worship and Public In

struction. The indefatigable zeal with which

he fulfilled his important functions, in tho

short period of three years, sufficiently proved

how beneficial were his efforts for the advance

ment of culture in Hungary. But it was also

the cause of his premature death.

EUROPE. The great war, which will as

sign to the year 1870 a prominent place in the

history of Europe, was brought to a close in

1871. Its chief result is a considerable change

of the territorial division of Europe. By the

cession of Alsace and Lorraine, France saw

her area reduced from 209,428 to 204,079 square

miles, and her population from 38,067,094 to

36,594,875. The new German Empire, whoso

reconstruction was completed.on January 18,

1871, when King William of Prussia assumed

the title of Emperor, now exceeds France both

in area and population ; for, after the incorpor

ation of the ceded provinces, it now embraces

39,888 square miles, and 40,106,900 inhabitants.

On February 12th the French Republic, after

having been ruled for nearly six montlis by

a self-constituted revolutionary government,

found, in the National Assembly, which met

at Bordeaux, on February 12th, an authority

elected by the national vote. The Assembly

contained a greater number of men of the

highest social standing than any French con

vention since the Revolution of 1789. The

aged statesman Thiers, who was elected by

the Assembly as chief of the executive power,

and later as President of the republic, gained

to a high degree the confidence of the French

Seople. He easily obtained the consent of the

'ational Assembly for the conclusion of peace

with Germany, but was unable to provent the

outbreak on March 18th, and tho success of an

insurrection of the radical party in Paris,

which, for two months, established a reign of

terror, and made the first attempt to carry

through the principles of the socialistic party.

After the occupation of Paris, May 21st, and

the suppression of the insurrection, the ques

tion of the future form of government chiefly

occupied publio attention. In the National

Assembly the monarchists had a decided ma

jority, but they were divided among them

selves. Count de Chambord, for the first time

since 1830, returned to France, but the fusion

between the Legitimists and Orlcanists was,

at the close of the year 1871, not completed.

The attention of tho German Government

and the German people was chiefly directed to

the consolidation of the new empire. The Ger

man Reichsrath showed a strong desire to

clothe the central government with greater

powers, and to reduce the prerogatives of the

states. Several of its resolutions are not likely
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to receive very soon the consent of the Federal

Council, which consists of the plenipotentiaries

of the German governments. But, though there

may he differences of opinion on the relative

functions of the central power and the par

ticular states, the political unity of Germany

is a fact cordially welcomed by all parties.

While thus the political history of Germany

was one of unusual quiet, a new religious

movement commenced which attracted some

attention. It was the Congress which in Sep

tember was held at Munich, for organizing

throughout the Catholio Church an active op

position to the doctrine of papal infallibility.

The complication between Russia and Tur

key, which, at the close of 1870, seemed to

threaten Europe with a new Eastern war, was

peaceably settled by the London Conference,

at which the great powers agreed upon a new

treaty regulating the Eastern question. (See

Easteen Question.)

The success of the radical revolutionists in

Paris convinced, the statesmen of Europe that

the International Society of Working-men had

acquired a greater strength than has common

ly been believed, and deserved more attention

than had been heretofore bestowed upon it.

(See Intebnatioxal Society.)

The Germans of Austria entered upon the

year 1871 in great despondency ; for, although

Bismarck and Beust had exchanged peaceable

dispatches, the home pelicy of the empire

appeared to be controlled by influences de

cidedly anti-German. On February 7th the

Hohenwart ministry was formed, whose chief

task was to satisfy the demands of the Slavic

nationalists at the expense of the German

centralists, and to strengthen the jurisdiction

of tho Diets of the several crown-lands at the

expense of the general cis-Leithan Beichsrath.

But, at the moment when the extensive de

mands of the Czechs brought matters to a

crisis, the vacillating Emperor yielded to the

earnest remonstrances and warnings of Beust

and Andrassy, dismissed the Hohenwart Cabi

net, and returned to a policy which has the

joint support of tho Germans and the Magyars.

These two nations appear to be firmly united,

and to resist in common the demands made

by several Slavic tribes of the empire for an

autonomy equal to that obtained by Hun

gary.

The English Government, at length, so far

yielded to the persistent demands of the United

States for a settlement of the Alabama claims

as to conclude a treaty (signed on May 8th),

which submits the American claims to a mixed

commission. At home, the Government con

tinued to pursue a reformatory policy, and

created, in reality, quite a sensation by ad

vising, m June, the Queen to sign a warrant

cancelling the regulation price of purchasing

offices in the army. The vote of censure on

the Government, which the House of Lords,

on this account, passed by a majority of 80,

only revealed the anti-liberal tendency of this

House, and greatly strengthened the popular

clamor for its radical reform. Even an outright

republican organization appeared toward the

close of the year to assume notable dimen

sions.

Italy has at length attained the goal so long

aimed at by the national party. Rome has

become the capital of the kingdom. The Gov

ernment indulged the hope of reconciling the

Pope with tho new state of affairs by offering

to him an entire independence in all matters

purely ecclesiastical, and an ample dotation;

tut the Pope maintained, in the most decided

manner, his protest against the annexation of

the States of the Church to Italy, and refused

all recognition of its acts.

The young King of Spain has been tolerated
by a ■ vast majority of the Spanish people ;

but ho has been no more able than his pred

ecessors on the throne to form a strong and

stable Cabinet.

Switzerland has again revised the Federal

Constitution, and, as in 1848, has strengthened

the jurisdiction of the Federal authorities.

The Diet of Norway has rejected the new

treaty for a union with Sweden ; the Diet of

Sweden, to the great dissatisfaction of the

King, rejected the proposed reorganization of

the army. Denmark is gradually recovering

from the wounds which the war of 1864 in

flicted upon it, and is still waiting for the res

toration of Northern Schleswig. There are

signs of an important change of public opinion

as regards the relation to Germany, and promi

nent writers and newspapers strongly advise

the people of Denmark, at any price, to estab

lish friendly relations with Germany.

The following table shows the area and pop

ulation of Europe, at the close of the year 1871,

and also the number of inhabitants per square

mile :

COUNTRIES.

Belgium
Netherlands
Grand-duchy of Luxemburg—

Great Britain and Ireland
Heligoland, Gibraltar, and Malta

Italy
Principality of Monaco
Republic of San Marino

Germany
France
Switzerland
Austria

Principality of Llchtcnstelu
Denmark
Faroe and Iceland

Portugal
Azores and Madeira

Spain
Canary Islands
Republic of Andorra

European Turkey
Roumania
Serrla
Montenegro

Greece and Ionian Islands
Russia (inclusive of Finland)

Sweden
Norway.

Total

Sq. Milu.

11,374
12,680

i2l",ii5
145

114,295
6
22

210,2281
204,079
15,9921

240,380

14,761
sr»,a«i7,
84,501
1,811

195,607

148
133,942
46,709
16,817
1,709

19,353
2,132,126
170,511
123,290

3.816,4001

B.0S1,»!6
8,688,337

81.817,103
157,500

26,775,000
8,1*7
7,303

40,106.900
86,594,845
2,609.095

35,634,858
8,380

1,784,741
77,000

8,995.153
865.881

16,835,895

'"iiiooo
10,510,000
4,424,961
1,306,694
100.000

1, 848,52-!
71,195.394
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According to the Ootha Almanac for 1872,

the number of Roman Catholics, Protestants,

and Jews, in the several countries of Europe,

was as follows :

EVANGELICAL ASSOCIATION. This

Church reports, for the year 1871, the follow

ing statistics:

Spain (and An
dorm)

Portugal
Italy

LnxemSurg.. . .
Prance
Austria (Cis-

leithan)
Poland
Ireland
Hungary
Switzerland...
Netherlands ..
Germany..'....
Great Britain.
Finland.
Denmark

Norway
Sweden
Russia
Ronmanla ....
Greece
Servia
Turkey

Roman
Catholics.

18.838.000
4,360,000

26.710.000
5,000,000
199.000

85,803,000

18,741,000
4,634,000
4,142,000
9,163,000
1,085,000
1,331,000

14,563,000
7,878,000

1,000
2.000
800

1,000
3,000.000

45,000
32.000
9,000

650.000

Protestants
and other
Chriatlan

8.000
1,000

36.000
20,000

400
699,000

868,000
811,000

1,261,000
3.20.1,000
1,577,000
2,228,000

25,035,000
24,784,000
1,790,000
1,776,000
1,693,500
4,166,000
2,171,000

29,000
1,000

Greek
Catholics.

2,000

2,000

Total . . ...J 147,700,0001 71,060,900 69.200,000' 4,SO0,000

463,000
17,000

2,590.0001

3,000

'42,666

54.050,000
4,216,000
1,418,000
1,290,000
5,118,000

6,000
1,000

36,000
2,000
600

46,000

822.000
744,000

800
553.000

7,000
71,000

499.000
45,000

4,400

2,000
1,700,000
135,000

5,000
2,000

100,000

The following table, which shows the total

population of every European state and its

division, according to nationalities, will be

a valuable aid in understanding the still-pend

ing international complications:

COUNTRIES.

Belgium
Denmark
Germany
France
Greece
Great Britain..
Italy
Imxembnre . . .
Netherlands ..
Austrian Em

pire
Portugal
Roumania
Kuesia
Sweden I
Norway. I
Switzerland . . .
Servia
Spain

Tor!•key. . .

Total.

Germanic
Nations.

2,617,000
1,781,000)

36,033.000
456,000

8,000,
29,385,0001

82,000'
197,000

8,614,000

9,162,000
2,000!
13,000

1,300,0001

6,836,000)

1,839,000
3,000
5,000

5,000j

Romanic
Nations.

2,208,000

274,000
34,733,000
1,444.000

29,000
26,031,00!)

3.000
4,000]

8,438,000
3,982,000
4,140.000
908,000

Slavic
Nations.

2,530.0001

9,000

7,000
33.000

782,000
137,000

15,852,000
2,804,000

16,325,000;

77,000:
50,220,000

1,131,000

5,812,666

93,500,0001 97,500.000; 82,200.000! 26,000,000

Other
Nations.

2,000
5.000

651.000
1,396,000

12,000
2,396,000

86,000

71,000

6,997,000
11,000

297,000
12,695,000

I 25,000
\ 28,000

7,000
34,000

700,000
2,000,000

The foreign colonies of European states are

exhibited in the following table :

COUNTRIES.

1. Great Britain.
2. Turkey.
8. Netherlands. . .
4. Russia
5. Spain

6. France
7. Portugal
8. Denmark

9. Sweden

Total.

Sonar* Miles.

7.899.869
1,722,114
685,719

5,923,285
119,978
457,954
744,123
87,168

8.07

17.640,213.07

Population.

169,100,000
27,200,000
22.890,000
10.964.236
6.650,000
6.224.000
4,240,000
125.000
2,900

2 t i t iQ v ProbaUon
CONEERENCES.

ll
*i

I

90 11.943 826 161
Central Pennsylvania.... 67 8.667 423 1*1*

55 6,279 160 90
Ohio 58 6,716 102

62 8,009 127 91
32 8,639 4 56
64 5,777 64 92
52 7,829 20 90
64 4,178 43 35

83 8,427 9 60
83 8,218 3 34
19 1,125 8
28 2,223 6 IS
26 8,071 84 3

California and Oregon 2 100 8

655 76,191 1,820 977

247.400,000

Of the itinerant preachers, 49 are presiding

elders, and 85 are probationary preachers.

The number of local preachers is 479. The

estimated total value of churches is $2,144,444.

The number of parsonages is 281, and their

estimated value $328,210. There are 1,165

Sunday-schools, with 13,080 officers and teach

ers, and 68,648 scholars. The one institution

of learning is valued at $117,000; the Orphan

Asylum at $72,765 ; and the Publishing-house

at $141,423.89.

The General Conference of the Evangelical

Association met at Napierville, 111., on the 12th

of October. The delegation elected by the

General Conference of 1867 to visit the General

Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church,

with fraternal greetings and expressions of

regard and reciprocity of feeling, reported that

they had performed their duty, and had invited

the Methodist Episcopal General Conference

to send a delegation to this body. In accord

ance with this invitation, the Rev. Messrs.

William Nast, Philip Kuhl, and R. Hanny,

were present as fraternal delegates from the

General Conference of the Methodist Episcopal

Church. These representatives presented an

address, in which the subject of the union of

the two Churches was named, and which an

nounced the purpose of the delegation to be

not only to convey fraternal greetings, but to

say to the General Conference :

Should you think the time has come when the

Evangelical Association and the Methodist Episcopal

Church should come closer to each other; we are here

to say : The door is open, and our hand is held out to

welcome you.

The following action was taken on the sub

ject:

Whereat, The subject of a union of the Evangelical

Association and the Methodist Episcopal Church,

which has been agitated a number of years^has been

presented anew by Bev. R. Hanny, Bev. Dr. Nast,

and Bev. P. Kuhl, a delegation from the Methodist

Episcopal General Conference ; and—

Whereat, This Conference, through a committee

consisting; of a delegate from the different annual

conferences, has consulted with said three delegates
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concerning the probable basis and conditions of snch

a union, and through the report of the said commit

tee the subject was brought beforo the Conference

for consideration ; and—

ft'hertai, It was decided that it would not be ad

visable to recommend said union, notwithstanding

that such a union, under other circumstances, might

be desirable, viz., if it could be accomplished with

the general consent of our ministry and membership,

but, as this does not seem probable for the present :

therefore—

Baolved, That wo hereby respectfully respond to

the friendly greeting and fraternal recognition of the

Methodist Episcopal Church, through its delegation

to this Conference, and cherish the most hearty wish

that we may ever labor in union of spirit and in

peace, without hindering or discouraging one an

other, and unitedly as far as possible, and with the

beet Buccess to the glorious oause of our common

Lord and Master, in His vineyard, and with all the

eleot be finally crowned in His heavenly kingdom.

Resolved, That a delegation of three bo elected by

this Conference to convey to the General Conference

of the Methodist Episcopal Church, at its Bession in

Brooklyn, our brotherly greetings and congratula

tions, as also this rejoinder.

The delegation consists of R. Dubs, T. Bow

man, and J. Yonng.

Several petitions were presented for such de

cided action to be taken against secret societies

as would make the denomination essentially an

anti-secret-society body. To these the General

Conference respondod with resolutions :

Betohed, That we cannot make any other condi

tions for membership than those that were and still

are contained in our discipline, and can therefore not

grant the prayer of the petitioners.

Bemlved, That we advise all our preachers and

members to keep aloof from oath-bound secret soci

eties, especially for the Bake of avoiding offence.

Betohed, That we declare the laying of corner-

atones for churches by secret societies, according to

their ritual, an offence against Christian propriety, a

violation of our discipline, and is, therefore, objec

tionable and forbidden.

The time for which a minister may serve in

the same field of labor was extended from two

years to three years. The time for which a min

ister may serve on a foreign mission was made

without limit. A recommendation was adopt

ed that the bishops be chosen from among the

elders, instead of from among the delegates

to the General Conference. A plan was ap

proved for the organization of a fire-insurance

company, within the denomination, which shall

insure only churches and parsonages. J. J.

Esher was reelected bishop, and R. Yeakel was

newly elected bishop.

Upon request of the Germany Conference,

that body was accorded authority to publish

books, without first referring them to the

Board of Publication in America, and was

granted the right of retaining the profits of the

Book and Publishing Concern in Germany, on

condition of its renouncing all claims to tho

dividends of the Publishing-house in Clove-

land, Ohio.

The receipts for the homo missionary cause,

during 1871, were $49,155.71; the total re

ceipts for the four years, since tho previous

General Conference, wero $193,267.54. The

receipts for the Germany mission wero, for

1871, $3,380.22 ; for the fouryears, $14,039.68.

The receipts for the heathen mission, for 1871,

were $1,584.81 ; for tho four years, $4,281.43.

The heathen-mission fund now amounts to

$20,180.22. During the four years, since the

preceding General Conference, there were ex

pended on home missions $175,544.34, and for

the mission in Germany, $31,215.59. The mis

sionary operations in Europe are extended over

Wurtemberg, Baden, Switzerland, and Alsace.

A mission was established in Prussia, but it

has been suspended.

EVVING, TnoMAS, LL. D., an Amcri«ra ju

rist and statesman, born in Ohio County,

Va., December 28, 1789 ; died in Lancaster,

Ohio, October 26, 1871. Ilis father served in

the American army during the Revolution.

Afterward, meeting with pecuniary reverses,

he removed his family, in 1792, to the Mus

kingum River, and thence into what is now

called Athens County, Ohio. In this wild, un

settled district, young Ewing's education was

necessarily imperfect. His sister taught him

to read, and in the evenings he eagerly studied

the few books at his command. He left home in

his twentieth year, and worked in the Kanawha

salt-works, prosecuting his studies by night by

the lightof pine-knots, ashe watched his boiling

salt-kettles, until ho earned enough money to

pay for his father's farm, and was qualified to

enter the Ohio University at Athens. Having

received, in 1815, the first bachelor's degree

ever granted in Ohio, he next studied law in

Lancaster, was admitted to the bar in 1816,

and practised with success in the State courts

and United States Supreme Court for fifteen

years. In 1831 he was elected United States

Senator from Ohio. He acted with the Whigs

and became associated with Clay and Webster

in their opposition to President Jackson. Ho

supported the protectionist measures of Mr.

Clay, and during the same session advocated

cheap postage and a recharter of the United

States Bank. He also took a prominent part

in tho debates on the removal of the deposits

from that bank. In 1835 he introduced a bill

for the settlement of tho Ohio bonndary ques

tion, which was passed the following year. In

December, 1836, he introduced a bill to annul

the instructions issued by Mr. Woodbury, Sec

retary of the Treasury, "directing receivers in

land-offices to accept payments only in coin or

Treasury certificates, except from certain class

es of persons during a limited time. The bill

excited violent debate, and was defeated. Mr-

Ewing's term expired in March, 1837, and ho

resumed tho practice of his profession. In

1841 he became Secretary of the Treasury un

der President Harrison. His first official re

port, presented at the extra session of Con-

gross in May, 1841, among other recommenda

tions proposed 20 per cent, duties on certain ar

ticles, disapproved of the Independent Treasury

Act, and urged the establishment of a national

bank. He prepared a bill for a national bank,

which was passed, with some alteration, bnt
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was vetoed by the President. President Ty

ler then suggested a plan for a bank of mod

erate capita], and, at his request, Mr. Ewing

helped to frame a charter, which was immedi

ately passed, and in turn vetoed. Mr. Ewing,

with all the other members of the Cabinet,

except Mr. Webster, thereupon resigned. In

1849 President Taylor appointed him Secre

tary of the Interior, a department then recent

ly created, and not fully organized. The lead

ing measures recommended by him in his first

report, December, 1849, were the extension

of the public-land laws to California, New

Mexico, and Oregon ; the establishment of a

mint near the California gold-mines, and the

construction of a road to the Pacific. On the

slavery question he differed from Mr. Clay and

others, who urged the necessity of compre

hensive legislation to settle the matter at once

and forever, and agreed with the President in

thinking the action of Congress uncalled for.

In June, 1850, upon the death of President

Taylor, this division in the Whig party led to

Cabinet changes. Mr. Corwin became Secre

tary of the Treasury under President Fillmore,

and Mr. Ewiug was appointed by the Gov

ernor of Ohio to serve during Mr. Corwin's

unexpired term in the Senate. In 1851 he re

tired from publio life, and resumed the prac

tice of law at Lancaster. He was a delegate

to the Peace Congress of 1860, and was also

chosen a delegate to the National Union Con

vention in 1866. During the war he gave the

Union cause an unflinching support. His son-

in-law, General William T. Sherman, and his

son, General Thomas Ewing, Jr., wore, as is

well known, among the most conspicuous of

the Union generals. Of late years, in conse

quence of his great age and infirmities, he had

lived in complete reti/ement.

F

FELICE, Rev. Guiixaume de, D. D., a

French clergyman and author, Professor and

Dean of the Theological Faculty at Montauban,

born about 1803 ; died at Lausanne, Switzer

land, October 23, 1871. He received his edu

cation at Strasbourg. He was at first pastor

at Bolbec, a considerable town in the Depart

ment of Seine-Inferieure. In 1838 he was cho

sen Professor of Christian Morals and Homi-

letics, in the theological seminary at Mon

tauban, Department of Tarn and Garonne. It

was while holding this position that he accom

plished his principal literary labors. For years

he was an assiduous co-laborer of M. Adolphe

Monod, in the editorship of the Archives du

ChristUinisme. In 1830 he became corre

spondent for the New York Observer, and con

tinued to send his frequent and always in

teresting letters until a short time before his

death. His most remarkable works were:

" Memoir upon Bible Societies ; " " Appeal for

the Immediate Emancipation of Slaves ; "
u Conferences in regard to Calvin; " "History

of French Protestants;" "Appeal to Men of

Letters;" "History of the National Synods

of the Reformed Churches of France; " "Bi

ography of William Allen." All his writings

are pervaded by a spirit of profound attach

ment to evangelical truth and to the Reformed

Church. Until the failure of his health, he

often preached in the churches of Toulouse,

Saverdun, Mezieres, and Bordeaux, and al-

wajs with great acceptance, from his eloquence

both of matter and manner. He was a man

of varied learning, of wide and careful obser

vation, of fervent religious sentiment, and of

broad charity,and liberal views.

FETIS, Feancjois Joseph, a Belgian musical

composer, critic, and author, born at Mons,

Belgium, March 25, 1784; died at Brussels, in

March, 1371. He was the son of an organist,

and at nine years of age was himself appointed

organist of Sainte Wanden. In 1800 he be

came a pupil in the Paris Conservatoire, Boiel-

dieu, Pradher, and Rev, being his teachers. He

established a musical journal in 1804. His

first theoretical productions were the "Traite

du Contre-Point et de la Fugue," "Gradual©

de Tempore ac de Sanotis," " Antiphonarium

Divinorum Officiorum," the last two elaborate

collections of chants of the Roman Church.

In 1813 M. Fetis was appointed organist of

St. Pierre at Douai, and Professor of Singing

and Harmony in the municipal school of that

town. He came to Paris, in 1818, to retrieve

his fortune, which he had lost a few years be

fore, and was a professor in the Conservatory

of Music from that date till 1833, when the

Belgian Government offered him the appoint

ment of Director of the Conservatoire at Brus

sels, which post he held until his decease. He

took an active part in the musical department

of the Paris Exhibition. With astonishing

vigor for his advanced age, he composed a

symphony a few weeks before his death.

There is a long list of instrumental composi

tions which could be cited indicative of his

industry, if not of his imagination. It was

M. Ffitis who had charge of the score of

" L' Afrioaine," after the death of Meyerbeer, in

Paris. The learned author had to reduce his

MS., in which there was sufficient music for

two operas, into proportions for representation

at the Grand Opera-House. That he per

formed his labor of love with tact and intelli

gence has been universally recognized. He was

a very voluminous writer, not only of music,

but of works of instruction on the theory and

practice of music, and on the biography, bibli

ography, and philosophy of the science. About

1820 he published in Paris a " Treatise on Coun

terpoint and Fugue," which is still highly
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prized. In 1827 he founded the Revue Musi-

cale at Paris, which he edited till 1835, and

which is still maintained, though discontinued

during the siege of 1870-'71. He was the com

poser of seven operas, which were published

in Paris, but did not meet with success at the

Opera Comique, and two, "L'Amant et le

Mari," and "La Vieillc," which were success

ful in Belgium, but the greater part of his

musical compositions were intended for the

church service. His other works of instruc

tion were : " Mfithode des Methodes de Piano,"

which has been translated and adapted in this

country with great success; "La Science de

l'Organiste; " "Solfeges Progressifs ; " "Traite

Complet de la Theorie et de la Pratique de

l'Harmonie" (1816); "Methode Elementnire

d'Harmonie et d'Accompagnement " (1824);

"Musique mise d la Port6o de tout le Monde ; "

a new and enlarged edition (the sixth) of his

"Trait6 Complet de la Th6orie," etc, above

mentioned, with the addition of an essay con

taining the doctrine of the science and the art

(1853). But he will be best known in the

future by his critical, biographical, and histor

ical works on musical subjects. Chief of these

was his "Biographie Universelle des Musi-

ciens, et Bibliographic Generate do la Musique,"

of which the first edition appeared in 8 vols.

(1835-1844) ; and a revised ono with consider

able additions, in 1860-'64, in 4 vols., 8vo. To

this he had added four volumes of " The His

tory of Music," the last published just before

his death, ne had also completed, but not pub

lished, a "Philosophic Generate de la Musique,"

and had published in conjunction with Mo-

scheles, "Coup-d'ceil sur les Qualites de la

Musique des Pays Bas," and a biography of

Meyerbeer, in 1859. Personally he was much

respected: he exercised a most wholesome

influence on art advancement during his long

career ; and Belgium is deeply indebted to his

good government of the Brussels Conserva

toire.

FINANCES OF THE UNITED STATES.

The general prosperity of the country during

1871 had a favorable effect upon the finances

of the Governmeut. Its revenues were largely

increased both from direct and indirect taxa

tion ; about fifty millions of the principal of

the publio debt was paid, and a further re

duction in the rate of taxation was anticipated,

although the purpose to pay annually a por

tion of the publio debt was maintained.

The revenue from customs for tho fiscal year

1871 was greatly in excess of the estimates,

amounting to $206,270,408.05, against $194,-

538,374.44, for the preceding year. The cost

of collecting this revenue was $6,560,672.61

for 1871, being three and eleven hundredths

per cent., while the cost for the year 1870 was

$6,237,137.25, or three and twenty hundredths

per cent.

The appropriation for the collection of the

customs, with the additions derived from fines,

penalties, and forfeitures, exceeded the expen

ditures by the sum of more than eight hun

dred thousand dollars.

The reduction of the rates of duty on the

1st of January, 1871, under the act of July 14,

1870, diminished the importation of many

articles during the last six months of the year

1870, but there was consequently a large addi

tion to tho revenues for tho first six months

of the year 1871.

A comparison of the first six months of the

calendar year 1871 with the first six months

of tho calendar year 1870 shows an increase

of fifty-five per cent, in the quantity of tea

imported, twenty per cent, in the quantity of

coffee, fifty-three per cent, in the quantity of

brown sugar, one hundred and twenty per

cent, in the quantity of pig-iron, one hundred

and eighty-six per cent, in the quantity of mo-

lado, one hundred and thirty-nine per cent, in

the quantity of spices, and a largo increase in

many other articles.

The receipts from internal revenue were

$143,098,153.63, being $4,048,984.29 less than

the estimates presented to Congress in Decem

ber, 1870, for the fiscal year ending June 80,

1871. The estimates for the fiscal years 1871-

'72 were $126,418,000, and it is probable that

the receipts will bo equal to the estimates.

In the annual report of the Secretary of tho

Treasury, made December, 1870, there was

presented a statement of the receipts and ex

penditures of the Government for the first

quarter of the year ending June 30, 1871, and

an estimate of tho same for the remaining

three-quarters of the year. The receipts and

expenditures of the first qnartor above men

tioned, ending on September 30, 1870, were as

follows :

Customs $57,789,473 57
Internal revenue 49,147,137 93
Lands 42.437 67
Miscellaneous sources 7,882,191,59

Total $114,301,230 75

The expenditures for tho same period, ex

cluding payment on account of the sinking

fund, were as follows :

Civil and miscellaneous purposes $18,207,242 49
War Department 10,218,538 So
Navy Department 4,815.437 M

Indians and pensions 13.825,451 89
Daterest on the public debt 89,490,450 51

Total $86,562,980 63

For the remaining three-quarters of the

fiscal year, ending June 30, 1S71, the esti

mated receipts were as follows :

Customs JU28.000.000 00
Internal revenue 98.000,000 00
Lands S'000'SS SX
Miscellaneous sources 16,000.000 W

Total $244,000,000 00

The estimated expenditures for tho same

period are :

Civil and miscellaneous purposes $54,000,000 00
War Department \ 30.000.000 00
Navy Department l5'000 0^ S
Indians and pensions : 24,500,000 {»
Djterest on the public debt 80,000,000 00

Total $208,600,000 00
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The net receipts, however, for the fiscal

year ending June 30, 1871, were as follows:

Customs $906,270,408 05
Internal revenue 143,098,158 63
Sales of public lands 2.388,646 68

miscellaneous sources 31,566,736 53

Total $333,823,944 89

The expenditures for the same period were :

Civil and miscellaneous purposes $69,498,710 97
War Department &5,799,991 83
Navy Department 19.431,027 21
Indians 7,426,997 44
Pensions 34,443,894 88

Interest on tbe public debt ... 125,576,565 93

Total $292,177,188 25

Receipts in excess of expenditures $91,146,-

756.64.

The receipts and expenditures for the quar

ter ending September 30, 1871, which is the

first quarter of the fiscal year ending June 80,

1872, were as follows :

Customs $62,289,329 37

Internal revenue 35,553,175 01
Sales of public lands 602,680 61
Miscellaneous sources 8,753,139 61

Total $107,198,374 60

The expenditures for the same period, ex

cluding payments on account of the sinking

fund, were :

Civil and miscellaneous purposes $16,579,732 46
War Department 12,590,653 05
Navy Department 6,513,040 93
Indians 8,404,183 42
Pensions 8,090,698 69
Interest ou the public debt 26,725,124 37

Total $83,903,382 92

The estimated receipts for the remaining

three-quarters of the year, ending June 30,

1872, are as follows :

Customs $148,000,000 00
Internal revenue 90.000.000 00
Sales of public lands 2.000,000 00
Miscellaneous sources 18,000,000 00

Total $258,000,000 00

The estimated expenditures for the same

period, excluding payments on account of the

sinking fund, are :

Civil and miscellaneous purposes $."0,000,000 00
War Department 81,000,000 00
Navy Department 13,500,000 00
Indians 6,000.000 00
Pensions 24,000.000 00
Interest on tbe public debt 85,000,000 00

Total $209,500,000 00

Those estimates show a balanoe applicable

to the payment of the principal of the publio

debt, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1872,

of $71,794,991.68.

The amount of the publio debt, on July 1,

1870, was $2,480,304,797.74; the amount of

the same on July 1, 1871, was $2,353,211,332.-

82, thus showing a reduction of the debt, dur

ing the fiscal year, of $127,083,465.42.

The miscellaneous revenues of the Govern

ment for the year ending June 80, 1871, were

derived from the following sources :

Premium on sales of coin $8. 80-2, 8.19 93
Fees from United States consuls 565.563 24
Storage, rent, labor, etc., at custom-bouses, 414,310 61
Fines, penalties, and forfeitures for viola.

tions of customs-laws 952.579 86
Fees on letters patent 620,319 11
Tax on circulation, deposits, etc., of na

tional banks 6,003,584 32
Repayment of Interest by Pacific Railway
Companies 813.284 75

Homestead and otber land fees.a 645,923 17
Steamboat fees and marine-hospital tax 385,585 16
Proceeds of sale of coin-interest on sinking
and special funds 7,701,662 73

Judiciary—fines, penalties, and forfeitures, 75.836 30
Tax on seal-skins 101,080 00
Reimbursement to the United States for

salaries of store-keepers in internal rev
enue bonded warehouses 577,235 41

Direct tax 580,355 37
Emolument fees 585,887 09
Parting charges—reflning gold and silver

bullion 211,721 14
Proceeds of Indian trust landB 1,140,120 28
Accmod interest on, and proceeds of sale

of, Indian trust-fund stocks, and interest
on deferred payments on Indian-trust
lands 837,921 01

Reimbursements to the United States for
moneys advanced to meet matured Inter
est on non-paying stocks held in trust for
various Indian tribes 35.535 00

One, two, three, and five cent coinage 150,000 00
Unenumerated 745,441 43

Total $31,566,736 53

The following is an official statement of the

decrease of the public debt during the pre

ceding month from March 1, 1869, to August

1, 1871 :

Debt of the United
SUlu, leu cash in tbe

Treuury.

1869.

March 1..
April 1...
Mayl....
June 1...
July 1....
August 1.
Sept. 1...
October 1
Nov. L...
Dec. 1....

1870.

January 1
Feb. 1....
March 1 . .
April 1...
May 1....
June 1...
July 1....
August 1.
Sept. 1...
October 1
Nov. 1....
Decl....

1871.

January 1
Feb. I....
March l..|
April 1...
May 1....
June 1....
Julyl....
Auanst 1.

$2,525,468,260 01
2,525.196,461 74
2,518,797,391 09
2,505,412,613 12
2,489,002,430 58
2,481.566,736 29
2,475,962,501 50
2,468,495,072 11
2,461,131.189 36
2,458,559,735 23

2,448,746,953 31
2,444,813,288 92
2,433,328,477 17
2,432,562,127 74
2.420.864,334 85
2.406.562,371 78
2.386,358.599 74
2,369,324.476 00
2.355.1121,150 41
2.346.913,652 28
2,341,784,355 55
2,334,308,494 65

2.332.067,793 75
2,328,026,807 00
2.320,703,846 92
2,309,697,596 27
2,303,573,543 14
2.299,134.134 81
2,292.030,834 90
2.283.328.857 98

of debt
daring the pre
ceding month.

$266,798 27
6,399.070 65
13.381.777 97
16.410.132 54
7,435.741 29
5,601.23 1 79
7,467,429 39
7,363.882 75

7,571,454 13

4,812.781 92
3,933.661 39
6.484,811 75
5,766.819 43

11,697,793 39
14,301,962 57
20,203,772 04
17,034,123 74
13,403,825 59
9,007,498 13
5,129.296 73
7,475,860 90

2,240,700 00
4,040.986 75
7,817,960 OS

11,011,250 65
6,124,053 13
4.439.358 S3
7,103,349 91
8.701.976 92

interest charge.

$74,694 00
115,521 00
804,467 00
667,467 00

1,786.725 00
2,387,825 00
3,354,345 00
4,050,705 0»
4,822,041 00

5,651,475 00
6,119.574 00
6,301,797 00
6,601,350 00
6,908.436 00
7,263,397 00
7,747,797 00
8.1.33.954 00
8,614,470 00
9.162,270 00
9.768,311 01
10,155,576 96

10.661.026 44
11,064.916 44
11.537.461 08
12,062,997 96
12.870.039 96
13.489.202 01
14,440,219 56
14,761,404 00

Total decrease, $242,134,402.03.

The monthly decrease, to the close of the

year 1871, was as follows :

September 9,206.297 60
October 13,458.620 51
November 8.950.491 84
December 8,462,080 18
January 4,412,956 00
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The total decrease of the debt from March

1, 1869, to December 1, 1871, was $277,211,-

892.1G; the reduction of the annual interest

charge during the same period has been

$16,741,436.04.

The views of the Secretary of the Treasury

on the relative value of gold and paper cur

rency were thus expressed :

The average premium on gold for the year 1868

was 89.54 per cent. ; for the year 1889 it was 82.56

per cent, premium; for tho year 1870 it was 14.83

per cent, premium ; and for the first eleven months

of tho year 1871 it was 12.1 per cent, premium. The

value of tho paper currency of the country during tho

years 1869 and 1870 was apparently appreciated by

the increased use of paper money in the South, but

chiefly by the establishment of the credit of the Uni

ted States upon a firm basis. On the first of January,

187 1 , the last-named fact was fully accomplished, and

since that time the appreciation ot tho paper currency

has been due wholly to the increased demand for it

in the business affairs of the country. The difference

between the value of paper money at the present mo

ment and its value on the first of December, 1870,

may be attributed to the latter cause, and furnishes

the best means which the country has yet bad, for

ascertaining the quantity of paper currency which can

be used, and its value kept at par with gold.

In the following table is given a state

ment in detail of the publio debt on June 30,

1871 :

STATEMENT OF THE PUBLIC DEBT OF THE UNITED STATES, JUNE 80, ISTi.

Old debt
Treasury notes prior to I

1844 f
Loan of 1842
Treasury notes of 1846. . .
Mexican ludemnity

Treasury notes of 1847. . .

Loan of 1847
Texan indemnity stock..
Loan of 18(8
Treasury notes of 1857.. .
Loan of 1858
Loan of I860
Loan of February, 1861 1
(1881s) I

Treasury notes of 1861. . .

Oregon war debt
Loan of July and Au-

enst, 1861(1881'b)..
Old demand notes. .

Seven-tblrtlcs ofl861.

Five-twenties of 1S62.
Legal-tender notes

Temporary loan . .

Certificates of indebt- i
ednese

Fractional currency.

Loan of 1863

One-year notes of 1863, ..
Two-year notes of 1863. .
Coin certificates

1 and a"
i years.
20 years..
[l year
6 years.. .
II and 2
1 years.

|20 years..
1 14 years..
2 years. . .
Il Vear
15 years..
10 years. .

10or20y's

2 years.
60 days.

' years

On demand..
1 and 2 years from

date.
January 1, 1863..
1 year from date
April and July, 1849
After 60 days' no

tice.
Jannsrv 1, 1868
January 1, 1865
July 1, 1868
60 days' notice
Uanuary 1, 1874
January 1, 1871

January 1, 1881

2 years after date. [
60 days after date, j
July 1, 1881

July 1, 1881

On demand
I Amrust 19 and I
) October 1, 1864. !
May 1, 1867

17 years.

1 year . .
2 years..

Compound Int'st notes.

Ten-forties of 1864
Five-twenties ofM'rch, I

1864.
Five-twenties of June

1864.

Sevon-lhlrtlos
and 1865. . . .

of 1864 t

I
Navy pension fund
Five-twenties of 1865. . .
Consols of 1865
Consols of 1867
Consols of 1868
Three per ct. certificates
Bounty land scrip
Certificates of Indebted

i of 1881.

After 10 days' no
tice.

1 year after date.

On presentation

July 1, 1881

1 year afterdate....
2 years after date.
On demand

••„,„ June 10, 1867, and
3 years... Mtty 1868;

10or40y's March 1, 1874

5or20y'rs|November 1, 1869.

5or20y'rs

3 years.

Indefinite
5or20y'rs
5or20yr'p
5or20y'rs
5or20y'rs
Indefinite

5 years. .

November 1, 1809. .

( Ansust 15, 1867.
■{June 15. 1868....

(July 15, 1868...

November 1, 1870.
July 1, 1870

July 1, 1872
|July 1, 1873
On demand
Julyl, 1849

September 1, 1878..

15 & 6 p. ct.
1 mill to 6
per cent

6 per cent.
6 per cent.
5 per cent

6 per cent.

6 per cent.
5 per cent
6 per cent.

5 & 5^tf p. c
6 per cent.
5 per ceut

6 per cent.

6 per cent.

6 per cent

6 per cent.

7 3-10 p. c.

6 per cent

Par.

Par.
Par.
Par.

Par.

Par.
Par.
Par.
Par.
Par.
Par.

Par.

Par.

Par.

Par.

Par.

Par.

Par.
Par.

Par.

Par.

Par.
« » Pre'm
6 per cent of 4 13

[4, 5, and 6
per cent.

6 per cent.

5 per cent.
5 per cent

6 per rent,
compound.

5 per cent.

6 per cent

6 per cent.

7 3-10 p. c.

3 per cent
6 per cent.
6 per cent.
6 per cent
6 per cent
3 per cent.
6 per cent

4 per cent.
6 per cent.

Pa..
Par.
Par.

Par.

Par.

Par.

Par.

Par.

Par.
Par.
Par.
Par.

Par.
Par.
Par.

Par.

$17,000,000 00
10,000,00 00
850,000 00

23,000,000 00

23,000,000 00
16.000,1100 00
16.000.000 00

20,000,000 00
20.000.000 Oil
21,000,000 00

25,000,000 00

J £2468,100 00
I 12.896.350 00
2,800,000 00

250,000,000 00

60,000,000 00

140,094,750 00

515,000,000 00
450,000,000 00

150,000,000 00i

No limit..

50,000,000 00

75,000,000 ooj

Indefinite

400,000,000 00

200,000,000 00

800,000,000 00

Indefinite
203.3i7.250 00
332.998,950 00
379.002,350 00
42,539,850 00
75,000,000 00

$8,O00,00J

303,573

2S.207.000

6,000,000
16,000.000
20.000,000
20.000.000
7,022,000

18,415,000

[• 35,364,450

1,090,850
I fsn.ooo.noo
) 139.31K.100

60,000,000

140,094,750

514,771,600

561,753,241

75,000,000

$57,665 00

83,675 »

6,000 00
6.000 00
1,104 U

950 00

S.150 00
181,000 00
24,900 00
2,000 00

20,000,000 00
49,000 00

18,415,000 00

8,300 00

945,000 00

189,318,100 00
96,505 50

23,100 00

■33,500 C

356,000,000 C
4<53.753,500 00

80,310 00

5,000 00

40,582,874 56

75,000,000 00

123.067 00
75.605 00

19,886,300 00

I 768,500 00

194,567,300 00

2,619,600 00

85,960.250 00

678.3.8 -11

412,92Ti.000|
1 17.250,000,
177,045,770

1 22,728.390

196,117,300

8,882,500

125,561,300

829,992,500

14.000,000 14.000,000 00
203.327,250 167.660,800 00
882,998,960 242.583.150 00
379.602,350 328.246.950 00

42,539,350 39,41S,9» 00

84,945,000 S1'883'^^

678,362 41
678.000 00

B9,969.150W

£m21l332Jl
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SUMMARY OF THE PUBLIC DEBT OX DECEMBER 1, 1871.

Debt bearing Interest in Coin,

Bonds at 6 per cent
Bonds at 6 per cent

per cent

Debt bearing Interest in Lawful Money.

Certificates of Indebtedness at 4 per cent
Navy Pension Fnnd at 8 per cent
Certificates at 8 per cent

Dibt on which Interest has ceased since Maturity, .

Debt bearing no Interest.

Old demand and legal-tender noteB.
Fractional enrrency. ,
Coin certificates

interest

Total Debt

Cash in tlie Treasury.

$1,577,135,150 00
277,363,700 00

$078,000 00
14.000,000 00
23,400,000 00|

$357,592,801 25|
40,100,036 05
24,928,140 00

Principal.

$1,854,498,850 00

88.164.000 00

1,769,297 26

422,686,977 30'

$2,317,123,124 56

$36,954,839 42

244,760 00
294,346 34

Totals.

14,442 13

$37,508,387 89 $2,351,631 512 45

$06,256,554 84
10,123,589 76 100,380,144 60

$2.241251.367 85
1871 2,251,718,448 03

Debt, less cash in the Treasury, December 1, 1871
Debt, less cash in the Treasury, November 1, 187

Decrease of debt during the month | $3,462,080 18

BONDS ISSUED TO THE PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANIES, INTEREST PAYABLE IN LAWFUL MONEY.

NAME OF IUILWAY.
Principal outstand

ing.
Interest paid by
United Slates.

Interest repaid by
transportation of

mails, etc.

Balance of Interest
paid by United

States.

$25,881,000 00
6,303,000 00

27,236,512 00
1,600,000 00
1,970.000 00
1,628,320 00

$4,814,627 84
1,591,173 09
5,847,561 77
897,808 26
249,397 86
291,907 09

$422,556 83
919.652 72

1,956.669 34
9.276 92
9,350 25
401 83

$4,392,071 51
671,520 37

8,390.892 43
888.531 34
240,047 11
291,505 21

Total $64,618,832 00 1 $12,692,475 41 1 $3,317,907 44 $9,371,567 97

The Pacific Railroad bonds are all issued

under the acts of July 1, 1802, and July 2,

1864; they are registered bonds of the de

nomination of $1,000, $5,000, and $10,000 ;

bear 6 per cent, interest in currency, payable

January 1st and July 1st, and mature thirty

years from their date.

By the estimate of the Secrotary of the

Treasury, there would be a balance of $71,794,-

991.68 for the fiscal year ending June 80, 1872.

For the fiscal year ending Juno 30, 1873, he

also estimated a balance of $57,294,963.01,

which might be applied to the payment of the

principal of. the public debt. Therefore, he

suggested for the future that his previous pol

icy of paying not less than fifty millions of

the principal of the debt annually should bo

maintained, and such reductions be made in

taxation as the margin remaining would per

mit. This margin, he estimates, will amount

to thirty-six millions of dollars for the fiscal

year commencing July 1, 1872. He would re

duce the receipts of internal revenue sixteen

millions of dollars by dispensing with those de

rived from all internal sources, except from

stamps, spirits, tobacco, and malt liquors.

These latter sources would furnish about one

hundred and ten millions of dollars. The re

ceipts from customs he would reduce twenty

millions of dollars by a reduction of certain

duties. He says :

The revenue from customs under existing laws,

and from lands and miscellaneous sources, would

amount to about two hundred and thirty-three mill

ions more, making a total rovenue for that year of

three hundred and forty-three millions of dollars.

The expenses of the Government, not including

the amount payable on account of tho sinking fund,

are estimated at $273,025,773.99.

If to this sum bo added fifty millions of dollars for

payments on account of the public debt, including

the amount due on the sinking fund, there remains

a balance of about twenty millions, within which re

ductions may be made in the revenue from customs.

This amount, added to the reductions proposed under

the internal revenue laws, gives a total reduction of

thirty-six millions.

Under this view he recommends the reduc

tion of the duties on salt to the extent of fifty

per cent. ; the duty on bituminous coal to fifty

cents per ton; the reduction of the duty on

raw hides and skins; and the removal of all

duties from a large class of articles produced

in other countries, which enter into the arts

and manufactures of this country, and which

are not produced in the United States, and the
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revenue from which is inconsiderable. At the

same time lie suggests, as an important con

sideration to be regarded in making the reduc

tion of duties, that nothing, as the consequence

of legislation, could bo more disastrous to the

public prosperity than a policy which should

destroy or seriously disturb the manufacturing

interest of the country. Nevertheless, it is pos

sible, by wise and moderate changes adapted

to the condition of business and labor, to ro-

duce the rates of duties with benefit to every

class of people.

The receipts from internal revenue source?,

as already stated, for the year ending June 30,

1871, were $143,098,153.63. The proportions

of this amount yielded by spirituous liquors

and the States in which the distilleries ave lo

cated are shown by the following table:

GRAIN. ..CLASS*.
Total
number

Number Number Number Number Number Number neutered.
nqrUtond. operand. operated. regHUrotl. cp*r»tt*l.

9 i 75 8 84
a i 40 1 42

11 6 341 150 853
6 5 170 133 176
1

'i
70 67 71

a 347 209 349

s 1 3
64 54 48 M 109

S3 26 213 66 245

21 3 13 34

S 3 . .
128

io
673 406

16 »
1 "i

1
i

'9 s 88 8 121

2 3 8 64 48 £4
3 2 3
4 1 4

1 a 13
13 129 1G5
2 2

2 2 3
. , 1
2 2 3

5 8 222 136 S27

is
9 1 10

75 2 - 132 86 209
18 6 1,757

88
1,218 1,775

84 65 48 173
3

'2
5 2 8

180 95
1 'i

71 47 256
1

5 67 53 78
48 22 524 sso 672
5

i

16 21

14 '8
1

66 1,706 864
14

21 1,845
1 • 4

7 2 181 55 1R8

13 8 11

1,015 505 28 12 7,149 4,007 8,192

STATES AND TERRITORIES.

Arkansas
California
Connecticut
Delaware
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts.
Michigan

Mississippi.
Missouri

Montana..
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire.
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina. . .
Ohio
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina...
Tennessee

Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington .. .
West Virginia.
Wisconsin

Total .

Gftlloai,

The quantity of spirits in bond July 1, 1870, was 11,671,886
The quantity entered in bond for the year end
ing June 30, 1871. was 54,576,446

The quantity withdrawn from bond during last
period, was 59,503,973

The quantity remaining in bond June 30, 1871,
was 6,744,360

Tho quantity remaining In bond July 1, 1870, as
per present report, less than quantity stated
In the report for 1870, shown by corrected re
ports of collectors received subsequent to the
publication of the report for 1870, was 10,573

The total qnantity of spirits in the United

States, not in internal revenue warehouses, on

the 1st of May, 1871, was 41,185,713 proof

gallons, showing a decrease in tho quantity on

the market since November 15, 1870, of

4,452,580 gallons.

The receipts from spirits for tho fiscal year

ending June 30, 1871, will bo seen by the fol

lowing enumeration :

Spirits distilled from apples, grapes, and f m
peaches $1,236,005 07

Spirits distilled from materials other than „
apples, grapes, and pouches 29.931 g

Distilleries, per diem tax on 1,901.801 vs

Distillers' special and barrel tax M^-S ?i
Rectifiers.. . 959. 800 M
Dealers, retail liquor 8.651 .4^4 •*

Dealers, wholesale liquor *'15'-S- as
Manufacturers of stills (special tax) MJj S
Stills or worms, manufactured 8,240 w

Stamps, warehouse, rectifiers', and whole- _
sale liquor-dealers' 758,427 W

Excess of gangers' fees 13,693 J"

Total .$46,287,848 10

Tho amount of tax received on fermented

liquors, at $1 per barrel, was, for the years

1866 $5,115,140 49 I 1809 $5.WW,400 M
1867 6,819.345 49 1870 6.W1.5-* M
1868 5,685,663 70 1 1871 7,159,.40 2"

The increase from tho year 1871, as shown

in the above statement, is believed to bo due,

in part at least, to the greater attention givoo
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to that subject by internal revenue officers

during that year.

The total receipts from tobacco for the fisoal

year ending June 30, 1871, were $35,578,907.15,

showing a total increase of $2,228,199.30 over

the total amount of receipts from the same

sources for the preceding fiscal year.

The total amount of manufactured tobacco,

represented by the amount of collections for

the fiscal year ending June 30, 1871,- was as

follows :

Pound*.

Chewing-tobacco, snuff, etc., clase 32-cents... 64,617,868
Smokin^-tobacco, scrape, snorts, etc., class

16-cents 30,517,638
Add to this the quantity exported 10,621,083
And excess remaining in warehouses Jane 30,

1871, over Jane 80, 1870 72,377

Giving a total product, for the year, of. . . 105,828,933

The total number of cigars, cheroots, etc, on

which taxes were collected, was 1,832,844,357.

There lias been a steady and uniform increase,

from month to month, in the revenues derived

from manufactured tobacco, cigars, etc., since

the present law went into operation, by which

the mode of collecting taxes on these articles
■was changed from an assessment after removal

from the manufactory and sale, to a prepay

ment, by means of suitable stamps, before the

goods are removed from the place of manu

facture.

Seizures of property for violation of internal

revenue law during the fiscal year ending June

80, 1871, were as follows :

278,757 gallons of distilled spirits, valued at $339,395 70
1.36(1 bbls. of fermented liquors, valued at 9,569 00
2,907 pounds of snuff, valued at 887 10

231,283 pounds of tobacco, valued at 109,234 44
2.094,376 cigars, valued at 58,820 54
Miscellaneous property, valued at 397,333 36

Total valuo of seizures $915,240 14

An effort was made by the Secretary of the

Treasury to change the character of the public

debt by reinvesting it in bonds of a longer

term of years, and at lower rates of interest.

An act for this purpose, passed by Congress,

was approved July 14, 1870. It provided for

the issue of $200,000,000 in bonds for ten

years at five per cent. ; $300,000,000 for fifteen

years at four and a half per cent., and $100,-

000,000 at four per cent, for thirty years.

(See AinrtrAL Cyclopaedia, 1870, p. 288.)

An act of Congress approved January 20,

1871, provided that the amount of bonds bear

ing five per cent, interest, previously author

ized to be issued, might be increased to five

hundred millions, and the interest might bo

made payable quarterly. Books were opened

for subscriptions in this country and in Eu

rope, in March, 1871, and the conditions made

known. All the national banks, and a large

number of bankers, both in this country and

in Europe, were authorized to receive subscrip

tions. The first preference was given to sub

scribers to the five per cent, bonds, with the

limit of two hundred millions of dollars. On

the 1st of August the subscriptions amounted

to sixty-five millions seven hundred and sev

enty-five thousand five hundred and fifty dol

lars, chiefly by the national banks.

Under date of July 14, 1871, a dispatch was

received from 'William A. Richardson, Assist

ant-Secretary of the Treasury, then in London,

stating that certain bankers in Europe pro

posed to take the remainder of the two hun

dred millions of five per cents, upon certain

conditions. This proposition was considered

and modified, and early in August an agree

ment was made, by the terms of which the

parties represented had the right to subscribe

for the remainder of the two hundred millions

of said bonds, by giving notioe thereof, at any

time previous to the first of April, 1872, and

by subscribing for ten millions at once, and for

an average of at least five millions of bonds

per month during the intervening time, subject

to the right of the national banks to subscribe

for fifty millions of dollars within sixty days

from the 25th day of August.

Some other points, were embraced in the

agreement, and the books were opened, and sub

scriptions obtained for the amount near the

close ofAugust. One hundred millions of five-

twenty bonds wore callod in, of which eighty

millions had been received near the close of

the year. But on August 1st the demand for

the new bonds had nearly ceased. The agree

ment above mentioned, however, caused the

necessary loss to the Government, incident to

the refunding of the publio debt, to be the

means of securing subscriptions to the amount

of about one hundred and thirty millions of

dollars.

These transactions caused allegations to be

made against the Secretary of the Treasnry,

that he had therein increased the bonded debt

of the United States in defiance of law ; and

that he had expended more than one-half

of one per cent., limited by law, in the ex

penses of funding said loan. At the com

mencement of the session of Congress, then

close at hand, the subject was brought up in

the Lower House, and referred to the Com

mittee of Ways and Means. In their report

in January, 1872, they say :

It appears that the Secretary ran negotiate the

bonds authorized by this act for the sole purpose of

redeeming the outstanding indebtedness of the

United States, known as five-twenty bonds, and it is

expressly provided in this fourth seotion that he may

lawfully apply to such purposes of redemption such

moneys in the Treasury as "maybe derived from

the sale of any of the bonds the issue of which is

provided for in this act." It is obvious that, in order

to make this application, he must first negotiate the

new bonds, lie cannot take up the old bonds with

the proceeds of the new bonds, unless ho has sold

the new bonds. He can first sell the new bonds

withont any process, but, while the act of obtaining

and applying the proceeds is going on. he will in

crease the publio debt to the amount of the bonds he

first sells in order to obtain the proceeds with which

to take up the old bonds. The committee knows no

process by which this provision of law can be carried

out without involving such a temporary inorease of

publio debt ; and, therefore, are of opinion that that
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Oct., 186T. Oct., 186a | Oct., 186*. Oct., 18TO. | Oct., 1871.

National and State bank cir $289,877,588 (297,980,094 $298,675,841 $296,048,342 $298,297,245

517,598,331

$317,440,173

026,774,081

877,S73,368

Compound-lntorct notes
698.911,846
155.8ia.140

B65.670.423
78.889.58(1

859,216,208

601,880.278
5.251,930

875.588.693

628,029,491

Greenbacks In circulation... 882,556',937

$1,201,634,770

863,452,679

$1,426,541,776 $1,801,706,805 $1,281,846,742 $1, 179.848,255 cl.821,787.567

Deduct bank-notes on hand.. 117,437.699 $12,174,813
184,591.731
157,439,049

$12,065,642
143.241.395
99,229.996

$254,537,083

$10,776,0*8
108,809,817
86.810.02S

»205,895;862

$17,001,846
89.438.110
80,673.268

$187,113,224

$14,197,653
115,224.12
109.068,150

108,676,647
805.770,641

$326,884,987 $304,205,093 $238,501,98

Active circulation $1,089,656,789 $997/101,212

1,110,365

609,675,814

$1,026,809,709

5,969,741

$996,238,908

42,811.101

$882,285,031

62,169,004

725.515.538

$1,083,282,661

> 47,988,746

831.552,810

Bank capital not Invested In
United States bonds

Bank loans (exclusive of gov-
603,247,503 657.668.847 682.R83.10fi

Tho statement of the capital and distribu

tion of the banks for tho year 1871 is herewith

presented. There were in December, 1871,

under the Bank Act of Congress, 1,786 national

banks, with a combined capital of $463,818,-

C00. At the same time there were 424 banks

under special charters granted by the States at

various dates between 1812 and 1871, making

an aggregate banking capital of $574,656,359.

The following table will illustrate the relative

amounts in each State at the close of the year

1871:

BANES IN THE UNITED STATES, DECEMBER, 1871.

STATES AND TEKKITORiES.

New Hampshire.
Vermont.

Rhode Island
Connecticut
New York
Now Jersey
Pennsylvania
Maryland
Delaware
District of Columbia.
Virginia
West Virginia
Ohio
Indiana
Illinois
Michigan
Wisconsin
Iowa

Minnesota
Kansas
Missouri
Kentucky
Tennessee
Louisiana
Mississippi
Nebraska
Colorado
Georgia
North Carolina
South Carolina
Alabama
Nevada
Oregon
Texas
Arkansas
Utah
Montana
Idaho
Wyoming
New Mexico

Total.

Massachusetts
GOLD BANKS.

Grand total national banks .

NATIONAL BANKS.

$1
49
41
207
62
81

291
67
tn
82
11
3
M
17

130
75

115
61
•II

M
v;
11
SO
29
1$
6

'6
4
10
;<
7
8
1
1

5
8
1
1
1
1
1

1,784

1,786

$9,125,000
4.889,000

7,910,012
88.072,000
20.361.800
25.O50.N20

113.llil.7ll

12,580,350
61,780,240
18.590,202
1.628,185
1.350,000
3.--7(i.l<0
2.1,21,111)0

24,349.700
15.032.000
17.128,000
7.263,800
8.400.000
4,997.750
2,432 025
850,000

8.896,800
6.108.240
8,817,800
8,500,000

650,000
400.000

2.884,400
1.560.000
1,895,460
916.275
250.000
250.000

625,000
200.000
250.000
100,000
K'O.ooO

75.000
150,000

$462,518,600

800 000

1,000,000

$■168,818.6011

BTATC BANKS.

7
r,

'i
15
ij
O'.l
8

»
1"
5
I

II
8
6
.'!

16
15
18

r.
l

4
50
53
10
11

I
I

Li
a

$.-,15,000
405,000

'500,666
8,088.680
2.010.000

22.714,670
1.500,125
4.952.740
2.'.IS0,244
7S0,(O0

679,000
l.M :.ooO
1150,000

1,350,000
248.000

8.430.000
1,072.000
740.000
675.000
100.000
850,000

13.348.800
15.872,600
2,074,000
7,055,600

4110.O0O
215,000

8,827.000
827,000

2.800,000
l,300.0li0

625,000

' i 00,666

7,550,000

$110,838,859

Xmotor. C«plt*l.

68
47
41
808
77
98
800
63

221
42

H
5
85
25
185
78
131
76
59
65
24
16
89
M
29
17

<
8
4
22
12
15
13

1
7
8
8
1
1
1
1

2,210

$9,070.00
li.2w.no0
7,910,012

88.572,060
23.153.190
27,066,830

135.855,411
14,080,475

56,782,980
16.570,446
1,308,185
1.929.000
5.713,000
3,571.000

25.699.700
15,280.000
20.558,000
8.335,800
4.14O.000
6.572,750
2.632.025
1.700,000

22.244,100
21,540.840
4.891,800

10,555.500
400,000

K'5.00
400.000

11,211.400
1,887,000
4,695.460
2.216.275
250.000
250.000

1 25O.0iXI

200.000
350.000
100,000
100.000
75,000

150,000

800,000
8,550,000

The number of failures in the country, with the amount of liabilities during each of the last

fifteen years, has been as follows :
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1857...
1S53...
1859...
I860...
1861...
1862...
1863...
1864...
186S...
1866...
1867...
1868...
1869...
1870...
1871...

OUTUEBN STATES
ONLY.

-Number.

4,357
3,113
8,959
8,7*3
6,935
1.652
495
620
530
632

2,386
2.197
2,411
3.1110

LkbUiliei.

$265,818,000
73,608.747
51,314,000
61.739,000

188,632.000
23,049,000
7,899,000
8,579,000

17,625,000
47,333,000
86,218,000
67,275,000
65,246,000
79,697,000
76,860,000

Xumber.

4.932
4.2«
3.913
8,676
6,993

1,500
2,780
2.U08
2,799
8,531
2,915

Returns for the fiscal year 1870-"T1 show

in all the states. that the ocean commerce of the United State3

is passing rapidly into the hands of foreign

LUbuiuei. merchants and ship-bnilders. In the year 1860

*29i 750 000 nearly seventy-one per cent, of the foreign

95,749,000 commerce of this country was in American

siiswiooo ships; in 1864 it had fallen to forty-six per

207 2io'ooo cent. ; in 1868, to forty-four per cent. ; and in

1871 it is reported at less than thirty-eightper cent.

!"""" The following tables were compiled at the

m'bw'ooo °®ce °f the- Financial and Commercial Chron-

h'.ml'.ooo New York) and show tho monthly range

75,05i]ooo of Government securities, and the comparative

K 252 ooo prices of leading articles of produce in the New■—■ York market, the prices of gold, stocks, etc.

MONTHLY RANGE OF GOVERNMENT SEOTBnTES, AS REPRESENTED BY ACTUAL SALES AT

THE NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE BOARD DURING THE YEAR 1871.

MONTHS.

January .

February .

.Opening.
Highest..
Lowest.. .
Closing . .

March.

Lowest .
Closing. .

..Opening .
Highest. .
Lowest . .
Closing . .

April.

May.

Lowest .
Closing . .

...Opening.
Highest..
Lowest. . .
Closing . .

June. . .Opening.
H/ghe, •

July..

August.

_hest.
Lowest . .
Closing . .

.Opening..
Highest..
Lowest...
Closing . .

..Opening .
Highest..
Lowest...
Closing . .

.Opening..
Highest..
Lowest...
Closing . .

..Opening .
Highest..
Lowest . .
Closing . .

November. . .Opening .
Highest..
Lowest...
Closing. . .

.ghest. .

6'a 1881 (&-SO years) Coupon.
!Ts 10-10 Cnrr"cy

6's.
Conp'n. 1862. 1804. 1865. New. 1867. 1863.

Coup'n.

110*
113*
110*
113*

108*
110*
108*
110*

108*
109*
107*
109*

108*
109*
108
110

107*
108*
107
108*

107*
108*
107*
103*

108*
109*
107*
109*

106*
109*
100*
109*

110*
HI*
110
HI*

113*
114*
113
114*

110*
112*
110*
112*

110*
111*
110
111*

no* 109
111
109
110*

109*
111*
109
110*

109*
111*
109*
111*

109*
111*
109*
111*

111*

112* lis*
111*110

112* 113*

114*
116*
114*
116*

112*
118
111*
112*

112*
112*
111*
112*

112*
112*
111*
112*

111
111*
110*
111*

111*
111*
110*
111*

111*
111*
110*
111*

109*
109*
108
108*

US*
115*
118*
115*

116*
117*
116*
117*

112*
114

■ 112*

118*

112*
114
112*
114

112*
114
112*
114

111*
118
111*
118

111*
118
111*
113

111*
113
111*
118

108*
109*
108*
109*

115*
115*
116*
115*

117*
117*
117
117*

111
111*
110*
111*

111
111*

111
111*
110*
HI*

113*
114
113
113*

113*
114
112*
111

113*
114*
113
114*

109*
110
109
109*

115*
115*
115*
115*

no*
111*

117*
118*
117*
118*

112
118*
112
113*

111*
113
111*
113

HI*
118*
111*
118*

113*
114*
118*
114*

113*
115*
113*
115*

114 109*
110*
109*
HO*

115*
116*
115*
115*

115*
114
no*

115
116*
1H*
116

113*
115*
118*
114*

113*
114*
113*
113*

113*
114*
113*
118*

112*
112*
112*
112*

118
113*
112*
112*

113*
113*
112*
113

111
113*
111
113*

115
115*
118
114*

116*
119
116
118

114*
114*
118*
114*

114
114*
113*
114*

114,
114*
114
114*

112*
113*
112*
118*

113
118*
113
113*

113*
114*
113*
114*

110
111
110

114*
116*
114
116*111

118*
119*
118
118*

114*
115*
114*
115*

114*
115*
114*
115*

114*
115*
114*
115*

113*
114*
113*
114*

113*
114*
113*
114*

114*
114*
114*
114*

111*
111*
111*
111*

116*
116*
114*
114*

118*
118*
115*
116*

115*
115*
113*
114*

115*
115*
118*
114*

115*
116
113*
114*

114*
114*
112
113*

114*
114*
112
113*

115
115
112
113*

111*
111*

114*
114*
110*
111

107
109*

116*
117*
116*
117*

111*
111*
111
111

111*
111*
110*
110*

111*
112*
HI*
HI*

113*
114*
113
113

113*
115
118*
114

113*
115
118*
114*

109*
110
109*
109*

111*
113*
111*
118*

117*
118
117*
118

111
111

HO*
111
109*
109*

HI*
111*

118*
115
113*
115

114*
115*
114*

115'i

114*
116
114*
116

109*
109*
109*

US*
115*
118*
115*

109*
109*

no*
no* 109^
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TABLE OF COMPARATIVE PR1CE3 OF ARTICLES OF PRODUCE AT NEW TORE OX THE FIB8T

OF JANUARY IN EACH OF THE LAST TWELVE YEARS.

1861. ig«a. 1868. 1864. 186*. 1866. 1867. 1868. 1869. 18IO. ! 1871. 187S.

1 cU I cu t cU » cu. • cu • CU. »cU » cu. 1 cu. • cu $ CU ♦ ■u

6.00
6.00

6.25
6.26

8.25
8.25

8.50
9.75

8.00 8.25
11.00

8.87 7.87 7.50 7.00 8.62X
11.00

1 6.S5
6.80
4.00
8.15
1.45

5.50 6.20
6.25
4.50
4.50
1.47

6.70
6.<M
6.00
6.00
1.59

9.90
10.45

8.00
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11 12 6
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7

20 45 40 80
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48 42
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12

2.45
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13

s.oo 2.00
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12%

2.10 1.70 1.50 1.45
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3.75
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3.85
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11%
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10%

3.20
11 %
11% 11

6% 8%
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9%
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62

12 19 "«
1H%
13%
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10
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11%
60

11%
16%
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15%
11%
B7

14% 14%
9

48

13%

«%
70

5% 16« 2RV
17%
95

9% 13 10

80 50 80 61

AsHIS—
Pots 100 lbs
Pearls 100 lbs

Breadstuffs—
Wheat flour, State.. bbl
Wheat, Western . . ..Ml
Rye-flour bbl
Corn-meal, B'dywlnc.bb
Wheat, Michigan.. bush
Wheat, California.. bush.
Wheat, No. 1, spring..bu.
Rye, Western bush.
Oats, StAte bush.
Oats, Western bush.
Corn,old West, mix'd.bu
Corn, new Southern. .bu

Cottom—
Middling upland lb
Middling Orleans lb.

Fish—
Dry cod «.. .quintal
No. 1 bay mackerel, .bbl

Fruits—
RalBins, layers box.
Currants lb.

Hat—Shipping.... 100 lbs.
IIimp—Manila lb.
Hops lb.
Ikon—

English'bar ton
American pig ton

Laths M
Lead—
Foreign lb

Leather—
Hemlock sole, light., .lb
Oak sole, light lb

Lime—
Common Rockland. .bbl.

Liquors—
Brandy gall
Dom. whiskey gall

Molasses—
New Orleans gall
Cuba, clayed gall.

Natal Stores—
Crude turpentine bbl.
Spirits turpentine. .gall.
Common rosin /bbl.

Oils—
Crude whale gall.
Crude sperm gall
Linseed gall

Petroleum—
Crude gall
Refl'd in bond,S.W..gall

Provisions—
Pork, mess bbl
Pork, prime bbl
Beel, plain Western. bbl
Beef, prime mess tc.
Beef hams, extra bbl,
Hams, pickled lb
Shoulders, pickled., lb.
Lard, Western lb,
Butter, Western lb.
Butter, prime State.. lb.
Cheese, fine factorv.. .lb.

Rice, good 100 lbs.
Halt—
Liverpool ground.. sack.
Liverp'l Asnton,s...sack.

Seeds—Clover lb.
SroAR—
Cuba raw lb.
Refined hards lb.

Tallow— lb.
Wool, Ohio fleece lb. I

* Qold. t Currency.
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FITOH, Elkazab Thompson, D. D., an

American clergyman, theologian, and profess

or, born in New Haven, Conn., January 1,

1791 ; died there, January 31, 1871. He early

evinced a decided taste for learning, being

quiet and thoughtful in manner, and eager and

diligent in study. He won distinction in col

lege, both for punctuality and scholarship.

His conversion oocurred while an undergrad

uate, and it at once determined the character

of his life-work. After graduation he was a

teacher at East Windsor Hill, and subsequently

of the Nbw Haven Hopkins Grammar School. In

1813 he enteredAndover Theological Seminary,

where, after completing the regular course, he

remained, pursuing advanced studies, giving

assistance in instruction, and preaching, until

his election, in 1817, to succeed President

Dwight in the office of Professor of Divinity

in Yale College. One branch of his work was

to teach theology to graduates. In this he

found his classes so increase that he was led

to urge upon the corporation the founding of

a theological department, which was organized

in 1832. In this department he filled the

chair of homiletics, at the same time being

college preacher and pastor, and giving in

struction in the academical department in

natural theology and the evidences of Chris

tianity. As preacher, he delivered to succes

sive classes a series of sermons in systematic

theology. Some of his doctrinal views thus

presented becoming publicly controverted, he

was compelled to defend them as publicly;

and thus for truth and conscience' sake he

was willing to appear in print, a thing which

he was never prevailed upon to do on other

grounds. In 1852 his growing infirmities (he

scarcely ever enjoyed, even from youth, full

bodily health) induced him to resign his office

as professor; yet he retained his connection

with the theological seminary as lecturer until

1861, and with the theological faculty as pro

fessor emeritus until his death. At his res

ignation he became a member of the " Circle

of retired Clergymen and Laymen," in whose

weekly meetings he always took an active

part, and thus maintained his interest in all

the living issues of the day even to the last.

He was never a mere theologian, but pushed

his researches into matters of science, litera

ture, and taste, and of public and social order.

He possessed a decided genius for music and

its kindred fine arts, and in smaller matters

displayed great versatility and ready inventive

powers.

FLORIDA. The past year has been one of

comparative quiet in Florida. The political dis

putes with which it opened concerning the re

sults of the election of 1870 were soon settled

by the confirmation of the right to office of

the Republican claimants. The State officers

then stood : Governor, Harrison Reed ; Lieu

tenant-Governor, Samuel T. Day ; Secretary

of State, Jon a. C. Gibbs (colored) ; Attorney-

General, J. B. 0. Drew ; Comptroller, Robert

II. Gamble; Treasurer, Simon B. Conover;

Superintendent of Public Instruction, Charles

Beecher; Adjutant-General, John Varnnm;

Commissioner of Lands and Immigration, J.

S. Adams. The returns of the election of

November, 1870, as published by the Secretary

of State, gave the total vote cast for Lieutenant-

Governor as 24,278, of which Day received

12,446. The vote cast for member of Con-

gross was 24,251, of which Josiah T. Walls

(colored Republican) received 12,439. The

Legislature was composed of 24 Senators,

equally divided between the two parties, and

47 Representatives, 25 of them Republican

and 22 Democratic. To obtain these results,

the vote of nine counties was thrown ont as

illegal.

The Legislature met at Tallahassee on the

8d of January, and completed its work before

the end of the same month. The provisions

of the registration and election law relating

to the canvassing of votes were repealed, and

it was provided instead that—

On the thirty-fifth day after the holding of any

general or special olection for any State officer, mem

ber of the Legislature, or Representative in Congress,

or sooner if the returns snail have been rewired

from tho several counties wherein elections hive

been held, tho Secretary of State, Attorney-Gen

eral, and clerk of the Supreme Court, or any two of

them, with any other member of the cabinet whom

they may designate, shall meet at the office of tbe

Secretary of State, pursuant to notice to be given by

the Secretary of State, and, form a board of State

canvassers, and proceed to canvass the returns of

such eloction, and determine who shall havo been

eleoted to any office or as members of the Legisla

ture, as shown by such returns. The said board

shall make and sign a certificat e containing, in words

written at full length, the whole number of votes

given for each office, the number of votes given for

each person for each office or for member of the

Legislature, and declare who shall have been elected

thereto, whioh certificate shall be recorded in the

office of the Secretary of State in a book to be kept

for that purpose ; and the Secretary of State shall

cause a certified copy of such certificate to be pub

lished in one or more newspapers printed at the seat

of government.

The Secretary of State is also required to

preparo lists of the members elected to each

branch of the Legislature and deliver them to

the officers thereof.

An act was passed for the establishment

and maintenance of a State-prison, to be un

der the control of the Commissioners of Pub-

lio Institutions. The prisoners are to bo re

quired to work not over ten hours per day for

six days in tho week, and the Adjutant-Gen

eral may let out their labor on contract "in

such manner as he may deem most advanta

geous to tho interest of the State, and with

duo regard for the health and safe custody of

the prisoners." Encouragement to good con

duct is to bo granted in pursuance of tho fol

lowing provision :

Section 26.iThe warden shall keep a record of the

conduct of each prisoner, and, for each montli that a

prisoner has not been subject to punishment for bad

conduot, ho shall deduct three days from tho term

of his sentence, and plaoo the same upon a record to
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bo kept by him, in the form of 8 credit in favor of

the prisoner; and the warden shall also record in

favor of any prisoner who shall well and truly per

form the labor allotted to him, either in the prison,

or by contract for individuals, and shall not have

violated any of the rules of the prison, a credit of

five days for each month of the term of his sen

tence ; and the Commissioners of Public Institutions

shall, from time to time, consider the record of con

duct of each prisoner^ and they shall have authority

to allow the said credits, and to recommend the Ex

ecutive clemency in behalf of any prisoner so cred

ited, and, upon the allowance by the commissioners,

the total number of days specified in favor of the

prisoner shall be deducted from his term of sentence.

An act was passed to " provide for the pro

tection of the citizens of this State against

defaulting foreign corporations," which re

quires all insurance companies formed in other

States to deposit with the Treasurer $30,000

in State bonds before doing business in Flori

da. Violation of this requirement by the offi

cer of any foreign insurance company is made

a felony, punishable by a fine of $500. Any

foreign corporation ceasing to transact insur

ance business in the State can withdraw these

bonds on publishing notice of its application

therefor once a week for twelve weeks, but

the bonds will not be surrendered " on such

application during the life of any insurance

policy issued by such company to any person

covering property in this State, or during the

pendency of any action against such corpora

tion or company in any court of this State up

on any policy of insurance, or while any judg

ment recovered in this State shall remain un

satisfied against such company, if notice of

the existence of any such policy, action, or

judgment, with an affidavit of the truth there

of, shall have been filed with the Treasurer

prior to the application to withdraw such

bonds."

It is further provided that—

Whenever execution upon any final judgment

against such corporation or company shall have been

returned unsatisfied in whole or in part, and a certi

fied copy of such execution and the return thereon

shall be presented to the State Treasurer, it shall be

his duty to advertise said bonds to be sold by him,

at the capitol at Tallahassee, to the highest bidder,

at a time to be named, not less than thirty days from

the first publication of notice of such sale, so many

only of said bonds being sold as may bo necessary to

realize the amount due upon said execution, with

oosts of advertising, and five per cent upon said pro

ceeds for the fees of the Treasurer for his services in

making such sale.

An act was also passed authorizing counties,

that hare incurred indebtedness for the con

struction of railroads, to levy a tax upon the

road-bed and personal property of such roads

lying within their own limits, unless such

property has been exempted from taxation in

the charter of the roads.

Most of the other important legislation of

the session related to the finances of the State.

Besides the general act for raising revenue,

there was an act for the equalization of taxa

tion, an act to provide for the support of com

mon schools, and "an act relating to the

finances of this State." The equalization act

provides for a Board of Equalization, consisting

of a joint committee of the two branches of

the Legislature, three members being appointed

by the President of the Senate, and five by

the Speaker of the House of Representatives.

It is to be the duty of this board to revise and

determine the relative value of the real estate

in different counties, and the Comptroller is

required to apportion the taxes according to the

valuation so determined. The same act imposes

a tax of one dollar per mile on all telegraph-lines

operated upon land within the limits of the

State, and eight dollars per mile on submarine

telegraph. The officers of telegraph compa

nies are required to make an annual report of

the length of lines under their control, in or

der that the tax may be assessed, and if they

fail so to do, or neglect to pay the tax, their

property is liable to be seized and sold.

A special tax of one-tenth of one per cent,

on the assessed value of taxable property in

the State is to be levied for educational pur

poses, and collected at the same time, and in

the same manner, as other taxes. The interest

on the common-school fund and the fund

raised by this one-mile tax is to be apportioned

among the counties in proportion to the num

ber of children between the ages of four and

twenty-one. The Board of Public Instruction

in each county is required to prepare an item

ized statement on or before the last Monday

of May, in each year, showing the amount of

money required for the schools during the en

suing year, and deliver the same to the clerk

of the Circuit Court. This amount shall not

be less than one-half that received from the

State, nor more than one-half of one per cent,

of the assessed value of taxable property in

the county, and is to be collected with the

other county taxes. Counties or school dis

tricts neglecting to maintain schools, at least

three months in the year, forfeit their share

of the school funds, and the same is to be dis

tributed among the other counties.

The act "relating to the finances of the

State" provides for the issue of thirty-year

seven per cent, bonds for the purpose of fund

ing the floating indebtedness of the State,

equal in amount to the Comptroller^ warrants

and Treasurer's certificates outstanding, and to

be issued from July 1, 1871, to January 1,

1872, provided the aggregate do not exceed

$350,000. Those bonds being dated July 1,

1871, are to be exchanged for the Comptrol

ler's warrants and Treasurer's certificates,

which are then to be cancelled. The pay

ment of the interest on these bonds and the

accumulation of one per cent, of the principal

each year for a sinking fund are to be secured

by an annual apportionment of the necessary

amount among the counties, to be raised by

taxation. The interest coupons when due are

made receivable for all dues to the State, ex>

cept for the school fund, and the Treasurer is

required to cancel all coupons and warrants
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coming to him. Thfs act was passed over the

veto of the Governor.

The Legislature of 1868 proposed fivo amend

ments to the constitution, which were to bo

approved by the Legislature elected in 1870,

and ratified by the people before becoming

part of the organio law. These were taken up

by the last Legislature, and approved and sub

mitted to a vote of the people at an election

held on the 4th day of April. The first amend

ment reduces the salary of the Governor from

$5,000 to $3,500; those of the Ohief-Justice

and his associates from $4,500, $4,000, and

$3,500, respectively to $3,000 ; those of the cir

cuit judges from $3,500 to $2,500; those of

cabinet ofiicers from $3,000 to $2,000, and

provides for the payment of members of the

Legislature by a certain sum per diem, and

mileage, for travel, instead of an annual salary

as heretofore; the second amendment consoli

dates the offices of Surveyor-General and Com

missioner of Immigration under the name of

Commissioners of Lands and Immigration;

the third abrogates the requirement that testi

mony in civil and criminal cases shall be re

duced to writing; the fourth and fifth pro

vide for regulating the time of holding the

terms of the Supreme Court, and for calling

in a circuit judge to fill the place of a Supreme-

Court judge disqualified or disabled for the

time from performing his duties. The election

resulted in the ratification of the amendments,

the vote being very light, and about ten to

one in favor of ratification.

The subject of finance and taxation occupied

considerable attention outside of the Legisla

ture as well as within that body. The con

stitutionality of two acts passod in 1870 was

brought in question. Une of these, an act

"to decrease the expenditures of the State,

and to regulate the fees of officers," was pro

nounced to be unconstitutional by several of

the circuit courts, on the ground that it was

passed at an extra session, and was not in

cluded among the subjects to which attention

was called by the Governor. Its passage under

such circumstances would be in violation of the

constitution; but the Attorney-General pub

lished an opinion, in which he declared that

the Governor had himself submitted the bill

in a message, and that it was, therefore, con

stitutional. An act, entitled simply "In rela

tion to State warrants," was declared to be

unconstitutional by the Circuit Court of the

Seventh Circuit at its fall session. This law

provided that no warrants of the Comptroller,

except those issued in payment of the mem

bers of the Legislature for 1870, and for other

expenses of that body, should be receivable

for taxes or other State dues. Suit had been

brought to compel the collector to receive cer

tificates issued by the clerk of a Circuit Court

in payment of jurors and State witnesses, and

a.mandamus was granted- on the ground that

the " act in relation to State warrants " was

null and void. This decision was based on the

fact that the title did not conform to the

constitutional requirement that the subject

of each law should be " briefly stated " there

in ; and, furthermore, that the warrants which

it authorizes were of the nature' of bills of

credit, and therefore the State had no right

to issue them. On the first point the judge

said : " Why such an ambiguous and unmean

ing title was annexed to a law to be made

is too transparent to bear close scrutiny, ex

amination, or investigation. The reason is

obvious and apparent ; the title could not be

more deceptive, uncertain, or unmeaning.

There could have been but one object in intro

ducing a bill or act with such a title—that

was to commit a fraud upon the credulous

legislator, and accomplish indirectly what

could not be accomplished directly ; thereby

evading a section of the constitution intended

by the people to secure and protect them from

injury and wrong, disregarding the landmarks

of the people's great safeguard, by which the

people's rights and privileges, liberty and

property, are or may be frittered away by fraud

and deception practised upon their represent

atives."

He decides that the warrants are bills of

credit, on the ground that they were issued to

be used as money, and to be redeemable at a

future day.

He sums up his conclusions as follows : " The

act of 18th February, 1870, not being consti

tutionally passed, being without a title, and at

tempting repudiation in a small way, is thereby

rendered unconstitutional, repugnant to, and

prohibited by the Constitution of the United

States, the supreme law of the land. The act

of the 18th of February, 1870, being without

a title, attempts repudiation, was passed and

approved for the express purpose and with

the intention of providing for the issuing

of a currency prohibited by and repugnant

to the Constitution of the United States,

is void db initio, and without force or effect.

The paper authorized to be issued by said

act being illegal and void, a currency issued

without the authority of law oannot be le

gally received in payment for the State taxes,

which is a substantial demand against the

citizen, and should be paid in a legal cur

rency. The 42d section of the act entitled

' An act for the assessment and collection of

revenue,' approved June 24, 1869, as well as

the previous acts of the Legislature requiring

the collectors of revenue to receive and accept

juror and State witness certificates in pay

ment for taxes assessed for the State, is still

in force, not being repealed by any law. The

collectors of revenue are required by the law

to receive and accept jury and State wit

nesses' certificates, Comptroller's warrants and

Treasurer's certificates, at their face value, for

the taxes assessed for the State."

There was considerable discussion in the

State as to whether there was any law in force

providing for the collection of taxes, it being
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claimed by some that the law of 1869 had

been repealed by the "Equalization Act," and

that that statute itself was unconstitutional.

There was, however, no official or judicialae-

cision on the subject.

All these questionings and discussions pro

ceeded from a dissatisfied feeling that the bur

den of taxation was unnecessarily heavy, and

that something should be done to relieve the

citizens from its weight. This sentiment found

vent in a convention held at Lake City on the

6th of September, made up of delegates from

nearly all the counties of the State. There

was a good deal of discussion on the finances

and taxation of the State, and a Central Finan

cial Committee was appointed, and a series

of resolutions and an address to the people

adopted. It was made the duty of the Central

Financial Committee to "examine and from

time to time report upon the financial con

dition of the State," and they were also di

rected to urge upon the Governor the "neces

sity ofExecutive interference to save the people

from impending ruin." The counties were

also called upon to choose financial committees

who should report to the Central Committee

on the financial condition of their several

counties. The resolutions adopted by the con

vention were as follows :

When, in tho judgment ofcitizens of free-constitu

tional government, it becomes necessary to adopt

measures to preserve existing constitutional rights,

and representative republican government, or to

effect legislative or other reforms, a proper respeot

both for themselves and for their fellow-citizens re

quires an explicit declaration of the principles which

impel to action, and a definite statement of the par

ticular object they propose to accomplish. We hold,

therefore, that all men are equal before the law, and

entitled to the protection of life, liberty, and prop

erty, and the pursuit of happiness ; tho right of the

people to publicly assemble and confer upon any

question in which they are interested, freedom of

speech and freedom of the press, public and free

schools, the right of every man to worship Qod ac

cording to the dictates of his own conscience, impar

tial trial by juries, the writ of habeas corpus, the oivil

power above the military, free, fair, and untrammelled

elections, the elective precincts to bo established

convenient to the people, so that their ballots may

be cast without annoyance and hinderance from their

business for an unreasonable length oftime, and every

precaution made to preserve the integrity of the

ballot-box and the honest and impartial counting the

result of every election, are the cardinal principles to

preserve American civil liberty, and the fundamental

principles of our government. And, whereat, The

deplorable condition of the State, as well as county

finances and affairs, is a consequence of the loose

and reckless legislation of men forming into govern

ment cliques, "rings and caucuses," banded to sus

tain such organizations, independent and destructive

of the cardinal principles' or American free govern

ment, it is our judgment, from post experience, that

there can be no hope for relief from excessive taxa

tion and amelioration of the condition of the masses

of the people only in the determination of the whole

people, representing the interests of the laborer,

agriculturist, mechanic, manufacturer, merchant, and

capitalist, all having mutual interests growing out

of and depending one upon the other, to sustain no

man for office or promotion whom we do not know

to be honest, capable, and industrious to perform his

duties as & public employe, free from personal bias,

when the great interests of the people are concerned ;

for their recovery : therefore—

Resolved, That the increased and increasing expen

ditures of the State and county governments require

an expression of those interested in the economical

administration of their officers.

_ Resolved, That the present exorbitant rate of taxa

tion is not only detrimental to the prosperity of the

State, but an injustice to a large mass of the citizens

who are compelled to bear the burdens of its pay

ment, and which must from necessity militate against

the poor as well as the rich, and especially upon the

laboring and producing classes of our citizens.

Resolved, That we believe the consummation of so

desirable an object requires the most scrutinizing

discretion in the appointment of officers, both State

and county, and that we pledge ourselves to use all

honorable means, for State officers hereafter to be

elected, that they shall be men who will not be ruled

by a " ring " or caucus independent of their own

judgment of what is right and just for the interest

of the whole people.

Resolved, That the Governor of the State, having

large discretionary and appointing power, we hereby

respectfully recommend and demand that, in making

appointments, a careful scrutiny should be observed,

that none but honest, capable, and industrious men

be hereafter appointed to office.

Resolved, That we, the people of the counties by

their delegates here assembled in convention, re

spectfully say to His Excellency the Governor, that we

ore indifferent to what past political party the officers

hereby appointed shall belong—we only requiring

the test of nonesty, and capability, and industry, to

serve the people, not as rulers, hut as public em

ployes, fulfilling all the requirements of the law.

In the address to the people the following

statements are made :

To instance particulars in evidence of these general

statements, the convention submits to the people of

the State that the bonded and floating debt, including

interest and excluding the four millions already issued

to a railroad corporation, as near as they can ascer

tain, is about $1,560,000, having increased over one

million dollars since July, 1868. They find that the

taxable property of the peoplo has been arbitrarily as

sumed, for purposes of revenue only, to be $34,439,-

053, and that upon this arbitrary valuation there has

been assessed a sum amounting in the aggregate to

$471,811.51, exceeding $2.50 per capita ot our entire

population j that the greater portion of tho above

Btated nominal valuation of property represents real

estate, which is not convertible into money ; leaving

the entire amount of the tax of one million dollars

annually to be paid out of tho personal property,

which amounts to the sum of $11,721,521, being

nearly one-eleventh part of all the personal property

in the State. Included in these largo amounts, to be

collected from the peoplej are appropriations by the

Legislature which the exigencies of the public ser

vice do not require to be collected. * * * If to

the enormous amount required by the Stato there

be added the county and municipal taxes, it is mani

fest that, without relief in Bome way, wide-Bprcad

distress will be inevitable. The county and muni

cipal taxes will equal, if they do not exceed, thoso

imposed by the State, and thus there will bo wrung

from the people, during the present year, a sum

nearly or quite one million dollars. Such a sum,

collected in a year like the present, when the pro

ductions of the soil present no prospect of remunera

tion for the labo% bestowed, will fall with crushing

weight upon all classes of industry. From their

knowledge of the condition of tho producing inter

ests, the delegates here assembled give it as their

deliberate opinion that, after deducting the actual

cost of production, there will not remain in the hands

of producers a sufficient nmount to pay the taxes

upon their property, thus leaving them without the
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means of support for their families and employes

for the ensuing year. * * * The delegates lur-

ther submit that, in their opinion, formed from a

careful consideration offormer expenditures, the State

government can be administered efficiently, and all

its nocessary functions performed, for a sum not ex

ceeding one hundred and fifty thousand dollars.

That to establish the government upon this basis of

expenditure, many of its present superfluous offices

will have to be abolished, and its legion of office

holders dismissed. They respectfully submit that

this necessary measure of relorm may perhaps re

quire amendments to the constitution at the hands

of the people.

The " grievances which oppress the people "

are summarily stated as follows :

1. A law which places the immense power of tax

ation in the hands of a few men unacquainted with

the character and value of property except in their

own immediate locality.

2. A rate of taxation imposed upon an assumed

valuation of property which is without a parallel in

any other State, and which cannot be borne without

great distress and peril to the best interests of the

people.

8. Forcing the people to pay taxes to meot appro

priations which are not necessary, and may be dis

pensed with without injury to the public service.

4. Paying out to tho people two descriptions of

obligations or scrip, one character of which is re

ceived by tho State, while the other is repudiated for

public dues, thus making a large class of the paper

of the Commonwealth, based upon the property of

all, worthless for the only purpose for which it can

have any value to the tax-payer.

6. In leaving nothing exempt from sale for taxes,

neither the agricultural implements, nor the horse of

tho laboring-man, nor the bed upon which his family

rost after their day's toil, nor the food on which

they make their daily meal.

6. In the provision of the law which permits the

collection of the entire tax from the personal proper

ty of the citizen.

7. In exacting this large amount of tax at a time

when it is unnecessary for the due administration of

the State government, and when it can serve no

other purpose than to enrich the officers of the gov

ernment and those charged with its collection.

It is then resolved—

That the Governor he requested to suspend tho

collection of the taxes, both State and county, until

the meeting of the next General Assembly; but if iu

his opinion it is beyond his constitutional power

so to do, then that he convene the Legislature in

special session—first, to repeal the act equalizing

taxation, approved January 27, 1871 ; second, to so

modify the act of February 18, 1870, as to authorize

the receipt of every description of State scrip for

public dues: third, to reduce the taxes, State and

county, and limit them to such an amount as is with

in the reasonable ability of the people to pay.

After this convention had adjourned, action

of a similar nature was taken in some of the

counties, and the discussions were more ex

cited than ever. Finally, on the 6th of No

vember, tho Governor issued the following

proclamation :

Whereon, It is evident that agitators in the State

are imperilling the publio peace through their evil

counsellings. and that men of high standing and in

fluence in the estimation of certain classes of the

people are seeking to bring the laws into contempt,

thereby inoiting to a disturbance of the tranquillity

of society and to civil commotions, under the con

stitutional obligations resting upon me "to see that

the laws are faithfully executed," it becomes my

duty to take special notice of these dangerous pro

ceedings and seductive artifices with which the pub

lio mind is assailed, and to warn citizens against the

bitter consoquences in which they may thus become

involved, violating the laws, subverting order, and

convulsing society.

The immediate occasion seized upon by those dis

affected toward the government and seeking to en

gender agitation, disquieting the public mind, is as

sociated with the enforcement of the collection of the

taxes, under the " Equalization Act," passed by the

Legislature of the State at its last session, iu accord

ance with the imperative requirements of the con

stitution. Taking advantage of the diminution in

tho cotton crop and other products of the soil, by

reason of the unfavorable seasons, causing a more

than usual monetary pressure, and rendering the

burden of the taxes under the Equalization Act ap

parently oppressive, and seeing the opportunity

thus presented for stirring up opposition to the ad

ministration of the laws and encouraging seditious

sentiments toward the government, it is pretended

that certain constitutional formalities were not ob

served by your representatives in the Legislature in

the passage of tho Equalization Act, and therefore

that the act itself is null and void, and cannot be

rightfully enforced, leaving citizens to infer that

there is really no obligation upon them, under the

law, to pay their taxes. To this it is only necessary

to say that, were the fact as alleged, the Uua muit

ttill it paid; for an act of the Legislature, approved

by the Executive, as this act has been, and recorded

in the State Department among the archives of the

Government, it absolute late, Binding upon every

citiien, and is not to be infracted or opposed in its

execution with impunity, nor will it be while I hold

the executive power of the State, until, by a case

legitimately arising and brought before the Supreme

Judiciary, it shall have been declared unconstitu

tional, or until repealed by the law-making power

itself. * * * Until citizens shall forego the rancor

and hate associated with the past, and agree by gen

eral consent to unite for the publio good, yielding

up, on the altar of the country, old prejudioes, there

con be no redemption from tho woes that afflict

society and jeopard the publio security, while sup

pressing the prosperity and happiness of the people.

It is my duty to enjoin upon all this course, so ele

vating to the heart of man and commendable in the

light of Christianity.
Now, therefore, I, Ilarrison Eeed, Governor of

Florida, under and by virtue of tho constitution of

the State, and the laws made in pursuance thereof,

do solemnly command all citizens to abstain from

the infraction of the laws, and from all and every

act whatsoever that through opposition to the laws,

or otherwise, tends to a breach of tho publio peace ;

and I imperatively enjoin it upon everv one duly to

pay to the proper collectors, when called upon, the

taxes imposed and levied upon them under appro

priations made by the Legislature for the current

yoar, and as assessed against them through the force

of the provisions of the act of January 27, A. D. 1871»

styled the " Equalization Act." .
Done at the city of Tallahassee, this sixth day of

November, in the year of our Lord eighteen

hundred and seventy-one, and of the In-

[seal.] dependence of the United States of America

tho ninety-sixth.
HARRISON REED, Governor.

By the Governor : Attest,

Joxathaw C. Gibus, Secretary of State.

The finances of the State, according to the

official reports of January, 1872, are gradually

becoming settled upon a satisfactory basis.

The liabilities and resources on the 81st of

December, as stated by the Governor, were

as follows :
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LIABILITIES.

. $747,945 08
. 563,5*4 89

Total $1,811,469 97
RESOURCES.

Revenue uncollected $604,671 45
Amount due from United States... 220,000 00

$824,672 4S

Total debt, January, 1872 $486,797 62

The following are particular items of the

State debt:

Total bonded debt, January, 1872 $747,945 08
Add amount of accrued Interest, as stated by

Comptroller 157,606 09
Amount due on 421 hypothecated bonds In

Now York 120,000 00
Warrants and Treasury certificates 285,918 80

Total bonded and floating debt $1,311,469 97

There are 6,666,817 acres of land in the

State, haying an average value of $2.60, mak

ing the aggregate value $16,843,542. The

value of city and town lots is $5,878,940, and

the aggregate value of personal property $11,-

781,571. The total value of real and per

sonal property, as determined by the Board

of Equalization, is $34,673,753 ; the State tax

proper amounts in the aggregate to $301,661.-

"44 ; the general sinking fund and interest tax

is $104,021.07 ; special sinking fund and inter

est tax, payable in coupons of bonds of 1871,

or in currency, $34,673.68; total State tax,

$475,029.67, or about $1.87 on every $100 of

property. The county tax amounts»to about

$1.00 on every $100 of property.

The receipts of the Treasury for the year

1871 amounted to $275,005.59; the expendi

tures to $410,491.19. There were warrants

and Treasury certificates outstanding at the

beginning of the year amounting to $276,825.-

28, and $227,924.27 had been redeemed dur

ing the year. This leaves $458,892.20 out

standing on January 1, 1872.

Very encouraging progress has been made

in publio education during the year. In 1870

there were 15 counties which failed to levy a

school tax, 13 in which there were no organ

ized boards of education, and 11 which had

no superintendents; the whole number of

schools then was 250, and the number of pu

pils 7,500. This year only four counties failed

to raise a school tax, one had no board of edu

cation, and two were without superintendents;

the number of schools had increased to 331,

and the number of pupils to 14,000. The

whole number of youth in the State, between

the ages of four and 21, is 62,869, only about

one-fifth of whom attend school. The aver

age duration of the schools was 4| months,

and the average salary of teachers was $30

er month. There are two seminaries in the

tate, one at Tallahassee, under the charge of

the Leon County Board of Instruction; the

other at Gainesville, entirely independent of

the State system. The university which the

constitution of the State makes it the duty of

the Legislature to provide for has not yet been

founded. In his message to the Legislature

of 1872, Governor Reed commends to its con

sideration the policy of combining the Agricul

tural College Fund with such other means as

can be afforded, and devoting the whole to the

organization of of a single strong State Agri

cultural College, where thorough instruction

shall be given not only in the classical, mathe

matical, and philosophical branches usually

taught in colleges, but also in mechanics, mod

ern languages, the physical sciences, and prac

tical agriculture. " Then," he says, " we may

have a State university worthy the name."

Florida has never built up any creditable

system of charitable and penal institutions.

An old United States arsenal at Chattahoochee

has been granted to the State by Congress for

a penitentiary, and has been occupied for that

purpose.

The railroad system of Florida, which was

begun on a very comprehensive plan in 1855,

has not been altogether fortunate. The Flori

da road, 164 miles in length, was sold by the

board of trustees in 1866 for $116,000, leaving

$232,000 in mortgage bonds, the interest of

which was guaranteed by the State. There

was a large amount of accumulated interest,

for the payment of which suits have been be

gun. The Central road, from Jacksonville to

Lake City, 60 miles, was sold by the board in

1868 for $111,000, leaving a large amount of

accrued interest for the State to pay. The

Pensacola & Georgia and the Tallahassee

roads were forfeited by the companies, with

$1,424,000 of bonds outstanding, and have

been sold for about the par value of the bonds,

leaving no encumbrance on the State except

for unpaid interest. Since 18C9 the State aid

has been given for the completion of railroads

by a grant of $16,000 per mile in bonds. The

State holds the roads as security for the pay

ment of principal and interest.

The Legislature assembled at Tallahassee

for its annual session of 1872 on the 3d of Jan

uary. With regard to the general condition of

the State, the Governor says in his message :

Among the reconstructed States of the South none

started upon a more truly conservative basis than

Florida, and none have progressed more successfully

in the scale of social, political, and industrial im

provement.

Florida, upon the whole, may be said to have been

distinguished among the Southern States for general

peace and quiet, and obedience to law, notwithstand

ing reports to the contrary which have prevailed,

much to the detriment of the State.

Still, disturbances, breaches of the peace, infrac

tions of the law, and scenes of fatal and disgraceful

violence, have occurred in many localities within our

borders. This I have attempted to correct by the

exercise of all the power vested in me by the con

stitution, and by the use of all the means bestowed

for that purpose by the Legislature. But at times

all efforts have failed, and all the means at my com

mand have seemed to be ineffective.

Looking upon the suspension of the civil law as

an experiment always full of danger, and entirely

opposed to all the principles of free popular govern

ment. I have hesitated and refused to take a step so

fraught with manifold dangers, except as the very

last resort, even at the risk of.incumng the enmity
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and hostility of my own political friends. And,

while my heart has bled for the violence and suffer

ing inflicted upon the more helpless classes of the

community, I nave steadily relied upon the civil law

and the good sense and latent patriotism of the gen

eral citizenship.

I have remonstrated, admonished, and entreated,

with little apparent avail. The power granted me in

the detective law of 1868 was rendered almost nuga

tory through the restrictions and want of means im

posed, I fear, by the jealousies and personal animosi

ties of so-called political friends ; I still have earnestly

endeavored, through the aid of special detectives, em

ployed at my own expense, to ferret out and bring

to justice the perpetrators of violence and crime, for

whose detection and punishment the ordinary en

forcement of our criminal laws seemed inadequate.

And at last these persistent efforts seem likely to be

crowned with some measure of success. A large

amount of useful information has thus been obtained,

and a mass of testimony, the nature and extent ot

which it is improper to disclose till the entire safety

of the witnesses is effectually secured, is at my dis

posal.

CENSUS OF 1870.

Alachua
Baker
Bradford
Brevard
Calhoun
Clay
Columbia
Dade
Duval
Escambia
Fruuklln
Gadsden
Hamilton
Hernando
Hillsborough .
Holmes
Jackson
Jefferson
La Fayette . . .
Leon
Levy
Liberty
Madison
Manatee
Marlon
Monroe
Nassau
Orange
Polk
Putnam
Santa Kosa. . .
St. John's
Sumter.
Suwannee
Taylor
Volusia.
Wakulla
Walton
Washington...

Total for State". I 187.748

POPULATION.

1
i |

Tout UHwd

F

I
J

i
3
H

1
&

Trnlo* 0/ property

■< &

17.328 4.985 12,898 17,228 100 $1,497,401
1,845 1,035 290 1,320 6 98,414
8.B71 2,847 821 8.665 6 446,797
1.216 1,197 19 1,216 240,000
*.m 754 244 996 2 136.419

2.IC.M 1,099 399 2,081 17 2S0.000

7,835 4,107
TS

• 8,228 7,303 82 1,499,204

85 13 72 13 14,800
11.Ml 5,141 6,780 11.402 519 8.373,049
7,817 4,937 2,ss» T.y I'.t r.i;s 2,815,895
1,156 781 475 1,104 152 2*7.285

9.803 3.761 6,038 9,762 40 1,280.606
5,749 8.SS0 2,363 6,741 8 718,768
2.938 2,083 854 2.920 18 474,782
8.216 2,670 646 3.137 79 625,000
1,572 1,435 187 1,571 1 50,968
9,528 8,930 6,598 !!.:,'»; 22 2.000,000
13,898 8,501 9.897 13,341 57 2,082.503
1,788 1,586 197 1,781 • 2 221.262

15,236 2,893 12.311 15,129 107 2,996,860
2,018 1.623 895 1,984 84 414,896

1,060 727 328 l.OIS 2 Ills. I'.l'l

11.121 4.429 o/.w 11,088 33 1,213,706
1.931 1,843 88 1,903 28 429.748

10,804 2,926 7,878 10,778 81 1,687,726
5.657 4.631 1,026 3.149 208 1,069,736
4,247 2,277 1,970

198
4.089 158 907.633

(,195 1,997 2. 171 21 448,180
8.169 2,687 +82 8,157 12 849.028

944,3188,821 2,487 1,384 8,734 87
8,312 2.750 562 8,239 73 843,862
2.618 1.987 2,183 135 745.2113

2,952 1,972 980 2.915 7 845,479
8,556 2,121 1,435 8,550 6 492,725

1,468 1,874 79 1.452 1 132.828
435.9321,723 1.395 828 1,695 28

2,506 1,562
2,636

914 2,483 23 817.403
8,041 405 8,018 28 248,611
2,302 1,928 873 2,293 9 279,684

187.748 90.057 91.0*9 182,781 4,967 $32,480,848

Tftxstlon, not
NaUouaI.

tn\w
1,167
4,462

838
2.100
19,485

135
60,556
69.458
2,577

16,183
9.397
6.119
4,878
1,661

15.001)

82,593
8.571

63,064
6.886
2.030
14,549
4.1S2

19,217
17,124
19.1139
4,355
5,072

11,910
13,332
12.340
8.828
6,840
1.448
6,767
3.632
8,719
4,118

Jf496Jlfi6_j_JS£2-

II

16
218

"I
54
SB
>

1,598
699
183
744
223
64
120
122
229
899
«
634
297
123
692
156
875
439
187
80
833
359
110
410
106

135
230
87

Of those attending school 4,524 were col

ored; 06,238 persons ten years old and over

cannot read. Of those 21 years old and over

who cannot write, 3,876 are white males, and

5,600 white females; 16,806 are colored males,

and 18,052 colored females. The public debt,

county, town, city, etc., amounts to $897,141.

Value of farm productions, including better

ments, and additions to stock, $8,900,746 ;

37,562 pounds of wool were produced. True

value of property, $44,163,655. There are 500

tribal Indians in Florida.

FLOYD-JONES, David R., a political leader

of New York, born at South Oyster Bay, Long

Island, in 1812; died there, January 8, 1871.

He was the eldest son of the late General

Thomas Floyd-Jones, the proprietor of the

Jones Manor, and inherited a great landed

estate. lie received a very thorough early

education, graduated from Union College in

1832, studied law, and was admitted to thebar

in 1835, and opened an office in New York

City. In 1841 he was chosen a member of

the Assembly from New York Citv, and re

elected in 1842 and 1843. In 1844 he entered

the Senate and served there two terms (four

years). From 1848 to 1851 he was clerk of

the Superior Court of New York City. In

1857 he was sent to the Assembly from Qoeens

County. Chosen Secretary of State in 1859,
ho served in that capacity during the two fol

lowing years. In the "fall of 1862 he_ was

elected Lieutenant - Governor . on the ticket

with Governor Seymour, and served during
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1863 and 18G4, after which he held no office.

Mr. Jones was a firm and consistent Democrat

of the old school of Jefferson and Jackson.

Daring the feuds occasioned by the antisla-

very agitation ho sided with the Barnburners

and Free-soilers, and in the war of the South

he was ardent and patriotio in his support

of the Government ; and bis counsels at the

close of the war tended most powerfully 'to

keep the Democratic party in this State true

to its allegiance to the national cause. In

social intercourse Mr. Jones was singularly

amiable and unassuming, the model of an

American country gentleman. For about a

year he had been in ill health, and had recent

ly returned from a tour iu Europe.

FRANCE, a republio of Europe. Presi-

ident, Adolphe Thiers, elected August 81,

1871 (see Thikes). General Secretary, Bar-

thelemy St. Hilaire. The ministry, at the close

of the year 1871, was composed as follows:

Minister of Justice, Dufaure ; Minister of For

eign Affairs, Charles de Remusat; Minister

of the Interior, Casimir Perier ; Minister of

Finances, Pouyer-Quertier ; Minister of the

Navy, Vice-Admiral Pothuau ; Minister of

Publio Instruction, "Worship, and Arts, Jules

Simon ; Minister of Public Works, De Larcy ;

Minister of Agriculture and Commerce, Victor

Lefranc ; Minister of War, General de Cissey. i

The National Assembly consists of 788

members, elected on February 8 and on July

2, 1871. President, Jules Grevy ; Vice-Presi

dents, Vitet, Benoist d'Azy, M. S. M. Girar-

din ; Secretaries, Bethmont,Vicomte de Mcaux,

Johnston, Baron de Barante, Marquis de Cas-

tellane, De Remusat; Questors, Baze, General

Martin des PalliSres, and Princeteau.

The budget of the ordinary and extraordi

nary expenditures in 1871 was as follows :

L Public Debt and Dotations:

Public Debt
Dotation for tbe Legion of Honor.
Salary and Household of the President.
National Assembly

$132,136,558

145,220

2. Civil Service:
(a.) Ministry of Justice
(6.) Ministry of the Interior

General Government of Algeria
(c.) Ministry of Foreign Affairs
(d.) Ministry of Finances
(«.) Ministry of Public Instruction, Public Worship, and Fine Arts.
(f. ) Ministry of Agriculture and Commerce
(g.) Ministry of Public Works

fd.-157.5i0
88.907,744
4.823.271

3d.600.20S
17.460.161
11,386,314
48,751,489

3. Military!
(a.) Ministry of War ....
(6.) Ministry of the Navy

4. Expendituresfor collection of taxes and sundries.
5. Allowances and reimbursements

161,264,088

89,175,042

Total.

Budget or Revenue, 1871.

(a.) Ordinary Budget.

Direct Taxes (including tbe Special Budget)
2. Indirect TaxeB and Rj
8. Various Revenue
4. Former Administration Budget

Total Ordinary Budget

(J.) Extraordinary Budget.

1. Indemnification of Cochin China (1,080,000 fr.), payablo Rents of the Austrian1

Debt (Mont de Milan, 250,000 fr.) etc
2. Contribution of the Departments and Communities for the equipping of the

National Guards
8. Sale of Rents of the Dotations Funds of the Army
4. Loan from the Bank of France
6. New Advance from the Bank
6. Fart of the Loan of Two Milliards

Total Extraordinary Budget.
Total Ordinary Budget

Grand Total .

268.761.898
48,6r "
1,9

t608,848,287

tllfl.253.143
229,251,881

3.2h.\ ll'O

13,484,800

t356,224,784

1206,000

6.562,500
4,050,000

10V.I62.170
88.100,000
85,714,800

f248.697.970
856,224,784

1,922,754

At the close of the year 1871 it was not

possible to give a detailed statement of the pub

lic debt. It was supposed that, after paying

the expenses of war, and the indemnification

to Germany, the principal would exceed two

thousand million francs. According to the

budget of 1870, the principal of the national

debt amounted to 12,923,718,073 francs, while

the expenditures required by it were fixed at

490,462,297 francs. In the revised budget of

1871, 143,572,395 francs were allowed as a sup

plementary payment on account of the nation

al debt.

The revenue and expenditures in the cor

rected budget (financial law of September 16,

1871) are given as follows :
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L Regular Budget.

Original
Additional

Total..

2. Extraordinary.

Original
Supplementary .

Total

Grand total....

$354,389,434
1,383,224

$355,672,658

1,797,659

1243,080,547

$820,477,882
64,997,085

$385,474,467

$32,304,320
192,167,441

$224,471,761

$009,946,2881

$29,801,609

Surplus.

19,214,786
IMi.il.
10,587.028

The following is a summary of the annulled

credits in the budget of expenditures :

Civil List,
Senate
Pensions
Council of State
Justice
Foreign Affairs
Interior
Algeria
Finances
War
Marine, Colonies
Public Instruction, Worship

Arts
Agriculture, Commerce
Administration, etc., expenses
Returns of Payment
Public Works

Total $15,888,000

$5,300,000
1,206,000

18,000
358,000
28,000

110.000
294.000
136.000
10,000

184,000
1,852,000

260.000
458,000

8,292,000
888.000

2,488,000

$200,000
3,578,000
430.000
20.000

704,000

570,000

6,912,000

$12,474,000

In a military point of view, the country was

divided as follows :

Territorial dWUloni.
1. Paris De Ladmirault.
2. Rouen Lelellier-Balazfi.
a Lille De Sallgnac Fenelon.

4. Chalons

G.
6.
7. Bcsancon Picard.
8. Lyons Bourbakl.
9. Marseilles Esplveut de la Vlllesbolsnet.

10. Montpellier Conseil-Dumesnil.

11. Perplgnan LapasseL
12. Toulouse TourceL
13. Bayonne Lefort.
14. Bordeaux D'Aurelle de Paladlnes.
15. Nantes Grandchamp
16. Rennes Gencstet de Plauhol.
17. Bastia Llebert.
18. Tours Fauvert-Bastonl.
19. Bourges De l'Abadle d'Aydrein.
20. Clermont Correard.
21. Limoges I)e Lartigue.
22. Grenoble Micheler.

At the head of the French Navy were, in

1871, the following officers : Admiral, Charles

Rigault de Grenouilly (January, 1864) ; Vice-

Admirals, Trehouart (February, 1869) ; M.

Fourichan (1859) ; L. Comte de Gueydon

(1861) ; J. P. E. Jurien de la Graviere (1862) ;

G. L. E. Larrieu, Reynaud, P. V. Touchard

(1864) ; P. P. M. de la Grandiere (1865) ; A.

E. L. Laffont de Ladebot, F. E. de Poucques

d'Herbingham, 0. A. M. Baron de la Ranciere

de Noury, A. Bosse (1868) ; J. B. L. Mazeres,

P. A. Roze (1869) ; Saisset, Jaureguiberry

(1870) ; Vicomte de Fleuriot de Langley,

Pothuau, Baron Didelot, Penhoat, De Dam-

pierre d'llornay (1871).

The territorial division of France, after the

cession of Alsace and Lorraine to Germany,

was as follows :

Aln
Altne ,
Allier ,
Alpes (Basses). ,
Alpes i J I 1 1 1 '■ -

Alpes (Marltimes)
Ardeche ,
Ardennes

Arlege
Anbo
Audo
Avcyron
Bouches-du-RhOnc
Calvados
Cantal
Charente ,
Charentc-Inferlenre
Cher ,
Correzs
Corse
C6te-d'Or
Cotes-du-Nord
Creuso
Dordogno
Doubs ,
Drome
Euro
F.nre-et-Loire
Flnlstere
Gard
Garonne (Haute)
Gers
Gironde ,
Herault
Ille-et-Vilalne
Indre
Indre-ot-Loire
Ise re
Jura
Landes
Lolr-et-Cber
Loire
Loire (Haute)
Loire (Inferieure)
Loiret
Lot
Lot-ct-Garonne
Lozere
Maine-et-Loire
Manche
Marne
Marne (Haute)
Mayenne
Meurthe-et-Moselle
Meuse
Morbihan
Nlevre
Nord
Oise
Orno
Pas-dc-Calals
Puy-dc-DOme
Pyrenees (Basses)
Pyrenees (Hautes)
Pyrcnecs-Orientales.. .
Rliin(Haut) ,
Rhone
SaOne (Haute)
8a0ne-et-Loire
Sartho
Savoie
Savoie (Haute)
Seine
Soine-Inf^rieure
Seine-et-Marne
Selnc-et-Oise ,
Sevres (Deux)
Somme
Tarn
Tarn-et-Garoune

Var
Yauclnse
Vendee
Vlcnne
Vlenne (Haute)
Vosges
Tonne ,
Troops abroad ,

Squaj* No. of
MUM.

2,287 7
2.KM 11
2,822 7
2,085 8
2,158 2
1.182 4
2,134 8
2,020 6
1.890 5
2,317 5
2,438 6
8,876 8
1,971 11
2,131 9
2,217 5
2,295 7
2.635 10
2,780 7
2.265 6
8,877 5
8,383 8
2,658 18
2,150 5
8,545 10
2,018 6

2.518 0
2.290 8
2.268 6
2,695 18
2,253 9
2,428 10
2,425 6
8,761 U
2.394 8
2.585 12
2,610 5
2.860 6
3.200 12
1,928 6
8,597 0
2.452 6
1,838 11
1,916 6
2,054 12
2,614 7
2,012 6
2.007 0
1,996 3
2,750 11
2.289 11
8,159 8
2,401 5
1,979 7
2.014 9
2,405 0
2.025 10
2>617 7
2,193 28
2,260 8
2,354 8
2.550 15

3,070 11

2,945 9
1,749 5
1,591 4
234 1

1,077 13
2,062 0
8,802 12
2,396 9
2,224 5

1,659
183

5

43
2.329 16
2,214 7

2,163 11

2,316 7
2,379 11

2,217 7
1,436 4
2.349 6
1,370 5
2.588 8
2.691 6
2,130 7
2,266 8
2,851 7

204.079 723

871,643
565,045
376.164
143.000
122.117
1 98.818

887.174
320.864
250,430
261.951
288.628
400.070
547,903
474,909
2)7,994
878,218
47H.529
330.613
810,843
259.801
382702
041,210
274.057
502.673
298,072
824.231
394.467
290,753
602,485
429.747
493,777

701,855
427,245
692.609
277,860
325,193
581.386

298,477
300.693
275.757
537. WS
312.661
598.388
357,110
288.919
327.962
137,263
532.325
573.899
390.609
259.096
307,855
306.617
301,653
501,084
342,773

1,392,041
401,274
414,618
749,777
571,090
425.486
240,252
189,490
.Vi.'JSO

678,648
817.706
(V.I.HOO

403.619
271,663
273.708

792.769
351.400
511,727
333.155
572,640
355.518
228,909
308.550
200.091
404,473
834.527
320.037
397.981
372.589
125.000
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Six deputies are elected by Algeria, two each

by Martinique, Guadeloupe, Reunion, and one

each by Guyana, Senegambia, French India;

total, 738 deputies.

The French army was, in 1 871, in a process

of radical reorganization. The contingent of

1870 was by a law of September 11th fixed at

120,000 ; the National Guard was dissolved by

a law of August 29, 1871. The fleet was like

wise to undergo great changes, and accurate

information on its condition at the close of

the year was wanting. Later dates than

those published in the preoeding volume of the

Amebioan Annual Cyclopedia are also want

ing concerning the movement of commerce

and of shipping.

The length of the railroads in operation

amounted in September, 1871, to 9,078 miles.

At the beginning of the year 1871 the seat of

the Provincial Government of France was at

Bordeaux, to which city it had been removed

on December 10, 1870. Toward the close of

December, Gambetta had gone to Lyons in

order to put a stop to the anarchy which then

threatened to gain a firm footing. The Beds

of that city, after complaining, in an address to

the Government, of the weakness of the au-

' thorities, and demanding the election of officers

who would be directly responsible to the peo

ple, had proceeded so far as to have sentences

of death pronounced by revolutionary courts,

and, in some instances, even executed. Gam

betta succeeded in reestablishing quiet ; he did

not dare, however, to remove the red flag from

the city hall. While pursuing a policy of com

promise with regard to the Beds, he continued

to make the utmost efforts for the maintenance

of the republic. The teachers had previously

been instructed to point in their schools to the

republican form of government as the only

one from which the salvation of the nation

could be expeoted ; now he caused addresses

to be sent from all parts declaring that the de

livery of the country was possible only through

the republio, and that, though it would require

considerable sacrifices, and the employment of

extraordinary measures, the great task could

be done. One of the most important of these

measures was, the dissolution of the General

Councils and other elective bodies of the

provinces. The General Councils were to be

replaced by committees appointed by the pre

fects. This measure, which was not approved

by the colleagues of Gambetta, was oalled

forth by the (ear that the General Councils

might resist the extraordinary measures adopt

ed for raising money. The peasants refused

in many places to pay extraordinary taxes, and

to make contracts for the war. A decree of

the Government, dated January 2, 1871, by

which the people were called upon to pay the

taxes one year in advance, was not heeded.

The dissolution of the General Councils pro

duced a wide-spread dissatisfaction ; numerous

protests were entered against the measure, and

the speedy convocation of a National Assem

bly was more loudly demanded. Gambetta

continued to appoint departmental committees ;

and at the same time he instructed the prefects

to be more cautious in the collection of taxes.

With regard to the Beds, he showed himself

conciliatory, and, when the majors of the Na

tional Guard of Lyons resolved by a vote of

eighteen against nine to retain the red flag, he

quickly gave his consent.

The city of Paris was in a most unhappy

condition. As it was found to be impossible

to collect the rents, a delay of three months in

their payment was granted to the tenants, and'

a provincial credit of twenty million francs was

opened for the support of the National Guard.

The prices of meat were again reduced, and

the mortality rapidly increased in consequence

of the general want, the scarcity of fuel, and

the severe cold. Nevertheless, the war party

remained in the ascendency. Trochu issued a

proclamation in which he pledged himself

never to surrender, and admonished the popu

lation not to be deceived by fraud and slanders.

The proclamation was chiefly directed against

the Beds, the clubs of whom violently de

nounced the Government, and demanded that

Trochu be replaced by a more daring leader,

who would break through the German lines.

Gambetta opened a new credit of 52-J million

francs, and devoted 80 millions of it to the

further purchase of arms and ammunition. On

the other hand, a decree which dissolved the

corps of Franc-tireurs, dr embodied them with

the regular army, was regarded by many as an

indication that even Gambetta began to de

spair of the final issue. A last attempt to

bring on an intervention of foreign powers in

favor of France was made when a conference

was called in London for settling the Eastern

question (see Eastern Question). By refusing

to send a plenipotentiary to take part in the

revision of the Peace of Paris of 1856, the

Government hoped to dispose some of the neu

tral powers to use their influence in behalf of

France. When this hope was disappointed,

public opinion seemed to regard a further re

sistance as useless. The situation of Paris in

the mean while had become still more des

perate. Armed bands, on January 23d, freed

Flourens, who since October 81st had been in

prison, and then made a violent attack upon

the H6tel-de-Ville, in which the authorities

were in consultation. The movement was

suppressed by the Guards Mobile, but it in

duced the Government to hasten the surren

der. On January 28th an armistice was

signed and a three-weeks' truce concluded.

The terrible distress, which had increased the

mortality in the last week of January to 6,000

souls, now became fully apparent, and the

supply of the city with fresh provisions was

considerably delayed, as the French had de

stroyed all the railroads of the neighborhood.

Gambetta at first seemed disposed to recognize

the acts of the Paris delegation of the Govern

ment ; but, when the radicals in Bordeaux,
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Lyons, and Toulouse, remained in their former

warlike attitude, he declared himself to be de

termined to carry on the war to the last, and

ordered now regiments to be levied. In ac

cordance with the conditions agreed upon in

the armistice, he ordered the elections to be

held for members of a National Assembly, and

declared at the same time that all persons re

lated to the sovereign families, the ministers,

senators, councillors, and prefects, and the offi

cial candidates of the empire, should be ineligi-

. ble. This led to a oonflict between Gambetta

and Favre. Bismarck called the attention of

Favre to the article of the armistice which

stipulated for a National Assembly freely elect

ed, and Favre promised that this stipulated

condition should be fulfilled. Gambetta there

fore represented the members of the Govern

ment of Paris as allies of the Prussians, and

added that he could not possibly accept orders

from such a Government. But Favre could

not be intimidated ; although even some di

visions of the troops threatened to side with

Gambetta, he issued a proclamation, in which

he severely censured his conduct, and advised

the people to take the condition of France
• into sober consideration. The most influential

papers of the country vigorously seconded his

efforts, and it soon became apparent that the

majority of the people sided with him. On

the other hand, Gambetta was abandoned even

by the extreme wing, of his own party, who

declined to vote at all, as in their opinion the

National Assembly was only called to conclude

a treacherous peace. On February 4, 1871, a

decree of the Government in Paris annulled

the electoral decrees of Gambetta of January

31st and of February 5th. Pelletan, Garnier-

Pages, and Arago, were sent to Bordeaux.

As the negotiations between them and Gam

betta led to no result, the latter, on February

Gth, tendered his resignation, which was at once

accepted. In his place Arago was appointed

Minister of the Interior, and Minister of War

pro tern. A proclamation by Napoleon, issued

on February 4th, in which he declared that he

would only recognize a Government which had

proceeded from universal suffrage, did not

produce any effect.

On February 8th the elections took place

throughout the country, without any serious

disturbance. A majority of the members-elect

were of moderate opinions, and favorable to

the conclusion of peace ; in Paris, the Reds

had a majority, though Thiers was also elected,

with a number of Blue Republicans, i. e., Re

publicans of the sentiments of Favre and Pi-

card. On February 12th the Moderate Repub

lican Gr6vy was elected President, by 519 out

out of 538 votes ; for Vice-Presidents, the Lib

eral Bonapartist Martel, the Legitimist Benoist

d'Azy, and the Orleani9ts Vitet and Malle-

ville, were elected. Thiers was elected Presi

dent of the Provisional Executive Power, with

the right of appointing the ministers. Thus

the whole Government was in the hands of the

friends of peace. The Radicals, however, and

the party favorable to the continuation of war,

made several more efforts to carry out their

plans. Keller, an ultramontane deputy of Al

sace, presented a protest against the cession

of Alsace and Lorraine. The session of Feb

ruary 16th had a very stormy character, as one

speaker reproached the deputies of Paris for

being stained with the blood of civil war, and

called on them no longer to disturb the free

dom of the deliberations. Before the hall of

the Assembly a violent tumult was provoked

by the speech of Victor Hugo, and all the ap

proaches to the hall were consequently on the

next day lined by soldiers. Thiers announced

his cabinet as consisting of Favre for Foreign

Affairs, Dnfaure for Justice, Picard for the

Interior, Simon for Education, Lambrecht for

Commerce, Pothuau for the Navy, Leflo for

War, De Larcy for Public Works, and, later,

Pouyer-Quertier for Finance. The programme

submitted by Thiers and Favre was as follows:

Negotiations shall be opened for the purpose

of freeing France from foreign invaders, and

to secure to her an honorable peace ; a com

mittee of fifteen members shall go to Paris,

where it will be kept acquainted with the prog

ress of the negotiations ; as soon as a defin

ite result, positive or negative, shall have been

reached, a report will be made to the Assembly;

the question of the future constitution shall

be adjourned until the country may be free

from the invaders ; but the electors shall haw

repeatedly an opportunity to express their

opinion at the reelection of general and mu

nicipal councils. The members of the com

mittee were, like the ministry, elected from

all parties of the Assembly. While Thiers and

Favre, on February 19th, went to Paris to re

sume the negotiations for peace, the National

Assembly resolved that henceforth no expen

diture be made without a vote of the Cham

ber ; and, on motion of Daru and Pouyer-

Quertier, decided to form a committee for

the examination of the military resources of

the country. On February 26th the negotia

tions about the preliminaries of peace were

ended at Versailles. Thiers, Favre, and the

Committee of Fifteen, at onco went to Bor

deaux, to obtain a ratification by the National

Assembly, which took place on March 1st. In

Paris, in the mean while, the Reds had kept up

a lively agitation to support the Radicals in

Bordeaux in their opposition to the conditions

of peace which had been agreed upon. The

Parisians wero enraged at the condition that

the German troops would enter the capital

and occupy it until the ratification of the pre

liminaries. On February 26th the excitement

assumed a dangerous character; a riotous

crowd of the suburb La Villette freed the pris

oners of St. Pelagie, soldiers and the National

Guards plundered its powder-magazine, and

carried the artillery of the National Guards

from the Place Wngram to Montmartre. Vi-

noy, the chief commander of the army and
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of the National Guards, admonished, in an

order of the day, the National Guards and all

citizens not to disturb the peace, as every

violation of the convention would entail incal

culable evils on all France; and the official

journal announced that military justice would

find out the authors of the crimes of the

26th, and that " the Government would pro

tect its agents against the return of these

crimes." The demonstrations continued on

February 27th and 28th, without, however,

leading to open violence; large numbers of

soldiers and members of the Garde Mobile

took part in the procession of the masses

through the streets. During the occupation

of the city by the German troops on March

1st, the peace was not seriously disturbed;

but the fermentation on the right bank of the

Seine was steadily increasing. In Bordeaux

the members of the Left declared the con

ditions of peace to be disgraceful and inadmis

sible, and tried to postpone the final vote on

them as much as possible. But when Thiers

earnestly reminded the Assembly that the

armistice terminated on March 3d, and that it

could not escape the responsibility of a de

cision, the treaty was ratified by a four-fifths

majority. The deputies of Alsace and Lor

raine, among them Gambetta, resigned, and

informed the Assembly that they regarded a

treaty disposing of them without their con

sent as null and void, and they considered

themselves entitled to demand their rights in

such a form and to such a degree as their con

sciences would dictate. In the name of the

Left, Louis Blanc moved to call the ministry

to account, and Delecluze even moved their

impeachment and arrest. These extreme mo

tions were rejected ; yet they prevented the

organization of a liberal middle party. The

violent scenes between the Right and the Left

continued. The Left, in particular, was excited

against Thiers for refusing to make Paris the

seat of the Parliament. But their opposition

was fruitless ; the transfer of the Parliament

to Versailles was agreed upon, and on March

11th the last session was held at Bordeaux.

The Government issued a proclamation, in

which it declared that it "regarded it as a mat

ter of honor to establish the republic, and that

it wonld protect it ; " it would be a crime to at

tack the republio by means of intrigues and

violence, and the greatest patriotism would

consist in a due obedience to social discipline

and to law.

In Paris the agitation of the Radical party

continued to be so violent that on March 12th

six of their organs were suppressed. General

Aurelle de Paladines, the commander-in-chief

of the National Guard, announced that he

would energetically suppress every thing that

could be injurious to the city. Nevertheless

the opposition organized itself more and more

firmly. The Comite FedSral Republieain and

the Comite Central concluded to fuse on the

basis of the following statutes: "The republic

is the only possible and rational government ;

the National Guard reserves to itself the ab

solute right to choose its chiefs, and to re

voke their commission as soon as they may

lose the confidence of those who chose them."

The organization was to consist of the As

sembled Generate of Delegates, of the Cercle

de Bataillon, of the Conseil de Legion, and 1

the Comit6 Central. Placards of the Reds

called on the National Guard not to fight

against the people. An attempt made by the

Government, on March 16th, to take from the

riotous crowds the cannon which they had

planted on the Place des Vosges, brought mat

ters to a crisis. The National Guard removed

the threatened cannon to Belleville, while ex

cited crowds of the people traversed the streets,

shouting, "Vive la republique 1 " Thiers again

issued a proclamation in which he once more

assured the Parisians of the devotion of the

Government to the republic, urgently recom

mended moderation and order, and concluded

with the words: "If this warning should

remain unheeded, we shall know, if neces

sary, how to enforce quiet." On March

18th the Government deemed it necessary to

have recourse to force. Montmartre was sur

rounded with troops, access to the hill forbid

den, cannon planted on it, and a number of

prisoners made. But the troops allowed the

people to surround the cannon, and soon

joined them. Other bodies of troops which

were summoned followed this example. On

the Place Pigalle a number of soldiers who

offered resistance were massacred by the

people. Generals Lecompte and Thomas, after

having been abandoned by their troops, were

made prisoners and shot About noon the

National Guard was in the undisputed posses

sion of the insurgent districts, as the gendarmes,

being too weak, had been withdrawn. The

Government in new proclamations called on

all those "to whom the honor and the interest

of France are dear " to separate from the in

surgents, and enjoined upon all authorities,

upon penalty of deposition, to receive orders

only from Versailles. On the other hand, the

Central Committee of the National Guard also

issued two proclamations. The former de

clared that only the attempt to destroy the

republic had caused this rising of the people.

In the second, the committee claimed to be

commissioned by the citizens of Paris, and to

have performed the task by expelling the

Government "which betrayed us." Its mis

sion having been fulfilled, it announced that

communal elections would soon be held, to

which it was ready to render an account ;

its reward it would find in the restoration of

the republic. The insurgents, who had arrested

and maltreated General Chanzy on his arrival

in Paris, were completely masters of the city,

from which the better classes of the popula

tion began to flee in large numbers. Trade

and commerce were at a stand-still. The red

flag was hoisted on the H6tel-de-Ville ; the
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mairies and the bureaux of the ministers and

of the telegraph were in the hands of the in

surgents, who through the maires demanded

the recall of Generals d'Aurelle and Vinoy,

and the Prefect of Police, Valentin. The

Government gave its consent to the removal

of the latter, who was replaced hy Ferry ; hut

the insurgents did not reoognize the successor

of D'Aurelle, Langlois. During the follow

ing days no further acts of violenoe occurred ;

but among the people now and then the cry

" On to Versailles 1 " was hoard. The insur

gents occupied the forts of Vanvres, Bicetre,

and Issy, and fortified all the approaches to

the city, in order to guard themselves against

being surprised from Versailles. The funds in

the mairies and in the H6tel-de-Ville were

seized, and all the documents in the office of

the Prefect of Polioe were destroyed. The

municipal elections were fixed for March 22d,

and the provinces were called upon to join the

republican alliance. Tho courts which might

show themselves "partial" were threatened

with dissolution.

On March 20th the National Assembly met

at Versailles, and appointed a committee to

make propositions concerning the measures to

be adopted against Paris. On the next day

Picard informed the Assembly that all the

authorities of tho provinces had offered armed

aid to the Government. A proclamation by

Thiers, on March 22d, announced that the

attempts made in the provinces to oall forth

disturbances had everywhere failed, and that

the Government, having at its command an

army of 47,000 men, was master of the situa

tion. In Paris the party of order began to

muster courage. The maires protested against

the elections which had been ordered by the

Central Committee, and the chiefs of the bat

talions of the National Guard garrisoned in

the second arrondissement adhered to this

protest, as well as to the protest of the Na

tional Assembly against the whole movement.

In the evening of March 22d blood was again

shed. A large number of unarmed citizens

prooeeded to the Place Vend&me and de

manded admission to the districts which were

held by the insurgents. When their demand

was not complied with, they began to attack

tho guard, who, in turn, fired upon the crowd

and drove it back. While the attempt of the

party of order proved a complete failure, the

loyal National Guard gradually gained ground.

On March 24th they held all the places be

tween the Rue Richelieu, the Boulevard, and

the Rue Montmartre, the Rue de3 Halles, du

Pont Neuf, Saint-Germain l'Auxerrois and Ri-

voli. The insurgents, on the other hand, for

tified their position on the Place Vend&me, and

occupied, without encountering any resistance,

Fort Vincennes. The National Assembly, on

March 22d, authorized the Government to en

list a battalion of volunteers from every de

partment. At a meeting of the maires and

assistant-maires Admiral Saisset was appointed

commander-in-chief of the National Gawd,

Langlois chief of the staff, and Victor Schol-

cher chief of the artillery. Tho negotiations

which had been carried on between Paris and

Versailles remained without result. On March

26th the communal elections took place, at

which the insurgents obtained a complete

victory, as a very large portion of the other

parties abstained from voting; only in three

arrondissements the candidates of tho Central

Committee were defeated. The Central Com

mittee now abdicated its powers, transferring

them to the new municipal administration.

The insurrectionary attempt which, in the

mean while, had been made in Lyons, had

failed ; but in Paris the situation became very

critioal. The prominent members of the new

municipal administration were Flourens, Blan-

qui, Pyat, Delecluze, and Gambou. Tho place

of the Central Committee was taken by a

Subcentral Committee, which, on March 28th,

ordered the organization of twenty battalions

of infantry, twenty batteries of reserve artil

lery, and fifteen mitrailleuse batteries. The

National Guards daily received, besides their

rations, 2J francs. The Bank of France, from

which previously a forced loan of 1,000,000

francs had boen made, was called on for 500,000

francs. Generals Duval and Bergerct, who

were to organize the new forces, were author

ized to procure the necessary articles by way

of requisition. Monotti Garibaldi was invited

to take the chief command, but he declined.

Vigorously pressed by the moderate jour

nals, many of which had been removed to Ver

sailles, the Government declared, in a new

proclamation, that thus far, in order to avoid

the shedding of blood, it had not resorted to

extreme measures against tho insurgents ; but

now its patience was exhausted, and it was

determined to put an end to the rebellion

in some way or other. Bismarck declared his

readiness to cooperate with the French Gov

ernment to this end, by allowing the latter to

increase the army of Paris to 80,000 men ; but,

on the other hand, the withdrawal of the Ger

man troops from France was arrested, and an

increase of tho troops left before Paris taken

into consideration. A decree of the Govern

ment announced tho abolition of the conscrip

tion, and compelled all able-bodied citizens to

enter the National Guard. Another decree

forbade to collect any arrears of the rents due

from October, 1870, to April, 1871, and ordered

that for the future only monthly payments of

rents wore to'be made. The sale of unredeemed

pawned objects was prohibited, and all author

ities, upon penalty of removal, ordered to re

ceive no instructions from Versailles. The

olergy received orders to desist from saying

prayers in the prisons. All these measures

caused the wealthy classes of the population

to leave the city in large numbers; it wase^T

timated that within ten days nearly 160,000
left. But though the fear now became general

that tho Reds would inaugurate a reign of
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terror in Paris, it was at the same time hoped

that their rule would not be of long duration,

as the country remained quiet and the move

ments in large cities, as Marseilles, Creuzot,

St.-Etienne, Toulouse, Narbonne, and Perpi-

gnan, were easily suppressed. The attitude of

the country induced the Commune to assume

the aggressive. On April 2d an encounter be

tween the troops of the Government and the

insurgents took place near the bridge of

Neuilly, between Courvoie and Pultaux ; the

insurgents were driven back into the city,

where the excitement reached its climax, and

extensive preparations for a march upon Ver

sailles were made. On April 3d the insurgents,

under Flourens, Bergeret, and Duval, set out

before sunrise. The chief divisions attacked

the troops of the Government north and west

of Fort Mont Valerien, near Nanterre, Bueil,

Bougival, Besons, Ohatou, and^Oroissy. Be

fore the break of day the fort opened fire upon

them, yet without any notable effect, as they
•were protected by the villages. Their attack,

however, was repulsed, and when the cavalry

of General Vinoy prepared to attack them

they hastened back to the city, leaving behind

many dead and wounded. The other divis-

sions, which had advanced beyond Meudon

and Chatillon, suffered the same fate. An of

ficial dispatch from Picard announced to the

departments that the insurgents had suffered

a crushing defeat ; that the redoubt of Cha

tillon had been captured with 2,000 prisoners,

among whom was General Henry, and that

Flourens and Duval had been killed. The

battles of April 4th turned out even more un

favorable to the insurgents. The troops of

the Government remained in possession of

Chatillon, and from there sustained an efficient

fire against the forts of Issy, Vanvres, and

Meudon, which were held by the insurgents.

The Commune, from which twenty-one mem

bers had already withdrawn, did not, however,

give up all hope : largo reenforcements were

sent to the combatants, and a proclamation

promised a speedy victory over the royalists.

The chief administration of military affairs

was confided to General Oluseret, who appoint

ed the Pole Dombrowski commander of the

forces of the Commune ; Bergeret, who thus

far had filled this place, was arrested because

he had not executed the orders of the delegates

for war. The chief command of the army of

Versailles was given to Marshal MacMahon ;

under him, General Admirault commanded on

• the side of Mont Valerien, General de Cissey

on the side of Chatillon. Vinoy received the

command of the reserve army. On April 6th

and 7th there was severe fighting in Courbe-

voie and Neuilly, with heavy losses on both

sides. On the first day the battle was unde

cided, and the insurgents succeeded in silencing

the battery of the Versaillists on the Rond

Point de Courbevoie. On the next morning

the battle took a favorable turn for the troops

of the Government, and, when the heavy ord-
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nance of Mont Valerien began to play, the

barricade which defended the bridge of Neuilly

was taken after a brave resistance. The troops

of the Government occupied a part of Neuilly,

the Bois de Boulogne and the village of Leval-

lois ; their main forces were concentrated on

the Longchamps between the Seine and the

Bois de Boulogne. Thus some of the most im

portant positions outside of the walls of the

city, except the above-mentioned forts on the

left bank of the Seine, had been snatched from

the insurgents. The battles of the next two

days did not bring a decision ; the destruction

of the drawbridge of the Porte Maillot on

April 10th, and the opening of a breach on

this place by the Versaillists, proved, how

ever, of considerable importance. On the

next day, the battle was hottest around the

Porte Maillot; Neuilly became more and

more like a heap of ruins. On the left bank

of -the Seine there was also severe fighting ;

the forts of the insurgents, in particular Van

vres and Issy, had to suffer severely from the

fire of the redoubt of Chatillon.

In Paris, in the mean while, the breach be

tween the Commune and the Government had

widened. A proclamation of the Commune,

of April 6th, complained that " the bandits of

Versailles every day throttled or shot their

prisoners," and threatened that it would

reply to it by executions of an equal or

double number of prisoners. Everywhere

they began to search for suspected persons and

to imprison them. None had to suffer more

from this policy than the clergy ; among oth

ers, Archbishop Darboy was arrested as being

suspected. The churches were laid under con

tributions, and forced loans taken from the

large moneyed institutions and corporations,

in order .to obtain the means for con

tinuing the struggle. The communication by

railroad was interrupted, and thus the prices of

provisions greatly rose ; mortality considerably

increased ; the men were absolutely forbidden

to leave the city, and to women and chil

dren the permission to do so was only given

after the payment of a considerable sum of

money. All able-bodied men had to enroll,

and a systematic search was instituted against

those who endeavored to escape the general

duty. Thiers, Picard, Favre, and others, were

impeached, and their property confiscated.

Thirty-four papers which were opposed to the

Commune were suppressed; the publication

of new ones prohibited. The Radicals were,

however, by no means agreed among them

selves. Not only was there a very pronounced

dissension between the Commune and the Cen

tral Committee, but the individual leaders also

were engaged in an unceasing conflict with

each other. The most radical elements more

and more attained the ascendency, although at

the same time the passive resistance of the

wealthy classes, so far as they had remained in

Paris, began to consolidate itself. The elec

tions of April 16th were regarded as a failure,
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for so many had abstained from voting, that

only minority elections were effected, which,

nevertheless, were declared to be valid by the

Commune. This situation of affairs encour

aged the hope for compromises. The City

Council sent peace commissioners to Thiers,

but their mission failed, as the Council de

manded the highest degree of self-government

for the city, while Thiers insisted upon an un

conditional recognition of the authority of the

Government and the adoption of the town

law, which had been voted by the National

Assembly. Subsequent attempts at mediation

made by the Paris merchants, the Ligue

de runion r&publicaine des droits de Paris,

and the Freemasons, were equally unsuccess

ful. The Commune, in a manifesto of April

19th, declared that the conflict between Paris

and Versailles was one of those which could

not bo ended by illusory compromises. The do-

mands of the Commune and the new town

law were in fact irreconcilable. The National

Assembly had at first shown a disposition to

leave the election of maires to the town coun

cils ; but, when Thiers declared that in this

case he would resign, a compromise was

agreed upon, according to which the Govern

ment received the right to appoint the maires

in all towns with more than 20,000 inhabit

ants. The Commune, on the other hand, de

manded for every town of France the most

absolute independence of tho Commune, which

should have no other limit than the same right

of other communes, the association of which

must secure the unity of Franco. As rights bo-

longing to the Commune, tho following wore

claimed : " The vote on the communal budget,

receipts, and expenditures ; the assessment of

taxes ; the direction of all the branches of

local administration ; the organization of the

courts, of the police, and education; the

disposal of goods belonging to the Com

mune ; the appointment of the communal

magistrates, or officers of every degree ; an un

limited guarantee of personal liberty ; freedom

of conscience and of labor; constant partici

pation of the citizens in communal affairs, by

the free expression of their ideas and the

defence of their interests ; guarantee for these

expressions of opinion to be given by the Com

mune ; the organization of the defence of the

city, and of the National Guard, which elects

its leaders, and which alone watches over the

maintenance of order in the city. In the ex

ercise of her freedom of action, Paris reserves

to herself the right to carry through within her

limits all the administrative and economical

reforms which the population demands ; to

found such institutions as she may regard as

fitted to develop and extend education, pro

duction, exchange, and credit; to generalize

the power of Government, and the right of

property, according to the exigencies of the

moment, the wishes of all the parties inter

ested, and the light gained by experience.

The political unity demanded by Paris is the

voluntary association and cooperation of all

individual forces for a common aim—the well-

being, freedom, and security of alL The com

munal revolution of March 18th opens an era

of experimental, positive, and scientific poli

tics ; it puts an end to the old governmental

and clerical world, to the military and admin

istrative hierarchies, to the reign of monopo

lies and privileges to which are due the servi

tude of the proletariat and the misfortune and

defeat of the country." Thiers, on the other

hand, confined himself to the renewed assur-

ance that he would not act in opposition

to the republic, and to the demand that the

authority of the national Government be rec

ognized by Paris as well as by the remainder

of the country.

The military operations against Paris made

but slow progress. Thiers, in a proclamation

of April 16th, declared that the Government

delayed an attack, as it desired to collect so

large a force as to make a further resistance

impossible, and also to give time to the misled

Parisians to listen to the voice ofreason. Public

opinion suspected that the Government did not

trust a large portion of the troops, and was

waiting for the return of the prisoners of war

from Gormany. At all events, Marshal Mac-

Mahon proceeded with the utmost caution.

The transfer of his headquarters to Fontenay-

aux-Roses was regarded as tho beginning of

an assault upon tho outside, the former attacks

having been confined to the west and south

west. The first successes were, however, ob

tained on the west side. On April loth, Cas

tle Becon was captured, where the insurgents

shortly before had successfully repulsed an

attack. Tho position was of great importance,

because it commanded Asnieres, where Dom-

browski had concentrated the main force. On

April 18th Asnieres also fell into the hands of

the Government, and the insurgents were

driven back upon the other bank of the river.

The forts on both sides maintained a constant

fire, which, on the whole, cost but few lives,

but caused an immense damage to property.

Repeated assaults of the troops of the Govern

ment upon the forts of the insurgents were

repulsed, and the former began the regular

siege of Fort Issy. The sorties of the insur

gents likewise failed ; occasionally they gained

a little ground, but they were too weak to act

vigorously on the offensive. A part of their

troops could not be relied upon, and the Com

mune found it necessary to disarm several bat

talions. Fort Issy became more and more

the centre of the battle. The insurgents de

fended themselves with great obstinacy; but,

on the afternoon of April 30th, they had to

leave it, because it had suffered too muoh from

the unceasing fire. The troops of the Govern

ment, however, did not dare to occupy it, partly

because they feared the fire of the batteries of

Vaurigard, partly because they believed the

fort to be undermined. Thus the insurgents

found it possible to return to the fort. As
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General Cluseret was blamed for this reverse,

and as he was, moreover, charged with plot

ting against the Commune, he was arrested and

looked np in the Conciergerie. He was suc

ceeded by Colonel Rossel. Simultaneously a

Committee of Public Safety, consisting of five

members (Arnaud, Meillet, Ranvier, Pyat, and

Gerardin), was formed. On the same day on

which the insurgents evacuated Fort d'Issy,

the communal elections took place throughout

France. In most places the Conservative Re

publicans remained victorious. On April 25th,

the maires, adjuncts, and communal officers

of the places around Paris presented an ad

dress to Thiers, in which they demanded an

armistice, a complete restoration of the com

munal liberties, with the election of all maires

and adjuncts by the councils, and the final

establishment of the republic, and protested

against the bombardment as well as against all

reprisals. Thiers replied : " The republio is in

existence. The Assembly actually maintains

the republic. Although the majority seems to

have received from the electors a monarchical

mandate, it has the wisdom to see that the

republio to-day has become the best form of

government." At the same time, however, he

also declared : " No way of a possible compro

mise is sought between a government proceed

ing from elections so free as they have been

in France during the last forty years, and

between criminals who only represent disor

der and rebellion, and three-fourths of whom

are foreigners." He guaranteed life and free

dom to all who would lay down their arms,

excepting the murderers of Generals Thomas

and Lecompte, and declared himself ready

to leave for several days one gate open, " in

order to give the revolutionists an oppor

tunity to leave Paris, and to seek a refuge

outBide of France." The Commune declared

this to be an absolute refusal of reconciliation,

" which, however, can take place only through

a recognition of the rights which we defend,

and which we have received the mission of

defending by means of arms, if we are unable

by moans of a compromise." A decree of the

Commune ordered the establishment of a new

line of defence within the limits of the city.

Montmartre and the Trocadero were to be

fortified more strongly, and to be garrisoned

with the heaviest cannon ; besides, the plateau

of the Pantheon was to be made a citadel.

The liability to military service was extended

to the fifty-fifth year of age, and severer meas

ures were adopted against those who tried to

evade it. At the same time, however, internal

dissensions increased. A considerable minor

ity of the Commune had opposed the appoint

ment of a Committee of Public Safety; the

discharge and arrest of military commanders

became more frequent every day. In the first

days of May the troops of the Government oc

cupied the railroad depot at Clamart, which

commands Fort Issy, and by a nightly surprise

the redoubt of Moulin Saquet. Clamart had

been defended by the insurgents with the ut

most obstinacy. The massacre in Moulin Saquet

had been very bloody ; as the position was too

much exposed to the enemy's fire, the Versail-

lists had soon to abandon it, and to leave it

again to the insurgents. The castle of Issy Lad

three times been occupied, and only after they

had taken it for the fourth time could the Yer-

saillists maintain themselves in its possession.

The troops ofthe Government gave no quarter in

this battle, and on several other occasions pris

oners were immediately shot by them. Thiers,

in a letter to the imprisoned Archbishop Dar-

boy, denied the truth of this charge, but many

foreigners living in Versailles • declared the

complaints of the Communists not to be un

founded, though exaggerated. At all events,

the combat on both sides assumed a more

savage character. The successes of the Vcr-

saillists isolated the Fort of Issy to sncli a

degree that its speedy fall was regarded as

certain. In the night of May 8th the garri

son began to attempt to escape in small

detachments, in the direction of Paris. On

May 9th, it was surprised and the fort cap

tured. The insurgents soon abandoned a

further resistance ; but, when the victory of

the troops of the Government was fully de

cided, a bloody conflict arose between them

and the insurgents, a large number of whom

were massacred.

The operations of the Government were

greatly aided by tho progress of the internal

dissensions in Paris. On the same day on

which Issy had been taken, Rosscl resigned,

and asked the Commune to give him a cell in

Mazas. This step he declared to have been

caused by the weakness of the Commune, and

of the Central Committee, who deliberated

when it was necessary to act, and by the petty

caprices of the commanders of the legions who

hindered tho mobilization of the troops. A

decree of the Commune announced that reli

gious instruction must cease in the Parisian

schools ; tho teachers must remove all the

crucifixes, Madonnas, and other symbols, their

exhibition being a violation of religious lib

erty. Several churches were closed, and their

valuables confiscated ; one church was de

stroyed. It was also resolved to destroy the

works of art glorifying periods which, in the

opinion of the Commune, were disgraceful to

France : thus, on May 10th, the column of

Vend6me was destroyed. Public placards

and articles in newspapers declared that the

Parisians would rather convert the whole city

into a heap of ruins than allow it to be occu

pied by the.Versaillists.

The measures of the Commune increased

the irritation of the remaindor ofFrance against

it. At the same time, however, tho opposition

of the Right against Thiers gained strength in

the Assembly. It was commonly believed that

a fusion between the Legitimists and the Or-

leanists had been effected. A manifesto of the

Count de Chambord, in which he declared Ms
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desire, at tho head of ''the whole house of

France," to establish the prosperity of the

country, greatly strengthened the belief in the

report. When, however, the Right made a

feigned attack upon Thiers, on account of his

conduct toward the insurgents, Thiers made

Iiis continuance in office dependent upon a vote

of confidence ; and, as the Right did not dare

to bring on a change in the Government before

the insurrection was overpowered, the vote of

confidence was given by 495 against 10 votes.

The insurrection now seemed to approach its

end. A few days after the occupation of Issy,

the Forty-sixth Regiment, after a terrible mas

sacre, took the Convent of Oiseaux. In con

sequence of this victory, the insurgents had

also to evacuate Fort Vanvres. From this

place at onco a new trench was opened against

the walls of Paris. The batteries of the insur

gents from Point du Jour to Porte Vaurigard

had nearly been silenced (May 14th), but from

Porte Maillot to Saint-Ouen they still dis

played great vigor. On May 19th a now bat

tery in the Chateau des Puces near Courbe-

voie opened an effective fire against the bridge

of AsniSres, the Porte Maillot, and the Porte

des Tarnes. The reconnoissances were ex

tended as far as the island of Genevilliers, and

on the south side Arceuil and Cachan were

taken. Lagrange-Ory and la Maison Plichon

fell likewise, after a violent battle, into the

hands of the troops of the Government. Be

tween Porte Maillot and Point du Jour the

insurgents withdrew from the wall, but under

the protection of stone parapets they continued

to maintain an effective fire. On May 21st it

was ascertained that Porte St.-CIoud had been

almost wholly abandoned by the insurgents.

A sudden attack made upon this point by Lieu

tenant TrSves was completely successful. After

the first surprise, the insurgents endeavored to

continue their resistance in the houses of Au-

teuil, and behind the large barricades which ob

structed the bridge ; but they were soon over

powered by the troops of the Government,

which were with remarkable rapidity reSn-

forced. This victory was followed up with great

energy, and soon other parts of the city were in

the hands of the.Government. General 1'Admi-

raalt took the gate of Passy, and, by a skilful

turn of his operations, brought the Arc de Vic-

toire into his power. General Vinoy entered

at the Point du Jour, crossed the Seine, and

at the same time opened the gate of Sevres to

General Cissey, who took possession of the

Faubourg St.-Germain. The troops at first

met with but little resistance ; but the farther

they advanced, the more desperately every

barricade and every street was disputed by

the insurgents. Delescluze, who now acted as

Minister of War of the Commune, issued a

last appeal, in which he declared the mili

tary rule to have passed, and the hour of revo

lution to have come. The Committee of Public

Safety, which had been radically reorganized,

issued proclamations of the same tenor. Arch

bishop Darboy, with sixty-four priests, and a

number of other hostages, was shot. Powder

and petroleum were put into the most impor

tant buildings, in order to prepare them for

sudden destruction. The Tuileries, the Library

of the Louvre, the Ministry of Finance, the

H6tel-de-Ville, the palaces of the Council of

State, the Legion of Honor, the Theatre de la

Porte St.-Martin, the Entrepdt, the Grenier

d'Abondance, the Salpetri&re, the Convent of

the Magdalenes, and many other buildings,

soon were actually destroyed. The women in

large numbers took part in the fight, and

seemed to exceed the men in fury ; many of

them were seen busy in feeding the flames with

petroleum. The troops of the Government, on

their part, wore inflamed to the utmost rigor.

All who were caught in incendiary work, or

with arms in their hands, were shot on the

spot and without trial. Thus the combat as

sumed a more and more terrible character, in

particular on the right bank of the Seine ; the

left bank had to suffer severely from the bat

teries of the insurgents in the forts of Ivry and

Bicetre. At first, the fighting centred in the

region near the Tuileries, the Louvre, the

Hotel-de-Ville, and the Prefecture of Poliee.

The insurgents defended themselves so obsti

nately that the troops of the Government

employed artillery before they dared to storm

the positions. The Quartier Montmartre had

likewise to be attacked by heavy pieces of ord

nance before the infantry could advance against

it ; and, although the attack was skilfully ex

ecuted, the insurgents maintained themselves

some time in a part of it. With extraordinary

severity the battle raged all night around the

barricade in the garden of the Tuileries, and,

when the insurgents in the morning retired

through the Rue St.-Honor6 to the halls, the

fight was resumed there with undiminished

fury. With equal bravery the insurgents de

fended tho barricades of the Rue Auber, and

the neighborhood of the Madeleine. Here

the insurgents woro finally driven back into

the church itself, where they were massacred

to the last man. The generals of the Govern

ment operated with great caution, turning those

positions of the insurgents where they met

with a vigorous resistance. They steadily

gained ground, until at last the adherents of

the Commune wore confined to the suburb St.-

Antoine, the Buttcs Chaumont, one part of

Belleville, the Quartier Mouffetard, and the

Forts of Bicetre and Ivry. But even here they

could not maintain themselves. On May 29th

the insurrection was entirely put down, the

last two bands of insurgents having been over

powered in Vincennes and in the Pere la

Chaise. The leaders of the Commune, with

only a few exceptions, had either been killed

liko Delescluze, or taken prisoners ; a number of

the latter class were at once shot. The number

of prisoners who were immediately executed

was considerable ; in the Theatre du Chatelet,

a council ef war was in session ; on one side,
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those were led out who were to be imme

diately put to death ; on the other, those who

were to remain in prison. The number of

dead was estimated at 20,000 ; that of pris

oners at 80,000.

In the mean while, the definitive peace be

tween France and Germany had been con

cluded. The negotiations in Brussels threat

ened to remain without resnlt, as the French

endeavored in every possible way to obtain a

modification of the conditions which had been

agreed upon in the preliminary peace. As

the civil war in Paris made it desirable for

both parties to hasten the conclusion of the

definite peace, Bismarck, Jules Favre, and

Pouyer-Quertier, met in Frankfort, in order

to bring the negotiations to a speedier close.

The deliberation began on May 6th, and on

May 10th the definite peace was signed. The

conditions of the preliminaries were in some

points modified, though not mitigated, in favor

of France.

The ratifications of the treaty were to be

exchanged within ten days. On May 12th the

treaty was laid before the French National

Assembly. The committee moved that it be

ratified. General Chanzy spoke against the

ratification of the proposed exchange of terri

tory ; but, when Thiers showed that the pro

posed exchange was by no means unfavorable

to France, the Assembly ratified it by a vote

of 440 to 98,' and subsequently the whole

treaty by a large majority.

As soon as the army had overpowered the

insurrection, the question of the future form

of government was pushed into the foreground

of political agitation. The Legitimists, who

for some time had assumed a hostile attitude

with regard to Thiers, displayed a remarkable

activity. They declared tho fusion of the

Bourbons and the Orleanists to have been vir

tually accomplished, and they carried on their

agitation in behalf of " the house of France."

But, notwithstanding their positive declara

tion, it was found that the fusion had not been

accomplished, and the execution of the other

points of their programme was equally unsuc

cessful. The cabinet was partly reconstructed,

as Lambrecht became, in the place of Picard,

Minister of the Interior, Cissey Minister of War,

and Lefranc Minister of Agriculture; but Jules

Favre remained Minister ofForeign Affairs, and

the position of Thiers was not only not shaken

but notably confirmed. The Duke d'Audiffrey-

Pasqnier, the leader of the Legitimists, moved

in the National Assembly the abrogation of

all laws of expatriation directed against mem

bers of ''the house of France." This was met

by another motion brought in, in the name of

the Left, by Deputy Brunet, for repealing

the laws of expatriation against all tho former

sovereign families of France. The Assembly,

on June 2d, voted as urgent the latter mo

tion. Public interest, for a time, was wholly

absorbed by this question, and by the election

of the Duke d'Aumale and the Prince de Join-

ville to the National Assembly. After delay

ing the decision for a few days, Thiers, on

June 2d, declared, in an elaborate speech, that

he approved the repeal of the laws of expatria

tion, and was also willing to have the elections

of the princes declared valid, if the latter

wonld resign their seats. He admonished the

Assembly to extend the " truce " between the

parties, as France would be plunged into the

worst anarchy, if the conflict between them

was at once to be decided. In conclusion, he

declared that he would deceive nobody. The

motion for abrogating the laws of expatriation

was adopted by 484 against 103 votes ; and the

election of the two princes of Orleans was

declared valid by 448 against 113 votes. The

princes submitted to the compromise pro

posed by Thiers, nnd left Versailles, after along

interview with the President. Not in har

mony with this report was, however, an official

declaration of the Prince de Joinville, who de

clared that, among the two places which had

elected him deputy, he chose the former. The

Orleanists, like the other parties, seemed to

hope that the supplementary elections to the

National Assembly would give to the latter a

more definite complexion. The adherents of

the Commune continued to issue proclama

tions, threatening placards, and explanatory

declarations. A great activity was also dis

played by the Catholic party. The Bishops of

Evreux, Bayeux, Coutances, Seez, and the

Archbishop of Rouen, addressed a petition to

the National Assembly, in which they de

manded the restoration of the temporal power

of the Holy See. The demonstrations in favor

of the Pope were numerous, and were fre

quently coupled with others in favor of Henry

V. (Count de Chambord). During these con

flicts of parties, the practical questions which

demanded a speedy solution were, however,

not noglected. Paris was divided into four

military districts, the public places were or

dered to be closed at a certain hour, the thea

tres subjected to a strict superintendence, and

a number of other measures taken which grad

ually restored order. The National Assembly

began to discuss the reorganization of the

army; the system heretofore in use was re

jected by all the members of the committee,

which recommended the introduction of uni

versal military duty. The financial question

was regarded as still more urgent than tlie re

organization of the army, because the time

when the first half milliard of the war indem

nification had to be paid was near at hand.

The National Assembly, in compliance with

a proposition made by the Minister of Finance,

Pouyer-Quertier, resolved to contract a loan of

two milliards. The subscriptions to this loan

exceeded all expectation—a much larger snm

being subscribed than the Government had

asked for. The favorable result of the loan,

and the success of the grand review of the

French army in Paris, on June 29th, filled the

Government and people of France with new
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hopes. The supplementary elections, which

were held on July 2df in many departments

were also highly favorable to the Moderate

Republican party. Of one hundred and seven

teen deputies elected, one hundred were ad

herents of a republican form of government.

The radicals gained five departments ; but in

Paris only five radicals were elected, against

sixteen members of the party of order, a

league of the anti-radical parties. Two of

the delegates elected for Paris were Bona-

partists. Garabetta was elected in three dis

tricts. A speech which he had made on June

26th, at Bordeaux, in which he ascribed the

misfortune of France in the late war to the

ignorance of the masses, and recommended a

thorough reorganization of public instruction,

had everywhere made tho most favorable im

pression.

A manifesto to the French nation published

by the Count de Chambord, on July 5th, made

a painful sensation. He announced that he

would soon leave the castle of Chambord, and

France, as he did not wish to furnish a new

pretext for the political excitement of the

country. But he expected that the people

would soon call him back to the throne, in

whioh case he promised to maintain universal

suffrage, administrative decentralization, and

local autonomy. But, at the same time,* he

would not abandon the white banner of Henry

IV., Francis I., and the Maid of Orleans, which

had established the national union, and which

would restore to Franco order and freedom.

The manifesto greatly increased the breach

between the Legitimists and tho OrleanisU,

and even many of the former loudly declared

their disapprobation of the sentiments ex

pressed in it. At the close of the month, the

National Assembly had an excited debate on

the petitions for the restoration of the tem

poral power of the Pope. Thiers declared that

he had always been opposed to the national

unity of Italy, which had been the "mother of

German unity ; " but, if the Government were

to act in accordance with the petitions for the

restoration of the temporal power, it would

bring on a war with Italy—a result which the

majority would hardly wish for. The majority

was then willing to give to Thiers a vote of

confidence by adopting the order of the day ;

but, when Gambetta ostentatiously supported

this motion, the Right preferred to refer the

petitions to the Minister of Foreign .Affairs.

This motion was adopted by 431 against 82

votes. Thiers voted with the majority, while

Barthdlemy St.-Hilaire, the chief of his cabinet,

and Jules Favre, voted with tho minority. A

few days later, on August 2d, the resignation

of Favre as Minister of Foreign Affairs was

accepted, and Charles de RCmusat appointed

as his successor.

The committee of the National Assembly on

the reorganization of the army showed itself

favorable to the adoption of the principle of

universal and compulsory military service.

The first paragraph in its report, which was

made on August 19th, provided that every

Frenchman from his twentieth to his fortieth

year might be called into service ; it abolished

the privilege of furnishing substitutes, deprived

the standing army of the right of voting, and

demanded the abolition of the National Guard.

The last-mentioned measure had also been in

dependently moved by 164 members of the

National Assembly. General Chanzy, who

on August 19th made also a report on this

motion, concluded with the words: "We

submit to you in the first place a law which

takes from the soldiers the ballot, and second

ly a law which takes from the voters the bul

let." On this point Thiers was, however, not

in agreement with the majority of the As

sembly. In a speech made on August 24th,

he admitted the present organization of the

National Guard to be bad ; but this was not

the case with the fundamental principle of a

national guard, which they had inherited from

the first revolution. As there were also good

national guards, the principle oftheir dissolution

should not, in general, be sanctioned. He was

also opposed to the unconditional demand for

an immediate dissolution. Irritated by fre

quent interruption, he left the hall of the As

sembly, and threatened his resignation. This

disposed the majority to consent to a modifi

cation of the law, and, when Thiers after a

quarter of an hour returned to the hall, the

following compromise was adopted by 488

against 149 votes: "The National Guards are

dissolved. Their disarmament shall take place

as soon as possible under the "responsibility of

the Government. The National Guards are

dissolved in all communes of France in pro

portion as the progress of the reorganization

of the army on the basis of tho law of 1868

allows it."

After long and animated discussions, the

National Assembly, on August 30th, adopted

a resolution which declared the present As

sembly to be a Constituent Assembly. On tho

following day, a motion was adopted by 480

against 93 votes, appointing Thiers " President

of the French Republic " for a term of three

years. The text of this motion was as follows:

Article 1. The chief of the executive power as

sumes the title of President of the French Republic,

and retains the powers which have boen conferred

upon him by the decree of February 17, 1871. subject

to the authority of the Assembly as long as the latter

has not completed its labors.

Art. 2. The President of the Republic promul-

fates the laws which are transmitted to him by the

resident of the National Assembly. lie secures

and superintends tho execution of the laws. He re

sides in the place where the National Assembly has

its seat. He appoints and dismisses the ministers :

the ministry is, however, responsible to the National

Assembly. He may address the National Assembly

whenever he regards it as necessary, and after he has

notified the President of the Assembly of his wish.

Every act of the President of the Republio must be

countersigned by a minister.

Art. 8. The President of the Ropublio is respon

sible to the Assembly.
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On September 1st, President Thiers sent a

message to the Assembly, expressing his thanks

for the honor conferred npon him. The minis

try remained unchanged, and Dufaure was ap

pointed its Vice-President. On September 6th,

the National Assembly ratified a lonn of

850,000,000 francs for the city of Paris, and

adopted a law providing that the damages

caused by the invasion of the Germans should

bo paid for by the whole nation. On Septem

ber 13th a message of President Thiers was

read in tHe Assembly, in which he recom

mended an adjournment from September

17th to December 4th. On the day before

the adjournment, the Assembly authorized

the President to conclude a treaty with Ger

many, to hasten the evacuation of several

departments by the German troops in exchange

for reducing the duties on exports from Al

sace-Lorraine into France. The treaty was

concluded on October 12th.

On October 8th the election for the Coun

cils General took place throughout France.

The cities and towns generally elected re

publican or radical candidates, while in the

rural districts the conservatives had a major

ity. The Bonapartists met with less success

than any other party. The Duke d'Aumale

was elected in the district of Clermont, and

Prince Napoleon in Corsica. A majority of

the councils declared themselves in favor of

compulsory military service and compulsory

instruction.

Three of the Paris insurrectionists, Rossel,

Ferre, and Bourgeois, were shot on November

28th. The death of Rossel, for whose charac

ter even his judges professed profound respect,

was generally lamented, and great efforts were

made to save his life. Thiers himself was will

ing to pardon him, but yielded to the remon

strances of the Minister of War and the com

mittee on pardons, who regarded the death-

penalty in his case as indispensably necessary.

On the next day, Gaston Cr6mieux, one of the

leaders of the radical party in Marseilles, was

shot. Ilis execution created even greater dis

content than that of Rossel. Among the four

communists of Marseilles who had been sen

tenced to death, he was the only one who was

executed.

The excitement of the French people against

the Germans led repeatedly to the assassination

of German soldiers. A jury in Paris acquitted

one of these assassins, by the name of Tonnelet,

though ho fully admitted that he had pledged

himself to murder the first German whom he

might meet. But few of the French papers

dared to censure this verdiot ; but President

Thiers, in his message to the Assembly, ex

pressed his decided disapprobation of such acta.

Count Bismarck, in a dispatch of December

7th, earnestly remonstrated with the French

Government against these assassinations. (See

Bismarck.)

The new session of the National Assembly

was opened on December 4th. M. GreVy was

reelected as President by 511 outof 521 votes;

the former Vice-Presidents and Secretaries

were also reelected. On December 7th Presi

dent Thiers presented his message to tbe As

sembly, which was read by himself. The mes

sage begins with referring to the dailj prog

ress of the peaceful character of the foreign

relations of France, and of its internal reor

ganization. The relations to Prussia were

fully regulated. The dissolution of the Na

tional Guard had nowhere called forth resist

ance. The condition of the country was as

good as it could be expected after so unfortu

nate a war. The independence of the Holy

See must be strictly maintained. The message

then spoke of the financial condition of the

country under the empire. The budget had

reached the amount of 2,200,000,000 francs;

the publio debt was not reduced; the army

was neglected. France had no more than

200,000 men to oppose to the 700,000 of the

hostile armies. The measures adopted for

the reorganization of the army were dwelt on

at length. The President declared himself

against the compulsory military service of all

Frenchmen in time of peace, which would dis

organize civil society, and ruin the finances of

the country. He was, however, willing to ac

cept it in the time of war. The Government

proposed in time of peace to recruit annually

90,000 men, who would have to remain in ac

tive service for five years, and would belong to

the army afterward for three years. On De

cember 10th the princes of the house of Or

leans who had been elected members of the

Assembly (the Duke d'Aumale and the Prince

de Joinville) took their seats, contrary to the

promise which they had formerly given. In

letters addressed to their electors, they ex

plained their reasons for this step, and the Na

tional Assembly by an almost unanimous vote

declared that the promises given by the

princeB were an entirely private affair in which

it was not concerned. The draft of a new law

for publio instruction, consisting of twenty-two

articles, was submitted to the National Assem

bly by Jules Simon, the Minister of Public In

struction. It proposed compulsory education

from the seventh to the thirteenth year, bat

permitted each family to ohoose between the

state-sohools, free schools, and private in

struction at home. After finishing the course

of instruction, the pupils must pass an exami

nation -before a oommittee, and receive s cer

tificate, which, on reaching the twenty-first

year of age, they must present before their

names can be enrolled in the lists of electors.

Fines will be imposed upon all parents, guard

ians, and employers, who fail to send children

to school. On Docember . 26th President

Thiers, in an elaborate speech, addressed the

Assembly against the income-tax which had

been proposed by Wolowski, and on the next

day the Assembly, by a large majority, re

pealed it.
(For a biography of the President of the
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French Republic, see Thiers.) The most prom

inent man, next to Thiers, in the history of

France in 1871, especially in the former part

of the year, was Jules Favbe.

Jules Gabriel Claude Favre was born at

Lyons, March 23, 1809. His family were of

Savoyard descent. He was brought up piously.

At school he showed much promise. When

seventeen years old, he went to Paris to study

law. When the Revolution of 1830 broke out he

shared its spirit and attached himself to the Re

publican party. He wasgrievously disappoint

ed when the Duke d'Orleaus was made gover

nor-general of the kingdom, and it became evi

dent that the revolution would result only in

the substitution of one monarchy for another.

He gave vent to his feelings in two articles in

the National, the organ of the doctrinaires, in

which he advocated the abolition of the mon

archy and the chambers, and the formation of

a National Assembly, iike that of the first

revolution. His views found no favor. But

they placed him in unpleasant relations with

the Government, and he returned to Lyons,

and engaged in practico in the local courts.

He continued as ardent a republican as ever,

and had become a bitter partisan. When some

persons in Lyons had been condemned to im

prisonment for political intrigues, Favre de

fended them, criticised the judgment of the

court, and castigated the judges in the journal

Le Preeurseur. The publisher of the paper

was enjoined. Favre went from a sick-bed

to the court-room, and acknowledged the

authorship of the obnoxious articles. Being

brought to trial, he made a sturdy attack on

the system of the Government, and a vigorous

defence of republican institutions and the

rights of the press, by which he gained great

popularity. In 1834 he defended the members

ofthe Society ofthe Mutualists, when they were

tried for provoking a strike, and the disturb

ances which resulted from it. A riot occurred

during this trial, in consequence of which the

military were put in control of the city, and

Favre was exposed to imminent personal dan

ger on account of his connection with the in

dicted persons. This and other disturbances

occurring in different parts of the kingdom

were brought before the Chamber of Peers,

which was organized as a court for their in

vestigation. The Republicans made a party

matter of the affair, and appointed a commit

tee of 124 persons for the defence of the pris

oners. Dr. Pasquier, president of the court,

refused to recognize this committee, and made

out another list of counsel, from whom the

prisoners were required to select their defence.

The Republicans insisted that, rather than sub

mit to a limitation of their right to choose

their own counsel, the prisoners should refuse

to be defended. Favre thought it would be

better for them to take such oounsel as would

be allowed them, by selecting from the Gov

ernment list. He was overruled by his col

leagues, but refused to be bound by their de

cision. He afterward, though against the views

of the Republican leaders, himself engaged in

the defence. He made an unequivocal republi

can speech, and bitterly denounced the Govern

ment as responsible, by reason of the severity

of its measures, for all the difficulties. Not

withstanding the misunderstanding in which

Favre was involved with the Republican com

mittee-men, and although the prosecution car

ried the cases, Favre's action gave him great

favor with the friends of the prisoners. His ex

ertions brought on a fever, from which he near

ly died. He afterward removed to Paris, where

he gained a very extensive practice, and formed

confidential relations with Ledru-Rollin.

Under the Provisional Government he was

appointed Minister of the Interior. He made

his influence felt in the policy of the Govern

ment. He resigned, to accept an election as

deputy from the department of the Loire, but

a few months afterward accepted office again

under Bastide, Minister of Foreign Affairs.

While he was in the National Assembly, an

authorization was demanded .by Cremieux,

Procurator-General, for a prosecution against

Louis Blanc, for his action in relation to the

imeute of the 15th of May, 1848. Favre was a

member of the committee to whom the subject

was referred by the Assembly, and was assigned

the duty of presenting the report, which was

favorable to the prosecution, lie executed this

function with such an appearance of animosity

against Louis Blanc, that the impression was

created that he was seeking revenge for the

manner in which Blanc, in the " Ilistoire des

DixAns," had spoken of his conduct in the case

of the trials before the Peers. The authoriza

tion was denied in his report, although it Was

afterward granted upon a report presented by

another member. In January, 1849, Favre re

plied to the attacks of Bateau and Frenan

against the Assembly and the ten organic laws

with such vigor and clearness as to fully

restore himself in the sympathy of his fellow-

republican members.

After the coup d'etat Favre withdrew from

politics. He was engaged in many important

law cases, the most noted of which was the

defence of the Red-republican conspirator

Orsini. Orsini remembered him in his will,

by directing the presentation to him of a suit

able memorial for his services.

In his fiftieth year M. Favre was again re

turned to the Chambers, and was one of the

five members of whom the opposition at that

time consisted. When his party became more

numerous, he was tacitly recognized as its

leader. His speeches were very strong, and

were aimed at the foundations of the imperial

throne. His party were called the irreconcil-

ables. He denounced the Italian War in 1869

as undertaken for dynastic purposes. In Jan-

nary, 1868, he was one of the speakers against

the new press law, which imposed onerous

regulations on the press, under the guise that

they were liberal concessions.
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When news arrived of the surrender at

Sedan, Favro moved the deposition of the Em

peror and his dynasty. He, was appointed

Minister of Foreign Affairs in the Provisional

Government. In a circular to the diplomatic

agents, he charged the responsibility for the

war upon the Imperial Government, and de

clared that France would yield no territory.

In a second circular, he admitted the right of

Prussia to demand an indemnity, but protested

against "unacceptable conditions." He held

two interviews with Bismarck, in September,

1870, regarding the terms on which the war

could be closed. But they were without re

sult. His position til) the conclusion of peace

under the authority of a newly-elected Nation

al Assembly was extremely difficult and em

barrassing. But he succeeded in retaining the

confidence of his countrymen, and in com

manding the respect of the world. When

Thiers was elected chief of the executive

power, Favro was again appointed Minister of

Foreign Affairs, and as such took a prominent

part in the government of the country. A full

account of his labors during the year 1871 is

given in the historical part of this article.

Gambetta, Leon, was born at Cahors, Octo

ber 80, 1838. Ho studied law, went to Paris

in 1859, and was enrolled there as an advo

cate. His first appearance in politics was in

1863, when he took a prominent part in the

electoral discussions, distinguishing himself by

the nervousness and keenness of his speeches.

He supported the party of which Jules Favre,

CrSmieux, Pelletan, and others, were the dis

tinguished leaders. He attained no especial

prominence, however, either as an advocate or

as a partisan till 1868, when a single event

gave him a world-wide notoriety. This was

his defence of Delecluze, the editor and pub

lisher of Le Rfoeil, for the part he had taken

in assisting the subscription for the erection to

Baudin of a monument. Baudin was one of

the leaders in forcible resistance to the execu

tion of the covp (Titat on December 3, 1851,

and was killed during tbe fight. The move

ment of the Democratic party in honor of his

memory, of which the subscription for a monu

ment was a part, was provoked by the politi

cal discussions of the later years of the Third

Empire, and was intended in part to signify

disapprobation of the imperial policy. The

first demonstration occurred on November 2,

1868 ; a few days afterward the lists of sub

scriptions began to appear regularly in Le

Rfoeil, La Tribune, and La Revue Politique.

A number of those participating in this move

ment, together with the editors of these jour

nals, were arrested and brought to trial for ex

citing sedition. Gambetta distinguished him

self above all his associate counsel in the

defence—Crfimicux, Arago, and Laurier—by

the power and incisiveness of his speech. He

reviewed the oourse of the Imperial Govern

ment from the tsoup Wetat down, dwelling es

pecially upon the crimes of the days of De

cember, and uttered denunciations of Napo

leon of startling boldnesss. His title to fame

rests principally on this defence. Gambetta

took a prominent part in the elections of 1869,

made several speeches of an extremely radical

character, and was chosen deputy as the can

didate of the " irreconcilables " from both

Paris and Marseilles. In the same year he

appeared at Toulouse, to defend the jonrnal

VEmancipation before the correctional tribu

nal, and received there a brilliant ovation from

the students of the law-school. A disease of

his eyes prevented his taking his seat as a

deputy until a short time before the surrender

at Sedan. Upon receiving news of this event,

he promptly offered a decree of decheance in

the Chambers ; then proclaimed the republic

from the steps of the legislative chamber, and

with his republican associates adjourned to the

Hdtel-de-Ville, where the Provisional Gov

ernment was formed. In this Government he

was assigned the Department of the Interior.

For a short time after the Government was di

vided by the removal of a part of its membeis

to Tours, he remained in Paris, but alter the

city became completely invested he escaped in

a balloon, and joined his colleagues, Cremieux

and Glais-Bizoin, at Tours. He exerted him

self actively to arouse the French people to a

desperate defence, hurried the organization of

armies for the relief of Paris, and assumed the

general direction of movements outside of the

capital, lie was the author of the boastful

and mendacious bulletins which the Tours

Government issued almost daily to keep up the

spirits of the people.

FRENCH, Rev. Jons W., D. D., an Epis

copal clergyman and Professor of Ethics, born

in Connecticut, about 1810; died at West

Point, N. Y., July 8, 1871. He was educated

at Washington (now Trinity) College, Hart

ford, Conn., graduating in 1881; studied the

ology at the General Protestant Episcopal

Theological Seminary, New York City; was

admitted to holy orders in 1835, and the next

year chosen a professor in Bristol College,

Pennsylvania. After the failure of this institu

tion he was called to be rector of a church in

Portland, Me., and in 1848 he became rector

of the Church of the Epiphany, Washington,

D. C. In August, 1856, he was appointed Chap

lain of the Military Academy at West Point,

and Professor of Geography, History, and

Ethics, and entered upon his duties in the

following autumn. Constitutional and inter

national law were subsequently added to his

professorship. This position he held till *

short time before his death, when he resigned

in consequence of impaired health. He re

ceived the degree of D. I), from Trinity College

during his residence in Washington. He bad

a good reputation as an instructor, and was

popular with the cadets as chaplain.
FRIENDS. No formal presentation of the

statistics of the Society of Friends has been

made until recently. It has only been within
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a few years that the yearly meetings havetaken

the annual census of their members. But full

particulars have always been collected of the

number ofchildren betweenfive and twenty-one

years old, from which an estimate of the entire

numbers at any time may be computed by the

application of a ratio between the whole num

ber and the number of children as obtained

from a census in which both are reported.

"William H. 8. Wood, of New York, has care

fully compiled the reports of the yearly meet

ings of the Orthodox Friends, which he has

compared with estimates of the numbers in

past years. His computations give the follow

ing exhibit of the present state of the society :

YEARLY
MEETING!.

Whin H-
tabUihed.

Promt
Number*.

Gain tlae« flnt
(ntuxuled)
Cemui.

Lou line* lint
(estimated)
Cemtu.

New England...
New York

1561 4,403
2,853
1,641
5,500
600

4,000
2,855
17,200
9,749
8,599

2,026
6,280

Philadelphia....

1695
1867
1681
1671
1708
1812
1821
18157
1863

iia
8,566
200

No change.
Baltimore
North Carolina..
Ohio

Nochange.

ljiii
10,737

'845

Total 57,405 1,329 12,933

The losses shown in this table are for a

great part only apparent, many of them hav

ing been occasioned by the setting off of new

meetings. The Eastern meetings have been

depleted by the emigration of their members

westward into the newer meetings. The

North Carolina meeting especially has lost

thousands of members from this cause, yet it

has held its own. The ratio of adults to chil

dren is, in New Tork, 7.05 ; in New England,

4.98 ; in Philadelphia, 5.15 ; in Ohio, 3.56 ; in

Indiana, 3.65 ; in Iowa, 3.93.

The statistics of the Unitarian Friends have

not been reported.

A religious awakening has taken place dur

ing the year among the Orthodox Friends. At

the National Yearly Meeting, which was held

in New York City, in June, a communication

was received from the Farmington (N. Y.)

Quarterly Meeting, expressing the desire that

the Friends, to regain the zeal of their fore

fathers of 200 years ago, should hold public

meetings. The suggestion was approved, and

a committee was appointed, who prepared a

plan for holding a series ofsuch meetings in vari

ous part3 of the United States. At Farming-

ton, where one of the first meetings was held,

the attendance was so large that it was divided

into three congregations. The Friends were

invited to preach during the meeting in the

churches of the surrounding villages. At

Brooklyn the meetings attracted general at

tention. Ministers and people of other do-

nominations participated in them ; several

churches were gladly opened to the Friend

speakers. The object of the meetings was not

to make proselytes to the society, so much as

to infuse greater spiritual activity into it.

A proposition was presented to the National

Yearly Meeting, for holding a general confer

ence, to which all the ten yearly meetings in

America should send delegates; the confer

ence was not to have power over the yearly

meetings, but to be simply an advisory body.

This proposition was referred to a committee.

A day's session of the National Yearly Meeting

was devoted to the interests of First-day

schools, the importance of which has been rec

ognized by the society only within a few years.

A more thorough consideration of the sub

ject of Sunday (or First-day) schools was given

at the sixth biennial conference of teachers

and delegates from the Friends' First-day

schools in the United States and Canada, which

met at Wilmington, Ohio, on the 22d of No

vember. The proceedings show that the in

terest in these schools has increased.

In October, 1870, the society had twenty-

four freedmen's schools in operation.

The Orthodox Friends have the care of the

uncivilized Indians of the Central Superinten-

dency, embracing Kansas and the Indian Ter

ritory. The number of Indians is estimated

at 20,000. About forty Friends are connected

with this work. They have established Sunday

and day schools, upon which two hundred and

ninety-seven children attend. The report of

the Executive Committee of Indian Affairs

speaks encouragingly of the success of their

efforts to control the savages by peaceful meas

ures. A number of children in the schools

have learned to read the English version of the

New Testament.

The Unitarian Friends also make favorable

reports of their management of the Indians

in Nebraska. The children in the schools im

prove fairly ; many adults are settling down

to agricultural life and building houses. The

Winnebagoes have removed their old chiefs,

who are opposed to civilization, and have

adopted a code of rules to aid them in cul

tivating civilized habits.

The First-day school movement also is mak

ing progress among the Unitarian Friends.

Meetings are held quarterly in the interest of

this cause.

The English Friends, as well as those of the

society in the United States, are giving in

creased attention to First-day or Sunday

schools.

The Friends' (English) Foreign Missionary

Society was formed in 1868, and held in 1871

its fourth meeting. The work of the Associa

tion is as yet confined to India and Madagas

car. During the year the Friends in India

had left Benares, and settled at Jubbnlpoor.

In Madagascar the Friends still remain in or

near the capital, on terms of mntual support

and close cooperation with the missionaries of

the London Missionary Society. Mr. Sewell,

one of the missionaries in Madagascar, has

prepared a series of school-lessons and a gram

mar of the Madagascar language. The Asso

ciation has ten missionaries under its charge ;
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6ix from the English Yearly Meeting, and four

from the Indiana Yearly Meeting. Two mem

bers of the society have spent a part of the

year in France, distributing religious address

es, Bibles, and tracts, and cooperating in the

dispensation of relief to the afflicted. They

consider that a fair field is opening there for

evangelical work.

GANNETT, Rev. Ezra Stiles, D. D., an

American clergyman and author, born in Cam-

bridgeport, Mass., May 4, 1801 ; killed by the

railway collision at Revere, Mass., August 26,

1871. He was educated at fhillips Academy,

Andover, and at Harvard College, graduating

from the latter in 1820, and receiving the de

gree of A. B. also from Yalo College the same

year. From 1820 to 1823 he studied theology

in the Cambridge Divinity School, and was or

dained Juno 30, 1824, as colleague with the

famous William Ellery Channing, then pastor

of the Federal Street Unitarian Church, Bos

ton. By the death of Dr. Channing, in 1842,

Dr. Gannett was left alone in his charge, hav

ing been, for some years, in consequence of Dr.

Channing's failing health and preoccupation

with reformatory and general theological

topics, practically the sole pastor. He con

tinued to minister to this congregation till his

death, his only continued absence being a va

cation of two years in Europe. The demands

of business enterprises in that vicinity com

pelled the removal of the Society from Federal

Street to Arlington Street, farther to the

" South End," where a new edifice was built a

few years since. Dr. Gannett was one of the

editors of the Christian Examiner, the princi

pal periodical of the Unitarian denomination

in the United States, and, from 1844 to 1849,

was editor of the Monthly Miscellany. He

had also published many occasional sermons,

addresses, and orations, at the earnest solici

tation of his people. He received the degree

of D. D. from Harvard University in 1843.

He was eminent for his devotion to pastoral

duty, and was foremost in all the benevolent

and religious enterprises of the day. No man

was more highly respected or more tenderly

loved, and he passed through life with appar

ent pleasure in doing good and aiding the dis

tressed. As a deep thinker and a conscien

tious theologian, Dr. Gannett had few equals,

and his reputation will long survive him.

GASPARIN, Agenob Etiexne, Count de,

a French statesman, philanthropist, and au

thor, born at Orango (Vaucluse), France, July

10, 1810; died at Genova, Canton de Vaud,

Switzerland, May 14, 1871. He was the son

of Count Adrien de Gasparin, a Minister of

the Interior, in Guizot's Cabinet, under Louis

Philippe. Ho was educated at Paris, graduat

ing^ 1830, and was soon after assigned the

position of Master of Requests to the Council

of State by his father, while in this position

he had occasion to investigate the subject of

slavery and the slave-trade, and, alike from

conviction and from motives of philanthropy,

he ranged himself promptly with the advocates

of emancipation and the enemies of the traffic.

He seconded warmly and efficiently the efforts

of the Duke de Broglie to abolish the slave-

trade, and to emancipate the slaves in the

colonies, and in 1838 published an able and

eloquent treatise on the subject. In 1842 M.

de Gasparin was elected a member of the

Chamber of Deputies, as representative of

Bastia, Corsica. Speedily he became famous

for his eloquent and vigorous speeches on all

subjects affecting human liberty. He labored

especially to remove certain legal obstructions

in the way of the freedom of the Protestant

churches, and to secure parliamentary reform.

His independence did not please the Govern

ment, neither were his Protestant convictions

reliBlied in Corsica, and in his candidature at

Bastia, in 1846, ho was defeated. From this

time ho abandoned political life, but did not

cease to labor for all those causes which he

believed would benefit humanity, and was

especially occupied for some years with the

cftort to increase the efficiency and spirituality

of the French Protestant or Reformed Church.

Finding the rationalistic tendencies predomi

nating in it, he withdrew from its communion

in 1847, and united with the Free Church.

He made an extensive tour in Egypt and the

East in 1847-'48, and did not hear of the Revo

lution of February, 1848, until some months

after its occurrence. Ho sent forward his

protest against the overtures made to him to

cooperate under the new constitution ofFrance.

When ho returned to Europe the policy of

Louis Napoleon began to be developed, and he

with great sorrow decided not to reenter

France, but established himself in the Canton

de Vaud, Switzerland, where he had ever since

resided. Here, with his accomplished and ex

cellent countess, be busied himself in pursuits

of literaturo, religion, and philanthropy, tak

ing a deep interest in all matters which con

cerned the improvement of mankind. He

was accustomed to pass the winter near Ge

nova, and to hold, at the request of his friends,

a series of conferences each year. At these,

which were largely attended, he discussocT, with

great eloquence and fulness of knowledge, a

variety of topics, historical, ethical, philosophi

cal, politico-economical, and religious. Most

of these discussions have been published. He

was greatly distressed on account of the Fran

co-German War, and the dismemberment of

Franco, and when, at its close, Bourbaki's

army was driven into Switzerland, he received
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large numbers of the sick into his chateau,

and he and Madame de Gasparin cared for

them with the utmost tenderness and devotion.

His exertions at this time contributed materi

ally to break down his health, already feeble,

and, when the news of the outrages of the

Communists was added to his other cares and

troubles, he sank rapidly, and, though brought

to Geneva in the hope of improvement to his

health, he did not rally. His principal pub

lished works were: "A Treatise on Mort

gages " (1834) ; " Slavery and the Slave Trado "

(1838); "The General Interests of French

Protestantism" (1843); "A Defence of the

Scriptures" (1854); " The Turning Tables,"

2 vols. (1854), a work on the table-tipping ex

citement, in which, while admitting the reality

of the phenomenon, he attributed it to an un

known but purely physical force; "The Ques

tion of Neufchatel" (1857); "The Uprising of

a Great People, or the United States in 1861 "

(1862); "America before Europe" (1862);

"Moral Liberty" (1868); five or six volumes

of the discussions already mentioned (1865-

'70) ; and " An Appeal to Patriotism and Good

Sense" (1871), addressed to the French people,

urging them not to continue the war with Ger

many.

GEOGRAPHICAL EXPLORATIONS AND

DISCOVERIES IN 1871. Notwithstanding

the meagre promise of the previous year, and

the small number of geographical enterprises

then known to be in progress, the year 1871

has been one remarkafyo for the fruitful results

of previous discoveries ; and these not in the

old and beaten track of geographical explora

tions, so much as in new and hitherto unex

plored or but imperfectly-explored regions.

It has been rather in the heights of Central

Asia, in the region of the Pamir Steppe, the

cities of Yarkand and Kashgar, the deep

canons of the Upper Himalaya and Kuen-lun

Tanges, the lakes that not more than three or

four Europeans have ever visited, and in that

secluded region whero the boundaries of Chi

na, Thibet, Burmah, and Cambodia join, and

where all the large rivers of Southern Asia

have their source, that the groat Asiatio dis

coveries of 1870-'71 have boen made. In Af

rica, while there has been much anxiety to

hear more definitely from Dr. Livingstone,

and to learn something of the progress of tho

Anglo-Turkish pacha, Sir Samuel Baker, and

his army in the region of the Albert Nyanza,

it has been from noither of these that tho

freshest geographical knowledge of the inte

rior of Africa has been reoeived, but from Dr.

Schweinfurth, a German explorer who has

penetrated into tho country of the cannibal

Nyam-Nyams, the men whoso caudal append

ages have been thought so signally to illus

trate tho theories of Lord Monboddo and Mr.

Darwin. In South America, the explorations

have been far up among the tributaries of the

principal affluents of the Amazons, and in the

interior of the hitherto almost unknown region

of British Guiana. In our own country the

repeated reconnoissances into the region about

tho head-waters of the Yellowstone, the Madi

son, and the Gallatin, and the second explora

tion of that fearful canon of tho Colorado,

have revealed wonders unsurpassed on tho

surface of our globe. So, too, in Polynesia, it

has not been the old and tolerably well-known

groups of islands which have been revisited

and newly explored, but the comparatively

unknown New Caledonian group which has

commanded our attention. In arctic explo

ration, though the " Great Polynia," or Open

Polar Sea, is not yet discovered, nor perhaps

been proved to exist, yet lesser Polynise on

tho eastern coast of Greenland have been

opened up to the view of explorers, with an

unexpected wealth of animal life ; the eastern

islands of the Spitzbergen group have been re

discovered, and their mountains climbed, and

once again under more favorable circumstances

than of old. Spitzbergen itself has been occu

pied this time as a scientific station, whence

to make tho effort for further polar discov

eries.

But, before proceeding to give the details of

these and other geographical discoveries of

the year, it is proper that we should notice

the ravages made by death in the ranks of the

geographers. For the last thirty years no

name has been more illustrious, alike in geo

graphical and geological science, than that of

Sir Roderick Impey Murchison (See Mtjbchi-

son, in this volume), the founder and for many

years the President of the Royal Geographical

Society of London. He passed away at tho

ripe age of eighty, in the full possession of his

great intellectual powers, on the 22d of Octo

ber, 1871. Hardly less illustrious, in his par

ticular department as a chartographer, was

Dr. Alexander Keith Johnston, whose maps,

atlases, and works on physical and political

Geography, had entitled him to tho highest

renown. He received from the Royal Geo

graphical Society, on the 22dof May, 1871, tho

Patron's or Victoria Medal for his contribu

tions to geographical science (Sir Roderick

Murchison being awarded at the same time the

Founder's Medal), but died on the 11th of July

following {see Johttstox, A. K., in this volume).

Other names distinguished in geography and

its kindred sciences, who died during the year,

were : Wilhelm Ritteh xos Haidinger, an em

inent German geographer and geologist, who

died on the 19th of March, 1871 (see Haims-

geb ) ; Sir William Thomas Desisox, who had

been Governor of Madras and temporarily Gov

ernor-General of India ; M. Guillatjmb Lejeait,

an eminent French geographer and explorer,

and for some years secretary of the Soeiite de la

Qiographie of Paris, who died in April ; 'and,

of those who were engaged in geographical

explorations, Mr. George W. Hatwaed, the

intrepid explorer of the Pamir Steppe, who was

murdered July 17, 1870, at Darkut, in Eastern

Toorkistan, but the intelligence of his death
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did not roach England till the winter of 1871.

Mr. Shel verton and Captain Melville, two of the

ablest officers connected with the geographi

cal surveys of India, succumbed to the deadly-

malaria to which they were exposed in their

labors, in the early part of 1871.

Turning, now, to the subject of geographi

cal discovery, we notice that at the meeting of

the Royal Geographical Society, January 9,

1871, Dr. "William B. Carpenter, widely known

as perhaps the most eminent of living physiolo

gists, and also distinguished as a physical

geographer, read before the Society a paper

" On the Gibraltar Current, the Gulf Stream,

and the General Oceanic Circulation," in which

he combated with great plausibility, but on

theoretic grounds mainly, the idea that the

Gulf Stream exercised any considerable influ

ence in modifying the temperature of Western

Europe, or that the Kuro-Siwo (the Gulf

Stream of the Pacific) performed any similar

office for the western coasts of America. He

attributed these modifications of temperature,

if they existed, to the influence of the oceanic

circulation generally. The paper was one in

dicating profound and protracted researches,

but its conclusions will not be hastily accepted,

and have, indeed, already provoked consider

able debate. It is obvious that the question

thus evolved can only be settled by long and

patient experiments and observations in all

the principal seas and oceans of the world.

Late in the autumn of 1871, Prof. Peirce,

the Superintendent of the Coast Survey, having

occasion to send a new steamer, the Ilassler,

for the coast-survey service, around Cape Horn

to operate henceforward on the Pacific coast,

gave an invitation to Prof. Agassiz and a com

pany of naturalists, to make the voyage in the

interests of science, and return either by the

overland or Panama route. Prof. Agassiz,

who had long desired to examine the ichthy

ology of the South Atlantic and Pacific with

reference to their bearing on fossil ichthyology,

at once accepted the offer, and a corps of natu

ralists was organized and sailed in December.

This expedition, though primarily undertaken

in the interests of zoology, may be expected to

accomplish much also for geography. Indeed,

the reports already returned from the expedition

show that it has made a good beginning in this

direction. In addition to oft-repeated sound

ings with a new apparatus, which revealed to

the observers the depth and the character of

the ocean-bed along their route, the expedi

tion spent several days in a very careful exam

ination of the Sea of Sargasso, and not only

ascertained, more satisfactorily than had pre

viously been done, the botanical relations of the

marine plants that constitute that vast bed of

ocean vegetation, but discovered many speci

mens of a nest-building fish which makes its

home among this congeries of sea-weed. They

also made observations on the delta of the

Amazons, and in the bays of Pernambuco and

Rio Janeiro.

While speaking of the world of waters, we

may, with propriety, allude to the very care

ful survey and soundings made, by order of

the British Admiralty, across the English

Channel and the Straits of Dover at different

points, to ascertain the character of the bed

of the channel, and the practicability of laying

a tubular subway or of constructing a tunnel

across the straits to connect England with

Franco. The result of their observations

was that the bed of the channel and straits

was, to a very considerable depth, composed

of chalk, and that the sea-bottom was in

some places quite soft, in others hard and

rough from the chert or flints which were

mingled with the chalk, and which, in some

places, had made sharp and rough ridges from

the working out of the chalk. This condition

of tho bed was deemed unfavorable to the

laying of a tubular subway, though not to a

tunnel.

The bed of the Atlantic Ocean has been

pretty fully explored in the many-times-re-

peatcd lines of soundings across it for the pur

pose of ascertaining the best route for laying

telegraphic cables, and in the longitudinal

soundings from the latitude of England to

that of the Cape of Good Hope, and it is an

interesting fact that none of these soundings

indicate a depth of quite three thousand

fathoms, or eighteen thousand feet. The

soundings of the Coast Survey, and of the Ilass

ler expedition, as well as those pertaining to

the Gulf Stream, which is now in process of

careful exploration, wtll leave little to be de

sired in regard to the topography of the bed

of the Atlantic. The Mediterranean Sea and

the Indian Ocean have also been very thor

oughly sounded, but little or nothing has been

done in this direction in the vast expanse of

the Pacific Ocean. It is not improbable that

depths may be found at some points which

shall correspond more nearly to the lofty

mountain-summits of the Andes, and possibly

to the still loftier peaks of the Himalayas.

This leads us to consider the progress made

in Explobation of the Akctic Ocean during

the year, as well as the results, not hitherto

fully chronicled, of the previous year's explo

rations. The full report, with maps and illus

trations, of the second German Arctic Expedi

tion in the Germania and Hansa, in 1869-'70,
was published during the year ; but while it is

deeply interesting, and its contributions to

zoological, meteorological, and geological sci

ence are important, it adds very little, and

that incidentally, to our knowledge of geog

raphy beyond what was given in the AWM1

Cycixip^dia for the year 1870. Something

was, indeed, accomplished in the survey and

exploration of the eastern coast of Greenland-'

the supposed discoveries of Clavering and o»-

bine were found to have been erroneously lo

cated, an immense fiord or hn- '^■•^■■riini:

coast in 73° 8' north latitude,

into the interior of Greenland,
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notice of previous explorers. Far up thia

fiord (to which they gave the name of Franz

Josef, in honor of the Austrian Emperor), at

the farthest limit to whioh their steamer could

penetrate, they discovered an elevated moun

tain-summit, fourteen thousand feet high, to

which they gave the name of Payer's Peak.

Much of the interior of Greenland seems to be

covered with ice of great thickness, which no

summer's heat can wholly thaw, a vast sea of

ice sloping down to either shore, of which the

glaciers of both coasts and the icebergs which

break off from them, huge as some of them

are, are but the small and inconsiderable frag

ments. Yet there are valleys and slopes even

on this forbidding ooast, where, during the

brief summer, vegetation springs up, and the

musk-ox, the ermine, and the lemming, as well

as some of the smaller rodents, all now for the

first time, and in very considerable numbers,

from the 76th to the 77th parallel, discovered

in Eastern Greenland, find, shelter and food.

Soon after his return from this second expe

dition, Captain Koldeway quarrelled with l)r.

Petermann, the eminent geographer and pro

moter of both expeditions, on the question of

routes to the open Polar Sea, in the existence

of which they both professed full faith. It

will be recollected that Dr. Petermann had

been a strenuous advocate for the route by

way of Spitzbergon and Nova Zembla as the

only practicable way of approaohing the open

Polar Sea, and before the Royal Geographical

Society he had defended this route with so

much vigor and ability as to defeat Captain

Sherrard Osborne's proposed expedition by

way of Smith's Sound and Baffin's Bay. It

was, of course, very annoying to him to find

that Captain Koldeway was denouncing the

Spitsbergen route, declaring it impracticable,

and saying that lie would not take part in an

expedition in that direction again, unless Dr.

Petermann would acoompany it in person.

He was still more annoyed to find that Kolde

way was attempting to get up another expedi

tion without reference to him, although it was

wholly owing to his efforts that the money

was raised for the previous expeditions, and

that the captain openly avowed his intention

of going by way of Smith's Sound.

It was, therefore, with great satisfaction that

he was able to announce on the 9th of Octo

ber, 1871, that Lieutenant Julius Payer, of the

Austrian Army, and Lieutenant Weyprecht,

of the Austrian Navy, both of them com

panions of Koldeway in the second expedi

tion, had, at their own expense mainly, hired

a small Norwegian sailing-vessel, and sailed

for the Spitzbergen coast in June, 1871 ; and

that he had received from them the intelli

gence that, in September, they had found an

open sea in north latitude 78° and above, and

had followed it in their little vessel through

eighteen degrees of longitude (42° to 60° oast

from Greenwich), reaching, on the meridian

of 43° east, the latitude of 79°, and that

there seemed to be a probable connection with

the Polynia, or Open PolarSea, toward the east.

At the time of writing, it was doubtful if they

had reached their destination. King Carl's

Land, discovered in 1870, though believed to

be the GillisLand of the old maps, their course

being southeast of it. Mr. Smith, an English

yachtman, also reported having reached, in

the same neighborhood, 81° 13' north latitude,

during the summer of 1851. Mr. Lamont, an

English gentleman, in 1870, had penetrated to

the parallel of 80° north and longitude 11° east

from Greenwich, and in 1871 reached a latitude

5' or 6' higher in the same neighborhood, but

was unable to force his way farther east, so as

to pass the northern coast of the islands of the

Spitzbergen group ; he subsequently followed

the western, southern, and southwestern shores

of these islands, in the hope of being able to

pass up their eastern and northeastern coast,

so as to attain a higher latitude, but could not

reach a point beyond 78° 20', the ice being

too dense to be penetrated. The efforts of

Count Zeil and Yon Heuglin, as well as those

of Payer and Weyprecht, to pass this point in

longitude 20° to 25° east from Greenwich,

proved abortive. Mr. Lamont, who had made

three voyages (in 1869, 1870, and 1871) to this

region, thinks that there has been during that

time a gradual settling down of the northern

ice against the back (the northern and eastern

shores) of Spitzbergen, and that it will prob

ably be many years before it will be removed

sufficiently to permit the passage of vessels

to circumnavigate the islands. The Swedish

Government, in 1871, fitted out an expedition

under the general direction of Prof. Norden-

skiold, who had charge ofthe expedition of 1868

(which penetrated to 81° 42' north latitude,

and 17° 30' east longitude from Greenwich, the

highest point yet reached in the Eastern Hemi

sphere). It consists of three vessels, two of

them gunboats from the Swedish Navy. A

colony is to be temporarily placed on Spitz

bergen, with ample provisions and facilities

for a sledge-journey northward, should oppor

tunity offer. Whether the north-pole, or the

open Polar Sea, shall be reached by this ex

pedition or not, we may rely on its accomplish

ing much for science by means of its large and

well-trained corps of scientific men. A Nor

wegian expedition has also undertaken the ex

ploration of the region north of Nova Zembla,

primarily in the interests of the whale and

seal fisheries, but with a scientific purpose also,

and carries out a number of well-trained phys

icists. The Russian Grand-duke Alexis and

his suite explored, in the Russian corvette

Warjag, the open sea between Iceland and

Nova Zembla, and made many interesting ob

servations ; but, though their voyage was of no

great geographical importance in itself, it was

the means of arousing an interest in arctic

exploration among the Russian scientists, and

a well-appointed expedition left St. Petersburg

in the summer of 1871, to endeavor to pene
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trate a high latitude north of Siberia. There

is as yet no report of their discoveries. The

French Government were, in the autumn of

1871, fitting up the Boreal, ono of their naval

vessels, for the long-deferred expedition of

Captain Lambert ; and meanwhile M. Octave

Pavy, a French citizen residing in California,

has undertaken, at his own expense, an expe

dition from that city through Behring's Straits,

in the hope, by means of tho Kuro-Siwo, or

Pacific Gulf Stream, of reaching the open

Polar Sea.

But, by far tho best-appointed and most

carefully and amply provided of tho arctic

expeditions of 1871 was that sent out by tho

United States Government under the direction

of Captain Charles F. Hall, already favorably

known as an arctic explorer, and whose eight

years of residence in the arctic region, and

acquaintance with the language, customs, and

mode of life of the Esquimaux, as well as with

tho climate, qualified him for the enterprise in

a preeminent degree. Ho had a crew of bicked

men, all of them intelligent and capable of

managing the ship. His vessel, the Polaris,

formerly tho Periwinkle, was a Government

steamer, but thoroughly strengthened and pre

pared for the voyage, of about four hundred

tons' burden. One of her boilers was supplied

with an apparatus for using whale-oil for the

generation of steam, as well as for heating the

ship. No pains or expense was spared in pro

viding evory thing to make the expedition a

success ; and tho Congress, a noble war-steam

er, convoyed her as far as Disco Island, carry

ing an immense supply of stores of all kinds

for the Polaris to draw upon. Her scientific

corps included Dr. Emil Besscl, a member of

the first and second German expeditions;

Sergeant Myers, of the Signal Corps ; and two

or three other gentlemen of fine attainments.

The Polaris sailed from New York June 29th,

and left Godhavn, tho port of Disco Island,

August 17, 1871. At Upernavik, where the

captain hoped to obtain a large supply of dogs

for his sledges, ho was only partially success

ful ; but the season being unusually long, and

less ice than for many years in both Smith's and

Jones's Sounds, he would undoubtedly be able

to make a high latitude before going into win

ter-quarters. Though ho at first proposed to

take the route through Jones's Sound, where

as yet no very high latitude has been attained,

he was allowed a large discretion, and it was

understood, before ho left New York, that he

would probably make his way up Smith's

Sound, following in general the route of Kane

and Hays, though better provided for his jour

ney than either. Whether these routes are as

well adapted to attain the desired end as tho

Spitzbergen and East Greenland route, or the

route by Behring's Straits, and, indeed, whether

tho open Polar Sea is a reality or only a myth,

are questions which have occasioned an in

finite amount of angry discussion, to which,

in the hope of their final solution within a

year or two, we do not desire to make any

addition.

The German Government, with a doe regard

to its future position as an important naval

power, has been instituting a careful and

somewhat thorough exploration of the Baltic

Sea. The exploration occupied a considerable

part of the months of July and August, 1871,

and was performed by the German Admiralty

steamer Pomerania. While awaiting a more

full and complete report of the results of the

exploration, we may note the following inter

esting facts as having been ascertained : The

greatest depth of tho Baltic between Gothland

and Windau was found to be 720 feet, not

1,100, as was formerly supposed. At the depth

of from 600 to 720 feet the water was, at the

end of July, very cold, the thermometer giv

ing from \° to 2° Reaumur. No plants were

found at this depth, and only a few specimens

of one or two species of worms were brought

up with tho clay and mud. The cold, prob

ably, prevents fresh-water animals from living

at such a depth, whilo the small quantity of

salt which the water contains renders it unfit

to support sea-animals. Animal life abounds

from the surface to about three hundred feet

below it, while plants were seldom found at

a depth of more than sixty feet. The Baltic

is supplied with salt-water by the Kattegat,

through which a deep-water current flows into

the Baltic, while the brackish water, which is

lighter, streams into the North Sea by a sur

face current. In the part of the Baltic which

lies to the west of Rilgen, the difference be

tween the brackish water of the surface and

the salt-water of the depths, is far more

strongly marked than in the eastern basin, and

consequently a number of animals and plants

are to be found in the former which are en

tirely absent in the latter part, where the

water contains a comparatively small percent

age of salt. Both animal and* vegetable life

were found to be most abundant on the coasts

of Mecklenburg, Schleswig, and Holstein, and

in the bay of Lnbeck.

Mr. Jon A. Hjaltalin, the Icelandic geogra

pher, has communicated to the Royal Geo

graphical Society of London a very full and

interesting account of the celebrated volcano

Hecla, which, though not by any means tho

only one, is the most widely known cf tho

volcanoes of Iceland. The long intervals be

tween its eruptions, their coincidence with

those of Mount Etna, the sympathetic action

of most of tho Icelandic volcanoes, and its

mysterious connection with the sea, are all

points of peculiar interest in this ice-clad burn

ing-mountain.

1. Turning to the American Continent, we

commence with NoiiTn America and with

the British Possessions in North America.

The coasts of Newfoundland, the line of tho

Great Bank, the dangerous points in and

around Bonavista Bay, and the hitherto un-

surveyed portions of the Gulf of St. Law
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renoe, have been during the year 1871 care

fully surveyed and mapped under the direc

tion of the English Admiralty. From British

Columbia, Hon. Matt. B. Begbie, the Chief

Justice of that colony, sent in February, 1871,

a communication to the Royal Geographical

Society, on the benches or terraces of the

Fraser and other rivers of British Columbia.

These terraces, which form a marked feature
• of those rivers, are very peculiar in their regu

larity and their geological structure, and afford

convincing proof that the whole region irri

gated by the Fraser, the Columbia, and their

affluents, was in a former geologio period the

bed of a vast lake, or perhaps of an ocean, in

which the Rocky Mountains and Sierra Ne

vada summits were islands, and that it was

only after ages of abrasion and erosion that

the waters forced their way through the

rocky barriers of the Coast Range, and then

only by successive eras of subsidence that the

country assumed its present form.

The explorations mentioned in the last vol

ume of the Annual Otolop^dia as in prog

ress in Manitoba have been completed, and

give considerable information concerning this

hitherto little-known region. The name is

derived from that of a small island in one of

the large lakes northwest of Lake Superior,

and means, in the Indian language, "The

Speaking God." Along the northern shore

of the island runs a low cliff of sonorous lime

stone, which, under the dashing of the waves,

gives forth a musical sound like the distant

ringing of church-bells. The Indians imagine

this to be the voice of the Great Spirit. The

colony of Manitoba as at present constituted

extends from 95° to 99° west longitude from

Greenwioh, and from the 49th parallel of

north latitude to 50° 30' north, comprising an

area of about 13,000 square miles; but it is

probable that its boundaries will be consider

ably enlarged ere long. It includes all the

settlements along the Red River from Lake

Winnipeg to the United States line, and along

the Assiniboin as far as Portage la Prairie.

The territory embraced by the settlements of

Manitoba—beginning ten miles south of Lake

"Winnipeg and extending sixty miles up the

Red River, and an equal distanoe up the As

siniboin —.is described, without much ex

aggeration, as a " paradise of fertility." Many

of the farms have been cultivated for forty

years without any appreciable falling off.

Here, Indian-corn never fails to ripen. Melons

grow with the utmost luxuriance in the open

air, and ripen in August. Wheat ripens in

ninety days from the time of sowing. Tho

season opens about the middle of April, and

closes about the middle of November. At this

time the rivers, marshes, and lakes freeze, and

snow falls, to remain on the ground until tho

first week in April.

The Red River rises near the source of the

Mississippi, flows northward through Minne

sota, and enters Manitoba near Pembina,

vol. xi.—22 A

from which point to Lake Winnipeg, a dis

tance of 104 miles in a direet line, its course is

almost due north. It has an average width

of about 300 feet through this part of its

course, and is navigable for vessels of light

draught. The settlements begin some ten

miles from Lake Winnipeg, at which point the

river-banks are from twenty to thirty feet high.

Beyond the settlements the prairie is almost

level, sloping slightly toward the river.

Though but a fraction of the great Northwest,

the country watered by the Red River and its

ohief tributary the Assiniboin, and between

these rivers and Lake Winnipeg, exceeds Great

Britain in area, and also in the fertility and

general arableness of its soil. From the vast

prairies in the south to the wooded part in the

northeast, around and between the lakes, it

presents a very desirable variety of prairie and

woodland, and, to a great extent, that com

bination of them which offers to the settler

the peouliar advantages of both, free from the

disadvantages arising from the exclusive pres

ence of either. The valley of the Assiniboin

possesses an extensive and. valuable forest of

oak, elm, ash, maple, poplar, and aspen ; while

the flats and hill-sides through which the river

runs above La Portage are oovered with the

same varieties of wood. All the affluents of

the Assiniboin flow through deep ravines

which they have cut in the great plain they

drain, and these narrow valleys are well

clothed with timber. The settlement at Prai

rie la Portage is delightfully situated sixty-

five miles west of Fort Garry. At this point

the prairie, which is of the richest description,

is boundless to the eye toward the north and

east. The river-bank is fringed with fine

groves of oak, elm, ash, and ash-leaved maple,

while on the south side the forest is from

three to six miles deep. Throughout the

whole territory game and fish abound in great

variety. Stone of various kinds fit for build

ing purposes is found on Lake Winnipeg.

Limestone crops out along tho Red River, and

is very abundant on the Manitoba and Win-

nipegoos Lakes ; sandstone and limestone occur

on the Assiniboin. Fish are very abundant

in all the rivers and lakes. Lakes Manitoba

and Winnipegoos literally swarm with white-

fish, equal in size and superior in flavor to the

white-fish of Lake Huron. Sturgeon, white-

fish, pike, dorfi, and other kinds of fish are

found in Lake Winnipeg. The inhabitants are

Scotch, English, and Canadian-French, and

half-breeds, the children of these and Indian

mothers. The half-breeds are largely in the

majority, and are physically a fine race of

men, many of them very well educated in the

Canadian colleges. A part of them are farm

ers, mechanics, and merchants, and havo

become substantial citizens; another part,

though owning and cultivating lands to some

extent, prefer the free life of buffalo-hunters.

There are also some Indians.

2. United States.—The geographical ex
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plorations of the past two years in our own

country have been fruitful in results, not only

interesting, but profitable, in opening new

sources of wealth and new scenes of wonder

and delight. Dr. Hermann Credner, a distin-

Cished German geographer and geologist of

ipsic, made, in 1870, a geognostic and geo

graphic survoy of the Appalachian, or, as he

terms it, the Alleghany mountain system, from

its beginning in Nova Scotia, to its termina

tion in Alabama and Mississippi, and, with that

thoroughness which marks the work of the

German physicists generally, has given a care

fully-prepared geologic map of the whole range,

and the valleys and plateaus included between

its various chains. He has also given profile

maps of different transverse sections of it.

This range, of which portions (in Massachu

setts, New Hampshire, Vermont, New York,

New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and parts of Mary

land, Virginia, North Carolina, Tennessee, and

Ohio) had been separately explored, has never

previously been surveyed as a whole, except

in the somewhat hasty and imperfect maps of

M. Jules Marcou, and Dr. Credner's admirable

geological map and cross-sections, with his ac

companying descriptive text, are a valuable

contribution to our geognostic knowledge of

our own country. They were published in

the second number of the seventeenth volume

of Petermann's " Mitthtilungen" (February,

1871), and ought to be translated into English.

A large cave near Hannibal, Missouri, al

though long partially known, has excited con

siderable attention the past year from its more

extensive and thorough exploration. Its ex

tent is probably considerably greater than that

of the Mammoth Cave of Kentucky ; many of

its chambers extend under the Mississippi Riv

er, and some of them to a considerable distance

east of the river, in Illinois. At some points

it is four stories deep; that is, there is that

number of distinct galleries, one over the

other; at others these galleries are all merged

in one lofty hall. The cave is quite dry, and

has no stalactites or stalagmites. The temper

ature is 00° Fahr., winter and summer.

Dakota, hitherto the least prosperous of our

Territories, owing to the presence in it of a

large body of warlike Sioux, and the absence

heretofore of any great mining attractions, is

now compelling the attention of immigrants

by its mild and healthful climate, the facilities

offered by the Northern Pacific Railroad, so

rapidly approaching completion, and within

the past year by the reported discovery of

gold in large quantities in the Black Hills, on

and near the 43d parallel of latitude, and be

tween the 103d and 105th meridians of longi

tude west from Greenwich. This region was,

until some time in 1871, in the undisputed

possession of Spotted Tail's band of Sioux,

a tribe which had not engaged in war with the

United States, and the Government refused to

allow any expeditions to go thither, lest an In

dian war should be the consequence. But, in

1871, Spotted Tail and his band were induced

to remove to the Upper Platte Valley, and the

pioneer miners have been pushing into the

region of the Black Hills in considerable num

bers since.

But the greatest interest of the year has

centred in the Territory of Montana, around

the head-waters of the Yellowstone, the Jef

ferson, Madison, and Gallatin Rivers, and the

Lewis and Henry forks of the Snake River.

This region of wonders, lying between the

44th and 46th parallels of latitude, and between

the meridians of 82° 307 and 35" west from

Washington, has been very fully explored the

past year, and the narrative of Governor Lang-

ford and his party, given in detail in the An

nual Cyclopaedia for the year 18?0, more

than confirmed. Governor Langford pub

lished, in Scribntr't Monthly for May and

June, 1871, a full description, with numerous

illustrations, of what he and his party had dis

covered. Hon. Truman C. Evarts, the lost

member of the party, gave in the November

number of the same periodical a thrilling ac

count of his thirty-seven days of peril ; while

Mr. F. V. Hayden, the accomplished geologist

of the United States Land-Office, published in

the number for February, 1872, with numer

ous illustrations, a brief account of the discov

eries of his party there in the summer of 1871.

The great canon of the Yellowstone with its

succession of falls, 450 feet, 150 feet, and 125

feet in height, the hot springs, 1,600 to 2,000 in

number, in an area of five miles square, with

their numerous bathing-pools of every variety

of temperature, elegantly formed by the deposit

of the calcareous tufa, ranging from six to ten

feet in diameter, and from two to four feet in

depth ; the mountain-slope, snow-white from

ages of calcareous deposit, but tinged at inter

vals with the most exquisite colors, from the

iron, chrome, and sulphur, dissolved in the

springs; the grotesque forms of the caps of

calcareous matter, which closed springs and

eysers once active, but now silent ; the evi-

ences of violent volcanic action, and of long

ages of erosion in the canons, ravines, "Devil's

Dens," and "Devil's Slides" of the Yellow

stone Valley—all contributed to make the re

gion one inspiring feelings of awe and almost

terror from its testimony to the terrific powers

of Nature. The transition from these scenes

to the calm and impressive beauty of the Yel

lowstone Lake, and the exquisite landscapes

which surrounded it, was almost like emerg

ing into a new world. The full official report

of Dr. Hayden and his associates will be

awaited with great interest. We alluded, in

the AifNUAL CvclopjEdia for 1870, to an expe

dition under charge of Prof. Marsh, of Yale

College, which had visited the plains for pur

poses of exploration. That expedition was

not of sufficient size or sufficiently well

equipped to make any great discoveries, but in

the summer of 1871 a much larger and better-

equipped party left New Haven on the last
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of June, and proceeded direotly toward Fort

McPherson, on the line of the Union Pacific

Railway, where they obtained an escort of a

company of the Fifth United States Cavalry.

An exploration was first made along the Loup

Fork and Niobrara, where rich collections re

warded their efforts. Returning from this

excursion, they proceeded, early in August,

to Fort D. A. Russell, near Cheyenne, and

from that point made a trip, accompanied by

a detachment of the Fifth Cavalry, under Cap

tain Montgomery, into Northern Colorado, and

thence to Antelope Station, where extensive

collections were made. From this point they

moved to the north branch of the Platte River,

near Chimney Rock, and again returned to

Fort Russell by way of Horse Creek. Con

tinuing their labors, they started westward to

Fort Bridger, with an escort from the Thir

teenth Infantry, and examined the eastern Uin

tah Mountains, and the region along the Green

and "White Rivers, and other main tributaries

of the Colorado, and, after an absence of about

eight weeks, returned to Fort Bridger.

Thence a portion of the party went to Cali

fornia and visited the Yosemite Valley, while

others proceeded to Denver in November, and

then to Fort "Wallace, in Kansas, where their

explorations for the season were concluded.

The results of their exploration, in the col

lection of mineral and geological specimens

and fossils, were in the highest degree im

portant and valuable. They examined, more

fully than any previous explorers have done,

that mysterious and interesting region known

as the Mauvaises Terres, or " Bad Lands," and

thence obtained many fossils, determined

the geological character of the country they

traversed, and have . added, as will appear

from their report, materially to our knowledge

of the physical geography and geology of Ne

braska and Northern Colorado, as well as the

other regions visited.

That portion of Dakota Territory known as

the Black Hills has long been supposed to be

rich in gold ; but, as it was a part of the res

ervation of Spotted Tail's band of Sioux, a

friendly tribe of that warlike nation of Indians,

the Government has felt itself obliged to drive

away all intruders, whether miners, explorers,

or prospectors, and has endeavored to do so in

good faith, a matter of great difficulty among

the reckless and lawless adventurers of the

mining regions. In the summer of 1871, how

ever, Spotted Tail and his band were induced

by some means to migrate southward to the

vicinity of the Upper Platte River, and the

wandering miners and adventurers rushed in

at once, and reported that they had found gold

in paying quantities among the Black Hills.

According to the latest reports, however,

Spotted Tail had returned from the Upper

Platte greatly dissatisfied, and demanded his

old reservation ; and the military commander

of the district was driving out the lawless

roughs who had taken possession of it.

Major Powell, whose daring exploration of

the Colorado, in 1869, excited so much at

tention, fitted out another expedition in the

summer of 1871, under the direction of the

Government, which was much larger and bet

ter supplied with suoh materiel as his first ex

pedition had shown to be necessary, his object

being to make a thorough exploration of the

whole Colorado Valley as well as ofthe country

on both sides of it. The expedition was divided

into two parties—one travelling along the

plateaus and communicating from time to time

with the other, which essayed again the peril

ous passage of the river itself. Each party was

required to make full scientific observations.

The expedition was expected to be absent

about fourteen months. They left Green River

City, WyomingTerritory, in Augnst, 1871, and

were heard from on the 10th of October, at

" the Crossing of the Fathers," about twenty-

two miles below Monument Canon. At this

point Major Powell left the river party, and

returned to Salt Lake City with the train, in

tending to return and explore the river more

fully from that point. The remainder of the

river party, under command of his brother,

descended the river to Patona River, forty-five

miles below, where they were to make their

winter camp, and explore the adjacent country.

The traveller in these regions is constantly

finding new objects of interest, freaks of Na

ture and the elements, which startle and sur

prise him. A very singular phenomenon of

this description is a portrait of a cinnamon

bear of three years old, depicted on the nearly

perpendicular surface of a sandstone cliff on

the Purgatoire (or, as the trappers call it, the

Picket-wire River), in Colorado. The picture

is of life-size, of about the natural oolor, and

ten or twelve feet above the base of the

cliff, exceedingly spirited, and represents the

animal as raising its foot to step forward, and

attested at that instant by something which

terrified it. Scientific men who have examined

it have satisfied themselves that it was exe

cuted by no human agency, but that it is a

photograph produced by the lightning, which

itself was both the cause of the animal's ter

ror and the means of taking his portrait.

California will never cease to be a land of

wonders. Its mountain-ranges, its beautiful

valley9, its gigantic trees, its fulls, cataracts,

and mountain-summits, in the famous Yosemite

Valley, its varied climate, from the chill snows

of its mountains in the north to the torrid

heats of its southern border, its pure mountain-

lakes of icy coldness, and its boiling and

thermal mineral springs of all foul flavors, and

its geysers, which rival those of the Yellow

stone, render it a land of perpetual delights.

But it has also its forbidding aspects. At

several points, notably in Napa County, in the

valley where the Geysers are situated, in

Crane Valley, and in the region of Owen's

Lake and River, near the confines of Fresno,

Tulare, and Inyo Counties, there are volcanic
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regions which in their hideous noises, their

barrenness and desolation, and the frowning

and sometimes trembling cliffs, give the trav

eller a vivid idea of the horrors of Bunyan's

Valley of the Shadow of Death. All these

regions, and particularly the last named, have

given evidence for some time past of the re

vivification of volcanic action. In February,

1872, this section in the neighborhood of

Owen's River and Lake has been the scene of

the most violent and continuous earthquakes

and commotions of mountain, river, lake,

and plain, ever witnessed in the United States

sinco their first settlement. It was computed

that there were over 7,000 distinct shocks of

earthquake in the space of two weeks ; huge

fissures were rent in tho earth, and for a space

of several miles a* perpendicular wall of earth

was raised where there had previously been a

plain ; a hill of considerable height was moved

forward some miles ; the water of both river

and lake ebbed almost to dryness, and then re

turned in great volume and overflowed the ad

jacent country ; and the whole country, before

barren and sulphurous, became infinitely more

forbidding than it was previous to the earth

quake. Thirty or forty persons, and perhaps

more, were killed ; and the sparseness of the

population prevented a more terrible calamity.

8. In Mexico, the explorers have found

little that was new or of special interest during

the year 1871. The American minister, Hon.

T. H. Nelson, has transmitted to Governor Ba

ker, of Indiana, for the library of that State, a

very accurate and carefully-moulded cast of

the celebrated " Calendar Stone," the most

interesting relic of Aztec civilization, which,

after being buried for two hundred and sixty-

nine years, was discovered in December, 1790,

and for preservation built into one of the but

tresses of the cathedral in the city of Mexico.

The material of the calendar stone is an ex

ceedingly hard species of basalt, found only at

a great distanoe from the city of Mexico. It

is 11 feet 8 inches in diameter, and about 2 feet

6 inches in thickness. It is the only record

preserved of the Aztec method of computing

time, a method found to correspond very closely

with that of the Yncas of Peru.

The Azteo civil year consisted of eighteen

months of twenty days each, to which were

added five complementary days, that were not

considered as belonging to any month, and

were regarded as unlucky by the Aztecs. At

the expiration of each cycle of fifty-two years,

twelve days and a half were interpolated to

compensate for the six hours annually lost.

The conclusion of each cycle was a memo

rable event in Azteo annals. The perpetual

fires in the temples, and all the fires in private

dwellings, were extinguished ; they destroyed

much property, and literally " clothed them

selves in sackcloth and ashes." At midnight

of the first day of the new cycle, imposing

religions ceremonies were celebrated by the

people in mass, including the sacrifice of human

victims, and the lighting of a new fire by fric

tion from a wooden shield placed on the breast

of a victim. The fire was then communicated

to torches borne by thousands of runners, who

conveyed it to the remotest settlements of the

Aztec Empire. The "Calendar Stone" has

these several items of the day, the number of

the months, the complementary days, and the

period of the cycle, represented in sculptured

hieroglyphics on its face.

4. Central America.—The attention of the

Central American States has been occupied

during 1871, as during the preceding year, in

the effort to demonstrate the practicability of

the several proposed routes for a ship-canal

between the Atlantio and Pacific ; or, failing

this, of another railway route competing suc

cessfully with that via Aspinwall and Panama.

No great progress has been made during the

year, but, in the early months of 1872, Presi

dent Grant appointed a scientific commission

to examine and investigate carefully all the

known facts in regard to these various routes,

and report whether any of them were feasible,

and the probable cost of construction. In the

previous volumes of the Annual Cyclopaedia

the surveys of several of these routes have

been described, and their feasibility discussed;

but it may not be amiss to give here a table,

prepared by Dr. Moritz Wagner, of the several

routes, with the length of canal required, and

the height of the water-shed to be cut through

or tunnelled ; premising, however, that other

considerations than these must, in some cases

at least, enter into the question of making up

an opinion as to the best route.

NAME OF ROUTE.

bthmue of Tehuantepec :
Pass Tarifo
Pass La Chlvela

Isthmus of Nicaragua :
From the mouth of San Juan River to Salinas Bay

TJtnmgh ths Sopoa Valley :
Realejo

San Juan del 8nr
lethmutof Panama :

Route between Union or Navy Bay and the Gulf of Panama* .
Sail Bias and the Chepo River
Darien.

Between Caledonia Bay and the Gulf of San Migvel :
In tho Province of Cleves, between the middle branch of the Atrato River and the|
month of the Jnrador River

* Tbli U lubiUntliUly the route of He

630!

S00!
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6. West Indies.—The southern shore of the

Caribbean Sea, as well as the coasts of some of

the larger of the southern islands of the West

Indian Archipelago, was surveyed in 1871

under the direction of the English Admiralty,

and accurate charts made.

R. II. Major, Esq., one of the secretaries of

the Royal Geographical Society, read a paper

at their meeting, May 8, 1871, in which he

detailed the result of his investigations in re

gard to the island on which Columbus first

landed in 1492. The great navigator recorded

that the island was called by the Indians Gua-

nahani, and that ho gave it the name of San

Salvador. The historians have differed mate

rially as to which of the Bahamas was entitled

to this honor. Navarrete and some others

believed it to be the Great Turk, the northern

most of the Turk Islands ; Washington Irving

and Humboldt pronounced in favor of Cat

Island, which has been called on the maps San

Salvador ; Senhor de Varnhagen puts in a claim

for Mayagnana; while Mufioz, Captain Becher,

and Mr. Major, were convinced that Watling,i

Island was the true Guanahani. This result

is attained by Mr. Major from an independent

study of Columbus's diary, from Herrera's map

of the Bahamas, published in 1601, and from

the arguments of MuDoz, which have not been

refuted by any writer on the subject.

IV. South Amebioa.—In the Annual Cy

clopedia for the year 1870, an account was

given of a remarkable water-fall in British

Guiana, called the Great Kaieteur, situated on

the river Potaro, an affluent of the Essequibo.

This fall, as well as some others in the Potaro,

was described by the discoverer as formed by

the precipitation of that river over the edge

of the sandstone table-land of the interior into

the lower country of the Essequibo Valley. A

subsequent careful exploration ordered by

Governor Scott evolved the following facts in

regard to it : The head of the fall is 1,180 feet

above the level of the sea. Its width is 370

feet at the top of the fall. The total height is

822 feet. For the first 741 feet the water falls

as a perpendicular column into a basin below,

from which it continues its downward oonrse

over a sloping cataract in front, 81 feet in

height, and through the interstices of great

blocks of rock to the river-bed below. The

scenery and vegetation around it are full of

beauty. Mr. J. G. Sawkins, the director of

the Geological Survey of British Guiana, de

scribed, in connection with the paper on the

Kaieteur Fall, a very peculiar mountain of the

same region, Mount Roraima, first visited by

Schomburgk. It is a huge mass of light-red

sandstone rock, 18 miles in length, with per

pendicular sides and perfectly level summit,

rising 7,500 feet above the level of the sea.

The flanks, forming bare, vertical walls, 1,500

feet high, are insurmountable ; but the sum

mit is known to be the source of several

streams which leap from tho edge of the pla

teau in magnificent cascades, and flow in dif

ferent ways to feed tho Essequibo, the Orinoco,

and the Amazons.

In Peru the trans-Andean rivers are still

undergoing investigation to ascertain the best

route and the river navigable to the highest

point to furnish an outlet for the products of

the western slope of Peru to the markets of

Europe and the United States. The Perene

and Pachitea Rivers Expedition (see Annual

Cyclopaedia for 1870) is still continued, and

Mr. Arthur Wetherman has been engaged in

surveying the Utcubamba.

Bolivia and the interior of Brazil are equally

interested in a somewhat similar exploration

going on farther south, the survey of the rap

ids of the Madeira River undertaken by Messrs.

Joseph and Francis Keller, engineers in the

employ of the Brazilian Government. The

object of these surveys was to ascertain what

engineering works would be necessary in order

to overcome the obstacles which these rapids

offer to rapid communication between the At

lantic and the interior provinces of Brazil and

the greater part of Bolivia. According to the

survey of the Messrs. Keller, there are no fewer

than 18 cataracts and rapids in succession on

the Madeira, obstructing navigation between

the Mamore and the Amazons, having a total

fall of water of 228J feet in an extent of nearly

280 miles: They recommend a railway as the

best means of avoiding these great obstacles.

The importance of opening some route of com

munication with the Atlantic, which shall be

both speedy and comparatively inexpensive,

can hardly be overstated. At the meeting of

the British Association in 1871, Mr. C. R.

Markham, one of the secretaries of the Royal

Geographical Society, stated that "the cost of

taking a ton of merchandise from Cuzco, the

capital of the Ynoas, or from La Paz, the com

mercial capital of Bolivia, to England, is about

£40 ($200), the time five months. Under such

conditions, no produce but gold, silver, and cin

chona-bark, would pay the expense of transit."

By the route of the Madeira and Amazons

" this voyage of five months will be reduced to

six weeks," while the expense would be lessened

in an equal proportion. The traffic between

this region, now almost secluded from com

merce, and our American ports, would be enor

mously increased, and, as the cost of freight

would be less than to Liverpool, we might rea

sonably hope to take the larger share of the

trade.

Prof. C. F. Hartt is still engaged in his explo

rations in Brazil, and these, though mainly per

taining to zoology and paleontology, will still

inure, indirectly at least, to the benefit of ge

ography.

The Argentine Republic, under the vigorous

and enlightened administration of President

Sarmiento, is making rapid progress in civiliza

tion, industry, and the arts. Railroads, educa

tion, and industrial, mechanical, and agricul

tural exhibitions, are being pushed forward in

the various provinces, and the locomotive now
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plies over the vast pampas where three or four

years ago only the fierce and savage Indian

tribes and the half- civilized guacho held

sway, and human life was in constant peril.

Railroads are now in progress to the remotest

provinces, and the effort is being made to con

nect the railroad system of the confederation

with that of Chili. A few years of such reso

lute progress and improvement will place the

Argentine Confederation in the front rank of

the South American states.

We have nothing of geographical interest to

report from Chili, except a new and appar

ently more minutely accurate measurement of

the height, and calculation of the latitude and

longitude of the principal summits and moun

tain-parses of the Chilenian Andes south of 32°

south latitude. We doubt if, in our time, the

vexed question of the height of some of these

summits will ever be definitively settled ; hut

these tables, prepared by Prof. E. Rossetti, an

Italian geographer and civil engineer connected

with the trans-Andean railroad surveys in 1870,

may be regarded as a nearer approximation

to accuracy than any of those which have pre

ceded them :

Mount Aconcagua.
Mount Jnnca]
Mount del Plomo..
Mount Tupungato
Volcano of San Joa6. .
Volcano of MnvpA
Peak of San Francisco.
Mount of the Stony Croaa
Mount de la Faloma
Mount San Lorenzo
Mount San Pledro Nolasco
Mount of the Croasea
Mount of PcBa Solen
Volcano of Tingoirtrfca, or Morro del Azufro.
Peak of Santa Helena
Volcano of Peteroa, or del Planchon
Mount Colorado
Little Descabezado
Deacabezado
Mount del Campanarlo
Volcano of the YaguaB
Mount del Chorreo
Volcano of Chilian
Mount de laPolcura
Volcano of Antuco
Volcano of VUlarica
Volcano of Oaorno

South Lilted..
Wert longltada
from Greenwich.

Height ll feel. Height of mow-Un. In fart.

8*' 41' 69- 5eV 8» 23,167 15.256

88 9 45" 70 2 23 20,143 14,916
88 14 70 14 3 17,306

88 84 80 89 51 25 20.043 14,577
88 41 69 62 20 20.666 14,407
83 69 69 63 18,252 14.340
84 5? 69 40? 17.564? 14.271

84 11? 69 40 ? 17,696 14.238
84 IS 70 3 ?
84 20? 69 39? 13,631 ?

84 25? 69 40? 11,819

84 27 70 2 ? 12,713

84 SO? 70 10? 11,001

84 49 70 23 15,180 12,543

86 9 70 81 ? » v>
85 12 28 70 85 21 12.255 11,187

85 17 30 70 37 23 13,404

85 29 70 87 11.028 8,475
85 83 70 49 13.220

85 87 70 28 12.743 7,628
85 69 70 55 11,719

86 47 71 14 I 6,71*
88 48 71 82 9,759 6,611

88 65 71 19 9.377

87 22 71 26 '.1.21 s 7,628

89 10? 71 8? 16.526 ? 6,424

41 8? 82 30? 7,804 ? 4,407

MOUNTAIN-PASSES.

Cumbre, or Uspallata Paa«
Pasa of Deheea, or High Poturo.
Pass or the Little Oate of the Pel

Faaa of the Stony Croat ....
Pass of Yeao
Paaa of the Little Gate, or Tingulrlrica
Pass of the Ladlea
The Old Planchon Pasa
The New Planchon Paaa
Paaa of the Indiana, or of the Three Cro-Bou .
Invernada, or Campanarlo Paas
PaBB of Maule
Chilian, or N'uble PaBB
Antuco PaBB
Pass, or Boquct of Vlllarlen
PaBB, or Boqnet of Nahuel-Huapl

South l.tltude.
Wot longitude

Ifrleto 1° feet.
from Greenwich.

82*59' 70" V 12,918

88 20 69 68 18,777
83 81 30" 69 54 23" 14,288

34 3 69 B7 11,679

84 25 69 69 8,465

84 45 70 21 10,848

84 69 70 26 10,170

35 3 70 88 28 10.333

86 230 70 36 7,560

85 28 70 42 8,712

35 40 70 30 ?

88 8 70 29 7.438

86 48 71 16 ?

37 30 71 32 7,468

39 ? ?

42 30 ? a,7i2

Connecting the prortaoM of

Mendoza & Aconcagua.

" Curlco, & '
" Talca. <fc Maule.
" and Maule.
u " Nuble.

" "* Aranco.
Pataeonla and Yakima.

Lieutenant George Chaworth Musters, of the

Royal Navy of Great Britain, during the year

1870, explored very thoroughly the whole of

Patagonia, traversing its entire length from

south to north, and becoming familiar with

the numbers, habits, customs, and religion of

the Tehuelches, the only tribe inhabiting Pata

gonia proper, and early in 1872 published a

very interesting account of his observations.

He estimates the entire number of the Te

huelches as not over 3,500, of whom 560 are

fighting-men. The Pehuelches, the tribe liv

ing north of the Rio Negro, and differing from

the Tehuelches in language, religion, and cus

toms, though hearing some resemblance to

them in stature and appearance, number about

as many more. The Tehuelches are of good

stature, though not so gigantic as they have

been represented. The average height is five

feet ten inches or thereabouts, but they are

remarkable for the breadth of their chests and

shoulders, and for great muscular power in

the arms, and in these respects the women

are nearly equal to the men. The country

abounds in game : the guanaco, the American

ostrich, and the puma or tiger-cat, are the largest

wild animals, and their flesh is the principal

food of the natives, who catch them with the
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lasso, though they also eat at their feasts the

flesh of their horses, of which they possess

considerable numbers. They have no written

language, and of course no literature, but their

memories are wonderful, and there is a mass

of interesting tradition which could be gath

ered up by any one who had won their confi

dence. They do not worship idols, though

they salute the new moon, and have some

belief in tutelary spirits of caves, forests, lakes,

and valleys, somewhat akin to the Dryads and

Naiads of the old Greek mythology, from

whom they ask blessings. Setebot, so long be

lieved to be the name of their principal divin

ity, is, Lieutenant Musters says, only the name

of a tutelary spirit of the caverns. They be

lieve in a Good Spirit, but their active worship

consists in propitiating the Evil Spirit, which

they call Gualichu, and to which they sacrifice

mares. They make no representation, either

in. the way of idol or picture, -of either the

good or evil spirit. The clothing of both sexes

consists of dressed guanaco-skins, ornamented

in various patterns for outer garments, while,

for under-clothing, they wear cotton or linen

ehiripas, and boots of horse-skin with the hair

on. They formerly wore coats-of-mail of cow

hide with metal bosses, but, since they became

acquainted with the use of fire-arms, they have

thrown them aside. Lieutenant Musters rep

resents them as an affectionate and generally

good-tempered race, though liable to sudden

fits of passion.

V. Eukope.—Aside from the nautical sur

veys already alluded to, and the trigonometrical

surveys which have been in progress for many

years past in most of the countries of Europe,

there has been bnt little of special geograph

ical interest to record. The war between

France and Germany, and the civil war be

tween the French Provisional Government

and the Commune in Paris, with sympathetic

outbreaks in other cities, and the necessity on

the part of the German Government for keep

ing a large army of occupation in France, pre

vented, during the first half of the year, the

prosecution of scientific researches in either

study ; and, though the French Soeiite de Oeo-

graphie has maintained its meetings during the

last half of the year, they have not been fruit

ful in great results. The Mont Cenit Tunnel

through the Alps, connecting Bardonneche and

Fourneaux, a distance of 7f miles, which had

been fourteen years in progress, was completed

and formally opened, a train passing through

it in twenty minutes, on the 17th of Septem

ber, 1871. The cost of the tunnel was about

$13,000,000. At the highest point it is 4,377

feet above the sea, and 8,480 below the crest

of the mountain overhead.

Archseology is near akin to geography, and

often contributes essentially to our knowledge

of aDcient geographical sites and facts; it is,

therefore, pertinent to our subject to say that,

since the addition of the States of the Church

and the city of Rome to the Italian kingdom

in September, 1870, archteological explora

tions in regard to ancient sites and buildings

in Rome and Ostia have received a new im

pulse, and that the Italian Government is pros

ecuting them liberally and systematically, and

with very gratifying results. Separate explo

rations are also being pushed by the British

Archteological Institute, and it has been deter

mined to dredge very thoroughly, and to as

great a depth as may be necessary, the bed of

the Tiber, whose yellow sands are known to

conceal great quantities of valuables in the

way of statues, bronzes, and even precious

gems, and gold and silver. And, in connection

with these explorations, we may "with pro

priety notice a work, recently published in Eng

land and republished here, "Walks in Rome,"

by Augustus J. C. Hare, a work which is not

only exhaustive in regard to the geography,

but the history, incidents, and legends of Rome,

and the best and only complete guide to all its

places of interest and attraction. This is high

praise, but it is deserved, and is corroborated

by all who have had occasion to nse the work.

The new edition, greatly enlarged, of Sir John

Lubbock's " Pre-Historic Times," is also a most

valuable addition, both to European archaeol

ogy and its ancient geography, and shows his
unwearied diligence in collecting facts. ■

VI. Asia.—On this vast continent the work

of geographical exploration and discovery goes

on unceasingly. The Russians on the north

and in Central Asia, the British explorers on

the south and approximating to their north

ern neighbors in the central districts, the

French on the east, the Americans and Dutch

on the southeast, and English, French, Ger

mans, and Americans on the west, are each

emulating the other in zeal, and each striving

to win new laurels in geographio discovery.

Beginning with the west, as nearest to the

European boundary, we have to record : The

island of Cyprus has been very thoroughly ex

plored by our enterprising and accomplished

consul, General di Gesnola ; many of its an

cient sites, long lost, have been rediscovered ;

and images, idols, and antiquities, ofPhoenician,

Greek, and Roman origin exhumed. General

di Cesnola's antiquarian collection is one of

great extent and beauty, and should be secured

for some of our new museums of art. The

Palestine Exploration Fund Committee has

been reSnforced by an American committee,

who have raised a considerable amount, and

have sent some valuable assistance in the way

of explorers. Their labors in various direc

tions during the year have been constant, and

they have accomplished much in the way of

discovery. Among the most interesting of

these discoveries are those of Mr. E. H. Palmer,

in ancient Moab, the Negeb, or " south conn-

try" of the Bible, the Tih Desert, and the

peninsula of Sinai, which he has embodied in

a valuable work on " The Desert of the Exo

dus," published in the beginning of 1872 ; the

finding of three other inscribed stones in the
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Moabite country, which, though apparently of

Nabathsean origin, and so much later than the

original Moabite stone, which was Semitic, yet

possess considerable importance and value.

Count Ganneau, a French nobleman, who has

entered very earnestly into the investigation

of these antiquities, writes from Jerusalem,

Hay 30, 1871, that he has discovered, on the

site of the temple built by Herod, a stela, or

notice, in Greek and Latin, of the kind de

scribed by Josephus, intended to warn stran

gers against intruding into the " holy place "

under penalty of death. This holy place was

surrounded by a wrought balustrade of stone,

about three cubits in height, above which, at

suitable intervals, these stelas, or notices, were

posted. Count Ganneau thinks, and probably

truly, that it was the law whose penalty was

death, referred to in these stelas, that the Jews

accused Paul (untruly, as appeared in the

sequel) of having violated (Acts xxi. 26, etc.),

and that they wished to put him to death in

consequence. Further explorations in the

Sinaitic peninsula confirm the views advanced

of late in regard to the true Mount Sinai.

The new (fourth) volume of the "Cyclopedia

of Biblical, Theological, and Ecclesiastical Lit

erature," extending from H to J, has em

bodied many of the most recent results of the

Palestine explorations.

Omitting many particulars of minor interest

in regard to the stone towers of ancient Syria,

the late discoveries in the Caucasus, and the

extensive petroleum-wells of the Caspian and

Aral Seas, we must devote a portion of our

remaining space to the discoveries made in

Eastern Toorkistan, and especially in the vicin

ity of the Pamir Steppe, and the cities qf Kash-

gar, Yarkand, Yassin, and Gilgit. We have

already spoken of the murder of Mr. Hayward,

one of the most gallant of the Asiatic explorers

sent out by the Royal Geographical Society,

which occurred in July, 1870. The Maharajah

of Cashmere exerted himself to obtain the

body of Mr. Hayward, and succeeded in driv

ing his murderer from Yassin, but had not been

able to secure his punishment. Two other ex-

Elorers, Mr. Forsyth and Mr. R. B. Shaw, who

ad previously penetrated into Eastern Toor

kistan, revisited it subsequent to Mr. Hayward's

murder, and reached Yarkand and Kashgar,

though the point at which they passed the Pa

mir Steppe, or their experiences in that some

what perilous journey in winter, are not fully

related. Mr. Shaw, who was appointed, soon

after his journey, British commissioner in

Ladak, sent home a very interesting account

of his journey, and numerous valuable speci

mens and papers. He described very minutely

the course of the Shayok, a large river, a trib

utary of the Indus, which, in its course through

the mountain-gorges and the borders of the

Pamir Steppe, flows through canons almost as

formidable as those of the Colorado of the

"West. He returned over the Karakorum Pass.

From his observations the latitude of Yarkand

has been found to be 88° 24' 30" north, and the

longitude, which has been a somewhat dis

puted question, 77° 14' 46" east of Greenwich.

Mr. Shaw has, since the beginning of 1873,

published a narrative of his journey to High

Tartary, which is full of interest. The most

important journey of exploration, however,

which has been made into this interesting re

gion is that of one of Captain Montgomerie's

Mohammedan pundits, known as "theMirza,"

who, after careful training, set out from Cabal

in 1869, and, taking the same route which

Marco Polo followed six centuries ago, and

which no traveller, except Lieutenant Wood,

in 1841, had since attempted, followed the

valley of the Upper Oxus from the junction of

the two arms of the river at the foot of Pengs,

to the source of the left branch in the Pamir

Lake, crossing the province of Sarik-kul to

Tash-kurgan, and thence mounting to the

water-shed of the Pamir Steppe, 13,800 feet

above the level of the sea. Soon after pass

ing the water-shed, he came upon one of the

affluents of the Yarkand River, which he fol

lowed in its precipitous course to the vicinity

of Kashgar. He was detained for some time at

Kashgar by the jealousy of the Atalik Ghazi,

but was finally permitted to go to Yarkand,

whence he made his way to Leb, the capital

of Ladak, and thence to Cashmere and British

India.

Below we give the. latitude, longitude, and

elevation above the sea of the most important

points in East Toorkistan, as ascertained by the

observations of Mr. Hayward, Mr. Shaw, and

the Mirza.

PLACE. N.Ui. *-nW.<™„ B"?*

Kanhpar. 89*80' 76*11' 4,586
Janrbissar 88 68 76 18 4,690
KUll 88 40 76 46 4,8*1
Korghallk 87 65 77 48 8,118
Ortogrok 87 81 78 05 6,408

Sandshu 87 15 78 47 6,868

Valley of the Sandshu and Arpalak Jticert.

Kibris..., 87 * 09 ' 78*41' 8,1»
Kiall AghQ 87 06 78 64 7.S56

TSm 86 56 78 84 8,865
Kitchtk-jolak 86 46 78 85 11,89

Valley of the Karakash Biver.

Southern Slope of Sand-
atra Pass 86*48' 78*84' 14,666

Shadula 86 21 78 18
Mulbash 86 IS 78 60 18.W-

Mandaltk 85 65 79 86 14,*!
Sintshln 35 48 78 55 15.64]
KUil-ehllea 85 17 79 01 ltfi*

Source of the Yarkand .
River 85 39 77 64 16,780

Knfelong 86 06 77 58 14,651

Between the Upper Yarkand and the Karakash Jlivert.

Kfltahlshkun 86*85' 78* 05' 14,147
Snget 85 17 78 15
Snect Pass 86 07 78 16 17,885
AkUgh 85 55 78 15 15.408
Oglok 85 39 78 18 17,236

From Leh to the Karakash River.

L8b 84*06' 77*15' Wg

Tankfl 84 08 78 13 18.88
MaslmikPaae, 84 05 78 89
Eala Pahar...' 84 39 79 14 17JWJ
LakeTeung 35 01 79 80 16,Va

Karara 85 IS 79 11 IT.™

Somali Lam W
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PASSES OVEE THE KAEAKOEUM (SO CALLED) AND KUEN-LfjN RANGES IN EAST TOORKISTAN.

NAME OF PASS.

Shaug-La.

Kisil

Shang Lang, or Staang I
Shonmo t

Karatagli

Sugct

KirghU

Tangi

Sandsuu .

EiUan..

Karakorum .

Height la

18,368

18,457

17,859

17,953

18,237

17,092

16,500

16,612

17,200

11,847

18,317

From LGh to Tank;!, oyer Kllas Chain of Hima
layas.

Over the northern chain, from Lako Pangong to
the valley of Shang-Shenmo.

From Llng-si-Thuug plateau to the Karakash
Valley.

From Shans-Shenmo Valley over the highest
range of the Karakorum, to the Ling-Bi-Thong
plateau.

From Karakash Valley, over the Karatagh Chain
into the Yarkand Valley.

From Aktagh over the Aktagh Chain to Shadala
in Karakash.

From Shadala to Klrghis Shangal in the Yarkand
Valley.

From Kulu-Nuldi, in the Yarkand Valley, over
the W. Kucu-LUn into the valley of the Tisnaf
River.

From the Earakaeh Valley over the Kilian range
to Sandsuu.

[From the Karakash Valley over the Kilian Chain
to Kilian.

From the Arpalak Valley over a spar of the Kil
ian range to Sandshu Valley.

From LadSk over the highest chain of the Kara
korum into East Toorkistan.

CHARACTER 07 PASS.

Somewhat difficult. Passable for
laden horses and yaks.

Easy. Passable for artillery.

Very easy. May be passed with
artillery-trains.

Easy. Artillery can pass.

Very easy ; suitable for artillery.

Easy. Passable for beasts of bur
den.

Difficult, but passable for beasts
of burden.

Easy. Convenient for artillery-
trains.

Difficult. Scarcely passable for
yaks ; not for other beasts of
burden.

Difficult. Scarcely passable for
yaks.

Somewhat difficult, though pass
able for beasts of burden.

Easy. Passable either for beasts
of burden, or for artillery.

"We have already given the latitude and

longitude of Yarkand, as determined by Mr.

Shaw's observations. Its height above the sea

level is 4,384 feet.

Manchooria.-r-On the 13th of April, 1870, the

Archimandrite of the Greek Church (an office

analogous to that of Vioar-General in the Latin

Church) at Peking, M. Palladius, an eminent

geographer and ethnologist, set out from Pe

king under the instructions of the Imperial

Russian Geographical Society for a tour of ex

ploration in Manchooria. During this journey,

which occupied nearly a year, he traversed the
■whole country from south to north via Mouk-

den, Kirin, Petuno, Tsitsihar, Mergen, and

Argun, a distance of nearly a thousand miles

through an almost entirely unknown country.

Steaming down the Amoor, he next ascended

the Oussouri River to Lake Khinka, and cross

ing the portage arrived at the Russian port of

Vladevostok, on the shores of the Pacific.

During this long journey he devoted muoh

time and -attention to the study of the lan

guages and traditions of the native tribes of

Manchooria, and the architectural traces of

ancient civilization, thus opening a new line

of investigation relative to the original seats

and migrations of the old tribes, which have

exerted so powerful an influence on Chinese

development.

In China, the Baron von Riohthofen, a Prus

sian geologist and geographer, whose impor

tant contributions to our American geology

during the lost five or six years will be remem

bered, attempted and completed, in 1870-'71,

at the instance and under the patronage of the

merchants of Shanghai, a journey overland

from Canton, by way of Hankow, to Peking,

thus traversing from south to north the entire

length of Central China, and exploring the

vast coal-fields there, of whose existence our

own Prof. Pumpelly had already given U3

some account. The baron estimates the ooal-

field of Shan-si to be considerably greater than

that of Pennsylvania, and to be capable of

supplying the whole world, at the present rate

of consumption, for thousands of years to

come. As an illustration of the thickness and

extent of these carboniferous beds, he says

that, were a railway ever to be constructed in

that region it would be tunnelled for miles

through the ooal-beds. Iron is also very plenti

ful in this region ; yet, owing to the unskulful-

ness of the natives in mining, the lack of good

roads, and of means of transportation, the

smelting of it is too costly for profit. He at

tributes the deterioration of the climate of

this region to the destruction of the forests for

fuel, while beneath their feet were the rich

est and most easily-worked coal-fields in the

world.

In Burmah the problem of a railway con

nection with Southwestern China by way of

Bhamo and the Irrawadi River is still receiving

attention. Major Sloden, the British resident

at Mandelay, the capital of Burmah, explored

this route in 1870-'71, penetrating as far as

Momein, in the Chinese province of Yunnan,

and reports the project as feasible.

VII. Africa.—This continont, usually so full

of interest for the geographer, offered during

the year 1871 but little that was new in the

way of discovery. Sir J. D. Hooker explored

the Marotscan Atlas range to a limited extent,

but, beyond determining the height of a few

inconsiderable summits, his results were

mostly negative ; the mountains were barren

or scantily covered with vegetation, the poople

hostile, and the climate detestable. Farther

east, explorers who attempted the same range

in Tripoli and Ttmit found no better en

couragement. Sir Samuel Baker, now an
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Egyptian pacha, was making but slow progress

with his little army in exploring the Giraffe

Arm of the White Nile, but at last accounts

had reached Gondokoro, and was pushing on

to the Albert Nyanza.

Dr. Livingstone has been heard from, but in

a singularly indefinite way, and never except

at old dates or through intermediates. An

other expedition has been fitted out in Eng

land to go in search of him, and an enterpris

ing American newspaper professes to havo sent,

on its own account, one of its correspondents

to find and relieve him ; but as yet he is

supposed to be in the vicinity of Lake Tang

anyika.

Dr. Schweinfurth, a German explorer, of

whom we have in former volumes given some

account, has made hU way to the west of the

Lake Albert Nyanza, and 210 miles west of

the White Nile, but does not confirm Piaggia's

rumor of a great lake so far to the west. At

the latest reports he had discovered a river,

the ITelle, flowing westward, and probably into

Lake Chad, showing that he had crossed the

water-shed of the White Nile westward. He

had also visited the country of the Nyam-

Nyams, reputed cannibals, but found their pro

pensities for human flesh had been greatly

overrated.

In South Central Africa, the celebrated

German traveller, Carl Mauch, is still exploring

the regions of gold and diamonds in the Trans

vaal Republic and Basuto-Land, and has add

ed to his fame by the development of new

gold-fields. There are also reports more full

than have been previously given of explora

tions of this region by Mr. Thomas Baines in

1868-'69. The existence of valuable diamonds

and of gold deposits in large quantities be

tween the Limpopo and Zambezi rivers, and

on their affluents, does not any longer admit of

a question; but the country is so wild, the

climate so bad, and the facilities of transporta

tion so slight, that it will be long before it

competes, so fairly as its intrinsic merits would

justify, with the gold-fields of Australia, or of

our own Pacific and Central gold-regions.

VIII. Australia.—There is little of interest

to record respecting this island continent.

Explorations in the interests of settlement

have been made into the interior in directions

not heretofore attempted, and it has been

found that, so far from being a burning desert

whose rivers all disappeared in the thirsty

sands, much of it is a well-watered, fertile, and

productive country.

IX. Polynesia.—In New Zealand, the em

inent geologist, Dr. Uaast, has continued his

investigations, and they are now nearly com

pleted, when the physical features of the two

islands which go to make up this colony will

be as thoroughly known as those of any of our

own States. Some explorations have also

been attempted in Papua or New Guinea, but

the natives are too hostile to permit much in

vestigation.

The New Caledonia group, nominally belong

ing to France, but in which an almost constant

warfare with the fierce, robust cannibal-island

ers has been necessary from its first occupation

by the French in 1853, has recently attracted

considerable attention, and the published nar

ratives of several scientific explorers have led

to inquiry as to its desirableness for settle

ment The islands, like most of the Polyne

sian groups, are surrounded by coral-reefs,

and but for the frequent breaks in these reefs

it would be impossible for ships to find any

harbor. New Caledonia, the largest island

of the group, is about 220 miles long and

40 wide. It is 600 miles east of Queens

land, and nearly 700 north of New Zealand.

The climate is delightful, except occasional

typhoons; the island being surrounded by a

broad sound, inside the reefs, forming nu

merous quiet, land-locked harbors. It is well

watered, and for the most part very fer

tile. The plantations of sugar-cane, guars,

and cotton, flourish abundantly, and are very

profitable.

Trepang, or Biehe-de-la-mer, an edible sea-

slug, greatly prized by Chinese epicures, is more

plentiful there than anywhere else in Ocean-

ica. It is the home of the sandal-wood tree,

and its cocoa-nut palms, its melaleucas, and

other aromatic forest-trees, its stately pines,

and its exquisitely-beautiful ferns and climbing

plant?, make it an Eden of beauty. There are

no wild beasts of great size, but the birds excel

in beauty of plumage and variety those of the

other islands of the Pacific Fish ore abun

dant, but some of them at certain seasons of

the year are poisonous. The dngong, a species

of sea-cow belonging to the seal family, of

great size and somewhat vicious, the shark,

and many other predatory fish, are numerous.

The inhabitants are physically among the finest

specimens of the Polynesian race, with curly

and frizzled (but not woolly) hair, color be

tween an iron -gray and bronze, muscular,

lithe, and active, and possessed of great pow

ers of endurance. They seem to have very

fow religious ideas, but are superstitious in re

gard to evil spirits. Many of them are em

ployed on the plantations of the whites, and,

if well treated, well paid, and fed abundantly

with taro (bread-fruit), yams, fish, etc, are

very faithful and industrious; but, if abused

and maltreated, as too many of them are, they

are apt to run away. Most of them seem at

times to havo an uncontrollable longing for

human flesh. They are skilful in all the arts

of hunting and fishing, and wood-lore, but do

not manifest much taste for education, though

a few of them have become very well edu

cated, and are now employed in teaching.

They are fast dying out, the white men's vices,

and the terrible scourge of those islands, con

sumption, the result of a scrofulous taint, car

rying them off by hundreds, while the wars

of the nations of different islands with each

other aid in their depopulation.
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GEORGIA. The State of Georgia has been

undergoing a political revolution during the

year. At the election of 1870, the conserva

tive element, including the more substantial

portion of the native citizens, gained the ascen

dency, for the first time, since the reconstruc

tion of the State, and immediately began to

examine into the previous administration of

public affairs, with a view to inaugurating a

new policy. A Legislature was chosen which

was strongly Democratic in both branches,

and four of the seven members sent to Con

gress were Democrats. Some attempt was

made at the beginning of the year to prove

that the elections had not been legally con

ducted, or had been accompanied by violence

or intimidation, and it was at one time appre

hended that Congress might be induced to in

terfere again ; but no action was taken by that

body on the affairs of the State. The senti

ment of hostility to the then existing Stato ad

ministration grew stronger and stronger, and

before the close of the year succeeded in over

throwing it and setting on foot investigations

and inaugurating new measures which are

likely to work a complete change. There are

no definite statistics regarding the material

condition and progress of the State during the

year, and we shall oontent ourselves with

giving the facts connected with its political

history as clearly and concisely as the con

fused state of all the publio records and re

ports will admit.

There were some vague reports of Ku-klux

outrages in different parts of the State, but

these were never substantiated sufficiently to

give evidence of the existence of any disor

derly element seriously affecting the peace of

the Commonwealth, or the welfare of any por

tion of the people. The Congressional Inves

tigating Committee spent some time .in the

State during the autumn, and the following

resolutions adopted in the Senate, the General

Assembly being in session at the time, show

how the matter was regarded by a majority

of the dominant party :

Whereas, It has been alleged by certain politicians,

North and South, who esteem the success of the

party to which they belong, and the accomplishment

of tneir political purposes, more highly than the

peace, happiness, and prosperity of the country, that

there exist in this and other Southern States cer

tain lawless bands of persons commonly called Ku-

klux, who are banded together for political purposes,

and are in the habit of committing great outrages

upon the peaceable and law-abiding inhabitants of

the country, and that the State courts fail and refuse

to afford sufficient redress ; and—

Whereat, The Congress of the United States, at

the last session, appointed a committee to investigate

said alleged outrages and violations of law ; and—

Whereat, This senato is satisfied that no such po

litical organization exists in this State, and desires

to afford said committee all the aid and facilities in

its power, for the purpose of enabling the said com

mittee to arrive at the truth in regard to all the mat

ters whicli it is their duty to investigate ; and—

Whereat, The Superior Court Judges of this State

(a large majority of whom belong to the Republican

party) preside over the courts of every county in this

State, and have ample opportunity of knowing how

tho law is administered and enforced in the various

parts of the State ; and—

Whereat, This Senate is satisfied that a large

number of witnesses have been called upon to testify

before said committee who are not worthy of credit

before any court or honest community, for the pur

pose of making a record, to be used for the accom

plishment of certain political ends, which greatly de

fames the people of this State ; and—

Whereat, This Senate is satisfied that tho people

of this State never were, at any time, in the history

of this country, more peaceable, quiet, and law-abid-

ingthan they are now : therefore—

Setolved, By this Senate, that we respectfully invite

the portion of said committee which is now assem

bled in this city to summon as witnesses before them

all of the Judges of the Superior Courts of this State.

Setolved, That we pledge ourselves to give to said

committee and the courts of the country all the aid

in our power to enable them to investigate any out

rage or violations of law which may have been com

mitted against the laws of this State or the United

States, and to bring the guilty parties to speedy jus

tice.

This invitation was not accepted.

The most important feature in the history

of Georgia, for the year 1871, is that which

relates to its public finances. They have been

considerably embarrassed on account of the

somewhat hasty legislation of the last three or

four years, which pledged the credit of the

State for a large amount to aid in the construc

tion of railroads, and for other purposes, and the

obscurity which exists in the accounts of the

publio bonds, arising from conflicting state

ments of the Governor and the State Treas

urer, and producing a lack of full confidence

in the good faith of some of the public officers.

Prior to the reconstruction of the State, and the

accession of Rufus B. Bullock to the Execu

tive office, bonds of the State had been issued

as indicated in the following table :

J

i\

li

Hi
IfllWHEN

ISSUED.

beS g

1842 and 1852
1848 " 184S
1844 " 1848

1872
1873
1874
1878
1S79
1880
1881
1886

$730,450
137,000
251,500
100.000
200,000
200,000
100,000

$44,815 $375,890
831.075
822.855
SOii.000

80D.U00
2S8.000
27IJ.0O0
270,000

$1,108,140
468,075
534,355
40H.000
500.000
488.000
376,000

4,170,000

8.220
16,855

1858 6,000
12.000
12,000

1859
1860
1881 6,000

270,0001866 8,900,000

Total debt $5,618,750 $375,890

During the administration of Bullock, large

additions were made to the indebtedness of

the State. The following statement was made

by the Treasurer on the 7th of November,

1871:

Total State bonded debt created before ISfiS. . . $5,912,500
Currency State bonds Issued In 1868. $600,000
Currency State bonds Issued in 1870. 2.000,000

Currency bonds of 18G8 re
turned cancelled $332,000

Currency bonds of 1870 re
turned cancelled 500,000 R32.000

Leaves of new currency bonds still out 1,768,000

Carried forward $7,080,500
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Brought forward $7,680,500
State gold bonds registered In Treasurer's

office under act approved September 15,

1870 8,000,000
State gold bonds under act approved October

17, 1870, for Brunswick & Albany Railroad
Company, not registered In this office, but
signed, sealed, and delivered to Governor
Bullock, nono of which are In the Execu
tive office 1,880,000

Total State bonds as far as known to this
office $18,560,500

State aid by indorsement to rail
roads: Alabama & Chattanooga,
Indorsed and delivered $194,000

Cartersville & Van Wert, Indorsed
and delivered 875,000

Brunswick & Albany Railroad
Company, signed, sealed, and de
livered to Governor Bullock, ex
cept the first that were certified
to by the Treasurer, in all 8,300,000 8,769,000

$16,389,500

At the same time, he declared that, besides

the $3,000,000 of gold bonds issued under the

act of September 15, 1870, "Governor Bul

lock had other large amount* under the same

act engrossed and sent to him, but this officer

does not know what has become of them."

On the 1st of January, 1872, he stated the

amount of State bonds issued up to January,

1871, as $6,544,500; railroad bonds, $9,153,000;

currency bonds out, $1,500,000; gold bonds

out, $3,000,000 ; total, $20,197,500. The par

ticulars of railroad bonds are stated as fol

lows:

Macon & Brunswick Railroad $1,900,000
Alabama A Chattanooga Railroad 191,000
South Georgia & Florida Railroad 464,000
Cartersville & Van Wert Railroad 875,000
Georgia Air-Line Railroad (not used)... 840.000
Macon & Brunswick Railroad (additional) 600,000
Cherokee, or Cartersville & Van Wert Rail
road (additional) 800,000

Brunswick & Albany Railroad 6,180,000

Total $9,158,000

This statement is somewhat obscure, and

does not agree with that made at the same

time by Governor Conley. The currency bonds

of 1808 were issued to pay the expenses of the

Legislature and to meet the interest of bonds

maturing in the following February. Accord

ing to the Governor, these were not intended

for sale, but were only used as security for

temporary loans, until they could bo met by

payments from tho Treasury. The amounts

borrowed upon them, he says, have long since

been refunded, and the bonds, with the excep

tion of two hundred and sixty-eight, which

were deposited in the Treasury to soenre the

6chool-fund, have been cancelled and returned

to the Treasurer's office. With regard to the

$2,000,000 seven per cent, currency bonds,

authorized in 1870, the Governor says that

they "were issued by Governor Bullock for

the purpose of being used as collateral secu

rity upon which to procure temporary loans

for immediate use, which loans were to be ap

plied to the objects mentioned in those acts.

These bonds were never intended, and were

never offered, for sale. They were issued for

the simple reason that it required some tint

for the preparation of the steel-engraved gold

bonds, and the exigencies of the State de

manded that funds should be provided at once.

The distinct understanding with the parties to

whom they were delivered was, that they were

not to be placed upon the market at all, but

were to be held simply as temporary collateral

for any advances they might make to theStste

nntil the gold bonds provided for in the act of

September 15, 1870, could be prepared and sub

stituted for them, and that, as soon as such gold

bonds were substituted, the currency bonds

were to be cancelled and returned to this De

partment." He further states that $500,000

of them had been cancelled, and the rest were

still held by certain New York banks. None of

them, he says, " can be considered as in any way

a claim against the State, because they were

cancelled by the substitution of gold bonds,"

though the holders refused to give them up, on

the ground that it was not customary to sur

render securities until the account was closed.

The gold bonds authorized by the act of Sep

tember 15, 1870, had twenty years to run, and

bore seven per cent, interest, payable quarterly

in coin, and were issued for the purpose ofmeet

ing and redeeming all bonds of the State, and

the coupons whenever due, and " for such other

purposes as the General Assembly may direct,

and to take the place of the currency bonds

that had been issued for temporary purposes."

The entire $3,000,000, with the exception of

$250,000 used to purchase the capitol building

at Atlanta, and $100,000 used to purchase the

Executive mansion, were intrusted to New

York bankers for sale. A portion of the pro

ceeds have been used in the payment of con

sols maturing in 1870 and 1871, and to meet

certain claims on tho "Western & Atlantic

Railroad. The act of October 17, 1870, au

thorized the Governor to receive from the

Brunswick & Albany Railroad tho whole is

sue of its second-mortgage bonds, amounting

to $10,000 per mile of the road, or $2,350,000

in tho aggregate, and to pay therefor seven

per cent. State bonds, at the rate of $8,000 per

mile, or $1,880,000 in the aggregate, payable

in twenty-five years from December 1, 1869.

At first, $880,000 of lithographed bonds were

issued, but replaced as soon as possible by en

graved bonds, and immediately cancelled. Th9

whole amount issued and paid over to the rail

road company is $1,800,000, and all the second-

mortgage bonds of the company, except one

hundred and sixty-two, have been received m

exchange, the entire transaction to be com

pleted as soon as the road is finished. This

statement, according to Governor Conley, cov

ers every description of bonds issued during

the administration of Bullock, and makes the

liabilities of the State incurred during that

period only $4,800,000, a part of which wU

occasioned by the redemption of bonds issued

before his time. The contingent liability ot

the State created during the same period vss
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represented by the indorsement of railroad

bonds as follows :

Alabama & Chattanooga $191,400
Brunswick & Albany 8,300,000
CartersvUle & Van Wert 275,000
Cherokee Railroad 800,000
Macon & Brunswick 8,150,000
Georgia Air-Line 840,000
South Georgia & Florida 404,000

Total $6,943,400

The Cherokee Railroad is now known as the

Cartersville & Van Wert, the name having

been changed. Bonds of the Georgia Air-line

road, indorsed to the amount of $240,000 and

included in this statement, have been cancelled,

which leaves $6,683,400 as the contingent lia

bility now existing, incurred during the ad

ministration of Bollock. According to the

Governor's statement, then, the bonded debt

of Georgia, including that incurred prior to

1868, is $10,418,750 ; the contingent liability

on aocount of indorsement of railroad bonds,

$6,683,400.

Governor Bullock had been frequently ac

cused of irregularities in connection with the

issue and negotiation of State bonds, and there

was a widespread feoling in the State that all

was not right in the matter, and this again had

produced an apprehension in the money mar

ket that some of these obligations might be

repudiated on the ground of real or pretended

illegality. Hence the credit of the State had

suffered^

When the Legislature met on the 1st of No

vember, the subject taken up with the great

est alacrity was that of the public finances.

Governor Oonley, in his message, had made

an appeal on behalf of the credit of the

State in these words: "While I regret that

oar liabilities have been increased to the

amount already reached, and would advise

great caution upon this subject in the future,

I cannot too strongly impress upon you the

convictions of my own mind as to the impor

tance of maintaining the public faith inviolate.

No State in the Union has maintained a higher

or more unsullied character for integrity and

the faithful performance of her obligations in

connection with all financial matters than oar

own beloved Georgia. And whatever may bo

the burdens to which we are now subject, and

whether wisely or unwisely incurred, we

should meet them with that spirit of integrity

and honor which has always characterized the

people of Georgia, and their representatives

who have been our predecessors, and which

will, I trust, always be a subject of just pride.

Whatever may be our misfortunes, or our de

pressed condition, let it never be said that the

State of Georgia has violated her plighted faith

or failed to regard as sacred and meet promptly

all her legal and moral obligations."

The Finance Committee was at once in

structed to look into the financial condition of

the State, and a special committee was ap

pointed to investigate the official conduct of

Governor Bullock in the same connection. A

resolution was also adopted, declaring " that,

in all cases where the credit of the State has

been loaned to railroad companies in disregard

of the constitutional provisions, and in viola

tion of the same, whether by issuing to said

companies bonds of this State, or by pla

cing the indorsement of the State upon the

bonds of said companies, said bonds and in

dorsement of the State, so issued and made in

violation of law, are without binding force

upon the State, and should be declared null

and void."

A bill to provide for ascertaining the amount

of bonds issued, and causing the same to be

registered in due form, was introduced, but on

the recommendation of the Finance Commit

tee a bill " to protect the people of the State

of Georgia against the illegal and fraudulent

issue of bonds and securities " was substituted

for it, and speedily passed. This was pref

aced by the following preamble :

Wfteretu, Divers bonds, purporting to be bonds of

the State of Georgia, and divers bonds bearing the

indorsement of the State, have been issued ana put

in circulation by Bufus B. Bullock, late Governor of

said State, and divers bonds, issued prior to his ad

ministration have been negotiated by him ; and
■whereas, it is believed that a large portion of said

bonds have been illegally and fraudulently issued and

negotiated, and the extent and amount of said bonds

bo issued and negotiated is unknown to this General

Assembly.

It provides for the appointment of a joint

committee of three, with "full power and

authority to examine and ascertain the num

ber of bonds which have been issued as here

inbefore recited in the preamble of this act,

and the aggregate amount thereof; and, so far

as they have been sold or hypothecated, by

whom sold, the amount of money paid, to

whom paid, when paid, for what purpose ne

gotiated, and all other facts connected with

the history of said bonds, and to report the

same to the General Assembly at its next ses

sion." The committee was required to sit at

Atlanta during a term of not more than sixty

days, commencing March 1, 1872, and was in

vested with power to examine witnesses, send

for persons, papers, and books, and take such

other action as might be necessary to fulfil the

purpose of their appointment. Notice of the

time and place of sitting was to be given for

at least two months by publication of this act

in two newspapers in Atlanta, two in New

York, two in London, and one in Frankfort.

All persons holding bonds of the State, or

those bearing the indorsement of the State,

issued since July, 1868, are required to report

th,e same to the committee for registration be-

foro April 1, 1872, " and upon failing so to re

port said bonds, and to submit the same for

registration, the same shall be deemed prima

facie to have been illegally or fraudnlently

issued." The Treasurer was prohibited from

paying interest on any of these bonds " until

the committee shall have made their report,

and the General Assembly shall otherwise
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direct." It is further provided, " that nothing

contained in this act shall be so construed as

to pledge the State of Georgia to the payment

of any bonds issued or indorsed by the State

since July 4, 1868, by reason of said bonds

being registered as prescribed in this act,

should it afterward appear that the same have

been illegally or fraudulently issued."

This act was promptly vetoed by the Gov

ernor, on the ground that it would injure the

credit of the State. Some of the bonds, he

said, were issued to redeem old bonds, and

this action would produce distrust in the se

curities of the State. He thought it unrea

sonable to require parties in Europe to send

the bonds to Atlanta for registration, and be

lieved the requirement would produce an ap

prehension of repudiation. He furthermore

declared that the bill impaired the obligation

of contracts, and was, therefore, unconstitu

tional, as the contract of purchase did not re

quire purchasers to send their bonds to the

State capital for registration, and, even if there

had been fraud, innocent holders should not

suffer by it. All that was necessary, in his

opinion, was to ascertain what bonds were

registered, and, in the case of railroad bonds,

to find how many miles of road had been com

pleted. This would furnish the data for deter

mining whether any and what bonds were il

legal. Notwithstanding the veto, the act was

speedily reenacted by a vote of 25 to 10 in the

Senate, and 117 to 20 in the House. On the

12th of December the law was published as

required, together with the following notice :

To all whom it may concern :

Notice is hereby given, that we, the undersigned

joint committee, appointed by the President or the

Senate and Speaker of the House of Kepresentativcs.

under authority of the foregoing act of the General

Assembly of Georgia, will begin our sittings in the

city of Atlanta, State of Georgia, United States of

America, on the first day of March, 1872, and will

remain in session until the first day of May, 1872,

for the purpose indicated in said act.

The attention of persons owning or holding the

bonds of the State of Georgia, or the bonds of rail

roads indorsed by the State of Georgia, and who ex

pect to present the same to the committee, is called

to the first section of said act, as to the nature of the

testimony required.

Persons desiring to communicate with the com

mittee will address Thomas J. Simmons, chairman,

care of N. L. Angier, State Treasurer, Atlanta, Ga.

Signed at the Capitol, in the city of Atlanta, State

of Georgia, United States of America, the 12th

day of December, 1871.

THOMAS J. SIMMONS.

On the part of the Senate, and chairman of Joint

Committee.

GAENETT McMTXLAN,

JOHN I. HALL,

On the part of the House.

Another subject which occupied a good deal

of attention throughout the year, and which

the Legislature undertook to clear up, was

that of the management of the Western & At

lantic Eailroad. This road is the property of

the State, and prior to 1871 had been operated

by the State, Mr. Foster Blodgett acting as

the official superintendent. An act, passed in

October, 1870, provided for its lease at s

monthly rental of not less than $25,000. Sev

eral companies were formed for the purpose

of making bids for the lease, and it was award

ed to a company including Benjamin H. Hill,

Joseph E. Brown, and others, at the mini

mum rent allowed by the law, although, as

was alleged, another company had offered

over $84,000 per month. This gave rise to

many accusations of bad faith and corruption

on the part of Governor Bullock, and produced

a violent controversy, which had no practical

result, the lease remaining in the hands of

what was known as the " Brown " party. No

sooner had this excitement died away, than

a discussion arose regarding the alleged cor

rupt management of Mr. Blodgett prior to the

lease. This was occasioned in part by the

constant presentation of claims against the

road to the State treasurer for payment lie

.stated in October that he had been obliged to

pay out $450,000 to satisfy these claims, and

they had not then been fully met. A com

mittee of citizens that had been designated to

look into the affairs of the road under Blod-

gett's management, and that of his predeces

sors, made a report to the Legislature in No

vember, containing the following statement:

Gross earnings Tinder supervision of Major
Campbell Wallace from January 1, 1867,
to December 81, 1867 $1,162,450 63

Expenses from January 1, 1867, to Decem
ber 81, 1867. 832,848 15

Net earnings $330,203 48

Gross earnings under supervision ofColonel
llulbert, from January 1, 1869, to De
cember 81, 1869 $1,288,620 OS

Expenses from January 1, 1809, to Decem
ber 80, 1869 911,752 77

Net earnings *376,867 25

Expenses under supervision of Mr. Blod
gett, from January 1, 1870, to December
27, 1870 $1,566,764 99

Amount of expenses not charged on books,
approximating 28,000 00

Total expenses -. $1,591,784 26

Gross earnings from January 1, 1870, to De
cember 27, 1870 $410,455 08

Expenses over earnings $184,329 18

The committee declared that $1,800,000 was

the proximate sum that had been "recklessly

and unwarrantably expended, or complicitly

and illegally appropriated," and added: "Con

sidering the fact that only the small sum of

$45,000 was paid into the Treasury by Mr.

Blodgett during his administration of the road,

and that $100,131.82 were turned over to him

from Colonel E. Hulbert's administration, the

increased business of the road for 1870, the

careless and irregular manner in which a large

number of the vouchers have been taken,

which can be readily pointed out to your

committee, and the sudden affluence' of so

many who have been connected with the late

administration of the Western & Atlantio Kail
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road, show a reckless misappropriation of the

hard earnings of the people, whioh amounts

to primafacie evidence of fraud, and demands,

in the judgment of this committee, the most

thorough investigation."

In September, Mr. H. V. Farrow, Attorney-

General of the State, who had been oounsel for

the railroad under Blodgett's administration,

was arrested on a charge of obtaining the sum

of $1,800 fraudulently, but it was proved that

he received it in payment for legal services,

and he was discharged. On the 27th of the

same month, Foster Blodgett was arrested on

a charge of "swindling and cheating" the

State. Several indictments were found against

him for larceny by the grand-jury of Fulton

County; but before he was brought to trial,

viz., on January 19, 1872, Governor Conley

issned a proclamation granting the Executive

pardon for the offence alleged in the indict

ments and " for any, every, and all violations

of the penal code of the State, or any part,

section, or clause thereof, in any act done, or

any omission to do any act, as Superintendent

of the Western & Atlantic Railroad, or as an

individual in any matter connected with said

road or its management, as well as for any

mismanagement of said road," and ordering

" that the said Foster Blodgett be discharged

from any and all arrests and from the obliga

tion of all bonds given by him for his appear

ance at any court in this State to answer any

charge, or to answer for any violation of the

law whatever, in any way connected with said

railroad, and that the said Foster Blodgett go

absolutely free from further arrests, imprison

ment, punishment, or criminal liability of any

character whatever growing oat of any trans

action connected with said Western & Atlantic

Railroad." The preamble of this proclama

tion, giving the reasons of the Governor for

this act of clemency, was as follows :

Whereas, The lato Governor of this State, in a let

ter addressed to me, bearing date December 8, 1871,

informs me that he examined into the allegations

of fraud made against said Blodgett, in connection

with the Western & Atlantio Railroad, and became

satisfied of the said Blodgett's integrity in the mat

ter, and that the assaults upon him, the said Blod

gett, were and are intended for political effect ; and

that if he, the late Governor, had remained in the

Executive office, he should have tendered to the said

Foster Blodgett an Executive pardon for any and all

criminal offences charged against him in connection

with the management of the said road, and requested

me as his successor to grant said pardon as a matter

of justice; and—

Whereas, Said Foster Blodgett has filed his peti

tion in the Executive Department asking said pardon

for the reason that, owing to the prominent position

he has occupied politically in the State, and the great

bitterness of the Democratic party against him, which

has produced a high state of excitement against him,

he is fully satisfied that it is impossible for him to

obtain a fair and impartial trial, before a jury in this

State; and—

Whereat, I am satisfied from my own observation,

and other sources of information, that the said Blod

gett could not, for the reasons aforesaid, and owing

to the high state of political excitement and pre

judice, obtain a fair and impartial trial, therefore, etc.

Meantime measures had been set on foot in

the Legislature to investigate the lease of the

road and its management under Blodgett's

superintendence. The reports of the commit

tees appointed for this purpose, and of the

other investigating committees, will probably

be submitted in 1872.

The shortcomings and misdemeanors of Gov

ernor Bullock, real or supposed, in connection

with the financial concorns of the State, and

the management of the State railroad, coupled

with the fact that a majority of the Legislature

was now hostile to him, induced that official

to resign the Executive chair, his resignation

to take effect on the 30th of October, two days

before the meeting of the General Assembly.

His reasons for that action were fully set forth

in the following letter :

Executive Department, State of Georgia, 1

Atlanta, Ga., October 28, 1871. f

To my Political Friends and the Public: I have

this day received information, the truth of which

cannot be doubted, that the political conspirators

who seek the overthrow, not only of the reconstructed

government of Georgia, but of the United States,

have secured the pledges of a sufficient number of

the incoming members of the Lower House of the

General Assembly to vote, without previous investi

gation, for articles of impeachment against me, im

mediately aftor their assembling and organizing on

Wednesday, November 8th ; and that, having adopted

such articles in the House, a sufficient number of

fiopublicon senators will be unseated by the majority

to insure a two-thirds vote for conviction. Also, the

judge of tho Supreme Court, who has continuously

acted with these parties, has informed his friends

that this plan has been perfected, and that he has

been selcoted to preside, during the trial, over the

Senate, while the Senator representing General

Toombs's district is to be elected President of the

Senate, and immediately announce himself as Gov

ernor pending the trial before the Senate, and during

the unexpired part of my term.
Upon this state of facts I have decided to resign

the office of Governor into the hands of the Hon.

Benjamin Conley, now President of the Senate, and

thereby defeat this nefarious scheme of these des

perate political conspirators. By this course I shal

protect my political friends in the State from the

disasters that would be sure to follow in the woke ot

sucoess on tho part of the unpardoned and unrepent

ant rebel leaders, who, though comparatively few in

numbers, move the masses by the irresistible power

of sectional hate and social proscription. I have

maintained my official position against the assaults

of these people, upon the cause of equal rights and

republican government, just as long as it is possible

for mo to be of service. And now, for the purpose

of again defeating this latest onslaught of those de

stroyers, I have resigned the office into tho hands of

that noble and unswerving friend of right and justice,

tho Hon. Benjamin Conley, who, under the consti

tution, by reason of being "now President of the Sen

ate, bocomcs Governor during the unexpired part

of my term, or until a successor is elected by the

people. No charge has yet been brought against

him, because he has not heretofore been supposed to

bo an obstacle. If assaults arc now made upon him,

the country will understand tho purposes for which

they are made.
As for myself, being divested of official position,

the charges of every character, whioh they are sure

to make in the public prints, can bo brought before

tho courts, and I shall never shrink from any judicial

inquiry that is not the result of political bias and

prejudice.
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May I bo pardoned for a word of warning to the

men who fought for the Union ? Six months ago, in

Georgia, the mass of the people were acquiescing in

the results of the war, and willing to accept those

results as being finalities ; but, under the public teach

ing of certain old leaders, who need not bo named,

the whole situation has changed, and leading gen

tlemen, even in flie Democratic party, who dared to

speak in favor of acquiescence and peace, have been

assailed and denounced, and the people so intimi

dated that they dare not follow their advice. These

conspirators fear, above all else, the reelection of

General Grant. Their insidious efforts to mislead

him as to the true situation in the South having ut

terly failed, they now fear that same persistent and

irresistible maintenance of the right under civil ad

ministration which so brilliantly marked General

Grant's military advance in the overthrow of the first

rebellion.
I am now fully satisfied that these men pur

pose to oontrol the Government and reverse the

political results of the past few years by peaceful

moans if they can, and by foul means if they dare.

Failing in this, another attempt at separation will be

made. If evidence of this were wanting, we neod

but point to the publio and private utterances of those

who were foremost in secession and rebellion, and

still maintain that they were right, and denounce

and ignore the fundamental law—the Constitution

of the United States. Will the country take heed in

time, and thus avert another war, with its fearful

train of disasters ?

If mv action at this emergency had been postponed

until after the meeting and organization of the coming

body of legislators, the Executive branch of the State

government would have been absorbed by the con

spirators in the Legislative branch, and there would

have beon no check upon the wholesale repeal and

destruction of all the great measures of reform and

progress that wo have labored so hard to establish.

The free-school system would be abolished, the

colored citizen denied even tho right guaranteed to

hinij aud tho whole work of internal improvements

carried out by Northern capital would be swept away.

The growing spirit of lawlessness and proscription

for opinion's sake is daily rendering the property

and lives of Union men and Kepublicans more and

more unsafe, and I fear the worst consequences, if

the Executive office should be filled by one not only

in sympathy with those who urge on and inflame

this feeling, but who is moved and actuated by them.

With no one in the Executive office to call upon the

General Government for protection and support, its

friends and supporters would be handed over without

mercy to tho assaults of their enemies.

For these reasons, I have determined on this step,

believing that tho much good that has already been

accomplished can be preserved through the wise and

firm check upon revolutionary measures that will be

given by Governor Conley in control of the Execu

tive Department, and that thereby the good of the

whole people of Georgia will be promoted ; and I

shall cheerfully give to Governor Conley all the in

formation in my power that he may desire.

EUFUS B. BULLOCK.

The assertions of this letter gave much

offence to some of the best citizens of the

State, and a reply was published, signed by a

large number of residents of Atlanta, who wero

Northern men by birth. They said that a

"solemn sense of duty" called upon them "to

bear witness that the statements made in that

address, as to the strength of political prejudice

in this State, are without foundation in fact,

and the spirit manifested by it totally unwar

ranted by any existing cause, political or other

wise." They declared that it was "a notable

fact that the spirit of tolerance is increasing

daily, and there is a stronger disposition now

to elect to office men of moderate and con

servative views than existed three years ago.''

They continue: "Men who, three years ago,

were most violent in opposition to the recon

struction measures, and in denunciation of

those who favorod them, have come to think

differently, and have joined hands with those

whom they once consigned to political and

personal infamy and social ostracism, for dar

ing to favor reconstruction, and now units

with them in advising acquiescence in the

measures of the Government, These are the

changes that have taken place among this

people ; and, if the Republican party has been

weakened since Governor Bullock's election,

it is because of his reckless and ruinous conrse

in financial matters. Instead of there being a

' growing spirit of lawlessness ' among the

people of Georgia, they are, in the aggregate,

as much disposed to favor tho rigid enforce

ment of the laws as any people we know of,

as is evidenced by their general denunciation

of the wholesale pardoning business of His «•

Excellency. From close observation and from

our own experience in this country, we can

assure a cordial welcome and generous treat

ment to all men, of whatever political opinion,

who may come here with tho intention of en

gaging in honest and legitimate business."

The constitution of Georgia provides that,

in case of the death, resignation, or disability

of the Governor, the President of the Senste

shall exercise the Executive powers until such

disability is removed, or a successor is elected

and qualified. Mr. Benjamin Conley, who was

President of the Senate at the last preceding

session of the Legislature, was notified by the

Secretary of State, on the 30th of October, to

appear at the capital within ten days, and take

the oath of office as Governor. This he did

at once, and assumed tho Executive functions.

On the 1st of November the Legislature as

sembled, and on tho following day completed

the organization of the two Houses. It was

claimed by many that the new President ot

the Senate, Mr. L. N. Trammel], was legally

entitled to hold tho position of acting Gov

ernor, and this seems to have been the pre

vailing sentiment. Soon after the organization

was completed, the following resolutions were

adopted by large majorities in botli Houses:

Resolved, by the General Assembly of the State of

Georgia—
1. That Rufus B. Bullock, so-called Governor of

this State, who has resigned his office and fled the

State, charged with high crimes, in intimating, as he

does, in a letter bearing dato 2Sd of October, 1671'
addressed to his political friends and the people of

Georgia, that a majority of tho House of Kepre-

sentatives had pledged themselves to vote for arti

cles of impeachment against him without inves

tigation, and that tho Senate had determined to

unseat a sufficient number of Republican Senators to

secure his conviction without regard to the truth and

validity of the charges, has grossly defamed this

General Assembly by charges which'arc utterly false.
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S. That the statement in tho samo letter to the cf-

feot that any known portion of the people of Georgia

hare recently denounced or ignored the Constitution

of the United States is utterly false, and grossly de

famatory of the people of this State.

8. That there is a vacancy in the office of Governor

in said State, and that, in the opinion of this General

Assembly, President Trammell, of the Senate, is

entitled, ex-ojioio, as President, under tho constitu

tion of this State, to exercise the powers of the Ex

ecutive Department during the continuance of said

vacancy.

i. That a joint committee of two from the House

and one from the Senate be appointed to wait on the

Hon. B._ Conley, who, as former President of the

Senate, is now exercising the powers of the Execu

tive Department, and communicate tho third of

these resolutions, and report what he may answer

thereto.

Mr. Conley had submitted a message, which

was very moderate and conciliatory in its

tone, and the claim that he was not author

ized to perform the duties of Governor was

not insisted upon ; but a movement was very

soon started, looking to the holding of a spe

cial election for a Governor for the remainder

of the unexpired term. A bill for this purpose

was speedily prepared and promptly passed by

both Houses. It provided in the simplest terms

for an election on the third Tuesday of Decem

ber, and for the transmission of the returns to

the House of Representatives. This bill was

vetoed by Governor Conley on the 21st of No

vember, in a message which set forth very

strongly the objections urged against it by all

who were opposed to the action of the ma

jority in the Legislature. The constitution

declares that "the General Assembly shall

have power to provide by law for filling unex

pired terms by a special election." With re

gard to this provision, he says : " It was con

templated that the General Assembly should

provide, by a general law, not for filling a par

ticular unexpired term, but for filling unex

pired terms generally. No man can read this

language of the constitution without feeling

that it is a very strained construction, to say

the least of it, to hold that it authorizes a spe

cial law for a special caso. The language is

nnsaitod to such an idea. The word ' terms 1

indicates clearly that a general law is meant,

1>assed in view of the general public good, and

ooking to future vacancies, and not to one

that has already occurred. The action now

taken can only be called a law by courtesy.

It is rather an order than a law, as is indi

cated by the constant nse of that term when

speaking of it in common conversation. It

does not provide for future events, but for one

past event." He claimed that as there was no

law in existence for filling " unexpired guber

natorial terms by a special election," when

he took the oath of office, tho Executive duties

must be performed by him until the noxt regu

lar election. He furthermore claimed that the

bill was unconstitutional, because it did not

conform to the provisions directing the man

ner of making returns after regular elections.

He also disapproved of the bill on the ground

vol. xi.—23 A

of the expense to be incurred in holding a spe

cial election, and the absence of any necessity

for incurring it. The bill was passed over the

veto, with very little delay, the vote standing

28 to 14 in the Senate, and 110 to 36 in the

House.

It being thus determined that a special

election shonld be held, the Democrats began

actively to prepare for it. They held a con

vention at Atlanta on the 6th of December,

and nominated JameB M. Smith, the Speaker

of the House of Representatives, for the office

of Governor. They also unanimously adopted

the following resolutions :

Whereat, Power should ever bo used wisely and

justly for the benefit of those who confer it ; and

whereas there is a prospect for the first time in some

years of placing the administration of the affairs of

our State in the hands of our own sons ; and whereas

it is not deemed necessary, at this time, to go into a

particular enumeration of our views and principles in

regard to general politics : therefore—

Itetolvm, That we congratulate the people of

Georgia upon the prospect of securing an honest and

faithful administration of their State government,

and we declaro it to be tho universal desire of those

whom we represent to secure good government, to

live at peace, to pass wise and wholesome laws, and

to have the same administered in a spirit of " wis

dom, justice, and moderation."

fittolved, That it is our fixed purpose to put down

corruption in all departments of the State govern

ment, to clear the temple of justice of the money

changers, to practise economy in the expenditure of

the public money, to elevate and preserve the pub-

lio faith and credit, to encourage education, to de

velop tho resources of tho Commonwealth, and to

bring back all branches of the government, execu

tive, legislative, and judicial, to the ancient land

marks of the fathers.

Sttolved, That, as a Democratic Convention of the

people of Georgia, we avail ourselves of the occasion

to renew our adhesion to the great Democratic party

of the Union, and to assure all men that it is our de

sire and purpose, as far as in us lies, to preserve

publio order, to bring to condign punishment all dis

turbers of the peace, as well as all unfaithful publio

servants, and to deal justly and kindly with all

classes of the people.

The Republicans made no nomination, abont

thirty members of the Legislature of that

party having published a card, advising them

to take no part in the election, and declaring

that in their opinion tho law providing for it

was nnconstitntional, and no person could be

legally elected. The election took place on

the 19th of December, and Mr. Smith was

elected with very little opposition. On the

12th of January, 1872, ho was inaugurated as

Governor of the State, and np to that time

Mr. Conley had taken no steps to contest his

right to hold that position.

The Legislature, which assembled on the 15th

of November, continued its session until the

15th of December. Its most important action

has been already notioed, but considerable

general legislation was also disposed of, most

of it of local interest only. Thomas M. Nor

wood was elected to the United States Senate

by a vote of 27 to 2 in the Senate, and 127

to 24 in the House, and, when the vote was
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consolidated in a joint convention of the two

Houses, it stood 154 for Norwood to 5 for other

candidates. It will be remembered that Mr.

Foster Blodgett had been elected in 1870

to fill the same term, and it was claimed by the

few adherents remaining faithful to him in the

Legislature that there was no occasion for a

new election. Mr. Blodgett had, however,

never been allowed to take his seat, and in

December of this year Mr. Norwood was ad

mitted without opposition. A bill to repeal

the usury law, and fix the regular rate of in

terest at seven per cent, when there was no

definite agreement on the subject, occupied con

siderable attention, but was finally indefinitely

postponed. An act repealing the law which

permitted voters in the city of Atlanta to vote

for mayor in any ward of the city, and restrict

ing their suffrage to the ward in which they

resided, was passed by a strong majority. An

act was passed making it penal to sell spiritu

ous liquors to minors without the written con

sent of their parents or guardians ; but a bill

which was introduced, and discussed at some

length, allowing a married woman to recover

damages from a liquor-dealer who supplied her

husband with liquor when in a state of intoxi

cation, was indefinitely postponed. The sub

ject of public education occupied some atten

tion, but no material change was mode in the

existing law, though much fault has been found

with its- practical workings. The State Teach

ers' Association submitted a memorial, suggest

ing a number of important changes, and it is

very likely that the subject will receive a care

ful consideration during the present session

(1872). Measures were taken to secure the ben

efit of the grant of land made to the State by

Congress in 1862 and 1864, to aid in the con

struction and maintenance of an Agricultural

College. An act had been passed in 1866 ac

cepting the grant, but nothing had been done

toward securing the practical result intended.

Now, however, a bill was passed appointing

an Executive Board to receive the scrip and

locate the lands, and make a report at the

next session of the Legislature.

Several acts were passed during the session

which did not receive the approval of the

Governor. That relating to the bonds of the

State, and that providing for a special election,

have been already mentioned. Besides these

was one suspending a section of the appropria

tion act, which allowed the Governor a large

discretion in the use of money for special pur

poses. In this case the veto-message was re

ferred to a committee, and never reported

npon. An act was also vetoed, repealing the

laws which suspended the collection of the

poll-tax for several years, but was passed over

the veto. This poll-tax was the principal source

from which funds were derived for the sup

port of common schools, and its payment had

originally been made a condition precedent to

the exercise of the electoral franchise. An

other measure which incurred the Governor's

disapproval was an act repealing the law under

which the district courts were organized.

These courts, it was claimed, were expensive

and unnecessary, and had been established for

the purpose of supporting a large number of

officials dependent upon the Governor. The

repealing act was passed over the veto by a

vote of S3 to 8 in the Senate, and 125 to 26 in

the Lower House. Another bill vetoed by the

Governor was one reducing the per diem of

members of the Legislature from $9 to $7.

A proposition made to the Senate to memo

rialize Congress to make compensation for loss

es incurred by reason of the emancipation of

slaves was referred to the Committee on the

State of the Republic, who reported the fol

lowing resolution:

Whereas, The war lately waged by the United

States Government against the Confederate States

was, from the beginning of the year 1863 until the

close of said war, carried on for the express purpose

of emancipating the slaves, and emancipation having

been received and considered by all parties as s re
sult of the war ; therefore— •

Saolved, That the Senate looks with disfavor

upon the move, emanating from the Bepublican side

of the Chamber, having for its ostensible object the

obtaining pay for emancipated slaves; that public

opinion nowhere deems such a result possible, and

that no good, but, on the contrary, positive evil, would

attend its agitation.

The resolution was adopted by a vote of 31

to 5.

The session of the Legislature is limited by

the constitution to forty days, "unless pro

longed by a vote of two-thirds of both branch

es." On the day before the expiration of the

forty days, Governor Conley gave notice that

he should not recognize the Legislature as a

legal body after 12 o'clock, p. m., of the fol

lowing day, which was Sunday. On Monday

the two Ilouses met and passed a resolution

declaring that, as the preceding day was Sun

day, that day (Monday) belonged to the term

of forty days allowed for the session, and then

by more than a two-thirds' vote prolonged the

session. The Governor claimed that the reso

lution effecting this was subject to his veto ; as

it was not presented to him, he declared that

the prolongation of the session was illegal. The

provisions of the constitution bearing on this

point are as follows: "Every vote, resolution,

or order, to which the concurrence of both

Houses may be necessary, except on a question

of adjournment or election, shall be presented

to the Governor, and, before it shall take effect,

be approved by him, or, being disapproved,

shall be passed by a two-thirds' vote. " No

provision in this constitution, for a two-thirds

vote of both Houses of the General Assembly,

shall be construed to waive the necessity for

the signature of the Governor, as in other

cases, except in the case of the two-thirds' vote

required to override the veto." The Legisla

ture claimed that, under this provision, the

resolution prolonging the session did not re

quire the Executive approval. The session

continued for a few days longer, but no ini-
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portant action was taken, and it finally ad- Governor Bullock, and the affairs of the At-

journed on the 10th of December— the re- lantio & Western Railroad, awaiting the ses-

ports of the various investigating committees sion of 1872, Tvhich began on the 10th of

having in charge the official conduct of ex- . January.

CENSUS OF 1870.

Banks.
Bartow
Berrien
Bibb
Brooks
Bryan
Bullock.
Burke
Bntts.

Carroll
Catoosa ~.
Charlton
Chatham
Chattahoochee
Chattooga
Cherokee
Clarke
Clay
Clayton
Clinch

Cobb
Coffee
Colquitt .

Coweta. .
Crawford. . .
Dade
Dawson
Decatur
De Kalb
Dooly
Dougherty. .
Early
Echols
Efflugham . .

Elbert
Emanuel

Fannin
Fayette
Floyd
Forsyth
Franklin ...

Fnlton
Gilmer
Glascock—
Glynn
Gordon
Greene
Gwinnett...
Habersham .

Hall
Hancock . . .
Haralson.. . ■

Harris.
Hart
Heard
Henry
Houston
Irwin
Jackson .
Jasper
Jeflerson..

Jones

Lee
Liberty...
Lincoln...
Lowndes.
Lumpkin.
Macon....
Madison. .
Marion...

POPtTLATlON.

Colored,

< AueitM mine of
property.

Aggregate. White. N.Uvee. Foreign.

6,088 4,110 976 5.071 15 $658,016
6,843

10,818
1.888 4,955 6,838 10 806.826
8,844 6,774 10,535 83 1,484,252

4.973 4,053 921 4,972 1 470,665
16,568 11.846 4,719 16,491 76 8,324,746
4,518 4,067 480

11,424
4,510 8 634,800

21,356 9,831 20,492 763 7,839,339
1,983,2598,343 4,111 4.231 8,817 V,

6,262 1,647 8,805 6,247 6 665,371
5,610 3.866 1,744 5,599

17,618
11 852,943

17,679 4,243 13,436 81 2,022,968
8.941 3,496 8,445

8,477
0,927 14 755,492

6.503 2,028 6.496 7 818,404
4,615 1,458 8,157 4,559 66 1,100,000
9,176 6,589 8,587 9,151 85 1,878,780
11,782 10,473 1,809 11,768 14 1,620,871
4.409 3,793 616 4,895 14 828,873
ijm 1.496 401 1.891 6 .284,850

41,279 16,760 24.518 87,863 3,916 82,749,822
6,059 2,654 8,405 6,062 7 931,511
6,902 6.399 1,503 6,893 9 1,199,210
10.399 9,117 1,281 10.378 81 1.099,988
12,941 6.488 6,453 12,818 123 8,353,238
5,493 2.644 8,849 5,469 24 839,079
6,477 8,734 1,748 5,461 16 841,786
3.945 3.437 507 3.928 H 575,331
13,814 10,593 3,217 13,757 67 2,785,404
8192 8,514 678 3.1S8 4 490,860
1,654 1,517 187 1,649 5 204.047

13,529 4,080 9,449 18,484 45 1,838,768
1.-..K7.-, 7,856 8,019 15,835 40 2,601,782
7,557 8.284 4,273 7,555 2 988.997
3,033 8,788 245 8,016 17 793,923
4,369 4,033 337 4.362 1 441,713
15,183 7,465 7,718 IS. 126 57 2,068,633
10,014 7.353 2,662 9,976 88 1,641,008
9,790 4.935 4,855 9,773 17 1,665,285
11,517 2,093 9,424 11,364 153 8,771,406
6,998 2.826 4,172 6.984 14 1,032,478
1,978 1.513 465 1,978

is

234,976
4,214 2.5:17 1,704 4,199 647.975
9,249 4,386 4.883 9.233 16 1,332.978
6,134 4.431 1,703 6,118 16 884,110
6,429 5,285 144 6,421 8 428,689

999,3608,221 5.683 2,588 8,209 12
17,230 11.473 6,753 17.070 160 4,759.197
7,983 6,862 1,121 7,979 4 867,350
7,893 6.034 1.859 7,888 5 813.018
83,446 18,164 15,282 82.2f7 1,179 13,768,987
6,644 6,527 117 6.644

"4
444,716

2,780 1.917 819 2,732 384.246
6,376 1,926 8,450 6.225 151 1,619.534
9,268 7,?26 1,536 9.239 29 1,688,866

2,054,62912. 13 1 4,298 8,158 12.424 80
12,431 10,272 2,159 12.417 14 1,488,352
6,322 5,873 1149 6.298 84 608,862

9,607 8.317 1,290 9,687 80 1,087,560
11,317 8.645 7,672 11,279 88 2,465,053
4,004 8.685 819 4.000 4 874.487
13,284 6,791 7,493 18.276 8 1,975,803
6,783 4,841 1,942 8,781 2 656,081
7,886 5.218 2.648 7,861 6 1,004,523

10,102 6,2(19 8,833 10.090 12 1,545,148

20,406 5,071 15,333 20.359 47 3,601.185

1,837 1,541 298 1.836 1 830.341

11,181 7.471 8,710 11,175 6 1,132.634

10,439 8,884, 6,555 10,426 14 1,171,600

12,190 4,247 7,943 12.163 87 1423.207

2.984 2.049 915 2.962 2 419.113

9,436 2,991 6.445 9,429 7 1,897.313

7,834 4,180 8,654 7,820 14 1,244.373

9,567 1,924 7,643 9,555 12 1,880.252

7.688 •_>.4iS 5.260 7,669 19 625,703
5,413 1.797 8,616 5.408 6 611.097

8,321 4,276 4,045 8,297 84 1,350.404
406,6125,161 4.699 463 5,161 10

11,458 8.975 7,483 11.430 88 1,964,708

6,227 8,646 1,581 5,237
'A

643,173

8,000 4.169 8.830 7.991 1,320,070
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CENSUS OF im—(Continued).

Meriwether. ..

Miller
Milton
Mitchell
Monroe
Montgomery .
Morgan

Murray
Muscogee ....
Newton ,
Oglethorpe...
Paulding
Pickens
Pierce
Pike
Polk
Pulaaki

Quitman
Itabun
Randolph. . .
Richmond
Schley
Sc riven
Spalding
Stewart
Sumter
Talbot
Taliaferro....
Tatnall
Taylor
Telfair
Terrell
Thomas
Towns
Troup

Twiggs
"Union
Upson
Walker

Walton
Ware
Warren
Washington.
Wayne
Webster
White
Whitfield....
Wilcox
Wilkes
Wilkinson...
Worth

Total for State | i,is4,10*

l-'U't-LATION.

4.491
13,786

3,091
4,884
6.633

17,418
8.586

10.(196
6.500
16,663
14,615
11,782

7,689
6,817
8,778
10.905

7,624
11,940
10.461

4.150
3,256
10,561
2.-.. 744

6.149
9,175

In. -.nr.
14,404
16.559
11,918
4.796
4,860
7,148
3,245
9,063
14.523
2.780

17,634
8.545
5,467
9,430
9,945
11,038
2,486
10,545
16,844
4,177
4,677
4.606
10,117
4,439

11,796
9,383
8,778

WMM.

1.196
6,887
4,135
8,818
8,683
6,409
2,478
3.637
5.743
7,441
8,601
4,641
7,088
5,188
1,964
6,999
5,444
6.955
8,016
1.778
8,187
5,084

13,157
2.478
4,487
5,347
6,104
5,940
4,761
1.H09
3,580
4,181
4,100
8,769
6,160
8,643
6,408
3,913
5,153
4,865
8,396
6,876
1.884
4,485

7.680
1.798
4,439
4.044
8.606
1.904
3.969
4,684
4,673

Coloref.

8.488
7,369

958
466

4.950
10,804
1,108
7,058
757

9,42.1
6,014
7,141

556
140
814

4,906
4,678
5,984
7,445
4,377

lit
5,477
14,565
4,851
4 .888

4.878
9,100
10,639
7,154
3,987
1,480
4,964
1,145
5,284
8,303
155

11,244
6,634
114

4,565
1.549
4,164
454

6.4611

8,814
879

4,438
564

1,511
587

7,847
4,699
1,105

639.926 I 645,144

Native.

4.415
18.744
3,080
4.4 -2
6,613
17,186
8,569

10.674
6,483

16,240
14,593
11,755
7,635
6,807
3.771
10.889
7,790

11,914
10.444

4,140
3.4.M

10,509
44,051
6,144
9,187

10,144
14,175
16,478
11,898
4,765
4,847
7,133
8,440
9,045
14,440
3,779
17,568
H.Ms

5,465
9,423
!l,>ss,

11,036
3,480

10,600
15,805
4,166
4,675
4,590

10,013
4,436
11,734
9,366
8,774

1,172,984

TO
14

s
3

4(1
47

IT
44

18
443
44
47
4
10
7
18
34
28
37

u
I

54
1,673

5
88
61
39
81
15
31
83
10

B
28
88
1

(VI

7
i
7

M
3
6

45
87
11
*
16

104
8
64
17
4

11,127

(600,386
1,745,038
843.440
547,334

1.146,023
2,428.536
565,036

1,766,552
1.023,693
7,612,736
2,636,984
1,530.508
819.082
454,125
346.87*

1,825,619
1.1.17,475
1.628,161
1,545.199
732,846
474.184

3,147,080
14,075.615

907,404
733,150

4,039.339
1,981,723
3.559,396
1,445.141
615,409
708,041
8!"0.904
465,450

1.606,199
2,142,905
411,794

2.965,363
1,047,611
449,144

1,872,408
1,638,878
1,647,847
364,398
974,103

2.413,827
805.118
850.421
452,854

1,922.169
8*1.429

S.4.M.431
1,675.225
019,874

$227,219,519

Tratios, «ot

J. M

14,400
5.200
UN

S3
4,344

13,247
7,405

175,S*54
ls,80i
14.113
6,741
2,560
a.i-'i

17,400
10.098
1S.164
16,157
6,769
4.590

40.798
825,543

6,674
5.900

41,500
18,771
50,491
18.011
3.400
4.486
2,700
3868

15,397
49,117
1,845

47,939
12,448
8,194

13,100
8.543
17,449
1,600
5,400

46,917
4.040
5,100
3,767
14.350
3.404
14.486
20,174
2,150

a,037,oa.

There are 124,935 white, and 343,641 colorod

persons, ten years old and over, who cannot

write ; 220,053 are male, and 248,523 are fe

male, while 21,899 are whito males 21 years

old and over. The true value of property is

$268,169,043. Public debt, county, town, city,

etc., is $15,209,212. Value of farm produc

tions, including betterments and additions to

stock, $80,390,228. Pounds of wool pro

duced, $846,947.

GERMAN-FRENCH WAR. *At the be

ginning of the year 1871 France found her

self in the lowest depth of despondency. Tho

people of Paris felt discouraged in consequence

of the failure of the sortie of December 21st,

the abandonment of Mont Avron, and the tem

porary silence of several forts. The severity

of the cold, coupled with tho want of fuel and

the steadily-increasing scarcity of provisions,

* Continued from the Ailbuican Annual CYGLor^niA for

1870.

added to the general depression. The news

from the armies in the field was no less unfa

vorable. On January 2, 1871, Mezieres sur

rendered to the Fourteenth Division of the

Eighth Army Corps, and thus the Franc-tireurs

lost their strongest support in the Ardennes,

and the Germans obtainod control of additional

railroad lines. On January 5th Rocroy capitn-

latod, the garrison of which place, after the

surrender of Mezieres, had withdrawn to Givet,

leaving the defence of tho fortress to the resi

dent National Guard. On the other hand, the

defeated Army of the North recovered more

rapidly than had been expected. On January

2d, Faidherhe, with tho Twenty-second and

Twenty-third Corps, was stationed near Ba-

paume, between Amiens and Arras, and fell

upon the Thirtieth German Brigade. Gen

eral Goeben was reBnforced by the Fifteenth

Division and the troops of Prince Albert,

Jr., before he could drive the French, after a
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hotly-contested fight, from the battle-field.

The losses of the French were as heavy as their

resistance had been obstinate. Closely pressed

by the pursuing cavalry of the Germans, they

were forced to retreat during the night of Jan

uary 3d, from Arras to Douai. On January 4th

General von Bentheim succeeded more easily

in scattering the " Army of Havre," which,

under General Roye, was drawn up on the left

bank of the Seine, opposite Rouen. On the

Loire, there was no fighting until January 6th.

Not until Gambetta went from Bordeaux into

the camp of Chanzy did the latter risk a new

offensive movement. But one corps of the

army of Frederick Charles at once marched

through Vonddme against him, repulsed him,

not far from Azay, and on January 7th ad

vanced as far as Nogent, Le Rotrou, Sarge,

Savigny, and La Chartre, that is to say, to the

eastern boundary of the department of the

Sarthe.

More important combinations were in the

mean while preparing in the east, where Gen

eral Bressolles, with a considerable force, was

advancing from Lyons along the frontier of

Switzerland, in order to join the corps of

Bourbakij near Montb61iar<l, and to raise con

jointly with it the siege of Belfbrt. General

Werder therefore evacuated, on December 27th

and 28th, Dijon and the vicinity, and concen

trated his troops near Vesoul, where he sum

moned to his reenforoement the troops watch

ing Langres, in order to oppose a sufficient

foroe to the advancing enemy. The French,

nevertheless, considerably outnumbered the

Germans. According to French acoounts, their

total foroe consisted of about 120,000 men,

three army corps being under the command

of Bourbaki, twenty-four battalions under

Bressolles, ten under Cremer, and twenty un

der Garibaldi. In the German headquarters

at Versailles the position of Werder was re

garded as so critical that the Second (Pome

ranian) Corps of the besieging army of Paris

and the Seventh (WestphaJian) Corps of the

First Army were sent to his aid. These troops,

in connection with those of Genoral Werder,

were to constitute the Fifth German army, or

the Army of the South, which was placed un

der the command of Manteuffel. But, before

the reenforcements of Manteuffel had arrived,

Werder learned that the French were advan

cing on Belfort, and he therefore ordered his

troops to march in three columns into the val

ley of the Lisaine. At Villertexel, the right wing

of the Germans encountered the French, and,

notwithstanding the violent fire from the

French batteries on the heights, the villages

of Marat and Moimay were taken and held.

As this position was, however, unfit for the

defence, Werder, during the night, withdrew

his troops to Hericourt, and thus concen

trated his whole force on the line extend

ing from Charapigny through Chenebier and

Ohagey to B6thoncourt. The position was

strong by nature, and Werder still more

strengthened it by means of intrenchments,

while Bourbaki was advancing through Arcy to

Montboliard, and through Beverne to Chene

bier, where he took up a position covered by

a wood. On.January loth he made a violent

attack on the line Chagey-Montbeliard, in order

to force the road from Hericourt to Belfort.

The battle lasted for nine hours, but ended

without result. The next day Bourbaki re

newed the attack with equal energy, but also

without any result. He, therefore, changed

his plan of operation, and during the night the

front of attack was pushed forward northward

through Louthenons upon the line Chagty-

Chenebier. At the same time an attack was

made upon Bethoncourt, in order to prevent the

troops posted there from taking part in the bat

tle on the right wing. But Werder had already

received sufficient reinforcements, not only to

repulse the attack, but to drive the French

back beyond Chenebier. The loss of the Ger

mans in the three-days' fight amounted to

1,200 men ; the loss of the French, exclusive

of those captured, was at least as large again.

On January 18th Bourbaki began to retreat

in a southwesterly direction, partly because

he had to abandon the hope of breaking

with his discouraged troops through the Ger

man lines, partly in order to turn his front

against the troops of Manteuffel, which were

advancing from Gray, and, if possible, to reach

the road to Besancon. Manteuffel had arrived

as early as January 13th in Chatillon-sur-Seine,

and on January 16th had marched from there,

with the troops hastily collected, toward Gray,

in order to thrust his force, like a wedge, be

tween the army of Bourbaki at Vesoul and the

Garibaldiaus at Dyon. On January 18th the

headquarters of Manteuffel were established at

Gray, and on January 21st his right wing, the

Second Corps, under Fransecky, encountered

the Garibaldians and the Division Pelissier. On

the same day Dole was occupied, and thus the

connection between Bourbaki and Garibaldi

interrupted. As in the mean while the troops

of Werder had likewise resumed the pursuit,

Bourbaki found himself obstructed on three

sides. The garrison of Belfort had made no

effort to support the operations of Bourbaki.

The beseiging army, on the other hand, had

continued its operations against the outworks

of the French ; and in the night of January

20th had taken the last of them, the village of

Perouse. Thus the French were confined to

the fortress and the forts, and the Germans

were enabled to open the trenches.

In the mean while the fate of the Army of

the Loire had been decided. The army of

Prince Frederick Charles, with which the

corps thus far commanded by the Grand-duke

of Mecklenburg-Schwerin had been embodied,

was marching on three roads, from Chartres,

from Orleans, and from Blois, upon Le Mans.

The Tenth and Third Corps had severe enconn-

ters at Ardenay and Parigue l'Eveque, and on

January 11th at Change, but on January 12th
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occupied Le Mans. In the preceding battles

the French had made a desperate and partly

even a successful resistance ; the bloody battle

of Ardenay was only decided by an attack

during the night upon the southern heights
■which were held by Gardes Mobile. The left

wing of the French army, on which Chanzy had

concentrated his best troops, also displayed

great bravery, but finally had to abandon

their position on l'Huisne. While the German

troops were occupying Le Mans, Chanzy was

driven from Montfort through Saint-Corneille

and Savigne l'Eveque toward the Sarthe. Al

together the Second Army had lost, in the bat

tles from January 6th to January 12th, 177

officers and 8,203 killed and wounded ; but, on

the other hand, 22,000 unwounded soldiers,

two banners, 19 pieces of ordnance, and a large

quantity of war material of every kind, had

fallen into the hands of the victorious Ger

mans. The army of Chanzy was too demoral

ized to continue the war; Chanzy himself

admitted that it needed a reorganization,

which was to be effected in Brittany in the

region of Rennes. One part of the French

army marched westward from Le Mans toward

Laval, whither it was followed by the main

force of Frederick Charles, which, on January

14th, took, almost without resistance, the

camp of Coulio. The other half of the army

of Chanzy turned northward toward Alenoon,

and was pursued by the German troops, which

had beaten the Army of Havre on the Lower

Seine. During the night from January 16th

to January 17th, these troops, after a slight

skirmish, took Alencon, where the Thirteenth

Army Corps, under the Grand-duke of Meck

lenburg, joined them, in order to advance from

here, through Mayenne, toward Rennes.

The plan of the French, to withdraw so

many detachments from the two main armies

of the Germans as to enable them to make, with

a better prospect of success, a new effort for

raising the siege of Paris, now proved to be

unsuccessful. It was to fail in each of its parts.

General Faidherbe, who had reorganized his

army and received large reenforcements by sea

from Southern France, suffered likewise a de

cisive defeat: in his march upon Amiens, he

had advanced as far as Corbie when the severe

frost compelled him to make a halt. On Jan

uary 14th, his main force was concentrated at

Albert. General Goeben, who had succeeded

Manteuffel in the command of the Army of the

North, had thus far watched the movements

of the enemy from the left bank of the

Bomme; he now crossed the river, and on

January 18th defeated the vanguard of Faid

herbe at Beauvois, one mile west from St.

Quentin. On January 19th, a bloody battle

was fought at St. Quentin, which lasted seven

hours, and ended in a crushing defeat of Faid

herbe, who in great haste had to retreat be

yond Cambray as far as Lille and Donai ; more

than 10,000 unwounded soldiers fell into the

hands of the Germans, who on their part had

suffered a loss of 94 officers and 8,000 men

killed and wounded.

On the same day on which the battle of St.

Quentin was fought, the army besieging Paris

had to resist the formidable sortie which was

attempted by Trochu. The bombardment of

the city had for some time been continued with

great energy and considerable success. Even

the barracks of the forts Issy and Vanvres

had begun to suffer, and in that part of the

city which lies on the left bank of the Seine

the German artillery began to cause terrible

devastation. Trochu, therefore, resolved to

make once more a desperate attempt to break

through the besieging line. The sortie was

chiefly made, on January 10th, from Fort

Valerien. On the side of the French nearly

100,000 took part in the movement, while on

the German side the Fifth and parts of the

Fourth Corps were chiefly involved. The

hottest fighting was near St.-Cloud and Bou-

gival. The French during the whole day

fought with great bravery, and their artillery,

in particular, made the utmost efforts to dis

lodge the Germans; bnt, when night put an

end to the fighting, the Germans maintained

all the positions which they had held in the

morning. The Germans lost 89 officers and

616 men killed and wounded; while the

French loss was estimated at 5,000 men. On

January 21st the siege-train which had been

brought on from M£zieres, and which consisted

of 75 pieces of heavy ordnance, opened fire

on St. Denis and the neighboring forts to the

north of Paris, and thus deprived the French

of the hope of continuing important sorties on

this side, as they could no longer as before

rally under the fire of these forts. In Paris,

the Reds had, in the mean while, become so

troublesome that Trochu, who already had

transferred the Ministry of War for Paris to

General Leflo, expressed a wish to resign also

as commander-in-chief and as President of the

Provisional Government. On January 22d

the office of commander-in-chief was conferred

upon General Vinoy, but, at the request of his

colleagues, General Trochu continued to exer

cise his functions as President of the Provisional

Government. The latter circumstance on thef

next day led to a rising of the Reds, which, in

turn, induced the Government to enter into ne

gotiations concerning capitulation. Even on

the same day (January 28d), Jules Favre made .

his appearance in Versailles. On Jannary 26th

the negotiations had so far advanced that firing

ceased on both sides. On January 28th a

capitulation and an armistice of three weeks

was concluded. The armies in the field were

to retain their mutual positions, and to leave a

neutral space between them. A line of de

marcation was agreed upon, which cut through

the departments of Calvados and Orne, and

left to the Germans the departments of Sarthe,

Indre-et-Loire, Loire-et-Cher, Loiret, Yonne,

and all the territory north of them, with the

exception of the departments of Pas de Calais
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and Nerd. The decision, on the beginning of

the armistice, in the departments of Cdte-d'Or,

Doubs, and Jura, was reserved, and until then

the operations of war, inclusive of the siege

of Belfort, were to continue. A National

Assembly was within two weeks to bo con

voked in Bordeaux. For the purpose of main

taining order in Paris, the resident National

Guard were to keep their arms.; the soldiors of

the line and the Gardes Mobile were to be

made prisoners of war and to be kept in Paris :

all the forts, with the exception ofVincennes,

were to be occupied by the German troops,

and the arms of the prisoners of war, consist

ing of about 200,000 chassepots and 1,400

bronze pieces of ordnance, and a considerable

number of iron cannon, were to be delivered

up; after this condition had been complied

with, previsions were allowed to pass through

the German lines to Paris. The city had to

pay a war-tax of 200,000,000 francs; the corps

of Franc-tireurs were to be dissolved ; the Ger

man prisoners of war and tho captains of ves

sels to be exchanged ; and the walls of the city

to be disarmed. The occupation of the forts

began in tho morning of January 29th. The

Saxons took possession of Romainville, Noissy,

Rosny, and Nogentjthe Bavarians of Mont-

rouge, Charenton, and Vanvres ; the Wurtem-

bergers of Gravelle and Faisanderie ; the Prus

sians of Issy and Bicfitre. On tho next day

St. Denis and the other forts were occupied

without disturbance. On other seats of the

war the position of the French had, in the

mean while, also become more desperate. The

German Army of the West had from strategical

reasons not followed up the pursuit of the

enemy in the direction of Brittany, and the

forces which had advanced the farthest had

been called back. But, on the other hand, one

.part of the army of Prince Frederick Charles

had advanced in a southwesterly direction on

the road from Le Mans to Angers. The Grand-

dnke of Mecklenburg had marched from Alen-

con upon Rouen, in order to operate conjointly

with the other parts ofthe First Army. Farther

to the north the German troops appeared now

here, now there, in order to leave the French

at a ln-s as to the points against which their

operations were directed. From Cambrai,

which they had surrounded, they withdrew and

appeared at Arras. Not far from Valen

ciennes, uhlans suddenly made their appear

ance, while other divisions mado demonstra

tions against Douai, and raids even as far as

Maubeuge. Thus the whole of tho north

regarded itself as threatened and became

thoroughly discouraged. In some places the

National Guard refused to march, and laid

down their arras.

Still more depressing was the condition of

the French in the east, which had not been in

cluded in the armistice of January 28th. After

the battles at Belfort, the army of Bourbaki,

leaving behind their wounded and sick, had

retired in disorder, and in a most wretched

condition. Bourbaki had so fully lost all hope,

that he attempted to commit suicide. The

wreck of the army for eight days wandered

about between Besancon and St. Hippolyte,

and subsequently between the latter place and

Pontarlier. Finally a concentration in the

direction of Pontarlier was attempted, in order

to reestablish a connection with the south by

way of Champagnole and Lons-le-Sannier.

But it was already too late. As early as Janu

ary 25th German troops had reached Arbois

and Poligny ; the circle around the French

army was more and more contracted, and the

danger that it might be pushed across the

frontier of Switzerland daily increased. On

January 29th the first encounter took place

near Pontarlier, on the roads leading from

Salins and from Arnans through Pontarlier to

the frontier of Switzerland. The villages of

Sombacourt and Chassois, which are situated

about six miles from the frontier, were stormed

by the Fourteenth Division. The French lost in

this fight 3,000 men and six pieces of ordnance.

This immense loss indicates the terrible con

dition in which the army must have found

itself, which was now commanded by General

Clinchamp. On January 30th and 31st new

encounters took place, in particular near Pe-

louse, between the German van-troops and the

French rear-guard. The French lost in these

fights two eagles, 19 cannon and mitrailleuses,

two generals, nearly 15,000 prisoners, many

hundred wagons of ammunition, and a large

quantity of war-material, and they were driven

more and more into the mountains ; the total

loss of the Germans amounted to 600. The

French now began to cross the frontier in

large masses. Up to February 3d, about

56,000 men had laid down their arms on the

soil of Switzerland ; but, on the whole, 80,000

men had crossed the frontier. The French

Army of the South had ceased to exist. Gari

baldi succeeded, by a hasty retreat, in escaping

with his little force from the danger of being

surrounded by the Germans, who after a small

skirmish occupied Dijon. Soon after, Garibaldi

resigned as commander of the Army of theVos-

ges, on the ground that his mission was fulfilled.

In the mean while, Longwy, the only fortress of

Lorraine, with the exception of Bitche, which

was still held by the French, had surrendered

on January 25th. The bombardment of Bel

fort, temporarily interrupted on the Lisaine,

had also been renewed with greater vigor. An

attack made, January 26th, on the forts of

Basse and Haute Perche, failed, and the storm

ing battallion of landwehr suffered severe

losses ; but, on February 8th, both forts were

taken. Then the commander of the fortress

asked for an armistice, and began to negotiate

concerning the surrender ; on February 16th,

an agreement was arrived at. On February

18th, the fortress was occupied by the German

troops. The garrison, consisting of 12,000 men,

was allowed to march off with military honors;

it was the only one from the captured fortresses
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■which was not held as prisoners. In return for

the surrender, which was not yet absolutely

necessary, from military reasons, the Germans

prolonged the armistice for five days, and

extended it to Southeastern France. On the

other hand, however, the line of demarcation

had to be drawn further south, in consequence

of the protracted resistance of the fortress,

than would have been the case if the French

Government at the beginning of the armis

tice had consented to the capitulation. The

departments of C6te-d'Or and Doubs were

abandoned wholly, the department of the Jura

almost wholly, to the Germans. The possession

of the latter was of special importance, because,

in case of a continuation of the war, it opened

to the German troops a way into the valley of

the Rhone, since, south of the Jura, the obstruc

tions, which still would have arrested a march

of the German troops upon Lyons, had been

removed. These important concessions, in ex

change for a prolongation of the armistice of

five days, indicated that the French Govern

ment had renounced all idea of resuming the

war.

On February 21st the negotiations concern

ing the preliminaries of pence were begun at

Versailles, between Bismarck and Thiers, the

latter being assisted by fifteen commissioners

of peace, appointed by the National Assembly

of Bordeaux. At the expiration of the armis

tice, a full understanding had not been ar

rived at, but there was no doubt that it would

be reached, and consequently the armistice

was once more prolonged from February 24th

to the evening of February 26th. In fact, on

February 25th, all the conditions were agreed

upon, and on the 26th the preliminaries of

peace were signed. Two days later, they were

laid by Thiers before the National Assembly

of Bordeaux, which, on March 1st, ratified

them by 546 against 107 votes. The ten arti

cles of the preliminaries contained substan

tially the following conditions : France aban

dons, in favor of the German Empire, German

Lorraine, inclusive of the fortress of Metz, and

nearly the whole of Alsace. France pays to

the Emperor of Germany five milliards of

francs ; one milliard, at least, has to be paid

during the year 1871 ; the remainder in the

course of three years. Paris, as well as all

the territory occupied by the Germans on the

left bank of the Seine, must be evacuated

immediately after the ratification of the pre

liminaries by the National Assembly of Bor

deaux. The French troops withdraw behind

the Loire, which they are not allowed to

cross before the signing of the definitive.treaty.

The garrison of Paris, which is not to exceed

40,000 men, and the garrisons indispensable

for the safety of the fortresses, are excepted

from this condition. The evacuation of the

departments between the right bank of the

Seine and the eastern frontier, by the German

troops, will gradually take place after the rati

fication of the definitive treaty and the payment

of the first half milliard, the beginning being

made with the departments next to Paris, and

will be continued in proportion as the subse

quent payments of the contributions may be

made. After the payment of two milliards,

the German occupation will be confined to tho

departments of the Marne, the Ardennes, the

Upper Marne, the Meuse, the Vosges, and the

Meurthe, and to the fortress of Belfort and its

territory, which together shall serve as surety

for the remaining three milliards, and where the

number of the German troops shall not exceed

50.000 men. No obstacle will be put in the

way of the voluntary emigration of inhabitants

of the ceded territory by the German Govern

ment. The prisoners of war shall be exchanged

immediately after the ratification of the pre

liminaries. The opening of the negotiations

concerning the definitive treaty will take place

at Brussels immediately after the mutual rati

fication of the preliminaries. In accordance

with these provisions, the German troops,

which had entered Paris on March 1st, left the

city and the forts on the left bank of the Seine

on the next day, and the march homeward was

begun. On March 4th the partial demobiliza

tion of the German army was ordered ; on the

next day the general governments at Ver

sailles, Rheims, and Nancy, were dissolved;

and, on March 9th, the fleet was ordered to be

reduced to a peace footing. On March 12th

Versailles was evacuated ; on the next day the

German Emperor left the castle of Ferrieres,

in order to return to Germany. At Nancy,

the Emperor, on March 15th, took leave, by

an army order, of the armies ; on the same

day, at 11 o'clock a.m., he arrived on German

soil, at Saarbruck, when he was presented,

by delegations from 8,000 communities of the

German Rhine provinces, with an address of

welcome, and a golden laurel crown of sur

passing spl endor. The line of return from Saar

bruck to Berlin, where the Emperor arrived

on March 17th, was an uninterrupted chain of

grand ovations. ' "When, on March 18th, a revo

lution broke out in Paris, General de Fabrici

informed by telegraph Jules Favre and General

Schlottheim, the revolutionary government in

Paris, what steps had been taken for the de

fence of the German interests. On March 26th

the fortress of Bitche was occupied by the Ger

man troops.

On March 28th the conference of peace was

opened at Brussels. After the conclusion of the

preliminaries, the Government of France had

made the utmost efforts to obtain a modifica

tion of the conditions of peace. With regard

to the payment of indemnification, in particu

lar, propositions had been made, so surprising

to the Germans that they began to suspect the

honesty of the designs of France. It was be

lieved that Thiers was relying on foreign in

tervention. Prince Bismarck, therefore, gave

the French to understand that, only if the de

finitive treaty was soon agreed upon, a further

consideration of the wants of the French Gov
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eminent might be expected. The situation of

the French Government, in consequence of the

revolution in Paris, was so critical, that it did

not dare to resist the pressure brought upon it

by Bismarck. A conference between Bismarck

and Jules Favre was arranged at Frankfort-on-

the-Main, which began on May Cth, and in

which, on the side of the Germans, Count

Arnim, and, on the French side, the Minister

of Finance, Pouyer-Quertier, and the Deputy

Goulard, took part. On May 10th the con

troverted points had been settled, and the defi

nite peace was concluded. The Emperor Wil

liam ratified the peace on May 10th ; the Na

tional Assembly of France, by a vote of 440

against 93, on May 18th. On May 20th the

ratifications were exchanged at Frankfort, be

tween Bismarok and Favre. On the following

days, negotiations were resumed concerning

the execution of several conditions, in particu

lar, on the payment of indemnification, which
■was definitely arranged by a treaty conoluded

on May 21st.

The North-German standing army, during

the war, numbered 876,832 infantry; 47,500

cavalry; 50,300 artillery, and 34,000 men be

longing to the train. Adding the staffs and

the non-combatants, the whole strength of the

army amounted to 552,000. The reserve troops

which were called out amounted to 187,274

men ; the landwehr to 205,054 men. The

landwehr was in the first place to be employed

for garrisoning the fortresses; but a large por

tion of them took an active part in the war. In

all, Northern Germany sent to the war 945,000

men ; the South-German States furnished a

contingent of 180,000 men, thus swelling the

total army of the German Empire to 1,125,000

men, with 2,088 pieces of ordnanoe. The

French army, entering the war, consisted of

850,000 men, of whom 262,000 belonged to tho

infantry, 38,000 to the cavalry, and 37,000 to

the artillery. The reserve troops which were

collected at the so-called depots, and which

were to fill up the gaps in the army, numbered

92,500 men ; the army, with the roserve, em

braced 442,500 combatants, with 984 pieces

of ordnance and 150 mitrailleuses. After tho

larger portion of the French army had been

taken prisoners and sent into Germany, all

Frenchmen capable ofbearing arms wore called

out for the defence of the country. Adding

these new to the original armies, it is believed

that the aggregate of the French troops in the

field was not inferior to that of Germany. As

regards the French prisoners who were taken

to Germany, they numbered, on February 19th,

1871, according to a list made out by the Prus

sian Ministry of War, 383,841 men, of whom

11,860 were lieutenants, 177 colonels, 147 gen

erals, and three marshals. (For the treaty

whioh was concluded, see Public Documents.)

Frederick William, the Crown-Prince of

the German Empire, was born October 18, 1831.

His first actual military service was in the

German-Danish War of 1864. In the Prnsso-

Austrian War of 1866, he commanded the Sec

ond Army, and undertook the most arduous

task of the campaign. It was his duty to

conduct his army from Silesia into Bohemia,

through a region full of obstacles and dangers.

In this march he developed remarkable cir

cumspection and strategical skill. His bearing

at the battle of Koniggratz was very credit

able. For his execution of the rapid advance

from Konigshof to Ehlum he was given the

order of merit on the battle-field. In the

Franco-German Wto he was assigned the com

mand of the Fifth, Sixth, and Eleventh North-

German Corps, and the troops of the South-

German States, and took part in most of the

leading engagements, from Weissenburg and

Worth to the close of the war.

"Prince Frederick Charles, the only son of

Prince Charles, was born March 20, 1828.

From youth he was chiefly interested in mili

tary affairs. When twenty years old he went

into the field in Schleswig, and displayed

great personal bravery at the storming of the

Danowerck, and in the battle of Dilppel. He

served as major on the staff of his uncle, King

William, in the campaign in Baden, in 1849.

On the death of Frederick William IV., he

was made lieutenant-general. He was a de

cided adherent of the feudal party, but re

frained from the exercise of political influence.

A paper composed by him on the military art

of the Frenoh, which was not designed for the

press, but which was indiscreetly published at

Frankfort, attracted much attention, and ex

cited a lively discussion. It showed him to be

well informed in publio affairs, and a clear and

sharp critic. When the army was reorganized,

Frederiok Charles became general of cavalry

and chief of the corps of Brandenburgers.

He assumed a leading part in the campaign

of 1864 against Denmark. In the summer of

1866 he commanded the First Army. He held

the chief command of the united armies in the

battle of Podol, on the 28th of June ; defeated

the Austrian General Clam-Gallas at Munchen-

GrStz, took Gitschin, and participated promi

nently in the decisive battle of Koniggratz.

At the beginning of the war with France,

Prince Frederick Charles was given the com

mand of the Centre, or Second Army, embra

cing the Guards, and the Second, Third, Fourth,

Tenth, and Twelfth Army Corps of North Ger

many. He served with great distinction to

himself and his oountry throughout the war.

The parts he took in the different engagements

are fully described in the historical part of

this article, and in the article " German-French

War," in the Annual Cyclopaedia for 1870.

Von Moltke, Count Helmuth, was born

October 26, 1800, at Parchim, Mecklenburg-

Schwerin. His father, who was at the time

of his death a general in the Danish ser

vice, gave him his first instruction. He after

ward pursued his military studies in the Ca

dets' Institution at Copenhagen. In 1818 he

was a page at the Danish royal court, in 1819
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a lieutenant In 1822 he entered the Prussian

army as second-lieutenant of infantry. He did

not become a first-lieutenant till eleven years

afterward. He employed the intervening pe

riod in earnest studies at the military schools.

In 1827 he was appointed instructor in the

five division-schools. In 1828 he was assigned

to the topographical branch of the general

staff. In 1832 he was attached to that corps

of the general staff of which he was chief at

the time of the breaking out of the war with

France. •

Von Moltke's first actual service was in the

East. He resided there four years, engaged

actively in the organization and drill of the

Ottoman troops, and was present in the en

gagements with the Koords, and at the battle

of Nisid. He travelled, on military business,

through the greater part of Asia Minor. In

1839 he returned to Germany, where he

published a work entitled Hussisch-turkischer

Feldzug in der Europaiscken Turkei von

1828-'29, and a number of Turkish maps.

In 1835 he was promoted to a captaincy, in

1842 to a majority ; in 1846 he was appointed

general staff officer of the Eighth Army Corps,

and in 1848 chief of one division of the gen

eral staff. In 1850 he was again a first-lien-

tenant, in 1851 a captain as first-adjutant of

the Crown-Prince Frederick William. In 1856

he was made a major-general, and in 1858

chief of the general staff, whence he was pro

moted to the rank of general. He took a prom

inent part in the Schleswig-Holstein War in

1864. The plan of the campaign of the short,

decisive, brilliant war of 1866 with Austria

was his work. The great battle of KOniggrfitz

was fought under his direction. After this

battle he negotiated the truce, and the suspen

sion of hostilities, and the preliminaries to

peace. For his services he was decorated with

the order of the black eagle.

After the close of the war, and the promul

gation of the new German Empire, the Em

peror William conferred upon General von

Moltke the title and dignity of count, in ac

knowledgment of his distinguished services.

Bourbahi, General Charles Denis Sauter, is of

Greek origin, the son of an officer who fell in

the Greek war of independence. He was born

at Pau, April 22, 1816. He was educated at

Saint-Cyr, and began his military career as a

lieutenant in Africa, commanding a corps of

Zouaves. He is generally accredited with the

formation of the corps of Spahis and Turcos,

who have since become famous in French wars.

He behaved with great coolness at the storm

ing of Zaadscha, where he was the first to

mount the breach at the head of his Turcos,

and was made captain. In the Crimean War

he held the command of a brigadier-general.

At the battle of Inkennan ho saved the right

flank of the English army from destruction,

and earned the title by which he was after

ward known, of Bourlali tflnkerman. He

also distinguished himself at the battle of the

Alma, at the storming of the Malakoff. and in

the Franco-Austrian War of 1859, at the bat

tle of Solferino. He was made an officer of

the Legion of Honor in 1868. At the breaking

out of the war of 1870, he was assigned the

command of the Eighth Army Corps, which

included the Imperial Guard. In the new or

ganization of the French armies, which was

made after the surrender at Sedan, General

Bourboki was placed in command of the "First

Army," and was ordered to operate in the

north, in the direction of the Vosges. He

met with a succession of defeats in December

and January. His last operation in the war

was an unsuccessful effort to raise the siege of

Belfort.

Faidkerbe, Louis Leon Cesar, was born at

Lille, on the 8d of June, 1818. He entered

the Polytechnic School in 1838, and the School

of Application at Metz in 1840. He was ap

pointed to special service in Africa, where, in

the eight years from 1844 to 1852, he took

part in many expeditions in the provinces of

Oran, Guadeloupe, and Constantino. The most

notable of these was that of Kabyle. He then

passed to Senegal as subdirector of engineers.

He was made commander of a battalion, and

Governor of Senegal in 1857. In 1861 he was

engaged in an expedition against the King of

Cayor, by which the whole maritime border

of that chief, extending from the right bank

of the Senegal to beyond the Bathel de Me

dina, was subjected. The prophet Omer-cl-

Hadji also recognized the French sovereignty.

The peninsula of Cape Vert and the province

of Dianda were annexed to Senegal. He was

definitively recalled to France at his own re

quest in 1865. He afterward commanded the

Division of Bonar in Africa. He was made an

officer of the Legion of Honor in 1855, com

mander in 1861, and brigadier-general in 1863.

While in Soudan and Western Africa, he

wroto numerous documents and memoirs which

were published in the Bulletin de la Soeieti

de Geographie. He is also the author of An

nates de Voyages, the Annuaire de Senegal,

which was published in four languages, etc.

General Faidherbe's principal part in the Ger

man-French War was as commander of the

Army of the North. He was disastrously de

feated at St. Quentin, on the 19th of January.

It was the substantial destruction, in quick

succession, of the armies of Chanzy and f'aid-

herbe, on whom the French chiefly relied to

divert the attention of the Germans from their

attack on Paris, that decided the surrender of

the capital.

Chanzy, General, is about forty-seven

years old. His father was a captain of cui

rassiers, who was dismissed from the service in

1815. Ho Btudied military science in the

school of St.-Cyr, which he entered in 1841.

He saw active service in Syria under Ilant-

poul, and in Africa under Pelissier. At the

close of 1870 General Chanzy held the com

mand of the Army of the Loire. He made an
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active and gallant campaign against the Ger

mans, bat met a disastrous defeat, accom

panied with the disorganization of his army,

at Le Mans, on the 12th of January. He was

one of those Frenoh generals for whose skill

and bravery the Germans had the highest re

spect.

GERMANY, an empire in Europe, reestab

lished January 18, 1871, when William, King

of Prussia, formally assumed the title of " Ger

man Emperor," in compliance with the joint

request of the governments of all the other

states. The Emperor William I. wa9 born

March 22, 1797. He is a son of King Frederick

William HI. and Queen Louisa, and was mar

ried June 11, 1829, to Augusta, daughter of

the Grand-duke Charles Frederick of Saxe-

Weimar. The heir-apparent, Frederick Wil

liam, born October 18, 1831, has the official

title of Crown-Prince of the German Empire

and Crown-Prince of Prussia. He was mar

ried, January 25, 1858, to Victoria, Princess

Royal of Great Britain and Ireland, born No

vember 21, 1840.

The following table exhibits the area and

population of the states belonging to the Ger

man Empire, the number of representatives

of every German government in the Federal

Council, and the number of deputies who rep

resent each state in the Reichstag :

STATES.

1.
9.
a.
4.
5.
Ii.

7.
&
9.

in.
11.
IS.
is.
ii.

1&
1'!.
IT.
1&
IS.

•21.

H.
at
21.
IT,.

Prussia (Including Laucnburg). .
Bavaria
Saxony
Wartemberg.
Baden

He
Mecklenburg-Schwerin
Saxe-Weimar
Oldenburg.
Mecklenburg-Strelltz
Brunswick
Saxe-Meiningen
Saxe-Altenbnrg
Saxe-Coboxg-Gotha
Anhalt
Scbwarzburg-Rudolstadt
Scbwarzbarg-Sondersuausen
Waldeck
Bouss-Greitz (older line)
Rcuss-Scbleltz (younger line)
Schaumbnrg-Llppe
Lippe-Detmold
Labeck
Bremen
Hambarg
Alsace-Lorraine (imperial country)..

Total.

*—
r ••.« la

V t. ,
Id the
Federal

Depatlee
to the

Reictuteg.
Ha.

Council.

135.806 24,039,068 17 236
29,293 4,824.421 6 48
5.779 2,423,401 4 23
7.533 1,778,396 4 17
8,870 1,484,970 3 14
2.901 823.138 3 9
5,190 560.618 2 6
1,404 282.928 3
2,409 315.022 1 3
1,052 98,770 1
1,425 302.792 3
950 1M).«-) 1 2
510 141,420 1
760 loi.s-,1 2

1,026 197.011 2
874 75,116 1
a« 67,533 1
433 5i;.k.i7 1
106 13X9
320 »i,097

171 31.186 1 1
Ata 111,352

48,538 J J

•*oo

107
98 109,572 1
159 805.196 J 3

5,608 1,598,806

211,459 40,108,029 68 383

TABLE OP RELIGIOUS STATISTICS OP GERMANY IN 1867.

Alsace-Lorraine
Bavaria
Baden
Prussia (inclnd'g Laucnburg)

Wartemberg
Hesse
Oldenburg
Saxe-Welmar

IJppe
Waldeck
Saxony
Bremen
Hamburg
Brunswick
Anhalt
Lubeck
Baxe-Meinlngen
Schaumbnrg-Llppe
Saxe-Coburg-Gotha,
Benss (older line)
Schwarzburg - Sondershausen
Beuss (younger line)
Mecklenbarg-Scliwerlu
Mecklenburg-Strelitz
Saxe-Altenburg
Bctiwarzbarg-Rudoliitadt

CATHOL. cs. PKKOXHTAOI.

Eraagelleil.
Romas. Greek.

Other Secti. Jerri. Othen.
Evangel*

Id.
Catholic. Jen.

245,000 1,806,000 f 4,500 43.500 600 15. r, 81.07 2.07
1,828,718 8,441.029 143 4,096 49,840

"ii

27.55 71.32 1.03
475,918 931,007 254 2,181 25,599 83.17 64.88 1.78

15,672.400 7,955,150 1,994 90,210 813.250 600 65.21 82.68 1.33
1,220,124 643,593 ? 8,017 11,062

"78

63.61 80.57 0.66
664,617 229,416 21 8,819 25,187 68.59 27.87 8.06
241,381 72,077 ? 984 1,527 26 76.45 82.84 0.48
271,707 9,966 49 79 1,183 I 96.03 8.52 0.42
109.319 2,058 "„ 16 1,126 96.01 2,35 0.99
55,3)6 1,225 118 815

"ii

96.23 2.13 1.42
2.307.431 61.476 413 2,109 3.103 97.08 2.12 0.09
106,511 2,442 ? 654 271 97.02 2.22 0.25
280,278 6,220 6 827 13.448 4,417 91.85 2.05 4.39
296,320 4,869 ? 620 1.083 97.98 1.68 0.36
191,088 8,156 .... 89 2,108

609
97.28 1.60 1.07

47,863 361 11 88 MS 97.83 0.74 1.23
177.319 1,125 187 1,629 98.38 0.63 0.09
80.081 194

""l

11 849 98.23 0.62 1.12
167,087 1,005 60 137

""l
93.29 0.60 0.08

43.676 200 1 1 10 99.51 0.46 0.02
67,589 299 1 4 216 99.25 0.44 0.31
87,795 279 2 7 14

"l
99 65 0.82 0.02

556,290 1,195
169

6 72 3,064 99.28 0.21 0.55
97.937

" "4
466 8 99.85 0.17 0.47

141,149
74,907

240 81 1 1 99.08 0.17 0.03
93 % 1 118 99.73 0.12 0.15

24,921,000 14.565.000 2,900 114,000 499.000 6.000 62.14 36.31 121
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A new census of the German States was

taken in December, 1871. The population of

the largest cities, as far as can be ascertained

from the preliminary reports, was as follows

(in several large cities no reports had been

published when this table was prepared) :

Popotttton.

Berlin 828.013
Hamburg 337.940
Breslau 807,901
Munich, 190,1)00
Dresden 177,095
Elberfeld-Barmcn . . 100,000
Cologne 129,500
Konfgsberg 112,000
Magdeburg 110,000
Leipsic 107,675
Hanover 105,500
Dantzlc 100.000
Stuttgart 91,623
Frankfort -on- the -

Main 90,778
Nuremberg 87,000
Bremen 82,990
Aix-la-Chapelle 80,000
Strasbourg 80,000
Dnsseldorf. 80,000
Stettin 76,154
AJtona 73.864
Crefeld 70.000
Posen 66,982
llalle-on-the-Saalc
Metz
Essen
Augsburg.

52.41 N
61,388
51,240
60,451
44,348

Population.

Dortmund 44,250
Frankfort - on - the -

Oder 44.000
Erfurt 48,316
Gorlltz 42,693
Potsdam 42,000
Darmstadt 46.000
Mannheim 89.620
Lnbeck 89,500
Wiesbaden 86,000
Elblne 81.135
Rostock 81,04*
Kiel 80,770
Dulsburg 80,471
Bonn 26,244
Stralsund 86.110
Bamberg 25,740
HalborstadL 25-336
Schwerln 25,053
Zwickau 24,509
Coblentx. 23,531

Liegnltx 23,085
Ulm 22,467
Treves 22,002
Freiberg 21,786
Flensburg 21,785
Nordhauaen 21,464
Munstor 21,377
Plauen 20,508

The budget of the North-German Confedera

tion, as fixed for 1871, by law of May 15, 1870,

according to which the receipts and expendi

tures amounted each to 77,446,287 thalers, was

declared, by law of May 31, 1871, to be the bud

get of the German Empire, with the only modi

fication that the sum of 557,959 thalers should

be added to both receipts and expenditures.

The preparations for the restoration of the

German Empire were nearly complete at the

close of 1870. On January 18, 1871, King Wil

liam of Prussia assumed atVersailles, in the pres

ence of a number of German princes, the title of

German Emperor, and the reestablishment of

the empire was officially promulgated. The

ratification of the Federal treaties by the Ba

varian Diet completed the consent of the Diets

of the German States to this reestablishment.

The constitutions of the particular states be

longing to the German Empire greatly dift'er

from each other. Prussia, Bavaria, Saxony,

Wurtemberg, Baden, and Hesse, have two

Chambers. The First Chamber in Prussia is

called Herrenhaus (House of Lords) ; in Ba

varia, Kammer der Beichsrathe (Chamber of

the Imperial Councillors) ; in "VVurtemberg,

Kammer der Standesherren (Chamber of No

bles). In Prussia, the First Chamber, in 1871,

had 66 members entitled to a seat by birth,

18 entitled to a seat by their offices, 97 chosen

representatives of the nobility and large real-

estate owners, 10 representatives of universi

ties, 30 representatives of large cities—in all,

267 members. The First Chamber in Saxony

is composed of the same classes of members.

Bavaria has no chosen representatives of the

nobility and universities, and no representa

tives of the cities in her First Chamber. The

Second Chamber has, in Prussia, 432 mem

bers; in Bavaria, 154; in Saxony, 80; inVnr-

temberg, 93 ; in Baden, 63 ; in Hesse, 50. The

other grand-duchies, duchies, and principalities,

have only one Chamber each. The two grand-

duchies of Mecklenburg have one Diet in com

mon, which consists of 684 nobles, or knights,

and 47 representatives of cities and towns.

The numerical strength of the army of the

German Empire is as follows:

1.—PlACI-FOOTTNO.

Infantry of the Line..
District Commands of
Landwehr

Chasseurs

Total of Infantry..

Cavalry

Field Artillery
Fortress Artillery. .

Total of Artillery.

Pioneers
Army Train
Invalids, etc
Staff and Officers not
belonging to reg'mte.

Total.

2.—Wah-Foottxq.
a. Field Army.

Staff
Infantry
Chasseurs
Cavalry
Artillery
PioneerH
Army Train

Total.

b. Reserve.

Infantry

Chasseurs
Cavalry
Artillery
Pioneers
Army Train

Total. .

c. Garrison Troops.

4,080 620

Commands of Battalion
104 26

Districts 609 1
851 111

Artillery 1,222 118
204

7,670 776
222 1,326

Officer*.

8,578

609
674

9,661

2,331

1,672
698

2.370

.'SO

138

1,800

17.891

797
10,212

574
2,145
1,200

441
516

15,916

2,810
104
465
317
7(1
224

3.996

Surgeon*.

941

2,79

137
30

107

1,443

52
279
2.S7
69

421

290

488

241,068

4,878
13,780

259,216

i'.-,.-«u',

29,109
12,600

41.759

4,163
8,781

6,130
456,203
26.780
59.813
59.732
18,328
24,730

651.716

179.968
6,726
24,087
14.205
4,730

11,248

240.S64

275,376
6,500

4,878
13.606
58.290

10,251

868,401

Grand total I 27,708 I 4,576 (1,261,081

4,515

i
,1SS

4,700

13.733
S70

14,008

1S3
8,274

a

2,800

6.957
16.998
1,040

65,658
63.637
8.3ST

38,193

200,S10

19.716
4,695

8,666

28,705

"'t
24.273
7,455

271.976

The entire naval force of the German Em

pire in July, 1871, is shown in the following

table. According to the original plan of the

government, there still remain to be con

structed up to the year 1877: 11 iron-clads

and iron vessels, 11 corvettes,- 4 avisos, and 3

transports. Of these there are in course of

construction, 3 iron frigates (Grosser Knr-

fiirst, Friedrich der Grosse, Borussia) ; 1 iron

corvette (Ilansa); 2 corvettes (Ariadne, Luise);

3 avisos (Loreley [reconstruction], Albatross,

Nautilus) ; 2 steamers for harbor service.
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1. Screw-Steamert.

3 Iron-clads (ESnlg Wilhelm, Friedrlch Carl, aDd Kronprinz)

3 Iron vessels (Arminius and Priuz Adalbert) ,
1 Veesel-of-the-Line (Renown)

5 Iron-clad Corvettes (Elizabeth, Hertna, Vineta, Arcona, and Gazelle). .
4 Corvettes (Nymphe, Medusa,Angusta, and Victoria).
3 Avisos (Preusnischer Adler, Falke, and Pomerania).
1 Yadis (Grille)
22 Gunboats

41 Vessels, wIth .

2. Sailing- Veudt, far Artillery and Exercise.

3 Frigates (Geflon, Thetis, and Niobe)
4 Brigs (Mosquito, Hover, Hela, and TJndlue)

1 Sailing-vessels, with

43 Men-of-War

2.000
600
800

1,900
1,120
T15
100

1,480

9,741

13.386
1,911
3,319
9,104
4.1)98
2,270
445

5,858

41,291

1,927

5,803

47.151

5.5

1

liij

62
8

111
40

100

481

The following table shows the public debt of the several German States (exclusive of war

loans) :

Prussia
Lauenburg
Bavaria
Barony
Wortemberg
Baden
Hease
Mecklenburg-Schwerin
Saxe-Welmar
Hecklenburg-Strelitz
Oldenburg

Brunswick
Baxe-Meinlngen
Saxe-AItenburg
Baxe-Coburg-Gotha
Anhalt
Schwarzbnrg-Rudolstadt
Schwarzburg-Soudershauscn
Waldeck
Reass-Greltz
Keuse-Schleitz
Schanmburg-Lippe

Lippe-Detmold.
Lubeck
Bremen
Hamburg
Empire

Total

End of Public Debt proper.

1870
1870
1809
1870
1871
1870
1870
1S70

1870
1870
1870
1871
1470
1S7I)
1S70
1S70
1870
1870
18T0
1H70
1870
1.M70
1*70
1.*]'.)
1870

Thalors.

261,794,916
1,650.000

95,054.746
89,981,125
25,317.000
21,510,907
10.967.543
12.050.0IX)
2.676,292
2,800,000
6,052,400
2,358.218
1,898,000
838,000

2.657.000
6,511,471
725,700

1,417,056
1,100,800
4.)0.000
679,150
492,000
871,490

1,514,600
4,427.813

80,057,888
10,200,000

544.600.000

of P»per lunrojj Otf,u. Tolal of all Debti.

Thslcr*.

20,463,000

8.571,429
12,000,000
8.428,571
8,714,288
2.457,143
1,000.000
600.000
800,000

2,000,000
1,000.000
600.000
400,000
600,000
950.000

200,000
150.000
210,000
130,000
820,000
372,000

59.966,000

Toaltrs.

192,716,749

93,387.900
73.000.000
80,000.000
71,785,685
5,329,943
7,400,000
981,000

3.311,800
22,617,000
1,500,000

1,519,000

6.14H.300

7,136.700
7,200,000

576.000.000

Thalen,

454.511,665
1,650,000

18S,442,646

114,981,125
105,317.000
93,216,592
16.297,488
19.450,000
3.657.892
2,800,000
9.364,200

23,005.818
3,398.000
838,000

4.176,000
6,511.471
725,700

1,417,056
1,100.800
430,000
679.450
492.000
871,490

7,692.900
11,584.513
37.257,888
10.200,000

1.120.600.000

On March 3, 1871, the elections for the first

German Reichstag took place. The fear that,

under the influence of the military triumphs

obtained in the German-French War, the num

ber of the Ultra-conservative deputies might

be considerably increased, was not fulfilled.

In Prussia, the Conservative and Free Con

servative parties saw their former number of

one hundred members reduced to about eighty.

Of the eighty-five deputies elected in the

South-German States, not one joined the Con

servative and only about ten the Free-Con

servative party. The liberal parties lost like

wise many Prussian districts, no less than

eighteen in the Rhine province and Westphalia

alone ; and the so-called People's party and the

Socialists carried only one district; the only

party in Prussia which considerably gained in

strength was the Catholic. Instead of the

eight deputies which it had had in the North-

German Reichstag, it numbered no less than

thirty-six members among the newly-chosen

representatives. In the South-German States,

on the other hand, this party was signally de

feated. It elected only two of the fourteen in

Baden, one of the seventeen in Wurtemberg,

nineteen of the forty-eight in Bavaria, and none

in Hesse. The National Liberal party gained

in Saxony. This kingdom, which had sent to

the Constituent Reichstag of the North-Ger

man Confederation fourteen Conservatives,

seven members of the party of Progress, forty

Nationals, and two Socialists, was now repre

sented in the first Reichstag of all Germany by

seven National Liberals, eight members of the

party of Progress, two Socialists, four Conser

vatives, and two others. Tho Socialists had dis

played an extraordinary activity among tho nu

merous working-men; they had had their own

candidate in almost every electoral district, and

polled in all about fifty thousand votes, out of

an aggregate vote of four hundred thousand ;
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but they were successful in only two districts.

Outside of Saxony and Prussia no Socialist

was elected. The Socialist party of the Reicbs-

rath consisted therefore of only three mem

bers. Another fear, that a natural exhaustion,

succeeding the excitement of the war, might

weaken the interest of the voters in the elec

tions, likewise proved to be unfounded. The

number of voters was, everywhere, large,

and in many places more numerous than at

any previous election. On an average, fully 60

per cent, of the enrolled voters took part in

the elections ; in many cases upward of 70

per cent. As an absolute majority of all the

votes cast is necessary in Germany for the

validity of an election, thirty-five supplemen

tary elections had to be held in Prussia, six

in Saxony, and three in the South-German

States. When the Diet met, the Conserva

tives, National Liberals, the party of Progress,

and the Poles, retained their former party

names; the Free Conservatives adopted the

name of the German Imperial party (Deutsche

Reichspartei). The former Centre, which had

chiefly consisted of Old Liberals (Altliberale),

disappeared ; the reelected members joined

either the German Imperial or the Liberal Im

perial party. The Free Union, a kind of mid

dle party between National Liberals and the

party of Progress, also disappeared. Most of

its members had not been reelected, and a ma

jority of those reelected joined no party in the

new Reichstag. The most important change

in the division of parties was the dissolution

of the Federal Constitutional party, which, in

the preceding Diet, had numbered about twenty

members, and embraced the most determined

opponents of the national unity of Germany

under the leadership of Prussia, As this unity

had become an established fact, nearly all the

members joined the other parties ; only a few

from Hanover, the chief of whom was Prof.

Ewald, of Gdttingen, as well as two Danes

from North Schleswig, remained in sulky iso

lation. The "Catholio party," which was

now for the first time fully organized in the

Reichstag, received from the part of the hall

which it occupied the name of the " Fraction

of the Centre." Another party, which owed

its origin to this Diet, was the Liberal Impe

rial party (Liberale Reichspartei), which in

most questions agreed with the National Lib

erals, but was less centralizing in regard to

national unity. The Conservative party, which

numbered about fifty members, generally re

garded as its leader Ilerr von Bianckenburg,

one of the most fluent speakers of the Reichs

tag. Other prominent speakers of the party

were Count von Kleist and Count von Ritt-

berg. The great strategist, Von Moltke, spoke

only on military subjects. Wagener, the most

learned champion of the party in the daily

press and in the literary world, also spoke on

a very few occasions. The recognized leader

of the German Imperial party, which num

bered thirty-eight members, is Count von

Bethusy Hue. The best speakers besides him

are Herr von Kardorff, Dr. FriedenthaL and

Count Monster, formerly minister of the King

of Hanover. The Catholio party, which has

about sixty members, took a more active part

in most of the debates than any other party.

Among its prominent speakers are the Bishop

of Mentz (Baron von Ketteler), Dr. 'Windt-

horst, formerly minister of the King of Hano

ver, Prof. Greil, of Bavaria, and the two broth

ers, August and Peter Reichensperger, the

former of whom was formerly Vice-President

of the Prussian Chamber of Deputies, while

the other is a member of the Supreme Court

of Prussia at Berlin. Herr von Bennigsen is

the recognized leader of the National Liberals,

who constitute the most numerous party of

the Diet, as they number one hundred and six

teen members. Among the best speakers ofthis

party are Holder and R6mer, of Wurtemberg,

and Lasker and Miquel, of Prussia. The Presi

dent of the Diet, Dr. Simson, though, as Presi

dent, he could not formally join any of the par

ties, almost invariably voted with the National

Liberals. The party of Progress had not one

generally-recognized leader, like many of the

other parties ; its most influential members are

Dr. Lowe, who for many years was a resident

of New York ; Schulze-Delitzch, the cele

brated writer on questions of political econ

omy ; Herr von Hoverbeck, Duncker, and Wi-

gard. Prince Hohenlohe, of Bavaria, the first

Vice-President of the Diet, is one of the lead

ers of the Liberal Imperial party.

The opening of the Reichstag took place on

March 21st, and was attended by unusual splen

dor. All the parties of the Reichstag united

in electing as President Dr. Simson, President

of the Court of Appeals at Frankfort-on-the-

Oder. He had been President of the German

Parliament at Frankfort, in 1848; had an

nounced the election of King William of Prus

sia as Emperor of Germany, and as head of

the delegation of the Parliament had offered

the imperial crown to the Prussian King in

the name of the nation and its representatives.

He had subsequently presided at the Union

Parliament of Erfurt, which unsuccessfully en

deavored to resume the work which the Frank

fort Parliament had been unable to complete.

Seventeen years later he had been elected

President of the first Reichstag of the North-

German Confederation, and likewise President

of the Parliament of the German Customs

Union. Thus, during the space of thirty-three

years, Dr. Simson had been the symbolic rep

resentative of the idea of German unity; and,

as he, moreover, has acquired an ability in the

art of presiding which is believed to be almost

without parallel in the history of parliamen

tary life, all parties, without exception, resolved

to give him their votes. Thus he received all

the votes cast, except only three, one of which

was his own. As first Vice-President the

Reichstag elected the Bavarian prince of Ho-

henlohe-Schillingsfurst by two hundred and
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twenty-two out of two hundred and eighty-

nine votes. He also reoeived the votes of all

parties except one, the Catholic, which cast

sixty votes for another Bavarian, the Baron

von Aretin. As second Vice-President, Dr.

Weber, of Stuttgart, member of the Supreme

Court of Wurtemberg and President of the

Wnrtemberg Diet, was elected through the

united efforts of the National Liberals apd the

party of Progress, receiving one hundred and

fifty of two hnndred and ninety-five votes;

while the candidate of the Conservative par

ties received seventy-eight, and the candi

date of the Catholic party (A. Reiohensperger)

sixty-four.

The Reichstag began its labors with discuss

ing and voting a reply to the imperial speech

as an address to the Emperor. The parties

generally wished to come, if possible, to an

understanding with regard to the address. A

so-called free commission, consisting of their

representatives, met, therefore, for a prelimi

nary deliberation. The consent of all the

great parties, with the exception of one, was

finally obtained to one draft ; the only oppo

nents were the Catholics, who took exception

to that paragraph which emphatically indorsed

the assurances given by the Emperor in regard

to the strict observance of a principle of non

intervention. This paragraph ran as follows :

" Germany also at one time has conceived the

germ of decay by interfering with the life of

other nations, its rulers following traditions

of foreign origin. The new empire has sprung

from the peculiar spirit of the nation, which,

prepared solely for defence, is invariably de

voted to works of peace. In its intercourse

with foreign nations, Germany demands for

its citizens no more than the respect which

right and custom warrant, and, unbiassed by

favor or disfavor, it allows every nation to find

the road toward its national unity and every

state to find the best form of its own constitu

tion. The days of interference with the inner

life of other nations, we hope, will return

under no pretext and in no form." As the

Catholic party believed this paragraph to con

demn directly their hopes for an intervention

of Germany in behalf of a restoration of the

temporal power of the Pope, they refused their

consent to the draft, and proposed a counter-

address which passed over in silence the allu

sion of the imperial speech to the principle of

non-intervention, and, moreover, contained a

paragraph expressing their hopes for the main

tenance of old-established and justified partic

ularities of the single German states by the

side of the national union. Thus two drafts

were laid before the House, and, on March

' 30th, the debate on them began. It was long

and animated, and, as regards the speeches

delivered on both sides of the House, the most

brilliant of the session. On the part of the

Catholics, Bishop Ketteler, of Mentz, A. Reioh

ensperger, and Dr.Windhorst, were the promi

nent speakers; on the part of the majority,

vol. xi.—24 A

Herr von Bennigsen, the mover of the address,

Miquel, and Yolk. The vote on the adoption

of the address resulted in 243 yeas to 63 nays,

the minority embracing, besides the Catholic

Sarty, a few Particularists, from Hanover and

orthern Schleswig, and Socialists. The Poles,

as usual, abstained from voting.

After the adoption of the address, the revi

sion of the imperial Constitution was next in

order. On all sides it appeared desirable to

leave for the present the recent treaties be

tween the North-German Confederation and

the South-German States unaltered. Even the

party of Progress suspended its desire for the

recognition of the "fundamental rights"

(Grundrechte) of the German people which,

in 1848, had been adopted by the Parliament

of Frankfort. The Poles again demanded the

separation of the Polish districts from the Ger

man Empire, but received on that account a se

vere reprimand from Bismarck, who told them :

" You, gentlemen, are really no people ; yon

represent no people ; you have no people back

ing you ; you are backed by nothing but your

fictions and illusions, one of which is that you

were elected by the Polish people into the

Reichstag in order to represent the Polish na

tionality. You have been elected to represent

the interests of the Catholic Church, and, if

you do this whenever the interests of the Cath

olic Church are at stake, yon meet the ex

pectations of yonr electors. But a mandate to

represent the Polish people or the Polish na

tionality has been given you by no man, and

least of all by the people of Posen and West

ern Prussia. I do not share your fiction

that the Polish rule was good or not bad. I

wish to be impartial and just, but I can assure

yon it was truly bad, and therefore it will

never return." The only sympathy with the

Poles for these harsh remarks was expressed

by one Catholic and one Socialist deputy. An

important discussion relating to the revision

of the Constitution was again brought on by

the Catholic party, which offered an amend

ment to the Constitution containing a number

of provisions on the press, the right of asso

ciation, and the independence of the state. A

brilliant speech in support of the amendment

was made by P. Reiohensperger ; an equally

brilliant reply was made by Heinrich von

Treitschke, the great German historian. The

final vote showed 223 against and only 59 for

the amendment—all the parties being again

united against the Catholics.

As the treaties regulating the entrance of

Bavaria into the new empire reserved the

introduction of the laws of the North-German

Confederation for a special act of imperial

legislation, the Bavarian Government caused a

law to be submitted to the Reichsrath by

which twenty-four of the Federal laws were

introduced into Bavaria, either immediately or

after a very short interval. In general, the

representatives of Bavaria, as well as of Wur

temberg, in the Federal Council, showed a
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great readiness to cooperate in the progressive

consolidation of the empire.

The good relations which on the whole ex

isted with the Imperial Government came near

being seriously interrupted. The bill regulat

ing the administration of Alsace-Lorraine,

which the Federal Council presented to the

Keichsrath, provided that the Constitution of

the German Empire shall not go into operation

before January 1, 1874. During the interval,

the entire right of legislation in the new terri

tory is to be exercised by the Emperor in union

with the Federal Council, but without the

cooperation of the Reichstag; all the other

rights of the Central Government by the Em

peror alone. The committee of the Chamber,

to which this bill had been referred, recom

mended that the Constitution of the empire be

introduced by January 1, 1873 ; that until then

a communication of the Reichsrath give an

account of the laws and general regulations is

sued for Alsace-Lorraine, and of the progress

of administration, and that the Chancellor of

the empire shall countersign all decrees of the

Emperor. The Reichstag approved the report

of the committee, and also adopted a motion

offered by Lasker and Stauffenberg, in the

name of a number of members of the moder

ate Liberal parties, and demanding the consent

of the Reichstag for all laws which burden

Alsace and Lorraine with loans or the assump

tion of guarantees. Bismarck returned from

Frankfort, where, on May 10th, he had con

cluded the definite peace, shortly before the

third reading of the bill. Ho made a long and

strong speech against the motion of Lasker,

and declared that, in the case of its adoption,

he would ask the Emperor to intrust some one

else with the responsible government of Alsace

and Lorraine. The Reichstag, therefore, re

solved to refer the motion back to the commit

tee, which effected an understanding with

Bismarck by restricting the motion of Lasker

to loans and guarantees involving a responsi

bility of the empire. Thus amended, the mo

tion was adopted by the Reichsrath with the

consent of Bismarck.

The Reichstag, by a small majority, again

declared in favor of a compensation being giv

en to its members, but the Federal Council, as

in former years, unanimously resolved not to

grant the demand of the Reichstag. A full

agreement between the Federal Council and

the Reichstag was secured concerning the in

demnification for all the damages sustained by

certain classes of the population during the

war. The sums allowed for the invalids and

the widows and orphans of the killed exceeded

in particular, in point of liberality, the provi

sions made in similar cases by any European

government or parliament. Four million dol

lars were granted for dotations to be conferred

upon soldiers and statesmen who had distin

guished themselves in the war. On June 15th

the Emperor closed the Reichsrath with a

speech from the throne which briefly reviewed

the laws which had been passed during the

session.

The second session of the first German

Reichstag was opened by the Emperor on Oc

tober 16th. The speech from the throne

briefly referred to the most important ques

tions which would engage the Reichstag, rep

resented the foreign relations of the empire as

being of a thoroughly peaceful character, and

laid particular stress on the friendly relations

existing between Germany and the powerful

empires which are bordering upon it in the

east. The Reichstag gave to the Imperial Gov

ernment a great proof of its confidence by re

signing for the following three years its right

to vote the special military budget. It also

gave its consent to the formation of an impe

rial war-treasure, consisting of forty million

thalers. On November 23d a law concerning

the coining of imperial gold coin was adopted,

which is gradually to take the place of the

coins of the particular states. The Federal

Council, in compliance with a proposition em

anating from Bavaria, submitted to the Reichs

tag an amendment to the German criminal

code providing the penalty of imprisonment

in a jail or in a fortress, for a term not exceed

ing two years, for a clergyman or other reli

gious teacher, who, in the exercise, or on occa

sion of the exercise, of his vocation, shall

make the affairs of state the subject of a pub

lic address or discussion in a manner endanger

ing the public peace. The Catholic party in

vain made a strenuous opposition to this

amendment, as it was believed to be chiefly

directed against their priests ; nearly all the

other parties were divided in their opinion, but

it was finally adopted by a vote of 179 against

108. An important amendment to the Fed

eral Constitution was adopted by the Reichs

tag, providing that every Federal state must

have an elective representation of the people,

and that the consent of these representatives

shall be required for every law of the state

and for the adoption of the budget. The reso

lution, however, did not receive the consent

of the Federal Council. On December 1st

the Reichstag w as closed by an imperial speech

from the throne.

On May 10th the definite peace was conclud

ed at Frankfort between France and Germany

{tee Geeman-Fbench Wab). The German

troops, on their return from France, were re

ceived with great demonstrations of joy. On

June 16th the Prussian troops made their tri

umphal entry into Berlin : 81 eagles captured

from the French army were borne at the head

of the column. Then followed the generals

engaged in the late war, aides-de-camp of offi

cers in the field, commanding officers, Prince

Bismarck, Generals Von Roon and Von Molt-

ke, and the Emperor "William. After the Em

peror came the German princes, and the pro

cession was then made up of detachments of

the victorious army. The triumphal entry of

the Bavarian troops into Munich, on July 16th,
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was witnessed by the Crown-Prince of the

German Empire, who was enthusiastically wel

comed by the large concourse of people. In

Dresden the triumphal entry of the Saxon

troops took place on July 11th, on which occa

sion it was announced that the Emperor Wil

liam had made the Crown-Prinoe of Saxony a

field-marshal of the empire. On October 12th,

two conventions were concluded at Berlin be

tween Prince Bismarck and the French Minis

ter of Finance, Pouyer-Quertier. By the one

the German Government secured some favor

able provisions for the exports from Alsace-

Lorraine into France ; the other modified the

provisions of the treaty of peace concerning

the payment of the war-indemnification, and

hastened the evacuation of several French de

partments by the German troops.

Considerable interest was awakened by the

interview of the Emperor with the Czar and

the Emperor of Austria. The Czar paid a
■visit to the Emperor William at Berlin in the

first week of June, and, a few days later, the

Emperor went to Ems to meet the Czar. An

interview between the Emperor William and

the Emperor Francis Joseph took place at

Ischl, on August 11th, and, a few weeks later

(September 6th to 8th), the two Emperors, at

tended by Prince Bismarck and Count Beust,

again met, at Salzburg. In the interval be

tween the two interviews, Bismarck and

Beust met in Gastein; at the last interview

of the two Emperors, Count Hohenwart, the

President of the cis-Leithan ministry, and

Count Andrassy, the Prime-Minister of Hun

gary, were also invited. No official account

of the transactions at Ischl and Salzburg has

yet been published ; but the subsequent policy

of both the German and the Anstrian Govern

ments indicates that they were of the most

friendly character, and aimed at strengthening

the relations of the two countries.

One of tho most prominent movements in

Germany, during the year 1871, was the oppo

sition of ono portion of the German Catholics

to the doctrine of papal infallibility, and the

organization of the Old Catholic Church (see

Roman Catholic Church). For tho treaty

between France and Germany see Public Doc

uments.

GERVINUS, Geobge Gottfried, Ph. D., a

German historian and statesman, born at

Darmstadt, May 20, 1805; died in Heidelberg,

of brain-fever, March 29, 1871. He was at

first destined to mercantile life, and received a

commercial education ; but, after serving some

time as cashier in a large commercial house at

Darmstadt, ho felt so strongly the desire to de

vote himself to literary pursuits, that he aban

doned bis situation and commenced anew, al

most alone, his uncompleted studies. In 1826

he attended the lectures of Schlosser, on his

tory, as well as the courses of other professors

at Heidelberg, and gave his attention very

closely to historic studies for some years. In

1828 he was elected professor in an institu

tion at Frankfort-on-the-Main, but returned to

Heidelberg to take his doctor's degree. He

then went to Italy, where he spent several

years in collecting the materials for historical

works which he had planned. In 1880 he

published " A Glance at Anglo-Saxon His

tory," and in 1833, " Historical Essays," both

of which gave indications of historical talent

of a high order. On his return from Italy, in

1835, he was appointed adjunct professor, and

in 1836 full professor of History and Literature

at G5ttingen. In 1837 his desire for constitu

tional liberty led him to assist M. Dahlmann

and the other professors in the preparation of

a protest against some of the measures of the

Government, which resulted in the expulsion

from the university of all those who signed it.

After remaining some months in Darmstadt

and Heidelberg, Prof. Gervinus revisited Italy

and remained there six years. On his return

in 1844, he was' appointed honorary professor

of the University of Heidelberg, and continued

to deliver his courses of lectures there with

constantly-increasing classes till his death. It

was in the period between 1886 and 1850 that

most of his best works were written. In 1845

Gervinus again took part in political affairs, it

is needless to say, on the side of popular lib

erty. He commenced by an address on the

"Mission of the German Catholics," which ex

cited great interest ; in 1846 he published the

famous " Heidelberg Address " on the Schles-

wig-Holstein question ; in February, 1847, he

replied to the manifesto of the Prussian Gov

ernment, in a pamphlet entitled "The Prussian

Constitution and the Manifesto of the Third of

February ; " and the same year, in association

with Mathy, Milton, Maier, and Hflusser, found

ed the German Gazette, the organ of the Con

stitutional party in Germany, of which he be

came the principal editor. In the Revolution

of 1848 he took an active and important part,

being the representative of the Hanseatie cities

in the Diet, and a member of the National

Assembly from Prussian Saxony. He was the

principal author of the Constitution adopted

by the National Assembly, and labored so zeal

ously in its preparation and defence that his

health failed, and he was compelled to travel

for several months. Soon after his return it

became evident that the dream of a united

constitutional Germany was not to prove at

that time a reality, and he withdrew from the

Chamber finally. In 1850 ho was sent by the

Government to England as a special envoy in

regard to the Schleswig-Holstein question, but

his mission was unsuccessful, and he returned

to Heidelberg and his professorship, and

thenceforth took little or no part in political

matters. Prof. Gervinus wrote much and

well ; the complete list of his works is too

long for our pages, but he will be best known

to posterity by his " History of the National

Poetic Literature of the Germans," in five vol

umes, a work of vast erudition, and which he

bad revised and brought up to the present
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time Just before his death. His " History of

the Nineteenth Century," a fit continuation of

Sohlosser's " History of the Eighteenth Cen

tury," is also a work highly prized. He had

also written an exhaustive work on Shake

speare and his time; a "History of German

Poetry," entirely distinct from the work pre

viously mentioned, and having a different mo

tive ; numerous historic studies and essays, a

" Treatise on the Principles of History ; " an

epic and didactic poem entitled " Gudrun ; " a

humorous and philosophical essay on the "His

tory of the Art of Drinking; " the "Insurrec

tion and Regeneration of Greece ; " and many

other works.

GREAT BRITAIN ; or, Teh United King

dom of Great Britain and Ireland. Area,

by the surveys of 1871, 121,115 square miles,

or 77,518,585 statute acres. Population, by

the oensns of April 3, 1871, 31,817,108, of

which 67.5 per cent, reside in England, 10.6

per cent, in Scotland, 17 per cent, in Ireland,

3.8 per cent, in 'Wales, and the remainder on

the smaller islands, or in the army, navy, and

mercantile marine. This small territory and

moderate population form but small fractions

of the area and population of the British Em

pire, which includes vast tracts of land and

many millions of inhabitants in all quarters of

the globe. That empire comprises an area of

4,737,850 square miles, and a total population

of all nationalities of 250,750,397 inhabitants,

more than four-fifths of whom occupy British

India and the other British possessions in the

East. Yet the not quite thirty-two millions

of people of Great Britain and Ireland furnish

one-half the revenue and five-sevenths of the

imports and exports of the empire, and on

them falls the burden of 82 per cent, of the

vast national debt.

The government is a constitutional monar

chy, which with its checks and balances so con

trols the action of the monarch that the greater

share of the actual power resides in the cabinet,

which represents the views of the majority of

the House of Commons for the time being. Vic

toria I. is Queen alike of the United Kingdom

and of the British Empire, and her eldest son,

Albert Edward, Prince of Wales, is heir-

apparent to the throne. The cabinet was

still that of Rt. Hon. W. E. Gladstone,

throughout the year 1871, but the following

changes were made in some of its members

during the year : Rt. Hon. George Joachim

GSschen, previously President of the Poor-

Law Board, succeeded Rt. Hon. Hugh Culling

Eardley Ohilders as First Lord of the Admi

ralty; Rt. Hon. Chichester Fortescue, previ

ously Chief Secretary for Ireland, succeeded

Rt. Hon. John Bright as President of the

Board of Trade ; the Marquis of Hartington,

formerly Postmaster -General, succeeded Mr.

Fortescue as Chief Secretary for Ireland; Rt.

Hon. William Monsell succeeded the Marquis

of Hartington as Postmaster - General ; and

Rt. Hon. James Stansfeld succeeded Mr.

Goschen as President of the Local Govern

ment, or, as it was formerly called, the Poor-

Law Board. The Gladstone ministry, in sev

eral important bills, greatly reduced their ma

jority, and on one or two occasions narrowly

escaped defeat. The principal measures of

home interest were : 1. The Army Regulation

Bill, which prohibited the sale of their com

missions by army officers, and provided for the

compensation of officers resigning their com

missions by Government purchases. This

measure, which was part of a plan for the ref

ormation and reorganization of the army, and

which was very necessary to give a higher

efficiency to the service, was violently opposed

and rejected by the House of Lords, hut the

ministry adopted the unusual course of abol

ishing the purchase of commissions by the use

of the royal prerogative, issuing the Queen's

warrant for the purpose. The House of Lords

were thus compelled to pass the bill, which

they did under protest, and accompanied it

with a vote of censure on the Government.

2. The Ballot Bill, providing that at elections

the voting shall be by secret ballot, This

passed the House of Commons, but was post

poned to the session of 1872 by the Lords. 8.

Amendments to the Education Acts, providing

for the multiplication of the national schools

in Scotland, and for greater efficiency in pri

mary instruction. 4. For protection against

the dangers from the ubo of petroleum oils.

The Irish Disestablishment Act went into full

operation January 1, 1871, but bills looking to

the eventual disestablishment of the English

Church, though brought forward and receiving

considerable support, were strongly opposed

by the ministry, and thrown out.

As stated in the volume of the Annual Cy

clopedia for 1870, negotiations were entered

into between the British Government and the

Government of the United States, very early

in 1871, looking to the appointment of a Joint

High Commission, to sit in Washington, to

consider primarily the question of the Cana

dian fisheries, then assuming a dangerons

prominence. At the instance of President

Grant, the powers of this Joint High Commis

sion were extended so as to embrace not only

the Alabama claims, but all other questions at

issue between the two Governments. The

correspondence leading to this result is given

in full under the head of Diplomatic Cobee-

bpondence. The commissioners appointed on

the part of Great Britain were Earl de Grey

and Ripon, Sir Stafford Northcote, Sir Edward

Thornton (British minister to the United

States), Sir John Macdonald, and Prof. Monta

gue Bernard. Their secretary was Lord Ten-

terden. The American commissioners were

Hon. Samuel Nelson (one of the Justices of the

Supreme Court of the United States), Hon.

Hamilton Fish (Secretary of State), Hon.

George H. Williams (now Attorney-General

of the United States), Hon. Robert C. Schenck

(now minister to Great Britain), and Hon. E. B.
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Hoar (late Attorney-General). Secretary to

the American commissioners, J. 0. Bancroft

Davis, Assistant -Secretary of State. The

British commissioners arrived in the United

States February 22, 1871, and, proceeding to

Washington, the Joint High Commission was

soon organized. On the 8th of May, 1871, the

treaty was signed by the commissioners, and

on the 24th of the same month it was ratified

by the United States Senate, by a vote of 50

to 12 ; and the same day the British commis

sioners, accompanied by Hon. Robert O.

Schenck, United States minister to the court

of St. James, sailed for England. On the 17th

of June ratifications of the treaty were ex

changed in London, and on the 4th of July it

was proclaimed by President Grant as a bind

ing and valid treaty. The text of the treaty

will be found under Public Documents, and its

protocols under Diplomatic Cobbespondenob.

The treaty, however, concluded very little.

The commissioners on the part of Great Brit

ain refused at the outset to fix upon a gross sum

as compensation for the losses by the Alaba

ma, and it was finally agreed that these claims

should be submitted to a board of five arbitra

tors, to meet in Geneva, Switzerland, of whom

the British and American Governments should

each name one, and the other three should be

appointed respectively by the King of Italy,

the President of the Swiss Confederation, and

the Emperor of Brazil. All other claims, ex

cept the Northwestern boundary of the United

States, were to be submitted to a commission

to meet in Washington, and to consist of three

members, of whom one each should be ap

pointed by Great Britain and the United States,

and the third, agreed upon by these two. The

settlement of the Northwest boundary ques

tion was to be submitted to the arbitration of

the Emperor of Germany.

The Board of Arbitrators which formed the

Geneva Conference was composed of the fol

lowing members : On the part of Great Brit

ain, Sir Alexander Oockburn ; on the part of

the United States, Hon. Charles Francis Ad

ams ; on the part of Switzerland, ex-President

Staempfli ; on the part of Italy, Count Selopi ;

on the part of Brazil, Baron Itajuba. The

British and United States Governments were

also to be allowed to prepare their respective

oases beforehand, and to be represented before

the arbitrators by counsel.

The British American Claims Commission

(for other claims) was composed of Russell

Gnrney on the part of Great Britain, Judge

J. S. Frazer on the part of the United States,

and Count Louis Corti as the third member. To

the claimants were allowed suitable counsel.

The first informal meeting of the members

of the International Conference at Geneva was

held in December, 1871, and in preparation for

that meeting each of the parties to the Treaty

of Washington had prepared and presented its

case ; the Amerioan case forming a consider

able volume, prepared principally by Mr. J. C.

Bancroft Davis, the secretary to the American

commissioners, while the treaty was in prog

ress. The British case also formed a consid

erable volume, and was prepared by the official

counsel for the crown. Each nation served

upon the other party to the arbitration copies

of its case. For nearly a month after this de

livery the British Cabinet were occupied with

other matters, or did not deem it advisable to

make any objection to the American statement

of their case; but toward the middle of Janu

ary, 1872 (and thus hardly within the limits

covered by this volume, except constructively),

there was an excessive clamor and charges

from cabinet officers, as well as others, that the

American Government had perverted the in

tention of the treaty, and had acted with con

spicuous unfairness, in presenting a catalogue

of indirect claims for damages from the escape

of the Alabama from a British port. How

violent and unseemly was the rage manifested

on this subject, and in what spirit it was met

by the authorities in the United States, it be

longs not to this volume to state ; but there

seemed at one time a possibility that the two

nations might drift into war, or at least into a

ohronio condition of unfriendliness almost as

undesirable.

Other topics were, during the year, occa

sioning much anxiety to the ministry.

The enlargement of the basis of represen

tation in 1868, while it increased to some ex

tent the influence and politioal power of the

working-classes, was unsatisfactory in that it

did not go far enough. Tho working-men at

tempted, in several instances, to put some of

their own men into Parliament; but, though

they made strong appeals to the sense of fair

ness and justice of the Liberal party, which had

effected the change in the number of voters,

they were always thwarted because the leaders,

with a few exceptions, preferred to retain in

the hands of the aristooratio and middle classes

all places of power, honor, and emolument,

and really oared little for the working-classes,

except as the means of their own advancement.

The working-men were thus blind Samsons,

conscious of the possession of power, but un

able to use it effectively ; and they felt their

position the more keenly because, at this very

time across the Channel, their brethren, the

Internationals, were for the moment the rulers

of the French capital ; and while they abhorred

the license and anarchy which these were

permitting, they felt themselves capable of

better things, if they could only achieve mod

erate authority. The Non-conformists, con

stituting even in England a very considerable

majority of the population, and a still larger

proportion in Scotland and Ireland, and be

longing largely to the class of working-men,

had felt specially aggrieved at the course pur

sued by the ministry in relation to their claims,

in the Education Bill, and in other matters,

where it had been the habit of the ruling class

to ignore the existence of any dissent from
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the Established Church ; and for the first time

in the last two hundred years they met in a

monster conference at Birmingham, in July,

at which nearly two thousand delegates assem

bled, and rosolved to unite in political action

for the enforcement of their rights. The pau

per question, always a troublesome one, was

again making itself prominent, and, with all the

wealth of Great Britain, the uncomfortable fact

was making itself felt throughout the whole

mass of the working-classes, the real producers

of British wealth, that one-fifth of tlio entire

population were either partially or wholly de

pendent upon charity for a subsistence.

It was at this inopportune time, and while

the working-clnsses were thus brooding over

real or fancied wrongs, that the Queen deemed

it necessary to ask for the Princess Louise on

allowance of $160,000 dowry, and an annual

stipend of $30,000 on her approaching mar

riage with the Marquis of Lome, and very soon

after for an annual allowance for Prince Ar

thur, who came of age during the year. Both

wero voted, of course ; for the contract be

tween the British nation and the house of

Hanover compelled a compliance with these

demands ; but the question, whether so expen

sive a toy as royalty was, under the circum

stances, worth what it cost, forced itself upon

the minds of thoughtful men among the masses

as it never had done before. They were not

averse to sustaining their Queen, if they must

have one, handsomely, even magnificently ; but

they could not understand why the sum of two

and a half million dollars annually should be

paid from their hard earnings, to defray the

mere family expenses of a queen who had be

sides half a dozen royal residences and exten

sive lands and well-stocked farms, when she

was really only a figure-head, and they were

required to support also a vast host of retainers

to do her work.

The bitter feeling engendered by these sev

eral causes led to the attempt on the part of

the working-men to secure from one party or

the other a recognition of their rights, and a

guarantee of the legislation necessary to pro

vide for them ; their demands, though in some

particulars probably impracticable, were not

extravagant in their character. Their propo

sitions were formulated in about these terms :

1. Something like the United States home

stead law, with modern improvements, to be

enacted, by whiob " the families of our work

men" may be removed from the crowded quar

ters of the towns and given detached home

steads in the suburbs ; 2. The commune to be

established so far as to confer npon all coun

ties, towns, and villages, a perfect organization

for self-government, with powers for the ac

quisition and disposal of lands for the common

good ; 8. Eight hours of honest and skilled

work shall constitute a day's labor; 4. Schools

for technical instruction shall be established at

the expense of the state, in the midst of the

homesteads of the proletariat ; 5. Publio mar

kets shall be erected in every town, at the

public expense, for the sale of goods of the

best quality, in small quantities, at wholesale

prices ; 6. There shall be established, as parts

of the public service, places of public recrea

tion, knowledge, and refinement; T. The rail

ways shall be purchased and conducted at the

public expense, and for the common good,

as the Post-Office service is now conducted.

These propositions, or those substantially of

the same character, were submitted by the

working-men's representative, Mr. Scott Rus

sell, an eminent engineer, to the Liberal lead

ers, and at once rejected; negotiations were

then opened with the Conservative leaders,

who gave them some encouragement, possibly

in the hope of regaining power through them ;

but the negotiation was miserably mismanaged,

and fell through, perhaps in part from treach

ery, just as it seemed on the eve of aceom-

plishmeut. Meantime Sir Charles Dilko, a

young baronet and member of Parliament, of

large wealth and fine culture, a man of consid

erable logical power and of good address, the

son of the founder of the Atlienmim and bosom

friend of the late Prince Albert, had come into

prominenoe as the advocate of the working-

men, and as a sympathizer with their views on

the uselessness and expensiveness of royalty.

Sir Charles addressed large bodies of working-

men in the principal manufacturing towns, and

was several times disturbed and put in peril of

his life by royalist mobs. Bis addresses, while

temperate in tone and respectful in relation to

the Queen and royal family personally, were

very severe in their exposure of the lavish ex

penditure by the Government of moneys drawn

from the daily toil of the masses. The people

were delighted and the royalists enraged ; but,

just as matters were becoming very seriously

complicated, the Prince of Wales was seized

with typhoid fever, from malarial exposure, and

for several weeks was in great peril of his life.

His death at this juncture would have been a

great misfortune for the nation, and on this ac

count, as well as from that feeling of loyalty

which ages have implanted in the English mind,

and which the high personal character of the

Queen has greatly enhanced, there were sincere

expressions ofanxiety and loyal feeling through

out the United Kingdom, which the royalists

were skilful enough to turn to good account.

But the end is not yet, and the opinion said to

have been expressed by the Prince of Wales,

that his mother would be the last monarch to

sit upon a British throne, may prove true.

It may be well, before dismissing this sub

ject, to give brief sketches of the present

leaders of the political parties which in turn

rule the United Kingdom.

William Ewart Gladstone, the Premier of

the present British ministry, and the leader,

or, rather, the commander, of the moderate

Liberal party of Great Britain, sprung from

the middle class, and, though largely in sym

pathy with the aristocracy, is not allied to
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them by blood or lineage. Of Scotch parent

age on both sides, and descended from the

Gladstanes of Leith, prosperous corn-factors

and ship-owners of that city, he was himself

born in Liverpool, to which city his father,

afterward Sir John Gladstone, had removed in

1787. He was the fourth son (the first by Sir

John's second wife) of his father, and first saw

the light December 29, 1809. John Gladstone

was wealthy and intelligent, and lie seems to

have intended this son to have followed in the

political career which had made his own name

so highly honored. The boy was sent to Eton,

where he was very popular and studious ; and

thence to Christ Church College, Oxford,

where he distinguished himself by his brilliant

scholarship, receiving that often-sought but

rarely-won honor of a double first-class, in

1831. After taking his first degree, he spent

a year or more in Continental travel, being

elected Fellow of^All Souls' College. He en

tered Parliament when but twenty-three years

of age for one of the Duke of Newcastle's

pocket-boroughs, for which he sat thirteen

years. He was at this time a High Tory, as

his father had been before him, aud, attracting

the attention of Sir Robert Peel, then the Tory

Premier, he was in 1834 made a Junior Lord

of the Treasury, and, in 1835, Under-Secretary

for Colonial Affairs. He was not long in office

at this time, however, but in the ensuing

spring followed his leader, and remained in

opposition for six years. In 1834 he pub

lished a treatise, entitled "The State in its

Relations with the Church," whioh took High

Tory ground in favor of a state Church, and

defended it with great ability. Bnt in this, as

well as in many another act of his life, Mr.

Gladstone soon found occasion to retrace his

steps. One who should to-day read this book

(which even Macaulay thought to merit a care

ful aud elaborate review) could hardly imagine

it possible that its author should have also

been the author of the Irish Church Disestab

lishment Bill. From 1841 to 1845 Mr. Glad

stone was again in the Cabinet as Vice-Presi

dent of the Board of Trade and Master of the

Mint, and made himself useful by a complete

and admirable revision of the tariff, as well

as by a large amount of literary labor. He

withdrew from the Cabinet in the spring of

1845, from scruples of honor in regard to the

"Maynooth Grant;" he was recalled before

the close of the year, as Secretary of State for

the Colonies, but remained out of Parliament

(having resigned his seat from the pocket-

borough because he was in favor of a repeal

of the corn-laws) until 1847, when he was

elected for the University of Oxford. His

Toryism, like that of Sir Robert Peel, was

visibly moderating, and in 1852 he formally

separated himself from the Conservative party,

and entered the Coalition Cabinet of the Earl

of Aberdeen as Chancellor of the Exchequer,

which position he retained in the Palmerston

Cabinet of 1853. He soon after, however, sent

in his resignation, but sustained, indepen

dently, Lord Palmerston's adminstration. In

1859 he aocepted from the Earl of Derby,

then Premier, a special diplomatic mission to

the Ionian Islands, which proved successful.

Another fruit of this season of comparative

leisure was his elaborate volume of "Homeric

Studies." When Palmerston returned to power

in 1859, Mr. Gladstone was again Chancellor

of the Exchequer, repealed the paper duty,

and negotiated, through Mr. Cobden, the com

mercial treaty with France. In 1865 his lib

eralism had become too strongly pronounced

for the Tory constituency of the University

of Oxford, and he was defeated, but immedi

ately elected by South Lancashire, his native

county. At this time the death of Palmerston

made him the leader of the House of Commons,

though he still retained his position as Chan

cellor of the Exchequer. His unconcealed hos

tility to the American Union during the late

civil war evinced the depth and bitterness of

his prejudices against republicanism, despite

his theoretical advocacy of liberalism, and in

1868 he found himself defeated in his native

county, through distrust of his heartiness in

matters of reform, as he had been in Oxford

three years before, because he was too liberal.

He was then elected by the metropolitan .con

stituency of Greenwich, which he still repre

sents. From 1866 to 1868 he was out of office,

but in December, 1868, he was summoned to

form a ministry on the defeat of the Derby-

Disraeli Cabinet, and this time, as First Lord

of the Treasury and Premier, attained what

had long been the height of his ambition. In

this capacity he has secured the passage of the

bill for the Disestablishment of the Irish

Church, the Irish Land Bill, the Education

Bill, and the abolition of the purchase sys

tem, by royal warrant. Yet, it must be con

ceded that there is a growing discontent with

his administration, which, at no distant day,

must cause its overthrow. This discontent,

which is manifested alike in and out of Parlia

ment, arises from various causes. The im

pression prevails that the Premier is not really

in earnest in measures of reform ; that he only

yields to them under strong pressure, and not

then, if he can help it; and the people, who

are really in earnest, are not disposed to toler-

erate this lukewarmness. Complaint is made

also of his arrogance and irritability, and more

than once in the theatres, and in the public

press, there have been stinging allusions to his

inability "to keep his temper." His provo

cations are -numerous, undoubtedly, and with

an opponent like Disraeli, who delights in ir

ritating him, it is very diffioult to be always

on his guard, but he loses ground with both

Parliament and people with every ebullition

of anger, and sometimes incurs the risk of still

greater misfortunes.

Benjamin Ditraeli, the foremost man of

the Conservative party, though not wholly

trusted by. them, is, like Mr. Gladstone, from
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the middle class. lie is of Jewish ancestry,

though himself professedly Christian. lie is

the eldest son of the late Isoao Disraeli, a well-

known and influential author. Benjamin was

horn in London, December 21, 1805, being,

therefore, four years the senior of Mr. Glad

stone, lie inherited his father's literary tastes

and abilities, and before he was twenty years

of age had published his brilliant novel, " Viv

ian Grey," which was followed at no long in

tervals by six or eight others equally brilliant

and attractive, ne made an extensive tour of

the East, and on his return, in 1831, contested

the borough of Wycombe for a seat in Parlia

ment, but was defeated. In 1837 he was

elected to the House of Commons for Maid

stone, and in 1841 for Shrewsbury. In 1847

he was returned for the county of Bucking

ham, and has continued to represent that con

stituency until the present time. Like Glad

stone, he followed Sir Robert Peel's leader

ship for some years, but, when that statesman

avowed himself in favor of free trade, Mr. Dis

raeli left him and attached himself closely to

the Conservative party, of which he became the

acknowledged leader in the House of Commons

after the death of Lord George Bentinck. He

was called to the Cabinet as Chancellor of the

Exchequer under Earl Derby's first and second

administrations in 1852 and 1858-'59, and in

1859 brought in a Reform Bill which was de

feated by the Whigs. In 1866 the Liberals in

their turn were defeated on a Reform Bill, and

Earl Derby and Mr. Disraeli again came into

power, and the next year passed a more com

prehensive bill for electoral reform than the

Liberals had dared to offer. At the ensuing

election, in the autumn of 1868, the Disraeli

Cabinet (for, after Earl Derby's withdrawal

from office and death, Mr. Disraeli had become

Premier) were defeated, and Mr. Disraeli went

into opposition, where he has since remained.

That Mr. Disraeli possesses high intellectual

ability, and extrardinary tact as a political

leader and partisan orator, is universally ad

mitted; but he is very daring, and his own

party feel a hesitation in trusting his complete

sincerity and fidelity to party traditions. As

a leader of the opposition, Mr. Disraeli is con

stantly on the alert ; no slip or blnnder of his

antagonist escapes his notice, and, if, by any

mode of irritation, he can goad the ministerial

leader into an unseemly display of temper, he

triumphs as over a victory won. He has main

tained during all these years of political strife,

like his rival, his attachment to literature, and,

even since his last defeat, has published one or

two novels of marked ability and power.

Of the leader of the Radical wing of the

Liberals, the earnest Reformers, Sir Charles

Dilke, we have already spoken briefly. He

is young, but a man of high culture, of decided

eloquence, and evidently sincere convictions. .

He possesses many of the qualities of a great

leader, and with youth, social position, and

popular gifts, he steps into the place,, as a trib

une of the people, which John Bright has been

compelled by failing health to vacate, with

brighter prospects and a larger scope for action

than greeted that great leader when he began

his agitation for reform.

The statistical reports of all matters con

nected with the financial, social, and politico-

economical progress of Great Britain, are so

readily accessible that we have not thought it

needful to devote as much space as usual to

tho statistics of the United Kingdom. A few

only of those which are of latest date nay be

presented. The Imports of foreign and colo

nial merchandise into the United Kingdom for

the year ending December 81, 1871, were:

£326,834,647=$1,684,173,235. The Exports

of foreign and colonial merchandise (not in

cluding, we suppose, British home products

or manufactures) were £219,819,071=$1,096,-

595,855. During the same year there were im

ported into the United Kingdom gold bullion

to the value of £21,613,005,' and silver, £18,-

527,822; or together, £88,140,827=$190,701,-

635 ; and there were exported of gold, £20,-

698,275, and of silver £18,062,396 ; or to

gether, £33,760,671=$168,803,855. The fol

lowing comparative statistics of the United

Kingdom will be of interest to the readers of

the Annual Cyclopaedia :

Comparative Statistics, 1825, 1850, and

1871. Population.—1825, 22,281,000; 1850,

27,523,000; 1871, 31,817,108. England and

Wales, 1871, 22,704,108 ; Scotland, 1871, 3,358,-

613 ; Ireland, 1871, 5,402,759 ; smaller islands,

1871, 144,430.

Public 2>eW. — 1836, £787,638,816; 1857,

£808,108,722; 1871, £795,87Q,122 = $3,976,-
850,610. Deducting from the annual receipts

those of the Post-Office Department and cer

tain payments of the state Treasury, the rev

enue from courts, etc., not subject to any tax,

the direct and indirect income was: 1825,

£54,869,654; 1850, £54,079,243; 1870-,71,

£60,472,114.

Increase of population from 1825 to 1871,

41 per cent.; of taxation, 11 per cent.

Revenueper Capita.—1825, £2 9». 3d.; 1857,

£2 12». Id.; 1871, £2 6«. 4<Z.

Consumption of Beer—1825, 7,995,975 bar

rels—per capita, 0.358 barrel ; 1850, 15,303,-

767 barrels—per capita, 0.556 barrel; 1870-

'71, 25,889,743 barrels—per capita, 0.823 barrel.

Consumption of Distilled Spirits.—Domes

tic, 1825, 18,924,352 gallons—per capita, 0.849

gallon; 1850, 23,862,585 gallons—per capita,

0.867 gallon; 1870-'71, 22,961,125 gallons-

per capita, 0.730 gallon. Foreign and colonial,

1825, 1,317,671 gallons—per capita, 0.059 gal

lon ; 1850, 2,229,063 gallons—per capita, 0.081

gallon ; 1870-'71, 8,439,825 gallons—per ca

pita, 0.268 gallon.

Consumption of Tooaeco.—1825, 16,832,826

pounds; 1850, 27,558,236 pounds; 1870-71,

41,371,507 pounds.

Income Tax (tax sixpence per pound.)—

1871, £8,050,000=$40,250,000.
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Tax on Buildings.—1852, £727,026; 1870-

'71, £1,129,125=$5,645,625.

Value of Imports. — Official values, 1828,

£37,468,279; 1850, £105,874,607. Real value,

1870-'71, £303,257,498=$1,516,387,465.

Value ofExports.—1825, £58,985,252; 1850,

£190,089,643; 1870-'71, £244,108,577 = $1,-

220,542,885.

Tonnage entered. — 1825, 8,192,780 tons;

1850, 7,100,476 tons; 1870-'71, 18,113,864 tons.

Tonnage cleared. — 1825, 2,699,514 tons;

1850, 7,404,588 tons; 1870-'71, 18,526,218

tons.

The following table will also be of interest

to financiers. It shows a comparative view of

the returns of the Bank of England, the bank

rate of discount, the price of consols, the price

of wheat, and the leading exchanges, during a

period of four years, corresponding with No

vember, 1871, as well as for ten years ago, viz. :

BANK OF ENGLAND, Etc. Not. 18, 1861. Not. 11, 1868. Not. 10, 1869. Not. », 1870. Not. 1, 1871.

£21,589.723
8,769,269
13,190,306
10,812,167
16,392,615
8,288,045

14,862,495

£21,531.837
4,744,758

19,248,711
16,485,874
16.317,065
10.422,535
19.358JM0
60,765,000
2 per ct.

94K
628. 3d.
25 15 22,V

£24,154,913
8,615,892

17,848,517
18,811.958
16,090,129
9,714,077
18.273.267
67,863,000
8 per ct.
93*
47s. Id.
25 15 22 V

£24,797,715
4,886,038

18,644,161
12,925,862
16,081,892
13,186.369
21.980,334
67,921,000
%H per ct.
93"/
49s. 9d.

£26.679.699
5,203,815

22.760.256
15.001.028
18,232,380
12.930.685
23.074.930
93,964.000
5 per ct.

98X
56s. Cd.
25 85 96Exchange on Paris (Abort)

8 per ct.
92«id.
69i. 8d.

26 27X 85

Railway Statistics.—On the 1st of June,

1871, there were 15,537 miles of railway-lines

open in the United Kingdom, having a total

capital of paid-up shares and loans of £529,-

908,673=$2,649,543,865, and their traffic re

ceipts for the year were £45,078,143=$225,-

390,715. The trains of these railways con

veyed, during the year, over 830,000,000 of

passengers, an average of 21,518 per mile, and

their traffic-receipts averaged £2,794=$13,-

970 per mile.

Postal Statistics.—The number of letters

delivered in the United Kingdom in the year

ending January 1, 1871, was 862,722,000, nearly

seven-eighths of which were delivered in Eng

land, and "Wales. The number of book-pack

ets, newspapers, and pattern-packets, delivered

the same year (ten-thirteenths of them in Eng

land and Wales), was 130,169,000. The money-

orders issued (a little more than seventeen-

twentieths in England and Wales) were of the

value of £19,993,987=$99,969,935. The num

ber of depositors in the post-office savings-

banks was 1,183,153 (nineteen-twentieths of

them in England and Wales), and constituting

nearly one-half of all the depositors in savings-

banks in the United Kingdom. The balance

due depositors January 1, 1871, was £15,099,-

104=$75,495,520 (fourteen-fifteenths of it due

in England and Wales).

Telegraphic Statistics.—The telegraphic

business in Great Britain is entirely owned by

the Government, and under the control of the

Post Office Department. On the 81st of May,

1871, there were 2,388 postal telegraph-sta

tions open, and 1,828 railway-stations from

which telegrams oould be sent, making 4,211

stations in all. The average number of mes

sages weekly was about 212,000.

The statement in this article that " one-fifth

of the entire population were either partially

or wholly dependent upon charity for a sub

sistence " requires, perhaps, some statement of

facts. In England the number of adult pau

pers, exclusive of vagrants and the casual

poor in 1871, is officially stated at 1,081,926,

and the same class in Wales at 143,886; the

?opulation the same year being 22,704,108.

he number of vagrants and casual poor is

variously stated—partly, perhaps, from defec

tive returns, partly from a habit of repeating

their visits, which this class has at times, to

particular districts; but any estimate which

puts the number in the various towns and

boroughs of England and "Wales below 1,400,-

000 is far below the truth. To these must be

added the criminal classes, both those tempo

rarily detained in police-stations, jails, and lock

ups, and those in the convict-prisons. These,

who are distinct from the pauper class, are yet

fed and in part clothed at the public expense.

These, not including the ordinary police cases,

are about 170,000. The reformatories furnish

nearly 80,000 more, and the county and bor

ough insane asylums for pauper insane, of

which there about one hundred and thirty,

full 82,000 more. These, it is to be remem

bered, we only the adult poor, insane, etc.

When we consider the very large number of

children of these pauper families, and the out

cry which has been made in regard to the mul

tiplication of these helpless dependents upon

public charity, an outcry to which the popular

satire—" Ginx's Baby "—owes its popularity,

we may well be certain that the number of

pauper children exceeds that of pauper adults.

This is the law of Nature everywhere, and, if

we put them down at 1,400,000 for England

and Wales, in the absence of any positive cen

sus, we shall unquestionably be below the

truth. We have, then, 4,277,762, or in round

numbers 4,800,000 of the pauper and depend

ent classes in England and Wales alone, which

sufficiently demonstrates the fact that one-

fifth of the population are dependent, partially

or wholly, on charity. The condition of Scot

land in respect to pauperism is a little better,

and that of Ireland considerably worse.
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GREECE, a kingdom in Southeastern Eu

rope Present ruler, George I., born Decem

ber 24, 1845, the third son of the King of

Denmark, elected "King of the Hellenes" in

1803 ; married in 1807 to Olga, daughter of the

Grand-duke Constantino of Russia; eldest son

of the King, Crown-Prince Constantino, Duke

of Sparta, born August 2, 1868. Area of

Greece, including the Ionian Islands, 19,353

square miles. The population, according to

the new census of 1870, was as follows :

1. Attica and Basotla 136,804
8. Kuban 82,541
8. Phthlotis and Phocli 108,421
4. Acarnanla and JEloUn 121,693
6. Achala and Bill 149,561
6. Arcadia , 131,740
7. Laconia 105,851
8. Messenia 130,417
9. Argolls and Corinth 127,820

10. Cydades 123.299
11. Coreyra (Corfu) 96,940
13. Cepnalonla. 77,883
18. Zante 44,557

Land and marine soldlnra 13,735

Sailors not in the country 7,133

Total 1,457,894

Although the Greek Government had given

positive assurances to tho English envoy that

those of tho Marathon assassins {see Annual

Cyclopedia for 1870) yet remaining alive

should receive punishment for their murder of

the English tourists, the Foreign Secretary

of England, on February 2Gth, informed the

Government that tho investigation of the

massacres was insufficient, and demanded a

fresh inquiry, especially into tho conduct of

tho Greek officials previously acquitted of the

charges of complicity. The United States min

ister, Mr. Tuckerman, on request of the King,

roado an elaborate report on the subject of

brigandage in Greece, and, on March 20th, re

ceived a note of thanks. The Chamber of

Deputies, May 24th, voted 10,000 lares to the

widow of Mr. Lloyd, who was killed by the

Marathon brigands. By strenuous efforts of

the Government, as officially stated, brigand

age was nearly extirpated; Turkey gave im

portant assistance in arresting the brigands on

the frontier. During these investigations the

King, on June 10th, left Greece and went to

Denmark, his native country, via Trieste,

Vienna, and Berlin, and returned in Septem

ber, accompanied by his mother, the Queen

of Denmark.

The difficulties with England were settled,

but another quarrel arose with Turkey. The

appointment, on February 8th, of Blacqui Bey,

lately Turkish minister in Washington, as

ambassador of the Sublime Porte, produced a

painful sensation at Athens. His views of

the Eastern question generally were known as

anti-Greek. Some months after (June 14th),

Mr. Tricoupis was oppointed Greek minister

to Constantinople, and maintained, although

tho Greek Government by previous inquiry

learned that the selection would not be agree

able. The Sublime Porto refused to receive

him, and asked that Mr. Rangabe, Greek min

ister in Washington, be appointed ambassador

to Constantinople. About the end of Jane

this difficulty was amicably arranged, and Mr.

Rangabe was recalled from Washington and

appointed minister to Constantinople.

In November, the ministry suffered a defeat,

having appealed to the Chambers on a ques

tion involving an approval of their policy, and

they thereupon tendered their resignation.

GROTE, Gkobgk, D. C. L., F. R. S., an Eng

lish historian and statesman, born at Clay

Hill, near Beckenbam, Kent, England, No

vember 17, 1794; died in London, June 18,

1871. He was of German stock, his grand

father having been a German banker, and re

ceived an education at the Charterhouse School

to qualify him for a financial career. But,

though not averse to tho life of a banker, he

was determined to be something more, and,

applying himself with great assiduity, through

out his term of service as a clerk in his father's

banking-house (which he had entered at eii-

teen) to the classical studies commenced at

school, and to German literature, he became,

in time, profoundly versed not only in the

Greek language and literature, but a master

of the life and customs of the Greeks through

out the golden age of their history. He first

formed tho idea of writing a History of Greece

in 1823, when Mitford's "Greece" was just

completed, for he was even then fully capable

of discerning the groat defects of that work.

Thenceforward every work which threw any

light upon tho life of the Greeks was eagerly

devoured, and especially was he deeply inter

ested in the researches of Wolf and Niebnhr.

Mr. Grote was apparently drawn away from

this fascinating study by the interest he felt

in Parliamentary reform—a subject on which

he wrote two pamphlets, " Statement of the

Question of Parliamentary Reform," published

in 1821, and "Essentials of Parliamentary Re

form," published in 1831 ; and he was still fur

ther hindered by his election to Parliament as

ono of the representatives for the city of Lon

don. While a member of the House of Com:

mons, ho attracted attention not only by his

speeches on the currency and other questions,

on which he could speak with peculiar author

ity, but by his earnest and persistent though

unsuccessful advocacy of tho ballot. We have

said that he was apparently drawn away from

his proposed history by this parliamentary

career, but really it was an important part of

his preparation for it, for in tho knowledge of

men and political affairs, and of the sympathy

which was due to the struggles of the masses

for a participation in tho government under

which they lived, thus gained, he had pene

trated to a more perfect understanding of the

aspirations of the Greek democracy than any

man had previously attained. On his with

drawal from public life in 1841, ho again de

voted himself to his labor of love ; and in 1846

appeared the first two volumes of the cele
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brated "History of Greece." Although Mit-

ford's work had by this time been superseded

by the scholarly production of Bishop Thirl-

wall, the merits of Mr. Grote were speedily

recognized, and the work became what it will

probably long remain, the standard history of

Greece. The remaining volumes followed in

rapid succession—volumes iii. and iv. in 1847,

v. and vi. in 1849, vii. and viii. in 1850, ix. and

x. in 1852, xi. in 1853, and the twelfth and

concluding volume in 1856. Mr. Grote did not

carry his work down to the burning of Cor

inth, the point at which most histories of

Greece stop. An ardent lover of Hellas, he

could not, it would seem, bear to tell the story

of her gradual decay ; nor has he cared to do-

scribe the influence her civilization exercised

on the countries conquered by Alexander.

The work, however, has its own unity, and

may rightly bo placed as an historical master

piece by the side of Gibbon. Doubtless it is not

without its defects; occasionally, like Gibbon,

the writer's style is a little heavy ; in a few

instances, his views may be open to question ;

in still fewer the niceties of scholarship may

have been overlooked in some earnest defence

of the Greek demos, yet these shortcomings do

not detract from the greatness of the work.

To an industry and learning worthy of a Ger

man, Mr. Grote added a breadth of view and a

knowledge of men and affairs which no Ger

man historian has ever shown. No sooner

had Mr. Grote completed his great work, the

result of more than thirty years of careful and

assiduous toil, than ho undertook to supple

ment one of the roost celebrated chapters in

it, that upon Socrates, by an exhaustive ac

count of the post-Sooratio philosophy. The

first three volumes of the new work appeared

in 1865, under the title of "Plato and the

other Companions of Socrates," and the la

mented author was engaged, at the time of his

death, upon an equally elaborate treatise on

Aristotle and the Peripatetics. Although we

can hardly consider Mr. Grote as great a phi

losopher as he was an historian, still his Plato

W8s an extremely important addition to the

literature of the subject of which it treats.

There is nothing in the English language, with

the exception of Prof. Jowett's recent work,

that can at all compare with it. Of Mr. Grote's

other contributions to philosophy we need

only instance his learned notes to Mr. Bain's

"Mental and Moral Science." Bnt, with all

his delight in these abstract studies, Mr. Grote

was an eminently practical man. In matters

of finance he was not a whit behind the ablest

bankers of his time ; in politics, he was per

fectly at home ; and in the details of the man

agement of a great educational institution be

had exhibited the versatility of his talents by

his able administration, during many years, of

the affairs of University College and the Uni

versity of London, as vice-chancellor. He had

received from the University of Oxford the

honorary degree of D. C. L., had been elected,

in 1858, a corresponding member of the Insti

tute of France, and in 1864 a foreign associate.

HACKETT, James Henry, an American

actor of great merit, born in New York City,

March 15, 1800 ; died at Jamaica, Long Island,

December 21, 1871. He was of Dutch an

cestry, his father being a Hollander, who had

been a lieutenant in the Prince of Orange's

Life-Guards, and his mother the daughter of

Kov. Abraham Keteltas, the Reformed (Dutch)

clergyman of Jamaica. While yet a little child

his parents removed to Jamaica, where, in

1805, he became a pupil at the Union Hall

Academy, then directed by Mr. Eigenbrodt,

a teacher of much local repute. He remained

here ten years. In 1815 he entered Columbia

College, where, however, he studied but one

year. In 1817 he was a law-student in the

office of General Robert Bogardus ; and it is

obscurely intimated that at this time he first

dabbled in theatrical pursuits. In 1818 he

engaged his services as a clerk in the grocery

business. In 1819 he married Miss Catharine

Leesugg, a singing actress at the Park Theatre,

whom he withdrew from the stage. From

1820 to 1826 he remained in mercantile pur

suits, living part of the time in Utica, and part

in New York. Unsuccessful speculations,

during 1825, led to bankruptcy, and he there

upon reverted to his early taste for the drama.

Mrs. Hackett reappeared on the 27th of Febru

ary, 1826, at the Park Theatre, as the Countess,

in "The Devil's Bridge," and as Marian Ram

say. On the 1st of March following, Mr.

Hackett made his first appearance at the same

house, and in the character of Justice Wood

cock. The effort was a failure. On the 10th,

however, he made a second endeavor, enact

ing Sylvester Daggerwood, and introducing

imitations of Matthews, Kean, and other actors.

These were remarkably clever, and they at

once drew attention to the actor, who there

upon determined to persevere in the newly-

chosen calling. His third appearance, on the

19th of June, was made in the Yankee char

acter of Uncle Ben, and the French character

of Morblean, in "Monsieur Tonson." Suc-

oess continued to attond him. His Dromio,

first seen on the 25th of October, 1826, made

an emphatic hit. Toward the end of that year

he went to England, making his first profes

sional appearance in London at Covent Gar

den, April 6, 1827. A little later he acted at

the Surrey Theatre, and gave a very success

ful imitation of Edmund Kean's Richard III.

Upon his return to America he appeared in
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several new parts, one of which was Rip Van

Winkle—in whioh, for many years, he held a

proud preeminence in publio favor. His per

sonation of this character was based directly

upon Irving's sketch, and it was a true and

marvellously strong reproduction of the com

monplace, good-natured vagabond. Those

who recall Mr. Ilackett's acting, at the point

where Rip Van Winkle hears that his wife is

dead, will remember as true a touch of nature

as ever was seen. Facial expression, voice,

and gesture—the mournful, half-physical rem

iniscence, the convulsive sob, the artless, in

voluntary utterance—all concurred to reveal

the deep sincerity of that love which was the

man's second nature, and which dignified his

wretchedness, his rags, and his degradation.

This, and certain bits of his Monsieur Mallet,

and his Falstaff, displayed Mr. Hackett for

what he really was— an original, natural,

unique actor in domestic drama. His great

ness, as an actor, consisted in his power of

illustrating with vigor and perfect naturalness

the strongly defined eccentric characters of

the drama, and his complete impersonation of

their behavior under comical circumstances.

His Falstaff was a wonderfully symmetrical

blending of intellect and sensuality. The ex

ternals were perfect. The burly form, the

round, ruddy face, the rimy fringe of gray

whisker, the bright, penetrating, merry eyes,

the rows of even, white teeth, the strong, hard

voice, the pompous, gross, selfish, animal de

meanor, tempered at times by wily sagacity

and the perfect manner of an old man of the

world, combined to make this an admirably

distinct and natural embodiment, in all that

relates to form. The humor of Mr. Hackett's

Falstaff was not so much unctuous as it was

satirical. . He interpreted a mind that was

merry, but one whose merriment was strongly

tinctured with scorn. It knew nothing about

virtue, except that some people traded on

that commodity; and it knew nothing about

sweetness, except that it was an attribute of

sugar, and a good thing in " sack." The es

sence of his conception was most perceptible

in two scenes—in the delivery of the solilo

quies on honor, in " Henry IV.," and in the

fat knight's scene, at first alone, then with

Bardolph, and then with Master Brook, after

the ducking in the Thames, in "The Merry

Wives of Windsor." The first — in its sly

shrewdness, contempt for self-sacrifice, and

utter inability to comprehend nobleness of mo

tive or conduct—was almost sardonic. The

latter—in its embodiment of the discomfort

of a balked and fretted sensualist, and the

rage and self-scorn of a sensible man at hav

ing been physically humiliated—was indescrib

ably ludicrous because of its absolute and pro

found seriousness. In 1829 and 1830 he was,

for a time, associated with the management

of the old Bowery and the old Chatham Thea

tres. It was about this time that he first played

Falstaff. In 1832 he made a second visit to

England, and in 1840, 1845, and 1851, he made

other visits to that country, and quite success

ful professional tours. In 1837 he managed

the old National Theatre in New York; and

in 1849 he was lessee and manager of the Astor

Place Opera-House, when certain persons of

the city, adherents of Forrest, attempted to

drive Macready from the stage, and thus occa

sioned a bloody and disastrous riot. Mr. Hack

ett lost upward of $4,000 through this ex

citing demonstration of the mob. In 1854

Mr. Hackett introduced Grisi and Mario to

the American public, presenting them in New

York, at Castle Garden, on the 4th of Septem

ber in that year. Subsequently, on the 2d of

October following, the New York Academy

of Musio was, for the first time, opened to the

Sublic, and these artists appeared there, under

[r. Hackett's direction. The professional ca

reer of the actor, during the last seventeen

years, was marked by no considerable vi

cissitudes. He continued to act occasion

ally, and somewhat intermittingly, till about

two years ago, when he finally abandoned ac-

tivo employment. His first wife died in 1840.

They had three sons, of whom the second,

John K. Hackett, is well known as the Re

corder of the city of New York, and ex-officio

City Judge. Mr. Hackett held his profession

in sincere esteem, and strove by all the means

at his command to advance its interests and its

repute. To him is due the honor of projecting

the plan for a Shakespeare monument in the

Central Park, the corner-stone of which was

laid, under his auspices, on the 23d of April,

1864, the Shakespeare tercentenary. Socially,

Mr. Hackett had always been respected as a

gentleman and prized as a friend.

HAIDINGEE, Wilhelm, Ritter von, a Ger

man geologist, geographer, and mining en

gineer, born in Vienna, February 5, 1795 ; died

at Dornbach, near Vienna, March 19, 1871.

His father, who was an eminent mineralogist

and a member of the Council of Mines, early

directed the attention of his son to geological

and mineralogical Btudies. In 1812 he became

the pupil and soon the friend of Friedrich

Mohs, then a distinguished Professor of Min

eralogy at Gratz, and in 1817 followed him to

Freiberg. From 1822 to 1827 ho journeyed

as a mineralogist over the greater part of

Europe, residing for some time in Edinburgh,

whore ho became acquainted with the British

geologists, took part in some of their labors,

and published a translation into English of

Mohs's "Treatise on Mineralogy," and pre

pared numerous papers for scientific societies.

In 1827 he made his home at Elbogen, in

North Bohemia, having an interest in a por

celain-manufactory established there by W

two brothers. In 1840 he was called by

Prince von Lobkovitz, then Minister of Mines

and the Mint, to succeed his old preceptor,

Prof. Mohs, as superintendent of the largo col

lection of minerals, etc., known as the Mon-

tanistic Museum. He arranged this very com
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pletely, and made large additions to it. In

1843 he commenced his course of lectures on

mineralogy and crystallography, which he

maintained till his death. He laid before the

Austrian Parliament, about this time, a paper

demonstrating so conclusively the advantages

of a geological survey, that they were con

vinced, and ho was commissioned to organize

that important and national work, and to

superintend it. The Austrian Geological In

stitute, which had charge of this work, was

founded by him in 1849, and he was at its head

until October, 1866. He was also the principal

founder of the Imperial Geographical Society

of Vienna, and of other geographical institu

tions in Hungary, Moravia, and Milan. It was

at his urgent request, too, that the voyage of

the Austrian frigate Novara round the globe

was undertaken, and its valuable scientific

results given to the world. Prof. Haidinger

contributed many valuable essays, papers, and

treatises, to science. Among the most note

worthy of these, we may name : " Manual of

Determinative Mineralogy" (1848); "Obser

vations upon the Arrangement of Molecules in

Crystals" (1853); "The Minimum Elevation

of Storm-Clouds" (1852); " The Direction of

the Undulations of the Ether in Polarized

Light " (1852) ; " The Lines of Interference of

Mica" (1854), etc., eto. He also edited from

1847 till a short period before his death a pe

riodical entitled Scientific Dissertations, and

also the "Proceedings of the Society of Friends

of the Natural Sciences at Vienna." "The

Geognostio Chart of the Austrian Empire,"

published under his direction, and, in consider

able part, from his hand, in 1847, is to this

day unsurpassed in its kind.

HERSCHEL, Sir Jonsr Fkedekick "William,

Bart., D. 0. L., an English astronomer, physi

cist, and author, born at Slough, near Windsor,

England, March 7, 1792; died at Collingwood,

England, May 11, 1871. He was the only son

of Sir William Herschel, a celebrated astrono

mer, illustrious for his discoveries in that sci

ence. The younger Herschel was brought up

in the society of people of mature age, and

the influence of this training was always evi

dent in his tranquil and sometimes constrained

demeanor. Besides his parents, his early cul

ture was, to a great extent, guided by his aunt,

Miss Caroline Herschel, the discoverer of five

comets, and the author of a "Catalogue of

Stars," and by his father's brother, who as

sisted in the observatory. When his education

advanced beyond the sphere of home, he was

placed at Hitcham, near Maidenhead, under

the care of Dr. George Gretton, who was

afterward Dean of Hereford. In due course

he entered at Eton, and subsequently at Cam

bridge, where his college was St. John's. In

1813 he was Senior Wrangler and Smith's

Prizeman. In conjunction with Dr. Peacook,

afterward the Dean of Ely, he reconstructed

Lacroix's treatise " On the Differential Calcu

lus," and published hU first work, "A Collec

tion of Examples of the Application of the

Calculus to Finite Differences." Sir William

Herschel, when his son was about thirteen

years of age, drew the attention of the world

of science to the wonders of the arcana of

space, the motion of the binary stars, the ex

istence of other systems of worlds similar to

our own, the probable constitution of nebula?,

and the vast immensity of the Milky Way. All

this sank deep into the mind of the son, and

we find him, in 1816, when his father carried

the weight of seventy-eight years, examining

the double stars for himself, and extending the

work which his parent had begun. In this la

bor he associated himself with a young man of

similar taste, James South, and in 1824 they

reported to the Royal Society the position and

apparent distances of 880 double and triple

stars, obtained by more than 10,000 measure

ments. This memoir attracted the attention

of the French Academy, and they voted it

their astronomical prize, and, two years later,

the gold medal of the Royal Astronomical So

ciety was given to the young astronomers.

Sir William Herschel died in 1822, and Miss

Herschel returned to Hanover, leaving her

nephew the possessor of all his father's instru

ments, and of more than his father's energetio

and tireless industry. The " Philosophical

Transactions" for 1826 contain "An Ac

count of a Series of Observations made in the

Summer of 1825, for the Purpose of determin

ing the Difference of the Meridians of the

Royal Observatories of Greenwich and Paris."

During the years 1825, 1826, and 1827, Her

schel was occupied at Slough with the 20-feet

reflector, making observations on the multiple

stars, the results of which were published in

the "Memoirs " of the Astronomical Society, in

four series—the first including 881 new double

stars; the second, 295 more; the third, 384

more ; and the fourth, 1,236 double stars, the

greater part of which had not been previously

escribed. These researches were continued,

almost without interruption, until 1832 ; when

a fifth series of observations were published

of 2,007 double stars, of which 1,304 had not

been previously observed ; and in the year fol

lowing a sixth series was produced. In 1833

we find.in the " Philosophical Transactions "

a very important communication, " Observa

tions of Nebulas and Clusters of Stars," made

with a 20-feet reflector. Some 2,000 of these

mysterious masses were subjected to the most

careful examination, and much of their physi

cal construction was ascertained and described.

The mere film in space was traced toward its

segregation into discrete stars, and those stars

themselves wero noted in a yet denser state of

segregation, gathering round a central nucleus.

During this period, Herschel made many con

tributions to the literature of science. An

article from his pen " On Physical Astronomy "

appeared in the Encyclopadia Metropolitana

in 1823. In 1832 a " Treatise on Astronomy"

appeared in " The Cabinet Cyclopwdia," which
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was subsequently enlarged into the " Outlines

of Astronomy," of which several editions

have been published. The extensive popular

ity of these " Outlines" is proved by the fact

of their being translated into Russian, Arabic,

and Chinese. " The Cabinet Cyclopaedia "

was projected by the Rev. Dionysius Lardner,

and for it Mr. John Herschel wrote " A Pre

liminary Discourse on the Study of Natural

Philosophy," which, at the time of its publi

cation, created a remarkable sensation by the

graces of its style tad frequent eloquence of

its language; and certainly it did much to

originate the revival of the study of science in

Great Britain and America among the more

thoughtful classes, and to convince them that

the study of Nature's laws was worthy of the

most cultivated minds. This "Preliminary Dis

course "was the work ofa philosopher. In 1831

he was created a Knight of the Royal Hano

verian Guelphio Order (K. H.), and in 1838 he

became a baronet. In 1833, being desirous of

carrying out, in the Southern Hemisphere, a

similar set of observations to those which he

had made in the Northern, ho started for the

Cape of Good Hope. He was offered for him

self and his instruments a passage in a king's

ship ; but he declined to avail himself of this

offer, and he himself defrayed the whole cost

of the expedition. Four years were spent at

Feldhuysen, near Cape Town, 1834-'37. The

great object of Sir John Herschel was to dis

cover whether the distribution of the stars in

the Southern Hemisphere corresponded with

the results of his father's labors, prosecuted

mainly on the opposite side of the Galactic

circle. That the observations might be strict

ly comparable, they were made by the same

method as Sir William Herschel adopted, and

with a telescope of the same optical power.

The whole number of stars counted in the

telescope amounted to 68,948, which wore in

cluded within 2,299 fields of view. By a com

putation, based on the star-gauges in both

hemispheres relative to the Milky Way, Sir

John Herschel found the stars visible in a

reflecting telescope of 18 inches aperture

amounted to 5,331,572 ; and, in truth, the

number really visible in the telescope was

vastly greater than this: for, in some parts of

the Milky Way, the stars were found to be so

crowded in space as to defy all attempts to

count them. The results of this vast labor

were published by Messrs. Smith & Elder in

1847, the expense being borne by the Duke of

Northumberland. The catalogue of the Royal

Society informs us that he contributed 131 me

moirs and papers to the Scientific Transactions

and journals devoted to science : two other

memoirs he wrote in conjunction with Mr.

Babbage, and, as we have already stated,

one in connection with Sir James South. It

must not be supposed that Sir John Herschel

devoted all his attention to astronomical and

mathematical science. The phenomena of

light especially claimed much of his attention ;

and we find in the "Philosophical Trans

actions," and in those of the Cambridge Philo

sophical Society, numerous papers on the

"Polarization of Light," the " Action of Light

on Crystals," and on allied subjects, nor should

it be forgotten that he contributed to the

Encyclopedia Metropolitan a treatise on

"Light," and another on "Sound," which are

of the most exhaustive character, and may be

quoted as examples of the highest class of

scientific literature. Geological science, too,

had attractions for him. The "Proceedings"

of the Geological Society of London contains

an excellent paper on " Phenomena connected

with the Internal Temperature of the Earth,"

and another " On some Phenomena observed

in Glaciers." When Daguerre announced his

discovery of the production of pictures by the

agency of the sun's rays, Sir John Herschel at

once seized upon the subject, and brought all

his powers to bear on a careful examination of

the chemistry of a sunbeam. The result of

this was the publication, in 1840, in the "Phil

osophical Transactions," of an important me

moir " On the Chemical Action of the Rays of

the Solar Spectrum on Preparations of Silver

and other Substances, both Metallic and Non-

metallic, and on some Photographic Processes,"

and a second memoir " On the Action of the

Solar Spectrum on Vegetable Colors, and on

some New Photographio Processes." Besides

these, he communicated at the various meet

ings of the British Association several vain-

able contributions to this branch of science;

and to him alone is due the discovery of the

means of rendering photographio pictures per

manent by dissolving out the unchanged salts

of silver by the use of the hyposulphite of

soda. His investigations on those salts will be

found recorded in the Edinburgh Philosophi

cal Journal as early as 1819 and 1820. When

the discovery of the collodion process, by its

facility, removed photography from the do

main of science, and placed it, as an art, in

£he hands of trade, he withdrew, with some

thing like disappointment, from his pursuit of

" active chemistry," leaving the record of his

labors as the starting-point for others, who will

find a vast field, as yet untouched, promising a

rich reward in the discovery of truths of the

highest character. The reviews which ap

peared from time to time in the Quarterly and

Edinburgh Reviews were always elegant ex

amples of that class of literature. These, and

his Address to the Royal Astronomical So

ciety and to the British Association, were col

lected into a volume, and published in 1857.

In the same volume are also to be found a

short series of poetical translations, chiefly

from the German, and some original poems,

all of which speak of the depth of the love

felt by the man of science for the poetical in

Nature.

HESS, Peter vok, a Gorman painter of

genre and battle pieces, born at Dusseldorf,

July 29, 1793 ; died in Munioh, in May, 1871.
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His early education in art was procured from

his father, an eminent engraver, but in 1806

he went to Munich to study painting, and at

first manifested a strong preference for genre.

In 1818-'15 he was attached to the staff of

General Wrede, and made the campaign of

France, participating in most of the important

battles, and making sketches of them on the

spot. During the campaign he produced many

genre pictures, following apparently the school

of Adam and Kobell; but from the close of

that campaign he became a painter of battle-

scenes, and speedily won distinction by the

spirit and truthfulness of his representations.

Among the best of his pictures of this period

were : " The Battle of Arois-sur-Aube " (1817) ;

" The Surprise of a French Village by the Cos

sacks" (1817); "The Defence of the Bridge

of Kinzig" £1818); "A Scaramouch between

the Frenoh Dragoons and the Austrian Hus

sars" (1819); "The Cossacks crossing the

Rhine" (1819); "The Don Cossacks with

French Peasants as Prisoners " (1820) ; " The

Bivouac of Austrian Troops" (1822), etc., etc.

In 1818 he visited Italy, and there painted the

" Matinee Partenkirchen," one of the finest

pictures in the Leuchtenberg Collection. A

few years later he followed King Otho into

Greece, and during his stay there produced

the best of all his pictures, " Landing of the

Young King at Nauplia," which is now in the

New Pinacothek at Munich. In 1839 he was

called to the Russian court to paint a series

of twelve pictures on the events of the cam

paign of 1812. The most remarkable of these

is his "Passage of the Beresina." Returning

to Munich, he painted " The Battle of Leipsio "

for King Maximilian, and some years later a

series of thirty-nine pictures illustrating the

Grecian struggle for independence. In 1867

he sent to the Universal Exposition at Paris

one of his finest productions, " The Capture

of the Polish Horses." He founded in Munich,

with Herr Quaglio, "The Society of Arts."

He was a member of the Academies of Berlin,

Vienna, St. Petersburg, and Munich, and a

chevalier of many national and foreign orders

of merit. His facility of composition, and the

minute exactness of his finish of the details

of all his paintings, were alike admirable.

HODGE, James Thaohbb, an American ge

ologist and civil engineer, born in Plymouth,

Mass., in 1816; lost on board the R. G. Co-

burn, in Lake Huron, about October 20, 1871.

He was a descendant of Dr. James Thacher,

the medical historian of the Revolutionary

"War, and a man of high repute on other sub

jects. Mr. Hodge graduated from Harvard

College in 1836, with a high standing, espe

cially in physical science and in technical

studies. Upon leaving Cambridge, his inter

est in the natural sciences induced him to fore

go the temptation to enter upon the study of

one of the common learned professions, and he

devoted himself to the pursuit of geology and

mineralogy, which at that time seldom afforded

the favorable opportunities that have since

made it a lucrative calling. His scientific

knowledge and zeal soon attracted the atten

tion of professional experts, and his services

cam& into request as a practical geologist. He

was employed in the State geological survey

of Maine, under Dr. Charles T. Jackson, and

in that of Pennsylvania, under Prof. Henry

D. Rogers, in which capacity he increased his

reputation, already high for a young man, for

faithful and thorough work, untiring industry,

and singular firmness and energy of character.

He subsequently took part in numerous pri

vate enterprises for the development of the

mining resources of the country, and the pro

motion of mechanical inventions, travelled

extensively in the United States and in

England, and contributed voluminous and im

portant papers on scientific and industrial

topics to some of the leading publications in

those departments. He was a large contrib

utor to the "New American Cyclopaedia."

He had been engaged for some years past

in the exploration of the mining regions

of the new Territories, and, for the two or

three months previous to his death, in a ge

ological investigation in the Lake Superior

region, from which he was returning when he

embarked on the ill-fated steamer.

HOLBROOK, John Edwabd, M. D., an emi

nent naturalist, professor, and author, born in

Beaufort, S. C, in 1795 ; died in Norfolk (North

Wrentham), Mass., October 8, 1871. At on

early age he removed with his parents to

Wrentham, Mass., the home, for many genera

tions, of the Holbrook family. He graduated

at Brown University in 1815, and was a student

of medical science in Philadelphia, London,

and Edinburgh. He spent two years on the

Continent, devoting much time to natural his

tory. Returning to South Carolina, he was

elected, in 1824, Professor of Anatomy in the

medical college at Charleston. Here, under

difficulties unknown to students of this day,

he wrote his great work on the reptiles of the

United States. It was published at Philadel

phia in 1842. The simplicity and precision of

its descriptions, and the wonderful beauty and

correctness of the illustrations, made the book

a splendid contribution to this department of

science. At a later day Dr. Holbrook under

took a voluminous treatise on the fishes of the

Southern States. But, his love of truth re

quiring him to draw the figures solely from

living specimens, he found the labor too great,

and confined his studies to the fishes of South

Carolina. Unfortunately, the war prevented

the completion of their publication. Since

1865 he had been in the habit of spending the

summers at the home of his boyhood. During

the past summer Dr. Holbrook had been de

clining in health. A part of the season was

spent with his nephew at Douglas, Mass.,

whence he returned, early in October, to Nor

folk. He was about to make his annual visit

to Agassiz, between whom and Holbrook there
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had been many years of intimate friendship,

when he was stricken by apoplexy, and died

without a moment of suffering. Like most

men who are truly great, Dr. Holbrook was

unassuming iu his manners, and never mani

fested any consciousness of his gifts and his

powers. A true lover of science, he wrought

quietly, skilfully and successfully, for the sake

of science. His reputation as a naturalist,

which was deservedly high among all his pro

fessional brethren in this country, was even

higher abroad, among the European natu

ralists, with whom he had corresponded con

stantly for fifty rears.

HOWARD, Jacob Mebkitt, LL. D., an

American Senator and statesman, born in

Shaftsbury, Vt, July 10, 1805 ; died at Detroit,

Mich., April 2, 1871. He received his early

education at the academies of Bennington and

Brattleboro, and thence entered Williams Col

lege, and, aiding himself by teaching, graduated

with honor in 1830. Upon leaving college he

studied law, and removed, in 1832, to Detroit,

in the then Territory of Michigan, where he

continued his legal studies, and was admitted

to the Detroit bar in 1833, where he at once

took high rank. In 1838 he was sent to the

new State Legislature, and in 1840 elected

a member of the Twenty-seventh Congress.

In 1854 he was chosen Attorney-General of

Michigan, from which office he was elected

to the United States Senate in January, 1862,

to fill the unexpired term of Kinsley S.

Bingham, deceased. Aside from his active

participation in the war measures of the ses

sion, Senator Howard found time to carry for

ward a great achievement of peace. He was

made chairman of the Special Committee of

the Senate on the Pacific Railroad, and by his

speeches and reports aroused the country to

the practicability and vast importance of the

design. At the end of his term, in 1865, he

was reelected for six years, which expired on

March 4, 1871. Mr. Howard was a good and

accurate scholar, and, though not ambitious

ofliterary distinction, possessed decided ability

as a writer. In 1848 he published a trans

lation from the French of the "Secret Me

moirs of the Empress Josephine," in two

volumes, which was very well received. His

reports and speeches on the Pacific Railroad

gave evidence not only of a thorough and

careful investigation of the subject in all its

bearings, but were eloquent and convincing in

regard to its necessity, and, but for his in

domitable energy and zeal, it might yet have

been an unaccomplished project. He died

within less than a month after the close of his

senatorial career, literally from overwork.

HUDSON, George, the " Railway-king," an

enterprising speculator and railway-manager

in England, born at York, in 1801 ; died in

London, December 14, 1871. He was known

as an enterprising business-man, and had ac

cumulated a moderate fortune as a linen-draper

in York, when the completion of the London

& Birmingham, and other railways, by George

Stephenson, and the progress made in the

United States in railway construction, began to

attract the attention of business-men and cap

italists to this as a profitable business. Mr.

Hudson made himself thoroughly familiar with

the whole subject of railway construction, and

with a fine presence, a natural eloquence and

fluency, and no lack of confidence, he toon

came to be regarded as an oracle in railway

matters. He was elected, in 1840, chair

man of the North Midland Railway Company,

and his management was very successful. He

was at once by popular acclaim made dictator

of railway speculation ; was elected for three

successive terms Mayor of York, and was so

licited on all hands to take part in the hun

dreds of railway schemes projected by specula

tors, and in most cases consented. For some

years, whatever he touched turned to gold,

lie was said to have made $500,000 in one

day ; the electors of Sunderland sent him to

Parliament in 1844, and kept him there till

1859; his acquaintance was courted by personi

of the highest rank, and $125,000 subscribed

to erect a colossal statue to him, but the

bubble burst before the money was collected.

In 1846 he was reputed one of the wealthiest

men in England, owned large estates, and was

the most popular man in Great Britain. But

in 1848 his power began to wane. The con

dition of the Eastern Counties Railway, of

which he had been the head, was rigidly in

vestigated ; it was fonnd that the accounts bad

been "cooked;" matters "had been made

pleasant ; " the dividends nad been paid out

of the capital; and suspicion was at once

awakened in regard to other railways with

which he was connected. The result was, his

complete rain. His immense property was

swept away, and he was so beset with lawsuits

that for some years he was compelled to reside

abroad, and his friends secured to him an an

nuity. He came back to London only to die.

HUNGARY, a country of Europe, formerly

an independent kingdom, now united with

Austria under one sovereign, but separated

from it in point of administration.* The sepa

rate budget of the Hungarian crown-lands,

consisting of Hungary, Croatia, Slavonia,

Transylvania, and the Military Frontier, also

designated as the trans-Leithan provinces,

shows a total revenue, for 1871, of 159,>36,636,

against an expenditure of 197,126,520 florins.

The Hungarian Diet consists of the Body of

Magnates and the Body of Deputies. The

Body of Magnates in 1871 was composed of

3 imperial princes, 81 archbishops and bishops,

11 imperial barons, 57 counts, 3 princes, 81

barons, 2 Oroato - Slavonic deputies, and 3

Transylvanian " regalists." The Body of Dep

uties is composed of 88 deputies of towns, 289

deputies of counties and districts, 82 deputies

* For statistics of the population and common finances

of the Anstro-Hungnrian Empire, w« article Actual.
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of sees, and 29 deputies for Croatia and Sla-

vonia.

The Hungarian ministry in 1871 was com

posed as follows : Presidency, Count Andrassy

of Csik-Szent-Kiraly and Kraszna-Horka,

Minister of the Defence of the Country (March

14, 1867) ; Minister a latere at the Imperial

Court, Baron Wenckheim (May 19, 1871);

Minister for Public Worship and Public In

struction, Th. Pauler (February 10, 1871) ; Min

ister of the Interior, W. Toth (February 10,

1871)-; Minister of Communications and Pub

lic Works, Tisza (June 12, 1871) ; Minister of

Finances, 0. Kerkapolyi (May 21, 1870) ; Min

ister of Justice, St. of Bitto (June 5, 1871) ; Min

ister of Agriculture, Commerce, and Industry,

F. Szlavy (July, 1870); Minister for Croatia

and Slavonia, P. Count Pejacsevich (February

10, 1871). In November, 1871, Andrassy was

appointed Minister of Foreign Affairs for the

whole empire; he was succeeded as Prime-

Minister of Hungary by Count Lonyay. The

Eoyal Commissary for Transylvania was Count

Pechy of Pech"Ujfalu.

The Croato-Slavonic Diet was composed of

2 archbishops, 7 bishops, 7 counts, 41 mag

nates, 21 deputies of towns and markets, and

46 deputies of country districts. The chief of

the Administration of Croatia was C. de Bede-

Jcovicb, Banns and President of the Septem-
■viral Body at Agram.

The budget of the Hungarian crown-lands

was, for 1871, as follows:

I. Receipts. Florins.
1. Direct taxes S7.578.000
S. Indirect taxes, monopolies and duties. . 69,203.(100
8. From the public domains and mines. . . 24,564,871
4. Divers receipts of the administration of

finances 163.725
5. Beceipts of different branches of ad

ministration 7,628.840

Total 159,136,538

II. EXPEKTJITTTRES.

1. Household of the court 8,650.000
5. Cabinet chancery 61.*39
8. IIun<rarlan Diet 800,000
4. Presidency of ministry 249,680
6. Ministries:

a. Croalb-Slavonic 46.100
b. At the imperial residence 71.820

e. Interior 10.848.488
rf. Pnbllc Worship and Instruction 8.244.190
e. Justice 8,925,800
/. Defence of the Country 5,183.023
g. Finances 61.943.0:*
h. Agriculture 9,460.290

6. Communications 9,054.790
7. Pensions 2.470.060
8. Subventions 22.035,320
9. Interest on public debt 82,723,200
10 Share of the common expenditure of

the empire 31,859,992

Total Expenditures 197.186.520
Total Receipts 159,130,536

Deficit 87,989,984

The public debt of Hungary, on December

81, 1870, amounted to 2,693,269,591 florins.

On January 1, 1871, the .length of railroads

in operation in the trans-Leithan provinces

amounted to 2,249 miles; in course of con

struction, 1,750 miles. The length of telegraph

lines in 1870 was 5,885 miles ; length of wire,

17,211 miles.

In the political complications through which

Austria passed in 1871, the Hungarian minis

try showed a decided sympathy with the Ger

man Liberal party. It supported the efforts

of the Austrian Chancellor, Count Beust, to

strengthen the friendly relations between Aus

tria and Germany ; and, when the Hohenwart

Cabinet, by its readiness to concede the exten

sive demands of the Czechs for autonomy,

brought on, in November, another great crisis

in the political history of cis-Leithan Austria,

Count Andrassy, the Hungarian Minister, cast

his weighty influence against the demands of

the Czechs, and in favor of reestablishing the

ascendency of the German Liberal party.

When Count Beust resigned as Chancellor and

Minister of Foreign Affairs for the whole em

pire, Count Andrassy succeeded him as Minis

ter of Foreign Affairs, while he in turn was

succeeded as Prime-Minister of Hungary by

Count Lonyay, heretofore Minister of Finance

for the whole empire. In the Hungarian

Parliament, the policy pursued by Count An

drassy was attacked by Helfy and other mem

bers of the extreme Left, and Kossuth, in

November, addressed a long letter to Helfy, in

which he expressed a warm sympathy with

Bohemia, and maintained that the indepen

dence of that country could not be injurious

to the interests of Hungary.

The relation of Croatia to Hungary was, in

1871, again the subject of violent disputes.

In the new Croatian Diet, elected in 1871, the

National Slavic party, which aims at the great

est possible independence of the South-Slavic

districts of Hungary under the leadership of

Croatia, controlled more than 60 votes, while

only about 80 could be relied upon as support

ers of the Hungarian ministry and the policy

pursued by the Magyars. At first the Croa

tian Nationalists appeared to be disposed to

overthrow the agreement which in 1868 had

been concluded between the Magyars and the

Croatian Diet, and some of the most radical

partisans even attempted an insurrectionary

movement, which, however, was at once sup

pressed. In the latter part of the year the

Nationalists declared their readiness to recog

nize the agreement of 1868, and to effect its

revision in a strictly legal manner. Count

Lonyay, soon after his appointment as Prime-

Minister of Hungary, made friendly overtures

to the Croatian !N ationalists, who accepted the

proposition to enter into new negotiations

concerning a friendly rearrangement of the

relations between Croatia and Hungary. For

this purpose a conference was opened in Vien

na in December, 1871, in which the demands

of the Croatians were chiefly represented by

Mrazovits, Dr. Racki, Voncina, and Krestita.

vol. xi.—25 A
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ILLINOIS. The Illinois Legislature assem

bled at Springfield, on the 4th of January, and

continued in session until the 17th of April. It

was composed of 32 Republicans and 18 Demo

crats in the Senate, and 100 Republicans and

77 Democrats in the House. John A. Logan,

Republican, was elected United StateB Senator,

receiving 32 votes out of a total of 50, in the

Senate, and 99 out of 172 in the House. The

general business of the session was unusually

important, on account of the provisions neces

sary to carry into full effect the requirements

of the new constitution. The proceedings,

were, however, taken up in a large measure

with the discussion of matters on which no

definite action was taken, and out of more

than 800 bills introduced only 50 passed, and

several of those were vetoed by the Governor.

A number of resolutions were presented which

indicate the prevailing sentiment on important

subjects. The following, relating to national

taxation, was adopted by a vote of 81 to 30 in

the House :

Whereon, The interests of the people of the whole

country demand a reduction of taxation, both by in

ternal revenue and tariffs :

Resolved by this House, the Senate concurring,

That our Senators and Representatives in Congress

be instructed to fully recognize, in all legislation

upon the subject of revenue and taxation, the follow

ing, to wit : " That as taxation is a pecuniary burden

imposed by public authority on the property of the

people, for the maintenance of the Government, the

payment of its debts, and the promotion of the gen

eral welfare, Congress ought not to tax the substance

or the earnings of the citizen for anv other purpose

than those above indicated, and it is wrongful and

oppressive to enact revenue laws for the special ad

vantage of one branch of business at the expense of

another; and that the best system of protection to

industry is that which imposes the lightest burdens

and the fewest restrictions onrthe property and busi

ness of the people, and promotes the prosperity of

all."

The following, on the policy of subsidizing

railroad and steamship companies, was also

adopted by a decisive vote:

Whereon, Large subsidies have been voted by the

National Congress, and bills for the same object are

now pending upon the tables of both HouseSj in

lands, bonds, and other aids to railroad corporation,

steamship companies, and other private interests ;

and—

Wheriae, The present condition of the oonntry de

mands a return to a stricter economy ; and—

Whereat, Such grants in aid of private corporations

are of doubtful constitutionality and contrary to the

ancient policy of the oountrv: therefore—

Resolved by the House of Representative*, the Senate

concurring herein, That our Senators in CongresB be

instructedj and our Representatives be requested, to

use all their influence to prevent the passage of laws

giving frontier grants of land and other aids or sub

sidies to railway, steamship companies or other pri

vate corporations whatever; and that should any

such further land-grants, aids, or subsidies be here

after voted by the National Congress, our Baid Sen

ators and Representatives are requested to ask to

have spread upon the reoords of the two Houses of

Congress this solemn protest of the people of the

State of Illinois against all such acts passed by the

Congress of the United States ; also, be it

Resolved, That the Governor be requested to for

ward a copy of this resolution to each of our said

Senators and Representatives.

The following was referred to the Commit

tee on Federal Relations, but never passed:

Resolved by the Senate, the House of Repntentatita

concurring herein, That our Representatives in Con

gress be requested, and our Senators instructed, to

labor for the passage, by Congress, of a joint resolu

tion submitting to the Legislatures of the several

States a sixteenth amendment to the Constitution

of the United States, substantially as follows :

Abtiolx XVI.—Section 1. Nothing in this Consti

tution shall be so construed as to deny to any State

the right to tax the bonds, or other indebtedness of

the United States, held by persons- or corporations,

in the same manner as other property is taxed in

such State.
Sec. 2. Nothing in this Constitution shall operate

to deny to the Legislature of any State power to

regulate, limit, restrict, or control any corporation

created by, or doing business in such State, in such

manner as the public interests may require.
Sec. 8. Corporations created by act of Congress

shall not be authorized to condemn private properff,

or to transact business in any State without the

consent of the Legislature thereof, and Congress

shall not grant, loan, or extend the credit of the

United States to or in aid of any private corporation

or association.

A resolution, declaring that the reading of

the Bible in the common schools of the State

should be discontinued, and instructing the

Committee on Education to report a bill to

secure that end, was discussed at some length,

and finally laid on the table.

There were some important enactments re

lating to railroads and warehouses. One act

has for its object the establishment of a reason

able maximum rate of charges for transpor

tation of passengers. It classifies all the rail

roads in the State as follows :

Class A shall include all railroads whose gross

annual earnings per mile shall be ten thousand dol

lars or more.
Class B shall include all railroads whose gross

annual earnings per mile shall be eight thousand

dollars, or anv sum in excess thereof less than ten

thousand dollars.
Class C shall include all railroads whose gross an

nual earnings per mile shall be four thousand dol

lars, or anv Bum in exoess thereof less than eight

thousand dollars.
Class D shall include all railroads whose gross

annual earnings per mile shall be any Bum less than

four thousand dollars.
Section 8. All railroad corporations, according to

their classification as herein proscribed, shall be lim

ited to compensation per mile for the transportation

of any person, with ordinary baggage, not exceeding

one hundred pounds in weight, as follows :

Class A, two and one-half cents.

Class B, three cents.

ClaBS C, four cents.

■
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Class D, five and one-half cents : Provided, That

no such corporation shall charge, demand, or receive

any greater compensation per mile, for the trans

portation of children twelve years of age or under,

than half the rates above prescribed: And provided,

alto, A charge of ten cents may be added to the fare

of any _passcnger when the same is paid upon the

cars, if it might have been procured within a reason

able time before the departure of the train.

And contains the following provisions :

Section 5. Any railroad corporation, which shall

charge, demand, or receive any greater compensation

for the transportation of any passenger than is au

thorized by this act, shall be liable to the party ag

grieved in the sum of five hundred dollars, and the

same may be recovered, together with all costs of

suit and a reasonable attorney's fee, to be taxed by

the court, in an action of debt in any court having

competent jurisdiction.

Sec. 6. If any final judgment Bhall be recovered

against any such corporation, under the provisions

of the fifth section of this act, a fifth time, such cor

poration shall be deemed to have forfeited all its

rights, privileges, and franchises ; and it shall be

the duty of the State's Attorney, in any circuit or

county through or into which its road may run, to

proceed against such railroad corporation bo violat

ing any provision of this act,- upon information, in

the nature of quo warranto^ to judgment of ouster

and final execution. And, in addition to the pro

cedure herein provided, such corporation may he

proceeded against in such other manner as mny be

provided by law.

An act was also passed " to prevent unjnst

discrimination and extortions in the rates to

be charged by the different railroads in this

State for the transportation of freights on the

said roads."

The bill for the appointment of railroad and

warehouse commissioners, which passed both

Houses by large majorities, contained the fol

lowing provisions :

Section 1 provides for the appointment of

three commissioners by the Governor, to hold

office until the next General Assembly, and he

shall then appoint, or reappoint these for two

years from January 1st.

Section 2 relates to the eligibility of the

commissioners, and provides that they shall

not be connected with any railroad or ware

honse, or interested in the stock or property

of any road or warehonse.

Section 8 provides for an oath.

Section 4 authorizes them to appoint a sec

retary, and fixes their pay.

Section 5 provides for their right of passing

free on trains while examining roads.

Section 6 requires all roads, before Septem

ber, to report to them in writing, under oath,

answers to 41 specified questions concerning

organization, investments, rates of fare, and

freight, internal and external management

generally.

Section 7 authorizes the commissioners to

put any other questions on the same subject,

and requires answers.

Section 8 defines the application of the bill

to officers officially and personally.

Section 9 requires owners and managers of

warehouses to report to the commissioners

statements of the condition and management

of their business.

Section 10 provides that the commissioners

shall report to the Governor on December 1st,

annually, their doings for the year, stating

such facts and explanations as will disclose the

actual workings of the road and warehouse

business in their bearings on the business

prosperity of the people of the State, with

suggestions and recommendations concerning

the general policy that the State should pur

sue in relation to these important interests. It

also authorizes the Governor to require special

reports on particular subjects, as he may deem

proper.

Section 11 directs the commissioners to ex

amine the condition and management of all

other matters concerning roads and ware

houses relating to the security of persons do-

ing"business with them, and specially requires

and charges them to require the faithful exe

cution of all laws now in force or afterward

passed, and hear complaints made, and, where

good cause is shown that any particular law is

violated, to prosecute persons guilty of such

violation.

Section 12 authorizes them to hear and de

termine all applications for cancelling ware

house licenses issued under any law, and, pro

vides that elevators or warehousemen, whose

license is cancelled, shall not be allowed to do

such business for six months, except to deliver

grain then in store.

Section 18 subjects the property and books

of records of roads and warehousemen, to the

inspection and examination of the commis

sioners.

Section 14 authorizes them, in making ex

aminations, to subpoena witnesses, and, in case

of refusal to appear and testify, to apply to

any Circuit Court for attachment, and author

izes the court to compel the giving of testi

mony to the commissioners, and, if they refuse,

to commit them for contempt.

Section 15 authorizes the indictment and

punishment of witnesses who refuse to testify.

Section 16 provides for the punishment of

any officer, agent, or employe who shall wil

fully hinder the commissioners in the dis

charge of their duties.

Section 17 requires the Attorney-General

and circuit attorneys, on a requisition of the

commissioners, to render their professional

services in the prosecution of all parties violat

ing this or any law on roads and warehouses.

Section 18 prescribes the form of action and

the compensation for such services.

Section 19 provides that the act shall not be

construed to prevent persons from prosecut

ing roads and warehouses for private damages.

Another act regulates the receiving, trans

portation, and delivery of grain by railroad

companies. It requires all such companies to

receive and transport grain in bulk within a

reasonable time after being requested to do so

by any person, loading the same upon its
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track at its depot, or at any warehouse adjoin

ing its track, without distinction, discrimina

tion, or favor, between one shipper and another,

or as to the manner in which the grain is

offered, or the person, warehouse, or place, to

which it is assigned. The companies are re

quired to weigh the grain and give a receipt

for it, and to deliver the full amount without

deduction for leakage, shrinkage, or other

los9. Any deficit has to be made up by the

company, and, if it refuses to weigh the grain,

the sworn statement of the shipper will be re

ceived as establishing the amount. The rail

road companies are required to keep scales,

and other necessary apparatus, at all stations

from which 50,000 bushels were shipped dur

ing the previous year. In addition to the lia

bility to make up all deficits in the amount of

grain delivered, the companies are subject to a

fine of $100 for every violation of the law.

If they neglect or refuse to deliver the grain

to the elevator or warehouse to which it is

sent, provided the same can be reached by any

track owned or leased by them, or maintained

by the warehouse, they are liable for all dam

age and lossf together with costs and fees in

the prosecution. A second refusal incurs a

fine of $1,000, and, " in case any railroad cor

poration shall be found guilty of having vio

lated, failed or omitted to observe and comply

with the requirements of this section, or any

part thereof, three or more times, it shall be

lawful for any person interested to apply to a

court of chancery, and obtain the appoint

ment of a receiver, to take charge of and

manage such railroad corporation, until all

damages, penalties, costs, and expenses ad

judged against such corporation, for any and

every violation, shall, together with interest,

be fully satisfied." Consignments may be

changed as to the places of delivery any time

before actual delivery is made, and, if notice

is given to the agents of the railroad company,

they are compelled to deliver in accordance

with the changed assignment, or be deemed to

have appropriated the property to their own

use, and become liable to pay double its value.

The consignee is allowed twenty-four hours,

free of expense, after notice of the arrival of

the grain, in which to remove the same from

the oars, during which time the cars must be

kept in a convenient place for unloading.

Railroads are also required to receive and de

liver all grain, consigned to their care for trans

portation, at the crossings and junctions of all

other railroads, canals, and navigable rivers.

An act was also passed to " regulate public

warehouses, and warehousing and inspection

of grain, and to give effect to article 13 of

the constitution of this State." Section one

divides all warehouses in the State into threo

classes, styled "A," "B," and "C," and sec

tion two defines the characteristics of each, as

follows : Class A shall embrace all warehouses,

elevators, or granaries, in which grain is

stored in bulk, and in which the grain of dif

ferent owners is mixed together, or in which

grain is stored in such a manner that the iden

tity of different lots or parcels cannot be accu

rately preserved, such warehouses, elevators,

or granaries being located in cities having not

less than one hundred thousand inhabitants.

Class B shall embrace all other warehouses,

elevators, or granaries, in which grain is stored

in bulk, and in which the grain of different

owners is mixed together. Class C shall em

brace all other warehouses, or places where

property of any kind is stored for a considera

tion. Section three requires all proprietors,

lessees, etc., of public warehouses of Class A

to obtain a license from the circuit court of

the county in which such warehouse is situ

ated, which shall be revocable by the conrt

issuing it, upon proof of any violation of law.

Section four requires the parties receiving a

licenso to give bond in the sum of $100,000

for full compliance with all laws relating to

warehouses. Section five imposes a penalty

not less than $100 nor more than $600 for

each day any person may transact the business

of warehouse A without a license. Section

six makes it the duty of every warehouseman

of Class A to receive for storage any grain

that may be tendered to him, in the usual

manner in which warehouses are accustomed

to receive the same in the ordinary and usual

course of business, not making any discrimina

tion between persons desiring to avail them

selves of warehouse facilities—such grain, in

all cases, to be first inspected and graded by a

duly-nuthorized inspector ; and no grain shall

be delivered from such warehouses unless it be

inspected on the delivery thereof by a duly-

authorized inspector of grain. Section seven

regulates the manner of issuing receipts, and

provides that, if the grain was received from

railroad-cars, the number of each car shall be

stated upon the receipt, with the amount it

contained; if from canal-boat or other vessel,

the name of such craft ; if from teams or oth

er means, the manner of its roceipt shall be

stated on its face. Section eight provides that

upon the delivery of grain from store, upon

any receipt, such receipt shall be plainly^

marked across its face with the word "can

celled," and shall thereafter be void. Section

nine prohibits the issuance of any receipt for

grain not received, and provides that, when, at

the request of owners, lots, for which receipts

have been issued, shall be divided or consoli

dated, the fact shall be stated on the face

of the new receipt ; that the old receipt shall

be destroyed, and that no such consolidation

of receipts bearing dates differing more than

ten days shall be allowed. Section ten pro

hibits warehousemen from inserting, in any

receipt issued by them, any language in any

wise limiting or modifying their liability or re

sponsibility as imposed by the laws of that

State. Section eleven requires the prompt

delivery, upon presentation of receipts prop

erly indorsed and the payment of all oharges,
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and establishes a penalty of one cent per

bushel in default of withholding such delivery

for two business-hours, and one cent per bush

el for each day thereafter that such delivery

may be delayed. Section twelve provides that

each "warehouseman of Class A shall, on or

before Tuesday morning of each week, cause

to be made out and shall keep posted up in

the business-office of his warehouse, in a con

spicuous place, a statement of the amount of

each kind and grade of grain in store in his

warehouse at the close of business on the pre

vious Saturday ; and shall also on each Tues

day morning render a similar statement, made

nnder oath, to the warehouse registrar ap

pointed as provided. He shall also be re

quired to furnish daily to the said registrar

a correct statement of the amount of each

kind and grade of grain received in such ware

house on the previous day ; also the amount

of each kind and grade of grain delivered or

shipped by such warehouseman during the

previous day, and what warehouse receipts

nave been cancelled upon which the grain lias

been delivered on such day, giving the number

of each receipt, and amount, kind, and grade

of grain received and shipped upon each ; also,

how much grain, if any, was so delivered or

shipped, and the kind and grade of it, for

which warehouse receipts had not been issued,

and when and how such unreceipted grain was

received by him; the aggregate of such re

ported cancellations and delivery of unreceipt

ed grain, corresponding in amount, kind, and

grade with the amount so reported, delivered,

or shipped. He shall also, at the same time,

report what receipts, if any, have been can

celled and new ones issued in their stead, as

herein provided for. Section thirteen estab

lishes the grades of grain. Section fourteen

provides for the appointment of a chief grain

inspector by the Governor, and the appoint

ment of assistant inspectors by the chief in

spector, subject to the approval of the Board of

Commissioners of Railroads and Warehouses,

and the appointment by said board of a ware

house registrar ; and confers upon said board

the power to establish rules for inspection and

to establish charges therefor. Section fifteen

requires each warehouseman to publish in one

or more newspapers, during the first week of

January, his rates of storage, which may not

be increased during the year ; but establishes

the maximum charge. Section fifteen gives

the warehouseman power, under certain re

strictions, to ship out grain in danger of heat

ing, and provides for the manner in which

deliveries shall be made in such cases. Sec

tion seventeen prohibits the mixing of grain

of different grades. Section eighteen gives all

owners having grain or other property in pub

lic warehouses the right to examine all prop

erty stored in such warehouses, and requires

all scales, etc., to be inspected and sealed by

the proper officer. Section nineteen prohibits

warehouses of Class B from mixing grain of

different owners, unless the same shall be duly

inspected, exceptions being made as to places

where there are no legally-appointed'inspect-

ors. Section twenty provides penalties as to

persons who shall unlawfully act as inspectors.

Section twenty-one provides that in case any

owner or consignee of grain shall be dissatis

fied with the inspection of any lot of grain, or

shall, from any cause, desire to receive his

property without its passing into store, he

shall be at liberty to have the same withheld

from going into any public warehouse, by giv

ing notice to the person or corporation in

whose possession it may be at the time of giv

ing such notice ; and such grain shall be with

held from going into store, and be delivered to

him, snbject only to such proper charges as

may be a lien upon it prior to such notice, the

grain, if in railroad-cars, to be removed there

from by such owner or consignee within twen

ty-four hours after such notice has been given

to the railroad company having it in posses

sion : Provided such railroad company place

the same in a proper and convenient place for

unloading ; and any person or corporation re

fusing to allow such owner or consignee to so

receive his grain shall be deemed guilty of

conversion, and shall be liable to pay such »

owner or consignee double the value of the

property so converted. Notice that such

grain is not to be delivered into store may also

be given to the proprietor or manager of any

warehouse into which it would otherwise have

been delivered ; and, if, after such notice, it be

taken into store in such warehouse, the pro

prietor or manager of such warehouse shall

be liable to the owner of such grain for double

its market value. The remaining sections pro

vide against and affix penalties for any com

bination between warehousemen and railroad

or other corporations ; for the suing of ware

housemen upon their bonds for the benefit of

those injured for any violation of the law ;

that transfers by indorsement upon receipts

Bhall be lawful ; requires that goods stored in

warehouses classed as C shall be identified by

"marks "in the receipts issued; makes the

violation of the terms of the act in respect to

the issuing of fraudulent receipts punishable,

in addition to other penalties, by imprisonment

in the penitentiary ; and provides that nothing

" in this act shall deprive any person of any

common-law remedy now existing."

An act was passed authorizing the taxation

of lands belonging to the Illinois Central Rail

road, on the ground that the company had

failed to offer them for sale " annually each

year after the completion of said road and its

branches," as it was required to do in the act

of incorporation, which exempted those lands

from taxation only on condition 6uch annual

offer was made. This act was vetoed by the

Governor, because, as he said, the General As

sembly had " undertaken to find the existence

of certain facts that materially affect the rights

of private persons under what the Supreme
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Court has, in the two cases referred to, de

clared to be a contract with the State, and

have declared the law upon the facts thus found

to be in favor of the right to tax such lands,

and thus embody in the bill all the elements

and qualities of a purely judicial decision ad

verse to the rights of private parties and in

favor of the State."

Early in the session a disposition to repeal

or modify the registry law was developed, and

there was considerable discussion on the sub

ject, which finally resulted in the passage of

an act " to repeal the registry law, and to

establish registration in cities, towns, and vil

lages of five thousand inhabitants or over,

and in counties having one hundred thousand

and upward ; " but this was vetoed by the Gov

ernor, on the ground that it did not conform

to the constitutional requirement that "no act

hereafter passed shall embrace more than one

subject, and that one shall be expressed in the

title." He claimed that this bill embraced more

than one subject, and that the title was fatally

defective.

There was a good deal of opposition to the

repeal of the registry act in the State, and the

project was not revived alter the veto of the

Governor.

Among other bills vetoed by the Governor

was one legalizing "defective assessments of

property for State, county, and town taxes of

the year 1870." He characterized it as be

longing to a " very dangerous class of legis

lation," inasmuch as the proviso of the bill

contains "the new and dangerous principle

that, upon an application in any court for judg

ment for taxes, the owner or person interested

in any real estate, against which such judgment

is prayed, may appear and object to the valua-

ation placed by the proper officers upon such

property ; and the judge of such court is

authorized to render a judgment for so much

of any such tax or taxes as the same would

amount to if such tax or taxes had been levied

upon the valuation which such judge may,

upon legal evidence, determine to be the valu

ation which the assessor making the assess

ment should have fixed as the true value

of such real estate. This proviso," he says,

" practically annuls assessments made by of

ficers appointed by law ; it defeats the efforts

to secure uniformity and equality of assess

ments throughout the State, for the valuation

upon real estate in each county will be what

each county judge may determine, and no

writ of error or appeal will lie from this de

cision."

A bill to repeal " an act to change the time

of electing certain officers in a county therein

named" was vetoed, on the ground that it was

"a special and local"" law for "regulating

county and township affairs," and therefore

unconstitutional. "An act to authorize the

city of Quincy to create the indebtedness re

ferred to in the twenty-fourth section of the

schedule of the constitution; to provide for

the payment thereof ; and validating the acta

of said city relating thereto," was also vetoed.

It authorized the Common Council of QuincT

to raise by taxation $500,000, to be paid over

to a corporation created in Missouri for the

construction of a railroad in that State, the

" Quincy, Missouri & Pacific." Such an set

the Governor declared to be " without a well-

oonsidered precedent, unsound in, principle,

and in conflict with the constitution of the

State of Illinois." The purpose for which the

tux was to be imposed upon the people of

Quincy was not a public one as regarded them,

and within the meaning of the constitution.

He further regarded the bill as an attempt at

special legislation, which it was the plain pur

pose of the new constitution to prevent

Several acts were passed relating to the

public institutions of the State. One of these

authorized the establishment of houses of cor

rection, and the confinement of convicts there

in ; another incorporated an institution for the

education of feeble-minded children; and a

third authorized the appointment of commis

sioners to construct the Southern Illinois In

sane Asylum and the Southern Illinois Nor

mal University. Appropriations were made

for public institutions covering a period of two

years, as follows:

INSTITUTION FOB THE DEAF AND DUXB.

Current expenses $116,500 00
Rebuilding south wins m

Miscellaneous 6,800 00

Total $166,100 00

HOSPITAL FOB THE INSANE.
Current expenses $800,000 00
Deficiency 24,000 03
Miscellaneous 38,450 00

Total $360,250 03

INSTITUTION FOB THE BLIND.
Current expenses $40,000 00

NORMAL UNIVERSITY.
General expenses $37,900 ">
Interest on College and Seminary Fund 44.889 %

Total $69.789 98

SCHOOL FOR IDIOTS.
Current expenses $46,000 *
Insurance and furniture 1,000 00

Total $47,000 00

SOLDIERS' ORPHANS' HOKE.
Current expenses $100,000 00
Repairs and additions 49,000 00
Deficiency 31.244 81
Miscellaneous 7,500 00

Total $157,741 fl

INDUSTRIAL UNIVERSITY.
Main building $711000 00
Mechanical department 45.000 90
Apparatus, books, etc 45.000 no

Total $145,000 00

STATE REFORM SCHOOL. „
Cnrrcnt expenses $50,000 00
Deficiency 30.841 *
Furnishing 10,000 M

Miscellaneous 10.000 00

Total $100,384 S

SOUTHERN NORMAL UNIVERSITY.

Amount of appropriation $50,000 00
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SOUTHERN INSANE ASYLCM.

Amount of appropriation $60,000 00

NORTHERN INSANE HOSPITAL.

Completing north wing and land $38,!W5 36
Rear building 48,600 00
Heating apparatus 96.800 00
Expenses of patientB 38.750 00
Miscellaneous 24,500 00

Total $172,135 26

ILLINOIS BYE AND EAR INFIRMARY.

Board of pauper patients $10,000 00

Total appropriations $1,261,944 40

A bill to appropriate funds to complete the

State-house at Springfield occasioned a vast

deal of discussion, and was complicated and

embarrassed by a proposition to remove the

capital to Peoria. The amonnt already ex

pended on the new State-house was $888,121.-

87, and it was estimated that nearly $2,000,000

more would be necessary to finish it. A bill ap

propriating a considerable portion of this sum

was under discussion, when a memorial was

received from the City Council of Peoria pray

ing for the removal of the capital to that city,

pledging indemnity to the State for any loss

on account of work already done on the build

ing at Springfield, offering ten acres of land

for the site, and inviting the members of the

Legislature to visit the city. A number of

citizens of Peoria pledged themselves, under a

bond duly drawn, to repay the amount ex

pended on the State-house at Springfield, in

case the change was made. The proposition

created quite a stir not only in the Legislature,

but throughout the State, and the discussions

and deliberations were drawn out at great

length. Charges were made to the effect that

the work was not well done at Springfield,

bat commissioners, appointed to make investi

gations, reported that these charges were un

founded. The invitation to Peoria was ac

cepted. The members enjoyed the entertain

ment furnished by the citizens, and the bill for

the removal of the capital was kept under

debate until the adjournment ; but no provi

sion had then been made either for the re

moval or for the completion of the buildings

at Springfield.

The adjournment, which took place on the

17th of April, was not final. Much important

legislation still remained to be done, no provi

sion having been made even for raising reve

nue for the ordinary expenses of the govern

ment A petition had been received from the

corporate authorities and many citizens of

Chicago, asking that an adjourned session of

the Legislature be held in that city, and guar

anteeing that ample and suitable provision

should be made for their accommodation with

out expense to the State. A resolution was

immediately offered proposing to accept this

invitation. It occasioned considerable debate,

many being of opinion that the Legislature

had no power to hold its sessions elsewhere

than at the capital. The resolution was, nev

ertheless, adopted, and the Legislature voted

to take a recess and reassemble at Chicago on

the 16th of November. Protests against this

action were put on record in both Houses, that

in the Senate, being signed by nineteen Sena

tors.

Immediately after the adjournment of the

Legislature, the question arose as to whether

the Governor had authority to call an extra

session during what was nominally only a

recess in the regular session. Governor Pal

mer practically solved this question by issuing

his proclamation on the 8d ofMay, directing the

members to assemble on the 24th of the same

month at the capital, to attend to certain legis

lation which seemed to him imperatively to

require their attention. In the first place, no

provision had been made for the payment of

the current expenses of the government. The

management of the penitentiary, which had

been the subject of much discussion, had been

left without change, and required attention ;

provision should be made for the completion

of the new State-house, and various other

matters ought to be disposed of without further

delay. The Governor submitted a message at

the opening of the new session, urging these

matters upon the attention of the Legislature.

An attempt was made, at first, to carry through

a joint resolution declaring that no " extraor

dinary occasion had arisen " to justify the gov

ernor in convening an extra session, but it met

with little snpport. Measures were imme

diately set on foot to provide for the expenses

of the different departments of the govern

ment, and the necessary bills were passed.

The bill providing for the continuance of the

work on the new State-house was referred to

the Finance Committee, and two reports were

made, the majority of the committee recom

mending that the bill pass. A good deal of

discussion followed, but the bill finally became

a law, and virtually settled the question of

removing the capital. It appropriates $600,-

000 to continue the work of building the new

State-house at Springfield. An act was passed

providing for an investigation of the discipline,

management, and financial condition of- the

State Penitentiary, and various other bills

were considered, but none of special importance

were carried through. The session came to

an end on the 21st of June, nothing further

being done with regard to the Chicago meet

ing. Among the measures urged upon the

attention of the Legislature by the Governor,

but not acted upon, were those "to fix the

compensation of officers of the Executive De

partment ; " " to fix the fees, salaries, and

compensation ofall State, county, and township

officers, and to regulate the costs and expenses

of parties in courts of justice ; " " to regulate

the exercise of eminent domain ; " " to amend

the laws for the assessment and collection of

the revenue, and to provide for the sale of real

estate for non-payment of taxes," etc. There

was such a conflict of views among the mem

bers on these subjects, that they could not be
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reconciled, and it was finally deemed best to

let them go over until the adjourned session.

The Republican State Convention met at

Springfield on tlje 20th of September, for the

purpose of nominating a member of Congress

at large, and declaring the sentiments of the

party on the prominent political issues of the

day. General John L. Beveridge was nomi

nated by a very large majority for a member

of Congress, and the following resolutions were

unanimously adopted by the convention :

Resolved, That the party which preserved the

Union from dismemberment, abolishing slavery and

establishing the civil and political oquality 01 men

before the law, is entitled to the thanks of patriots,

the confidence of the nation, and the gratitude of

mankind, and, while the measures by which these

noble results were rightfully accomplished must be

sacredly maintained, the time has come when the

enmities engendered by the war should yield to the

friendship of peace.

Resolved, That the continuance of the political

disabilities imposed for participation in the rebellion

longer than the safety of the republic requires, not

only tends to perpetuate feelings ofunkindness among

the people, but it is incompatible with that principle

of political equality which lies at the basis of the

Republican creed ; and the members of the House of

Representatives from this State deserve the thanks

of its people for their unanimous support of the bill

for the general removal of political disabilities which

passed that body at its recent session by a vote of

three-fourths of its members.

Resolved, That, as it will be necessary and desirable

to obtain trom duties on imports a large portion of

the revenue needed to defray the expenses of the

Government, to pay interest on the national debt

and the principal as it matures, such duties should

be so adjusted as not to prejudice, but promote the

interests of every section and branch of industry as

far as may be possible.

Resoloed, That the large surplus remaining in the

national Treasury after the pavnient of all the ex

penses of the Government, including the interest on

its public debt, calls for a still further reduction of

the public burdens ; and in effecting that reduction

regard should be had to relief from that species of

taxation which, while it adds but slightly to the rev

enue of the country, taxes heavily its labor and pro

ductive interests ; and we heartily approve the bills

repealing the duty on coal and salt, which have al

ready passed the House of Representatives.

Resolved, That we refer with pride aud admiration

to the eminently wise, patriotic, honest, and economi

cal administration of President Grant, and we confi

dently commend it to the approbation of the entire

country.

Resolved, That we congratulate the Administration

of the General Government on the reduction of taxes

and the public debt at the same time ; a result which

could only have been accomplished by an honest and

efficient collection and disbursement of the publio

revenues ; that we indorse and approve the general

policy of the national Administration and of our State

government in the conduct of public affairs ; and that

the Republican party j without any new departures,

is equal to the correcting of existing abuses, and the

perfecting of needed reforms, and its mission will

not have ended till they are accomplished.

Resolved, That the recent exposures of frauds in

the government of tho city of New York, unparal-

lelecl in the history of civilized communities, prove

that it is as unsafe to trust the Democratic party with

the practical administration of public affairs as it

would be to follow their political principles ; and the

recent elections in California and Maine show that

the American people are generally of this opinion.

Several speeches were made in the coiven-

tion. Senator Trumbull and Governor Palmer

being among the speakers in favor of civil

service and revenue reform, and general am

nesty for political offenders.

The delegates of the Democratic party as

sembled at Springfield, on the 4th of October,

and nominated S. S. Hayes, of Cook County,

for Congressman at large. The following plat

form was adopted :

Whereat, The Democracy of this State, reposing

their trust, under Providence, upon the patriotism

and intelligence of the American people, nave at all

times in good faith endeavored to uphold, preserve,

and maintain the great work of the republioan fa

thers, t he American Union, and the Constitution of

the United States ; and—

Whereat, Amid the general, open, and startling

corruptions which, in the highest places of patron

age and power under the Government, now threaten

the complete subversion of our republican frame

work, a recurrence to first principles, aocoruing to

the advice of Jefferson, is rendered more than eve:

necessary : therefore—
Resolved, That the Democratic party of this State

hereby reaffirms its entire faith in the wisdom and

efficacy of the great fundamental truths of govern

ment as held and applied to the working of our na

tional and State systems of government by Thomas

Jefferson, the illustrious founder of the Democratic

party ; and that the Democratic party having main

tained the same great principles for upward of three

quarters of a century, while it managed the affairs of

the Government, advancing the progress and pre

serving the rights of the whole people, it has now no

new principles to put forward or advocate.
Resolved, That the manifest neocssity for a decla

ration of our adherence to these truths now is the

more obvious, as the danger to the liberty of the

people is the more imminent. The wilful and open

disregard by General Grant of the political inde

pendence and equality of the respective States, and

the violent military methods to which his adminstra-

tion has resorted to destroy their freedom ; the call

ing in of the military under the command of United

States officers, as in Louisiana and other States,

against tho will of the people ; the breaking down by

Congress of the only safeguard of personal liberty—

the writ of habeas corpus in the States ; the destroy

ing of all freedom of State and individual action, and,

in certain cases, vesting the whole power of the Gen

eral Government in the President, to be exercised at

his pleasuro within the States, in utter disregard of

all State authority—manifest a rising spirit of des

potism and a centralization of power in the hands of

a single chief, which leaves nothing unaccomplished

to make his will absolute, his rule perpetual, and the

masses of tho people slaves.
Resolved, That the Genorol Government is, as it

ought to be, a Government of limited powers ; that

these powers are prescribed in and enumerated by

the Constitution of the United States ; that accord

ing to the letter of that instrument it is expressly

declared that all powers not conferred upon the

Congress and Government of the United States are

reserved to the States respectively or to the people;

that this distinction in the spheres of action as

signed to tho General and State Governments U im

portant to the harmonious oooperation of both, to

the preservation of local independence, to the uni

versal diffusion of political validity, to the preven

tion of military despotism, the security of indindnai

rights, and the perpotuity of our free institutions;

but that the usurpations of the present Administra

tion directly involve the destruction of all these re

publican guarantees.
Resolved, That the Democratic party of the State
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of Illinois regards the Constitution, with tit amend

ments, as the supreme law of the Union, to be re

spected and obeyed in all its parts ; and the political

distinctions founded on race and color being now

abolished, we pledge ourselves in the future, as in

the past, to maintain at all times the constitutional

rights and franchises of all men, without regard to

previous condition.

Resolved, That taxes should be levied solely for the

support of the Government and the maintenance of

its credit, and that the imposition of taxes having

for their object the transfer of capital from one class,

section, or individual to another, without the consent

of the owners, is unjust, delusive, impolitic, and op

posed to all the principles of republican government.

Resolved, That commerce, trade, and industry, are

founded upon the mutual exchange of services among

men, and that whatever operates to cripple or ob

struct such exchange can only be productive of loss

to the whole community.

Resolved^ That the present tariff' has destroyed the

ship-building industry, and almost annihilated the

foreign commercial marine of the United States;

that it has prohibited the construction, on our lakes

and rivers, of iron vessels with increased carrying

capacity in proportion to tonnage and draught of

water, with greater durability and diminished outlay

for repairs and insurance—all which tend to mate

rially cheapen the transport of products ; that while

this tariff is unnecessarily increasing the profits of the

iron-produoer, it is crippling the ship-building and

ship-owning interests of the great lakes and rivers,

so that, as respects competition with our Canadian

rivals, these interests are placed by the General Gov

ernment at a great disadvantage—and this in the

face of the most abundant natural resources for ship

building and navigation.

Resolved, That to the same unwise policy is charge

able, in a large degree, the heavy cost of railroad

transportation, the cost of such transportation being

always in proportion to the cost of iron ; and that it

is idle for the Western farmer, notwithstanding his

superior advantages of soil and climate, to expect to

compete with agriculturists in other parts of the

world, when his products are conveyed to market

over rails Which cost seventy per cent, more than

they cost elsewhere.

Resolved, That our system of taxation should be

readjusted and simplified, with a view to raising the

necessary amount of revenue from the smallest num

ber of articles, to the end that the cost of collection

may be decreased and a fruitful source of corrup

tion removed.

Additional resolutions were offered, declar

ing more directly in favor of "full and abso

lute free trade ; " recommending the estab

lishment of a Department of Labor in the na

tional Government ; denouncing " all combi

nations or rings—Tammany or otherwise—for

political or partisan .purposes ; " demanding

ftill amnesty for past political offences; insist

ing that American citizens should be protected

by the Government in every part of the world ;

favoring a recognition of the rights of labor ;

urging a return to specie payments ; calling on

the Legislature to pass laws for the protection

of miners; demanding that public lands be

hereafter held for the benefit and use of actual

settlers only ; declaring in favor of an honest

payment of the public debt, but against any

special favor to creditors not warranted by the

acts creating the debt; demanding retrench

ment and reform in the Federal Government,

and denouncing the " corruption of the war-

making power of General Grant in the San

Domingo question as a gross violation of the

Constitution." These resolutions provoked

some discussion, but were finally adopted.

The election took place on the 8th of Novem

ber, and resulted in the choioe of John L.

Beveridge, the Republican candidate. The to

tal vote was 253,263, of which Beveridge re

ceived 187,926, and Hayes 115,357, making

the majority of the former 22,689.

In October the city of Chicago was the scene

of one of the most terrible conflagrations of

modern times. There had been several un

usually destructive fires on previous days, but

on the evening of Sunday, the 8th of that

month, the main conflagration commenced,

having its origin in a small wooden barn on

De Koven Street, in the Western District of

the city. The buildings in that quarter were

mostly of wood, and there were several lum

ber-yards along the margin of the river.

Through these the flames raged with great

fury, and were carried across the stream by

the strong westerly wind which was prevail

ing at the time, and thence swept up into the

Southern Division, which was closely built up

with stores, warehouses, and public buildings,

of stone, brick, and iron, many of them sup

posed to be fire-proof. The fire raged all day

on Monday, the 9th, and crossed the main

channel of the Chicago River, sweeping all be

fore it in the Northern District, which was oc

cupied mostly by dwelling-houses.

In the Western Division, where the fire

originated, about 194 acres were burned over,

including sixteen acres swept by the fire of

Saturday evening, October 7th. This section

contained, besides several lumber-yards and

planing-mills, and numerous wooden struct

ures of an inferior sort, the Union Depot of

the St. Louis and the Pittsburg & Fort

Wayne Railroads.—500 buildings were de

stroyed in all, and 2,250 persons rendered

homeless. In the South Division the burnt

district comprised about 460 acres. It ex

tended from a line running diagonally from

the corner of Michigan Avenue and Congress

Street, west-southwest to the intersection of

Fifth Avenue and Polk Street, up to the main

channel of the river on the north, and filled

the whole space between the southern branch

of the river to the lake, one block only re

maining unburnt in all that area. This dis

trict contained the greater part of the most

expensive structures in the city—all the whole

sale stores, all the newspaper-offices, all the

principal banks, and insurance and law offices,

many coal-yards, nearly all the hotels, and

many factories, the Court-house, Custom

house, Chamber of Commerce, etc. The

number of buildings destroyed in this division

was about 3,(i50, which included 1,600 stores,

28 hotels, and 60 manufacturing establish

ments. About 21.800 persons were rendered

homeless. In the North Division the devas

tation was the mo9t wide-spread, fully 1,470

acres being burned over out of the 2,583$
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acres in that section. Of the 13,800 buildings

in that whole district, not more than 500 were

left standing, leaving 13,300 in ruins, and ren

dering 74,450 persons homeless. The build

ings burned included more than 600 stores and

100 manufacturing establishments. That part

next the lake, as far north as Chicago Avenue,

was occupied by first-class residences, of which

only one was left standing.

The total area burned over in the city, in

cluding streets, was 2,124 acres, or very nearly

3j square miles. The number of buildings

destroyed was 17,450 ; of persons rendered

homeless, 98,500. Of the latter, more than

250 lost their lives. The following is a sum

mary of the losses :

BUILDINGS.

Eighty business blocks $8,515,000
Railroad depots, warehouses, Board of Trade 2.700,000
Hotels 3,100.000
Theatres, etc 865.000
Bally newspapers (offices and buildings) 888,000
One hundred oiher business buildings 1.00M20
Other taxable buildings 2,860.000
Churches and contents 8,989.000
Public schools and contents 349,780
Other public buildings not taxed 2.131,800
Other public property 1,763.000

Total buildings 458,000,000

PRODUCE, ETC.
Flour, 15,000 barrels $97,500
Grain (1,642,000 bushels, besides private ware

house) 1,245.000
Provlnlons, 4.400.000 pounds 340.000
Lumber. 65.000,000 in yards 1,040,000
Ooal, 80.000 ions 600.000
Other produce 1.940,000

Total produce $5,262,500

Not less than 350 produce commission-offices

were burned out :

BUSINESS : WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

Drv goods , $18,500,000
Drugs 1,000,000
Boots, shoes, leather, etc 5.175,000
Hardware, Iron, and other metals 4,510,000
Groceries and teas 4.120,000
Wholesale clothing..: 8,650.000
Jewelry, etc 1,300.000
Musical Instruments, etc 900.000
Books on sale 1.145.0"!)
Millinery 1,610.000
Hats, caps, and furs 1.080,000
Wholesale paper stock 700,000
Manufactures (stock, machinery, and produce) 13,255,000
Other stocks and business furniture 26,775,000

$78,700,000
PERSONAL EFFECTS.

Household property $41,000,000
Manuscript-work (records, etc.) 10,000,000
Libraries, public and private 2,010,000
Money lost (Custom-Honse $2,130,000) 5.700,000

Total personal effects 168,710,000

GENERAL SUKXABT.

Improvements (buildings, etc.) $58,000,000
Produco, etc 5,262.500
Manulactures 18,255,000
Other business property 63.445.000
Personal effects .■ 68,710,000

Miscellaneous 378,000

Grand total. $196,000,000

Including depreciation on real estate, and

loss to business occasioned by the Are, the

grand total of pecuniary damage has been set

down at $290,000,000. On this there was in

surance to the amount of $100,000,000, of

which not more than $40,000,000 it was ex

pected could be collected.

The entire valuation of the property of the

city in September was as follows :

A L ActwL

1176,981,000
69,958 51 »
51,670,600

$»t8*1,000

Total $288,559,(100

$630,000,000

The population of the city was 334,270. Of

these inhabitants, 98,500 were rendered home

less. About 50,000 left the city within a few

weeks after the fire. The 17,450 buildings

destroyed were about 80 per cent, in number,

but not less than 50 per cent, in value, of the

whole. While five grain-elevators and 1,600V

000 bushels of grain were burned, eleven wsre-

houses and 5,000,000 bushels remained; 65,-

000,000 feet of lumber were burned, and 225,-

000,000 remained.

Fifty-six insurance companies, in different

parts of the country, were forced to snspend

payment on account of their immense losses.

Of these, sixteen were in New York City, fire

in Hartford, five in Providence, four in Bos

ton, three in Buffalo, three in San Francisco,

three in Cleveland, eleven in Chicago, two in

Albany, and a few in other cities. The sus

pended insurance companies in New York

City represent as their gross assets, by the

last published statement, $11,757,638; Hart

ford, $2,360,075; Providence, $1,618,000; Bos

ton, $2,854,533; Buffalo, $1,425,058; San Fran

cisco, $2,600,000; Cleveland, $1,058,000; and

Albany, $680,000. The losses were computed

to be, in New York City, $12,425,000 ; Hart

ford, $3,575,000 ; Providence, $2,095,000 ; Bos

ton, $3,100,000 ; Buffalo, 1,750 ; San Francisco,

$2,500,000; Cleveland, $1,350,000; and Al

bany, $765,000.

The suffering occasioned by the fire was

very great, and elicited prompt expressions of

sympathy and offers of material aid from all

parts of the country and from various cities of

Europe. A Relief and Aid Society was imme

diately organized to receive and distribute the

supplies and funds sent in from various quar

ters. A report of the Society, published on

the 7th of November, about one month after

the fire, states that $2,050,000 had been re

ceived at that date, out of $3,500,000 sub

scribed. The Society was then aiding 60,000

persons. The committees were engaged in

aiding those whose houses had been burned,'to

erect small temporary homes on the sites of

their former dwellings, or on grounds leased

for the purpose. Four thousand of these

houses had already been built, capable of shel

tering 20,000 people, and it was intended to

build others to accommodate about 3,500 peo

ple still unprovided for. The cost of these
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temporary dwelling was about $1,200,000,

and tin- balance of the relief fund was devoted

to supplying food, clothing, and fuel to those

in want.

On the 10th of October, Governor Palmer

issued a proclamation, summoning the Legisla

ture to meet in extra session on the 13th, to

take into consideration such measures as

should be deemed expedient for the relief and

assistance of the people of Chicago. The

Legislature met on the appointed day, and,

after adopting the following resolution, ad

journed until the 16th, to enable the mem

bers to visit the afflicted city :

Whereat, The most destructive conflagration known

in history has recently swept over^he city of Chica

go, destroying untold millions of dollars' worth of

property, and the homes of more than a hundred

thousand people, occasioning a frightful loss of hu

man life, and producing the greatest suffering; and—

Whereat, This appalling calamity has left house

less and penniless many thousands of people, whose

destitute condition and great misfortunes now appeal

to the civilized world for material aid and Christian

sympathy; and—

Whereat, This unparalleled disaster constitutes

" an extraordinary occasion " in the affairs of the

State, requiring the convening of the two Houses of

the General Assembly in special session, to consider

measures of relief: therefore be it

Retohtd by the Iloute, the Senate conmrring herein,

That wo do hereby extend to all the sufferers by this

greut conflagration the most earnest and heart-felt

sympathies of the whole people of the State of Illi

nois; that, while profoundly sympathizing with the

eople of Chicago in this their great affliction and

our of need, we will also extend to them material

aid to the extent of our powers under the constitu

tion, and as far as the resources of the State will ad

mit.

Retained, That the Secretary of State be requested

to forward to the Mayor of Chicago a copy of the

foregoing preamble and resolution.

Betohed by the Houte, the Senate concurring, That

tho thanks of the people of Illinois, represented in

the General Assembly, are hereby tendered to the

people everywhere, who by their promptitude and

generous liberality have so nobly provided for the

immediate necessities of the afflicted people of Chi

cago.

On the reassembling of the two Houses on

the 16th, a message was received from the

Mayor of Chicago, announcing that he had

appointed a committee to represent his views

and "the views of the city administration,"

and offering the following suggestions :

Our city has no money in its treasury, except

funds which by law are to be held for special pur

poses.

The corporation is without a dollar with which to

replace its public buildings, build its bridges, im

prove streets, or pay itB current expenses.

An assessment of taxes, based upon former values,

outfht not to be, and cannot be, collected.

A new assessment, or something equivalent there

to, should be authorized. Taxation must of neces

sity almost wholly close for the next year or two.

Special assessments for local improvements must

cease. The most rigid economy must be exercised,

but the interest upon the city bonds must be paid,

and the credit maintained.

With the assistance which can be given by the

State in refunding the money expended by the city

upon the Illinois & Michigan Canal, and other le

gislative aid which it is in the power of the General

Assembly to grant; and which will be suggested by

the committees, it is believed that this great metrop

olis can maintain its former credit, influence, and

commanding commercial position.

In the legislation that may be suggested, I ask

your honorable body to believe that the citizens and

city authorities can be trusted as heretofore to carrv

on the city government. I have no doubt that, vita

the aid of the present efficient city officers, the pres

ent city government will be equal to the emergency,

and that it, and the citv government which is soon to

succeed it, can be safefy intrusted with all matters of

a municipal character.

The magnitude of the disaster that has befallen

the city, and the fact that tens of thousands of our

citizens need all the aid that can be rendered to

them, are undoubtedly well known to all your mem

bers.

It is unnecessary for me to make any appeal in the

behalf of our suffering citizens, us your honorable

body will undoubtedly render them all the aid with

in your power. Very respectl'ullv,

E. B. MASON, Mayor city of Chicago.

On the same day a message was submitted

by the Governor, presenting various sugges

tions of his own on the same subject. The

principal measure of relief adopted was em

bodied in an act to reimburse the city of Chi

cago for the money it had expended in deep

ening and widening the Illinois & Michigan

Canal. At first it was proposed to raise the

funds for this purpose by a loan payable in ten

years, but it was finally determined to use in

part for the purpose the Illinois Central Rail

road fund, in part a special tax of 1J mill on

the dollar on the assessments for 1871—'72, and

in part a temporary loan of $250,000. The

substantial aid rendered to the city by this act

amounted to $2,955,340.

The Legislature adjourned on the 20th. to

meet again on the 15th of November. Mean

time a controversy had sprung up between

Governor Palmer and General Sheridan, which

attracted attention all over the country. Lien-

tenant-Geneneral P. II. Sheridan was in com

mand of the military Division of the Missouri,

and had his headquarters at Chicago. During

the excitement occasioned by the fire, he had

telegraphed to Omaha, Fort Leavenworth, and

other military stations, for supplies and camp-

equipage, and also for two companies of troops

for temporary service. There was an intense

excitement and an apprehension of plunder and

disorder throughout the panic-stricken city,

and, on tho 10th of October, the following cir

cular issued from the temporary headquarters

of the mayor :

" LET US OBGAKIZK FOR BAFETT DC OII10AGO."

1. The mayor's headquarters will be at the comer

of Ann and" Washington Streets. 2. Polico' head

quarters at corner of Union and Madison Streets. 3.
Every special policeman will be subject to the orders

of the sergeant for the district in which he performs

duty. The sergeants of districts will be appointed

by the Police Superintendent. 4. Five hundred oiu-

zens for each of the divisions will be sworn in a8

special policemen. 5. The sergeant of each district

will procure, from police headquarters, rations and

supplies for special policemen in his district. 6. Or

ders to the police will be issued by the Superintend

ent of Police. 7. The military will cooperate witl

i;
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the police organization and the city government in

the preservation of order. 8. The military are in

vested with full police power, and will be respected

and obeyed in their efforts to preserve order.

Health Department, corner of Ann and Washing

ton. R. B. MASON, Mayor.

General Sheridan was urged by numerous

prominent citizens to assume military control

of the city, and, on the 11th, Mayor Mason is

sued a proclamation in the following words :

The preservation of the good order and peace of

the city is hereby intrusted to Lieutenant-General

P. H. Sheridanl United States Army.

The police will act in conjunction with the lieu

tenant-general in the preservation of the peace and

quiet of the city, and the Superintendent of Police

will consult with him to that end.

The intent hereof being to preserve the peace of

the city, without interfering with the functions of the

oity government.

Given under my hand this 11th day of October,

1871. " K. B. MASON, Mayor.

The general immediately obtained eight

companies of the regular troops from Omaha,

Leavenworth, Jeffersonville, and Louisville,

and ordered Colonel Frank T. Sherman to or

ganize a regiment of volunteers for twenty

days' service. The Governor also sent several

companies of State militia, which were placed

under the control of General Sheridan, who

disposed of all the force as he saw fit, for the

purpose of protecting citizens and property,

and preventing any kind of disorder. The

Governor appeared to acquiesce in these pro

ceedings until the 19th of October, when he

telegraphed to the mayor to inquire what ad

ditional police force would be. required in order

to dispense with the troops. On the nest day

he wrote a letter stating that the General As

sembly had by ample appropriation provided

for the support of a police force in Chicago

that would be. adequate to the protection of

persons and property, and he trusted no time

would be lost in making all needful prepara

tion for relieving the military force under the

orders of Lieutenant-General Sheridan. "It

excited the greatest surprise," he continued,

" and has occasioned me the profoundest mor

tification, that you failed to inform me, as you

could easily have done by telegraph, or through

my confidential secretary, who reached Chi

cago on the 9th of October, of the necessity, in

your judgment, for the employment of military

force for the protection of the city ; and it has

pained me quite as deeply that you should

have thought it proper, without consultation

with me by telegraph or otherwise, to have

practically abdicated your functions as mayor.

Happily, there is no necessity, either real or

imaginary, for the longer continuance of this

anomalous state of things. The United States

troops are now in Chicago in violation of law.

Every act of the officers and soldiers of the

United States Army, that operates to restrain

or control the people, is illegal, and their pres

ence in the city—except for the purposes of

Ihe United States—ought to be no longer con

tinued. It is due to you that I should confess

that, under the trying circumstances that sur

rounded you on the occasion of the late disas

ter, it was natural that you should incline to

accept aid from any quarter, to enable yon to

afford protection to persons and property in

your city ; but I regret that it did not occur

to you that your ow« powers, under the laws,

were adequate to meet the emergencies, and

that yon were entitled, upon notice to me, to

the support of the whole power of the State.

From information, that I have not been af

forded an opportunity to acquire officially, I

have learned that Lieutenant-General Sheridan

has rendered valuable services, for w;hich he

deserves the thanks of the people of Illinois ;

but it would have been more satisfactory to

them if he, as a citizen, had given to you the

assistance of his eminent abilities to organize

the people to act, in conjunction with the

civil officers, for their own protection. That

oourse would have been far preferable to that

of concentrating a part of the army of the

United States in Chicago, and the assumption

by him of the substantial military control of

the city. I hope you will at once inform Lieu

tenant-General Sheridan of your readiness to

resume the complete government of the city."

The mayor made a reply on the 21st, which

contained the following : " In the performance

of my official duties, I believed that the emer

gency required me to take the step that I did.

I do not believe, when the lives and property

of the people—the peace and good order of a

large city—are in danger, that it is the time to

stop and consider any questions of policy; but

that if the United States, by the strong arm

of its military, can give the instantly-required

protection to life, property, and order, it is

the duty of those in power to avail themselves

of such assistance. Before the receipt of your

communication, I had already, upon consulta

tion with other city officers, decided to dis

pense with military aid in a day or two, and I

am happy to inform your Excellency that on

Monday, the 23d inst., your Excellency will be

relieved of all anxiety on account of the assist

ance of the military in protecting the lives and

property of this people."

On the 23d the following was addressed to

General Sheridan :

Mayor's Office, )

City of Chicago, October 28, 1871. )

Lieutenant-General P. H. Sheridan, JJ. S. A. :

Upon consultation with the Board of Police Com

missioners, I am satisfied that the continuance of the

efficient aid in the preservation of order in this city,

which has been rendered by the force under your

command, in pursuance of my proclamation, is no

longer required.

I will therefore fix the hour of six p. m. of this

day as the hour at which tho aid requested of you

shall cease.

Allow me again to tender you the assurance of my

high appreciation of the great and efficient service

which you have rendered in the preservation of

order and the protection of property in the city, and

to again thank you, inthe name of the city of Chi

cago and its citizens, therefor. I am, respectfully,

your obedient servant, B. B. MASON, Mayor.
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The troops were withdrawn accordingly,

and on the next day the volunteer regiment

was disbanded. General Sheridan had pre

viously reported from day to day that no

violence or disorder had occurred. The only

serious casualties had been the wounding of

one of the State militia b*y the accidental dis

charge of a musket in the hands of a comrade,

the killing of a soldier by a railroad accident,

and the shooting of Colonel Thomas W. Gros-

venor by a sentinel of the Chicago Volunteers.

The sentinel was Theodore N. Treat, a student

in the Chicago University, who had challenged

Colonel- Grosvenor several times, and, receiv

ing no answer, had fired, in accordance with

orders, and killed him. Governor Palmer,

learning of this incident on the 22d of October,

the day after it occurred, set out for Chicago

to investigate the facts, and on the 27th ad

dressed a letter to the Attorney-General of the

State, Hon. Washington Bushnell, in which

he uses the following language : " No one

will pretend that the power to raise, or

ganize, and employ troops, or to call the

organized militia of the States into service,

pertains to the office of lieutenant-general in

the Army of the United States. Nor will it

be easy to find defenders for the opinion, if it

should be expressed, that the mayor of a city

can either exercise or impart such power to

another. And I will not, with you, discuss

the dangerous and deceptive theory of neces

sity or emergency that has been so often in

sisted upon to justify acts of lawless usurpa

tion. It is answer enough that the constitu

tion of the State has not intrusted to the mayors

of its cities, or to military officers, the delicate

duty of determining when its forces may be

called into service, or its laws be suspended.

If these conclusions are correct, I think you

will perceive that it is now the duty of the

Governor and the Attorney-General, and of all

other offioers of the State, to exert themselves

to see that the laws are enforced against all the

parties concerned in these illegal and danger

ous acts. It is not necessary, in determining

upon the line of duty to be adopted, to inquire

whether the Mayor of Chicago, Lieutenant-

General Sheridan, Frank T. Sherman and his

associates, and supposed subordinates, who

were the agents by which the death of Thomas

W. Grosvenor was produced, in assuming pow

ers they did not possess, and that while free

government endures cannot be conferred upon

them, were influenced by proper or improper

motives or purposes. They assumed to suspend

the operation of the constitution and laws of

the State, and substitute in their stead the law

of military force, to be defined and applied by

themselves. They, by their lawless acts, at

tacked and insulted the dignity and authority

of the State, and have, by their dangerous ex

ample, weakened public confidence in the con

stitution and the laws, and in their attempt to

enforce usurped and lawless authority they

have sacrificed the life of a peaceable citizen.

Animated by the convictions I have thus ex

pressed, and confident in the belief that the

State of Illinois, acting through the proper

departments of its government, is capable of

protecting its own people, and of enforcing

the dignity and authority of its own laws, I

have to request that you, in conjunction with

the State's attorney of the Seventh Judicial

Circuit, will bring all the facts before the

grand-jury of Cook County, in order that all

persons concerned in the unlawful killing of

Thomas W. Grosvenor may be brought to a

speedy trial."

Three days later he wrote to Charles H.

Reed, the District Attorney for the Seventh

Judicial Circuit, forwarding the letter to the

Attorney-General, and saying: "The matter

has occasioned me a great amount of anx

iety, and, after the most mature reflec

tion, I am forced to the conviction that the

indictment against Treat, the person who

inflicted the wounds upon him, should also

include Philip H. Sheridan, Frank T. Sher

man, and the other persons who claimed to be

officers of the reputed ' Company L, First

Regiment of Chicago Volunteers.' * * * It

would be simply dishonorable to you and to

the State, to prosecute young Treat alone, to

conviction, when you, and every one besides

that is supposed to know what the law is,

are bound to confess that, if he is guilty ot a

legal offence, so are those who placed him in a

position to do mischief ; and neither you nor

the State authorities can find a legal excuse

for discharging -Treat without a trial. No

course is open to us but to boldly and squarely

stand up to the line of duty. I have written

this to you because I can well understand that

you may feel a degree of hesitation in advising

the grand-jury to find an indictment against

such persons as R. B. Mason, P. H. Sheridan,

and Frank T. Sherman ; and, as this oase con

cerns the State in its political capacity as much

as in other respects, I think it proper that the

Governor should take the responsibility of

what is done. And, while I have the utmost

confidence in you, I do advise the indictment

and trial of all concerned."

The subject was brought before the grand-

jury at the November term of the court, and

Judge Williams in his address alluded to the

killing of Grosvenor and to the letter of the

Governor in these terms : " You should find

no bill against any party except on the in

formation of two of your members who

have a personal knowledge of the facta.

Neither the prosecuting attorney nor the

court has a right to instruct you as to whom

you should indict. It would be dangerous

to private rights and an invasion of yonr

prerogatives if ever the court should ad

vise you whom you should indict, and if this

court may not do it, far less may any per

son who does not sustain to you any official

relations. Should any one not of your body

seek to influence you by written, printed, 01
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verbal communications to any one of you, you

will inform the court, that the offenders may be

dealt with for contempt. Neither will you

permit yourselves to be affected by any com

munications printed, or to be printed in, nor

any editorials written, or to be written, for any

paper published here or elsewhere. More

particularly ought I to warn you against being

influenced by certain letters published in some,

if not all, our city papers, purporting to have

been written by the Executive of this State to

the Attorney-General and District Attorney

of this circuit, advising the indictment of cer

tain persons named therein. Purporting to

be letters of the Governor, and having been

extensively circulated, your respect for our

honored Chief Magistrate personally, and for

his official position, might lead you to attach

to them great weight, but they should not

exert any influence upon you whatever. The

prosecuting attorney of this court informs

me that he knew nothing of the letter said to

be addressed to him until he saw it published

in the city papers. If it was written by the

Governor, it was only a private letter to the

District Attorney, and should have been in his

hand before it was given to the papers. It

would be inconsistent with the high reputation

of our Chief Magistrate for integrity and legal

learning to suppose that he designed those let

ters to be published in order to influence your

action as a grand-jnry. The possibility that

such would be their effect would be enough to

deter him from giving them to the public.

You ought not to assume that the respected

Chief Magistrate of this State would do an act

highly indecorous and improper in any indi

vidual—above all, in one whose duties are

judicial."

The grand-jury found no indictment against

any one for the killing of Colonel Grosvenor,

bnt thanked Mayor Mason and General Sheri

dan for the measures which they took to pre

serve order and protect property in Chicago

after the fire.

In submitting the whole matter of military

interference at Chicago to the Legislature at

the beginning of the adjourned session in No

vember, the Governor said: "It seems to

me to be so clear that the conduct complained

of is contrary to the constitution and the

laws, that it is impossible, by any process

of reasoning, to make it more so. The mayor,

the mere executive officer of a city cre

ated by the laws of this State, without con

trol over the police, and with only the gen

eral powers of a conservator of the peace,

abdicated some of the most important func

tions and duties of his office, and, in connec

tion with this refusal to discharge his own du

ties, attempted to place the laws of the State

under the feet of a citizen, who, forgetful of

his own duty to respect, obey and enforce the

laws, in the capacity of an officer of the United

States Army, availing himself of the oolor of

authority conferred upon him by the mayor,

subjected his fellow-citizens to military rule.

No officer of the United States, or of the State

of Illinois, has the constitutional or legal au

thority to exercise sflch transcendent powers ;

for Lieutenant-General Sheridan employed the

troops of the United States in a manner not

authorized by Federal laws. He raised troops

without the consent of Congress, and imposed

upon them an unlawful oath. He disregarded

the provision of the constitution of the State

which provides that ' the military shall be in

strict subordination to the civil power,' and by

posting his guards and sentinels upon the

streets of a populous city, with instructions to

arrest persons passing upon them, and to fire

upon them in case of a refusal to obey their

authority, the life of a citizen, who was under

the protection of the laws, was destroyed."

The Governor had already hod occasion to

remonstrate a second time against the inter

ference of General Sheridan. On the 28th of

October a communication was sent to the

general, signed by the chairman of the Ex

ecutive Committee of the Relief and Aid So

ciety, several presidents of banks, and other

prominent citizens, requesting that he would

"cause four companies of United States in

fantry to be stationed at or near this city,

until it shall appear that there is no danger

of attack by disorderly persons upon the de

pots of the Relief and Aid Society, or other

riotous proceedings, for which the recent ap

palling calamity may have paved the way. We

believe that the presence of a small military

force in this vicinity would, at the same time,

deter any evil-disposed persons from organiz

ing a breach of the peace, and reassure the

public mind in an extraordinary degree."

General Sheridan immediately asked author

ity of the Secretary of War to obtain four com

panies of infantry, and they were ordered to

Chicago accordingly by General Sherman from

the command of General Meade. On hearing

of this movement, Governor Palmer wrote to

the President of the United States, inquiring

whether these troops were to " obey the call

of any authorities of the State of Illinois or

the city of Chicago, or in any way whatever

to assume the protection either of property or

the preservation of order in that city," and

declaring that, in his opinion, the authorities

of the State were " abundantly able to protect

every interest of the people that depends upon

its internal peace and good order." The Pres

ident replied, under date of November 15th,

enclosing the appeal to General Sheridan, and

that officer's application for troops, and adding:

" No thought here ever contemplated distrust

of the State authorities of the State of Illinois,

or lock of ability on their part to do all that

was necessary, or expected of them, for the

maintenance of law and order within the limits

of the State. The only thing thought of was,

how to benefit a people stricken by a calamity

greater than had ever befallen a community of

the same number before in this country. The
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aid was of a like nature with that given in any

emergency requiring immediate action. No

reflections were contemplated or thought of,

affeoting the integrity or ability of any State

officer or city official, within the limits of the

State of Illinois, to perform his whole duty."

Governor Palmer wrote to the President,

giving his views at considerable length, on the

20th of November. The following extracts

comprise the material portions of his letter :

It seoms to me to be very well settled as a princi

ple of American public law, that the duty of protect

ing person and property, and the preservation of

ubhc order and peace against the efforts of disor-

criy persons, or lrom local internal disturbance, is

the peculiar and exclusive duty of the States, with

which the Government of the United States has no

concern, and in which it cannot interfere except

upon the application of the Legislature or the Ex

ecutive of the States, as contemplated by the fourth

section of the fourth article of the Constitution, and

that any attempt by the officers of the United States

Army to employ any part of the military forces, as

proposed by the gentlemen who made the application

for four companies of infantry to be stationed at or

near Chicago for on indefinite period, and approved

by Lieutenant-General Philip H. Shcridanj in his

letter to the Adjutant-General of the 29th of October,

and by General W. T. Sherman, by his telegraphic

communication to Lieutenant-General Sheridan, of

October 81, 1871, must be improper, because viola
tive of the Constitution and the laws. I am not at

all forgetful that your Excellency says, that "what

was done in respect to ordering the troops to Chicago

was upon the ground of emergency, to aid a people

who had suffered greatly ; " but, in this view it seems

to me that the general commanding the army over

looked the fact that the disastrous fire at Chicago did

not relieve the State of Illinois from any of its duties,

nor transfer any of them to the Government of the

United States. * * *

I do not, of course, propose to discuss with your

Excellency the question of the relative rights and

powers of the United States, and of the States, under

the Constitution, for 1 will not anticipate the possi

bility of a difference of opinion upon the point that

the duties of the executive officers of tho two sys

tems are defined so accurately and aro kept so dis

tinct by written constitutions and laws, that there w

no possibility of a conflict between them. The duty

of the President is to see that the laws of the United

States are enforced, and that of the Governor of Illi

nois is confined to the enforcement of the laws of the

State, Neither obstructs the ot her, nor aids nor in

terferes with his duties. The Governor of a State

derives none of his powers from the United States,

nor are his duties subject, in any respect, to the con

sent or discretion of tho President, who can in no

wise enlarge, abridge, or interrupt them, either by

assuming them himself, or by intrusting them to

others.

As these opinions seem to me to be incontrovert

ible, I cannot doubt that the orders to United States

troops to act as police, or to otherwise interfere in

the affnirs or duties of the State or any of its of

ficers, were made without reflection, and that the

troops will be at once withdrawn from this State ; or,

that the orders for their government will be so modi

fied as to prohibit their employment as police, or in
any other way to interfere with any of the duties and

functions of any of the officers created under the

laws of this State.

The State of Illinois cannot accept their aid, or

permit their interference in its affairs, without a sac

rifice of tho confidence of its citizens, nor without

giving countenance to a dangerous example.

President Grant replied simply, that he had

referred this letter to the Secretary of War,

" with directions to inform General Sheridan

that, if the troops under his command have

received any orders which in any way conflict

with the provisions of the constitution or the

laws of the State of Illinois, he is instructed

to rescind them."

The Governor submitted the whole matter

to the Legislature, in a special message, on the

9th of December, reiterating and enforcing, at

some length, his views, which have been al

ready indicated with sufficient clearness. This

message, as well as that of the loth of Novem

ber, was referred to a special committee. Two

reports were submitted by this committee, on

the 6th of January, 1872. The majority ap

proved of the course of the Governor, con

demned the shooting of Colonel Grosvenor,

and characterized the occupation of Chicago

by troops as an unwarrantable invasion. The

report concluded with the following resolu

tions :

1 . Retohed, That the late fire at Chicago created

no emergency for which the constitution and the

laws and the agencies and resources of the State

of Illinois were not equal ; and that the act of the

Mayor of Chicago in transferring the government of

that citv to Lieutenant-General Sheridan, an officer

of the United States Army, and the military forces at

his command, was illegal and a dangerous example.

2. That Lieutenant-General Sheridan, in accepting

from the mayor the illegal authority to control the

municipal affairs of the people of Chicago by military

force, or the authority to introduce regular troops

into the city, or to raise volunteers, or call any por

tion of the militia of the State into service, acted ille

gally, and such action was dangerous in example.

8." That the officers of the Army of the United

States, stationed in this State, have no power, right,

or authority, to interfere with the internal affairs

thereof; and that the act of Lieutenant-General Sheri

dan, in ordering regular troops into this State, for

reasons assigned in bis communication to the Adju

tant-General of tho United States Army, of the 29th

of October 1871, has no justification or sanction

either in the Constitution and laws of tho United

States or of this State.
4. That the order and direction given by the

General of the Army, at Washington, to four com

panies of infantry to act as police in this State, are

illegal and of dangerous example.

5. That the President of the United States bo re

quested to modify the orders of the troops now at

Chicago so as to prohibit them from interfering in

the internal affairs of this State, or that he withdraw

them from the State.

6. That the action of the Governor in protesting

to the President against sending United States troopa

to Chicago, and against their presence in said city

for the purpose of police duty, and his course in en

deavoring to enforce civil authority in said city for

the protection of human life, are hereby cordially ap

proved.

One member of the committee made a mi

nority report, commending the action of Mayor

Mason and General Sheridan, and making no

reference to the course of the Governor. The

reports were ordered to be printed, and a

very spirited debate occurred some days later,

terminating with the adoption of the follow

ing substitute :

Boohed, That the military should be in strict sub

ordination to the civil power, and we regard any in-

s
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fraction of this principle a matter of vital concern,

establishing a precedent dangerous to liberty, ana

we believe that the military should never be called

upon to interfere in the domestio affairs of any State

or city, except in the mode pointed out by the Con

stitution and laws of the land.

Raolved, That we declare as unlawful and an in

fraction of the constitution, both of this State and

of the United States, the so-called military occupa

tion ; yet, in view of the trying circumstances and

the great calamity existing, when this military power

was exercised, we exonerate the Federal Govern

ment and Federal military authorities from intent to

wilfully trespass upon the constitutional right of

this State, or to interfere with its properly consti

tuted authorities during the emergency created by

the recent fire.

Setolvtd, That the protest of the Executive of this

State against a violation of the constitution was the

performance of a duty imposed upon him by his

office, and established a valuable precedent, which is

hereby approved.

Eetolued, That we must heartily approve and com

mend the humane feelings and manly regard for the

protection of human life and property which prompt

ed the active energies of his Excellency the Presi

dent of the United States, his Excellency the Gov

ernor of this State, Lieutenant-General Sheridan, the

Secretary of War, and others in authority, who lent

their timely aid during and immediately succeeding

the appalling catastrophe.

The adjourned session of the Legislature,

which began on the 15th of November, con

tinued until the 22d of December, when it was

still further adjourned to the 3d of January,

1872. Very little important legislation was

completed before the close of the year, thougli

a large number of bills were introduced. A

committee of nine was appointed V for the

purpose of drawing up and introducing bills

in relation to the records destroyed by fire on

October 9th." Among" bills of this kind sub

sequently submitted, were : " An act to repro

duce records, maps, plates, etc., in cases where

they have been destroyed by fire ; " " an act

to settle the titles in land in cases where the

records have been destroyed by fire or other

causes ; " "an act to provide for the re-record

of deeds and other instruments in cases where

the records have been destroyed," and "an act

to restore records of evidence to titles to land."

Other important bills introduced, but not

passed before the holiday recess, were the fol

lowing : To provide for the education of sol

diers' and sailors' orphans ; to prevent com

panies from selling, and to punish newspapers

for advertising, lottery tickets; to repeal the

registry law ; to regulate life-insurance com

panies doing business in the State ; to prevent

abuses and unjust discrimination in the rates

of freight and passenger tariffs on railroads ;

to provide against the sale of intoxicating

liquors on the Sabbath-day ; to encourage col

leges and seminaries ; to provide for an insur

ance department, and the appointment of a

commissioner; to establish and maintain a

system of free schools ; to regulate the appoint

ment and removal of city officers, and to extend

the duties and powers of mayors in cities

having a population of 100,000 and upward ;

to prevent cruelty to animals ; to fix the sala-

vol. xi.—28 A

ries of State officials ; to maintain the purity

of elections ; to promote the science of medi

cine and surgery ; and to regulate the sale of

poisons. A resolution was adopted instructing

the judiciary committee to inquire into the

expediency of abolishing the system of oaths,

and to punish lying. Bills were passed appor

tioning the State into 51 legislative and .19

congressional districts ; appropriating $65,000

to complete the Southern Insane Asylum at

Anna; to provide guardians for habitual drunk

ards ; and to prohibit lotteries. Many petitions

were received praying for the passage of a law

regulating the sale of intoxicating liquors, and

a bill was introduced embodying the main

features of the Ohio law on this subject, which

after considerable discussion passed the Senate

before the recess, by a vote of 55 to 5, and be

came a law in January, 1872. It requires all

persons, receiving a license to sell spirituous

liquors, to give a bond in the penal sum of

$3,000 for the payment of all damages to any

person or property caused by the sale of li

quors by them. It makes it unlawful to sell

liquor to minors, unless on the written order

of a parent, guardian, or family physician,

" or to persons intoxicated, or who are in

the habit of getting intoxicated." All places

where liquors are sold in violation of this law

are declared to be public nuisances ; to be

abated as suoh on the conviction of the keeper.

It further provides that any person who shall,

by the sale of liquor, with or without a license,

cause the intoxication of any other person,

shall be liable to pay a reasonable compensa

tion to any one who shall take charge of such

intoxicated person, and two dollars per day

additional, for every day he shall be kept in

consequence of his intoxication. Another im

portant provision is as follows :

Every husband, wife, child, parent, guardian, em

ployer, or other person, who shall be injured in person

or property, or means of support, by any intoxicated

person, or in consequence of the intoxication, habit

ual or otherwise, of any person, shall have a right of

action in his or her own name, severally or jointly,

against any person or persons who shall, by selling

or giving intoxicating liquors, have caused the intoxi

cation, in whole, or in part, of such person or persons ;

and any person or persons owning, renting, leasing,

or permitting the occupation of an^ building or prem

ises, and having knowledge that intoxicating liquors

are to be sold therein, or who, having leased the same

for othor purposes, shall knowingly permit therein

the sale of any intoxicating liquors that have caused,

in whole or in part, the intoxication of any person,

shall be liable, severally or jointly, with the person

or persons selling, or giving intoxicating liquors

aforesaid, for all damages sustained, and for exem

plary damages ; and a married woman shall have the

same right to bring suits, and to control the same

and the amount recovered as a femt-tole ; and all

damages recovered by a minor under this act shall

bo paid either to such minor, or his or her parent,

guardian, or next friend, as tho court shall direct ; and

the unlawful sale or giving away of intoxicating liq

uors shall work a forfeiture of all rights of the lessee

or tenant, under any lease or contract of rent upon

the premises where such unlawful sole or giving

away shall take place; and all suits for damages

under this act may be by any appropriate action in
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any of the courts of this State having competent

jurisdiction.

Violation of the law is to be punished by a

fine of not less than $20 nor more than $100,

and imprisonment in the county jail for not

less than ten nor more than thirty days for each

offence. Giving away or disposing of liquors

by any shift, in lieu of selling, is to be treated

as unlawful selling; any building leased or

rented as a place for selling intoxicating liquors

is made liable to be sold to pay fines, costs,

damages, etc., in all cases arising under the law.

At the reassembling of the Legislature,

January 3, 1872, it was expected that many

important matters would be presented for

consideration, such as an act to establish

and maintain a system of free schools in the

State, being an amendment of the present

law, etc

The Railroad and Warehouse Commissioners

who were appointed under the act of April,

met in the early part of October, and appor

tioned the classification of roads, as shown in

the following table :

NAME OF ROAD.

Chicago & Alton
Illinois Central
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
Toledo, Peoria & Warsaw
Toledo, Wabash & Western
Tcrre Haute & Indiana
Belleville & Southern Illinois
St. Louis, Alton & Terre Haute....
Western Union
Illinois & St. Louis
St. Louis & Southeastern
Hancock & Naples
Rocktbrd, Rock Island & St. Louis
Peoria, Pekln & Jacksonville

h

V

1

SI
tiji

u

i i I '
s a 2 5

A $5,140,932 43 611 310.060 63 IX
B 6,681 ,619 71 705 9.467 00 8
B 7.SO9.904 83 767 9.400 13 1
C 1,066.632 29 227 4.644 60 4
C 2,837.028 07 388 7.311 92 4
C 104.200 81 158 6,573 20 4
C 416.292 46 70 5,879 00 4
C 1,269.761 98 185 6,804 11 4
D 812.944 32 214 8,796 80
D 44.380 72 15 2.953 80
D 138.288 57 74 1,801 15 w
D 85,086 44 47 1,829 00
D 688.035 08 284 2.415 00
D 329.784 55 83 3.973 30

This list is incomplete, owing to imperfect

reports from some of the companies, and no

reports from others. Among the new roads

opened during the year was the Oilman, Clin

ton & Springfield, 110 miles in length. The

construction of the Champaign, Monticello &

Decatur Railroad is woll under way, and will

be completed as early as is practicable.

The finances of the State are in a satisfac

tory condition. In response to resolutions of

inquiry, a legislative committee in February

reported that on the first of that month there

was in the Treasury, after deducting all out

standing warrants, $1,217,210.31. They esti

mated the revenue to be derived from the as

sessments of 1870-'71 at $2,002,500, basing their

estimate upon a tax of 25 cents on the $100

of property, the gross valuation in 1870 being

$480,000,000. The amount of revenue from

all sources for 1870-'71, including the surplus

in the Treasury, the two-mill debt tax, and the

receipts from the Illinois Central Railroad,

they state at $4,793,710.31, but deficits in the

debt and interest funds, etc., were anticipated

amounting to $779,370.59. The amount of es

timated expenses and of appropriations asked

for and estimated for 1871-'72 is set down at

$5,277,294.33. Coin to the amonnt of $3,100,-

000 was purchased in pursuance of an act

passed in January for the purpose of making

payments on the State debt. The bonded debt

at the beginning of December, 1870, was

$4,890,937, of which $2,998,540 came due on

or before July 1, 1871, and had been at that

time duly liquidated.

The public schools of the State are in a

flourishing condition. The number of chil

dren between the ages of six and twenty-one is

862,544, of whom 855,325 are white, and 7,219

colored. There are 10,593 school districts,

and 652,715 pupils in attendance at the schools.

The total cost of supporting the educational

system is $8.38 for each pupil enrolled. Funds

for the support of the schools are derived: 1.

From the net proceeds of the tax of two mills

upon each dollar's worth of taxable property

in the State. 2. From the interest on the

"School, College, and Seminary Fund." 8.

From the interest on the County Fund. 4.

From certain fines and forfeitures, which go

by law for the support of schools. 6. From

the interest on the Township Funds ; and, 6.

From special taxes levied and collected in and

by the respective local school districts. There

are several colleges in the State, of which the

following are the most prominent ; Monmouth,

with 341 students ; Northwestern University,

307; Chicago, 277; Blackburn, 274; Knox,266;

McKendree, 261 ; Northwest College, 2S9; Lin

coln University, 206; Illinois Wealeyan, 200;

Westfield, 169; Lombard, 155; Eureka, 185.

The whole number in these colleges is 2,830.

The system of public charitable and penal

institutions is not yet fairly completed, and

there has been much discussion during the

year in regard to changing the location of

some of them. At Jacksonville, where sev

eral are now located, there is said to be a

deficient water-supply, and it is stated that

the place is unfavorable on many other ac

counts. A proposition has been made, that

these various institutions be concentrated at

the .State capital. Investigations have been

set on foot by the Legislature, which arc likely

to result in some definite action on tho subject

at an early day.
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CENSUS OF 1870.

Cass . -
Champ
Christ!
Clark
Clay
Clinton •

Coles
Cook
Crawford
Cumberland
De Kalb
De Witt
Donglas
Da Page
Edgar
Edwards
Effingham
Fayette
Ford
Franklin
Fulton
Gallatin '.
Greene
Grondy
Hamilton
Hancock
Hardin
HenderBon
Henry
Iroquois
Jackson
Jasper
Jefferson
Jersey
Jo Daviess
Johnson
Kane
Kankakee
Kendall
Knox
Lake
La Salle
Lawrence
Lee
Livingston

Logan
Macon
Maconpin
Madison
Marion
Marshall
Mason
Massac
McDonough
Mcilenry
McLean.
Menard

ery .

Ogle.
trie .

POPULATION.

Aggregate. NatlYe.

56,363
10,564
13,152
12,912
12,205
32,415
6,562
16,705
11,580
32,737
80,863
18,719
15,875
16.285
25,285

849.966
13,889
12,223
23,265
14.768
13,484
16,685
21,450
7.565

15,653
19,638
9,103

12,652
38.291
11,134
80.277
14,938
18,014
85,935
6,113
12,582
35.506
85.782
19,634
11,234
17,864
15.051
87,840
11,248
39.091
24,352
12,399
89,548
21,014
60,792
12,533
87,171
81.471
23,053
86.481
82,746
44,131
20,622
16.956
16,181
9,581

26,509
83.762
53,988
11,785
18,769
14.9S2
85,314
28,463
10,885
27.492
47.540
13,723
10.953
80,768
11,437
8,752
6,280

80,869

12,803
89.783
12,714
46,352
17,419
10.530

51,798
8,268
13,042
14,907
12,179
34,272
6,559

16,675
11,576
32,504
80,818
18,698
15.818
15,962
25,015

346,104
13,885
12,220
23,412
14,712
13,387
16,652
81,389
7,498
15,643
19..VJ)

9,089
12.646
38,220
10.522
80,255
14,843
14,993
85,807
6.024

12,575
35,413
85,618
18,639
11,811
17,826
14,823
27,727
11,196
88,724
84,284
12.345
88.713
80.918
60,?22
12.248
87,123
81,360
22,937
26,216
82,406
41,917
20.407
16,943
16,181
8,625

26,467
23.69S
63,561
11.727
18,741
12.913
85.162
27.809
10,384
87,407
47,385
18,334
10,947
30,661
10,955
6,353
6,215

19.724
12,778
29,646
12.483
45.186
17,394
10.515

1,567
2,296
110
35
26

143
8

Si)
4

233
45

n
66
823
820

8,858
4
3
63
56
97
S3
111
67
10
63
14
6

65
612
82
94
21
128
89
7

93
164
995

831
92
68
867
69
54

809
68
69
290
43
111
116
235
840

8,214
215
18
8

956
48
64
427

152
£93

1
85
155
391
6

106
471

2,394
65

1,137
80
187
831

1,168
25
15

44,622
9,163

11,980
10,145
11,357
26,182
5,847

14,415
9,711

28,725
18,444
17,800
15,301
11,746
24,182

183,194
13,762
11,887
18,671
13,963
12,796
11,472
20,764
6,565
12,858
18,128
7.105
12,580
36,298
10.727
18.630
10,944
12,844
81,777
4,929
10.946
25,428
21,189
17,902
10,707
17,657
12,502
19.906
11,188
28,755
16.672
9.715

81,843
15,296
44,536
12,176
21,067
85,440
40.04:1

24,283
27.1)16
31,251
19,207
13.858
14,117
8,894

24,784
19.134
46,026
10,232
10,508
8,670

25,940

9,943
28,710
85,867
11,982
10.350
88,919
10,991
8,807
5,248
16.903
11,944
21,114
12.635
88,575
15.887
9.354

Foreign.

11,740
1,401

" 1,172
2,797
848

6,283
1.215
2.490
1,869
4,012
1,919
919
674

4,539
1,058

166,774
127
336

4,594
S05
6S8

6,413

686
1,000
2,795
1,516
1,998

72
1,998
407

1,647
8,994
190

4,158
184

1.636
10,278
4,643
1,738
527
207

2,552
7,854

62
10,336
7.680
2.684
7.679
6,718
16,264

857
6,104
6,031
8,030
2,198
4,780
12.880
1.415
8,098
2,067
687

1,725
4,628
7,964
1,503
2,261
4.312
2,394
4,658
442

4,788
11.673
1,791
603

1,849
446
445

1.038
8,954
859

8,669
79

7,777
1,532
1,176

Taxation, not

$13,198,067
1,558,305
2,428,785
8,401,180
1,681,779
7,015,862
648,483

2,982,296
2,730,828
4,696,045
4.450.083
2,655,640
2,266,311
2,560.790
4,159,075

85,681,58-4
1,731,070
1,600,366
4,505.978
2,509.698
2,348,463
2,982,330
4.488,539
1,174,116
2,877,510
2,761,196
8,146,175
1,412,079
6,531,430
1,235,497
8,931,189
3,457,451
1,205,719
6,072,201
424,745

2,783,641
0,849,208
6,454.928
8,139,971
1,432,990
2,800.912
2,972,915
3,337,731
980,659

7,746,757
3.536.K48
2,487,049
7,681,747
8,877,619

11,493.697
1,847,770
4,759,195
6.762,063
4,797,206
6,118,189
6,863,906

10,69a365
8,748,042
3,058,868
3,1)44,4117

805,208
6,450,944
4,tWI,437

11,249,494
2,318.070

l.*'l.4S2

4.444.662
7,554,936
1.824,117
5,614,452
9,475,030
1.890,894
2,587,819
5,417,025
1,071,598
660,479

1,134,790
8,459,721
1,972.206
4.645,670
1,049,525

14,995,035
8.524.184
1,625,219
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Shelby
Stark
St. Clair
Stephenson
Tazewell
Union
Vermilion
Wabash
Warren
Washington
Wayne
White
Whitcsides
Will
Williamaon
Winnebago

Woodford

Total for State

25.476
10,751
51,1*18
80.608
27,1X0
16,613
80.8*8
8,841
28,174
17.599
19,758
16.846
27.503
48.013
17,829
2H.:* II
18.956

While.

25.416
10.780
49,771
80,5%
27.839
16,370
so. 33s
8,778
23.951
17,4(18
19.729
16,673
27,444
42,771
17.3-13
29,180
l-s.916

NlVhe.

31
1,297

12
64
IIS
49
63

233
1*1
29

173
59

212
UK)
121
10

2,511.096 28.762

23.765
9,475
82,747
23.820
23.572
15.860
28.233
8.290
20.W4
13.731
19.238
16.241
22.913
28.426

17.160
22.588
14,891

2.034.693

$129,0*
119,145
248,171
225,1.8
214,077
M,lS5

156,4iS5
S8.0S5

7l'.«2
K>,«1
51.942
1M,3»
2W.W7
51.938

145.77a
118,413

515.198 I $882,899.575 | $£1,825.1X18

1.711
1,276

18,321
6,788
S.S31
652

8,163
551

2,290
3,8115
620
UU5

4,690
14,587

168
6,718
4,065

Tauiica, LSI

The true value of property is $2,121,080,579 ;

public debt, county, town, city, etc., $37,300,-

932 ; value of farm productions, including bet

terments and additions to stock, $210,860,585 ;

pounds of wool produced, 5,739,249 ; 59,494

males, and 74,079 females, ten years old and

over, cannot write, of whom 40,801 are males

twenty-one years old and over.

INDIA, British, a dependency of Great

Britain in Asia. The following information

concerning its area and population is given by

the statistical department of the India Office,

in the statistical tables relating to the colonial

and other possessions of the United Kingdom,

part xiv., 1869 (London, 1871) :

COUNTRIES. Capitals.

Coorg and Mysore Bangalore, Merrara..
Hyderabad Oaniraotee, Akolah .
Bengal Calcutta
Northwestern Provinces Allahabad
Punjab Lahore
Central Provinces Nagpoor.
Ondo Lucknow
British Bnrmah Rangoon
Madras Madras
Bombay Bombay
Sinde Hyderabad

British India
Domestic States .

29,403
17.835
200.724
83,690
95,768
82.839
24.060
93,879
141.118
87,639

,54,403

910,858
646,117

ropflllUOB.

6,285,593

40.352,960
30.086,893
17.598,946
7,987,476

11,230,747
2.892,818

26,539,00
11,093.51*
1,795,594

155,348,090
46,245,683

As regards nationality and religion, the pop

ulation of British India is divided about as

follows :

Hindoos 113,000,000
Mohammedans 25.000,000
Non-Indian Nations 12.000,c>00
Buddhists 4,000,000
Asiatic Christians 1,111,678
European Christians 156,119

According to the census of 1861, there lived

in British India 125,945 English, 84,083 of

whom belonged to the Indian Army. The

Eurasians, the offspring of Europeans and

Hindoos, are estimated at about 90,000, the

Parsecs at 80,000, the Jews at 10,000. The

population of the chief towns is as follows :

Calcutta 616,249
Bombay 816,562
Madras 427,771
Lucknow 300,000
Patna 284,132
Benares 200,000
Hyderabad 200,000
Delhi 152,406
Foudpoor 150,000
Moorshedabad 146,903

Bangalore 140,000
Baroda 140,000
Ahmedabad 180.000
Agra 125,262
Bareilly 111,332
Nagpoor 111,281
Cawnpoor 108,796
Blmrtpoor 100,000
Dhar 100.000
Fyzabad 100,000

For 1870 the number and tonnage of vessels

entered at ports in British India from various

countries was. 13,346 vessels and 8,100,763

tons. The number and tonnage of all vessels

cleared in British India, during the same year,

was 14,677 vessels and 3,173,787 tons. The

value of the imports from foreign countries

(United Kingdom included) into British India,

for the year 1870, was: merchandise, $1G4,-

012,504; treasure, $69,468,185; total, $233,-

480,689; tho United Kingdom contributing

nearly half the total. .

In the latter months of 1871 the English

Government of India undertook, for the second

time, an expedition against tho Looshai. The

Looshai country is in India, lying north of the

British province of Chittagong, southwest of

the protected state of Munnipoor, south of the

tea-district portion of British Cachar, and due

west of the protected state of Tiperah. A toe

duo east from Calcutta, three hundred miles

distant, strikes tho southeastern angle of the

district in question. This tract of country is

about sixty miles broad at the widest part, and

one hundred and thirty-five miles long. It 13

hilly and densely covered with jungle, trav

ersed by numerous streams, and only sparsely
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inhabited by a semi-nomadic race of men, who

pass their time alternately in rude cultivation,

hunting, and internal warfare, varied by occa

sional predatory incursions on territory occu

pied either by the British or the semi-indepen

dent states protected by Great Britain. There

are no roads, the district never having been

surveyed, and being as little explored as the

interior of Afrioa. The best paths are the

dry beds of streams, by traversing which the

traveller not only obtains means of passage

through the hills and jungle, but also shelter

from the rays of ih& sun afforded by over
hanging trees. ■

Respecting the inhabitants of this country,

they are as little known as the country itself,

but are believed by some to be of Malay

origin. They are divided into numerous clans,

of most of which the very names are unknown.

The three principal tribes with which travel

lers have come in contact are the Howlong, the

Syloo, and the Rnttnn Poia, which number in

all about twenty-six thousand individuals.

These tribe9 are all situated in the southeast

ern corner of the district. It has been asserted

that some of the chiefs could bring eight

thousand fighting-men into the field, but this

statement is regarded by good authorities as

exaggerated. The Looshais are exceedingly

brave and warlike, but extremely cruel, setting

but very little value on human life. The cause

of these constant raids is twofold—greed and

a desire to obtain skulls, without a certain

number of which the obsequies of a chief can

not be properly performed. For more than

ten years these marauders have been making

murderous raids on British subjects in Tip-

erah, or the tea-planters of Cachar. In 1869

the Looshais made a daring inroad into the

territory of the protected chief of Munnipoor,

and the British Government resolved on chas

tising the perpetrators. For this purpose a

force, consisting of two columns of regular

troops and a body of police, General Nuthall

being placed in command of the whole, was

detailed. Owing to delays due to mismanage

ment or the inherent difficulties of tho expe

dition, the principal force started at too late a

period of the year, and, after marching one

hundred and seventy-four miles without firing

a shot, was driven back by the rains. Not an

enemy had been seen, and the affair proved a

failure. The second column, under Major Ste

phenson, was somewhat more successful. Still

the actual results obtained were altogether

incommensurate with the expense incurred

and the labor undergone. Emboldened by the

failure of the attempts to punish them, and re

lying probably on the apparently inaccessible

nature of the country, the Looshais, daring

the early part of 1871, made an incursion in

the tea-districts of Cachar, murdered a Mr.

"Winchester and several others, and carried off

the little daughter of the former into captivity.

.This act put an- end to all political theories,

and the British authorities determined to carry

•

their orders into the district of the offending

tribes at the point of the sword. The Indian

Government, acting under the advice of Lord

Napier of Magdala, caused a force to assemble

for the expedition. This force was divided

into two columns, each numbering sixteen

hundred and seventy-four men, ana to each

column two thousand coolies for carrying the

baggage were attached. The artillery of the

forces was to be transported on elephants,

one hundred of those animals being also em

ployed in carrying the baggage of each column.

In addition to the two columns there was to

be a subsidiary column, composed of the con

tingent of the Rajah of Munnipoor. This force

included four hundred cavalry, five thousand

infantry, five hundred artillery, and four hun

dred elephants. It was intended that the expe

dition should return to British territory before

the first week in March. The chief command

of the entire expedition was given to General

Bourchier, who was at the same time com

mander of the column which was advan

cing through the districts of Cachar. The sec

ond column, which took the road to Chitta-

gong, was commanded by General Brownlow.

At the close of November, General Bourchier

had arrived at the frontier of the Looshai

country. He then marched direct to the head

quarters of the Looshai, whom he met in large

force. • He completely defeated them, killing

a considerable number and taking several

hundred prisoners. At the close of the year

1871 the expedition was successfully progress

ing.

In September, J. P. Norman, Chiof Justice

of the High Court of Judicature, was seriously

wounded by a native Mohammedan, who in

flicted upon him two stabs with a dagger. The

Chief Justice died on September 20th, from

his wounds. The murderer was arrested and

sentenced to death. The murder produced an

extraordinary sensation, because it was looked

upon as another of the many proofs that the

Mohammedan population is at present ani

mated with a more rebellious spirit than at

any previous time.

INDIANA. The public institutions and

material interests of the State of Indiana are

represented to be in a generally satisfactory

condition, but no official reports have been

made embracing the year 1871. The State Uni

versity at Bloomington is quite prosperous

and was attended by over 800 students, and

the general interests of education are liberally

promoted.

The finances of the State appear to be in a

sound condition. At the beginning of the

fiscal year, which closed on the 81st of Octo

ber, there was a surplus of $373,249.95 in the

Treasury. The receipts of the year amounted

to $3,605,639.23, and the disbursements to

$2,943,600.55, which left a balance at the

end of the year of $1,035,288.63. The State

debt on the 15th of November stood Is fol

lows:
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Amount of 5 per cent, stocks $48,369 %
Amount of »« per cent stocks 8,0*) 16
Amount of Vincennes University bonds,

bearing 6 per cent. Interest B8,5E3 00
Amount of war-loan bond*, bearing 6 per

cent. Interest 154,000 00

$370,975 18
Amount oi school-fund bonds denominated

as the "non-negotiable bonds," bearing
6 per cent Interest $3,666,845 88

Total debt of the State, foreign and do
mestic $3,937,821 00

The agent of the State in New York had in

his possession at the same date $88,717.90, to

be applied to the redemption of the 5 per

cent, and 2$ per cent, stocks, and it was stated

by the Treasurer that the balance needed to

redeem the other indebtedness was ready to

be sent to the agent whenever it should be

required.

The session of the Legislature, which began

on the 4th of January, was brought to an ab

rupt conclusion on the 23d of February by the

resignation of 84 Republican members of the

House of Representatives, which made it im

possible to obtain a quorum in that branch.

One seat in the Senate was contested, that

of John W. Burson, a Republican chosen from

the district made up of the counties of Del

aware and Madison. Ho was charged with

making use of bribery to secure his election.

The caqe occupied a good deal of attention, and

was thoroughly investigated by the Commit

tee on Elections. A report was signed by a

majority of the committee near the close of

the session, which declared that Mr. Burson

" did both offer and give bribes and rewards

to procure his election," and recommended

the adoption of a resolution that he was not

entitled to the seat, and that the same be de

clared vacant. The report was adopted by a

strict party vote, 24 to 21.

The whole number of acts passed during the

session was 33, besides 10 joint resolutions.

While the question of ratifying the fifteenth

amendment of the Federal Constitution was

before the Legislature in 1869, 40 Democratic

members of the Lower House had resigned, to

break the quorum and defeat the ratification,

but a resolution had been adopted by the re

maining 67 members, less than two-thirds

constituting a legal quorum, ratifying the

amendment, and their action had been gen

erally accepted as valid. Now that the Demo

crats were in the majority in both Houses, the

subject was brought up again, and tho follow

ing resolutions were offered in the Senate :

Whereat, It is provided by the fifth section of tho

fourth article of the constitution of Indiana that the

number of senators and representatives shall be ap

portioned among the several counties "according to

the number of white male inhabitants above twenty-

one years of age in each ; " and whereas by section

two of the second artiole of Baid constitution tho

eleotive franchise is conforrcd upon and limited to

" white male citizen* of the United States of tho age

of twenty-one years and upward, who shall have re

sided m tho State six months preceding the elec

tion," and " white males of foreign birth of the age

of twenty-one years and upward, who shall h«ve re

sided in the United States one year and in this Suite

six months immediately preceding the election and

shall have declared their intention to become citizens

of the United States ;" and whereas it is provided

by the fifth section of said article two of said con

stitution that no " negro or mulatto shall have tbe

right of suffrage ; " and whereas at the recent general

election in this State, in the year 1870, large numbers

of negroes and mulattoes, amounting to seven thou

sand or more, voted for State and county officers,

members of tue State Legislature, and members of

Congress, under and by authority of the so-called

fifteenth amendment to the Constitution of the United

States ; and whereas the said pretended fifteenth

amendment was never legally ratified or assented to

by the State of Indiana, not hfving been at any time

submitted to a convention of the people, hut only to

tho State Legislature, wherein the said fifteenth

amendment was only voted on in the Senate by

twenty-eight senators, namely, twenty-seven in the

affirmative and one in the negative—being less than

a quorum under the constitution ; and voted on in

tho House of Representatives by fifty-seven leprc-

sentatives, namely, fifty-four in the affirmative and

three in the negative—being less than a quorum un

der the constitution of tho State ; and whereas by

the sixth section of the act of Congress approved

April 10, 1869, entitled " An act authorizing the tub-

rmssion of the constitutions of Virginia, Mississip

pi, and Texas, to a vote of the people, and author

izing the election of State officers, provided ly tic

said constitutions and members of Congress," it is

provided and required " that before the States of

Virginia, Mississippi, and Texas shall be admitted

to representation in Congress their several Legis

latures, which may be hereafter lawfully organized,

shall ratify the fifteenth article which has been pro

posed by Congress to the several States as an amend

ment to the Constitution of the United States ; and

whereas by the eighth section of tho act of Congress

approved December 22, 1869, entitled " An act to

firomotc the reconstruction of the State of Georgia,"

t Is provided and required "that the Legislature

shall ratify the fifteenth amendment proposed to the

Constitution of the United States before Senators and

Representatives from Georgia are admitted to seats

in Congress*" and whereas the only ratification of

said fifteenth amendment by the said States of Vir

ginia, Mississippi, Texas, and Georgia, respectively,

was made and done by Legislatures of said Suites

under the duress and operation of said acts of Con-

f[rcss; and whereas the said fifteenth amendment

las not received the necessary ratification by three-

fourths of the States of tho Union, if the said States

of Mississippi, Virginia, Texas, Georgia, and Indiana

are or had been counted as having failed or refused

to assent thereto, as of right they should be counted;

and whereas the constitutional right to regulate suf

frage, in case said fifteenth amendment shall have

failed to receive the necessary ratification, belongs,

under the Constitution of tho United States, to the

States respectively, and is impliedly recognized in

the fourteenth amendment thereto : therefore—
Resolved by the General Aesembly of the State of In

diana, That the pretended ratification of the fifteenth

amendment proposed to the Constitution of the

United States on the part of the State of Indiana was

and is null and void, and of no binding force or effect

whatever; and the counting of the vote of the State

in favor of the same was done without any lawful

warrant or authority; and that, protesting against

the Barne, this General Assembly does now withdraw

and rescind all action, perfect or impcrfeot, on die

part of this State, purporting to assent to and ratify

said proposed fifteenth amendment.
RaoVced, further, by the authority aforesaid, That

Congress has no lawful power derived from the Con

stitution of the United States, nor from any other

source whatever, to require any State of the Union
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to ratify an amendment proposed to the Constitution

of the United States as a condition precedent to rep

resentation in Congress ; that all such acts of ratifi

cation are null and void, and the votes so obtained

ought not to be counted to affect the rights of the

people and the States of the whole Union ; and that

the State of Indiana protests and solemnly declares

that the so-oalled fifteenth amendment is not this

day, nor ever has been in law, a part of the Constitu

tion of the United States.

Resolved, further, by the authority aforesaid, That

the State of Indiana does now propose and ask that

the Congress of the United States may and will, as

soon as practicable, call a convention of the States

and the people, according to the provisions of the

fifth article of the Constitution of the United States,

for the purpose of proposing amendments to said

Constitution for the ratification of the States.

Retolved, further, by the authority aforesaid, That

the Governor of Indiana be, and is hereoy, directed to

transmit an authenticated copy of these resolutions

and the preamble thereto to each of the Governors of

the several States of the Union, and to each of our

Senators and Representatives in Congress.

These resolutions passed the Senate by a

strict party vote, 26 to 20, and in the House
■were referred to the Committee on Federal

Relations, by a vote of 47" to 43, from which

they had not been reported when the session

was hroken np by the resignation of Republi

can members already alluded to.

The controversy regarding the purchase of

the "Wabash <fe Erie Canal by the State, or

the assumption of the debt inenrred in the

construction, which had been waged during the

Eolitical canvass of 1870, was renewed in the

«gislaturo, the members having been chosen

mainly with reference to this issue. An ac

count of the origin of this controversy was

friven in the preceding volume of this work.

The subject was brought np at the present

session in the following resolutions, which

formed tho text of a long debate :

Whereat, For some months past it has been stated

in the publio prints that an effort would be made to

have the present General Assembly of this State

purchase the Wabash & Erie Canal, and in pay

ment therefor assume the payment of tho canal

bonds, tho payment of which, by the act of January

19, 1846, and the act of January 27, 1847, supplement

ary thereto, commonly known as the " Butler Bills,"

is charged exclusively upon said canal, its lands,

tolls, and revenues ; and—

Whereat, His Excellency, Governor Baker, did on

the 5th day of November, 1898, allow the United

States a credit on the allowed war claims held by

this State against the United States, of two hundred

and seventy-seven thousand three hundred dollars,

which credit was allowed because of the United

States surrendering to His Excellency one hundred

and forty-one old internal improvement bonds of

the denomination of one thousand dollars each, and

interest thereon to the amount of one hundred and

thirty-six thousand three hundred dollars, which

improvement bonds were issued prior to the year

1844, nnder the laws to provide for a general system

of internal improvement in this State ; and—

Whereat, The payment of the full amount of prin

cipal and interest of said old internal improvement

bonds, by His Excellency, was unauthorized by any

law of this State, and in direct violation of the act

of January 10, 1848, entitled " An act to provide for

the funded debt of the State of Indiana, and for tho

completion of the Wabash & Erie Canal to Evans-

ville," and the act of January 27, 1847, supplement

ary thereto, and particularly in violation of the lat

ter proviso of section eight of said last-mentioned

act : therefore, be it

Resolved, by the Senate, the House of Represent-

ativet concurring. That the General Assembly of

the State of Indiana has no power under the con

stitution of the State to purohase the Wabash &

Erie Canal, and, if the General Assembly had the

power, it would be impolitic, unwise, and injurious

to the best interests of the people of the State to

purchase said canal : And bo it further

Resolved, by the Senate, the House of Represent

atives concurring, That the action or His Excel

lency, the Governor of this State, on the 5th day of

November, 1868, in the settlement of one hundred

and forty-one of the old internal improvement bonds,

the principal and interest thereof amounting to two

hundred and seventy-seven thousand three hundred

dollars, was unauthorized by any law of this State,

in direct violation of the acts of 1846 and 1847, com

monly known as the " Butler Bills," and meets the

disapproval of this General Assembly : And be it

further

Resolved, by the Senate, the Route of Represent

ative concurring. That this General Assembly of

the State of Indiana will make no provision for the

payment of the principal or interest of the old inter

nal improvement bonds, except as provided in the

acts of 1846 and 1847, • commonly known as the

"Butler Bills."

This subject was finally disposed of by tho

adoption of an amendment to the Constitu

tion in the following words, to form an ad

ditional section to the 10th article of that in

strument :

No law or resolution shall bo passed iy tho

General Assembly of the State of Indiana tlift shall

recognize any liability of the State to pay or redeem

any certificate of stock issued in pursuance of an act

entitled " An act to provide for the funded debt of

the State of Indiana and for the completion of tho

Wabash & Erie Canal to Evansville," passed Janu

ary 19, 1846, and an act supplemental to said act,

passed January 29, 1847, which, by the provisions of

said acts, or either of tncra, shall be payable exclu

sively from the proceeds of tho canal-lands and the

tolls and revenues of the canal in said acts mention

ed, and no such certificates of stocks shall ever be

paid by the State.

In order to become operative as a part of

the constitution, this section must receive the

sanction of the Legislature elected in 1872,

and then be ratified by a vote ot the people.

Numerous petitions were received asking

for the extension of the right of suffrage to

women, and several hearings were given, in a

joint convention of the two Houses, to the

advocates of an amendment to the constitu

tion to secure that object. The whole subject

was then referred to a seleot committee in the

Senate, and two reports were subsequently

made. A majority of the committee reported

adversely upon this proposed change, and a

minority submitted a resolution proposing a

constitutional amendment giving the elective

franchise to all women twenty-one years of

age and upward. The vote on this resolution

stoi .il 20 to 27, and it was rejected.

Among the important laws passed was one

fixing the compensation of State and county

officers, and cutting off all constructive fees

and allowances ; one distributing $600,000 in

the hands of the State Auditor to the several
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counties of the State, to be loaned out for the

benefit of schools ; and one reducing the tax

levy for State purposes from 25 cents to five

cents on the $100 of property valuation.

The bill on which the House broke up pro

vided for redistricting the State for the pur

pose of apportioning the representation ac

cording to the last census. It was claimed by

the Republicans that the bill was unconstitu

tional, as the State had been divided into dis

tricts but four years ago, and the constitution

declares that a new apportionment shall not be

made oftener than once in six years. Finding

that the bill was likely to pass, nevertheless,

it was determined in a caucus of the Republi

can members of the House to defeat it by a

resignation of thirty-four of their number,

the Governor, it is said, urging that course in

the caucus. This plan was carried out on the

23d of February, and, though the two Houses

continued to meet until the 27th, they could

transact no business, and finally adjourned

sine die.

Soveral of the most important measures be

fore the Legislature were still pending at the

time of the adjournment. An act to tax the

stock of banks for municipal purposes had

passed the House by a large majority, and

would undoubtedly have received the sanction

of the Senate also. It was a measure which

had been earnestly recommended by the Gov

ernor™An act regulating insurance companies

was also pending, which would, according to

the statement of one of the members whose

resignation broke up the session, have brought

into the Treasury from $80,000 to $100,000, be

sides protecting the people from the operations

of irresponsible insurance companies.

Among the other acts pending was one pro

viding for a more equitable assessment of rail

road property, one regulating local freight

charges on railroads, one protecting the pub

lic against patent-right swindlers, one making

better provision for the care of the insane,

and one reforming the laws on the subject of

divorce. The last-mentioned had been urged

in emphatic terms by the Governor, who de

clared that the existing laws had "brought

reproach upon the State," and caused Indiana

divorces to be "advertised in the Atlantio

cities as marketable commodities." An act

had been carefully framed on that subject,

and had already passed the Senate by a vote

of 37 to 3. This would undoubtedly have ef

fected a very important reform. The first sec

tion provided that divorces might be decreed

by the Circuit and Common Pleas Courts of

the State on petition filed by any person who,

at the time of the filing of such petition, and

for_ one year previous, had been a hona-Jida

resident of the State, and of the county where

such petition was filed. But if the act com

plained of as a ground for divorce had been

committed while such parties were non-resi

dents of the State, then such residence must

be for three years previous to the filing of such

petition, which lona-Jide residence shall be

duly proven. It was provided, further, that

no divorces should be granted for any act com

mitted while the parties were not residents of

the State of Indiana, unless such act was also

a good cause for divorce under the laws of the

State where the same was committed. Section

2 provided that the seventh section of the old

act should be amended to read as follow?:

" Divorces shall be decreed upon the applica

tion of the injured party only for the follow

ing causes : First, adultery ; second, impoten-

cy ; third, abandonment for one year ; fourth,

cruel and inhuman treatment ; fifth, habitual

drunkenness of either party, or failure of the

husband to make reasonable provision for the

support of his family ; sixth, the conviction,

subsequent to the marriage, in any country, of

either party, of an infamous crime. Provided

that no divorce shall be decreed except for the

first and sixth clauses above enumerated until

after the expiration of three years from the

date of the marriage of the parties." Section

3 amended the eleventh section of the old law

by providing that, when it shall appear, by the

affidavit of a disinterested person, that the de

fendant lias once been a resident of the State,

but has become a non-resident, and by the affi

davit of the petitioner that the defendant's

place of residence is unknown to such peti

tioner, the Clerk shall give notice of the pend

ency of such petition for three weeks ; in all

other cases the defendant shall be personally

served with summons, and no divorce shall be

decreed without personal service if it should

be disclosed on trial that the defendant's place

of residepce was known to the plaintiff at the

time of filing the petition, or had since become

known.

The acts passed in 1847, providing that the

property of the Wabash & Erio Canal should

be transferred to trustees for the benefit of

holders of the bonds by which money had

been raised for its construction, thereby re

lieving the State of all liability for one-half

the debt, had provided that the old bonds

should be surrendered, and a new issue made

to take their place. A suit, which had been

pending for several years, to recover from the

trustees payment of the bonds which holders

had neglected to surrender, was decided in the

Circuit Court of Carroll County, in February,

in favor of the bondholders holding the prop

erty of the canal liable for the payment of

the old unsurrendered internal improvement

bonds of 1852. The case was appealed to the

Supreme Court.

This canal, which has caused so much trouble

in the finances of the State, has not been kept

in repair, and the Legislature of the State of

Ohio at its last session appealed to the Indiana

Legislature to make provision for keeping it ui

navigable condition. A portion of the canal

lies within the limits of Ohio, and an agree

ment was made in 1834 which bound the two

States to keep their several portions of the
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line in a serviceable condition. The resolu

tions of the Ohio Assembly on this subject at

its last session, after reciting the history of

the canal and the agreement between the two

States, declares that " the faith of the State

of Indiana is pledged to keep and maintain in

good navigable condition that portion of the

Wabash & Erie Canal within her limits, and

toward the construction of which she received

the grant of land under the act of Congress

of March 2, 1827 ; that the transfer of said

canal by said Stato of Indiana, and the sur

render of the custody and management to

other parties, without making ample provision

for its preservation and repair, so as to keep

and maintain it in good navigable condition, are

not, in the judgment of this General Assem

bly, consistent with the obligation and duty

resting upon said State of Indiana, in the prem

ises, and a failure on the part of said State of

Indiana to keep said canal in good navigable

order, and the abandonment of the same,
■which would necessarily follow, would result

in great damage to the citizens of Ohio en

gaged in commerce on said canal, and work an

irreparable injury to the State itself ; and that

the State of Indiana bo, and she hereby is, re

spectfully but urgently requested to make pro

vision, without delay, to put said "Wabash &

Erie Canal in good navigable order, and assure

its preservation in the future, as an act of

simple duty in fulfilment of the obligations

taken upon herself in the premises." The

State still stands in an anomalous position re

garding this great work, and no doubt further

legislation will be found necessary before the

matter is adjusted on a satisfactory basis.

The act providing for the distribution of the

sinking fund among the different counties of

the State, for the benefit of schools, was pro-

nounoed unconstitutional by the Circuit Court

of Marion County, in May. An action was

brought to restrain the Auditor, Secretary of

State, and Treasurer, from making the distri

bution, and it was claimed that the act was

void for the following reasons : " 1. It attempts

to make an unconstitutional disposition of the

principal of the school fund. 2. It did not

inform the Legislature with sufficient distinct

ness what law or act was being amended, and

therefore was a fraud on that body. 8. It

was and is false in assumption of facts, and is

incapable of execution. 4. It is void for want

of proper title. 5. It embraces two subjects.

6. It amends a law, and does not set forth the

act as amended. 7. It enacts a new law with

out a title expressing the subject. 8. When

passed there was no General Assembly, a quo

rum having ceased to exist in the House by

the resignation of its members." The provi

sions of the constitution alleged to have been

outraged are as follows :

Skctios 8. The principal of the common-school

fund shall remain a perpetual fundl which may be

increased, but shall never be diminished ; and the

income thereof shall be inviolably appropriated to

the support of common schools, and to no other pur

pose whatever.

Sko. 4. The General Assembly shall invest, in

some safe and profitable manner, all such portions

of the common-school fund as have not heretofore

been intrusted to the several counties ; and shall

make provision by law for the distribution among

the several counties of the interest thereof.

Sbo. 5. If any county shall fail to demand its pro

portion of such interest for common-school purposes,

the same Bhall be reinvested for the benefit of such

county.

Sec. 6. The several counties shall be held liable

for the preservation of so much of said fund as may

be intrusted to them, and for the payment of the

annual interest thereon.

The court held that the Legislature had the

power to pass a law distributing this fund

among the counties, and providing that the

officers thereof should invest them, and take

charge of the proceeds for the benefit ofschools,

but decided that this*particular act was so de

fective as to be invalid. The distribution of

the fund was prevented by this decision, for

the time being at least, but the case was ap

pealed to the Supreme Court, where it is still

pending.

Another judicial decision of importance was

rendered in the Supreme Court in April, and

determined that the law authorizing counties

to subscribe for stock in railroad companies,

and tax the people to pay for it, was valid. It

had been claimed that the Legislature had no

authority, under the constitution, to tax the

people for the purpose of aiding in the con

struction of railroads. Section 6th of the

10th article of the constitution reads thus :

" No county shall subscribe for stock in any

incorporated company unless the same be paid

for at the time of such subscription ; nor shall

any county loan its credit to any incorporated

company, nor borrow money for the purpose

of taking stock in any such company; nor

shall the General Assembly ever, on behalf of

the State, assume the debts of any county, city,

town, or township, nor of any corporation

whatever." It was contended on one side that

this contained a grant of power, and on the

other that it was a restriction upon the general

grant of power to the Legislature. The court

decided that the plain meaning of the first

clause was, that "any county may subscribe

for stock in any incorporated company, if such

stock is paid for at the time of such subscrip

tion." It was a limitation upon an existing

right, and not a prohibition. It had been

claimed that, though the counties might sub

scribe for stock if money was in the Treasury

at the time to pay for it, no means could be

taken to raise money for this specific purpose.

On this point the court said, after laying down

at length the reasoning by which the conclu

sion was reached : " We, therefore hold that

the General Assembly possessed the power

under the constitution to authorize counties

to subscribe for stock in a railroad company,

on the express condition that the stock is paid

for in money at the time when the subscription
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is made, and that the means provided in tho

said act to raise tho money, with which to pay

for said stock, woro appropriate ; plainly con

duced to the end proposed ; were not pro

hibited by the constitution, and were not in

consistent with tho letter or spirit of the con

stitution."

There were other objections of less impor

tance made to the validity of the law, which

were also overruled by tho court.

Suits were instituted by tho Attorney-General

in the month of November, against John D.

Evans and Thomas B. McOarty, ex-Auditors of

the State and their sureties, to recover money

alleged to have been obtained by them from

loaning out the funds of the public Treasury,

and appropriating the proceeds to their own

nse. The State printer, Richard J. Bright, was

also prosecuted on the charge of having drawn

money illegally and wrongfully from the pub

lic Treasury. These suits, which were brought

with the consent and approval of the Governor,

were still pending at the end of the year.

Several instances occurred in tho State, dur

ing the year, of the lawless execution of per

sons charged with crime, by bands of masked

marauders, without tho form of trial. In one

caso in Clarke County a certain family had

been murdered, and, suspicion falling upon cer

tain negroes, thoy were seized and hanged

without mercy by a mob of disguised persons.

These proceedings called forth tho following

proclamation :

Statk of Indiaka, )

Executive Depasxment, November 23, 1871. f

Wktrtai, Organized bands of armed aud masked

men have recently usurped the functions and powers

of tho judiciary in the counties of Franklin and

Clarke, and have assumed the right to forcibly take

prisoners from the jails of said counties, aud execute

them for offences against tho laws of this State,

charged to have been committed by such prisoners,

and in the latter county three negro men were taken

from the jail and executed by one of theso lawless

organizations ; and it has been made known to me

that proclamations have been published in said

county of Clarke, purporting to emanate from one

of these clans, notifying all colored persons, who

have settled in said county since the close of the late

war, to leave said county on pain of death ; and, be

ing also informed that there now are colored pris

oners in the jail of Clarke County, who may be in

danger of mob violence :

Now, therefore, I, Conrad Baker, Governor of

the State of Indiana, do hereby call upon the local

authorities and tho people of said countv, and of all

other counties where these illegal organizations may

exist, to use all the lawful means in their power for

the suppression of tho same, and for the speedy arrest

and trial of those who have been engaged in the re

cent terrible tragedy before mentioned. Every citizen,

and every class of citizens, are entitled to the equal

protection of the law, and mob violence must be

suppressed, and prisoners awaiting trial and their

luwi'ul custodians must be protected at all hazards.

To this end, all the means at my command will be

furnished to the local authorities to aid in the per

formance of their duties whenever a request to that

effect is made. I especially warn the misguidedmen

who are said to be attempting, by organized violence

and terrorism, to banish a portion of the people of

this State from their homes, that they cannot and

shall not succeed, even if it should be necessary to

call into requisition the combined powers of the State

and national Governments to prevent it. The Stato

must rely mainly upon the local authorities in its

efforts to guarantee the equal protection of the lawi

to all her citizens, and, if these authorities become

powerless in tho presence of organized violence,

tho late legislation of Congress makes ample pro

vision for the intervention of the national authori

ties : and the President , in his proclamation of the 3d

of May last, has assured the country that this legis

lation shall be enforced everywhere to the extent of

the powers vested in him. Let the people and the

constituted authorities of every county in the State

bo so faithful in their observance and execution of

the laws that Indiana may forever avoid tho reproach

of having rendered the intervention of the national

authorities necessary by the lawlessness of her own

people, or the impotence of her legal authorities.
Given under my hand and the seal of the

[seal.] State, at Indianapolis, tho date aforesaid.

CONRAD BAKEB.

Attest: Norman Eddt, Secretary of State.

No general election occurred in Indiana in

1871, and therofore political matters were very

quiet throughout the year.

CENSUS OP 1870.

COUNTIES.

Adams
Allen
Bartholomew
Benton
Blackford....
Bnone
Brown
Carroll
Cass
Clarke
Claj
Clinton
Crawford
Daviess
Dearborn
Decatnr
De Kalb
Delaware

Dubois
Elkhart
Favette
Floyd
Fountain

POPULATION.

11.382
43.404
81.138
B.615
6.271

22.593
H,«SI
1U.1S3
84.193
21,770
19.084-
17.330
9,851
16.747
24.116
19.053
17,167
19.030
van

Whlw.

10,476
23.300
16.380

6.615
6.258

22.353
8.680
16,128
•M.n-i

22.800
19,045
17.323
9,848
16,618
24.058
i«.:«;6
17.H13
18.976
12.562
25.991
10.3«4
21.838
16.342

14
240

1
24
111

1/J70
26

129
68
87
4
63
85
85
92

1.4C2
47

10.061
84.735
19,700
4.929
6.081

22.183
8.529
15.405
21.573
22.075
17.298
17,127
9.609

15.810
19.520
17.820
16.203
18,529
10,136
24.219

15.441

AiimmiI vilae of

1.321
6.769
1.433
686
191
405
152
747

2,620
2,695
1,78«
208
242
907

4.596
1.233
964
601

2.461
1.777
764

8695
948

82.761 .720
13.063,500
9.496,200
3.278.196
1,827,187
6,954,906
9.659, IS3
9.660.654
6.216,579
6.948,060
1/41,010
B.437,625
8.812,870
6,959.430
8.886,891
6,163,515
3,052, '90
11.286.771
7,579.870
9836.978
6.793.515
6.220.770
3.106.160

874.851
125.298
50.132
S3.S15
94.774
29.470

145.170
123.584
179.695
68.769

1°8,029
27.211
70.617
145.463
117.4.80

HMfl
49,513
187.756
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CENSUS OF lSnO-(Contlnued).

COUNTIES.

Franklin
Fulton
Gibson
Grant
Greene
Hamilton
Hancock
Harrison
Hendricks

Henry
Howard.

Huntington
Jackson
Jasper
Jay
Jefferson
Jennings
Johnson
Knox
Kosciusko
La Grange
Lake
La Porte
Lawrence
Madison
Marion
Marshall
Martin
Miami
Monroe
Montgomery...
Morgan
Newton
Noble
Ohio
Orange
Owen
Parke
Perry
Pike
Porter
PoBey
Pulaski
Putnam
Randolph

iple
Mb
ott

belb;
er
i. .
en

. Joseph
Sullivan
Switzerland
Tippecanoe , ,
Tipton
Union
Vanderburg

Vermilion
Vigo
Wabash
Warren
Warrick
Washington
Wayne
Wells
White
Whitley

Total for State

POPULATION.

ta.

80.343
12,746
17,371
18,487
19,514
*>,833
IB, 123
19,913
80,277
24.930
15.847
19,038
18,974
6,354

15,000
29,741
16,218
18,366
21.568
23,531
14,148
12,339
87,061
14,648
22,770
71.939
20,211
11,103
21.052
14,168
23,765
17,548
5,849

20,339
5,837
13,497
16,137
18,166
14,801
13,779
13,944
19,185
7,801

21,514
24,864
20,977
17,646
7,873

21,894
17,998

8,833
18. Sol

25,322
I.3.453
12,134
33,515
II.953
6,341

33,145
10..-49
83,549
21.305
10,204
17,653
18.495
84.018
13.585
10.554
14,399

1,630.637

Whit*.

20,199
12.710
16,934
17,750
19,493
20,367
15,0119
19,561
20,095
24,545
15,543
19,043
18,810
8,351

14,979
28.636
15,796
18,251
21,182
23,521
14,143
12..336
86,834
14,378
84.H-.4
67,997
20,211
11,067
2,).s;,ii

18.009
23,533
17,454
6.796
20,376
5,648
13,333
16,078
18,014
14,051
13,765
13,903
18,621
7,801

21,409
22.215
80.874
17,164
7,868

21,764
17,049
8.883
12,849
25,195
18,343
12.013
83,348
11.892
6.449

80,994
10,794
32.447
21,174
10.181
17.166
18,477
34,810
13,585
10.551
14,304

i.S37

Colored.

24
16

437
737
21
515
51
349
1,84
411
•801

5
161
3

21
1,105
423
115
880
10
25
3

228
850
S3

3,938

""86
61
253
167
71
33
13
189
159
59
154
150
14
89

561

'"ios

617
10!
463

5
li-S
943

5
120
105
121
174
61
112

2,151
48

1,099
84
22
487
18

1,833

3
97

21.560

Native.

17,295
14,212
10,178
18,173
19.418
20,491
14,580
1S.653
19,762
22,534
15,542
17,716
17,379
6.014

14,498
26,158
14.644
17.882
19.448
22.803
13,155
8,742

20,430
14,391
24,137
59,292
18,836
10,816
19,919
13,793
24.878
17,400
5,339
18.839
5,334

13,393
13.7.13
n,s:i5
12.065
13,110
11.103
16,931
6,853

20,724
24.304
17.573
17,096
7,646

21,030
18,143
3,546

12,497
21,750
18.184
11,710
28,141
11.731
6,050

83,848
10,604
2II.S 14

20,399
9,744

18.143
31.099
13,089
9.986

13,553

Foreign.

8,948
611

1,193
314
896
391
643

1,855
615
454
805

1.890

1,595
840
508

8,583
1,574
484

2,114
728
693

3,597
6,613
237
633

18,647
1,375
857

1,103
375
887
823
410

1,500
453
99
879
271

2,736
309

2.839
2,451
948
790
660

8,404
530
227
812

1,856
842
4-17

8,574
869
415

5,374
824
891

9,343
837

9.707
906
460

1,333
353

8.949
558
563
846

1,539,163 I 141,471

Assessed value of
property.

$9,333,167
5,641.410
6.137,205
7,576,730
6.111.370
7,576,730
6,111,370
4,8114,450
11,499,173
10.087,780
5.185,975
4,534,545
8,121,218
2,381,449
8,360,755
8,973,659
4,311,591
9,913.065
8,049,570
7,517,610

10,906,975
3.979,705

10,831,936
7,835,000
8,118,145

41,053,045
5,203,010
8.317.719
5.:i5».r>55
6,003,774
13,563,080
8.340,400
4,763,303
5,757,500
1,689,903
4,828.431
5,183,250
9,912.150
2.383,086
3.285,440
4,942,965
8,005,045
1,911,815

12,253.315
a067,785
3,874,075

12,351,780
1.7O2.N50

10,773,345
6,331,515
943,904

8,031.346
10.196.833

5.875,8ft)
8.633.005

20,857,915
2.905,120
4,555,290

13.736.100
4,795,000

32.0011,000
6,107,575
0.410.435
6,144.975
7,213,917

20.231,500
2.718,980
4,351.635
4,110,290

£663,455,041 $10,791.131

Included in the census are 240 Indians. The

true value of property was $1,268,180,5-13.

The public debt, county, town, city, etc.,

amounted to $3,651,203. The aggregate value

of farm products, including betterments and

additions to stock, was $122,914,302 ; 5,029,023

pounds of wool were raised ; 127,015 persons,

ten years old and over, cannot write, of whom

53,313 are males, and 73,702 are females. Of

those twenty-one years old and over who can

not write, 36,331 are white males.

INTERNATIONALE (Tim), or, " The In

ternational Wobkino-Men's Society," was

founded in London, on the 28th of Septem

ber, 1864, numbers of Englishmen, Germans,

Frenchmen, and Italians, having assembled in

St. Martin's Hall, Long Acre, for this purpose.

The last Polish insurrection was the imme
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diato cause of the foundation of the society,

and deputies were sent hy the working-men of

Paris to consult with those in London, as to

the steps to be taken in common for the assist

ance of Poland. In addition to the political

aim which had brought the assembly together,

social affairs generally were also made the

subjects of discussion, and, a union of the

laboring-classes appearing calculated to ad

vance the interests of all, the society was ac

cordingly formed. They elected a provisional

central council, consisting of representatives

from various nationalities, and London was

selected as their place of residence. This

committee afterward received the title of

General Council. They were intrusted with

the central administration of the society about

to be founded, with the publication of an in

augural address, in which an idea should be

given of their plan of operation, and with the

drawing up of the provisional statutes. The

Italian members of the council, who were par

tisans of Mazzini, presented a copy of an ad

dress and provisional statutes written by the

latter. In the address he had developed his

well-known political programme, and espe

cially denounced the conflict between the

classes; the latter had a strong centralizing

tendency. Both were rejected, however, and

the council voted to accept the inaugural ad

dress and the provisional statutes drawn up

by Charles Marx, who had been elected to

membership in the Central Council at the

meeting in St. Martin's Hall. These reports

received the definitive sanction of the Congress

at Geneva in 1866, and the council itself has

ever since been confirmed in its office. Marx's

address contained a carefully-drawn manifesto

to the working-classes of Europe. Supported

by the facts, published by the English Govern

ment in the "Blue Book" of 1863, in regard

to the condition of English laborers, it de

nounced severely the encroachments of the

upper classes. This address and tho statutes

are to be considered as the principal base of

tho society. The statutes maintain that the

emancipation of the laboring-classes must be

accomplished through their own exertions;

that the economic dependence of the laborer

on the monopolist for the implements of labor

is the foundation of bondage in every form ;

that, therefore, the economic emancipation of

the laboring-classes should be the great aim, to

which every political movement should be sub

ordinated, as a mere assistance; that, hitherto,

all efforts directed toward this end have been

frustrated for want of unity between the work

ing-classes of the several countries; that the

emancipation of labor should extend to all coun

tries of modern civilization, and that the revi

val of the agitation among the laboring-classes

should demand an immediate alliance between

the various separated movements. The first In

ternational Working-men's Congress therefore

declared that the International Society, and all

societies and individuals connected with it,

should acknowledge truth, justice, and morals,

as the foundation of their conduct in their in

tercourse with one another and with all their

fellow-men, without respect to color, creed, or

nationality. The many points of the statutes

of the society are as follows : The society is

established for the purpose of forming a cen

tral medium of union and cooperation between

the societies of working-men existing in differ

ent countries and pursuing the same aim,

which is, the protection, elevation, and com

plete emancipation of the laboring-classes.

The name of the society shall be, " The Inter

national Working-men's Society." The General

Council shall consist of workmen belonging to

the countries represented in the International

Society, and the necessary officers shall be

selected from its own members. The Congress

shall determine the seat of the General Coun

cil from year to year, and elect its members,

the latter rendering an account of its transac

tions at the yearly conventions of the General

Congress. It shall form a medium of commu

nication between the various cooperating soci

eties, in order that the workmen of every

country may receive information of the move

ments of their fellow-laborers in other lands,

and also to facilitate uniform action of the as

sociated societies, in the event of international

disputes. The members of the International

shall direct their efforts toward the union of

the disconnected societies and corporations

in their respective countries. Tho various

branches and sections must be guided by the

character of their respective localities, in the

establishment of regulations necessary for the

laboring-classes. Every individual professing

and defending its principles is eligible for mem

bership in the society, and every branch is

responsible for the integrity of its members.

The first Congress was to have been held in

September, 1865, at Brussels ; but, the Belgian

Government having placed difficulties in the

way, a preliminary conference was called at

London, and Geneva appointed as the seat of

the next general conference in September,

1866. This Congress was in session from the

3d to the 8th of September, and 60 delegates

were present, consisting principally of Swiss

and Frenchmen, of whom 45 were represent

atives of 25 sections of the society, and 15

of 11 cooperative societies. The number of

members present was estimated at 60,000.

The time was considered unfavorable, the

Austro-Prussian War having paralyzed the

activity of the gociety in Germany and Italy,

and the French law in regard to societies pre

venting a convention of more than 20 persons,

thus interrupting the election of delegates.

Jung, a watch-maker, and member of the Lon

don General Council, was elected president, and

the transactions were conducted in English,

French, and German. The Congress sanc

tioned the provisional organization of the so

ciety, in accordance with which, a general

secretary, with a weekly salary of two pounds
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sterling, should be the only paid officer. The

Congress drew up a plan for laborers' statis

tics, which has been carried out by the society ;

the various branches prepare statistical state

ments and send them to the General Council,

the latter working them up into a general re

port, and publishing them from time to time.

In a majority of 50 to 10 votes, the Congress

expressed itself as in favor of a legal restric

tion of the day's labor to eight hours. They

also voted that night labor should only be per

mitted in exceptional cases, and in certain speci

fied lines of business, hoping that thus it might

gradually be suppressed entirely. They lim

ited the labor of young people and children

of both sexes, as a rule, to a certain number

of hours, and declared that no father or em

ployer should be entitled to make use of youth

ful labor, otherwise than in connection with

education. The foundation of the Interna

tional had attracted the attention of the au

thorities, and it was looked upon by them as

their enemy ; the Geneva Congress, however,

was the crisis from which the most extensive

persecutions dated. The Paris SUele was the

only one of the larger journals which had

hitherto noticed the sooiety ; but the London

Times, and many of the principal English,

Trench, and German journals, sent their re

spective reporters to the next Congress, which

was held in Lausanne, from the 2d to the 8th

of September, 1867. The Manchester Exam

iner, John Bright's organ, pronounced it an

important epoch in history. Sixty-four dele

gates were present at this Congress, twenty-

five representing German sections, and Eugene

Dupont, delegate from the French section in

London, was elected to the presidency; the

most important events were the reports of the

individual sections and united societies, in re

gard to the growth and success of the society.

The Peace Congress, with Garibaldi at its

head, was then assembled in Geneva, and the

Congress of the International sent expressions

of its approval of the Peace Alliance and its

efforts in the interests and for the preservation

of peace. The formation of the International

exerted a powerful influence upon the English

Trades Unions, who had hitherto confined

themselves to the conflict concerning wages

and the time of labor. But the International

led them to understand that no success could

be possible in the labor question without inter

national union. The "Trades Council," the

London central authorities of the Trades

Unions in England, therefore effected an alli

ance with the General Council of the Inter

national, in accordance with which the stand

ing secretary of the former was created a

member of the latter. At a conference of the

delegates of all the " Trades Unions " of Eng

land, held in Sheffield, in 1866, all the societies

there represented were urgently advised to

join themselves to tho International. The

English Trades Unions have since then taken

part in the political movement.

During the years 18C6-1868, the Interna

tional found many opportunities for exerting

power in social affairs, by means of its organi

zation. The principal cases were the closing

of the bronzo workshops in Paris in February,

1867, the Geneva strike in the spring of 1868,

and the conflict between the Belgian Govern

ment and the miners in the district of Charle-

roi, in March, 1868 ; the first two ended victo

riously for the workmen. The third Congress

was held at Brussels in September, 1868, at

which were present delegates from England,

France, Germany, Belgium, Switzerland, Italy,

and Spain ; the subjects of discussion wero

war, strikes, machines, instruction, credit, and

the limitation of the hours of labor. In regard

to the social conflicts which occurred in

France from 1868 to 1869, the International

has always denied their instigation. The so-

cial-democratio movement was at this time

organized in Germany, and the Congress of

the Social Democrats at Eisenach in August,

1869, where 263 delegates represented 150,000

laborers, adopted the programme of the Inter

national. The law, however, forbade annexa

tion to a foreign corporation ; it was therefore

determined that the members should belong

individually to the International, and the cen

tral committee in Braunschweig act at the

same time as central committee for the Inter

national. The fourth Congress, at Basle, in

September, 1869, was attended by delegates

from America, Belgium, England, France, Ger

many, Spain, Italy, and Switzerland. During

1869 and 1870 the labor movement became

more widely extended, and the largest striko

occurred in Le Creuzot ; although this was

not brought about by the International, yet it

received support from the latter, and the con

sequence was, a more energetic persecution of

the International in France. The Austrian

Social Democrats had also connected them

selves with the society at the close of 1868,

and were represented in the Congress at Basle ;

but the Austrian organs, the Volksstimme

and the Gleichheit, having published its res

olutions, were suppressed, and the delegates

imprisoned. The fifth Congress should have

met at Paris in September, 1870, but was in

terrupted by the German-French "War. The

International was deeply interested in the

struggles of the Paris Communists, many of

its members belonging to the government of

the Commune; it denies having called the

struggle into life, but it encouraged it and

sympathized with its aims. The society re

peatedly expressed sympathy for France, after

the declaration of the republic, and, upon the

conquest of the Commune, the General Coun

cil published a pamphlet, written by Charles

Marx, to vindicate the actions of the Commune.

Members of the society in other countries, es

pecially in Germany and the United States,

have also shown their approval of the Com

mune.

The International continued to increase in
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numbers, and extended greatly throughout

England, France, Germany, and Spain, the

members in the latter country also taking on

active interest in political events. There are

no official statistics of the members in Europe,

but the society itself estimates their number

at over two millions. They are scattered over

all the countries of Europe, and sections exist

in the French colonies, in Algiers, and on the

island of Guadeloupe. The society has gained

many adherents in the United States from

1870-'71, and twenty-seven different sections

have been established in the cities of New

York, Brooklyn, Philadelphia, Vineland (New

Jersey), Newark,Washington, Chicago, Spring

field (Illinois), Boston, St. Louis, New Orleans,

and San Francisco. Most of the sections are

in the city of New York, and they divide

themselves, according to their nationalities,

into Germans, Frenchmen, Anglo-Americans,

Englishmen, and Irishmen ; other sections are

about to be formed. The American centre of

the society is the Central Committee in New

York, which meets twice a month, and which

stands in direct communication with the Lon

don General Council ; the individual sections

are represented by delegates.

The sixth public Congress was appointed for

September, 1871, but was deferred on account

of the events of the late war, and merely a few

delegates from each country summoned to a

private and secret conference in London.

Twenty-six delegates were present at this con

vention on the 17th of September, and among

them were three Germans, two Swiss, five

Belgians, one Spaniard, one Hungarian, one

Irishman, one Russian, and one Italian; the

rest were Frenchmen and Englishmen. In

the absence of a special delegate from the

United States, the corresponding secretary

for that country was empowered to vote for

the American sections. The object of the con

ference was the discussion of certain pressing

matters, proceeding from the state of affairs ;

but, as they hod not the authority of a congress,

and could make no new laws, the delegates

confined themselves to a consultation concern

ing operations and organization within the

limits of the existing rules. Resolutions were

formed for the purpose of effecting a more

punctual payment of the yearly due of two

cents, and it was further determined that an

address should be presented to the workmen

and women of France, inviting them to be

come members of the International, but, at

the same time, forbidding the formation of

secret societies; a like intimation was to be

extended to the workmen and academical

youth of Russia. The delegates expressed their

disapprobation of all secret societies and con

spiracies. Two Frenchmen touched upon the

political question, thus giving rise to a long

debate, in which Charles Marx took an active

part, and which finally led to the resolution

that the International should henceforth oc

cupy a prominent position in politics. An

address was to be published, to this effect, in

three languages. No decision was to be made

in regard to the place of the next congress.

The following journals represent the inter

ests of the International : Le Droit, in Charle-

roi, Belgium; VInternationale, and La Liber-

te, in Brussels; Let Cahiers du Tratail and

Mirabeau, in Verniers ; Republieain du Alpa,

in the Alpine region of France ; La Riforme

Soeiale, in Rouen ; La Solidarite, in LaChaui-

de-Fond ; Egalite, in Geneva ; Solidarite, in

Neufchatel, Switzerland ; Toeimoott, Werker,

and He Vreyheid- Orgaan van het Volh, in Hol

land ; Federation Solidaridad, Juiticia Social,

£1 Eombre, and Revolution Social, in Spain ; El

Obero, on the island of Majorca; Roderick, in

Belgrade ; Vorbote, in Geneva ; Tagaacht, in

Zurich; Orv-etlianer, in Switzerland; Fellei-

ten, in Zurich; Volhtwille, in Vienna; Prole

taries in Augsburg; Volk*»taat, in Leipsic;

Neuer SocialdemoJcrat, in'Berlin ; Buerger-und

Bauernfreund, in Crimmitzschau ; FreiePreue,

in Chemnitz; Volktfreund, in Braunschweig;

Volletbote, in Dresden ; and Cosmopolitan and

Le Socialiste, in New York.

IOWA. Iowa is mainly an agricultural

State, and much interest and enterprise are

shown in devising and carrying into effect the

best methods of developing its natural re

sources. There is an Agricultural Association

nnd a Horticultural Association which hold

annual conventions, and have fairs for the

exhibition of products. Much is done also to

attract settlers to the State. Grants of public

land to the State for internal improvemento

and other purposes amount to 7,282,835 acres.

A large portion of this territory remains undis

posed of. The State Board of Immigration has

prepared and circulated, in various languages,

a large number of pamphlets, setting forth the

advantages and attractions of the State, and

liberal responses are anticipated in the shape

of thrifty and industrious settlers from various

countries in Europe.

The finances of the State are in an excep

tionally good condition. The entire debt, ex

clusive of the bonds issued to the school-fund,

is $300,000, which falls due in 1881, but will

probably be liquidated before that time. At

the beginning of the fiscal term of two years,

which ended on the 4th of November, 1871,

there was a surplus in the public Treasury of

$286,160.16, and the receipts during that time

amounted to $1,769,522.91. The expenditures

for the same period were $1,973,842.23, which

left a balance in the Treasury of$81,840.84. The

entire amount of money raised throughout the

State by taxation for general and local pur

poses, in the year 1870, was $9,371,685.70, and

the total valuation of property upon which it

was based was about $300,000,000. The reve

nue received from railroads during the fiscal

period of two years was $292,377.14, of which

$90,171.88 was retained in the State Treasury,

and the rest distributed to the counties through

which the roads run. The Federal Govern
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mont has paid to the State $952,741.27 for ex

penses incurred in raising troops during the

recent war, and claims remain, not yet allowed,

amounting to $116,874.89. The amounts asked

for by the various public institutions, for the

two years ending November 2, 1873, are :

Hospital for the Insane, at Independence $200,000
Hospital for the Insane, at Mount Pleasant, im

provements and contingencies 27,000
New capltol 300,000
Asylum for the Blind, addition to building 100,000
Institution of Dear and Dumb 10,000
Institution of Deaf and Dumb, wing to building. 100.000
Penitentiary improvements. 12,000
Penitentiary enlargement 44,000
Agricultural College buildings and improve

ments » 100,00.)
Soldiers' Orphans' Home, buildings and re

pairs 15.000
Soldiers' Orphans' Home, libraries 700
Reform School 75,000
Board of Immigration 20.000
State Historical Society 6,000

Total $1,009,700

The Insane Asylum at Independence is not

yet completed, and it will be some time before

it is ready for the reception of patients. The

outlay upon the buildings, sinco the report of

1869, has been $281,551.44. The asylum at

Mount Pleasant had 510 patients under treat

ment on the 4th of November, 1871. The cur

rent expenses of the institution, during the pre

ceding two years, were $217,679.32, and $40,-

275.62 had been expended in additional grounds

and improvements. The Institution for the Ed

ucation of the Blind, at Vinton, had 120 pupils

in its charge during this term of two years, and

its expenses were $49,007.37. The Institution

for the Deaf and Dumb first occupied its new

building at Council Bluffs in December, 1870,

and had at that time 91 pupils. The whole

number for the term of two years was 119,

and the expenses amounted to $12,914.13.

The State Penitentiary, at Fort Madison, had

273 inmates on the first of November, an in

crease of 61 in two years. The cost of main

taining the institution during the two years

was $64,139.77, but only $2,127.59 of this was

drawn from the State Treasury, the rest being

derived from the proceeds of the labor of the

prisoners. Tho Penitentiary will have to be en

larged, or a new one built in the course of the

next two years. There were 85 inmates in the

Reform School on the 1st of November, an in

crease of 45 in two years. The expenses of

the school, including payment of a note given

in the previous term, were $28,112.20. The

trustees of the Soldiers' Orphans' Home have

nnder their charge three institutions one at

Davenport, one at Cedar Palls, and one at

Glenwood. During the two years 1,128 chil

dren enjoyed the benefit of these homes, and

at the close of the term there were 718 under

their charge. The State contributes $10 per

month for each orphan actually supported, and

during the last fiscal term this charge upon the

Treasury amounted to $183,400. The entire

expense of the institution was $211,324.67.

The common-school system of the State is

quite complete and efficient. There are 1,594

school districts and 7,841 schools, an increase

of 132 districts and 841 schools in two years.

There are 461,258 youths in the State, of

school age, of whom 342,440, or 74J per cent.,

were enrolled in the schools, the average at

tendance being 211,726. The value of school-

houses and apparatus is $6,916,490.15, which

shows an increase of $1,541,947.66, or about

29 per cent., sinco the last preceding reports.

The school-fund amounts to $3,161,483.01,

from which an income of $464,467.38 was de

rived during the two years.

The State University, at Iowa City, is in a

flourishing condition. The Agricultural Col

lege graduates its first senior class, numbering

30, in 1872. The whole number of students

in 1871 was 200, which filled the entire capa

city of the institution with its present build

ing, but extensions are in progress which will

furnish accommodations for fifty more. The

income of tho institution, whioh is derived

mainly from the endowment made in public

lands by Congress, amounts to about $35,000

per annum. The farm on which the college

is located oomprises 730 acres. The necessary

expenses of each student amount to about

$160 a year, while some of them earn from

$100 to $120 by their work on the farm. The

course of study includes mental and moral phi

losophy, mathematics, physics, and mechanics,

chemistry, botany, engineering, and military

tactics, and practical agriculture and horticul

ture.

The corner-stone of a new capitol building

was laid at Des Moines on tho 22d of Novem

ber, and considerable progress has been made

in laying the foundation. An appropriation of

$150,000 was made for this work by the last

Legislature, of which nearly $120,000 have

been already expended.

Great progress has been made in the con

struction of railroads in the lost three years.

At the beginning of 1869 there were 1,448

miles in the State, and now there are over 3,000

miles in operation. The value of railroad prop

erty is estimated at $80,000,000, or about one-

eleventh of the value of all the property in the

State. The entire lino of railroad from Du

buque to Sioux City, and of its Tete des Morts

branch, has been completed, as well as the Mc

Gregor and Missouri River Railway to Algona,

and the Des Moines Valley road to Fort Dodge,

In addition to these, the Burlington, Cedar

Rapids & Minnesota Railroad is now in oper

ation from Burlington to Nora Springs, in

Floyd County. The Central Railroad of Iowa

has been extended on the south to Albia, and

on the north to Northwood, Worth County.

The St. Louis & Cedar Rapids Railroad is

completed to Ottumwa, making a direct route

from that city to St. Louis. The Burlington

& Southwestern Company has built a line

from Fort Madison to Bloomfield, connecting

at the former place with Burlington, and at

the latter with Monlton. The Chicago, Rock

Island & Pacific Company has extended its

r
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road from Washington, through the counties

of Jefferson, Wapello, Appanoose, and Wayne,

into the State of Missouri, and through that

State to Leavenworth, Kansas. The Burling

ton & Missouri River Railroad Company has

built a branch from Red-Oak Junction, in Mont

gomery County, to Hamburg, in Fremont

County, a distance of thirty-nine miles. The

Davenport & St. Paul Railroad has been built

from the first-named city to Mnquoketa, in

Jackson County, a distance of forty-three miles,

and to Wyoming, in Jones County, a distance

of fifty-three miles. The Iowa Midland Rail

road is in operation from Clinton, via Maquo

keta, to Anamosa ; and the Sabula, Ackley &

Dakota Railroad is builfr from the former place,

through Jackson and Clinton Counties, to Ox

ford Mills, in Jones County, a distance of some

fifty miles. A road from Des Moines to Mil

waukee is in course of construction.

The political canvass of the year was attend

ed with very little excitement, there being no

special question at issue, and it being certain

from the start that the Republicans would

carry every thing before them. The Demo

cratic Convention was held at Des Moines on

the 14th of June, when the following nomina

tions were made : for Governor, J. C. Knapp,

of Van Bnren County; for Lieutenant-Gov

ernor, M. M. Ilamm, of Dubuque; for Super

intendent of Public Instruction, E. M. Mnmm,

of Lee ; for Judge of the Supreme Court, John

F. Duncoinbe, of Webster. The principles and

policy of the party were set forth in the fol

lowing resolutions :

Boohed, That we recognize our binding obligation

to the Constitution of tho United States, as it now

exists, without reference to the means by which the

same became the supreme law of the land.

Bmolvcd, That wo will faithfully support the Con

stitution of the United States as it now exists, and

that we demand for it a strict construction, so as to

protect equally the rights of States and individuals.

Betolvea, That we cherish the American syBtem of

State and local governments, and that we will for

ever defend the same against centralized Federal

power.

Betolved, That universal suffrage having been es

tablished, should now be coupled with its twin meas

ure, universnl amnesty.

Resolved, That wo denounce all riotous combina

tions and conspirators against law, and demand that

the same bo suppressed by tho proper authorities,

and that the Federal power ought not to intervene

unless such intervention is demanded by the State

authorities.

Resolved, That the proposed annexation of the

Dominican Republic meets with our earnest opposi

tion, partly on account of tho character of its mongrel

population, and of their unfitness to become American

citizens, but more especially on account of tho cor

rupt motives in which that measure had its incep

tion, and of the reprehensible means by which it was

sought to be consummated.

Resolved, That while we have a tariff on imports

it must be regulated with an eye single to revenue,

and not with a view to what is protected, which is

only_ another name for tho legalized plundering of

one industry to bestow favors upon another, and that

the recent election to the United States Senate, by

the Legislature of Iowa, of a man wholly and openly

committed to a protectional tariff, demonstrates that

the party in power are in antagonism to the great

agricultural interests of the State.

Retolved, That the profligate corruption andwan-

ton extravagance which pervade every department

of the Federal Government ; the sacrifice of the in

terests of the laborer to aggrandize a handful of aris

tocrats ; the wicked deprivation of the people of their

rightful heritage in the public lands, which have

been made a gift to railroads and other monopolists ;

the payment of more than twenty millions premium

during this Administration of President Grant on

Government bonds payable at par ; the maintenance

at an annual cost to the people of nearly thirty mill

ions of an unconstitutional, oppressive, and extor

tionate system of banking whereby money is made

scarce, and interest high, are abuses which call for

wiBo and thorough remedies.

Resolved, That we are in favor of Btrict economy,

and of a large reduction of the expenditures of the

Federal and State governments, of civil service re

form, of the collection of the internal revenue by State

authorities, and tho return to honest labor of the

myriads of tax-gatherers who afflict our land and est

up its subsistence, and of the speedy trial, convic

tion, and punishment of the thieves who have stolen

the taxes paid by the people.

Retolved, That we reject the idea of repudiation of

the national debt, and believe it to be the dutv of

the Government to pay. according to law, and in

lawful monev all of its'habilities.

Resolved, That it is a flagrant outrago on the rights

of the frco laborers and mechanics of Iowa that the

labor of penitentiary convicts should be brought into

conflict with theirs, and that it is the duty of the

next Legislature to enact such laws as will certainly

and effectually protect them from such unjust an<l

ruinous competition.

Resolved, That section two, article eight, of the

constitution of Iowa, which declares that the prop

erty of all corporations for pecuniary profit shall be

subject to taxation the same as that of individuals,

should be rigidly and strictly enforced, and that, hy

virtue thereof, we demand that railroads and railroad

property Bhall bo taxed, just as the propertv of the

farmer and mechanic is taxed, and wo affirm the right

of tho people, by legislative enactment) to regulate

and control all corporations doing business within

the borders of the State.

Resolved, That with tho watchword of "reform,"

we confidently go to the country ; that we beliefe

the interests of the great body of tho people are the

same ; that, without regard to past political associa

tions, they are the friends of free government; that

they are equally honest, brave, and patriotic, and we

appeal to them, as to our brothers and countrymen,

to aid us to obtain relief from the grievous abuses

which wrong and oppress every one, except the

wrong-doers and oppressors themselves.

The first five resolutions were adopted unan

imously without discussion. The sixth, sev

enth, and twelfth, met with some opposition,

but had a large majority of voices in their

favor. A resolution in favor of a judicious

liquor licenso law was offered, but afterward

withdrawn.

The Republican Convention met in the same

city, just one week later, on the 21st of June,

and made nominations as follows : For Gov

ernor, Cyrns 0. Carpenter, of Webster; for

Lieutenant-Governor, H. C. Bulls, of Winne

shiek ; for Superintendent of Public Instruc

tion, Colonel Alonzo Abernethy, of Crawford;

for Judge of tho Supreme Court, J. G. Day, of

Fremont. The last was a renomination, and

was unanimous. Tho following platform vrfis

adopted without opposition, a brief debate
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occurring on the resolution relating to the

tariff:

Resolved, That we refer with pride to the history

of the Republican party, and congratulate tho people

of this country upon its successful career. It has

given to the poor man a homestead ; it has abolished

slavery and established manhood suffrage, crushed

treason, given us vast lines of continental railways,

settled the doctrine of the right of expatriation,

maintained tho honor, integrity, and credit of our

nation. It has vindicated the Monroe doctrine by

preventing foreign powers from interfering with the

governments on this continent, and to perpetuate it

in power is the only safe guaranty for peace and

prosperity in the future.

Resolved, That wo heartily congratulate tho coun

try upon the settlement of our vexed and dangerous

controversies with the Government of Great Britain,

and especially upon the just and Christian spirit

and manner in which these controversies have been

settled.

Resolved, That, while we cordially favor a just and

reasonable degree of protection to all branches of our

American industry against injurious foreign compe

tition, we are unalterably opposed to any Bystem of

legislation which favors one soction of the country,

or one department of industrial enterprise, at tho ex

pense of another, and therefore advocate such pro

tection only as a fairly-adjusted revenue tariff will

afford.

Resolved, That we are in favor of a uniform system

of taxation, so that all property within the limits of

the State, whether of individuals or companios, for

Eecuniary profit, shall bear its just share of the pub-

o burdens.

Resolved, That, believing that all corporations doing

business within tho limits of this State are rightfully

subject to the control of the people, we are in favor of

so providing by proper legislative enactments as to

effectually prevent monopoly and extortion on the

port of railroad and all other companies.

Resolved, That we are in favor of extending the

blessings of civil and religious liberty to the human

race, everywhere, and therefore, whenever it shall

bo made manifest that the people of San Domingo

desire annexation to the United States for the pur

pose of enjoying the benefits which such relation

would afford them, we shall favor tho earnest and

intelligent consideration of this question by the

treaty-making power of the Government.

Resolved, That, as agriculture is the. basis of the

material interests of this State, wo recognize its pre

eminent claims for support, by legislation or other

wise, as may be necessary to secure tho full develop

ment of our highly-favored State.

Rssolved, That we ore in favor of such a modifica

tion of our revenue system as will, at as early a day

as possible, relieve the pressure of our internal reve

nue laws, and reduce, as far as practicable, the ex

pense of collecting these taxes.

Resolved, That wo cordially approvo and earnestly

indorse the eminently wise, patriotic, and economictl

Administration of President Grant, and heartily com

mend it to the favorable consideration of the coun

try.

Resolved, That we aro opposed to any system or

plan of granting public lands to railroad or other

corporations without ample provision being made

for securing their speedy sale at moderate prices,

and occupancy upon fair and liberal terms by any

and all who desire to purchase and settle upon

them.

Resolved, That wo aro in favor of an economical

and judicious management of the affairs of the State,

and with this view we indorse the present adminis

tration of the State Government.

The election resulted in the choice of the

Republican ticket by large majorities. The total

vote for Judge of the Supreme Court was 176,-

348, of which Day received 108,801, and Dun-

combe 67,517, which gives the former a major

ity of41,348. The Legislature of 1872 consists of

42 Republicans and 8 Democrats in the Senate,

and 78 Republicans and 22 Democrats in the

House, or 120 Republicans and 30 Democrats

on joint ballot—a Republican majority of 90.

Three amendments to the constitution pro

posed by the preceding Legislature came be

fore this body for approval or rejection, before

being submitted to a vote of the people for

final ratification. One of these proposes to

remove the restriction to the right of suffrage

to male citizens only, and the other two will,

if adopted, remove all disqualifications for hold

ing seats in the General Assembly on account

of either sex or color.

CENSUS OP 1870.

COUNTIES.

Adair
Adams
Allamakee
Appanoose
Audubon
Benton
Black Hawk

Boone
Bremer
Buchanan
Bucna Vista

Butler
Calhoun
Carroll
Cass
Cedar
Corro Gordo
Cherokee
Chickasaw
Clarke
Clay
Clayton
Clinton
Crawford
Dallas
Davis

VOL.

POPCLATIOX.
AuetMd T»lu« of

property.
T^Uoo^ol

A CTSTTf White. Colored. NilWo. Foreign.

8,981 1 8,678 304 $2,200,178 »)0,558
4.614 4.590 24 4,337 277 1.224.319 23,941

17.868 17.860 8 11,765 6,103 2,300.019 91,723
16.456 16,421 35 16,111 845 3,179,748 76.796
1,213 1,211 1 1,103 109 1,072,568 14,808

22,454 5-1. 1.'IO 24 18,849 3.605 4,570.779 121.960
21.706 21,688 18 17.950 8.758 4,531.42} 167,870
14,584 14,572 12 11,676 2.903 8,629.835 104,874
12..V28 12,510 18 10.0)6 2.472 2,122.248 (11.130
17,084 17.025 9 14.402 2,li32 4,116.615

608.374
112.464

1,585 1.585 1,181 404 26,564
9.951 9.951 8.527 1,424 2,229,415 119,751
1.602 1.603 1,348 254 902.793 81.680
2,451 2.451

'5

2.134 817 1,698.917 65.569
5,464 5.409 4,699 765 2.104,176 B1.659

19.731 19,689 42 17.r^-. 2,313 5,757.836 109.181
4,722 4,718 4 3.767 '.'.V, 1,788,974 69.234
1.967 1,961 6 1.600 867 823.575 19,384

10,180 10,177 S 8,039 2,141 1,849,147 09,680
8,735 8.709 28 8,462 273 2,841,706 47,788
1,523 1.523 1.801 219 817.172 18.884

87,771 27,744 87 19.250 8,521 5,650.976 212.772
85.337 35,256 131 24.700 10,657 8.083,075 178.062
2,580 2.529 1 1.970 560 1.782,210 49.635

12.019 11.994 25 11,139 860 8.701.218 88.867
15,585 15.585 80 15.023 542 8.587,939 87.374

Xt—87 A
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CZXSU3 OF lS10-iConUnutd).

POI'CLATION.

li.oi a
17.132
27.456
1,389

88,909
l.sva

iti.ra
10,768
4,738
11.174
4,647
6.899
7,061
6.05S
909

13,684
8,981

21.4ft)
6,282
2,506
226

16.644
22.619
22,116
17,839
24.898
19,731
19.434
8,351

87.210
28.832
12,877
10,388

221
13.884
22,508
24.430
17,576
8,718
9,562
8,ft"4

12.741
5,931

21,688
718

9.975
1,330
2,199
1.446

27,857
16,893
15,581
5,691
1,411

8K.599
2.540
676

11.651
16,181
6,980
5.986
17,672
22,:i46
17.980
18.952
11,287
10.484
1,562

23.570
6,172
2.892
2,392

1,191.792

Vbltt.

11.977
17,411
27.029
1,889

38,f04
1,889

16.903

10.765
4.733
11,114
4.624
6.399
7,056
6.052
994

13,651
8.930

20.080
6,270
2,596
226

16.633
22.594
22.047
17.7H6
24.800
19.699
19.431
8,851
85.047
28,804
12,818
10.357

221
13,881
22,358
24,400
17.536
8,718
9.581
8.612
12,075
6,921

21,523
709

9,822
1,336
2,199
1,446

27,554
16.725
15,502
5,686
1,410

38.353
2,534
576

11.610
16,086
6,888
6,973
17,461
22,153
17,899

18.899
11.286
10.475
1,561

23.545
6,119
2,892-

2,390

1.186,979

41
21

247

7n

3
r>

60
a

'e

5
33
l

4K:i

11
45
CO
M
98
32

8

1,563
48
no
31

'»
ISO
80
40
5
1

45
4 '.I

13
10.)
6

153

108

79
5
1

240

6

'j
45

101
13

211
193
81
53
1
9
1

2.".

5,763

11,654
14,305
2U.M7
1,196

25.4U5
990

14.116
8,965
8,814
10.589
4.231
4,550
6,623
4,1)31
863

11,903
8,010
10,752
4,823
a.m.'o
208

12,842
17,197
20.421
15.825
18,573
16.766

17,852
2,780

28, .100
25.394
11,766
9,817
120

13.V21
21,0111
21,731
15,463

7,784
7,190
8,077
11,575
5,253
17,449

649
9,835
089

1,550
950

53.911
13,070
18.956
B.401
1,247

24.071
2,187
392

9,642
13,296
6,766
5,534

16,746
20,1 (W
17,452
17,254
11.001
7,467
896

13,811
4,653
1.799
2,094

087,735

Foreign.

364
8,147
6,719
198

13,514

402
2,857
1.803
924
ES5
896

1,849
43S

1,124
130

1,781
921

1.711
1.459
506
13

3.802
5.442
1.695
2.014
6.326
2,965
1,582
671

8,801
8,458
1,111
671
101
003

1,417
2,705
2,118
934

2,394
577

1,149
076

4,439
66
610
347
619
496

3.913
8.823
1,645
290
164

14,548
853
184

2,009
2,835
223
•)r.4

926
2,178
728

1,698

286
8.017
666

9.759
1.519
1,093

204.067

Aucued raise of
property.

$2,222,080
8,983,013
7,750.341
121.568

9,703,598
192,767

8,350,444
2,807,760
1,541,361
8,042.675

2,29S,8!0
1,837,844
2,436,531
1,687,896
948.774

2,698.444
2,904,275
4,911.434
1,426,747
628,092

1.943.956
8,880,744
4,527.515
5,643.502
3,540,568
6,353,424
4,611,771
8,530,576
668,947

9,135.286
B.001,716
8,141.946
2,580,809

8.682,975
6,704,368
4.566.677
3,913,883
2.787,302
2,035,384
1,719,530
8,007,408
1,150,468
6,945,710
316.993

2,467,124
842,976
242,7111
601.004

7,577,812
7,884,476
8,914.498
1,542,390
1,194,467
8,920,146
1,661.949
886,667

2,490.613
4.459,201
2,009,665
1,665,208
6,016,586
5,684,386
4,382.816
4,854,806
2,321.387
2.740.S30
587.160

8.405.387
2,408.231
870.433

1,058,264

1302,515.418

Included in the census are 3 Chinese and 48

Indians. The tribal Indians are officially es

timated at 300. The true value of property-

was $717,644,750. The public debt, county,

town, city, ete., amounted to $7,508,635. The

aggregate value of farm products, including

betterments and additions to stock, was

$114,386,441 ; 2,967,543 pounds of wool were

raised; 45,609 persons, 10 years old and over,

cannot write, of whom 20,965 are males, and

24,704 are females. Of those 21 years old and

over who cannot write, 14,782 are white males.

ITALY, a kingdom in Southern Europe-

King, Victor Emmanuel, bom March 14, 1820;
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succeeded his father as King of Sardinia, on

March 23, 1849 ; assumed the title of King of

Italy, on March 17, 1861. Heir-apparent to

the throne, Prince Humbert, horn March 14,

1844; married April 22, 1868, to Princess

Marguerita of Savoy, daughter of the late

Duke of Genoa, brother of King Victor Em

manuel ; their son, Victor Emmanuel, Prince

of Naples, was born at Naples, November 11,

1869. The ministry, in October, 1871, was

composed as follows : J. Lanza, President and

Minister of the Interior ; E. Visconti-Venosta,

President and Minister of Foreign Affairs ; M.

do Falco, Minister of Justice and of Public

"Worship; Lieutenant-General Ricotti Mag-

nani, Minister of War ; G. Sella, Minister of

Finances; Rear-Admiral A. Riboty, Minister

of Marine ; 0. Oorrenti, Minister of Public In

struction ; ,M. Devincenzi, Minister of Public

Works ; E. Oastagnola, Minister of Commerce

and Agriculture.

Ia the budget for the year 1871 the total

revenue was estimated at $266,101,027, expen

ditures at $296,770,085, showing a deficit of

$30,669,058. The interest on the public debt,

payable in 1871, amounted to $81,899,118.

During the period from 1809 to 1871 the ex

penditures and receipts of the kingdom were

as follows :

186». 18TO. 1871.

187,696,916
153,211,281

211,743,393
181,048,792

296,770,085
266,101.027

Deficit 34,455,631 30,694,601' 30,669,058

The roceipts of the various railroads through

out the kingdom amounted, in 1869, to $17,-

204,518 ; those of the telegraph-lines to $998,-

747.

After the incorporation of Rome with Italy,

the kingdom was divided into sixty-nine prov

inces. The following table exhibits the area

and population of each province, as well as of

each of the large geographical divisions of the

country :

ndrla
2. Cnneo(Coni)
3. Gcnova (Genoa)
4. Novara
5. Porto Manrizio
6. Torino (Tarin)

Total

Sardinia.
7. Cagliari
8. Sassari

Total

LoMBAIiDT.
9. Bergamo

10. Brcecla
11. Como
12. Cremona
13. Mantua
14. Milan
15. Pavia
1C. Sondrio

Total

17. Bellano. .
18. Padna ..
19. Rorigo . .
20. Trcviso..
21. Medina..
22. Venice . . .
23. Verona. .
2-4. Vicenza.

Total .

Venetta.

jEsilia.
25. Bologna
26. Ferrara
27. Forll
&3. Maasa e Carrara
29. Modena
SO. Parma
31. Piacenza
32. Rarenna
33. Beggto

Total ,

The Marches.

oli Piceno
38. Macerata
37. Peearo ed Urbino.

Total..

Inhibit ante
(1869).

1.951 615,607
2,755 697,279
1.588 650,143
2,526 579,385
467 121.330

8,965 941,992

13.252 3,535,736

5,224 872,097
4,139 215.967

9,863 588,064

1,027 347,235
1,784 434,219
1,019 457,434
670 2<5,1IM
855 262,819

1.15.-, 948,820
1,285 419,785
1,258 106,040

9,083 3,261,000

1,263 107.229
805 304.762
652 180.647
938 308.483

2,4*3 440,542
849 291, 150

1,102 316,493
1,011 327,674

9.133 2,3W,2«0

1.891 407,452
1,010 199.158
718 224,463
670 140,783
966 2«0.591

1,251 256,029
965 218.569
742 209,518
883 230.054

7,603 2.146,567

740 251,849
809 196,030

1.056 229.626
1.11.-, 202.568

3.750 883.073

provinces,

Umbria.
3*. Pemgia

Toscana.
89. Arezzo
40. Firenze (Florence)
41. Grosseto
42. Livorno (Legtioru)
48. Lncca
44. P1»a
45. Siena

Total

Latium.
46. Roma (Rome)

Abrbzzi and Molisk.
47. Abrnzzo Citeriore
48. Abrnzzo Citeriore I
49. Abrnzzo interiors II
50. Molise

Total

Campania.
51. Bcnevento
52. Napoll (Naples)
53. Prlncipalo Citeriore
51. Frincipato UUerloro
55. Terra dl Lavoro

Total

Apulia.
56. Capltanata
57. Terra dl Bari
58. Terra d'Otranto

Total

BASDLICATA.
59. Poienza

Calabria.
61. Calabria Citeriore
61. Calabria Ulteriore I
62. Calabria Ulteriore II

Total

Eicilia.
63. Caltanissctta
64. Catania
65. Girgentl
66. Messina
67. Palermo
68. Siracusa (Syracuse)
69. Trapanl

Total

Grand total

Square mile*.
InhabitaoU

(186!).

3,719 613,019

1,284
2.263
1,712
126

219,559
619,214
100,626
116,811
256.161
213,028
193,935

1,826.284

1.180
1,464

8,606

4,652 7*'.s.7»

1.105
1,283
2,509
1.777

827,316
230,061
309,451
316,007

6,674 2.212,835

676
429

2,116
1.409
2,307

220,506
867,983
528.2511

355,621
653,464

6,937 2,625,830

2,954
2,292
8,293

812,886
554,402
417.9*2

6,539 1,315,269

3.122 492,999

* 2.841
1,515
2.807

431,691
324,546
384,159

6,688 1.110.396

1,455
1.970
1,491
2.104
1,964
1,427
1,214

223,178
450,460
H&888
395,139
585,163
259.613
214,981

11.626 2,392,414

112.622 25.033.635
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The army, on the peace-footing, consisted on

September 30, 1870, of 183,441 men; on the

war-footing, of 370,103; and, inclusive of tho

reserve, 519,030.

The navy, on January 1, 1871, consisted of

21 iron-clad steamers, carrying 200 guns ; 28

screw-steamers, with 858 guns ; and 25 side-

wheel steamers, with 80 guns. The naval offi

cers were: 1 admiral, 1 vice-admiral, 10 rear-

admirals, 3G captains of ships-of-the-line, 20

captains of frigutes of the first class and 30 of

the second class, 80 lieutenants of the first

class and 100 of the second class, 150 sub-lieu

tenants.

The transfer of tho seat of government to

Rome was, according to a resolution passed

by the Second Chamber, on December 13,

1870, to have taken place on April 1, 1871 ;

hut, as the Government insisted on a longer

delay, it was ultimately fixed for June 80th.

Tho King intended to make his entry into Rome

on January 10th, but a great inundation of

the city gave him an occasion to get hero on

December 81st. Tho National party of Italy

was thereby much pleased, and a considerable

portion of the Roman population received him

with great enthusiasm. The King on tho next

day returned to Florence, but, at the close of

January, the Crown-Prince took up his residence

at Rome. The relations of the Government

with the Pope remained unchanged, and all its

offers for a reconciliation were firmly declined.

The Government declared its determination to

suppress all hostile demonstrations against the

Pope and the clergy, but, on the other hand, it

allowed the Romans to have their full share

of the liberal legislation of Italy concerning

religious affairs. Thus, on January 12th, the

first Protestant church was opened within

the walls of Rome. The attention of the Par

liament was chiefly occupied by the law relat

ing to the guarantees of the prerogatives of

the Pope and the Holy See, and tho relations

of the state to the Church. A large party in

both Houses opposed several clauses of the

Government bill, as making too extensive con

cessions. The discussion was protracted until

May 9th, when the Chamber of Deputies passed

the bill after agreeing to all the modifications

it had received in the Senate, where, on May

3d, it had been passed by a voto of 105 to 20.

The first part of the law relates to the rights

and prerogatives of the Pope, and declares his

person to be sacred and inviolable, and places

crimes and offences against the Pope on a level

with those committed against the King. The

law concedes to him royal honors, grants to

him a precedence of honor, and the liberty to

keep an unlimited number of guards for the

protection of his person and palaces. His

yearly dotation is fixed at 3,225,000 lire, the

same sum which in the budget of tho Papal

States was fixed for the palaces, the sacred

college, tho priests and congregations, tho

Secretary of State, ond the diplomatic agents.

The palaces of the Vatican and the Lateran,

and the Castel Gandolfo, with all their appur

tenances, remain in the possession of the Pope,

as a property inalienable and free from taxes.

The libraries of these palaces were at first de

clared by the Chamber of Deputies to be na

tional property, but inalienable. The pnblic

officers are not allowed to enter the papal pal

aces, or tho temporary residence of the Pope,

except with his consent. Tho same rule ap

plies to tho places in which a conclave or a

council is assembled. The correspondence of

the Pope with the bishops and the entire

Catholic world is declared to be free, and that

in all his residences he should have his own

postal department and telegraph. All eccle

siastical institutions in Rome and in the sub

urban dioceses are declared to remain under

his exclusive authority. In the second part

of tho law concerning the relations of the state

to the Church, the Government renounces the

right of the apostolical legation in Sicily, as

well as the right of appointing, presenting, or

proposing candidates for ecclesiastical offices

which it has thus far held in virtue of con

cordats, laws, or traditions ; but it males this

resignation dependent upon the condition that,

with the exception of Rome and the suburban

offices, the benefices must be conferred only

upon Italian citizens. The bishops are de

clared to be released from the oath of fidelity

totheKing. The " exequatur" and "pkeetnm

rcgium " are abolished for all acts and publica

tions of the ecclesiastical authority except those

relating to church property. In ecclesiastical

and disciplinary cases, no appeal is to be al

lowed from the Church authorities; on the

other hand, however, no aid can be asked for

the execution of ecclesiastical sentences from

the secular power. Their efficiency before

the civil law is subject to the decision of the

proper court, and they are null and void il

they are at variance with tho law of the state.

Tho Pope decidedly declined to recognize

or accept the guarantee law. The financial

question assumed an alarming aspect, and

threatened to bring on a ministerial crisis,

which, however, was finally averted when the

Minister of Finances declared his satisfaction

with the measures adopted for meeting the

immediate wants of the Government. The

Pope's Jubilee, on June 16, 1871, gave occasion

to various demonstrations of the Catholic world.

His refusal to receive General Bertole Viole,

who was charged with presenting to him tl"!

congratulations of the King, called forth a

counter-demonstration on the part of the J>a-

tional party, which manifested itself in adorn

ing the entire city with tricolor banners. A

solemn Te Deum, on Juno 21st, concluded the

festivities. *

On July 1st the seat of government was

transferred from Florence to Rome. Simul

taneously with the ministers Lanza, Correnti,

Visconti-Venosta, De Falco, and Castngnola, the

ambassadors of Portugal, Greece, Brazil, Swit

zerland, and Bavaria, arrived on that day in
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Rome. The French envoy withdrew until

June 20th, and did not go to Rome. The hopes

raised by this act in the Catholic world were,

however, not fulfilled ; and, though Thiers re

peatedly admitted that he disliked the national

unity of Italy, he finally deemed it the best

policy to appoint one ambassador to the King

of Italy, and another to the Pope. Tbe journey

of the King of Italy from Naples to Rome,

where ho arrived on July 2d, was attended

with great demonstrations. During the month

of August several riots occurred in Rome,

called forth by the opposition of the adherents

of the temporal power to the new Government,

and by counter-demonstrations of the National

party. On September 17th the opening of

the Mont-Cenis Tunnel was celebrated, an event

of great importance for Italy. The financial

condition of the kingdom, on the other hand,

continued to be of a most embarrassing nature,

and the now budget submitted by Minister

Sella again showed a considerable deficit.

JACOBS, Rev. MEt-ANcm-nox, D. D., a

learned Lutheran clergyman, professor, and

author, born in Southern Pennsylvania, about

180G; died in Gettysburg, Pa., July 22, 1871.

JJe was educated at Washington College (Penn

sylvania), and entered the Lutheran Theologi

cal Seminary at Gettysburg about 182G. Af

ter completing his theological course, he taught

for a time in the Academy at Gettysburg, and

when Pennsylvania College was organized

there, in 1832, ho was ono of its first profess

ors, and held his professorship until his death.

He had, throughout these nearly forty years,

preached almost constantly, and had a high

reputation as a preacher. Ho was also a con

stant correspondent of the periodicals of the

Lutheran Church, and with his colleague, tho

late Prof. Stoever, was for some years nn ed

itor of the Quarterly Review of that Church.

He was an accomplished belles-lettres scholar,

and one of tho most refined and polished gen

tlemen of his time. After the battle of Get

tysburg, Dr. Jacobs was very active in minis

tering to tho wounded, and preparod subse

quently a narrative of the battle, with map,

plan, and topographical descriptions, which is

regarded by all who have read it as tho best

description of that battle ever attempted. His

other works were mostly theological.

JAPAN, an empire in Eastern Asia. The

administration and the supremo executive

power of tho country are vested in the Mikado,

or Tenno, as he is more properly called. The

United States Government was represented at

the imperial court, in 1871, by C. E. De Long,

minister resident at Yeddo. The area of the

country, comprising Japan proper, and 3,850

islands, which are its dependencies, is reported

as follows :

BY EXOEUIAUDT. BY SIEDOLD.

Stuart Mile*. Squire MilM.

Japan, or Nlphon, with
§ado, Okl, Awadsi, etc. 00.315

R.974
17.2.14
81,117

87.442
8,01 n
15.S35
87,535

183
l,00(t

Kiusiu and email Islands..
Tesso and small Islands..
Elzhty-nlne Bonln Islands

3^99

149.389 141,25!)

An educated Japanese, named Santo, has

opened in Yeddo a school for the education of

his countrymen in the German language. He

is the owner of a printing establishment, and

also keeps a book-store for the sale of cheap

publications in the English and German lan

guages, many of which are republished by

himself. English, French, and German, are

taught in schools managed entirely by Japan

ese, English having rather the preference.

Altogether, the avidity of the people for

knowledge is extreme, and the attainments

already made are considerable. It is asserted

by one of the Yeddo papers that about five hun

dred of the more advanced and promising pu

pils at the Yeddo Government School have been

sent to America, from time to time, to complete

their studies in that country, and that the Gov

ernment has made an annual allowance to pay

their expenses. In December, 1871, twenty-

one young ladies, the daughters of Daimios,

were sent to tho United States to be edu

cated.

Tho Government of tho Tenno is in favor of

the Sintoo form of religion, of which little is

known by foreigners and less understood,

while the late Government was Buddhist ; the

people, howover, seem at present but little de

voted to cither. Tho gorgeous Buddhist tem

ples are fast going to decay ; but few worship

pers are to be seen at the shrines, but few of

their priests in the streets, and the magnificent

suites of chambers attached to almost every

temple are utilized by the Government accord

ing to its necessities, many being occupied as

barracks, others as schools. It seems to be

universally acknowledged by the more intel

ligent natives that the days of Buddhism are

numbered. According to reports from Yeddo,

in December, 1871, tho Buddhist priests in the

country were informed that their temples

would be closed, and that they must enter the

army as soldiers, or earn their living in me

chanical occupations.

According to official sources, the population

of Japan amounted, in 1870, to 84,786,821 ;

the imperial family had 20 members ; tho

families of the Daimios, 8,186 ; the Samurai,

officers, scholars, and warriors, represented a

population of 1,872,959 ; the Buddhist priests,
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244,809; tlio Sintoo priests, 1G3,U0; nuns,

6,711 ; peasants, traders, mechanics, 31,954,-

821; beggars, 82,920; pariahs, tanners, etc.,

4-59,695.

In 1871 threo newspapers were published in

Yeddo in the English, and one in the French

language.

The following table shows the number and

nationality of tho vessels entering the Japanese

ports in 1870, as well as their tonnage :

TORTS.

Yokohama (1870)
lliogo (1870)
Nagasaki (lSdfl)
Hakodadi (1870)
Kiegata (1809)

Total .

NORTH AXEBICAX. ENGLISH. OERJIAN. TOTAL.

Tom. Sblpt. Tods. Ship. Tonj. TtH,

146
116
f

232,3(19
StKI.'-'-iO

?

818
146

178,390
&I.493

128
88
80
18
T

60,416
13,095
10.000
4,786

722
841

636.68
259,373
S14.SMsso

81 25,996
f ?

17,078
»

87
18

sa,m

t ' 6,W0

293 458.501 503 239.90! 209 94.2! *i 1.518 uswm

The movement of commerce at the principal

ports open to foreign nations was, in 1870, as

follows :

Yokohama. .
I £ Mtrchan

' ( o Precious
dlfc
8 metis

Nagasaki .
Hakodadi.
Nicgata . . .

.(1889)

.(1S70)

.(1869)

Total.

•7,966,675*18,3 12.386

8,891,694i 17.090,978

8,023.687
2.549.9S2

2,837.63»i
496.908
495,900;

8.614.554
4.889.992
1,872,531
813.210
232,1,03

41,262.485 ' 41.850.292

On February 27th the residence of Ilirosawa

llioski, a member of the highest board of Gov

ernment and one of the most distinguished and

enlightened statesmen of Japan, was broken

open by a band of armed men, who forced

their way to the chamber whero Ilirosawa

was sleeping, and cut him in pieces with their

swords. His house stands in the heart of

Yeddo, and within only a few rods of one of tho

guarded gates leading to tho Mikado's castle,

but, as its grounds aro extensive, tho assassins

succeeBed in dispersing and escaping before an

alarm could be given.

The Government of Japan, at tho beginning

of the year, sent a mission to tho United

States, composed of the Imperial Prince Mits

Fusimi ; Mr. Mori, who is to represent Japan

at Washington as charge d'affaires; a secre

tary, assistant-secretary, and attache of lega

tion ; Mr. C. AV. Brooks, Japanese consul at

San Francisco ; several attaches of tho prince,

and twelve students. The mission arrived in

San Francisco on February 16th, and on March

2d was presented at Washington to the Presi

dent of the United States. Mr. Mori is the

first minister ever sent by the Japanese Gov

ernment to reside in a foreign country.

The United States minister Do Long, having

received his credentials as United States min

ister plenipotentiary and envoy extraordinary,

went to Yeddo on June 8th, whero he had an

interview with the Mikado.

Another radical change in tho Government

of Japan was effected by a decreo of August

12th, by which the hinds and troops of tho

Daimios throughout the country revert to tho

* In Mexican dollars : 1=1A- dollar.

Imperial Government, and the Daimios them

selves aro placed upon a salary hereditary in

their families. The decree, which was read to

the Daimios assembled in tho palace at Yeddo,

in the presence of the Tenno, by tho President

of the Council of State, is as follows :

It appears to me that in the time of reformation,

if it is our desire to aid and make our people happy,

and to take an honorable position with respect to

other nations, we should make the reality correspond

to tho name, to ccntralizo the governmental poire:.

I previously ordered the Haw (or feudal govern

ments) to send up a report of all their affairs, and

appointed tho Daimios to be Chihuagu (or govern

ors), and prescribed for each his duties. Having for

several hundred years been hereditary rulers, some

were satisfied merely with the name, and neglected

these duties. How, then, can the people be made

happy, or we take an honorable stand among tie

nations? I deeply lament this state of things, and

now abolish the ifnus (or feudal territories), convert

ing them into Kent (or imperial domains). In per

forming your duties, do away with all useless mat

ters; cleave to retrenchment, put off all unnecessary

expenses, and abrogate all troublesome laws.

Do you, my servants, carry out this my mind.

This political revolution, which transfers

most of tho rights formerly possessed by the

Daimios to the Central Government, began in

February, 1869, when four leading Daimios.

Chosin, Satsuma, Hizen, and Tosa, published

in tho official gazette of the empire a mani

festo in which they declared : " Tho lands that

wo have and the people we rule belong in

reality to the Emperor. Wo have no right

to usurp them from his possession, and we

propose to give up those lands and that people

over which we have hitherto ruled, and tho

imperial court will dispose of them as it may

deem proper. It should also give direction in

regard to all the property of the Daimios, and

all affairs connected with legislation. The

army and the navy should bo under the im

mediate direction of the Emperor and his

court. Then we shall find that the war has

brought order out of chaos; that there is an

agreement between word and deed, and we

shall be able to stand well among the nations

of the earth." A majority of the other

Daimios adhered to this declaration, thus pre

paring the new order of things, introduced by

the above decreo of tho Tenno. According to

the new regulations, the Daimios are to retain
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one-tenth of their former revenue, while nine-

tenths will be transferred to the Central Gov

ernment. The Government will appoint new

provincial governors, who will be merely

officers of the Central Government. All the

Samurai (the class of those bearing two

swords), who thus far had to be supported by

the princes, will be dismissed within the next

fivo years. In future, every one will be able

to attain the dignity of a YaJconin (public of

ficer), and military service will be made ob

ligatory. Other reports from Yeddo, however,

represent the Government of the Mikado as

being now in truth a combination of a few

powerful southern Daimios, acting in the name

of the sovereign only for their own interests;

every Daimio being aware that in relinquish

ing his rights he gives them in fact up to a

ring of ambitions confederates,' at the head of

which is the crafty Satsuma, the Prince of

Kagosima. According to these reports, several

of the most prominent Daimios, among them

the Daimio of Kanga, the wealthiest of the

empire, have refused to recognize the revolu

tionary decree of the court. In December,

1871, orders were issued by the war depart

ment to the former Daimios to transfer all

arms and munitions of war to the Central

Government.

General Capron, late Commissioner of Ag

riculture of the United States, received, in

1871, and accepted a call from the Japanese

Government to take charge of measures for

the development of the large northern island

of Yesso. This island is reported to be rich

both in soil and minerals, but is less known,

even to the Japanese, than any other portion

of the empire. General Capron, who with a

small staff of scientific men arrived in Yeddo

in August, was received with signal honors by

the Japanese Government.

The most important commission which has

ever left Japan, for America or Europe, started

from Yeddo, on December 23, 1871. The fol

lowing is the list of the members of the embas

sy and their attache's and attendants : T. Iwa-

kura, ambassador extraordinary (vice-president

of his Imperial Majesty's ministry) ; T. Kido,

assistant ambassador (member of his Imperial

Majesty's Privy Council); T. Okubo, assistant

ambassador (Minister of Finance); H. Ito, as

sistant ambassador (Assistant Minister of In

dustry) ; Y. Yamakuchi, assistant ambassador

(Second Assistant Minister of Foreign Affairs) ;

T. Tanabe, First Secretary to Embassy; S.

Siwota, First Secretary; R. Ga, First Secre

tary ; G. Fukuchi, First Secretary ; 0. Wata-

mabe, Second Secretary; J. Komatz, Second

Secretary ; T. Hayachi, Second Secretary ; K.

Nagano, Second Secretary ; K. Kawadi, Third

Secretary; K. Ikeda, Fourth Secretary; T.

Ands, Fourth Secretary; Nakayama, attache

to embassy (Vice-Governor of Hiogo) ; Yasube,

attach6 to embassy (Second Commissioner In

ternal Revenue Department); Wutermi, at-

tach6 to embassy (first assistant to Governor

of Yokahama) ; Itatuge, attach6 to embassy

(assistant in Ceremony Department) ; Nomura,

attache to embassy (Chief Clerk of Foreign

Office) ; Knme, attache to embassy (Clerk of

the Assembly) ; attendants.

Besides the embassy proper, there are a

number of commissioners from the several de

partments of the Japanese Government, whose

duty it will be to collect information in respect

to the conduct of similar departments of this

and other governments. It will be seen by ref

erence to their titles and the offices they hold

at home, that this is a more truly national com

mission than was ever before sent out from ono

nation of the world to the other nations. The

following are the names of the commissioners

and their attaches: Sasaki, Assistant Minister

of the Judiciary, and four attaches ; Ilyacikuze,

chief of imperial court, and one attache ; Ya-

meda, one of the generals of the army, and

one attache; Tanaka, Commissioner of the

Census, and fivo attachds; Tanaka, Assistant

Commissioner of Education, and five attaches ;

Hida, Commissioner of Ship-building Depart

ment, and two attaches; Takasaki, commis

sioner from the Assembly, and one attache.

JELF, Rev. Richard William, D. D., an

English clergyman and author, late Principal

of King's College, London, and Canon of

Christ Church, Oxford, born in London, in

1798; died in Oxford, September 19, 1871.

He was educated at Christ Church, Oxford,

graduating thenco in 1820 with high honors,

and was elected to a fellowship at Oriel, of

which college he became tutor. In 1826 he

was appointed preceptor to H. R. H. Princo

George of Cumberland (afterward King of

Hanover). In 1831 came a canonry at Christ

Church, and in 1844 the Bampton lecture

ship, and the principalship of King's College,

London. Dr. Jelf, although standing aloof

from party politics, was in university matters

a pronounced Conservative. He occupied a

canon's house in Clujst Church, and voted

with the majority at meetings of the Christ

Church Chapter. He was the author of

" Means of Grace " (the Bampton Lecture for

1844); of a pleasant little pamphlet, called

" Evidence of Unsoundness in Essays and Re

views ; " and of " Sermons Doctrinal and Prac

tical, preached abroad ; " and also of a pam

phlet, entitled " Grounds for laying before the

Council of King's College Certain Statements

contained in the Theological Essays of the

Rev. F. D. Maurice." In private life he was

deservedly popular. With his death the last

of the sinecure canonries of Christ Church,

Oxford, was relinquished.

JEWS. At the meeting of the Board ofDele

gates of American Israelites, which was held

in New York on the 16th and 17th of May,

twenty-eight congregations were represented,

each by two delegates. The report of the ex

ecutive committee gives a full account of the

efforts to improve the condition of their Jew

ish brethren in the various countries whero
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they are under tlio ban of tho law or of popu

lar prejudice. The ready sympathy which tho

Jeople of the United States showed for the

ews of Roumania when suffering from the

massacre and the inactivity of tho Govern

ment of that country in repressing the out

rages against them, was mentioned with ap

preciation. When Mr. Peixotto (a Jew) was

appointed consul of tho United States at Bu

charest, a fund was contributed by his co-re

ligionists in the various cities of the Union for

his proper support in his position.

The sum of $6,686.06 was collected in aid

of the emigrants from Western Russia, of

which $2,165.82 were expended in assisting

B28 persons—90 families, consisting of 393 in

dividuals, and 135 single persons.

The war between Germany and France, and

the Communist disturbances at Paris, says the

report, seriously interrupted the operations of

the Universal Israelite Alliance, breaking its

communications with tho district organizations

in France and throughout Europe, so that it

was feared that the body would have to be com

pletely reorganized. But, after the conclu

sion of tho war, the secretary of the Alliance

at Paris issued a circular announcing that the

operations of the society had not been sus

pended, although its resources had been greatly

impaired. Tho Agricultural School, at Jaffa,

Palestine, has continued to progress finely.

The Normal School, at Paris, held its sessions

regularly, notwithstanding the siege.

The sum of $1,023.60 was contributed in aid

of the Ilebrews at Rome who were sufferers

by the inundations of December, 1870.

The subject of a higher Hebrew education,

says the report of the Board, has not yet been

satisfactorily settled. The number of students

at Maimonides College continues small, and the

congregations of the country evince very lit

tle interest in the movement. Tho incorpora

tion of tho Board of Trustees under tho laws

of the Stato of New York was recommended.

Tho subject of the organization of a He-

brow Publication Society was considered at

the meeting of the Board, and a proposition

was approved to establish such a society as an

independent body. The object of the society

is the publication of approved standard works,

both translated (from the Hebrew and the

German) and original, and generally to supply

in the English language information on Jew

ish history and literature. The society was

organized at New York in October. Among

tho worka which it is proposed to publish first

are, the English Bible (a Jewish translation),

Graetz's "History of the Jews," and Geiger's

"Gabrial."

The Jewish Rabbinical Conference (Re

formed Jews) met in Cincinnati, on the 6th

of June. Dr. Hubsch, of New York, acted as

president, and Dr. Lilienthal, of Cincinnati,

as vice-president. Twenty-three congrega

tions were represented. A committee re

ported in favor of tho establishment of a

Rabbinical Seminary, and the recommenda

tion was adopted, and the committee were

instructed to report a more detailed course of

study. A measure was adopted looking to

the establishment of a Union between the

Israelite congregations of America. It pro

vides that tho first synod shall be called when

tweuly reformed congregations, with 2,000

members, shall havo joined the Union. The

Conference decided upon the preparation of a

prayer-book, from which all allusions to the

return of tho Jews to Palestine, and to the

ideas of sacrifices, and of a personal Messiah,

shall be omitted. Measures were adopted look

ing to the making of a more oomplete Sab

bath-school organization.

A short time after the Rabbinical Con

ference adjourned, a .protest appeared, signed

by Dr. Adler and other persons of the ortho

dox party, against taking its action as repre

sentative of any branch of genuine Judaism.

The principal points objected to were the utter

ance of the doctrine of an impersonal God in

stead of a personal one ; the denial of the

fact that Judaism teaches divine grace and

mercy, and tho pardon and forgiveness of re

pentant sinners, which seemed implied in the

proceedings of the Conference : and the ap

pointment, on the committee for the prepara

tion of the prayer-book, of a person who has

expressed disbelief in the efficacy of prayer.

The Jews conduct fifteen free public school!

in London for the humbler classes, where re

ligious and secular instruction is given, besides

several boarding-schools for both sexes, and a

number of private schools. Tho Central Syn

agogue (orthodox) in London has among its

members five members of Parliament, six bar

ons, two baronets, one knight, two aldermen,

one member of the Royal Academy, and the

new Solicitor-General.

Tho Rev. Dr. N. M. Adler, chief Rabbi,

making a pastoral tour through the provinces

during tho year, extended his visit to Ireland,

where there are but three Jewish congrega

tions—at Cork, Belfast, and Dublin. His visit

created great enthusiasm.

A Jewish theological faculty has been es

tablished, with the consent of the Emperor

Francis Joseph, at the Austrian Imperial Uni

versity. All are eligible as students in its

classes who wish either to prepare for the

office of rabbi, or who in general take an in

terest in Jewish learning. Jews as well as

Christians are admitted to the lectures. The

professors of the faoulty, to the number of

six, receive the title " Imperial Professors,

and are to teach Bible exegesis, Jewish his

tory, the Talmud, its commentaries, and the

Semitic languages. The professors are appoint

ed by the curators. The course of study is

calculated for six years. The salary of the

professors will be paid by the Government;

the curators have to provide a library and to

seenre annuities for poor students. Tho seat

of the faculty will be at Vienna, and it will
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form a part of tho univorsity oil an eqnal foot

ing with the Protestant and Roman Catholic

faculties.

The third Rabbinical Synod of German

Israelites met at Augsburg, on the 11th of

July. It was composed of about fifty mem

bers. Prof. Lazarus, of Berlin, was chosen

president. In his address, on taking his seat,

he spoke in warm tones of the liberality dis

played by the Government—which he styled a

"progressive Government"—which no longer

trampled on the oonvictions of its subjects,

but respected conscience. He spoke of the

necessity of amending the laws, formed thou

sand of years ago, so as to adapt them to the

different circumstances of the present age.

The purpose of the synod was to consult on

snch amendments, and propose reforms.

Modifications were approved in many fea

tures of the marriage ritual. It was decided

that the non-performance of all Jewish rites

should not incapacitate a witness to the mar

riage act. A rule was adopted allowing wid

ows, with offspring of tender age from their

first husbands, to marry within a year; ex

ceptional cases to be left to the discretion of

the rabbis. Tho following declaration was

adopted : The civil act of marriage is consid

ered valid, and is sanctioned by Israelites in

all cases where it does not violate Mosaic law.

But, for the promotion of godliness and faith,

the subsequent religious ritual is recommended

to all Israelites. The observance of the

chalitea was pronounced unessential, and left

optional. Riding to tho places of worship, or

on errands of benevolence, and for instruction

or recreation, on the Sabbath, were declared

permissible. Riding for business was pro

nounced not permissible. Organ-playing for

religious purposes on the Sabbath was pro

nounced unobjectionable. A declaration was

made that a boy born of a Jewish mother, and

for some reason or another not circumcised, is

nevertheless, and in keeping with the laws up

held and respected by Israelites, to be con

sidered a Jew, and to be treated as such in all

matters relating to the ritual.

JOHNSTON, Alexander Keith, LL. D., a

British geographer and scientist, born at Kirk-

hill, Scotland, in December, 1804 ; died at Ben

Rhydding, Scotland, July 3, 1871. He was

educated at the Edinburgh High School. He
■was intended for the medical profession, but

after a time relinquished that purpose, and

learned the art of engraving. His early

predilection for geographical studies having

increased with his years, he determined to

make geography his profession, and to devote

his whole energies to the prosecution of the

absorbing pursuit on which he resolved to

enter. His first maps were published in 1830,

and resulted from a walking-excursion through

the north of Scotland, which showed him the

defects of existing maps. The improved series

which he constructed was published in a trav

eller's guide-book. Having joined his brother

"William in an engraving and printing business,

he directed it into the channel which his own

tastes indioated. Dr. Keith Johnston's first

great work was his "National Atlas," in folio,

which was published, after five years' incessant

labor, in 1843. Most of the maps were pro

jected and drawn by himself, and nearly all

the names written with his own hand. This

work went through many editions, and secured

for the author the appointment of Geographer-

Royal for Scotland. Tho active duties of his

profession led him to visit nearly every part of

the European Continent, and also to travel ex

tensively in Egypt and Palestine. His jour-

neyings made him a linguist of no mean order :

he talked German and French with consider

able fluency, and read with ease in several other

modern languages. He utilized these accom

plishments by drawing information from all

available sources, but the writings of Ritter,

Humboldt, and Berghaus, on physical geog

raphy, engaged his especial attention. Hum

boldt having expressed a wish for an English

physical atlas, which would show the details

of physical phenomena more clearly than

the German edition, Dr. Keith Johnston re

solved to construct an atlas on the scale

required. He visited Germany in 1842, for

the purpose of collecting materials and making

other necessary arrangements, and on his re

turn he laid his plans before the secretary of

the Royal Geographical Society. He received

the warmest encouragement from the Royal

Geographical Society, from Karl Ritter, and

from Humboldt, and Dr. Johnston's Atlas

became essentially an original work. It was

published in 1848, and was welcomed by all

competent authorities, not only because it was

a valuable contribution to the study of physi

cal geography, but because it embodied within

convenient limits the results which had been

secured by the observations of numerous sci

entific travellers on tho geology, meteorology,

climatology, and hydrography of tho globe.

The Geographical Society of Berlin having

awarded its honorary diploma to Dr. Johnston,

Karl Ritter, the president, took the opportu

nity of once more acknowledging the merits

of the atlas. A second edition, with consider

able additions and improvements, was published

in 1856. At least 2,500 copies of the atlas

were sold, and tho great object of the author

in. advancing tho educational interests of geog

raphy was secured. The expression of- appre

ciation by scientific authorities was not long

delayed. Berlin was not alone in determining

to do honor to the great geographer. The

Royal Society of Edinburgh spontaneously

conferred on him the honors and privileges of

fellowship ; while tho leading geographical so

cieties of Europe, America, and India, elected

him to honorary and corresponding fellow

ships. The University of Edinburgh also,

after tho lapse of years, gave him, in 1865,

the honorary degree of Doctor of Laws, the

highest honor of tho kind that tho university
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could bestow. But his atlas wns not the only

great geographical work which Dr. Koith

Johnston produced. In 1850 ho published his

"Dictionary of Geography," a work upon

which he expended three years' arduous labor.

This work has gone through ten editions, of

1,000 copies each. Dr. Johnston also con

structed the first physical globe of the earth

ever drawn, which was exhibited at the Inter

national Exhibition of 1851, and for which he

received the modal. After 1851 Dr. JohnBton

devoted much of his time to the production

of four atlases of general, classical, physical,

and astronomical geography, as well as a small

elementary atlas. Of these works from five

to thirty editions, of 1,000 volumes each, have

been published. These works were con

structed for the purpose of popularizing phys

ical and other geography. In 1852 Dr. John

ston completed his chart of the geographical

distribution of health and disease, in the con

struction of which the knowlege gained by his

early medical studies greatly assisted him.

For this work the Epidemiological Society of

London elected him a corresponding member.

In 1855 he commenced his " Royal Atlas of

Modem Geography," in which he may be said

to have embodied the results of the arduous

studies which he had prosecuted for a quarter

of a century. The late Prince-Consort took a

deep interest in this splendid work, the prog

ress of which he carefully watched, and every

sheet of which he criticised as it came out.

During recent years Dr. Keith Johnston de

voted himself mainly to the publication of

maps and other works for educational pur

poses. Only seven weeks before his death he

received from the Royal Geographical Society

of London the Patron's Gold Medal, the

highest honor they could bestow, " for his dis

tinguished services in the promotion of phys

ical geography ; " but the intense devotion

which won him the honor cut short his life

soon after the reward was given.

KANSAS. During the year the floating

debt of Kansas was reduced $182,481.02, leav

ing but $59,164.42 of State warrants out

standing, which are to bo redeemed before

the end of January, 1872 ; the funded debt

was also slightly reduced ; and the total lia

bilities were $100,237.54 less than those of the

preceding year. During the fiscal year the

Treasurer received $1,107,745.21, and dis

bursed $904,228.01, leaving a balance in the

Treasury of $143,517.20, belonging to the sev

eral funds. The following is an exhibit of tho

liabilities and resources of tho State at the

close of the year :

LIABrLITIKS.

8 per cent. bonds, funding Territorial debt. . $61,!>O0 00
6 per cent, bonds, refunding taxes 89,675 00
7 per cent, bonds, current expenses for 18G1

and 1808 204.000 00
7 per cent, bonds, Internal Improvement.... 70,000 00
7 per cent, bonds, capitol building. 320.000 00
7 per cent, bonds, penitentiary building 200,000 00
7 per cent, bonds, Deaf and Dnmb Asylum.. 15,500 00
7 per cent. bond9, Insane Asylum 20.000 00
7 per cent, bonds, military 340.000 00
Outstanding State warrants 67.164 42
Outstanding Territorial warrants 7.142 73
Amount overpaid by counties, 1870 2,086 85

Total liabilities $1,403,009 00

. RESOURCES. .„
Tax levy for 1871 £
Tax levy for 1870 g.™ g
Tax levy for 1869 J^gJ £3
Tax levy for 1868. ™
Tax lew for 1807 ».™ 89
Tax levy for 1806 4,014 02
Tax levy for 1865 13.806 47
Tax levy for 1861 ».?8J JJ
Tax levy for 1803 M.381 «
Tax levy for 1862 13,939 26
Tax levy for 1861 6,361 07
Amount in Treasury 967 76
Amount in Treasury, military fnnd 7,918 10
Sinking fnnd (invested in bonds) 100.500 00
Sinking fund, casb balance 9,747 20

Total resources $782,669 88

The counties of Wallace and Cherokee have

neglected or refused to pay their share of

revenue to the State for several years, and

asserting that the delinquency is the result of

dishonesty or inefficiency, the Governor, in his

animal message, at the opening of the Legis

lature of 1872, recommended the passage of a

law providing means for a speedy removal

from office of any or all county officers who

fail to do their duty in tho execution of the

laws, and to supply their places by the appoint

ment of proper persons to serve until the next

election. Under the present law, a dishonest

or incompetent official can postpone a trial

instituted for his removal, from time to time,

until his term expires. Provision for a more

summary proceeding, the Governor believes,

would have a salutary effect in preventing un

lawful combinations and malfeasance, or ineffi

ciency, in office.

Tho annual session of the Legislature began

on tho second Tuesday in January, and ended

on March 7th. The legislation was mostly of ft

local character. Tho bills passed numbered

160. The most important ones of a general

naturo amended the act " to establish a code

of criminal procoduro " so as to allow all per

sons accused of crime to testify in their own

behalf; and amended the "dram-shop" law

by providing for tho allowance of damages

against liquor-sellers for injuries caused by the

intoxication of parties to whom they sold

liquor, and also for holding the owners of

buildings, in which liquors nro sold, jointly

responsible with the seller for damages,

whether sold in violation of law or under

license. Resolutions proposing amendments

to the constitution, providing that no county,

city, town, or municipal corporation, shall M
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crease its bonded debt beyond ten per cent, of

its taxable property; and authorizing the

State School Commissioners to purchase

$50,000 of the University bonds of the city of

Lawrence, were adopted. The question of the

joint education of white and colored children

was warmly discussed, but finally defeated.

A new apportionment of the Legislature

was agreed upon, on the basis of thirty-three

Senators and ninety Representatives. Under

this Leavenworth County will have the largest

representation, three Senators and seven Rep

resentatives ; Douglas County the next, two

Senators and four Representatives ; and Atchi

son County will have two Senators and three

Representatives. Under the new census the

State will be entitled to but two Representa

tives in the national House of Representa

tives, instead of three, as was expected. The

two districts will be known as the North

and South Kansas Congressional Districts, and

will be separated by an imaginary line follow

ing, with slight variation, the Kansas River.

The progress of education during the past

year has been as rapid as the material develop

ment of the State, but it has by no means yet

reached the whole people. Though the sta

tistics of 1871 show a large increase in the

number of public schools and the average

daily attendance, over those of the preceding

year, nearly two-thirds of the number of chil

dren, within the school age, residing in the

State, still receive no instruction whatever.

Compulsory education is strenuously advocated

by the State Superintendent of Public Schools,

and is indorsed by the Governor. The follow

ing summary of education statistics for the

year is compiled from the Superintendent's

report :

Number of school-districts. 2,647
Increase fur the year 579

Total number of persons of school age 119,358
Increase for the year 83,114

Whole number of persons enrolled In public
schools 89,777

Increase for the year 86,559
Average daily attendance In public school... 52,391

Increase for the year 13,490
Amount paid for teachers1 wages $449,273 05

Increase for the year 180,676 74
Amount received on semi-annual dividend of

State school money 132,377 20
Increase for the year. 1 42,419 83

Amount raised by district tax for the support
of public schools 534,261 69

Increase for the year. 16,937 84
Total amount derived from various sonrces

lbr_pabllc schools. 1,074.946 09
Increase for the year 275,627 53

The annual reports of the Chancellor of the

State University and the President of the

tState Agricultural College are satisfactory ex

hibits of the growth of those institutions dur

ing the year. The average number of students

in the former was 300, and in the latter 293.

A new university building was completed dur

ing the year. In pursuance of an act approved

March 2, 1871, the Regents of the Agricultural

College have invested most of the permanent

interest fund in school-district bonds, thereby

doubling the income of tho institution from

that source, and, at the same time, aiding in

the development of the common-school system

of the State. The college now has a farm of

415 acres, 315 of which are under cultivation.

The reports of the Principals and Boards of

Visitors of the State Normal Schools at Leav

enworth and Emporia show that these insti

tutions are in a flourishing condition and doing

highly important service to the State, in pre

paring a large number of young men and

women for the vocation of teaching. The

principal want at Leavenworth is said to bo

more adequate compensation for the members

of the faculty ; and at Emporia the great need

is more room.

Early in September the great enterprise

known as the Pleasant Hill Railroad, projected

in the winter of 1865-'66, was completed.

This runs from Lawrence to Pleasant Hill, Mo.,

a distance of sixty-one miles. It is the joint

work of a Kansas company chartered in 1868,

as the St. Louis, Lawrence & Denver Railroad

Company, and a Missouri company, incorpo

rated in July, 1870, as the Pleasant Hill &

Lawrence Branch of the Pacific Railroad. The

two lines were consolidated in November,

1870, as the St. Louis, Lawrence & Denver

Railroad, under the laws of Missouri and Kan

sas. The Kansas branch of the company re

ceived the following subsidies : From the city

of Lawrence, $260,000 in bonds ; Douglas Coun

ty, $125,000; EudoraTownship, $15,000; John

son County, $100,000; Lexington Township,

in Johnson County, $5,000; Olathe, $25,000.

The Missouri branch received from Cass County

$100,000; Pleasant Hill, $15,000. The road

has been built almost entirely by means of

these subsidies, amounting to $645,000. The

total cost of its construction has been $1,745,-

000, or, more properly, the contractors have

received all the bonds voted and $1,000,000 of

thirty-year first-mortgage bonds, and $100,000

of second-mortgage bonds, making the above-

mentioned sum. Before its completion tho

line was leased to the Missouri Pacific Railroad

Company for a period of thirty years, the

lessees agreeing to pay during that time 53

per cent, of the gross earnings of the road ;

and further stipulating that it shall never cost

over thirty per cent, more for tho transporta

tion of freight to Lawrence than to Kansas

City. The great advantage of the road is, that

it gives Lawrence a competing line to St. Louis,

shorter than any other by sixteen miles.

The continuation of the Leavenworth, Law-

renoe & Galveston Railroad—a link in the

great chain of railroads from the suspension

bridge, at Niagara, to the Indian Territory, and

ultimately to Galveston Bay—from Thayer, a

new town 110 miles south of Lawrence, to the

southern boundary of the State, near or within

the valleys of the Verdigris and Caney, was

completed in the summer. The road is com

peting for the Texas cattle-trade, and it has

been especially equipped with this end in

view. The Independence branch of the same
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railroad, extending from Cherryvale to In

dependence, and bringing a new and fertile

country into direct connection with central

points, was opened for business on the last day

of December.

Other important projects for the extension

of the railroad system of the State are in prog

ress. One of the most important is the Waka-

rusa Valley Railroad, to connect the city of

Lawrence with the Osage coal-district and

other coal-fields; and also to connect with the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa F<5 Railroad, run

ning south from Topeka, by the way of Burlin-

game and Emporia, to the great central and

southwestern districts of the State. Another

important enterprise is a proposed railroad

from Americus, in Lyon County, on the Mis

souri, Kansas & Topeka road, to the north

boundary of Butler County, near the head of

the Walnut River, with a branch along tho

Walnut to its junction with the Arkansas,

near the State line. It is the intention of the

projectors of the road to deflect all the trade

of tho rich southwest from Topeka and Atch

ison to Lawrence and Leavenworth. The

Walnut Valley is acknowledged to be one of

the finest in the State. Striking the State line

at a point seventy miles west of Parker, this

road, it is claimed, will be the great cattle-

carrying road, as tho cattle of Texas aro most

ly in tho western portion of that State. As an

ultimate terminus, it could run to tho Red

River of Texas, the very heart of the cattle-

region; and, extended still farther, could strike

the lino of tho proposed Southern Pacific.

In Juno tlio Supreme Court of the State

rendered a decision on the long-pending and

important question of the constitutionality of

municipal aid granted to railroads and other

public works by legislative authority, the

agitation of which has extended throughout

the State, affected tho vital interests of the

people, as such aid has been extensively

granted and tho bonds are widely circulated,

and stayed tho development of various rail

road projects. The court affirmed the con

stitutionality of the act. The syllabus by the

court is as follows :

1. The question whether tho Legislature possess

the power to authorize counties to grant aid to rail

road companies by subscribing for stock therein,

and issuing bonds in payment therefor, when it

comes to the courts, is purely a legal question, and

the courts havo nothing to do with the wisdom or

policy of such legislation.

2. The Legislature have no inherent power, but

all their power is derived from tho people through

the constitution of the State.

8. Tho people, in their primary capacity, possess
all the political power of the State, and may them

selves authorize counties to grant aid to railroad

companies; or they may, if they choose, delegate

this power to the Legislature, and allow the Legis

lature to grant such authority to counties.

4. The Legislature cannot exercise any power re

tained by the pcoplo, or not delegated by the people

to the Legislature.

6. Where tho provisions ofan act are designed for

the whole State, and every part thoreof, such act has,

in contemplation of section 1, article 2, of tlic con

stitution, a uniform operation throughout the State,

notwithstanding the condition or circumstances of

the State may be such as not to give the act any

actual or practical operation in every part thereof.

9. Section 8, article 11, of the constitution, which

prohibits tho State from ever being a party in carry

ing on any work of internal improvement, npplies to

the State in its sovereign corporate capacity, and not

to the subordinate political subdivisions thereof. It

prohibits the State as a State, and not counties, from

being parties in carrrying on any works of internal

improvement.

7. There is no express provision of the constitu

tion which prohibits the Legislature from authoriz

ing counties from becoming stockholders in railroad

companies, and issuing their bonds in payment for

such stock.
8. All presumptions aro in favor of the constitu

tional validity nt u statute, and, before the courts can

declare it invalid, it must clearly appear uncon

stitutional.

9. The power of the Legislature to pass an art

granting municipal aid to railroad companies must

be found in the general grant of legislative power

under section 1, article 2, of the constitution, which

provides that the legislative power of the State shall

be vested in the Legislature or not at all.
10. At the time tho constitution was framed the

term " legislative power" had a definite and precise

signification with reference to this question, estab

lished by legislative, executivo, ana judicial con

struction, practice and usage, ana the general under

standing of the people through the bnitod States;

which general understanding and signification was

that the term " legislative power " included thepow-

er to grant municipal aid to railroad companies, and

therefore, in the absence of any thing to the contrary,

it must be presumed that the people of this State,

when they framed their constitution, used said term

with the signification generally given to it, and there

fore that they intended to give to the Legislature the

power to pass acts granting municipal aid to railroad

companies.
11. If such was the intention of the people, the

constitution must be so construed by the courts, and

the courts have no power to amend it or change any

of its provisions, or insert any new provisions in ;t,

through tho means of judicial construction or inter

pretation.
12. Tho aid given to a railroad company is not

strictly for a private purpose, nor wholly for a public

purpose, though the object intended by the Legisla

ture is a pul>lic purpose.
13. The Government may accomplish a public pur

pose through the means of a private agency, a pri

vate individual or individuals, or a private corpora

tion.
14. It is the ultimate object to be obtained which

must determine whether a tiling is a public or a pri

vate purpose.
15. The ultimate object of the Government in

granting municipal aid to railroads is to increase the

facilities for travel and transportation from one part

of the country to the other, which object is in its na

ture a public purpose.
18. And if a railroad is mado absolutely free for

every one who ohoses to ride and transport goods

upon it, it is still a public purpose, notwithstanding

the Government may allow a (in other respects) pri

vate corporation to own and operate it, nncf to receive

a compensation therefor, provided it is a road for

which the Government exercises the right of eminent

domain and retains the right to fix the compensation.

17. Taxation is the most universal power pos

sessed by governments, being an incident and auxil

iary of every other power, and mnv bo resorted to

whenever it is necessary to accomplish a public pur-

£ose, or to carry out any other power granted to the

egislature.
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18. The localities along tho line of a railroad may

be taxed to aid its construction and operation, if they

choose to takti stock therein and issue bonds there

to, and a fair rule of apportionment, of which the

tax-payers cannot complain, is, to allow tho locali

ties to be taxed, the privilege of saying how much

the benefit of tho improvements is worth to them,

and for what amount they are willing to bo taxed.

CENSUS OF 1870.

Ellsworth
Ford
Franklin
Greenwood.. . .
Howard
Jackson
Jefferson
Jewell
Johnson
Labette
Leavenworth. .
Lincoln
Linn
Lyon
Marion
Marshall
McPherson
Miami
Mitchell
Montgomery . .

Morris
Nemaha
Neosho
Ness
Osage
Osborne
Ottawa
Pawnee .

Kusscll
Saline
Sedgwick
Shawnee
Smith
Sumner
Tre«o
Wabaunsee. . .
Wallace
Washington...

Wilson
Woodson
Wyandot

Total for State..

POPUIJ.TIO!f.

Wklu. Colored. N.tlr.. Foreign.

7,022 6,869 152 6,365 057
5,220 5.108 112 4.782 483
15,507

9
11,368 1,136 12,518 2,989

3
'■no

9
15,076 14.297 1,208
6.843 6,721 95 6,933 640
8,0)5 8,002 80 2,359 176
1.975 1,969 6 1,796 179

11,0.38 10,899 134 10,443 695
2,942 2.932

2,316
10 2,057 835

2,823 7 1,920 403
6,201 6,045 156 6,790 411
1,175
8.160

1,175
"2

1,094 81
8,158 7,579 681

6,526 6,394 123 8,504 2.022
8,043 8,026 17 2,178 867
13.969 13,185 833 12,332 1,587
20.592 18,232 2,3'.2 17,736 2,808
1,336 1,304 81

m

557
1,185 1,159 26 402
427 817 10.1 80S 119

10.385 9.961 861 9,511 874
8,184 8,449 35 8,218 200
2,794 2.791 '

«
2,649 145

6.053 5.937 6,427 626
12,526 11,901 625 11,800 726

207 207 .... 133 19
18.684 13.211 438 12.130 1,254
9,978 9,879 91 9.258 720

32,414 28,148 4,231 25,529
393

6,915
516 616 123

12.174 11.501 855 11,617 627
8,014 7,888 126 7,035 929
768 766 1 705 63

6,901 6,893 8 8.407 1,494
733 727 11 313 425

11,725 11,218 466 10,857 80S
435 435

"es
411 74

7,581 7,496 7,083 478
2.225 2,152 72 1,976 219
7,339 7,316 23 5.880 1,457
10,206 10,130

9

45 9,255 951
S

'lis 6^507
2

7,643 7,530 1,141
83 83

"2

26 7
2,127 2,125 1,662 465
179 178 6 93 81

7,313
1,231

7,255 MS 0..3 >l 1,511

1,281 .... 1,105 176
5 5

"76
4 1

5,105 5,035 8,931 1,174
63156 1 13 13 94

4,216 4,240 6 2.771 1,475
1.095 1.035 9 936 159

13,121 12,032 729 11,657 1,464
66 66 57 9
22 22 .... 19 8
166 165 85 81

3,362 3,133 85 2,606 696
533 538 2 821 217

4,031 4.079 2 8,513 663
6.694 8.639 S (i.iV-i 4.39
8,827 3.793 81 3.436 891
10,015 7,833 2,120 8,766 1,219

361,399 346.377 17,108 316.007 48.333

AiMnMd ralne of
property.

$1,408,948
1.914,065
4,503,737

4.193,357
2,022,287
822,174
S79.V.I

012,318
474,713
105,907

1,844,143

'isob',666
1.597,021
1,322,377
3,3')1,423
6,351,723
353,403
893,403

1,554,920

1,569.536
3,334,112

8,146*749
1,117.215

10,370,644

2.906.S77

8,916,927
f 225,465

1,691.8.7.1

'226.911
8,459,997

• 163,061

1,231,000
2,091.015
817,882

2,071,143

"72b,83i

2,021,119
192,845

1,891,763

1,833,999

4,654,690

'ssiiooi

656,970
545.311

2,258,819

f02.123.361 I

Included in the census are 914 Indians. The

tribal Indians aro officially estimated at 8,900.

Tho true value of property was $188,892,014.

The public debt, county, town, city, etc.,

amounted to $4,848,976. The aggregate value

of farm-products, including betterments and

additions to stock, was $27,630,651 ; 835,205

pounds of wool woro raised; 24,340 persons,

10 years old and ovjer, cannot write, of whom

12,391 aro males, and 11,949 are females. Of

those 21 years old and over who cannot write,

5,994 are white males.

Five independent companies of State militia

were organized and armed during the year for

the protection of the frontier against incursions

of hostile Indians. But no necessity arose

for calling them into actual service, as General

John Pope, commanding tho Department of
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the Missouri, at the solicitation of the Govern

or of the State, placed United States troops

in advance of the settlements to prevent col

lision hy guarding against contact of the sav

ages with the settlers. No trouble whatever

occurred during the year. The commission

appointed by the national Secretary of War,

consisting of the Governor of Kansas, James

A. Hardee, Inspector-General U. S. A., J. D.

Bingham, Quartermaster U. S. A. ; and T. H.

Stanton, Paymaster U. S. A., to examine and

audit the Price raid claims, pursuant to act of

Congress, approved February 2, 1871, organ

ized and qualified according to law at Fort

Leavenworth, and on the 17th of March met at

Topeka. Its examinations being ended, the re

sult was reported to the Secretary of War at

AVashington, and by him communicated to Con

gress as a basis for an appropriation for the

payment of the claims.

The State supports asylums for the blind,

the insane, and the deaf and dumb. In tho

Blind Asylum during the year, there were

twenty pupils, three less than last year. It is

located at Wyandot. Its yearly expense to

the State is about $8,000. The number of pa

tients admitted during the year to tho Insane

Asylum, which is located at Ossawattamie, was

64; discharged ^during the same period, 24;

whole number in tho asylum at the close of the

year, 75—males 36, females 39; whole num

ber under treatment since the establishment

of the institution, 202. During the year a

good, substantial, and commodious building has

been constructed. A balance of $2,104.44 of

the appropriation made for this purpose re

maining after the completion of the building,

the trustees requested power to purchase addi

tional land, which was granted by the Legisla

ture. In the school of the Deaf and Dumb

Asylum there were, during the year, 56 pupils,

and at its close 48, against 41 for the previous

year. It is located at Olathe. The number

of convicts in the Penitentiary on the 80th of

November was 303, an increase of 94 during

the year. The greatest number confined at

any one time during the year was 310. The

estimated expense of last year, made at the

close of the preceding year, was $46,973.50;

but the unexpected increase in tho number of

convicts caused an expenditure in excess of the

estimate ; consequently, upon proper vouch

ers, in pursuance of law, certificates of indebt

edness, to the amount of $26,475.09, were is

sued and the proceeds expended. As many of

the convicts as is possible are taught useful

trades, and before them all the idea of refor

mation is kept constantly as a prominent ob

ject of the institution. In the present manage

ment due attention is given to the health of

the convicts, with the most gratifying results ;

and, while no wanton or unnecessary rigor is

practised, a thorough discipline is maintained.

KELLUM, Jons, an eminent architect, born

in Hempstead, Long Island, August 27, 1809;

died there July 25, 1871. ne began life as a

house-carpenter in his native village; but,

after a few years, came to Brooklyn, and

worked at his trade with decided success,

studying architecture diligently the while. He

was for some years the foreman ofMr. Gamaliel

King, then a distinguished architect of New

York, and Mr. King, appreciating his abilities

and genius, in 1846 offered him a partnership,

and the firm of King & Kellnm, architects,

became well known in New York and else

where. In 1800 the firm dissolved, Mr. Kel-

lum taking most of the business. He soon

found favor among the wealthy merchants,

and the influence of Mr. Wilson G. Bunt, who

was his firm friend, was of great advantage

to him. He was fertile in invention, daring in

some of his innovations upon the rules and

principles of the Dry-as-dust school, but was

acknowleged by the best architectural critics

to be the most complete master of the mail-

sance style, as well as of classical architecture

in its adaptation to business purposes, in this

country. He was less successful in the Tudor-

Gothic, though some of his later designs of vil

las in this style are among the best of their

kind. He had made iron buildings a specialty

of late years, from his conviction of the re

markable facility with whicli his architectural

ideas could be wrought out in it. He fur

nished designs for Ball, Black & Co.'s fine

marble building on Broadway, tho Herald

Building, Stewart's Tenth-Street store, his

Working-women's Home, and his house on

Fifth Avenue, the Stock Exchange, and the

Mutual Life Insurance Company's building, as

well as many other stores and dwellings of the

first class. lie was, under the new commis

sion, the architect of the New Court-Uonse,

New York City, and the portico of that build

ing, designed by him, has no superior as

an example of Corinthian architecture in the

United States. A native of Hempstead, and

deeply interested in the prosperity of his na

tive town, he is believed to have been instru

mental in inducing Mr. A. T. Stewart to pur

chase the Hempstead Plains, and since that

time he has been actively engaged in Mr-

Stewart's employ, in making the plans and

superintending the erection of the buildings

by which that capitalist is rapidly transform

ing this once barren waste into the beau

tiful " Garden City." In private life Mr. Kel-

lum was a man of the highest integrity and

the most exemplary character.
KENTUCKY. During tho session of the

Legislature of this State, begun early in De

cember, 1870, and closed by final adjournment

on March 23, 1871, a vast number of special

and general laws were passed, but few of them

of any great importance. The legal rate of

interest on money in Kentucky still remains

fixed at six per cent, per annum ; but a new

law provides that it shall be lawful for all per

sons to contract, by memorandum in writing,

signed hy the party or parties chargeable there

on, to pay or receive any rate of interest for
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the loan or forbearance of money which may

be agreed on by the parties to such contract,

not exceeding ten dollars upon one hundred

dollars for a year ; and at the same rate for a

greater or less sum, and for a longer or shorter

time ; and that no contract, for the payment of

a greater rate of interest than six per cent, per

annum, shall be binding in law, unless a mem

orandum thereof shall be made in writing, and

signed by the party chargeable thereon.

The bill for the construction of the Cincin

nati & Chattanooga Railway, passing through

Central Kentucky, commonly styled "The

Southern Railroad Bill," giving the Cincinnati

trustees of that road the right of way in the

State, with other privileges, usually granted in

such chartors to the companies concerned, was

looked upon with general and great interest

by the people. The proposed road would trav

erse the State for a length of some two hundred

and fifty or three hundred miles. The inhab

itants of the places in or near which this line

would run were mostly in favor of the bill.

In the State at large, also, it had many advo

cates ; but its opponents were more numerous.

The latter admitted such a road to be desira

ble, and acknowledged the advantages likely

to accrue to the Commonwealth from its oper

ation, but they were nevertheless decidedly

opposed to the measure, because, under the

circumstances and in the form in which it was

proposed, it subjected Kentucky to a sort of

domination of the Cincinnati trustees in a por

tion of her territory. It was said : " If Cin

cinnati really wants a road to our southorn

boundary, let her subscribe stock to a Ken

tucky corporation ; and, if the laws of Ohio at

present do not allow her to do that, let her get

them amended."

The bill introduced at this session was warm

ly debated, and acted upon in both Houses,

with different results. In the House of Repre

sentatives it was put to the vote on January

29th, when it was defeated by a majority of

one—yeas 43, nays 44. This vote was, on mo

tion, reconsidered on the 26th, and the bill put

to its passago again, when it passed by a

majority of one—yeas 40, nays 45. It was re

marked that one of the members opposed to

the bill was this day absent from the hall.

The measure, however, was finally defeated,

the Sonate having, on February 8th, rejected it

by a vote of nays 23, yeas 12. A motion to

reconsider was also rejected—nays 22, yeas 7.

In the beginning of February, 1871, the

Governor of Georgia appointed three commis

sioners, accredited to the Governor of Ken

tucky, for tlio purpose of expressing to him

and the General Assembly the desire ofGeorgia

for a speedy opening of a railway through

Central Kentucky, connecting the two States

by a more direct communication, for the ben

efit of both. Two of the commissioners ar

rived at Frankfort on February 9th.

The Governor transmitted to the Legisla

ture a written communication addressed to

him by the commissioners on the object of

their mission. In this paper the commissioners

point to some features of the new railroad sys

tem inaugurated in Georgia, as well as to the

results expected from its working and prospec

tive enlargement ; averring that the coopera

tion of Kentucky, by opening through her cen

tral regions a closer connection with Georgia,

will further the practical realization of that

plan, to the common advantage of the two

States.

Soon after the rejection of the Southern

Railroad Bill by the Legislature, the Cincinnati

trustees invoked the action of the Federal Gov

ernment, endeavoring to obtain from Congress

what Kentucky had refused to grant them.

On the 9th of February, 1871, a Senator from

Ohio introduced in the Senate at Washington

a bill to promote the construction of the Cin

cinnati Southern Railroad, giving tho company

incorporated in Ohio a national charter to con

struct and maintain its railroad and telegraph

line from.Cincinnati to Chattanooga, which was

referred. This bill does not mention Kentucky

by name, but necessarily implies that the road

it provides for must pass through her territory,

as it mentions one of the stations on the pro

posed line, at Covington. The press in the

State raised a general cry of condemnation,

characterizing the bill as an open act of con

gressional interference in State matters. The

same sentiment and conviction animated the

members of the State Legislature, and united

them. Even those who shortly before had

warmly advocated and voted for the construc

tion of that road by a charter of the State, ex

pressed now their decided opposition to its

being built by congressional charter. The fol

lowing joint resolution, with its preamble, was

offered in the House of Representatives on

February 11th:

Whereat, It appears that a bill authorizing the city

of Cincinnati, through her trustees, under tho pro

visions of an act of tho Ohio Legislature, known as

tho " Ferguson Bill," to construct a line of railway

across the State of Kentucky, has been introduced

into the Senate of tho United States; and whereas,

tho passage of this bill by the Congress of the United

States would be an interference with the rights of

this State to control its domestic affairs and to grant

acts and powers of incorporation to all companies

and persons to exercise corporate privileges and

powers within the limits of the State of Kentucky ;

and whereas, a failure on the part of this General

Assembly to protest against congressional interfer

ence in this question might bo construed as a tacit

indorsement of such interference, which would result

in the establishment of a precedent at once repug

nant to the people of this Commonwealth and at war

with the reserved rights of tho States : therefore—

Saolced.b!/ the General Aetembly of the Common

wealth of Kentucky, That our Senators are instructed,

and our Bcpresentatives are requested, to oppose the

Sassage of said bill ; and the Secretary of State is

irected to transmit a copy of this resolution to each

of our Senators and Bepresentatives in Congress.

The select committee to whom the matter

was referred, reported unanimously in favor

of the passage of the resolution. In the dis

cussion which took place, some members of
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the Ilouse considered the resolution as useless,

by reason that the State representatives in

Congress would certainly vote against that

bill without it ; others contended that the pre

amble should be severed from the resolution.

They were, in fact, separated, and put to the

vote, each by itself, on the 15th, with this re

sult : on the resolution, yeas 68, nays 12 ; on

the preamble, yeas 71, nays 7.

While the Legislature was thus expressing

its condemnation of the hill before Congress,

and taking measures for its defeat, the people

of Central Kentueky were expressing their

approbation of it, and taking steps toward

securing its passage. Among other things,

a largo meeting was held at Lexington, on

the 13th of February, in which resolutions

were adopted, "approving the introduction of

the bill by Mr. Sherman in the United States

Senate to charter the Cincinnati Southern

Railroad, and urging the Kentucky Senators

and Representatives in Congress to carry out

the wishes of the people thus expressed."

Theso resolutions were transmitted to the

State Representative in Congress from that

district, as wero also the memorials numer

ously signed by his constituents in Fayette,

and others from other parts of his district,

lie laid those documents before Congress, and

they were referred to the committee having

the bill in charge. But, though ho was an

ardent favorer of the Southern Railway enter

prise, and deeply regretted that the Kentucky

Legislature had failed to agree on some proper

measure chartering it, he assured his constitu

ents that, notwithstanding the petitions, reso

lutions, and memorials, which ho had received

and presented to Congress, he felt constrained

to vote against tho measure." Of this he gave

hi3 reasons at length, in a written answer to

them, all based on tho principle and necessity

of opposing the Federal Government's inter

ference in tho domestio affairs of the State ;

adding that he was ready, if desired, " to resign

his position, and allow the people to elect a

representative who will obey them in regard

to this character of legislation."

A measure was brought before the General

Assembly at this session, and in favor of which

the people generally appeared to feel deeply

interested, to allow negroes to testify in the

courts. A State law, enacted at tho time when

the relation existing between them and the

whites was that of slaves and masters, recog

nizes negroes as competent witnesses in cases

where persons of their own color are concerned,

but not in cases where a white person is a party.

Althongh that relation between the two races

exists no longer, the negroes being now free,

and legally recognized as citizens, yet the law

has been retained on the statute-book.

Besides its intrinsic justice and its beneficial

effect in checking lawlessness, the admission

of negro testimony against the w-hites was

considered as a means to harmonize the now

discordant action of the State and Federal

courts by inducing the latter not to assume

jurisdiction in cases belonging to the former.

As matters stand at present, the Federal courts

take exclusive cognizance of all suits, both

civil and criminal, in which a negro is con

cerned, the white party being compelled to

follow the negro and appear before the U. S.

court, whether near or far, not rarely at &

great expense and loss of time, besides other

inconveniences. It is urged that the fault

rests wholly with the State, and that the Fed

eral Government takes the negroes under its

protection, because they have none to expect

at the hands of the State in which they live,

since she denies them the exercise even of the

right of testimony which necessarily belongs

to every man by nature, and to every citizen

by law. That this is the reason why the Fed

eral courts assume jurisdiction in cases where

negroes are parties, which of themselves would

otherwise belong to the State courts, is af

firmed in express terms by the United States

District Attorney in Kentucky, as appears

from tho following correspondence:

Louisville, Kt., February 13, 1871.

Colonel O. C. Wharton, U. S. District Attorney :

Dear Sib : Will you do me the favor to state upon

what grounds, according to the decisions of the Dis

trict and Circuit Courts of the United States for the

District of Kentucky, those courts entertain jurisdic

tion of criminal proceedings involving injuries to

negroes ? Very respectfully,

J. F. BULLITT.

Louisville, Kt., February 13, 1S71.

Hon. Joshua F. Bullitt, Louimlle, Ky. :

Sib : I have your letter of this date, in which you

ask me to state " upon what ground, according to the

decisions of the District and Circuit Courts of the

United States for tho District of Kentucky, these

courts entertain jurisdiction of criminal proceedings

involving injuries to negroes ? " In reply, I have

the honor to state that the sole ground ofjurisdiction,

as I have understood the rulings of the courts, is,

that tho colored peoplo aro denied the right to give

evidence in the courts of the State against white

persons.

I have several times heard the Hon. Bland Ballard,

District Judge for this district, say, in charges to

grand juries, that the Courts of the United States

would not have jurisdiction in cases such as you have

stated, when the Legislature of the State passed a

statute giving to the colored people the same right

to testify in the courts of the State as is now enjoyed

by white persons.

I will further state that the court has held that, in

every indictment under the Civil RightB Bill, it is

best to make the following averment in order to give

the court jurisdiction of the case, to wit : "That

the said A. B. was then and there a citizen of tho

United States, of the African race, having been born

in the said United States, and not subject to any for

eign power ; and who was then and there, and is

now, denied the right to testify and to give evidence

against tho said C. D., who is a white person, and

concerning the said crime in the courts and judicial

tribunal of the State of Kentucky, which said denial

was, and is, solely on account of tho race and color

of the said A. B." Very respcctfullv,

G. C." WHARTOX.

Judges of the State courts also, if they re

fused compliance with tho requisitions nir.do

on them by the Federal courts, and asserted

their right to retain cases in which negroes
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were concerned, seem to have been held liable

to indictment and fine, and even to expulsion

from office, by the latter.

A petition, signed. by two judges and mem

bers of the bar in the State, was presented to

the House of Representatives by one of its

members on February 18th, "praying the re

peal of the laws disqualifying any one,' because

of race or color, from giving testimony in the

1 State courts," which was appropriately re-

ferredi The same appears to have been the

sentiment entertained on the subject by the

members of the Kentucky bar generally.

Among the members of the General Assembly

negro testimony met with more decided op

position than favor. In the House a bill was

introduced, proposing " to allow all persons,

without distinction of color, to testify in the

courts of the Commonwealth of Kentucky,

with the consent of the parties in interest,"

which was referred to the Committee on Re

vised Statutes. The unconditional admission

of negro testimony in the State courts was

subsequently brought before that body, but

neither of the two propositions appears to have

been taken up for serious action before the

final adjournment. In the Senate a bill was

introduced, purporting "to repeal the third

section of an act conferring certain civil rights

and privileges on negroes and mulattoes, ap

proved February 14, 1866." The subject was

discussed on February 28, 1871, when, besides

Other amendments read for information, the

two following ones were offered by 'different

Senators, which seem to be worthy mention :

the first proposed " to allow all persons to tes

tify in civil and criminal cases where the par

ties interested agree to admit such testimony ; "

the second, "that all persons be allowed to

testify, without regard to color, race, or previ

ous condition of servitude, and to repeal all

acts in conflict with this provision." The bill

with the amendments was referred to the Ju

diciary Committee, with instructions to report

on March 3d. At the time fixed, the chair

man of the committee reported the opinion

of the majority of its members to be " that

the bill should be amended by way of a sub

stitute, and then passed," the substitute pro

viding "that hereafter no person shall be

deemed incompetent to testify in civil or

oriminal actions on account of color or

race." During the animated debates which

took place on the subject on the 7th and

the 10th of March, when it was finally dis

posed of, numerous amendments to the bill,

and other motions relating to the manner of

proceeding, were offered, severally voted upon,

and rejected or adopted. The amendments

adopted were the three following: "That

both plaintiff and defendant shall be compe

tent to testify in all cases where negro testi

mony is received"—yeas 19, nays 12; "that

when a party introduces negro testimony, he

shall not be competent to testify, unless the

opposing party shall introduce negro testimo-

vol. xi.—28 A

ny "—yeas 20, nays 10 ; "this act to take ef

fect when Congress repeals the act approved

May 81, 1870, entitled ' An act to enforce the

right of citizens of the United States to vote in

the several States of the Union, and for other

purposes"—yeas 17, nays 18. After further

discussion, a Senator moved to strike out the

enacting clause. The Speaker announced that

the motion, if carried, would kill the bill.

Several Senators asked the withdrawal of that

motion; but the mover refused to comply.

He personally favored negro testimony, and,

as chairman of the Judiciary Committee, to

which the matter had been referred, he, in the

name of a majority of its members, bad pre

viously presented a report recommending, in

stead of the bill originally proposed, the pas

sage of a substitute admitting negro testimony

simply and unconditionally; but he considered

the bill as it now stood with its amendments

to be "injurious and defective, and as meeting

the views and wishes of no one." His motion

being finally put, it was carried by an almost

nnanimous vote—yeas 25, nays 5.

By a special message, dated February 10,

1871, the Governor, John W. Stevenson, ten

dered his resignation, to take effect on the

13th, that he might enter upon the duties of

Senator in the Congress of the United States.

Preston H. Leslie, the Lieutenant-Governor,

took the required oath, and was installed as

Governor of Kentucky for the rest of Mr. Ste

venson's term.

A daring act, in open defiance of law and

the legitimate power of the State government,

was done in the very capital, and while the

General Assembly was there in session. A

large body of armed men, whose number was

variously reckoned as between 75 and 150,

entered Frankfort before dawn on February

25, 1871, and freed from prison a white man

detained there on the charge of having mur

dered a negro. The impression made on the

people by the commission of this evil deed

was the more shocking, and the general in

dignation stronger, by reason that the publio

feeling at the time was in the highest degree

of excitement and alarm on account of the

peculiarly striking acts of violence known as

the " Stamping-gronnd " outrage, which had

been porpetrated on negroes shortly before;

when the colored population of the plaoe

were so much alarmed, that, abandoning their

homes, they fled in large numbers to Frank

fort for refuge and protection, scarcely believ

ing they could find it even there, notwith

standing the assurances given them by the

authorities and prominent citizens. As a pre

cautionary moasure to prevent the escape of

the culprit, or a successful attempt at his res

cue, four militiamen had been placed on duty

to guard the jail. The manner also in which

the band conducted their plan and accom

plished their purpose indicated organization,

extent, and power. They left their horses on

the other side of the river, and, having secured
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tho approaches to the jail by posting sentinels

in sufficient numbers at the proper places,

they captured and forced silence on a night-

watchman, then on his beat near the court

house, while one of the guard who was on

duty outside the court-house, in the rear ot'

which the jail is situated, and his three com

rades and the jailer who were within, were also

captured and treated in like manner by differ

ent squads of the band at about the same time.

They conducted the jailer to the jail, and or

dered him to unlock the cell of the prisoner,

whom they awakened from his sleep, and took

away with them. The jailer stated that " those

whom he saw numbered about seventy-five,

armed with double-barrelled shot-guns, the

approaches to the jail being crowded with

them ; " that " they were unmasked and with

out disguise of any kind ; " but he recognized

no one, and believes " they were strangers to

the county.1'

The mail-service along the railway line be

tween Louisville and Lexington—a distance

of nearly one hundred miles—was suspended,

by order of the Postmaster-General at Wash

ington, on March 8, 1871. The cause of this

suspension is traced to an assault previously

made on the mail-agent, a negro employed by

tho General Post-Office Department to accom

pany and distribute the mail on that route,

while he was discharging his duty. The as

sault had taken place at North Benson Station,

nine miles from Frankfort, on January 26th,

when, upon the arrival of an afternoon train,

one of four persons, who had just before come

to that depot, entered the mail-car, attacked

tho agent, and endeavored to drag him out

with the avowed intention of killing him.

The crime was not consummated, by reason

that the train, accelerating its motion, com

pelled the aggressor, to avoid being caught,

to leap from tho car. The Governor of Ken

tucky, receiving no official information of this

occurrence, of which circumstances were va

riously rumored rather than stated, directed

his Adjutant-General to inquire into the facts ;

whereupon that officer reported on the 30th

as follows:

Adjtjtant-General's Omot, 1

Frankfort, Ky., January 30, 1871. f

To hi* Excellency John W. Stevemon, Governor and

Commander-in-Chief:

Sib : In accordance with your instructions, direct

ing me to ascertain the facts oonnected with the late

assault upon the United States mail-agent at North

Benson depot, in Shelby County, on the 28th inst.,

I have the honor to report that I sent a reliable

a^ent to the scene on the 26th inst., who returned

with the enclosed statement of facts, as given by Mr.

H. C. Hodges, the local mail-agent and depot-mas

ter at that depot. Very respectfully,

J. STODDARD JOHNSTON,

Adjutant-General of Kentucky.

LomsviLLE, Cincinnati & Lexington Railroad, 1

North Benson Station, January 29, 1871. )

I hailed tho train for a passenger to go to Louis

ville. There were four strangers rode up just before

the 3.45 train was due. When the train was within

seventy-five vards of the station, the stoutest man

of the party stepped out on the platform and drew a

Colt's navy revolyer, saying he intended to kill the

negro mail-agent. I begged him to desist, and

called on some gentlemen to disarm him. Hit own

friends came around him, and took Ms pistol from

him. When the train was even with the platform,

and running very alow, the man, still bent on as

saulting the negro, jumped into the mail-ear alone,

and attempted to drag the mail-agent out ; but, the

train moving off very quick; he was frustrated, and

jumped from the train after it waa in motion.

Only one man entered the ear. The other three

ran up alongside of the mail-car, but took no part.

After tho train started off, one of the men fired a

pistol into the air. The men were all strangers in

this section, and rode off as Boon as the train went

out of eight. H.C.HODGES.

The Governor transmitted this report to the

General Assembly, with a message dated the

81st, strongly condemning the violence offered

to the mail-agent, and urging that body "to

enact such laws as will tend to the capture of

tho offenders, and certainly prevent the recur

rence of any such attempt in the future by bad

men upon any officer or agent of the Federal

or State Government." Tho matter was re

ferred in either House to the Special Commit

tee on Law and Order.

From the day of the assault a military guard

of ten men belonging to the United States

troops was assigned to accompany the mail-

agent, which was continued for several weeks,

his safety apparently requiring such precau

tion. On the 27th of February, the Post-Office

Department called the attention of the post

masters concerned to the subject by the fol

lowing circular :

Post-Office Department, Contract Office, !

Washington, February 27, 1871. f

Sib: On the 26th day of January, 1671, a wanton

and unprovoked attack was made on William E.

Gibson, a route-agent in the service of this Depart

ment, at Benson Station, on the Louisville & Lex

ington Railroad, and riotous demonstrations were

made on the samo road, in consequence of which the

lives of the route-agents are put in peril, and the

business of the Department seriously impaired.
The Postmaster-General has directed me to call

your attention to the following act in relation to the

postal service, and to say that, unless duo protection

shall be given to the agents chosen by the Depart

ment, and the mails in their charge on said route,

the mails will be withdrawn from tho entire route.
The Postmaster-General desires to have your views

as to the probable safety of the Department's agents,

should the guard be withdrawn and the service on

said route be continued.

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

GILES A. SMITH,
Second Assistant Postmaster-General.

" An act in relation to the postal service:
" Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Xtprt"

tentative* of the Unxted State* of America in Conhrat

assembled, That whenever, in the opinion of the

Postmaster-General, tho postal service cannot be

safely continued, or the Post-Office revenue collected,

or the postal laws maintained on any post-route, by

roason of any cnuso whatsoever, the Postmaster-

General is hereby authorized to discontinue the postal

service on such route, or any part thereof, and any

post-offlcea thereon, till the same can bo safely re

stored, and slinll report his action to Congress.

"Approved, February 28, 1861."

Danger being still apprehended for the
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agent and the guard itself, and the United

States marshal at Frankfort having, by a tele

gram of March 2d, suggested an increase of

the guard, the Postmaster-General stopped the

mail-service along that route altogether on the

3d, and reported his action to Congress on the

11th. The statement of factSj as made by him,

was characterized as untrue in many particu

lars, in the United States Senate, by Mr. Ste

venson, who, at the time of the occurrence, was

the Governor of Kentucky, and now represent

ed that State in the Upper House of Congress.

The following letter was addressed on March

17th by an Assistant Postmaster-General to a

Kentucky Representative in Congress :

PosT-OrFiojs Depabtkent, Contract OrricE, I■Washington, March 17, 1871. (

Sra : The Postmaster-General, desiring to roestab-

lish the mail-service on the Louisville & Lexington

Railroad, between the cities of Louisville and Lexing

ton, in Kentucky, as soon as can be with safety to

the agents in charge of them, directs me to inquire

whether, in your opinion, that service can be now

restored without risk to such agents as the Depart

ment may see proper to employ. Respectfully soli

citing your views, I am, very truly,

GILES A. SMITH,

Seoond Assistant Postmaster-General.

Hon. James B. Buck, House of Representatives,

Washington, D. C.

Mr. Beck directed his answer, dated the

19th, to the Postmaster-General, saying that

he had been residing in 'Washington since the

early part of December previous, and could

have no personal knowledge as to the matters

inquired of, but "had no doubt that the mail-

service could be performed as safely between

Lexington and Louisville as between New

York and Washington, or on any other route

in the country, without risk to such agents as

the Department may seo fit to employ, unless

the Department takes very special pains to se

lect as its agent some person against whom

some private individuals may have real or im

aginary grievances to complain of." He re

views and refutes at length the facts stated by

the Postmaster-General in his communication

to Congress, as the grounds of his action in

suspending the mail-service, which suspension

Mr. Beck characterizes as " most arbitrary, op

pressive, and unwarranted."

As to the unknown party who assailed the

mail-agent, and the moving cause of the as

sault, the Republicans ascribe it to white Dem

ocrats prompted by political animosity, or

aversion to the negro race, or both, thus giving

the deed the color and character of a Ku-klux

outrage so called. The Democrats said, on the

contrary, that among the white people of Ken

tucky—Republicans as well as Democrats—

there prevailed a general and strong dislike to

see a negro perform the duties of mail-agent ;

that the agent assaulted at North Benson Sta

tion was the first colored person ever seen oc

cupying any such office in the State ; that he

hud been appointed, too, in spite, as it were,

of the poople's dislike, which was well known

to the General Post-Office Department before

the appointment was made; and that conse

quently, if other personal motives for the as

sault had not existed, it would he sufficiently

accounted for, though not justified, by this dis

like. But the Democrats, as appears from the

leading papers in the State, attributed the as

sault to white Republicans exclusively, affirm

ing that a large number of them, as was no

torious, hud made applications for that mail-

agency in their own behalf, and been refused ;

and that some among them, regarding them

selves as slighted, besides the disappointment,

sought to give vent to their resentment on the

negro, whom they saw preferred to themselves.

Pursuant to a call issued by the State Cen

tral Committee early in the year 1871, the

Democratic party of Kentucky held its State

Convention at Frankfort on May 3d, for the

purpose of declaring the principles of its po

litical action, and nominating its candidates for

the several State offices. The nominations

were: for Governor, Preston H. Leslie; for

Lieutenant-Governor, John G. Carlisle; for

Auditor, D. Howard Smith ; for Treasurer,

James W. Tate ; for Attorney-General, John

Rodman ; for Superintendent of Publio In

struction, H. M. Henderson. The political

complexion of these candidates individually

was thus represented : " The nominee for Gov

ernor is an old-fashioned Whig, and others on

the ticket were formerly attached to that po

litical faith, so that, in spite of her great Demo

cratic majority, and the charges of Bourbon-

ism, Kentucky has imitated the liberal example

of Maryland, whose delegation to Congress is

almost entirely of Whig antecedents."

The following platform was adopted by the

convention :

The Democratic party of Kentucky, in convention

assembled, reaffirming the principles announced by

the conventions held Binco the war, do now resolve :

1. That wise statesmanship and true patriotism re

quire universal and unqualified amnesty.

2. The the industries of the country demand the

abolition of the present mode of raising the revenues

by which portions of the republio are oppressed and

robbed to enrich monopolies and certain sections,

and the Bpeedy adoption of a system by which the

burdens of taxation will be equally and justly dis

tributed, and the taxes actually paid may reach the

Treasury.

3. That the preservation of liberty is possible only

through the States ; and wo protest against every

act by which the States are deprived of their just

and constitutional powers, and State tribunals ousted

of their proper and necessary jurisdiction; and we

aro ready to join in all lawful and just measures to

reverse the tyrannical acts of the party in power,

whereby it is sought to strip the States of all rights,

and concentrate all the powers of government in a

great centralized despotism.

4. Wo indorse the address recently issued by the

Democratic mombers of Congress, and unite in con

demning all acts by which unconstitutional and des

potic powers are conferred upon the President, by

which, with the use of the army and navy, the sus

pension of the writ of kabeat corpv*, the power to

declare martial law, call out the militia, and invade

the States without the request of their Executives or

Legislatures, and other undefined means, he can de

stroy the freedom of elections, the independence of

the judiciary, and the sovereignty of the States.
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6. Kentuoky is unalterably opposed to every form

of lawlessness^ whether committed under the cover

of unconstitutional enactments or organized bands ;

and we pledge ourselves, as occasion may arise, to

use every legal means to prevent the one, and to

havo enacted such laws as experience may demon

strate to be necessary to put down and punish the

other, and secure to every person ample protection

of life, liberty, and property, under laws enacted by

our own Legislature, and administered by our own

courts.

The Republican party met in State Conven

tion at Frankfort, on May 17th, and nomi

nated a full ticket ; its candidates were as fol

lows: For Governor, John M. Harlan; for

Lieutenant-Governor, George M. Thomas ; for

Attorney-General, William Brown ; for Audi

tor, William Krepperstaple ; for Treasurer,

Speed S. Fry; for Registrar of the Land-Office,

J. K. McClary.; for Superintendent of Public

Instruction, W. E. Moberly. They also adopt

ed a series of resolutions as follows :

The Republican party of Kentucky, in convention

assembled, submit for tho consideration of their fel

low-citizens the following resolutions, as embodying

their views of the political principles and some or

the measures of legislation that are best calculated

to promote the peace and proBpority of all the citi

zens of tho State :

I. A State Convention should be called for the

purpose of making such amendments to the con

stitution of Kentucky as experience and events have

Bhown to bo necessary.

II. We are in favor of, and most cordially Invite

immigration to our State. Kentucky needs immigra

tion, that its vast agricultural, mineral, and manu

facturing resources may be developed. To this end

the people of Kentucky should give immigrants a

hearty welcome, and by legislation and otherwise as

sure them that they will be secure in their lives,

liberty, and property, free to express their political

and religious opinions. We favor the largest indi

vidual liberty, secured by impartial laws efficiently

enforced.

III. Wo arraign the so-called Democratic party of

Kentucky because of its unjust and timid policy

through the Legislature, composed almost exclusive

ly of members of that party ; it is culpable alike for

its action and non-action :

1. It persistently refused to pass any efficient law

for the suppression of that form of lawlessness

known as Ku-kluxism, which notoriously prevailed

in many parts of the StatCj intimidating ana murder

ing peaceful citizens, defying the officers of the law,

overawing the courts, and boldly invading the capi

tal while the General Assembly was in session.

2. No man's life, liberty, or property, is or can be

secure without the right to complain and be heard

before the public tribunals of the country, and yet

the Kentucky Legislature stubbornly refused to pass

a law giving equal rights in this regard before and in

the courts to our colored fellow-citizens. We de

nounce tho denial of this equal right before the law as

unchristian, and unworthy the" age in which we live.

8. It has largely increased the publio debt and

wasted the public money.

4. It has so shaped tho legislation of the State as to

turn the tide of immigration and capital from this to

other States, and so pandered to the passions inci

dent to the late civil war as to keep olive a spirit of

sectionalism, and place the people of Kentucky in an

attitude of hostility to the inevitable results of the

war.

5. It has unjustly discriminated against the colored

population by exempting from sale for debt the

homesteads of white persons only.

6. It failed to perform the high and solemn duty

of a government in not making adequate provision

for the education of all the children ol the State.

7. The platform of the late Democratic Convention

promises no change of policy by that party.

IV. We trust that every portion of the State will

ere long be traversed by railroads, thereby securing to

the people of each locality easy and cheap communi

cation with every part of the country. Enterprise

and capital should, by liberal and prudent legisla

tion, be invited to the accomplishment of works of

internal improvement ; and all legislation tending

to make strong and perpetual existing railroad mo-

nopolieSj absorbing the capital of the State and con

trolling its politics, or a denial to any portion of the

State of equal railroad facilities with any other,

should not be tolerated, because it is detrimental to

the best interests of the State, and unjust. And vie

condemn the Kentucky Legislature for its persistent

refusal to adopt and act upon this principle.

V. Acquiescence in the thirteenth, fourteenth, and

fifteenth amendments to the Constitution of the

United States, and their enforcement by equal, just,

and impartial laws in all parti of the country, is

essential to our peace and prosperity, and to the per

petuity of republican institutions. The attempt of

the so-called Democracy of Kentucky to prevent the

enforcement of the provisions of those amendments

is revolutionary in character, hostile to the peace of

the State and nation, and perilous to republican in

stitutions.
VI. With charity for all: -with malice toward

none ; with a firm determination to pursue the right,

as God gives us to see the right, we are in favor of

complete amnesty to all of our fellow-citizens, of

every Stato, who are laboring nnder disabilities hy

reason of their participation in the late rebellion.

We earnestly desire the restoration of friendly rela

tions with the people of our sister States lately in

arms against the national authority, and earnestly

wish for them all the blessings and prosperity to he

enjoyed under a republican form of government.

A statement of the Auditor on June 12th, in

regard to the State debt, is as follows:

When the present administration took charge of

the State government in 1867, the bonded indebted

ness of the Commonwealth was as follows :

Total debt $4,611,199 «
The amount of debt paid Blnce October 10, „

1867, to May 20, 1871 1,767,508 00

Balance $2,843,691 46

To this balance Bhould be added $19,789.27, unex

pended school surplus, transferred to the sinking

fund, and bonds issued therefor as required by

amended school laws.

So that tho debt has been diminished $1,767,508.

BSOAFITTJIATION.

Amount of debt owing by the State, October
10,1867 $4,611,199 *

Amount of accumulated school surplus from „
October 10, 1867, to May 20, 1871 19^769*1

$4,630,98873

Deduct amount of bonds redeemed from Oc- „
tober 10, 1867, to May 20, 1871 1,767^0800

Total State debt, May 20, 1871 $-2,863,48073

Of this amount of indebtedness, $1,652,086.73 ij

due to tho school fund as a permanent loon, a™

therefore not redeemable ; and the balance, to wit,

$1,211,894, constitutes the State debt proper, and hai

to bo paid at maturity of bonds.
To meet this liability, the, commissioners of the

sinking fund hold resources amounting in ths ag
gregate to the sum of $2,589,345.02, leaving a balance

of resources over indebtedness of $1,877,951.02, to my

nothing of nearly $1,200,000 of "war claims," due

and owing the Stato by the Federal Government lor

advances made during the war, which is in process

of collection. D. HOWARD SMITH, Auditor.
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CENSUS OP 1870.

COUNTIES.

POPtrLvnos.
Aueeaed value of Taxation, not

White. Colored. RMM. Foreign.
property. national.

11,065 9,229 1,830 11,058 7 $1 ,768,973 $10,823
10,896 9,192 1,104 10,287 9 1,818,615 12,189
6,449 4,751 693 5,412 87 1.511,100 8,799

12,576 11,099 1,477 12.4-M 98 2,190,588 17,069
17,780 14,157 8,623 17,718 62 8.853,784 30,319
10,145 8,443 1,702 10,055 90 2,694,168 47,102
10,696 9,684 1,012 10,231 465 6,006.925 26.031
14,868 8,186 6,677 11,334 529 11,982,749 87,953
8,573 8,282 291 8.009 564 2,289,177 13,778
9,515 5,836 8,679

636
9,869 146 4,188,535 34.659

Breathitt
11,409 10,773 10,769 640 8,900,888 45,058
5,678 5,491 181 5,672 4^'t 8,946

13,440 11,758 1,682 13.254 188 8,584;286 28:334
Bullitt 7,781 6,587 1,194 7,578 208 2,419,659 14,654

9,404 8,761 643 9,380 24 1,566,207 13,047
10.426 8,748 1,078 10.735 91 2,206,472 47,429
9,410 8,598 813 9,403 7 1,976,765 14,095

27,406 27,128 282 20,270 7,186 8,724,696 115,970
6,189 5,619 510 6.899 290 2,207,236 17.932
7,509 7,409 100 7,423 86 1,535,033 13,199
8,884 8,840 544 8,868 16 1,482,361 8,382

23,227 13,415 9,812 22.866 361 5,894,945 72,867
10,882 7,167 8,715 1(1.745 187 6,296,610 84,171
8,297 7,802 495 8,286 11 886,808 5,065
6,497 6.205 292 6,470 27 870,279 6.274
9,381 8,572 809 9,815 66 1,769,651 20,255
7,690 6,181 1,509 7,688 8 1,254,948 9,987

20,714 17,111 3,603 20,108 606 7,886,750 59,015
4,459 4,233 226 4,449 10 874.224 5,433
4,133 4,411 22 4,483 1 363.693 3.326
9,198 8,599 599 9.102 96 1,520,726 9,241

26,656 14,142 12,513 25.241 1,415 14,790,457 294,165
13,398 11,842 1.566 13,147 251 4,837,841 45,220
7,877 7,706 171 7,871 6 685,255 5,583

15,800 10,637 4,663 14,755 515 4,923,176 74,154
6,161 5,221 937 6,971 190 1,434.348 9,802
5,074 4,474 600 4,944 130 1,862,731 18.832

10,376 6,973 8,404 10,338 88 8,836,809 30.465
9,529 9,020 509 9,356 173 2,841,682 19.050

19,398 17,069 2,829 19,297 101 8,782,053 28,794
11,580 11,173 407 11,232 848 1,606.960 23,316
9,379 7,44* 1,937 9,369 10 1,219,875 9,809
11,463 11,002 461 10,961 502 2,949,187 84,891
6,591 5,861 729 6,373 218 1,752,300 16,511

15,705 13,429 2,276 15.347 358 3,728,832 30,491
4.415 4,304 99 4,415 105.5116 8,195
12.993 10,615 2,378 12,570 483 6.720,070 52,355

Hart 13,687 11,495 2,192 13,606 81 2,535,940 17,655
18,457 12,467 6,990 17,769 688 6,454,183 109,043
11,066 8,628 2,438 10.888 178 6,262,899 29,690
8.453 6,818 1,035 8,849 104 1,788,027 23,813
13,827 11,958 1,869 13,765 62 2,477,296 30,547
4,547 4,496 51 4,546 1 355.385 3,486

118,953 99,806 19,146 91,143 27,810 76,414,971 1,857,492
8,638 5,199 8,439 8,561 77 4,049,676 68,228
7,494 7,373 87 7,486 8 081,019 6,588

Josh Bell 8,731 3,620 111 8,730 1 264,944 2,472
ae.tm 84,439 1,657 27,010 9,086 14,229,850 276,034
8,294 7,787 557 8,291 8 905,231 7,201

La Rao 8,235 7.210 965 8.182 63 1,542,417 11,019
Laurel 6,016 5,872 144 6,009 7 864,922 6,883
Lawrence 8.497 8,376 121 8,470 27 1,152,810 16,809

3.055 2,924 131 8,019 6 395.290 4,250
4,608 4,479 129 4.607 1 810.502 2,888

Lewis 9,115 8,887 228 8,973 142 2,349,340 17.482
10.947 7,871 8,076 10,876 71 4,488,920 83.261
8,200 7,147 1,052 8.064 136 1,509,182 18,547

Lo<*au 20,429 14,708 5,728 20,233 196 4,269,135 85.211
Lvon 6,233 4,814 1,419 6,187 46 937,574 9,236

19,543 13,271 6,278 19,391 152 8,177,430 68,884
4,684 4,505 179 4,683 1 559,856 4.B43
12,838 9,485 3,348 12,600 238 8,223,991 42,715
9,455 9,070 385 9.409 46 1,487,155 13,567

18,126 14,514 3,582 16.9.-W 1,191 8,171,205 122,138
McCracken. 13,988 10,699 8,289 12,9,88 1,002 5,284,846 68.418

7,614 6,800 814 7,553 61 1,564,823 11,641
Meade 9,485 8,191 1,294 9,379 108 2,165,548 12,744

1,988 1,970 16 1,980 6 120.773 2,156
13,144 9,834 3.310 12,938 206 4,129,231 27,608

Metcalfe 7.9:14 7,073 861 7,927 7 1,301,095 12,054
9,231 8,442 789 9,229 2 1,217,072 9,476
7,557 4,858 2,699 7,402 155 8,546,027 59.557
5.975 5,931 44 6,971 4 718.267 6,932
12.638 11,005 1,633 12,420 218 2,482,757 19,700

14.804 io.-wi 8.918 14,348 456 5,839,210 31.426
9,129 7,885 1,244 8.883 246 8,090,350 31.406
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CENSUS OF tSm-iOonlinued).

Ohio
Oldham
Owen
Owelcy
PendlotOD.. .
Porry
Pike
Powell
Pulaski
Kobortaon . .
Rock Castle.
Rowan

POPtTLATIOX.

Agjrreg»U.

Scott.
Shelby .

Spencer..
Taylor . . .
Todd
Trlug.
Trimble
Union
Warren
Washington.
Wayue
W'ebster
Whitley
Wolfe
Woodford . . .

Total for State 1 1.321.011

15,561
9.1127

14,809
8,889

14.030
4,274
P,5<;-2
2,599

17.670
6,899
7,145
2,991
5,809
11.607
15.733
9.578
5.956
8,226
12.612
13.6%
6.577
13,640
21.742
12,41",!

10.002
10.987
8.278
8.603
8,240

White.

14,168
6.217
18,133
8,812
18.489

4,178
9,460
2,:»0

16,595
6.142
6,776
2.959
5.516
7,651

10.3.V)
7.406
4,477
6,376
7.752
9.880
6,121

11.066
15,875
10.3M
9,927
9,582
8.140
3,575
4,415

1,098,692

Colored.

1,393
2,810
1,176

75
Oil
96

102
239

1,075
257
809
32

293
8,955
8,883
2,167
1,479
1,850
4.800

8.806
456

2.574
6.367
2,110
675

1,355
188
28

8,845

222.210

Native.

15.389
8.613

14.1'.*
8,886
13,214
4.274
9.557
2..V.13

17,6**
5,868
7.130
2.089
6,805

11,441
15,811
9,475
5.851
8,216

14,562
18.653
5,497

18.476
21.198
12,311
10.575
10.9M
8.274
8,603
8,110

1,457,613

Foreign.

174
414
111
3

810

5
11

86
30
15
2
4

106
&rl

98
104
II)
50
83
80

801
514
15:)
47
33
4

iao

63,898

Y*loO Of
property.

$3,34:3.006
3.194.452
2,588,180
617,091

2,894,889
330,033
910,00?
843.819

2,258.090
1,025,147
1,P33,V>1
888,688

1,057,697
6,744,870
8,569,998

2.M3.749
2.693.5tll
1,402,094
2,80:3.846
2,498,443
1,731»,*>.'<0
8.3%. 183

7,074.424
3,564,004
1,419,585
1,578,613
988.852

881,325
5,981,180

16.258
16,:mi
4.351

27.rj7S

S.fM
1.181
3.M

11.171

S.2M
!«S9
6,459
5H.3W
81.176
65.44H
16.1*1
7,009

25.450
19.641
(i,T05

23.746
65.633
83.150
9.983

1S.M9
7.436
4.612

31.001

fr409.54t.294 1 $5,730,11?

Included in the census are a Chinaman and

118 Indians. The true value of property was

$604,318,552. The publio debt, county, town,

city, etc., amounted to $15,061,004. The ag

gregate value of farm-products, including bet

terments and additions to stock, was $87,477,-

374 ; 2,234,430 pounds of wool were raised ;

201,077 white, and 131,050 colored persons,

ten years old and over, cannot write, of whom

157,239 are males and 174,888 females; of

those, 21 years old and over, who cannot

write, 43,826 are white males.

The eleotion on August 7, 1871, resulted in

favor of the Democratic party, all its candi

dates having been elected by majorities vary

ing from 86,976 for its Governor, up to

41,270 for its Superintendent of Publio In

struction. The whole number of votes polled

in the State at this election amounted to

215,142 ; of which 126,059 were Democratic,

89,083 Republican, each of these two figures

representing the largest vote cast by either

party, and given to its candidate for Governor

respectively. The new General Assembly con

sisted of 36 Democrats and 3 Republicans in

the Upper House, and of 82 Democrats and 18

Republicans in the Lower.

This Assembly met at the regular yearly

session on December 4, 1871, and the Governor

delivered his message. lie most pressingly

urged the Legislature to enact laws admitting

negro testimony in the courts of the State,

and providing effectual means for the suppres

sion of lawlessness and crime committed by

organized bands. On the latter point he says,

among other things : " Though acts of violence

perpetrated by such organized bands are de

creasing in all the sections of the Common

wealth, yet we cannot say that they have en

tirely ceased." Concerning the character and

strength of the evil, and the remedy needed

for its cure, Governor Leslie said : "The law

lessness has, in some instances, assumed an

organized form, executing its violence and per-

Eetrating its acts under cover of tho night, by

odies of men too powerful to be resisted by

the citizens, and so disguised that they cannot

be recognized and brought to trial for their

misdeeds ; and thus are enabled to defy both

the law and its officers. This state of things

is deeply to be deplored, and should be cor

rected as speedily as possible. * * * In every

instance brought legally to the notico of the

Executive, all the means authorized by Iaff

have been employed to secure the arrest and

trial of the guilty parties."

The material condition of tho State appears

to have attained a high degroo of prosperity.

The receipts from all sources within the

fiscal year ending October 10, 1871, were

$993,076.93, and tho expenditures $1,298,-

488.49, leaving a deficit of $305,411.86. To

this deficit should be added the estimated sum

of $75,000 unpaid claims against the Treasury

for current expenses, and $181,063.33 unpaid

appropriations.
Public instruction appears to be carefully

attended to in Kentucky, and the working

of the educational department in the State

is represented as " very gratifying and hope

ful."
Colored children are taught separately, and

at their parents' expense. A law was enacted

in 1867 "providing that tho capitation and

other taxes collected from negroes and niulat-

toes should he set apart and constitute a scpa
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rate fund for the support of their paupers and

the education of their children.

Charitable institutions are cared for in Ken

tucky with commendable solicitude. The

State maintains two Asylums for the Insane,

which are accomplishing great results, but are

much too small and inadequate for the recep

tion of the unfortunate who should, but can

not, be admitted and treated in either of them

for want of room. The number of the insane

within the asylums at the beginning of Decem

ber, 1871, was : in the Eastern 852, which is

from 150 to 200 above the proper capacity of

that institution; and in the "Western 360,

which is its full capacity.

The School for Feeble-minded Children and

Idiots has been in successful operation since

the year 1860, when it was first established.

The Deaf and Dumb Asylum, at Danville,

now in the forty-eighth year of its existence, has

at present 81 pupils under its tuition. Since its

foundation this institution has educated and

sent out 485 deaf-mutes, male and female, pre

pared to be useful members of society. Dur

ing the period of forty-seven years nine deaths

have occurred among its pupils.

The Kentucky Institution for the Education

of the Blind, situated near Louisville, is not less

creditable to the State, nor the results of its

operation less gratifying. The number of its

inmates during the last year was 64, of whom

32 were males and 32 females. To work with

the sewing-machine is now among the instruc

tions given to its pupils.

The number of convicts in the State Peni

tentiary on March 1, 1871, was 616, and 233

more were received there since that day up to

the beginning of December, in all 849. Of

these, 187 had been discharged within that

time for expiration of sentence, 60 were par

doned by the Executive, 6 had escaped, and

17 died.

KOCK, Chaelks Paul dk, a popular French

novelist and dramatist, born in Passy, near

Paris, in 1794; died in Paris, September 1,

1871. He was the son of a Dutch banker, who

perished on the scaffold in the revolutionary

period. After having received at home a very

incomplete education, he was placed with a

commercial firm at the age of fifteen. But the

passion for writing tormented him, and after a

time he threw up his situation, greatly to the

dissatisfaction of his family, in order to give

himself up to literary pursuits. In 1811, when

not quite seventeen years of age, he completed

his first novel, " VEnfant de ma Femme," but

could find no publishor for it, and was obliged

to publish it, in 1812, at his own expense. This

juvenile effort was received with indifference,

and he promptly prepared five melodramas of

an extravagant charaoter. He next essayed

vaudevilles and comic operas, and by his thir

tieth year had produoed over thirteen pieces,

and acquired moderate success. About 1825

he abandoned for a time the drama, and applied

himself to writing the romances which have

rendered his name a household word in France,

and secured him an enduring place in the pop

ular literature of that country. He observed

that the fashionable novel represented soci

ety in an artificial and exaggerated form, and

rigidly excluded the many romantio incidents

existing in the " annals of the poor." M. de

Kock, who was intimately acquainted with the

different phases of French life, resolved to de

viate from the style of his predecessors in this

respect, convinced that in the common walks

of life, in ordinary characters and manners, an

inexhaustible mine of delineation might be

worked, and that true and real pictures of so

ciety would be more attractive than over

charged and fabulous portraitures. The result

verified the correctness of his opinion. All

his works are of a homely character, but

abounding in humor, and displaying a graphic

power of description. They are unequal in

merit, but are all marked by an animated,

natural style of composition, and occupy in

France pretty nearly the position of those of

Dickens in Great Britain. It is, however, a

sad commentary on the popular taste in France

that nearly all of them, even those most in de

mand, are marred by a grossness and licen

tiousness which render them utterly unfit for

the family, the staple of them being the in

trigues and debauchery so prevalent among

the lower classes in Paris. The romances are

over fifty in number, and have appeared at in

tervals from 1820 to 1867. About 1834 M. de

Kock recommenced contributing to the the

atres, and during the succeeding thirty years

he prepared, with some assistance, about one

hundred vaudevilles, many of which are found

ed upon incidents in his romances. Five col

lected editions of his works have been pub

lished ; none of these, however, are complete.

He continued to write till a short time before

his death.

KOHL, Johan Gboeo, Ph. D., a geographer,

traveller, and author, born in Bremen, April

28, 1808 ; died in that city, June 6, 1871. His

father was a merchant in Bremen. The son,

having studied science in his native town, and

law in the Universities of GSttingen, Heidel

berg, and Munich, obtained, on the death of

his father, in 1832, the post of private tutor in

the family of the Baron de Manteuffel, in Oour- ,

land, and afterward in that of Count Medan,

situations which occupied him for five years.

After this he travelled over Livonia, visited a

great part of Russia, and, returning to Germany

in 1838, settled at Dresden, whence he made

those journeys to various parts ofEurope whioh

have since rendered his name as a traveller so

familiar. Among the numerous works written

by him may be mentioned—"Sketches and

Pictures in St. Petersburg," "Travels in the

Interior of Russia and Poland," and " Travels

in the South of Russia," all published in 1841 ;

"A Hundred Days' Travel in the Austrian

States," "Travels in Hungary," "Travels in

Styria and Upper Bavaria," in 1842 ; " Travels
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in England and in Scotland," and " The Brit

ish Isles and their Inhabitants," in 1844;

" Travels in Denmark and in the Duchies of

Schleswig and Holstein," in 1846; "Remarks

on the Danish and German Nationalities and

Language as found in Schleswig," in 1847;

" Travels in the Alps " (1849) ; " Travels in the

Netherlands" (1850); "Travels in Istria, Dal-

matia, and Montenegro," in 1851; "Travels

in Southeastern Germany " (1852). In 1854

he started for the United States, where he re

mained four years, and wrote "Travels in

Canada," published in 1855 ; " Travels in the

Northwestern Parts of* the United States," in

1857, and "Kitahi-Gamis, or Tales from Lake

Superior," In 1857 he contributed to the

Smithsonian Institution at Washington two

treatises on the maps and charts of the New

World at different periods, and wrote as a sup

plemental volume to Hakluyt's great work, a

descriptive catalogue of all maps, charts, and

surveys, relating to America. Iu 1861 he pub

lished a " History of, and Commentary on, Two

Maps of the New World, made in Spain at the

Commencement of the Reign of the Emperor

Charles V.," and the same year, "A History

of the Discovery of America." Dr. Kohl had

also made important contributions to other

departments of science; among these were:

"Influence of Climate upon Man" (1841);

"The Rhine" (1851), and "The Danube"

(1853) ; two very able geographical and his

torical essays : " Sketches of the Life of Nature

and of Nations" (1851); "My Cabins " (1862).

lie had also delivered many addresses before

learned societies. His residence, after his re

turn from the United States, was in Bremen.

He had formed a very strong friendship for

the American people, and only a few weeks

before his death communicated to the Maine

Historical Society a paper giving important,

and hitherto unknown facts in relation to the

early, coast-lines, and the patents of the first

proprietors of the Maine settlements.

LEROUX, Piekke, a French philosopher

and political economist, born in Paris, in 1798 ;

died there, April 12, 1871. He was educated

at the Charlemagne Lyceum, and at Rennes,

but, owing to the financial misfortunes of his

father, returned to Paris before his studies

were quite completed, and, after some delay,

obtained employment first as a compositor,

and afterward as a proof-reader in a printing-

office. In 1824 he joined an old fellow-stu

dent, M. Dubois, in founding the Globe news

paper. Here he had, for associate editors and

correspondents, the Duke de Broglie and MM.

Guizot, Cousin, Jouffroy, and others. In Jon-

nary, 1831, he avowed himself one of the dis

ciples of St. Simon, and soon succeeded in

making the Globe the organ of the new party.

He was a regular attendant upon the meetings

of the Community (which, it may be said, in

passing, contained at that time in its member

ship a large proportion of the most intellectual

men in France) until November, 1831. Soon

after the death of St Simon, the Pere Enfan-

tin, who claimed to be his successor, broached

some new doctrines which were offensive to

many of the members. These related to the

emancipation of women from the marriage-tie,

and to a double priesthood, of which Enfantin

was to be the masculine, and a beautiful and

accomplished woman, yet to be discovered, the

feminine priest. On the announcement of

these doctrines, and several others nearly as ob

jectionable, Pierre Leroux, Bazard, and other

members protested, and withdrew from the

Community. Without having abandoned his

faith in the original St. Simonianism, M. Leroux

now devoted himself with great assiduity to

literary labor. He was for some time director

and editor of the Revue Encyclopedique, but,

this not proving very successful, he found

ed, with M. Jean Reynaud, the EneychfUU

Nouvelle, a work of real value, to which he

contributed many admirable articles, but which,

after the completion of several volumes, was

unfortunately given up. He had been for some

time a contributor to the Revue del Bevt

Monde*, which hod been regarded for three

years as a fair exponent of democratic ideas;

but, finding satisfactory evidence that it had

been subsidized by the Government of Louis

Philippe, M. Leroux abandoned it in 1841, and

started the Revue Independante, having as as

sociates M. Louis Viardot, the husband of Ma

dame Garcia, and Madame George Sand. This

was maintained with a fair degree of success

for several years, and most of his articles in

it, as well as some of those published previous

ly in the Revue de* Deux Mondet, attracted so

much attention as to be republished separately.

Among these were: "Refutation de r£cke-

rim*" (1839); "Mutilation cVun Merit Pel-

thume de Tteodore Jouffroy " (1 843). In 1839

M. Leroux had published his well-known trea

tise, the ablest production from his pen, "D*

Vllumanite, de ton Principe, et de ton Atenir."

It is his most characteristic production, and

from it we can best understand the views

entertained by the author on man and man's

relations with the rest of the created world.

The fundamental idea of the whole system

is a kind of trinity, or rather tripHtity,

which exist both in God and in us. God is

poxcer, intelligence, and love; tho three cor

responding elements in our nature are tew

tion, tentiment, and knowledge. We must ob«

serve, further, that this tripficity is not pecul

iar to ourselves; it constitutes the general

law from which the world derives. Man's life
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is limited to this present state of things, and

his immortality consists in the fact that his

existence is bound up with that of humanity,

which cannot die. The doctrine, it will be

observed, is a modification of the pantheistic

system of the Gorman and English philoso

phers. After 1843 M. Leroux busied himself

with the more practical applications of his

semi-socialistic philosophy, and in the diffu

sion of his views through the press. He estab

lished, in 1845, a printing establishment at

Boussac (department of Creuse), and published

numerous essays and treatises, often setting up

the type for them himself. He also founded and

edited the Social Review, in which he expound

ed his humanitarian views, and replied to the at

tacks of Proudhon, who, in his Voix du Peuple,

had proved himself the most implacable enemy

of his doctrines. After the Revolution of 1848,

he was elected to the Constituent, and in 1849

to the National Assembly, and took on active

part in bringing forward many social and po

litico-economical reforms, some of them very

important in the interest of morals, and much

needed ; but his speeches dealt too much with

abstract principles, to be very effective with

the politicians of that day. The coup d'etat

of December, 1831, removed him from publio

life, and he took refuge in the Isle of Jersey,

with his family, and thenceforth devoted him

self exclusively to literary pursuits. After

the amnesty of 1859, he removed to Lausanne,

Switzerland, and there held conferences on

religion and philosophy. After Sedan, he re

turned to Paris, and died there amid the con

fusion and anarchy of the sway of the Com

mune, with which, however, he did not fully

sympathize. The Commune sent two of its

members to attend his funeral. M. Leroux

was a somewhat voluminous writer, and his

style was remarkable for its clearness, preci

sion, and beauty. Most of his works were on

subjects connected with social or politico-

economical questions; but in two instances he

had departed from his usual field. In 1864 he

published a philosophio poem, entitled " La

ffrive de Samarez; " and in 1865, "Job, a Dra

ma in Five Acts, by the Prophet Isaiah," trans

lated from the Hebrew, in which he broached a

singular theory in regard to the structure and

authorship of the book of Job.

LITERATURE AND LITERARY PROG

RESS IN 1871. The literary product ofAmer

ica during the year was not of large amount.

The book-trade has been marked by languor,

with exceptional sucoesses, and in this respect

may be said to represent not unfairly the rate

of literary achievement. A few works have

appeared worthy of a place with our best lit

erature, and a few have mode a marked sensa

tion, to be noted as phenomena, the exact sig

nificance of which remains for future deter

mination, while there has been less than the

usual amount of mere book-making. We are

far from thinking this an unfavorable state of

things on the whole, or inauspicious for the

future, however slight may be the apparent

grounds of congratulation.

Poetry.—The present is supposed to be by

no means a poetio era, but some of the best

and most durable work in our realm of letters

the past year has been done in verse, as well

as some most noteworthy for the sensation it

made. The completion of Mr. Bayard Tay

lor's " Faust " has given him the first place

among the expositors in English of that poem.

His translation of the second part was a more

crucial test of his qualifications for the under

taking thali the first part, and has been suc

cessfully met. This verdict is rendered in Ger

many, and is confirmed by some of the best

English criticism. Our Nestor in poetry—per

haps we may now fitly call him our Homer—

has published a portion of his version of the

" Odyssey," fulfilling the high expectation that

had been awakened by his success in translat

ing the " Iliad." It must be regarded as no slight

distinction of American literature to have

among its trophies translations of Homer, of

Dante, and of Goethe, that are unsurpassed by

any of their predecessors, and in important

respects unequalled.

Mr. Longfellow's " Divine Tragedy " has met

with a curiously equivocal reception from the

public. On the one hand, it has been the ob

ject of high praise by critics whose praise is

an honor, who pronounce it one of the author's

most admirable productions. Critics, possibly

as competent, on the other hand, see in it a

failure, partially redeemed by some beauties in

the details of the execution. It must be con

fessed that, so far as the external character

istics of the poem are concerned—in respect

to style and the adaptation of style to subject

—it is worthy of all praise. The difficulties

of the work have been admirably overcome. 1

Its defects are such as will be rather felt than

seen. The statement that has been published,

that this poem is one of a trilogy, is not, we

believe, traced to any announcement of the

author ; it would scarcely occur to any mind

without prompting.

Mr. Richard Henry Stoddard has oome he-

fore the publio with a volume entitled " The

Book ofthe East, and Other Poems." The lead

ing title is suggested by the fact that the volume

contains some ohoice pieces translated from the

Persian and other Oriental literatures. They are

delicious in their kind. But we hazard little in

expressing the belief that the " other poems "

will do more for him in the estimation of his

readers, now and hereafter—for to his poetry we

trust there is an hereafter. These later poems

have greater intellectual energy, amore thought

ful spirit, a profounder depth of feeling, and

a quality of expression more completely repre

sentative of the thought and feeling and per

sonality of the author, than are shown in his

previous works. "My Witness," by William

Winter, is the title of a volume by a younger

poet, but not chargeable with marks of imma

turity. The poems are on a striking variety
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of themes, running through a wide range of

sentiment and style, and showing throughout

a mingled strength and tenderness, a vigor of

imagination and of utterance, chastened by a

controlling regard to the requirements of art.

Their reception by the public has been warm

ly appreciative. Mr. J. J. Piatt has been

steadily growing in the publio regard, as a

poet, and his " Landmarks, and Other Poems "

confirms and enhances his reputation. A new

candidate for recognition among our poets is

Emma Lazarus, whose " Admetus, and Other

Poems " gives substantial support to her claims.

It has hod no dazzling success. The impres

sion has been any thing but sensational. Rut

it may be safely assumed, if she is not too

impatient to win her meed of praise, that a

more significant appreciation awaits her.

Mr. John O. Sargent's translation of "The

Last Knight " of " Anastasius Griin " (Count

von Auersperg) deserves mention for the skill

he has shown as " a metre ballad-monger."

The ballads are vivid in expression and musi

cal, though in parts the strain seems a little

monotonous. After a silence of thirty years,

Mr. William Ellery Channing appears with a

volume entitled " The Wanderer, and Other

Poems." With much to interest a thoughtful

reader, one especially whose thoughts are in

sympathy with his, Mr. Channing's verse falls

short of imparting the full satisfaction looked

for in the reading of poetry. A sad interest

attaches to the Poems and Memoir of William

H. Burleigh, a genuine poet of the secondary

order, who expressed in song the impulses and

aspirations of a generous. spirit. "Poems,"

by Oelia Thaxter, have elements of durable,

not to say permanent, worth ; and as much per

haps may be said of the poems of William Al

len Butler, though their merits are so very

different. "Beautiful Snow, and Other Poems,"

by J. W. Watson, recalls the memory of a lit

erary controversy that absurdly exaggerated

the importance of the subject. The poem, the

authorship of which was claimed by three

persons, is one that on its own merits alone

would have been forgotten before this time.

" The Boston Dip, and Other Poems," was one

of the publications by which Frederick W. Lor-

ing gave promise of a brilliant career that was

tragically cut short.

Of poetic sensations the first place is un

doubtedly due to the " Songs of the Sierras,"

by Joachin Miller. His honor in his own

country was imperilled by the exaggerated

praise he received in England, particularly

from that class of critics who are inclined to

refuse the name of " American " to any litera

ture that is not a "declaration of indepen

dence " of all the laws of literary art in Eng

lish—assuming that the peculiarities of Amer

ican landscape, our gigantic natural objects,

and the romance of aboriginal legend, ought

to give birth to some quite new and unprece

dented literary development. Mr. Miller's

poems, with their flavor of frontier life, its

" dialect," and rongh freedom, were taken as

indications that he was one of the original or

aboriginal poets they were in search of, one

possibly worthy to follow in the wake of Walt

Whitman. An examination of them discloses

underneath this drapery a genuine but undis

ciplined genius, with a little crudeness of style

and some trick of imitation, but having power

and good promise. Mr. John Hay's "Pike

County Ballads " includes the " dialect poems "

that have done so much for his popularity, and

others less noted but quite as worthy of note.

With all their quaint humor and pathos, they

would be none the worse, on the score of ar-

tistio effectiveness, for a greater degree of re

serve in picturing rough subjects. Of Bret

Harte's " East and West Poems," there are

some that will add to his reputation, and some

that were apparently put in with them to

make a book. A finely-illustrated edition of

" The Heathen Chinee " attests the hold it has

on the public. Mr. Charles Godfrey Leland

has worked the Breitmann vein a little more,

but is understood to have made his collection

"complete." It was full time. Walt Whit

man recited before the American Institute,

and has published, a piece entitled "After

All, Not to Create Only," regarded by the

initiated as a good article of " Whitmanese."

Not all nursery-rhymes are poetry, but the

poetio element is revealed in "Little Folk

Songs," by Alexina B. White ; such of them

as rank with nonsense-verses are good non

sense, which it requires genius to make. Of a

higher class, i. e., for minds of not quite so

tender age, and of equal merit, are the " Pic

ture Poems " of Marion Douglas. Of several

volumes it must suffice to record the titles :

Poems of Lucretia Maria Davidson. New edition.

Illustrated.

Poems by Lucy Hamilton Hooper.

Poems by Alameda Evans Maedonald.

Poems by Llewelyn G. Thomas.

Poems by A. Winans.

Poems of Progress. By Lizzie Doten.

Poems by Mrs. Emma M. Bell. •

Poems by Mrs. Julia C. E. Dorr.

The Suitors. By Kacine. Translated by Irving

Browne.

Verses. Bv William Lconbard Gage.

The Moneyless Man and Other Poems. Bv Henry

T. Stanton.

Meleagros. The Now Calvary. Tragedies. By

Laughton Osborne.

Nebraska Legends and Poems. By Orsamus

Charles Dake.

Yo Semite. By Jean Bruoe Washburn.

Free and Independent Translation of the. First and

Fourth Books or Virgil'B ./Eneid. (Humorous.)

Legends of the white Hills, and Other Poems.

By Mrs. V. G. Ramsey.

Southern Verses. By W. H. Holeombe, M. D.

Christmas is Coming, and Other Poems. By Mrs.

L. M. Morehead.

French Love Songs. Selected and translated by

Honry Curwen.

The Baby's Things : A Story in Verse for Christ

mas Eve. By Edward Abbott.

Short Poems for Short People. By Edgar Fawcett.

•Fiction.—The demand for prose fiction is

largely supplied by reprints of English novels,
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of which each week furnishes its quota. Mrs.

H. B. Stowe has produced two novels of soci

ety, " Pink and White Tyranny," a picture of

an ill-assorted marriage, and " My Wife and

L" the delineation of the hero's ideal wives

and his actual wife, how he won her and how

they set up houso-keeping. In both is min

gled representation of what the author has

seen and known—and in these parts she is

strong ; and also characters and scenes which

she has evolved from her own consciousness,

which of course betray their unreality ; whilo

the style has marks of haste and carelessness

in composition. But faults far more numerous

would not shake her well-founded popularity.

Miss E. Stuart Phelps, in her novel, " The Si

lent Partner," has aimed higher than in her

previous attempts, and has shown a power slie

had not before developed, of skilful character

ization and sustained interest of invention.

" The Foe' in the Household," by Miss Caroline

Chesebro, adds, to the merit which belongs to

it of a well-framed tale, that of revealing

Ehases of life with which the general publio

ad no familiarity. " Two College Friends,"

by F. W. Loring, was the latest and the best

production of its lamented author, suggesting

mournfully "what might have been," had

time been given him to mature his powers.

" Real Folks," by Mrs. A. D. T. Whitney, de

serves its tilie, by the truthfulness of its por

traitures of character, though less, we think,

many readers must feel, in respect to one or

two favorite personages than to some less prom

inent characters. The tale is marked by

that quaint religiousness of tone, decided, yet

never obtrusive, which pervades all the au

thor's writings. "Their Wedding Journey,"

by W. D. Howells, strings upon the thread of

an imaginary journey a series of observations

on American life and character, so discerning,

so archly humorous, so kindly satirical, that

the somewhat languid and purposeless story

seldom flags. "Foundations ; or, Castles in the

Air," by Rose Porter, is the meritorious work

of a young writer giving promise of something

still better. " The Cryptogram," by James De

Mille, is an example of the higher grade of sen

sational fiction, stimulating the curiosity by an

intricate plot, showing a good degree of narra

tive skill, yet setting before us no character that

is very admirable, and coming to no result pro

portioned to the amount of action from which

it comes to pass. " Morton House," by the

author of " Valerie Aylmer," a tale of South

ern life, has won favor of the publio and of

critics, for its characterization, its truth to na

ture and life, and its purity of tone. "The

Hoosier Schoolmaster," by Edward Eggleston,

without speoial merit as a story, is exception

ally good as a picture of a state of society that is

passing away, with its manners and its dialect.

Mr. Justin McCarthy is not an American, but

his sojourn here, and his activity in our jour

nals and magazines, have made him free in our

commonwealth of letters. His "Lady Judith,

a Tale of Two Continents," shows considerable

power of invention, with inequality of execu

tion ; and the same may be said of " Overland,"

by J. W. De Forest. " Three Successful Girlsi"

by Julia Crouch, has some well-discrimi

nated characters, set in a plot that is slightly

of the improbable order. Besides these, may

be mentioned :

The House in Town. ASequelto "Opportunities."

By the author of "The Wide Wide World."

Maud and Miriam ; or, The Fair Crusader. By

Harriet B. McKeever.

Bertha, the Beauty. By Sarah J. C. Whittlesey.

Richard Vandermarck. By the author of " Rut-

ledge."

The Prisoners of St.-Lazarc. Translated by Mrs.

E. M. McCarthy.

Lucia : Her Problem. By Amanda M. Douglas.

Myself: a Bomanco of New-England Life.

The House Behind the Poplars. By Mrs. J. R.

Beckwith.

Sergeant Atkins. A Tale of Adventure, founded

on Fact. By an Officer of the U. S. Army.

Out of the Foam. By John Esten Cooke.

Blue Jackets ; or, the Adventures of J. Thompson,

A. B., among " the Heathen Chinees." By Edward

Gray.

Reginald Arthur. By Anne M. Crane Seemuller.

Tho Sisters of Orleans. A Tale of Race and Social

Conflict.

Love on the Wing. By Charles March.

One Year ; 6r, A Story of Three Homes. By Fran

cis May Peard.

The Mills of Tuxbury. By Virginia F. Townscnd.

The American Cardinal.

Why Did He Not Die ? From the German of Ad.

von Volkhausen. By Mrs. A. L. Wistar.

Milbank. By Mary J. Holmes.

Blanche Gilroy. By Mrs. Margaret Hosmer.

Married for Both Worlds. By Mrs. A. E. Porter.

Strife. By Mrs. E. D. Wallace.

The Island. Neighbors. By Antoinette Brown

Blnckwell.

The Truoe of God. By George H. Miles.

Delaplaine ; or, The Sacrifice of Irene. By Mans

field Tracy Walworth.

Eirene ; or, A Woman's Right. By Mary Clemmer

Ames.

Behind the Bars.

Romance of the Charter Oak. A Pioture of Colo

nial Times. By William Seton.

Dion and the Sibyls. A Classio Christian Novel.

By Miles Gerald Eeon.

Essats and Criticism.—A collection of criti

cal and literary essays, by Prof. James Rus

sell Lowell, entitled "My Study Windows,"

was received with marked favor on both sides

of the Atlantic. Mr. Lowell's American spirit

and feeling cannot fail of recognition. His

writings are a living witness that nationality-

in literature may demonstrate itself in better

ways than by the invention of shibboleths in

style. His papers on Lincoln and Quincy, and

on the Condescension of Foreigners, are exam

ples of this quality, which appears with nearly

equal distinctness in the independence tod

freshness that characterize his criticism of

Chaucer and Pope. Another essayist of ex

portable reputation is Mr. T. W. Higginson,

whose "Atlantio Essays," so entitled from

their first appearance in the Atlantic Monthly.

will find a place on the same shelf with

those of Mr. Lowell. They have the same
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thoughtful quality, and are enriched with the

fruits of much study, with a little more nerve,

as might be looked for in one who has been

more a man of action. If Gibbon gained some

thing of qualification for his historical labors

from being drilled with the militia, Mr. Hig-

ginson may well be the gainer in the use of

the pen, from having drawn sword in a great

war. Not that he affects martial airs or meta

phors, but he writes as one who knows man

from having known men. He is a persuasive

example of the culture for which he pleads.

" Success and its Conditions," by Edwin P.

Whipple, ranks with popular rather than with

critical essays, though Mr. "Whipple is no mean

critic. He writes forcibly—indeed, in his ear

lier productions, the force of style was rather

in excess of the requirements of his thought,

but his writing has grown at once stronger

and more chastened. The thought is weight

ier, and the expression more nicely adjusted

to it. A new edition of Ticknor's " History

of Spanish Literature," with the author's last

corrections and additions, fixes in its perma

nent form a work which has had the fortune

to be recognized as a standard not only hero

and in England, but also in Spain.

Under this head may fitly be ranked critical

editions of standard authors. A new variorum

edition of Shakespeare has been undertaken

by Mr. H. H. Fnrness, of which, he has pub

lished "Romeo and Juliet." The editor has

shown the possession of rare qualifications for

his work, and abundant resources. If completed

in the same style with the specimen now of

fered to the public, the edition will have a very

high place among the critical elucidations of

the great dramatist, and it is to be hoped that

the work will receive the encouragement it

deserves. A new impression, with improve

ments, of the Rev. Henry N. Hudson's edition

of Shakespeare indicates, we trust, a growing

popular taste for the higher literature. It is

one of the best editions in circulation, for the

general reader. Mr. Hudson has also issued a

selection from Shakespeare for schools and

families. A work of more than ordinary merit,

for its purpose, is Mr. W. J. Rolfe's edition of

some of Shakespeare's plays for the use of

schools. Each play is published separately,

with such notes and explanations as are needed

by young readers and students under instruc

tion in English literature. The publishers

have given it a convenient shape and clothed

it in an elegant style of typography and illus

tration. "The Merchant of Venioe" and

" The Tempest" have appeared, and have been

received by the public with deserved favor.

The space now filled, in the regard of readers

by reviews and magazines makes the essay

almost the normal form for the expression of

thought. The number of those who succeed

by thoughtful labor in giving to the essay

qualities that make it worthy of a place among

the successes of literary art, though not large,

is increasing ; and the fact, together with the

existence and influence of enlightened and fear

less criticism, is of good omen to our literature.

The following works in this department also

deserve mention :

Americanisms. By Prof. Scheie De Vere.

Among My Book*. (An unfortunate coincidence

with the title of one of Mr. James Russell Lowell's

volumes. This volume has too much merit to be in

this way made as good as nameless.)

Sober Thoughts on Staple Themos. By Bichard

Bandolph.

Studies in Literature. By G. W. Griffin. New

edition.

Odd Hours of a Physician. By John Darby.

Rip-Raps ; or, Drift Thoughts "Wide Apart. By

"Will C. Kerr.

Topics of the Time. By James Parton.

HlSTOET AND BlOGBAPHT. Of histories

proper, none were published daring the year

worthy of special notice except a second vol

ume of Broadhead's " History of New York,"

a work that has received and deserves high

commendation for the combination it exhibits

of diligent research and of felicity in narra

tive. Mr. S. S. Randall has published a " His

tory of the Common-School System of New

York," a subject of which he has ampleknowl

edge, and on which he has produced a stand

ard, work of reference. A monograph of great

value in relation to the diplomatic history of

the United States is the address by Mr. Charles

Francis Adams before the New York Histori

cal Society on " The Struggle for Neutrality in

America." Mr. Charles Sumner publishes

"The Duel between France and Germany,

with its Lesson to Civilization." Mr. J. F.

Meline's " Mary Queen of Scots, and her Latest

English Historian," is a searching and in some

points damaging criticism of Mr. Fronde's His

tory of England as it bears upon the Scottish

queen. Whether he has done as much to vin

dicate her as to criminate the historian, may

be doubted, without any impeachment of his

ability. New evidence there is little or none,

and the old evidenoe has been so thoroughly

sifted as to leave little for new workers to

hope for.

Among the biographies of the year there

have appeared several of historical importance,

as for example, the Life of John Adams, began

by John Quinoy Adams, and completed by

Charles Francis Adams; the Life of General

Nathaniel Greene, by G. W. Greene, which

has been completed in three volumes, executed

in a style that does honor to both the author

and his subject; Life and Writings of Alexan

der J. Dallas, by George MifiHin Dallas; The

Domestic Life of Thomas Jefferson, by his

granddaughter, S. N. Randolph, an admirable

picture of the man, as he appeared in that in

ner circle where political animosities and dis

quietudes could not follow him; Life and

Speeches of John J. Crittenden, a man who

deserved a more enduring memory than the

world has leisure to bestow on even very dis

tinguished lawyers and politicians, especially

on those who flourished antebellum; a bi

ography of William Winston Seaton, so long
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editor of the National Intelligencer, and the

intimate friend of two generations of states

men; Mr. Tyler's Life of Chief-Justice Roger

B. Taney ; and, in the history of science and

its application to the useful arts, the Life of

Benjamin Thompson, Count Rumford, by the

Rev. Dr. Ellis, fills a place that has been too

long vacant in the portrait-gallery of Ameri

can worthies—none the less to be so reckoned

that his love of country was overborne by in

ferior sentiments. Nor should we fail to in

clude among works of historical interest the

Life of General Robert E. Lee, by John Esten

Oooke ; and that of the Rev. George Junkin,

D. D., by D. X. Junkin ; and two literary bi

ographies, that of Miss Catharine M. Sedgwick,

by M. E. Dewey ; and that of John P. Kennedy,

by H. T. Tuckerman. Mr. Kennedy's biogra

pher in no long time after closed on honorable

life given to the interests of art and letters.

Some speoial histories should be noted :

" History and Analysis of the Constitution of

the United States, with a Full Account of the

Confederacies that preceded it, of the Debates

and Acts of the Convention that framed it,

and of the Jndicial Decisions that have con

strued it," by Nathaniel 0. Towle ; " Compara

tive History of Religions," by James 0. Mof-

fatt; "History of the Church of God," by

Enoch Pond, D. D. ; " History of the Foreign

Missionary Work of the Protestant Episcopal

Church," Part L, by Rev. S. D. Dennison ; " The

Children's Crusade, onEpisode ofthe Thirteenth

Century," by the Rev. George Zabriskie Gray.

Also a few local histories : "Ecclesiastical His

tory of Rochester, N. Y.," by F. De W. Ward, D.

D. ; " History of Elizabeth, N. J.," by E. F. Hat

field D. D. ; " History of WaUingford, Conn.,"

by 0. H. S. Davis ; and " Chronicles of a

Border Town : History of Rye, Westchester

County, N. Y.," by Charles W. Baird. Among

popular histories should be mentioned : Mr.

J. S. 0. Abbott's " History of Frederick the

Great," a work that will tell many readers of

what only a few will extract from the tomes

of Mr. Carlyle, and is written with the author's

usual narrative skill and with more than his

usual core. His series of smaller histories is

extended by those of Louis XIV. and Louis

Philippe^ each of which, the former especially,

does very good justice to its subject. Mr.

B. J. Lossing, whose books on American his

tory have made him many friends, has pro

duced a popular "History of England," hardly

equal to his best previous works, but having

similar characteristics.

HiRtory of Florida. By George R. Fairbanks.

The Cretan Insurrection of 1S68. By W. J. Still-

man.

School History of the United States. By G. F.

Holmes.

Condensed History of the Unitod States. By W

Swinton.

School History of the United States. By Alexan

der H. Stephens.

The Year of Battles; or. The Franco-German

War of 1870-'T1. By L. P. Brockett.

The Paris Commune ; or, The Bed Rebellion. By

L. P. Brockett.

Bise and Fall of the Paris Commune. By W.

Pembroke Fetridge.

Life and Campaigns of General B. E. Lee. By

James D. MoCabe, Jr.

The Life of Major John Andre\ By Winthrop

Sargent.

Memoir of Ulrio Dahlgren. By Bear-Admiral

Dahlgren.

Life of Alexander Campbell. By E. Richardson.

Memoir of the Bev. John Eaton Smith. By E.

Edwards Beardaley.

The Model Pastor. Memoir of the Life and Cor

respondence of the Rev. Baron Stow, D. D. By J.

C. Stockbride, D. D.

Memoir of the Life and Character of the Rev.

Lewis Warner Green, D. D., with Selections from

his Sermons. By Leroy J. Halsey, D. D.

Journal of John Woolman. With an Introduction

by J. G. Whittier.

Fifty Years as a Presiding Elder. By Peter Cart-

wright, D. D.

One Woman's Mission. A Narrative of the Life

and Labors of Mrs. Harriet C. Dickson, for Many

Years a Missionary to Greece. By Albert N. Arnold,

D. D.

Life of Walter Scott. By B. Shelton Mackenzie.

.Father Taylor, the Sailor Preacher. By Gilbert

Haven and Thomas Russell.

Life of the Bev. John MoViokar, S. T. D. By his

Son, William A. MoVickar, D. D.

Ninety-four Years. Memoir of Agnes Paschal.

By G. W. Paschal.

Life of John Bunyan. By D. A. Harsha.

The Prince of Pulpit Orators. A Portraiture of

the Rev. George Whitefleld. By Rev. J. B. Wakely.

The Life and Times of the Right Rev. John Timon,

D. D., the first Catholio Bishop of the Diocese of

Buffalo. By Charles G. Denther.

Lives and Works of Civil and Military Engineers

of America, By Charles B. Stuart, C. E.

Married Women. Biographies of Good Wives.

By L. Maria Child.

PmLOBOPHY ajtd Science. —No elaborate

work in this department has appeared, except

"Alwato," by Stephen Pearl Andrews—an

exposition of " Universology," and a new lan

guage. It is the fruit of mnch labor, whether

profitably employed or not, sufficient attention

does not appear to have been given to it as

yet to determine. But several discussions of

philosophical questions, essays of marked abil

ity and value, have been published. " Mechan

ism in Thought and Morals," by Dr. Oliver

Wendell Holmes, deals in the author's pene

trating way with the obscure relations between

physical and mental action. "Science, Phi

losophy, and Religion," by Prof. John Bascom,

is an able vindication of the psychological

method in mental philosophy, and of the re

ality and validity of intuition, including a de

fence of the intuitive system of ethics, and

discussing the relations of philosophy to sci

ence and religion. Prof. Bascom's style com

bines in on unusual degree precision in the

use of terms, and sturdy logical force, with a

power of energetic expression easily kindling

into eloquence. Dr. Noah Porter, the newly-

elected President of Yale College, argues ably

on the same side with Prof. Bascom in tho

issue between the physicists and the meta

physicians, in a brief essay—but one compacted
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of much goo<l matter—entitled " The Sciences

of Nature versus the Science of Man, a Plea

for the Science of Man." Besides maintaining

the claims of the science of man to validate

and complement the sciences of Nature, Dr.

Porter criticises temperately, but firmly and

keenly, the positions of the school in philoso

phy whose pretensions are at war with his

claims. lie has also published a volume on

" Intellectual Philosophy," an abridgment, for

the use of students, of his great work, " The

Human Intellect." Dr. McCosh, President of

the College of New Jersey, has appeared on

the scene with a course of lectures entitled

" Christianity and Positivism." The second

term in the title stands not only for Comteism,

but for the various forms of speculation which

deny the validity of inquiries into efficient or

final causes, or of intuitive principles of be

lief. The lectures having been delivered to a

popular audience, and in their printed form

intended for the general public, lack some

thing of the careful logio of the works by

which he won his reputation, but are well

adapted to their intended purpose. Presi

dent McCosh figures in the appendix to a

third edition of "The Law of Love, and Love

as a Law, or Christian Ethics," by President

Hopkins, of Williams College, as an earnest

and forcible critio of the leading and distinc

tive doctrine maintained by Dr. Hopkins. The

two presidents discussed the question in a

correspondence carried on in the columns of

theiWw York Observer, each writing two com

munications. It is a model of dignified and

courteous controversy, and forms not only an

appropriate but a valuable addition to the

work reviewed ; for, by the collision with so

sagacious a critic, Dr. Hopkins was led to de

fine his position more sharply, and to put

forth his argumentative powers with more

vigor than the mildly -didactic tone of his

treatise readily admitted. A work by the

Rev. Ebenezer Burgess, late missionary in

India, on " The Antiquity and Unity of the

Human Race," is the fruit of extensive in

quiries by a strong mind working in earnest

It is to be regretted that the author died be

fore fully preparing it for publication, and that

his editor was unable, in every case, to make

the references needed to support his state

ments. It may not be out of place here to

mention The Journal of Speculative Philos

ophy, vol. v., edited by William T. Harris, St.

Louis, Mo. It speaks well for the American

reading publio that a journal devoted exclu

sively to speculative philosophy has been sus

tained for five years, and apparently liberally

encouraged. The Journal is well printed, and

editedwith learning and ability. It seems to

be chiefly devoted to making known to the

American public, by translations and essays,

the respective German schools of Kant, Fichte,

Schelling, and Hegel, and also some of the

works of Descartes, and apparently does not

aim at originality. As far as we have ex

amined the several numbers that have fallen

under our notice, we should judge the Hegelian

philosophy to be its system of predilection.

In the departments of Economy, Social Sci

ence, and Politics, a few titles should be re

corded. " Questions of the Day," by Dr. Wil

liam Elder; " Speeches on Political Questions,"

by George W. Julian ; and the Hon. William D.

Kelley's " Speeches, Addresses, and Letters, on

Industrial and Financial Questions," advocate

the protective system. • "Chapters of Erie,

and Other Essays," by C. F. Adams, Jr., and

Henry Adams, with some noticeable papers on

the matters indicated in the leading title, in

cludes suggestive essays on national finance,

and bring into deserved prominence the polit

ical relations of the railroad interest. The

question of the enfranchisement of women has

called out an assertion of " The Constitutional

Equality of Women," by Tennie C. Claflin, and

a very brilliant criticism of the movement by

" Gail Hamilton," in her " Woman's Worth and

Worthlessness." The general question of suf

frage is considered in an essay—" On Repre

sentative Government and Personal Represen

tation," by Simon Sterne, advocating a scheme

founded on Hare's proposed method of per

sonal representation.

The Study ofGovernment. By George H. Ycamon.

Transcendentalism. By William B. Greene.

The Facts of Consciousness, and the Philosophy

of Mr. Herbert Spencer. By William B. Greene.

Mines and Mining of the Pacific Slope. By Bos-

Biter W. Kaymond, Ph. D.

Proceedings of the Nineteenth Meeting of the

American Association for the Advancement of Sci

ence.

Annual of Scientific Discovery. Edited by J.

Trowbridge, W. E. Nichols, and C. E. Cross.

Psychology ; or, The Science of Mind. By 0. S.

Munsell Drk.

Introduction to Natural Philosophy. By Denison

Olmsted, LL. D. Second revised edition, by E. 8.

Sncll, D. D.

Manual of Geology. By M. F. Maury, LL. D.

Great Facts of Modern Astronomy. By W. L.

Hewson.

Chemical Notation and Nomenclature. By S. W.

Johnson.

Stimulants and Narcotics. By Georgo M. Beard,

M. D.

Health and its Conditions. By James Hinton.

Emergencies, and How to Treat Them. By Jo

seph W. Howe, M. D. ,
The Amateur Microscopist ; a Handbook of Mi

croscopic Manipulation and Microscopic Objects.

By John Brocklesby.

An Historical Atlas. By Eobert H. Labberton.
Forest Trees, for Ornament, Shelter, and Profit.

By Arthur W. Bryant.
War and the Weather; or, The Artificial Produc

tion of Eain. By Edward Powers.
Mental Disorders ; or, Diseases of the Brain and

Nerves, developing the Origin and Philosophy of

Mania, Insanity, and Crime, with Full Directions for

their Treatment, etc •

The Eye in Health and Disease. By B. J. Jeffries,

A. M., M. D.
Diseases of the Skin. Eecent Advances in their

Pathology and Treatment. By Dr. B. Joy Jeffries.

The Principles and Practice of Surgery. By John

Ashurst, Jr.,M. D.
Text-Book of Geology. For Schools and Colleges.

By H. Alleyne Nicholson.
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Text-Book of Zoology. By the same.

Hand-book of Mineral Analysis. By Friedrich

Waaler, Professor in the University of Gottingon.

Edited by Henry B. Nason.

Practical Treatise on the Differential and Integral

Calculus, with some of its Applications to Mechanics

and Astronomy. By William G. Peck, LL. D.

The Teacher's Manual. By Hiram Oroutt.

The Debatable Land between This World and

the Next. By Robert Dale Owen.

Sexual Science, as taught by Phrenology. By 0.

S. Fowler.

Origin, Tendencies, and Principles of Govern

ment. By Victoria C. Woodhull.

Travel ajtd Adventure.—The attempt to

lay oat a telegraph-line to Asia and Enrope by

way of Behring's Strait, which the success of

the Atlantio Telegraph superseded, has been

productive of more good books than are often

due to more successful enterprises. The last

of these was "Reindeer, Dogs, and Snow-

Shoes," by R. J. Bush, a volume which, with

its life-like descriptions and pictorial illustra

tions, gives the reader a lively idea of that

part of Siberia visited by the author, and a

very pleasant impression of the author him

self. "Life and Nature under the Tropics;

or, Sketches of Travels among the Andes, and

on the Orinoco, Rio Negro, and Amazons," by

H. M and P. V. N. Myers, is the work of two

undergraduates of Williams College, members

of an exploring expedition sent out from that

institution. They apologize for their youth,

but with little need. This modest volume,

with illustrations drawn by themselves, has

decided merit. Morelet's " Travels in Central

America" is translated by Mrs. M. R. Squier,

with introduction and notes by the Hon. E.

Q. Squier. "A Russian Journey," by Edna

Dean Proctor, is not a continuous narrative,

but a series of brilliant sketches, that reward

the reader's attention. A unique work, a to

pography of fiction, is " The Lands of Scott,"

by James F. Hunnewell, describing the scenes

immortalized by " The Wizard of the North "

in his poems and novels. It was a pleasing

contribution to the interest of the Scott Cen

tenary. "Nature and Art in the Old World;

or, Sketches of Travel in Europe and the

Orient," by John S. Lee, professor in St. Law

rence University, Canton, N. Y., leads the

reader over a beaten track of travel, but the

volume has the interest of views by a fresh eye

and a scholarly mind. " Castilian Days," by

John Hay, combines the merits of a thought

ful writer of travels with those of a graceful

essayist. To these titles may be added :

Nautilus: or Cruising under Canvas. By John

N. Mafflt.

Rambles in Mount Desert ; with 8ketches of Travel

on the New England Coast. By B. F. Da Costa,

The Book of Travels of a Doctor of Physic.

Mr. Greeley's Letters from Texas and the Lower

Mississippi.

Mountain Adventures in Different Parts of the

World, selected from the Narratives of Celebrated

Travellers, with an Introduction and Additions. By

J. T. Hcadlcy.

A Woman's Pilgrimage to the Holy Land. By

Mrs. Stephen Griswold.

Over the Ocean ; or, Sights and Sounds in Foreign

Lands. By Curtis Guild.

My Winter in Cuba. By W. M. L. Jay.

Eastern Sketches : Notes of Scenery, Schools, and

Tent-Life, in Syria and Palestine. By Ellen Clarke

Miller.

And the following guide-books to desirable

places of resort:

Appletons' Hand-book of American Travel. East

ern Tour.—[The same] Western Tour. t

American Sea-Side Resorts. Edited by Charles

L. Norton.

Route for a Month's Tour through the Alps of

Switzerland. By James D. Dana.

Morford's Short-Trip Guide to Europe.

The Virginia Tourist. By Edward A. Pollard.

The Great Lakes. By J. Disturnell.

Scenes of Wonder ana Curiosity in California. By

J. M. Hutchings.

Theology and Religion.—Under this head

several works of importance have appeared

during the year. Of works on the Bible, men

tion should be made of Dr. T. J. Conant's re

vised version of the Book of Psalms, with In

troduction and Notes, the fruit of ripe learn

ing, employed in bringing within the popular

apprehension more of the poetry and power

of the Hebrew lyrists than is conveyed by the

received version ; the Rev. Frederic Gardiner's

Harmony of the Gospels, Greek and English ;

Rev. C. F. Hudson's " Critical Greek and Eng

lish Concordance to the New Testament," re

vised by the very competent hand of Dr. Ezra

Abbot; Dr. Philip Schaff's Translation of

Lange's Commentary on the Gospel of John ;

and "The Revelation of John, with Notes,

Critical, Explanatory, and Practical," by Rev.

Henry Cowles, D. D. Among theological

treatises, the most important is " Systematic

Theology," by Charles Hodge, D. D., expound

ing that form of Calvinism which is held at

Princeton, of which the author is the most

eminent expounder and defender. Two vol

umes have been issued, and they do honor to

the author's learning, intellectual force, and

skill in exposition. The work will be com

pleted by the third volume. " The Conserva

tive Reformation," by C. P. Krauth, D. D., is a

very powerful defence of the Calvinism of the

Heidelberg Confession, as maintained in the

(German) Reformed Church, in distinction from

the Zwinglian type of doctrine which prevails in

the Dutch, Scottish, and American Presbyte

rian schools. " Sermons to the Natural Man,"

by Dr. William G. T. Shedd, is an attempt to

embody in popular discourse the sterner doc

trines of the Augustinian faith. The dis

courses are, as might be expected, thoughtful

and weighty. It may be presumed that the

author hardly expected to come directly into

contact with the " natural " men whom his

book addresses, but that he had in view his

brethren in the ministry, and the influencing

of them to cultivate this style of preaching.

" The Mission of the Spirit," by the Rev. L. R.

Dunn, treats in a popular rather than scientific

manner a part of theology that has been com

paratively neglected by recent Protestant di
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vines. "Seed Truths," by Dr. Pharcellus

Church, discusses the themes of religion from

the point of view of a spiritual philosophy

founded on a study of the Bible. " Ten Great

Religions," by Dr. James Freeman Clarke,

compares the principal religions of the world

with each other and with Christianity, and

argues from this comparison the fitness of

Christianity to be a universal religion. His

definition of what he means by Christianity

would not bo accepted by the great majority

of its nominal adherents, but there can be no

dispute as to the interest with which the

author pursues his investigation and sets forth

its results. An essay in the same general di

rection, but from a less-declared Christian

stand-point, is the Rev. O. B. Frothingham's

"Beliefs of the Unbelievers." "Christianity

and Skepticism " is the theme of a series of

"Boston lectures" that have been received

with much favor. "Religious Philosophy,"

by the late Bishop Alonzo Potter, D. D., LL. D.,

argues that man, Nature, and the Bible, are

three concurring witnesses to the truths of

religion. It is the substance of lectures de

livered before the Lowell Institute, and of

some of the later lectures only an outline is

given. It is marked, especially in the earlier

portions, by the large knowledge, the thought-

fulness and calmness of style, and the mild

spirit, of the lamented author. " The Life of

Jesus the Christ," by the Rev. Henry Ward

Beecher, of which one volume has been pub

lished, is marked by the author's independence

of belief, his imaginative and dramatic power,

his knowledge of human nature, and more

than his usual reach of investigation and

thoughtfulness of style. The work is evidently

a favorite with the author, and he is doing

his best to make it a favorite with the public.

" The Religion of the Present and the Fu

ture " is the title of a volume of sermons

preached in the chapel of Yale College, by

President Woolsey. They will be a legacy

held in much value by his pupils, and have

been received by the public with high ap

preciation. A volume of college sermons, by

Prof. Eleazer T. Fitch, recalls the memory of

a man worthy of the reverence with which

he was regarded. " The Model Prayer," by

George 0. Baldwin, D. D., is an exposition of

the Lord's Prayer for popular use, well suited to

that destination, though not adding peroeptibly

to the standard literature of the theme. Un

der the general title, " Mediation," on anony

mous essay on "The Function of Thought"

finds a place here by reason of its being a part

of a larger work on the Mediator. In itself

considered, it is a psychological study, indi

cating, on the author's part, considerable ori

ginality of speculation. "Park Street Pul

pit," a volume of sermons by the Rev. W.

H. H. Murray, would scarcely have attracted

the attention thoy did, had the author not

been otherwise known in the world of letters.

It may be considered a proof of merit that the

favorable expectation of the public has not

been disappointed. A unique work, containing

almost a minimum of original matter, yet giv

ing more evidence of learning than a majority

of the books named under this head taken

together, is Dr. Ezra Abbot's " Literature of

the Doctrine of a Future State." The great

number of the books whose titles are given,

the knowledge of their contents that must

have been required for their accurate classifi

cation, and the skilful analysis of the subject

with which the classification is framed, make

it a model bibliography.

"Without attempting an exhaustive list, we

mention also the following :

The New Testament ; with Notes, Pictorial Illus

trations, and References. By Rev. Israel P. War

ren, D. D.

The Dance and the Martyr. Translated from the

French of Adolph Monad, by Bev. J. E. Rankin,

D.D.

Life at Threescore and Ten. By Rev. Albert

Barnes.

"The Heavenly State" and "Future Punish

ment." Two Sermons. By Henry Ward Beecher.

The Conversion of St. Paul. Three Discourses.

By George Jarvis Geer, D. D.

The License of Evil. By Joel Moody.
Barnes's Notes on the Gospel. New and revised

edition. 2 vols.

Barnes's Notes on the Acts of the Apostles.

Barnes's Notes on the Epistle to the Romans,

Short Sermons for the People. By Bev. William

8. Plumer, D. D.
The Sermons of Henry Ward Beecher, from March

to September, 18T0. From Verbatim Reports.

Ad Fidomj or, Parish Evidences of Christianity.

By Rev. E. F. Burr, D. D.

Object and Outline Teaching. A Guide-Book for

Sunduy-school Workers. By Bev. H. C. McCook.

The Union Bible Companion : containing the Evi

dences of the Divine Ongin, Preservation, Credibil

ity, and Inspiration, of the Holy Scriptures; an Ac

count of various Manuscripts and English Transla

tions, all the Chief Books and the Chief Doctrines

of the Bible, and Plans of Christian Work. With a

Copious Analytical Index. By 8. Austin Allibone.

The Kingdom of Heaven: What it is; where it

is ; and the Duty of American Christians concerning

it. By Jesse H. Jones.
Perseverance and Apostasy. Being an Argument

in Proof of the Arminian Doctrine on that Subject.

By Rev. Albert Nash.

The Times of Daniel. An Argument, By Henry

W. Taylor, LL. D., late a Justice of the Supreme

Court, and Judgo of the Court of Appeals, of New

York.

Familiar Discourses to the Younjr. Preceded by

an Address to Parents. By a Catholic Priest.
The Happiness of Heaven. By a Father of the

Society of Jesus.

Popery and its Aims. By Bov. Granville Moody,

D.D.

New Testament Manual. With Tables, Maps,

Descriptions, etc. Bv Stephen Hawes.

A Comprehensive History of the Bible. Mainly

abridged from Dr. William Smith's Dictionary of

the Bible, but comprising Important Additions and

Improvements, etc. Edited by Bev. Samuel W.

Barnum.
God : Conferences delivered at Notre-Dame in

Paris, by the Rev. Pere Lacordairo. Translated

from the French, with the author's permission, by a

Tertiary of the fame Order.

Science and the Bible : or. The Mosaic Creationand

Modem Discoveries. By Bev. Herbert W. Morris,
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Questions of Modem Thought ; or, Lectures on the

Bible and Infidelity, by Rev. Drs. McCosh, Tliomp-

■on, Adams, Schatf, Hague, and Haven.

War in Heaven. A Disquisition, Biblical and

national, concerning Angels, Devils, and Men, and

the Creation, Fall, and Redemption of the Human

Soul. By James P. Simmons.

American Religion. By John Weiss.

Qod's Rescues ; or, The Lost Sbeep, the Lost

Coin, and the Lost Son. Three Discourses on Luke

xv. By William R. Williams.

Orthodox Congregationalism and the Sects. By

Dorus Clarkj D.D.

Manual ot Thoology. A Treatise on Christian

Doctrine. By J. L. Dagg, D. D.

Notes, Practical and Explanatory, on the Gospels.

For the Use of Bible-olasses, Sunday-school Teach

ers, Catechists, and other Pious Laymen. By Rev.

Charles H. Hall, D. D.

Episoopalianism. In Throe Parts. By B. F. Bar

rett.

The Unseen World in the Light of the Cross. By

T. Stork, D.D.

The Life that now is. Sermons, by Robert Coll-

yer.

Works of Rev. Leonidas L. Hamline, D. D., late

one of the Bishops of the Methodist Episcopal

Church. Edited by Rev. F. G. Hibbard, D. D.

Vol. ii.

The Christian Pastorate : its Character, Responsi

bilities, and Duties. By Daniel P. Kidder, D. D.

Visions of the Vale ; or. Divine Government

among Men. By Rev. B. F. Price.

A Book of Remembrance written before the Lord

for them that fear Him and think upon His Name.

By C. R. Bedford, M. D.

"Biblical Tables. An Epitomo of Various Impor

tant Statistics of the Scriptures. A Complete Hand

book of Reference for Readers, Teachers, and Stu

dents of the Bible. By Henry 8. Osborn, LL. D.

Commentary on the New Testament. Intended for

Popular Use. By D. D. Whedon, LL. D. Vol. iii.

Acts—Romans.

The Sword and Garment ; or, Ministerial Culture

By Rev. L. T. Townsond, Professor in Boston Theo

logical Seminary.

Light in Darkness. A Treatise on the Obscure

Night of the Soul. By the Rev. A. F. Hewit.

Prophetic Imperialism : or, The Prophetic Entail

of Imperial Power. By Joseph L. Lord.

The Divine Evolution of the Churches ; or, Tho

New Church as the Church of Humanity. By George

S. Phillips.

The Now Testament : or, The Restoration of tho

Hebrew Commonwealth. Showing the only Suro

Rule of interpreting tho Scriptures of tho Prophets.

By Rev. K. Johns Stewart.

Universalism against Itself. New edition, revised

and edited by W. P. Striokland, D. D.

The Way made plain. By the Rev. James H.

Brookes, D. D.

The Pictorial Bible and Church History Stories,

abridged. By the Rev. Henry Formby.

The Heroes of Faith : being a Serbs of Discourses

on the Saints mentioned in the Eleventh Chapter of

Hebrews. By D. T. Phillips.

The Collected Writings of James Honlev Thorn-

well, D. D., LL. D., late Professor of Theology in

the Theological Seminary at Columbia, S. C. Ed

ited by John B. Adger, D. D. Two volumes.

Immortality and the Worth of tho Soul : Ten

Scenes in tho Life of a Lady of Fashion ; and Mis

cellaneous Pieces. By James B. Walker.

The Union Praycr-Book : A Manual of Publio

Worship. Prepared for the Followers of the Lord

Jesus Christ in the United States of America. Also,

a Service for Sunday-schools, and Forms for Family

Devotion.

Christ Liveth in Me. By the Rev. William P.

Breed, D. D.

vol, xi.—29 A

Jy T _ .

Conversion. Its Nature and Importance. By

Enoch Pond, D. D.

Tho Soals opened ; or, The Apocalypso explainod.

By Enooh PondyD.D.

The Theology of tho New Testament. By J. J.

Van Oosterzee. Translated by George E. Day, Pro

fessor in the New Haven Divinity School.

The Christian Use of Money ; especially in Rela

tion to Personal Expenditure. By J. F. Wyekoff.

Communion. A Treatise on Christian Fellowship

with God and His Saints. By the Rev. Loyal Young,

Romanism as it is. An Exposition of the Roman

Catholic System. By Rev. Samuel W. Burnum.

The Resurrection of the Redeemed, and Hades.

By Rev. James Bogga.

Saving Faith. Its Rationale, etc. By Rev. Israel

Chamberlayne, D. D.

The History of Romanism. New odition, with

Supplements. By John Dowling, D. D.

Manual ofPiety. For the Use ot Seminaries. New

edition.

Church Order. A Treatise. By J. L. Dagg, D. D.

Sacred Goography and Antiquities. By E. P.

Barrows, D. D.

The Bremen Lectures on Fundamental, Living,

Religious Questions. Translated from tho German,

by Rev. D. Heagle. With an Introduction, by Al-

vah Hovey, D. D.

An Inquiry into the Use of Baptizo and the Nature

of Johannic Baptism. By James W. Dule, D. D.

The Character of Christ : Does it supply an Ade

quate Basis for a Religion ? By S. W. Fowle.

Tho Congregation. From Studies in the Hebrew

and Greek Scriptures. By L. W. Mansfield.

Lectures on Satan. By Rev. Thaddcus McBoe.

Voices from the Valley testifying of Jesus. By

the Rev. Frederick Whitfield.

What is Religion? A Protest against " The Spirit

of the Age." A Plea for tho Reality of tho Spiritual.

By Rev. R. W. Memminger.

Serving our Generation; and God's Guidance in

Youth. Two Sermons, by President Woolsey.

Republics ; or. Popular Government an Appoint

ment of God. By the Rev. John Crowell, D. D.

The Doctrine of tho Church. An Historical Mono

graph. With a full Bibliography. By John J. McEl-

liinney, D. D.

Indices, Historical and Rational, to a Revision of

the Scriptures. By David Newport.

Half Truths and the Truth. Lectures on the

Origin and Development of Prevailing Forms of

Unbelief. By J. M. Manning, D. D.

Akt and tite Arts.—On the Fine Arts,

very little worthy of note appeared : A trans

lation of "Art ifi Greece," by H. Taine, and a

new impression of his "Italy, Rome, and Na

ples; " a very meritorious work of reference;

" A Iland-book of Sacred and Legendary Art,"

by Clara Erskine Clement, with illustrations,

and a very interesting example of an element

ary introduction to drawing, entitled " How

to draw : Six Letters to a Little Girl," by

Charles A. Barry. Some republications will

be noticed in their proper place. Of text

books may be mentioned a new edition of

Prof. John Bascom's " ^Esthetics," and also

" Art : its Laws and the Reasons for them,

collected, considered, and arranged for Educa

tional Purposes," by Samuel P. Long, hi dif

ferent branches of the Useful and Ornamental

Arts, may be mentioned the following?

The Coin-Book. Comprisinsr a History ef Coin

age, a Synopsis of the Mint Laws, of tho United
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States, Statistics of tho Coinage from 1792 to 1870,

etc. With Engravings of tho Different Coins.

Country and Suburban Houses. By David T. At-

wood. Illustrated.

Original Designs for Front-entrtnco Doors. By

G. B. Croff, Architect.

A Boview of the Theory of Narrow Gauges as

applied to Main-Trunk Lines of Bailway. By Silas

Seymour.

Supplement to Bicknell's Village Builder, con

taining Eighteen Designs for Country and Suburban

Houses of Moderate Cost.

A Treatise on Ventilation. By Lewis W. Leeds.

Treatise on Nautical Surveying. By Captain W.

N. Jeffers, U.S.N.

Is a Canal practicable! Notes upon the Projected

Routes for an Interoceanic Ship-Canal between tho

Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. By S. T. Abert, C. E.

A Treatise on the Resistance of Materials, and an

Appendix on the Preservation of Timber. By De

Volson Wood.

School-houses. By James Johonnot. Architec

tural Designs by S. E. Howes.

American Encyclopedia of Printing. Edited by

J. Luther Ringwalt.

The New Elements of Hand-Railing. Revised

edition. By Robert Riddell.

Sign-Writing and Glass-Embossing. A Com

plete Practical Illustrated Manual of the Art. By

James Callingham.

Common Sense in tho Household : A Manual of

Practical Housewifery. By Marion Harland (Mrs.

Terhune).

Tho Young Housekeeper's Friend. By Mrs. Cor

nelius. New edition.

Locomotivo Engineering and the Mechanism of

Railways. By Zerah Colburn.

Trout Culture. By Seth Green.

What I know of I arming : A Scries of Brief and

Plain Expositions of Practical Agriculture, as an Art

based upon Science. By Horace Greeley.

The Apple Culturist. A Complete Treatise for

the Pomologist, to aid in propagating the Apple and

cultivating and managing Orchards. By Screno

Edwards Todd.

The Architect's and Builder's Companion and

Price-Book. By Frank W. Vodges, Architect.

Gutenberg and tho Art of Printing. By Emily C.

Pierson.

The Strawberry Garden. How it was planted ;

what it cost; what came of it, financially and sen

timentally. A very Practical Story. By Charles

Barnard.

Dress and Care of the Feet ; showing their Nat

ural, Perfect Shape, etc.

The Theory of Strains. A Compendium for the

Calculation and Construction of Bridges, Roofs, and

Cranes, with the Application of Trigonometrical

Notes. By John H. Diedrichs.

A General Treatise on the Manufacture ofVinegar,

Theoretical and Practical, comprising the Chemical

Principles involved in the Preparation of Acetio

Acid and its Derivations, etc. By H. Dussance.

A Treatise on the Manufacture and Distillation of

Alcoholic Liquors. Translated and edited from the

French of MM. Duplais, Ain6 et Jeunc, by M. Mc-

Kennie, M. D.

Tables for calculating Excavation and Embank

ment of Regular and Irregular Cross-Sections. By

E. C. Rice, C. E.

Law.—Besides tho volumes of reportod

cases, we note the following .

The Legal Remembrancer. Containing Concise

Statements of the Law as it now is, on Subjects of

General Importance, particularly adapted to tho

State of New York. Edited by Austin Abbott.

The Law of Wills. Parts II. and III. By Isaac

F. Bedfleld, LL. D.

Lawyer and Client : their Relations, Rights, and

Duties. By William Allen Butler.

A Treatise on the Medical Jurisprudence of In

sanity. By J. Bay, M. D. Fifth edition, with Ad

ditions.

A Treatise upon the United States Courts and

their Practice. By Benjamin Vaughan Abbott.

Vol. ii.

A Treatise on the Principles of Pleading in Civil

Actions. By Henry John Stephen. From the

second London edition. With a Preface, an In

troduction, a Dissertation on Parties to Actions,

and Notes. Bv Samuel Tyler, LL. D.

Is Davis n Traitor 1 or, was Secession a Con

stitutional Right! By Albert Taylor Bledsoe,

LL. D.

Curiosities of tho Law Reporters. By Franklin

Fiske Heard.

Leading and Select American Cases in the Law

of Bills of Exchange, Promissory Notes and Checks.

By Isaac F. Redfield and Melville M. Bigelow.

Bench and Bar : A Complete DigeBt of the Wit,

Humor, Asperities, and Amenities of the Law. By
L. J. Bigelow. New and greatly enlarged edition. •

Reports and Dissertations. In Two Parts. Part

I.—Reports of Cases determined in the Supreme

Court of the State of Vermont, in the Years 1789,

1790, and 1791. Part II.—Dissertation on the Statute

adopting the Common Law of England, the Statute

of Conveyances, the Statute of Offsets, and on the

Negotiability of Notes. With an Appendix. By

Nathaniel Chipman, late Chief Justice. Reprint of

edition of 1792.

Commentaries on the Law of Married Women

under the Statutes of the Several States, also at

Common Law and in Equity. By Joel Prentiss

Bishop. Vol. i.

Judge Black's Argument for Kentucky in the Case

of The United States tt. Blyew and Kennard. The

Civil Rights Bill and its Constitutionality.

An Inquiry into the Albany & Susquehanna Rail

road Litigations of 1869, and Mr. David Dudley

Field's Connection therewith. By George Ticknor

Curtis.
The Lawyer and his Clients ; with an Examina

tion of the Hon. George T. Curtis's Opinion on the

Susquehanna Litigation. By Albert Stickney.

The Science of Legal Judgment. A Treatise de

signed to show the Materials whereof, and the Pro

cess whereby, Courts construct their Judgments,

etc By James Rain. With Extensive Additions

and Annotations, by John Townsend, of the New

York Bar.
A Treatise on the Constitutional Limitations which

rest upon the Legislative Power of the States of the

American Union. By Thomas M. Cooley. Second

edition, with Considerable Additions.
A General Treatise on Statutes, their Rules of

Construction, and the Proper Boundaries of Legis

lation and of Judicial Interpretation. By Sir F.

Dwarris, Knt. With American Notes and Addi

tions, and with Notes and Maxims of Constitutional

and of Statute Construction. Also, a Treatise on

Constitutional Limitations upon the National ana

State Legislative Power ; with a Chapter on Parlia

mentary Law and Parliamentary Privilege. By

Piatt Porter, LL. D.

The Law of Estoppel. By Henrv M. Herman.
A Treatise on the Common and Civil Law, as em

braced in the Jurisprudence of the United States.

By William Archer Cocke.
Lectures on the Study ond Practice of the Law.

Delivered in the Law-School of Harvard University.

By Emory Washburn, LL. D.
A Commentary on tho Law and True Construction

of the Federal Constitution. By John King.
The Law of Life Insurance. With Chapters upon

Accident and Guarantee Insurance. By George

Bliss, Jr.
Disabilities of American Women married abroad.
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Foreign Treaties of the United States in Conflict with

State Laws relative to the Transmission of Heal Es

tate to Aliens, cto. By William Beach Lawrence.

The Railroad Laws of the State of New York.

"With Notes of Judicial Decisions. To which are

added a Tablo of Bailroad Charters and Local En

actments, and on Appendix of Forms. By B. Bach

McMoster.

A Compendium of Commercial Law, analytically

and topically arranged, with Copious Citations of

Legal Authorities, lor the Use of Business Colleges

and Universities. Students of Law, and Members of

the Bar. By Calvin Townsend.

Jcvexilbs.—In books for the young, the

press continues to be prolific; and, while there

is something to disconrage one in the amount

of indifferent fiction that is fabricated for

them, a comparative view shows a gradual

raising of the standard. This is due, no doubt,

to the amount of wholesome though some

times sweeping criticism that has been of late

directed upon this class of books. Fiction is

less exclusively relied on as a means of inter

esting the young people. To make books for

them that shall be at once useful and readable,

is an undertaking the difficulty of which gives

brilliancy to success. Suoh a success is " How

to Do it," by the Rev. Edward Everett Hale,

a book of good advice, and therefore likely

enough beforehand to find few readers dis

posed to give any attention to it. But it is

almost as interesting as a good story ; and, as

it tells how to do a number of things youth

are apt to think very difficult, the immediate

gratification of their curiosity is the smallest

part of the good they get from its sensible

and pleasant counsels. Mr. Jacob Abbott has

commenced a series of books for the young,

popularizing science. He has issued volumes

on " Heat," " Light," and " Water and Laud."

Volumes of the same kind are " Curiosities of

Heat," by Rev. Lyman B. Tefft; "Wonders of

Insect Life," by Prof. J. E. Willett ; " Won

ders of the Plant World ; or, Curiosities of

Vegetable Life, and Notices of Remarkable

Plants, Trees, and Flowers." " Nature's Won

ders," by the Rev. Richard Newton, D. D., is

a series of sermons by a preacher to children,

of more than ordinary adaptation to that diffi

cult specialty. Those never-failing favorites

with their juniors, J. T. Trowbridge, by his

tale of " Jack Hazard and his Fortunes," and

Mrs. A. M. Diaz, by her entertaining sketches

of " William Henry and his Friends," have

laid them under added obligations. Miss

Louisa M. Alcott has given them "Little

Men," a worthy companion to her very popu

lar " Little Women," and also " Morning Glo

ries and Other Stories." The author of " The

Wide, Wide World " appears in " Opportuni

ties," a sequel to " What she could," and

"The House in Town," a sequel to "Oppor

tunities ; " and the author of " Ellen Mont

gomery's Book-Shelf" furnishes another shelf

with a series entitled "Stories of Vinegar

Hill." A very pleasant and healthful book is

" The Judge's Pets," by E. Johnson (E. B.

Bensell). "Four, and what they did," by

Mrs. H. C. Weeks, a scries of very life-like

and humorous sketches, is deservedly a great

favorite with the boys and girls. " The New-

Year's Bargain," by Susan Coolidge, is a quaint

conceit very successfully embodied, suggesting

in humorous masquerade things worth think

ing of. " Alice Fenton ; or, Alone in the

World," and "Ruth Allerton, the Missionary's

Daughter," are of the excellent class of moral

tales that do not moralize. " Mother Goose's ,

Melodies, for Children, with Notes, Music,"

etc., presents the old nursery favorites—older

by ages than the Mother Goose from whom

American editions name them—in luxurious

fashion. From the mass that remain to be

enumerated, we add the following titles :

The August Stories. By Jacob Abbott.

Aunt Jane's Hero. By E. Prentiss.

Little Jakey. By Mrs. S. H. De Croyft.

The Greek Maid at the Court of the Emperor

Nero. From the German, by L. C. Theiss.

The Theban Legion : a Story of the Times of Dio

cletian. By the Rev. W. M. Blackburn, D. D.

Gustavus Adolphus. Bv Mrs. C. A. Lacroix.

The Heroine of the White Nile : or, what a

Woman did and dared. A Sketch of the Remark

able Travels and Experiences of Miss Alexandrina

Tinne. By Prof. William Wells.

English History, condensed and simplified for

Children. By Mrs. Anna M. Hyde.

The Old World seen with Young Eves.

The Trapper's Niece. A Sketch of Western Life.

Bread-Winners. By a Lady of Boston.

Tattered Tom ; or, The History of a Street Arab.

By Horatio Alger, Jr.

Up the Baltic ; or, Young Americans in Norway,

Sweden, and Denmark. By Oliver Optic (William

T. Adams).

Fire in the Woods (B. 0. W. C. Stories). By

James De Mille.

The Young Dodge Club. By James De Mille.

Cinderella ; or, 1 ho Little Glass Slipper. Colored

Pictures by Alfred Fredericks.

The Child Captives. A True Tale of Life among

the Indians of the West. By Mrs. Margaret Hosmer.

One Year ; or, A Story of Three Homes. By Fran

cis May Peard.

The Hermit of Jlolcombe. By Mary Dwinell

Chellis.

The Young Deliverers of Pleasant Love. By

Elijah Kellogg.
The Spark of Genius: or, the College-Life of

James Trafton. By Elijah Kellogg.

The Silver Rifle : A Tale of the Saranoc Lakes.

By Clara F. Guernsey.

Oliver's Prisoner. Bv Clara F. Guemsev.

A Journey round my Room. From the French of

Xavicr de MaUtre.

The Fables of Pilpay. Revised edition. Illus

trated.
The 8nnny Path. By Caroline E. K. Davis.

Lyle McDonald ; or, A Winter in the Woods of

Maine'. By Mrs. S. F. Keene.

The Bea-Shanty Boys : or, Pictures of New Eng

land School-Life Thirty Years ago. By Park Lud

low, A. M.

Six Little Princesses, and what they turned into.

By the author of " Susy's Six Birthdays."

The Dick and Daisy Series. By Miss A. F. Sam

uels. 4 vols.

Aunt Jo's Scrap-Bag. By Louisa M. Alcott.

The Wonderful Story of "Gentle Hand, and Other

Stories. By T. 8. Arthur.

Bivouac and Battle ; or, The Struggles of a Soldier.

By " Oliver Optic"

The Country of the Dwarfs. By Paul du Chaillu.
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Classical and Otoee Text-Books.—Some

important text-books are noticed under Sci

ence. Worthy of particular mention are " The

Antigono of Sophocles, with an Introduction,

and Critical and Explanatory Notes," etc., by

M. J. Smead, Ph. D., Professor in the Univer

sity of Georgia, an excellent school and college

classic; a new edition of that well-tested class-

book, Prof. J. L. Lincoln's " Selections from

Livy," with Notes, etc. ; an Elementary Greek

Grammar, by W. W. Goodwin, Ph. D., and a

Greek Reader (prose), by W. W. Goodwin and

Joseph II. Allen ; Prof. George M. Comfort's

German Reader, and Manual of German Con

versation; Prof. William Henry Green's "Ele

mentary Hebrew Grammar, with Reading and

Writing Lessons and Vocabulary," a work for

beginners, for which there was room, valuable

as are the Hebrew Grammars in use for stu

dents further advanced in the study; Mr.

H. Alleyne Nicholson's Text-Hooks on Geol

ogy and Physiology ; and the following :

A Shorter Course in English Grammar. By Simon

Kerl, A. M.

Analysis of the Latin Verb, illustrated by tho

Forms of the Sanskrit. By Charles II. Parkhurst.

Greek Grammar. By Alpheus Crosby. Kevised

edition.

Tho Elements of Natural Philosophy. By Sidney

A. Norton.

Practical Treatise on tho Differential and Integral

Caloulus, with some of its Applications to Mechanics

and Astronomy. By William G. Peck, LL. D.

A Treatise on tho Differential and Integral Cal

culus. By Prof. Theodore Strong, LL. D.

A Primary Geography.—An Intermediate Geogra-

ghy. By A. von Stcmwehr and D. G. Brinton.—A

cnool Geography, embracing a Mathematical, Physi

cal, and Political Description of the Earth. By A.

von Steinwehr.

The Kindergarten. A Manual for the Introduc

tion of Froebel's System of Primary Education into

Public Schools, and for the Use of Mothers and Pri

vate Teachers. By Dr. Adolf Donai.

A Practical Grammar of the German Language.

By Herman D. Wrage.

The First Book of Botany. Designed to cultivate

the Observing Powers of" Children. By Eliza A.

Youmans. Enlarged edition.

Greek Lessons, adapted to Goodwin's Greek Gram

mar. By K. F. Leighton, A. M.

Natural 8ystem of English Grammar. Introduc

tory Course. By D. B. Chamberlin.

Natural Philosophy. For Common and Iligh

Sohools. By Le Roy C. Cooley, Ph. D.—Easy Ex

periments in Physical Science. For Oral Instruction

in Common Schools. By Le Roy C. Cooley.

Easy and Practical French Grammar. Bv Dr. C.

Ploetz. Arranged for American Schools and Private

Use. By J. Noeroth.

Manual of Reading, in Four Parts : Orthophony,

Class Methods—Gestu.ro and Elocution. By H. L.

D. Potter.

A Latin Exercise Book. By B. L. Gilderslcovc,

Ph. D., LL. D.

Key to the Iliad of Homer. For the Use ofSchools,

Academies, and Colleges. By William R. Smith,

President of the University of Alabama.

Elements of Plain Geometry, with an Appendix on

Mensuration. By Thomas Hunter, A. It.

The American 'Elocutionist, and Dramatic Reader.

By Joseph A. Lyons.

Independent Sixth Reader. By J. Madison Wat

son.

Second Book on Analytic Anatomy, Physiology,

and Hvgiene, Human and Comparative. By Calvin

Cutter", A. M., M. D.

Miscellaneous.—Some important medical

works are mentioned under the head of " Sci

ence." Several works deserve mention, de

signed for popular instruction in hygiene and

regimen, o. g., " Health and its Conditions," by

James Hinton ; "Human Life prolonged," by

A. A. Piatt, M. D. ; "Wear and Tear; or,

Hints for the Overworked," by S. Weir

Mitchell, M. D. ; " Onr Eyes, and how to take

care of them," by Henry W. Williams, M. D. ;

"Fun better than Physic; or, Everybody's

Live-Preserver," by W. W. Hall, M.D.; "Our

Girls," by Dio Lewis, A. M., M. D. ; "Bound,

and IIow ; or, Alcohol as a Narcotic," by

Charles Jewett, M. D. The last-named is one

of a series of books in which the " National

Temperance Society," without by any mean9

renouncing the faith in repressive legislation,

recognizes the necessity of recurring to those

moral and persuasive means by which the

reform was originally lifted into public im

portance.

Of illustrated books, some, in which the mat

ter of the book is paramount to the mode of

presentation, have been noticed in their appro

priate places. Besides these, some claim men

tion that were published with special regard

to elegance of form and sumptnonsness of

adornment. Such are—" The Story of the

Fountain," by Bryant, admirably illustrated,

printed, and bound ; less expensive, and 60

fitted for wider circulation, but scarcely less

perfect in its kind, is a complete (red-line)

edition of Bryant's Poems ; a fine illustrated

edition of Longfellow's Poetical Works, a beau

tiful piece of book manufacture; "Child Life,

a Collection of Poems," edited by Whittier, in

which the choiceness of the selections and

the beauty of the material setting are well

matched ; an illustrated edition of " Mand Mul-

ler; " " Falstaff and his Companions," twenty

designs in silhouette, by Konewka; "One

with Christ in Glory: Thoughts on John xvii.,"

with illuminations ; besides several English

works reproduced in the holiday season. In

" Nast's Comic Almanac " a deft pencil is

withdrawn momentarily from the field of po

litical caricature to humorous delineation and

suggestion.

In this connection may fitly be mentioned

the excellence of certain compilations. Im

proved editions of that standard work, "The

Household Book of Poetry," by 0. A. Dana,

and of that less general but very choice selec

tion, " Our Poetic Favorites," by Prof. A. C.

Kendrick, have appeared. Wo notice also,

" Ever Now and Ever Old, or Twice-told Sto

ries by the best Authors ; " " Public and Par

lor Readings, Prose and Poetry, for tho use of

Reading Clubs and for Public and Social En

tertainments," edited bv Lewis B. Monroe;

"The Historical Reader," by John J. Ander

son; and "Treasury of Thought, forming an

Encyclopedia of Quotations," by M. M. Bal
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loo. "Without farther classification, we add

these :

Tho Congressman's Christmas Dream, and . tho

Lobby-Member's Happy New-Year. By A. Oakey

Hall.
The Library ; or, some Hints about what Books to

road and how to buy them. By an Old Bookseller.

The Laws of Fermentation and the Wines of tho

Ancients. By William Patton, D. D.

Tho Churchman's Year-Book, with Calendar for

1871. Compiled by William Stevens Perry, D. D.

Papers relating to tho History of the Church in

Virginia, a. d. 1650-1776. Edited by William Sto-

vens Perry, D. D.

American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac for

3873. Published by authority of tho Secretary of

tho Navy.

Wonderful Escapes. Revised from tho French of

F. Bernard, and Original Chapters added, by Rich-

ard Whiteing.

Tho New Constitution of the State of Illinois.

With a complete Analytical Index.

How Women can make Money, married or single.

By Miss Virginia Penny.

Tho Science of Money a Great Truth. By No-

mistake.

Mark Twain's Autobiography and First Romance.

Adventures of one Terence McGrant, a Brevet

Irish Cousin of President Ulysses S. Grant, etc., etc.

Topics of tho Time. By James Parton.

Oral Training Lessons in Natural Science and

General Knowledge. By H Barnard.

Object and Outline Toaching. For Sunday-Schools.

By Kev. H. C. McCook.

Local Taxation [Report to the Legislature of Now

York]. By David A.Wells.

The American Celebration of tho Unity of Italy, at

the Academy of Musio, New York, January 12, 1871,

with the Addresses, Letters, eto.

Narrative of my Captivity among the Sioux In

dians. By Mrs. Fanny Kelley.

Tho Moral Duty of Total Abstinonce. By Eev.

Theodore L. Cuyler.

Fifty Years in the Magic Circle. By Signor Blitz.

Hand-Book for Immigrants to the United States.

Prepared by the American Social Science Association.

Knots untied ; or, Ways and By-Wavs in the

Hidden Life of an American Detective. By George

S. MoWatters.

Sketches of Men of Progress. By James Parton.

Amos Kendall and others.

Zell's Descriptive Atlas of tho World. In Parts.

Satan in 8ociety. By a Physician.

Versatilities. By Orpheus C. Kerr (R. H. Nowoll).

Oration on tho Life and Character of General

George H. Thomas. By General James A. Garfleld.

Castles in tho Air, and Other Phantasies. By

Barry Gray (Robert Gray Coffin).

Tho Correct Order of Fundamental Harmonies : a

Treatise on Fundamental Bases. From the Gorman

of S. Sechter. Compiled and adapted for Popular

Use, by C. C. Miller.

Triumphs of Enterprise, Ingenuity, and Publio

Spirit. By .Tamos Parton.

Four Ye irs at Yalo. By a Graduato of '69.

Mount Washington in Winter ; or, the Experiences

of a Scientific Expedition, etc.

Self-denial for tho Promotion of Temperance. By

J. P. Newman.

New England Loicnds. By Harriet P. Spoflford.

Eirene; or, a Woman's Right. By Mary Clem-

mer Ami.

School Houses. Bv James Johonnot. Architec

tural Designs by S. E. Hewes.

The People of Africa; a Series of Papers on their

Character, Condition, and Future Prospects. By

E. W. Blyden, D. D., Tayler Lewis, LL.D., Theo

dore Dwight, LL. D., and others.

The Teacher's Manual. By Hiram Oreutt.

Garnered Sheaves from tho Writings of Albert D.

Richardson.

Stories from Old English Poetry. By Abby Sage

Richardson.

History of the Boston Peace Jubilee. By P. S.

Gilmore.

American Wonderland. By Richard Monde Bache.

Bestorativo Medicine ; an Harveian Oration. By

Thomas King Chambers, M. D.

Orange Blossoms, fresh and faded. By T. S.

Arthur.

The Memorial Volume of tho Edwards Family

Meeting at Stockbridge, Mass.

The Chronicles of Gotham. By tho author of

" The New Gospel of Peace."

Student Life at Amherst College. By George Bugg

Cutting.

Shooting, Boating, and Fishing, for Young Sports

men. By T. Warren Robinson.

Living Female Writers of the South.

The American Tour of Messrs. Brown, Jones, and

Robinson.

On tho Organization of Labor. From tho French

of M. F. Le Play. By G. Emerson, M. D.

Tho Church Chorister ; being a Manual for training

Singing Boys. By Walter B. Gilbert, Mus. B., Oxon.

Our Boys'' and Girls' Favorite. By Oliver Optic

" Awful." and other Jingles. By P. R. S.

The Walking Doll ; or, Tho Asters and Disasters

of Society. By Orpheus C. Kerr (R. II. Newell).

The Debatable Land between this World and tho

next. With Illustrative Narrations. By Robert

Dalo Owen. ,

The Words of Washington. Selected by James

Parton.

What tho World made them. By the author of

" Travels of an American Owl."

The American Home-Book of In-door Games. By

Mrs. Caroline L. Smith.

Tho West Point Scrap-Book: a Collection of Sto

ries, Songs, and Legends of tho United States Mili

tary Academy. With 69 Original Illustrations, eto.

By Lieutenant O. E. Wood.

Life of Jefferson S. Baskins, Member from Cran

berry Centre. Written by Himself; assisted by tho

author of tho " Silver Spoon."

Languages and Popular Education. By Magnus

Gross.

Republications.—Tho preceding pages have

been intentionally limited to works of Ameri

can authorship or translation, and the account

of them is by no means complete, especially

in the departments of school-books and books

for school-libraries, or generally for the young,

of religious and of technical works. Of re

publications the number is largo, especially if

we include works that are not reprinted, but

are merely issued with an American imprint.

London publishing-houses aro represented here

by their agents, and enter the American mar

ket as freely as the discriminations of the tariff

laws will permit. It follows that an English au

thor has no sooner made a reputation, or given

promise of gaining it, than his writings appear

on this side of the ocean. Some, indeed, have

gained here a reputation that has prepared the

way for popularity at home. Mr. Carlyle is

one who has felt in his own case the value of

a transatlantic appreciation, without, however,

stimulating any excess of gratitude.

Mr. Dickens's works are circulated in several

popular forms, of which tho most current are

the " Handy Volume" edition (Appletons') of

New York and the "Library" and "House
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hold " editions (Osgood & Co.'s) of Boston.

Mr. Forster's " Lite of Dickens " is republished

in Philadelphia. Thero aro rival editions of

Tennyson's and Mrs. Browning's poems, of the

novels of B. J. Farjeon (" Joshua Marvel " and

"'Grif"), and George Macdonald bids fair to

he as much contended for, though, as a con

tributor to ScribnerU Monthly, his latest

novel, "Wilfred Cumbermere," has the im

print of that house, which also issues regu

larly whatover comes from the pen of Mr.

Froude and Prof. Max MQller. Tlio novels of

Miss Mulock (Harpers) and those of Miss

Yonge and Mr. Disraeli (Appletons), com

plete, in uniform editions, give evidence of a

Arm hold on popular interest. Boston and

Philadelphia compete in the sale of Thackeray's

works. Charles Reade's latest work proved

"A Terrible Temptation " to three publishing-

houses, hut one which a good many people

wished had been resisted. The handsome

library edition (Hurd & Houghton) of Hans

Christian Andersen's Works has been com

pleted, in part now first translated. Transla

tions of George Sand's later works (Lee &

Shepard) have been well receivod. The fol

lowing works also in poetry and fiction, among

others, have been republished :

Tho Pilgrim and the Shrino.

Songs before Sunrise. By Algernon C. Swinburne.

Gabriel AndrcS : an Historical Novel, By S. Bur-

ing-Gould.

Gtnx'sBabv: a Satire.

Anteros. By the author of " Guy Livingstone."

Vivia : a Modern Story. By Florence Wilford.

Lucile and other Poems. By Owen Meredith 1 . B .

Lytton).

Marquis and Merchant. By Mortimer Collins.

The Quiet Miss Godolphin,'by Kuth Garrett; and,

A Chance Child, byEdward Garrett.

James Gordon's Wife.

The Portent. By Georgo Macdonald.

Sarchedon : a Logcnd of tho Great Queen. By G.

J. Whyte Melville.

The Gladiators. By the same.

David Lloyd's LastWill. By tho author of " Max

Kromer."

Balaustion's Adventure ; including a Transcript

from Euripides. By Eobert Browning.

King Arthur : a Poem. By Lord Lvtton.

The Diamond on the Hearth. By Mariuu James.

Nobody's Fortune By Edward Yates.

Around a Spring. By (!u3tave Droz.

Poems and Ballads of Goethe. Translated by W.

Edmonstone Aytoun and Theodore Martin.

The Prey of the Gods. By Florence Marryat.

Ministering Children. By Miss Charlesworth.

Ought we to visit her. By Mrs. Annie Edwards.

The Lost Child. By Ilonry Kingsloy.

Poems. By Charles Kingsley.

Lord Bantam. A Satire.

Mr. Pisistratus Brown in the Highlands.

In the department of science, tho sympathy

which is folt here with the strong movement

of the European mind causes the speedy re

production and wide circulation of every im

portant work that appears, not to speak of the

less valuable that swim in their wake. One

house (Appletons) has republished Darwin's

" Descent of Man," and " Voyage of a Natu

ralist," Mr. Mivart's "Genesis of Species,"

Sir John Lubbock's anthropological works,

Herbert Spencer's "Psychology" and "Dis

cussions," fyndall's " Fragments of Science,"

and " Hours of Exercise Among the Alps,"

Proctor's " Light Science," Maudsley's " Body

and Mind," Dr. Stroud's theologico-scientific

(and very interesting) inquiry into " The Phys

ical Cause of the Death of Christ," Galton's

" Hereditary Genius," and the speculative

treatise of Mr. Walker entitled "Cyclical Del

uges." The "Wonder" Library (Scribner's)

includes a large number of popular expositions

of science, with descriptive and pictorial ac

cessories. Lyell's " Student's Elements of

Geology " (Harpers), and other treatises.

In Theology, and Philosophy, such works

as " Jowett's Dialogues of Plato," the " Speak

er's Commentary," Augustine's " City of God,"

Hanna's " Life of Christ," appear almost si

multaneously in England and in this country.

In History, Curtius's " History of Greece,"

Philip Smith's "Ancient nistory of the East,"

Rawlinson's "Manual of Ancient History,"

Dr. Wm. Smith's edition of Dallam's "Middle

Ages," the " Life and Times ofLord Brougham,"

Freeman's " Historical Essays," and Prof.

Seeley's " Roman Imperialism, and other Lec

tures and Essays." Translations, if brought

under ono head, would be seen to constitute

an increasing part of the mental aliment of

scholars and readers. To those already named

should be added the works of M. Taine, on

"Art," "Intelligence," and "English Litera

ture," and Ueberwcg'g "History ef Philoso

phy," of which one volume has appeared, under

the editorial care of Drs. Philip Schaff and II.

B. Smith, as the beginning of a theological and

philosophical library. Tho fine series of "An

cient Classics for English Readers " is in prog

ress of republication.

Without further classification, the following

reprints are enumerated :

Tho Scots Worthies. By John Howie.

Lectures on the Fourfold Sovereignty of God. By

Henry Edward Manning, Archbishop of Westminster.

Liturgy and Worship of the Church. Sermons by

the Rev. C. J. Vaughan, D. D. With an Introduc

tion hy the Rev. H. C. Potter, D. D.

The Land of Lome. By Kobert Buchanan.

The Reign of Law. By the Duke of Argyll.

Science and Practice of Surgerv. By Frederick J.

Gant, F. R. C. S., etc., 471 Illustrations.
The Unknown River ; an Etcher's Voyage of Dis

covery. By Philip Gilbert Hamerton.

Thoughts about Art. By P. G. Hunierton.

English Lessons for English People. By E. A.

Ahbott, M. A., and J. R. Seeley, M. A.

The Incarnation, and Principles of Evidence. A

Theological Essay. Bv Richard Holt Hutton, M. A.

With an Introduction, by Samuel Osgood, D. I).

Papers for Home Reading. By Rev. John llall, D.D.

Till the Doctor Comes, and How to Help Him.

By George H. Hope, M. D. Revised, with Additions,

by a New York Phvsiciun.
Tho Young Mechanic. By the author of "The

Lathe and its Uses."
A Copious and Critical English-Latin Dictionary.

Bv William Smith, D. C. L., aud Thccphilns P.

Hall, M. A.
Modern Scepticism. A Course of Lectures deliv

ered at the Bequest of the Christian Evidence So
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ciety. With an Explanatory Paper by C. J. EUioott,

D. D., Lord Bishop" of Gloucester auci Briatol.

The Earth : A Descriptive History of the Phe

nomena of the Life of the Globe. By Eliseo Reel us.

Translated by B. B. Woodward, M. A., and edited

by Henry Woodward. Illustrated.

Misread Passages of Scripture. By J. Baldwin

Brown.

Life of Sir Walter Soott ; with Remarks upon his

Writings. By Francis Turner Palgrave. With an

Essay on Scott, by David Masson, M. A., etc

The Critical and Explanatory Pocket Bible. The

Holy Bible according to the authorized version, with

a Critical and Explanatory Commentary. By the

Rev. Robert Jamiesonj D. D., Rev. A. R. Fausset,

A. M., Rev. B. M. Smith, and Rev. David Brown.

Four volumes.

The Portable Commentary. Bv the same. [The

commentary without the text.] Two volumes.

At Last : A Christmas in the West Indies. By

Charles Kingsley.

The Management of Infancy, Physiological and

Moral. By Andrew Combe. Revised and edited by

Sir James Clark, Bart.

Reminiscences of Fifty Years. By Mark Boyd.

The Novels and Novelists of the Eighteenth Cen

tury, in Illustration of the Manners and Morals of

the Age. By William Forsyth.

A Smaller Scripture History. By Win. Smith, LL.D.

Ad Clerum: Advice to a Young Preacher. By

Joseph Parker, D. D.

The Metaphors of St. Paul, and the Companions

of St. Paul. By J. S. Howson, D. D. With an In

troduction by II. B. Hackett, D. D.

The Coptright Question.—The apathy on

tho subject of international copyright has been

broken, and the subject has been more actively

under discussion, with more hope of action

upon it than at any previous period. The

appearance of the latest phase of the question

was due to one of the periodical growling-fits

of the London newspapers on American " pi

racy " of English books. Americans in Eng

land were not slow to repel tho charge, and

make those counter-charges to which British

publishers are exposed by their freedom in

appropriating American books. These de

fences were supported by English testimony.

Mr. William H. Appleton, of New York, hap

pening to arrive in London, from the Conti

nent, while the controversy was in progress,

addressed a letter to the Times, which, as it

materially changed the form of the issue before

the public, is properly a part of the record :

Sib : In passing through London on my way home

from tho Continent, I find the English press warmly

engaged in discussing the American copyright ques

tion, and, as the publishing-Arm in New York, of

which I am senior, has been made the object of spe

cial reprobation by your correspondents, I ask space

for a few words of rejoinder, and for some sugscs-

tions upon the general subject, which I think called

for at tho present time.

In your editorial strictures upon this question of

the 14th of October you remark : " We do not sup

pose any thing which could bo said will alter the

settled determination of the Americans^," etc. There

is no settled determination in the United States to

withhold justice from English authors in respect of

property in their works. As an American publisher

of large experience, I am in favor of an international

copyright law, and I believe that this oonviction is

shared by a largo number, if not a majority, of my

fellow-citizens.

That this feeling has found but partial expression

hitherto, and that no overtures have come from us,

is due, more than you probably suspect, to the man

ner in which the English press has chosen to deal

with the subject. The most effective weapon of the

enemies of an international copyright law in the Uni

ted States is a batch of English newspapers after one

of your periodical explosions upon the subject. I am

happy, however, to note that there are signs ofamend

ment in this particular.

It is a standing charge, and lately reechoed in all

directions, that the present treatment of English

authors by American publishers is disgraceful. Al

though popular novelists, it is said, may get some

thing decent for their advanced sheets, yet the hard

working authors of valuable books get nothing, or

Buch " paltry pittances " as are not worth naming.

The number or those who moke books and get very

small pay for it, or no pay whatever, and whom no

laws can ever help, is very large, of course, with us

as with you, for only profitable books can pay. But,

under existing arrangements, all books of value can

bo made to pay very fairly in the United States, and,

if they do not, it is due in a groat degree to the au

thor's mismanagement.

To the above charge, as it is broadly made and

generally believed here, I am able to give a flat con

tradiction. The house I represent has been laboring

for years to establish direct relations with English

authorSj so that they may get tho entire profits of

authorship, on our side, and, in paying them, we have

put them upon substantially the same footing as our

own authors. We have not waited for an interna

tional copyright law, but have practically anticipated

it and given your authors its benefits. There is a

standard of payment with us to our own authors,

which is generally accepted as fair and just, and (in

consideration of such advantages as they can give

us) all your authors with whom we could arrange we

ay upon this scalo; and, pot on your novels merely,

ut on grave works of philosophy, science, and his

tory. Of tho numerous books, for example, of Her

bert 8pencer, Dr. Tyndall, Prof. Huxley, Sir John

Lubbock, and Mr. Darwin, which we publish un

der this arrangement, and which are certainly not

very " light reading," every copy sold pays its author

what he would have were he born in New York. We

have paid thousands ofpounds upon such solidworks,

have urged this system upon your authors, and have

paid them thrice as much on the first year's sales as

they asked for advanced Bheets, knowing that we

lost an immediate bargain, but believing that the

establishment of the principle would, in the end, be

best for all. We commenced this policy a dozen

years ago, have gone on extending it year by year,

and within these last few months a scheme has origi

nated with us to carry out the plan more systemati

cally for the benefit of a larger number of your au

thors, and on terms more advantageous to them than

any copyright can ever secure.
But, it will be asked, " Do you not reprint foreign

books.without the author's consent and without pay

ment?" To which I answer, certainly and often.

But observe the circumstances. By the laws of all

countries, the author's right to his property in a

book is contingent upon his asking to have it pro

tected ; is never recognized unless he complies with

certain requirements, and then only for a limited

time. By his neglect to " register/' the book be

comes common propertv, as it does, at any rate, after

a given date. If a book comes to us unprotected by

law, and nobody protests, we treat it just as your

publishers treat a book the copyright of which has

expired, and just as they treat American books,

whether anybody protests or not. But, if the foreign

author applies to us at first, and we then publish his

book, we hold ourselves morally bound to pay him.

It is taken for granted all round in this discussion,

that the Americans are opposed to an international

copyright law. On what evidence ! That England

has proffered it and we have rejected it—perhaps
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over and over again. But this only proves that we

object to certain forms of it. I deny that the Ameri

cans have ever rejected an authors' international

copyright law from you, or ever had a chance to. If

England has offered to the United States a treaty

shaped for the simple protection of her authors in

that country, it is a diplomatic secret, and I can as-

Bure you the American people have never suspected

it. No scheme you have ever propoBcd stops with

its nominal purpose. Avowedly an authors' copy

right, it is really an authors' and publishers' copy

right tbat is demanded of us. You may not see the

difference ; Americans do. They see that, while tho

author has a just claim, the publisher has no claim

whatever; while every arrangement that England has

hitherto offered is but a kind of legal saddle for the

English publisher to ride his author into the Ameri

can book-market. It is well understood with us that

your proffered forms of copyright are less in the in

terest of authors than in the interest of the English

book-manufacturer, and it is these forms that the

Amerioans have rejected. Any treaty which makes

the English author and the English publisher joint

parties to supply us with books, if negotiated by the

two Governments, would be repudiated by our people

in a year. They believe earnestly in their policy of

cheap books, and will not expose it to the peril

threatened by an English publishers' copyright.

Tho superior advantages of our system are felt even

in Canada. The Canadians will have our cheap re

prints instead of your honest editions, and to this

the English Government consents, suspends the laws

of the empire in tho case of a single province, col

ludes with " Yankee pirates," and robs its own

authors that Canadians may have our cheap books.

I say robs its authors, for, "although a ten per cent,

tax is levied by the Canadian Government on re

prints from the United States for the benefit of tho

author, I am informed by London publishers that

money from this source would be a curiosity.

The United States now contain nearly forty million

inhabitants, and they are eminently a book-buying

people. The American market for English books is

already great, and is destined to become immense.

I believe that our pcoplo would rejoice to open

this vast opportunity to your intellectual laborers.

They are not ungrateful: they know the extent of

their obligations to your thinkers, and they will be

glad to do them justice when the way is shown.

But they hold themselves perfectly competent to

manufacture the books that shall embody your

authors' thoughts, in accordance with their "own

needs, habits, and tastes, and in this they will not

be interfered with.

I am of opinion that on international copyright

law, rigorously in tho author's interest, requiring

him to make contracts for American republication

directly with American publishers, ana1 taking effect

only upon books entirely manufactured in the United

States, would be acceptable to our people.

I have been unexpectedly called upon to make tins

communication in vindication of my house and the

American people, and the ocoasion has compelled mo

to speak more from a personal point of view than

would be otherwise agreeable ; but I feel sure that

my brother-publisheTs in America will substantially

agree in what I have Baid, and would have taken a

similar course in like circumstances. As to the

English publishers, many of whom are my cordial

friends, I trust they will not be offended that I have

presented the ease plainly and directly. Nothing at

present is more desirable than to divest the question

of the false aspects lent to it by passion, prejudice,

ignorance, and olass interest, and to deal with it can

didly, broadly, and searchinirly. Having recently

adjusted one of the most embarrassing international

differences that could arise between two notions, it

is surely not impossible to settle this on the basis of

equity and mutual satisfaction.

A few words, now, to my assailants. Mr. Collins

pays we reprinted his novel, and paid him nothing,

which is very likely, although I never heard of it.

The book was probably one of those picked up at a

slack time to keep men at work, and I trust the

author does not natter himself that international

copyright can ever help the case of such booki.

But, knowing nothing of the fate of his novel, 1 take

a random shot : if he will indemnify us against low,

we will give him all the profits.

" M. D." complains that wo reprinted his "Body

and Mind," ana he heard nothing from us. Our

complaint is, tbat we heard nothing from him. Wo

first published liia large work by arrangement to pay

him on the Bales as we pay our home authors. The

Bale has been slow, yet we paid him something, and

expect to pay him more. We considered thatwe were

fairly entitled, when he made a new and more popular

hook, tbat he should give us a chance with it. He

chose to commit it to a New York branch of a Lon

don house, and the lesson of the cose is, that he must

not put his faith in " branches."

" M. D." is ironical in regard to tho doings of

" respectable " publishers. Let me remind him that

it was widely whispered in the United States that his

work was more deeply indebted for valuable hut

unacknowledged ideas to Spencer's " Psychology"

(which happens to be widely read there) than is

quite consistent with " respectable " authorship. He

applies to us an extract from an American medical

journal ; I might retort an extract from a British

medical publication confirming the impressicD cur

rent in America; but I have already trespassed too

greatly upon your space. 1VM. H. APPLETON,

of the firm of D. Appleton & Co.

IS Lrm.1 Bbitap<.

It becomes at once evident that protection

to authors must be reconciled with protection

to book-publishers ; as long, at least, as pro

tection bas any place in our national policy.

A bill in accordance with the general views

of this letter has been introduced into Con

gress ; and another, having more exclusive

reference to the rights of authors, has been

offered in competition with it. It can hardly

be said to secure any right of foreign authors

except the right to bo plundered. At present,

any publisher may reprint and vend a foreign

work without compensation. It is proposed

to enact that any publisher may republish any

foreign work that is not registered, and may

republish any registered work on condition

of paying the author five per cent, npon the

sales. As a newspaper correspondent calmly

and pleasantly expresses it, the bill prevents

any publisher from securing a "monopoly"

of an English book. It might be better enti

tled, An Act to prohibit copyright in boob

written by writers not citizens of the United

States. The effort to separate entirely the

interests of authors and publishers must be

futile. A copyright can bo of no value to an

author unless he can find a publisher, and no

publisher can pay profits to the author unless

the author has it in his power to secure to

him the exclusive right to publish and sell

his work. With a presidential election im

pending, it is impossible to feel any sanguine

hope that either measure will be enacted »t

present. But the increased interest manifested

in the subject encourages the belief that tbe

present unsatisfactory 6tate of things cannot

much longer continue.
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LITERATURE, Continental, in 1871.

There was but little movement in Continental

literature during 1871, as will be seen by the

following extracts from correspondence of the

AtheiuBUtn :

BELGnm.—None of the men of letters of any

celebrity have produced a new work in French

during the year 1871, except M. Charles Potvin,

who has given to the world a study of Historical

Criticism. Two young poets have, however,

appeared this year in Belgium, whose coming

seems an augury of good. Two volumes of

poems have appeared, one called " Une Voix

dans l'Ouragan," the author modestly conceal

ing his name under the initials A. II. ; the other

is simply called " Poesies," by Herman Per^a-

moni. Both works have been a pleasant surprise

to the few who read Belgian poetry. We must

not omit to mention a work now in course of

publication, entitled " (Euvres Choisies de nos

PoStes populaires Flamands," translated into

French verse by Auguste Clans. The work

of M. Claus will form, if we may judge by the

portions which have appeared, a tolerably

comprehensive storehouse of Flemish litera

ture since 1833. This forms about the sum of

all that the year 1871 has produced in the way

of what is purely literary.

On the other hand, there have been a great

multitude of pamphlets and writings of every

kind, all devoted to the narration and discus

sion of the tragic events of the present time.

One called " L'Esprit Parisien, produit du RG-

gime Imperial, " comes from the skilful pen of

Emile Leclercq, already well known by his

novels, so full of spirit and originality. This

work, which in a few months reached its

sixth edition, owed its popularity in some de

gree to the style of the author, but much more

to the numerous and curious extracts from

that portion of the French press which has

6hown itself to be so much below its mission,

foolishly overbearing before reverses, and mad

with vanity under defeat. We must not omit

to mention " Sedan," by Camille Lemonnier,

who is an author of recognized and acknowl

edged merit.

M. Alfred Michiels, in' contesting the rights

of Germany over Alsace and Lorraine, has

had tho honor to elicit a reply from the cele-

hrated Prof, von Sybel.

Among other writings inspired by the late

war, wo mark, as worthy of notice, an inter

esting pamphlet "Sur la Reorganisation de

l'Armde, par tin Offlcier Sup6rienr Beige." It

evinces great talent, and is by Lioutenant-Gcn-

eral Eenens.

In History of tho highest class, we are com

pensated for the literary poverty in other re

spects. Let us first say one word of tho com

petition of National History, which takes

place every five years, and of which the lau

rels have tnis year been carried off by M. Jules

van Praet, Minister of the King's Household.

His "Essais sur lMIistoire Politique des Dor

mers Siecles," for which he won the prize,

forms a study of political philosophy which is

altogether of a high class. Never before in

Belgian literature had history been treated with

so much breadth of character, and at the samo

time with such fine and delicate analysis. If.

van Praet divides the modern history of Eu

rope into five periods, with which the five

essays which compose tho work correspond.

Wo must also mention the conscientious "Rap

port," edited, in the name of the Jury, by M.

Alphonse Le Roy, the learned professor of the

University of Liege. It analyzes and criti

cises in a remarkable manner all the historical

works which have appeared among ns, wheth

er written in French or Flemish, from 1866 to

1870.

Of the publications of tho year 1871, we

will mention, in the first place, the " Genie do

la Pais," by Charles Potvin. M. Ferdinand

Henaux has published ft new edition of a cu

rious " Etude sur Charlemagne," in which he

tries to establish, and not without success,

that the great Emperor of the West was in

reality born at Liege. Theodore Juste, the

indefatigable biographer of the founders of

Belgian nationality, has this year published an

elaborate "Etude sur Sylvain van de Weyer,"

the statesman who played so important a part

in the Revolution of 1830, and during the

reign of Leopold I. This historical portion

may conclude by the mention of M. E. Du-

pont's book upon "Les Temps Antehisto-

riques en Belgiqne." M. Dupont is the Director

of the Musee oVIIistoire Naturelle at Brussels ;

he traces the picture of life among our ances

tors during the Stone period, by the light of

his recent discoveries in the caves of the Ar

dennes Valleys.

With regard to nistory properly so called,

there are several publications which may be

classed under this head, relating to the insti

tution and study of its successive develop

ments. " L'Histoire de l'Enseignement Popu-

laire en Belgiqne" (third edition), by Leon

Lebon, is a work of much erudition and full

of interest ; tho subject is treated systemati

cally. Not less in importance are the labors

of M. Alphonse Le Roy upon public instruc

tion in Spain, first published in the last num- «

bers of La Revue de VInstruction Puhlique en

Belgique. This excellent study will shortly

appear in the Encyclopedia des Gesimmten

Eniehungs und Unterrichtsxcesen of Schmid.

It is an immense collection, which may cer

tainly be considered the greatest monument

that has ever been raised to the art of school

masters and the history of teaching.

Juridical literature has this year produced

two remarkable works. M. F. Laurent, so

well known by his "Etudes sur l'Histoire do

rilumanit6," continues actively to pursue tho

publication of his " Principes de Droit Civil."

The fifth volnmo appeared in tho course of

1871, and men competent to speak on the

subject declare that tho juridical works of M.

Laurent are quite equal to his historical and
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philosophical writings. A volume, "Sur les

Institutions et les Associations Ouvrieres en

Belgique," by L6on d'Andrimont, deserves at

tention. The cooperative movement had not

hitherto found a historiographer in Belgium—

M. d'Andrimont has now completely filled up

this blank.

M. Quetelet, tho learned Director of the

Brussels Observatory, has published a most

curious volume, called "Anthropometry," in

which he endeavors to prove, by a study of

the proportions of tho human body in differ

ent races, his favorite idea of the constancy of

all the phenomena of the physical and social

life of man. Tho book is a supplement to his

work on " La Physique Sociale."

This retrospect of French literature in Bel

gium cannot be concluded without a word

upon the Reviews which are published there.

Among those periodical works which are de

voted to politics and to literature, the Revue de

Belgique is a distinguished Liberal organ. The

two organs of the Catholic party are the Retue

Generate and the Retue Catholique ; these two

monthly periodicals often contain articles

which are remarkable on several accounts.

La Revue de VInstruction Publigus is more

scientific ; it treats on questions of philology,

literature, and history, as well as of science.

The Messager des Sciences Historique, and Les

Annalts et Bulletins de VAcademie de Belgique,

keep aloof from all the polemical questions of

the day, and they are appreciated even in

other countries. Also the excellent Retue de

Droit International et de Legislation tom-

paree is a publication of which Belgium may

be proud.

The celebrated novelist, Henri Conscience,

whoBe works are translated into all the lan

guages of Europe, has this year published a

great historical romanco, called " De Kerels

van Vlaenderen," founded upon the stirring

history of the Saxon population in West

Flanders, who throughout the feudal nges

succeeded in preserving almost intact their

ancient Germanic liberty against the en

croachments of the Counts of Flanders. But

the book at once the most fresh and orig

inal of the year is a tiny volume called "Two

Tales from the Banks of the Rhine." The

author, who shelters himself under the pseu

donym of Tony, was formerly tho gayest story

teller of the Studenten-Almanak of the Uni

versity of Ghent. Another publication of in

terest is a complete edition of the collected

works of one of the greatest of Femish prose-

writers, Eugeen Zetternam. Zetternnm was

all his life a common working-man—he passed

his nights in teaching himself, after the hard

work of the day. He died young, in the deepest

poverty, of sheer toil and exhaustion ; never

theless, during the few years ho gave to lit

erary pursuits, he was able to take rank beside

Conscience, and for real genius as a novelist

and as a thinker he may be placed still higher.

As for Flemish philology, a new edition has

this year appeared of two " Strophiques," by

Jacob van Maerlant, the great poet of the

thirteenth century, he who raised Flemish lit

erature from being a meagre imitation of

poems of chivalry, and transformed it into

the bold and vigorous utterance of the people

of the free Flemish Communes and the faith

ful interpreter of their life and thoughts.

Denmark.—According to the official report

for the year ending March 81, 1870, of the

largest library in the kingdom, Bet store Eon-

gelige Bibliothek, in Copenhagen, to which, by

law, two copies of every book, paper, and peri

odical, published throughout the dominions of

the state, must be sent, there are in Denmark

upward of 100 printers, 83 of whom are domi

ciled at Copenhagen. The yearly issue of

newspapers amounts to 100, 24 of which are

published at Copenhagen. Of periodicals, 127

appear yearly, of which 105 emanate from the

Copenhagen press. The book issue amounts

to 1,070, whereof 840 are due to Copenhagen.

Of tracts and pamphlets, 600 appear in the

course of the year, of which 360 are published

in the capital. As to quantity, therefore,

about one-third of the number of the printers

falls to the lot of Copenhagen alone, which

supplies about five-sixths of the periodicals,

four-fifths of the books, and more than one-half

of the tract, pamphlet, and street literature.

But, in respect to newspapers, as far as the

mere number is concerned, Copenhagen pro

duces only one-fourth ; but, regard being had

to the size and the extent of their letter-press,

she maintains again about the same prepon

derance as in the other branches of literature.

By a further classification of the whole mass

of the published books, we find that abont

one-tenth is translated from foreign languages,

chiefly from French, German, and English,

nearly equally from each—the greatest number

of tho translations, however, being made from

French, the least from English. From Italian

only exceptional translations occur. A certain

amount is also done from Swedish and from

Icelandic Sagas, as also from writings in the

Norwegian folk-dialect, which of late years

has begun to develop into a fit organ for liter

ary purposes.

In dividing the aggregate mass of the books

between the various branches of literature, we

find that the greatest number belongs to tho

belles-lettres, history, and geography, about

one-fifth to each. Next in bulk to these de

partments stands the theological literature,

forming abont one-ninth of the whole. Here

also translations play a noticeable part, consti

tuting one-sixth of the year's issue. This esti

mate, although chiefly founded on results sup

plied by the statistics of the book-trade for

1869, can be safely relied upon as pretty ac

curately representing the relations of 1871.

First and foremost among the theological

publications of the year we have to mention a

revised edition of the Bible, in which one of

the greatest Orientalists of Denmark, Hermann
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sen, Divinity Professor of the University of

Copenhagen, has had a large share. Theologi

cal literature is represented hy several news

papers and periodicals, without any one of

them, however, commanding a markedly pre

ponderating influence beyond the rest. We

may mention " Tidsskrift for udenlandsk theo-

logisk Literatur" ("Review of Foreign Theo

logical Literature "), which for a long series of

years has been conducted by Prof. H. A.

Clausen, the leader of the movement in Den

mark which aims at placing theology on a

rationalistic-scientific footing. Of similar ten

dency are " Ohristelig Ethik " (" Christian

Ethics "), by Bishop Martensen, and a collec

tion of "Prmdikener" ("Sermons"), by D. G.

Monrad, formerly Bishop of Laaland, afterward

Premier of Denmark, then a voluntary exile in

New Zealand, and now again bishop in his for

mer diocese. There are chiefly two other cur

rents of theological opinion which deserve at

tention. The one is the old Lutheran school,

which acknowledges Grundtvig as its chief

prophet, and endeavors by strenuous efforts to

give tho teaching of the Church a popular, es

sentially Danish, tnrn. This movement, the

adherents of which style themselves Grundt-

vigians, gains in power every year, and has,

especially owing to the establishment of free

schools, the so-called Folkehoiskoler, about the

country, taken a firm hold of the minds of the

lower classes of the rural population. Of theo

logical works in this direction we may mention

an exegetical interpretation of the four Gos

pels, by Pastor K. F. Viborg; Prof. Ham-

merich's Ecclesiastical History, still iu prog

ress; and "Haandbog til daglig Husandagt"

(" Manual for Daily Home Devotion "), by Pas

tor W. Birkodal. The other current of theolo

gical opinion is the so-called New Rationalism,

better known in America as Unitarianism. A

remarkable work belonging to this school has

lately appoared from the pen of Magnus Eirfks-

Bon, under the title of "Paul and Christ."

In the department of philosophy two lesser

publications are of interest, both troating on

the philosophy of the ancient Greeks, one by

Land and one by Ohristensen.

Among the various periodicals devoted to

history and geography, not one attempts the

scientific treatment of general historical ques

tions. Among original writings on the history

of Denmark, or on certain detached periods

thereof, we call attention to the following : a

series of treatises by JSrgensen, "Bidrag til

Nordens Historie i Middelalderen " (" Contri

butions to the History of the North in the

Middle Ages"), wherein certain periods of the

earlier history of Denmark are submitted to a

critical treatment ; to Raider's historical work

on the " Sons of Svend Estriden ; " to "Studier

til Danmarks Historie i trcttende Aarhnnd-

rede " (" Studies in the History of Denmark

in the Thirteenth Century "), by Paludan Mai

ler, one of the greatest historians of Denmark

now living. Works of a more special character

are a biography of Tycho Brahe, by Friis, and

some biographies by Bruun. Birkedal-Barfod

has written " The Life of Malte Conrad Bruun,"

a political exile from Denmark about 1800.

Among works on philological science which

have appeared this year, besides " StrObemrerk-

ninger " (" Stray Notices "), and ""Adversaria

Critica," by the celebrated Latin philologist,

Madvig, the chief interest attaches to some

writings on the orthography of the Danish

language, whioh at present is the occasion of

a great polemical warfare, not only in Den

mark, but also in Sweden and Norway. The

Progressist party, as it styles itself, has taken

its stand by the principles of Rask and N. M.

Petersen as the basis of its operations ; and, at

a inoeting held last year at Stockholm, several

fundamental rules were agreed upon for the

purpose of laying down a common foundation

for the orthography of the modern languages

of Scandinavia. These rules having now been

made public, men of such excellent philologi

cal attainments as J. E. Rydqvist, of Stock

holm, have raised their voices against them.

Others, again, restriot themselves to fixing

some fundamental principles on which to base

the spelling of the Danish language alone,

irrespective of a comparative system of Scan

dinavian orthography.

With the commencement of the year the

Government started an official Law Gazette

and on official Ministerial Gazette, both con

taining the texts of all emanating laws and

ministerial resolutions and dispatches, besides

a number of statistical notices concerning

various institutions of the realm.

A new Pharmacopoeia has been drawn up

for the regulation of the practice of the medi

cal profession in the kingdom.

The natural sciences have boen represented

mostly by essays and treatises in various cur

rent periodicals. Two works, however, of a

more ambitious scope, may be noted : Tuxen's

" Fremstilling af Stjernehimlen " ("Explana

tion of the Starry Skies "), and Jensen Tucl)'s

"Fortegnelse over nordiske Plantenavne"

("List of Northern Names of Plants"). Of

Mr. Darwin's "Origin of Species," a transla

tion is now begun, under the title, "Natur-

livets Grundlove " (" The Fundamental Laws

of Life in Nature ").

Fba.noe.—It would be most idle to seek for

literary lessons or intellectual models in the

publications of the latter months of 1870.

They are tho fatal issue of a fatal era.

"Histoires de la Commune" now form a

whole library; two of them, "The Seventy-

three Days of the Commune," by Catulle Men-

des, and the " Second Siege of Paris," by Lu-

dovic Hans, being works of great merit. The

first has been almost literally translated, and

incorporated, body and soul, with some ac

knowledgment, in an English book, "Paris

under the Communo," with illustrations by

John Leighton. The Frenoh author of the

text, a poet and humorist, writes in the " Sen
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timental Journey " style. Fine touches, happy

hits, faithful pictures, some mannerism, neat

and rapid portraits of our uppermost men, give

to the book a peculiar flavor, an odd charac

ter and—some value. A "subjective" book

it is, as tho Germans say; it does not deal

with philosophy—proceeds by fits and starts,

obedient to the whim of the hour—Communist

at the beginning, Thiersist in April, almost

Veuillotist in May, when half Paris is in

flames, when the deadly missiles are whizzing

about. Mendes writes cleverly and off-hand,

lie affects no system and waves no banner.

He saunters through Paris, jumps over the

barricades, talks with countesses and petro-

leuses, weeps over little urchins killed in their

cradles by the bombs of the besieging army,

makes pithy remarks and takes sundry notes

about the many Bacchus and Venus worship

pers sitting and carousing in the coffee and

wine shops. Ludovic llans's book carries

moro weight. Written in tho same discursive

style, it bears tho mattcr-of-fact stamp of a

inore serious and earnestly satirical mind. The

steel of hie irony is more piercing and the

arrow sharper. If yon put together llans's and

Mendes's two curious diaries, you will get at

the core of tho late events ; not systematically

put together or marshalled in a regular order,

but illustrated and explained by two scnsiblo

witnesses, of different temper and undeniable

veracity.

In several other works, of no great merit,

some of them carelessly and ill written, some

others with malice and ill-will, you may find

lights, uncertain and flickering indeed, curious

however, and historically precious, concern

ing tho principal chiefs, actors, and composers

of tho Communistic drama; such are "Les

Ilommes do la Commune," "Le Pilori des

Communeux," "Raoul Rigault," "Les Chefs

de la Commune."

A batch of other littlo books or pamphlets

written either by citizens or priests, arrested

eomme otages, or by their jailers and captors,

shows what were the feelings of the whole

opulation, "bourgeois, savetiers, et gentils-

ommes." The book of Abbot Delmas, "La

Terreur dans l'Egliso sous la Commune," is

the best among those documents. It has wit,

and even humor and good-nature. The author

narrates his peripetia without bitterness or

anger, and echoes with perfect faithfulness

and composure tho speeches of the gamins

who had made themselves magistrates and

judges. He paints well and without com

ment tho general indifference, universal gid

diness, strange torpor of the best and most

enlightened. Boys of sixteen were lcepys

galonncx and arrest priests. They act a part

in a play which rather amuses them. They

are polite, well-spoken; sometimes well-be

haved. They are players ; this one plays Ro

bespierre, and this other Chaumette. As to

tho lower persons—ragamuffins, cobblers, nav

vies, errand-boys, they do what the leaders

bid them do; " Moutont de Panurgt? "I

don't hate curate*" says a sturdy grocer;

"my uncle is one, a very jolly good fellow"—

and the grocer wields his chassepot, and fires

it, and kills two curates. "I will tell yon,"

says a littlo tailor, "I do not see any good

reason for maltreating the clergy; but the

people is master, the people is reasonable.

Public opinion is against the priests "—and

saying so, he strikes a prisoner down. The

priest was not dead, but stunned ; he rose

meekly, and said: "Citizen I you did a bad

action; had every one of my captors struck

me so, I would bo dead!"—and the tailor:

" Why, you are right. What I did was not

well. But, upon my word, I thought it was

right!"

Another book, by Francis Wey, a man of

wit and erudition, an imperialist, deserves to

be especially mentioned. The title is " Chro-

nique du Siege (1870-'71)." No writer yet

saw so deeply and sharply through the Paris

ian mind of our days. The book is almost un

translatable ; Parisian to the core, essentially

French, with a tint of mannerism and pre-

juges, of course. Whoever has not read the

"Chronicle" of Francis Wey is ignorant of

the profound diagnostics and the true causes

of the late political disease—how the siege

by tho Prussians, their shells and bombs, the

want of bread, the immense and unheard-of

exertion, the lassitude and disconsolate sense

of national shame, paved the way for the

deeds of the Commune.

Veuillot's book "On the Two Sieges" is

the book of a Catholic Juvenal, caustic, nn-

sparing, admirably unjust, cruelly true, merci

less, lawless, epigrammatic, hyperbolic, some

thing between Prophet Esdras and Martial,

between Juvenal, Junius, Churchill, and Ra

belais. The style is terse, the fine old idiom

of the Satyre Menippee marvellously wielded

and violently hurled at the enemy's heads.

Veuillot is much read and much feared.

For a compact, connected, and clear narra

tive of the military movements and strategy

of Cluseret against Gallifet, and Dombrowsky

against MacMahon, you must turn to the

" Guerre des Communeux," by an officer of

the staff. It gives an interesting insight into

tho moral and intellectual state of the army,

tho tipsy bravery of its assailants, and the

whole plan happily combined by MacMahon

and Thiers. A vast semicircle was formed,

gradually narrowing, and from Bicctre to Nen-

illy slowly crushing, in tho deadly embrace of

its closing curve, all the hamlets, villa?, vil

lages, and forts occupied by the Paris army.

The central point to be reached was the Place

de la Concorde, and thence to the Tuileries

and Hotcl-dc-Ville. Resistance was most vio

lent and obstinate, at Asnieres and Neuilly on

one side of tho half-curve, at Issy and Clamart

on tho other. Hatred and fury raged more

intensely in the Parisian camp. Cold resolve

and a settled contempt, not charitable indeed,
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very uncompromising, bitter and harsh, pre

vailed in the Versailles ranks. Another writer,

Sempronius, a pseudonym of one who is prob

ably a political man, if not a loader, well in

formed and personally acquainted with all

parties and all the actors of the tragedy, lets

us into the coulisses, and elucidates much of

the secret history of the Commune. In the

whole, sixteen "Histoires de la Commune"

are now in print.

There is pathos, pride, and much talent,

in the passionate pages Jules Favre has writ

ten pro Domo sxiA. In the dithyrambio style

Paul de Saint-Victor's " Barbares et Bandits "

deserves a passing and laudatory notice. Here,

"communists and conquerors" are sacrificed

together, not without cause, to the deep

hatred and revenge of their victims, and de

voted to the infernal gods. Sarcey's pungent

wit vies, in his "Si6ge de Paris," a clever,

readable book, with Paul do Saint-Victor's

eloquence and poetry. Renan's work, "Re-

forme Intellectuelle on Morale," more dispns-

sionato and philosophical, contains many excel

lent hints, insinuated and rather obliquely

shown.

Leon Feer's "Etudes Bouddhiqnes" and

Desnoireterre's sprightly work, " Voltaire et

le Dixhuitieme Siecle," as well as the third

volume of Madame Duplessis-Mornay's curious

" M6moires," have been drowned and obscnred

in the hubbub and darkness of the late politi

cal events. Some pretty elegiac pieces of poe

try, in the 'Wordsworth-Bloomfield style, by

Coppfie and Manuel, and two or three dramas,

by Alexandre Dumasfils and Belot, at once wit

ty, metaphysical, physiological, and unblush-

ingly cynical, some of them elegantly " porno

graphic," the worksofHoses, completely hostile

to the old society, its manners and ways—not

daring to attack them in front, and content to

analyze leisurely the poisonous stuff they ad

mire—have broken a little the insipid monot

ony of political squabbling? and journalistic

frays. Novelists and romance-mongers have

kept almost quiet, and remained silent. Only

some ladies, who had entrepris la fourniture

of the Parisian feuilletons, continue plying

their old trade, & cinq eentim.es la ligne ; no

body cares, and nobody roads. A "pearl," of

the finest, purest water, has boon thrown in

that deep intellectual morass, " La Roche-aux-

Mouettes," by Jules Sandeau. It is a book for

children, but quite on a par with your best

children's books, naive, fresh, sometimes

quaint, even funny, most amusing, and full of

honest feelings, interspersed with good pic

tures of Breton scenery.

Germany.—All branches of the German

nation, even the Austrians, who took no part

in the actual struggle, are represented in the

Kriegs- tind Siegsliteratur, which represents

the effects of the past year on the hook-mar

ket. On the whole, one must allow that this

literature is more remarkable for quantity than

for quality; that the soldiers of the nation

have been more snccessful than its poets: and

it would seem, in spite of Goethe's celebrated

saying, that even in Prussia poetry docs not

so readily respond to the word of command as

the Guard and the Landwehr. The lyrics of

1813, the poems of Arndt, KOrner and Schen-

kendorf, were the expression of a patriotic in

dignation, that had been growing up during

long and bitter years of distress and trial;

but the war of 1871 suddenly broke out in the

midst of what was apparently the profoundest

peace, and found the poets less prepared and

less enthusiastic than the Prussian recruits.

This serves to explain the fact that an indiffer

ent song like the " Wacht am Rhein " could

become the Sturmlied of the army, although,

of course, its popularity was in a great meas

ure due to the music to which the words were

set. But it is disgraceful that a political street-

song, in the style of the Berlin comio journal

Kladderadatseh, the so-called " Kutschkelied,"

should attain popularity, and should be trans

lated, if only in ridicule, into every European

tongue, and even into ancient Greek and San

scrit, and that elaborate discussions should

take place as to its history and author. To

the two great collections of the political poetry

of the year, the "Liedern zu Schutz und

Trutz,"and the "Fur Strassburg's Kinder,"

nearly all the distinguished German poets, and

several undistinguished ones, have contributed.

Many of the former have also published sepa

rate manifestations of their patriotic enthu

siasm—effusions generally more remarkable

for the good intentions that prompted them

than for intrinsic merit. If we put aside the

stories which appeared in the feuilletons of

the papers, we find that little of importance

has appeared beyond "The Last Bombardier"

("Der Letzte Bombardier ") of the indefatiga

ble Hacklander, some middling novels by Gus-

tav vom See, a few pious tales by the Countess

Franzisca von Schwerin, and the highly-col

ored fictions of Adolph Wilbrandt. If we

pass from imaginative literature to philosophy,

we must allow that the remarkable paucity of

philosophical works is not due to the war

alone. No philosopher has advocated the

present war as Fichte did the War of Indepen

dence, and, in an eloquent address "to the

German nation," extolled it as a " crusade of

reason ; " probably because at present there

are few Fichtes. Tho Centenary of Hegel, the

observance of which was postponed on account

of the war, has been celebrated by the unveil

ing of his bust; but outside the Berlin Hegel

Society, of which Prof. Michclet is tho ortho

dox president, the jubilee has awakened no

eclio in Germany. On the other hand, Fichte's

son, an aged, gray-haired man, yet still an in

defatigable worker, has seized the occasion of

the restoration of the empire to edit bi3 father's

speeches, which advocated the movement on

the highest moral grounds, and has prefixed

to them a preface that is well worth reading.

The biography of Schilling has been com
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pleted by the publication of the third volume,

nnd an interesting addition has been made to

it by the appearance of the long-promised life

of his first wife, Caroline, the divorced wife of

A. W. Schlegel.

It is a significant indication of the present

state of philosophy in Germany, that, in place

of philosophical systems, biographies of phi

losophers and of their wives too appear. Of

wives of thinkers of the first rank—with the

exception of the old bachelors Kant and

Schopenhauer they all married, and happily,

too—the only one who survives is the widow

of Ilerbart, an English lady, now in her eigh

tieth year, who lives at Konigsberg. Herbert,

the founder of a realistic school that emanated

from Kant, and who is at present numerously

represented, is of all German thinkers the one

that has hitherto been least known abroad,

although he is is the one who has most

affinity to English thought, being in psycholo

gy allied to Locke, in ethics to Clarke and

Adam Smith, and basing his metaphysics on

experience. Ilia works, which his pupils have

published in twelve handsome volumes, have

received a considerable addition, through the

appearance, at Leipsic, of his " Remains," ed

ited by Ziller. They contain his letters and

autobiographical passages. Fraucnstadt has

compiled, in two volumes, a special lexicon to

Schopenhauer, the other Kantian realist.

Among independent contributions to philoso

phy, we may mention Hartmann's keen criti

cism of Kant's " Ding an Sich," and Michadis's

" Kant before and after 1770." Both belong

to the set of publications that have been called

forth by the dispute which has arisen between

Kuno Fisher and Trendelenburg as to the

idealistic or realistic character of Kant's tran

scendental aesthetic. At the same time, the

revival of Berkeley's idealism in England has

provoked a similar movement in Germany.

Robert Zimmermann has treated of " Kant's

Love of Mathematics," and " Kant's Refutation

of Berkeley's Idealism," while an Englishman,

Edmund Montgomery, has written in German

a criticism of " Kant's Theory of Cognition,

from the Empirical Stand-point." Finally,

" Hartmann's Philosophy of- the Unknown "

has provoked a reply in German, from a Ger

man-American in New York. The subtle

Fortloge, of Jena, has collected his philosophi

cal writings, and Trendelenburg, who is as

celebrated for the elegance of his style as for

tho acuteness of his reasoning, has this year

published a third edition of his "Logical In

quiries," in which he has added a refutation

of the Darwinian Theory. " The Philosophic

Questions of the Day," by Bona Meyer, of

Bonn, shows that tho tendency of contem

porary philosophy is to recur to Kant. The
•book is intended to inform educated readers

of the aims of philosophy.

It is, perhaps, best to inclade under the

head of philosophy "The Religion of the

Spirit." Although it consists of religious

poems, it is the last work of Melchior Meyer,

who has died since its publication.

Two works on subjects nearly allied to phi

losophy have been continued in the present

year, and .one of them has been brought to a

conclusion. The fourth volume of M. Carrier's

well-known work, "Art as a Branch of the

History of Culture," has appeared, and treats

of the Renaissance and the age of the Refor

mation. Hettner, who, in the previous por

tions of his " History of the Literature of the

Eighteenth Century," had given a somewhat

cursory sketch of French and English litera

ture, has now presented ns with a much more

carefnl account of German literature down to

the time of Goethe and Schiller. After the

laborious investigations of Kleinm and the

works of Buckle, Mr. Lecky, and Dr. Draper,

Henne van Rhyn's " History of Modern Cul

ture, from the Revival of Learning down to

the Present Day," is not of much value, and

is more remarkable for radicalism than inde

pendent research. Much more light is thrown

on the development of Germany, and more

especially of Prussia, by an unpretending little

volume, Ferdinand Ranke's biography of a

plain German school-master, August Meinecke,

who was rector of the Joachimthal Gymna

sium, at Berlin. People have said, with ob

vious exaggeration, that the Prussian school

masters won the battles of Metz and Sedan ;

but one understands what they mean when

one reads the account of this man, who posi

tively glowed with enthusiasm for his calling,

and was incessantly occupied in training his

pupils, lovingly yet strictly, in the study of

the spirit, not of the mere words, of the clas

sical authors. The training given in the Prus

sian schools prepares for the discipline of the

camp; the inculcation of accurate habits of

thought for ability in action.

Leopold Rankc, the Nestor and Coryphieus

of diplomatic annals, has this year published

the first volume of his work, "The German

Powers and the League of Princes." The

only connecting link between this work and

recent events lies in the fact that, by the for

mation of the league against Joseph II., Fred

erick the Great began the movement for the

exclusion of Austria from Germany, which his

grand-nephew has finally completed. But

Prussian historians have no claim to having

contributed, even in the smallest degree, to

bringing about the present condition of Ger

many. Tho "German Speeches "of one of

the best of them, Ranke's celebrated pupil,

AVilhelm Giesebrecht, of Munich, are taken up

with very out-of-the-way subjects, 6uch as the

development of German historiography, the

first German missionary in Prussia, etc. Still

the reader instinctively feels that they are all

pervaded by the idea of German unity, that

idea which the thinkers, poets, and historians

of the nation joined in proclaiming, and which

was at last realized on the French battle-fields.

The most remarkable book of the year
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which relates to the recent war is " The His

tory of the War of 1870," from the practised

pen of Wolfgang Menzel. As the work ap

peared pari passu with the events, it is natu

rally full of inaccuracies; still, upon the

whole, it gives a vivid picture of the great

drama. In it the old Bursehenschafter, whom

Borne nick-named the " Eater of Frenchmen,"

saw the dream of his whole life fulfilled when*

the empire was restored, and Alsace and Lor

raine surrendered to his nation. The recovery

of these provinces, which till the year 1689—

the year when Strasbourg was lost—played a

glorious part in German history, has occa

sioned a flood of writings about the civiliza

tion and history of Alsace, the best of which

is the work of two Vienna professors, Sherer

and Lorenz.

Death has been busy this year among German

literary celebrities. Prince Puckler-Muskau,

the eccentrio but clever author of the "Letters

of a Dead Man," once well known abroad,

is now really dead. Another member of the

high aristocracy of Germany, the celebrated

author of " Griseldis," Frederick Halm (Frei-

herr von Munch-Bellinghausen), has passed

away at Vienna. The third great loss of the

year is Prof. Gervinus.

Holland.—There has, npon the whole, been

no marked increase in the number of publica

tions in Holland in 1871, as compared with

1870. Theology has been by no means neg

lected. The celebrated Utrecht professor, J. J.

van Oosterzee, has published a hand-book of

" Christian Dogmatics," while Dr. A. C. Duker

and Dr. W. 0. von Manen are engaged upon a

joint work, " The Writings of the Apostolic

Fathers," of which the first volume has ap

peared. B. ter Haar, who is a poet of repute

as well as a theologian, has finished the third

period of his " Historiography of Church His

tory," the period which extends from Flacius

to Sender; and the meritorious Prof. W. Moll,

of Amsterdam, has finished his " Church His

tory of Holland since the Reformation," and

has added the necessary indices. J. J. van

Toorenenbergen has edited a handsome edition

of the spiritual writings of the famous Ph.

van Marnix de St. Aldegonde, and De Hoop-

Scheffer has continued, in conjunction with

Prof. Moll, to issue his " Studies," which form

a valuable contribution to historical theology.

It is also worthy of mention that C. Broere's

"Essay upon the Return to Catholicism of

Hugo Grotius " has been translated into Ger

man, and the same honor has been bestowed

upon an article by C. P. Tiele, which appeared

in the January number of the Gids, called

" Max Mullcr and Fritz Sehultze upon a Prob

lem of Religious Knowledge."

Philosophy has attracted little attention,

comparatively speaking.

In the department of History, on the con

trary—after theology and philology, the study

most affected by the Dutch—great activity

lias been manifested. Various episodes in the

annals of the seventeenth century have been

admirably handled by G. A. Vorsterman, Dr.

L. Beins, and J. G. R. Acquoy. The first men

tioned has described the siege of Aardenburg,

1672 ; Dr. Beins has treated of the foreign

policy of the great De Witt between 1653 and

1660; while M. Acquoy has written a biogra

phy of the Dutch naval hero, Herm. de Ruy-

ter, Backer Dirks has celebrated the triumphs

of the Dutch navy, from the Peace of Nyme-

gen down to the fall of the republic in 1795,

and Theod. Jorissen has compiled a monograph

on the extinction of the kingdom of Holland

in 1810. A second edition has appeared of

Captain Pompe's " Annals of the Colonial Pos

sessions of Holland ; " and D. E. Sluys has is

sued a " Hand-book of Jewish History," in two

handsome volumes. Among histories of Hol

land, the books of Prof. W. G. Brill, of Utrecht,

and of J. H. van Linschoten, are worthy of

attention. That respectable writer, W. Nuy-

ens, promises a work on the samo subject, from

a Roman Catholic point of view : the first

volume of it has just appeared. Partly of an

historical and partly of a geographical nature,

is the admirable monograph of Baudet, of

Utrecht, upon the renowned cartographer of

the seventeenth century, Willem Jansz Blacu.

Holland, it is well known, possesses some

eminent Orientalists. The most distinguished

of them are Dozy, De Goeje, and H. Kern.

They have not remained inactive. Dozy has

published " Critical Remarks upon the Text of

Al Makkari ; " De Goeje has brought out the

first volume of a " Bibliotheca Geographo-

rum Arabicorum ; " and Kern a work entitled

" Kawi Studies." Besides, H. C. Klinkert has

translated a selection of fables from the " Pand-

ja-Tandara ; " and 0. J. Tornberg has continued

his elaborate edition of " The Chronicle of

Jbn-61-Athiri," and T. Roorda has issued a

new edition of J. F. C. Goricke's Javanese-

Dutch Dictionary.

Talking of dictionaries, we may mention the

lexicon of Old and Middle Dutch, by A. C.

Oudemans, a work which will be of great use

to the student of the early national literature,

and which, in three volumes, has reached as

far as the letter G.

Although the national literature and its his

tory are thus zealously studied, little has ap

peared that is worth speaking of in the way

of poetry or belles-lettres. Poetry is particu

larly neglected. Among novels we may men

tion H. de Veer's " Frans Holster," which ap

peared in thefeuilleton of the New Rotterdam

Journal, and a romance by Van Linschoten.

To J. J. Cremer we are indebted for a volume,

" Overbetuwsche Novellen," and Joh. Gram

has contributed to the Salon a charming novel,

called "The Fellow-Traveller." It is, how

ever, in German.

The Natural Sciences are zealously studied.

Although Botany has sustained a severe loss

by the death of the celebrated Leyden sazant

Miquel, just after ho had published the first
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volume of liis " Illustrations de la Flore de

I'Archipel des Indes," Dr. Suringar, 1'. Bleek-

er, and H. Witte, have done good work. In

Zoology the works of Snellen von Vollenhoven,

J. G. Keulemans, and P. Bleeker, which have

been long in progress, have been continued.

Sjnce the commencement of the year a new

weekly jonrnal of education has appeared at

Rosendaal ; it is called Ons Recht, and is the

organ of the Ultramontancs. In the journal

Bato, Andriessen, Kollen, and other writers,

have provided suitable reading for the young ;

we may reckon as among the results of the

recent war the elaborate and valuable study

of J. II. Krorabout, on the "Position of Am

sterdam." As for politics, the well-known

editor of the Conservateur, Prof. Vreede, of

TJtrocht, displayed his hostility to Prussia in

an unusually eloquent pamphlet, published at

the beginning of the year; a work of the

deputy, Jonckbloet, on the "Grand-duchy of

Luxembourg," is devoted to internal (mainly

financial) questions. Lastly, wo must notice

that the working-class movement, which has

been folt throughout Europe, has not passed

Holland by. Utrecht may bo regarded as the

headquarters of the agitation; a journal, en

titled Voltocriend, has been started at the

Hague, specially devoted to advocating the

cause of labor, and A. van Brussel, of Amster

dam, edits the "Archives of the International

Artisans' Union." The first mentioned, how-

evor, has ceased to appear.

Hckoahy.—As regards philological research,

the past year cannot be reckoned fertile ; thero

is, however, a good deal in preparation, viz.,

the Historical Dictionary of the Magyar Lan

guage, the Collection of Provincialisms, and

the edition of the Vogul Grammar and Dic

tionary, collected by the late Mr. Reguly dur

ing his travels in the Ural, and prepared for

the press by Mr. P. Hunfalvy, the Nestor of

Hungarian philology. In connection with this

branch of science, it may besides be stated

that a young philological student has been sent

to Russia in order to study the Mongol lan

guage on the spot, it being alike interesting

and necessary to compare the Magyar lan

guage with the most easterly branch of the

Turanian languages. In the mean while the

Finn-ugric branch is assiduously studied ; and

a special chair for the study of those lan

guages is to be founded at the University of

Pesth : it will be probably the first one in

Europe.

The historical researches of the Hungarians

have hitherto been chiefly directed to the history

of their own nation ; there is room for many

laborers, and the results of the investigation

are not without interest to Europe in general.

The clever and learned sketches of Mr. Francis

Szilagyi throw much light upon the Austrian

machinations of the past century to overthrow

Protestantism, and to denationalize the Mag

yars. The book of Mr. William Frankel," Paz-

man 6s Kora " (" Pdzuiiin and his Age "), is the

fruit of laborious investigations not only in the

archives of Hungary, but also in the libraries

of Spain, Germany, and Italy. The monograph

on the town of Clausenburg, by Mr. Alexins

Jakab, and another on the county of Abanj,

by Mr. Korponai, are worthy of attention.

Very valuable are the contributions to the

history of the Turkish occupation, collected

and edited by Mr. A. Szil&di, a learned. Orien

talist, and by the son of the above-named Mr.

Szilagyi. These monuments of Turco-Hunga-

rian administration are really nniqne in their

way. Not less valuable are the labors of the

Hungarian archaeologists, among whom wo

may mention Messrs. Hemszlman, Ipolyi, and

R6mer, as having distinguished themselves

during the last year. They tend partly to the

preservation of the architectural monuments

of the middle ages, partly to the discovery of

Roman antiquities, in respect of which Hun

gary, the ancient Pannonia, to use the words

of the learned Prof. Desjardins, is the richest

and the most interesting country in Europe.

Speaking of the Hungarian mediaeval monu

ments, we must mention the renovation of

Vajda-Hunyad, in Transylvania, the ancient

seat of the famous Hunyades, which is to be

built up in its old fine Gothic style, for the use

of the imperial and royal family ; and the

excavations at Visegrad, the residence of the

first kings of Hungary, a picturesque-looking

ruin on the right bank of the Danube, new

Pesth; besides, Roman graves, of the second

and third centuries b. c, have been acciden

tally opened, and valuable arms and trimmings

found, and handed over to the National Mu

seum, an institution which is flourishing more

and more under the directorship of the learned

and ingenious Mr. Pulszky, who is well known

in England and the United States

As far as regards exact sciences, Hungary,

far from being able to emulate Western nations,

is continually doing its best to propagate the

newest discoveries in her own vernacular.

Turning to the productions in bellef-lettm,

we notice, as deserving a high place, the pub

lication of several new cantos of " Romhanyi,"

a poetical novel in the style of "Pushkin,"

"Eugen Anyegin," written by the classical

hand of Mr. Paul Gyulai. Among the prose-

writers, Mr. J6kai has come forward with a

new novel, called "Eppnre siMuove," in which

he draws, in splendid colors, and with his ac

customed ability, a most interesting picture of

the literary and social movements of Hungary

in her recent pass. Mr. Edward Kvassay, a

young litterateur, has achieved a success in his

novel, "A hoi az ember kez dddik" ("Where

the Man begins"), in which ho satirizes the

superficial culture of a certain class in Hun

gary known as the " noble idlers." .As for

translations, the Hungarian edition of Shake

speare has been completed by the Kisfaludy

Tarsasiig, a society under whose patronage

several works of Racine and Moliere, and

other poots of note, have also been issued.
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Italy.—The most imaginative and the most

eloquent of Italian living poets is Giovanni

Prati. As a sonnet-writer he has nothing to

fear from comparison with any other Italian

poet, past or present (although among the liv

ing, the proud poet of Trieste, Giuseppe Re

vere, approaches him very nearly). Aleardi

is much more sparing of his verses, hut also

much less ardent. His verse is full of flatter

ing sentiments and as amiable as the gentle

poet who polishes it. Francesco Dall' Ongaro

has written in his youth several fine ballads,

as well as in the last twenty years some very

graceful popular songs, and two attempts at

reconstructing the Greek theatre of Menanda.

Andrea Maffei has dressed in a splendid but

not always in a faithful Italian garb several

German and English poets, and has also writ

ten and published whole volumes of original

verses ; hut, except its melody, his poetry of

fers nothing* which appears worthy of note.

Arnaldo Fusinato has written romantic ballads

and jocose poems in a popular style; he aimed

at popularity, but not at elegance. Now he

has retired from the arena of poetry, ceding

his place to his intelligent companion, Signora

Fua-Fusinato, who writes classical songs with

a certain fire and with great nobility of soul.

Giacomo Zanella is the purist of modern Ital

ian poetry ; there is not a word, not a syllable,

that can bo changed in his verses. The six

poets just recorded are the most popular, the

most read, among the mature poets of Italy

(not speaking of Manzoni), and—a singular

fact—they were all born in Venetia. In Lom-

bardy, among the old poets, the first places

are oocupied by Ginlio Oarcano, the story

teller, who is full of affection, and Anselmo

Gnerrieri Golzaga, the translator of " Faust."

Among the young ones, Carlo Baravalle ho3

robust notes ; Bernardino Zendrini humor like

that of Heine, whose lyrical songs he also

translated; and Felice Oavallotti sometimes

has the impetus of Tyrtaeus. In Piedmont,

among the old men, Giuseppe Bertoldi writes

few but excellent songs in a classical style ;

and the ex-iraprovisatore, Giuseppe Regaldi,

odes and songs which are not devoid of ele

gance. Among the young men, Vincenzo

Riccardi has a touch of Heine in his gloomy

hours; Leopoldo Marenco composes graceful

idyls; Ferdinando Bosio possesses elevated

sentiment. In Liguria, Francesco Pizzorno

writes with classical elegance; and Anton

Giulio Barrili and Gaspare Buffa, inspired by

the Muses, sing with a powerful flow of po

etry, which sometimes reminds one of that

of Prati. In Sardinia, Felice Uda has given

proofs of fine poetical talent. In Tuscany, the

old Emilio Frullani and the young Giuseppe

Chiarini have written several songs which will

be preserved as a happy proof of the possibili

ty of touching the feelings by using classical

forms ; Giosud Carducci, in his " Hymn to Sa

tan," showed himself a great lyrical poet;

Giuseppe Levantini-Pieroni endeavors, with

vol. xi.—30 A

talent, to express, by means of poetry, the

ideas of Mr. Darwin; Napoleon Giotti has

written verses well tempered to the form of

Niccolini; Renato Fucini shows himself an

excellent poet in the Pisan dialect. In Rome,

Domenico Gnoli (Dario Gaddi), Paolo Einilio

Castagnola, Fabio Nannarelli and Ferdinando

Santini constitute the so-called Roman poetical

school, which endeavors to express new ideas

in ancient forms.

Umbria furnishes a numerous contingent of

old and young poets ; Bonazzi, Cocchi, Pen-

nacchi, Tiberi, Montesperelli, all at Perugia;

and Luigi Morandi, at Spoleto. The poet of

Ancona is Filippo Barattani. But we must

not forget the popular poet of the Marches,

Luigi Mercantini, the author of " Tito Speri,"

and of " Garibaldi's Hymn." In the Neapoli

tan provinces the most worthy representative

of poetry is a woman, Gianina Mili, the cele

brated improvisatrice. Among Calabrians,

Domenico Miletti de Siena gives proof of tal

ent. In Sicily, Giuseppe do Spuches, Riccardo

Mitchell, Francesco Perez, Leonardo "Vigo,

Emmanuele Giarracca, Carmelo Pardi, among

the old poets ; and among the young ones the

skeptical yet noble-minded Mario Rapisardi,

the affectionate Giuseppe Aurelio Costanzo,

the imaginative Gaetano Ardizzoni are the

best known, and then Tommaso Cannizzaro,

Ugo Antonio Amico, Letterio Lizio Bruno,

and the poetesses Conccttina Fileti and Mari-

annina Coffa.

As to Italian romances, they so much re

semble each other that they cannot be distin

guished one from another, and there is nothing

to give to any one of them a decided superi

ority. They are almost all lost in that ephem

eral literature with which Milan inundates

all Italy ; they are read with avidity and for

gotten with marvellous ease. To these ro

mances, manufactured to assuage the tedium

of the idle, a more healthy literature is

now opposed. The example came from Eng

land, and the first and not unsuccessful at

tempts are being made in Italy. Cesare

Cantii and Guiseppe Guerzoni are showing

that it is possible to instruct and educate the

people even by the pleasant form of narra

tives; Paolo Mantegazza, Paolo Lioy, and

Gerolamo Bocardo, by making popular the

science in works written in a brilliant form,

and sometimes with an educational aim.

In the University of Turin, and especially

in the philological school of Prof. Flecchia, Dr.

Domenico Pezzi was educated, who has just

published a remarkable " Historico-Compara-

tive Grammar of the Latin Tongue." The

field of philology is filled with laborers ;

Latin and Greek grammars, composed by Ital

ians, according to modern methods, are begin

ning to be adopted in schools, and Oriental

studies are progressing favorably. In this

year alone, a pupil of the illustrious Arabie

scholar, Michele Amari, Signor Celestino

Schiapparelli, has published a voluminous mcd
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iroval Arabic-Latin vocabulary ; Prof. Ascoli

has published the first volume of his learned

Courses of Glottology; the celebrated San

scrit sdiolar, Gaspare Gorresio, has given to

the world the Italian version of the last vol

ume of the Ramuyana (Uttarakanda), and has

thus completed his monumental work of the

publication and translation of the most splen

did of Hindoo poems ; Signor Antonio Ma-

razzi has translated from tho original, for the

first time, into Italian, the dramatic works of

Kalidasa ; a disciple of the Chinese 6chool of

Prof. Antelrao Severina, Signor Carlo Puini,

has published a learned work upon the Reli

gions of the Ancient East ; other Italian Ori

entalists are concluding other publications, and

an Italian Oriental Society has now been

founded in France, under tho diroction of Pro

fessors Amari, Teza, and Lasinio.

Among the Neapolitan authoresses a dis

tinguished place must bo given to Signora

Aurelia Cimino Folliero de Luna, 'who now

purposes publishing a newspaper to defend

Woman's Rights in Italy, with the patronage

of an illustrious foreign lady, who has taken

tip her abode at Florence, the eminent writer,

Dora d'Istria (the Princess Elena Kalzoff

Massalsky, of Roumania), author of the work

" Les Femmes par uue Femme." Among the

elegant Neapolitan writers, the first place is

occupied by the Abbate Vito Fornari, author

of the "Trattato dell' Armonia Universale,"

and of a recent " Life of Jesus."

Good critics contribute not a little to pre

serve good taste in writing, and of such critics

Italy has not a few: Giuseppe Settembrini,

Francesco de Sanctis, and Paolo Emiliani

Giudici, three natives of Southern Italy, have

written the three best histories of Italian lit

erature; Alto Vannucci has published excel

lent essays upon Latin literature, and Eugenio

Camerini upon the various modern ones; while

Niccold Tommaseo, by means of several hun

dreds of pointed articles upon different sub

jects, has guided the taste of not a few au

thors. Among writers on questions relating

to the Fine Arts, the first place is always oc

cupied by the Marquis Pietro Selvatico, at Pa

dua. The most eminent and laborious cham

pions of historical criticism are still tho Lom

bard, Cesare Cantu, author of the " Storia

Universale," and of soveral important histo-

rico-philosophical monographs ; Carlo Promis,

the learned illustrator of the antiquities of Tu

rin ; Ercolo Ricotti, author of the " Storia

delle Compagnie di Ventura," of tho "Lozioni

sulla Storia del Medio Evo e Moderna ; " Pas-

quale Villari, the author of tho work upon

Savonarola e il suo Tempo," and from whom

is now expected a work upon Macchiavelli ;

Isidoro La Lumia, author of not a few invalu

able memorials on Sicilian history, are still

alive and working. The works of Count Gio

vanni Gozzadini, of Bologna, and of Count

Gian Carlo Conestabile, of Perugia, upon

Etruscan antiquities, those of Giuseppe Fiorelli

and Giulio de Petra upon the antiquities of

Pompeii, of De Rosa upon Roman antiquities,

or tho young Prof. Salinas on Sicilian numis

matics, and Beveral other works of learned

archaeologists in their separate branches, show

that, although Italy is now alive and active, it

will not forget even its dead.

Portugal.—The number of works published

in Portugal during the year, which deserve

honorable mention, is extremely small. Jules

Dinir, a young writer whose name will always

hold a high place in literary history, and

who was unanimously regarded as the first of

Portuguese novelists, is dead. His novels,

" As Pupillas do Senhor Reitor," " Cma Fa-

milia Ingleza," " A Morgadiutados Canaviafs,"

" Os SeraGs de Provincia," are models, both

in matter and form.

Poetry still exists; but, if we except M.

Crespo, a man of genius, wo have but erotic

poets, who' weary their readers trith lachry

mose verses in a stylo that went out of fashion

thirty years ago. M. de Castillo, who is usu

ally considered the greatest master of verse in

Portugal, has travestied Goethe's "Faust,"

and is trying to naturalize the comedies of

Moliere ! He has also given an imitation of

the Odes of Anacreon, a paraphrase of the

Georgics of Virgil, and the Fasti of Ovid, the

latter a work not remarkable for scholarship.

M. Th6ophile Braga, although still quite a

young man, made himself a considerable repu

tation by his poem, " The Vision ofthe Times."

Since then he has devoted himself entirely to

the study of the history of literature. He be

gan with the "Popular Minstrelsy and Ro

mance " (3 vols.), preceded by an essay on the

formation and development of popular poe

try ; he has followed this work up by the pub

lication of "The History of tho Theatre,"

" The History ofPortuguese Literature " (intro

ductory volume), " Epopees of the Mosarabic

Race," and " The Galleco-Portuguese Trouba

dours; " and he has in the press "The Poets

of the Court," a monograph on the poetry of

the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. The

Royal Academy of Science has just published

some works which deserve special mention.

To begin with, there has appeared tho third

fasciculus ("Diplomata et Charta)") of the

" Portugal ue Monumenta," issued under the

superintendence of M. Herculano. Divided

into three sections—tho first being "Leges et

Consuetudines," tho second " Scriptores," and

the third " Charts! et Diplomata "—this grand

collection embraces all the documents relating

to the history of Portugal since the eighth

century. The Chartio of Coimbra under the

domination of the Arabs are extremely impor

tant. Another publication of the Academy,

the " Corpus Diplomaticum," referring to the

relations between Portugal and Rome in the

sixteenth century, ought to be much better

known than it is. M. Silvestre Ribein has

written a "History of the Scientific, Literary,

and Artistic Institutions of Portugal," the first
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volume of which has just been published by

the Academy. M. D. Antonio da Costa, for

merly Minister of Publio .Instruction, has

published a " History of Publio Instruction."

The author comprises within his range of view

the political existence of Portugal since Al-

fonse I. down to the present day, and is, as

he has shown himself in action, a warm friend

of education.

Russia.—The progress of Russian literature

can certainly not be judged by the number of

books printed, for, if we are to trust to the

statistics of a collector, the publications of the

past year are very few. For the year ending

with July, 1871, it is said that 1,359 works

were published in the Russian language, in

thirty-one different cities of the empire. Of

these books, 85 were of a theological character,

83 were children's books, 138 concerned juris

prudence, the political sciences, and trade, and

109 technology and husbandry; 153 were on

language, chiefly grammars and school-books ;

72 on mathematics ; 62 on geography and eth

nology; 88 on natural history; 91 on medi

cine, and 29 on art ; 118 were historical works

(69 of them on Russian history), and 242 were

novels, poems, and essays. Twenty-three per

cent, of the whole number (313) were transla

tions, of which 153 were from the German,

consisting in great part of scientific works, 95

from the French, principally novels, and 38

from the English. .

Even as it is, the number now published
■would be greatly swollen, were it not for the

practice of printing so many works in the

journals and miscellanies, which never appear

in a separate form. The great novelists have

been silent. A new volume of Tourgu6niefs

has appeared—the eighth of his collected

works—but it contains nothing new. Uspen-

sky has published two or three small volumes

of sketches of life and society in this transi

tional period, but they are hardly of permanent

value ; and the novels of Avdeief, Vitniakof,

Omulefsky, Blizhnef, Boboruikin, and Leskof-

Stebnitzky, are hardly worth reading. The

one good novel of the year is " The Great She

Bear," written by Madame Khvostchinsky,

who conceals herself under the pseudonym of

V. Krestovsky (the name also of a tenth-rate

novel-writer), which, begun last year in the

Messenger of Europe, and stopped on account

of the illness of the author, has only lately

been finished. Madame Krestovsky published

two novels ten and fifteen years ago, but this

la9t book is by far her best, and gives her a

place but little below Tolstoi and Tourguenief.

The analysis of character is very fine, and the

story i3 full of touching and tender scenes.

In poetry, Count Alexis Tolstoi and Nekras-

sof have published a few short poems, quite

unworthy of them; and Minaief has written

some poor verses, which are thoroughly worthy

of him, as well as a comedy, " The Liberal,"

which, though not without good points, proved

a respectable failure on the stage. There is

also a large volume of " Poetry of the Sla

vonians," edited by Gerbel. It is a collection

of popular songs and ballads, and the best

lyric pieces by the chief poets of the various

Slavonio peoples, in translations by Russian

authors. It is curious and interesting to all

who are acquainted with the Slavonio races,

and its publication is one of the consequences

of the Pan-Slavonio movement, which this last

year has left its mark on literature.

The " History of Russian Literature" is a

work by Polevoi, designed for popular use, and

filled with extracts, on the plan of Chambers's

" Cyclopaedia of English Literature." Bibliog

raphers and librarians will be more interested

in a "Chronological Index of Slavonio and

Russian Books printed by the Church Press

between 1491 and 1864," and in the " Second

Supplement to Bazunofs Systematic Catalogue

of Russian Books," for the year 1870, by V.

I. Mezhof. The list of translations, oriticisms,

and reviews of the books there mentioned, as

well as of those included in the previous vol

umes, is brought down to September of this

year. Among other things, Mr. Mezhof gives

curious lists of the articles and books published

in commemoration of Lomonosof, Karamzin,

and Krylof, at their recent centennials. In

honor of Krylof there were 63 articles and

books, of Lomonosof 129, and ofKaramzin 173.

The centenaries of Speransky and of Peter

the Great, which occur during the next year,

will probably give occasion to a still greater

number of such commemorative works.

It is pleasant to note the great progress

made by Russia in political literature—works

marked by solid thought and sound principles.

Not only the large reviews, but the more se

rious daily newspapers, and especially the

Golos, the Russian World, a new paper of

great ability, and the Moscow and St. Peters

burg Gazettes, have devoted an unusual share

of their space to questions of finance, educa

tion, and internal reform. Prof. A. Gradol'sky,

of the University of St. Petersburg, has pub

lished, under the title of "Politics, History,

and Administration," a collection of essays he

has written at different times, many of them

for the Golos, which are distinguished by many

good qualities, and especially by excellent criti

cism. He treats of the Russian Commune,

Popular Representation, the structure of the

Russian State in the old times, the Freedom

of the Press, and other subjects of the day. If

any needed enlightenment as to the real state

of the peasantry and landed proprietors, unless

they belong to that class who seem to think

the Government exists solely for itself, they

will find abundant information in the work of

Skaldin—" In the Waste, and in the Capital."

The author who assumes this nom de plume is

evidently a moderate Liberal, or would be if

there were parties in Russia, and during four

summers, from 1866-'69, spent in the country,

has investigated with great pains and care the

condition of the peasantry and the proprietors,
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and states what he has seen. In the third and

final volume of Prince Vasiltehikofs work

" On Self-Government," we have an inquiry

into the systems of local taxes in England,

France, and Prussia, and into the working of

the present tax system in Russia, with sug

gestions for its reform. The remarkable series

of studies on " Ten Years of Reforms," pub

lished in the Messenger of Europe, which will

make a formidable volume, is ascribed to Grot,

of the Academy. It is a careful analysis of the

changes lately produced in Russia, regarded in

a great measure from their financial side. The

question of the revision of the tax laws has

originated an instructive and valuable book,

" Financial Management and the Finances of

Prussia," by A. Zablotzky-Desiatofsky. The

" History of the Political Literature of the

Nineteenth Century," of which the first vol

ume only has appeared, by Y. G. Zhukofsky,

also the author of some essays on the " Ques

tion of Population," is a history of the views

which have prevailed on the most vital ques

tions of political science and economy which

have a practical bearing. Standing between

two ruling systems, order, or discipline, and

progress, the author hopes to arrive at the

only fully satisfactory system by a survey of

the economy of human societies as parts of the

general economy of Nature.

It will be remembered what a stir was made

three years ago by the publication of "The

Border Lands of Russia," by Yurii Samarin.

The Germans flew to arms to attack the book.

Mr. Samarin has just issued the third volume,

which treats of the events in the Baltic prov

inces in 1841 and 1842, the time of the move

ment toward orthodoxy among the peasantry.

The book is, of course, published at Berlin, as

the Russian censorship would not allow it.

" Russia and Europe," by N. Danilevsky, now

republished from one of the Reviews, is a book

written in the most extreme Slavonophile

spirit, which attempts to show that the civili

zation of the West is evidently rotten ; that its

regeneration must come from the Slavonians,

with Russia at their head ; but that still Russia

cannot entirely separate itself from the rest of

Europe.

The comparatively large number of books

on law, both treatises and collections of deci

sions, published during the last year, proves that

the judicial reform is taking firm root, and is

making lawyers—something Russia never had

until lately.

In historical literature the year has been

very rich and productive in interesting books.

By far the most important is " Russian His

tory," by Prof. K. Bestuzhef-Rumin, of the

University of St. Petersburg, the first volume of

which is just out. Two volumes more, now

in the press, will complete the work, which

will be the only well-written critical history

of Russia in any thing like a reasonable com

pass. The twenty-first volume of the " His

tory of Russia," by Prof. Solovief, is devoted

to the first three years of the reign of the Em

press Elizabeth, a most interesting period. It

is in the author's well-known style, abounding

in long quotations, not always quite readable.

The indefatigable Kbstomarof has given ns

three more of his entertaining and fascinating

studies—" Dissent, as shown by the Writings

of Dissenters ; " " Personages of the Period of

Confusion," devoted to Shuisky, Pozharsky,

Minin, and Susanin ; and " Ivan the Terrible."

The last is an attempt to show that the popular

idea of this cruel monarch, and that put forth

by Karamzin and Count Tolstoi, is really the

true one, and that he was not, as Solovief and

others maintain, a mere creature and repre

sentative of his time. Interesting, but of less

importance, are " The Relations of Leibnitz to

Russia and to Peter the Great," by V. Gerrye,

from the papers of Leibnitz in the Hanover

Library ; . " The Relations of Russia with Rome

from 1845-1860," by A. N. Popof ; and Du-

brovin's " History of the War and of the Rus

sian Domination in the Caucasus." A. Kle-

vanof has given us three of the old chronicles

in modern language, under the form of a

" Chronicle of Southwest Russia to the Middle

of the Fourteenth Century." Those old stories

are always reread with interest. Every day

new stores of historical material are being

brought to light; and, besides "The Russian

Past," edited by Samefsky, which has greatly

improved during the past year, and " The Rus

sian Archives," by Bartenief, we have two new

volumes of the " Archives of Prince Voront-

zof," and the first volume of a new collection,

"The Nineteenth Century," all prepared by

the same industrious librarian. The "Memoirs

of Dolrynin" show us into the cabinet of an

Archbishop of Sevsk in the good old time of

Catharine ; and, besides curious and laughable

pictures of monastic and clerical life, give na

also many glimpses of the work and vexations

of official life in the then just-annexed prov

inces of Mohilev and Vitebsk. They are most

delightful reading. The Berlin edition of the

" Memoirs of Admiral Shishkof," once Minister

of Public Instruction, has many enrious details

about court life and the Emperors Paul and

Alexander that could not be printed in Russia.

The literature of geography and travel is

more numerous than usual. Kostenko has

published a useful book on " Central Asia,"

and an account of the "Russian Mission to

Bokhara in 1870," with a detailed map of the

route; and Veniukof gives us two volumes,

one on "Japan," and the other " Sketches of

the Extreme East."

The Franco-Prussian War could not pass by

without leaving its impression on the literature

of Russia as well as of other countries. Gen

eral Annenkoff was twice sent by the Emperor

to the German headquarters, and his little

hook, " Impressions of a Russian Officer," is a

thoughtful inqniry into the causes of the Ger

man success. The book has not been without

influence on the reorganizations devised and
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taking place in various branches of the Rus

sian service. Several Russian surgeons offered

their services to the wounded, in accordance

with the principles of the Geneva Convention.

Two of them, Dr. Pirogof and Dr. Pyltz, have

published the results of their investigations

into the hospitals and sanitary institutions

existing in Germany, Alsace, and Lorraine.

There are also some other books on the war,

its causes, consequences, etc. The "Military

Library" is a series of books started at the

suggestion, and under the patronage, of the

Grand-duke Heritier, for affording young offi

cers the best military works of native and

foreign authors at a cheap rate. Two volumes

are devoted to a description of the "Defence

of Sevastopol " by General Todtleben, accom

panied with maps and plans.

Among the numerous republications are

those of the works of Derzhavin, Grigorovitch,

and Dobroliubof ; and the translations include

—besides works of most modern authors of

repute, from Taine and Schlosser to Messrs.

Lockyer, Tyndall, and Disraeli—a new trans

lation,of Dante, in terza rima, and the final

volumes of the new and complete translations

of Heine and of Goethe's poems.

Spats'.—On looking through the publications

of 1871, we shall find that works on scientific

subjects are, comparatively speaking, fewer in

number than those in any other branch of lit

erature. Some, however, have been published

this year which possess real merit. The most

important of these are Sefior Oarlos Ibanez's

" Descripcion Geodfisica de las Islas Baleares "

(" Description and Surveys of the Baleario Isl

ands "), a work remarkable for the novelty and

simplicity of the methods of observation and

calculation employed by the author. " Trata-

do de las Oonstrucciones en el Mar " (" The

Treatise on Sea Constructions"), by Senor de

la Sala, is likewise interesting from the special

observations the author makes of the sea-coast

of 8pain. Besides these two books, several

others have been published, which give an idea

of the state of Spanish scientific literature at

tbe present day in Spain—" Curso Practico de

Oonstruccion Naval," por Don Andres Avelino

Comerma—"Anuario de la Direccion de Hi-

drografia "—"El Aire y el Agua : Apuntes sobre

la Historia de estos Cuerpos y sus Funciones

en la vida Vegetal," por Don Lino Peiiuelas—

" Memoria sobre el Eclipse Total de Sol del

22 de Diciembre de 1870, por una Comision de

Hombres Cientificos"—"Anuario del Obser-

vatorio Astron6mico de Madrid"—"Estndios

Forestales : los Montes en sus Relaciones con

las necesidades de los Pueblos," por Don H.

Ruiz Amado. There are a number of small

productions referring to the different branches

of medicine, pharmacy, botany, and civil, penal,

and canonical law, which have appeared this

year ; but the principal object of these works

is that they should be used as text-books at

the different universities and public schools.

A few years ago there was a great scarcity

in Spain of scientific, literary, and artistic pe

riodicals. This want is beginning to be sup

plied, and now several monthly periodicals ap

pear. These are Revista de Espafla—La Hus-

tracion EspaKola y Americana—La /lustra

tion de Madrid—Crdnica de los Cervantistas—

Revista de Archivos, Biblioteeas y Museos, and

El Averiguador. The Revista de Espafla is

the best of these publications, in a literary

point of view. The editor, Don Jos6 Luis Al-

vareda, writes in every number an able politi

cal resume, in the style of the Revue des Deux

Monde*. Many interesting articles have ap

peared this year : those written by Don Ale

jandro Llorente, Don Francisco Cardenas, Don

Jose Amador de los Rios, and Don Francisco

Fernandez y Gonzales, deserve a special men

tion. The most important periodicals, and

those which are most useful in Spain, are those

of a practical kind, and which draw attention

to industry, agriculture, and physical sciences

in general.

The fine archaeological work published at

the expense of the Government (" Monumentos

Arquitect6nicos de Espafla") continues, but

not with the exactitude or rapidity which dis

tinguished it a few years ago. Thirty-seven

numbers have appeared up to the present time.

The object of this publication is to illustrate

Spanish art in all its branches, or monuments

of an artistic order to bo found in Spain. It

is accompanied by a text, printed in two col

umns, in Spanish and French, and there are

tine large plates and a quantity of etchings and

chromos. The drawings and engravings have

been intrusted to the best artists in Spain, and

there is a special directing committee of com- >

petent persons, who choose the subjects that

are to be published, and the texts that are to

accompany them. Besides the large number

of architectural drawings which have appeared

in this publication, there are several fine chro

mos of enamels, ivories, and gems of great in

terest. This work is excellent, and equal in

merit to those of the same kind which are

published in Germany, France, and Russia.

The Spanish academies of La Historia, La

Lengua, and San Fernando, have not published

in 1871 as much as they have usually done of

late years. The Academy of La Lengua began

last year to print a monthly report, which it

has continued this year (" Memorias de la

Academia EspaOola"). In these reports are

reprinted the speeches made at the receptions

of the new Academicians, and special treatises

on the Spanish language written by the mem

bers. The Academia de la Historia is now

printing the ninth volume of its " Memorias,"

which, among other interesting papers, will

contain an important study on the Roman road

from TJxama to Augustobriga, by Don Eduardo

Saavedra, late Director of Public Works, and

one of the most distinguished civil engineers

in Spain. The Academia de San Fernando

has not interrupted its monthly publication

(" Galeria de Cuadros de la Academia de San
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Fernando "), which deserves a special mention

for the engravings it contains of the fine pic

tures of the Academy, and the excellent text

that accompanies them.

The Society of "Bibliofilos Espafioles" has

published two more volumes this year, both as

interesting as the seven which have already

appeared under its auspices. The first of these

is the reprint of a book printed in Seville in

1498, and which has remained completely ig

nored by the admirers of Spanish literature,

until Don Pascual de Gayangos found the only

existing copy at the Imperial Library at Vien

na (" Historia de Enrique, Fi de Oliva "). This

"Enrique, Fi de Oliva," is a romance of chiv

alry, one of the legends of Charlemagne, and

arranged, probably, from a French romance.

This book, besides being important in itself,

has helped to resolve the doubts of some of the

commentators of " Don Quixote" as to the ex

istence of Count Tomillas mentioned by Cer

vantes. This personago is one of the heroes

of " Fi de Oliva." The volume has boon edited

by Senor Gayangos, and in the preface he gives

an entertaining account of a conversation be

tween the two learned commentators of " Don

Quixote," Navarrete and Clemencin, in which

they doubted the existonco of the Count. Cu

riously enough, Senor Gayangos, even at that

time, was sure Cervantes had seen the book

he had quotod from. Tho second work pub

lished by this society is taken from a manu

script belonging to Senor do Gayangos, which

has never been printed El Crotalonde Chris-

tophoro Gnophoso"). The "Crotalon" is ex

ceedingly interesting, and is written in sup

posed dialogues between a shoemaker and his

cook, in the manner of classic writers. The

object is to criticise several of the abuses and

manners of the sixteenth century in Spain.

As specimens of books of voyages and im

pressions of travels, three may be mentioned

which have appeared this year, the three dif

fering from each other, but all of them excel

lent in their different styles.

The first of these works, " Viage de Ceylan

& Damasco" ("Voyage from Ceylon to Damas

cus"), is written by Don Adolfo Rivadeneyra,

a young man of persoverance and talent, who

speaks Turkish and modern Arabic with a

correctness that is the astonishment of the

natives themselves. Sefior Rivadeneyra has

spent the most of his youth in the East, and

has been Spanish consul for some time at

Ceylon and Damascus. He now publishes the

impressions of the countries has seen. While

at Bagdad he visited Babylonia, and one of

the most interesting episodes of his book is

the jonrney he took from Bagdad to Mosul,

accompanied by a Tartar, or carrier of dis-

patohes. The extraordinary manner in which

he bore the fatigue and privations of every kind

which this journey entailed, and tho vivid

manner in which he describes tho native tribes,

and his complete absence of exaggeration or

conceit, render this book extremely entertain

ing. In a completely different style to Rivade-

neyra's " Viage de Ceylan " is Don Jose Cas

tro y Serrano's "Novela del Egipto." This

volume has been already noticed by English

reviewers, and consists of a series of letters

which the author pretended to write from

Egypt at the opening of tho canal.

The third specimen of books of travels is

one written by a distinguished author, who

writes under the name of Juan Garcia. In

Sefior Garcia's "Costas y Montanas," he de

scribes the coast and mountain scenery of the

province of Santander, and the institutions,

monuments, customs, and manners of the past.

There is a combination of poetry, fancy, eru

dition, and research! in this delightful book,

which is most remarkable.

In treating of modern Spanish novelists,

Don Manuel Fernandez y Gonzalez must be

mentioned in the first line, although, perhaps,

the defects contained in his writings exceed

the beauties they contain. This author can be

compared to Alexandre Dumas, whom he has

always imitated. Gonzalez has genius, and, if

he had worked under other circumstances, his

novels would have been worthy of praise. His

most remarkable works are " El Cocinero del

Rey," "Martin Gil," and "Men Rodriquez de

Sanabria."

Fernan Caballero is the only writer of fiction

who describes simple and local scenes. In the

modern Spanish drama, the traditions and ex

ample of the great masters, Calderon and

Lope, are still followed ; but in Spanish novels

the influence of the two styles, the aristocratic

and popular, which were so much in vogue in

this country in the brilliant period of her liter

ature, is gone.

Don Gustavo Becquer, a young and distin

guished author, died last November ; his works

in prose and verse have been collected into

two volnmes (" Obras do Gnstavo A. Becquer ")

and published by subscription. Don Gustavo

had a brother, Don Valeriano Becquer, who

died also just as his great talent had begun

to be appreciated. The works of Don Gustavo

Becquer may undoubtedly be considered as

of a first-rate order. A profound thinker

and a poet, Becquer was one of the first of

young literary men of the day. His prose is

like an English writer's, his poetry exquisite.

" Volveran las Golondrinas," p. 292, vol. ii.,

and "Cerraron sns Ojos," p. 311, vol. ii., are

worthy of a German poet; and in the ele

gance of his narrative and purity of his lan

guage ho may be compared to a classic author.

Becquer has written several charming tales,

which would be well worth translating. Don

Angusto Ferrant, a friend of Becquer's, has

brought out a volume of poems, entitled " Pe-

reza," a gem in its way. Don Ramon Cam-

poamor, a versatile writer, has published a

little volume, which he calls " Los Pequefios

Poemas." This author possesses an original

and brilliant style.

Don Pedro Alarcon, well known in the
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literary world by his "Diario de un Testigo

de la Guerra de Africa," has lately published

two volumes, one of poems, in which he has

collected the best of his poetical compositions,

and the other of literary articles collected

from different periodicals.

Dramatic works of all forms and dimensions

have always been most abundant in Spain.

In the first ten months of the present year,

one hundred and fifteen plays were printed,

including original dramas, translations, and

adaptations. The greater number only live the

first night they are produced, and few have

sufficient merit to be acted more than a very

small number of nights.

Spain is exceedingly poor in modern works

on philosophy. The eminont professor, Scnor

Sanz del Rio, who died a very short time ago,

and who was a pupil and imitator of the Ger

mans, spared no effort, both by original studies

and translations, to popularize philosophy in

Spain (" Ideal de la Humankind para la Vida").

There is a little more movement in social and

political science. The study of philology be

gins to give signs of life. Sefior Ayuso's study

on Sanscrit (" £1 Estudio de la Filologia en sn

Relacion con el Sanscrit "), and Senor Moreno

Nieto's Arabio Grammar (" Gram&tica Ara-

biga "), are works of interest and importance.

LOUISIANA. The conduct of public af

fairs in Louisiana during the past year has

been seriously affected by a political conflict

between two factions of the Republican party

that controls the State, the one composed of

the supporters and the other of the opposers

of the Governor, Henry 0. Warmouth. The

opposition was at first led by Lieutenant-Gov

ernor Dunn, and the war began with the open

ing of the Legislature on the 2d of Janu

ary, 1871. In the Senate the strength of the

"Warmouth party was shown by the adoption,

by a vote of 20 to 14, of a resolution taking

the power to appoint the committees from the

Lieutenant-Governor, ex-officio President of

the Senate, and placing it in the hands of the

majority of the members. In the House, Mor

timer Oarr was reelected Speaker, supposed to

sympathize with the Dunn faction, but re

signed before the expiration of the first month,

and Colonel G. W. Carter was elected as his

successor. The Democratic members of the

House whose seats were contested were then

confirmed in their places. On January 10th

the contest for a United States Senator result

ed in the success of General J. R. West, known

as the candidate of Governor Warmouth, on

the first ballot, both in the Senate and the

House.

The cost, to the State, of this Legislature was

greater than that of any preceding one. The

expense of the Senate was $191,763.85, and of

the House of Representatives $767,192.65, an

average cost of $5,300 for each Senator, and

$7,800 for each member of the House, or an

average of over $6,800 for each membor of

the entire body, or of $113.50 per day, for

each member during the session. The Gov

ernor commented on this in his message to

the Legislature of 1872, as follows :

A careful calculation of the expenses of the Gen

eral Assembly for mileage and per diem, even at the

enormous rate of twenty cents per mile, each way,

shows that the total expenses ought not to exceed

$100,000 for the sixty days of the annual session, and

the legitimate contingent expenses of both Houses

ought not to exceod ?2o,000. Then what has becomo

of the excess, (833,956.60 1 It has been squandered

by the officers of the Assembly in paying extra mile

age and per diem of members for days' services

never rendered ; for an enormous corps of useless

clerks, pages, etc., for publishing the journals of

each house in fifteen obscure newspapers, some of

which have never existed, while some of those that

did exist never did the work they were employed to

do, although every one has received the compensa

tion for it ; in paying committees authorized by the

House to sit during vacation, and to travel through

out the State and into Texas, and in a hundred other

different ways. Tho enrolment committee of the

House had over eighty clerks, most of whom were

under pay during tho whole session at eight dollars

per day, during which time only one hundred and

twenty bills were passed, which did not require more

than eight or ten clerks to perform the whole labor

of enrolment.

Soon after the adjournment of the Legisla

ture, the Governor applied to the Eighth Dis

trict Court of New Orleans for an injunction

restraining the State Auditor from the pay

ment of warrants outstanding against appro

priations made by the Legislature to meet

mileage, per diem, and contingent expenses,

on the ground that fraudulent vouchers had

been issued. This was granted, and the court

appointed the Auditor and experts as a com

mission to investigate the matter. Their re

port, rendered near the close of the year, in

part sustained the charges of the Governor.

The examination, it is asserted, revealed the

fact that the amounts for which respectively

tho warrants were originally drawn were in

many instances fraudulently increased. War

rants issued in excess of the appropriations of

1871 were found amounting to about $240,000.

It was further discovered that many warrants

were issued for extra pay to officers and

clerks on mere resolutions of one House, con

trary to an express enactment of the last

preceding Legislature ; and that in several

coses warrants, amounting to about $40,000,

were issued to committees and their clerks for

mileage going to and returning from distant

points on official duty, when, by the showing

of the journals, they did not leave the city.

Also, that a regular system of forgery had

been carried on by parties dealing in State

warrants, in tho alteration of the figures writ

ten by the warrant clerk to larger sums—in

some instances figures representing two thou

sand being altered to five thousand dollars ;

and that the signatures of the officers of tho

State engaged in issuing these warrants had

been placed on a large number of them by un

authorized persons. The appropriations of

the Legislature for its expenses were made to

the amount of hundrods of thousands of dol
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lare when there was no money in the Treasury

to meet them, and, accordingly, the warrants

issued were cashed by bankers and brokers at

a heavy discount. "The loose manner of

conducting business in the office of the war

rant clerk " was strongly condemned, but no

specific charges of fraudulent transactions or

corruption were brought against any one.

The receipts into the Treasury during the

year amounted to $6,616,845, and the dis

bursements to $7,578,148, about $961,000 more

than the receipts. The Auditor estimated the

probable expenditures for the year 1872 at

$3,355,943. The amount of taxes and licenses

due at the close of the fiscal year was $5,208,-

738. The total amount of taxable property in

the State in 1871, according to the assessment

rolls, was $251,296,017, of which $151,089,161

was in New Orleans. The amount of the

debt of the State is disputed. The Governor

asserts that the actual debt is $22,295,790.58;

while the Auditor says that it is $41,194,473.-

91. The Auditor reaches his amount by add

ing to the $22,295,790.58 what he terms a con-

tingent debt of $18,898,683.81. The Govern

or, in explaining this, says that it " is contin

gent in that its becoming actual debt is entirely

dependent— first, upon the construction of

certain railroads, for which the State has

agreed to indorse second-mortgage bonds for

$12,500 per mile, the companies having the

right to issue first-mortgage bonds for the

same amount ; and, second, upon the presump

tion that these roads, with all their franchises,

rolling-stock, fixtures, trade, etc., will not be

worth $25,000 per mile, the aggregate of the

first and second mortgage bonds." The Gov

ernor asserts that there is not the slightest

possibility that any of these roads, except

the New Orleans, Mobile & Texas Railroad,

will be constructed; and moreover that, if

every one of them should be built, the State

would be amply secured from ever having to

pay the indorsement, for the reason that the

roads chartered, if constructed, would bo

worth four times the amount guaranteed.

During the years from 1861 to 1871 inclu

sive, the State debt, according to the Gov

ernor's estimate, has increased from $10,157,-

882.12, to $22,045,790.58. The bondod debt,

on which interest is now paid, is $19,858,300,

the annual interest on which amounts to

$1,403,820. Of this debt, $1,357,000 in State

bonds have been purchased, and are held by

certain trust funds in the Treasury, which, if

cancelled, would reduce the interest-paying

debt to $18,501,300, and the annual interest to

$1,322,400.

An important decision in a case in regard to

the limitation of the State debt, and the pow

ers of the Legislature, was rendered by the

Supreme Court in April. The matter came

np on an appeal from a decision in the Eighth

District Court of New Orleans, where an appli

cation was made for the writ of mandamus to

compel the State Auditor to issue a warrant

for a claim of $50,331.46. The Auditor in his

return urged two reasons for his refusal to issue

the warrant: the first was, that the law author

izing it violated the third amendment to the

constitution of the State, in this, that it in

creased the debt of the State, which was al

ready in excess of the limit of $25,000,000

imposed by the said amendment (tee Amkbican

Annttal Cyclopaedia of 1870). The manda

mus was refused. The Supreme Court, in its

decision, contended that the debt of the State

exceeded $25,000,000 on or before March 1,

1871.

In July the State Central Committee, of

which S. B. Packard, United States Marshal,

and opponent of Governor Warmouth, was

chairman, called a State Convention to meet

in New Orleans on the 9th of August, to choose

a State Committee for the ensuing year. There

upon both divisions or factions employed

every means to secure a majority of the dele

gates. The larger part of the committee were

opposed to the Governor, alleging that he

took the management of the State campaign of

the preceding year out of their hands. A

few hours before the opening of the conven

tion, it became apparent that Wannonth and

his friends had obtained a decided majority.

On the 8th of August the committee announced

that the convention would be held in the Uni

ted States Circuit Court room, located in the

Custom-Honse. The object of holding the con

vention there was generally understood to be

to prevent Warmouth and his friends from con

trolling the convention. The committee also

announced that the credentials of all delegates

must be at once submitted to them, and that

those who passed their investigation would be

furnished with tickets, without which no one

would be admitted to the convention. This

course was violently denounced by "Wannoth

and his friends as without precedent or au

thority, and revolutionary. The number of

delegates, according to the call of the conven

tion, was 116. At midnight, before the meet

ing of the convention, the committee reported

a list, it is said, of 175 names, entitled to ad

mission, including not only regularly-elected

delegates, but others who claimed to be con

testants. The tickets were delivered to those

thus designated from the window of the pri

vate office of the postmaster by that official and

his nssistants.

By ten o'clock the next day, a dense mass

of excited whites and blacks had collected

before the entrance to the Custom-IIouse.

About nine o'clock, three companies of United

States infantry had arrived, with two Gatling

guns. The troops marched into the rotunda

and stationed themselves at the head of the

stairway, and the guns were taken into the

basement of the building. Soon afterward,

all the other entrances were locked, barred,

and closely guarded by special deputy-marshals

who were sworn in during the night, and no

one was permitted to enter the building ex
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cepting those who bore tho prepared tickets

signed by Marshal Packard as president of

the State Central Committee. Commercial

business was, for the time, entirely suspended.

About eleven o'clock Governor Warmouth

arrived, accompanied by P. B. S. Pinchback

and Hugh J. Campbell, his chief supporters,

and followed by a large crowd of delegates

who were friendly to him. They proceeded

in a body, unmolested, to the room of the Uni

ted States Circuit Court, but there were con

fronted by a special deputy, who informed them

that they could not enter, as the committee

were not ready to open the doors to delegates.

At this the Governor expressed his indigna

tion, and, proceeding with his friends to the

space occupied by the troops, addressed the

mass, and closed by moving to adjourn to

"Turner's Hall," and there organize a con

vention. This was approved.

The " Turner's Hall " meeting was opened,

in the midst of considerable confusion, by A.

P. Harris, Senator, and a member of the State

Central Committee, who announced that it was

an adjourned convention. After its temporary

organization, and the appointment of the usual

committees, speeches were made by Governor

Warmoth and others. The committees then re-

ported,and the convention adjourned until even

ing, when more speeches were made, some reso

lutions were presented and referred to a com

mittee on resolutions, and provision was made

.for the formation of a Congressional and a

State Central Committee, and a further ad

journment made to noon the following day.

According to the report of the committee on

organization, Mr. Pinchback was made presi

dent of the convention. At the final session

of Thursday, the two committees were organ

ized ; an address to the people regarding the

action of tho Custom-House officials was

adopted, accusing them of illegal practices, an

unlawful assembly, and overt acts of attempted

assassi nation ; a series of resolutions was adopt

ed, and Governor Warmoth made a long clos

ing address, in which he bitterly denounced

the course of Speaker Carter of the House, in

the Custom-House Convention, and charged

him with " corruption, dishonesty, and licen

tiousness ; " and also denounced the Federal

office-holders.

Of the " Custom-House Convention," Lieu

tenant-Governor Dunn was appointed perma

nent president. Speeches were made by sev

eral prominent men among his friends, charging

that Governor Warmouth and his friends had

compelled the use of the Custom-House by

leasing every other hall in tho city, and neces

sitated the employment of the United States

troops by repeated threats of violence. Speaker

Carter went so far as to assert that " the Gov

ernor received bribes, stole the publio money,

and was the greatest living practical liar."

An executive committee was organized, and

resolutions adopted guaranteeing in the publio

schools a place to every child; advocating

public improvements throughout the State,

and guaranteeing to them the aid of the State ;

approving the amendment to tho constitution,

limiting the State debt to a fixed sum, and

instructing the Legislature not to exceed that

sum; urging the State authorities to take such

measures to preserve the peace of public as

semblies as will never again render it necessary

to call in the aid of the United States authori

ties under the enforcement act, etc.

About 60 delegates were present at this

convention, and 108 at the Turner's Hall Con

vention. Immediately after their adjournment,

messages were sent to President Grant, bearing

the signatures of F. F. Casey, Collector of the

Port, and S. B. Packard,U. S. Marshal, regarding

the political situation, and in explanation of

their course. A statement from the Warmouth

side, signed by Thomas W. Conway, the State

Superintendent of Public Education, denying

the allegations of the Federal officials in toto,

was forwarded to counteract these messages ;

and, in accordance with the resolution of the

Turner's Hall Convention, a large delegation

visited President Grant and made a verbal

report.

On Novomber 22d, Lieutenant-Governor

Dunn died, and immediately after Governor

Warmouth issued a proclamation convening

the Senate in extra session to fill the vacancy

caused by his death, by electing a president

who, under the constitution, would be ex-offieio

Lieutenant-Governor, and for other purposes,

as follows :

" To act on the appointments to office mode,

and the pardons granted by the Governor dur

ing the vacation.

" To devise and propose measures of reform.

"To investigate the books, vouchers, and

accounts of the State officers."

This action was declared unconstitutional

by the opponents of tho Governor, on the

ground that one branch of the Assembly cannot

be called without the other, to act on miscel

laneous questions, and various though unsuc

cessful attempts were mode to prevent the

session. It opened, however, on December

6th, and continued two days. After consider

able discussion and balloting on various points,

it was demonstrated that the Governor had

the support of a bare majority. A ballot for

" President, who should be Lieutenant-Govern

or," resulted in the choice of Senator P. B.

S. Pinchback, he receiving 18 votes against

16 for Senator T. V. Coupland, the candidate

of the opponents of Warmouth. He was sus

tained also by tho Democratic Senators. Fur

ther action was prevented by the passage of a

resolution to adjourn tine die immediately

after the opening of the second day of the

session.

With the assembling of the Legislature of

1872, on the 1st of January, the war. of the

factions was renewed with increased bitterness.

The Warmouthites were understood to be de

termined to oust Speaker Carter from his po
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sition at the head of the Ilouse, and to drive

his adherents with him from power; and the

opposition faction, now known as the " Car-

terites," but including the men originally ar

rayed against the Governor, appeared to be

equally determined to control the Legislature,

and to ultimately cause the complete downfall

of Governor Warmonth and his followers. The

organization of the Senate was prevented by

the absence of a quorum. The opening of the

Ilouse was stormy. On the second day of the

session the passage of a resolution was secured,

by a vote of 49 yeas to 45 nays, declaring

" the unabated confidence of the members of

the House in the efficiency and integrity of

Hon. George W. Carter, the Speaker," and

" pledging to him their hearty support during

the continuance of the session." But the sub

sequent tumultuous proceedings, and the in

vestigation of Congress, form a part of the

history of 1872, and will appear in the next

volume of the Annual Cyclopjedia.

The law of 1870, relating to education, was

amended by the Legislature of 1871, by a sup

plementary act, providing for the appointment,

by a State Board of Education, of boards of

school directors for the several parishes, towns,

and cities, who shall have charge of all the

funds and school records heretofore held by

parish, ward, town, and city boards ; the par

ish boards shall have charge of all matters per

taining to schools in towns and cities having a

population of less than one thousand persons,

and the town and city boards in towns and

cities, excepting the city of New Orleans, of

more than one thousand inhabitants. All are

to be under the direction of the division su

perintendents. It further provided for the

levy of a school-tax of not more than two

mills nor less than one mill on a dollar, each

year, on the taxable property of these parishes,

towns, and cities. The board for the govern

ment of the schools of Now Orleans, according

to the act, must be composed of one member

from each representative district of the city,

and so organized that the term of office of a

third shall expire each year. At the beginning

of each year, they shall ascertain the amount

of funds necessary to carry on the schools

under their charge for the current year, and

report the same to the Board of Administrators

of the city, who shall levy the amount on the

taxable property of the city, and direct the

same to be collected within six months from

the date of their notification of the amount

required. It is further provided that in any

parish, city, or town, where a board of school

directors fail to establish schools within sixty

days after their appointment, or to perform

such other duties as are required of them by

law, the division superintendent for the division

may establish schools, and perform, as far as

possible, other neglected duties. In accord

ance with this law, the city authorities of New

Orleans proceeded to levy the tax, when they

were prevented by litigation. It was found

that the seventh section of the Revenue Bill,

approved on March 3d, before the approval of

the School Act, prohibited the city from col

lecting taxes in excess of two per cent., and

that the taxes already levied exceeded that

amount. The tax was, therefore, not laid.

Nevertheless, the officers charged with the

duty kept all the schools in operation, having

received assistance from the State Superin

tendent and city government. Attention to

this matter was called by the Governor in his

message at the opening of the session of the

Legislature of 1872, and the immediate passage

of a bill, authorizing the levy and collection

of the tax, was recommended.

The whole number of schools established

and in operation in the State at the close of

the year was 640 ; whole number of teachers

1,420. The amount of the school fund which

has been apportioned during the year is $305,-

809.90. This sum gave to each child in the

State, entitled to attend, $1.16 ; but, being ap

plied only to the schools in operation, the at

tendance of pupils at which was estimated at

90,000, it has given for each child in actual at

tendance the sum of $3.39.

The condition of the railroads of the State

has materially improved during the year. The

interests of the New Orleans, Mobile & Tex

as and the Louisiana & Texas Railroads have

been united ; and the work of building these

two lines, the former from New Orleans to

Houston, and the latter to Sbreveport, La., has

been vigorously pushed, and it is expected to

be completed before the close of the year 1872.

The importance of railroad communication

with Shreveport is obvious when it is stated

that this is a railroad centre connecting with

the gigantic Pacific Railroad system, and tho

point from which the great Southern Trnnk

Railroad has started for the Pacific ; and

Houston is in direct communication with

the extreme Southern lines. When these

roads are built, it is anticipated that the

fleet of sea-going vessels which will bring

the products of Texas to New Orleans will

naturally seek to revive and build up the

neglected trade of New Orleans with the en

tire Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean Sea.

The New Orleans & Northeastern Railroad

Company, the New Orleans, Metairie &

Lake Railroad Company, the Right Bank

Railroad & Freight Transferring Company,

the Louisiana & Arkansas Railroad Compa

ny, the New Orleans, Baton Rouge & Vicks-

burg Railroad Company, the Alexandria, Ho

mer & Fulton Railroad Company, and the

Arkansas & Delta Railroad Company, all of

which have received State aid, failed to do

any thing ; and consequently the Governor, in

his message to the Legislature of 1872, recom

mended the passage of an act providing that,

unless work on these roads is begun within

six months from January, 1872, and regularly

prosecuted, their charters be repealed.

The condition of the levees on the Missis
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sippi River has occupied a large share of pub-

lio attention during the year. In the spring

a number of serious crevasses occurred, by

which a large amount of property in the State

was destroyed, and the city of New Orleans

was threatened with inundation. The Gov

ernor, for the purpose of remedying the evil

at once, assumed control of them, and ordered

the State engineers to close the breaks. To

meet the expense, $80,000 were advanced by

two New Orleans banks. Afterward the

Louisiana Levee Company was organized, and

by the action of the Governor its interests and

those of the State were made identical ; and it

is expected that under this new arrangement

the alluvial lands will be protected, its railroad

communications preserved, and the Stato re

sources developed.

CENSUS OP 1ST0.

FARI3IIE3.

Ascension

Assumption
Avoyelles
Bienville
Bossier
Caddo
Calcasieu.
Caldwell
Cameron
Carroll
Catahoula
Claiborne
Concordia
De Soto
East Baton Rouge. .
East Feliciana

Franklin
Grant
Iberia
Iberville
Jackson
Jefferson
Lafayette
Lafourche
Livingston
Madison
Morehouse
Natchitoches
Orleans
Ouachita
Plaquemines
Point Coupee
Rapides
Richland
Sabine
St. Bernard
St. Charles
St. Helena
St. James
St. John the Baptist

St. Landry
St. Martin

St. Mary
St, Tammany
Tank'ipaha
Tensas
Terrebonne
Union
Vermilion
Washington
West Baton Rouge..
West Feliciana
Winn

Total for Stain

roroxATios.
Asuaei Tilut of T i .• ' . DOt

Ajsrrogate. Whltt. Colored. Katlvs. Foreign.
property. naliunal.

11,577 4,865 7,310 11.318 265 $1,957,264 $46,657
13,2»1 6,247 6.9S4 12.994 240 2,278,831 50.308
12,946 6,751 6,175 12,613 813 2,250,157 46,363
10,1)36 6,589 6,047 10.601 S3 874.554 17,790
14,675 8.505 9,170 12.616 59 2,376,047 31,092
21.714 6.913 15,799 20,933 781 2,860,818 98.369
6.733 5,171 1,457

2,224
6,608 125 920,335 18.556

4,820 2,596 4.804 18 651.087 17,318
1,591 1.249 342 1,538 68 173,700 1,800

10,110 2,380 7,718 9,917 m 8,194,035 78,409
8,475 4.381 4,083 6.366 109 1,233,562 28,500

20,210 9,630 10.008 20,123 115 1,217,750 28.410

9,977 720 9,257 9,878 99 2,910,731 110.285
1 1.962 5,111 9,851 14.868 94 1,696,091 57,178
17,818 6,471 11,343 17,043 773 2,673,428
13,499 4.106 9.393 13,214 285 1,424,426 39.963
5,078 2,233 8,844 6.013 65 588,358 18,468
4,517 2.078 8,414 4,488 89 688.743 10,024
9,012 4,531 4,510 8,685 857 2.297,815 47,415

12.S47 8,669 8,675 12,000 847 8,949.958 75.979

7,646 4,203 3.413 7.631 15 711,029 17,976
17.767 6,709 11,054 15,824 1,943 13,240,480 151,157

mass 6.631 4,755 10,157 831 880,571 18.721

14,719 8,060 6,659 14.412 307 8,381,038 47.400
4,026 8,085 933 3,937 89 491.163 12,773

8,600 936 7,663 8.443 157 981,907 C8.852

9,387 3,012 6.375 9,302 85 1,986,788 61,101
18.463 7,312 10,929 17,919 846 2,936.153 73.545

191,418 140,923 50.456 148,943 43,475
283

148.718.888 4,191.417

11.582 8,759 7.823 11.899 3.511.160 88,247

10.552 3,703 6,845 9,635 917 2,283.000 30,417

12,981 8,752 9.229 12.631 830 1,362.025 26.851
18,018 7,742 10,267 17.636 879 3.012.486 98,894
5.110 2.403 2,705 5,003 107 834.57 1 27,504
6,456 4,592 1,847 6,418 88 877,490 10,187
3,553 1,640 1,913 8,273 880 971,590 83,664
4,867 897 8.963 4,766 101 1,776,485 40,934
5,423 8,509 2.914 5,386 87 531,022 10.120
10,152 8.275 6.877 9,927 226 8.188,678 48,969

6,762 8,715 4.044 6.606 156 8162,947 85,430

85.553 13,776 11.69-1 25,035 618 8.278,980 112,500

9,370 4.886 6.094 9.134 236 8,560.581 45,380

13,860 4,203 9,607 13.349 611 3,086,071 41,782
5,5-Jl 8,411 8,175 5,110 476 447.698

1.650,400
10,044

7,928 4,934 2,994 7,592 836 29,228

12,419 1.4O0 11.018 12,151 868 8.165,338 29,989
41,28912,451 6.080 6,178 12.237 214 8,167.333

11.6S5 7,311 4,374 11.6-18 89 1,857,911

£3.4.528 8,480 1,047
939

4,447 81 930.166

8,830 2,391 8,819 11 207,347 5,418

5,114 1.710 3,401 6,023 r6 2,937.419 84,882

10,499 1.583 8,915 10.321 178 1,205.518 40.657
17,1064,954 4,044 909 4,935 19 818,538

726.915 3:2.065 361.210 663.088 61,827 $253,371,890 $7,060,722

Included in the census are 71 Chinese and

569 Indians. The true value of property was

$323,125,666. The amount of public debt,

city, parish, town, etc., was $28,065,698. The

aggregate value of farm-products, including

betterments and additions to stock, was

$51,707,524; 140,118 pounds of wool were

raised; 50,749 whites, and 224,993 colored

persons, 10 years old and over, cannot write, of

whom 133,351 are males, and 142,391 are

females. Of those 21 years old and over who

cannot write, 12,048 are white males.

LUTHERANS. The General Synod of the

Evangelical Lutheran Church in the United

States met at Dayton, Ohio, on the 8th of Juno.

The semi-centennial anniversary of the body

was celebrated in the evening of the same day.

The Rev. Dr. Schmucker, of Gettysburg, Pa.,

delivered an address on the circumstances

which gave birth to the General Synod. At
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the time of its organization there were four

synods in existence, each independent of the

others. The first steps to effect a close union

of these bodies were taken in 1818. The

efforts met with success in October, 1820,

when the present body was organized at Ha-

gerstown, Md. The Rev. Dr. Sprecher, of

Wittenberg College, delivered an address on

the influence which the General Synod had

exercised upon the Church, which seemed to

be manifested in a revival of the grand prin

ciples of the Protestant Reformation of the

sixteenth century.

The most important subject that occupied

the attention of the General Synod was that

of the publication of a new edition of the

"Book of Worship," with the forms of wor

ship, the "Augsburg Confession," the Cate

chism, and the Family Prayers omitted. It

had been regarded as a topic upon which

division might occur. The discussion was,

however, amicable, and was terminated by the

passage of a resolution instructing the hymn-

book committee "to publish, in addition to

the Book of Worship, as ordered by the Gen

eral Synod, in Washington City, an edition of

smaller size, containing only the hymns, For

mula of Government and Discipline, and the

usual indexes." This book will also be called

the Book of Worship. It was ordered that

the publication of the old hymn-book in all its

forms be discontinued. The action of the

Synod was regarded as favorable to greater

freedom in the services of the congregations.

It was decided, also, that the explanation of

the manner in which the General Synod re

ceives and holds the Augsburg Confession,

adopted at its session in York, in 1864, be ap

pended to the Confession as given in the Book

of Worship. But a motion to omit the last

seven articles of the Confession was unani

mously voted down.

The receipts of the Board of Foreign Mis

sions since the last meeting of the General

Synod were $14,401.70; expenditures, $11,-

762.64. The India mission was reported in a

prosperous condition, with the work vigorous-

• ly prosecuted. The African mission is weak

ened by the death of the Rev. Mr. Camell, of

Muhlenberg Station, South Africa. After

some discussion of the best method of supply

ing the African field, the Missionary Board

were instructed to sustain pious young colored

men of ability, whether of American or African

birth, in such institutions as may be ready to

educate them for this work. The Board were

also authorized to send female missionaries in

to the foreign field, upon condition of proper

persons presenting themselves. The support

of widows and orphans of missionaries was

left to the discretion of the Board. The Board

of Home Missions received, daring two years,

$23,068.79. Fifty missionaries were supported.

Thirteen new missions were undertaken. The

English language is spoken in thirty-six of the

missions the Swedish in four, the German in

five, and the English and German conjointly

in seven. Eleven of the missions became self-

supporting, six were abandoned. The number

of members added through the missions is

1,781. Several missions under the District

Synods have not as yet been transferred to the

Board.

The Board of Publication reported a net

capital stock of $24,895.

The subject of revision of the Liturgy was

returned to the committee having it in charge,

with instructions to complete the work, and

lay the result before a second committee, who

shall perfect and publish it.

The state of the Church was reported one

of growth, large accessions of membership

having been made, with revivals of religion to

an unusual extent, and with increased atten

tion to Sunday-schools and the cause of be

nevolence.

The General Council of the Evangelical Lu

theran Church met at Rochester, N. Y., on the

2d of November. The Synods of Pennsylvania,

New York, Pittsburg, the English Synod of

Ohio, the English District Synod of Ohio, the

Michigan Synod, the Augustana Synod, the

Iowa Synod, and the Synod of Canada, were

represented. The Danish-Norwegian Augus-

tana Synod having adopted the fundamental

principles of faith and church polity, its dele

gates were admitted provisionally, admission

to full membership being reserved till the

synod adopts the constitution of the Council.

The Synod of Indiana has also adopted the

fundamental principles of the Council, but was

not represented. The withdrawal of the Syn

ods of Minnesota and Illinois was discussed,

but no action was taken on the subject. The

publication of a new edition of Luther's small

Catechism in English and German was pro

vided for. The book is to contain: 1. The

text of Luther's Catechism as contained in the

Church Book ; 2. Luther's questions and an

swers for those who propose to receive the

Lord's Supper ; 3. The text of the Catechism,

in connection with an analysis of the same

under the text which it analyzes, together

with the proof-texts given in full.

The action of the last convention of the

General Council, disapproving the action of

tho Church Book Committee, in adding to the

rubric, concerning the confession of sins, in the

morning service, the words (" so the people may

join in saying the confession "), was rescinded

to the extent that the rubric is allowed to re

main. But the disapproval of the alteration

of any part of the Church Book without the

consent of the General Council was retained.

The preparation of a series of family prayers

continues in the hands of the Church Book

Committee. Forms for the ministerial acts are

to be printed and submitted to the next Gen

eral Council.
The statistics of the Lutheran Church in the

United States in 1871 were, according to the

Church Almanac for 1872, as follows :
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Synod* affiHatlng irlth the

General Synod (.North).

Maryland.
West Pennsylvania
Hartwlck (New York)
East Ohio
Frankean (New York)
Alleghany (Pennsylvania) . . .
East Pennsylvania
Miami (Ohio)
Wittenberg (Ohio)
Olive Branch (Indiana)
North Illinois
South Illinois
Centra] Pennsylvania
Iowa (English)
North Indiana.
New Jersey ■
Central Illinois
New York
Susquehanna (Pennsylvania)
Pittsburg
Kansas
Nebraska ■

Synod» affiliating with the
General Synod (South).

South Carolina
Virginia
Southwest Virginia
Holstein (Tennessee)

Synod* affiliating with the
General Council.

and adjacent States
Minister! ii in of New York and

adjacent States.
Ohio (English)...
Pittsburg
Texas
Iowa (Oermau),

i engaged in the Organ
'ization of Vie General Con
ference.

Joint, of Ohio
Wisconsin
Missouri. Ohio, and other|

States
Norwe^rian
Minnesota
Illinois, and other States

Synode not connected with any]

general body.

North Carolina
Tennessee
Buffalo (Grabau's). . .

" (Von Rohr's)
Canada
Mississippi
New York (German)
Concordia (Vir.'lnla)
Scandinavian (Eilson's)

Danish Coufer-

Norwegian Dan ish Augustana
Synod

Unascertained

Cotnmual.
tiooa. aints.

65 98 14,500
47 101 13,826
29 83 4,413
43 68 4,740
18 83 8.336
87 104 8,691
59 90 10,184
22 86 3,205
m 68 4,932
16 22 1.227
88 63 2.7S6
83 29 1.530
29 85 6,685
19 81 991
82 80 3,456
8 11 1.759
M 28 1,438
19 17 2.581
27 80 6.373
28 49 8,481
20 23 1,794
8 600

SOU 1,126 103,223

"85 48 4.560
25 67 8.600
19 86 2.300
11 25 2,550
6 10 1,000

96 171 14,010

131 821 62,193

S3 59 15,458
5 21 1,950
58 99 10,343
21 23 2,5*0
85 130 lo.ooo
21 23 8,400
10 21 1,500
55 137 13,355

20 70 6,750

403 779 123,534

119 45 27,200
65 123 20,000

440 M0 70.213
70 256 43.000
27 70 6,200
SO 85 4.250

771 1,063 171,883

17 31 8.535
IT 77 7,000

1.92012 16
8 10 1,800
22 59 6.539
10 12 2.3116
13 15 6.200
4 22 1.064
16 60 8,CO0

22 50 4.300

11 25 2,100
28

2.175 8,825 462,657

Total, according to the Church
Almanac, flfiy-fonr synods

The home missions were reported as in a

prosperous condition, but funds are needed to

extend their work. The principal foreign

mission of the General Council is in tho

Godavery or Rajahrnundry district of the Te-

luga country, India. It embraces twelve sta

tions and sub-stations, and reports seven

teachers, 241 adults, and 138 children in the

schools. Two young men, one of them a

native of Ilindostan, were reported under in

struction in Denmark, with the intention of

engaging in the foreign-mission work. The

district synods were invited to awaken a re

newed interest in the cause, and enlarge their

contributions in order that these young men

may be engaged. A committee was appointed

to address the Church authorities in Sweden

concerning efforts made to proselytizo emi

grants from that country from tho faith and

church of their fathers. Much attention was

given to the discussion of doctrinal topics, and

to the positions of tho Synods of Iowa and

Michigan on the "four points." Notice was

given of an amendment to the by-laws, by

which the discussion of doctrinal questions

should be made a regular order of business at

each regular meeting of the Council. The

General Council was attended by thirty-one

clerical and twenty-eight lay delegates, and by

two "advisory members."

A Church Extension Society in connection

with the General Council was incorporated on

the 18th of February, 1871, and was perma

nently organized on the 7th of March follow

ing. During the first eleven months of its

existence, it undertook the erection of three

churches.

The Missouri, Ohio, "Wisconsin, Norwegian,

Illinois, and Minnesota Synods of the Evan

gelical Lutheran Church have not been con

nected either with the General Synod or the

General Council. Conventions of members

representing these synods had already met

twice—at Reading, Pa., and at Chicago—to

consult in relation to the organization of a

new body, to be called the General Conference.

A third meeting was held at Fort Wayne, Ind.,

on the 14th of November, at which the dis

cussions were continued. About sixty mem

bers were present, representing all the six

synods. The object of the movement is stated

to be the organization of a general Lutheran

body, on the basis of the unqualified recep

tion of all the symbolical books, as a bond of

union between all Lutheran synods in Ameri

ca. The subject which mainly engaged tho

attention of the meeting was a paper which

was drawn up by the Rev. Prof. F. A. Schmidt,

setting forth the reasons why the various syn

ods engaged in the movement could not con

nect themselves with any of the general bodies

bearing the Lutheran name which are already

in existence, but consider it necessary to form

another. This paper was adopted. A draft

of a constitution was prepared and revised,

to bo laid before the synods for their approval.

Some of the synods have already acted favor

ably upon it. The meeting for final organiza
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tion is to be held in Milwaukee, Wis., on the

second Wednesday of July, 1872. If all the

sis synods adopt the constitution and finally

join the body, the synodical conference will

embrace a membership exceeding that either

of the General Synod or of the General Coun

cil.

LYMAN, Miss Hannah W., an eminent and

successful teacher, born in Northampton, Mass.,

in 1816; died at Vassar College, Poughkeep-

sie, N. Y., February 21, 1871. She was of

Puritan ancestry, and one of her brothers,

Houry Lyman, was one of the missionaries of

the American Board of Commissioners for

Foreign Missions, who was murdered at his

post. She was herself deeply imbued with

the missionary spirit, and took a lively inter

est in missionary operations, and in cheer

ing and aiding those who had gone to foreign

lands. Her early education was very thor

ough, and, at the age when impressions are

most abiding, she came under the influence of

the celebrated Mary Lyon. Thenceforward the

idea of duty to God, and to those whom God

had placed under her charge, dominated her

whole life. So long as one duty remained to

be done, or one requirement to be performed,

she knew no rest until it was accomplished.

She early commenced life as a teacher, and,

through her earnestness and devotion to her

work, soon attained a high reputation. Prior

to 1865, she had been for many years known

as a successful and thorough educator in Mont

real, Canada. She left that position six years

before her death, to become vice-principal of

Vassar College, and to assist in its organiza

tion. Itwas the broadest experiment in female

education which had ever been made, and

Miss Lyman proved equal, and more than

equal, to her reputation, in her organiza

tion of its various departments. Having ac

cepted the work, she threw into it all her

energies of body and mind, and remained at

her post till health and life gave way, and

death released her from a toil which was too

much for her strength.

MADAGASCAR, a kingdom in Eastern

Africa. Queen Ranavalona II. ascended the

throne on April 1, 1868. Area 232,315 square

miles. Population, according to Pakenham,

about 5,000,000. The capitol, Atanarivo, or

Tananarivo, has, according to Pakenham, about

80,000 inhabitants. The movement of English

vessels in the ports of Madagascar in the years

1866 and 1867 was as follows : From Mauri

tius to Madagascar, in 1866, there were sixty-

nine vessels, of 20,412 tons, and in 1867, fifty-

three vessels, of 17,406 tons. From Madagas

car to Mauritius there were, in 1866, eighty

vessels, of 24,223 tons, and in 1867, sixty-seven

vessels, of 20,064 tons.

Tho Government of Madagascar now gives

an effective support to the Christian religion,

and exerts on active influence for the advance

ment of education. The present queen, Rana-

valona, was crowned in 1868, with a Bible at

her side, and underneath a canopy bearing in

gilt letters tho inscription, " Glory to God in

the highest, and on earth peace*, good-will to

men ! " On the 21st of February, 1871, the

Queen and the Prime-Minister were baptized

by one of the native pastors, and made a pub

lic profession of faith in the Christian religion.

This event was tho signal for the influential

men of the country to give their adherence to

Christianity. The queen takes great interest

in the building of churches. She attended the

opening of one at Amparibe, near the close of

1870.

The Prime-Minister attended the meeting

of the Congregational Union in December,

1870, having come, he said, not as Prime-Min

ister, but as a deputation from the church in

the palaco, to consult with the Union as to

the best means of promoting education and of

spreading the religion of Jesus Christ.

Some progress has been made in providing

for the general education of youth. The

school at the palace has twenty-6ix pupils,

most of whom are adults. Another school

meets at the house of an important officer. A

large central house for the training of native

school-masters is in course of erection. Eight

of the town churches have schools attached to

them, and a good number of schools have

been established in the country districts.

Three printing-presses arc kept nearly con

stantly at work at tho capital. During 1869,

86,243 books were issued from the printing-

office Btore ; in the first six months of 1870,

81.000 books, lessons, tracts, Bibles, and Tes

taments, were issued.

MAHAN, Dennis Habt, LL. D., an eminent

military teacher and critic, for forty-seven

years an instructor in the United States Mili

tary Academy, at West Point, born in New

York City, April 2, 1802; committed suicide by

drowning while temporarily insane, in the

Hudson River, near Stony Point, September

16, 1871. His parents removed to Norfolk,

Va., in his infancy, and there his early boy

hood was spent. He was at first destined for

the medical profession, but, while studying in

the office of Dr. Packer, of Richmond, Va., he

learned that drawing, for which he had a de

cided talent, was taught at the Military Acad

emy, and he determined to become a cadet.

He obtained an appointment through Hon.

Thomas Newton, and entered in 1820. So

marked was his preeminence as a scholar th.it

there was no doubt, before the close of his first

year, that he would receive the highest honors
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of his class, and early in the second year of

his coarse he received the unusual honor of

being appointed Acting-Assistant Professor

of Mathematics, which imposed upon him

double study, but laid the foundation of his

future eminence. He graduated, July 1, 1824,

at the head of his class, and was immediately

appointed second-lieutenant of the Corps of

Engineers. He was assigned to duty in August

following as Assistant-Professor of Mathemat

ics, and in August, 1825, promoted to be Prin

cipal-Assistant Professor of Engineering, and

a year later sent by the War Department to

Europe to study military engineering in the

best military and engineering schools of the

Continent. He remained in Europe four years,

and during fourteen or fifteen months of the

time was a pupil of the celebrated Poncelet,

at the Military School of Engineers and Artil

lerists at Metz, France, then regarded as the

best engineering school in the world. On his

return ho resumed his position in the Military

Academy as Acting-Professor of Engineering,

and on the 1st of January, 1832, was appointed

Professor of Military Engineering, a position

which he held till his death. Few men have

been more earnestly devoted to the advance

ment of their profession than was Prof. Ma-

han. An indefatigable student, he kept fully

up to the times in all the improvements which

were making in his department; he was an

admirable teacher, and, though at times a sin

gularly sensitive and nervous temperament

made him momentarily irritable, there was no

malice in his heart, and even those who had

oftenest experienced his censures, left the

Academy with a feeling of love and attachment

for the sharp-tongued professor whose faults

sprung from his intense love for, and pride in,

the Academy which he had done so much to

elevate in the public esteem. Wielding a vig

orous pen, he was always the first man to

come to the defence of the Academy when its

good name was assailed either in Congress or

elsewhere, and woe to the assailant when

Mahan came to the rescue! He was well

known as an author of several valuable works,

but they all concerned directly or indirectly his

department of the profession. As early as 1836

he published his " Treatise on Field Fortifica

tions," which was for thirty years the text-book

not only of the Academy, but of all military

schools in the United States, and in 18C5, be

ing partly rewritten and greatly improved

with additions on military mining and siege

operations, was made Part I. of an " Element

ary Course of Military Engineering." His

"Elements of Permanent Fortifications," pub

lished in 1867, is now Part II. of the element

ary course above named. His "Elementary

Course of Civil Engineering," first published

in 1837, had been repeatedly improved, and in

1868 was almost wholly rewritten. It has

sold very largely, and is the standard text

book of all civil engineers in this country.

His " Elementary Treatise on Advanced Guard,

Outpost, and Detachment Service of Troops,"

first published in 1847, was so much improved

in 1862 that it might with propriety have been

called an "Elementary Treatise on the Art of

War." Both this and the treatise on Field

Fortifications were reprinted at the South dur

ing the late war (not by Prof. Mahan's consent,

nor for his pecuniary profit, as may well be

imagined), so indispensable were they to the

officers of the Southern armies. In 1853 he

published "Industrial Drawing," an admirable

little treatise, which is highly prized by all

teachers of drawing. In 1856 he revised and

edited, with a valuable appendix, Moseley's

great work on the " Mechanical Principles of

Engineering and Architecture." In 1865 he

published a " Treatise on Fortification Draw

ing and Stereotomy," the last of his text-books,

though he had subsequently very carefully re

vised some of the others. While in Europe,

in 1828, he was elected a member of the Geo

graphical Society of France; and he was a

member of most of the scientific societies of the

United States, as well as of several foreign ones.

He was one of the corporate members of tho

National Academy of Sciences ; had received

the honorary degree of A. M. from Brown

University and Princeton College in 1837,

and that of LL. D. from William and Mary,

from Brown, and from Dartmouth. The in

sanity which led to his unhappy death was the

result of chagrin and mental distress on learn

ing that the Board of Visitors had recom

mended that he should be placed on the re

tired list, with the full rank of brigadier-

general.

MAINE. The fifteenth annual session of

the Legislature of tho State began on the 4th

of January, and continued until the 27th of

February. In that time two hundred and

6ixty-five acts and eighty-nine joint resolutions

were passed, but nearly all of them were of

local importance. Several railroad companies

were incorporated, and some of tho old ones

authorized to extend their lines, but a general

railroad law which had been prepared with

considerable care was defeated by a tie-voto

in the Senate. Among acts relating to rail

roads which wore passed, was one requiring

tho roads to bo fenced ; one authorizing tho

companies to build branch-tracks to mills or

manufacturing establishments in any of the

towns through which they passed ; one pro

hibiting railroad companies from restricting

the buyer of a ticket to any given train, and

declaring that he should have the right to

travel on any train on the road, and to stop

over at any station, the ticket being good for

six years from the time of its purchase; and

one providing means for compelling railroad

companies to erect freight and passenger de

pots in towns along their lines where such ac

commodations were needed. An act was also

passed, fixing the liablity of stockholders in

all corporations, and making them responsi

ble for their just proportion of all debts of the
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corporations. A good deal of time was spent

on the question of authorizing the towns to

aid in the establishment and operation of fac

tories or other private concerns which con

tributed indirectly to the publio benefit. The

question was referred to the judges of the Su

preme Court, who gave it as their opinion that

the Legislature could authorize assistance to

enterprises for the publio benefit, but not to

those of a purely private character. This did

not determine whether or not manufacturing

enterprises were, within the meaning of the

constitution, intended for public benefit, and

that question was under discussion for some

time in the Legislature. A majority of the

committee, to which the matter had been re

ferred, reported against authorizing towns to

lend the assistance intended in the proposed

bill, but a minority report which favored such

authorization was finally adopted. This par

ticular bill had reference merely to the town

of Pittsfield, but was regarded as embodying

the general principle.

Lot M. Morrill was reelected to the United

States Senate in the early part of the session,

and a bill was passed reapportioning the State

Senators and Representatives in accordance

with the census of 1870. Thcro was a disagree

ment with regard to the apportionment ofSena

tors. The representative population allowed

one Senator to 20,200 inhabitants, and the con

stitution required the districts to " conform as

near as may be to county lines." The report of

a majority of the committee, which was adopt

ed, made the districts conform exactly to county

lines with the following result, which was re

garded as unfair by the minority :

COO.TIES.

Androscoegin.
Aroostook. ...
Cumberland . .
Franklin
Hancock
Kennebec
Knox
Lincoln
Oxford
Penobscot
Piscataqnts ...
Sagadahoc
Somerset
Waldo
"Washington ..
York

Total I 620.105

R5.S76
29.57!)
82.157
18.746
36.469
63.225
3(1.820
25.R34
83,466
74,6tt
14,397
18.K07

81,049
84.WO
4:i.20t
60.183

IS

9,379
1,357

12.R-.ffi
10.020

5,634

2.904

4,524

] ,454
3,031

0,934
0.157
5.803
1.3!I3
6.351
5,760
■"417

17.9*3
29.579
20.539
18,746
18.234
26.612
30.820
25.834
16.733
IS coo

14.397
18.807

17.02-1
17.320
21.652
20,061

An act was passed granting a pension of $8

per month to soldiers and sailors who had been

disabled in the War of 1801, and to the wid

ows, orphan children under twelve years of

age, and dependent mothers and sisters of

those who had died from injuries received in

the same war.

Two acts were passed for promoting immi

gration into the State. One of them made

provision for compelling the European &

North American Railway, under a penalty of

a fine of $5,000 per annum, to fulfil the require

ments of its charter, and appoint a suitable

immigrant agent and publish information re

garding the public lands and general advan

tages of the State. The other created a State

Board of Immigration, consisting of the Gov

ernor, Secretary of State, and Land Agent,

who are required to appoint an agent in Swe

den, and an agent in New Sweden, Maine, and

take measures for disseminating information

concerning the resources and advantages of

the State, and the progress and condition of

the colony of New Sweden. The commission

ers were also to exercise a general care and over

sight in all interests relating to immigration.

The financial exhibit for the year is very

favorable. On the 1st of January there was

a balance of $118,248.11 in the Treasury. The

receipts during the year were $2,190,109.61,

and the expenditures $2,115,911.21, which left

in the Treasury on the 80th of December a sur

plus of $192,446.51. Of the amount paid oat,

the principal sums were, $834,000 on the pub

lic debt, and $479,579.50 interest on the public

debt. The debt at the beginning of the year

was $8,067,000 ; at the end of the year it had

been reduced to $7,227,900, while the amount

of the sinking fund and cash on hand in excess

of immediate liabilities would reduce it to

$6,274,310. The estimated receipts for 1872

amount to $1,268,749.24, and the expenditures

to $1,064,675.76. The State tax for the same

year is only 4} mills on the dollar of the valu

ation of property.

Seven new savings-banks have been organ

ized during the year, making forty-nine in all

doing business in the State. The amount of

deposits at the close of the year, including re

serve and profits, amounted to $22,789,802.45,

as against $16,597,888.78 for the preceding

year. There are still five banks of discount

operating under State laws, having a—

Capital stock of $445,000 00
Circulation 8,611 00
Deposits 328,516 SO

Due on dividends 7.248 00
Due to banks 4,779 01
FroflU 61,205 87

$855,360 71

The assets consist of—

Loans $588,848 85
Bonds nnd stocks 81.475 00
Meal estate 16.0W W
Due from banks 107.S96 U

Cash 61,646 85

$855,360 71

One mutual life-insurance company, three

stock marine-insurance companies, three stoct

fire-marine companies, two mutual marine

companies, and thirty-four mutual fire, of

which twenty are town companies, are in op

eration under State charters. Forty-four life

companies, one accident company, and sixty-

eight fire and fire-marine companies, incorpo

rated by other States, do business in Maine.

The common-school system is not so liberal

ly supported as in most other Northern States.
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The cntiro cost is about $1,000,000 a year, or

$1.67 to each inhabitant, and $8.89 for each

pupil registered. The salaries of teachers are

small, the length of terms quite limited, and

the attendance hardly up to the average stand

ard. The following statistics give a cloar ex

hibit of the whole matter :

Whole number of scholars between four and
twenty-one 22.">.508

Number registered in summer schools MOjSW
Average attendance 93,068
Number registered in winter schools 13-t.otio

Average attendance 107,717
Probable number of truants or absentees 1H.9H9
Estimated value of all school property $2,488,523
Number of male teachors employed in winter. . 1,801
Number of female teachers employed In winter 2,180
Amount of school-money voted $748£M
Amount of school fund 312,975

There are two Normal Schools in the State,

one at Farmington, and one at Castine. Two

hundred and sixty-four of the graduates of

those institutions have taught in the public

schools during the year. Buildings and fur

niture have been supplied by the State, at

Farmington, at an expense of $14,000, but at

Castine the proper buildings have nover been

erected, although $15,000 have been appro

priated for the purpose. The Governor rec

ommended in his last message an increase of

the funds, and a now and appropriate building

is likely to be erected during the coming year.

The State-prison appears to be under excel

lent management, and its income for the year

exceeded the expenses by $6,591.64. There

is a Reform School for Boys at Bangor, which

had 134 inmates. The expenses of the insti

tution amounted to $20,810.79. The products

of the farm yielded $7,105.15. In pursuance

of a resolution of the last Legislature, a com

mission has been appointed to devise a plan

for an Industrial School for Girls on the family

system, and report to the Legislature of 1872.

Considerable progress has been made in ex

tending the railroads of the State during the

year. The Androscoggin, which extends from

Brunswick to Leeds, has branches to Lewis-

ton and Farmington, the entire line being 71 }

miles in length. Its earnings for tho year

ending June 30th were $232,930.05, and its

expenses $130,549.44. The Portland, Saco <fe

Portsmouth road extends from Portland to

Portsmouth, N. II., 52 miles. Its earnings for

the year ending May 31st were $628,430.58;

expenses, $445,869.80. Tho European & North

American, the opening of which was cele-

• brated at Bangor with much enthusiasm on

the 18th of October, has 114 miles within the

State, viz., from Bangor to Vanceboro. Its

entire length is 205} miles, and, when com

pleted to Halifax, it will have a continuous

line of 467 miles from the Penobscot Rivor to

the chief port of Nova Scotia. This will

shorten the time required to go from Now

York to Liverpool, via Halifax, by about two

days. The distance between the principal

points on tho portion of the route on land are

as follows :

vol. xi.—31 A

MIlM.

nallfax to St. John 280
St. John to Bangor 80S
Bangor to Portland 138
Portland to Boston 106
Boston to New York SM

Total from Halllai to New York 944

The bonded debt of the road amounts to

$3,000,000, of which $2,000,000 is covered by-

its own bonds, secured by bonds given by the

State, and $1,000,000 by State bonds, issued

to aid in its construction. The Portland &

Rochester road has been completed to Roch

ester, N. H. Its earnings for the year end

ing August 31st were $85,569.90; expenses,

$54,952.46. It has a debt of $1,050,000. The

Boston & Maine has now only 2} miles in the

State, from Salmon Falls to South Berwick;

but a new extension, which will give it an in

dependent through line to Portland, has been

located. The Portland & Oxford Central ex

tends from the Grand Trunk at Mechanics' Falls

to Canton, 271 miles. The Dexter & Newport

is 14 miles long, and is leased by the Maine

Central, for $18,000 per year. A branch of

the New Brunswick & Canada road extends

three miles into tho State to Houlton. The

Maine Central, Portland & Kennebec, and Ken-

nebeo & Somerset, have been consolidated.

The first of these sections now extends from

Bangor to Cumberland, 127} miles; the second

from Portland to Augusta, 62} miles, with a

branch 9 miles long to Bath ; the last is 37}

miles long, extending from Augusta to Skow-

hegan. The debt of tho consolidated road is

$5,154,700. The Portsmouth, Great Falls &

Conway has 4} miles in the State, and is open

to Conway, N. H., its entire length being 65

miles. The St. Croix & Penobscot extends

from Calais to Princeton, 22 miles. It is pro

posed to continue it at once to Grand Lake,

13 miles farther. Tho Knox & Lincoln Rail

road, from Bath to Rockland, 50 miles, was

opened for regular trains on the 6th of No

vember. The Belfast & Moosehead Lake road

has been leased by the Maine Central for fifty

years, at a rent of $36,000 per annum. It ex

tends from Belfast to Burnham, and is 33}

miles in length. The Bangor & Piscataquis

has been extended during the year from Dover

to Guilford, and is now 48 miles long, connect

ing with the European & North American at

Oldtown. Tho Portland & Ogdensburg was

opened in August to Conway, N. II., and is to

be continued through tho White Mountains

and across Vermont so as to establish direct

communication with the "West. The Atlantic &

St. Lawrence is practically merged in the

Grand Trunk of Canada by a lease for 999

years. It has 82 miles of its length in this

State, which portion has been undergoing ex

tensive repairs during the year. The total

length of railway in the State is 871 miles, of

which 174} were opened in 1871, and 73 miles

are in course of construction. The Kennebec

& Wiscasset is to be constructed on the nar

row-gauge plan.
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The material condition of Maine, as exhibited by the Federal census of 1870, is fully set forth

in the following table :

CENSUS OP 1870.

COUNTIES.

rorCLATION.
Aueurt v*lue of

properly.
T«ut»», M

ullaail.
Whlu. Colored. Katlrc. Foreign.

88,866 86,826 40 82.236 8,630 $13,275,063 $39V»
29.609 89.533 60 82.002 7.607 8.853.439 1U0.OS
82.021 R1.5IB 817 72.182 9.839 47.008,189 1,151.668
18.807 18.796 10 18.611 296 8.994.278 1W.S15
86,495 36,444 48 85.547 048 0,071.720 sn.ai
68.203 63,019 IM 60.914 2.289 S0.liO4,918 471,168

30.823 30.707 116 29,713 1,078 10,108,670 2S3.489

85.597 23.531 68 84.973 624 6.426,003 175.138
33.4S8 83.1(3 23 88.920 568 8.5f«.84* 281,470

75,150 74.581 108 68,183 6,967 80,607.586 60S.127
11,403 14.1)28 54 18,944 461 S.E72.O10 WK9
18,803 18,693 109 17.988 835 10.9W.040 250.879

84,611 34.582 M 83.2-18 1,866 8,754.414 236,3ft

Waldo 34.542 84.493 29 83,887 636 8,878,846 286.M7

43,348 43,188 155 86.118 7,825 16.029,540 847,63

York . „ 60.174 00,100 74 68,661 4.513 80,310.614 499,469

620,915 624,809 1.C06 587.084 48.881 $204,253,780 $5,348,645

Included in tho census are one Chinaman

and 499 Indians. Tlio true value of property
■was $348,155,167. The public debt, county,

town, city, etc., amounted to $8,556,724. The

aggregate value of farm-products, including

betterments and additions to stock, was $33,-

470,044 ; 1,774,168 pounds of wool were

raised ; 19,047 persons, ten years old and

over, cannot write, of whom 9,644 are males,

and 9,403 females. Of those twenty-one years

old and over, who cannot write, 6,516 ore

white males.

The political campaign of the year was vir

tually opened by the Democratic State Con

vention, which assembled at Augusta, on the

27th of June. There had been a Temperance

Convention in February, but its deliberations

were rather of a moral and socialistic charac

ter than political, and no nominations were

made for any offices. The Democrats nomi

nated Charles P. Kimball, of Portland, for Gov

ernor, the other State officers being chosen by

tho Legislature. Their platform of principles

was embodied in the following resolutions :

Jietohed, That, burving out of eight all dead issues

nnd deprecating the discussion of all past questions

that can liavo no application to the present affairs

and condition of our State and country, no address

ourselves to tho vital issues and questions of the

hour, bringing them to and determining them by tho

living principles of democracy as promulgated by the

fathers of tho republic ; that we recognize our bind

ing obligation to tho Constitution of the United

States as it now exists, without reference to the

means by which the same became the supreme law

of the land ; that wo will faithfully support the Con

stitution as it now exists, and that we demand for it

a strict construction bo as to protect equally tho

rights of States and individuals.

Resolved, That we cherish the American svstcm of

State and local governments, and that wo will forever

defend the same against centralized Federal power.

Jietohed, That wo reject the idea of the repudia

tion of the national debt, and bclievo it to be tho

duty of tho Government to pay, according to law and

in lawful money, all its liabilities.

Jietohed, That the Democracy are opposed to a

high protective tariff, believing it to bo based upon a

: false philosophy, destructive to tho industries of tho

nation, delusive in its professions, a tax levied on

the many for the benefit of the few, calculated to fet

ter great monopolies, and inefficient permanently to

increase the income of the national Treasury or hast

en the liquidation of the public debt.
Retohed, That tho imperfections of the civil ser

vice under the Republican Administration demand a

further application of tho rule of examination as to

qualification, which the Democratic party long since

inaugurated, nnd we are in favor of any judicious

and constitutional measure of reform in this impor

tant particular.

Resolved, That we would extend universal amnesty

to the South as the best corrective measure the Gov

ernment can apply to soothe all irritation, remove

local irregularities and disorders, and restore peace

ful and harmonious relations between the different

sections, which are tho only permanent baeia of

union, and should be the chief aim of our national

legislation.
Jietohed, That the recent action of the Adminis

tration, in using the power of appointment to over

ride the Bettled decision of the buprc-mc Court, »e

regard as a dangerous and ominous indication, and

as demonstrating that, since the grand coordinate di

visions of the Government are not safe from Execu

tive usurpation, the party upholding such an arrogant

assumption of power is unfit for the position of trus

tees or constitutional liberty.
Jietohed, That in Hon. C". P. Kimball, the nominee

of this convention, we recognize a gentleman of in

telligence, an honoroble record, a thorough Democrat,

and a firm friend of the working-man, and that »e

pledge to him our cordial and united support in the

coining election.

The first resolution gave rise to a warm de

bate, several delegates wishing to have flie

phrase "without reference to" changed to

" denouncing." This proposition appears to

have been supported by only a small minority,

though it was claimed by some that "denoun

cing " was the expression used in the original

draft of the resolutions, and their adoption

without change gave indorsement to the senti

ment expressed therein.

The Republican Convention was held at

Augusta, on the 29th of June, and renominated

Sidney Perham for Governor. The following

resolutions were adopted, a slight discussion

arising on that having reference to liquor pro

hibition:
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Resolved, That wo cherish a patriotic and honora

ble pride in the past history of the Republican party,

identified as it is with the great triumphs of human

freedom and progress, with the emancipation of an

oppressed people from bondage, and with the preser

vation of our country from the anarchy and ruin

threatened by the late rebellion ; and that while wo

fully appreciate the great questions now presented

to the country for solution, many of which are the

outgrowth of the civil war just ended, we rejoice

that, unlike those whose record in opposition to the

war for tho preservation of the Union is unchangea

bly written, wo havo no cause for consigning tho past

with its eventful memories to oblivion and no desire

to forget the lessons of patriotism and loyalty con

tained in its teachings.

Jtitolved, That, while wo recognize the excellence

of our plan of State governments existing and acting

in harmony with the Constitution of tho United

States, we believe that the Federal Government es

tablished under the same Constitution docs profess

and ought to exercise sufficient power to protect ev

ery American citizen in tho untrammelled expression

of his sentiments in the free exercise of tho ballot,

in the fullest enjoyment of his property, and in the

absolute safety of his person, wherever the American

flag floats over American soil, and that this protection

of the Government should be extended to the person

of every citizen of the United States, whether upon

land or sea, at home or abroad.

Resolved, That in the present exigencies of our

country a tariff on imports is the readiest and least

oppressive mode of raising tho larger portion of the

revenue needed for the support of the Federal Gov

ernment, and that, in laying the duties, care should

be taken to so adjust them as not to prejudice but to

promote the interests of every section and branch of

industry in the land—special pains being taken to

foster in every practicable way the honor and inter-

eats of the American laborer.

Resolved, That the revival of American commerce

is a matter of national importance, and that, by tho

passage of the bills recommended by the Special

Congressional Committee, or other proper means,

measures should bo taken to effect it.

Resolved, That we reaffirm our faith in tho prin

ciples of prohibition and in its impartial enforce

ment.

Resolved^ That, the Administration of President

Grant, by its economical management of tho national

finances and its enormous reduction of tho national

debt ; by its wise conduct of the foreign affairs of

the country, especially in securing an honorable and

advantageous adjustment of all our difficulties with

Great Britain; by its judicious and determined ef

forts to reform the civil service of the country ; by

its humane and successful policy of dealing with the

Indians ; and by its persistent efforts to secure the

rights of every American citizen without regard to

creed, caste, or color, demands and receives at our

hands the renewed expression of our confidence and

the assurance of our unswerving support.

Resettled, That, in nominating Hon. Sidney Perham

a second time for tho suffrages of his fellow-citizens,

we point with pride to his high personal character.

We present him as a friend to economy, to good and

sound principles of temperance and prohibition;

loyal and true to the Union in every position he has

occupied; and wo appeal with undoubtin? fuith to

the people ofMaine for their indorsement of our can

didate and tho principles he so truly represents.

Tho election took place on the 11th of Sep

tember, and resulted in the reelection of Per

ham by a majority of 10,707, the whole vote

being 105,897: for Perham, 58,285 ; for Kim

ball, 47,578. There was a dispute with regard

to the vote of several towns, owing to differ

ences in the returns, and they were thrown

out of the calculation altogether. There was

no choice for Senators in two districts, one in

"Waldo and one in York County. Of the 29

Senators chosen, 26 were Republicans and 8

Democrats. Of the 151 members elected to

the lower branch of the Legislature, 112 were

Republicans and 39 Democrats. The Legisla

ture met on the 3d of January, 1872, and on

the next day elected George G. Stacy for Sec

retary of State ; Thomas B. Reed, Attorney-

General; B. B. Murray, Adjutant-General;

and P. P. Burleigh, Land Agent. Among the

recommendations of the Governor in his an

nual address, was one that the State election

be held on the Tuesday following the first

Monday of November, and the sessions of the

Legislature be made biennial.

A flourishing Swedish colony has been

founded in Aroostook county, which receives

the fostering care of the State, and promises

to contribute largely toward clearing and set

tling that hitherto almost uninhabited wilder

ness. The first instalment of colonists, con

sisting of 50 persons, was brought out through

the agency of Mr. W. W. Thomas, United

States consul at Gothenburg, in the summer

of 1870, and planted the settlement of New

Sweden. Before the end of that year the

number was something more than doubled,

and during the year 1871 it was increased to

over 1,000. Under the provisions of the act

of the last Legislature to encourage immigra

tion from Sweden, of which mention has

been made before, a lot of 100 acres is assigned

to each man over twenty-one years of age ; and,

if, at the end of five years, he has cleared at

least fifteen acres, and built a comfortable

house, he is to receive a deed of the land, and,

in the mean time, will be exempt from taxa

tion. Provisions, tools, and other necessary

supplies, may also be furnished by the com

missioners at cost, for which payment may be

made in labor on the roads and other public

works of the State. At the end of the year,

200 lots, or 20,000 acres of land, had been

taken up, 2,000 acres of trees had been felled,

and 500 acres of land cleared for tillage ; 80

substantial houses had been built ; 1,200 bush

els of wheat, 1,000 bushels of barley, 800

bushels of rye and oats, and 5,000 bushels of

potatoes had been raised ; 25 miles of road

had been cut, several bridges built, and con

siderable live-stock purchased by the colonists.

A school of about 70 children, and an evening

school for adults, in which English was ex

clusively taught, were in operation, and a

commodious publio hall had been built. The

supplies furnished by the State up to that

time amounted to upward of $10,000, of

which nearly one-fourth had already been

paid for in labor. The people are industrious

and thrifty, and the colony of New Sweden is

likely to furnish not only a comfortable home

to thousands of poor from Old Sweden, but a

desirable clement in the sturdy population of

Maine.
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MANSEL, Rev. ITeitbt Lonot-kviij.e, D. D.,

Dean of St. Paul's, an English clergyman, pro

fessor, and author; born at Cosgrove Rectory,

Northamptonshire, October 6, 1820; died in

London, July 80, 1871. He was educated at

Merchant-Taylors' School, London, then under

the care of the eminent Dr. Bellamy; was

elected a junior Fellow of St. John's College,

Oxford, in 1839, and Fellow in 1842 ; graduated

B. A. in 1843 as double first-class, in classics

and mathematics, and for the ten years 1844-

'54 was tutor in logic at Oxford, where his

lectures on that science became famous. He

had been advanced deacon in 1844 and priest

in 1845. In 1855 he was appointed to the

Waynflete readership in Moral and Metaphysi

cal Philosophy in Magdalen College, and in

1859 Waynflete Professor of the same sciences.

In 1867 Dr. A. P. Stanley resigned the Regius

Professorship of Ecclesiastical History in the

University of Oxford, and tho canonry attached

to it in the Christchurch chapter, and Prof.

Mansel succeeded to both. On the death of

Dean Milman, in 1808, Mr. Disraeli selected,

with general approval, Dr. Mansel as his

successor as Dean of St. Paul's, and he re

mained in that position till his death. Politi

cally, Dr. Mansel was a very zealous and strict

Tory, and fond of political discussion and con

flict. In private life he was universally and

deservedly esteemod, and was very popular,

even with his political opponents, as a wit and

epigrammatist. Ho had attained distinction

both as a logician and a metaphysician ; but

he will be remembered rather for his logical

power and learning than for his metaphysics.

As a writer upon logic he evinced a great

mastery of his subject, worthy of a school

man in the days of public disputation. No

man, in his time, could do more than won

der at the wido range of his logical reading,

and his knowledge of the history of his favor

ite science. He was a perfect lecturer, and he

wrote witli singular condensation and clear

ness. It is high praise of his logical writings

to say that of all similar works Mr. Post's

"Posterior Analytics" alone holds the same

rank. But as a metaphysician he was not an

■original thinker, and the victories which he

won in that field were due more to his dia

lectic skill than to any profound comprehen

sion of the difficult subjects which he treated.

His published works were: "Demons of the

"Winds, and other Poems," published in 1838 ;

"Aldrich's Logic, with Notes," in 1849; " Pro

legomena Logica," in 1851; "Philosophy of

Kant," in 1856 ; article " Metaphysics," in

eighth edition of the "Encyclopaedia Britan-

nica," in 1857 ; " Limits of Religious Thought,"

and " Bampton Lecture," in 1858 ; " Examina

tion of Maurice's Strictures on his Bampton

Lecture," in 1859 ; " Metaphysics, or tho Phil

osophy of Consciousness," in 18R0 ; "Two

Lectures on Smith's Lectures on Historv," in

1861-'G2 ; "Witness of the Church to Promise

of Christ's Coming; Sermon," in 18C4; and

" Philosophy of the Conditioned," in 1866. In

conjunction with Prof. Veitch, he edited tie

late Sir W. Hamilton's works on Logic and

Metaphysical Science.

MARX, Karl, Ph. D., a German revolu

tionist and the founder of the "International

Society of Working-men," liorn in Treves,

Rhenish Prussia, in 1818; died in London,

September 5, 1871. He was of Jewish family,

but not a very strict adherent to the Jewish

faith. He obtained his early collegiate or ly-

ceum education at Treves, studied law, physi

cal science, politics, and political economy, at

the Universities of Bonn and Berlin. In 1841

ho became a pritat docent at Bonn, and the

following year turned his attention to journal

ism, taking editorial charge of the ItheinitcKt

Zeitung of Cologne, the pioneer paper in the

great libcrnl movement which culminated in

the uprisings of 1848. The Prussian Govern

ment exercised a rigid censorship over Marx's

journal, and finally forcibly suppressed it.

Dr. Marx then went to Paris, where he found

revolutionists as ardent and as earnest as him

self. Associated with Dr. Arnold Rnge, the

German translator of Buckle's "History of

Civilization," he commenced a monthly peri

odical, but when he had published only two

volumes its Bale was interdicted in Germany.

Regarding his course in Paris as dangerous to

its interests, the Prussian Government re

quested Louis Philippe to expel the ardent

republican. Tho French King, doubtless ex

pecting that ho would soon need a similar act

of courtesy in return, ordered Dr. Marx to

leave, who accordingly removed to Brussels

and remained there until 1848, contributing to

tho Deutsche Zeitung, published in that city.

The Revolution of February, 1848, once more

opened tho barriers of Paris to tho refugee,

but he soon migrated from that city to his old

field of labor, Cologne. There he founded the

Neve Rheinische Zcitung, and fearlessly pro

claimed republican doctrines in its columns.

He remained undisturbed until 1849, when,

sharing in the disasters of the revolutionists,

ho saw his paper suppressed, and himself

forced into exile. He went again to Paris,

hut had soon to exchange that place of resi

dence for London, where he resumed the pub

lication of his review, which appeared hi

monthly parts up to 1851, when he discon

tinued its publication, ne then became Lon

don correspondent of the New Yorh Tribune,

and also contributed to its columns articles

upon the most important questions ofEuropean

politics. His intimate acquaintance with Euro

pean affairs and the revolutionary leaders ren

dered his communications highly interesting

and did much to inform correctly the Ameri

can people upon the aspirations of the Euro

pean liberal leaders who were then proscribed

and maligned. Unconquered by his reverses,

Dr. Marx conferred with the political refugees

who were numerous in England, as to the he-8'

means of overturning the European mocar
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chies. lie was profoundly impressed with the

importance of a combined movement, and

deemed it essential to remove the national dis

likes which ages of ignorance and misrule had

implanted in European peoples. Accordingly,

he founded a secret association, and enlisted

the most resolute and earnest of his associates

in his counsel. Deeming that his best recruit

ing-ground would be among tho discontented

working-men ofEurope, he organized a band of

emissaries, who, spreading themselves through

Europe, found active supporters in the large

cities, principally in France, Belgium, and

Spain. Thus arose the International Associa

tion. It was governed by Dr. Marx and a

council, in which all nationalities were rep

resented. Its plan of action was to combine

workmen of all countries in a common league,

who, when the opportune moment arrived,

were to help each other in overturning the im

perial or monarchical governments, and estab

lishing republics in their place. Victor Hugo's

proposed United States of Europe even found

favor among the more radical members of the

Society. (See Intebxationale.) Dr. Marx

was a rather stout and handsome man, with

an ample gray beard and long gray hair. In

stature he was of a medium height. He was

married to a lady who shared all the dangers

of his political career. Dr. Marx's works were

"Der Aehtzehnte Brumaire von Louis Bona

parte " (" The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis

Bonaparte," alluding to the coup d'etat of De

cember, 1851, published first in 1852 in Great

Britain, and reprinted in 1870 in Germany;

"Misire de la Philosophies," a reply to M.

Proudhon's economical work; and "Das Capi

tal," the first and only volume of which was

published in 1864.

MARYLAND. Tho financial condition of

the State of Maryland is sound. The Aggre

gate debts, for which interest has to be pro

vided, amounted, on the 30th of September, the

close of tho last fiscal year, to $12,486,718.68 ;

against this amount the State holds as an off

set assets, which are considered productive,

amounting to $7,718,425.94 ; and temporarily

unproductive assets amounting to $20,577,-

169.56. Of the latter, $19,330,959.73 are in

the bonds, stock, and interest of the Chesapeake

& Ohio Canal, which within the last two

years has shown comparatively large returns,

though for nearly a quarter of a century pre

vious it has been regarded as almost worth

less ; and $1,012,274.40 are invested in the

Annapolis & Elkridge, and the different East

ern Shore railroads, which latter are now all

completed, and will soon make returns. The

debt was actually reduced during the last

fiscal year $1,050,073.24, by the exchange of

$437,206.37 of preferred stock of the Balti

more & Ohio Railroad Company for an equal

amount of State stock, and by the sale of

$500,000 of the common stock of the same com

pany, on which a profit of $177,601 was real

ized above its par value. These sales and

transfers aggregate $1,114,807.33, and the dif

ference between this amount and tho $1,060,-

037.24 of reduction of debt, amounting to over

$60,000, is in the hands of the State agent,

applicable to a further reduction of the debt.

The receipts into the Treasury during the fiscal

year were $2,672,998,78; and this sum, added

to $492,750.17, the balance in the Treasury at

the beginning of the year, October 1, 1870,

made the total direct assets $3,165,748.95.

The disbursements during the same period

amounted to $2,713,50.205—leaving in the

Treasury, September 30, $452,246.90. The re

ceipts were $290,799.13 less than those of the

preceding fiscal year, on account of the smaller

amount of loan, known as the defence loan,

issued ; and the disbursements were $290,799.-

13 less, on account of the smaller amount of

bounties paid. Of the disbursements of tho

last fiscal year, $186,210 were investments in

the Eastern Shore railroads, and $87,500 in

the Baltimore <& Potomao Railroad.

Tho Democratic State Convention for the

nomination of candidates for Governor, Attor

ney-General, and State Comptroller, was held

on July 19th, and the Republican on Septem

ber 12th. At the former, Hon. Pinkney Whyte,

of Baltimore, was nominated for Governor;

A. K. Syester. of Washington County, Attor

ney-General; and Levin Woolford, of Somer

set, Comptroller. No platform was adopted.

The Republicans nominated for Governor, Ja

cob Tome, ofCecil County ; Attorney-General,

Alexander Randall, of Anno Arundel; and

Comptroller, Lawrence J. Brengle, of Freder

ick. Resolutions were adopted, the most im

portant of which are as follows :

Resolved, That, looking back on the course ofPresi

dent Grant's Administration, we recall with gratifi

cation the fact that the State Convention of Maryland

was the first Kepubliean State Convention which

roposed General Grant as a candidate for the presi-

ency ; and that we now declare it is the unanimous

opinion of the Republicans of Maryland that he

should bo renominated by the next National Con

vention.

Resolved, That the national Administration and

the national Congress have earned the gratitude of

the American people ; that the acts of legislation en

forcing the amendments to the Constitution have

been lawful exercise of power, and have in moBt in

stances earned the highest merit which laws can

have—tho merit of executing themselves and enfor

cing qbedience to their every enactment.

Resolved, That, by the faithful execution of tho

lawSj by the general honesty and efficiency of the

public services, by the rapid decrease of the public

debt, coupled with a largo reduction of the publio

taxes, ana by the success of its foreign policy, the

national Administration has proved itself one of tho

most beneficent and successful since the foundation

of the Government, and it deserves the support of

the vast majority of the American people.

Resolved, That the Democratic party at present is

without any definite vievs on the national situation.

That the larger portion of it sullenly rejects the re

sults of the war, and cherishes the hope of one day

overturning all the good that has been done, while

the smaller part gives a late but unwilling and un

trustworthy adhesion to what it is forced to con

clude it cannot help. Its leading papers are in

violent debate as to the most vital principles, and
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the recent conduct of thcirmost influential partisans,

the Tammany Democracy of New York, shows that

the.largo part of their adherents are not oven truo to

the'time-honored American principle of entire reli

gious freedom. And this condition of things, added

to the astounding extravagance and corruption re

cently exposed on the part of tho Democratic Govern

ment of New York, shows how unfit is this divided

and to a great extent corrupt organization to govern

a country saved by loyal blood, and preserved in

peace by the great party of liberty and progress.

Saohed, That we are heartily in favor ot such re

form in tho civil service as shall make appointments

to public office dependent upon fitness and character,

and allow removals lor cause only.

A convention, composed of professedly Con

servative Republicans, was held in Baltimore,

on May 23d, the avowed object being "to ef

fect a new and thorough reorganization of tho

Union Republican party on such a basis, both

in reference to political principles and in the

distribution of patronage in the event of suc

cess, as will secure tho zealous support of all

good citizens, whether Republicans, Conserva

tives, or Democrats, who are opposed to the

reckless mismanagement and audacious ex

travagance of the party now in powor in the

city " (of Baltimore) " and State." A platform

was adopted indorsing tho Administration of

President Grant, particularly with rogard to

national finances; alluding to tho Treaty of

"Washington as tho proudest memorial of tho

Administration, entitling tho President to the

gratitude of both nations representing tho two

divisions of tho numerous Anglo-Saxon race;

declaring for universal amnesty to strengthen

the Republican party and facilitate the benefi

cent work of reconciliation between the North

and the South ; and protesting against the

closing of public schools, as it was alleged has

been done in some of tho counties of the State.

A committee was appointed to inaugurate a

Republican State organization for a vigorous

fall campaign, and then tho convention ad

journed to June 15th. On reassembling, the

following ticket was recommended to tho

people, though not formally nominated : For

Governor, Jacob Tomo ; Attornoy-General,

Georgo A. Pearro ; Comptroller, J. Henry

Sellman.

The election took place on Tuesday Novem

ber 7th. The Democratic ticket was elected by

a largo majority. The total vote was 132,783,

of which "Whyt'e had 73,059, and Tome 58,824 ;

Whyte's majority over Tome was 15,135. The

Democratic majority for Congress tho previous

year was 18,778; and for Seymour, in tho last

presidential election, 31,919. The Legislature

elected at the same time was largely Demo

cratic.

In accordance with the provisions of the

State constitution, which requires the Gov

ernor, immediately after tho taking and pub

lishing of a national census, or a State enu

meration of population, to rearrange the repre

sentation in the House of Delegates, Governor

Bowio issued his proclamation in June, declar

ing the new apportionment. By this, Allegha

ny, Cecil, Frederick, Hartford, and "Washington

Counties, lose a member each, and Somerset

gains a member. Thus, the entire number of

members will be eighty-two, instead of eighty-

six, as heretofore. The basis on which the

apportionment is made is as follows : each of

tho counties having a population of 18,000

souls, or less, shall bo entitled to two dele

gates, and every county having a population

of over 18,000, and less than 28,000 souls, to

three delegates; and every county having a

population of 28,000, and less than 40,000 souls,

to four delegates ; and every county having a

population of 40,000, and less than 55,000 souls,

to five delegates ; and every county having

a population of 55,000, and upward, to six

delegates, and no more ; and each of the three

legislative districts of the city of Baltimore, to

the number of delegates to which the largest

county shall or may be entitled.

The important question of tho relation of

the State with the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad

Company, which occupied a large share of the

attention of the General Assembly of 1870,

and has long beon agitated by the people, was

partially decided by tho conrts. Two of three

suits instituted at tho beginning of the year by

the State's counsel were decided against the

company. The first was for the recovery of

$500,000, one-fifth of the amount received from

passenger-travel upon the "Washington branch

of the road from January 1, 1860, to January

1, 1870, claimed under tho provisions of tho

charter granted by the State to the company,

and various acts of the General Assembly,

granting State aid at tho time of its construc

tion and since, relating to the road and its

operation, all of which were from time to timo

accepted by tho company. The defendants

held that the several acts, so far as they pro

vide for tho payment of this tax, are unconsti

tutional, because in conflict with the Constitu

tion of the United States, according to the de

cision of the Supreme Court, in Crandall f»-

State of Nevada; and that the fact that they

have charged this tax upon the passengers,

and accounted with and paid the State Treas-

nser one-fifth of their gross receipts for the

transportation of passengers up to a certain

period (the 30th of June, 1868), does not estop

them from denying the constitutionality of

theso acts, and claiming that the plaintiff was

not entitled to recover. These prayers were

granted by tho Superior Court, but reversed

by a full bench of the Court of Appeals, and,

being sent back to the Superior Court, judg

ment was entered on the 1st of December for

tho State, in the sum of $351,290.18. The opin

ion of the Court of Appeals was rendered by

Chief-Justice Bartol on May 30th. The judg

ment of reversal was placed altogether upon

the ground of the State's right to recover the

money already collected by the company in an

action for money had and received, without

regard to the constitutionality of tho acts of

the Assembly. The point raised against tha
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constitutionality of these acts was, however,

considered. Judge Bartol said :

But in our judgment there is no analogy between

tlmt cose and the one before us—not the least simi

larity between tho Nevada Btatute and tho acts of

Assembly of Maryland which are here assailed.

These do not, like the Nevada law, in terms or in

fact, " impose a tax, for the use of the State, upon the

right of the citizens to travel, at the usual unci agreed

rate of fare, over existing and established routes, and

in existing and established conveyances." The Mary

land laws were passed in order to create new and im

proved modes of conveyance ; to give to the travel

ler better, cheaper, and more rapid means of trans

portation than before existed. It is a perversion of

tho intention of the Legislature, and contrary to tho

whole scope and meaning of the laws to construe

them as imposing a tax upon travellers or an obstruc

tion upon the right of locomotion. Tho whole argu

ment of the appellee, by which it is sought to bring

this case within the principlo decided in Crandall vs.

Nevada, is that the effect of the State's reservation

is to increase the fare of the passenger upon tho rail

road, and thns it operates indirectly as a tax upon

him ; if this be so, it is no infringement of his consti

tutional rights. Such would bo the effect of any

State law imposing taxes upon the property of the

company for the support of government, as "thereby

the pecuniary burdens and expenses of tho company

would be augmented, and its rate of charge for trans

portation consequently increased.

A separate concurring opinion, by Judges

Alvey and Grason, was rendered, assuming

that the law in controversy heing constitu

tional and fully operative, the reversal should

be upon that ground. As this suit was only

for moneys received up to January 1, 1870,

additional suits were brought, after the deci

sion of the Court of Appeals, for moneys re

ceived between that date and January 1, 1872.

The second of the two suits, referred to

above, as having been decided in favor of tho

State, was instituted for the recovery of such

sum as might be due tho State for the differ

ence between tho sterling interest paid by the

company in London and tho perpetual divi

dend of six per centum stipulated to be paid

to the State on its stock in the main stem of

the road. The State, at the trial beforo tho

Superior Court, contended that under the law

containing this stipulation, regarded as a con

tract, the company bound itself to pay the

amount in currency, as other stockholders

were paid, and that inasmuch as the sterling

interest, payablo in London, had been remitted

by it at the large cost of exchange which ex

isted during the war, the State had become its

debtor for the difference between gold and

5aper. Its claim amounted to over $297,000.

udge Dobbin decided that the law was a con

tract for the payment of the dividend in gold ;

and, having thus settled the principle, the case

was referred to Hon. J. Morrison Ilarris, the

auditor of the court, for the statement of

the account. This, when finally completed,

showed a debt of the company to the State of

over $300,000 in gold, instead of a debt of the

State to the company, ns claimed, of $297,000.

In the third suit, a bill in chancery has been

filed, involving the proper apportionment of

the earnings of tho Washington Branch and

the main stem between Washington and

the Relay House. This case grew out of an

inquiry, made in the annual message of Gov

ernor Bowie to the Legislature of 1870, for the

authority by which, since 1863, tho receipts of

the company had been adjusted in its office in

the proportion of three-sevenths to the credit of

thirty-two miles of branch, and four-sevenths to

that of the eight miles of stem. The compa

ny having admitted the charge, the chancery

proceeding is to ascertain whether such an

arbitrary division of the receipts of the Wash

ington Branch road could, under its charter,

be lawfully and rightfully made. If this basis,

upon which the company has settled with the

State in what payments it has made on account

of dividends from the Washington Branch

since the change in the mode of keeping its ac

count, is repudiated by the courts, it will owe

the State a large addition to the already large

sums it has been decided to be in her debt.

The railroad system of the State has been

improved and extended during the year. Work

has progressed on the construction of several

important lines and branches, and new projects

have been agitated. By railroad extensions in

the West, Baltimore has been put into direct

communication with leadingWestern cities, and,

by similar extensions in the South, with New

Orleans and the important Southern ports.

Considerable interest has been Bhown during

the year in the project of a railroad from Bal

timore through Anno Arundel and Calvert

Counties to Drum Point, at tho mouth of the

Patuxet River, which was first agitated in

186G. Drum Point has long been known to

tho shipping interests as one of the safest and

most commodious harbors in the country, with

deep water, never obstructed by ice, and within

an easy run of the capes. During the past

year, the amount of private subscriptions, re

quired by the charter to enable the company

to organize ($250,000), has been entirely real

ized from New York and Baltimore capitalists,

and tho necessary legislation was asked for by

Governor Bowie, to enable Baltimore, and the

counties through which the road is to pass, to

subscribe, the former $300,000, the county of

Anne Arundel $200,000, and the county of

Calvert $100,000, to tho stock. The Chesa

peake & Ohio Railroad is nearly completed,

and is partially in running order. To secure

the completion of the Western Maryland Rail

road, to run from Baltimore to Williamsport,

through a valuable section, Baltimore has been

asked to extend aid to tho amount of half a

million dollars, in addition to $1,400,000 virtu

ally appropriated by popular vote in 1869.

A gratifying report is made of the opera

tions of the Chesapeake & Ohio Canal during

the year. The amount of indebtedness paid

during the fifteen months, between July, 1870,

and November, 1871, was $441,333, and there

are now (January, 1872) in the canal treasury,

drawing interest, over $88 000, to be expended
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in repairing and altering the canal. In fifteen

years, from 1854, to December, 1869, the total

amount of payments to bondholders, made by

all administrations of the canal, was $115,861.-

29. The gross receipts of 1 871, to December 1st,

were $486,281.16 ; current expenses, $173,558.-

49 ; showing a net revenue of $312,722.67. In a

suit brought before the Court of Appeals to

decide the priority of payments of the canal,

the court decided that what are known as

CENSUS

rcpair-honds should be first paid. These,

amounting in principal and interest to $426,-

500, have all been paid within two years.

The first lien now existing upon the net tolls

and revenues of the canal, under the same de

cree of the Court of Appeals, is the unpaid

and overdue coupons on the preferred or con

struction bonds. To the payment of these,

$75,000, now in the treasury of the canal,

have been appropriated.

OP 1870.

COUNTIES.

rOrULATIOH.
AlMKttl TlltW of

WLite. Colored. N.live. Forelcn.
property.

88.536 87,370 1,166 80,567 7,909 *9,521,SS4 $118,545

24.457 12,725 11,732 23.562 895 9.822.454 103.O75

830.741 282.818 47.921 284.983 65,75.8 237,800.530 3,892,646

9.885 4.332 6,533 9,340 25 2. 1 12,879 20.706

12,101 8.343 8,758 12.026 75 4.101.959 42,849
2.S.6I9 2C.444 2,175 27,416 1,203 17.080.159 112.28!)

Cecil 25,874 21.880 4.114 24.814 1,060 13,252,030 130.876
15.738 6,418 9,318 15,601 77 3.002.738 37,135

19.458 11.902 7.556 19,426 32 6,056.563 68.984

47,572 89,999 7.572 46.161 1,411 26.435,079 842.2(10

Harford 22.805 17,750 4.&VS 21,299 1.206 12.271,768 109.ES

Howard 14.150 10.676 8,474 13,132 1,018 6,478.365 67.819

Kent 17.102 9,370 7.732 16,780 222 7,827.151. 84,728

20.503 13,128 7,434 20,071 492 7,629,057 76.943

21.138 11.888 9,780 20,0 9 529 S.7S2.240 97.620

10.171 9,579 6,592 10,054 117 8,307,896 81.296

14.1144 7,218 7,736 14,860 84 2.936,834 34,484

18.190 10.910 7,274 18.187 53 8,002.302 88.474

18.137 9.471 6.066 15.903 1C8 7,645.966 73.532

84,712 31.874 2.838 33.861 851 80,185.928 155.936

15,802 11.3% 4.406 15.705 37 4,422,290 64,728

16,419 10,550 5,869 16,360 29 4,492,858 88.301

780.894 605,497 175.391 697,482 83,412 $143,834,918

Included in the census are two Chinese and

four Indians. The true value of property was

$643,748,976. The public debt, county, town,

city, etc., amounted to $15,715,111. The ag

gregate value of farm-products, including bet

terments and additions to stock, was $35,343,-

927; 435,213 pounds of wool were raised;

46,792 whites, and 88,703 colored persons, ten

years old and over, cannot write, of whom

CI, 981 are males, and 73,514 females. Of

those, twenty-one years old and over, who

cannot write, 13,344 are white males.

The froe public-sohool system has made sat

isfactory progress during the past two ye.irs.

The number of schools in operation in 1871,

exclusive of those in the city of Baltimore,

was 1,390, an increase of 30 during the year;

total number of scholars, 80,829, an increase

of 8,375 during the year. The number of

scholars in Baltimore City was 34,864. The

total number of teachers employed in the

countios was 1,091, of whom 967 were men,

and 724 women ; their salaries amounted to

$510,155.10. The total expenditure, in 1871,

for school purposes, exclusive of buildings, in

the counties, was $782,920.49; in Baltimore

City, $386,027.81, The amount received from

the State as State school-tax, free-school fund,

and academic fund, in 1871, was $354,644.83 ;

from county taxation, $302,640.80. The

amount paid to colored schools in the coun

ties was only $4,611.40; this is less than ten

oents for each colored person within the pre

scribed school age. Tho law requires that all

the taxes paid for school purposes by the

colored people in any county shall be set aside

for maintaining schools for colored children;

and further authorizes the several boards of

county school commissioners to appropriate

such additional sums as they may deem proper

for this purpose. The former amounted to an

insignificant sum, and the latter to a trifle over

$4,500. The hoards declare that they have no

surplus revenue, all their funds being required

for the support of the white schools. The

total number of students in the State Normal

School during the year 1871 was 163, ofwhom

51 came from Baltimore. Tho number of grad

uates and undergraduates at present teaching

in the State is not less than 200. The colleges

which receive their principal support from

State appropriations were never in a more

promising condition than at the close of 1871.

St. John's and the Agricultural College, owing

to the large preponderance of students' on

State scholarships, and the openings for more,

are regarded as practically free. The Manual

Labor School, situated between the Washing

ton and Frederick turnpikes, and having at

tached to it a farm of 140 acres, has given in

struction the past year to 60 boys, most of

them orphans. The annual cost, per eoptu,

has been about $105. When tho pupils re

ceive an ordinary rudimentary education, they

are apprenticed either to farmers or mechanics

within tho boundaries of the State.
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The aggregate funded and guaranteed debt

of the city of Baltimore on the 31st of October

was $27,683,025.47. Of this, $24,399,125.47

was funded, an increase of $292,400 during

the year; and $2,990,500 was guaranteed, an

increase of $625,500 during the year. On

$15,785,959.22 of this aggregate funded and

guaranteed debt the city has to pay the in

terest by annual levy. The receipts of the

year amounted to $5,509,600.52 ; disburse

ments, $5,549,482.03 ; excess of payments over

receipts, $39,881.51. On the 31st of October

the floating debt was $749,585.29 ; estimated

floating debt, January 1, 1872, $759,627.64.

The taxable basis of 1871 was $210,310,975.

The amount collected to October 31st, on

this basis, was $1,834,857.27. A large share

of the city credit has been loaned to rail

roads in exchange for their securities which

it holds, to the amount of nine millions. The

commerce and trade of Baltimore are steadily

increasing. Its imports during the year end

ing June 30th amounted to $24,672,871 ; and its

domestic and foreign exports, to $15,124,228.

Only two other cities in the country exhibit

larger amounts of importations— viz., New

York and Boston.

MASON, James Mcbray, an American Sen

ator and diplomatist ; born on Analostan Island,

Fairfax County, Va., November 3, 1797 ; died

at Clarens, near Alexandria,Va., April 28, 1871.

His early education was obtained in the schools

of his neighborhood and in Georgetown, D. O,

and in 1814 he entered the University of Penn

sylvania at Philadelphia, whence he graduated

with honor in 1818. He studied law at Wil

liam and Mary College, Williamsburg, Va., and

in the office of B. W. Leigh, of Richmond, Va.,

and settled in practice at Winchester. lie was

a fair legal practitioner, but it was his ambition

to distinguish himself in political life, and at

twenty-eight years of age he was a member of

the Virginia House of Delegates, and was sub

sequently twice reelected to the same body.

He was also a member of the Virginia Consti

tutional Convention of 1829. In 1837 he was

elected a Representative in Congress from his

district, and at the expiration of his term was

offered, but declined, a reflection, and returned

to the practice of his profession. In 1847 he

was elected by the Virginia Legislature United

States Senator, to fill the unexpired term of

Senator Pennybacker, and in 1849 and in 1855

reelected. His last term would have expired

in 1863, but ho left his seat to take part in tlio

southern movement early in 1861, and in the

summer of that year was expelled from the

Senate for participation in the secession.

During his term of fourteen years in the Sen

ate he made no great speeches, and was never

regarded as a brilliant Senator, but he mani

fested sound sense, good abilities, and a capacity

for steady work, which made him a very val

uable member. For several sessions he was

chairman of the Committee on Foreign Rela

tions, and acquitted himself with credit in that

important position. Ho was disposed to stand

upon his dignity in his intercourse with Sen

ators from other sections and the representa

tives of foreign governments ; but those who

knew him best esteemed him most highly.

Politically, though nominally a Democrat, he

was a strict constructionist of tho State

Rights school, and nothing horrified his soul

so much as any demonstration against slavery,

or, as ho phrased it, "our Southern institu

tions, guaranteed to us by the Constitution."

For years he had fought the growing radical

ism of Congress ; had united with Slidell, Jef

ferson Davis, Benjamin, and others, in the vain

effort to stem the tide; and when at last the

South was goaded into the secession move

ment, he joined it with all the ardor and zeal of

which his somewhat unimpressible nature was

capable. His selection, by Jefferson Davis, as

fellow-commissioner with Mr. Slidell to Eng

land and France, would very possibly havo

proved injudicious, but for Captain Wilkes's

stupendous blunder, which, by making Slidell

and Mason martyrs, greatly enhanced their

importance and dignity abroad. Mr. Slidell

was undoubtedly far the more astute diploma

tist of the two ; but, coming to England after

their surrender by the United States Govern

ment, in the role of a martyr, Mr. Mason's dig

nity and reserve well became him, and ho

received credit from English statesmen for his

knowledge, and perhaps somewhat in excess of

due merit. He was at first treated with great

attention, especially by those who were hos

tile to the Union, but eventually these atten

tions fell off, and before the close of the war

Mr. Mason felt himself neglected. After tho

close of tho war Mr. Mason came to Canada,

and remained there nearly three years, under

the impression that ho would be arrested and

imprisoned if ho ventured into the United

States, an impression which had no foundation

save in his own mistaken ideas of the im

portance of his mission and the great injury he

had done to the Unitod States Government.

In 1868, aftor President Johnson's second

proclamation, being assured that he would

not be molested, ho ventured back into

Virginia, and, as his home in Winchester

had been laid in ruins by tho vicissitudes of

tho war, ho purchased a small place near,

whero he lived in quiet and obscurity till his

decease.

MASSACHUSETTS. Tho year 1871 has

been a period of general prosperity and im

provement in Massachusetts, and the material

interests of the Stato were never in a more

flourishing condition. The total taxable prop

erty of the State, on the 1st of May, was

$1,497,351, G86, which indicates an increaso

of $80,000,000 in one year. Of this, $992,-

00S,033 is real estate, and $505,343,653

personal property. Of the total valuation,

$971,558,710, or nearly two-thirds, belong to

the cities of the State, distributed as fol

lows :
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CITIES. ToUl.

Boston
Cambridge
"Worcester
Charlestown . .
Fall Kivcr....
Lowell
Springtteld ...
Lynn
jN'ew Bedford.
Salem
Lawrence

Taunton
Soraerville
Chelsea
Haverhill
Newburyport..

$612,663,550
46.859.800
3r>.141.U0
31 ,860.660
29.1J1.117
S1.H1 1,353
27.551.970
24.385.626
22.960.251
22.932,925
18.551,843
16.104,869
15,775,000
13,344,940
9,375.800
7,091,756

$28,574,150
8,762.600
4.122,800
3,897,560
6.528.903
1.838.865
2.637.920
3,458,511

639.336
1,102.770
8.184,100
1,292.740
666,150

$:15.763
308,875

Total I $971,558,710 1 $60,706,103 ' $1,014^128

Of the increase, fully three-quarters is to be

credited to the cities. The total State tax for

the vear was $2,000,000 ; total town taxes,

$22,063,946.

The number of savings-banks in operation

in the State is 160, which have had, during the

year, 560,890 depositors, and deposits amount

ing, in the aggregate, to $163,535,943. The in-

CEX8TJS

crease of depositors over the previens year

was 82,093, and of deposits $27,790,845.

There were 197 insurance companies doinj

business in the State, of which 98 were Lome

companies, 94 were chartered in other States,

and five belong to Great Britain. The out

standing risks held by all the companies at

the close of 1870 amounted to $6,760,823,925,

nearly $850,000,000 more than at the close of

1869. Of the aggregate amount the Massa

chusetts companies held upward of $800,000,-

000, an increase of $65,000,000 over 1869 ; the

other companies represented holding $726,-

000,000 in excess of the previous year. The

total amount of risks written during the year

1870 was $9,238,113,320, or nine per cent, in

excess of 1869 ; the home companies writing

nearly $660,000,000, an increase of $23,000,-

000. The aggregate premium receipts on the

business were $67,644,000, of which $55,204,-

000 accrued on risks written in the United

States, aud $3,783,000 on risks written in

Massachusetts, the liome companies receiving

upward of $8,000,000 of iho whole amount.

OF 1870.

Anea«4 vi]b« of
ulw&al.

| $14.871 .480 $270.0?!
37,128.919 410.673

80,425,791 1,416.899

2.230.737 44.1M

135,230.821 2 :v;.^5

14.846.886 825.851

61,333.673 819.459
26.298.838 430.23

£25.802.314 s.:ww-:
1,977.013 48.0*8

80.475.030 1.326.946

31,811.883
697.630,891 F.6S9.KB

117.063,100 1.9C!t,9M

$1,591,983,112 $24.92,900

Barnstable. ,
Berkshire...
Bristol
Dukes
Essex
Franklin
Hampden . .
Hampshire .
Middlesex ..
Nantucket. .
Norfolk
Plvmouth . .
Suffolk
Worcester . .

Total for Stale ...

fOPCXATIOX.

A(.*£T*KaU.

32,774
64,827
102.S86
8.787

200.843
s-:.ra
78,409
44.388

274,353
4,123

89.443
65.365

270.802
192,716

1.437,331

WfcUa.

32.810
63,427

100,777
8.641

199.NI0
82.343
77.5S0
44,036
272,594
4.038
89.068
64,834

267,048
191,550

1.143.156

460
i,8a)
2.067
246

1,038
91

813
851

1,749
80
858
506

3T735
1,136

Foreign.

30,92.->
49.6(12

7!t.57(

8,881
157.005
29.041
57.616
35.564

203.361
8,920

70.0.13
58.680
178.514
146.:)65

13,9

Included in the census are 87 Chinese, 10

Japanese, and 151 Indians. The total assessed

value of property includes personal property

to the amount of $174,855,736, not distributed

among counties. The total taxation includes

the sum of $2,881,718, not distributed among

counties. The true value of property was $2,-

132,148,741. The public debt, county, town,

city, etc., amounted to $40,940,657. The ag

gregate value of farm-products, including bet

terments and additions to stock, was $32,192,-

378 ; 306,659 pounds of wool were raised ;

97,724 persons, ten years old and over, cannot

write, of whom 37,075 are males, and 60,619

females. Of those, twenty-one years old and

over, who cannot write, 30,920 are white males.

The financial condition of the State is per

fectly sound and quite satisfactory. Its debts

and liabilities, and the changes made therein

during the year, are shown in tho following

schedule :

Of the funded liabilities outstanding Jan
uary 1, 1870. amounting to $27,128,164 00

There have been liquidated 1,950,116 00

Balance remaining $25,178,048 00

1.104.032

1,849
15.135
2.1312

105
43.178
3.591
20.™
8.824

70.992
203

19.410
6.6t5

92.288
46,331

353.319

$25,178,048 00Brought forward

During the year, additions were

made by new issues of scrip, viz. :

For Trov & Greenfield Rail
road aiid Hoosac Tunnel . . . $8,452,372 00

For the Massachusetts War
Fund Loan _m«4_G0 <wl(M

Making the total $29,630,364 00
Of the unfunded liabilities, bnlance re- joooOOO
maining.

Making the total present liabilities, exclu
sive of small uupaid balances $29,690.364 00

Represented under their summary classifica

tion, tho following exhibit appears:

$59,030,364 00

60,000 00

TtrfTDED DEBT.

Railroad loans $12,124,476 00
War loans 16,434.880 00
Ordinaiy loans 1,071.000 00

PRESENT UWPUNDED DEBT.

Loan to W. & F. Shanly (conditional)

Total funded and unfunded debt $29,690,304 00

Of the funded debt, about $12,000,000 con

sists of railroad loans, about $16,000,000 of

war loans, and the remainder of loans lor or
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dinary purposes. The railroad loans are—the

Troy & Greenfield Railroad, and Hoosac Tun

nel loan, amounting to $8,125,452 ; the Boston,

Hartford & Erie, $8,599,024; and- the Nor

wich & Worcester, $400,000. The redemp

tion of the two last mentioned is fully pro

vided for by appropriate sinking funds ; the

first is secured only by the franchise of the

property and a sinking fund of about $700,000.

All the sinking funds of the State amount to

about $13,000,000. The war-debt, amounting

to $16,434,888, matures at various periods up

to 1894, only $3,400,000, falling due in the

present decade. The revenue of the year

amounted to $6,614,634.92, and the expenses

to $6,663,839.00. The estimated expenditures

for 1872 are $4,384,213.54, and the revenue

$2,392,725, leaving $1,991,483.54 to bo pro

vided for.

The aggregate expenditures on behalf of

public schools in tho State during the year

were $3,272,835, exclusive of $1,712,073 ex

pended for erecting new buildings. Of 278,-

249 children in the State between the ages of

five and fifteen years, 273,661 were enrolled in

the public schools. The expense to the public

of each child in the schools was $11.75. The

Agricultural College, at Amherst, has been es

tablished on a firm basis, and the other insti

tutions of higher education are all in a flour

ishing condition.

The charitable and reformatory institutions

of the State are also in a very promising con

dition. In the State Lunatio Hospital, at

Taunton, there have been 762 persons under

treatment, the new patients admitted during

the year numbering 388, and those discharged

380. The number remaining at the end of

the year wa3 382, of whom 203 woro males

and 179 females. The annual cost of each

patient was over $201. The assets of the in

stitution amount to $275,049.89; the receipts

of the year were $79,414.74, and the payments

$79,833.78. The liabilities of the hospital

are $8,338.24, while there are debts due it

amounting to $17,476.72.

At the Almshouse, at Tewksbury, 2,215 have

been supported during the year, the average

weekly number being 749. In the insane de

partment 961 have been admitted, and 666 dis

charged. The value of the property of the

institution is $263,121.76 ; the cost of support

ing it during the year was $70,509.77, or $1.81

per week for each inmate. A new hospital has

been in course of construction during the year.

In the Almshouse, at Bridgewater, there

have been 873 paupers, of whom 229 were

discharged, leaving 85 at the end of the year.

The number of prisoners in the workhouse

department was 587, of whom 275 were dis

charged beforo the end of the year. The av

erage number of inmates in the institution

each week was 393, and the cost of their sup

port was $1.86 each per w«ek. The assets of

the establishment aro $207,308.85 ; total cur

rent expenses for the year $37,920.80.

The Almshouse and Primary School, at

Monson, has received 507 children, the average

attendance being 809. The expenses of the

year were $61,253.50.

There were 472 boys received at the Reform

School, at Westboro, of whom 72 were taken

away on trial, 83 on probation, 23 were ap

prenticed, and two transferred to tho school-

ship, leaving 272 at tho end of the year. At

the Industrial School for Girls, in Lancaster,

543 girls have been received since 1861, of

whom 143 remain. Of the other 400, 20 have

died, 50 are leading vicious lives, while 260

maintain themselves honestly and respectably.

The annual session of the Legislature be

gan on the 4th of January, and closed on the

26th of May. During that period 899 acts

and 95 joint resolutions passed and received

the sanction of the Governor, and two bills of

no general importance were vetoed. All at

tempts to obtain expressions of opinion on

national affairs failed. Two now towns were

created, Ayer being made up from portions of

Groton and Shirley, and Maynard being formed

in like manner from portions of Stow and

Sudbury. The name of North Chelsea was

changed to Revere, and Somervillo and Glou

cester were incorporated as cities. Several

attempts were made to secure amendments to

tho constitution, but all of them failed. In

the first place, the advocates of female suffrage

appealed to have the word male stricken from

tho clause relating to tho electoral franchise.

A patient hearing was given to the advocates

and opponents of the change by the proper

committee, and two reports were made, that of

the majority giving the petitioners leave to

withdraw, and that of tho minority favoring

the amendment. In the House, there was an

equal division on tho question, and the amend

ment was defeated by the casting vote of the

Speaker. It was also proposed to remove tho

restriction which requires an ability to read

and write as a qualification for the exercise

of tho right of suffrage, but tho proposition

was defeated. Finally a bill was brought in,

and discussed at some length, providing for a

convention for a general revision of the con

stitution, but the House, after passing it through

one stage, threw it ont.

The question of restraining the sale of in

toxicating liquors did not occupy so much at

tention as usual, and tho only important change

made in tho law was one prohibiting the sale

of malt liquors unless it wero permitted in the

different towns by a vote of the people. As

the law stood before, tho sale of these liquors

was allowed, unless prohibited in the different

towns by a popular vote. Tho State constab

ulary system was completely overhauled. In

the first place, a thorough investigation into its

workings was instituted, during which thero

was considerable difficulty with contumacious

witnesses. In one instance, General Henry

Emory, of Lowell, refused to give evidence, on

the ground that it tended to criminate himself,
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and was sentenced to twenty-Svc days' impris

onment for contempt. The matter was referred

to the Supreme Court, which decided that Gen

eral Emory was in tho right. The investiga

tion showed that there had been many abuses

of power on the part of the State police, and

a bill was brought in for reorganizing the sys

tem. This bill, which was passed after con

siderable discussion, provided for a board of

three commissioners, who were made respon

sible for the doings of the chief of the con

stabulary force. This chief is appointed by

tho commissioners, as are also the 70 men con

stituting the body of the force. It was strongly

argued by some of the opponents of the bill

that the force was entirely inadequate for the

enforcement of the liquor law, but the num

ber was not increased.

An attompt was made to secure tho pas

sage of a bill limiting a working-day to ten

hours, but it failed. Several propositions were

also mado to modify the divorce laws of the

State, but none of them met with much coun

tenance.

A good many bills were before the Legisla

ture, which related to railroads, but none of

much importance became laws. One act which

passed permits railroad companies to run cer

tain trains at reduced rates of fare for the

benefit of laboring-people, and to issue tickets

for those trains, which should be good for no

others. There was also a bill passed authoriz

ing the appointment of a railroad police. A

carefully- prepared bill, permitting the con

struction of narrow-gauge railroads, was in

troduced and supported by strong arguments,

but failed to pass. Several new railroads were

chartered, but most of them were short con

necting lines. A general law was passed reg

ulating the whole subject of chartering, locat

ing, and operating horso-railroads.

A law was passed subjecting insurance com

panies to a rigid examination at their own ex

pense, and giving the commissioner absolute

power to refuse or revoke licenses for doing

business in the State.

Among the appropriations for educational

purposes was one of $50,000 to the Museum

of Comparative Zoology in Cambridge, and

one of $60,000 for a new Normal School, at

Worcester. A proposition to secure to Boston

a better system of parks and enlarged terri

tory for public purposes was defeated in the

House, after having passed the Senate. A prop

osition to permit the opening of public libra

ries on Sunday was also defeated.

Two women, Mrs. Julia Ward Howe, of

South Boston, and Mrs. Stevens, of Cambridge,

were appointed justices of the peace by Gov

ernor Claflin in the early part of the year, but

the Executive Council refused to sanction the

appointment, and the question of its validity

was referred to the Supreme Court. The

judges of that tribunal decided as follows:

By the constitution of the Commonwealth the

office of justice of the peace is a judicial office, and

must be exercised by the officer in person, and a wom-

auj whether married or unmarried, cannot be ap

pointed to such an office. The law of Massachusetts

at the time of the adoption of tiie constitution, the

whole frame and purport of the instrument itself,

and the universal understanding and unbroken prac

tical construction for the greater part of a century

afterward, all support this conclusion, and arc incon

sistent with nny other. It follows that, if a woman

should be formally appointed and commissioned as

a justice of the peace, she would have no constitu

tional or legal authority to exercise any of the func

tions appertaining to that office.

The political canvass of the year was unu

sually animated, owing to the vigorous efforts

of General Benjamin F. Butler, of Lowell, to

secure the nomination of the Republican party

for the office of Governor. He announced

himself as a competitor for that honor, early

in tho season, and skilfully organized the force

of his supporters throughout the State for the

purpose of securing delegates to the conven

tion pledged to support his claim, visiting all

the principal towns and cities himself to use

his personal influence, and set forth the objects

for which he sought the position of Chief Ma

gistrate of the Commonwealth. There were

several other persons who aspired to tint

place, each of whom had a strong following

in the party. Chief among these were Alex

ander II. Rice, of Boston, Harvey Jewell,

of Boston, Dr. George B. Loring, of Salem,

and W. B. Washburn, of Greenfield. Mr.

Jewell withdrew his name before the conven

tion was held, and Dr. Loring and Mr. Rice

followed his example on the day of the conven

tion, which took place at Springfield, on the

27th of September. The occasion was one of

unwonted excitement, and the leading men

of the Republican party of the State were

among the delegates. There were several con

testing delegations whose claims had to be de

termined, and a number of speeches of con

siderable length were made. Finally, at a late

hour in the evening, the opponents of General

Butler united on the name of William B. Wash

burn, ofGreenfield, and nominated him by avote

of 643 out of a total of 1,116, Butler receiving

464. Notwithstanding tho withdrawal of the

other candidates, 8 votes were cast for Loring,

and one for Rice. After the result of tho bal

lot had been declared, a motion to make tho

nomination of Mr. Washburn unanimous was

carried with few dissenting voices, and General

Butler bowed to the will of the convention in

a graceful speech. Joseph Tucker was nomi

nated for Lieutenant-Governor; Charles B.

Train, Attorney-General; Oliver Warner, Sec

retary of State: Charles Endicott, Auditor;

and Charles Adams, Receiver-General. The

platform, which was adopted by a strong ma

jority, was as follows :

Whereat, The Republican party needs no " new de

parture," but only a strict adherence to those prin

ciples that havo proservod the Union, secured free

dom and equality before the law to all classes, and

diminished the burdens of tho people by an honest

and economical administration of the Government •'

therefore—
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Resolved, That tho Republicans of Massachusetts

renewcdly give their adherence to the great princi

ples that huvo guided tho national Republican party,

and pledge to it their undivided support in enforcing

all the laws for tho protection of life and liberty in

every part of our land ; in the honest payment of our

national debt ; in reducing taxation, and iu such re

form of the civil service as shall secure efficiency

and honesty in every department of the Govern
ment. •

Rtsolved, That tho present national Administration,

by tho largo reduction of tho national debt and in

terest upon the public bonds, so that tho national

credit has been restored and the burdens of taxation

diminished, by its successful adjustment of the con

troversy with Great Britain, and by its vigorous and

successful action in learning tho political rights of

the people, is entitled to our nearty commendation.

Resolved, That the Republican party of Massachu

setts has been and is the party of progress and re

form, that its great mission has boon to blot out all

class distinction on American soil, that it knows no

class to bo favored, and will permit none to be op

pressed, but, regarding all citizens of tho State as

equals before the law, it seeks to secure for them the

blessings of free education and protection in every

field of honest industry : and tho position of Massa

chusetts in its credit at home and abroad, and in its

rank among the most forward States of tho world in

all that makes a powerful and happy Commonwealth,

is the best proof of tho wisdom and success of the

present and past Republican adininstration of the

■state government.

Resolved, That tho long-continued depression of

American shipping interests should receive tho im

mediate and careful consideration of Congress, and

that such changes in our revenue and navigation

laws as will tend to restore the business of ship-build

ing and ship-owning to a condition of healthful

prosperity should bo made without loss of timo.

Boohed, That tho Republican party of Massachu

setts is mindful of its obligations to the loyal women

of America for their patriotic devotion to the cause

of freedom ; that we rejoice in the late action of State

Legislatures in recognizing the fitness of women for

public trust, and that, in view of the great favor

which tho movement has received from many of tho

Republican party, the subject of suffrage for women

is a question that deserves the most careful and re

spectful consideration.

Resolved, That the Republican party will do its

best to elevate the oondition of tho wages-receiving

portion of its citizens, by a full, searching inquiry into

the facts bearing upon their condition, and by such

legislation as that inquiry shall show to be for their

advantage, having respect to the judgment of the

laborers of tho Commonwealth themselves as to what

measures shall be best adapted to their wants.

The Democratic Convention had been held

at Springfield on the 14th of September, aDd

had nominated the following ticket : For Gov

ernor, John Quincy Adams, of Quincy; for

Lieutenant-Governor, Samuel O. Lamb, of

Groenfiold; for Secretary of tho Common

wealth, Luther Stephenson, Jr., of ITinghara;

for Treasurer and Receiver-General, Levi Iley-

wood, of Gardner ; for Auditor of Accounts,

Phineas Allen, of Pittsfiold; for Attorney-

General, 'William Wirt Warren, of Brighton.

The following platform was adopted :

Resolved, That the Democratic party of Massachu

setts declares its unaltered devotion to tho principles

of government embodied in the Constitution of tho

United States, and demands an administration which

shall faithfully observe and fairly construe its pro

visions, to the end that tho power of peace and war,

the freedom of elections, and tho personal liberty of

the citizens, be no longer subject to the discretion of

one man.

Resolved, That, as a scrupulous respect for the in

dependence of the three coordinate departments of

the Government of the United States is essential to

republican liberty, we therefore donounee the in

timidation of the Supreme Court by Congress, and

tho packing of tho Supreme bench by tho President,

with the view to legalize repudiation, as equallv cal

culated to defeat the end that the Government should

be one of laws and not of men.

Resolved, That the welfare and happiness of the

people is tho end, and the elevation of tho purest

and ablest men to office tho means, of good govern

ment ; wo, therefore, demand that the policy which

has entailed misery, hatred, and corruption, dis

pensed by the most unworthy classes of the com

munity, upon ten States, be abandoned, and that

free amnesty and equal rights be assured to all, as

the onlv moans of retaining good government and

tranquillity in the States lately in rebellion.

Resolved, That, the recent amendments of the Fed

eral Constitution having boen acquiesced in by tho

country as a final and absolute settlement of the is

sues growing out of our civil war, the Democratio

party accepts them in that spirit and dismisses them

altogether from political controversy ; pledging it

self to maintain in good faith the Constitution in all

its parts and in all its provisions.

Resolved, Thatj as the rights of the States secured

by tho tenth article of amendment of the Constitu

tion of the United States, which says, " The powers

not delegated to the United States "by tho Constitu

tion, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved

to the States respectively, or to the people," con

stitute the only effectual safeguard against tho lata

development toward a consolidated empire ; we,

therefore, protest against the persistent invasion of

local self-government by Congress, and ask that tho

Constitution be strictly construed in tho interest of

the rights reserved to the States, as well as of those

delegated to the General Government.

Resolved, That tho tariff upon imports disturbs the

natural distribution of the rewards of labor by tak

ing a share of wages to swell the profits of capital :

we, therefore, urge reform in taxation which shall

restore the equitable relations of wages, releaso trade

from its shackles, restore our wasted industries, and

lay the burden of government upon each in propor

tion to his strength ; and, as one important means to

this end, we demand a tariff for revenue only, not for

the protection of monopolies, but for the protection

of the people.

Rtsolvetl, In the language adopted by tho last

Democratio State Convention, that "the labor of

the country, weak, by its necessities, in its defences

against the cupidity of capitalists, and in its ability

to compel a recognition or its just rights, especially

needs the protection of just, equal, and adequate

laws," and that the present high cost of living and

consequent inadequacy of wages to provide sufficient

means of support for our poor people, are mainly duo

to tho unjust currency svstem, the arbitrary and ex

cessive taxation, and the great monopolies which

have been inflicted upon us by tho Republican

party."

Resolved, That all taxation being just so much

taken from each man's means of happiness, tho

closest economy is a paramount duty in those who

administer the Government, and we charge the pres

ent administration of our State with an unnecessary

outlay exceeding one quarter of a million of dollars

yearly, which, added to the enormous imposts of tho

General Government, has made Massachusetts, in

the words of Mr. Commissioner Wells, "tako pre

cedence over all tho governments and communities

in the civilized world in respect to the extent and

weight of its taxation."

Resolved, That wo condemn the prohibitory law as
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on odious interference with personal liberty, the pro

lific parent of hypocrisy, corruption, aud crime, and

an affront to public decency in the surrender of all

attempt to enforce the law upon wealth or political

influence, and with its attendant satellite, the State

constabulary, an invasion of municipal rights and a

degradation of the ordinary and appropriate means

for the enforcement of the laws.

Resolved, That the relations of the railroad corpora

tions of the Commonwealth to the public ought to be

revised, that a new, direct, and immediate influence

may bo exercised by the community over its means

of internal communication ; that franchises, in the

nature of monopolies grunted to subserve the gen

eral convenience and prosperity, shall cot be held

forprivate profit only.

Raolved, That in the candidates put in nomination

by this convention wo present for the suffrages of

tho people the names of eminent citizens in whose

signal ability and integrity the public safely confide

for an honest and capable administration of the gov

ernment of the Commonwealth.

There was a convention of the advocates of

"Labor Reform" at South Framingham on the

4th of October, at which nominations for State

officers were made, a State Central Committee

chosen, and a platform adopted. The nomina

tions were: For Governor, E. M. Chamberlin,

of Boston; for Lieutenant-Governor, Allen

Dean, of Westfield; for Secretary of State, H.

B. Maglathlan, of Duxbury; for Treasurer,

Henry T. Delano, of Charlestown ; for Attor

ney-General, George L. Ruffin, of Boston ; for

Auditor, Geo. P. Johnson, of Lynn. Tho plat

form was as follows :

We affirm as a fundamental principle that labor,

the creator of wealth, is entitled to all it creates.

Affirming this, we avow ourselves willing to accept

tho final results of the operation of a principle so

radical, such as the overthrow of the wnole profit-

making system; the extinction of all monopolies;

the abolition of privileged classes, in extended rather

than a restricted franchise; universal education and

fraternity ; perfect freedom of exchange, and, the

best and grandest of all, the finol obliteration of that

foul stigma upon our so-called Christian civilization

—" the poverty of the masses."

Holding principles radical as these, and bearing

before our mind an ideal condition so noble, wo are

still aware that our goal cannot be reached at a single

leap. We take into account the ignorance, selfish

ness, prejudice, corruption, and demoralization of

tho leaders of the people themselves, but still wo

demand that some steps shall be taken in this direc

tion: therefore—

Raolvtd, That wc declare war with the wages

6ystcm, which demoralizes alike the hirer and the

hired, cheats both and enslaves the working-man :

war with the present system of finance, which robs

labor and gorges capital ; makes the rich richer and

tho poor poorer, ana turns a republic into an aristoc

racy of capital : war with theso lavish grants of the

public lands to speculating companies—and, when

ever in power, we pledge ourselves to use every just

and legal means to recover all such grants hereafter

made : war with the system of enriching capitalists

by the creation and increase of public interest-bear

ing debts.

Ratolved, That we demand that every facility and

all encouragement Bhnll be given bv law to coopera

tion in all branches of industry and trade, and that

the same aid be given to tho cooperative effort that

has heretofore been given to railroad and other

enterprises. We recommend a ten-hour dav for fac

tory-work as the first step, and that eight hours be

the working-day of all persons employed at tho pub

lic expense. We demand that, whenever women are

employed at the public expense, and do the same

kind and the same amount of work as men perform,

they shall receive the same wages. We demand that

all public debts be paid at once, in accordance with

the tenure of the contract, and that no more debts

be created. Viewing the contract importation of

coolies as only another form of the Blave-trade, we

demand that contracts made relative thereto be void

in this country, and that no public ship aud no

steamship which receives public subsidy shall aid in

such importation.

On the same day, October 4th, a convention

assembled at Boston in the interest of a strict

prohibition of the sale of intoxicating liquors.

An attempt to complicate its proceedings with

the question of female suffrage failed. A full

ticket was nominated, with Judge Robert C.

Pitman, of New Bedford, at its head for Gov

ernor. A platform and address to the people

were adopted, the material portions of the

former being as follows:

As intemperance wastes the resources of the in

dividual and the community, diminishes production

and productive capacity, pauperizes its victims, en

dangers tho public health, is the chief occasion of

crime, deteriorates physically, intellectually, and

morally the human stock, and endangers with espe

cial peril the success of our republican institutions,

it is, above all other evils, the enemy of the Com

monwealth, and its suppression is an imperative

political necessity.
We rejoice in the steady growth and conviction in

the public mind that the only possible remedy for

extirpating the traffic in intoxicating beverages is by

prohibitory laws rigidly and impartially enforced.

The plea for license has ceased even to interest the

people. The only struggle is between entire prohibi

tion and free rum.

The leading political party of this State having

refused to put prohibition into its platform, and hav

ing nominated upon its ticket men active in defend

ing and propagating extreme anti-prohibitory views,

it is unworthy of the further support of true temper

ance men ; and wo therefore call upon all such to

join the only party that can advance to victory the

couse they love.

The beer law is the offspring of a corrupt competi

tion for the liquor-vote; it is a fraud, a deception,

a cheat, a disgrace and a disaster, and should be

blotted from the statutes of the Commonwealth.
As a large proportion of the expenses of our State

government is for the relief of pauperism and for

the prevention, detection, and punishment of crime,

and as there can be no material reduction of these ex

penses whilo their most fertile source exists, and as

the liquor-traffic preys upon all other business by de

stroying tho purchasing power of consumers, thereby

decreasing the demand for labor, therefore we com

mend the Prohibitory party to the laboring-men as

their truest friend, and ask their assistance in this

reform, as being particularly in their interest.
Sinco woman is the greatest sufferer by the preva

lence of drinking, she should be the greatest helper

in its extirpation. We therefore ask her to employ

every right she now possesses and may possess to

assist in this reform, being assured that only by her

assistance can wc entirely abolish this crime against

society, humanity, and G-od.

The election took place on the 8th of No

vember, and rcsnlted in the triumph of the Re

publican ticket. The total vote for Governor

was 136,793, of which Mr. Washburn received

75,129, Mr. Adams, 47,725 ; Mr. Chamberlin,

6,848 ; Mr. Pitman, 6,598, and General Butler

157, while 336 were for various other persons.
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Mr. Washburn's majority over all competitors

was 13,405, and over the Democratic noininoe,

27,404.

MAY, Eev. Samuel Joseph, an American

clergyman, reformer, and philanthropist, born

in Boston, in 1798; died in Syracuse, N. Y.,

July 1, 1871. He received his early education

in the Boston schools, entered Harvard Col

lege at fifteen years of age, and graduated in

1817; studied divinity in the Cambridge Di

vinity School, and in 1826 settled as a Unitarian

minister at Brooklyn, Conn. He early became

interested in the antislavery cause, and, leav

ing his pastorate in 1829 or 1830, entered upon

active efforts for its promotion. In 1830,

he was mobbed in Syracuse and burnt in

effigy for advocating the doctrine of imme

diate emancipation, and for several years sub

sequently his life was often in danger from the

persons who dogged his steps and stirred up

"lewd fellows of the baser sort" to attack

him whenever he addressed public audiences.

Yet no kinder, gentler soul ever advocated

any measure of public reform, nis love and

pity for those excited persons were very

touching, and in time, though it took long

years, he came to be loved and esteemed by

the entire community as few men ever have

been. He was one of the earliest members

of the New-England Antislavery Society,

formed in 1832, the first association ever or

ganized in this country upon the principle of

immediate, in distinction from gradual, eman

cipation. When Prudence Crandall, a Quaker,

was persecuted and proscribed for admitting

colored girls to her school for young ladies at

Canterbury, Conn., in 1833, Mr. May was her

devoted and chivalrous defender. The late

Arthur Tappan, then a prosperous merchant

of New York, supplied him with the money

necessary for the prosecution of this war with

the spirit of caste, which at that time domi

nated at the North scarcely less than at the

South. He was a member of the Philadelphia

Convention of 1833 which formed the Ameri

can Antislavery Society, and his name is

among those appended to the noted " Dec

laration of Sentiments," penned by Garrison,

and then adopted. Soon afterward, he left

the pulpit to become the General Agent of the

Massachusetts Antislavery Society—a place

for which, by the singular union of gentleness

with courage that was ever the most distin

guished trait of his character, he was pre

eminently fitted. A few years afterward he

accepted a call to the pastorate of the Unita

rian Church in South Scituate, Mass. In or

about 1842, at the earnest solicitation of

Horace Mann, he again left the pulpit, to take

charge of the Girls' Normal School at Lexing

ton. As a teacher he was very successful,

winning, the esteem and confidence of his

pupils, and awakening in them the high aspi

rations which are the surest defence against

youthful frivolity and temptation. In 1845 he

again returned to the pulpit, accepting a call

to the pastorate of the Unitarian Society in

Syracuse. There the remainder of his life was

passed, and he was identified with every move

ment for the moral, intellectual, and social

improvement of the people, and came to be

regarded as the leading spirit in every measure

of benevolence. In all matters of education

he was very active, and to him, as much as to

any man in Syracuse, it is due that its public

schools are so successful and maintain so high

a character. He weloomed the establishment

of the Asylum for the Instruction of Idiotic

Children there, in an address of great elo

quence and pathos. In 1868, having reached

his seventieth year, he resigned his pastorate,

hut busied himself with missionary labors till

his death. He had published sev6ral occa

sional sermons, addresses, essays, etc., and in

1868 a volume entitled " Recollections of the

Antislavery Conflict."

MoPHAIL, Rev. George "Wilson-, D. D.,

LL. D., an American clergyman and teacher,

born in Virginia about 1815 ; died at Davidson

College, N. 0., June 28, 1871. He was edu

cated at Yale College, from which he gradu

ated in 1835, studied theology at Princeton,

and in 1840 was ordained pastor of a Pres

byterian church in Fredericksburg, Va. After

several years in the pastorate he was called to

the presidency of Lafayette College, Easton,

Pa. The college was then struggling for ex

istence, and, while Dr. McPhail did all that

could be done to increase its efficiency and

enlarge its endowments, he was compelled

eventually to relinquish the effort, and con

nected himself for some years with Rev. Dr.

Saunders's Presbyterian Institute in West Phil

adelphia. His sympathies drew him south

ward at the commencement of the war, and

after various experiences he was called to the

presidency of Davidson College, N. C, about

1866. He received the degree of D. D. from

Jefferson College, Pa., in 1857, and that of

LL. D. from the University of Mississippi in

1868. He was a man of decided ability and

of high mental culture, unassuming in man

ners, a true gentleman and a true friend.

MELVILL, Rev. Henry, B. D., Canon of St.

Paul's, an eminent English clergyman and pul

pit orator, born at Pendennis Castle, Septem

ber 14, 1798; died in London, February 9,

1871. His father was a captain in the Royal

Army, and Lieutenant-Governor for some years

of Pendennis Castle. The son was educated

at St. Peter's College, Cambridge, where he

graduated B. A. in 1821, as second wrangler

and first Smith's prizeman, and soon after be

came a Fellow and tutor. From 1829 to 1843

he was minister of Camden Chapel Camber-

well, London ; was appointed Principal of East

India College, Haileybury, in 1843, which of

fice he hold until 1858 or 1859, and by the late

Duke of Wellington chaplain to the Tower of

London in 1846, and incumbent of the church

within its precincts ; soon after (probably in

1848) he was elected to the Golden Lecture
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sliip at St. Margaret's, Lotlibury, which ho re

signed in 1850, on becoming a canon of St.

Paul's. He was appointed Rector of Barnes and

rural dean in 1863, and ten years earlier was

made one of the Queen's chaplains. His prin

cipal published works were " Sermons preached

before the University of Cambridge in 1836-'37

and 1839" (1845); "Sermons Preached on

Public Occasions" (1840); numerous other

volumes of sermons, many of them published

without his consent; "The Golden Lectures at

Lothbury " (1850 to 1856), 7 vols. ; " Thoughts

for the Season," Lenten Discourses (1851) ;

" Selections from Lectures at St. Margaret's "

(1853); "Voices of the Year: Readings for

tho Sundays and Holidays through the Year"

(1856), 2'"vols. ; "Golden Counsels: Persua

sives to a Christian Life" (1857); and other

works. His sermons have been several times

republished in this country. Tho edition first

published in 1847-'48, edited with an intro

duction by Rt. Rev. C. P. Mcllvaine, in two

large 8vo vols., contains sixty-eight sermons.

No other clergyman of the English Church,

during the present century, has had the repu

tation for eloquence and rhetorical finish in his

discourses which Mr. Melvill retained to tho

last. His sermons were very carefully and

elaborately written, and delivered with great

earnestness and fervor. If there was fault

anywhere, it was in tho superabundance of his

imagery, and the moro than Oriental wealth

of his style.

MENSDORF-POUILLY, Count Alexan

dre von, a field-marshal and ultra-conserva

tive statesman of Austria, born in 1812 ; died

at Prague, February 15, 1872. Ho was own

cousin to the Queen of England, his mother

being a sister of the Duchess of Kent. He en

tered tho Austrian Army at sixteen years of

age, and served first in tho infantry, next in

the Uhlans, and finally in the Hussar regi

ments. In 1848 he was only a major, but the

next year at the battle of Comorn won his

promotion to a colonelcy and tho Cross of the

Order of Maria Theresa. In 1850 he was

made a general of brigade, and sent on a dip

lomatic mission, in regard to the Sehleswig-

Holstein difficulty, to London, and afterward

made ambassador to St. Petersburg. He sub

sequently obtained tho military command of

the Banat; and when tho Emperor Francis

Joseph established, by tho decree of October,

1851, the Servian Waywodeship, General Mens-

dorf-Pouilly was appointed to its command as

Imperial Commissioner. In 1859 he was pro

moted to be lieutenant field-marshal, and took

a distinguished part in the campaign of Italy.

After this war he was made Governor and

military commandant of Galicia, and in Octo

ber, 1804, appointed Minister of Foreign Affairs.

In June, 1805, ho became president of the Cab

inet, or, as one should say, premier. His

course was intensely, strongly conservative,

and his administration had greatly embar

rassed tho Austrian Empire. Ho was earnest

in advocating the disastrous war between Aus

tria and Prussia in 1866, and, after the Aus

trian defeat, was compelled to resign hU

position in tho Cabinet to his able but stem

antagonist, the progressive Yon Beust. Re

taining his seat in the House of Lords, he op

posed with all his vigor every liberal measure,

and indeed every measure proposed by Von

Beust. After four years of this continued

struggle, he died suddenly, at Prague, retain

ing till his last hours his hostility to the lib

eral premier, and his intense conservatism.

MERCADANTE, Saveria, an Italian musi

cal composer, born at Altamura, Italy, in 1798;

died at Florence, January 3, 1871. His career

was one of alternate failure and success. At

twelve years of age he entered the Musical

College of St. Sebastian, at Naples, and made

rapid progress in his musical studies, lie had

becomo so skilful a player on the violin and

the flute that he was made chief of the or

chestra before he was eighteen years old. Af

ter two or three years the new musical direc

tor, Signor Zingarelli, removed him, and he at

once devoted himself to musical composition

as a means of support. His first opera, "Tho

Apotheosis of Hercules," and an opera-bouffe,

which ho composed the same year, had a mod

erate success, and "Anacreon at Samos," which

was played at tho Theatre of San Carlo, Na

ples, tho following year, was triumphantly

successful, and opened the way to subsequent

good fortune. But Mercadante composed too

hastily and with too much reference to imme

diate pecuniary results to meet with uniform

approbation, nis fourth and fifth operas ob

tained a moderately good reception ; his "Marie

Stuart " failed entirely at Bologna ; while at

Milan his "Eliza and Claudius" (which is

really his best work) was so extravagantly

praised that he was regarded as another Ros

sini. After this ho encountered a succession

of reverses ; at Venice, Mantua, Milan, Turin,

and Vienna, his failures were signal; onK

Naples and Cadiz stood by him. In 1830, after

ho had partially recovered his reputation, he

came to Paris, and there, though his first

opera, "The Brigands" (spite of the efforts

of Rubini, Lablache, Tamburini, and Madame

Grisi, to sustain it), was a complete failure,

his second, " The Two Illustrious Rivals," was

a most brilliant success. His subsequent ca

reer at Paris was hardly in keeping with this

great triumph. In 1833 ho had been made

master of tho Chapel of Novara, and in 1S39

ho was appointed director of the Musical Con

servatory at Naples. Ho wrote but few operas

in the latter part of his life; " Statira," po

lished in 1852; " La Violetta," in 1853; U

Pelagio," in 1857, being those best known,

nis music is very sweet and replete with sen

timent, but it lacks depth and originality- 1"

1856 Signor Mercadante was elected a eorrc_

sponding member of the Institnte of France

(Academy of Fine Arts), and in 1868 jw

received from King Victor EiEwaoucl ^
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decoration of the "Order of Civil Merit,"

which is rarely bestowed, and confers a rank

of nobility upon its possessor.

METALS. Copper Manvfacture.—At the

copper-works on the Tyne, all the improved

processes of extracting metals from the poor

est quality of ores are adopted with a suc

cess probably unequalled in the world. The

source of the copper is the Cornish and Irish

pyrites. These are first treated for sulphur, in

the manufacture of sulphurio acid, when the

residuary ores are sent to the copper-works.

At that time the best of the ores contain only

from 3 to 5 per cent, copper, with 4 per cent

sulphur, 4 per cent, silica, small percentages

of silver and lead, the remainder being per

oxide of iron. After being mixed with a cer

tain weight of common salt, the whole is

ground to a fine powder, and then placed in

long roverberatory furnaces, which are kept

at a moderate heat. During this operation

the raw sulphur is converted into sulphuric

acid, and the salt is at the same time decom

posed; the hydrochlorio acid acts npon the

copper, and, provided the heat in the furnace

is not kept too high, the whole of the copper

is rendered soluble and can be washed out of

the rosidue. A part of the copper chloride is,

however, driven off by the neat and passes

into the condensers along with the free hydro

chlorio acid, and is there condensed. The

material in the furnace is then thrown into

wooden tanks, and digested in water and the

acid solution from the condensers, the acid

assisting most materially in dissolving out the

metals. The liquors run off from the tank

consist of chlorides of copper, silver, and lead,

and undecomposed common salt, also sulphates

of soda and lead. To obtain the copper, the

liquors are treated with scrap-iron or spongy

metallic iron, which is also made from the

residue ores by treating with coal in a muffle

furnace. The copper is precipitated and then

washed frequently in water, to free it from

various salts, after which it is allowed to drain

and partly to dry. Then it is smelted in an

ordinary reverberatory furnace, the first smok

ing yielding what is termed "pimple copper."

This is again slowly melted, with a free cur

rent of air passing over it to oxidize the im

parities, and then run out, forming "blister

copper," which is refined into " cake or ingot

copper " for the market. Mr. R. 0. Clapham,

in a paper on this subject, gives the following

account of the treatment of Spanish pyrites

for the valuable metals whioh they contain in

addition to the copper :

Most of the Spanish pyrites contain also notable

quantities of both silver and lead, and in some cases

gold ; but until venr recently no attempt has been

made to separate these metals. M. F. Claudet has,

hovrever, patented a process to effect this object.

The ore is treated as above described : the first two

or three washings, M. Claudet states, contain the

silver, the chloride of silver formed during the cal

cination being rendered soluble in the large excess

of oommon salt whioh is used. The solutions to be
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treated for silver are run into large vats, where a

soluble iodide is added to precipitate the silver.

The precipitate thus collected is a mixture of iodide

of silver and sulphate of lead, with salts of copper.

The latter are dissolved out by weak acid, and the

remaining precipitate is decomposed by metallic

zinc, which reduces the iodide ot silver. The zinc

iodide which is formed is used to precipitate chloride

of silver from other solutions. The precipitate also

contains gold. It will be seen, from the above state

ment, that all the metals in the ores can be extracted

and made commercially useful, and that the only

article produced in any quantity, and not hitherto

utilized by the process, is sulphate of soda.

Improved Process of extracting Gold and

Silver.—M. Tessifi du Motay is the discoverer

of an entirely new process of extracting gold

and silver from arsenio-sulphurets of lead,

copper, etc., whioh is now practised on the

large scale at the metallurgio establishment of

Commines, France. Mr. 0. Widemann, in a

contribution to the Journal ofApplied Chem

istry, thus describes the various steps of which

the treatment consists *

1. In roasting the simple or complex sulphurets,

the antimonial sulphurets, and the arsenio-sulphureta

containing silver or gold, in the presence of pure

silicates, of auriferous quartz or earthy and metallio

silicates, adding, in order to complete thiB roasting

and to expel all the sulphur contained in the min

erals, either lead, which is intended to form oxide of

lead, or litharge, or any other metallic oxide capable

of producing, in contact with air or oxidizing flames,

peroxides or silicates of peroxides.

2. In thus transforming, into the stato of very fu

sible basic silicates, the oxides of the desulphuretted

metals.

_ 8. In melting or running in the melted state the

silicates of this kind produced upon a matt of lead

also molted, and in stirring or agitating them, either

by paddles held in the hand or by mechanical

means, or by means of gases mechanically employed,

up to the moment when the gold and silver are en

tirely dissolved in the melted lead.

4. In separating the poor scoria deprived of the

precious metals or the lead, which has taken them

up, and in stirring or agitating upon the same mass

of lead a fresh quantity of rich scoria.

5. In repeating this liquation an indefinite number

of times, until the moment when the capacity of

saturation of the lead for the precious metals, which

is lessened by each operation, no longer permits the

continuance of this mode of treatment.

6. In testing the lead, saturated with silver or

gold, by the methods of cupellation now in use, in

order to extract therefrom the precious metals.

7. In removing the poor scoria, the oxides of lead,

antimony, and copper, which, for the most part, are

contained therein, by bringing back these oxides to

the metallic state by the separate or united action of

charcoal and iron.

8. In separating the copper and antimony from

the lead with which they are united.

9. In reemploying, either wholly or partly, the

purified lead in the treatment, by oxidation and sili-

cation, of fresh quantities of minerals.

10. In reducing, either in reverberatory or cupola

furnaces, or in aft other melting furnaces, the basio

silicates enumerated above, by the action of charcoal

or iron, when the latter are the produce of minerals

containing copper pyrites in considerable quantities.

The metallio matter thus obtained is an al?

loy of copper, lead, silver, and gold (free from

sulphur), which may all be separated by the

usual methods. The principal advantages of

the process are claimed to be these : the preven
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tion of the formation of oxysulphurots of lead,

antimony, and copper ; also the complete dis

solution in the lead of the silver and gold con

tained in the basic silicates, free from sulphur,

without the antimony or oopper being able to

dissolve in the lead, and consequently to in

jure it; also the obtaining, as the result of a

series of liquations, of a cupellable lead rich

in precious metals; and, finally, a consider

able saving in the net cost of the industrial

extraction of gold and silver by means of the

cupola.

, Zinc Sheathing. —Experiments have been

made by the British Admiralty to test the effi

ciency of covering iron plates (for ships) with

zinc. These have proved satisfactory, espe

cially where no insulating medium had been

placed between the two metals, a result which

might have been expected, as, owing to tho

electric relations between iron and zinc, the

former is preserved, by contact with the latter,

from sea-water corrosion. In a paper road

before the Civil and Mechanical Engineers'

Society, Mr. W. F. Black described Mr. Daft's

proposed method of building ships with a spe

cial view of providing a simple means for the

attachment of zino sheathing. That gentle

man proposes to rivet all the plates of the ves

sel directly to the frames or ribs, and that the

joints shall be made on the lap principle

throughout, but in such a way that a flush

surface shall bo obtained. This he effects by

leaving a space along the sides and ends of the

plates equal to their thickness. After the

plates have been calked against the joint

straps from outside, and then against the

plates from inside of the vessel, he fills up the

spaces with strips of compressed teak, to

which he secures the sheathing with iron or

zinc nails (by preference the former), of such

a length that, on meeting the iron at tho back

of the teak strips, the points turn round and are

clinched. He concluded by describing plans

for applying zinc sheathing to ships built on

the ordinary in-and-out strake system, by fill

ing the spaces between the out-strakes by teak-

planks equal to their thickness. By this

means a flush side is formed, and the sheath

ing can readily be nailed on, and the nails

clinched as shown above. He also suggested

that the raised holes of M. Koux's system, and

zinc rivets, might be employed for zinc sheath

ing, instead of the methods indicated.

New Method of making Ferro-Manganese.—

The following new method of making ferro-

manganese on the large scale has been intro

duced by Mr. G. Thomson, of Glasgow. He

mixes 80 parts by weight of good common

coal with 80 parts of common salt and 100

parts of manganese-ore, using ten parts of

lime as a flux. The pulverized ingredients are

then heated to about a white heat in a rever-

beratory or other furnace. By this process

considerably less carbonaceous matter is re

quired than by any other method. The use

of the common salt is to prevent the access of

air to the metallio manganese, and, if it ap

pears likely, as the operation proceeds, to be

come all volatilized before the smelting is com

pleted, more of the salt must be added in or

der to maintain the protective covering layer.

Another method is to add the manganese is

the spongy or metallic state, as obtained by

the first process, to tho iron or steel, the latter

being in a fused state, but the combination

may also be made by adding the iron or steel

to the manganese in the furnace in which the

latter has been reduced. A valuable ferrc-

manganese is also formed by rasing the spongy

or reduced manganese with any desired pro

portion of iron in the spongy state obtainable

by various well-known processes of redaction,

the metals being in all cases covered by a layer

of fused salt.

Sherman1* Proeeu.—A writer in the En

gineer, commenting on this process, gives bis

opinion that the iodine used in it has no effect

whatever. He thinks that the whole virtue

of the process lies in the potassium, because,

at the temperature present in the converter

and the pnddling-furnace, it is quite possible

that all the iodine simply escapes as vapor,

and that an alloy of iron and potassium is

formed which, reacting on the phosphide of

iron, forms a phosphide of potassium that re

mains entangled in the metal, and does little

harm. If this theory is correct, he reasonsthat

as good results wonld be obtained by injecting

a few ounces of carbonate of potash through

a Bessemer converter as can be had from the

nse of the iodide of potassium employed in

the Sherman process, but he has not tested

that theory by experiment. He points to the

following analyses of Bessemer steel after be

ing treated by the Sherman process, to prove

that the iodine does not remove all the phos

phorus :

Steel titer to

•4M.

0.428 0.38

S.41» Trace.

Silicon 8.08 Trace.

0.104 0.04S

0.09 Trice.

0.592 0 625

The phosphorus was here reduced nearly

one-half, but the author remarks that it is

highly probable that a similar reduotion would

have taken place whether the potassie iodide

had been used or not, and, as it is, quite

enough remains to impair the quality of the

steel if the element retains its normal activity.

Other authorities, however, regard the Sher

man process with favor, and. deem the iodine

an essential element in the success of its oper

ation. Much of the criticism to which it has

been subjected comes from the champions of

rival processes.
BerwrdP* Proeeu.—A new process appears

in the field, as a rival of Bessemer and the

others well known, proposing to manufacture,
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cheaply, steel directly from pig-iron. It is

known as Berard's, and has been adopted at

one steel-works in France, and is now receiv

ing the attention of English manufacturers.

The principal points of the process, as set

down in the Mechanics' Magazine, are as fol

lows:

1. The employment of gas acting at once as a

calorific and reacting agent in purifying the iron by

a partial purification before throwing off prejudicial

bodies, such as sulphur, phosphorus, arsenio, etc.

2. The being able to employ iron of a secondary

quality, to obtain steels for certain special purposes,

Buck as rails, tires, eto.

8. By the combined action of air and gas being

able to aot alternately by means of oxidization and

reduction in keeping the waste at a minimum ; and

by decarbonization and reoarbonization regulate at

will and with certainty the nature of the product to

be obtained.

4. Organizing a plant which shall permit of work-

in? under the most economical circumstances.

In carrying out these principles, the first point has

been to secure a good gazogene. This has been

effected by making an incandescent bed of coke at a

high temperature traverse the gases. The decom

position of the tar and steam is rendered complete,

and there is no trace of oarbonio acid, while, to in

crease the production of pure gas, particularly hy

drogen, a jet of superheated steam is introduced,

which aids at the same time to carry off tho gases.

The iron is run in a liquid state into the movable

bed of the converting furnace. Two descending

tnyeres, one on each side of the furnace, and hav

ing a divergent direction, are introduced into the

metallic liquid, so as to cause each portion of the

metal to come under the action of the current, which

provokes a violent ebullition and produces a natural

mechanical puddling. A simple arrangement allows

the proportion of air and gas to be varied during the

operation. 'When air is in greater proportion, the

reaction is of course oxidizing, and it is reducing if

the gas is increased beyond a certain point. During

oxidization the temperature is considerably raised by

the combustion of the carbon contained in the iron,

the silicum, manganese, and a small quantity of the

iron. The sulphur and phosphorus are transformed

into sulphuric and phosphoric acids, which may be

partly volatilized or may enter into the scoria?. Dur

ing reduction, the oxide of iron alone is reduced.

The silica combines with the oxide of manganese and

the other bases in order to form silicates, which con

stitute the scoria) of the bath.

The operation takes from an hour to an hour and

a half, and the results of frequently-renewed tests

toward its close determine the point of decarboniza

tion of the metal, and the instant at which this should

be arrested, in order to obtain the quality of steel

desired.

Chrome Steel.—The Iron Age contains an

account of a visit to the chrome steel-works in

Brooklyn, L. I. The company claim that they

have introduced the only great improvement

in crucible steel made in many years, and that

their process insures perfect uniformity and

homogeneity—these remarks applying espe

cially to their high-grade tool-steel. They

use American iron for some kinds of steel, and

foreign iron for others, after refining it, the

details of the refining process being kept

secret. The writer says :

"We saw the Norway bars cut up and charged into

the crucibles, into which the powdered preparation

of chrome is also introduced, they say, to the extent

of 5 per cent. This chrome-ore is mined near Bal

timore, and contains protoxide of iron, magnesia,

alumina, no silica, and, when pure, 60 per cent, of

oxide of chromium. The crucibles are closed with

covers and put into the melting-furnaces, of which

there are two, an 8-pot ordinary furnace and a 24-pot

Siemens gas-furnace, which latter is a very substan

tially-built and successfully-working structure. The

Siemens furnace shows an economy of 60 per cent,

in fuel over the old style of melting furnace in these

works. The gas is led underground into the fire

brick regenerating chambers of the furnace proper,

situated to the right and left of the combustion-cham

bers, in which the pots are set, and underneath

which the furnace is open, to avoid trouble in case of

removal of pots, and to give access for repairs. Hav

ing valves outside of the heated portion regulate the

flow of gas and air. Sturtevant blowers, making

!,200 revolutions per minute, noiselessly, are UBed

for furnishing blast to the reheating furnaces. The

crucible-room is covered by sectional brick arches

held by clamps, and in it, by the combustion of the

gas and air, an intense white heat (blue) is created,

which soon melts the metal and effects the " reduc

tion," as it is termed here. Meanwhile, the iron

ingot-moulds have been placed in upright position

near the furnace, but below the working-floor, so

that their top comes about on a level with it. The

workmen stand ready with bars to lift off seriatim

the sections of the arch. One seizes and lifts out a

cruoible with the tongs ; another knooks off the cover

and skims the top of the metal with a tool whioh

looks more like a drum-major's stick than like a

dipper, while a third proceeds to the operation of re

fining, or whatever the operation ought to be termed,

for its nature is kept secret. All one can see is, that

some powdered substance is carefully weighed and

poured out of a cup, fastened to a handle, upon the

top of the metal and stirred in, producing a trifling

combustion and some spluttering of fiery shooting-

stars, with increase of light from the metal in the

crucible, whereupon the contents of the pot, liquid as

water, are emptied into the mould, and the crucible

Tolled away to cool. But all these operations do not

occupy more time than it takes to describe them. The

crucibles used here are made in the Jersey City Cru

cible-Works, and last three heats. Being made of

graphite, the probable absorption of carbon in the

metal has been recognized and carefully considered

by tho chemist. The ingot very quickly sets. We

eagerly examined its surface, and found that it was

perfectly regular, compact, smooth, solid, without

seams, or pipes, or flaw : no sinking in, nor rough

ness, nor imperfect metal to be seen on top.
The expenditure of fuel is about three tons of coal

to one ton of steel. The present capacity of produc

tion is about 1,500 tons per annum ; it is contem

plated, however, to erect a Martin furnace beside the

crucible furnaces, which, with the additional train

of rolls, would give a much larger capacity. As a

test of toughness, we were shown a five-eighth inch

square bar, twisted cold until it looked like a cable,

also a turning-lathe shaving, forty to fifty feet long.

Dynamic teste of this steel have been made by David

Kirkaldy, in London, also at West-Point Foundery,

whioh latter showed as the highest strength of twelve

specimens, 198,910 lbs. ; lowest strength of twelve

specimens, 168,760 lbs. ; average of all the speci

mens, 179,980 lbs. ; or say, 180,000 lbs. per square

inch, which is one-third more than Percy gives as

tho highest tensile strength attained in steel.

The Corrosion of Iron.—Mr. "William J. Mo-

Alpine discussed this subject in a paper read

before tho American Society of Civil Engi

neers, and gave the following as some of the

teachings of his personal observations and ex

periences—especially with relation to water-

pipes:

Cast-iron, to resist corrosion to its greatest extent,
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should be as hard as the case will admit, of an oven,

close (train, and with the carbon combined and not

in the form of graphite. Impure, soft foundery-iron

will corrode rapidly ; close-grained psj iron, of an

even texture, will resist corrosion in the most ex

posed places without sensible injury, and white iron

of good quality may, for all practical purposes, be

oonsiderea as imperishable in such situations.

Care should also be taken not to place iron in con

tact with other metals, so as to produce galvanic ac

tion.

It is well known that many cast-iron water-mains

have corroded greatly, not only externally but in

ternally. In the latter case, the oxidation sometimes

takes the tubercular form, where the rust is collected

and aggregated in hard knobs.

In the early manufacture of water-pipes, they were

often made from the worst quality of metal ; it could

hardly be called iron, but was a composition of cin

ders, sand, scoria, and iron of the softest kind, loose-

grained, and in large crystals ; indeed, precisely such

a mixture as would offer the least resistance to cor

rosion.

Water-pipes placed in the Btreets of a oity in earth

alternately wet and dry, and saturated with mephitio

gases from sewers ana gas-pipes, are exposed to cor

rosion more than under almost any other circum

stances, and, if made of the material just stated, will

be destroyed, where those of a proper quality of

metal would endure a very long time. The internal

oorrosion, however, where the iron is exposed only

to the action of pure water and a small amount of

. air in combination^ will not occur to any appreciable

degree, if the iron is of the proper quality.

The strenirth of cast-iron pipes, or the usual thick

ness, is so far beyond the pressure of tho water and

oocasional percussions, that tho manufacturers seem

to think that the weakest metal will answer ; and

the engineers have not yet, in their specifications

and inspections, required enough care in the selec

tion of the metal best calculated to withstand cor

rosion. '

Phosphorus in Iron and Steel. — A new

method of analyzing iron and steel, to deter

mine the amount of phosphorus present, is rec

ommended by Mr. F. Ressler, in a paper read

before the Chemical Society of Berlin. It is

briefly as follows: 5.6 grains of the substance

are digested with nitric acid evaporated to

dryness, strongly ignited, dissolved in hydro-

chlorio acid, reduced with sulphuretted hydro

gen gas, treated with a solution of 72 grammes

of ferrocyanide of potassium, the whole diluted

to 518 cubic centimetres, allowing 18 c. c. for

the volume of the precipitate ; 250 c. c. of the

filtrate from the above are measured off", and

sulphate of magnesia and aqua ammonia are

added to precipitate the phosphorus, which is

afterward determined as pyrophosphate of

magnesia in the usual way ; one decigramme

of the magnesium phosphate indicates one per

cent, of phosphorus in the iron. The author

prepared a series of test-mixtures of known

constitution, varying from one per cent, to

0.020 per cent, phosphorus, in order to prove

tho accuracy of tho method, and gives the fol

lowing table of results :

Known composition. New method.
Oldm.rthod with molybdto

•oil.

1.000 0.990 1.005
0.100 0.105 0.110
0.020 0.095 0.021

Three samples of iron were analyzed accord

ing to the old and new process. A, soft cast-

iron; B, white cast-iron with 12.5 per cent

manganese ; O, steel. Phosphorus obtained:

<

According to new method
With molybdlc acid

1.052 0.185 O.OK
1.020 0.185 0.090

Action of Fluor-spar on Cast-iron.— At

tempts to apply fluor-spar alone to ordinary

cast-iron have been failures, but the same sub

stance acts energetically on cast-iron contain

ing titanium, turning the metal into wronght-

iron, after proper treatment in a cupola. Mr.

James Henderson writes to Nature to prove

that, by tho -action of fluor-spar, nearly all the

impurities in titaniferous cast-iron may be re

moved. He reports :

One ton of Cleveland pig-iron was melted in a cu

pola with 7 cwts. of Norwegian titanic iron-ore, con

taining, by analysis, about 40 per cent, of titanic

acid. The resulting metal was titaniferous cast-iron,

analyzing :

Titanium 1J551
Silicon 1.S89
Phosphorus 0.46M
Sulphur 0.8&W
Carbon 1.M88

Hence it appears that the iron, by being remelted

with titaniferous iron-ore, took up 1.25 per cent, of

titanium, and lost 0.90 per cent, of phosphorus, and

1.T5 percent, ofcarbon. Itis obvious that the metal in

this condition is not available for any purpose without

subsequent treatment, as it contains about as great

an amount of impurities as it did before treatment.

The advantages gained by remelting the pig-iron

with titaniferous iron-ore are, a reduction of the

amount of phosphorus and carbon, and the alloying

of tho metal with titanium, which facilitates the re

moval of tho impurities in the subsequent treatment.

The above-described titaniferous cast-iron was re

melted upon fluor-spar, and about thirty minutes af

ter the iron melted, or in about an hour after they

were both charged, the iron was found to be malle

able iron ; the button analyzing as follows :

Titanium 0.0215
Silicon Kooe.

Phosphorus 0.1399
Pulphnr 0.06»
Carbon Traces.

When worked on a larger scale, so as to produce

blooms that can be worked into merchantable shapes,

the finished results will show less phosphorus and

Bulphur than the above analysis.

Russian Sheet-Iron.—In a work published

during the year, devoted exclusively to this

topic, Mr. John Percy removes the mystery

from the manufacture of Bussian sheet-iron.

The malleable iron is derived from pig-iron

obtained by smelting the following ores in

cold-blast furnaces—magnetine, carbonate of

iron, and red and brown hematite. Theteon-

version is effected either in tho charcoal-finery

or in the puddling-furnace. The puddle-balls

are rolled into bars 5 in. wide and I in. thick

Beheating is conducted in furnaces of peculiar

construction. The rolls are driven by water-

wheels, and should make not fewer than 50

revolutions a minute. The hammer-heads are

of wrought-iron, and the anvils solid blocks

of white cast-iron. The puddle-bars, after
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being cut into appropriate sizes, are heated to

redness and cross-rolled into sheets about 29

in. square. We quote from the Builder :

The sheets thus produced are arranged in packets

of 3 in each, heated to redness, and rolled, each

packet passing through the rolls about 10 times.

But, just before rolling, the surface of each packet is

cleaned with a wet broom, usually made of the green

leaves of the silver fir, and powdered charcoal is

strewn between the sheets.

The sheets obtained from this rolling are sheared

in the dimensions of 28 in. by 56 in. Each sheared

sheet is brushed all over with a mixture of biroh-

charcoal powder and water and then dried. The

sheets, so coated with a thin layer of charcoal-pow

der, are arranged in packets containing from 70 to

100 sheets each ; and each packet is bound up in

waste sheets, of which 2 are placed at the top and 2

at the bottom. A single packet at a time is reheated,

with logs of wood about 7 ft. long placed round it,

the object of which is to avoid, as far as possible,

tho presence of free oxygen in the reheating chamber.

The gases and vapors evolved from heated wood

contain combustible matter, which would tend to

protect the sheets from oxidation in the event of free

oxygen finding its way into the reheating chamber.

The packet is heated slowly during 5 or 6 hours,

after which it is taken out by means of large tongs

and hammered.

The actual cost of manufacturing these BusBian

sheets is about £12 15«. per ton, to which must be

added general charges, which raise the amount to

£16 or £17 per ton, exclusive of profit. The average

price of sheet-iron at the fair or Nijni-Novgorod is

about £22 or £25 per ton.

Iron Paper.—The iron manufacturers of

Europe and America have competed to see

who oonld make the thinnest iron paper. It

had been rolled down to various degrees of

tenuity, ranging from 1,000 to 8,797 sheets to

the inch; but now comes a claim from the

Upper Forest Tin-Works near Swansea, which

seems to throw all others into the shade. The

Mining Journal reports that the iron from

which the sheet was rolled was made on

the premises. It was worked in a finery

with charcoal and the nsnal blast; afterward

taken to the hammer, to be formed into a

regular Bat-bottom; thence conveyed to the

balling-furnace, and when sufficiently heated

taken to the rolls, lengthened, and cut by

shears into proper lengths, piled mp, and trans

ferred to the balling-furnace again; when

heated it was passed through the rolls, back

again into the balling-furnace, and when duly

brought to the proper pitch was taken to the

rolls, and made into a thoroughly good bar.

Such is the history in connection with the forge

department. It was then taken to the tin-

mills, and rolled till it was supposed to be thin

ner than 23 grains, afterward passed through

the cold rolls to give it the necessary polish,

and now it stands on record as the thinnest

sheet of iron ever rolled. The sheet in ques

tion is 10 in. by 5J in., or 55 in. in surface,

and weighs but 20 grains, which, being brought

to the standard of 8 in. by 5J in., or 44 surface

inches, i3 but 16 grains, or 30 per cent, less

than any previous effort, and requires at least

4,800 to make 1 in. in thickness.

Hffects of Cold on Iron.—Sir. P. Spence, as

reported in the Mining Journal, has made a

new set of experiments to determine the effects

of cold on iron, limiting himself to the inquiry

whether the reduction of temperature had any

effect on cast-iron with regard to its powers

of resisting transverse strain either of weight

or pressure. He experimented on the ordinary

iron in the market, cast into 50 bars 3 feet

long and \ in. square :

Mr. Spenoe cut each bar into throe lengths of 1 ft.,

the 150 pieces being thrown together in a heap;

the ends were then oovered with paint, that the new

fracture might be examined ; and the neap was then

taken into his laboratory, so that it had three chances

of perfect mixing. A boy eleven years old now

handed him the pieces singly from the heap, and he

placed them alternately one by one in two lots, until

he had got 75 pieoes in each lot. One lot was placed

in a freezing mixture, standing at zero, for nearly 48

hours, and the other lot was put into water at 70°

Fahr. , chiefly that the pieces might be broken wet,

as those would necessarily be when taken out of the

freezing mixture. The distance between the sup

ports was exactly 9 in. in every case; and Mr.

Spenco's experiments prove that " cast-iron, having

at 70* Fahr. a given power of resistance to trans

verse strain, will, on its temperature being reduced

to zero, have that power increated by 8 per cent."

At the temperature of 70° Fahr., the maximum

breaking weight was 4 cwt. 8 qrs. 26 lbs., and the

minimum 2 cwt. 2 qrs. 14 lbs., equal to on average

of 3 cwt. 8 qrs. 6 lbs. At zero, the maximum break

ing weight was 4 cwt. 3 qrs. 13 lbs., and the mini

mum 2 cwt. 8 qrs. 10 lbs., equal to an average

of 8 cwt. 8 qrs. 11 lbs. The difference, therefore,

is but 5 lbs., or less than 12 per cent, increase, by

the reduction of temperature. Adding together,

however, the breaking weights of the 70 samples

tested at 70* Fahr., the total is 268 owt. 8 qrs. 18 lbs.,

equal to an average of 8 cwt. 8 qrs. lOi lbs. The

total breaking weight of the 70 samples tested at

zero was 276 cwt. 8 qrs., equal to an average of 8 cwt.

8 qrs. 221 lbs. The difference thus shown is 12* lbs.,

or about 8 per cent, increase, as Mr. Spence states.

Action of Water on Iron.—M. Sainte-Claire

Deville has fully investigated this subject, tak

ing perfectly pure iron for his experiments,

and exposing it to the action of water-vapor

of known tension and temperature, at the

same time maintaining a constant temperature

of the iron. His apparatus was a porcelain

tube, which contained the iron and communi

cated at one end with a glass retort which

furnished the water-vapor, and at the other

end with a manometer. He found, says the

Mining Journal: 1. That iron continues to

oxidize in water-vapor, until at a fixed tem

perature the tension of the hydrogen set free

becomes constant. 2. At the point of maxi

mum tension for any given temperature, less

ening the pressure, by withdrawal of some of

the hydrogen, causes a renewal of the action

of the iron on the vapor, which continues till

the constant is restored ; or if hydrogen is sent

into the apparatus, so that the pressure is in

creased beyond the constant value, some oxide

of iron is reduced, and the pressure restored

by the condensation of the water thus formed.

3. When heat is applied to the apparatus, the

tension is preserved by the condensation of

some of the hydrogen on the oxide of iron.

4. When the temperature of the vapor is main-
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tained the same, but that of the iron is made

to vary, the tension of the hydrogen is less as

the temperature of the iron increases. At

200° Cent the tension of the moist hydrogen

=100 mm.; at 200° it is 68.8 mm.; at 360*,

46 mm.; at 440°, 80.4 mm. ; at 860°, 17.7 mm.;

at 1,040°, 13.5 mm.; and at the melting-point

of iron, 9.7 mm. 5. The higher the tension

of the water-vapor, the temperature of the

iron remaining the same, the higher is the ten

sion of the hydrogen, and, as the tension of the

vapor increases, the increase of tension of the

gas is more than proportionate, the difference

of increase becoming less and less, however,

as the temperature of the iron is raised. 6. All

these laws hold good when a small quantity

of hydrogen is allowed to act on a large quan

tity of oxide of iron. M. Sainte-Claire De-

ville also accounts for the singular erosion of

the iron of steam-boilers by distilled water,

by the fact that iron is slowly attacked by

steam at 150° C. The oxide formed by steam

acting on iron at the temperature of 440° 0.

has a composition corresponding to Fe* O* ; it

is amorphous, black, magnetic, is scarcely af

fected by nitric or sulphuric acids, but is read

ily soluble in cold hydrochloric acid, forming

a deep-brown solution, with which potash

forms a black precipitate. The fact is thus

clearly elicited, that iron is much more acted

on at low temperatures than at high ones.

Preiervation of Sheet-Iron Vessels.—Mr. C.

"Widemann, in the Journal ofApplied Chemis-

try, speaks approvingly of the arrangement

devised by MM. Demance and Bertin to pre

vent the destructive oxidation of sheet-iron

vessels by sea-water. Their plan is to trans

form the whole vessel virtually into a kind of

large volta-cup battery; zinc holders, in the

shape of tanks or cylinders, are placed against

the internal sides ofthe vessel ; these holders are

kept in perfect electrical communication with

the frame and outside portion of the vessel by

means of rivets, or any other suitable connec

tions, and are daily filled with salt water;

blades of zinc, crossing each other and passing

over the outside of the vessel, are also con

nected with the holders ; by the oxidation of

the zino these charge with negative electricity,

transmitting it by conductibility to the iron

of the vessel, which thus becomes similar to

an immense electrode charged with the nega

tive fluid. The authors claim that vessels thus

protected, after long voyages, show no signs of

oxidation. Says Mr. Widemann :

These experiments suggested to M. Schussler, of

the Metropolitan Gas-Works, and the writer, the

idea of applying this principle to gas-holders used

in gas-works ; these holders are usually made of

sheet-iron, and, as the Metropolitan Gas Company

used the salt Hudson-River water in their gas-holder

tanks, the oxidation was very rapid, destroying the

iron, and preventing the coat of paint from adhering

to the sheets.

In our first experiments, we introduced small pieces

of sheet-iron into different liquids and water at dif

ferent degrees of strength as to the quantity of salts

dissolved in them ; the sheet-iron very soon became

oxidized, and having applied the principle of MM.

Demance and Bertin, by connecting the piece of

fheet-iron with a small blade of zinc, the oxidation

was prevented, and this piece, although having beta

in brine for over seven months, has not yet tbovn

the least sign of oxidation ; I believe that the tmt

principle could be applied to all iron-work exposed

to sea-water, or even in moist soil ; gas-posU is

streets might also be thus prevented from oxidation.

METEORIC STONES. On the 25th ofMay,

1871, about 8 p. it., a meteoric stone fell in

the southern part of the town of Searsmont.

Mo. Persons in the vicinity, in the open sir.

heard an explosion like the report of s heavy

gun, followed by a rushing sound, resemblin:

the escape of steam from a boiler. The stone

descended in a field, penetrating the hard soil

to the depth of about two feet. It was quite

hot when taken out, and so much broken that

it could be removed only in pieces. The out

side plainly showed the effect of melting heat.

The largest fragment weighed two pounds, and

the total weight of the pieces obtained was 12

pounds. They emitted the odor given off It

stones when violently rubbed together. Tie

character of the soil was a hard, coarse gweL

and the shattering of the stone was producedby

it finally meeting three large pebbles in its course

into the ground. About two minutes seemed

to elapse between the first report and the

striking of the earth by the stone. The report

was audible at Warren, 12 miles to the south

west, but not in Searsmont village, three mils

to the northeast. Such are all the important

facts that could be gathered about the descent

of the Searsmont meteorite. The two-pound

fragment was placed in the hands of Prof. C.

U. Shepherd, for analysis. Fully one-half of it

at that time was oovered with its original

crnst. Its shape would seem to denote an

oval, subcorneal figure, in the original mass,

with a flattish base. Its composition proved

to be as follows :

NickcBfcrons iron Hg,

Magnetic pyrites 3-™
Olivine «•«

Bronzite, a hornblende, with a little albite
or ortboclase, and chrome iron SW'

With the bronzite there may also be enstatite.

which would be confounded with the former,

if existing in the stone.

Prof. J. W. Mallet publishes in the Antrim

Journal of Science the results of his analyst*

of three lumps of meteoric iron, weighing re

spectively 56 lbs., 36 lbs., and 3^ lbs.—picked

up at different times in Augusta County, Ya»

the two larger ones near Staunton :

Iron
Nickel
Cobalt
Copper

Tin
Manpancse ..
Phosphorus..
Sulphnr
Chlorine
Carbon
Silica

Total.

No. 1. He. a.

88.708 89.865
10.163 10.242

.396 .438

.003 .001

.004 .002
Trace.

.341 .362

.019 .008

.003 .002

.172 .185

.067 .061

99.872 99.659

St.*-

8M0T

9.W

0.1

To"-
.S75
to
.t>M
Mi
.05

D9.M7
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At the November meeting of the British

Geological Society, a letter was read from the

British embassy at Copenhagen, saying that

a Swedish scientific expedition, just returned

from the coast of Greenland, had brought home

a number of masses of meteoric iron found

there on the surface of the ground. The largest

was said to weigh 25 tons. Mr. David Forbes,

who had recently returned from Stockholm,

being present at the session, said that he had

had an opportunity of examining these remark

able masses of iron, discovered in 1870, by one

Swedish expedition, which had brought home

several blocks of considerable size, to which

collection about twenty more fine specimens

had been added by a second Swedish expedi

tion in 1871 :

The largest, weighing more than 49,000 Swedish

pounds, or about 21 tons English, with a maximum

sectional area of about 42 square feet, is now placed

in the hall of the Boyol Academy of Stockholm ;

while, as a compliment to Denmark, on whose terri

tory they were found, the second largest, weighing

20,000 Ids., or ahout 9 tons, has been presented to

the Museum of Copenhagen. Several or these speci

mens have been submitted to chemical analysis,

which proved them to contain nearly 6 per cent, or

nickel, with from 1 to 2 per cent, of carbon, and to

be quite identical in chemical composition with many

aerolites of known meteoric origin. When polished

and etched by acids, the surface of these masses of

metallic iron shows the peculiar figures or markings

usually considered characteristic of native iron of

meteoric origin. The masses themselves were dis

covered lying loose on the shore, but immediately

resting upon basaltic rooks (probably of Miocene

age), in whioh they appear to have originally been

imbedded ; and not only have fragments of similar

iron been met with in the basalt, but the basalt itself,

upon being examined, is found to contain minute

partioles of metallio iron, identical in chemical com

position with that of the large masses themselves,

while some of the masses of native iron are observed

to enolose fragments of the basalt. As the chemical

composition and mineralogioal character of these

masses of native iron are quite different from those

of any iron of terrestrial origin, and altogether iden

tical with those of undoubted meteorio iron, Prof.

Nordenskjold regards them as aerolites, and accounts

for their occurrence in the basalt by supposing that

they proceeded from a shower of meteorites which

had fallen down and buried themselves in the molten

basalt during an eruption in the Miocene period.

Notwithstanding that these masses of metallio iron

were found lying on the shore between the ebb and

flow of tide, it has been found, upon their removal

to Stockholm, that they perish with extraordinary

rapidity, breaking up rapidly and falling to a fine

powder. Attempts to preserve them, by covering

them with a coating of varnish, have as yet proved

unsuccessful ; and it is actually proposed to preserve

them from destruction by keeping them in a tank of

alcohol.

Mr. Russell, Government Astronomer at

Sydney, Australia, in April last, received the

greater portion of a meteorio stone which fell

at Barrata some years ago. It originally

weighed about 300 lbs. In a communication

to the American Journal of Science, Prof. J.

L. Smith remarks upon the occurrence of five

enormous meteorites in the Mexioan desert,

in the western part of the provinoe of Coha-

hnila. The largest of these masses weighed

from 1 to 2 tons each. The distance from any

one meteorite to its nearest neighbor is from

85 to 165 miles. They are closely allied in

composition, and in physical properties, such

as softness of iron, and freedom from rusty

crusts over the exterior, and Prof. Smith makes

the plausible suggestion that at some epoch,

probably far remote, they were the products

of the fall of one meteorio mass, moving from

the northeast to the southwest. A sixth me

teorite, found in the same vicinity, has peculiar

chemical and physical properties, separating it

entirely from the others, and is therefore sup

posed to have fallen at a different time.

A writer in Nature reasons, from various

considerations, that the maximum velocity of

meteorio stones reaching the surface of the

earth is only between 159 and 197 feet a sec

ond. This velocity does not exceed one-tenth

of the initial velocity of a rifle-bullet. And,

as the penetrating power of a given projeotile

is proportional to the square of its velocity,

its power of penetrating the earth would only

be one-hundredth part as great as that of a

projectile of similar mass and dimensions

moving at the rate of a rifle-bullet.' It is

well known that the maximum velocity of a

falling body is attained when the required

velocity is such that the resistance is at each

instant equal to the weight of the moving body.

In the case of small mosses moving in the air,

it may be shown that this velocity is quite

moderate.

In his address before the British Association,

the president, Sir William Thomson, indulges

in the subjoined novel speculations regarding

the part which he thinks meteorites may pos

sibly have played, in endowing this earth with

the germs of vegetable life :

When a lava-stream flows down the sides of Vesu

vius or Etna, it quickly cools and becomes solid ;

and after a few weeks, or years, it teems with vege

table and animal life, which originated by the trans

port of seed and ova, and by the migration of indi

vidual living creatures. When a volcanio island

springs up from the sea, and after a few years is found

clothed with vegetation, we do not hesitate to assume

that seed has been wafted to it through the air, or

floated to it on rafts. Is it not possible, and, if pos

sible, is it not probable, that the beginning of vege

table life on the earth is to be similarly explained I

Every year thousands, probably millions, of frag

ments of solid matter fall upon the earth—whence

came these fragments ? What is the previous history

of any one of them t Was it created in the beginning

of time an amorphous mass 1 This idea is so unac

ceptable that, tacitly or explicitly, all men discard it.

It is often assumed that all, and it is certain that

some, meteorio stones are fragments which had been

broken off from greater masses, and launohed free

into space. It is as sure that collisions must occur

between great mosses moving through space, as it is

that Bhips, steered without intelligence directed to

prevent collision, could not cross and recross the

Atlantic for thousands of years with immunity from

collisions. When two great masses come into col

lision in space, it is certain that a large part of each

is melted; but it seems also quite certain that in

many cases a large quantity of dtbru must be shot

forth in all directions, much of which may hare ex

perienced no greater violence than individual pieces
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of rock experience in a land-slip or in blasting by

gunpowder. Should the time when this earth comes

into collision with another body, comparable in di

mensions to itself, be when it is still clothed as at

present with vegetation, many great and small frag

ments, carrying seed and living plants and animals,

would, undoubtedly, be scattered through space.

Hence, and because we all confidently believe that

there are at present, and have been from time im

memorial, many worlds of life besides our own, wo

must regard it as probable in the highest degree that

there are countless seed-bearing meteorio stones

moving about through space. Ii at the present in

stant no life existed upon this earth, one such stone

falling upon it might, by what we blindly call natural

causes, lead'to its Becoming covered with vegetation.

I am fully conscious of the many scientific objections

which may be urged against mis hypothesis, but I

believe them to be all answerable. I have already

taxed your patience too severely to allow me to think

of discussing any of them on the present occasion.

The hypothesis that life originated on this earth

through moss-grown fragments from the ruins of

another world may aeem wild and visionary ; all I

maintain is, that it is not unscientific.

METHODISTS. I. Mktoodist Episcopal

Chobch.—In the following table is given a

summary of the statistics of this Church, as

compiled from authentic sources, for the year

1871 : '

st

! i
n a

65 14,451 1,981 16,232
190 26,835 5,477 82.412

Black River 106 9,218 1,554 10,722
California m 6,018 970 6,988

110 9.436 1.127 10,568
219 22,599 2.206 24.805
251 22.509 4,875 26,884
140 19.840 1,768 21.G08

Central Pennsylvania... 184 25.077 6.072 81,149
177 81,818 2,280 83.548
21 815 106 921
49 10,011 1,086 11,077
ISO 18,121 2,556 20,677
218 20.353 2.810 22,663

East Genesee 214 23,262 2,657 25,919
87 2,599 479 8,078
90 8.640 2,349 10,989

205 ai.547 2.829 86.876
128 9.684 1,048 10.677
70 14.892 4,838 18,725

Germany and Swluerl'd 54 6,092 1,867 7,459
102 20.798 2,751 23.549
288 84,228 8,196 87,419
27 541 526 1,067

124 27,821 8.186 81,007
129 18.974 1,507 20.481
187 11.304 8.1101 14,965
96 14,720 3,297 18,017
87 4,836 778 5,609

Liberia Mis'n (last year) 18 1.768 440 2.208
58 8,283 2.003 10.286
128 10,552 2.402 12.954
226 22,376 8,l>46 25,422
140 10,477 2,085 12.512
85 20.110 6.510 25,640
105 13,244 8.580 16,824
52 8,758 1,885 6,143
13 877 51 428

18fl 26.817 3,772 80,589
236 23,510 8.665 27,175
131 11,970 1,709 13,679
164 27,577 8.812 81,889

New York •J71 86,722 8.167 41.889
237 84,158 4,274 Sf,4.'W

North Carolina 27 4,027 544 4,571
151 24.718 6,230 80.948
158 18.720 1,211 19,931
108 7,251 1.783 8,984
184 20,195 1.915 22.110

Ohio 176 33.974 8,342 87.310

Si

1

ProtaUoMn.

i
CONFERENCES.

11 £

80 8,930 1.882 5.26*
214 84.003 4,618 88,616
279 46,019 8,071 54,090

Providence 157 16,717 2,888 19,100
212 21.442 1,951 23,898

87 22,702 6,876 28,078
121 22,321 2.069 24.393
156 22.586 8,324 25.910
101 7,892 889 8,781
151 14,447 8,268 17,715
81 9,179 1,592 10,771

61 7,984 1.418 9.347
248 28.195 4,448 32,643
180 18.874 1,664 80,233

Vermont 116 10.095 1,568 11,663
Virginia 44 4,415 1.429 5,844

104 22.578 2,808 25.3M
West Virginia 122 22,765 6,117 27,83

120 10,594 1,860 11.964

116 21,217 8,462 24.69)

182 13,124 1,912 15,086

198 12,011 4,488 26,419

9,699
9,193

1,281.008
1,178,099

190,315
197,036

U51.3S3
1,370.134

506 57,909
6,720

61,189

The number of local preachers was 11,382;

of Sunday-schools, 17,555; of officers and

teachers, 193,979; of scholars, 1,267,742; of

adult baptisms, 66,770; of baptisms of chil

dren, 54,517. The benevolent contributions

were: for conference claimants, $141,144.99;

for the Missionary Society (by churches, $454,-

975.25 ; by Sunday-schools, $162,334.86), $617,-

810.11; for church extension, $74,643.36; for

the Tract Society, $21,445.21 ; for the Ameri

can Bible Society, $84,107.29 ; for the Sunday-

school Union, $23,159.47.

The receipts of the Freedmen's Aid Society

were $52,576.51. It sustained, during the

year, 84 schools, to which 75 teachers were

attached, in the different States of the South.

The number of pupils in the day-schools is

6,500 ; in the Sunday-schools, 5,000.

The total assets of the two Book Concerns,

at New York and Cincinnati, are $2,597,854.

Deducting notes and liabilities, the net capital

is $1,477,779. This is $16,541 less than the

previous year. This decrease was occasioned

by the destruction of $85,704 worth of prop

erty by the Chicago Are.

The trial of Dr. Lanahan, assistant agent of

the Book Concern, in New York, which com

menced in January, 1871, upon charges which

were given in the Anntjal Cyclopedia for

1870, resulted in his restoration to his office.

A few months afterward, Dr. Lanahan songht,

in the Supreme Court of the city of Ne*

York, a mandamns against Dr. Carlton, princi

pal agent, to compel an examination of the

books Of the Concern for the purpose of ob

taining evidence to bo used in a civil snit

growing out of the agitation of the charges

which had been made against the management

of the Concern, and in which Dr. Lanahan

was defendant. Dr. Lanahan was again ar

raigned before the Book Committee for bring
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ing the Concern into the civil courts. His

trial commenced June 15th. Two of the

bishops presided. By the law governing the

proceedings of the committee, two bishops

had to concur with the committee to effect

the removal of the officer on trial. The com

mittee decided that Dr. Lanahan had been

guilty of an offence for which he ought to be

removed. One of the bishops concurred in

their decision, the other dissented. The de-

oision was therefore nullified, and Dr. Lana

han was again restored. An experienced ao-

oountant was appointed by the committee

(without the concurrence of Dr. Lanahan) to

examine the books, and report before the meet

ing of the General Conference. The case now

stands over till that meeting, when it is ex

pected a thorough and impartial examination

of the publishing department will be had.

II. Methodist Episcopal Chuboh South.—

The following abstract of the statistics of this

Church is taken from the last volnme of the

General Minutes, published in May, 1871 :

Si

ll

CONFERENCES.

It If in

163 21,616 133 22,021
Virginia 153 89,425 937 40,676

45 10,860 23 11,015
116 29,473 190 80,089
134 46,051 1,205 47,617
124 32,210 1,536 34,040
138 42,121 851 43,517
109 23.117 653 24,143
<49 7,062 54 7,244

122 23,564 762 24,661

101 22,460 188 23,014
64 9.044 2,343 11,555
104 15,385 620 16,169
110 21,757 53 22.125
100 25,177 80 25,578
155 83.789 173 84.426
90 17,313 225 17,749
103 25,398 862 25,957

108 20,364 943 20,920

&T
20,098 133 20,452

24 1,538 138 1,744
17 139 437 4,480
48 7,853 85 6.023
43 8,249 163 8,545
70 13,075 13,287
50 10,652 1,776 12,637

85 7,496
"89

7,633
55 4,957 5,134
48 8,474 8.683
80 8,193 172 8,488
11 475 496
47 8,189 3,234
18 1,078 1,107
49 4,920 6,017

Total In 1870 2,725 561,577 13.263 586,418

Total in 1869 2,646 540,820 19,686 571,241

Decrease
79 20,757

6493
15,177

Included in the totals of ministers and

members are, divided among the several con

ferences, 187 superannuated preachers; 4,714

local preachers, and 3,952 Indian members.

The apparent decrease in the number of col

ored members is occasioned by the setting off

of the colored churches to the newly-organ

ized " Colored Methodist Episcopal Church."

The number of infant baptisms was 21 002 ;

of adult baptisms, 34,408 ; of Sunday-schools,

6,173; of teachers, 42,505; of scholars, 282,-

467. The amount of the collections for con

ference claimants was $54,875.96; of collec

tions for missions, $88,675.61.

On May 25, 1870, the General Conference,

by the requisite two-thirds majority, adopted

the following proviso to the restrictive rules :

Provided, That when any rule or regulation is

adopted by the General Conference, which, in the

opinion of the bishops, is unconstitutional, the

bishops may present, to the Conferenoe which passed

said rule or regulation, their objections thereto, with

their reasons, in writing ; and, if then the General

Conference shall, by a two-thirds vote, adhere to its

action oh said 'rule or regulation, it shall then take

the course prescribed for altering a restrictive rule,

and, if thus passed upon affirmatively, the bishops

shall announce that such rule or regulation takes

effect from that time.

This proviso was ordered to be sent round

to the Annual Conferences, to become, if it re

ceived a three-fourths vote of all the members

present and voting, a part of the constitutional

law of the Church.

The votes were counted on the 8th of May,

1871, and found to be 2,024 in favor of the

amendment, and 9 against it. The amend

ment was therefore declared adopted by the

College of Bishops, on the 25th of May.

The number of members of the Colored

Methodist Episcopal Church, which was formed

in 1870, by setting off the colored members of

the Methodist Episcopal Church South, into a

separate organization, is estimated at 100,000.

III. The Methodist Chuboh.—The second

quadrennial session of the General Conference

of the Methodist Church met at Pittsburg,

Pa., on the 17th of May. The basis of repre

sentation was one minister and one lay dele

gate for each thousand members of the

Church. The full roll of the conference con

tained the names of forty-seven delegates of

each olass, representing twenty-two district

conferences. Francis II. Pierpont, formerly

Governor of West Virginia, was chosen presi

dent. Fraternal delegates appeared from the

Methodist Protestant and the Methodist Epis

copal Churches, who spoke at length on the

subject of union, expressing the sentiments of

the bodies which they respectively represented,

as being favorable to the consideration of the

question, as an ultimate though perhaps not

an immediately attainable end. A paper was

adopted by the conference to the effect that,

first, "the Methodist Church, as a branch of

the militant Church of our Lord Jesus Christ,

stands now, as ever, with open hearts and ex

tended hands in Christian love and sympathy

toward all Evangelical Christian denomina

tions," etc.

A second paragraph recited that the history

of the forty years of the existence and expe

rience of this brunch of the Church fully vin

dicated the wisdom of its founders, and that

its continued existence was imperatively do-,

manded.
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In the third paragraph, the maintenance of

the episcopacy in the Methodist Episcopal

Church, the incompleteness of the lay move

ment, and the absence of the spirit of conces

sion in the utterances of that body, and of its

representatives, are given as causes why " we

fail to see at present any reason why we should

disband our Church and unite with theirs."

Nevertheless, they determine to consider plans

of union with the whole Methodist family,

whenever it can be done without a sacrifice

of principles, and " we hereby declare," the

report continues, "our hearty willingness to

confer in an official capacity with persons

properly appointed by the Methodist .Episco

pal Church at a suitable time and plaoe, to

consider plans for Christian cooperation," etc.

The question of the ordination of women

came up, and was settled by the adoption of

the following resolution :

Retohed, That we deem it inadmissible to author

ize or sanction so radical a change in our ecclesiasti

cal organism as proposed by the advocates of the

ordination of females—a change so essentially at

war witli the entire structure of our Book of Disci

pline as would render many other changes absolutely

necessary, thereby requiring much additional legis

lation to harmonize various portions of our discipline

with such a measure.

The General Conference directed the removal

of the book-room, publishing establishment,

and newspaper offices, from Springfield, Ohio,

to Pittsburg, Pa. This removal was accom

plished about the close of the year.

IV. Wesleyan Methodist Connection.—

The General Conference of the Wesleyan

Methodist connection of America met in Syra

cuse, N. Y., October 18th. Fifteen confer

ences were represented by delegates. Another

Conference, the Kansas, was recognized, of

which the South Iowa Conference—considered

as virtually disbanded—forms a part. The

proceedings of a convention for the organiza

tion of a conference in Tennessee were pre

sented, with a request that the conference be

recognized. The declaration of the Connec

tion against secret societies — connection

with which is forbidden to members of this

body—was reiterated. The subject of reunion

with the Methodist Episcopal Church having

been informally spoken of, a strong protest

was made in the address to the churches,

against giving consideration to any proposi

tions looking to this end. Objections were

nrged against the polity of the Methodist

Episcopal Church, against the fact that many

of its ministers and members are connected

with secret societies, and against its "chronic

conservatism."

The assets of the Book Committee and Pub

lishing Association are estimated to amount

together to . $27,932.42 in value, from which

discounts and deductions should be made re

ducing the actual cash value of the property

to $19,250. In the absence of statistical re

ports, the belief was expressed that the num

ber of conversions and accessions to the

Church during the preceding four years was

larger than during any similar period in the

past. The condition of the Connection is

prosperous, attended with zeal and success in

church-building, and other improvements.

V. Methodist Episcopal Chdbch nr Can

ada.—The following are the statistics of this

body: preachers, travelling and local, 411;

members, 20,959 ; increase the past year, 713;

scholars in the Sunday-schools, 17,608; in

crease, 4,627. Value of church property,

$588,550 ; increase during the year, $93,960.

The church property, with the exception of a

few thousand dollars still due on the colleges,

book-room, and printing establishment, is

nearly free from debt.

VI. Wesletan Methodist Cmmcn.—The

following is the report of this body for 1871:

CONFERENCES. Minuter*. Motel

I. British Conference:
1,251 SOT S47,0»

Ireland and Irish Miss'ns 138 S3 20.W3

258* 9» T0,4S8

81 1 %$W
III. Australasian Conference.. 274 19 mm

V. Conference of Eastern Brit-
418 a 68,53

117 SS i5,ea{

Total 2,482 873 58J.W)

The one hundred and twenty-eighth session

of the British Wesleyan Conference com

menced at Manchester, July 26th. The meet

ings of the preparatory committees were held

during the four business days preceding. The

educational committees made favorable re

ports of the condition of the schools. Eght

hundred and eighty-seven day-schools were

reported, 141 more than the previous year,

with 150,705 scholars. These schools had re

ceived Government grants to the amount of

£40,209 17*. 4d. One hundred and forty-sis

new schools were commenced. The number

of Sunday-schools was 5,541, 98 more than in

the previous year. These had 106,509 teach

ers and officers, with 638,606 scholars.

The case of the Bev. Thomas Hughes, in

volving a question of adherence to usages, oc

cupied much of the attention of the confer

ence. Mr. Hughes had been suspended from

active labor at the preceding conference, for

publishing a book in which objection was

made to class attendance as a condition of

membership. When questioned, he was found

still to adhere to his views, and declined to

pledge himself not to advance them in the fa-

ture. His suspension was continued until he

should give the required assurances. A pi*11

was adopted for the formation and employment

of a metropolitan building-fund for the erection

of chapels in London. In aid of tint-move

ment Sir Francis Lycett has given $250,000

* Exclusive of missionaries in Ireland.
t These nnmbers are those of 1870, no Conference it'-

tog been held in 1871.
I These numbers are those of 1870, the mlnntes ofJN

Eastern British-American Conference of 1871 not toroS

been received.
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for building ono hundred such chapels. A

motion was made looking to the giving the

laity the same share in the management of

temporal affairs at the oonferenee that they

already have in the district meetings, but it
• was withdrawn. It is noteworthy as the first

formal proposition to admit the laity to the

conference.

The annual meeting of the "Wesleyan Meth

odist Missionary Society was held on the 1st of

May. The total receipts of the society for the

year were £149,767 5*. lid. ; the expenditures
■were £147,851 12*. Id. Twenty-five mission

aries have been sent out by the society since

the last anniversary. Four missionaries have

died. The report gives the following summary

of the missions : Principal stations, 779 ; min

isters and assistant-missionaries, 1,029; other

paid agents, 4,435 ; unpaid agents (Sunday-

sohool teachers," etc.), 22,410 ; church-mem

bers, 166,392; on trial, 17,360; scholars in

day and Sunday schools (none counted but

once), 204,060; printing establishments, 7.

Among the most noteworthy facts mentioned

in the report of the society were—the steps

taken to carry on the work in Paris during

the siege ; the publication of a hymn-book in

the Italian language; the submission to the

committee, for approval, of a grammar of the

Fantee language; the occupation of Rome

by an Italian minister; the purchase of a

chnrch at Padua; the reception of donations

for building churohes at Rome and Naples;

movements for the advancement of education

at the Oape Coast ; the sending out of a lady

to act as governess in the family of the Rajah

of Mysore ; the completion of a Kaffre diction

ary, which is to be published ; and a continued

increase in the number of missionaries who

are natives of the countries in which they

labor.

VII. Primitive Methodist Onunon.—The

following are the statistics of this body in

Great Britain and the colonies for 1870-'71 :

Number of members, 161,843; travelling

preachers, 973 ; local preachers, 4,400 ; class-

leaders, 9,833; connectional chapels, 3,585;

rented and other places, 2,818 ; Sabbath-

eohools, 8,889 ; Sunday-schoolteachers, 47,941 ;

Sunday-school scholars, 281,085 ; day-schools,

47; day-scholars, 3,142; day-school teachers,

64; members deceased, 2,474. In this com

putation, the Canadian statistics for 1870 are

included, instead of those for 1871, which did

not arrive in time for the making up of the of

ficial reports from 1865 to 1870.

From 1870 to 1871 there appears an increase

in all particulars except in the number of mem

bers, which has decreased 814.

The operations of the Missionary Society

were attended with undiminished success in

every department. The home and colonial
■works show an increase of fields of labor. In

the foreign work, besides the mission recently

started in South Africa, and the flourishing

African Mission, a new work has been started

among the aborigines of Queensland. The

year's contributions to the society reported at

the anniversary, May 2d, were £28,117 11*. Id.

(exolusive of quarterage and ordinary collec

tions on missionary stations), being an in

crease of £2,719 0». Id. Nevertheless the ex

penditure was in exoess of the revenue, and

the society came out in debt £1,529 1*. 4d.

VIII. United Methodist Fbee Chubches.

—The United Methodist Free Churches have

missions in East and "West Africa, China, New

Zealand, etc., on which, with home missions,

they expend about $40,000 a year, th^t amount

being about equally divided between the home

and foreign departments.

IX. Methodist New Connection.—The fol

lowing are the statistics of this body in Eng

land: Chapels, 417; societies, 411; circuit

preachers, 148; local preachers, 1,117; mem

bers, 22,870; probationers, 1,537; Sunday-

schools, 407; teachers, 10,146; scholars, 69,-

713. Increase of Sunday-school scholars, 1,768;

decrease of members, 649.

The connection has in England 410 chapels,

and 146 schools separate from chapels. Thir

teen new chapels and sohools were opened

during the year, and two were in course of

erection. The total year's expenditure for

new chapels and schools, payment of debts,

etc., was £15,325.

X. Wesleyan Reform Union.—The thirty-

third delegate meeting of the Wesleyan Re

form Union of England was held at Wibsey,

August 13th. The statistical reports showed

that the number of chapels and preaching-

places was 255; preachers, 578; on trial, 62;

ministers, 14; leaders, 513; members, 7,633;

on probation, 844 ; Sunday-schools, 174; teaoh-

ers, 8,280, of whom 1,404 were members of

the churoh; scholars, 18,082, of whom 150

had joined the church during the year. It

appeared there was a decrease of 11 chapels,

25 preachers, 16 on trial, 1 minister, 31 leaders,

588 members, 1 Sabbath-school, 46 teachers,

and 128 scholars ; and an increase of 50 mem

bers on probation.

The decrease was ascribed to a growing

anxiety about appearances on the part of the

people, and to the literary and scientific, rather

than Scriptural, character of the intelligence

of the preachers.

XI. Bible Christians.—The following are

the statistics of the Bible Christians in Cana

da : Itinerant preachers, 62 ; local preachers,

217 ; chapels, 151 ; members, 5,043 ; on trial,

390; total members, 5,383; teaohers in Sun

day-schools, 1,103; children, 7,229. Tho re

turns show a small decrease, which is ac

counted for by the abandonment of two sta

tions on Lake Superior, and by the application

of stricter tests of membership.

XII. Methodist Union in Canada.—A

meeting of committees, previously appointed

by the conferences of the Methodist churohes

of Canada to confer upon the subject of unit

ing them into one body, met, for the first time,
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in Toronto, on the 2d of February. The Wee-

leyan, Primitive, Methodist Episcopal, and

New Connection Churches were represented.

No delegate was present from the Bible Chris

tians, but it was understood that that body

was favorably disposed. A free and friendly

discussion of the subject, and a comparison of

views, were had. Another meeting was held

on the 28th and 29th of March, at which gen

eral recommendations were adopted and re

ferred to the conferences.

Many of the conferences approved of the

recommendations.

MEXICO. A federal republio in America.

President, Benito Juarez, declared himself

Constitutional President on February 11, 1858;

elected President in June, 1861 ; reelected in

December, 1867, for a term of four years ; again

reelected in October, 1871, for the term from

1871 to 1875. Area 761,663 square miles.

Population in 1868, 9,178,052. The budget

for 1869-'70 fixes the revenue at $14,420,576,

and the expenditures at $18,046,742. The

number of vessels entering the Mexican ports

in the year 1869 to 1870 was 648 ; aggregate

tonnage, 542,045. The following railroads

were in operation: from Mexico to Pueblo,

from Vera Cruz to Paso del Macho, from Vera

Cruz to Medellin, from Vera Cruz to Homa

Alto, and several roads from Mexico to neigh

boring places. Total length of Mexican rail

roads in 1871, 215 miles; total length of tele

graph-lines in 1870, 2,975 miles.

Early in January, 1871, Minister Lerdo de

Tejada, who was a candidate for the office of

President of the republic in the coming elec

tion, resigned, and again assumed the position

of Chief Justice of the Supreme Court.

The United States steamer Nipsic, convey

ing the engineers of the railway company,

arrived at Minatitlan, at the mouth of the

Coatzacoalcos Eiver, on the 6th of January,

and the ceremony of breaking ground took

place on the 9th, the United States naval offi

cers, Mexican commissioners, and local author

ities, taking part in the formalities of the oc

casion. The proceedings were afterward duly

certified and approved by the Government of

Mexico. Much excitement prevailed, however,

in the district, in consequence of conspiracies

against the lives and property of foreigners.

Many fled with their families, in order to save

their lives, leaving their property behind.

Posters were affixed to the houses offoreigners,

threatening the inmates with assassination.

Among the principal persons threatened was

Mr. Wolf, the United States consul.

The Mexican Congress met in extra session

on March 8th, when 157 deputies were pres

ent. In consequence of the coalition of the

supporters of Lerdo de Tejada and Porfirio

Diaz, Zamacona, a Diaz partisan, was elected

President, while 73 votes were given to Man-

cera. Lemus, a supporter of Lerdo, was cho

sen Vice-President by 84 votes to 71, which

Voile, the candidate of the Juarist porty^re-

ceived. President Juarez, in his message,

which was sent in on March 10th, stated that

the republic was tranquil, except a small dis

trict in the State of Guerrero. The relations

with foreign Governments were amicable, al

though with some they continued interrupted. ,

Seflor Zamacona, in the House, replied to the

message, and complained that the Government

was interfering with freedom of election.

The extra session closed on March 31st, after

adopting a new electoral law.

Soon after the meeting of Congress, Presi

dent Juarez reconstructed his Cabinet, which

now was composed as follows (the first three

being new members) : Sefior Ignacio Mariscal,

Foreign Eolations; Sefior Saved ra, State; Se

fior Castillo, Justice; Sefior Velasco, Govern

ment; Seflor Bomero, Treasury ; Seflor Ignacio

Mejio, War and Marine ; Sefior Balcarcel, In

terior. Minister Savcdra resigned on April

25th, and Minister Velasco on April 28th ; the

latter, however, consented to remain tempora

rily, when 74 deputies petitioned him to take

back his resignation.

The regular session of the national Congress

began on the 1st of April. Sefior Hernandez,

President of the Chamber, in his' opening

speech, alluded to the fears expressed by many

of direct intervention by some officious agents

of foreign powers in the coming election for

President, and to muttered threats heard ev

erywhere of refusal to accept the decision of

the people at the polls. He deprecated such

expressions, as foreboding evil to the country.

Minister Bomero submitted to Congress a

scheme for the consolidation of the national

debt at a rate of interest beginning with half

of one per cent, per annum, and increasing

half of one per cent, semi-annually until it

reaches three per cent. lie stated that the

debt of Mexico was domestic, not foreign; its

foreign creditors were merely private parties.

Mexico had never contracted a public loan.

He was impeached and tried before the Snpreme

Court, but acquitted. On his motion, a com

mission was named to fix the limits of the re

publio bordering on Guatemala; and also to

survey the coasts and harbors of the State of

Chiapas, in order to facilitate the development

of that rich but almost unknown State. The

session was closed on May 31st. Its last hours

were employed in considering the appropria

tion bill, which, with some amendments, was

passed.

On May 2d the garrison of Tampico, con

sisting of 400 men of the Federal army, revolt

ed under the leadership of Lieutenant-Colonels

Molina and Colleja. They repudiated Presi

dent Juarez, and demanded that his place

should be occupied by the Vice-President, Se

fior Lerdo, until the new election took place.

They held as prisoners General Lopez, the

military commander, Don Francisco Rojas,

the administrator of the custom-house, and

several other Federal officers. The Cliicf of

the Artillery, Don Juan Garcia, escaped to
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Paeblo Viejo, whence, on the 3d, he informed

the national Government by telegraph of what

had occurred ; and he, in company with some

other escaped officials, immediately commenced

to organize National Guards to counteract the

revolutionary movement. Also, General Co

rolla, Second Chief of the Third Division, hap

pened to be in Altamira, seven leagues from

Tampiso, with his escort, on leave of absence ;

he instantly collected some rural police, and

interposed them between Tampico and the

bar. In this manner the communications of

the revolutionists were cut off by a few men.

General Oeballos disembarked three hundred

men from Vera Cruz on January 8th, with

which the positions taken up by Corella were

immediately reenforced, just in time to assist

in repulsing a sally of two hundred of the rev

olutionists against General Corella in Puente

Blanco. The sortie was a vigorous one, for

General Corella, Commander Amally, and

Lieutenant Carrillo, of the Government forces,

were among the wounded ; but it was repulsed,

and the revolutionists, in their retreat, left a

mountain-gun, their dead and wounded, and

fourteen prisoners. On the following day,

Oeballos disembarked the remainder of his

force, and on the morning of the 9th the rev

olutionists endeavored to surprise an advanced

force at Andonegni, but were repulsed, leav

ing several dead on the ground. General

Rocha, with a brigade, rapidly advanoed on

Tampico from San Luis Potosi, and took com

mand of the besieging army. A decree of

President Juarez closed the port of Tampico

while the revolutionists were in possession of

the city, meanwhile opening the port of Puer

to Viejo to both the foreign and domestic ship

ping. The siege of the city lasted nBtil June

11th, when it was taken by assault. General

Rocha, the commander of the Federal troops,

telegraphed to his Government that all the

officers of the insurgents were killed. Rocha

himself, with two of his generals, Oeballos

and Alcantara, was wounded.

The presidential election, which had kept

the country for many months in extraordinary

excitement, began on June 25th, when the pri

mary elections were held. A large plurality

of the electors chosen was in favor of the re

election of President Jaarez, but, as he did not

receive an absolute majority, the election de

volved upon Congress, which on October 12th

reelected Juarez President of the republic in

accordance with the general expectation. The

voting was as follows : 108 for Juarez, 3 for

Diaz, 5 blanks ; 53 members abstained from

voting. In the name of the latter, Roberto

Esteva protested against the validity of the

election, on the ground that the Government

had interfered with the freedom of the primary

and secondary elections.

The sixth national Congress, which had been

elected in July, met in September. At the

preliminary meeting, which took place on Sep

tember 1st, the number of members present

was 147, the whole number in Congress being

227. The meeting resulted favorably for

Juarez ; the President of the temporary organ

ization and the committee on credentials were

Juarezists, being chosen by a vote of 79 to 68.

At the permanent organization of Congress,

Gabriel Mancera was elected President and

Francisco Lerdo Tejada Vice-President.

Even befbre the reelection of Juarez had

been officially declared, new insurrectionary

attempts were made by the adherents of Diaz

and Lerdo de Tejada, in different parts of the

country. On October 1st, the city of Mexico

itself was the scene of a sanguinary insurrec

tion. A oorps of gendarmes, and part of the

Thirteenth Begiment of cavalry, numbering in

all four hundred men, surprised the citadel,

and fortified themselves therein by the aid of

eight hundred prisoners whom they had re

leased from the jail. The leaders of the revolt

were Gonerals Negrete, Toledo, Riveras, and

Echavarria. The remainder of the city garri

son proved loyal, and, under command of Gen

erals Rocha, Alatorre, and Alejandro Garcia,

promptly attacked the insurgents, and at mid

night the national troops, under General Rocha,

carried the citadel by assault. The four lead

ers of the revolt had left before the attack,

and escaped. All the officers and sergeants

of the insurgent force were killed, and also

the ringleaders of the released prisoners. Up

to ten o'clock the next morning no less than

two hundred and fifty insurgents had been

shot. Governor Castro was killed by Rivera,

whom he was pursuing. The insurrectionary

movements assumed a much more formidable

aspect when, at the close of September, Gen

eral Trevino, the Governor of Nuevo Leon, in

union with Pedro Martinez, the imperialist

General Quiroga, General Naranjo, and others,

declared against Juarez. He left Monterey in

the last days of September for a suburb six

miles distant. On the day following an offi

cial followed him, and announced the arrest

of all the Federal officials in Monterey, and

the smaller cities of the State. Trevino ap

proved of the act, and issued a pronuneia-

miento in favor of General Diaz, declaring

Juarez's election fraudulent, and his adminis

tration guilty of corruption and tyranny, and

that reforms were necessary. He then re

turned to Monterey, and imposed a forced

loan of $50,000 on the place. The American

consul, Ulrich, was required to pay §1,500.

He refused, and hoisted his flag, and protested

in the name of the American citizens. Sev

eral Americans, including Mrs. Rankin, the

missionary, publicly refused to join in the

protest. General Trevino gave Consul Ulrich

ten days to pay up, or else be imprisoned.

The money was paid. General Trevino then

recruited eight hundred men, and moved tow

ard Saltillo, which was defended by Governor

Cespada, a Juarezist. General Martinez, witli

two hundred cavalry, moved on Saltillo by a

different route, and reached the other side of
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the city. When near Buena Vista he encoun- reestablished, and that the republic was satis-

tered live hundred Government infantry mov- fied with the reflection of Juarez, excepting

ing to the assistance of Cespada. Martinez the States of Nuevo Leon and Oaxaca, and the

cut off the wagons from the main body and bandits who were robbing the coniueta*.

charged the Government troops twice. The At the close of December, 1871, anarchy

latter formed in hollow square, and repulsed continued in many of the States, and business

him, killing many of his men and wounding of all kinds was prostrated. The rebels had

him. Escobedo, who is an enemy of Trevino, control of the whole or of part of the States

remained faithful to the Government, and pre- of Durango, Coahuila, Nuevo Leon, Sonera,

vented the insurrectionists from penetrating Oaxaca, and several others, but they* were

to the interior. Cortina's forces were sup- making no progress. Son Luis Fotosi had been

porting Juarez in front of Naranjo. Canales declared in a state of siege. The Legislature

was remaining quiet at Victoria, waiting the protested against it, and the Governor aban-

issue of events. Although the inhabitants doned the capital. General Porfirio Diaz had

of many smaller cities of Nuevo Leon pro- made the circuit of the State of La Pnebla,

nounced against General Trevino, the latter, Hidalgo, Haxcala, and Mexico, with fifteen

on December 2d, took Saltillo, which the hundred men. In a skirmish he had taken

Government troops had defended with great five hundred prisoners, and he was now pur-

bravery, sued by General Rocha. The Government

While the insurgents were gaining a firm was still confident of an early triumph, but

footing in Northern Mexico, several of the at the capital the idea of a protectorate of the

Western States pronounced against the na- United States, or of annexation to the United

tional Government under the leadership of States, was freely discussed, and found many

General Porfirio Diaz. At the close of Octo- adherents.

ber, and in the beginning of November, pro- MICHIGAN. The only State election for

nnneiamiento* were made in the States of the year was for Justice of the Supreme Court,

Oaxaca, Aguascolientes, Durango, Zaoatecas, and Regents of the University. The result for

and Coahuila. The city of Mozatlan also de- Justice was as follows :

clared in favor of Diaz for the presidency, James v. Campbell, Republican M,sffl
and expelled the Federal officers, who had to D.Dar^n Hughe*. Democrat 74,ho

. , V , 3 m k -j i-. Albert \\ illiams, Temperance 1,717
take refuge on board of an American gunboat. " . -

The revolutionists claimed to be acting in the Republican plurality 1W»

name of the party of progress, and installed Charles Rynd and Claudius B. Grant were

Mateo Mazana as Governor of Sinoloa, who ch0sen Regents of the University by nearly

issued a proclamation reducing the export the game vote.

duty on Mexican dollars from eight to four Tn new circuits, John Moore, Theophilus C.

per cent., on bullion to five per cent., and drier, ^ Birney Hoyt, were also elected

abolished light-house duties altogether. The Circuit Judges.

garrison of Guaymas, in Sonora, revolted on The retumi of fiscal operations, as given be-

November 20th, killing their commander, ond jow j8 for the ten months ending September

declaring for Diaz. After levying heavy con- 30) 1871, that day being, by an act of the

tnbutions on the merchants, they embarked Legislature of 1871, fixed as the time of closing

on board two small vessels for Altata, ex- the fiscal year, in place of November 80th, as

pecting to capture that place without trouble, prior to that date *

But Governor Pasquera, of Sonora, raised Tbe grou receipt, of tbe But. TraMwyfor

troops immediately, reoccupied Guaymas, and tbe ten months ending September so,

dispatched a force down the coast in pursuit T were- v;T ;vJ -.v $1,510,11883
, . . . . r, i ti _c • tv I" this amount 13 included the

of the revolutionists. General Porfirio Diaz, income or swamp lands ex-

who even for some time after pronunciomientos pended during the ten months

in his favor had been made, observed a pro- ^IST/Si? Z£

found silence as to his own intentions, pub- in land-warrants, to $244,418 53

lished in November a manifesto, in which he Also a transfer to the WarFund

undertook to justify his pronunciamiento, and ' ssMisM

to explain his plan for reconstructing the Gov- _ , . ... TTZT^Hi
' ( Showing caab receipts of $1,256, iW *

ernmeni. Of the cash receipts, the amount paid into

On December 1st, President Juarez opened tbe state Treasury in trust, and which
the new session of Congress, with a speech on ^Jmed no P*rt ™ *h° suu> T^f.' hs,o» 18

the situation. He said the country appeared .' —-
to be consuming itself in unfruitful struggles, Leaving, for general revenue cash receipts. $1,045,661 H

and that the military element again opposed A^*^*??^:?™^* 458,9* R

the standard of legality, bringing back the

time when a revolution signified the change ^^^SSS^JSS

of individuals in power. He counted upon months 7. ti,sca,9C9 o»

the aid of Congress to suppress the seditious The Eencral revenue cash receipts for the
™^™™„„f tE„ q„ 1 e m 11 j ten months were, as stated above U,045,tt» «
movement. The Speaker of Congress replied . . _„ . ' .„„_„ „, „.„

n i. j . e,, r. And were from the sources and or the
trial l/ongress hoped that peace would soon be amounts as follows :
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Brought forward, cash receipts $1,046,661 18
From specific taxes (360,745 86
From trust fends (Bales of

lands) 165,529 04
From direct taxes ft ... . 482,418 53

1,008,693 41

Leaving for general revenue receipts, from
sources other than the three above
named, bnt $86,967 71

Which amount is made up of the following
items :

Sale of Michigan Reports (law) $522 19
Bale of Laws 90 00
Interest on surplus funds 21,895 23
Interest on over-due specific

taxeB 1,879 29
Interest on tax-sales 1,107 84
Fees collected by Suite officers. 3,885 78
Sale of Salt- spring land, and In

terest ........... 2-042S4
Pedlors' licenses
From commissioners of deeds,

for commissions
Notaries public, for commis

sions
Erroneous allowance refunded
Sale of Internal Improvement

land
Suspense account—collections.

819 84

45 00

1 00
4 60

200 00
6,475 00

$86,967 71

The receipts " in trust " form no part of the

general revenue of tho State. The amount

thereof, $213,099.18, is made up of numerous

items, the more important being taxes col

lected for the several counties, redemption

money, interest upon unpaid principal of edu

cational funds, and canal-tolls.

A classification, by funds, of these receipts,

may be made as follows :

General Fund $101,416 66
.Educational Funds
Educational Interest Funds
St. Mary's Fall? Ship-Canal Fund
Internal Improvement Fund
Swamp-lana Fund
Swamp-land Interest Fnud
Asylum Fund
State Building Fund
Specific Tax Fund
Escheats
Trespass on railroad lands
Sundry deposits

1,280 00
62,190 03
19,467 21
11.079 11
3,936 49
8,724 62
2,443 17
917 71

4,967 40
47 67

186 00
1,442 62

Total, as above $218,099 18

Warrants were drawn against the State
Treasury, during the ten months, amount
ing to $1,274,864 14

This sum includes tho amount
of Swamp-land warrants,
{>ayable in State Swamp-
and drawn during the pe
riod, amounting to $244,418 53

Also a transfer to the War
Fund of 7,000 00

251,418 53

$1,022,945 61
264,876 57

Leaving for cash expenditures
The cash payments "in trust"

Giving, for cash expenditures from the
general revenue of the State $768,069 01

The general revenue cash expenditures
were, from funds, as follows :
General Fund $440,982 75
Asylum Fund 65,687 41
State Building Fund 8,487 00
Two - Million Loan Sinking
Fund 27,000 00

War Loan Sinking Fund 8,000 00
War Fund 24,220 00
Military Fund 7,814 96
Soldiers' Aid Fund 8,500 00
Interest on Educational Funds. 182,301 21
University Aid Fund 15,000 00
Internal Improvement Fund... 6,126 71

Classifying tho cash expenditure from
general revenue in a manner to indicate
the purpose of the several disbursements,
and they may be covered by the following
Items, viz. :
Salaries—State officers, depu

ties, principal clerks $29.351 58
Salaries—extra, clerks 18,218 64
Awards of Board of State Audi

tors $117,718 73

$160,268 85
Expense of Judiciary—salaries, publishing

reports, and incidentals 84,829 85
Expenses — Bureau of Insur
ance, $228.77; suits, $444.26;
Trustees of Asylum for In
sane and Institution for Deaf,
Dumb, and Blind, $574.82;
Inspectors of State-prison,
S369.80; arresting fugitives
om Justice, $165.44 $2,272 10

Wolf bounty, 152.00; coroners'
fees, $2,024.36; appraisal of
Salt-spring land, $35.90 2,112 28

4,884 86
Military expenses $7,814 96
Relief of disabled soldiers 8,600 00
Bounties to Boldiers 12,600 00

28,914 96
Interest, and premium thereon,
npon bonded debt $126,495 57

Interest upon trust funds 182,301 21

808,798 78
Principal of bonded debt 27,786 71

• Appropriation for General

Fund $133,999 62
Appropriation for Asylum
Fund 55,687 41

Appropriation for State Build
ing Fund 8,437 00

Appropriation for University
aid 15,000 00

208,124 03

Aggregate expenditures from general
revenue, as above $768,069 01

The expenditures " in trust " cover disburse

ments of money received " in trust," and were

from the funds and for amounts as follows :

General Fund $101,416 65
Internal Improvement Fund 8,464 03
Specific Tax Fund 600 00
Canal Fund 8,764 06
Swamp-land Fund 4,977 46
Swamp-land Interest Fund 247 26
Educational Interest Funds 63,242 87
Primary School Fund 1.280 00
Asylum Fund 43.363 24
State Building Fund 20,846 57
Escheats 47 57
Deposit Funds 1,727 87

Aggregate expenditures "In truBt".. $254,876 57
As stated above, the general revenue cash

receipts, for the ten months ending Sep
tember 30, 1871, were $1,045,661 12

The receipts " in trust" were 218,099 18

Giving for agsrregate cash receipts... $1,253,760 30
Add balance in State Treasury, November

80, 1870 468,807 97

And there appears, as the aggregate of cash
in the State Treasury during the fiscal
period $1,717,068 27

The cash expenditures for gen
eral purposes during the same
period, were $708,009 04

And " in trust " 264,876 67

Giving for total cash expenditures. . . 1,022,946 61

Balance in the State Treasury on the 30th
day of September, 1871 $694,122 66

The bonded debt of tho State was, on the .
80th day of November. 1870 $2,885,028 49

September 80, 1871, the amount thereof was 2,855,292 78

Showing a decrease, for the period, of $29,735 71

The detail of this indebtedness is as follows:
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Two-million Loan Bonds, 6's, due January
1, 1878 $458,000 00

Two-million Loan Bonds, B'b, due January
1, 1878 486,000 00

Two-mllllon Loan Bonds, 6's, due January
1, 1863 743.000 00

Renewal Loan Bonds, 6's, due July 1, 1878. . 100,000 00
War Bounty Loan Bonds, 7's, dae May 1,

1890 463,000 00
Canal Bonds, 6'a, due July 1, 1879, guaran
teed by Bute 81,000 00

Total interest-bearing bonded debt.. $8,881,000 00

Non-interest-bearing bonded debt :

Matured adjusted bonds, In
terest $3,000 00

War Loan Bonds 60 00
Outstanding, part paid (unrec
ognized) bonds, 154,000—ad
justable at 31,444 78 34,493 78

ate bonded State debt, September
- $8,855,893 78

The general State tax levy for the year 1871

is as follows:

General purposes $328,750 00
Military tax 87,970 05
University aid 15,000 00
University hnlldlnga 37,500 00
New Capitol 100.000 00
Reform School 35,000 00
Asylum for Insane 100,300 00
Institution for the Deaf and Dumb, and the

Blind 47,500 00
Additions to State-prison 60,000 00
State Public (Charitable) School 15,000 00

Aggregate $757,046 06

The school statistics for the year were as

follows : Number of counties reporting, 67 ;

towns, 888 ; children between five and twenty

years of age, 893,275 ; between eight and four

teen, 175,920; attending public schools, 292,-

466 ; attending school under five and over twen

ty, 7,644; average months, school taught, 7;

stone school-houses, 77 ; brick, 570 ; frame,

4,024 ; log, 629 ; value of school buildings and

lots, $7,155,995; qualified teachers employed,

male, 2,971; female, 8,303; aggregate wages

to males, $602,187.89 ; females, $926,923.69 ;

average monthly wages of males, $49.92 ; of

females, $27.21 ; volumes in district libraries,

101,760 ; in town libraries, 48,470 ; attending

seleot schools, 8,772 ; moneys on hand at be

ginning of year, $437,939.23 ; received from

State two-mill tax, $409,541.20 ; received from

primary-school fund, $182,922.25 ; for tuition

of non-resident scholars, $26,047.40 ; from dis

trict taxes, $1,749,407.89 ; from tax on dogs,

$25,608.78 ; from all other sources, $499,506.05 ;

total resources of the districts for the year,

$3,367,868.81 ; paid for buildings and repairs,

$662,896.11 ; for all other purposes except

teachers, $648,342.02 ; amount on hand, $527,-

128.52 ; total indebtedness of districts, $1,146,-

569.14; expenditures for the year,$2,840,740.29.

The number of newspapers and other periodi

cal publications in the State is 189, of which

15 are daily, 8 are German, and 3 are Dutch.

' Messrs. Lewis and Headley's annual state

ment of the business of Saginaw Valley for the

year shows, 755,015 barrels of salt, being an

increase of 108,599 for the year. Amount on

hand, 108,294 barrels. Capital invested, $2,041,-

000 ; this does not include the business at Port

Austin and Mount Clemens, which, however, is

small. Lumber manufactured in the valley,

529,682,878 feet ; this is probably not far from

one-third the total manufacture of the State.

Of the forest-fires in October, Messrs. Lewii

and Headley say : The month ofOctober, 1871,

will be ever memorable, not only in connection

with the terrible fire which decimated one of

the fairest cities in the "West, but as well in

connection with the destruction of vast forests

of pine-timber throughout this and the neigh

boring State of Wisconsin. In the region trib

utary to the Saginaw Valley, the effect of the

fires was most disastrous and widely spread.

To realize the extent of territory embraced in

what is known as the ' burnt district,' a glance

at the map of Michigan becomes necessary.

Commencing at a point on Lake Huron near

Lexington, a line drawn across Sanilac, Lapeer

and Genesee Counties, to the south line of Sagi

naw County, thence in a northwesterly direc

tion across the State to the north line of Oceans

County, will mark the southern limits of the

destructive fire, while all the country north of

this line and east of the Saginaw Bay was

involved in the conflagration. On the west

side of the bay, a line drawn from the north

line of Bay County, west to, and including

Manistee County, and embracing all the terri

tory south to the first given line, will give the

reader a very good idea of the amount of land

burned over. According to the closest esti

mates which can be made, an amount of tim

ber equal to five years' cut of the valley has

been destroyed ; or, in round numbers, fovr

thousand million feet. Of this vast quan

tity, no doubt a large amount, variously esti

mated at from three hundred to five hundred

million feet, has been watered during the

present winter, and will be saved. The balance

of the timber will probably be attacked by

the insect whose destructive effects are always

manifested in down timber, and, while avail

able for coarse stuff for building purposes, will

be worthless for the nicer work to which onr

lumber is applied ; its distance from streams

rendering, it in its depreciated value nearly

worthless. The loss in the coarser timber,

particularly hemlock, the value of which is

but now beginning to be appreciated, is beyond

computation."

Regarding the great October fires, the fol

lowing information is given by Governor Bald

win in a message to the Legislature :

"While the people of Michigan were engaged

in the noble work of furnishing relief to the

sufferers in Chicago, the same devouring ele

ment was making sad havoc in our own

State. Thriving towns, farm and school

houses, churches, stock, crops, and thousands

of acres of valuable timber, were consumed.

Nearly 3,000 families, or about 18,000 persons,

were rendered houseless, and deprived of the

necessaries of life.

" Immediately after the fires, two State Belief
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Committees were appointed, one at Detroit for

the eastern, the other at Grand Rapids for the

western, part of the State. Committees or

agents were also designated in each of the

counties and many of the towns of the burned

districts, to procure information as well as to

receive and distribute supplies to the sufferers.

" Responsive to the appeal of the executive

and of the committees, prompt and liberal con

tributions of monev, food, and clothing, come

from our own citizens, from almost every

State in the Union, from Canada, and from be

yond the Atlantic. Cash contributions to the

relief fund have been received as follows :

By the Governor $156,876 50
By the committee at Detroit 1S9.85S 79
By the committee at Grand Rapids 43.333 57
By tho committee at Holland 85.018 11
By the committee at Manistee 5,41)8 49
By the committee at Bast Saginaw 12.811 47

By the committee at Port Huron 13,534 00
By the committoo at Fillmore, Overeiscl, and
Laketown 492 00

By the Hon. Thomas W. Ferry, Grand Haven 23,329 73
By the Hon. W. W. Wheaton (then mayor),
"Detroit 11,345 64

By other committees and individuals, prob
ably 80,000 00

Total $462,106 80

" Large quantities of clothing and other sup

plies have also been received, the value of
■which is estimated at fully $250,000."

The number of miles of railroad completed

in the State, within the year, was 478. This is

unprecedented, and is more than was built in

any other State except Illinois and Missouri.

Of this the Chicago Railroad Gazette says :

The extraordinary activity in construction in this

State is the more remarkable because it has not been

encouraged in any way by the votes of aid from mu

nicipalities. When the docision of the Supreme

Court in 1870 put an end to such subsidies, and the

constitution was so amended as to forbid the future

authorization of such subsidies, it was prophesied

that there would not only be a great decrease, but

almost a total cessation in railroad construction in

the State thereafter. But there never was so much

activity in construction as in 1871 ; many important

lines nave been completed, and many unimportant

ones have found means for construction. There has

been a large amount of local aid, it is true, but it has

come in the shape of voluntary private subscriptions

and not in taxes. The Grand Bapids & Indiana and

the Jackson, Lansing & Saginaw are progressing

rapidly toward Mackinaw ; the Chicago & Michigan'

Lake Shore will doubtless reach Manistee this year ;

the Chicago <fc Canada Southern is well under way

across the southern end of the State ; the Mansflela,

Coldwater & Michigan has been graded for a con

siderable distance ; the Northern Central, a branch

of the Lake Shore & Michigan Soutbern from Jones-

ville northward, has been graded for a considerable

distance, and threatens eventually to reach the line

of the Flint & Pdre Marquette, if not Mackinaw

itself; the Detroit <fc Bay City is under contract, and

Srogross has been made with other lines of moro or

>S8 importance.

Detroit, Lansing & Lake Michigan—completed

from Detroit northwest to Lansing, eighty-five miles,

and from Greenville northwest to Howard, on the

Grand Rapids & Indiana road, twenty miles.

Michigan Air-Line—the eastern division, which

reached from the Grand Trunk at Ridgeway west to

Borneo, sixteen miles, has been extended west to

Washington, six miles.

vol. xi.—S3 A

Jackson, Lansing& Saginaw—extended from Kaw-

kawlin (twenty miles north of Saginaw) northward

to Wells, forty-five miles.

Michigan Lake Shore—extended from Allegan east

ward to the Grand Bapids & Indiana Railroad at Mon-

teith, eleven miles.

Houghton & Ontonagon—six miles of track laid.

Port Huron <ft Lake Michigan—extendod from La

peer west to Flint, nineteen miles.

Detroit, Hillsdale & Indiana—extended from Hills

dale southwest to a junction with the Fort Wayne,

Jackson & Saginaw Road at Banker's, five miles.

Its trains run over the latter road from Banker's to

Auburn, forty-five miles, and thence over the Detroit,

Eel Biver & Illinois road southwestward as for as

completed.

Peninsular—extended from Climax southwest to

South Bend, Ind., sixty-five miles, fifty-five of which

are in Miohigan.

Niles & South Bend— from Niles south to South

Bend, Ind., thirteen miles, six miles in Michigan.

A branch of the Michigan Central.

Chicago & Michigan Lake Shore—track extended

early in the season from Grand Junction (the crossing

of the Kalamazoo & South Haven) north to Nunica,

forty-nine miles, completing the line from Battle*

Creek to Montague, and in December from Montague

north to Greenwood, six miles, a total extension of

fifty-five miles.

Grand Bapids <fe Holland—completed from Holland

northeast to Grand Bapids, twenty-five and one-half

miles. A branch of the Chicago & Michigan Lake

Shore.

Flint & Pero Marquette—extended during the year

from Clare west forty miles to a junction with the

Grand Bapids & Indiana Boad at Reed City.

Grand Rapids & Indiana—extended from Paris

north, thirty-six miles.

Holly, Wfcyne & Monroe—completed from Monroe

to Holly; sixty-three and one-half miles. Much of

the grading had been done before 1871.

Number of convicts in the State-prison,

September 80th, 627; decrease during the

year, 86 ; received on commitment, 206 ; re

captured, I ; discharged by expiration of sen

tence, 205 ; by reversal of sentence, 2 ; par

doned, 19; died, 18; escaped, 4; number of

insane in prison, 9. Earnings, as follows: For

convict-labor, $68,846.84 ; for the support of

United States convicts, $5,066.99; for rent,

$43.15 ; for property sold, $2,799.16 ; from

visitors, $1,520.50; total, $78,754.64. Ex

penses of prison, exclusive of building, $72,-

290.96. Of the prisoners received, four were

sentenced for life for murder; the average

sentences of the others were three years

and throe months ; average age, twenty-eight

years and a half. Born in Bavaria, 1 ; Canada,

24 ; Chili, 1 ; Denmark, 1 ; England, 14 ;

France, 2 ; Germany, 8 ; Holland, 3 ; Ireland,

12; Luxemburg, 1; New Brunswick, 1; Prus

sia, 4; Scotland, 3; Wurtemberg, 1.

In the State Reform School, to which con

victs under sixteen are sentenced, the number,

at the beginning of the year, was 262. Ad

mitted during the year, 73 ; discharged, 97;

number remaining, 238. Of those discharged,

80 were released as reformed ; seven to go out

of State with parents ; 57 on a year's leave of

absence ; 2 on reaching majority ; and 1 was

remanded. Average time of detention, two

years eight months and twelve days.

The mining business in the Lake Superior
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region was moderately prosperous for the

year. The tonnage passing through the Sault

St. Mary Canal was 752,100, an increase of

55,274 for the year. The increase in steam

tonnage was 132,277, bnt in tonnage of sail

vessels there was a large decrease.

In the following table is given the population

of the State according the census of 1870 :

CENSUS OF 1870.

Alcona
Allegan
Alpena
Antrim
Barry
Bay
Benzie
Berrien
Branch
Calbonn
Cnss
Cbarlevolx
Cheboygan

Clinton
Delta
Eaton
Emmet
Goneeec
Gladwin
Grand Traverse
Gratiot
Hillsdale
Houghton
Huron
Ingham
Ionia
Iosco
Isabella
JackFon
Kalamazoo
Kulk&ska
Kent
Keweenaw. . ,
Lake
Lapeer
Leelanaw
Lenawee
Livingston
Mackinac
Macomb
ManiKtee
Manlton
Marquette
Mason
Mecosta
Menominee
Midland
Missaukee
Monroe
Montcalm
Montmorency
Muskegon
Newaygo
Oakland
Oceana
Ogemaw
Ontonagon
Osceola
Oscoda
Oetcgo
Ottawa
PreBque Isle
Roscommon
Saginaw
Sanilac
Schoolcraft
Shiawassee
St. Clair
St. Joseph
Tuscola
Van Buren
Washtenaw
Wayne

Wexford

Total for State

POPULATION.

Si. H)5
2,756
1,985

22.199
15,900
2,184

85.104
20.226
8(i,509
21.094
1.724
2,198
1,689

22,845
2,542

25.171
1,211

83,900

4.443
11,810
81.084
13.879
9,049

25,208
27,118!
8,133
4,113

311.017
32.054

424
50,403
4,205
648

21.345
4,576

45.595
19,336
1,716

27,616
6,074
891

15,033
3,263
5,(142
1.791
3.SK5

ISO
27.483
13,629

14,894
7.294

40.867
7,222

12
2.845
2.0113

70

26,651
355

89,697
14,562

20.858
86.W1
20,275
13,714
28,829
41,434
119,038

650

1.184.059

31. mis

2.754
1,920

22,110
15,701
2,155

84.507

211,173
85.954
19.351
1,502
2,025
950
866

22,784
2,623

25,093
111

33,179

4,427
11,772
31.1115
13,778
8,989
25,109
27.1127
8,149
'4.095
35,620
81,528

423
60.237
4,200
618

21.2(11
4,047

45.204
19,279
1.40G

27.498
6,060
891

14.900
8,023
5.506
1,777
3,2(19
130

27.IU5
13,661

14,854
7,159

40,402
6,616

12
2.R13

2,076

70

26,541
354

88,683
14,527

20.823
8(1.593
2(1.142
13.704
28,152

40,307
110,351

647

1.167,282

315
2
1

P9
116
29

69(1
53

ECO
1,6',4)

CD
4

7.1

'ioi

"ii
82
69
28
3

15S
64
9
14

423
6i5

'157
2

"84
17

389
57
25
118
14

"hi
10

127
9
14

"w

40

5
405
13

95

288

28

"85
(ki
133
9

B38
1,125
2,6s3

8

11,8-19

382
26.519
1,266
1,288

19.982
8,868
1,842

80.0-17
24,518
82.366
19.677
1,188
1,245
1,197
253

20.09(1
1,363

23.(122
1.160

28,618

'8.299
10,613
29.483
6.010
4.263

22,(168
24.027
1,738
8,540
31.052
27,406

237
88,309
2,059
401

15.W1
8.0-14

40.256
10.895
1,3S8

20.315
3,408
478

B.793
2.328
4,200
S18

2,448
43

22,100
11,708

9,449
6.245

84.770
6,942

2
1,714
1,435

82

17,447
96

24,884
6,852

17.980
21.694
23.691
10.2(11
26.242
82,708
72,453

588

814
5,586
1,490
697

2.217
7,032
842

5,057
1.708
4,203
1.417
636
901
492
113

2,749
1,179
1,549

61
6,382

'i',144
1,197
2,196
7.869
4,786
2,600
8.054
1,425

673
4,995
4,(548
187

12,094
2,146
147

6,561
1,532
5,339
2,411
833

7,301
2,(166
413

9,240
935

1,442
873
837
87

4.783
1,921

' 6,445
1.049
6.097
1,280

10
1,131

9.2(14

259

14.7113

7,710

2,872
14,907
2,684
3.453
2,587
8.72(1

46,585
62

Auetser! nine of
properly.

$1,073,551
10.530,089
1,488,780
460.433

6.587.424
2,670,198
80(7.413

6.396.244
4,844,008
7.520,950
4,558.572
208,030
448.140
220,838

8,421,6(15
815,0C0

4,897.014
144,115

6,032,374

1,159,530
2,086.474
6,707,952
1,917,595
1,190,662
8,921,812
4.247,790
1,518,409
1,424,705

10,767,060
14,002,280

8,61^615
1,122,916

2,672,262
458.227

10,987.289
8,496.541
410,934

5,864.072
1,102,865
113,550

2,807,782
926,200

2,391,637
641,650

8,107,668

4,488,345
1,679,750

8,486,887
1,576.603
9,(500.819
1,792,118

943,618
966,922

2,224.662

9.011,423
8,547,074

2,282.000
4.630.058
12,722,504
1,85<(,644

12.860.480
11,166.316
27,291.620

931,279

268.010 | $272,242917
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Included in the census are 2 Chinese and 4,926

Indians. The tribal Indians are officially es

timated at 3,175. The true value of property

was $719,208,118. The public debt, county,

city, town, etc, amounted to $4,340,203. The

aggregate value of farm-products, including

betterments and additions to stock, wa3

$81,508,623; 8,726,145 pounds of wool were

raised; 51,304 persons, ten years old and over,

cannot write, of whom 26,598 are males, and

24,706 are females. Of those twenty-one years

old and over who cannot write, 17,543 are

white males.

The Legislature passed an act for the erec

tion of a new Capitol building, and E. O. Gros-

venor, James Shearer, and Alexander Ghapa-

ton, were appointed building commissioners ;

$100,000 was appropriated, of which about

$20,000 was expended for temporary State

offices and plans.

Upon the recommendation of GovernorBaid-

win, the Legislature provided by law for the

creation of a board of commissioners for the

general supervision of charitable, penal, pau

per, and reformatory institutions in the State.

A board, consisting of Charles I. Walker, "Wil

liam B. Williams, and Henry W. Lord, hav

ing been appointed, they organized by electing

Charles I. Walker chairman, and Charles

M. Croswell secretary. Subsequently, a code

of by-laws was adopted, and the board actively

entered upon the work assigned to it. The

commissioners have the general oversight of

the State-prison, Reform School, House of

Correction, State and County Asylums for the

Insane, and the Deaf, Dumb, and Blind, and

of the county jails and county poor-houses.

Their powers are solely of a visitorial charac

ter, and are limited to inspection, investiga

tion, and practical suggestions. They, or a

majority of them, with their secretary, are re

quired, at least once in each year, to visit the

aforesaid State institutions, and, within the

same time, one of them, or their secretary,

shall visit and examine into the condition of

each of the county jails and county poor-

houses. They are to ascertain and report the

actual condition of the buildings, grounds, and

other property thereunto belonging, with the

government and discipline therein pursued ;

the method of instruction, the manner of keep

ing records and accounts, the means of venti

lating, warming, and lighting the buildings;

the classification, cleanliness, diet, and general

health of the persons confined therein, the

financial condition, and all other facts pertain

ing to the usefulness and proper management

of such institutions, which may come to the

knowledge of the commissioners. For the

purposes of this examination, they are entitled

to have free access, at any and all times, to

such institutions, and are authorized to ex

amine, on oath, any person connected there

with. They are to report in writing to the

Governor, on or before the first day of Octo

ber, 1872, and in each second year thereafter,

the result of their investigations, together

with such recommendations as they may deem

proper. If there shall come to their knowledge

any abusive treatment of the inmates of such

institutions, requiring immediate redress, they

shall forthwith report the same to the Gov

ernor, and, whenever the Governor 'shall di

rect, they shall make special investigation into

any alleged abuses. In addition to the before-

mentioned duties, they are required to collect

and thoroughly examine all the penal and

criminal laws of the State, and report the

same, with such revision, amendments, and

suggestions for the improvement thereof, as

they may deem necessary and expedient, to

the Governor, on or before the first day of

November, 1872. It will thus be seen that

the board has been created for the purpose of

gathering facts and information in reference

to the workings of the public institutions of

the State, and of the amount of good they are

accomplishing, with the view of securing, if

possible, a more uniform, efficient, and im

proved system in the management thereof, and

of promoting such reforms as shall most effec

tively conduce to diminish suffering and crime,

and accomplish the greatest good results in

the treatment of the dependent, diseased, and

criminal classes.

MILK, Aktifioial. M. Dnbrunfant con

tends that milk is simply an emulsion of neu

tral fatty matter in a slightly alkaline liquid,

such as can be artificially imitated ; and that

the process of churning consists in hastening

the lactic fermentation, thereby acidifying the

serum of the milk, and at the same time ag

glomerating the fatty matter which the acidity

sets free from its emulsion. He further con

troverts the cellular theory, by showing that

the fat-globules of milk do not display any

double refraction, as do all organized mem

branous tissues.

Having thus examined the theoretical con

stitution of milk, he proceeds to the practical

method of imitating it, and gives the follow

ing directions: Add to half a pint of water, an

ounce and a half of saccharine material (cane-

sugar, glucose, or sugar of milk), one ounce of

dry albumen (made from white of eggs), and

20 or 30 grains of subcarbonate of soda. These

are to be agitated with an ounce or more of

olive-oil or other comestible fatty matter, until

they form an emulsion. This may be done

either with warm or cold water, but the tem

perature of from 50° to 60° C. is recommend

ed. The result is a pasty liquid, which, by

further admixture with its own bulk of water,

assumes the consistency and general appear

ance of milk.

Luxuriously-minded people, who prefer rich

cream to ordinary milk, can obtain it by doub

ling the quantity of fatty matter, and substi

tuting 30 or 40 grains of gelatine for the dry

albumen. The researches of Dumas and Fre-

my having reinstated gelatine among the nitro

genous alimentary materials, M. Dnbrunfant
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prefers gelatine to albumen ; it is cheaper, more

easily obtained, and the slight viscosity which

it gives to the liquid materially assists the for

mation and maintenance of the emulsion. He

especially recommends this in the manufacture

of " siege milk," on account of the obviously

numerous articles from which gelatine may be

obtained.

MILLAUD, MoTse, a French journalist and

banker, ofJewish parentage, born at Bordeaux,

August 27, 1813 ; died in Paris, Novomber 13,

1871. His first introduction to active life was

as a bailiff's assistant ; but at sixteen years of

age he was the director of the "Athenmum,"

a society of a hundred members, in Bordeaux.

At the age of twenty, he founded a journal

named Le Lutin, in his native city. Three

years later he came to Paris, where he was,

for some time, desperately poor. He attempted

to start several journals, but all failed, and he

picked up a scanty living by commissions on

subscriptions to Emile Girardin's journal La

Presse. In 1839 he founded L1Audience, a

Sunday journal, which was tolerably success

ful for six years. This was his fifth news

paper. At the time of the Revolution of Feb

ruary, 1848, he started La Liberte, a paper

whose circulation soon ran up to 122,000

copies, but in June it was suppressed as a

Bonapartist sheet. About this time he went

into financial speculations with M. Mires {see

Minis, in this volume), a fellow-townsman,

and like himself a Jew, with whom he had

previously undertaken some of his newspaper

enterprises. Purchasing the Railroad Journal,

they began to operate in railroad Bhares, and

soon after founded The Counsellor of the Peo

ple, with Lamartine secured at an immense

salary for editor. Fertile in resources and in

genious in devices, Millaud next established an

office to call in a great number of subscribers

of small capital for financial operations, and

was so successful as to be able to pay in

two years ninety per cent, of profits to his

subscribers. This insured him any amount of

capital. This project was the germ of the

Credit Mobilier. He next opened an office

for dealing in railway shares, and in four years

the profits of Mires and himself were over

three million francs ($600,000). A grand

land speculation, the land to be divided into

city lots, was his next operation. The sub

scribers did not come forward very promptly,

and Millaud took the whole upon his own shoul

ders, and made a vast profit out of it. After

starting two or three more journals, Millaud

purchased a half interest in La Presse; but,

in about three years, was compelled to sell it

out at a sacrifice. For three or four years,

fortune seemed to have deserted this hitherto

lucky journalist and banker, but, in 1863, after

having tried his hand at writing dramas and

other speculations, he went back to his old

calling, and founded the Little Journal, a

penny daily, whose circulation in all the cities

and villages around Paris he provided for, and

soon obtained for it a circulation of from 160,-

000 to 260,000 copies, going occasionally :is

high as 300,000 to 400,000. He added eight

other journals to this, and, with them and his

successful banking operations, had regained

more than his old wealth at the beginning of

the Franco-German War. He lost heavily in

this, but left a considerable fortune neverthe

less. He was fond of display in furniture,

equipage, etc., and not always regardful of

good taste in these matters.

MINNESOTA. On May 2d a popular vote

was taken in this State on a proposition for

the settlement by arbitration of certain long-

pending claims against her. Bonds were issued

by the State in 1858, and loaned to railroad

companies, of which payment has not been

made; the majority against the proposition

was so large, that it is assumed the people an-

determined upon repudiation. These bonds

were issued on the authority of an amendment

to the constitution, which was adopted in

April, 1858, by a popular vote of 25,023 yeas

against 6,733 nays. They were 2,275 in num

ber, of the denomination of one thousand dol

lars each. The amendment referred to con

tained this clause :

The suid bonds thus issued shall he denominstej

State Kailroad Bonds, and the fuith and credit of the

State are hereby pledged for the payment of the

interest and the redemption of the principal thereof.

But the companies which received these

bonds soon after failed to carry out the con

ditions of the grant. The State from that time

neglected or refused to pay the interest on

them. In 1860 another amendment to the

constitution was adopted, " expnnging " from

it tho amendment of 1858, and providing that

"no law levying a tax or making other pro

vision for the payment of interest or principal

of the bonds denominated Minnesota State

Railroad Bonds shall take effect or be in force

until such law shall have been submitted to a

vote of the people of the State, and adopted

by a majority of the electors of the State vot

ing upon the same." Before this amendment

was adopted, the mortgages held by the State

had been purchased, and the railroads on

which they were given bought by the govern

ment at nominal prices. In accordance with

this amendment, the May election was ordered.

The total vote in favor of the proposition was

9,293 ; against it, 21,499 : showing a majority

Of 12,206 for repudiation. St. Paul and Min

neapolis, the two largest cities in the State,

voted " yes." The total vote on the measure

was less than half the average vote of the

State. From twenty-one counties no returns

were received. Tho opposition held that the

bonds were of questionable validity, and that

it had been established, by the admission ot

many of the owners and other credible testi

mony, that a large proportion of them «*

their present owners and holders but from la

to 50 per cent, of their face.
The Legislature was in session from January
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4th to March 4th. Much of its attention was

given to the above bond question and to rail

road interests. One of the most important

measures adopted was a bill " to regulate the

carrying of freight and passengers on all rail

roads in the State." It fixes the rate of pas

senger toll at five cents per mile for each

person. A bill was passed providing a new

basis of apportionment for the Senate and

House of Representatives. Under this the

Senate will be composed of 41 members, and

the House of 108. Bills were also passed for

the prevention of cruelty to animals, and for

the preservation of game.

A political canvass was held for the election

of State officers and Justices of the Supreme

Court. Tickets were nominated by the Re

publicans, Democrats, and Temperance-men.

The Republican Convention was held on the

20th of September, at St. Paul. Governor

Horace Austin was renominated, and the

ticket was completed by the nomination of

"W. H. Yale for Lieutenant-Governor, S. P.

Jennison for Secretary of State, William Seeger

for State Treasurer, F. R. E. Cornell for At

torney-General, and S. J. R. McMillan and

John M. Berry for Justices of the Supreme

Court. A platform was adopted, of which the

following are the more important features :

Resolved, That the essence of law is equality and

universality, and that it is beyond the constitutional

power of the General Government to discriminate

between the different classes of the people, to enrich

those engaged in some pursuits by taxes levied on

those engaged in other pursuits, thus making the

same law a means of wealth for some while it is an

engine of destruction to others ; that such a policy is

as unlimitod in its operations as human selfishness,

and tends to absorb in the hands of the few the sub

stance of the many, and thus create those great in

equalities of wealth and poverty which threaten the

very existence of our free institutions.

Kzaolved, That while we prefer indirect taxation

by imposts on importations to direct taxation upon

the basis of population, under a system of internal

revenue, justice and policy dictate that the burdens

of the Government should fall with most weight

upon the vices und luxuries of society, and with

least force on the wants of the multitude, and that

the Government should regard the prosperity of the

great mass rather than the aggrandizement of those

already wealthy.

Resolved, That the internal improvement lands

owned by the State should be opened for immediate

occupation by actual settlers at a reasonable com

pensation, their sale to be regulated by some system

of appraisement and credit similar to that provided

by our school-lands, and that neither the lands

themselves nor the funds derived from such sale

should be disposed of by the Legislature for any

purpose until the law providing for their disposal

shall be submitted to a vote of the people, at an an

nual general election, and to that end we recommend

the adoption of a constitutional amendment to that

effect.

Resolved, That the railroads of the country, having

been constructed to promote the interests of com

merce, and deriving every power they possess direct

ly from the people, are at all times, and under all

circumstances, proper subjects for just legislation

tending to the promotion of the public welfare, and

thus we recognize and enunciate the principle that,

in any conflict between the State and the corporators

transacting business within its limits, it becomes

the duty of the State to protect its citizens by the

exercise of every legitimate means at its command.

The Democratic Convention was held in the

same place on September 13th. The follow

ing nominations were made : For Governor,

Winthrop Young, of Hennepin County ; for

Lieutenant-Governor, D. L. Buell, of Houston

County ; for Secretary of State, Erick Nelson

Falk, of Rice County; for State Treasurer,

Banrey Vosburg, of Stearns County ; for At

torney-General, John L. Macdonald, of Scott

county: for Associate Justices of Supreme

Court, Daniel Buck, of Blue Earth, and Wil

liam Mitchell, of Winona County. The plat

form adopted was, in substance, as follows :

Resolved, That the Democratic party now, as it

has ever done, stands upon the platform and adheres

to the principles promulgated by the great founder

of our party, Thomas Jefferson, as the only basis

upon which the union, peace, and harmony of the

States can be maintained, and the liberties and

rights of the people preserved.

Resolved, That we denounce the present Bepublican

national Administration for its shameless corrup

tions, for squandering of the people's money, and

for its settled disregard of constitutional obligations ;

and that it has shown itself wholly unfit to be in

trusted with the control and destiny of a great and

free people.

Resolved, That we recognize as binding the Con

stitution of the United States, as it now exists.

Resolved, That the prime necessaries of life, such

as iron, coal, salt, leather, and cotton and woollen

goods, ought to bo free from all tariffs and taxation ;

that, upon all other articles, only such taxes and

tariffs ought to be imposed as shall be required to

meet the wants of the Government economically ad

ministered; and that the adjustment of taxes and

tariffs with a view of preventing fair competition in

trade, from any source, is subversive of tho rights

and hurtful to the interests of the masses of the

people.

Resolved, That, in our opinion, no rights can bo

vested in corporations, more than in individuals,

above the control of the people, and such laws should

be enacted and enforced as will limit, to just rates,

tariffs, freights and charges of railroad and trans

portation companies, and protect the people against

imposition, and that the Legislature should annex

such conditions to all new grants, and the extension

of said privileges, as will place the right of legisla

tive control over such corporations beyond question.

Resolved, That as an instance of eminently appro

priate legislation, in the name of wisdom, justice,

and republican government, and to secure universal

political rights and equality, we call upon Congress

forgeneral amnesty.

Resolved, That wc are opposed to the granting of

any more public land to aid in the construction of

railroad or other public enterprises, except upon the

condition that the lands granted shall be subject to

be taken by actual settlers at a price not above two

dollars and fifty cents per acre, and shall be subject

to taxation the same as individual property, as soon

as acquired by any railroad company.

Resolved, That we denounce the present Repub

lican State administration, for its utter failure to en

force the laws of this State relating to corporations.

The Temperance Convention was held on

October 18th. It was a mass convention. The

following were tho nominations: For Gov

ernor, Judge Abner Lewis, of Winona; for

Lieutenant-Governor, W. A. Bentley, of St.

Paul ; for Treasurer, Dr. William L. Mentzel,

of St. Paul ; for Secretary of State, J. Guil
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ford, of St. Anthony ; for Attorney-General,

U. F. Sargent, of Plainview ; for Justices of

Supreme Court, Judge O. E. Hamlin, of St.

Cloud, and A. P. Jewell, of Lake City. After

ward, Judge Lewis declining to serve, the

State Central Committee substituted the name

of Samuel Mayall at the head of the ticket.

A vigorous platform was adopted, and also the

following resolution :

Seiohed, That we look upon the enfranchisement

of woman as an important stepping-stone to the

success of our prospects.

The election was held on Tuesday, Novem

ber 3d. The Republican ticket was elected

by a large majority. For Governor, llorace

Austin, Republican, had 45,833 votes ; Win-

throp Young, Democratic, 30,092 ; and Samuel

Mayall, Temperance, 840 ; Austin's majority,

14,895. The majority of William II. Yale, for

Lieutenant-Governor, was 1G,738; Samuel P.

Jennison, Secretary of State, 12,372 ; William

Seeger, Stato Treasurer, 10,193 ; F. R. E. Cor

nell, Attorney-General, 16,190; James M.

Berry, Justice of Supremo Court, 15,053; and

S. J. R. McMillan, Associate Justice, 14,947.

To the Legislature the Republicans elected 29

Senators and 72 Representatives, a majority

of 17 in the upper branch and 38 in tho lower.

At the same election the people of the Stato

voted on two proposed amendments to the

Stato constitution : one prohibiting the Legis

lature from relieving any railroad from tho tax

upon its gross earnings ; and the other author

izing an increase of the State indebtedness, for

the purpose of erecting buildings for the deaf,

dumb, and blind, and for tho State-prison, to

the amount of two hundred and fifty thousand

dollars, in excess of the quarter of a million

dollars already authorized. On the first the

vote was: yeas, 41,814; nays, 9,215; majority

in favor of the intendment, 32,598. On tho

second: yeas, 6,742 ; nays, 40,797; majority

against the amendment, 34,073.

During 1871 there was 457$ miles of railroad

completed and put in operation in the State,

which, added to the number previously con

structed, makes a total length of railroad, com

pleted and in operation at the close of the

year, of 1,550 miles.

The grading on what is known as the Brain-

ard branch of tho Northern Pacific Railroad,

connecting St. Paul with tho main line, has

been completed, and that of tho Sioux City &

St. Paul Railroad to some considerable dis

tance beyond the State line. The reports of the

various railroad companies, made to tho Rail

road Commissioner, whose office was created

by tho Legislature of 1871, show the follow

ing statistics:

Number of passengers carried during year. . . 641,711
Average number of miles carried 36,¥
Average amouut received of each f1 61
Average rate per mllo 04? cent".
Total gross earnings for the year *3,430.414 S3
Total operating expenses 2,561.435 10
yet earnings (reported) 847,523 04
Total amount paid State Treasurer In lieu of
taxes for last fiscal year 56,154 18

The following table shows the amounts and

conditions of grants of public lands by the

State to railroads :

Ji2 =

COMPANY
RECEIVING GRANT. skills

Hit

lilili

St. Paul & Pacific.
Winona * St. Peter

St. Paul & Pacific.
Southern Minnesota
Minnesota Central..
Lake Superior &.
Mississippi ....

922.411.31
875.158.85
S87.S64.S7
123.833.00
167,685.34

140.635.7S
81.281.98
98.541.48
23.362.54
38,342.75

18.6
S.6

14.0
13.0
23-8

484.9S4.U7 8.178.49 1.6

Totnl 3.021.865 34 340.543.07 ia.s

The work of building the Northern Pacific

Railroad and its branches has been vigorously

pushed during the year. The main line is to

run from Duluth, at the head of Lake Superior,

and 1,200 miles of lake navigation, to Pnget

Sound on the Pacific coast, and its branches

are to connect with the chief lines of water

communication, and with the great railroad

systems of the Atlantic and Pacific States. By

the purchase of the St. Paul & Pacific road,

a lino of about 300 miles of finished road in

Minnesota, in successful operation, has been

secured, and St. Paul, at the head of navigation

on the Mississippi, and connecting with the

railroads of the Central and Eastern States,

concentrating at Chicago, is made a valuable

terminal point. The lines from St. Paul and

Duluth unite in Western Minnesota. From

this point of the junction a branch will extend

to Pembina on the British border, and the

trunk-line will traverse Central Dakota, and

follow the now famous Yellowstone Valley

through Montana. Near the boundary of Idaho,

he road will again branch—one arm following

down the valley of the Columbia to tide-water

at Portland, Oregon ; the other striking directly

across the Cascade Range to the main terminus

of Puget Sound. A north and south branch

will also connect the Puget Sound terminus

with that at Portland ; and, at the latter point,

connection will be made with the coast-lines

of road now building southward through Ore

gon and California. Both at Portland and

Pnget Sound tho road will tap the important

lines of the Pacific. The road is fortunate in

its pathway across the two ranges of moun

tains which tested so severely the Pacific Rail

roads built on the central line. At the Deer

Lodge Pass, in Montana, where it crosses the

Rocky Mountains, its altitude above the sea is

8,500 foet less than the Union Pacific Railroad

at Sherman, which is said to be the highest

point at which a locomotive can be found in

the world. And, on tho Pacific side, it follows

the Columbia, the only river which has torn

its way through that mighty range which, in

California, is known as the Sierras, but which

in Oregon changes its name to the Cascades.

Tho land-grants of the United States to the
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road exceed fifty millions of acres in the winter-

wheat regions of the country. In October,

the track was completed across the State of

Minnesota, 250 miles toward the Red Eiver,

and regular trains were running over tho com

pleted sections. In the latter part of Septem

ber, contracts were let for the construction of

the Dakota Division, extending 200 miles west

ward, from the crossing of the Eed River to

the crossing of the Missouri, in Central Dakota.

This division is to he finished by the first of

July, 1872. A section of 65 miles between the

Columbia River and Puget Sound, in Washing

ton Territory, was to be completed in the

winter of 1871. In the fall, the main line of

the branch, previously known as the St. Paul

& Pacific, was completed to the Red River at

Breckonridge, and the branch line from its

present terminus at Watab, on the Mississippi

River, 70 miles northward to Brainard, as

already stated, where it joins the trunk line.

In the fall, also, contracts were let for the con

struction of a branch road from St. Cloud, 75

miles north of St. Paul, to Pembina, on the

British border, a distance of 875 miles, to be

completed at the close of this year. It will

drain the richest portions of the Red River

Valley, open direct communication with the

British settlements of "Winnipeg, and the rich

Saskatchewan Basin. It will also serve as the

southeastern arm of the Northern Pacific road,

reaching to St. Paul and Minneapolis, and thus

connecting with Chicago and the trunk lines

to the East. "When this is completed, the

Northern Pacific will have 900 miles of road

within the limits of the State, and the trunk

line will be carried nearly one-third of its dis

tance across the continent. Anticipating the

increase of business, the Hudson's Bay Com

pany has already leased docks and warehouses

at Duluth, preparatory to doing the whole of

its immense business over this line. Settlors

are also occupying the lands along the route

with surprising and gratifying rapidity.

The capacity of all the State institutions has

been increased during the year, by the erection

of additional buildings. In the Hospital for

the Insane, the whole number of patients under

treatment during the year was 345. At the

close of the year thero remained 244, of whom

129 were males, and 115 females. Whole num

ber discharged during the year, including

deaths, 101 ; discharged, recovered or im

proved, 76, or 22£ per cent, of the whole num

ber under treatment during the year; dis

charged without change, 4. The hospital has

been crowded, as heretofore, to the utmost

limit of its capacity. The Institute for the

Deaf and Dumb and the Blind was attended

by 77 pupils ; 60 in the mute, and 17 in the

blind department. In nine years, which cover

the history of the school, not one death has

occurred. The superintendent urges the im

portance of teaching trades to the pupils, in

order that each one on leaving the school may

be able to do something to earn a livelihood.

There were 131 convicts in the penitentiary.

Of these, 71 were in at the beginning of the

year ; 44 were committed during the year for

offences against the State, and 16 for offences

against the United States. The whole number

in prison, December 1st, was 87. The earnings

of the prison during the year have amounted to

$12,256.94. To the Reform School, 44 children

have been committed during the year, and, at

its close, 109 were in the institution, of whom

8 were girls.

The school statistics show marked progress

during the year. The whole number of persons

in the State, reported between the ages of five

and twenty-one years, is 167,463, an increase

of 11,696 overthat of lastyear. "Whole number

attending school during the year was 113,983 ;

whole number of teachers employed, 4,385, of

whom 2,903 were females. Tho whole amount

paid for teachers' salaries was $540,388.12 ;

average for each male, per month, $37.68, and

each female, $25.51 ; increase over 1870, $107,-

945.10. The total value of the school-houses

in the State is $1,758,133.03. The permanent

school-fund is derived from the proceeds of

the sale of the school-lands of the State, com

prising one-eighth of the public domain, and

from the sale of permits to cut pine-timber on

these lands. The fund at the close of tho year

amounted to $2,544,076.12, which is in amount

tho fifth permanent school-fund in the United

States, and the largest derived exclusively from

the Government land-grants for that purpose.

With good management, the school-fund, when

all the lands shall have been converted into

money, the Governor states, cannot be less

than $15,000,000. In addition to the interest

on this permanent fund, a two-mill tax is levied

each year, pursuant to general law. The pro

ceeds of this tax, added to the interest on the

school-fund, amounted to $346,317.83 for the

last fiscal year, which- has boon apportioned

and distributed among the school districts.

To the amount so received, each district makes

such further addition as its electors see fit to

assess for school purposes. From all sources

there was realized and expended for school

purposes, in 1871, $1,011,656.73, against $792,-

852.91 for 1870—an increase, for the year, of

$218,803.82.

Favorable progress has been made at the

State University, the chief educational institu

tion of the State. There were in attendance

in all the departments during the year 321 stu

dents, of whom 92 were women—a large in

crease over the preceding year. The total per

manent fund of the university, now at inter

est, amounts to the sum of $119,762.76. This

fund has arisen from the sale of lands granted

by Congress.

In tho following table will be found more

full details of the census of 1870, together

with the assessed value of property, taxation,

etc. The State covers a large space of ter

ritory, containing more than 81,000 square

miles :
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CENSUS OF 1870.

Altkla
Anoka
Becker
Beltrami
Benton
BUr Stone
Bine Earth...
Brown
Carlton.
Carver ,
Cass
Chippewa
Chisago
Clay
Cottonwood . . -
Crow Wing . . .
Dakota
Dodge
Douylaa
Faribault
Fillmore
Freeborn
Goodhue.

Grant ,
Hennepin
Hoaeton
Isanti
Itasca
Jackeon
Kanabec
Kandiyohi
Lac qui Parle. .
Lake
lie Saeur
Lincoln
Mankahta
Manomin
Martin
McLeod
Meeker
Mille Lac
Monongalia. . .
Morrison
Mower. ,
Murray
Nicollet

Nobles
Olmsted
Otter Tall
Fombina
Pine.
Pipestone..
Polk
Pope •
Ramsey
Redwood
Renville.
Rice
Rock
Scott
Sherburne.. . ,
Bibloy
8teams
Steele
StOVOIlN
Bt, Louis
Todd
Traverse
Wabashaw
Wadena
Wahuata
Waseca
Washington. .
Watonwan. . .
Wilkin
Winona
Wright

Total for State.

POPULATION.

White. Color*!. Foreign.

178 18 178

8,940 8,9*5
308

15 3.868 1,073

306 186 123

80 80 78 7
1,858 1,556 1,075 483

M 24 19 6
17,803 17,282 20 12.148 6.154

6,396 6,396 8.311 4;085

286 274 118 188
11,586 11,585 6,668 5,918

380 172 12 863 17
1,467 1,433 698 7t;9

4,358 4,309 S,164 2.194

n 92 49 43

684 534 818 216

too 199 166 84

16.31* 16.264 40 10.767 5.545

8,598 8,593 6 6.515 2.083

4.839 4.230 2.816 1.928

9,940 9,938 2 7.422 2.518
24.887 24,870 17 15.178 9.709

10.678 10.571 7 6.518 4,060
22,618 22.51)6 £2 12.164 10.454

840 821 148 192
81.566 81.3*9 190 21.338 10.228

14.938 14,926 10 8,176 6.760

2,035 2,0.15 865 1,170

96 78 91 4
1,825 1,823 1,192 633

93 93 85 8
1,780 1,760 608 1,092

145 145 198 87

135 134 114 21

11,607 11,590 7,710 8,697

8,867 8.867 8'S40 527

6,643 6,643 8.757 1,886

6,090 6,088 8,787 2,8£3
1.109 1.107 918 191

8.161 8,161 1.463 1,698

1.681 1,681 1.118 668

10,447 10,447 7,233 8.209

209 209 185 24

8,362 8,327 4,281 4,081

117 117 108 9

19.793 19.766 27 15,364 4,429

1,968 1,966 888 1,080

64 64 47 17

6-18 613 824 324

2.691 2.090 'i l'iio l',38i

23.085 22.886 198 13.248 9,839

1.8*9 1,826 1 1,147 68*

8.219 8,219

is

1.808 1,411

16,08!) 16,025 11,319 4,734

138 138

*8

120 18

11,049 11.024 6,625 4,417

2.050 2,050
'i

1.524 620

6,725 6.724 8,662 8,003

14.208 14,201 5 8.989 6,217

8,271 8,2.-)8 13 6,088 2,183

174 161 71 103

4,661 4.529 22 1,708 2,853

2,036 2,085 1 1,499 637

13 5 13
4,5:^815,859 15,836 23 11,321

66 6 1

7.854 7.85* 2 5.380 2,474

11.809 11,776 21 6.440 6,369

2.426 2,426 1.424 1,002

295 2!I5 103 193

22.819 82,2119 60 15.168 7.151

9,457 0,457 ■• 6,403 2.0S9

439,708 43*257 75!) 279.009 160.697

propwtj.

$45,000
854,354
875.000
65.000
452,279

8.54R.809

715.024
110,970

1.2G5.3M
105,000

958.118
2.023

ino.ooo

8.7»5,(il5
2.620.379
678.916

1,100.435
4.030.866
1.619,284
4,755,423

6.5:52.049
2,038.636
120.883
70.000

128.043
169.931

97.413

85.147
1,508,964

143.0(10

787.623
671,000
285.717
239.133
6T8.509

2,326,385

1,544,724

4,518,616

835, 43*

848,479
8,808,667
467,204
225.143

8,365,075

1,361,875
468,998
8T3.978

2,178,965
2,042.397

69,090
220.693
244.0S0

7.900
8,900.000

7,600

1.241.862
8,003.421
211.451
90.800

4,673.01*
1,100.460

$84,135,332

Included In the census are 690 Indians, town, city, etc., amounted to $2,438,797. Tb«

The number of tribal Indians is officially es- aggregate value of farm products, 'nc'u"'?^

timated at 6,350. The true value of property betterments and additions to stock, was fa*"

•was $228,909,590. The publio debt, county, 446,400; 407,185 pounds of wool were raised;
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24,043 persons, ten years old and over, cannot
■write, of whom 11,234 are males, and 12,809

are females. Of those twenty-one years old

and over who cannot write, 8,034 are white

males.

The receipts into the State Treasnry, during

the fiscal year ending November 13th, were

$913,136.54; disbursements, $71G,956.17; leav

ing a general balance of $196,180.37. The

recognized bonded debt of the State, at the

beginning of the year, was $350,000. The

Indian war bonds of 1862 are to be redeemed

before the 1st of November nest, in accord

ance with the section of the State constitution

providing that all bonds issued by the State

shall be redeemed within ten years from their

date. The sinking fund for their redemption,

at the commencement of the year, amounted

to $64,493.86, making the debt virtually about

$285,503.14 at that time. At the close of the

year the fund amounted to $86,778.89, reduc

ing the debt to $263,221.11, and making a de

crease of $22,283.03 during the year. There

has been expended from the Treasury, from

1866 to 1871 inclusive, $681,055.06, for the

erection of State buildings. Of this amount

the State borrowed $250,000; the balance,

$431,055.06, was derived from taxes and the

general receipts of the Treasury. The State

Auditor estimates the taxable valuation of all

the property in the State, for the present fiscal

year, at $90,000,000, an increase of about $3,-

000,000 over the last year. On this amount

the taxes are levied as follows : For general

revenue, Z\ mills, $315,000; for support of

State institutions, one mill, $90,000; for in

terest on State debt and sinking-fund, half

mill, $45,000 ; total, five mills, $450,000.

The marvellous development of agriculture

in the State is sufficiently illustrated by the

simple statement that the cultivated area dur

ing the twenty years of her existence has

grown from 1,900 acres in 1850 to 1,863,316

acres in 1870. The number of acres of tilled

land, at various periods since the organization

of the Territory in 1849, is shown as follows :

Acm,

Tilled are* In 1850 1,900
Tilled area In 1854 15.000
Tilled area in 1860 556,250
Tilled area in 1866 895,412
Tilled area in 1867 1.092.593
Tilled area in 1868 1.387,470
Tilled area in 1889 1.619,456
Tilled area in 1870 1,863,316

The following statement exhibits the in

crease of the total tilled area, and the propor

tionate occupancy of the same by the three

leading staples of tho State for 1870 :

1809. 1870. Inerewe.
Par cent, oo-
enptea 1a

Tilled acreage...
Acres in wheat..
Acres in exits....
Acres In corn

1,619,456
1,000,007
278.187
147,587

1.863.316
1,003,597
a")6.403
201,129

213.860
2.419

77,991
56.542

1870.

53.86
19.12
10.95

The changes among the three staples for

1870 are as follows : Wheat area decreased .23

per cent. ; oats area increased, 27.98 per cent. ;

corn area increased, 38.31 per cent.

The total number of farms in the State in

1870 was 46,256 ; average tilled acres per farm,

40.28. The aggregate cash value of these

farms was $97,565,906, and value of imple

ments and machinery $6,688,366. This is an

increase, in ten years, of $75,730,167, or near

ly 265.5 per cent. The statistics of manufac

tures show that in 1870 there were 2,057 estab

lishments, manufacturing more than $500 an

nually, and the value of their products was

$23,801,147. Of these, 208 were flour-mills,

which produced 1,296,488 barrels of flour dur

ing tho year; 204 were lumber-mills, the an

nual products of which were valued at $5,058,-

157 ; 294 were blacksmithing establishments ;

168 boot and shoe manufactories; and 115 of

carriages, wagons, etc.

According to the latest publio surveys, the

area of the State is 80,784 square miles, or 51,-

701,760 acres. This is inclusive of all lakes

and parts of lakes within the State boundaries,

except the portion of Lake Superior so in

cluded. The following shows the total absorp

tion of the public lands by individuals, under

the various provisions of law at the several

United States Land-Offices within the State

during the year 1870 :

Under homestead law 320.540.45
Under preemption law 305,757.04
With warrants and college scrip 157,191,28
With cash 171,617.95

Total 955,106.72

In June and July some sections of the State

were visited by severe hail-storms and fires,

which completely destroyed the crops. Much

destitution followed in consequence, and the

more favored portions of the State were called

upon by the Governor for aid, and promptly

rendered it.

A careful estimate founded upon official data

places the number of immigrants for 1871 at

about 82,000.

MIRES, Jules (Jules Mathieu), a French

adventurer, journalist, banker, and financier,

born in Bordeaux, December, 1809; died in

Paris, June 6, 1871. His career was more re

markable than that of any hero of romance.

His parents were Portuguese Jews, and from

his boyhood ho had been daring, impudent,

lawless, with a good deal of liberality mingled

with his audacity and brutality. Ho was a

broker in Bordeaux ; quarrelled with every

body, fought a dozen duels; and finally about

1845 made his way to Paris to seek his fortune.

He had obtained a position in 1848 as director

or manager of the gas-company at Aries, and

in 1848 or 1849, with Millaud (see Millatjd, in

this volume), purchased the Railway Journal,

and sot up an office for dealing in railway

shares. With Millaud also he commenced the

publication of The Counsellor of the People,

and employed Lamartine as its editor. Some

years later he founded, as successors to this
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journal, The Chilizcr, and The Country {Le

Pays). Separating (after a quarrel) from Mil-

laud, Mires embarked in the most gigantic

speculations. Ho obtained the direction or

control of the largest collieries in the empire,

of the Society of the Gates, of Marseilles, and

of some of the largest industrial enterprises of

that city, and rebuilt nearly one-third of it.

Ho now rolled in wealth ; was summoned by

the Pope to undertake a loan for the Papal

Government, was appealed to for help by the

Sultan, was decorated with the red ribbon

of the Legion of Honor; floated buoyant on

the torrent of French popularity and glory,

married his daughter to tho Prince de Poli-

gnac, 'wrote books, paid artists, was the pa

tron of authors, poets, and detectives, bought

splendid domains, scattered money with a

lavish hand, and gathered around him a corps

of literary friends and abettors. But this

pomp and glory was not to last. lie had, in

somo way, incurred the displeasure of Napo

leon III., and, though he was in possession of

some dangerous secrets in regard to tho cor

ruption and frauds of the Government, he was

arrested in February, 1861, thrown into prison

at Mazas, for several months, kept in secret

confinement, and finally, on tho 11th of July,

1801, tried by tho Correctional Tribunal of

Paris, and sentenced to fivo years' imprison

ment, and 3,000 francs fine. The man may

have been and probably was corrupt, though

hardly more so than his accusers; hut his

fearlessness and energy in conducting his de

fence, and with the Emperor and all his Cabinet

against him, compelling tho appeal to higher

courts, and securing a reversal of judgment,

gained him sympathy. On the reversal of one

judgment, tho Government caused his arrest

on another indictment, but he defied them,

and at last, after nearly three years of trials

end imprisonment, ho was set free. He im

mediately entered upon other speculations,

and commenced a warfare upon the Govern

ment and its speculating favorites, which ho

did not cease till both it and they were ruined.

He also commenced actions for damages against

tho judges who had condemned him, and tho

witnesses who had testified against him ; and,

having seen all his enemies overthrown, at last

died himself of sheer exhaustion from his ten

years' contest with his persecutors.

MISSISSIPPI. The material condition of

the State of Mississippi has improved but

slowly during the past year. Financially, its

status is unsatisfactory, owing rather to bad

management than to any heavy burden of debt

or taxation. The indebtedness is wholly of a

floating character, and by no means great in

amount. On the 1st of December there were

oustanding warrants amounting to $648,723.19,

and certificates of indebtedness to the amount

of 8397,000, making a total of $1,045,723.10.

In this statement are included the deposits made

by insurance companies, amounting to $557,-

786.42. This floating indebtedness had in

creased $487,980.77 since the beginning of the

year. These warrants are of the nature of

checks or sight drafts issued by the Auditor in

the payment of claims upon the Treasury.

They presuppose the existence of funds for

their redemption on presentation, but, accord

ing to the statement of the Governor, the

present Treasurer has never during his term

of office had money enough at command to

pay his own salary I Tax-collectors are au

thorized to receive the warrants in payment

of State taxes, but are under no obligation to

make change, and if the exact amount of the

dues is not tendered tho warrants may be

refused. The result is, that these checks are

continually at a discount, and their value dur

ing the past year has fluctuated from 65 to S3

cents on tho dollar. The same unsubstantial

system of issuing certificates of indebtedness,

and paying and receiving them in lien ofmoney,

is in vogue in the counties, and the supervisors

have issued this unsatisfactory kind of cur

rency until, in many cases, it has depreciated

in value to twenty-five cents on the dollar,

which practically quadruples the pressure upon

the people for tho payment of public dues.

Tho Governor, in his message to the Legisla

ture of 1872, strongly recommended the adop

tion of measures whereby all outstanding evi

dence of indebtedness should be funded in

bonds running from one to eight years, and

bearing six per cent, interest, payable semi

annually, and that henceforth only legal United

States currency bo used in the actual financial

transactions of the State and counties.

The system of public schools of the State is

hardly established on a firm basis as yet, hat

there are evidences of improvement. Much

dissatisfaction has been felt with the present

modo of organization and management, anil

the question of making a change was debated

in the last Legislature, though no change was

actually made. At present there are five di

rectors appointed in each connty by the county

superintendent, to employ teachers and look

after the general interests of the schools. The

Governor recommends the election, in each

district, of three directors from the immediate

patrons of tho schools, to provide buildings,

and supplies, and employ teachers, and that

one of them at least be required to visit the

school in hid district once in two w»en

during tho session. The number of schools at

present in operation in the State is 3,000, en-

ploying 3,300 teachers, and having, during the

past year, an aggregate attendance of 90,000
pupils. The university at Oxford is repre

sented to be in a flourishing condition. Daring

tho sossion of 1871-'72, nearly 200 students

wero matriculated. The institution is endowed,

but each year requires more or less assistance

from the State. No tuition-fees are now ex

acted, and one free scholarship for each reprf

sentative district has been established. »
proposed to add an agricultural department,

with an experimental farm, to the present up-
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pliance3 of tha university. Alcorn University

has been organized, and in part endowed, but

has as yet no local habitation. It is intended

mainly for the instruction of colored youth,

and Hiram Revels, late of the United States

Senate, has been chosen as its president.

The State Penitentiary, on the loth of De

cember, contained 234 convicts. Tho buildings

are in a dilapidated condition, and need is felt

not only of new accommodations for prisoners,

but a change in the method of management.

The whole matter of penal and charitablo in

stitutions is in need of systematic and effective

organization. There are schools for tho edu

cation of the deaf and dumb, and of tho blind,

at Jackson, tho latter being in successful opera

tion, and the former just established. The

hospital at Vicksburg was made a State insti

tution by the last Legislature, and during the

last nine months of the year, while it was

under State management, 1,723 patients had

been received for treatment, of whom 1,474

had been discharged as cured.

The condition of society throughout the

State remains somewhat unsettled, and there

have been numerous local disorders, but, on

tho whole, there are clear evidences of an im

provement. The most serious disturbance of

the year occurred at Meridian, on the 6th of

March. Two days before, there had been a

meeting of negroes, who had been harassed

or threatened by some persons supposed to bo

connected with tho so-called Ku-klux order,

and during their demonstrations in the public

streets a fire was discovered in one of tho

principal buildings of the town, which was

believed to have been kindled by some of their

number. Several upon whom suspioion fell

were arrested, and, during the inquiry into the

facts of the matter, an affray occurred in the

court-house, during which the presiding judge,

Mr. Bramlette, was shot through the head and

instantly killed, and several negroes were either

killed or seriously hurt. This event created

intense excitement, and thore wero fears of a

general riot between the whites and negroes.

A public meeting of the white citizens was

held, at which a determination to repress dis

order and violence was expressed, and the

mayor was accused of failure to perform his

duty. That officer was subsequently forced to

leave the city. The Legislature was in session

at the timo of the disturbance, and immediately

ordered an investigation, and the following

resolutions were offered, and referred to the

military committee of the House :

Whereat, Tho Constitution of the United States

provides in Section 4, Article IV., that tho United

States shall guarantee to each Stato a republican form

of government, and shall protect each or them against

invasion and domestic violence ; and—

Whereat, Thero exists in tho eastern portion of

this Stato an organized and concerted purposo, among

certain lawless men of Mississippi and Alabama, to

net the laws of this State at defiance, and to molest

its citizens in the peaceable enjoyment of their prop

erty and their lives ; and—

Whereat, Thcso bands of evil-disposed men have

repeatedly outraged and barbarously murdered both

white and colored citizens, who have been well-

behaved and law-abiding, and havo committed no

offence against society or the State ; and—

Whereat, The officers of the law have been resisted

in the discharge of their official duties, and in several

instances forcibly taken from their homes and fami

lies and subjected to brutal murder ; and—

Whereat, School-houses, churches, and privato

dwellings, are being burned by these desperadoes in

thatportion of the State: and—

Whereat, The civil authorities are unable to enforce

the law and protect tho people in the enjoyment of

their lives, liberty, and property : therefore—

Be it retoloed by the Route of Bepreeentativet (the

Senate concurring), That his Excellency James L.

Alcorn, Governor of the State, be requested to call

on the President of tho United States Tor a sufficient

number of Federal troops to enable him to have tho

laws faithfully executed, and all our citizens duly

protected in their rights.

Two reports were made from the committee,

the majority declaring that " the Governor

was amply able to meet the requirements ne

cessary for tho suppression of outrages and

disorders in this State," and that "it would

be a reflection upon the Governor for the Legis

lature to request his Excellency to call upon

tho President for aid." They also recom

mended that tho resolution be not adopted ;

while the minority favored its adoption, on the

ground that " the most stringent and prompt

measures are necessary to suppress the out

rages, riots, and murders, complained of from

many points on the eastern boundary of our

State." The minority report was adopted, and

the resolution passed by a vote of 42 to 35.

Notwithstanding this fact, Governor Alcorn

telegraphed to the Mississippi delegation in

Congress as follows :

Executive Office, )

Jacksos, Miss., March 17, 1871. J

Eon. A. Ametx U. S. Senate, and George E. Ifnrrit,

J. L. Morphtt, and L. W. Pierce, House of Jiepre-

tentativet, Wathington, D. C.

I am informed that dispatches have been forwarded

to Washington derogating from the power of this

government to enforce tho law. 1 dosire_ to correct

that misrepresentation, and to state that it finds no

justification in fact. A riot occurred recently at

Meridian, but was promptly suppressed. Tho affair

is now undergoing legal investigation. Some minor

outrages have been committed on other points

of tho Alabama border, in tha night, by parties in

disguise. My only difficulty in these coses is to dis-

oovertho wrong-doers, but, that overcome, as I con

fidently hope it will be, this government is abun

dantly powerful to make them fear the consequences

of their crimes. Save in these cases, Mississippi

presents an unbroken evidence of civil obedience and

order. J. A. A'LCOKN, Governor.

The opposition of tho Governor to the use

of Federal troops led to the defeat of the above-

mentioned resolution in tho Sonate.

The Governor did, however, ask for addi

tional powers from the Legislature to enable

him to enforce the laws, and two important

bills were passed for this purpose. One of

these authorized the organization of a regi

ment of picked men, and tho other gave the

Governor power to change the place of trial,
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of persons accused of violence and crime, to a

different county from that in which the crime

was committed, when it should appear that,

" owing to prejudice or other cause, an impar

tial petit or grand jury cannot be impanelled

in such county." In the latter act he was

also authorized to offer a reward, not exceed

ing $500, for the apprehension of any person

charged with a felony. In one or two cases

the change of venue authorized in this act

was made, but there was found to be little

occasion for the exercise of extraordinary

powers on the part of the government. At a

meeting of white and colored citizens at Holly

Springs, in Marshall County, which was rep

resented to be one of the most disorderly dis

tricts in the State, the following declaration

was formally made :

"We, the citizens of Marshall County, Miss., white

and colored, in convention assembled this day, in

the city of Holly SpringSj do declare :

That, since the close ot tho war, as little crime has

been committed by the population of this county as

for any like period of our history ; that lawless acts

have had but little existence among us ; that no or

ganized bands of whites for any political or unlaw

ful purpose exist among us, so far as we know and

believe, and we think our opportunities to learn the

facts, if they existed, are ample ; that our popula

tion have manifested a love of order and a respect

and veneration for law equal to any community of

any nation; that for many consecutive weeks in

1863 no peace or other officer was found in our

county, and that no process whatever, either civil or

criminal, could have been issued, and yet during

this period not a violation of law, of even the most

petty character, was perpetrated in the county ; and,

finally, that we believe no greater amount of crime

has been committed in this State than has marked

other communities of equal numbers, in any State of

the Union. Mississippians act openly and boldly, and

offences perpetrated by them are known and read

by all men. Secret crimes are unusual.

We deem this declaration justified in view of the

many slanders heaped on our State, and, for our

county, we denounce them as baseless and criminal.

Any introduction of military force in the county, to

enforce tho law, would not only be useless, but an

arbitrary, tyrannical act.

Should any unlawful acts be committed hereafter

in the county, our citizens arc able and willing to

enforce the laws through the civil authorities.

The regular session of the State Legislature,

which began on the 3d of January, continued

until about the middle of May. Governor Al

corn was elected to the United States Senate

for the full term, beginning on the 4th of

March, but did not resign the Executive chair

until November following. An important part

of the work of the session was the adoption

of the revised code of laws which had been

previously prepared by a commission ap

pointed by the Governor. This contained

a carefully-prepared registration act and an

elaborate election law. Any male citizen may

be registered as a legal voter on subscribing

an oath that he is twenty-one years of age,

has resided six months in the State and one

month in the county where he wishes to vote,

and that ho will support the constitution and

laws of the State and of the United States.

Each registered voter receives a certificate

of registration which entitles him to registra

tion in a different county nfter one month's

residence therein, and after registration he

can be challenged at the polls only on the

question of his identity. Full provision is

made for conducting elections, preserving or

der, and making returns to the Secretary of

State. The entiro code was taken up and con

sidered, chapter by chapter, an attempt to have

it referred to a joint committee to be reported

on for action as a whole having been defeated.

Matters of taxation and finance occupied

considerable attention. The revenue law of

1870 had been defective in its operation, hnt

no material change was made. The collection

of taxes levied for 1870 was, however, sus

pended until the 1st of May, and the penalties

for non-payment remitted until after that

date. An act was also passed authorizing the

supervisors of tho several counties to correct

erroneous assessments. The validity of this

act was brought in question, and a majority of

the judges of the Supreme Court declared it

to be null and void. As assessors and collect

ors were accused of many irregularities and

abuses of authority, this decision caused a good

deal of dissatisfaction.

A movement looking to the assumption of

the old repudiated debt of the State was

started in the Senate and caused considerable

discussion, but did not meet with much favor.

A resolution denying that " any moral or legal

obligation rests upon the people of this State

to discharge in any manner or form, in whole

or in part, the bonds of the Union and Planters'

Bank, commonly known as the 'Repudiated

Bonds, or Repudiated Debt of the State of

Mississippi,' " was tabled and a resolution de

claring that it was "inexpedient to agitate

the question of the payment of the Planters

and Union Bank bonds, because it is looked

upon as a settled question, decided by a vote

of the people at tho ballot-box, by the Legis

lature, and by the courts of the State, and it

is the opinion of the Senate that the question

should here rest," was indefinitely postponed.

Finally a motion was carried to expunge from

the journal all record of the proceedings relat

ing to the matter.
An attempt to secure the repeal of the sec

tion of tho law authorizing the issue of certifi

cates of indebtedness, and their use as cur

rency, was defeated. .
An act was passed to encourage internal

improvements, which granted a subsidy of

$4,000 per mile to railroads hereafter to M

built. There was a strong opposition to the

measure, and several members of the House

put on record their solemn protest against the

adoption as they considered it, " in direct op

position to the wishes of all the tax-payers «

the State except those personally interested. ^

An act apportioning tho legislative repre

sentation among the various counties *

passed, and received the Governor's appro™
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on the last day of the session, May 13th.

There were many complaints on tho part of

the Democratic minority that the division into

districts was unfair, some counties having, it
■was alleged, less than the proper quota of

inhabitants receiving a representation, wherein

s large portion of the population was colored,

and others, where there was a predominance

of whites, being joined with the neighboring

counties. An attempt was made to secure to

each county at least one representative, but

this failed.

A bill to repeal the law which allows the

Governor to fill temporarily vacant town,

county, and district offices, was vetoed. The

message of Governor Alcorn, giving his rea

sons for withholding his sanction from this bill,

was taken up mainly with an argument to show

that the original act was not unconstitutional,

and was needed at the time of its passage.

An act was passed incorporating the "Plant

ers', Manufacturers', and Meohanics' Associa

tion of the State of Mississippi," for the pur

pose of holding fairs, and securing concerted

effort for the development of the material in

terests of the State. The first State fair of

the Association was held in December, and

was quite successful. Oounty associations

were authorized by the Land Act, and meas

ures have been set on foot for their organiza

tion in different parts of the State.

The following amendment to the law regu

lating inns, hotels, and public-houses, was

adopted, the rote in the House being 42 to 38:

Seotiox 9. If any person or persons, keeper of

any inn, tavern, hotel, or any publio-house in this

State, whoro a license is paid, shall refuse to keep and

accommodate any person in his, her, or their house on

account of race or color, he or they shall be guilty of

a misdemeanor, and snail forfeit his, her, or their

license to carry on any such business, and shall be

fined in the sum of not less than one hundred dol

lars, or not more than ono hundred and fifty dollars,

to be collected before any justice of the peace of the

oounty where the crime is oommitted, one-half

of the moner to bo paid to the prosecutor, and one-

half to the School Fund.

The following resolution was also adopted

by a vote of 62 to 28:

Resolved, That it is the sense of this House, that

the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth amendments

to tho Constitution of the United States have been

legally and constitutionally ratified, and are now

valid and binding to all intents and purposes ; and

any effort or attempt, let it oome from whatever

source it may, to interfere with, or to question in any

manner, the legality or constitutionality of the rati

fication of either ot said amendments, deserves the

condemnation of the American people.

Resolved further. That we regard the act passed

by the national Congress to enforce the right of

citizens of tho United States to vote in the several

States of this Union, and for other purposes, as being

a wise and judicious measure, believing as we do

that the peaceable enjoyment of the elective fran

chise and all other rights pertaining to citizenship is

the only condition upon which the removal of disa

bilities can be secured.

There was no election for State officers this

year, but quite an exciting oanvass took place

for the election of members of the Legislature.

The question was raised at the last session of

that body as to whether it was "a new Legis

lature, or the second session of the first Legis

lature under the new constitution." It was

finally decided to be the old Legislature in its

second session, and an election was ordered,

to take place in November. The Republicans

held a general convention at Jackson, on the

80th of August, at which a central committeo

was chosen, and the following resolutions were

adopted:

Resolved, That, recognizing the principles as set

forth in the Republican platform, and exemplified

in the general policy adopted by tho present National

Administration as of binding force, we do hereby re

affirm those principles, and measures, and laws, which

have been adopted to carry the same into effect.

Resolved, That we favor the lowest taxation that

will maintain an economical administration of the

State government.

Resolved, That we will maintain a liberal system of

free public schools, and secure equal advantages to

all, irrespective of race, color, or previous condition.

Resolved.That we indorse the Republican Admin

istration of the State of Mississippi, and that in the

approaching campaign for this fall, recognizing his

Exeellenoy Governor James L. Alcorn as our stand

ard-bearer, we pledge our united and earnest support

in defending the principles of the Republican party,

and in bearing its standard on to an assured and

glorious victory.

Resolved, That, having secured the blessings of

universal suffrage, we will continue our efforts as a

party in this State to secure the speedy adoption

of universal amnesty.

The Democrats held no State Convention,

but entered earnestly into the canvass in the

various counties, and the leading men of both

parties discussed the principles and claims of

their respective organizations at numerous

public meetings. The election occurred on

the 8th of November. Of the 36 Senators,

18 were chosen at this election. That branch

of the Legislature now stands, Republicans 22

and Democrats 14. A full House of Represent

atives was elected, and that body now consists

of 54 Republicans, 82 of them colored, 50 Dem

ocrats, and 2 independent. There was no

election in two counties. Of fifteen district

attorneys chosen, eight were Democrats and

seven Republicans.

After the election the question was raised

whether it was special or general, and hence

whether county officers were to enter at once

upon unexpired terms, or to begin full term

on the first Monday of January. The Attor

ney-General gave it as his opinion that all

officers elected in November should qualify at

once and enter upon the discharge of their

duties. This opinion, he said, was based on

the law regulating elections, which provides

that officers of counties and of districts of

counties, shall immediately proceed to qualify,

without commissions, and that their term of

office "shall date from such qualification." He

says:

I had considered this law constitutional : first, be-

causo the constitution evidently intended an early

termination to that abnormal condition of affairs
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which had bestowed upon the Executive tho tem

porary power of appointing those officers, who, un

der the regular and permanent operations of the

constitution, are to be elected by the people ; second,

because I knew of no provision in the constitution

to which this view of the subject is repugnant ; and

thirdly, because I considered that such a law was in

exact harmony with Section 6 of Article XII. of tho

constitution, which is as follows :

" The term of office of all county, township, and

precinct officors shall expire within thirty days after

this constitution shall have been ratified, and tho

Govornor shall, by and with the advice and consent

of tho Senate, thereafter appoint such officers whote

term of office tliall continue vnlil tit Lcouldm

thalljirondt by law for an election of tuck officen:

provided the present incumbents of all county, town

ship, district, and beat officers, shall hold their re

spective offices until their successors are legally ip-

pointcd or elected, and duly qualified."

The words italicised in this Bection are, in rev

opinion, the only words in the constitution having

any application to the tenure of those elective officers,

the preliminary appointment of whom is required to

be made by the Executive, except that certain officer)

named in Article V., and no others, are required by

Section 22 of that article to hold 1; till their successors

shall be duly qualified."

CENSUS OF 1870.

PoriTLATIOM.

Art*.!.. WbtU. Colored. N»Uv.. Forrlpn.

19,094 4,797 14,287 18,408 676 85.912,426
10,481 7,608 2,718

6,777
10,371 60 2.239.014

10.978 4.196 10.926 47 2,654.838
14.776 8,823 6.948 14.710 66 2,418.678
A.73S 1,900 7,816 9,542 190 4.069.040

10.501 8.561 2,000 10.533 28 1. 877.880

SI,047 9,497 11,550 20.741 808 4.102.564
19.899 9.880 10,069 19.661 248 4,033,780
io.oss 12.626 4,402 16,043 45 2.847,262
i8,asa 8.S90 9,998 18,175 211 8.784.092
7,505 4,073 8,432 7.484 71 1,977,910
7.141 1,763 6,38t 7,039 105 8,567.577

20,008 10,217 10.390 20.125 1S3 4.367.MK1

4.753 8,106 1,647 4,730 23 497.084
32.021 11,276 17,745 81.701 820 8,607.150
7.498 8,698 3,800 7,467 81 . 933.084
2.03S 1,666 872 2.032 6 i.>.:*«

10,571 8.929 6,642 10.333 238 1,926.226

4,239 3.053 1,186 4,025 214 7--.-i.iL14

5.795 4.368 1,427 6,198 599 1.208.492
9.K29 20.659 29.793 695 7.897,822

19,370 6,145 13.225 19.192 178 4,615,570
6,887 741 6,146 6.785 102 2.629,748
7,812 6,826 988 7,808 4 1.164,856
4,302 8,167 1.194 4,184 178 976. -110
10.SM 6.801 4.893 10.824 60 1.089,672

18.848 8,215 10,688 13,662 186 2.856,114

3,813 8,005 308 3,806 7 199,520
12.920 5,706 7.214 12.S87 S3 1,848,580
18,802 10,819 7,981 18,588 204 8.339,718
13,462 7,051 6,411 13,264 198 2,804.944
0,720 8,678 8,042 6,699 21 790,966
8.496 6,491 8.003 8.466 SO 1.299.698
15,955 11,100 4.855 15,8*8 72 2.559,254
10.184 6,022 4.162 10.060 118 1.546,722
30,502 7,480 23,022 80.176 826 6.215.134
20.918 5,809 15.139 20,550 898 4,094.480
4,211 2,562 1.649 4.204 7 392.666

29,416 12,917 10.499 29,046 870 6.C09.988
22.631 8,631 14,000 22.512 119 8,876.604
7,439 5.419 1.703 7.413 26 921,887
10,067 0,386 8,386 9,982 85 1.103,027
20.905 6,107 15,798 20.758 147 8.9311.084

14.891 5,587 9,304 14.S37 54 1.894,164
20,754 8,169 12,583 20.564 190 6.001.366
2,694 1,971 723 2.688 6 256,838

11.803 5.990 5,312 10.895 408 2.688.888
12.525 9.."il3 3,012 12,509 16 8.461.255
0,848 7,594 1.754 9.330 18 1.080.384
12,977 6.704 7.273 12.800 117 £,660.934

7.847 4,6M) 8,167 7.817 SO 1,220,828
5.718 8,569 2.149 5.709 9 434.274
7,126 5,415 1.711 7,110 16 750,820
5.015 1.772 3.243 4,848 107 1,782,618

7,852 8.215 4,637 7,791 61 1.361.680
20.727 15,636 6.091 20.681 46 3,443.262
7,350 6,609 741 7,823 27 1,178.038
5.858 1,231 4.127 5,805 53 2.981.012

26.769 7.907 18.66* 25.183 1,586 9.815,888

14.569 2.164 12.405 I4.':8i: 283 4,218.994

4.2(18 2.570 1.686 4.192 14 S.Vi.938

12.705 2,698 10.007 12.558 147 2.112,616

8,984 5,572 8.403 8.920 68 1,298,602

13.254 6.202 7.052 12.887 867 8..Vi2.524

17,279 4,884 l«.:RO 17.062 227 6.645,716

827.923 882.896 444.201 810,731 11,191 *177.278,890

Atttued value of

*
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Included in the census are 16 Chinese and

809 Indians. The true value of property was

$209,197,345. The publio debt, county, city,

town, etc., amounted to $798,185. The aggre

gate value of farm-products, including better

ments and additions to stock, was $73,137,953 ;

288,285 pounds of wool were raised ; 48,028

whites, and 264,723 colored persons, ten years

old and over, cannot write, of whom 150,984

are males, and 161,767 are females. Of those

twenty-one years old and over who cannot

write, 9,357 are white males.

The Legislature of 1872 assembled at Jack

son on the 2d of January. Governor Powers,

who occupied the Executive chair after the

resignation of Alcorn, to take his seat in the

United States Senate, submitted a message, in

which he made several important recommen

dations. One of these favored the amendment

of the jury laws, so as "to prevent the chal

lenging of a juryman upon the ground of his

having formed or expressed an opinion, unless

he is willing to say that he is prejudiced in the

case to such an extent as to doubt his ability

to do the prisoner justice by deciding in ac

cordance with the testimony produced before

tho court." He also urged the passage of a

law prohibiting the carrying of concealed

weapons, and recommended reforms in the

revenue and educational systems, and in the

management of State charitable and penal in

stitutions.

MISSOURI. The twenty-sixth General As-

' sembly of the State of Missouri met on the

last Monday of December, 1870, and continued

in session until ho 20th of March, when it

adjourned until December, much important

legislation being still unfinished. There were

one hundred and twenty-one acts passed, but

nearly all of them were without interest to

the general reader. General Frank P. Blair

was elected to the United States Senate by a

vote of 102 to 63.

The most important measure of the ses

sion, and one which occupied the largest share

of attention, was a new registration act. The

material changes in the constitutional pro

visions regarding the right of suffrage made

the enactment of a new law for the registra

tion of voters, or at least the repeal of the old

one, a matter of necessity. The law, as finally

passed, after considerable modification from

the original draft, provides that—

Every mala citizen of tho United States and every

person of foreign birth, who may have declared his

intentions to become a citizen of the United States,

according to law, not less than one year nor more

than five years before he offers to vote, who is over

the ago of twenty-one years, who has resided in this

State one year next preceding his registration as a

voter, and during the last sixty days of that period

shall nave resided in the county, city, or town where

he seeks registration as a voter, who is not convicted

of bribery, perjury, or other infamous crime, nor

directly nor indirectly interested in any bet or wager

depending upon the result of the election for which

said registration is made, nor serving at the time of

such registration in the regular army or navy of the

United States, shall bo entitled to vote at such elec

tion for all officers, State, county, or municipal, made

elective by tho people, or any other election held in

pursuance of tho laws of this State, but he shall not

vote elsewhere than in the election district where his

name is registered, except as provided in tho twenty-

first section of the second article of the constitution.

The county courts were authorized to ap

point the registrars in 1871, but thereafter they

are to be elected by the voters in each district

every two years. All persons qualified to vote

in accordance with tho above-citod provision,

after subscribing to an oath to support the

constitutions of the United States and of the

State of Missouri, are entitled to registration.

Any person offering to vote may be challenged

by any qualified voter, and it is the duty of the

judges of election, thereupon,"to try and de

termine in a summary manner, before the close

of the polls, the qualifications of such person,

and, upon proofs that he is disqualified, they

shall reject his vote, noting the fact opposite

his name on the list, with the nature of the

disqualification and the names of the witnesses

thereto, of which there shall be at least two

of reputable character. The ballots of persons

whose votes have been rejected are to be pre

served, and returned with the others in a sepa

rate envelope, marked " rejected ballots." The

returns are to be made to the county clerks.

The days of registration are to be appointed

by the county courts, and shall be not more

than five in number, and within sixty days

preceding tho tenth day before the biennial

elections. The judges of election for each

voting precinct are also to be appointed by the

county courts. A new registration must be

made in case of special election. Special and

more stringent provisions are made regarding

registration in the county of St. Louis. Any

person registering under an assumod name, or

in more than one district, or in any other

illegal manner, is liable to a penalty of not

less than fifty dollars' fine and three months'

imprisonment. Any registrar registering the

name of a person not qualified to vote is liable

to a fine of not more than five hundred dol

lars, and imprisonment not exceeding twelve

months. Provision is also made for punishing

any change or mutilation in the books or re

turns.

The question of providing for a convention

to frame a now constitution was agitated, and

a resolution was introduced, which provided

for submitting the question, whether such a

convention should be held or not, to a vote of

the people, at the regular election in 1872.

This passed the House by a large majority,

but in the Senate a substitute was offered,

providing for a commission to be appointed by

the Governor to reviso the constitution. This

failed by one vote, and the whole subject finally

went over to the adjourned session.

Among the other important bills which

went over, were the general revenue bill,

which had passed tho Senate, and an act

providing for the appointment by the Gov
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ernor of tbrco railroad commissioners, whose

duty should be, among other things, to ex

amine twice every year into the condition

of railroads and their appurtenances, and order

repairs when necessary, to prescribe the rates

of speed, or wholly stop transportion on defec

tive roads, and to exercise general supervision

over the railroads of the State. This latter

measure was urgently recommended by the

Governor in his message, and, if passed, will

establish a strict system of State surveillance

over the railroads. Much time was also spent

on a new law relating to other roads, but it

failed to pass before the adjournment.

The financial condition of the State, in the

language of the Governor, "is not without its

embarrassments, yet a careful scrutiny will de

velop many features of encouragement." The

bonded debt amounts to $17,866,000. A tax

of one-fourth of one per cent, on the assessed

value of property, which is $575,000,000, is

set aside by law to meet the interest and ma

turing principal of the debt, and there were

in the hands of the Treasurer 350 general

bonds, and 167 Hannibal & St. Joseph Rail

road bonds, amounting in the aggregate to

$517,000. The tax for general revenue is also

one-fourth of one per cent., and the receipts

for eloven months, ending November 30th,

were $3,572,941.80, and the disbursements for

the same period were $2,725,759.24, leaving a

surplus in the Treasury of $847,182.59. Coun

ty, township, and municipal indebtedness

throughout the State is as follows : Railroad

and other subscriptions for which bonds have

been issued, $28,933,833.81 ; railroad and other

subscriptions for which no bonds were issued,

$8,982,800.15; floating debt represented by

warrants, $2,995,331.50; total, $40,911,965.46.

An act of the last Legislature limited local in

debtedness of this kind to ten per cent, of

taxable property. Up to the beginning of

1872 the State bonds had not been registered,

and no specific provision had been made for

paying interest or principal in gold.

Considerable progress has been made during

the year toward perfecting the system of public

education. There are in the State 627,203 chil

dren between the ages of five and twenty-one.

Of these, 823,164 are enrolled in the common

schools. The whole number of separate schools

is 6,164, against 5,418 in 1870, an increase

of 546. The amount of the county-school

fund is $3,597,084.84. Large amounts of land

have been granted by Congress for the benefit

of schools in the State, but up to this time

little benefit has been derived from them. The

disposal of the lands, and the care and dis

bursement of the funds derived therefrom, were

originally intrusted to the county courts ; but

an investigation made by the Board of Educa

tion revealed the fact that this trust has been

very imperfectly fulfilled, and that in many

cases the proceeds of the sales have been used

for general county purposes. The Board in

its report makes a full exhibit of the matter,

and recommends not only new and efficient

measures for securing the benefit of these

lands to its legitimate purpose, but proceed

ings which shall force the counties to refund

all the misappropriated moneys. The princi

pal statistical results of the investigation ire

contained in the following statement :

SWAXP-LAXD.

The amount of fines, penalties, etc., placed
In the capital of the county fond (88
conntles reported) t27S.590 31

Total county hud (110 counties reported).. S,O40,WC Is
Total township fnud (110 counties reported) S.llO.OK M
Grand total (110 counties reported) 4,150,6K II
Total amount Improperly secured, or lost. .. 1S0.202 H
Total available fund. $3,976,480 01

There has been a large increase during tie

year in the attendance at the State University,

two large normal schools have been estab

lished, the Agricultural College has been organ

ized, and the School of Mines and Metalhvgj

has been opened.

The penal and charitable institutions of the

State are not organized on a satisfactory

basis. There are no separate establishments

for female and juvenile delinquents, and the

general penitentiary is in a bad condition.

The cost of supporting 800 persons has heen

$79,297.59, while the earnings of their labor

were $113,232.55.

Great progress has been made in the con

struction of railroads, and very extensive con

nections with the main lines in other States

will be completed at an early date. The fol

lowing synopsis presents the important facts

connected with these great public works of

internal improvement :

Number of miles completed and! in operation, _

January 1, 1871 W"
Number of miles In course of constructiou, _
January 1, 1871 ■

Number of miles built from January 1, 1871,
to November 1, 1871 W

Number of miles in course of construction,
November 1, 1871 U*

Number of miles (estimated) completed and
in operation January 1, 1872 V*

Capital invested In railroads, rolling-stock,
and appurtenances |in,Mwl<

Of roads connecting more or less directly

with the city of St. Louis, the number of miles

constructed during the year 1871 alone ia in

dicated in the following list :

ROADS WEST O? THE MISSISSIPPI. I"*

Iron Mountain Jj
Iowa Central ■!

Atlantic & Pacific g
Missouri Pacific 5
North Missouri ? 2
Moberly to Hanulbal i!
Louisiana & Missouri Railroad 3.
Missouri, Kansas & Texas ™1
Atchison & Nebraska *
Leavenworth, Lawrence & Galveston ,i
Kansas City, St. Joseph & Council Bluff? h
Atchison, Toncka & Santa F6 2

Midland Pacific J|

i,os

EAST 07 THE RIVER.

Chicago & Alton -2
Qulncy, Alton & St. Louis JJ
Southeastern ••

Total
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CENSUS OF 1870.

Adair
Andrew
Atchison
Audrain
Barry
Barton
Batea
Benton
Bollinger
Boone
Buchanan
Butler
Caldwell
Callaway
Camden
Cape Girardeau .
Carroll
Carter

Oasconade
Gentry
Greene
Grundy

~*arris»on

Iron
Jackson
Jasper
Jefferson
Johnson
Knox
Laclede
Lafayette
Lawrence
LewlB
Lincoln
Lion
Livingston

Macon
Madison
Maries
Marion
McDonald
Mercer
Miller
Mississippi

Moniteau
Monroe
Montgomery
Morgan
New Madrid
Newton
Nodaway
Oregon

. Osage
Ozark
Pemiscot

Perry
Pettis
Phelps

Pike
Platte
Polk
Pulaski
Putnam

POPULATION.

11,448
15,137
8,440
12,807
10.373
6,087
15.900
11,8*4
8,164

40,765
83,109
4,498
11,390
19,204
6,108

17,558
17,446
I,455

19,496
9.474
19,136
6,707

18,667
15,564
14,063
10,494
40,694
7,984
8,683
8,883

14,410
9,858
6,357
8,915
5,984

80,098
10,093
11,607
41,549
10,567
14,685
17,401
6,452

11,654
17,433
4,418
6,478

55,041
14.948
15.880
44,618
10,974
9,380

24,643
13,067
15,114
15.960
15,900
16,730
23,430
5.819
5,916

23.780
5,446
11,557
6,616
4,984

11,375
17,149
10,403
8,434
6.357
14.841
14,751
3,287
10,793
8,363
2,059
9,877

18,706
10,506
23,076
17,354
12,445
4,714
II,217

White.

11,305
14,780
8,405
11,237
10,320
6,068
15,840
11,004
8,116

16,747
33,155
4,475
11,106
15,768
5,959
15,912
16,619
1,445

18,798
9,363

16,336
6,594
13.374
13,718
13,380
9,041
17,840
7,896
8,479
8,494
11,080
9.736
6,326
3,888
5,816

27,925
10,013
11,551
19,393
10,454
14,645
16,759
6,364
11,468
14,010
4,198
5,946

49,810
14,790
14,617
23,189
10,774
9,418
18,584
12,808
13,933
13,974
15,158
15,774
41,734
6,638
6,894

20,187
5,189

11,464
6.440
4,063
10,496
15.144
9.466
8,147
4,931
14,471
14.663
8,483
10.467
3,851
1,911
9,477

16,580
10,414
18,881
16,160
12,186
4.689

11,203

143
401
84

1,070
64
19

120
340
46

4,038
1,953

41
284

3,434
149

1,646
827
30
504
111

2,800
114
295

1,846
683

1,451
8,354

86
204
89
344
144
81
27
166

2,173
80
66

2,156
115
10

644
90
184

5,193
44

354
6,423
138
763

1,458
400
104

4,039
259

1,181
1,987
744
956

1,496
159
24

3,594
37
93
176
919
879

2,003
939
307

1,445
3.">0

1
826
1*

148
400

2,126
494

4,195
1,194
459
45
9

Native*.

11,072
14,461
7,713

11,730
10,345
4,931

15.144
10,198
7,843

20,439
28.796
4,265

10,715
18,498
6,033

14,741
16,644
I,444

18,557
9,870
17.941
6,670
14,851
14,957
13.036
8,334
18.507
7,589
8,598
8,331
14,167
9,455
6,453
3.905
6,958

23,383
6,847

11,498
20.731
10,276
14,346
16,634
6,404
12,003
16,679
4,177
5,756

45,916
14,510
12,671
23,605
10,368
9.036

20.694
14.849
14146
15,004
14,499
15,876
21,198
5,471
5,598

21,164
5.181

11,417
6,489
4,797
10.403
16.644
»,647
7,735
6,474
14.543
13.901
8.479
8.394
3.a57
2,044
8,334
17,156
9.694
IUM
16.339
12.364
4,644

II.046

Foreign.

376
878
728
687
23
156
538

1,124
839
346

6,313
83
675
704
76

2,887
824
11

739
104

1,195
• 37

816
607

1.047
2,058
2,095
293
85
62
213
603
104
10
24

6,715
3,216
309
818
291
289
769
250
649
554
41
644

9,145
418

2,709
983
606
844

1,931
438
968
958

1,401
1,854
3,032
878
813

2,616
45
140

\u
1,172
545
758
669
83

270
850
8

3,401
6
17

1,543
1,550
814
843
993
81
93
171

AueiMd vain* of
property.

$3,535,991
6,483,340
3,673,773
5,104.147
1,205,494
1,466,480
6,506,256
8,445,796
1,554,295
6,363,103

12,175,579
787,148

8,237,874
5,317,779
1,156,148
4,400,135
4,346,574
510,588

7,068,736
1,455,747
4,344,547
986,948

4,470,535
6,491,435
4,304,905
4,115,612
6,856,3b4
4,344,233
2,069.116
1,364,120
8,678.833
2,203,193
1.0-1.6 18

329,015
678,677

4.863,449
2,643.087
2,439,301
6,481,339
2.396,147

. 4,740,341
6,153,842
l,441.!'ll
4,056,744
6,420.003

496,0-48
1.954,167

16.1113.334
4,177,446
8.686,599
7.879,599
8,058,515
1,397,174
8,357,976
2,219,646
,784.445

?,850
8,404,709
4,602,531
4.973,880

1,836.411
1,047,584
8,487,875
790,578

2,409,391
1.198.910

1,079,036
8,504;540
4,835.009
8,146,315
2,848.510
845,954

2.155.50.5

6,501.332
693.117

1,894.936
183,550
800.617

2.240,711
6.477.9 18
2.871.194
7,331,100
6.304.3.53
2.735.540
712,715

2.568.378

3.82

$41,359
107,171
42,797
88,463
19,572
34,854
126,637
51,749
11,784

212,555
1,218,747

7,878
68,473
141,241
19,089
76,465
88,495
14,803

199,316
24,529
130,073
16,742
67,149
145,550
75,347
94,341

176,614
81,134
33,853
28,841
74,795
65,915
29,913
6,253

12.894
89.837
24.4.9
48,164
91,357
79.388
78,646
86,501
17.446
83,751
117,677

6,960
18,867

617,179
90,839
74,794
156,414
54,760
24,898

278,856
89,148
97,789
88,345
66,740

156,785
157,439
46,683
11,547

201.439
13,810
72.628
18,365
18.598
74,013
87,814
60.631
54,409
18.240
30.611
1U7.437

8,600
86.366
6,103
4,008
26,603

224.754
77,363
148,456
649,157
45.368

&M9
65,119

vol. xi.—34 A
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CENSUS OF 1810-iContlnued).

Ralls
Randolph

Bay
Reynolds
Ripley
Saline
Schuyler
Scotland
Scott
Shannon
Shelby
St. Charles
St. Clair
Ste. Genevieve.
St. Francois
St. Louis

Stoddard ,
Stone
Sullivan
Taney
Texas
Vernon
Warren ,
Washington
Wayne
Wcbuter

Worth
Wright

Total for State I 1,731.293

POrCLATIOX.

A.-.-T^'i!.-.

10,510
ir..'.»n

18,700
8,756
3.175

31.673
8.820

10,070
7,817
2.339

10,119
ai,»>4
6,742
8.384
9,712

351.189

8,535
8.253
11.907
4.407
9,618 ,
11,247
9.673
11.719
6,068
10.434
6.004
5,684

Whit..

9,255
13,774
16,867
8,745
3.165
17,918
8,806
10,511
6.991
2.336
9,540
19.8S1

6.590
7.953
9,221

324,760
8,465
8.233
11,868
4,397
9.523
11,165
8.931
10,748
6.001

10.185
6,004
6,658

1.603.146

Colnrwd.

1.255
2.134
1,838

11
10

8,754
14

129
326
8

571
1,922
152
431
518

26,887
70
20
43
10
95

83
741
971
«7
348

"26

118,071

N.il'vr.

10,091
15,817
18.135
8.733
8.121

20.677
8.6O0

10.381

9,580
15,783
6.591
7,208
8,453

226.M1
8,471
8,243

11,655
4,885
9.477

11,023
7,183

11.1 13
6,022
10,136
4,906
5,613

Fortljni.

419
691
665
33
54
995
820
2-'J
695

«
539

5,521
151

1.176
1,289

124,878
64
HI

252
22
141
225

2,491
576

M
298
98
71

222.267

A IIIMd Tftlnc of

»4,331,047
8,466,552
6,699,964
904,241
769.82 1

9.21O.870
1,965,867
3,038,820
1,964,841
778,222

3,655.318
6.716,860
3,553.423
1,647,598
1.9T0.I.N-1

187,345,420
1,2.15.069
274,879

3.32.-..HI5

288,721
!«»;.8->0

8,012,752
2,161,706
2,898,300
1,296,343
1,559,201
1,310,787
833,589

$556.129,969

pujm
SUM

95J299
15.161
lsjro
tap
emu
l&Mi
19.643

1MB
»,tu
10S.5M
M.V,

85,113
39,654

4,523.851

urn
5.4E6

IB
n,iw
65.091
61.409
37.SB
v.:.<~
25,li7
20,59!
9,790

Included in the census are 3 Chinese and 75

Indians. The true value of property was

$1,284,922,897. The public debt, county, city,

town, etc., amounted to $29,023,865. The

aggregate value of farm-products, including

betterments and additions to stock, was $103,-

035,759 ; 3,649,390 pounds of wool were raised ;

161,763 whites, and 60,622 colored persons, ten

years old and over, cannot write, of whom

105,765 are males, and 116,620 are females.

Of those twenty-one years old and over who

cannot write, 34,780 are white males.

The mineral wealth of Missouri becomes

more and more apparent each year, and works

are gradually growing up for its complete de

velopment. An official geological survey of

the Stato is going on, but the results have not

as yet been fully reported.

The adjournod session of the Legislature

began on the 5th of December. The Governor

at once submitted a message, in which be re- ,

peated his recommendations concerning the

establishment of a board of railway commis

sioners, and suggested a number of important

reforms in regard to the administration of

justice, lie favored an increase of the nnmber

of judges of the Supreme Court, the abolition

of tho courts of Common Pleas, and an in

crease of Circuit Courts to supply their place,

lie also recommended measures to reduce the

costs in criminal suits, and a general reorgani

zation of county courts, and suggested that

the grand-jury system needed reform.

A largo number of bills were introduced,

but none of importance had been passed when,

on tho 21st, an adjournment was taken for two

weeks.

As there was not a general election this

year, no important political movement w

made by either party until near its close, when

active preparations were made for the na

tional campaign of 1872. The division of the

Republican party in 1870 had continued, and

an attempt made in October to effect .". con

solidation failed. The principles of the liberal

wing, which is now the dominant power in tie

State, are set forth in the following resolutions

adopted by the Central Committee :

Jbeoleed, 1. That these are vital principles of the

Republican party : that no citizen shall he deprived

of nis just sharo in tho government which he helps

to support for the benefit of others, and that no nun

shall be deprived of the earnings of his labor, or urj

part thereof, for tho benefit of any other man.
2. That it is a violation of vital republican prin

ciples to deprive any man, be he white or blacs, of

a share in the government which he helps to support,

and those who fought for enfranchisement in Ifo-
eouri in 1870, faithful to the sanie principles, till

demand the removal of all political disabilities from

white as well as from colored men throughout the

land. Pointing to the peace which enfranchisement

has given to this State, they still maintain that gen

eral amnesty will do more to restore order at the

South than severe measures which confer desponc

power, and set aside constitutional guarantees o.

Ireedom.
3. That the Republican party, as it fought sjniinrt

slavery, which deprived a man of the whole of his

earnings for tho benefit of another, so it now oppose!

every form of taxation which deprives a man ol but

share of his earnings for the benefit of others; and

it is, therefore, unequivocally hostile to any tariff

which fosters one industry or interest at the expense

of another. Nor are those true to republican prin

ciples who aid the election of Senators and Rcprescnt-

ntives known to favor this unequal and unjust system

of taxation.
4. That the safety of republican institutions de

mands a thorough reform of the civil service of the

Government, by which ability and moral worth Mall

be established as the essential qualifications for office,
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and the corruption and demoralizing influenco of

what is euphoniously called government patronage

shall be removed from our political life. We, there

fore, denounce, as hostile to vital republican prin

ciples, that shameless abuse of the Executive power

which failed to control an election in this State, but,

unmindful of popular rebuke, has since endeavored

to control both, elections and conventions in other

States.

6. That, adhering firmly to these and other prin

ciples enunciated by the convention from which we

derive our only authority, we avow our readiness to

recognize as true Bepublicans and to cooperate with

any who, holding these principles in good faith,

stand ready to work with us for their practical real

ization.

The following resolution was also unani

mously adopted:

Besoltcd, That this committee, believing that it

has no power to disband itself, or to consolidate with

any other body not equally authorized by the State

Convention from whioh it derives its trust, cannot

entertain any proposition for consolidation with any

other committee, but hereby expresses its willing-

ness to call a State Convention of Liberal Bepubli

cans, to take into consideration measures for the

unity of the party, at the same time and place with

any similar convention which moy be called, not

earlier than February 15, 1872, by another Republi

can committee.

Subsequently, an address was issued, dwell

ing more at length on the achievements and

purposes of the " liberal movement," and call

ing a mass meeting to be held at Jefferson

City on the 24th of January, 1872.

On the 9th of January, 1872, the Central

Committee of the Democratic party issued an

address, in which they recounted the results of

what was known as the "fusion policy" of

the Democrats in the State canvass of 1870, and

recommended the adoption of a similar policy

in the presidential canvass of 1872, viz., that

of making no nomination, hut supporting the

oandidnte of the disaffected Republicans, as

against the regular party nominee.

MORAVIANS. The statistics of the

churches of the Northern District of the

American Province were on the 81st day of

December, 1871, as follows: Communicants,

6,688 ; non-communicants, over fifteen years

of age, 1,277; children, 4,061; total, 12,026.

The Indian missions at New Fairfield, Cal.,

and at New Westfield, Kas., reported separate

ly, 54 communicants, 89 non-communicants, 70

children ; total, 163. The number of Sunday-

school scholars in the churches and the mis

sions was 5,661 ; of officers and teachers, 607.

The statistics of the Southern District were as

follows: Communicants, 1,127; non-commu

nicants, 146; children, 582; total, 1,855 ; Sun

day-school scholars, 745 ; officers and teachers,

90.

The German Province returned, for 1870,

4,974 communicants, and a total Moravian

population of 7,435 ; the Bohemian Mission,

communicants, 21 ; total, 83 ; the British Prov

ince, communicants, 3,236; total, 5,423. •

Total number of communicants in the Amer

ican and European Provinces, 16,100.

Total Moravian population 26,935
To this number add the congregations of the mis- . .
slons 68,854

The missionaries and their children. , 400
The congregations of the " Diaspora " , . 100,000

Total number of persons connected with the Mo
ravian churches and missions 196,189

The increase of the Unity's missions for

1870 was, from collections in congregations,

$16,226 ; from contributions of individuals

and societies, $44,780 ; from interests of en

dowment funds, $11,575; from other' inter

ests, $416. Total, $72,997.

The principal missionary associations of the

Moravian Church are the Brethren's Society

for the Furtherance of the Gospel among' the

Heathen, founded 1741; the Society of the

United Brethren for propagating the Gospel

among the Heathen, Bethlehem, Pa., founded

1787; the Mission Society at Zeist, Holland,

founded 1793 ; the London Association in Aid

of the missions of the United Brethren, found

ed 1817; the Wachovia Society of the United

Brethren for propagating the Gospel among

the Heathen, Salem, N. O, founded 1823 ; the

Missionary Union of North Schleswig, founded

1843. There are also several auxiliary socie

ties in the United States.

A mission-house at Kleinmelke, Saxony,

was formally dedicated and opened on the 4th

of September.

The following is a summary of the reports

of the missions : ,

1. Mission Provinces, 16, namely, Greenland

(6 stations), Labrador (5),' North-American

Indians (3), St. Thomas (3) and St. Jan (2), St.

Croix (8), Jamaica (14), Antigua (8), St. Kjtts

(4), Barbadoes (4), Tobago (2), Mosquito Coast

(7), Surinam. (13), South Africa, West (7),

South Africa, East (5), Australia (2), West

Himalaya (2).

2. Stations and Oat-Stations, 98. {See

above.)

8. Laborers.—The total of missionaries

(male and female), 807 (of whom 12 are na

tives); lay agents, 9; native assistant mis

sionaries, 9; native leaders (of meetings),

111; native helpers (male and female), 1,379;

teachers in day-schools, 276 (173 male, and

103 female) ; monitors, 611 ; teachers in Sun

day-schools, 1,035.

4. Converts.—Baptized adults, 85,668 (an

increase of 569); candidates, 2,540; "new

people," 8,721 ; under church discipline,

8,404 ; baptized children, 23,521.

5. Schools.—Training-schools (foe assistants

and teachers) 7, with 97 pupils ; day schools,

210, with 762 teachers, 611 monitors, and 16,-

447 pupils; Sunday-schools, 92, with 12,787

pupils (of whom 5,446 are adults, and 1,035

teachers).

6. Recapitulation.—Provinces, 16; stations,

and out-stations, 98 (preaching places are not

included in this number) ; laborers, of all

classes, 8,737; schools, of all classes, 809;

converts, 68,854.

The ' converts are distributed among the
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missions as follows : Greenland, 1,781 ; Labra

dor, 1,124; North-American Indians, 355;

8t. Thomas, 1,948; St. Jan, 725; St. Croix,

2,787; Jamaica; 12,587; Antigua, 6,206; St.

Kitts, 8,813; Barbadoes, 2,353; Tobago,

2,059 ; Surinam, 24,885 ; South Africa, "West,

7,125 ; South Africa, East, 1,194 ; Australia,

74 ; West Himalaya, 14.

The expenses of the missions exclusive

of those of the missions in Surinam and Lab

rador, which are supported by missionary so

cieties, and of a part of those in the West In

dies, South and West Africa, which are sup

ported from local resources, were 105,658 tha

lers (about $76,000, gold).

By the report of the " Diaspora " Mission

on the Continent of Europe, it appears that

there are 124 missionaries, male and female,

two more than during the 'previous year. The

total expense of the work, including the cover

ing of a deficiency of 2,009 tbalers on the pre

vious year's account, was 8,747 thalers. The

work in Livonia has a deficit of 133 thalers.

Excepting Strasbourg, tho activity of the mis

sionaries in France is for the time at an end,

owing to the bitterness of feeling against

every thing German. The opposition of the

Lutheran clergy in Livonia and Esthonia con

tinues unabated, and embarrasses the work.

The stations of the Diaspora Missions are dis

tributed through the countries of Bohemia

and Moravia, Denmark, Norway and Sweden,

Germany, Russia, and Switzerland. An agent

of the German Province is stationed at the

Leper-house in Jerusalem. .

MORSE, Sidney Edwards, an Americanjour

nalist, inventor, and author, born in Charles-

town, Mass., February 7, 1794 ; died in NewYork

City, December 24, 1871. He was the son of

Rev. Jedediah Morse, D. D., and a younger

brother of Samuel F. B. Morse, the inventor

of the telegraph. He entered the Freshman

Class in Yale College in 1805, when but little

more than eleven years old, and graduated at

fourteen years of age. When Mr. Morse was

only sixteen years old, he wrote a scries of

articles in the Boston Centinel on the dangers

from the- undue multiplication of new States,

thus early in life connecting himself with tho

newspaper press. He then studied theology

at Andover, and law at the Litchfield (Conn.)

Law School. His father and Mr. Evarts (father

of William M. Evarts), and other clergymen

and laymen in and near Boston, wishing to

establish a religious newspaper, at their in

vitation, Mr. Morse undertook it, wrote the

prospectus, employed a printer, and, as solo

editor and proprietor, issued the Boston Re

corder, the prototype of that numerous class

of journals now known as " religions news

papers." In 1823, in connection with his

younger brother, Richard C. Morse, he estab

lished in New York the New Yorh Observer,

now the oldest weekly newspaper in the city,

and the oldest religious newspaper in the State,

of which he continued to be the senior editor

and proprietor until the year 1858, when Le

sold his interest to its present senior editor,

and retired to private life. Mr. Morse was

the author of a school geography which Las

had a vast circulation, and his father before

him was the pioneer in the same field. No

name is more intimately associated with Amer

ican school geography. His genius was also

inventive. In 1817, he and his elder brother

patented the flexible piston-pnmp. In 1839

he produced the new art of cerography, for

printing maps on the common printing-press,

illustrating his new geography with it, 100,000

copies being sold the first year. This art has

not been patented, and the process has never

been made public. Within the last few years

ho had been engaged with his son, Mr. G. Liv

ingston Morse, in a great invention for rapid

exploration of the depths of the sea. The

" bathometer" was exhibited at the Paris Zi-

position of 1867, and, last winter, was illus

trated before the New York Association for

the Advancement of Science and Art. To per

fecting this instrument he gave tho last yean

of his life, and on Friday evening, December

15, 1871, he was engaged until a very late

hour writing upon the subject, and on rising

to go up to his bedchamber was stricken wi;l

paralysis, from which he gradually sank, and

finally expired, eight days later.

MOWRY, Sylvester, an officer of the V. S.

Army, explorer, and author, born in Rhode

Island ; died in London, Eng., October 16,

1871. He was educated for the army, aid

appointed a cadet in the United States Military

Academy, West Point, July 1, 1848, graduated

July 1, 1852, and was commissioned brevet

second-lieutenant of the Third Artillery. He

served on frontier duty at San Francisco fr'ra

1852 to 1853, and the exploration of the Pa

cific Railroad route in 1853-'54. He marched

through Utah to California in 1854-'5o, aid

served at Benicia and Fort Yuma, in the

Golden State, in the years 1855 and 1857. Hr-

Mowry was elected delegate to the United

States House of Representatives from the then

proposed Territory of Arizona, and served in

Congress in 1857 and 1859. He was appointed

United States commissioner to run and mart

the boundary-line between the State of Cali

fornia and the Territories of the United Stat»-

He was the author of the work, " The Geogra;

phy and Resources of Arizona and Ponora,

and of various articles relating to the Westeri

country, published in magazines and pen-

odicnls.
MUNCH-BELLINGHAUSEN, Eligi?s

Franz Joseph von, Baron, a German poet aid

dramatic author, better known in literature

under his psnedonym of FrieOrich HaWi

born at Cracow, April 2, 1806 ; died in Vienna,

in June, 1871. The son of a magistrate W

Imperial Councillor in the service of the -Aus

trian Government, he was educated for « P0-

litical career, but his strong passion for U"*

ture drew him away from political lift- 116
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had written, for some time, poems and prose

articles over his fictitious signature of Fried-

rich Holm, and in 1834 procured, while still

preserving his incognito, the representation of

his first drama, " Griaelda," at the RoyalTheatre

of Vienna. It was received with the most

enthusiastic applause, and had a long run.

This was followed by " Camoens" (1838);

"Imelda Lanibertazzi" (1839) ; " The Son of the

Desert" (1842); " Maria de Molina" (1847);

"AMildDecree" {"EnMiUenUrtheil") (1849);

and the " Gladiator of Ravenna " (1856). The

continued success of the last betrayed the real

name of the author, who had, for more than

twenty years, preserved his- secret. Several

of these dramas have been translated into most

of the languages of Europe. Baron Munch-

Bellinghausen had also translated and adopted

very successfully several of Shakespeare's and

Lope de Vega's plays. He composed two or

three classic tragedies, his " Sampiero" and

"Iphigenia in Delphis" being those best known.

He has also produced a number of comedies

which are very popular on the German stage.

His poems have been collected in a single vol

ume, published in 1850. Since 1840, he had

been a Government Councillor, and since 1845

Grand Councillor of State and First Director

of the Imperial Library, and in connection

with the latter appointment published in 1852

a treatise on the old collections of Spanish

plays. He was one of the most active and in

fluential members of the Imperial Academy

of Vienna. Baron Munch - Bellinghausen's

great ability as a dramatic writer lay in his

objectivity. Unlike most of the German dram

atists, he never gave his own sentiments and

emotions as those of his dramatic heroes. For

the time he so thoroughly lived and acted the

character he represented, that he uttered its

thoughts rather than his own.

MURCHISON, Sir Rodebiok Impky, Bart.,

K. 0. B., an English geologist, geographer, and

author, born at Tarradale, Rosshire, Scotland,

February 19, 1792; died in London, October

22, 1871. He commenced his education at

Durham Grammar-School, whence he pro

ceeded to the Royal Military College at Marlow.

In 1807 he obtained his commission in the ar

my, and served throughout the Peninsular

War. He was first in the Thirty-sixth foot, af

terward on the staff of his uncle, General Sir

Alexander Mackenzie, and lastly became cap

tain in the Sixth Dragoons. In 1815 he married

Charlotte, only daughter of General Hugonin ;

and it was from Lady Murchison, herself a

most able conchologist, that he received his

first impulse toward the pursuit of geological

science. His first geological observations were

made in the south of England ; and, in 1825, he

read before the Geological Society, of which

he had just become a member, a paper " On

the Geological Formation of the Northwest

Extremity of Sussex, and the Adjoining Parts

of Hampshire and Surrey." In 1826 he ex

amined the coal strata of Sutherlandshire,

which he proved to be a branch of the Oolitio

series; and, in 1827, accompanied by Prof.

Adam Sedgwick, he again explored the High

lands of Scotland, and showed that the pri

mary sandstone of McCulloch was but the Old

Red Sandstone, now called Devonian. The

next year, accompanied by Mr. Lyell, he ex

amined the volcanic rocks of Auvergne, and

the tertiary strata of Southern France, and

illustrated, from their united observations

thereon, the process of excavation of valleys.

He then traversed, alone, the eastern chaiD of

the Alps, and, conjointly with Prof. Sedgwick,

published the results in 1829 and 1830. About

the year 1830 Mr. Murchison undertook a sys

tematic examination of the sedimentary de

posits of remote periods, as seen in South

Wales, Herefordshire, and Shropshire, and,

introducing order where confusion had been

before, he formed a unique system, to which

he gave the name of the " Silurian System,"

as one of the great distinctive divisions of

English geology. In 1831 he laid the result

of his researches before the first meeting of

the British Association, of which he was gen

eral secretary for several years, and in 1846

president. His important work, entitled " The

Silurian System," was published in 1839. In

184Q he invited M. de Verneuil to assist him

in exploring the then little-known geological

structure of Russia ; and, in 1841, these two

geologists were requested by the Emperor

Nicholas to superintend a geological survey of

the empire. Accompanied by Count Keyser-

ling and Lieutenant Hoteharoff, they explored

the Ural Mountains, the southern provinces

of Russia, and the coal distriots between the

Dnieper and the Don. In 1842 he traversed

alone a great portion of Germany, Poland, and

the Carpathians, and, in 1844, explored the

palaeozoic formation of Sweden and Norway.

Having satisfied himself that the uppermost

series of the palaeozoic rocks, consisting of

those formerly known in England as the lower

New Red Sandstone, and the magnesian lime

stone and marl slate, constituted one natural

group only, he proposed,in 1841, that it should

receive the name of the Permian System, from

its extensive development in the ancient king

dom of Permia, in Russia. In 1845 he pub

lished, in conjunction with M. de Verneuil, his

" Geology of Russia and the Ural Mountains,"

2 vols., 4to. One result of these Russian ex

plorations was that remarkable deduction,

worked out by force of comparative geology

in his own study, which of itself would have

sufficed to win him an undying reputation—

viz., the theoretical discovery of the gold-

fields of Australia, from the analogy of their

physical formation to that of the Ural Moun

tains. In 1855 Sir Roderick was appointed

Director General of the Geological Survey of

England, as' successor to Sir Henry De la

Beche. In 1854 he summarized his experiences

on the Silurian System, in his great work en

titled " Siluria;" and, in 1856, he brought out
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his magnificent Geological Atlas of Europe, in

4to. But that would be a very inadequate and

incomplete account of Sir Roderick Murchi-

son's career which should confine itself to his

geological labors. He had accomplished more,

far more, for geographical science than for

geology. The history of his connection with

the Royal Geographical Society is, in fact, the

history of the Society itself. His name is con

spicuous among the small band of geographers

who, in 1630, formed themselves into a society

for the purpose ef promoting geographical sci

ence, and who were afterward incorporated

by royal charter. He was first placed on

the council in 1801, and was made vice-

president in 1836. He was first elected presi

dent in 1843, for the biennial term 1843-'44,

and repeatedly reelected in 1851-52 and

1857-'58; and, since 1862, he was, by general

consent of the Society, always reelected, as

though the Society had agreed to make him

president for life. During the fifteen years

of his tenure of the office of president he pre

pared and delivered fifteen anniversary ad

dresses, each of them affording a very com

plete history of the progress of geographical

science and discovery during the past year.

These treatises, however, represent but a por

tion of his original labors as a geographer.

Of the memoirs and separate papers which he,

from time to time, published in various forms,

and which probably exceeded one hundred

and fifty in number, a great proportion are

either <purely geographical, or have more or

less connection with geography. At least forty,

which may be so characterized, have been

published separately, with hie name as the sole

or principal author. The scientific honors he

received front all sources served to show how

hignly esteemed he was for his yast attain

ments in science. ■ By his . own sovereign he

was knighted in 1846, made a K. C. B. in 1863,

and a baronet in 1866. By the Emperor of

Russia he was made a Knight of the Second

Glass of St. Anne, and subsequently a Grand

Cross of the same order, and of that of St.

Stanislaus, and a member of the Imperial

Academy of Sciences ; and he received from

other European sovereigns similar honors, the

last of which was the dignity of Grand-Officer

of the Order of the Crown of Italy. In his

own country the great universities conferred

on him the honors of D. C. L., LL. D., an<l

M. A. The Royal Society, the parent of all

the English scientific societies, many jeirs

since recognized his merits by making bin,

F. R. S., and, subsequently, a vice-president,

and by granting him the Copley Gold Medal.

From Edinburgh he received the Brisbane

Gold Medal, and the Honorary Membership

of the Royal Society of Edinburgh : he was

vice-president of the Geological Society, Fel

low of the Linnean Society, a member of the

Academies of St. Petersburg, Berlin, Copen

hagen, Brussels, Stockholm, and Turin; a

corresponding member of the French Insti

tute ; a trustee of the British Museum, the

Hunterian Museum, and of the British AifO-

ciation for the Advancement of Science. He

received the Prix Cuvier from the French In

stitute, the Wollaston Medal, and other hon

ors of the same kind, from many other sources.

But it was even more for what Sir Roderick

was, than for what he had done, that he was

so greatly admired and loved. A true gentle

man in the best sense of that word ; a model

husband ; a thoroughly loyal and zealous

friend, whoso interest in those whom he loved

could not be lessened by distance, chilled bj

arctic ice, or dissipated by equatorial heats;

a conscientious, courageous, prudent, manly

man, in whom all the sterner traits of duty

were mellowed and rendered more pleasin;

by a hearty and gracious geniality. His

deep interest in the fate of Sir John Frank

lin and Dr. Livingstone, and his abiding

faith in the safety of the latter, and his re

turn to England, were instances, of which

many more might be named, of his loyalty to

his friends.

N

NAVY, UNITED STATES. The Navy of

the United States, on the 25th of November,

consisted of 179 vessels. Of these, 29 were sail

ing-ships, and the remainder side-wheel steam

ers or sailing-vessels with auxiliary screws.

Fifty-three, armed with 601 guns, were in'

actual service, attached to the various fleets

and stations, and six more were nearly ready

to join the active force. There.were 52 moni

tors, only one of which was in commission, the

others being laid up at the different stations.

Of these latter, 17 were in repair at the differ

ent yards, and 13 were on the stocks, never

having been completed and launched.

The North Atlantic Squadron, under the

oommand of Rear-Admiral Samuel P. Lee,

consisted of the Severn, the Swatara, the

Nantasket, the Nipsic, the Kansas, the Paw

nee, the Terror, the "Worcester, and the Shaw-

mut—in all ten vessels, mounting 70 guns-

The South Atlantic Squadron, commanded by

Rear-Admiral Joseph Lanman, consisted of the

Lancaster, the Ticonderoga, the Wasp, and the

"Wyoming, four vessels, with 40 guns. On the

Pacific Station, under the command of Bear-

Admiral John A. "Winslow, were the California

the Pensacola, the Narragansett, the Saranac

the Mohican, the Resaca, the Ossipee, the

Onward, and the St. Mary's, nine ships, mount

ing 99 guns, and divided into the North Pa*'

and the South Pacific Squadrons commanded

respectively by Commodores Roger N. Steffi*
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bel and David McDongal. The European

Station was ' commanded by Rear-Admiral

Charles S. Boggs, whose fleet consisted of the

Brooklyn, the Plymouth, the Guerriere, the

"Wachusett, the Shenandoah, the Juniata, tho

"Wabash, and the Congress, eight ships, with

139 guns. On the Asiatio Station were the

Colorado, the Benicia, the Ashuelot, the Alas

ka, the Monocacy, the Idaho, the Palos, the

Saco, and the Iroquois, nine vessels, with 97

guns, under the command of Rear-Admiral

John Rodgers.

There were, at the same date, 1,424 com

missioned and 188 warrant officers on the

active list, of whom 687 commissioned and

92 warrant were on duty at sea, 484 commis

sioned and 68 warrant on duty ashore, 202 com

missioned and 26 warrant waiting orders, and
■unemployed, 25 commissioned and one war

rant on leave of absence, and 26 commissioned

and 8 warrant on sick-leave. There was one

admiral, David D. Porter, who was on special

duty at Washington ; one vice-admiral, Stephen

0. Rowan, also on speoial duty ; 12 rear-ad

mirals, those not mentioned above as com

manding fleets being L. M. Goldsborough,

commandant of the navy-yard at Washington ;

Charles H. Davis, commandant of the navy-

yard at Norfolk ; Thornton A. Jenks, Secretary

of the Light-house Board ; William Rodgers

Taylor, President of the Board for witnessing

the examination of officers under instruction

in the manufacture and use of torpedoes ; and

James Alden, sent out in January, 1872, to

take command of the European Squadron in

place of Rear-Admiral Boggs, recalled to the

United States. The number of commodores

on the list was 25, captains 50, commanders

90, lieutenant-commanders 164, lieutenants

135, masters 150, ensigns 69, midshipmen 114.

The grades of admiral and vice-admiral will

lapse with the death or retirement of the pres

ent incumbents, and it is in contemplation to

abolish the rank of commodore also. Accord

ing to an act of Congress passed in March last,

the staff-officers are hereafter to rank with

those of the line. The medical corps consists

of 15 directors with the rank of captain, 15

inspectors ranking as commanders, and 50

surgeons with the rank of lieutenant-commaud-

ers. The pay corps consists of 18 directors

-with the rank of captains, 13 inspectors with

the rank of commanders, and 50 paymasters

ranking as lieutenant-commanders. Ten chief-

engineers also rank as captains, 15 as com

manders, and 45 as lieutenant-commanders,

-while first-assistant engineers have the rela

tive rank of lieutenants or masters, and second-

assistants that of masters or ensigns. Of the

naval constructors, three have the rank of

captain, two of commander, and the others of

lieutenant-commander or lieutenant, while

assistant-constructors have the rank of lieu

tenant. Of the chaplains, four have the rank

of captain, seven of commander, and not more

than seven of lieutenant-commander or lieu

tenant. Three Professors of Mathematics are

to rank as captains, four as commanders, and

four as lieutenant-commanders.

The expense of the Navy Department for

the last fiscal year was $19,265,240.52; the

appropriations for the current year amount to

$20,964,717.26, and the estimates for the year

ending Juno 80, 1873, fix the general expenses

at $19,925,507.02, as follows :

Pay of officers and seamen of the Navy $6,500,000 CO
Current repairs of buildings, docks, and in
cidental expenses in navy-yards, etc 1,0-40,000 00

Pay of civil establishment in navy-yards, hos
pitals, etc 388,786 00

Ordnance and Torpedo Corps 1,14-2.942 00
Coal, hemp, and equipments 1,600,0 0 00
Navigation, navigation supplies, etc 137.000 00
Hydrographic work 2S.5O0 00
Naval Observatory, Nautical Almanac, etc . . . 65.900 00
Repairs and preservation of vessels 3,300,000 00
Steam-machinery, tools, etc 1,650,000 00
Provisions 1,587,000 00
Repairs of hospitals and laboratories 25.000 00
Surgeons' necessaries 50,000 00
Contingent expenses of various Departments
and Bureaus 1,807,000 00

Naval Academy 193,408 25
Support of Marine Corps 1,049,652 70
Deficiencies of Marine Corps 8,718 07

119,925,507 OS

Besides this amount, $507,200 will be re

quired for permanent improvements at the

navy-yards and stations.

The operations of the Navy during the year

have been generally of the most peaceful char

acter. Sixteen officers and 220 men have heen

employed in the Coast Survey, and several

special expeditions have been on.< foot.

A survey of the Isthmus of Darien, for the

purpose of ascertaining, if possible, a practica

ble route for a ship-canal between tie Atlantio

and Pacific Oceans, was begun under the direc

tion of Commander Thos. O. Selfridge in 1870.

Before the work ofthe party was interrupted by

the rainy season of that year, three routes had

been explored and found impracticable. These

were: 1. The Darien route, which, starting

from Caledonia Bay, proceeds to the headwa

ters of the Sucubiti River, following that river

to its junction with the Chucunaqni, thence

goes westwardly, across the " divide," to the

confluence of the Lara and Savanna Rivers,

and down the Savanna to the Pacifio Ocean.

2. The- Sassardi route, which, leading from

Sassardi Harbor, at the northerly extremity

of Caledonia Bay, up the Sassardi River to tho

dividing ridge, moves thence to the river Mor-

ti, a tributary of the Chucunaqui, and thence,

by the Morti, Chucunaqui, and Savanna, to the

Pacific. 3. The route of San Bias, which,

starting from the gulf of that name, passes

through the valleys of the Mandinga and Mar-

mom Rivers, to the junction of the latter with

the river Bayamo, or Chepo, and thence

twelve miles by that river to the Pacific. (For

further details of the Isthmus route, tee the re

port of Commander Selfridge, on page 128.)

A survey of the Isthmus of Tehuantepeo

has also been made for the purpose of ascer

taining whether a ship-canal could be con

structed there. The expedition was under the
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command of Captain R. W. Shufeldt, and the

Mayflower was placed at its disposal, with a

competent corps of engineers. The Kansas

accompanied the expedition, to aid in the sur

veys, and the Cyane cooperated on the Pacifio

side. The old line surveyed for a railroad by

Seflor Moro in 1848 was first examined, and it

was found impossible to obtain the necessary

supply of water at the summit. An examina

tion was then made of the Rio Oorte and Up

per Coatzacoalcos, and it was found that, by

means of a feeder, two thousand cubio feet of

water per second could be supplied at the sum

mit. The line was not traced throughout be

fore the operations were interrupted for the

season, but it is believed that a canal might

start from the head-waters of ship-navigation

on the Coatzacoalcos River, and run thence

along its right bank and up the valley of a

tributary to the dividing ridge at Tarifa, and

thence descend across the plains to the Pacific.

The total length of the route, including river

navigation, would be 172 miles, and locks

would be required to overcome a height of 732

feet. No estimates of the cost of the canal

have been made, as the survey has not been

sufficiently minute.

An act of Congress, approved July 12, 1870,

authorized the President to send out one or

more expeditions "toward the North Pole,"

the scientific operations to be directed accord

ing to the advice of the National Academy of

Soiences. An expedition of this kind was or

ganized this year, and placed under the com

mand of Captain Charles F. Hall. The Peri

winkle, a small steamer of 887 tons, was se

lected for this service. Its name was changed

to Polaris, and it was speoially prepared for

the enterprise at the Washington Navy-yard,

under Captain Hall's personal supervision.

After completing its crew and outfit at New

York, the Polaris set out on its adventurous

voyage on the 29th of June. She arrived at

Godhaven, Greenland, on the 4th of August,

where she received additional supplies, sent

forward by the Congress, and on the 17th of

August set forth into the unknown seas of the

North.

In February three vessels, the Worcester,

the Supply, and the Relief, were detailed to

take contributions from the people of this

country to the sufferers by the war between

Germany and France. They sailed respectively

from Boston, New York, and Philadelphia,

and, having accomplished their beneficent ob

ject, returned to the ports from which they

sailed.

The Tennessee sailed from New York, on

the 17th of January, taking commissioners,

appointed by the President, to the Island of

Santo Domingo, to examine into its condition

and resources, in view of a proposition for its

annexation to the domain of the United States.

It returned in safety, after an absence of about

three months.

The only action participated in by any part

of the naval force, which possessed any thing

of a warlike character, was an attack upon

some fortifications on the Peninsula of Cores,

in June. (See Coeka.)

NEBRASKA. The two important political

events of the year in Nebraska were the im

peachment and removal from office of the

Governor, David P. Butler, and the framing of

a new constitution, which was rejected by the

people.

Previous to the election of 1870, while Gov

ernor Butler was running as a candidate for

reelection, charges of corruption in office were

made against him by some of the journals of

the opposition. He was accused especially of

appropriating to his own use about $17,000

of the school-fund, without in any way se

curing its repayment to the State. This aid

other charges of the same kind, proceeding

from the party press of his opponents, were

treated by his Republican supporters as un

founded scandal, intended to defeat his elec

tion. When the Legislature met in Jann&rr,

1871, however, they were brought up again,

and new accusations were made and reiter

ated until the Assembly, though strongly Ee-

publicon, determined on an investigation, and

a committee was appointed for the purpose.

On the 28th of February the committee re

ported to the two Houses, sitting in a joint

convention, that, from sworn testimony talen

before them, it appeared that the Governor,

ex-Secretary of State, Treasurer, and Auditor,

had been guilty of corrupt and criminal prac

tices in office. The Governor protested against

the manner in which the investigation had

been conducted, and asked for a new commit

tee, but the report was accepted, and a resolu

tion adopted that the Governor be impeached

and tried before the Senate sitting as a court

of impeachment. A committee was appointed

to manage the trial, and articles of impeach

ment were drawn up, eleven in number, each

including several specifications. The main

charge was, that he had collected $16,881i6

of school-money and converted it to his own

use, instead of paying it over to the State

Treasury. This was contained in the first

article. It was also charged that he had em

ployed his office corruptly and unlawfully for

the purpose of his personal gain and profit;

that he had made a demand on the contractor

who built the State University building for the

payment to himself of $10,000 as a condition

precedent to settling his claims ; that he agreed

to secure the appointment of a certain person

as treasurer of the Board of Regents of the

University, for a consideration of $760; that

he had attempted to obtain $5,000 for a lea*

of the salt-lands of the State ; that be had

been corruptly and improperly influenced in the

location of the Insane • Asylum ; that he had

drawn $2,000 for the payment of an officer

whose salary was only $1,000; that he cor

ruptly bargained with an irresponsible P<^

son for the erection of the Insane Asylum;
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that ho did similarly in case of the State

University ; that ho made false representa

tions to the Legislature respecting some of

his financial transactions; that he corruptly

loaned the school-funds : that he received

$640 belonging to the Board of Immigra

tion, and did not account therefor ; that he

made a corrupt bargain to use his influence

in obtaining grants for the Midland Pacific

Railroad Company ; that he had sold public

lands and retained a portion of the purchase-

money. The Insane Asylum, which had been

built on a contract made by the Governor,

and at an expense to the State of $120,000,

had been pronounced unsafe, and, while these

charges were pending, it was set on fire and

burned to the ground. The enemies of the

Governor were not slow to accuse him of in

stigating the incendiarism. The university

and other public buildings at Lincoln were

also declared to be badly built, and already in

an unsafe condition. At the beginning of the

impeachment trial, Governor Butler was sus

pended from performing the functions of his

office, and the same were turned over to

OolonelJames for the time being. The trial

lasted until the 2d of June, when the vote was

taken in the Senate, and the Governor was

convicted on the first article, relating to the

appropriation of nearly $17,000 of the school-

fund to his own use, by a vote ofnine to two,

and acquitted on all the others. A decree was

made removing him from office, but not dis

qualifying him from holding office in the fu

ture. The impeachment of the other officials,

implicated more or less with the Governor in

the alleged irregularities, was abandoned.

A convention assembled at Lincoln on the

18th of June, for the purpose of revising and

amending the constitution of the State, and

completed its work on the 19th of August,

having been in actual session forty-eight

days. A constitution was framed, differing in

many particulars from the old instrument.

Among the new features were provisions for

a Lieutenant-Governor, and a Supreme Court

consisting of three judges. The Legislature

was to be inoreased from thirteen Senators

and thirty-seven Representatives to nineteen

Senators arid fifty-seven Representatives, and

after the first election a further increase might

be made by law to thirty-three Senators and one

hundred Representatives. ■ The members were

to be required to swear, among other things:

" I have not knowingly or intentionally paid

or contributed any thing; or made any promise

in the nature of a bribe, to, directly or in

directly, induce any vote at the election at

which I was chosen to fill the said office, and

have not accepted, nor will I accept or receive,

directly or indirectly, any money or other

valuable thing from any corporation, company,

or person for any vote or influence I may give

or withhold on any bill, resolution, appropria

tion, or any other official act."

Special laws granting divorces, giving the

right to lay down railroad-tracks, or in any

oase granting exclusive privileges, were pro

hibited. When the provisions relating to the

right of suffrage were under consideration, an

attempt was made to secure the extension of

this privilege to women. A motion to strike

out the word male from the clause granting

the elective franchise was lost by a decisive

vote. The following proposition was dis

cussed at some length, and finally, referred' to

the committee on a "Bill of Rights," after a

motion to postpone it indefinitely had been

lost by a vote of 20 to 27 :

That the question of female suffrage in this State

shall be decided by the females alone ; and the right

of females to vote in this State shall be submitted to

them as a separate proposition by the county com

missioners in each county in the State by appointing

a registrar in each precinct and ward, whose duty it

shall be to visit each family in his precinct or ward,

and register the name and vote of each female mem

ber thereof on the proposition of female suffrage, and

that each female shall have the privilege of register

ing and voting under the same instructions as tho

male voters, and said registrar shall take and make

returns of said vote under oath, on or before the last

day of November next, to the oounty clerks of their

counties, and said county clerks shall make returns

of said voters to the Seoretary of State at the time

and manner of making the returns of the votes on

the constitution. If it shall appear that a majority

of the female voters have voted for female suffrage,

the proposition sliall be a part of the constitution of

this State.

The subject was finally disposed of by adopt

ing the following, to be submitted to a sepa

rate vote of the people.r

The Legislature may extend by law the right of

suffrage to persons not herein enumerated, but no

such law shall be in force until the same shall have

been submitted to a vote of the people at a general

election, and approved by a majority of all the votes

cost on that question at such election.

The question of minority representation oc

cupied considerable attention, and a committee

reported in favor of the following plan for

cumulative voting:

At any eleotion when one of three or more persons

is to be elected to an office by the same constituency,

each qualified voter may cast as many votes for

any candidate as tiicre are persons to be elected to

such office, or may distribute the same, or equal

parts thereof, as he may see fit, among tho candi

dates, not exceeding the number to be elected. The

oaudiaates highest in votes shall be deolored elected ;

or, if any equal vote for two or more having the re

quisite number shall require it, the choice Detween

them shall bo mode by lot.

The committee supported their proposition

with strong arguments, and several delegates

expressed themselves in its favor very em

phatically, but it was finally lost by a vote

of 15 to 25.

Another important subject on which con

siderable attention was bestowed was that of

compulsory education. The result was a pro

vision to be submitted separately to the people

in the following terms :

The Legislature may require by law that every

ohild of sufficient mental and physical ability, be

tween the ages of eight and sixteen vears, unless

educated by other moans, shall, in all cases when
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practicable, attend a publio school supportod by the

common-school fund, for some definite length of

time each year, to be flic-J by law, and may establish

a school or schools for the safe keeping, education,

employment, and reformation of all children under

the age of sixteen years, who, for want of proper

parental care or other cause, are growing up in men

dicancy, ignorance, idleness, or vice, which school

shall constitute a port of tlio system of common

schools.

The subject of corporations and railroads

received special attention. Among the im

portant provisions relating generally to cor

porations were the following :

Stockholders of all corporations and joint-stock

associations shall be individually liable lor all debts

of such corporation or association to the full amount

of the par value of their stock after the corporate

property shall have been exhausted.

Every stockholder in a banking corporation or in

stitution shall be individually responsible and liable

to its creditors over and above the amount of stock

by him hold, to an amount equal to his respective

stock or shares so held, for all its liabilities accruing

while he remains such stockholder.

The following was drawn tip, to be submit-

. ted to a separate vote :

Each stockholder in a banking corporation, com

pany, or association, shall be individually responsi

ble and liable to its creditors, over ana above the

amount of stock by him or her held, to an amount

equal to twice the entire amount of his or her respec

tive stock or shares so held, for all its liabilities ac

cruing while ho or she remains such stockholder.

Corporations were to be required to adopt

the principle of cumulative voting, the follow

ing being the section relating to that point :

The Legislature shall provide by law that, in all

eleotions for directors or managers of incorporated

companies, every stockholder shall have the right to

vote in person or by proxy, for tho number of shares

of stook owned by him, for as many persons as there

are directors or managers to bo elected, or to cumu

late said shares and give one candidate as many

votes as the number of directors multiplied by tho

number of his shares of stock shall equal, or to dis

tribute them on the Same principle among as many

candidates as he shall think tit ; and such directors

or managers shall not be elected in any other man

ner.

All railroads doing business in the State

were required to have an office there in which

books should be kept containing the record

of stock, transfers, assets, and liabilities. The

directors were required to make an annual

report nndcr oath, to the Auditor of Public Ac

counts or some other officer to be designated

by law, " of the amount received from passen

gers and freight, and of all their acts and

doings, which report shall include such mat

ters relating to railroads as may be prescribed

by law." Consolidation of parallel or com

peting lines was prohibited, and no consolida

tion was to take place "except upon publio

notice given of at least sixty days to all stock

holders in such manner as may be provided

by law." The following section relates to aid

to railroads from counties, cities, and towns :

No countVj city, town, township, or other munici

pal corporation, shall ever make donation to or loan

its credit in aid of any corporation which has re

ceived or may hereafter receive a grant of land from

the United btates, or to any railroad corporaaoa

which has constructed or shall hereafter construct

its road in whole or in part from the proceeds of

land-grants.

The following was to bo submitted to s

separate vote:

No county, city, town, township, or other munici

pality, shall ever become subscriber to the capital

stock of any railroad or private corporation, or make

donation to, or loan its credit in aid of such corpora

tion : lYovided, however, That tho adoption of this

article shall not be construed as affecting the right

of any such municipality to make such donation,

where the same has been authorixed under existing

laws by a vote of tho people of such municipality

prior to such adoption.

In the article on revenue and taxation it

was provided that "tho property of the State,

counties, and other municipal corporations,

both real and personal, and such other prop

erty as may be used exclusively for agricul

tural and horticultural societies, for school,

public cemetery, and charitable purpose*, the

building and grounds belonging to and used

by any religious society for religious purposes,

to the value of five thousand dollars, may be

exempted from taxation ; but such exemptions

shall be only by general law.''

Many delegates urged that the property of

churches and religious societies should be

wholly exempt from taxation, but the majority

did not concur in this opinion. Among the

miscellaneous provisions of tho proposed con

stitution was one providing for taking tie

census of the State once in two years till 1878,

and again in 1885, and once in ten years there

after; one establishing annual sessions of the

Legislature till 1875, and biennial sessions

thereafter; one fixing the State capital at Lin

coln until 1880, and one declaring that sll

debt of the State should be bonded and should

not exceed $250,000 without the direct ap

proval of the people. A clause was to be sub

mitted separately to vote, in addition to those

already mentioned, in the following terms:

The Legislature shall provide by general law fa

submitting to the electors of counties^ cities, or

towns in the State the question of " inhibition" or

"license" for the Bale of intoxicating liquors, ana

shall prescribe the manner of carrying into effect the

will of the people so expressed.

Provision was made for submitting this

constitution to the people for their approval

or rejection, on the third Tuesday in Septem

ber. In case it was adopted, tho first election

under it was to be held on the Tuesday after

tho first Monday in November, and the Legis

lature was to assemble on the first Tuesday to

January..
Soon after the convention had completed its

labors, considerable .dissatisfaction was ex

pressed at the result, and a strong opposition

to the adoption of the constitution was devel

oped. Fault was found in various quarters

with nearly all the characteristic provisions

mentioned above, but more especially with

the increase in the number of Senators and
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Representatives, tho establishment of the Su

preme Court, and the amount ofthe salaries to be

paid to public officials, though these last were

by no means extravagant : $3,000 per annum

for the Governor ; $2,000 each for the Treas

urer, Secretary of State, and other execu

tive officers ; $3,500 for Judges of the Supreme

Court, and $4 a day and 10 cents for every

mile of necessary travel for members of the

Legislature. The clause, however, which prob

ably occasioned the defeat of the entire instru

ment was that allowing a tax on the property

of churches and other religious bodies, for this

called forth the greatest number of protests,

and those which displayed most earnestness.

The constitution was submitted to the suf

frages of the people on the 19th of Soptember,

and was defeated, together with all the prop

ositions on which a separate vote was taken.

The vote was as follows : For the constitu

tion, 7,986 ; against the constitution, 8,627 :

majority against, 641 ; for liabilities of stock

holders, etc., olause, 7,425 ; against, 8,597 : ma

jority against, 1,172; for prohibiting county

and municipal aid to corporations, 6,685;

against same, 9,555 : majority against, 2,870 ;

for compulsory education, etc., 6,289 ; against

same, 9,968 : majority against, 3,679 ; for clause

for inhibition or license, etc., 6,071 ; against

same, 10,160: majority against, 4,089; for ex

tension of suffrage, 8,492; against same,

11,751 : majority against, 8,659.

CENSUS OP 1870.

Blackbird..
Buffalo

Burt
Bailor
Cass
Cedar
Cheyenne. .

Cuming
Dakota
Dawson
Dixon

Dodge
Douglas
Killinore
Franklin
Gage
Grant
Hall
Hamilton
Harrison
Jackson
Jefferson

Johnson
Kearney
Lancaster
L'Kau qui Court
Lincoln
Lyon
Madison
Merrick
Monroe
Nomaha.
Nuckolls

Otoe
Pawnee
Pierce
Platte
Polk
Hlchardson
Saline
Sarpy ,
Saunders
Seward
Stanton. %
Taylor...
Washington
"Wayne
Webster
Tork
Unorganized Northwest

Territory
"Unorganized Territory
west of Madison County.

Winnebago Indian Reser
vation

Pawnee Indian KeserTat'n.

POPULATION.

Total for Stnre. I

Whit.. Colored. NMi™. Foreign.

19 19 ... 12 7
31 81

"i
26 5

193 192 100 93
2,847 2,847 ... 2.334 618
1,290 1.288 4 1,102 188
8.151 8.127 24 6,848 1,308
1,032 1,030 1 672 460
190 187 8 109 81
54 54

"i

43 0
1.424 1,417 792 632
2,964 2,964 . . . 1.641 1,823
2,040 2,040 1,627 413
103 103 83 70

1,845 1,845
"i

999 816
4.212 4,208 2,556 1.658

19,982 19,523 459 12,415 7,587
84238 • 233 • • • 204
1028 26

"2
16

3,35!) 8,357 2,933 426

484 475 9 286 198

1,057 1,057 ... 641 516

130 180

"'«
94 38

631 625 884 247
9 9 3 6

2,440 2,440 2,035 855

3,429 8,429 8,063 866

53 53

'is
28 30

7,074 7,059 5,837 1,787

261 2f>8 • • • 114 147
17 17 • * ■ 7 10
78 73 40 38

1,133 1,133 • •• 772 861
557 657 888 171
235 235

"8

130 105

7,593 7,588 6,747 846
8 8 8 5

12,345 lil23 219 9,609 2,738
4,171 4,171 8,556 615
152 152

"4
44 103

1,899 1,895 983 911
136 136

'id

122 14
9,780 9.692 8.253 1,527
8,106 3,106

"2

2.899 707
2,913 2,911 2,243 fiTO
4,547 4,537 10 8,214 1,333
2,953 2,953 ... 2,578 875

638 636 899 237
97 97

"i

62 45
4,452 4,461 8,442 1,010

182 182 • >• 124 58
16 16 • •• 13 S
604 604 651 50

52 52 ... 13 .39

183 183 ... 159 21

31 81 80 1
44 44 141 8

122,993 122,117 7S9 92,215 80,748

$S9,876

784.569
1,103,849
144.849

8,199.858
828.000
200.260

1,123,409
1,282.653
610,783

492.497
2,776.000
18,541,707

1,227.263

858.405
583,161

723.193
966,994

1,515.790

62,915

143,236
1,155,700

2,778,208

4.R34.3S9

1,161.253
21,960

1,174,296

4,125.666
487,815

1,217.628
1,342.614
197.005
232,073

1,703.767
219,934

113,934

$54.581.618 ' $,1,027,327

Tmaulon, not

$539

12,976
2,736
1.783

45.500
4.670
19,800

lV.952
14.659
12,824

ii'.seo
71.319

231,239

21.544

20.105

3.1S8

13.169
17,642

50.446
1,500

696
5.283

51932

23.0.'»
10.200

181
21,476

73.300
10.244
82.639
42.716
6.000
5,960

65.666
1.819

'2,176
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Included in the census are 87 Indians. The

tribal Indians are officially estimated at 6,329.

The true value of property was $69,277,483.

The public debt, county, town, city, etc.,

amounted to $1,841,964. The aggregate value

of farm-products, including betterments and

additions to stock, was $8,604,742; 74,635

pounds of wool were raised; 4,835 persons,

ten years old and over, cannot write, of whom

2,564 are males, and 2,271 are females. Of

those twenty-one years old and over who can

not write, 956 are white males.

There was no general election for the choice

of State officers during the year. In the coun

ty election for Douglas County, including the

city of Omaha, there waa a Democratic ma

jority of 815 in a total vote of 1,893.

The right of the State to impose a tax upon

the Union Pacific Railroad Company came up

for adjudication before the United States Cir

cuit Court in May. The State had levied the

tax, and suit was brought by the company to

restrain the Treasurer of Linooln County from

collecting it, on the ground that only the Gen

eral Government had a right to lay a tax on

the property of a corporation chartered by

Congress. The decision was in favor of the

State. Judge Dillon argued that the road

could be exempt from State taxation only on

the principle that it was an instrumentality of

the Federal Government. On that point he

concluded : " 1. That the Union Pacific Rail

road Company is not an instrument of the

Government in such a sense as exempts it by

implication from the taxing power of the State

through which its road may be located. 2. If

it be in any sense a Federal instrumentality,

the rights of the Government, under the incor

porating act, are fully protected and reserved,

and any rights derived from a sale for taxes,

under State authority, are entirely subordinate

to the original, paramount, and indefeasible

rights of the General Government ; cannot de

stroy the corporation nor incapacitate it from

discharging any of its inalienable, fundamental,

and organic duties to the Government. If so,

then the case falls without the principle on

which the corporation relies to sustain its ap

plication for an injunction."

"I think," he said, "I can discover in the

more recent judgments of the Supreme Court

evidences of a conviction on the part of the

judges that the doctrine of implied exemption

of Federal agencies from State taxation has

been carried quite to its limit, and that it will

not be pressed to embrace a case of the char

acter of that now under consideration."

Nebraska has made steady progress during

the year in the development of her industrial

resources. The Board of Immigration has

made constant efforts to disseminate informa

tion regarding the advantages of the State,

and, during the seven months preceding the

1st of October, the number of immigrants had

reached about 42,000. An agricultural fair

was held at Brownville on the 26th, 27th, 28th,

and 29th of September, at which there was a

fine display of cattle and products of the farm

and orchard. Fruit-growing has been under

taken with great success, and bids fair to It-

come an important interest.

NETHERLANDS, The, a kingdom in En-

rope. King, William III., born February 19,

1817; succeeded his father, March 17. 1849;

heir-apparent to the throne, his son William,

Prince of Orange, born September 4, IS-iO.

The area and population of the kingdom, ac

cording to an official statement, dated Decem

ber 31, 1870, were as follows :

PROVINCES. Sqnsn mllM. PopclaUw.

Drenthe
Frieplaml
Gelderland
Gronink'on

Llmburtf
Brabant
Holland, North.
Holland, South..
Overyppel
Zealand
Utrecht

108.056

8M.TO
439.715
234.W6

Total.

The new ministry, appointed on Januarys,

1871, was composed as follows : Minister of

Finance, Dr. P. Blusse' van Oud Alblas; Minister

of the Interior, Dr. R. F. Thorbecke ; Minker

of the Colonies, Dr. P. P. van Bosse ; Minister

of Marine, L. G. Brocx ; Minister of War, Ma-

jor-General A. Engelvaart (January 26, 1871);

Minister of Justico, Dr. J. A. Jolles ; Minister

of Foreign Affairs, Dr. J. L. H. A. Baron

Gericke de'Herwynen. The budget for 1671

fixes the expenditures at 96,206,717 guilder?,

and tho revenue at 87,3G3,480 guilders, show

ing a deficit of 8,843,237 guilders. The pub

lic debt, in 1871, amounted to 996,610,776

guilders, and the interest payable on the same

to 28,085,605 guildors. The budget for the

colonies, in 1871, fixes receipts and expendi

tures as follows :

east indies.

REVENUE.

Estimated revenue in India..
Estimated revenue In Holland (principally
from Bales of colonial produce)

69,555,700

4*,75Mi8

Total 118,307,018

EXPENDITURES.

For the colonial administration In India 19,51-3.93
For the home administration of the East In

dies, inclndlnp 9,800.000 pnilders payable as
interest on the colonial debt £8 ,-i91.$l

Total 108.005.N"

Estimated excess of revenue 10,301,701

WEST INDIES.

Revenue, ExpndtturM M*

Gnllderi.
P<Kt.f.6a

Guilder*.
1,12S.!S<S
440.5*)
176.800

GaUdm.

Islands In the W. Indies.. aw.471

814.8<
85.049
148.W84,600

Total 1.199.733 1.741.106 641.8TS

The army of the Netherlands, in 1871, num

bered 62,128 men, of whom 2,017 were officers.
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The infantry consisted of one regiment of grena

diers and chasseurs, and of eight regiments of

the line ; the cavalry comprised four regiments

of hussars, consisting of 182 officers and 6,816

men ; in the other details there has heen no

change siuco 1870.

The imports, in 1869, were valued at 461,-

160,000 guilders, and came from the following

countries: Great Britain, 181,040,000; Prussia

(Zollverein), 108,920,000; Belgium, 54,860,000;

France, 12,660,000; North America, 7,640,000;

other countries, 146,040,000. The exports, in

1869, summed up 391,210,000 guilders, viz.:

to Great Britain, 107,510,000 ; to Prussia, 136,-

160,000; to Belgium, 62,470,000; to France,

7,400,000; to North America, 3,590,000; to

other countries, 74.080,000. The movement

of shipping, in 1869, was as follows :

FLAG.

ARRIVALS. CLEABASCK9.

Veneli. Tonnage. VtlMell. Tonnn?e.

8,085
5,137

619,111
1,557,712

8,14T
6,183

647,618
1,602,298

Total 8,222 2,170,823 8,330 2.219,911

The merchant marine, on Decemher 31, 1869,

consisted of 2,059 vessels, together of 499,145

tons. The postal service during 1870 showed

an excess of revenue over expenditures of

1,309,282 guilders. The aggregate length of

telegraph-lines, on January 1, 1871, was 1,852

miles.

The principal articles of export from Java

and Sumatra to Europe, in 1870, were : coffee,

28,288,650 pounds ; sugar, 42,505,025 pounds ;

rice, 3,791,600 pounds ; tobacco, 2,690,150

pounds; pepper, 4,026,050 pounds; tin, 2,497,-

850 pounds; indigo, 20,369,075; nutmegs,

825,075 ; hides, 224,904 pieces. The exports

in America consisted of 2,660,450 pounds of

coffee, and of 3,649,875 pounds of sugar.

The year 1871 began with a change of the

ministry, the Cabinet Van Bosse-Jock being,

on January 3d, succeeded by a new Cabinet

under the presidency of the old liberal states

man Thorbecke. The Chambers and the Gov

ernment were chiefly occupied with questions

relating to the organization of the defence of

the country and the colonies. A treaty with

England providing for theoessionof the Dutch

possessions on the coast of Guinea, and another

regulating the administration of Sumatra, and

the exportation of coolies, were not sanctioned

by the Chambers. The Governor-General of

the East-India colonies, Mijer, resigned, and

he was succeeded by the former commissary

for South Holland, London.

The new session of the States-General was

opened by the King in person on September

18th. The royal speech promised a reorgani

zation of the army, and a reform in taxation,

and felicitated the Chambers upon the condi

tion of the foreign relations of the kingdom.

At the beginning of the session there appeared

to exist a serious and wide-spread dissatisfac

tion on the part of the people against the mem

bers of the Cabinet, and on October 17th this

feeling found expression in the shape of riotous

proceedings, a mob assembling in front of the

residence of the Minister of the Colonies, and

stoning the house, breaking the windows, and

doing other damage. The agitation, however,

gradually subsided, and at the close of the

year all the budgets had been voted by the

Chambers, as well as the 10,000,000 guilders

of pnblio debt as proposed by the Government.

The Minister of War, General Engelvaart, re

signed at the beginning ofDecember,on account

of the opposition which his projects for the

organization encountered in the Chambers.

Among the most important resolutions passed

by the Chambers was that abolishing the em

bassy of the Netherlands to the Holy See. The

Catholics of the country were highly indig

nant at this measure, and a committee was

formed to defray the expenses of a special

representative of the Dutch Catholics in Rome,

by voluntary contributions.

NEVADA. The principal industrial interest

of the State is mining. Not only have rich

deposits of gold and silver been opened, but

agate, opal, amethyst, cornelian, and other fine

stones, are found in abundance, and marble of

great value is known to exist. There are also

extensive salt marshes which can be profitably

worked, solid masses of salt being found in

many districts, of large extent and great purity.

Extensive works have been established at

Diamond Hill, at which about 10,000 pounds

of salt are produced per day.

The State is made up very largely of minintr-

camps filled with reckless adventurers, and

the condition of society is disorganized in many

districts to a deplorable extent, and even in

the larger towns vigilance committees have

been found necessary to protect property and

punish crime. Murder, robbery, and arson,

are common offences, and in a small proportion

of cases are criminals brought to punishment

by the ordinary processes of law. In March a

considerable portion of the town of Truckeo

was destroyed by an incendiary fire, and in

September property in Virginia City was de

stroyed by similar means to the extent of moro

than $500,000. Even when criminals are

caught it has been found difficult to secure

them, and, in September last, about thirty con

victs escaped at one time, from the prison at

Carson. They were hunted with military and

volunteer forces for several weeks, and about

half of them were killed, and most of the others

finally captured. Nevertheless, industries, such

as the resources of the State are calculated to

call into life, are gradually becoming estab

lished, railroads are in course of construction,

and society is likely to become more and more

settled each year. The opening of a railroad

from Virginia City to Reno was celebrated on

the 7th of November, and work is rapidly

progressing on the same line toward Truckee.

The capitol building, at Carson, was finished
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and accepted by the commissioners in August.

Work on the Sutro Tunnel still goes on with

considerable vigor, and it now penetrates the

mountains to a depth of about 2,000 feet.

The following table gives the population of

the State, according to the census of 1870,

together with the assessed value of property,

taxation, etc. :

CENSUS OF 1S70.

Churchill
Douglas
KIko
Esmeralda

Humboldt
Lander
Lincoln
Lyon
Nye
Onnsby
Hoop
Storey
Wnnhoo
White Pine

Total for State

FOPTTLATIOV.
Ammmi t»1m of Tuition,

Will*. Colond. CtOnw. Fomtgn.
proper*.}'. Bilioaik

198 180 , , 16 140 56 $393,627 $in,s»

1,215 1.157 32 23 791 424 762.864 24,753
8.447 2,975 S3 439 2,054 1,893 2,264.724 62.707
1.553 1.489 8 56 1,065 483 880.682 29.723

1,916 1,084 9 220 1,065 851 1,751,348 49.038
2,815 2.566 81 218 1,580 1,235 4,766.947 132,883
2,985 2,937 11 23 2,148 837 253.474 7.351
1,837 1,719 » 116 893 044 1,546,028 61.S66
1,087 1,080 1 6 700 327 967,707 S2.176
3,668 2,863 81 769 1,760 1,908 1,672,434 68,640
133 129 4 108 25

11,359 10,514 96 749 5,557 5,802 4,757.961 155,962
3,091 2,831 86 221 1,997 1,094 2,897,300 65.926

7,189 6,890 67 292 8,772 8,417 8,425,882 108,920

42.491 38,959 857 3.152 23,690 1&801 ?25.740,973 fS0,3C«

Included in the census are 23 Indians. The

tribal Indians aro officially estimated at 16,220.

The true value of property was $31,134,012.

The publio debt, county, city, town, etc.,

amounted to $1,343,199. The aggregate value

of farm-products, including betterments and

additions to stock, was $1,659,713; 674 per

sons, ten years old and over, cannot write, of

whom 517 are males, and 157 are females. Of

those twenty-one years old and over who can

not write, 474 aro white males.

A general election took place on the 7th of

November. The Democratic candidate for Gov

ernor was L. R. Bradley, and the nominee of

the Republicans was F. A. Tritle. The total

vote cast was 13,347, of which Bradley received

7,200, and Tritle 6,147; by which the former had

a majority of 1,053. O. W. Kendall, of Ham

ilton, a Democrat, was elected as member of

Congress by a majority of 660 over Thomas

Fitch, who was nominated for reelection by the

Republicans. The Legislature consists of 13

Republicans and 10 Democrats in the Senate,

and 23 Republicans and 23 Democrats in the

House.

NEW HAMPSHIRE. The political cam

paign in New Hampshire begins early in the

year. The Republican Convention met at Con

cord, on the 4th of January, and nominated

James Pike, of Newmarket, for Governor, and

D. "W. Buckminster of Portsmouth, for Rail

road Commissioner. The other State officers

are chosen by the Legislature. The platform

adopted by the convention contained, besides

the customary laudations of the party and its

representative men, the following declarations

of principles :

Resolved, That all laws, imposing unnecessary or

unequal burdens, by taxation or otherwise, upon the

whole or any portion of the community, thereby di

minishing or wholly depriving them of that com

pensation, leisure, and opportunity for development,

improvement, and happiness, which their industry

and devotion to duty fairly entitle them to enjoy,

are unjust, oppressive, and should be immediately

repealed.
Resolved, That all laws which favor capital at the

expense of labor, or offer a bounty to accumulate!

wealth at the expense of productive industry, are in

consistent with the principles of democratic lepsb-
licanisrn, and we hereby repudiate and denounce

them as in direct conflict with the purposes andainis

of the Republican party.
Resolved, That, as the success of any system of

government depends almost wholly upon the eharae-

tcr and ability of those who administer its affairs, it

is preeminently important, in a free republic, that

the selection of publio officers should be determined

by merit and qualifications; we are therefore in

favor of rigidly applying the Jcffersonian test of hon

esty and capacity to the choice and appointment of

all officers in the civil service.
Resolved, That we protest against the so-called rev-

enuo reform movement, now being inaugurated by

a few quasi Republicans, in concert with the great

body of Democrats, because, while we desire, in com

mon with the great majority of the people, that all

taxation shall be reduced so far and so fast as are con

sistent with the necessities of the Government, It

still believe that necessary taxes should be imposed

chiefly upon the rich rather than the poor, upon the

luxuries of life rather than its necessaries, and that

a duty upon such articles of foreign manufacture as

come in direct competition with the products of ogt

own industry is essential to the well-being and per

manent prosperity of the nation.
Resolved, That, while practising the most ripid econ

omy consistent with the publio interest, it is the

duty of our State government and its officers to do

all in their power to secure prompt and efficient

enforcement of those salutary laws designed to pro

tect the poor, the improvident, and the helpless,

against fraud, avarice, and oppression, among the

most important of which are those against gamElinj,

licentiousness, and the sale of intoxicating liquors;

the encouragement of honest industry, the preven

tion of crime, pauperism, and misery," the education

of the young, and the maintenance of good morels,

being the highest duties of all legislators and other

public officers.
Reselved, That the sympathies of the BepsbDetf

party have ever been, and still arc, with and forth'
laboring-men of this country ; prompted by this

sympathy, we Btruck the fetters from the slave, ana

threw open the public domain for the location of free

homesteads for the working-man thereon. We have

always favored all legislation calculated to advance
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the true interests of labor, and will continue so to

do.

Jlesolved, That the wealth of the nation should

pay its debt, and hence we are opposed to abolishing

the income-tax, or taxes upon those luxuries that

wealth only can afford, while we favor the reduction

of all taxes upon the necessaries of life.

Retolntd, That the Republican party of New Hamp

shire looks with alarm upon the efforts made to

squander the public lands in the interest of schemes

backed by railroad speculators, lobbyists, and stock-

gamblers, and is opposed to each and every one of

them ; and, while it opposes them, looks with favor

upon any act that may give a homestead to each dis

abled soldier who perilled his life to put down the

slaveholders' rebellion, and save this nation to equal

ity of labor, religious toleration, and liberty.

The Democratic Convention met at Con

cord, on the 11th of January, and nominated

James A. Weston, ofManchester, for Governor,

and David Gilchrist, of Franklin, for Railroad

Commissioner. The platform adopted declared

in favor of recognizing the paramount author

ity of the Federal Constitution ; denounced

interference by the military power with the

exercise of the suffrage ; expressed hostility to

all privileged classes ; denounced thieves and

plunderers of the publio Treasury ; favored a

revenue tariff for the support of the Govern

ment, but opposed all taxation for protection ;

opposed the importation of laborers from

China, as degrading to the dignity of American

labor ; protested against the leading measures

of the national Government under Republican

administration as unjust ; demanded a reduc

tion in pnblio expenses and the rate of taxa

tion, and called for a protection of the pnblio

domain from speculators and the exorbitant

demands of corporations.

On the 12th, a convention was held, com

posed of delegates in favor of a prohibition of

the sale of intoxicating liquors. The majority,

however, were satisfied with the action of the

Republican Convention and the character of

its nominees, and no independent ticket was

agreed npon. A portion of the delegates, not

satisfied with the proceedings, held a conven

tion of their own, and nominated Rev. M. S.

Gummings for Governor. There was also a

Labor Reform Convention, which named Lemu

el N". Cooper, of Croydon, as its candidate for

Governor; but it was generally understood

that the party of Labor Reform, which was

not very strong, would act with the Demo

crats.

The election took place on the second Tues

day in March, and resulted in no choice of

Governor by the people. The whole vote was

69,729, of which Weston received 34,700, and

Pike 33,892. Two Democrats and two Re

publicans were elected to the Executive Coun

cil, and in the first district there was no choice.

In the twelve senatorial districts, six Demo

crats and five Republicans were chosen, the

canvass in the first district Rhowing that no

choice had been made. To the Lower House

of the Legislature 168 Democrats were elected,

and 102 Republicans, four Labor Reform Repre

sentatives being classed as Democrats. Dem

ocratic Congressmen were chosen from all

three districts, as follows : Ellery A. Hibbard

from the first, Samuel N. Bell from the second,

and Hosea W. Parker from the third.

The Legislature assembled at the capitol on

the 7th of June. Besides the vacancy in the

Senate resulting from lack of a choice in the

first district, another had been occasioned by

the death of Mr. Thrasher, of the tenth. Ac

cording to the constitution, these vacancies

were to be filled by a vote of the House of Rep

resentatives, and those members of the Sen

ate who had been declared elected, upon the

two names receiving the highest number of

votes in each of the vaoant districts. The

nearly equal division of the Legislature be

tween the two parties caused the elections to

attract an unusual amount of attention, though

the preponderance in a full session of the two

branches appeared to be Democratic. There

was, however, some uncertainty regarding the

oourse of the Labor Reformers. Several days

were occupied in the election. A Democrat

was chosen to the vacancy in the Council, and

also for Senator from the first district. Both

constitutional candidates for the Senate in the

tenth district were understood to be Republi

cans ; but Judge Alvah Smith, it was said, was

a Labor Reformer, and had promised to act

with the Democrats, and he was accordingly

chosen. Tho election of Governor was then

proceeded with, and 326 votes were cast, of

which James Pike received 159, and James A.

Weston, 167. The inauguration of Governor

Weston, with the usual ceremonies, took place

on the 14th of June, and the Legislature then

proceeded with its regular business, having for

the first time in sixteen years a Democratic

majority. In the early part of the proceed

ings, a Railroad Commissioner, Secretary of

State, Treasurer, and Commissary-General,

were elected, all Democrats.

Several sheriffs and other county officers

were removed by the form of proceeding

called an "Address" to the Governor, which

was usually adopted by a strict party-vote,

the object apparently being to give an oppor

tunity for a new election where the majority

of voters had become Democratic. Proceedings

of this kind were, however, checked by the op

position of Judge Smith, who generally voted

with the Republicans. A scheme was much

talked of for ousting him from his seat, but

was never put in operation.

The Republican Senators acknowledged his

services to their party by adopting the follow

ing resolution :

Resolved, That the thanks of the Republicans of

the Senate and of tho Republicans of New Hamp

shire are due to Senator Alvah Smith for the fearless

ness and patriotism with which he has performed

his official duties. Having been during a long and

honorable life a consistent antislnvery man and Re

publican, he refused to vote, on the pretext of Labor

Reform, for unwise partisan and revolutionary legis

lation, designed solely to bring into political power in

State and nation the Democratic party, which he had

always opposed. For this action, in accordance with
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hU life-long conviotions, he has been assailed with a

bitterness and violence seldom equalled in the most

intense party conflicts, and has been subjected to

threats of ejection from the Senate, and even of per

sonal violence. Uis whole action under such ex

traordinary and trying circumstances having been to

our knowledge consistent, courageous, and honora

ble, as well as in the highest degrco beneficial to the

State, we believe him to be entitled to the respect,

confidence, and gratitude, of the people.

The Legislature continued in session until

the 15th of July, during which time it passed

eighty-eight acts and forty-one joint resolu

tions. Little of the general legislation was of

sufficient importance to deserve special notice.

There were several acts in relation to railroads,

among them one granting permission to the

Portland & Ogdensburg road to cross the State.

This line, as projected, will pass through the

town of Conway and the White Mountain

Notch, striking the Connecticut River at Dal-

ton. The consolidation of the White Moun

tain Railroad with the Boston, Concord &

Montreal was authorized, and a railroad from

Littleton to Franconia, in the White Mountain

region, was incorporated. Several other local

lines were chartered, which will add materially

to the facilities for internal communication.

The question of compulsory education came

up early in the session, and an act was finally

passed, providing that parents or other per

sons, having the custody of children between

the ages of eight and fourteen, shall cause

them to attend school for at least twelve weeks

in each year, six weeks of which attendance

shall be consecutive, "unless such child shall

be excused from such attendance by the school-

committee of the. town, or the board of edu

cation, or the superintending school commit

tee of such district, upon its being shown to

their satisfaction that the physical or mental

condition of such child was such as to prevent

his attendance at school for the period required,

or that such child was instructed in a private

school or at home for at least twelve weeks

during such year in the branches of education

required to be taught in the public schools, or

having acquired those branches in other more

advanced studies." The provisions of the act

are enforced by a penalty of ten dollars' fine

for the first violation and twenty dollars for

each and every subsequent violation.

A bill to protect the rights of married men

was introduced, and the subject referred to a

committee composed of bachelors. They re

ported in favor of the bill, and it was passed.

It provides that marriage shall not hereafter

render the husband liable for the debts con

tracted by his wife prior to their wedlock, and

that the wife shall not be discharged from such

liability, " but she, and all property which she

may hold in her own right, shall be held liable

for the payment of the debts contracted before

marriage in the same manner as if she contin

ued solo and unmarried."

A number of petitions for the concession of

• the right of suffrage to women were received

and referred to the committee on national af

fairs. The same committee was instructed

" to inquire whether the provision of the Con

stitution of the United States, making all per

sons born or naturalized in the United States,

subject to the jurisdiction thereof, citizens of

the United States and of the State wherein

they reside, and prohibiting any State from

making or enforcing any law which shall

abridge the privileges or immunities of the

citizens of the United States, does or does not

secure to adult females, born or naturalized in

the United States, and subject to the jurisdic

tion thereof, the right of suffrage, and the

right of holding office," and to report by till

or otherwise. After the matter had been in

their hands for some time, the committee re

ported that " the subject-matter of the wom

an's suffrage petition and memorial is very

broad and deep, involving the fundamental

principles of government, that the time of the

committee is too limited to give it adequate

consideration, and that they be excused from

its further consideration," and their report

was accepted.

A bill to repeal the liquor law of 1870 passed

the House, but was indefinitely postponed in

the Senate. A bill remodelling the judieiary

met with similar treatment.

The results of the session were disappoint

ing to both Democrats and Labor Reformers.

The plans of the former were frustrated by the

equal division in the Senate ; and the latter,

while holding the balance of power on general

measures, were not able to get any considera

tion for those in which they were specially in

terested. The only thing done for them was

the adoption of the following resolution, which

was succeeded by no further action :

Reinlred, That the Committee on Eetrenchment

and Reform be instructed to inquire into the expedi

ency of providing by law that eight hours' labor

should constitute a day's work, and also the expe

diency of making further provision by law for the

protection of children under fourteen vears ofap
employed in our manufacturing establishments, eld

that soid committee report by bill or otherwise.

A committee was appointed by the Govern

or after the close of the session, in pursuance

of a joint resolution, to collect material and

present a plan for the organization of a Bureau

of Labor Statistics at the next session of the

Legislature. S. Flint, J. H. Ela, and II. Col

ony, were appointed, and in October sent out

circulars, addressing inquiries to the citizens

regarding the condition of laborers.
The financial condition of the State appears

to be very favorable. The debt on the 1st a

June was $2,860,087.52, which shows a reduc

tion of $419,204.44 during the preceding
The expenses of the same year, including the

payment on the debt, amounted to $1,038,386,
while the receipts of the Treasury were

$1,182,325. The State-prison at Concord is »

paying institution, affording a profit to the

State, above all expenses, of $5,259.17 during
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the year ending on the 1st of May. There are

six mutual fire-insurance companies incorpo

rated under laws of the State, while 54 others

are licensed to do business within its limits.

There is no life-insurance company in the

State, but 30 belonging to other States are

licensed to do business in New Hampshire, and

their gross premium receipts for the year were

$722,325.47, and their losses $101,639.64.

There were 10,000 policies held in the State,

mostly by heads of families, and the Com

missioner calculates that these represent 40,-

000 people, or one-eighth of the population, as

interested pecuniarily in life insuranoe. A

law passed in 1869 requires foreign insurance

companies to pay a tax of one per cent, on

their receipts, and a law of 1870 authorizes

the Commissioner to exclude from the State

all companies which do not give satisfactory

evidence of their responsibility. The amount

received from the one per cent, tax during the

last fiscal year was $11,066.62.

CENSUS OP 1870.

Belknap.
Carroll . .
Cheshire.

POPULATION. 10 ym oM
ud orer, Aliened value of Taxation, not

Aggregate. While. Colored. Native. Foretjfn.
who can
not read.

property. national.

17.681
17,833
27.885
14,932
39,103
64.238
42.151
47.297
30,248
18,058

17,640
17,316
27.250
14.909
89,062
64.109
42.055
47,143
30,199
18,104

41 16.994
17,156
25.463
12,782
38,817
52,766
38,202
44.478
28,958

17,043

687
176

1,802
2,150
2,256
11,472
8,949
2,819
8,285
1,015

179
142
365
872
679

8,012
922
658
932
857

. SMM.ino «90.319
135,262
806,985
125,037
880,798
618,570
388.56*
881,993
817,478
155,670

13
15
10
41

4 5,748,334

13,887.491

124
96

4,722,934
15,872,157
85,430,425
19,964,590
23,815,002
14.361.430

153
44
43 8,861,737

318.300 317,697 580 288,689 29,611 7.618 $149,065,290 »S,255,793

Included in tho census are 23 Indians. The

true value of property was $252,624,112. The

public debt, county, city, town, etc., amounted

to $8,335,504. The aggregate value of farm-

products, including betterments and addi

tions to stock, was $22,473,547; 1,129,442

pounds of wool were raised ; 9,926 persons,

ten years old and over, cannot write, of whom

1,992 are native, and 7,934 are foreign ; 4,581

are males, and 5,345 are females. Of those

twenty-one years old and over who cannot

write, 8,361 are white males.

The educational interests of the State are

fairly attended to. An Agricultural College

has been established at Hanover, and the

building to be devoted to its use, known as

Culver Hall, was formally dedicated in Juno.

A Normal School has been opened at Plymouth,

and $10,000 were appropriated for its benefit

by the last Legislature.

The State Insane Asylum, on the 80th of

April, had 225 inmates. During the year pre

ceding, there had been 388 persons treated,

192 men and 196 women. The largest num

ber of patients at any time during the year

has been 260 ; the smallest number 222.

Thirty-two, 16 of each sex, have died; 131

have been discharged in different states of

mental health. Sixty-five of those discharged

recovered ; 37 were essentially improved, and

29 not materially changed in their mental con

dition.

NEW JERSEY. The session of the Legis

lature of this State began on January 10th,

and closed on April 6th. The Senate was

composed of 12 Republicans and 9 Democrats,

and the House of 34 Republicans and 26

Democrats, making a Republican majority, in

joint convention, of 11. On January 19th it

vol. xi.—35 A

elected, on the ninth ballot, Frederick T. Fre-

linghuysen, of Newark, Republican, to the

United States Senate. A number of impor

tant measures were adopted. Among them

were a registry law, enforcing registering of

votes in all cities of 20,000 inhabitants and

over; a charter for Jersey City, placing the

control of that city in the hands of a Republi

can commission ; a new free-school law : and

bills for the prevention of bribery ; appropri

ating $50,000 for the erection of new legisla

tive ohambers and other offices, at the State-

House, and $150,000 for the beginning of work

on a lunatio asylum to be built in the northern

part of the State ; allowing to criminals the

right to testify in their own behalf; legalizing

the lease of the railroads of the United Com

panies i to the Pennsylvania Railroad; and

appointing a commission to revise and con

solidate the public statutes of the State. The

bill for the punishment and prevention of

bribery, as passed, provides that any person

receiving or offering any consideration what

ever, by way of fee or reward for a vote, shall,

in addition to any punishment already imposed

by statute or the common law, be deprived of

the right of suffrage ; and any corporation al

lowing its managers, officers, or agents, to offer

bribes for votes shall be deprived of its char

ter. It also provides that whichever of the

parties to an act of bribery shall first complain,

under oath to a magistrate, of the other, shall

be exempt from the penalties inflicted, on the

condition, however, that he sends a copy of

said complaint to the prosecutor of tho plea*

of the county in which the offence has been

committed, within one week.

A few days previous to the fall election,

the Governor issued the following procla
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mation regarding the rigid enforcement of

this law :

Whereat, The Legislature of the State of New Jersey

did at its loot session pus a law entitled " An Act

rotative to Bribery," a copy of which is made a

part of this proclamation :

Now, therefore, I, Theodore F. Randolph, Governor

of the State of New Jersey, do hereby enjoin upon

all chief judicial officers of this State, upon all local

magistrates, upon sheriffs and their deputies, upon

police-officers and constables, and upon all officers

of the State who have especially taken upon them

selves the oath to bear true faith and allegiance to

the government of this State, to see that, to the best

of their ability, the provisions of this law be fully and

faithfully executed.

And I do further enjoin upon the State attorneys

for the several counties of this State the prompt and

vigorous prosecution, without fear or favor, of all per

sons or corporations who may in any degree render

themselves liable to the penalties of the law against

bribery at elections.

Ana I do further enjoin upon all good citizens of

this State the execution of this law as far as in their

power lies, by rendering information to magistrates,

and to grand-juries, that will serve to cause the

arrest and conviction of any officer of any corpora

tion, or other person or persons, who may, directly

or indirectly, bribe or attempt to bribe, or give means

to bribe, any voter of this State, or who may bo

guilty of receiving a bribe from any person or cor

poration by which a vote shall be influenced.

And I do hereby offer a reward of one hundred

dollars for tho arreBt and conviction of any and every

person who may bo found guilty of violating the pro

visions of tho said law at the coining election in this

State—said rewards to be paid until the total amount

expended for this purposo shall reach the sum of five

thousand dollars.

The affidavits ofpersons upon whioh tho arrests and

convictions shall be had; determining the claimants

of reward, and tho priority of convictions, to deter

mine to whom, within the aggregate amount, the re

ward shall be paid.

The free-school law provides for a State tax

of two mills on a dollar upon the ratables of the

State for the support of public schools. Soon

after its passage, copies were sent to the various

counties of the State, and, at a subsequent meet

ing of the county freeholders, this amonnt was

ordered to be assessed for the current year.

This will realize over $1,000,000, which is to

be distributed to the various townships, pro

rata, according to the number of children be

tween the ages of five and eighteen years.

The financial condition of the State is excel

lent. Its income the past year was :

State Fund (8W.R32 81

War Fund 880.958 45
School Fond 187.214 27
Agricultural College Fund 6,960 00

Other sources 1,550 00
Balance, November 1, 1870 65,804 42

Total $1,501,819 95

The receipts of the State fund were from the

following sources:

United Companies, taxes, dividends, and In
terest (357.842 60

Morris & Essex Railroad Company 116.500 00
Central Railroad Company (, 50,637 02
All other railroad companies 44,845 84
Riparian sources 29.000 00
United States Government (old claims) 66,214 05
State taxes 189.976 79
Other sources 23,76(1 51

Total $868,832 81

The amount received from the General Gov

ernment was on account of war claims hereto

fore rejected. During tho past two years,

$147,800, in all, have been collected on ac

count of these claims, which had before been

considered lost to tho State. The total amount

of expenditures from the State fund was $601,-

618.34. The receipts of the war fund were

$382,025.95, derived mainly from taiation.

Disbursements from this fund were made : to

the Home for Soldiers' Children, about $41,000;

to the Home for Disabled Soldiers, $38,000;

to the State militia, $20,000; and to the sink

ing fund, $277,000. The outstanding bonds of

the State amount to $5,896,200. The assets of

the State aro said to be quite sufficient to

extinguish these bonds, if they could be pur

chased at their par value. The report of the

commissioners of the sinking fund shows assets

amounting to $1,183,112.16. If to this were

added tho total assets of other State funds, tie

total indebtedness of the State could be paid

at once. The receipts of the fund daring the

year were $381,754.93.

On the 11th of July, the day preceding the

"Orange" riot in New York City (»«Nrf

York), Governor Randolph issued a proclama

tion assuring the right of parade, with full pro

tection by the civil and military power, to

the Orangemen of New Jersey. To secore

the speedy transmission of this proclamation

throughout the State and in New York City,

where, it was alleged, rioters were arranging

to invade Now Jersey, tho Governor went in

person to the telegraph-offices, and took " con

structive possession " of several of them. Be

quests were also immediately sent to the civil

and military authorities of the State, to order

sufficient forces to be in readiness at different

points to preserve the publio peace. These

measures proved ample for the occasion. Dur

ing the night and the day following, troop»

were on duty along the river-line to prevent

the New York organizations from landing.

But no attempt was made, and no serious dis

turbance occurred.

On Tuesday, November 8d, an election took

place for Governor. The Republican Nominat

ing Convention was held on September 7th,

at Trenton, and the Democratic on Septemhtf

13th, at the same place. At the former, 917

delegates were present. Cornelius Walsh, oi

Bergen, was nominated. A.platform was adopt

ed, of which tho chief features are as follows:

Jtmlvtd, That tho fifteenth amendment to ti«

Constitution, embodying the principles of the_eqn*i"

ity of all men, befofo the law, is not only
theory, but is ennobling in practice, and we will, t.T

nil lawful moans, oppose any attempt to blot it from

the grand record of our country's progress.
Sttohed, That tho Kepublican party is now, u

heretofore, pledged to economy in tho expcndiM'

of the public money ; to good faith in tho pn)'™51'

of tho publio debt ; to the careful fostering « f
branches of trade and industry ; to wholesome J«?»i
a pure and learned judiciary, and an upright admin

istration of the Government, both State and u«lt>n'

al.
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Unsolved, That by the unprecedented reduction of

the national debt ; by the large reduction of interest

upon the publio loans, and the restoration of the na

tional credit in all markets of the world ; by the wise

and happy adjustment of the late threatening con

troversy with Great Britain ; by its houest, straight

forward policy, and its high, patriotio spirit, the na

tional Administration is entitled to our warmest com

mendation and active support.

Raolved, That we are heartily in favor of such a

reform of the civil service as shall make appoint

ments to public office dependent upon fitness and

character, and allow removals for cause only.

KaoltssA, That the great facilities for foreign com

merce afforded by the capacious and safe harbor of

the State upon the Hudson Siver—facilities which

oceanic steamship lines, in the rapidly-growing

commerce of the country, are beginning to appre

ciate—demand and should receive national recogni

tion by the ereotion of Jersey City into a port of

entry, and the establishment there of an independent

custom-house.

Rwloed, That the liberal provision made by the

last State Legislature for the cause of education,

looking as it does to the care and culture of' every

child in the State, thus giving evidence that the Re

publican party now is, and hereafter proposes to be,

devoted to the elevation of the masses and the uni

versal diffusion of light and knowledge, of education

and morality, has our most cordial approbation : and
■we commend this polioy to the favorable considera

tion of our fellow-citizens of all classes and condi

tions, as eminently fit to place the State in the very

front rank of her sisters of the Union.

Baolved, That the present system of privato and

special legislation is the source not only of unneces

sary expense to the State and the public, but also of

legislative corruption, and this convention there

fore declares itself in favor of the passage of a gen

eral law of incorporation, and of the abolition, as far

as practicable, of all special and private legislation.

The Democratic Convention was attended

by 835 delegates. Hon. Joel Parker, of Mon

mouth, was nominated. The following plat

form was adopted :

The representatives of the Democratic party of

the State of New Jersey, in convention assembled,

appealing to the citizens of the State for a continued

support of its principles and its candidates, point to

these facts : They have urged the adoption of a sys

tem of general laws, under which capital and labor

may find full and equal protection, and healthful

competition take the place of enterprises born of

special legislation and maintained by corruption.

They have maintained the unsullied reputation of

the State as to judicial appointments, and in all

their appointments, executive and legislative, have

given honest and capable officers to the people.

They have maintained the dignity of the State, and

the constitutional rights and privileges of all its in

habitants, irrespective of nationality, religious faith,

or political creed. They have largely increased the

sinking fund of the State, and added to the gen

eral funds, so that the assets are now more than

sufficient to pay all the obligations of the State of

every description. They show an amount equal to

over $1,000,000 collected and bonded under the ex

ecution of the riparian laws. They have collected

nearly $300,000 from the United States Government

since the last Governor proclaimed that the accounts

between this State and the national Government

were substantially settled. The amounts thus saved

and collected have been nearly enough to pay all the

ordinary expenses of the Stato government since it

same into Democratic hands. They have main

tained the credit of the State by judicious economy,

ind its obligations stand second to none—Federal or

state—in commercial value. The Democrats of New

Fersey are proud of this record of their administra-

tion, and challenge a comparison of it with that of

any Republican State in the Union. Upon the great

Federal questions, we declare that we favor a prompt

and complete amnesty of all persons for political

offences ; that wo favor the raising of a revenue for

the economical support of the Government and the

payment of the principal and interest of the national

debt, and, so far as such revenue is raised from the

tariff, it is to be upon the principle of taxation upon

luxuries, and the abolishment of taxes upon the ne

cessaries of life : that the Democratic party reoognize

the laboring element of the country as the truo

source of national wealth and strength, between

which and capital no antagonism can exist, so long

as the right and dignity oflabor are properly recog

nized, and there is no duty the party owes to the

country or to itself, superior to the lull protection

of the laboring interests ; that, denouncing all con

spiracies against law and good order, North or South,

we protest against the extraordinary grant of mili

tary power given by the late Congress to the Presi

dent, and declare the same to be most dangerous in

precedent, and unnecessary in fact ; that the Demo

cratic party in the present, as in the past, recognize

the Constitution and the amendments thereto as the

organic law of the country, and not as open political

questions of the day. We believe that the Govern

ment of the United States is, as it ought to be, a

government of limited powers; that these powers

are prescribed and enumerated in the Constitution

of the United States ; which Government is founded

upon its adoption by the peoplet and creating direct

relations between it and all its subjects. It is not a

supreme, unlimited, imperial, consolidated Govern

ment; but that it has its distinct and reoognized

sphere of action, already ample ; the governments of

the separate States have their distinct and reoog

nized sphere of action; and that it is to the last

degree important to the preservation of local inde

pendence, to the universal diffusion of political

vitality, to the prevention of military despotism, to

the security of individual rights, and the perpetuity

of our institutions, that these separate spheres or

action should be kept forever distinct and invio

lable.

The canvass was animated, both candidates

entering personally into the contest. The

result was the election of the Democratic

candidate. The total vote was 158,745 ; Joel

Parker had 82,362 votes, and Cornelius Walsh

76,383; Parker's majority 5,979. The total

vote for Congress in 1870 was 157,426 ; Re

publican majority 8,426. The total vote for

Governor in 1868 was 163,288. Theodore F.

Randolph, Democrat, over John J. Blair, Re

publican, 4,622. The Legislature was carried

by the Republicans : in the Senate there are

12 Republicans against 9 Democrats; and in the

House 36 Republicans against 24 Democrats.

Iuiportaut changes were made in the man

agement of the leading railroads of the State

during the year, and various railroad projects

were presented. In the summer, the Camden

& Amboy, the Philadelphia & Trenton, the

Delaware & Raritan Canal, and the New

Jersey Railroad & Transportation Companies,

were leased to the Pennsylvania Central Rail

road Company, at a rental of ten per cent,

per annum, in accordance with the following

terms:

1 . The lessee to pay the rent at all times during tha

said term, notwithstanding any future action ofany of

the corporations or their stockholders ; and, in order

to secure the individual interest of each stockholder
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of the lessors, the right is given to him to prosecute

auoh suits as may be necessary to recover his pro

portionate part of the rent, and to use, if necessary,

the name of the corporation's lessors for that pur

pose ; this provision, if desired, to be indorsed on

the certificates of stock.

2. The lessee to pay all taxes, transit duties, and

other charges, assessed or imposed on the lessors

during the said term.

8. The lessoe to defend all actions, and pay all

amounts that may be recovered against the lessors,

and indemnify them from all claims, etc., during the

said term.

4. The lessee to maintain and operate the demised

works at its own expense, and to keep the same in

thorough repair, working order, and condition, fully

supplied with rolling and floating stook and equip

ments, at least equal to that now used, so that the

traffia and business shall be encouraged and devel

oped, and full public accommodation given on reason

able terms.

5. The leasee to keep up the sinking funds of the

lessors, and to pay all their debts and obligations as

they shall become due.

6. As the several loans of the lessors shall become

due, they are to deliver to the lessee a corresponding

number of the bonds secured by the mortgage of

April 80, 1871, whereby to discharge the same, any

difference in value to be made up by the lessee.

The difference between the total funded indebted

ness and the amount authorized to be raised by the

mortgage to be applied only to permanent improve

ments on the works.

7. The title of all after-acquired property to be

taken in the name of the lessors respectively, and

suoh property to be subject to the lease.

8. To aid in the development of the " Horsimus

Cove " property, the lessors, whenever the lessee

shall have spent $100,000 in improving the same, to

issue to the lessee 8,000 shares of their stock, ana so

from time to time until $8,000,000 shall have been

so spent in such improvements, and 22.500 shares of

stock issued. No other or further stock to bo there

after issued by the lessors. The stock so issued to

bear the samo rate of rent as the present stock, and

to be paid in like manner, clear of all taxes.

9. The lessee to assume all the contracts, liabili

ties, and other obligations, of the lessors. All rights

under existing leases to remain in full force in the

event of the future reentry by the lessors.

10. The lesseo to pay $10,000 a year, to enable the

lessors to keep up their corporate organization, the

first half-yearly payment to be mado July 1, 1871 ;

and to provide suitable offices in Philadelphia, Tren

ton and New York, for the accommodation of the

directors and officers of the lessors.

11. Such of the property of the lessors as may not

be necessary for the use of the works may, with

their assent, be Bold, and the proceeds applied cither

to the permanent reduction ot the funded debt or to

permanent additional improvements on the works.

12. The accounts of the lesseo to bo open to the

inspection of the president and officials ofthe lessors

—the lessee to furnish annually, on or before April

1st, a detailed statement of the business for the pre

vious year ending December 31st, and the works and

premises themselves to be likew ise open to inspec

tion and examination.

18. In case of default (continued for nineteen

dayB) in paying the rent or performing these cove

nants and agreements, the lessors to have the right

to reenter upon tho premises, to hold as of their

original estate ; the rent to be apportioned to tho

time of reentry ; no claim for damages for breach of

covenant to bo affected thereby.

14. At the end of the term tho lessees to redoliver

the works and premises to the lessors.

15. Covenant for further assurance.

16. These covenants to bind both parties, their

successors and assigns.

Tho lines thus leased traverse seventeen of

the twenty-one counties of the State. The

capital of the United Companies is :

Stock tUBW
Funded debt of the several companies tUXM

Funded debt of tbe United Companies

Total

This capital is represented in property u

follows :

Cost of the Camden & Amboy Railroad,
Including branches, steamboats, other

equipments, real estate, etc $13,537,160 4
Cost or the Delaware & Bariton Canal and
appurtenances i,"XXi 3

Cost of the New Jersey Railroad, equip
ments, property, etc 8,SK,t7i 1

Real estate and capital payments of tbe
United Companies of New Jersey WS.113 %
Investments ui and advances to auxiliary

works :
Stocks $MBJ> I

Bonds and mortgages SWJ"
Advances !,06lWi

Sent to England for extinguishment of Eng
lish Bebt %nr>

Sinking fund for extinguishment of sterling
loan JI.S9 ■

Unappropriated materials on hand 4£.$C*

Cash in hand of treasurers 88.45*

Total $S5,8W»«

Thus it appears that the companies htel

ahout eight and a half millions of stocks,

bonds, cash, etc., beyond the cost of their

railways and canal. The net receipts of Utf

year were $2,711,055.16.
Of other railway enterprises prosecuted tiff

ing the year, one of. the most important is the

New Jersey West Line, of which a number o'

Pennsylvania capitalists have assumed contro.

Tho parpose is said to be to secure by tMi

moans a new outlet to tide-water and Si*

York from the anthracite coal-fields. The

building of important short branches to the

Erie was begun, and also of the New Jersey

Central ; and surveys were made through

Berkshire Valley and the region about Late

Hopatcong, for the proposed road to cross the

suspension bridge over the Hudson. In ■*

lower part of the State, tho preliminary J^P

toward the building of several local ro»->

were taken, and projects to bring several ('

the towns of this section into direct commtn>

cation with the great thoroughfares were con

sidered.
The total number of children in the Stat',

of school-age, between five and eighteen, »

1871, was 265,958. The school statistics sbo*

that, of this number, sixty-five per cent in

tended the publio schools; thirteen per cent-

attended private schools ; and twenty-two pe'

cent, attended no school at all. The percent

age attending the public schools for ten mont'1-

was nine ; for eight months and over, fourteffl,

for six months and over, seventeen ; and I*

than four months, forty. For the support M

the public schools, the people of the Sute con

tributed, during the year, by local and States

taxation, $2,375,000, equal to about two M"1

half dollars for each person resident in ">*
State. The taxation practically amounts to
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about fifteen dollars for each child receiving

any portion of the school moneys. The school

property is valued at $-4,246,998. There were

2,931 teachers employed, of whom 952 were

males, with averago salaries of $57.34 per

month ; and 1,979 were females, with average

salaries of $32.43 per month.

The trustees of the State Agricultural Col

lege and Scientific School report favorably

upon these institutions.

The agricultural statistics of the State, as

given in the census of 1870, are as follows :

PARKS.

Areaof improved lands In the State, acres .. . 1,186.474
Wood-lands, in forms, acres 718,385
Other unimproved lands in forms, acres 294.702

Cash value of farms : 1257,523,376
Cash value of farm implements and ma
chinery 7,887,991

LIVE-STOCK OS FARMS.
Ilorses 79.708
Mules and asses 8,853
Milch-cows 133.831
Working-oxen 8.830
Other cattle 60.327
Sheep 120,067
Swine 142.563
Cash value of live-stock $21,443,468

PRODUCTS. •
Indian com, bushels 8.745. 3*4
Wheat, " 2,301.433

Bye, " 566,775

Oats
Barley,
Buckwheat,
Potatoes, Irish
Potatoes, sweet
Peas and beans,
Clover-seed
Grass-seed,
Flax-seed,
Hay, tons
Hemp, tons
Hope, pounds.
Tobacco, "
Wool, "
Butter, " .
Cheese, "
Honey, "
Wax, "
Mnple-sngar. do
Milk sold

bushels 4,099,880

8,883
353.988

4,705,489
1,550,784

56,221
86,806
72,401
6,095

521,975
5

234.061
40,871

328,248

38,229
60.638
2.021
419

6,873,322
8

17,424
24,910

Maple-molasses, gallons
Sorghum, "
Wine, "
Market-garden products $8,978,250
Orchard products 1,295,888
Forest products 852.704
Animals slaughtered 6,982,168
Home manufactures 144,016

Aggregate value of farm productions $42,715,198 00
Amount of wages paid during the year 8,314,548 00
Averago product per acre of improved
lands 21 61

Average product per acre of all lands In
cluded in farms 14 29

Average value per acre of land in farms in

1860 60 09
Averago value per acre of land in farms in

187<T „. 86 14

CENSUS OF 1870.

COUNTIES.

POPULATION.

Aggregate.

14,093
30.122
53,639
46.193
8,349

84,665
143,839
21,562

189,067
36,963
46.386
45,029
46.195
43.137
13,628
46.416
23.940
23.510
23.168
41,859
84,333

906.096

While.

13,909
28.489
51,098
41.751
7.928

141.296
80.589
128,016
36.329
44.018
43.474
43.285

42.403
13,511
45,741
21.203
21.985
22.912
40.563
83,955

Colored.

184
1.632
2.510
4,430
427

1,767
2.539
973

1.050
631

2.368
1.545
2,910
783
117
673

2,737
1,524
198

1,296
381

875,407 I 80,658

Natlee.

12.401
23.273
49.597
40.592
8.1«

82,517
97,504
19.865
75,903
85,066
88.303
85.908
41.496
84,530
13.061
31.06S
22.884

20.720
22.069
80,942
81,016

717.153

Foreign.

1,692
6.S49
4,042
5,601
201

1,961
46,333
1.697

53,164
1.897
8.023
9,121
4.699
8.607
584

15,348
1,056
2.790
1.099

10,917
3,290

1«8.9I3

Aliened valne of

$4,732,470
26,820.088
32.615.883
10.914,699
8,800,810
14.470,374

104,461,370
14,090,600
85,133,278
84,638.501
36.698.639
33,038.839
87.024,819
27,328,757
6,895,841

28,385,564
22,354.567
22,469.420
16,959.655
28,719,642
27,237,708

$624,868,971

f36,76718.384
249,962
252.489
36.627

123.276
1,495,418

43.561
2,395,378
239.027
804,180
295.493
203.901
105.896

65,375
405,000
144.874
170.437
82.995

583,594
113,487

$7.416.724

Included in the census are 5 Chinese, 10

Japanese, and 16 Indians. The true value of

property was $940,976,064. The publio debt,

county, city, town, etc., amounted to $19,858,-

104 ; 54,683 persons, ten years old and over,

cannot write, of whom 23,409 are males, and

81,274 are females. Of those twenty-one years

old and over who cannot write, 14,515 are

-white males.

NEW YORK. The annual session of the

Legislature of New York, for 1871, began at

Albany on the 3d of January, and continued

with brief intermissions until April 21st. Dur

ing that time 1,352 bills were introduced, and

1,226 were reported from the various commit

tees. Of these, 1,302 reached a third reading,

but only 807 passed. Upward of 150, in

cluding a large number for the incorporation

of savings-banks and trust companies, were

vetoed by the Governor. A contested election

case, which occupied considerable attention in

the Assembly, was that from the fifteenth dis

trict of New York City, in which Horatio N.

Twombly contested the right of John Carey

to hold the seat, on the ground of frauds prac

tised in securing the election. There were two

reports on the subject from the Committee on

Privileges and Elections. The majority re

ported, as the result of their investigation, that

Mr. Twombly had received 1,984 votes, and
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Mr. Carey 1,080 ; ami that the latter should be

confirmed in his right to the seat. Their re

port was adopted by a voto of 62 to 61.

The great mass of the legislation of the ses

sion was of a general character, and attracted

no particular attention. Several propositions

to amend the constitution of the State were

introduced near the heginning of the session,

but none of them were adopted. The question

of repealing the act classifying the directors

of the Erie Railway Company was brought up,

and two reports were made on the subject.

The majority of the committee opposed the

repeal,and supported their position by elaborate

arguments. Their report was finally adopted,

the vote in the Assembly being 60 to 57.

On the 6th of April an incident occurred in

the Lower House which caused considerable

excitement, and had an effect on the passage

of some of the most important acts of the

session. In the heat of debate, Mr. James Ir

ving, the member from the sixteenth district of

New York City, made an assault upon Mr.

"Weed, a member from Clinton County. This

act was severely censured by all parties, and

Mr. Irving was forced to resign. The result

was, an equal division between the Democrats

and Republicans of the House, while the meas

ures to which a political importance was at

tached were still pending. The Republican

members agreed in caucus to combine for the

purpose of preventing an election to fill the

vacancy, and to defeat the favorite measures

of the Democrats. One Republican, however,

Mr. Orange 8. Winans, of Dunkirk, was in

duced to recede from the party agreement, and

aid in carrying through the pending legisla

tion. The entire transaction caused much

political excitement and discussion both within

and without the halls of the Legislature.

The compact entered into by the Republicans

was as follows :

fieiohed, That we regard the following bills now

pending before the Legislature as party measures,

viz. :

The bill known as the registry law for New York

City.

The bill to amend the election law.

The bill to amend the charter of the city of New

York.

The bill commonly known as the two per cent,

tax bill.

Buffalo police bill, and the bill amending the

charter of Buffalo.

And that no Republican can, consistently with his

party obligation, support either.

J&iohed, That in case any member of the party

shall desert it in acting upon the measures mentioned

in the foregoing resolutions, we will regard it as our

duty to denounoe such deserter as a traitor to the

party, in a writing to be signed by us and published

in the Republican papers of the State.

We, the undersigned, do hereby agree to abide by

the foregoing resolutions, and do hereby pledge our

selves solemnly as members of the Republican party

to support the Bame.

The bills mentioned in the first resolution

were regarded as Democratic measures, and

were politically the most important of the

session. For several days after the resignation

of Mr. Irving, the action of the House ap

peared to be completely blocked. A bill was

introduced providing for a new election to £11

the vacant seat, and on this the first stand

was taken, and on the question of its passage

came the defection of Mr. TTinans, which broke

up the combination, and threw the power of

the majority again into the hands of the Demo

cratic members.

The principal changes made in the registry

law for the city of New York were as follows:

Section 9. In addition to the existing provision!

of law governing the action of inspectors of elections

in the city of New York when acting as registrars,

the said inspectors shall hold meetings as registrars

on the Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday preceding

the day of election, and shall Bit from nine o'clock

in tho forenoon until ten o'clock in the evening on

each of said days, and shall enroll such applictKi

for registration as shall then or on the day of election

be qualified voters. On the day of any election, in

case any elector presents himself who is not regis

tered, the inspectors shall require such elector to make

oath as to the cause of his failure to register, and, ii

the excuse be deemed sufficient by a majority of tie

inspectors, such elector shall be" permitted to yote

the same as if his name was registered. The right

of such elector to vote, however, shall be subject io

the usual challenge, but the same as if he had been
registered. The oath of any such nonureeisterei

elector, as to his excuse, may be taken before sny

officer competent to administer oaths in the eityci

county of New York, and by either of the inspects"

or poll-clerks at the poll where said elector shall

offer his vote, and any such officer applied to to ad

minister said oath shall do so and subscribe the sane

without charge therefor, and all such oaths shall be

filed with the poll-book filed with the County Clerk.

Sec 12. The Mayor of the city of New York shall,

at least ten days prior to any election, appoint for

each election district two poll-clerks, one of Thorn

shall be from the party in general political opposition

on State issues to the party electing the two success

ful candidates for inspectors of election in the elec

tion district. Such appointees shall take the oath,

subject to the same restrictions provided in section

eight of this act, for inspectors of election.
Sec. 19. It Bhall be the duty of the Common Coun

cil of the city of New York, on or before the 1st da;
of September, in the year eighteen hundred and sev

enty, and in each year thereafter, to redistrict the

city so that each election district shall contain net

more than four hundred electors, taking the vote ot

the preceding election as a basis. If the Common

Council shall in any year neglect to so redistrict the

city, the mayor shall, on or before the 10th day of

September, by proclamation, establish the boundaries

of tho election districts as above prescribed.

The only important change in the election

law was one which provided for taking the

ballot for members of Congress separately.

The most important amendment to the char

ter of the city of Now York was contained in

the following sections added to the existing

provisions regarding the Department of Public

Instruction :

Section 8. All provisions of the law providing f»'
the election of trustees of the common schools art

hereby repealed. Every said trustoe who shall a

now in office and uuder election shall, however, serve

out the full term for which he shall have been elect*
Within twenty days before the expiration of thetenn

of office of any such trustees who shall have an;

office by election, or upon the occurrence of any va
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cancy in tho office of said trustee, the mayor of the

city shall appoint his successor. Upon any appoint

ment, whether by expiration of terra or to HIT a va-

canoy by said mayor, it shall be for the term of five

years from the year of the expiration of the term or

time of filling the vacancy. The trustee so appointed

shall possess and exercise all the powers and duties

of trustees of common schools under existing laws.

Beo. 4. The inspectors of common schools shall be

hereafter appointed by the mayor for the same term

i of office now provided to such inspectors. All va

cancies in the office of Inspector of Common Schools

shall be filled by the said mayor and for the full term

of office.

The two per cent, tax bill determined the

rate of taxation in the city of New York, and

limited the expenses of the government to the

fnnds raised by the levy of two per cent, on

the assessed valuation of property for 1870.

All these measures were passed in the Assem

bly on the 18th of April by a vote of about 65

to 59.

Among the bills vetoed by the Governor was

one for the amendment of the code of proced

ure, against which there was a strong remon

strance signed by leading members of the bar

in New York Oity. This provided, . among

other things, that judges of any court of rec

ord might punish persons, by fine or imprison

ment, for contempt shown in unfriendly criti

cism upon their official action. Another sec

tion of the bill prohibited any stockholders,

who had been wronged or defrauded by a cor

poration, from bringing suit anywhere except

where such corporation had its principal place

of business.

The total funded debt of the State on the

30th of September was $38,121,606, classified

as follows:

General Fund $4,040,026
Contingent 63.000
Canal 11,966.580
Bounty 82,041,000

Total $38,121,606

The following statement shows the amount

of tho State debt at the same date, after de

ducting the unapplied balances of the sinking

funds: , .

FUNDS.
DebtonS<T>teniber

K, 1811.

BAlancei of Sinl-
log Foods. Sep
tember 30, 1811.

Balance of debt
after applying
Slaking Fuodi.

$4,040,028
68,000

$1,805,744 .$2,234,282
• 48,860

10,312,353
16,887,206

Contingent...

2^047j»0

19,139
1,654,228

15,159,793

Total $38,121,608 $8,638,903 $29,482,702

The State debt on the 30th of September,

1870, after deducting the unapplied balances

of the sinking funds, amounted to $32,409,144,

showing a reduction of $2,926,441.

The following statement gives the expendi

tures and revenues for the last fiscal year,

showing an apparent deficiency of $8,878,806 :

Deficiency of the General Fund revenue on
September SO, 1870 $5,370,481

Amount of warrants drawn on the Treasury
on account of the General Fund, during the
year ending September 80, 1871 10,503,799

Brought forward $15,870,280
Amount transferred to the Bounty Debt Sink
ing Fund, being the proceeds or the 2)> mill

tax levied In 1870 4,096,279
Amount transferred to the following fnnds for

Interest on money In the Treasury during
the year belonging to said funds, viz. :

School Fund $69,862
Literature Fund 105
United States Deposit Fund. 1,303
Long Island Railroad Company
Sinking Fund 259

Bounty Debt Sinklog Fund 103.102
General Fund Debt Sinking Fund 43,552

218,788

Total $20,180,747
Amount of warrants drawn on the Treasury
remaining unpaid on September 80, 1870 ... 746

Total $20,191,493
Amount of receipts Into the Treasury during
the year ending Sept. 80, 1871.. $11,2W0,828

Amount transferred from the
School Fund, for bonds for lands 24,791

Total $11,811,619
Amount of warrants drawn on the
Treasury remaining unpaid on
September 30, 1871 1,068

11,812,687

Deficiency of the revenue September 30, 1871.. $8,878,808

This deficiency is rather largely nominal

than real. Tuxes levied for the fiscal year end

ing September 30, 1871, and unpaid on that

day, together with* advances on appropria

tions based upon taxes for the current year,

amounting in the aggregate to $6,550,881,

should be deducted from the above deficiency,

$8,878,806, which would leave an actual defi

ciency of $2,827,924.

The State tax for the year was Bffo mills

on a dollar of the assessed valuation of prop

erty. Of this, two mills were for the annual

payment on the bounty debt, li mill for the

support of public schools, -| mill to meet pay

ments for work on the new capitol, VVt f°r tne

canals, and If for general purposes. The

whole amount raised by this tax was $11,613,-

943.61. The gross valuation of property for

the year was $2,052,537,898, an increase of

$85,586,715 over the valuation of 1870.

A commission, consisting of David A. "Wells,

George W. Cuyler, and Edwin Dodge, was ap

pointed in 1870 " to revise the laws for the

assessment and collection of taxes," and their

report was made early in this year, but no

definite action has been taken thereon by the

Legislature thus far. The system of taxation

recommended by the commissioners is sub

stantially as follows :

1. To tax real estate as under existing laws; pro

visions for enforcing valuation, according to a com

mon and well-defined but moderate standard, being

at the same time prescribed. The commissioners

favor the creation of an office whose incumbent shall

be especially charged with the enforcement of the

laws relative to taxation, and be Invested with all

necessary powers for accomplishing such object^ and

insuring, so far as possible, equity and uniformity.

2. To tax moneyed corporations of the State in con

formity with existing laws.

8. All experience, and especially the experience of

New Tork, shows that the attempt' to tax, directly,

property other than such aa is embraced under the

two before-enumerated classes, affords little revenue :
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it fails in excoution, and is certain to yield less of

revenuo in the future than in the past; and above

all, it discriminates against the industry of New York

in comparison with other States. The commission-

en propose, as a substitute and equivalent for all such

defective taxation, to tax the occupier, be ho owner

or tenant, of any and every building used as a dwell

ing;, or for any other purpose, on a valuation of three

times tho rental or rental value of the premises occu

pied ; but not including, under such assessment, any

land except such as the building stands on, or is es

sential for access thereto.

All property not embraced under one of

these provisions, as above stated, is to be ex

empt from taxation. The principles on which

the commissioners have founded this part of

their system are stated by them as follows :

That the market value of real estate is always pro

portional to, and dependent on, the amount of per

sonal property, or, rather, productive capital, placed

upon it, or in its immediate vicinity. Only, there

fore, as personal property or productive capital is

brought in connection with real estate, does its value

become appreciable and augment. Applying, prac

tically, to New York the proposed system for taxing

personal property, through buildings or rentals, as

its representative, the commissioners say that exami

nation will show that the aggregate of taxation, ac

cording to the new Bystem, on the occupiers of build

ings, will be the lowest in the most sparsely-settled

agricultural districts of the State. Property here is

mainly in land, and the value) of buildings is gener

ally much less than the value of this land with which

they are connected. As we leave the sparsely-set

tled agricultural districts and rise through the more

densely-populated portions of the State, from the

towns to the villages, from the latter to the cities,

and from the cities to the great metropolis of the

continent, we shall find that the value of land, of

buildings, and the aggregate of taxable valuation,

will increase as the amount and accumulation of per

sonal property increase, until land and buildings

attain their greatest market and tax valuation in

Wall street, Broadway, and Fifth avenue, where the

accumulation of personal property is the greatest.

It is also to be observed that, starting at the bottom

of the scale,, with the value of land greatly in excess

of the value of the buildings connected with the

land, this difference, as we progress upward through

tho more densely - populated districts, gradually

diminishes, until, as is the case very frequently

in the cities, the value of the building greatly exceeds

the value of the land on which it is situated. And

yet, while, under the proposed system, the agricultu

ral districts would, as now, pay the smallest propor

tion of tho aggregate taxes, and tho villages and

oities, as now, also the largest, there would be no in

justice, but, on the oontrary, one uniform, equitable

rule of valuation and assessment. The sum of three

times the rent or rental value is taken as the substi

tute for personal property, other than what is in

vested in tho stocks of moneyed corporations, on the

assumption that no person con oooupy any building

who is not possessed of such property, at feast to the

extent of the valuation adopted ; an assumption fully

sustained by evidence and investigation.

The corner-stone of the new capitol at Al

bany was laid with imposing oeromonies on

the 24th of June. The entire amount ex

pended upon this work, prior to November

22d, wag about $2,000,000, independent of

$650,000 paid for the land on which it stands.

The appropriation for the work at the last

session of the Legislature was $650,000, of

which $343,631.31 had boon expended at the

date above named.

On the 1st of October there were sixty-nine

banks doing business under the State basking

law. The amount of circulation outstanding,

including that of incorporated banks, banting

associations, and individuals, was $2,141,435.60.

There were on the 1st of July one hundred and

forty-three savings-banks doing business in the

State, with assets amounting to $266,253,594

The number of persons having deposits in these

institutions at tho beginning of the year was

712,109.

The number of insurance companies subject

to the supervision of the Insurance Depart

ment was, on the 1st day of December, 238, as

follows :

New York Joint-stock Ore Insurance companies 81
New York mutnal insurance companies 19
New York marine insurance companies •
New York life insurance companies •
Fire Insurance companies of other States M
Marine insurance companies of other States I
Life Insurance companies of other States IB

Casualty insurance companies of other States 3
Foreign insurance companies 1

Total »

The total amount of stocks and mortgages,

held by the department for the protection of

policy-holders of life and casualty insurance

companies of this State and of foreign insur

ance companies doing business within it, was

$8,051,185, as follows:

For protection of policy-holders generally in
life Insurance companies of this State $4,lM,0St

For protection of registered policy-holders ex
clusively 7 Wi

For protection of casualty policy-holders ex
clusively 4JW

For protection of Are policy-holders in foreign
insurance companies 1^00,500

For protection or life policy-holders in foreign
insurance companies WW*

Total deposit W,0U,»

The insurance companies of the State con

tributed over $20,000,000 toward reimbursing

the losses caused by the great fire in Chicago

in October.

The total number of children attending He

public-schools, during the year ending Sep

tember 80th, was 1,027,089 ; persons sttendin?

the normal schools, 5,129; there were 11,72'

school-houses in use, and 17,828 teachers eo-

?loyed. The finances of the Department of

'ublic Instruction were as follows:

Total receipts, including balance on band _. _
September 80, 18T0. »J0.«W> £

Total expenditures Wtil'r!
Amount paid for teachers' wages 6,6T8,3^ w

Amount paid for school-houses, repairs,
and furniture lsP7'Si

Estimated value of school-houses and sites K,013.*> w

There was a bill before the Legislators at

the last session making attendance upon the

public schools compulsory, but it failed tope*

The State Superintendent touched upon the

same subjeot in his annual report, taking

ground against the compulsory system.

Near the beginning of the year (vfe, '»

March) there were 4,484 insane persons in the

public institutions of the State, including m
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corporated asylums receiving State aid. Tho

following is a list of these institutions, and the

number of insane in each :

The New York 8Ute Lunatic Asylum at Utlca 613
The Willard Asylum for the Insane, at Ovid 282
The New York Lunatic Asylum, New York City. . . t,885
Kings County Lunatic Asylum, Flatbush 60i
Monroe County Lunatic Asylum, Rochester 88
Marshall Infirmary, Troy 109
Providence Lunatic Asylum, Buffalo 89
County poor-houses 1,829
City asylums, other than New York and Kings
Counties 80

Total 4,481

The State asylums, completed or in course

of construction, are the New York State Luna

tic Asylum, at Utica, completed ; the Willard

Asylum for the Insane, at Ovid, in process

of erection and partly occupied ; the Hud

son River State Hospital for the Insane, at

Poughkeepsie, being built; the Buffalo State

Asylum for the Insane, at Buffalo, and the

State Homoeopathic Asylum for the Insane, at

Middletown, organized by the Legislature of

1870. Of the 4,484 insane persons in publio

institutions in March, 925 were in State asy

lums, 148 in incorporated institutions receiv

ing State aid, 1,967 in the asylums of New

York and Kings Counties, and 1,444 in other

city and county institutions. The whole

amount paid from the Treasury during the fis

cal year, on account of hospitals, orphan asy

lums, and other charitable institutions, was

$1,778,370.89. The following statement shows

the expenditures and earnings of each of the

prisons for the year ending September 80,

1871:

AdranoM
from the
Treasury.

Received
Excwc of «-

PRISONS. from
earning*.

$189,159
319,109
864,178

$129,220
175,884
181,547

$59,938
148,785
232,625

Miscellaneous expendi
tures not distributed.
Including $23,459 for
transportation of con-
rlcta!7. 83,959

$872,501 $4.16.151 $470,307

Three commissioners wore appointed by

the Governor in 1870, in accordance with a re

quest of the Legislature, to investigate the

question of prison-labor in all its bearings, and

report thereon. The commissioners were Mi

chael S. Myers, E. 0. Wines, and Thomas Fen

cer. They prosecuted their inquiries during

the year, and took a vast amount of testimony,

and, as a result of their investigation, submitted

the following ten propositions :

1. Tho contract system of prison-labor is bad, and

should be abolished.

2. The industries of a prison, as well as its disci

pline, ought, ordinarily, to be managed by its head.

8. The successful management of the industries of

a prison requires experience and business tact j quali

ties that can be acquired only by long practical fa

miliarity with such management.

4. It would not be wise to commit the industries

of a prison to the management of its head, so long as

he is not only liable but sure to be displaced on ev

ery transfer of power from one political party to an

other.

6. Considering the extent of the industries carried

on in our State-prisons, and the frequent changes of

officers therein, the result of which is, that inexperi

enced persons are, for the most part, at their head,

it would be unwise and unsafe to change the system

of labor while the system of government remains

what it is at present.

6. In order to a safe and successful change of the

labor system from contracts to State management, it

will be an essential condition precedent that politi

cal control be eliminated from the government of our

State-prisons, and that their administration be placed

and kept in the hands of honest and capable men.

7. The only process by which our State-prisons

can be removed from the arena of politics—wnereby

alone a safe basis can be secured for a change in the

labor system—is an amendment of the constitution ;

and to the attainment of that end the strenuous ef

forts of all good citizens should be directed.

8. While the products of prison-labor are not suf

ficient to sensibly affect the general markets of tho

country, there is no doubt that, in particular locali

ties, these products do come into injurious competi

tion with those of outside labor ; unci, whenever such

competition occurs, it is the result of the undue pur

suit of one or but a few branchos of labor in prisons,

to tho exclusion of all others—a result which points

to the multiplication and equalization of trades m in

stitutions of this class.

9. The opposition of the working-men ofthe State

is to the contract system alone, and not at all to in

dustrial labor in prisons ; and not only do they not

oppose such labor, but they desire that criminals

should be reformed, as tho result of their imprison

ment ; and they believe that this can be effected only

through industrial labor, in combination with other

suitable agencies, and as the result of the acquisition,

as far as that may be possible, of trades during their

incarceration.

10. As regards the penitentiaries and reformatories

not under State control, the commissioners recom

mend that no legislation be had for tho present ; and

they base this recommendation on the two following

considerations, viz. : First, that, being local institu

tions, created by and conducted under special acts,

any legislation in reference to them, which will at all

meet the views of those who desire it, must necessa

rily be of a radical character, completely changing

their relations ; and the commissioners think that

such legislation had better be postponed, to await

the result of the movement now in progress to secure

a reform of the whole penal system of the State.

Second, that such a change of relation in these estab

lishments as would make of them Statet in place of

being, as now, local institutions, would involve largo

outlays of money by tho State, running up into the

millions : 1. In the purchase of the property, real

and personal, belonging to them. 2. In capital,

partly to be invested in machinery for manufactur

ing purposos, and partly to be employed in carrying

on their manufacturing and business operations. 8.

In salaries and other expenses connected with the

creation and maintenance of a new body of State of

ficials as a necessary part of the machinery for their

management j to which the commissioners would

add, that political control in tho administration of

such institutions has not in the post been so reas

suring as to invite its extension.

The tolls collected on the canals during the

season amounted to $3,099,300.46, from which

a surplus of $981,588.68 was derived by the

State Treasury. The shipment of grain from

Buffalo and Oswego, as compared with the

shipments of the preceding year, is shown in

the following exhibit :
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BLTFAXO.

Wheat, bushels
Bye, "
Corn, 44
Barley, "
Oats, "

Total

09WIOO.

Wheat, bushels
Bye, '•

Corn, 11
Barley, "
Oata, "

Total

18T0.

16,738.613
378.322

5.911,668
831,024

6.572,804

29,431,331

8.837.727
264.346
361,411

8,246,104
847,058

1-71.

19,028.316
986,511

20.695.30S
825,420

6 f.i:'. 1. 'J

48, 184,991

3,796.568
223.235

2,124.029
3,010,713
113,957

7,(176.641 I 9.568.501

In reply to an inqn'try of the Legislature at

the last session, respecting the necessity of en

larging the Erie Canal, the commissioners made

a report declaring that there was " no occa

sion to suppose that the capacity of the caul
•will not he ample for the next ten years."

There are 4,276 miles of railroad in tie

State, of which 848 were huilt during this Tear.

The State militia, or National Guard, now

numbers about 24,000 officers, non-commis

sioned officers, and privates.

The number of immigrants arriving at the

port of New York during the year was 229,-

000, an increase of 17,000 over the number of

the preceding year.

CENSUS OF 1870.

Albany
Allegh'any
Broome
Cattaraugus. .
Cayuga
Chatanqua...
Chemung....
Chenango
Clinton
Columbia
Cortland
Delaware
Dutchess
Erie
Essex
Franklin ....
Fulton
Genesee
Greene
Hamilton
Herkimer ...
Jefferson
Kings
Lewis
Livingston ..
Madison
Monroe
Montgomery,
New York...
Niagara
Oneida
Onondaga
Ontario.
Orange
Orleans
Oswego
Otsego
Pntnam
Queens
Rensselaer...
Richmond...
Rockland
Saratoga
Schenectady.
Schoharie
Schuyler
Seneca
Steuben
St. Lawrence
Suffolk
Sullivan
Tioga
Tompkins. . .
Ulster
Warren
Washington.
Wayne
Westchester.
Wyoming
Yates

Total....

POf-CLATIOX.

133.052
40,814
44,103

69.560
59,327
35.281
40.584
47.947
47.044
25,173
42.972
74,041

179.699
29.042
30.271
27.084
31.606
81,832
2,960

39,929
65.415

419.921

43.522
117,868
84,457

942.292
60,487

110.008
104.183
45.108
80,902
27.689
77,941
48,967
15.420
73,ti03
99,549
33,029
23,213
51,529
21.347
83.340
18.989
27,823
67,717
84,826
46.924
84,550
80.572
83.178
84.075
22,592
49.568
47,710

131.348
29.164
19,595

131.957
40.465

4.382,759

48.745
!>.M«J
69,127
34,484
40.259
47.819
45,730
85.115
42.740
71,926
177.841
28.962
80,244
26,835
8 1.453
81,203
2,958

89.699
65,178

414,254
28.IH2

38,094
48.124
117,263
31.1112

929.199
49,989
109.358
103,475
41,578
78,870
27,517
77,633
4\-,.<>.
15,300
70,007
98.765
82.242
21.184
50.839
21.179
82.914
18.803
27,584
67,830
84,748
44,956
84,451
80,206
32,777
82,638
22,528
49.186
47,355
128.830
29.082

19,429

4.330.210 1 52.081

Colored.

1,095
849
481
164
657
195
793
802
128

1,812
68
232

3,113
858
80
27

821
153
629

1

5,653
64

215
813
605
851

13,072
448
690
707
630

2,524
172
806
229
120

8,791
783
787
728
683
168
428
186
839
8S3
78

1,806
99

859
401

1,483
64

879
344

2,518
82

166

9-3.738

87.268
40.058
38.244
60,318
60,045
30,728
87.785
35,270
41.185
23.285

39.505
61.9:38

117.792
24.409
23,321
24,549
25,778
29,346
2,654

84,144
55,379

266,110
23,467
82.472
88,706
8-1.101
80,177

623.198
27,210
84.301
80.110
87.758
66.643
23.446
64.686
46,234
12,969
64.728
73,928
22.916
19.863
43,820
17.661
32.439
17,941
23.978
61,838
66,607
42,047
28.728
28,670
81,051
71.333
20.014
41.274
40.299
94.004
25.113
17,840

8,244.406

For»l(m.

89.314
8,546
4.045
6,665
9.238

4.553
2,779

12,677
6,859
1,888
3.4U9

12,103
60.907
4,633
6.950
2,515
5.888
2,486
306

6,785
10,036

153.811

6,288
6,837
4,816
83,764
4,880

419.094
13,227
85,707
24,073
7,350

14,259
4.243
18.255
2,733
8,451

19,075
85,621
10.113
5.350
7,709
8,686
901

1,043
8,845
6,884
18.219
4,877
5,829
1,908
2.127
12.740
2,578
8.894
7,411

87,344
4,051
1,755

1,138,353

AflCMSd value of

$47,669,879

a538.033
8,047.188
7,587.102
81.068.698
15.606.765
8,483,747

11,346,928
5,792,745
21.853.414
6.a53.909
8,675,096

29,690.511
52.894,543
6,181,858
6,801,114
8,483,316
16,611,118
6,006,576
747,160

9,089,064
15,127,745

194.106,451
3,962.902

16.014,631
11,228,350
35,808,816
6,664,002

928,283,464
15.081.938
88.74x.3rt0

32.M3.095
18.124,684

80.414,407
10,627.831
14.965,135
12.674,303
5,632.163

84,661,645
30,516.528
7.716630
6.918,530
12.683,725
5.550,301
6,293,821
8,784.076
9,685,738

13,738,127
16,005,828
11,481,967
2,995,464
5,534.529
7,680,703
13.858.355
2,793,295

15.215,098
14,799.455
59,928.633
9.151,644

113>
4S3.W
14S.1M
1M.MT

m0
i6tra
195.83

853.W8

MM
168.W

mM
nub
6io.ua
60,81)

mm

7;887;S61 ttW.

tl.987.001.185 I $43,380j«.
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Included in the census are 29 Chinese and

439 Indians. The number of tribal Indians

is 4,705. The true value of property was

$6,500,841,264-. The public debt, county,

city, town, etc., amounted to $127,399,090.

The aggregate value of farm-products, includ

ing betterments and additions to stock, was

$253,526,153; 10,599,225 pounds of wool were

raised ; 241,152 persons, ten years old and over,

cannot write, of whom 96,977 are males, and

144,175 are females. . Of those twenty-one

years old and over, who cannot write, 73,201

are white males.

A serious riot occurred in the city of New

York on the 12th of July, arising out of the

feud existing in Ireland between Irish Protes

tants, or Orangemen, and Roman Catholics of

the same nationality. The former proposed

to parade in the streets on the day mentioned,

in celebration of the battle of the Boyne, and

threats of an attack upon their procession

were made by lawless persons. In the hope

of preventing any disturbance, the police au

thorities issued an order forbidding the parade,

but, at the request of the Governor of the

State, the order was revoked, and the parade

allowed to take place. A large body of police

and several regiments of the National Guard

were put under orders to protect the proces

sion. At one point an assault was made by

the crowd, which was repulsed by the military,

and several persons were killed and injured.

The State Convention of the Republican

party was held at Syraouse, on the 27th of

September. There was considerable excite

ment, owing to the appearance of two delega

tions from New York City. One ofthese rep

resented the organization formed under the

direction of State Central committee, and

popularly designated as the "Custom-house

wing " of the party, and tho other, headed by

Hon. Horace Greeley, was sent by what was

sometimes characterized as the "Fenton

wing." Their conflicting claims were referred

to a committee, a majority of whom sub

mitted the following report :

Jietofoed, That the action of the State Committee

in reforming the organization of the party in the city

of Now York is hereby approved and confirmed, and

the organization established by the same committee

is deolared henceforth the regular and only Republi

can organization in the said city.

Jietolved, That the State Committee is direoted to

perfect and consolidate said organization, so that all

Republicans resident in the city of Mew York shall be

fairly represented therein.

Jlesolved, That, for the purpose of promoting har

mony in the Republican party, both delegations from

New York presenting credentials are nereby ad

mitted to scats in the convention, with tho right to

cast half of one vote each.

JUtohed, That each of said delegations from New

York shall present three Republicans as members of

the State Committee ; but no person shall be pre

sented who holds office under the present State or

municipal government, or receives profit or emolu

ment therefrom.

A minority of tho committee favored the

admission of the delegates led by Mr. Greeley.

The majority report was adopted; hut, after

appeals had been made by several delegates in

behalf of harmony, the Greeley delegation

withdrew, and the other was allowed to cast

the full vote. The following is the platform

of the convention :

_ Resolved, That wo reoognize in the wisdom, pa

tience, courage, and patriotic foresight of the Admin

istration of Ulysses S. Grant a full redemption of the

pledges upon which he was nominated, and we view

with pride and admiration the results of his policy ,

and aotion. In the South reconstruction has been

steadily advanced, and, while the deep passions of

war have been happily soothed, peace and protection

have been assured to men of every race. By keeping

faith with the Indian, and dealing with the Indian

tribes in firmness and gentleness, peace has been

restored to our frontiers, and the terrors of earlier

days have been lifted from tho path of immigra

tion and progress by a firm and judicious diplo

macy. We have concluded an honorable and ad

vantageous treaty with Great Britain, and made

a lasting contribution to the peace of the world

by removing all danger ofwar between the two great

English-speaking nations. By considerate investiga

tion, worthy efforts have been made for the elevation

and reform of the civil service. By rigid economy

in government, by the discharge of armies and the

disbandmcnt of navies, by the steady diminution of

tho number of revenue officials, the Treasury has

been enabled to pay over $250,000,000 of our national

debt and to fund $200,000,000 at a given rate of

interest, while Congress has removed taxes from

more than ten thousand articles, to the great relief of

the people. Accepting, therefore, these triumphs of

diplomacy, legislation, and of administration, as the

natural result of Republican principles, honestly car

ried out by Republican administration, we tender our

hearty thanks to the President, General U. S. Grant,

his Cabinet, and tho members of both Houses of

Congress, who have contributed to achieve them.

Beeolved, That we have seen with horror and grief

the astounding revelations of fraud, corruption, and

municipal criminality in the city of New York. We

have seen an infamous cabal take possession of its

treasury, apply its resources to their own profit, issue

bonds, without stint and without law, for the payment

of dishonest and exorbitant claims. Under the pre

text of reform, this desperate ring of conspirators

and plunderers, controlling a Democratic Legis

lature, have secured the passage of laws and ordi

nances giving them irresponsible power. They have

destroyed the sacred right of the franchise by re

peated piracies upon the ballot-box. The judiciary

has been polluted, the right of speech and petition,

the freedom of the press and of public procession,

have been assailed, and by weakness and vacillation

piteous massacre has been encouraged and provoked.

The name and credit of the first city in the Union

have been dishonored at home and abroad. Rejoic

ing in every effort to prevent these crimes and punish

their authors, we shall gladly welcome the aid of

men of all parties in our labors to redeem the honor

of New York City. We hold the Democratic party

responsible at the bar of publio opinion for these

manifold and unparalleled crimes. That party gave

these men power, influence, authority, and dignity,

and has at all times supported and acted with them.

They have sat in its councils and controlled its

polioy. Democratic presses and leaders have aided

and applauded them in attempts to debauch Republi

can organizations. By the assistance and encourage

ment of the whole radical party, the men who have

made tho government of New York City a reproach

to the republic and republican institutions, in every

part of the world, have aimed and do now aim to

seize tho State and national Government and rule

the State and the republio as they have ruled tho

city. In view of the orimes perpetrated by those
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having control of the Democratic party in New York,

we should regard the success of the party as a ca

lamity almost as disastrous as would have been the

triumph of the rebellion in its war against the Union :

and, having by harmony and earnest effort crushed

treason and secession, the Republican party enters

this canvass resolved to achieve as great a tri

umph over misgovcrnment, organized corruption,

and fraud.

Jiaohed, That we call upon Congress, as far ai

may be compatible with the national credit, to con

tinue to reduce taxation, and as rapidly as possible

remove the burdens from the national industry ; that

while our interest account, our pension-rolls, and

other obligations entailed by the rebellion shall re

main, we are in favor of such a tariff as will yield the

needed revenue with the least injury to the people,

at the some time affording protection to our own

rather than to foreign manufactures.

Betolvtd, That a government owes to the citizen

every guarantee of fairness and legality in the per

formance of his duty at the polls. We cordially ap

prove of the measures taken by Congress for the pro

tection of the franchise, and are in favor of such a

law for the registration of voters as will give to our

elections freedom and purity.

Baolced, That as honest and justly-paid labor is

the foundation of a nation's greatness, and its pro

tection the highest mission of government, we ear

nestly urge all wholesome legislation fostering rela

tions and conditions in which all who labor may be

properly rewarded for their toil and encouraged in

every effort toward their prosperity, education, and

advancement.

Haohed, That, so long aa the people of the several

localities have the right oy law to license the sole of

intoxicating liquors, they alsol by a majority of votes,

should have the right to prohibit it.

Be4ohrdx That the Republican party is the party

of enterprise and progress, and declares for cheap

transportation and for bringing the breadstuff's ana

Products of the West, with the least expense, to the

omes and markets of the East, and, reprobating aa

we do the profligacy and extravagance which have

characterized the Democratic management of our

canals, we are in favor of low tolls and making the

great avenues of trade as rapidly and as nearly free

as can be done without increasing the burden of

taxation.

Uttolved, That we congratulate the Republicans of

the State and country upon the auspicious result of

the elections in all the states and Territories, so far

as they have been held, during the present year.

California, from her Golden Gate, Maine, from her

pine-forests, with rehabilitated North Carolino and

sturdy Connecticut, appeal to New York to resume

her natural leadership in the Republican phalanx,

and the Empire State cannot refuse the invitation

nor prove false to obligations of honor and of duty.

Besohed, That this convention adjures the Re

publicans of the State to counsel for union and har

mony ; that the dictates of patriotism and wisdom

require that we shall wage war only with the common

enemy, while, with friends within the Republican

party, "let us have peace." Above men, above fac

tions, are principles, and the cause on which depends

the future of the ropublio and of humanity.

Sesolutd, That in the ticket presented by this

convention we recognize worthy and tried Republi

cans who are deserving of hearty support for the

several positions for which they are presented, and

we oak for them that generous and enthusiastic con

fidence and favor which shall Insure them a trium

phant election.

The nominations made were as follows : for

Secretary of State, G. Hilton Scribner, of West

chester County; for Comptroller, Nelson K.

Hopkins, of Erie; for Treasurer, Thomas E.

Rains, of Monroe ; for Attorney-General, Fran

cis M. Barlow, of New York ; for State En

gineer and Surveyor, IVm. B. Taylor, ofOneida;

for Canal Commissioner, Alexander Barkler,

of Washington; and for State-prison Inspee-

tor, Thomas Eirkpatrick.

A joint committee, appointed by the State

Temperance Society, the Grand Lodge of Good

Templars, and the Grand Division of the Sons

of Temperance of Eastern New York, held i

meeting at Syracuse on the same day, and

adopted the following :

Jtoolted, That a sub-committee of three be ap

pointed to ask the Republican State Convention,

which is to assemble to-day, to reindorse local pro

hibition as advocated by the- organization! repre

sented by the joint committee, consisting of Join

O'Donnell, Rev. S. B. Dickinson, and Dr. J. I.

Gallup.
Jietohtd, That it is the imperative dctr of even

temperance elector to support and vote only for em

candidates for Senators and Assemblymen as are

known to favor local prohibition.

Bewhfd, That all temperance organizations, of

whatever name, are earnestly requested to cooperate

in a united effort to secure the enactment of the pro

posed law.

The Democrats held their convention st

Rochester on the 4th of October. Here, too,

there were contesting delegations from New

York, one of them representing the wing of the

party controlled by the Tammany Society, and

the other appointed by the opponents of tbat

organization. On account of various charga

of corruption which had been brought against

officials in New York connected with the Tam

many Society, a strong effort was made to ex

clude their delegates. Mr. Tweed, who led

that body, offered to compromise the matter

by withdrawing his followers if the rival dele

gation was also excluded. This was agreed

to, after a warm discussion. The following

was the platform adopted :

Suohed, That the Democracy of New York ar

raign before the people of the Union the Adminirtri-

tion at Washington, as false to its pledges and Mr

less to constitutional obligation. It has prolong
the dissensions that follow civil war, kept alive ac

tional animosities, refused amnesty to submissive

citizens, and has set up privileged classes and initi-

ated a system of exemptions from taxation and pro

tection to moneyed interests, the tendency of whita

lli
is to make the rich richer and the poor poorer,

has squandered upon mammoth corporations
lands which were the pledged heritage of the settlers,

and it now attempts to perpetuate its fcveI}^',
recourse to the grossest corruption, by the aire«

interference of federal offioe-holders in popular elee-

tions, and by a resort to military force to repress the

civil tribunals of the country, and to control popnl"

assemblages and elections—acts and usurpation
which all history shows are strides toward despot

ism, and which, if not arrested, must prove fatal »

our republican institutions. .
Be*otv<d, That we recognize the emancipation or

the freedmen of the South and their enfranchiscr^1
and perfect equality before the law, as the inevitaW

sequence of the civil war and of the overthrow 01
the rebellion against the Union. And we hola >' a

be the duty of all to sustain them in the enjoymcw

of their established rights, and to aid them lnf?"
moting their own welfare and the general prosper"7

of the country.
Setolud, That we view with indignation the c11"
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ruption and extravagance recently brought to light

in the management of the municipal affairs of the

pity of New York, and denounce as unworthy our

countenance or toleration all who are responsible

therefor. Wo pledge our best efforts to prevent a

repetition of such abuses, and will look with satis

faction upon the the punishment of all upon whom

guilt can be fixed. We appeal to the record and the

facts to prove that the deplorable condition of affairs

existing in New York was inaugurated and fastened

upon the city by a system of irresponsible govern

ment instituted by the Republican party, and con

tinued by them through many years, under which

the growth of extravagance, peculation, and fraud,

was inevitable ; and we demand on the part of our

next Legislature such further reforms in the city

charter as shall eradicate the legislation through
■which such frauds were possible, and secure, among

other things: 1, An early opportunity for the people

of the city to choose new municipal officers ; 2. On

the part of the mayor, more complete control of and

consequently more complete responsibility for the

subordinate departments of the administration ; 8.

The liability of the Mayor of New Tork, with all

mayors of cities, to be removed by the Governor, in

the same manner as sheriffs of counties are now re

movable, upon proof bofore him of malfoasance in

office or neglect of duty.

Bemhed, That experience has shown the necessity

of restraining and denning, by constitutional enact

ment, the power of towns, counties, and municipali

ties, to create debt and to tax the property of oitizens.

Jatolvtd) That while ready and determined to purge

local administration of abuses, we must not lose

sight of the duty of correcting the confessed and all-

pervading corruption of the Federal Government.

Congress and the Executive, in consummating their

soheme of centralization, openly disregarded consti

tutional obligation, tampered with the judiciary, and

so manipulated the system of expendituret debt, and

paper-money, as to demoralize public sentiment and

to oorrupt sooial and business life as well as nearly

all the channels of political administration. And the

profligacies in the custom-house, the internal rev

enue boards, in the Army and Navy, and in the

highest walks of office, as well as in municipalities,

are the ripe fruits of this system ; and we call tho

attention of the people to the fact that this corrupt

f>ower triumphed in and controlled the recent Bepub-

ican Convention at Syracuse.

Sttohed, That as registry laws, so far from pre

venting frauds in election, have proved to be Bhields

under cover of which they can more easily be con

summated, we demand that some other safeguards

be provided against a fraudulent repetition of votes,

and a dishonest canvass of the ballots—crimes which

are treason to representative government ; and that

we approve of the passage of the constitutional

amendment now pending, making bribery a ground

of challenge to the elector, and denying the suffrago

alike to him that receives and him that offers a cor

rupt inducement.

Baolved, That the Demooraoy of the State, to sus

tain their confident claim on the suffrages of the

people, point to the results of their administration,

during the brief term that the power and responsi

bility of legislation have been in their hands. They

have rescued the canals from the ruin to whioh a

reckless and improvident system of repair contracts

had exposed them. They have restored them to the

highest efficiency and at the same time reduced the

expenses and lowered the tolls, with such practical

benefit to revenue and commerce as to extort from

our political adversaries, who at first denounced this

statesmanlike policy, a reluctant approval. They ■

have cut off an immense mass of special legislation,

and reduced materially the volume of taxation.

They challenge a comparison between these results

and the twenty years of accumulated misrule, waste,

and corruption of their adversaries.

Jlttolced, That the freest exchange of commodities

between this and every other country, as between

various districts of our own land, is of the greatest

benefit, both to the buyers and to the sellers. That

the Government should lay no tax or tariff upon im

ports, exoept for revenue purposes ; that revenue, to

be justly levied, should be moderate in amount and

fairly based upon the value of the property taxed ;

that raw materials and unfinished articles cannot bo

especially taxed without an unjust burden being laid

upon our domestic manufactures, so as to prevent

them from competing fairly with those of other

countries. That our present tariff violates every

principle of political economy. It is complicated in

its provision, requiring an enormous body of officials

for its collection, and thus debauching our politics

by throwing into party contests a large element of

persons subservient to the selfish aggrandizement of

the appointing power. It has driven our manufac

tures, though the most skilful in the world, from all

foreign markets, by enhancing the cost of the mate

rials they use. Many of its duties are so high as to

encourage smuggling, and so complicated as to en

trap the honest importer. That, in the present cir

cumstances of the country, ample revenue for the

payment of interest and large instalments of the

principal of tho debt, and for the ordinary expenses

of the Government, can bo had without laying any

tariff whatever upon necessary articles, such as iron,

coal, clothing, medicines, ana all materials used in

the mechanic arts.
JHewhed, That in John T. Hoffman the Democracy

claim a worthy successor of the great Democratic

leaders, Clinton, Tompkins, Wright, Marcy, and

Seymour. Regarding himself as the servant of the

whole constituency, he has placed himself above all

subserviency to localities. lie has by his vetoes

protected thoTreaBury, and saved millions of money

for the people. He has persistently resisted that

species of local and personal legislation upon which

the lobby thrives, and which perverts our system of

equal laws. In his administration of the pardoning

power, while sensible to tho appeal of justice and

mercy, he has been true to the requirement of his

office—to see that the laws are faithfully executed.

He has asserted and maintained the civic rights of all

citizens, no matter of what raco or creed. And ho

has borne himself in his high office with such integ

rity, courage, and devotion to duty, as to command

the confidence and gratitude not only of his political

supporters/ but of the mass of the intelligent and

appreciative citizens of the State.

Betolved, That, now that apprehensions are ex

pressed that the religious and civil equality of citi

zens is menaced, we renew tho pledge of our fidelity

to the great Democratic doctrine: equal and exact

justice to all men, of whatever creed or nationality,

and special favors to none.

The ticket pat in nomination was as follows :

For Secretary of State, Diedrich Willers, Jr. ;

for Comptroller, Asher P. Nichols; for At

torney-General, Marshall B. Champlain; for

Treasurer, "Wheeler H. Bristol ; for State En

gineer and Surveyor, Van Rensselaer Rich

mond; for Canal Commissioner, George W.

Chapman ; and for Inspector of State-prisons,

David B. McNeiL

The election occurred on the 7th of Novem

ber, and resulted in the victory of the Repub

lican ticket. The total vote for Secretary of

State was 757,151, of which Mr. Scribner re

ceived 887,119; Mr. Willers, 868,212; and

Charles C. Leigh, the anti-dramshop candidate,

1,820 ; which makes tho majority of Scrib

ner over Willers 18,907. In the city of New

York the total vote cast was 187,468, of which
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Seribner received 54,137, and Willers 83,326.

There were eight justices of the Supreme

Court elected, as follows: First District, George

C. Barrett, Independent Democrat, over T. A.

Lodwith, Tammany Democrat, 80,127 to 45,-

016; Second District, Joseph F. Barnard, Dem

ocrat, reelected, no opposition ; Third District,

Charles H. Ingalls, Democrat, no opposition ;

Fourth District, Joseph Potter, Republican,

42,932 to 29,054 for Samuel W. Jackson, Dem

ocrat ; Fifth District, George A. Hardin, Re

publican, no opposition ; Sixth District, Ran

som Balcom, Republican, reelected, 43,302 to

32,223 for J. McGuire ; Seventh District, E.

Darwin Smith, Republican, reflected, no op

position : Eighth District, George D. Lamont,

Republican, 43,078 votes to 84,620 for Richard

P. Marvin.

The Legislature of 1872 stands: 24 Repub

licans and 8 Democrats in the Senate, and 97,

Republicans and 31 Democrats in the As

sembly.

The election was a good deal affected by

disclosures of irregularity and fraud in the

administration of affairs in New York City.

One of the newspapers of that city, during the

summer, made charges of gross frauds against

the leading officials, and presented a vast array

of figures purporting to have been transcribed

from the books of the Comptroller, showing

that many exorbitant claims against the city

for work done and material furnished had

been presented, passed by the official Board

of Audit, and paid from the Treasury. Con

siderable excitement was caused by these

revelations, and, on the evening of the 4th of

September, a mass meeting was held at the

Cooper Institute, and a Committee of Seventy

prominent citizens was appointed to make

investigations, and if possible bring the guilty

persons to punishment. The committee, divid

ing itself into sub-committees, set to work

making investigations, and gathering evidence.

The committee called upon the Governor for

the cooperation of the Attorney-General of the

State, and that official delegated his powers,

so far as these proceedings were concerned, to

Mr. Charles O'Conor, who associated with

himself certain of the counsel, and established

a " Bureau of Municipal Correction " as a sort

of branch of the Attorney-General's office in

the city of New York. An injunction was

obtained, restraining the Comptroller from

making further payments under the taxy levy,

on the gronnd that the funds legally applicable

to the ordinary purposes of the government

were exhausted. This was subsequently relaxed

to allow of special payments at various times.

Mr. Richard B. Connolly, the Comptroller, was

induced to appoint Andrew H. Green as his

deputy, with full power, and afterward to

resign and allow that gentleman to be regularly

appointed by the mayor. Suits were then

brought against Mr. Connolly, who was ar

rested, and, on failure to give "bail in $500,000,

was lodged in the county jail, where he lay

for some weeks, until bail was obtained. Jfr.

Tweed, President of the Department of Public

Works, was also arrested, and gave bail to the

amount of $1,000,000. He subsequently re

signed his office. Mr. Peter B. Sweeny, head

of the Department of Public Parks, also re

signed after the election in November, and left

the city. The grand-jury of the Court of Gen

eral Sessions in November took the matter up,

and after long and laborious investigations

brought in a large number of indictments

against the officials and other parties implicated

in the frauds, the November term of the court

having been prolonged from time to time until

March, 1872, to allow them to complete the

work. The only person thus far brought to

trial on this indictment is A. Oakey Hall, the

mayor of the city, whose trial was suddenly

interrupted by the death of one of the jury-

men in March, 1872.

The developments of fraud and abuse in the

municipal government constituted the mam

issue in the election in the city in November,

and the reform candidates were very generally

elected by large majorities. Although the

excitement had fairly subsided in the early

part of 1872, the proceedings which had been

begun had brought about but imperfect and

incomplete results.

The Committee of Seventy also prepared i

draft of a new charter for the city, which was

introduced into the Legislature after the com

mencement of the session of 1 872. The Gov

ernor in his annual message devoted consider

able space to the discussion of the affairs of

the metropolitan city, and presented his own

views regarding the leading features of any

new charter which should be adopted. He

presented the following points as necessary

to be " kept prominently in view : "

1. Fixing the responsibility for good adminisBt-

tion of all city affairs upon the mayor ; and to this

end giving him full power of appointment and re

moval of all heads of departments, except the police.

2. Giving the people an early opportunity for »

new election of local officers.
8. Making the mayor snbject to removal by the

Governor^ for malfeasance in office or neglect of doty.

i. Providing for a police department, with three

commissioners, to be appointed aa follows: one by

the mayor, one by the chief judge of the Court of

Common Pleas, and one by the chief judge of the

Superior Court, to be removable, any of them, as m

the ease of sheriffs, by the Governor, for cause.
5. Requiring full monthly publication of all re

ceipts and expenditures, and of all bonds issued,

and frequent publication also of all contracts bum

by any department, with a statement of the gene™
operations of each department and of their pay-rolls.

6. Concentrating the responsibility of those com

posing what may be tormed the legislative bianco

of the city government, by constituting this of only

one board, a board of aldermen not too numerous |

this board, with the Mayor, acting as supervisors,

levying all taxes. If any plan can be devised Mr
■giving in the legislative branch of the city govern

ment, by election, a just and proportionate represen

tation to the minority, it would be a wholesome im

provement. ,
7. Providing that there Bhall be no debt creotia

except for some single work or object by authonry
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of law, and also under an ordinanoo to be submitted

to or approved by the people of the eity ; every ordi

nance and law authorizing a debt to contain a pro

vision for the extinguishment of the same within a

fixed period ; or else, giving to the mayor an abso

lute veto upon all ordinances creating or increasing

the city debt. Upon all other ordinances, his vote

should not be overruled except by the vote of three-

fourths of all the members elected to the Board of

Aldermen ; and, in the case of ordinances containing

several items ot appropriation of money, he should

have power to veto some of them while approving of

others.
8. Giving compensation to all officers and ap-

pointoes of the city government by fixed salaries and

not by foes.
9. Providing somo well-defined, summary and ef

fectual remedy in the courts for tax-payers against

abuses of trust by municipal officers, with the right

also given to them, under proper restrictions, to ex

amine, from time to time, the affairs of any of the

departments.
10. Providing that the acceptance of any office in,

under, or connected with the State government or

Federal Government shall vacate any office held by

the same person in or under the municipal govern

ment, and that no person shall hold more than one

office, at the same time, in or under the municipal

government.

The revelations which were made concern

ing official mismanagement in New York City

not only produced a feeling of dissatisfaction

among the citizens on account of the abuses

and corruption, but showed them that their

financial burdens had been unnecessarily in

creased. The city and county debt, on the

16th of December, amounted to $87,871,808,

while the assets of the sinking fund avail

able for its redemption were $20,187,093,

making the net funded debt $67,234,715. At

the same time there was a floating debt, con

sisting of bonds issued in anticipation of re

ceipts from assessments, arrears of interest,

State taxes, etc., amounting to $21,299,152,

after deducting the amount of cash in the

Treasury. Besides this, there were unsettled

accounts amounting, according to the estimate

of the Comptroller, to $G,000,000, making the

total ascertained indebtedness of the city and

;ounty $94,523,867. The value of the public

property of the city was stated by the mayor,

5ii the 16th of August, at $242,985,499, includ-

ng the following items :

Markets $4,987,974
Sundry lots of land 2.719,307
Wharfs and piers 13,332.433
Public parks and squares 106,416,400

Total $136,7*5,574

The valnation of real estate for the year, as

•eturned by the tax commissioners, was $769,-

$06,410, but the actual value of the real estate

>f the city, public and private, is stated by a

ligh authority as not less than $2,000,000,000.

■fersonal property was assessed for the year

1871-72 at $306,947,223, which is stated by the

tame authority to be less than 20 per cent, of

,ho actual value. The population of the city

n 1870 was 922,531, against 805,658 in 1860.

The increase in the official valuation of prop-

:rty and in taxation is exhibited in the follow- -

ng table :

I860.
1861.
1862.
1863.
3864.
1865.
1866.
1867.
1868.
1869.
1870.

t

1398,533,619
406,955,665:
899,656,404
402,187,382
1410,774,435

1427,860,884
478, 994,9*1
555,447,062
623,236,555
,684,183,918;
1742,103,075

t

178,097,037
174,624,306
172,416,031
191,967,161
4*8.920,516
181,423,471
257,994,974
276,389.451
285,199,972
281,142,090
305,286,874

*

1,332,258!
2,108,635
2,212,930
2,540,557
2,737,080
8,044,000
■2,902.850

3.890,544
5,564,427
2,678,820
2,884,501

I

8,426,249
9,518,997
7,693,341
9,551,348
10,968,012
15,178,837
14,047,917
18.286.333
18,583,466
19.240,094
80,731,789

tela. $ eta.

2 88 14 I
3 62 16 36
3 87! 13 45
4 2716 08
4 81 17 29
4 96 24 94
8 94 19 06
4 67 24 03
6 13 20 47
2 72119 98

* 70 19 80

The Legislature of 1872 assembled at Al

bany on the 2d of January for the labors of an

important session. The Governor, in his mes

sage, gave a large share of space to discussing

questions of reform in the administration of

justice, in the courts, in the conduct of elec

tions, so as to protect the purity of the ballot,

and the efficient and economical government

of cities ; and urged a careful consideration of

these important subjects with a view to secur

ing such reforms as are needful. He also rec

ommended the passage of a joint resolution,

requesting the Senators and Representatives

from this State, in the Congress of the United

States, to use their efforts to have the following

amendment to the Constitution of the United

States proposed by the Congress, to wit :

After the adoption of this amendment, Senators

from each State shall be chosen by the people of the

several States, and not by the Legislatures thereof;

whenever the term of a Senator is about to expire,

his successor shall be chosen by the people of his

State at the general election for members of the

House of Representatives in such State, occurring

next previous to the expiration of such term ; and

whenever a vacancy shall happen, otherwise than by

expiration of term, such vacancy shall be filled at the

first general election for members of the House of

Representatives which shall take placo in the State

in whose representation in the Senate the vacancy

shall have happened, not less than three months af

ter the vacancy shall have occurred, and in the mean

time the Governor of the State may make a tempo

rary appointment of Senator until the expiration of

one month after the election at which the vacancy

shall be permanently filled.

NORTH CAROLINA. The trial of tho

Governor, William W. Holden, impeached of

high crimes and misdemeanors, and malfea

sance in office, his conviction and consequent

removal from that office on the judgment ren

dered by the Senate as a high court, seem

to have been regarded by the citizens as the

most important political events of the year in

North Carolina. A summary of the charges

which the House of Representatives preferred

against him before the Senate on December

20, 1870, was given in the Anstjal Otolop^dia.

for that year. A ninth article of impeachment,

charging the Governor with two fraudulent

issues of State bonds, to the aggregate amount

of $6,666,000, was presented to the House of

Representatives by one of its members on

February 9, 1871. A resolution, offered by

another member, " referring the article to the
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Committee on Articles of Impeachment, with

power to send for persons and papers," was

adopted almost unanimously—yeas 75, nays 11.

After the expiration of the thirty days, which

the Senate had granted to the accused for filing

his answer to the charges, the case was opened

on February 2d, by the chairman of the Board

of Managers, who addressed the Senate as a

court of impeachment, Chief-Justice Pearson

presiding. With frequent sittings, the court

continued its proceedings until March 22d ; a

large number of witnesses, besides a vast

amount of documentary evidence, having been

in the mean time produced by both parties.

On the 22d of March, 1871, the vote was

taken on the articles of impeachment separate

ly. All of the Senators, except one, were pres

ent, and classified as 36 Conservatives and 13

Republicans. The result of the voting shows

that some of the Republicans voted against the

Governor on certain charges, while some among

the Conservatives voted in his favor on others.

Their votes stood as follows :

On article 1—guilty, 80 ; not guilty, 19.

On article 2—guilty, 82 ; not guilty, 17.

On article 8—guilty, 87; not guilty, 12.

On article 4—guilty, 38 ; not guilty, 16.

On article 5—guilty, 40 ; not guilty, 9.

On article 6—guilty, 41 ; not guilty, 8.

On article 7—guilty, 86 ; not guilty, 1 8.

On article 8—guilty, 88 ; not guilty, 18.

The Chief Justice then announced "that

William W. Holden had been convicted of the

charges contained in six of the eight articles

of impeachment, two-thirds of the Senators

voting having concurred." On this announce

ment, " the managers, through their chairman,

in the name of the House of Representatives,

and of all the people of North Carolina, de

manded that the Senate should proceed to

judgment against the respondent on this his

conviction," when a Senator offered the fol

lowing order :

Whereat, The Ilome of Representatives of the

State of North Carolina did, on the 20th day of

Deoember, 1870, exhibit to the Senate articles of im

peachment against William W. Holden, Governor

of North Carolina, and the said Senate, after a full

hearing and impartial trial, has, by the votes of two-

thirds of the members present, this day determined

that the said William W. Holden is guilty, as charged

in the 3d, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, and 8th of said articles :

Now, therefore, it is adj udged by the Senate ofNorth

Carolina, sitting as a court of impeachment, at their

chamber, in the city of Haleigh, that the said William

W. Holden be removed from the office of Governor,

and be disqualified to hold any office of honor, trust,

or profit, under the State of North Carolina.

It is further ordered, that a copy of this judgment

be enrolled and certified by the Chief Justice, as

presiding officer, and the principal clerk of the Sen

ate, and that such certified copy be deposited in the

office of the Secretary of State.

This order also was voted upon and adopted

—yeas 36, nays 13. The judgment was then

ratified and announced by the Chief Justice,

and the Senate, as a court of impeachment,

closed its session, adjourning sine die.

From the testimony taken at this trial, it

appears that, since the Call of 1868, there ex

isted in North Carolina a secret association,

organized under the name of the " Order of

the White Brotherhood," or Eu-klui Han,

whose members went about at night, dressed

in long white robes, with horns above their

heads, and other devices calculated to frighten

people, taking citizens from their homes, whip

ping, and sometimes hanging them. Tbeyhad

" camps " in distinct townships of the count v,

each camp having its special leader, and ill

being under the command of the chief of the

county. The better to avoid detection, per

sons to be chastised by the order in one lo

cality were "Ku-kluxed" by the camp of

another locality. Several among the witness

placed on the stand in behalf of the Governor,

and belonging to the better class of citizens-

lawyers, physicians, sheriffs, magistrates—pro

fessed to have been Eu-klux themselves, aid

taken a special oath on their being admitted

into the order.

Though negroes and Republicans were sot

received into it, the White Brotherhood seems

to have had little of polities, or aversion to the

colored people, in its operations. Those wit

nesses who acknowledged that they had been

members of the order, unanimously averred

that its object was neither to subvert the ei-

isting government, State or Federal, nor to

deprive the negroes of the enjoyment of their

civil and social rights, but to put a stop to

barn-buming and stealing, and to chastise

other ordinary offences and violations of the

law, especially if the courts failed to punish

them. This was confirmed by the statement

of several witnesses who had been personally

whipped by the Eu-klux, and who testified

that on being beaten, or simply warned to

quit the place, they were told it was on account

of certain specified offences laid to theircharge.

The Union-League organization, composed

of negroes and Republicans, as the testimony

at this trial shows, existed in North Carolina

before the Eu-klux association, and the latter

grew up under the former to counteract its

working. A member of the Lower Honse of

Congress from this State, in Mb Bpeech on the

Civil Rights Bill, at the sitting of March 2,

1871, concluded it with the words: "One

secret political organization always begets

another, and my State is no exception to the

rule. First came the Leaguers—then the Kn-

klux." The ground and object of the Leagne

are political, excluding Conservatives, and its

members swear to support Republicans, as the

witnesses who represented themselves as be

longing to it testified at this trial. .APff
nent one among them stated : " I joined the

Union League in 1867. • Governor Holden ini

tiated me into the League before he was Gov

ernor. He told me it was a political organi

zation."
A member of the judicial department w*8

also impeached at this session. InfonnsW*

having been given, and complaint made to '
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House of Representatives, that Edmund W.

Jones, a Judge of the Superior Court of the

Second Judicial District, had recently con

ducted himself, in publio places, in a manner

utterly unbecoming the dignity of his office,

which, if not animadverted upon, was calcu

lated to bring the judiciary into contempt, and

prove injurious to the community in many

respects, the House appointed a committee

to investigate the matter. The result of the

investigation was a report of the committee,

presenting to the House a resolution to impeach

Judge Jones, based on five articles of impeach

ment against him, and recommending their

passage. The substance of these articles is as fol

lows : Article 1st recites charges of drunken

ness and disgraceful conduct in Raleigh ; article

2d charges the same thing ii Goldsboro' ; article

3d charges the same in Tarboro' ; article 4th

charges the same misdemeanors in the town

of Williamstown, Martin County; article 5th

contains charges of a like nature to those of

article 4th, of occurrences in Williamstown,

but differing in certain particulars. The

House adopted both the resolution and the

articles, and appointed a board of managers.

These appeared before tbe Senate on March

27, 1871, and formally impeached Edmund W.

Jones of high misdemeanors and incompetency

in office, on the above-mentioned charges. The

Senate constituted itself a court of impeach

ment to try the case.

By a message dated March 81st, Governor

Caldwell informed the House of Representa

tives that Judge Jones had tendered the resig

nation of his office, but said " this resignation

could not be accepted until the articles of im

peachment were disposed of." The following

preamble and resolution were offered there

upon by one of the members, and, under a sus

pension of the rules, put to vote, and adopted :

Whereat, The Governor hath informed this House

that Edmund W. Jones, Judge of the Second Judicial

District, against whom this House has preferred ar

ticles of impeachment, has resigned his office of

judge : therefore be it
jSsolved, That the articles of impeaohment adopted

by the House against the said Edmund W. Jones, as

presented to the Senate, be and they are hereby with

drawn, and that the managers of impeachment, ap

pointed on behalf of the Houso, inform the Senate

of this action of the House, and request the Senate

to return said articles of impeaohment.

The Board of Managers presented this reso

lution to the court on April 1st, making a

request in accordance with it ; when the fol

lowing order was offered to the Senate by one

of its members, and adopted :

It it ordered by the Senate, That the House of Bep-

xesentatives may discontinue the further prosecution

of the impeachment. And it is further ordered, that

the Senate, sitting as a court of impeachment, ad

journ tine die.

The subject of a constitutional convention,

•which had been favorably reported upon, but

left nndecided, by the General Assembly of the

previous year, was proposed again at the pres

ent session, when a member of the House of

vol. xi.—88 A

Representatives introduced a bill, providing

for a convention, to be held on April 18, 1871.

The principal among the specified restrictions

imposed on the convention are that it should

have "no power to propose any alteration or

repeal of the homestead and personal proper

ty exemptions, 'as provided for in the constitu

tion of the State ; nor, in any way, to inter

fere with, modify, or impair the rights, priv

ileges, or immunities, of any person in the

State, on account of race, color, or previous

condition, which are now guaranteed to him

by the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth

amendments to the Constitution of the United

States; nor to modify or repeal that clause

in the present constitution which provides for

a mechanics' and laborers' lien law ; nor to pass

any ordinances, legislative in their character,

except such as are necessary to submit the con

stitution, as amended, to tbe people ofthe State,

for their ratification or rejection, and except

ordinances in relation to the public debt."

The bill passed both Houses early in Febru

ary, 1871—the Senate by more than two-thirds

of its votes, the House by a large majority ;

the Republican members, twenty among them

negroes, having solidly voted against it

The more deeply to impress the citizens of

the State with the necessity of holding a con

stitutional convention, an "Address to the

People of North Carolina," signed by 105

members of the Legislature, was published, set

ting forth some ofthe more grievous evils which

existed, as follows :

This constitution has overturned our ancient judi

cial system, and has introduced in its stead a novel

one so full of deformities that it has become a by

word of reproach and contempt. The old method

of practice and proceeding in the courts has been

abolished, and a oode of procedure substituted, so

ill-digested, crude, and contradictory in its provi

sions, that our highest tribunals confess themselves

unable fully to understand it, or to administer it,

except by judicial legislation. The enforcement of

rights and the redress of wrongs have to be sought

by such tortuous and expensive channels that it is

often cheaper to submit to injustice than to seek a

remedy through the courts. The code of procedure

cannot be repealed, or essentially changed, by the

Legislature ; for either this, or something like it, is

prescribed by the constitution. * * *
The present oounty and township governments

are intolerable evils. Their cumbrances and ineffi

ciency, their expensiveness, and the numerous ave

nues to peculation and extortion which they open up.

are grievances which have brought complaints and

remonstrances from all sections of the State. * *

There are a multitude of useless offioes, established

by this constitution, which ought to be abolished.

The holding of more than one office by the same in

dividual is a serious evil not now prohibited. The

cost of carrying on the government upon the present

plan, from the chief departments down to the court

clerks and justices of the peace, is vastly greater than

it ought to be. The taxes for the las 1 1wo y o ars have

beenheavy, and yet the Treasury is bankrupt ; and it

is difficult to devise means to meet current expendi
tures. * • *

There is one overwhelming consideration to which

we invite particular attention, and which of itself

renders the call of a convention, in our opinion, an

imperative necessity. One of the most striking pro

visions of the present constitution has never been
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enforced, and yet it contains a direct and positive

mandate to the General Assembly, which men of com

mon honesty, regardful of their oaths, and who feel

bound by the opinion of our Supreme Court in rela

tion to the limit of taxation, know not how to diso

bey. It is in these words: " The General Assem

bly shall, by appropriate legislation, and by adequate

taxation, provide for the prompt and regular pay

ment of the interest on the pubho debt." If this be

construed as applying to the old debt only, it requires

the levy of $1,200,000 of tax to pay interest. Add to

this the tax necessary to carry on the State govern

ment, and it will be perceived that the lowest tax

which this Legislature can levy, if they carry out their

obligations under this constitution, is largely over a

million and a half dollars, or five times the tax of the

past year. The Governor says, in his message, two

milium! and a half, or eight times the tax of the past

year.
We know that any such tax would crush the peo

ple into the dust. Yet we have taken an oath which

cannot be fulfilled unless we do make such a levy ;

and, as honorable men, we see no way of escape, un

less the people will call a convention and relieve us

from the dilemma, by changing the constitution in

this particular. Let a convention be called, that the

constitutional provisions respecting the public debt

may be altered, and the debt itself put in the way of

being compromised, or otherwise adjusted, as the

people may deem proper.

The State constitution prescribing that " no

convention of the people shall be called by the

General Assembly unless by the concurrence of

two-thirds of all the members of each House

of the General Assembly," Lieutenant-Govern

or Caldwell, as presiding officer of the Senate,

at the time when the said act was upon its

passage, would not declare it passed, deeming

it unconstitutional, " because the bill did not

recite that it had the concurrence of two-thirds

of all the members of each House ; " but, the

act having been sent to the Executive for his

official ratification, Mr. Caldwell, in the capa

city of acting Governor by reason of the im

peachment trial of Mr. Holden, ratified it on

February 8, 1871, because the Governor of

North Carolina has no veto-power, nor any

Sower equivalent to it. On February 9th

[r. Caldwell requested the justioes of the Su

preme Court to say whether the act was con

stitutional, to whioh the Chief Justice, three

of his four associates agreeing with him, gave

answer, on the 11th, that the act "is in viola

tion of the law." By a message, under date

of February 18th, Mr. Caldwell notified the

General Assembly that he declined to issue the

proclamation for the convention election, as

required of him by the act, because of its un

constitutionality.

In condemnation of the action of the Govern

or and the Justices of the Supreme Court, and

as a protest against it, a preamble and reso

lution were introduced into the Senate by one

of its members, on March 6, 1871 ; they were

put to the vote on March 22d, and adopted—

yeas 26, nays 11. The House of Representa

tives passed' them on April 1st.

A second bill, having the same object in

view, under the title of " An act to submit the

question of * convention 'or 'no convention '

to the people, and to provide for the election

of delegates, two-thirds of the members of

each House of the General Assembly concur-

ring," was introduced in the Senate. This bill

required no proclamation to be issued by the

Governor for the convention election, but or

dered the sheriffs to open the polls at the

various precincts of their respective counties

on the first Thursday in August, 1871, and di

rected the votes to be counted, and the result

announced, by the Attorney-General, the

President of the Senate, the Speaker of the

House of Representatives, and the Secretary

of State, or any two of them, and fixing their

meeting for this purpose on the fourth Thurs

day in August, 1871 ; and ordered the dele

gates elected, if a majority of the votes was

for a " convention," to assemble at the city of

Raleigh, on the fourth Thursday of September

ensuing. The power given by this bill to the

convention for proposing amendments to the

constitution was the same, and the restrictions

imposed upon it are limited to those four above

mentioned in the first act.

This second bill passed both the Senate and

the House of Representatives. At its second

reading in the Lower House, March 31st, the

bill passed by a vote of yeas 71, nays 44, or a

majority of nine less than two-thirds, the

whole number of the members being 120, four

absent members and the Speaker included.

This vote was, on motion, reconsidered at the

same Bitting; whereupon an amendment, to

strike out of the bill the words " two-thirds

of the members of each House concurring,"

was made.

The amendment was finally adopted—yeas

57, nays 64; and the bill, so amended, passed

—yeas 59, nays 86.

The question of concurrence in the House

amendment was bronght up in the Senate and

carried—yeas 80, nays 11.

On election-day, lie calling of a convention

was defeated, the people having voted for

" no convention," by a majority of 9,245 votes.

The total vote was 86,007 for a convention,

and 95,252 votes against a convention.

The legislative sessi.on of 1870-71 was closed

by final adjournment on April 6th. Besides

the above-recited act " to suppress secret po

litical organizations," and the two acts relative

to the calling of a constitutional convention,

the General Assembly passed also many other

laws of public interest ; in regard to finance,

"An act to raise revenue," specifying the

kinds of property, and the occupations taxable

in the State, and the amount of fax to be col

lected on them, respectively; and the act

regulating the fees of county, officers, and of

the clerk of the Supreme Court. In regard to

internal improvements,, it passed about thirty

acts to charter or amend proviously-granted

charters to different railways having both of

their termini within the State, or connecting

with outside lines ; some to clear canals, and

to favor transportation by water.

Another session of the Legislature was com-
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menced on the 20th of November, 1871, and a

bill was introduced that day in the Senate,

entitled, " An act to alter the constitution of

North Carolina," proposing a long series of

amendments to that instrument to be made by

legislative enactments. The bill was referred

to a committee on constitutional reform, and a

message was sent to the House proposing to

raise a joint select committee on constitutional

reform. The House concurred, when the

joint committee was appointed, consisting of

fifteen members—six Senators and nine Rep

resentatives. In the Lower House also, a bill

was introduced on November 21st, " proposing

amendments to the constitution of North

Carolina," which was referred, with many

other bills of a like import.

The committee presented their report on

December 8th, and with it a substitute for all

these bills. The report says :

The Joint Select Committee on Constitutional

Amendment beg leave to report that they have care

fully considered all the bills on this subject which

have been referred to them in either House. These

bills are numerous ; but, though they differ to some

extent in substance as well as phraseology, they

agree in several main features. The committee have

thereforo culled from them those provisions in which

the various bills most generally coincide in sub

stance, and whieh appear most important, and these

they have incorporated into a bill which they here

with present as a substitute for all the bills referred

to them, and recommend its passage.

The substance of the bill, concisely stated, em

braces the following points : The striking out of the

provisions relating to the State debt, the township

system, the State census, the code commission, ana

the Superintendent of Public Works ; the reduction of

the number of judges, and requiring the Superior

Court judges to hold courts in rotation ; biennial

sessions of the General Assembly, and biennial

terms of executive officers ; the prohibition of persons

holding two offices at once ; the provision that deaf

and dumb and insane persons having adequate

means shall defray the expenses of the State in

taking care of them ; empowering the Legislature, if

they deem it best, to change the form of county

government and the officors having the control of

Srobate business ; to distribute the jurisdiction of all

ourts except the Supreme ; to establish Superior

courts, if needful ; and to regulate ani perfect the

school system. *

It is believed that the adoption of these amend

ments will give the people of the State a much better

and cheaper system of internal administration, and

more in harmony with their taste and character.

As one of the chief objects aimed at, in al

tering the constitution, was, to apply some

remedy capable of freeing the State from the

almost desperate condition of her finances, this

subject shared in a groat measure the attention

of the General Assembly. Several bills were

introduced, among which we mention one in

the Senate on November 25th, entitled "An

act to commute, compromise, compound, and

adjust, the debt of the State," which was or

dered to be printed. In the House of Repre

sentatives, the following preamble and resolu

tion were introduced on November 22d :

Whereat, The State debt is now greater than the

people of the 8tate can' pay without ruin, and the

circumstances attending its creation and the manner

of its application clearly show that the persons com

posing a majority of the Legislature making the

debt were not in sympathy with the people of the

State, but were in fact strangely elected under the

bayonet ; and—

Whereat, These so-called representatives voted

between twenty and thirty millions at money for

the ostensible purpose of building certain railroads,

but with the real purpose of enriching themselves

and their friends ; and—

Whereat) Of the enormous sum so voted barely

half a million has been expended on said railroads,

the remainder having been embezzled ; and—

Whereat, It becomes our duty clearly to, indicate

ourpurpose regarding this debt ; and—

Wktreat, The Congress of the United States com

pelled the repudiation of what was commonly known

as the "war debt" due almost entirely to our

people, and contracted for the best and holiest pur

pose : therefore—

Setolved, That the judiciary committee be in

structed to prepare and introduce, at as early a day

as possible, a bill to provide for the repudiation of

the entire debt of the State.

During the debates which took place con

cerning the amount of the debt and its in

terest, and in regard to the mode of paying it,

very different sentiments were expressed, and

various plans suggested, by the members.

Many agreed to recognize the debt at about

$20,000,000 as honestly contracted, and not to

recognize the debt of the so-called special-tax

bonds, except in so far as the State had actually

received an equivalent for her assumed obliga

tion. This equivalent was reckoned at some

$500,000, whereas the issue of such bonds

amounted to $11,407,000, and the interest on

this sum to $1,500,000 more. Others would

reduce the whole debt still further, even below

$10,000,000, and not assume the rest. Others

would repudiate it entirely. As to the mode

of payment, some said the State should pay it

entirely ; not a few proposed to treat with the

creditors in the hope of effecting a compro

mise by reduction, commutation, or otherwise,

in such a manner and to such amount as the

State and the people could possibly bear with

out ruin; others proposed to free the State

from the whole of her debt by delivering all

she possessed into the hands of her creditors at

once, by the process of bankruptcy.

In his annual message, dated November 20,

1871, the Governor dwells at length on the

subject of the public debt as the most impor

tant matter pending before the Legislature.

He says :

The report of the publio Treasurer exhibits the

condition of the debt. An analysis of it will show

that the debt consists of the following classes :

First : " Old," or " ante-war debt," includ
ing $383,045 held by tbe Board of Educa
tion, which Is in the form of a certificate
issued in lien of old bonds $8,761,346

Accrued interest 1,683,515

$10,849,760

Second : Bonds issued Bince the war, under
acts passed before, in aid of internal im
provements $3,015,000

Accrued interest 643,700

$3,667,700
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Third : Bonds Issued since the war, to fund
accrued lntereat and past-due bonds, viz. :

Under act of 1866. (2,417,400
Under act of 1868 1,721 .400

Accrued interest 744,SIM

$4,883,784

Fourth: Bondi issued during the war, for
internal-Improvement purposes, but not
marketable, because of the time of Issue,
etc., viz. :

Bonds lBsued under acts passed before the
war

Bonds issued under acts passed during the
war

Accrued interest

Fifth : Bonds issued under acts passed since
the war, for internal improvement pur
poses, not special tax, viz. :

Under ordinance of convention of 13G8 to
Chatham Railroad Company.

To WiUlamatown & Tarboro' Railroad Com
pany

Accrued interest

1013,000

SI 5,000
883.660

(1,511,660

150,000
234,000

(1,584,000

Sixth : Special-Tax Bonds, Issued under act
passed in 186.S-'G9, and since repealed by
act of 8th of March, 1870, viz. :

Bonds to Eastern Division of Western
North Carolina Railroad Company (273,000

Western Division of Western North Caro
lina Railroad Company 6,867.000

Western Railroad Company 1,320,000
Wilmington, Charlotte & Rutherford Rail-
road Company 8,000,000

WllliamBtown & Tarboro' Railroad Comp'y 800,000
Atlantic, Tennessee & Ohio Railroad Com
pany 147,000

Accrued interest 1,475,670

(12,882,670

Seventh: Bonds pronounced unconstitu
tional by Supreme Court, viz. :

Bonds Issued to Chatham Railroad Com
pany, now outstanding (350,000

Penitentiary on Deep River 100,000

(460,000

BUHTIABT OP TBI DEBT.

The principal of the entire debt is (29,900,045 00
The total amount of accrued Interest there
on to October 1, 1871, is 4,987,419 45

Total of principal and Interest Is (84,887,464 45

The only securities hold by the State, from which

Bhe derives any income, are the (3,000,000 stock in

the North Carolina Railroad Company, on which six

per cent, dividends have lately been realized, which

dividends, by a decree of the Circuit Court of the

United States for the District of North Carolina, bavo

been subjected to the pavment of interest due on tit

bonds of the State issueJ to pay for said stock.

The views of the Governor were thus ex

pressed :

Lot the State create a new debt, issue new bonis

bearing threo per cent, interest, payable in ipew,

with a tax imposed in the act sufficient to raise final!
to pay such interest, then make it optional vita •

bondholders to exchange their old bonds for

new issue, or await the chances of such improvemet:

in the condition of the State as will secure to thens

payment of their claim* in full. I suggest, withoa

making any recommendation either pro or am, th:

it might be provided that, in lieu of (1,000 booi

bearing three per cent, interest, (500 bonds beairg

six per cent, interest might be given in exchaajefrr

each (1,000 held by him. In my opinion, the people

can bear the burden of such a settlement.
By pursuing this course, the General Aseemblj

would merely acknowledge frankly a palpable truth:

they would offer the best which, in the judgmett

many, the people can do at present, and tley «i!d

refrain from a repudiation ot their contracts.

The corner-stone of the Tileston Normal

School-honse, for the purpose of educating

teachers, was laid at Wilmington on the 3Cti

of November, 1871. It is the first school of

the kind in North Carolina.

The Asylnm for the Insane, and the Instils-

tion for the Deaf, Dumb, and Blind, have beet

well managed, and their affairs economical!;

and satisfactorily administered. The Asylum

for the Insane is filled to its utmost capacity,

and about two hundred and fifty applica

tions for admission cannot be favorably cot-

sidered for want of room. Many of these

unfortunates are under constant restraint in

different parts of the State, some of then

manacled at homo, while others are confine*

in loathsome dungeons of common jails.

An office of a State Commissioner of Immi

gration was established by act of the Legisla

ture at the previous session, and assistant com

missioners have been appointed in England

Scotland, Germany, and France, The effort;

of the Commissioner, considering the small

means at his command, have met with consid

erable success ; with the aid which he has re

ceived from, his assistant in England, he las

succeeded in establishing, a line of steamers

from Liverpool to Norfolk, where an office las

been established to receive and forward immi

grants coming to the State.

CENSUS OF 1B70.

Alamance. .
Alexander.
Alleghany.
Anson
Ashe
Beaufort.. .
Bertie
Bladen . . . .

»BrunBwick
Buncombe
Burke
Cabarrus . .
Caldwell...
Camden . . .
Carteret...

POPCLATIOH.

Aggregate.

11,874

6.868
3,691

12,428
9,578
13,011
12,950
12,831
7,764
15.412
9,777
11.954
8,476
5,861
9,010

8,284
6,084
8.401
6,350
8,991
8,379
5.613
6,729
4,448

l.-i, ma

7,463
8,025
7,096
3,239
6.285

3,640
834
290

6,078
682

4,632
7,487
6,102
3.300
2,303
2,314
8,929
1,880
2,121
2.726

NMIre.

11,822
6,868
8,687

12,406
9,569
12,988
12,947
12,813
7,727

15,318
9,766

11,919
8,479
6,853
8,940

ForHgn.

52

'4
22
4
23
S
18
27
94
11
85
4
8
70

(1,631.020
662,903
524,777

1,415,202
833.209

1.508,035
1.998.179
1,239,700
924,426

1,905.057
1,015.506
2,320.916
958,9S2
894.109
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CENSUS OF lma-iConUmuO).

Caswell
Catawba
Chatham
Cherokee
Chowan
Clay
Cleveland
Columbus.
Craven —
Cumberland. . .
Currituck
Dare
Davidson
Davie
Duplin
Edgecombe . . .
Forsyth
Franklin .-
Gaston
Gates
Granville
Greene
Guilford
Halifax
Harnett
Haywood
Henderson ....
Hertford
Hyde
Iredell
Jackson
Johnson
Jones
Lenoir
Lincoln
Macon
Madison
Martin
McDowell
Mecklenburg. .
Mitchell
Montgomery....
Moore
Nash
New Hanover..
Northampton. .
Onslow
Orange
Pasquotank
Perquimans—

Randolph

Tyrre
Union
Wake
Warren
Washington
Watauga
Wayne
Wilkes
Wilson
Yadkin
Yancey.....

POPULATION.

Aggregate.

16,081
10,984
19,723
8,080
6,150
2,461
12,6%
8,474
20.516
17,035
6,131
2,778
17,414
9,620
15,542
22,970
13,050
14,134
12,602
7,724

24.831
8,687

21,736
20.408
8,895
7,921 •

7,706
9,273
6,445
16.931
6,683

16.8K7
5,002
10,434
9,573
6,615
8,192
9,647
7,592

21,299
4,705
7,487

12,010
11,077
27,978
14.749
7.569

17,507
8,181
7,945
11,170
17,276
4,319
17,551
12,882
16.202
15,708
16,810
13,121
16.136
8.315
11.208
11.252
3.536
4,173
12,217
35,617
17,768
6.516
5,287

18,144
15.539
12.253
10.697
5,909

Total for State I 1,071,361

White.

6,587
9,281

12.893
7,296
3,081
2,319

10.633
5,526
8,400
9.520
3,991
2,401

13,868
6,527
8,776
7,858

10,716
6,633
8,430
4,517

11,476
4,166

15.656
6,418
5,857
7,406
6,493
4,321
4,067

12.288
5,698

11,703
2,346
4.902
6,814
6,173
7.858
5,064
6,820

18,578
4,492
5,359
9,(rJl
6,356
11,779
0,239
5,173
11,087
4,180
8.047
0,006
8.862
8,341
14.946
6,284
8,892
9.493
11,503
10,479
9,953
7,028
8,000
9,602
3.227
2,871
9,523
19,426
5.276
8,739
5,001
10.004
13,877
7,185
9,253
5,001

678,470

9,494
1,703
6,830
301

3,369
149

2.003
2.9-18

12,116
7,515
1,140
377

3,546
8.003
6,766

15,112
2,334
7,501
4,172
8,207

13.355
4,521
6.080
13.990
3,038
615

1,208
4.052
2,378
4,643
274

5,194
2,656
5,532
2,759
403
334

4,583
1,772

10,721
213

2,128
3.019
4,721
16,199
8.510
2.306
6.420
3,951
3.008
6,104
8,414
978

2,1X16
6,598
7,370
6,215
5,307
2,642
6,483
1.289
2,608
1,560
309

1,302
2,694

16.184
12.402
2,777
226

8.140
1.662
5,073
1,444
308

301.650

Native.

16,072
10.974
19.648
8,070
6,438
2,459

12,684
8.470

20.388
16,915
6,128
2,774

17,372
9,615
15.400
22,906
13.084
14,120
12,568
7,724

24.824
8,686

21,585
20.305
8,864
7,904
7,085
9,202
6,441

10.008

6,676
1CS81
4,906
10,419
9,553
6,010
8.188
8.634
7,546

24,047
4,703
7,486
12.002
11,07*
27.303
14.742
7,559
17,497
8,102
7,942
11,166
17.268
4,316

17.540
12.827
16.221
15.080

10,709
13,113
16,419
8,807
11,206
11,240
3.53J
4,166
12,200
85.387
17,730
6,508
5,286
18.030

15.535
12,209 ,
10,695
6,909

Foreign.

9
10
75
10
12
a
12

4
158
120

a
4

42
5

43
04
16
14
34

i
i

151
13
SI
17
21
11
4

23
7
16
6

15
20
I
6
13
40

252

a
i

39
5

015
7
10
10
29
3
4
8
3

11
55
41
19
41
8
17
8
2

12
1
7
8

230

8
1

85
4

40
2

3,029

Asaeued value of
property.

$1,528,279
1,579.018
2,457,791

624,646
168,608

1,420.450
797,754

2,091,019
2,168,706
661,899

2.118,842
1,036,954
1,164,000
4,525.041
2,160,658
1,822,006
1,149,302
610,966

8,419,077
1,209,873
8.095,151
2,718,175
745,815
604,192

1.083,707
1,068.105
576,776

2,039.936
664,857

1,888,022
687,540

1,168.888
1,370,792
598.624
408,940

1.578.912
722,500

4,806,928
830,246

719,080
950,500

1,817,850
4,996,465
2.377.100
854.175

2.040,903
1,118,414
948,114

1,294,321
1,949,137
425,878

2,322,806
1,426,906
1,471,181
2,830,466
2.396.306
1,321,851
1,285.111
682,618

1,045.122
1,302.980
375.978
405.036

1.680,923
6.129,676
1,898,861
621,297
482,489

8,787,759
1,007,805
1,478,116
965.808
430,506

1180,878,629

$84,077
20,059
80,987
16.164
12,634
3,041

17.759
14.128
50.923
22,501
9,004

98,948
13,629
19,434
61,771
28.550
81,159
20,052
16.911
56.505
22,748
48,051)
30,248
10,309
10,827
13.755
25,768
9,098

24.021
12.736
35,066
21,165
21.738
17,981
16,877
7,903

27,306
9,704

120.604
6,178
9.885
12,845
18,410

236,750
33,118
12,711
27,685
21,702
26.007
29.185
25,482
6.283

31.245
25,099
25,611
41,508
48,250
18,949
22,352
17,606
14,218
16.087
6.683
10.214
48,883
50,867
29.334
10.045
11,889
30.168
10,6(44

39,807
13,176
5,386

Included in the census are 1,241 Indians.

The true value of property was $260,757,244.

The aggregate value of farm-products, includ

ing betterments and additions to stock, was

$57,845,940 ; 799,667 pounds of wool were

raised; 191,961 whites, and 205,082 colored

persons, ten years old and over, cannot write,

of whom 195,692 are males, and 201,301 are

females. Of those twenty-one years old and

over who cannot write, 27,557 are white males.
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OBITUARIES, Amebican. Jan. 1.—Sweet-

ser, Charles, a New York journalist ; died

in Florida, aged" 29 years. He graduated

at Amherst College in 1862, and from that

time gave his attention to literary pursuits.

He founded successively the Round Table, the

Evening Mail, the Star, the Evening Gazette,

and the City. After the failure of the latter

enterprise, he removed to Minnesota, and sub

sequently to Chicago, where he obtained a po

sition as literary editor of the Times, but,

symptoms of consumption having developed

themselves, he was compelled to seek a warmer

climate in the vain hope of relief.

Jan. 3.—Lovell, Brevet Brigadier-General

Charles S., Colonel Fourteenth Infantry, U.

S. A, a gallant soldier of the Mexican and late

wars ; died at Louisville, Ky., aged 68 years.

He was born in Massachusetts in 1812, served

through the Mexican War with distinction,

and for hi* bravery in the late war received

three brevets. He was in command of the post

at Nashvillo at the close of hostilities, and sub

sequently was assigned to the command of

Fort Yuma, Cal., where he contracted the dis

ease which resulted in death.

Jan. 6.—Maok, Dr. A. W., physician and

journalist ; died in Chicago, 111., aged 49 years.

He was born in Moretown, Vt., in 1822, and

I early settled in Kalamazoo County, Mich.,where

he received his medical education and entered

npon the practice of his profession. At the

expiration of thirteen years, he removed with

his family to Kankakee, 111. Here he com

menced his long career as a member of the

Legislature, with which he was connected for

fourteen years. After the outbreak of the war,

Dr. Mack, while still a member of the Senate,

organized the Seventy-sixth Illinois Regiment,

of which he became colonel, and with which

he accompanied General Banks's army to Red

River. In 1865, npon returning from the war,

he started the Chicago Republican, with 0. A.

Dana as editor-in-chief. Upon Mr. Dana's with

drawal, Dr. Mack assumed the editorial charge.

Subsequently he retired from his editorial po

sition, and entered upon a remunerative law-

practice.

Jan. 6.—Smead, "Wesley, M. D., a physi

cian, philanthropist, and author ; died in Pough-

keepsie, N. Y., aged 70 years. He gave large

sums to charitable institutions, including $37j-

000 to the Widows' Home in Cincinnati. He

was the author of several valuable medical and

other works.

Jan. 9.—Hale, Nathan, a journalist, maga

zine writer, and college professor; died in Bos

ton, Mass. He was born in Boston, graduated

at Harvard College in 1838, and thenceforth

devoted himself to literary pursuits. He was

for many years editor of the Boston Daily Ad

vertiser, and in 1843 added to this the editor

ship of the Boston Miscellany. Finding his

constitution severely taxed by this double du

ty, he was compelled to retire from active is-

vice, and only indulge in occasional writin:.

Upon the withdrawal of President Hickok from

Union College, Schenectady, he took the chair

of Rhetoric in that institution, and subsequent

ly was associated with his brother, Bev. EJ-

ward Everett Hale, in conducting the Old ami

Neva Magazine.

Jan. 10.—Kelly, Jakes, a prominent citi

zen and politician of New York ; died there,

aged 58 years. He was born in that city, in

1812, and with a limited education acquired a

competence early in life as a baker. He en

tered political life as an Old-Line Whig, but on

the dissolution of the party became identified

with the Republican organization. His fir?:

official position was that of alderman, to which

he was elected in 1846, serving until 1852, and

was President of the Board of Aldermen from

1849 to 1851. During the ten years following

he occupied many positions of mercantile an:

political trust, such as Commissioner of Emi

gration, presidential elector, chairman of the

Whig and Republican Central Committee-.

President of the Stuyvesant Insurance Compa

ny, and Trustee of the Fire Department h

1858 he was appointed Receiver of Tare«. s

position which he held four years. At the out

break of the war he cooperated with Govern

or Morgan in arming and forwarding regiments

to the front. In 1863 he was appointed Post

master by President Lincoln, and was reap

pointed by President Johnson, thus serving tiro

full terms. At the expiration of his term of

offioe in 1869 he retired to private life, h«sr-

duous public services having impaired a con

stitution naturally robust.
. Jan. 11.—MoNamee, Theodore, an eminent

merchant of New York City, and one of the

founders of the Now York Independent ; died

there, aged 58 years. He was a native of Con

necticut, but removed to New York, and earlv

became identified with the mercantile as »W

as the moral and religions interests of that city-

After a successful experience in trade W

became a member of the firm of Bowen «

McNamee, which firm subsequently built the

first marble store on Broadwar, and were the

founders of the Independent. For sew™

years he had been in charge of the credit de

partment of the firm of H. B. Claflin & Co., «

which he was about to become a partner. lle

was actively engaged in the mission-wore 0

the city, and for some years was superintend

ent of the Sunday-school of the Fourth Ave*

Presbyterian Church, of which he was a Vim'

nent member. ,.,
Jan. 14.—Fullee, Pebby, a politician; *e
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in Washington, D. 0., aged 44 years. He was

formerly engaged in Indian affairs in Kansas,

and subsequently found favor with President

Johnson, who appointed him Oollector of New

Orleans. He proved an activo agent in sup

porting the President, and in securing his ac

quittal at the impeachment trial.

Jan. 15.—Colwkll, Stephen, an eminent

merchant, political economist, and philanthro

pist, of Philadelphia; died in that city, aged 71

years. He was a native of Virginia, and, on

leaving college, entered the legal profession,

but subsequently engaged in the iron busi

ness. He wrote a number of pamphlets

on political, financial, religious, and other

subjects, and contributed frequently to the

magazines and reviews. He accumulated a

valuable library, which it is believed has

been bequeathed to the University of Pennsyl

vania, with provision for the endowment of a

Professorship of Social Scienoe. Twenty years

ago, he published, under an anonymous name,

a valuable essay on "Protection." But his

most famous literary work was the "New

Themes for the Protestant Clergy," printed in

1851, and in answer to reviews of it he wrote

" Hints to a Layman," and " Charity and the

Clergy," in 1853. His philanthropy was broad

and generous. During the late war- he was an

active participator in the labors of the Sanitary

Commission, to which he contributed largely ;

and in 1862, in consequence of his thorough

knowledge of all matters of taxation, revenue,

and tariff, he was appointed one of the special

commissioners on the organization of the In

ternal revenue system.

Jan. 16.—Bibbens, William B., M. D., an

eminent and philanthropic physician of New

York City ; died there, aged 47 years. He was

a native of New England, and graduated at

Yale College, with honor. Having chosen the

medical profession, he gave all his energies to

his studies, and, in order to prepare himself

more thoroughly for his profession, gave sev

eral years of faithful service to the Bellevue

Hospital, the Nursery Hospital on Randall's

Island, and the Demilt Dispensary. He was a

man of unswerving integrity, great simplicity

and unselfishness of character, and of manifold

and exhausting labors, without pecuniary re

ward, in medical societies, as Secretary of the

Third Avenue Savings-Bank, and as the helper

and counsellor of the poor.

Jan. 17.—Paine, Bybon, ChiefJustice of the

Supreme Court of Wisconsin ; died at Milwau

kee, Wis. He was an eminent jurist, and fa

mous for a decision conflicting with the Uni

ted States Government.

Jan. 18.—Richings, Petee (Peter Richings

Puget), a humorous actor ; died in Media, Penn.,

aged 74 years. He was born in London, May

19, 1797, was the son of a vice-admiral of the

British Navy, was intended for a clergyman,

and received a university education ; he was

then successively a clerk in the India service,

an officer in the British Army, and a student for

the bar, at Lincoln's Inn ; but, having theatri

cal tastes, he determined to gratify them, and

came to this country, where he became con

nected with the Park Theatre company, and

made himself a permanent place. Of late

years he had been associated with his daugh

ter, Mrs. Caroline Richings Bernard, in Eng

lish opera.

Jan. 19.—Burden, Henbt, an eminent in

ventor and iron manufacturer ; died in Wood-

side, Troy, N. Y., aged 80 years. He was born

at Dunblane, in Scotland, in 1791. His father

was a farmer, and it was when a youth en

gaged on the farm that the son gave evidenee

of inventive genius, by making with his own

hands labor-saving machinery from the rough

est materials, and with but few tools and no

models. His first marked success was in con

structing a threshing-machine. He afterward

engaged in erecting grist-mills and making

various farm-implements. During this period

he attended the school of William Hawley, an

accomplished arithmetician; and afterward,

having resolved to try his fortunes in America

as a machinist and inventor, he went to Edin

burgh and entered upon a course of studies,

embracing mathematics, engineering, and

drawing. Arriving in this country in 1819, he

devoted himself to the improvement of agri

cultural implements. His first effort was in

making an improved plough, which took the

first premium at three connty fairs. In 1820

he invented the first cultivator in the country.

In 1825 he received a patent for his machine

for making the wrought spike, and in 1835 for

a machine for making horseshoes. In 1840 he

invented a machine for making the hook-

headed spike, an article which is used on

every railroad in the United States. In the

samo year he patented a self-acting machine

for reducing iron into blooms after puddling.

In 1843 he patented an improvement in his

horseshoe machinery. In 1849 he patented a

self-acting machine for rolling iron into bars.

In June, 1867, he devised a new machine for

making horseshoes. This may be considered

his greatest triumph in mechanics: it is self-

acting, and produces from the iron bars sixty

shoes per minute. He had obtained patents

for this machine from every prominent gov

ernment in Europe. Mr. Burden's suspension

water-wheel is another of his inventions. In

1833 he built a steamboat 800 feet long, with

paddle-wheels 80 feet in diameter; from its

shape it was called the " cigar-boat." It was

lost through the mismanagement of the pilot

In 1886 Mr. Burden warmly advocated the

construction of a line of ocean-steamers, of

18,000 tons burden. In 1845 ,when the steamer

Great Britain was crippled by breaking one

of her screw-blades, Mr. Burden went to Eng

land for the especial purpose of inducing her

owners to adopt the side-wheel, but was un

successful. From that time to the period of

his death, Mr. Burden was one of the most

extensive manufacturers in the United States,
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and amassed a large fortune, from which be

gave liberally to philanthropic purposes.

Jan. 19.—Wright, Edwin R. v., a Demo

cratic political leader, in New Jersey ; died in

Jersey City, N. J. He was born in Hoboken,

N. J., January 2, 1812 ; received an academical

education, became a printer, and in 1835 edited

and published the Jersey Blue newspaper. He

next studied law, and was admitted to the bar

in 1839; was elected to the State Senate in

1843, and was a leading advocate of the present

free-school system of New Jersey ; from 1851

to 1856 he was District Attorney for Hudson

County, and for several years major-general

of militia ; was the Democratic candidate for

Governor in 1859, but was defeated. In 1864

he was elected to Congress, and served from

March, 1865, to March, 1867.

Jari. 20.—Myers, Captain and Brevet Major

Morukoai, U. S. A. ; died in Schenectady, N. Y.,

aged 96 years. He was born May 1, 1776; was

educated in New York City, and resided for sev

eral years in Richmond, Vs., where he served

in a military company under Colonel (after

ward Chief-Justice) Marshall. Subsequently

he returned to New York, engaged in business

there, served in an artillery company, was

commissioned as a captain of infantry, and for

two years studied military tactics under Mon

sieur De la Croix, who was a military authori

ty at that period. When war was threatened,

he was active in raising volunteer companies,

and in March, 1812, he was commissioned a

captain in the Thirteenth Infantry, and or

dered to report to Colonel Peter B. Schuyler,

at Greenbush Barracks, near Albany, and with

his regiment joined General Wilkinson's army

in the invasion of Canada. During the boister

ous weather which assailed General Wilkin

son's expedition from Sackett's Harbor in

October, 1818, Captain Myers was very active

in saving lives and property. At the battle

of Chrysler's Field, a bullet passed through

his arm near the shoulder, while at the head

of his men, in assailing the British behind a

stone wall. A portion of his epanlet being

driven into the wound, rendered his recovery

tedious and uncertain, and crippled his arm

for life. During the war he performed labo

rious and gallant services under several com

manders in the Northern Department, and in

1815 the disability produced by his wound

caused him to be disbanded and placed on

the pension-roll for the half-pay of a captain.

Thus ended his military career. He was the

oldest as well as the last surviving officer of

the old Thirteenth Regiment, of which the late

Major-General Wool was senior captain. Major

Myers represented New York City in the Le

gislature of the State for six years, served two

terms as Mayor of Schenectady, and was a

candidate for Congress when eighty-four years

of age. He was present at the inauguration of

Washington as President, and retained a vivid

recollection of that event. He held high rank

among the Masonic fraternity, having been a

member for a period of seventy-five years and

held the offices of Grand-Master and Grand

High-Priest, respectively, of the Grand Lodge

and Grand Chapter of his State.

Jan. 23. — Gakbett, Thomas, an eminent

Quaker philanthropist and reformer; died at

Wilmington, Del., aged 81 years. Be was born

in Upper Darby, Delaware County, Pa., August

21, 1789, and learned of bis father the trade

of scythe and edge-tool maker. In 1820 he

removed with his family to Wilmington, Del,

and entered npon a prosperous career as as

iron-merchant. His success attracting the at

tention of a wealthy rival house, an effort was

made to crush him by reducing the prices of

iron to cost ; but Mr. Garrett, nothing daunted

employed another person to attend his store,

put on his leather apron, and retained to hi*

former trade, by which he supported himself

until his competitor gave up the effort He

was widely known for his abolition senti

ments. When quite a young man his attention

was directed to the subject of slavery, and It

was strongly impressed with the idea that his

work in life must be to help and defend those

in bondage. He was repeatedly prosecuted

for aiding fugitives in their efforts to escape

to a region where their right to liberty wu

undisputed. After the passage of the Fngitire

Slave Act of 1850, he was convicted of this

offence, and sentenced to pay a fine whiea

amounted to nearly or quite all he possessed.

Being lectured by the judjre, he informed that

functionary that he had always helped s

human being to liberty when he could, and

would continue to do so. His firmness anil

courage won the admiration even of his ene

mies, and, regardless of persecution and an

noyance, he ceased not in his self-denyiit

labors until the war came, and the work was

taken off his hands. He lived to see the reali

zation of his hopes for universal freedom, and

was beloved almost to adoration by the race

he had served.
Jan. 24.—Lyman, David, a prominent citizen

of Middlesex County,Conn.,on earnest reformer,

a skilful and accomplished agriculturist, a clear

and vigorous writer, and an efficient promoter

of railroad enterprises; died at his home m

Middlefield, Conn., aged about 53 years. Hold

ing his reform views on slavery and temper

ance too strenuously ever to accept office, he

was yet a man of great weight of character

and influence among all parties. His farm WJ

said to have been for some years in the highest

condition of cultivation in the State, and he

wrote much and ably for the agricultural p»-

pers. At the time of his death he was president

of the Now Haven, Willimantic & Middle!*™

Railroad, generally known as the Air-L»&

which he had taken up and carried to comple

tion after several others had failed disastrous!/

in their effort?. ,
Jan. 27.—Young, Colonel G. J-, a' jounwi-

ist ; died in Columbus, O. He was member °t

the Ohio House of Representatives from ^
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lumbiana County, and editor of the Buelceye faithful laborer, and accomplished a great

State. During the administration of the late work during the twenty-five years of his mis-

Governor Tod, he held the office of military sionary life.

secretary. Feb. 5.—Manley, Rev. Iba, a Congrega-

Jan. 29.—Elliot, George T., M.D., an emi- tional clergyman and home missionary; died

nent physician and Professor of Obstetrics in at Keene, Essex County, N. Y., aged 91 years.

Bellevno Hospital, New York ; died at his resi- He was a graduate of Middlebury College ;

dence in that city. He graduated at the Phil- studied law, was admitted to the bar, and left

adelphia Medical School, and subsequently a fine practice to enter the ministry. He was

studied in Paris, London, and Dublin, where a home missionary for sixty years, and a pio-

he attained great clinical skill under the cele- neer in all good enterprises. The last twenty-

brated Dr. Shekelton. In 1857 he wa9 chosen two years of his life were mostly passed in

visiting physician of the Lying-in Hospital, in Wisconsin.

New York, and in 1861 was elected to fill the Feb. 6.—Hiester, Isaac Ellmaker, a promi-

chair of Obstetrics and Clinical Midwifery in nent Democratic politician of Pennsylvania ;

the Bellevue Hospital College. He was the died at Lancaster, Pa., aged about 50 years. He

author of a number of medical works, the graduated with high honors from Yale College

chief of which, known as " Elliot's Obstetrio in 1842 ; studied law, and was admitted to the

Clinic," was received by foreign medical crit- bar in Lancaster in 1844; was deputy Attorney-

ics with great favor. General for Lancaster County in 1848, and was

Feb. 1.—Hnx, Rev. Alonzo, D.D., a Unita- a member of Congress from 1858 to 1855. He

rian clergyman, scholar, and antiquarian ; died was a candidate for election in the Thirty-fourth

in Worcester, Mass. Ho was born in Harvard, Congress, but was defeated, and resumed the

Mass., June 80, 1800, and graduated from Har- practice of his profession,

vard College in 1822. Having studied divinity, Feb. 7.—Steinway, Enqlehaed Heinrich,

he was ordained in 1827 as pastor of the Uni- the founder and head of the great piano man-

tarian Society in Worcester, where he remained nfacturing firm of "Steinway & Sons," in

till his death, with a high reputation for schol- New York City, died there, aged 74 years. He

arship, and the esteem of all who knew him. was born in the duchy of Brunswick, Germany,

He was one of the overseers of Harvard Col- on the 15th of February, 1797. A talent for

lege, Secretary of the American Antiquarian music induced him, in early boyhood, to make

Society, and a zealous friend of education. his own musical instruments, the cythera and

Feb. 1.—Underbill, Dr. R. T., a Quaker guitar, on which he played with taste. He

physician and eminent agriculturist; died at learned cabinet-making, worked in an organ-

Croton Point, on the Hudson, aged about 70 factory, thoroughly studied the art of piano-

years. He received a good education, and at making, and then founded an independent

an early age began to practise medicine, which business. In 1849, he sent his second son,

he abandoned some years later, to devote his Charles, to New York, to investigate the pros-

entire attention to the culture of grapes and pects which the New World offered to the

the manufacture of the wine which has since piano-trade. His report was so favorable that,

made his name celebrated in the United States, early in 1850, Heinrich Steinway and his family,

Being of an experimental turn of mind as well with one exception, set sail for America, and

as a scientific and practical farmer, he soon settled in New York. In the spring of 1858,

succeeded in introducing features into his vine- the father and bis four sons commenced busi-

yards that amazed his less progressive neigh- ness for themselves in Varick Street, where

bors, who, thirty-five years ago, ridiculed the they rented a rear building, manufacturing

idea of making wine on the banks of the Hud- about one piano a week. At the expiration

son. He was one of the original stockholders of a year, the firm found the building too

of the Elevated Railroad, and continued to small for their increasing business, which was

take an active interest in it until his death. transferred to a larger building in Walker

Feb. 8.—Taylor, Rev. Horace S., mission- Street. The success which accompanied them

ary of the American Board to Madura; died in their manufacture of pianos may be dated

there, aged 56 years. He was born at West from the year 1855, when they exhibited at

Hartland, Conn., October 81, 1814; received the New York Industrial Exhibition of the

his collegiate and theological education at American Institute, held in the Crystal Palace,

Western Reserve College, Ohio ; was ordained a piano that was constructed after a new sys-

at Milan, April 17, 1844; and the following tem, and was awarded a gold medal. The

May sailed with his wife for the Madura mis- business of the firm continued to increase with

sion. He was first stationed at Tirupuranum, such rapidity that, in 1858, they were com-

hut in May, 1850, removed thirty miles south pelled to purchase a largo plot of ground, on

to Mandapasalal, at which station he remained which a factory was erected in 1859, and

until his death. After a period of twenty occupied in 1860. In 1863 it was found neces-

years of severe service, his failing health com- sary to add a southern wing, by which the

pelled him to visit the United States, but, as building was extended to its present propor-

soon as practicable, he returned to his field of tions. Mr. Steinway retired some years since,

.labor. Mr. Taylor was an earnest, zealous, and leaving the business in the hands of his sons.
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Feb. 11.—Bagioli, Signor Antosio, an emi

nent ginger and teacher of music ; died in New

York City, aged 76 years. Ho was born at

Bologna, Italy, in 1795, and began the study

of music at a very early age. After a prepara

tory courso in several schools, he entered the

Conservatory of Musio at Naples, where he

remained seven years, under the instruction of

the celebrated Zingarelli. He graduated in.

the same class with Bellini, Meroadante, Conti,

and the two Rossi. In 1832 Bagioli accom

panied, as musical director, the Montrfisor

Troupe, the first Italian opera troupe which

ever appeared in this country. Its perform

ances at the Old Richmond Hill Theatre, in

Varick Street, and subsequently at the National

Theatre at the corner of Leonard and Church

Streets, were under his sole direction, and were

exceedingly popular during an entire season.

The following year the troupe went to Havana,

but Bagioli preferred to remain in New York,

where he at once began the profession of music-

teaching, and attained a success probably un

surpassed by any professor in this country.

Many well-known publio singers have been his

pupils. He was largely instrumental in mak

ing Italian musio popular here, and was always

regarded as a thorough master of the art him

self. In private life he was held in high esteem

by all who knew him.

Feb. 12.—Cohdit, Robert W., D. D., a Pres

byterian clergyman; died at his residence in

Oswego, N. Y., aged 75 years. He was a na

tive of Now Jersey, and graduated at Prince

ton College in 1814. In 1816 he was chosen

tutor of that college, was licensed to preach in

1818, and, after a pastorate of nine years in

Orange, was called, in 1831, to the church

in Oswego, where he remained pastor until

his death. Ho received the degree of Doc

tor of Divinity from Hamilton College, in

1847.

Feb. 12.—Taylor, William B. ; died in New

York City, aged 71 years. He had been con

nected with the Post-Office Department for

nearly fifty years. He was born at Trenton,

N. J., in 1800, where, as a boy, he was em

ployed in the post-office. Removing to New

York in 1822, he obtained, soon after, a place

in the post-office, became chief clerk in 1825,

and in 1861 was appointed Postmaster, to fill

the vacancy caused by the resignation of Gen

eral Dix, and remained in office till 1862, after

whioh, except at intervals, he held the offioe

of Assistant-Postmaster.

Feb. 14.—CniOKERiNo, Colonel and Brevet

Brigadier-General Thomas E., Massachusetts

Volunteers ; died in Boston, aged 47 years.

He succeeded his father, the late Jonas Chick-

ering, as head of the piano-manufacturing

firm, of which ho became a member when but

twenty-one years of age. For many years be

fore the war ho was personally interested in

the State militia, and in 1862 he left Boston in

command of the Forty-first Massachusetts Vol

unteers. The regiment was sent to New Or

leans in December of that year, and performed

efficient service in the field. In April, 1363,

Colonel Chickering was appointed Military

Governor of Opelousas. In an official letter,

dated New Orleans, July 29, 1863, General 51.

P. Banks described him as among the most

faithful and efficient officers of the army, al

ways prompt, fearless, strong, and ready for

duty. For his services during the war he was

brevetted a brigadier-general. General Chick

ering had held many offices of trust in various

organizations, having been president of the

Handel and Haydn Society, a member of the

board of trustees of the Massachusetts Chari

table Mechanics' Association, and connected

with several Masonic bodies.

Feb. 16.—Clkmm, Mrs. Maria, aunt and

mother-in-law of Edgar A. Poe ; died in Bal

timore, Md., in the 81st year of her age. She

was born in Baltimore, and was the daughter

of David Poe, Quartermaster-General of tit

old Maryland line during the Revolution, and

the intimate friend of Washington, Lafayette,

and other leading men of the time. Her

daughter, Virginia Clemin, was married to

her cousin Edgar A. Poe, but did not Iocs

survive. She was the "Lost Lenore" of his

extraordinary poem. Mrs. Clemm was a de

voted mother to her adopted son, and, in Mi

sonnet " To My Mother," he testifies to her

unselfish regard, calling her his " more thai

mother." She was a woman of rare loveliness

of character, and, although dependent the lat

ter portion of her life, was blessed with warm

and faithful friends.

Feb. 16.—Locke, Richard Adams, author

and journalist ; died on Staten Island, aged

71 years. Ho was a native of New York, and

followed the profession of journalism from an

early date. In 1835 he created a great stir in

the American scientific world by the publica

tion of what purported to be the discoveries

of Sir John Herschel (the younger), at the

Cape of Good Hope. The article, as originally

printed, appeared under the following title:

" Great Astronomical Discoveries Lately Made

by Sir John nerschel, LL. D., F. R. S., at the

Cape of Good Hope';" and stated that this

astronomer, by means of a vast telescope con

structed on an entirely new principle, and

placed upon an elevated point in South Africa,

had made the most extraordinary discoveries

in every planet in the solar system, but espe

cially had penetrated all the mysteries of the

moon. Every detail of the information was

accounted for with mathematical accuracy

and scientific ingenuity, and scholars who had

devoted their lives to the study of astronomy

could see no just ground for doubting the truth

of the pretended discoveries. The "Moon

Hoax," as it was termed, was his most suc

cessful literary effort, though a subsequent

article, entitled "The Lost Manuscript ofMnnio

Park," was widely read and believed. Soma

years ago Mr. Locke's health declined some

what, and, being incapacitated for journalistic
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efforts, ho accepted an easy position in the

New York Custom-House.

Feb. 17.—Causey,* Hon. P. F., ex-Governor

of Delaware; died at his residence in Milford,

aged 70 years. He was in the . mercantile

trade ; and was elected Governor by the "Na

tive American" or "Know-nothing" party in

1854, and served four years. .

Feb. 19.—Tubneb, Petkb, commodore U.

S. N. ; died at Philadelphia. He was born in

Rhode Island, commissioned as midshipman

17. S. Navy, March 24, 1823, lieutenant in

1832, commander in 1861, and commodore in

1862. He was commandant of the U. S. Naval

Asylum, at Philadelphia, from 1863 to 1868,

and had afterward been on the retired list.

Feb. 21.—Elzey, Abnold, a brigadier-gen

eral in the Confederate army ; died in Balti-

timore, Md. He was born in Maryland, in

1816 ; graduated from "West Point in 1837 ;

served with distinction in the Florida, Mexican,

and Seminole "Wars ; was commissioned cap

tain in the U. S. Army in 1849, and was mostly

on frontier duty till 1861, when he resigned to

join in the rebellion, and was commissioned

brigadier-general.

Feb. 21.—Gibbb, William C, a Rhode Island

statesman, Governor of the State from 1821

to 1824 ; died at Newport, R. I., aged 85 years.

He was a brother-in-law of the eminent Wil

liam Ellery Channing, D. D. Though a life

long Democrat, he was stanchly loyal during

the late civil war, and sent two or three of his

sons into the army.

Feb. 23.—Claflin, Hon. Lee, a prominent

citizen and philanthropist, of Boston, father

of the late Governor of Massachusetts ; died

there, in the 80th yeaf of his age. He was one

of the oldest shoe-manufacturers in the State,

and was remarkable for his enterprise, benevo

lence, and integrity. His gifts were munifi

cent and wisely distributed. He was espe

cially a patron of education, and had aided

in endowing Wesleyan University, Middle-

town, Conn., Wilbraham Academy, and the

Boston Theological Seminary. His death was

the result of accident; some broken glass

penetrated his hand, causing inflammation of

the nerves and bone, and the subsequent am

putation of a finger, added to the prostration

from previous suffering, reduced his strength

beyond the rallying-point.

Feb. 23.—Monboe, Jomr T., a prominent

citizen, and former Mayor of New Orleans;

died in Savannah, Ga. He was a native of

"Virginia, but spent the greater part of his early

life in the West, where ho engaged in several

trading expeditions to Santa Fe and the city

of Mexico. Having wearied of his adventurous

life, he went to New Orleans and engaged as

a common laborer on the levee, and soon by

his industry formed a partnership with his

employer in the business of stevedoring. In

1858 he was chosen President of the Board of

Aldermen, and in 1860 was elected mayor.

In May, 1862, soon after the Federal authorities

had taken possession of the city, he was im

prisoned by General Butler, for disobeying a

military order, and was not liberated until the

expiration of nearly two years. In 1-866 he

was again elected to the mayoralty, which

position he held until displaced by order of

General Sheridan, in 1867. After his retirement

from publio life, Mr. Monroe at once became

actively reengaged in stevedoring in New Or

leans, but, business in his line falling off in 1868,

he removed to Savannah, Ga., where, until

his death, he was engaged in tho pursuit of his

favorite calling. Mr. Monroe was a self-mado

man, and, although not a scholar, was singu

larly gifted in many respects, and his kindly

nature rendered him popular.

Feb. 24.—Magrudeb, General John Batik-

bead, an officer of the Confederate army ; died

in Galveston, Tex., aged 61 years. He was

born in Virginia ; and graduated from West

Point in 1830; was assigned to the artillery

service, and gained some honor in the Mexican

War. Upon the outbreak of the late war,

holding the rank of captain and brevet lien-

tenant-colonel, he went over to the Confed-'

erate army. He held command at Yorktown,

where he was forced to retreat by Generals

Hooker and Kearney, and subsequently ap

peared only at intervals during the war, serv

ing mostly in the Trans-Mississippi Army. A

short time previous to his death he settled in

Galveston.

Feb. 25.—Mobton, Alvin O, an able and

eminent civil engineer; died in New York,

aged 61 years. He had located and surveyed

the routes for th© New York and Erie, the

Grand Trunk, Great Western, Nova Scotia,

Sacramento Valley, and other important rail

roads of the United States and Canada.

Feb. 26*—Hawthorne, Mrs. Sophia, widow

of Nathaniel Hawthorne, the well-known nov

elist; died in Kensal Green, London, aged

60 years. She was a native of Salem, Mass.,

where her father was a physician of respecta

bility and worth, who, in the latter part of his

life, took up his residence, with his family, in

Boston. She was a woman of rare accom

plishments, remarkable for her skill as an ar

tist, and her ability as a writer, as well as for

the refinement and beauty of her character.

After the death of Mr. Hawthorne, she de

voted herself to tho preparation of his "Note

Books" for the press, and during the last year

had resided chiefly in London, where she had

a numerous circle of friends.

March 18.—Buchanan, McKean, paymas

ter, U. S. N. ; died in Charlestown, Mass.,

aged 71 years. He was born in Wheatland,

Pa., and entered the navy, August 21, 1826.

In 1862 he was placed on the retired list,

having served for a period of thirty-nine years.

He was an uncle of McKean Buchanan, the

actor.

March 18.—Nisbet, Eugeutts, a political

leader in Georgia ; died at Macon, Ga., aged

68 years. He was for some years Judge of the
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Supreme Court' of Georgia, and from 1889 to

1841 a member of Congress from that State,

lie took an active part in the war, and- was a

member of the first permanent Confederate

Congress.

March 19.—Lewis, Ellis, a Pennsylvania

jurist; died in Philadelphia. He was born in

Lewisburg, Pa., May 16, 1798, commenced life

as a printer, studied law, was admitted to the

bar in 1822, was District Attorney for Dauphin

County in 1824, member of the Legislature in

1832, Attorney-General 1833, President Judge

Eighth Judicial District, 1833, President Judge

Second Judicial District, 1843, Judge of the

Supreme Court, 1851, Chief Justice of Penn

sylvania, 1834-57, and commissioned to revise

the Civil Code in 1858. Of late years he

had resided in Philadelphia.

March 24.—Elleey, Commodore Frank, U.

S. N. ; died at Castleton, Vt. He was a native

of Rhode Island, from which State he was ap

pointed, and received his commission in 1812.

He was made lieutenant in 1820 ; commanded

the Cyane in the Brazil Squadron, 1827 ; on

duty at the rendezvous at Boston and New

York from 1829 to 1837; commanded the En

terprise in 1840 ; was retired September 12,

1855, and was commissioned commodore on

the retired list in 1862.

March 25.—Vanderpoel, Judge Isaac V.,

a prominent Democratic politician of Buffalo ;

died there, aged 57 years. He was born in

Kinderhook, Columbia County, in 1814, where

he was educated and lived until he took up his

residence in Erie County in 1835. He was elect

ed State Treasurer in 1857, ond discharged the

responsible duties of that office during the

years 1858 and 1859 with entire acceptability.

At the time of his death he was Judge of the

Police Court of Buffalo. Judge Vanderpoel

was a man of more than ordinary mark. For

several years he was one of the most prominent

Democratic politicians of the State.

March 26.—Sawyer, Rev. Benjamin, D. D.,

a venerable Congregational clergyman; died

in Salisbury, Mass., aged 89 years. He was

pastor of the church in Amesbury from 1816

to 1835.

March 27.—Redfield, Captain George Da

vis, a lawyer and volunteer officer of Minnesota;

died in St. Anthony, aged 38 years. He was

a native of Syracuse, N. Y., where he resided

during his youth and early manhood. Symp

toms of consumption having made their ap-

pearanoe, he went West and settled in St.

Anthony, where he practised law. During

the frontier warfare with the Indians, young

Redfield bore a conspicuous part. He was

engaged in a number of severe contests with

these enomies, and performed his part well

and honorably. He received a severe wound

in one of these encounters, from the effects of

which he never fully recovered.

March 28.—Griffin, Colonel William U.,

a civil engineer ; died in Houston, Texas, aped

55 years. He was born in Edgefield, 8. C,

Maroh, 1816; graduated at West Point in

1835 ; resigned his commission in 1837; served

as civil engineer in the South for a period of

twenty-five years; was a colonel in the Con

federate army during the war, and after the

surrender was again a civil engineer.

March—.—Oontnqiiam, Judge John N., sn

eminent jurist; died, by accident, on a Missis

sippi railroad. He was born in Philadelphia,

in 1798, graduated at the University of Penn

sylvania in 1816, and, after his admission to

the bar, removed to Wilkesbarre, where he

continued to reside, and was for more than

thirty years judge in that district. He was

known as a man of strict integrity, and for

many years occupied a leading position in the

Protestant Episcopal Ohnrch in that State.

April 4.—Taylor, Rov. Edward T., the

seaman's preacher, known as "Father Taylor; "

diod Bt Boston, Mass., aged 77 years. He had

been a Bethel missionary for a period of forty

years, and was greatly beloved by the whole

community, while his genial wit and eccen

tricities made him a special favorite with the

sailors.

April 6.—Pratt, Colonel Zadock, formerly

mem her of Congress from Greene Connty,

N. Y. ; died at Bergen, N. J., aged 80 years.

He was born in Stephentown, Rensselaer

Counly, N. Y., October 80, 1790. He com

menced his business life without means, bet

by industry gained a large fortune, mostly

in the tanning business. In 1823 he was

chosen colonel of militia ; in 1830, State Sena

tor ; in 1836, a presidential elector. In 1W

and 1842 he was elected to Congress, where he

was known for his efforts in behalf of the re

duction of postage, and Tiis plans for the neir

Post-Office buildings. The Bureau of Statis

tics owes its origin to him. In 1852 he was

again a presidential elector. He established a

newspaper and a bank at Pratt9ville, was a

delegate to the " Baltimore Convention " of

1852, and to various other Democratic con

ventions, and the president of many societies

and institutions.

April 8.—Inslee, Rev.E. B., a Presbyterian

clergyman and missionary to China ; died in

New Orleans, La., aged 48 years. He had de

voted nearly fourteen years to missionary la

bor among the Chinese, and his death was the

result of the privations and exposures to which

ho was subjected during the last few years ol

his service in that field.

April 8.—Moore, Rev. Humphrey, D.1L»

Congregational clergyman ; died in Milford,

N. H., aged 92 years. Ho was a native ot

Princeton, Mass., and graduated at Harvard

College in 1799. In 1802 he was ordained

pastor of the Congregational Church in Mil-

ford, where he preached for a period of thirty

years. He was a man of more than ordinary

ability, and his influence extended widely

throughout the southern portion of

Hampshire.
April 9.—Howard, Sanfoed, a noted agn-
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culturist ; died in Michigan. He had made the

subject of farm-stock and stock-breeding a

specialty, and twice had visited Scotland for

the purpose of selecting and purchasing Ayr

shire stock for parties in Massachusetts previ

ous to his removal to Michigan. He had been

tho associate editor and conductor of the agri

cultural department of the Boston Cultivator

from January IV, 1852, till May, 1864. At the

time of his death he was acting secretary of

the Michigan Board of Agriculture.

April 12. — Chauxcey, Commodore John

S., U. S. N., died in Brooklyn, L. L He was

born in New York, from which State he re

ceived his appointment, entering the service

January 1, 1812 ; commissioned lieutenant

in 1825 ; commander, in 1841 ; captain, Sep

tember 14, 1857 ; and commodore, July 16,

1862, with which latter rank he was retired.

He was attached to the frigate Delaware,

Mediterranean Squadron, in 1829, and again in

1837, serving meanwhile on the frigate United

States, to which he was ordered in 1834. He

was on ordnance duty in 1840-'43, and again

in 1847-'50 ; commanded the Vandalia, Home

Squadron, 1845, and the steam sloop Susque

hanna 1861, during the greater part of the

war which followed, immediately after he was

on special duty. During his nearly sixty years

of service, Commodore Chauncey was some

eighteen years at sea, ten years on shore-duty,

and over thirty-one years unemployed.

April 12.—Russell, Abohibald, a promi

nent citizen and philanthropist of New York

City; died there, aged 60 years. He was the

founder of the Five Points Mission, and Vice-

President of the Historical Society, and of the

Half-Orphan Asylum.

April 16.—Dcmont, Ebenezeb, brigadier-

general U. S. Volunteers ; died in Indianapolis,

Ind., aged 56 years. He was the son ofJohn Du-

mont, a prominent and influential lawyer and

politician of that State, and was born in Ve-

vay, Switzerland County, Ind., November 23,

1814. Upon the outbreak of the war, he

tendered his services to the Governor for its

suppression, and was appointed colonel of the

Seventh Regiment of Indiana Volunteers. At

the head of this regiment he served with dis

tinction during the three-months campaign of

1861 in West Virginia, being prominently en

gaged in the surprise of Philippi, the skirmish

es at Laurel Hill, and the battle of Carrick's

Ford. After the campaign he reorganized the

regiment for three years, and, at tho head of it,

returned to West Virginia, and while there

participated in the battle of Greenbrier, under

General Reynolds. Soon after this engage

ment he was appointed a brigadier-general by

the President, and ordered to Louisville. He

passed the winter of 1861-'62 at Bardstown,

Bacon Creek, and other points between Louis

ville and Nashville. He was subsequently

placed in command of Nashville, Tenn., where

nis spirit and earnestness secured the flag more

kindly treatment from its enemies than it

would otherwise have received. It was while

here that he organized and led his celebrated

pursuit of John Morgan, whom he wellnigh

captured at Lebanon. His health, however,

finally disqualifying him for the field, he ac

cepted the nomination for Congress on the

part of the Union or Republican party, in 1862>

and was in due time elected a member. He

was reelected in 1864. A short time previous

to his death General Dumont was appointed

Governor of Idaho.

April 17.—Marshall, Thomas Alexander,

LL.D., Judge of the Court of Appeals of Ken

tucky ; died at Louisville, aged 77 years. His

father, Humphrey Marshall, was a United States

Senator, and his mother was a daughter of

Colonel Thomas Marshall of Virginia, and a

sister of Chief-Justice Marshall. He was born

in Woodford County, Ky., January 15, 1794.

He graduated at Yale College in 1815 ; studied

law at home, and in 1817 began the practice

of his profession in Frankfort. Family con

siderations induced him to move to Paris, Ky.,

in 1819, where he closely pursued his practice

until his election to Congress in 1831. He

served for two congressional terms, and was

then (March 18, 1835) commissioned a Judge

of the Court of Appeals. He retired to private

life in August, 1856. In 1836 he removed

to Lexington, and was soon after appointed a

professor in the law-school of Transylvania

University, and held that position until 1849

or 1850. In 1857 he removed to Frankfort,

and in 1859 to Louisville. In 1866 he was ap

pointed to complete the unexpired term of

Judge Sampson, and he served as Chief Justice

for six months—thus making twenty-two

years of service on the bench of the Court of

Appeals—seven years as Chief Justice. In

1866 Yale College conferred on him the degree

of Doctor of Laws.

April 20.—Platt, Hon. Zephaniah, United

States Circuit Judge of the Second Circuit, 8.

C. ; died at Aiken, S. C, aged 75 years. His

grandfather was one of tho signers of the Dec

laration of Independence, and his father one

of the Supreme Court Judges of the State, and

the originator of the great Erie Canal. Judge

Platt inherited the strong elements of charac

ter which distinguished his ancestors, and

through life was fearless in the performance

of his convictions of duty. As a lawyer, he

was employed by the General Government in

settling the complicated claims of the United

States on ' the Pacific coast. He served with

distinction as Attorney-General of the State

of Michigan, and in all the relations of life

appears to have won that credit which at

taches to high integrity in the discharge of

official duty. At the close of the late war he

removed his residence to South Carolina, and

in 1868 was elected by the General Assembly

to the position which he held at the time of

his death.

April —.—Dabney, Chables W., United

States consul at Fayal ; died there, aged about
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55 years. Mr. Dabney bad been for many

years consul at Fayal, and had won the affec

tions of the poor islanders as it is the fortune

of bnt few men to do, by his earnest and un

selfish solicitude for their welfare. In the ter

rible famines which had visited the island he

had been a sort of special providence to them,

fnrnishing them with food, aiding them to re

plant their fields, advising and suggesting the

culture of new and more varied crops, en

couraging the despondent and restraining the

over-sanguine. During the whole of his resi

dence there he had acted the part of a wise

and judicious father to the people, and, wher

ever he went, their blessings and gratitude

were constantly manifested for his disinter

ested friendship toward them.

April —.—Hertig, William, a centenarian,

died near Salisbury, N. C, aged 101 years. He

was a German by birth, and had taken part

against Napoleon Bonaparte in the battles of

Austerlitz, Jena, and Wagram.

April —.—Spencer, E. M., a Western jour

nalist; died in Cincinnati. He had been em

ployed twenty years upon the Cincinnati

Times.

May 6.—Bragg, Major Henry M., U. 8.

Volunteers, died in Brooklyn, L. I., aged 27

year*. He entered the service in 1861 as

lieutenant in the Thirteenth Regiment of New

York militia, then serving in Virginia. In Sep

tember, 1862, he was commissioned a lieuten

ant in the One Hundred and Thirty-ninth

Regiment of New York Volunteers, was ap

pointed a captain and aide-de-camp by Presi

dent Lincoln in August, 1868 ; and in March,

1865, received the brevet of major, for "gal

lantry and meritorious conduct" during the

war. From August, 1862, until the close of

the war he served upon the staff of Major-

General Gillmore as aide-de-camp, taking part

in the campaign in Central Kentucky during

the autumn, winter, and spring of 1862-'63;

in the operations against Charleston in 1863,

comprising the assault of Morris Island, the

reduction of Fort Sumter, and the siege and

capture of Fort Wagner; and in 1864 in the

battle of Drury's Bluff, and all the numerous

engagements of the Tenth Corps in the vicinity

of Bermuda Hundred and Petersburg. In the

winter and spring of 1865 he again served

upon the coast of South Carolina, was present

at the reoccupation of Charleston by the Union

forces, and with his own hands replaced our

flag upon the ramparts of Fort Sumter. Upon

the reorganization of the regular army in 1866,

he was appointed a lieutenant in the Second

Regiment of Infantry, and in November of

that year was, at his own request, transferred

to the Third Regiment of Cavalry, serving with

it in several campaigns against the Indians for

a period of over throe years, until forced to

retire from the service by impaired health.

May 10.—Rogers, Colonel Henry 0., U.

S. Volunteers; died in Brownsdale, Minn.,

aged 37 years. Ho was a native of Vermont,

removed to Minnesota in 1858, and in I860

was elected to the Legislature of that State,

where he established a character for integrity

and independence which soon gave him a con

trolling influence in connection with his party.

In 1862 he was commissioned lieutenant-

colonel of the Eighth Minnesota Volunteers,

with which he served until the end of the war.

In 1865 he was elected Secretary of State, and

reelected in 1867. In 1868 he was appointed

pension agent, which office he continued to

hold until his death. A severe wocnd received

at the battle of Murfreesboro had its influence

in shortening his life.

May 12.—-Hamilton, William, Actuary of

Franklin Institute, Philadelphia ; died in that

city, aged 80 years. He was born in Phila

delphia, in February, 1791. He became a

member of the Institute in its infancy and was

connected with it for a period of forty years,

conducting its extensive correspondence, visit

ing other cities on scientific matters, getting

up exhibitions, and in every way identifying

himself with tho interests of the institution

not only, but the interests of science in general

May 13.—Fenton, Colonel W. M., U. S.

Volunteers ; died at Flint, Mich. He had been

Lieutenant-Governor of that State, and colo

nel of the Eighth Michigan Regiment during

the late war.

May 13.—Gltnn, James, commodore V. S.

N. ; died at New Haven, Conn. He was s

native of Pennsylvania ; appointed from Vir

ginia, March 4, 1815, and was fifty-two yean

in the service.

May 13.—Greiner, Jons, ex-Govemor of

New Mexico, a politician and journalist of

Ohio ; died at Toledo, aged 60 years. He was

a native of Philadelphia, removed to Ohio in

early manhood, and for eight years held the

office of State Librarian, from which position

he entered journalism as editor of the Oho

State Journal. Ho was an earnest, enthusias

tic Whig, and in the Harrison campaign came

into almost national celebrity through his cam

paign songs, known as "Old ZipCoon," "Tip^

pecanoe and Tyler too," " The Wagoner Boy.

etc. In those days political songs carried with

them a vast amount of power, taking mens

opinions by storm, and Mr. Greiner's compo

sitions were the most perfect of their kind.

In 1849 he received from President Taylor the

appointment of Indian Agent, and subseqnent-

ly became Governor of New Mexico. In 1865

he settled in Zanesville, Ohio, as editor of the

Zanewille City Times, and Aas been widely

known at editorial conventions, pioneer meet

ings, Odd-Fellows' gatherings, etc., of which

he was the life and spirit.
May 25.—Burger, Brigadier-General Loris,

N. Y. S. N. G. ; died in New York. He was

born at Kniserslautern, in the Palatinate, ra

1823, and emigrated to New York in 18»i

where he established himself as an architect

In 1854 ho organized tho Engineer Corps ot

the Fifth Regiment, and was elected captain.
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He commanded the Fifth Regiment in a short

campaign from April 7 to July 7, 1861, and on

the invasion of Pennsylvania, in 1868, again

accompanied his regiment to the field. He

was appointed general of the Second Brigade,

First Division, N. Y. S. N. G., December 19,

1865, and was twice elected President of the

Liederkrans Society.

May 27. — Conyitgham, Jomr B., captain

Twenty-fourth Infantry, U. S. A., late colo

nel U. S. Volunteers ; died at Wilkesbarre, Pa.,

aged 44 years. He was born in 1827 ; gradu

ated with high honor at Yale College, and

subsequently practised law in Wilkesbarre and

St. Louis, where he was considered legal au

thority. At the first call for troops in 1861,

he volunteered in the three-months service,

and on his return joined the Fifty-second

Pennsylvania Volunteers, of which he was ap-

Sointed major on the 5th of November, 1861.

[oving forward with the Army of the Poto

mac up the Peninsula, under McOlellan, he

participated in the campaign of 1862 of that

army. In the winter of 1863 he was sent

with his regiment to Port Royal, S. 0., and

was present at the naval attack on Fort Sum

ter in April, 1863, and participated in the sub

sequent assault and siege operations against

Fort Wagner. Upon the reduction of that

fort, Major Oonyngham was placed in com

mand of the. defences of Morris Island. He

was detailed by General Terry to make a night

reconnoissance of Sumter, and was subsequent

ly engaged in the night assault on Fort John

son, across Charleston harbor. In this assault

he was captured and detained as prisoner for

several months at Macon, Charleston jail, and

at other points. While a prisoner at Charles

ton, he was one of the number selected as

hostages to be shot in case of a bombardment

of the city by our forces. In November, 1863,

he was promoted to the lieutenant-colonelcy,

and in March, 1865, to the colonelcy of his regi

ment. In March, 1867, Colonel Conyngham was

appointed captain in the Thirty-eighth Infantry,

TJ. S. A., and transferred to the Twenty-fourth

Infantry, November, 1869. In 1871 he was

brevetted major and lieutenant-colonel for gal

lant service in the field. During his term of

service in the regular army he was most of the

time on the Indian frontier, partly in Kansas,

and latterly at Fort Clark, Texas. It was during

this service that his health became very much

impaired, and efforts to restore his shattered

constitution proved unavailing.

May 31.—Montgomeby, Brigadier-General

Wm. Reading, U. S.Volunteers ; died at Bristol,

Pa., aged 70 years. He was born in Monmouth

County, N. J., July 10, 1801, and was the

son of* James Montgomery, a Revolutionary

patriot. At the age of twenty, young Mont

gomery became a cadet .at the U. S. Military

Academy, from which he was graduated July

1, 1825, and promoted in the army brevet sec

ond-lieutenant in the Third Infantry, in which

regiment he served, chiefly on the Western

frontier, till July 7, 1838, when, becoming a

captain in the .newly-organized Eighth Infan

try, he was transferred to the Canada border

for the suppression there of the disturbances

of 1838-'40. Subsequently he participated in

the Florida hostilities of 1840-'42, and in 1845

accompanied General Taylor's "Army of Oc

cupation" to the Rio Grande. In the war

with Mexico, which soon followed, he took an

active part, being engaged at Palo Alto, Resaca

de la Palma, Cerro Gordo, San Antonio, Chu-

rubusco, Molino del Rey, Chapultepeo, and' the

city of Mexico. He was brevetted major for

his "gallant conduct at Palo Alto and Resaca

de la Palma," in which latter battle he was

wounded; and lieutenant-colonel for "gal

lant and meritorious conduct in.the battle of

Molino del Rey," where he was again wound

ed while assaulting the enemy's works with

his regiment, to the command of which he

succeeded both his seniors on that field, Waite

and Wright having previously been struck

down by the enemy's deadly fire. From 1848

he was on duty chiefly in Texas and on the

Western plains, till December 8, 1855, when

his connection with the army terminated. At

the outbreak of the war, though Colonel

Montgomery was sixty years old, he forgot his

age, immediately organized the first regiment

of New Jersey Volunteers, and took command

with it at Vienna, Virginia, from which post

he joined the reserve of the Union army under

Colonel Miles, and aided in covering its retreat

from the disastrous battle-field of Bull Run.

Soon after he was commissioned a brigadier-

general of volunteers, and appointed Military

Governor of Alexandria, Virginia, where he

remained till the close of the year. He then

took command of Annapolis, Maryland, till

May 17, 1862, and afterward of Philadelphia

till March 2, 1863. Failing health caused his

resignation from the military service, April 4,

1864, after which, except during a brief inter

val of mercantile occupation in Philadelphia,

he spent the remainder of his days in his quiet

abode at Bristol.

June I.—Mcbphy, James MoLeod, Colonel

of U. S. Volunteers ; died in New York, aged

44 years. He served in the U. S. Navy as

midshipman, was a member of the New York

Senate, and early in the late war was colonel

of the New York Fifteenth Regiment. He sub

sequently reentered the navy, and commanded

the iron-clad Carondelet in 1863-'64.

June 3.—Lobd, Eleazeb, LL. IX, a merchant,

underwriter, and theological writer, long resi

dent in New York City ; died at Piermont, N.Y.,

aged 73 years. Though not a graduate, he had

received an excellent education, which he im

proved by close study to such a degree that, in

1821, Dartmouth College, and in 1827 Williams,

conferred on him the honorary degree of A. M.,

and during his active business life as a mer

chant, president of an insurance company, and

for some years of the Erie Railroad Company,

he still continued his habits of study and his
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fondness for theological science. He published

for some years a fieeiew, of which he was

the sole editor, and for the most port the only

writer, in which he discussed, with great abil

ity and logical clearness, the profoundest ques

tions of thoology. In 1866 the University of

New York conferred upon him the honorary

degree of LL. D. During the latter years of

his life he was blind, but his treasured stores

of learning were a great source of comfort

to him.

June 3.—Paoe, Hugh Nelson, a captain in

the U. S. Navy ; died at Broad Creek, Va., aged

73 yearg. He participated in the battle of

Lake Erie, under Commodore Perry, Septem

ber 10, 1813.

June 9.—Qbeene, James Montgomery, a

surgeon in the U. S. Navy ; died in Philadel

phia, aged 76 years. Ho was a native of Ire

land; appointed from Pennsylvania; entered

the service April 29, 1825, and was appointed

a surgeon January 8, 1828. Most of his service

was on shore, his total sea-service amounting

to thirteen years and ten months. He was

placed on the retired list under the longevity

act of December 21, 1861.

June 13.—Krause, David, an eminentjurist;

died at Norristown, Pa., aged 71 years. He

wa3 President Judge of the Seventh Judicial

District of Pennsylvania, 1845-51.

June 15.—MoMahon, Hon. John Van Lear,'

an eminent lawyer in Maryland ; died at Cum

berland, in that State, aged 71 years. He ap

peared in public life when very young, and

soon gained a wide reputation as a political

speaker, as well as a prominent position at the

bar of Baltimore. He is said to have contrib

uted more than any other man to the pros

perity of the Jackson party in Maryland, which

lie afterward deserted on the United States

Bank question. He took a conspicuous part in

the campaign of 1840, and presided at a great

ratification meeting, where Clay, Webster, and

Preston, made speeches. He was a man of

great learning and elegant culture, ne left

one published work, " An Historical View of

Maryland," which is a standard authority upon

the early history of the province. About the

year 1855 his sight nearly failed him, and he

relinquished his legal practice. A younger

sister of Mr. McMahon was the wife of the

Hon. C. L. Vallandigham. Much of his time

during the latter vears of his life was spent in

Ohio.

June 22.—Dival, Ira, late State Superin

tendent of Public Instruction in Missouri ; died

at Baraboo, Wis. He was closely identified

with the publio schools of St. Louis for a pe

riod of over twenty years.

June 23.—Wyebs, William P., an eminent

scientist and teacher in Westchester, Pa. ;

' died there, aged 60 years. He was a native

of Germany, a graduate of Heidelberg and

Leipsic, and had distinguished himself there,

when he was compelled to leave Germany in

1842 in consequence of his being a member of

one of the patriotic secret societies. Coining

to this country, ignorant of our language, he

at first accepted employment in the Chrome

Mines of Chester County, Pa., but soon de

veloped such abilities as to secure a position

as teacher and eventually as the principal of

the large Scientific and Military Academy in

Westchester, Pa., where he continued till his

death. He was an able writer, and a man of

the highest personal character.

June 24.—Chase, William H., lieutenant oi

Engineers, U. S. A. ; died in Philadelphia, aged

27 years. He was born in that city April 25,

1844, received his early education at German-

town, and entered the Military Academy at

West Point, June 10, 1861. Upon his gradua

tion in 1865 he was commissioned second-

lieutenant in the First Artillery, and after six

months' service was promoted to first-lieuten

ant, and June 2, 1866, was transferred to the

corps of engineers. He served with the en

gineer battalion at Willet's Point, N. Y., until

May, 1868, during which time he acted as bat

talion quartermaster, and on recruit ing-service

for his corps, and was then ordered to report

to General G. K. Warren, at St. Paul, Minne

sota, where he remained until April of last

year, when he was ordered to San Francisco

on engineer duty. While serving at St. Pail

he was directed by General Warren to proceed

to Gettysburg, Pa., to make a topographical

survey of the battle-field, a work which he

executed with the utmost exactness, complet

ing it in the summer of 1869. This is the

only one of the battle-fields of the war that

has been surveyed by order of the Govern

ment, and Lieutenant Chase's work is a monu

ment of his ability as an engineer, as well as

an invaluable contribution to the military his

tory of the war. While in California his health

failed so rapidly that, in March, 1871, he was

relieved from duty, and ordered to report in

Philadelphia, whither he returned to die.

June 27.—Pebey, Hon. Thomas, an eminent

lawyer and former member of Congress from

Maryland ; died in Cumberland, aged 63 years,

ne was a native of that State, and a Repre

sentative in Congress from 1845-'47. He was

also Circuit Judge from 1851-'61, and from

1864-'71.

June 27.—Robbins, Amos, a leading Demo

cratic politician of New Jersey ; died in New

Brunswick, aged 60 years. He was a man of

high character, and greatly esteemed in the

community. He had been for several terms a

member of the Assembly, and for three terms

a State Senator; and in 1864 and 1870 was

elected President of the Senate, an office which

he filled to the satisfaction of all parties. He

had also been, some years since, collector of

customs at Perth Amboy. He would have

been, had he lived, a prominent candidate for

the governorship.

June 27. — Sanderson, Colonel J. P., a

prominent lawyer and politician of Florida ;

died at Jacksonville, aged 57 years. He was
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born in Vermont, in 1814, graduated at Am

herst College, Mass., and, after teaching for a

time in that vicinity, accepted the position of

tutor in the family of a planter on Amelia

Island near Fernandina, Fla. Subsequently he

studied law, and was admitted to the bar in

Camden County, Ga., practised his profession

in Nassau County and Lake City, and in 1849

removed to Jacksonville, where he resided

until his death. In 1848 he was appointed

solicitor of the Eastern Circuit, then presided

over by Judge Thomas Douglas, which he held

until 1852. He was elected to the Legislature

from Nassau County, and in 1848 was elected

Senator from Columbia County. In 1852 he

was a presidential elector on the General

Scott ticket. On the breaking out of the re

bellion in 1861, Colonel Sanderson was elected

a delegate from the Sixteenth District to the

convention, and there became identified with

the ultra-secession element. He was elected

to draught the ordinance which declared the

separation of Florida from the Union, and he

not only performed this service, but offered it,

and gave to this incipient measure his strenu

ous support. In 1862 he was elected to the

Provisional Congress at Richmond. Colonel

Sanderson was early identified with the rail

road interests of his adopted State, serving

for many years as president and vice-presi

dent.

June 28.—Ketciium, Colonel and Brevet Ma-

jor-General William S., U. S. A., on the re

tired list, an army officer of some distinction ;

died in Baltimore, Md., not without suspicion

of poison, aged 58 years. He graduated from

the Military Academy in 1834, and was em

ployed mainly in frontier service till 1861,

taking part in the Florida, but not in the

Mexican War. During the late civil war, he

was employed mainly in inspecting, organiz

ing, and mustering out the volunteer troops,

and on special duties by the War and Treas

ury Departments. He held the rank of briga

dier-general of volunteers from February 9,

1862, and was promoted to the rank of colonel

of the Eleventh Infantry in 1864. He received

three brevets of colonel in 1863, and of briga

dier-general and major-general U. S. Army in

1865. He was put upon the retired list, with

full pay of his actual rank, in 1869.

June 29.—Liters, Rt. Rev. Jons H, Roman

Catholic Bishop of the Diocese of Northern

Indiana; died in Cleveland, Ohio. He had

been for some years bishop of the diocese,

and had been very active in building churches

and establishing schools within its bounds.

He was greatly beloved by his people.

June 30.—Eustis, Frederick A. ; died at

Beaufort, S. C. He graduated at Harvard,

with distinction, in 1835 ; studied for the min

istry, and was a popular Unitarian preacher.

He subsequently retired, from the profession,

to follow agricultural pursuits. He married

the only daughter of tho late William Ellery

Channing, D. D. During the last few years he
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was engaged in cultivating the Sea-Island

plantations which he inherited.

June —.— Laurib, John, a well-known

philanthropist; died in Scotland. His prop

erty was large, and by his will he divided

$40,000 between twenty-seven benevolent in

stitutions in New York City, where be for

merly lived. Among these bequests the

Presbyterian Hospital received |5,000 for the

endowment of a bed for the benefit of St. An

drew's Sooiety (Scotch) ; St. Luke's Hospital,

$5,000 ; the Presbyterian Home for Aged

Women, $1,000 ; New York Dispensary,

$3,000; New York Eye and Ear Infimary,

$2,500 ; Shepherd's Fold, $2,500. The remain

ing bequests were each of $1,000, the last in

cluding the Colored Home for the Aged and

Indigent, the Colored Orphan Asylum, tho

Midnight Mission, Home for the Friendless,

Home for Incurables, and other institutions of

a similar character.

June —.—Livingston, Dr. J. W., formerly

U. S. consul in Central America; died at

Cherry Valley, Otsego County, N. Y. He

was long a resident of Central America, and

as United States consul was faithful and ener

getic in the discharge of his duties, and per

sonally popular.

June —.—Mitchell, Commander William,

U. S. N. ; died at Washington, D. C. He was

born in the District of Columbia, and was

appointed thence to the service September

24, 1841. From that period until 1844 he

was attached to the frigate Delaware, of the

Brazil Squadron; from 1844 to 1847 he was

with the Pacific Squadron, on board the frigate

Congress; and from 1847 to 1849 he was with

the same vessel on the East-India Squadron.

He was promoted to passed midshipman, Au

gust 10, 1847 ; from 1849 to 1852 he served on

the mail-steamer Ohio, and was off the coast

of Brazil in the brig Bainbridge from 1853 to

1855. He was commissioned as lieutenant,

September 14, 1855, and from that time to

1858 was on special duty at Washington.

From 1858 to the beginning of the war he

was on the Home Squadron with the steam-

sloop Brooklyn. His commission as lieuten

ant-commander was received July 16, 1862,

and he was then put upon ordnance duty at

the Washington Navy-Yard until 1864. On

March 3, 1865, he was commissioned com

mander, and was the same year asssigned to tho

West-Gulf blockading squadron. Ho was af

terward an inspector at the Navy-Yard, Wash

ington, until January 11, 18G7, when he left

the active service, after -which time he was

placed upon the retired list.

June —.—Poeter, Peter B., died at Ni

agara Falls. In 1839 he was elected a mem

ber of the Assembly at Albany, and subse

quently was chosen Speaker. He was a

prominent member of the Whig party in

1838-40, but the latter portion of his Iii'e was

spent in comparative retirement, because of

the enfeebled state of his health. He was a
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tion is to be held in Milwaukee, Wis., on the

second Wednesday of July, 1872. If all the

six synods adopt the constitution and finally

join the body, the synodical conference will

embrace a membership exceeding that either

of the General Synod or of the General Coun

cil.

LYMAN, Miss Hannah W., an eminent and

successful teacher, born in Northampton, Mass.,

in 1810; died at Vassar College, Poughkeep-

sie, N. Y., February 21, 1871. She was of

Puritan ancestry, and one of her brothers,

Houry Lyman, was one of the missionaries of

the American Board of Commissioners for

Foreign Missions, who was murdered at his

post. She was herself deeply imbued with

the missionary spirit, and took a lively inter

est in missionary operations, and in cheer

ing and aiding those who had gone to foreign

lands. Her early education was very thor

ough, and, at the age when impressions are

most abiding, she came under the influence of

the celebrated Mary Lyon. Thenceforward the

idea of duty to God, and to those whom God

had placed under her charge, dominated her

whole life. So long as one duty remained to

be done, or one requirement to be performed,

she knew no rest until it was accomplished.

She early commenced life as a teacher, and,

through her earnestness and devotion to her

work, soon attained a high reputation. Prior

to 1865, she had been for many years known

as a successful and thorough educator in Mont

real, Canada. She left that position six years

before her death, to become vice-principal of

Vassar College, and to assist in its organiza

tion. It was the broadest experiment in female

education which had ever been made, and

Miss Lyman proved equal, and more than

equal, to her reputation, in her organiza

tion of its various departments. Having ac

cepted the work, she threw into it all her

energies of body and mind, and remained at

her post till health and life gave way, and

death releasod her from a toil which was too

much for her strength.

MADAGASCAR, a kingdom in Eastern

Africa. Queen Ranavalona II. ascended the

throne on April 1, 1868. Area 232,315 square

miles. Population, according to Pakenham,

about 5,000,000. The capitol, Atanarivo, or

Tanonorivo, has, according to Pakenham, about

80,000 inhabitants. The movement of English

vessels in the ports of Madagascar in the years

1866 and 1867 was as follows: From Mauri

tius to Madagascar, in 1866, there were sixty-

nine vessels, of 20,412 tons, and in 1867, fifty-

three vessels, of 17,406 tons. From Madagas

car to Mauritius there were, in 1866, eighty

vessels, of 24,223 tons, and in 1867, sixty-seven

vessels, of 20,064 tons.

Tho Government of Madagascar now gives

an effective support to the Christian religion,

and exerts an active influence for the advance

ment of education. The present queen, Rana-

valona, was crowned in 1868, with a Bible at

her side, and underneath a canopy bearing in

gilt letters tho inscription, " Glory to God in

tho highest, and on earth peace1, good-will to

men 1 " On the 21st of February, 1871, the

Queen and the Prime-Minister were baptized

by one of the native pastors, and made a pub

lic profession of faith in the Christian religion.

This event was the signal for the influential

men of the country to give their adherence to

Christianity. The queen takes great interest

in tho building of churches. She attended the

opening of one at Amparibe, near the close of

1870.

The Prime-Minister attended the meeting

of the Congregational Union in December,

1870, having come, he said, not as Prime-Min

ister, but as a deputation from the church in

the palace, to consult with the Union as to

the best means of promoting education and of

spreading the religion of Jesus Christ.

Some progress has been made in providing

for the general education of youth. The

school at the palace has twenty-six pupils,

most of whom are adults. Another school

meets at the house of an important officer. A

large central house for the training of native

school-masters is in course of erection. Eight

of the town churches have schools attached to

them, and a good number of schools have

been established in the country districts.

Three printing-presses are kept nearly con

stantly at work at tho capital. During 1869,

36,243 books were issued from the printing-

office store; in the first six months of 1870,

81,000 books, lessons, tracts, Bibles, and Tes

taments, were issued.

MAHAN, Dennis Habit, LL. D., an eminent

military teacher and critic, for forty-seven

years an instructor in the United States Mili

tary Academy, at West Point, born in New

York City, April 2, 1802; committed suicide by

drowning while temporarily insane, in the

Hudson River, near Stony Point, September

16, 1871. Bis parents removed to Norfolk,

Va., in his infancy, and there his early boy

hood was spent. He was at first destined for

the medical profession, but, while studying in

the office of Dr. Packer, of Richmond, Va., he

learned that drawing, for which he had a de

cided talent, was taught at the Military Acad

emy, and he determined to become a cadet.

He obtained an appointment through Hon.

Thomas Newton, and entered in 1820. So

marked was his preeminence as a scholar that

there was no doubt, before the close of his first

year, that he would receive the highest honors
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of his class, and early in the second year of

his coarse he received the unusual honor of

being appointed Acting-Assistant Professor

of Mathematics, which imposed upon him

double study, but laid the foundation of his

future eminence. He graduated, July 1, 1824,

at the head of his class, and was immediately

appointed second-lieutenant of the Corps of

Engineers. He was assigned to duty in A ugust

following as Assistant-Professor of Mathemat

ics, and in August, 1825, promoted to be Prin

cipal-Assistant Professor of Engineering, and

a year later sent by the War Department to

Europe to study military engineering in the

best military and engineering schools of the

Continent. He remained in Europe four years,

and during fourteen or fifteen months of the

time was a pupil of the celebrated Poncelet,

at the Military School of Engineers and Artil

lerists at Metz, Prance, then regarded as the

best engineering school in the world. On his

return he resumed his position in the Military

Academy as Acting-Professor of Engineering,

and on the 1st of January, 1832, was appointed

Professor of Military Engineering, a position

which he held till his death. Few men hare

been more earnestly devoted to the advance

ment of their profession than was Prof. Ma-

han. An indefatigable student, he kept fully

up to the times in all the improvements which

were making in his department; he was an

admirable teacher, and, though at times a sin

gularly sensitive and nervous temperament

made him momentarily irritable, there was no

malice in his heart, and even those who had

oftenest experienced his censures, left the

Academy with a feeling of love and attachment

for the sharp-tongued professor whose faults

sprung from his intense love for, and pride in,

the Academy which he had done so much to

elevate in the public esteem. Wielding a vig

orous pen, he was always the first man to

come to the defence of the Academy when its

good name was assailed either in Congress or

elsewhere, and woe to the assailant when

Mahan came to the rescue! He was well

known as an author of several valuable works,

but they all concerned directly or indirectly his

department of the profession. As early as 1836

ho published his " Treatise on Field Fortifica

tions," which was for thirty years the text-book

not only of the Academy, but of all military

schools in the United States, and in 18C5, be

ing partly rewritten and greatly improved

with additions on military mining and siege

operations, was made Part I. of an " Element

ary Course of Military Engineering." His

" Elements of Permanent Fortifications," pub

lished in 1867, is now Part II. of the element

ary course above named. His "Elementary

Course of Civil Engineering," first published

in 1837, bad been repeatedly improved, and in

1868 was almost wholly rewritten. It has

sold very largely, and is the standard text

book of all civil engineers in this country.

His "Elementary Treatise on Advanced Guard,

Outpost, and Detachment Service of Troops,"

first published in 1847, wa3 so much improved

in 1862 that it might with propriety have been

called an "Elementary Treatise on the Art of

War." Both this and the treatise on Field

Fortifications were reprinted at the South dur

ing the late war (not by Prof. Mahan's consent,

nor for his pecuniary profit, as may well be

imagined), so indispensable were they to the

officers of the Southern armies. In 1853 he

published "Industrial Drawing," an admirable

little treatise, which is highly prized by all

teachers of drawing. In 1856 he revised and

edited, with a valuable appendix, Moseley's

great work on the " Mechanical Principles of

Engineering and Architecture." In 1865 he

published a " Treatise on Fortification Draw

ing and Stereotomy," the last of his text-books,

though he had subsequently very carefully re

vised some of the others. While in Europe,

in 1828, he was elected a member of the Geo

graphical Society of France; and he was a

member of most of the scientific societies of the

United States, as well as of several foreign ones.

He was one of the corporate members of tho

National Academy of Sciences ; had received

the honorary degree of A. M. from Brown

University and Princeton College in 1837,

and that of LL. D. from William and Mary,

from Brown, and from Dartmouth. The in

sanity which led to his unhappy death was the

result of chagrin and mental distress on learn

ing that the Board of Visitors had recom

mended that he should be placed on the re

tired list, with the full rank of brigadier-

general.

MAINE. The fifteenth annnal session of

the Legislature of the State began on the 4th

of January, and continued until the 27th of

February. In that time two hundred and

sixty-five acts and eighty-nine joint resolutions

were passed, bnt nearly all of them were of

local importance. Several railroad companies

wero incorporated, and some of the old ones

authorized to extend their lines, but a general

railroad law which had been prepared with

considerable care was defeated by a tie-voto

in the Senate. Among acts relating to rail

roads which were passed, was one requiring

tho roads to be fenced ; one authorizing tho

companies to build branch-tracks to mills or

manufacturing establishments in any of the

towns through which they passed ; one pro

hibiting railroad companies from restricting

tho buyer of a ticket to any given train, and

declaring that he should have the right to

travel on any train on the road, and to stop

over at any station, the ticket being good for

six years from the time of its purchase; and

one providing means for compelling railroad

companies to erect freight and passenger de

pots in towns along their lines where such ac

commodations were needed. An act was also

passed, fixing the liablity of stockholders in

all corporations, and making them responsi

ble for their just proportion of all debts of the
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corporations. A good deal of time was spent

on the question of authorizing the towns to

aid in the establishment and operation of fac

tories or other private concerns which con

tributed indirectly to the public benefit. The

question was referred to the judges of the Su

preme Court, who gave it as their opinion that

the Legislature could authorize assistance to

enterprises for the publio benefit, but not to

those of a purely private character. This did

not determine whether or not manufacturing

enterprises were, within the meaning of the

constitution, intended for public benefit, and

that question was under discussion for some

time in the Legislature. A majority of the

committee, to which the matter had been re

ferred, reported against authorizing towns to

lend the assistance intended in the proposed

bill, but a minority report which favored such

authorization was finally adopted. This par

ticular bill had referenco merely to the town

of Pittsfield, but was regarded as embodying

the general principle.

Lot M. Morrill was reelected to the United

States Senate in the early part of the session,

and a bill was passed reapportioning the State

Senators and Representatives in accordance

with the census of 1870. There was a disagree

ment with regard to the apportionment ofSena

tors. The representative population allowed

one Senator to 20,200 inhabitants, and the con

stitution required the districts to " conform as

near as may be to county lines." The report of

a majority of the committee, which was adopt

ed, made the districts conform exactly to county

lines with the following result, which was re

garded as unfair by the minority :

it
° iCOUNTIES.

h H

Androscoggin. 36,876 2
Aroostook. ... 29,579 1
Cumberland .. 82.157 4

18,746 1
86,469 2

Kennebec .... 53.825 2
80.820 1
25.KH 1

Oxford 83,466 2
Penobscot 74.613 4
Piscataquis ... 14,397 1
Sacradahoc 18,807 1

34.049 2
84,640 2

Washington . . 43.204 2
York 60,183 3

Total 626,195 81

9,379
1,357

12,825
10.620

5,634

2,904

4,524

1.454
3,931

6,934
6.157
5,803
1.393
('...''.-,1
5,760

'"iti

s %

17.933
29,579
20.539
18.746
18.234
26.612
30.820
25.83-4
16.7:3
18.660
14.397
18,807
17,024
17.320
21.652
20,061

An act was passed granting a pension of $8

per month to soldiers and sailors who had been

disabled in the War of 1861, and to the wid

ows, orphan children nnder twelve years of

ago, and dependent mothers and sisters of

those who had died from injuries received in

the same war.

Two acts were passed for promoting immi

gration into the State. One of them made

provision for compelling the European «fe

North American Railway, under n penalty of

a fine of $5,000 per annum, to fulfil the require

ments of its charter, and appoint a suitable

immigrant agent and publish information re

garding the public lands and general advan

tages of the State. The other created a State

Board of Immigration, consisting of the Gov

ernor, Secretary of State, and Land Agent,

who are required to appoint an agent in Swe

den, and an agent in New Sweden, Maine, and

take measures for disseminating information

concerning the resources and advantages of

the State, and the progress and condition of

the colony of New Sweden. The commission

ers were also to exercise a general care and over

sight in all interests relating to immigration.

The financial exhibit for the year is very

favorable. On the 1st of January there was

a balance of $118,248.11 in the Treasury. The

receipts during the year were $2,190,109.61,

and the expenditures' $2,115,911.21, which left

in the Treasury on the 80th of December a sur

plus of $192,446.51. Of the amount paid out,

the principal sums were, $834,000 on the pub

lic debt, and $479,579.50 interest on the public

debt. The debt at the beginning of the year

was $8,067,000 ; at the end of the year it had

been reduced to $7,227,900, while the amount

of the sinking fund and cash on hand in excess

of immediate liabilities would reduce it to

$6,274,310. The estimated receipts for 1872

amount to $1,268,749.24, and the expenditures

to $1,064,675.76. The State tax for the same

year is only 4J mills on the dollar of the valu

ation of property.

Seven new savings-banks have been organ

ized during the year, making forty-nine in all

doing business in the State. The amount of

deposits at the close of the year, including re

serve and profits, amounted to $22,789,802.45,

as against $16,597,888.78 for the preceding

year. There are still five banks of discount

operating under State laws, having a—

Capital Btock of $445,000 00
Circulation 8,611 00
Deposits 328.516 M

Due on dividends 7.248 00
Due to banks 4,779 04
Profits 61,205 81

$S55,3C0 71

The assets consist of—

Loans $588,848 85
Bonds and stocks 81.475 00
Real estate 16.000 00
Due from banks 107.396 11
Cash 61,646 85

$855,S60 71

One mutual life-insurance company, three

stock marine-insurance companies, three stock

fire-marine companies, two mutual marine

companies, and thirty-four mutual fire, of

which twenty are town companies, are in op

eration under State charters. Forty-four life

companies, one accident company, and sixty-

eight fire and fire-marine companies, incorpo

rated by other States, do business in Maine.

The common-school system is not so liberal

ly supported as in most other Northern States.
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The entire cost is about $1,000,000 a year, or

$1.67 to each inhabitant, and $8.89 for each

pupil registered. The salaries of teachers are

small, the length of terms quite limited, and

the attendance hardly up to the average stand

ard. The following statistics give a clear ex

hibit of the whole matter :

Whole number of scholars between four and
twenty-one 22.".503

Number registered in summer schools 120.295
Avenge attendance 93,OW
Number registered iu winter schools 184,065
Average attendance 107,717
Probable number of truants or absentees 18,989
Estimated value of all school property $2,488,528
Number of male teachers employed in winter. . 1,801
Number of female teachers employed in winter 2,180
Amount of school-money voted $743,826
Amount of school fund 312,975

There are two Normal Schools in tho State,

one at Farmington, and one at Castine. Two

hundred and sixty-four of the graduates of

these institutions have taught in the public

schools during the year. Buildings and fur

niture have been supplied by the State, at

Farmington, at an expense of $14,000, but at

Castine the proper buildings have never been

erected, although $15,000 have been appro

priated for the purpose. The Governor rec

ommended in his last message an increase of

the funds, and a new and appropriate building

is likely to be erected during tho coming year.

The State-prison appears to be under excel

lent management, and its income for the year

exceeded the expenses by $6,591.64. Tbere

is a Reform School for Boys at Bangor, which

had 134 inmates. The expenses of the insti

tution amounted to $20,810.79. The products

of the farm yielded $7,105.15. In pursuance

of a resolution of the last Legislature, a com

mission has been appointed to devise a plan

for an Industrial School for Girls on the family

system, and report to the Legislature of 1872.

Considerable progress has been made in ex

tending the railroads of the State during the

year. The Androscoggin, which extends from

Brunswick to Leods, has branches to Lewis-

ton and Farmington, the entire line being 71|

miles in length. Its earnings for the year

ending June 30th were $232,930.05, and its

expenses $130,549.44. The Portland, Saco &

Portsmouth road extends from Portland to

Portsmouth, N. IL, 52 miles. Its earnings for

the year ending May 31st were $628,430.58 ;

expenses, $445,869.80. The European & North

American, the opening of which was cele-

• brated at Bangor with much enthusiasm on

the 18th of October, has 114 miles within the

State, viz., from Bangor to Vanceboro. Its

entire length is 205J miles, and, when com

pleted to Halifax, it will have a continuous

• line of 467 miles from the Penobscot River to

the chief port of Nova Scotia. This will

shorten the time required to go from New

York to Liverpool, via Halifax, by about two

days. The distance between the principal

points on the portion of the route on land are

as follows :

vol. xi.—31 A

MUM.
Halifax to St. John 200
St. John to Bangor. 202
Bangor to Portland 188
Portland to Boston 108
Boston to New York 230

Total from Halifax to Now York 944

The bonded debt of the road amounts to

$3,000,000, of which $2,000,000 is covered by

its own bonds, secured by bonds given by tho

State, and $1,000,000 by State bonds, issued

to aid in its construction. The Portland &

Rochester road has been completed to Roch

ester, N. II. Its earnings for the year end

ing August 31st were $85,569.90; expenses,

$54,952.46. It has a debt of $1,050,000. The

Boston & Maine has now only 2J miles in the

State, from Salmon Falls to South Berwick ;

but a new extension, which will give it an in

dependent through line to Portland, has been

located. The Portland & Oxford Central ex

tends from the Grand Trunk at Mechanics' Falls

to Canton, 27J miles. The Dexter & Newport

is 14 miles long, and is leased by the Maine

Central, for $18,000 per year. A branch of

the New Brunswick & Canada road extends

three miles into tho State to Houlton. The

Maine Central, Portland & Kennebec, and Ken

nebec & Somerset, have been consolidated.

The first of these sections now extends from

Bangor to Cumberland, 1271 miles; the second

from Portland to Augusta, 62J miles, with a

branch 9 miles long to Bath ; the last is 371

miles long, extending from Augusta to Skow-

hegan. The debt of the consolidated road is

$5,154,700. The Portsmouth, Great Falls &

Conway has 4J miles in the State, and is open

to Conway, N. H., its entire length being 65

miles. The St. Croix & Penobscot extends

from Calais to Princeton, 22 miles. It is pro

posed to continue it at once to Grand Lake,

13 miles farther. Tho Knox & Lincoln Rail

road, from Bath to Rockland, 50 miles, was

opened for regular trains on the 6th of No

vember. The Belfast & Moosehead Lake road

has been leased by the Maine Central for fifty

years, at a rent of $36,000 per annum. It ex

tends from Belfast to Burnham, and is 33J-

miles in length. The Bangor & Piscataquis

has been extended during the year from Dover

to Guilford, and is now 48 miles long, connect

ing with the European & North American at

Oldtown. The Portland & Ogdensburg was

opened in August to Conway, N. II., and is to

be continued through the White Mountains

and across Vermont so as to establish direct

communication with the West. The Atlantic <fe

St. Lawrence is practically merged in the

Grand Trunk of Canada by a leaso for 999

years. It has 82 miles of its length in this

State, which portion has been undergoing ex

tensive repairs during the year. The total

length of railway in the State is 871 miles, of

which 174J were opened in 1871, and 73 miles

are in course of construction. The Kennobeo

& Wiscasset is to be constructed on the nar

row-gauge plan.
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The material condition of Maine, as exhibited by the Federal census of 18T0, is fully set forth

in the following table :

CENSUS OP 1870.

Androscoggiu.
Aroostook
Cumberland . . .
Franklin
Hancock
Kennebec
Knox
Lincoln
Oxford
Penobscot
Piscataquis
Sagadahoc
Somerset
Waldo
"Washington . . .

York

Total.

POPULATION.

85.860
29.009
82.021
18,807
36.495
68,208
30.823
25.597
33.488
76,150
11,403
18.(^)3
84,611
84 ..122
43.343
60.174

626,915

White.

85,826
20.553
81..1H3
18.7116
36.444
5:5,019
80.707
25.531
33.165
74.581
14,328
18,693
84,584
84.493
43,188
60,100

624.809

4:i
56

517
10
4:4

l- ;
116
58

23
108
54

109
21
29

155
71

i,(;o6

Ntlive.

84.236
24.004
72.182

18,511
35.547
50.914
29,745
24.973
82.920
•iS.ISS
13.914
17,!«i8
33 415
33,887
86.118
55,661

587.034

Foreign.

3,6:10
7.607
9.839
296
948

8.289
1,078
624
r-i;8

0.967
461
835

1,866
635

7,225
4.513

48,881

AueMMl value of

property.

$13,275,063
8.558,489

47.008.189
8.994.278
9,071.720

20.604,918
10,106,670
5.420,063
8.566.842

20,607.586
8.572,010

10.904.040
8,754,414
8,3:8,346

19.029,540
20,310,614

$204.253.780

190.085
1,151.65a
1*7.515
217.387
471,155
2r-3.489
172.138
231,470
602.127
14WM
250.879

2*..V.i7

247.689
499,469

$5.348.645

Included in tho census are one Chinaman

and 499 Indians. Tho true value of property

was $348,150,167. Tho public debt, county,

town, city, etc., amounted to $8,556,724. The

aggregate value of farm-products, including

betterments and additions to stock, was $33,-

470,044 ; 1,774,168 pounds of wool were

raised ; 19,047 persons, ten years old and

over, cannot write, of whom 9,644 are males,

and 9,403 females. Of those twenty-one years

old and over, who cannot write, 6,516 are

white males.

The political campaign of the year was vir

tually opened by tho Democratic State Con

vention, which assembled at Augusta, on the

27th of June. There had been a Temperance

Convention in February, but its deliberations

were rathor of a moral and socialistic charac

ter than political, and no nominations were

made for any offices. Tho Democrats nomi

nated Charles P. Kimball, of Portland, for Gov

ernor, the other State officers being chosen by

the Legislature. Their platform of principles

was embodied in tho following resolutions :

Besotted, Thnt, burring out of sight all dead issues

and deprecating the discussion of all past questions

that can have no application to tho present affairs

and condition of our State and country, wo address

ourselves to the vital issues and questions of the

hour, bringing them to and determining them by the

living principles of democracy as promulgated by the

fathers of the republic ; that we recognize our bind

ing obligation to the Constitution of tho United

States as it now exists, without reference to the

means by which tho same became tho supreme law

of the land ; that we will faithfully support the Con

stitution as it now exists, and that wo demand for it

a Btrict construction so as to protect equally tho

rights of States and individuals.

Besotted, That we cherish tho American svstcm of

State and local governments, and that we will forever

defend the same against centralized Federal power.

Betolved, That wo reject the idea of the repudia

tion of the national debt, and believe it to be the

duty of the Government to pay, according to law and

in lawful money, all its liabilities.

Besotted, That tho Democracy are opposed to a

high protective tariff, believing it to bo based upon a

; false philosophy, destructive to the industries of the

nation, delusive in its professions, a tax levied on

the many for the benefit of the few, calculated to fos

ter great monopolies, and inefficient permanently to

increase the income of the national Treasury or hast

en the liquidation of the public debt.
Besotted, That the imperfections of the civil ser

vice under the Kepublican Administration demand s

further application of tho rule of examination as to

qualification, which the Democratic party long bum*

inaugurated, and we are in favor of any judicious

and constitutional measure of reform in this impor

tant particular.

Besotted, That we would extend universal amnesty

to the South as the best corrective measure the Gov

ernment can apply to soothe all irritation, remove

local irregularities and disorders, and restore peace

ful and harmonious relations between the different

sections, which are tho onlv permanent basis of

union, and should be the chief aim of our national

legislation.
Besotted, That the recent action of the Adminis

tration, in using the power of appointment to over

ride the settled decision of the Supreme Court, we

reprard as a dangerous and ominous indication, anil

as demonstrating that, since the grand coordinate di

visions of the Government are not safe from Execu

tive usurpation, the party upholding such an arrogant

assumption of power is unfit for the position of trus

tees ot constitutional liberty.

Besotted, That in Hon. C. P. Kimball, the nominee

of this convention, we recognize a gentleman of in

telligence, an honorable record, a thorough Democrat,

and a firm friend of the working-man, and that *e

pledge to him our cordial and united support in the

coming election.

The first resolution gave rise to a warm de

bate, several delegates wishing to have the

phrase "without reference to" changed to

'' denouncing." This proposition appears to

have been supported by only a small minority,

though it was claimed by some that "denoun

cing " was the expression used in the original

draft of the resolutions, and their adoption

without change gave indorsement to the senti

ment expressed therein.

The Republican Convention was held at

Augusta, on the 29th of June, and renominated

Sidney Perham for Governor. The follow ing

resolutions were adopted, a slight discussion

arising on that having reference to liquor pro

hibition:
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Retolced, That we cherish a patriotic and honora

ble pride in the past history of the Republican party,

identified as it is with the great triumphs of human

freedom and progress, with the emancipation of an

oppressed people from bondage, and with the preser

vation of our country from the anarchy and ruin

threatened by the late rebellion ; and that while wo

fully appreciate the great questions now presented

to the country for solution, many of which are the

outgrowth of the civil war just ended, we rejoice

that, unlike those whose record in opposition to the

war for the preservation of the Union is unchangea

bly written, we have no cause for consigning the past

with its eventful memories to oblivion and no desire

to forget the lessons of patriotism and loyalty con

tained in its teachings.

Absolved, That, while we recognize the excellence

of our plan of State governments existing and acting

in harmony with the Constitution of the United

States, we believe that the Federal Government es

tablished under the same Constitution does profess

and ought to exercise sufficient power to protect ev

ery American citizen in the untrammelled expression

of his sentiments in the free exercise of the ballot,

in the fullest enjoyment of his property, and in the

absolute safety of his person, wherever the American

flag floats over American soil, and that this protection

of the Government should be extended to the porson

of every citizen of the United States, whether upon

land or sea, at home or abroad.

Retolved, That in the present exigencies of our

country a tariff on imports is the readiest and least

oppressive mode of raising the larger portion of the

revenue needed for the support of the Federal Gov

ernment, and that, in laying the duties, care should

be taken to so adjust them as not to prejudice but to

promote the interests of every section and branch of

industry in the land—special pains being taken to

foster in every practicable way the honor and inter

ests of the American laborer.

Resolved, That the revival of American commerce

is a matter of national importance, and that, by the

passage of the bills recommended by the Special

Congressional Committee, or other proper means,

measures should be taken to effect it.

Resolved, That we reaffirm our faith in the prin

ciples of prohibition and in its impartial enforce

ment.

Resolved) That, the Administration of President

Grant, by its economical management of the national

finances and its enormous reduotion of the national

debt ; by its wise conduct of the foreign affairs of

the country, especially in securing an honorable and

advantageous adjustment of all our difficulties with

Great Britain ; by its judicious and determined ef

forts to reform the civil service of the country ; by

its humane and successful policy of dealing with the

Indians ; and by its persistent efforts to secure the

rights of every American citizon without regard to

creed, caste, or color, demands and receives at our

hands the renewed expression of our confidence and

the assurance of our unswerving support.

Resolved, That, in nominating Hon. Sidney Perham

a second time for the suffrages of his fellow-citizens,

we point with pride to his high personal character.

We present him as a friend to economy, to good and

sound principles of temperance and prohibition;

loyal and true to the Union in every position he has

occupied; and wo appeal with undoubting faith to

the poople of Maine for their indorsement of our can

didate and the principles he so truly represents.

The election took place on the 11th of Sep

tember, and resulted in the reelection of Per

ham by a majority of 10,707, the whole vote

being 105,897 : for Perham, 58,285 ; for Kim-

hall, 47,578. There was a dispute with regard

to the vote of several towns, owing to differ

ences in the returns, and they were thrown

out of the calculation altogether. There was

no choice for Senators in two districts, one in

"Waldo and one in York County. Of the 29

Senators chosen, 26 were Republicans and 3

Democrats. Of tho 151 members elected to

the lower branch of the Legislature, 112 were

Republicans and 39 Democrats. The Legisla

ture met on the 3d of January, 1872, and on

the next day elected George G. Stacy for Sec

retary of State ; Thomas B. Reed, Attorney-

General; B. B. Murray, Adjutant-General;

and P. P. Burleigh, Land Agent. Among the

recommendations of the Governor in his an

nual address, was one that the State election

be held on the Tuesday following the first

Monday of November, and the sessions of the

Legislature be made biennial.

A flourishing Swedish colony has been

founded in Aroostook county, which receives

the fostering care of the State, and promises

to contribute largely toward clearing and set

tling that hitherto almost uninhabited wilder

ness. Tho first instalment of colonists, con

sisting of 60 persons, was brought out through

the agency of Mr. W. W. Thomas, United

States consul at Gothenburg, in the summer

of 1870, and planted the settlement of New

Sweden. Before the end of that year the

number was something more than doubled,

and during the year 1871 it was increased to

over 1,000. Under the provisions of the act

of the last Legislature to encourage immigra

tion from Sweden, of which mention has

been made before, a lot of 100 acres is assigned

to each man over twenty-one years of age ; and,

if, at the end of five years, he has cleared at

least fifteen acres, and built a comfortable

house, he is to receive a deed of the land, and,

in the mean time, will be exempt from taxa

tion. Provisions, tools, and other necessary

supplies, may also be furnished by the com

missioners at cost, for which payment may be

made in labor on the roads and other public

works of the State. At the end of the year,

200 lots, or 20,000 acres of land, had been

taken up, 2,000 acres of trees had been felled,

and 500 acres of land cleared for tillage ; 80

substantial houses had been built; 1,200 bush

els of wheat, 1,000 bushels of barley, 800

bushels of rye and oats, and 5,000 bushels of

potatoes had been raised; 25 miles of road

had been cut, several bridges built, and con

siderable live-stock purchased by the colonists.

A school of about 70 children, and an evening

school for adults, in which English was ex

clusively taught, were in operation, and a

commodious publio hall had been built. The

supplies furnished by the State up to that

time amounted to upward of $10,000, of

which nearly one-fourth had already been

paid for in labor. The people are industrious

and thrifty, and the colony of New Sweden is

likely to furnish not only a comfortable home

to thousands of poor from Old Sweden, but a

desirable element in the sturdy population of

Maine.
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MANSEL, Rev. Henry Lonotteville, D. D.,

Dean of St. Paul's, an English clergyman, pro

fessor, and author; born at Cosgrove Rectory,

Northamptonshire, October 6, 1820; died in

London, July 30, 1871. He was educated at

Merchant-Taylors' School, London, then under

the care of the eminent Dr. Bellamy; was

elected a junior Fellow of St. John's College,

Oxford, in 1839, and Fellow in 1842 ; graduated

B. A. in 1843 as double first-class, in classics

and mathematics, and for the ten years 1844—

'54 was tutor in logic at Oxford, where his

lectures on that science became famous. He

had been advanced deacon in 1844 and priest

in 1845. In 1855 he was appointed to the

Waynflete readership in Moral and Metaphysi

cal Philosophy in Magdalen College, and in

1859 Waynfleto Professor of the same sciences.

In 1867 Dr. A. P. Stanley resigned the Regius

Professorship of Ecclesiastical History in the

University of Oxford, and the canonry attached

to it in the Christchurch chapter, and Prof.

Mansel succeeded to both. On tho death of

Dean Milman, in 1868, Mr. Disraeli selected,

with general approval, Dr. Mansel as his

successor as Dean of St. Paul's, and he re

mained in that position till his death. Politi

cally, Dr. Mansel was a very zealous and strict

Tory, and fond of political discussion and con

flict. In private life he was universally and

deservedly esteemed, and was very popular,

even with his political opponents, as n wit and

epigrammatist. He had attained distinction

both as a logician and a metaphysician ; but

he will be remembered rather for his logical

power and learning than for his metaphysics.

As a writer upon logic he evinced a great

mastery of his subject, worthy of a school

man in the days of public disputation. No

man, in his time, could do more than won

der at the wide range of his logical reading,

and his knowledgo of the history of his favor

ite soienco. He was a perfect lecturer, and he

wrote with singular condensation and clear

ness. It is high praise of his logical writings

to say that of all similar works Mr. Post's

" Posterior Analytics " alone holds the same

rank. But as a metaphysician he was not an

•original thinker, and the victories which he

won in that field were due more to his dia

lectic skill than to any profound comprehen

sion of the difficult subjects which he treated.

His published works were : " Demons of the

"Winds, and other Poems," published in 1838;

"Aldrich's Logic, with Notes," in 1849; "Pro

legomena Logica," in 1851; "Philosophy of

Kant," in 1856; article "Metaphysics," in

eighth edition of the "Encyclopaedia Britan-

nica," in 1857 ; " Limits of Religious Thought,"

and " Bampton Lecture," in 1858 ; " Examina

tion of Maurice's Strictures on his Bampton

Lecture," in 1859 ; "Metaphysics, or tho Phil

osophy of Consciousness," in I860; "Two

Lectures on Smith's Lectures on History," in

1861-'62 ; " Witness of the Church to Promise

of Christ's Coming; Sermon," in 1SC4; and

" Philosophy of the Conditioned," in 1866. In

conjunction with Prof. Veitch, he edited the

late Sir W. Hamilton's works on Logic and

Metaphysical Science.

MARX, Kakl, Ph. D., a German revolu

tionist and the founder of the " International

Society of Working-men," horn in Treves,

Rhenish Pmssia, in 1818; died in London,

September 5, 1871. He was of Jewish family,

but not a very strict adherent to the Jewish

faith. Ho obtained his early collegiate or Iy-

ceum education at Treves, studied law, physi

cal science, politics, and political economy, at

the Universities of Bonn and Berlin. In 1841

lie became a jiritat docent at Bonn, and the

following year turned his attention to journal

ism, taking editorial charge of the Eheinische

Zeitung of Cologne, the pioneer paper in tho

great liberal movement which culminated in

the uprisings of 1848. The Prussian Govern

ment exercised a rigid censorship over Marx's

journal, and finally forcibly suppressed it.

Dr. Marx then went to Paris, where he found

revolutionists as ardent and as earnest as him

self. Associated with Dr. Arnold Ruge, the

German translator of Buckle's "History of

Civilization," he commenced a monthly peri

odical, but when ho had published only two

volumes its sale was interdicted in Germany.

Regarding his course in Paris as dangerous to

its interests, the Prussian Government re

quested Louis Philippe to expel the ardent

republican. The French King, doubtless ex

pecting that he would soon need a similar act

of courtesy in return, ordered Dr. Marx to

leave, who accordingly removed to Brussels

and remained there until 1848, contributing to

tho Deutsche Zeitung, published in that city.

The Revolution of February, 1848, once more

opened tho barriers of Paris to the refugee,

but he soon migrated from that city to his old

field of labor, Cologne. There he founded the

Neue IiheiniscTie Zeitung, and fearlessly pro

claimed republican doctrines in its columns.

He remained undisturbed until 1849, whet,

sharing in the disasters of the revolutionist?,

he saw his paper suppressed, and himself

forced into exile. He went again to Paris,

but had soon to exchange that place of resi

dence for London, where he resumed the pub

lication of his review, which appeared in

monthly parts up to 1851, when he discon

tinued its publication. He then became Lon

don correspondent of tho New York Tribune,

and also contributed to its columns articles

upon the most important questions ofEuropean

politics. His intimate acquaintance with Euro

pean affairs and the revolutionary leaders ren

dered his communications highly interesting,

and did much to inform correctly the Ameri

can people upon the aspirations of the Euro

pean liberal leaders who were then proscribed

and maligned. Unconquered by his reverses,

Dr. Marx conferred with the political refugees,

who were numerous in England, as to the best

means of overturning the European mocar
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chies. lie was profoundly impressed with the

importance of a combined movement, and

doomed it essential to romovo the national dis

likes which ages of ignorance and misrule had

implanted in European peoples. Accordingly,

he founded a secret association, and enlisted

the most resolute and earnest of his associates

in his counsel. Deeming that his best recruit

ing-ground would be among tho discontented

working-men ofEurope, he organized a band of

emissaries, who, spreading themselves through

Europe, found active supporters in the large

cities, principally in France, Belgium, and

Spain. Thus arose the International Associa

tion. It was governed by Dr. Marx and a

council, in which all nationalities were rep

resented. Its plan of action was to combine

workmen of all countries in a common league,

who, when the opportune moment arrived,

were to help each other in overturning the im

perial or monarchical governments, and estab

lishing republics in their place. Victor Hugo's

proposed United States of Europe even found

favor among the more radical members of the

Society. (See Internationale.) Dr. Marx

was a rather stout and handsome man, with

an ample gray beard and long gray hair. In

stature he was of a medium height. He was

married to a lady who shared all the dangers

of his political career. Dr. Marx's works were

" Der Aehteehnte Brumaire von Louie Bona

parte" ("The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis

Bonaparte," alluding to the coup d'etat of De

cember, 1851, published first in 1852 in Great

Britain, and reprinted in 1870 in Germany;

" Misire de la PhilosopMe," a reply to M.

Proudhon's economical work; and "Da* Capi

tal," the first and only volume of which was

published in 1864.

MARYLAND. Tho financial condition of

the State of Maryland is sound. The Aggre

gate debts, for which interest has to be pro

vided, amounted, on the 30th of September, the

close of the last fiscal year, to $12,436,718.68 ;

against this amount the State holds as an off

set assets, which are considered productive,

amounting to $7,718,425.94 ; and temporarily

unproductive assets amounting to $20,577,-

169.56. Of the latter, $19,330,959.73 are in

the bonds, stock, and interest of the Chesapeako

& Ohio Canal, which within the last two

years has shown comparatively large returns,

though for nearly a quarter of a century pre

vious it has been regarded as almost worth

less; and $1,012,274.40 are invested in the

Annapolis & Elkridge, and the different East

ern Shore railroads, which latter are now all

completed, and will soon make returns. The

debt was actually reduced during the last

fiscal year $1,050,073.24, by the exchange of

$437,206.37 of preferred stock of the Balti

more & Ohio Railroad Company for an equal

amount of State stock, and by the sale of

$500,000 of the common stock of the same com

pany, on which a profit of $177,601 was real

ized above its par value. These sales and

transfers aggregate $1,114,807.33, and the dif

ference between this amount and tho $1,050,-

037.24 of reduction of debt, amounting to over

$60,000, is in the hands of the State agent,

applicable to a further reduction of the debt.

The receipts into the Treasury during the fiscal

year were $2,672,998,78; and this sum, added

to $492,750.17, the balance in the Treasury at

the beginning of the year, October 1, 1870,

made the total direct assets $3,165,748.95.

The disbursements during the same period

amounted to $2,713,50.205—leaving in the

Treasury, September 30, $452,246.90. The re

ceipts were $290,799.13 less than those of the

preceding fiscal year, on account of the smaller

amount of loan, known as the defence loan,

issued ; and the disbursements were $290,799.-

13 less, on account of the smaller amount of

bounties paid. Of the disbursements of tho

last fiscal year, $186,210 were investments in

the Eastern Shore railroads, and $87,500 in

the Baltimore & Potomao Railroad.

Tho Democratic State Convention for the

nomination of candidates for Governor, Attor

ney-General, and State Comptroller, was held

on July 19th, and the Republican on Septem

ber 12th. At the former, Hon. Pinkney Whyte,

of Baltimore, was nominated for Governor;

A. K. Syester. of Washington County, Attor

ney-General; and Levin Woolford, of Somer

set, Comptroller. No platform was adopted.

The Republicans nominated for Governor, Ja

cob Tome, ofCecil County ; Attorney-General,

Alexander Randall, of Anno Arundel; and

Comptroller, Lawrence J. Brengle, of Freder

ick. Resolutions were adopted, the most im

portant of which are as follows :

Resolved, That, looking back on the course ofPresi

dent Grant's Administration, we recall with gratifi

cation the fact that theStato Convention of Maryland

was the first Republican State Convention which

Sroposed General Grant as a candidate for the presi-

ency ; and that we now declare it is the unanimous

opinion of tho Republicans of Maryland that he

should be renominated by the next National Con

vention.

Resolved, That the national Administration and

the national Congress have earned the gratitude of

the American people ; that the acts of legislation en

forcing the amendments to the Constitution have

been lawful exercise of power, and have in most in

stances earned the highest merit which laws can

have—the merit of executing themselves and enfor

cing Qbedience to their every enactment.

Resolved, That, by the faithful execution of the

lawSj by the general honesty and efficiency of the

public services, by the rapid decrease of the public

debt, coupled with a large reduction of the public

taxes, and by the success of its foreign policy, the

national Administration has proved itself one of tho

most beneficent and successful since the foundation

of the Government, and it deserves the support of

the vast majority of the American people.

Resolved, That the Democratic party at present is

without any definite views on the national situation.

That the larger portion of it sullenly rejects the re

sults of the war, and cherishes the hope of one day

overturning all the good that has been done, while

tho smaller part gives a late but unwilling and un

trustworthy adhesion to what it is forced to con

clude it cannot help. Its leading papers are in

violent debate as to the most vital princicles. and
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the recent conduct of their most influential partisans,

the Tammany Democracy of New York, shows that

the.large part of their adherents are not even true to

the'time-nonored American principlo of entire reli

gious freedom. And this condition of things, added

to the astounding extravagance and corruption re

cently exposed on the part of tho Democratic Govern

ment of New York, shows how unfit is this divided

and to a groat cxtont corrupt organization to govern

a country Baved by loyal blood, and preserved in

peace by the crreat party of liberty and progress.

Jiaohed, That we aro heartily in favor ot such re

form in the civil sorvice as shall make appointments

to public office dependent upon fitness and character,

and allow removals for cause only.

A convontion, composed of professedly Con

servative Republicans, was held in Baltimore,

on May 23d, the avowed object being "to ef

fect a new and thorough reorganization of tho

Union Republican party on such a basis, both

in reference to political principles and in the

distribution of patronage in tho event of suc

cess, as will secure tho zealous support of all

good citizens, whether Republican?", Conserva

tives, or Democrats, who are opposed to the

reckless mismanagement and audacious ex

travagance of the party now in power in the

city " (of Baltimore) " and State." A platform

was adopted indorsing the Administration of

President Grant, particularly with regard to

national finances ; alluding to tho Treaty of

Washington as tho proudest memorial of tho

Administration, entitling tho President to the

gratitude of both nations representing the two

divisions of the numerous Anglo-Saxon race ;

declaring for universal amnesty to strengthen

the Republican party and facilitate the benefi

cent work of reconciliation between the North

and the South ; and protesting against the

closing of public schools, as it was alleged has

been done in some of tho counties of the State.

A committee was appointed to inaugurate a

Republican State organization for a vigorous

fall campaign, and then tho convention ad

journed to June 15th. On reassembling, the

following ticket was recommended to tho

people, though not formally nominated : For

Governor, Jacob Tomo ; Attorney-General,

George A. Pearre ; Comptroller, J. Henry

Sell man.

The election took place on Tuesday, Novem

ber 7th. The Democratic ticket was elected by

a large majority. The total vote was 132,783,

of which Whyte had 73.959, and Tome 58,824 ;

Whyte's majority over Tomo was 15,135. The

Democratic majority for Congress tho previous

year was 18,778; and for Seymour, in the last

presidential election, 31,919. The Legislature

elected at the same time was largely Demo

cratic.

In accordance with the provisions of the

State constitution, which requires the Gov

ernor, immediately after tho taking and pub

lishing of a national census, or a State enu

meration of population, to rearrange the repre

sentation in the House of Delegates, Governor

Bowie issued his proclamation in June, declar

ing the new apportionment. By this, Allegha

ny, Cecil, Frederick, Hartford, and Washington

Counties, lose a member each, and Somerset

gains a member. Thus, the entire number of

members will be eighty-two, instead of eighty-

six, as heretofore. The basis on which the

apportionment is made is as follows: each of

tho counties having a population of 18.000

souls, or less, shall bo entitled to two dele

gates, and every county having a popolation

of over 18,000, "and less than 28,000 souls, to

thrco delegates; and every county bavin? a

population of 28,000, and less than 40,000 souls,

to four delegates; and every county having a

population of 40,000, and less than 55,000 souls,

to five delegates ; and every county having

a population of 55,000, and upward, to six

delegates, and no more; and each of the three

legislative districts of tho city of Baltimore, to

the number of delegates to which the largest

county shall or may bo entitled.

The important question of the relation of

tho State with the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad

Company, which occupied a large share of the

attention of the General Assembly of 1870,

and has long been agitated by the people, was

partially decided by the courts. Two of three

suits instituted at the beginning of the yearly

the State's counsel were decided against the

company. The first was for the recovery of

$500,000, one-fifth of the amount received from

passenger-travel upon tho Washington branch

of tho road from January 1, 1860, to January

1, 1870, claimed under tho provisions of tho

charter granted by the State to the company,

and various acts of tho General Assemhly,

granting State aid at tho time of its construc

tion and since, relating to the road and its

operation, all of which were from time to time

accepted by tho company. The defendants

held that the several acts, so far as they pro

vide for tho payment of this tax, aro unconsti

tutional, because in conflict with the Constitu

tion of the United States, according to the de

cision of the Supreme Court, in Crandall r.«.

State of Nevada; and that the fact that they

have charged this tax upon the passengers,

and accounted with and paid the State Treas-

user one-fifth of their gross receipts for the

transportation of passengers up to a certain

period (the 30th of June, 1808), does not estop

them from denying the constitutionality of

these acts, and claiming that the plaintiff was

not entitled to recover. Theso prayers were

granted by tho Superior Court, but reversed

by a full bench of the Court of Appeals, ana,

being sent back to the Superior Court, judg

ment was entered on tho 1st of December for

tho State, in the sum of $351,290.18. Tho opin

ion of the Court of Appeals was rendered hy

Chief-Justice Bnrtol on May 30th. The judg

ment of reversal was placed altogether upon

the ground of the State's right to recover the

money already collected by the company in an

action for money had and received, without

regard to tho constitutionality of the acts ot

tho Assembly. The poiut raised against thfl
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constitutionality of these acts was, however,

considered. Judge Bartol said:

But in our judgment there is no analogy between

that case and the one before us—not the least simi

larity between the Nevada statute and the acts of

Assembly of Maryland which are here assailed.

These do not, like the Nevada law, in terms or in

fact, " impose a tax, for the use of the State, upon the

right of the citizens to travel, at the usual ana agreed

rate of fare, over existing and established routes, and

in existing and established conveyances." The Mary

land laws were passed in order to create new and im

proved modes of conveyance ; to give to the travel

ler better, cheaper, and "more rapid means of trans

portation than before existed. It is a perversion of

the intention of the Legislature, and contrary to the

whole scope and meaning of the laws to construe

them as imposing a tax upon travellers or an obstruc

tion upon the right of locomotion. The whole argu

ment of the appellee, by which it is sought to bring

this case within the principle decided in Crandallw.

Nevada, is that the effect of the State's reservation

is to increase the fare of the passenger upon the rail

road, and thus it operates indirectly as a tax upon

him ; if this bo so, it is no infringement of his consti

tutional rights. Such would bo the effect of any

State law imposing taxes upon the property of the

company for the support of government, as thereby

the pecuniary burdens and expenses of the company
■would be augmented, and its rate of charge for trans

portation consequently incroased.

A separate concurring opinion, by Judges

Alvey and Grason, was rendered, assuming

that the law in controversy being constitu

tional and fully operative, the reversal should

be upon that ground. As this suit was only

for moneys received up to January 1, 1870,

additional suits were brought, after the deci

sion of the Court of Appeals, for moneys re

ceived between that date and January 1, 1872.

The second of the two suits, referred to

above, as having been decided in favor of the

State, was instituted for the recovery of such

sum as might be due the State for the differ

ence between tho sterling interest paid by the

company in London and the perpetual divi

dend of six per centum stipulated to be paid

to the State on its stock in the main stem of

the road. The State, at the trial before the

Superior Court, contended that under the law

containing this stipulation, regarded as a con

tract, the company bound itself to pay the

amount in currency, as other stockholders

were paid, and that inasmuch as the sterling

interest, payable in London, had been remitted

by it at the large cost of exchange which ex

isted during the war, the State had become its

debtor for the difference between gold and

paper. Its claim amounted to over $297,000.

Judge Dobbin decided that the law was a con

tract for the payment of the dividend in gold ;

and, having thus settled the principle, the case

was referred to Hon. J. Morrison Harris, the

auditor of the court, for the statement of

the account. This, when finally completed,

showed a debt of the company to the State of

over $300,000 in gold, instead of a debt of the

State to the company, as claimed, of $297,000.

In the third suit, a bill in chancery has been

filed, involving the proper apportionment of

the earnings of tho Washington Branch and

the main stem between Washington and

the Relay House. This case grew out of an

inquiry, made in the annual message of Gov

ernor Bowie to the Legislature of 1870, for the

authority by which, since 1863, the receipts of

the company had been adjusted in its office in

the proportion of three-sevenths to the credit of

thirty-two miles of branch, and four-sevenths to

that of the eight miles of stem. The compa

ny having admitted the charge, the chancery

proceeding is to ascertain whether such an

arbitrary division of the receipts of the Wash

ington Branch road could, under its charter,

he lawfully and rightfully made. If this basis,

upon which the company has settled with the

State in what payments it has made on account

of dividends from the Washington Branch

Bince the change in the mode of keeping its ac

count, is repudiated by the courts, it will owe

the State a large addition to the already large

sums it has been decided to be in her debt.

The railroad system of the State has been

improved and extended during tho year. Work

has progressed on the construction of several

important lines and branches, and new projects

have been agitated. By railroad extensions in

tho West, Baltimore has been put into direct

communication with leadingWestern cities, and,

by similar extensions in the South, with New

Orleans and tho important Southern ports.

Considerable interest has been shown during

the year in the project of a railroad from Bal

timore through Anno Arundel and Calvert

Counties to Drum Point, at the mouth of the

Patnxet River, which was first agitated in

1866. Drum Point has long been known to

the shipping interests as one of the safest and

most commodious harbors in the country, with

deep water, never obstructed by ice, and within

an easy run of the capes. Dnring the past

year, the amount of private subscriptions, re

quired by the charter to enable the company

to organize ($250,000), has been entirely real

ized from New York and Baltimore capitalists,

and the necessary legislation was asked for by

Governor Bowie, to enable Baltimore, and the

counties through which the road is to pass, to

subscribe, the former $300,000, the county of

Anne Arundel $200,000, and the county of

Calvert $100,000, to the stock. The Chesa

peake & Ohio Railroad is nearly completed,

and is partially in running order. To secure

the completion of the Western Maryland Rail

road, to run from Baltimore to Williamsport,

through a valuable section, Baltimore has been

asked to extend aid to the amount of half a

million dollars, in addition to $1,400,000 virtu

ally appropriated by popular vote in 1869.

A gratifying report is made of the opera

tions of the Chesapeake & Ohio Canal during

the year. The amount of indebtedness paid

during the fifteen months, between July, 1870,

and November, 1871, was $441,333, and there

are now (January, 1872) in the canal treasury,

drawing interest, over $88 000, to be expended
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in repairing and altering the canal. In fifteen

years, from 1854, to December, 1869, the total

amount of payments to bondholders, made by

all administrations of the canal, was $115,861.-

29. The gross receipts of 1871, to December 1st,
•were $486,2S1.16 ; current expenses, $173,558.-

49 ; showing a net revenue of $312,722.67. In a

suit brought before the Court of Appeals to

decide the priority of payments of the canal,

the court decided that what are known as

CENSUS

repair-honds should be first paid. These,

amounting in principal and interest to $426,-

500, have all been paid within two years.

The first lien now existing upon the net tolls

and revenues of the canal, under the same de

cree of the Court of Appeals, is the unpaid

and overdue coupons on the preferred or con

struction bonds. To the payment of these,

$75,000, now in the treasury of the canal,

have been appropriated.

OP 1870.

COUNTIES.

POrULATIOX.
Aueiud Tnluo of Timu™, net

Ullonil.
AgKregnM. WLllt. Colored. Foreign.

Alleghany 88.536 37.370 1,166 80.567 7,969 ♦9.541.884 $11S..M5
2-1.457 12,725 11,732 23.564 895 9.822,464 103.ST5

380,741 284,818 47.941 264.983 65,758 237.806.530 8,894.646
'J.sdT. 4.332 5.533 9.S40 26 2.114.K79 2O.70B

12.101 8,343 8,758 14,040 75 4.101.959 44,249
2S.619 26.144 S.173 27,416 1,203 17,080.159 112.239

25.874 21.860 4.114 24.814 1,060 13,364.030 M0.8T6

15.738 6,418 9.318 15,661 77 8.062,788 37,145

19.458 11.904 7.556 19.146 82 6,066,563 6S.9S4

47,572 89.999 7.572 46,161 1,411 26.435,079 942.260
24.606 17,750 4,855 21,299 1.406 14.271,766 109,5»

14.150 10.67H 8.474 13.132 1,018 6.478.365 57,818

17.108 (1,870 7,732 16.780 222 7,827.151. 84,7*

20,563 13.148 7,434 20,071 494 7.649,057 76.9i3

21.138 11.358 9,780 20.6 9 E49 8,782.240 97.640

16.171 9.579 6,594 16.064 117 8,307.896 BUR
Saint Mary's 1 1,914 7,418 7,746 14..S60 84 S.936.&34 34,434

18,190 10,916 7,274 18,137 63 8.602,304 88.474

Talbot 16.137 9.471 6.668 15.968 169 7.645.956 73.5ffl

84,714 31.874 2.838 33.861 851 20,185.928 166.936
13,804 11.396 4.406 15,765 87 4,444,290 &4,72S

16,419 10,550 6,869 16,360 29 4,494.858 38.301

Tolal for Statu 780.894 605,497 175.391 697,484 83,414 $443,834,918 £6.GSi,S42_

Included in the census are two Chinese and

four Indians. The true value of property was

$643,748,976. The public debt, county, town,

city, etc, amountod to $15,715,111. The ag

gregate value of farm-products, including bet

terments and additions to stock, was $35,343,-

927 ; 435,213 pounds of wool were raised ;

46,792 whites, and 88,703 colored persons, ten

years old and over, cannot write, of whom

61,981 are males, and 73,514 females. Of

those, twenty-one years old and over, who

oannot write, 13,344 are white males.

The free public-sohool system has made sat

isfactory progress during the past two years.

The number of schools in operation in 1871,

exclusive of those In the city of Baltimore,

was 1,390, an increase of 30 during the yoar;

total number of scholars, 80,829, an increase

of 8,375 during the year. The number of

scholars in Baltimore City was 34,864. The

total number of teachers employed in the

counties was 1,691, of whom 967 were men,

and 724 women ; their salaries amounted to

$510,155.10, The total expenditure, in 1871,

for school purposes, exclusive of buildings, in

the counties, was $782,920.49; in Baltimore

City, $386,027.81. The amount received from

the State as State school-tax, free-school fund,

and academic fund, in 1871, was $354,644.83 ;

from county taxation, $302,640.80. The

amount paid to colored schools in the coun

ties was only $4,611.40; this is less than ten

cents for each colored person within the pre

scribed school age. The law requires that all

the taxes paid for school purposes by the

colored people in any county shall be set aside

for maintaining schools for colored children;

and further authorizes the several boards of

county school commissioners to appropriate

such additional sums as they may deem proper

for this purpose. The former amounted to an

insignificant sum, and the latter to a trifle over

$4,500. Tho boards declare that they have no

surplus revenue, all their funds being required

for tho support of the white schools. Tho

total number of students in the State Normal

School during the year 1871 was 163, of whom

61 came from Baltimore. The number of grad

uates and undergraduates at present teaching

in the Stato is not less than 200. The colleges

which recoive their principal support from

Stato appropriations were never in a more

promising condition than at tho close of 1871.

St. John's and the Agricultural College, owing

to the large preponderance of students on

State scholarships, and tho openings for more,

are regarded as practically free. The Manual

Labor School, situated between the Washing

ton and Frederick turnpikes, nnd having at

tached to it a farm of 140 acres, has given in

struction the past year to 60 boys, most of

them orphans. The annual cost, per capita,

has been about $105. When the pupils re

coive an ordinary rudimentary education, they

are apprenticed either to farmers or mechanics

within tho boundaries of the State.
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The aggregate funded and guaranteed debt

of the city of Baltimore on the 31st of October

was $27,683,025.47. Of this, $24,399,125.47

was funded, an increase of $292,400 during

the year; and $2,990,500 was guaranteed, an

increase of $625,500 during the year. On

$15,785,959.22 of this aggregate funded and

guaranteed debt the city has to pay the in

terest by annual levy. Tho receipts of the

year amounted to $5,509,600.52 ; disburse

ments, $5,549,482.03 ; excess of payments over

receipts, $39,881.51. On the 31st of October

the floating debt was $749,585.29 ; estimated

floating debt, January 1, 1872, $759,627.64.

The taxable basis of 1871 was $210,310,975.

The amount collected to October 31st, on

this basis, was $1,834,857.27. A largo share

of the city credit has been loaned to rail

roads in exchange for their securities which

it holds, to the amount of nine millions. The

commerce and trade of Baltimore are steadily

increasing. Its imports during the year end

ing June 30th amounted to $24,672,871 ; and its

domestic and foreign exports, to $15,124,228.

Only two other cities in the country exhibit

larger amounts of importations— viz., Now

York and Boston.

MASON, James Murray, an American Sen

ator and diplomatist ; born on Analostan Island,

Fairfax County, Va., November 3, 1797 ; died

at Clarens, near Alexandria,Va., April 28, 1871.

Ilia early education was obtained in the schools

of his neighborhood and in Georgetown, D. 0.,

and in 1814 he entered the University of Penn

sylvania at Philadelphia, whence he graduated

with honor in 1818. lie studied law at Wil

liam and Mary College, Williamsburg, Va., and

in the office of B. W. Leigh, of Richmond, Va.,

and settled in practice at Winchester. He was

a fair legal practitioner, but it was his ambition

to distinguish himself in political life, and at

twenty-eight years of age ho was a member of

the Virginia House of Delegates, and was sub

sequently twice reelected to the same body.

He was also a member of the Virginia Consti

tutional Convention of 1829. In 1837 he was

elected a Representative in Congress from his

district, and at the expiration of his term was

offered, but declined, a reflection, and returned

to the practice of his profession. In 1847 he

was elected by the Virginia Legislature United

States Senator, to fill the unexpired term of

Senator Pennybacker, and in 1849 and in 1855

reelected. His last term wonld have expired

in 1863, but he left his seat to take part in the

southern movemont early in 1861, and in the

summer of that year was expelled from the

Senate for participation in tho secession.

During his term of fourteen years in the Sen

ate he made no great speeches, and was never

regarded as a brilliant Senator, but he mani

fested sound sense, good abilities, and a capacity

for steady work, which made him a very val

uable member. For several sessions he was

chairman of the Committee on Foreign Rela

tions, and acquitted himself with credit in that

important position. He was disposed to stand

upon his dignity in his intercourse with Sen

ators from other sections and the representa

tives of foreign governments ; but those who

knew him best esteemed him most highly.

Politically, though nominally a Democrat, he

was a strict constructionist of tho State

Rights school, and nothing horrified his soul

so much as any demonstration against slavery,

or, as ho phrased it, "our Southern institu

tions, guaranteed to us by the Constitution."

For years he had fought the growing radical

ism of Congress ; had united with Slidell, Jef

ferson Davis, Benjamin, and others, in the vain

effort to stem the tide; and when at last the

South was goaded into tlie secession move

ment, he joined it with all the ardor and zeal of

which his somewliat unimpressible nature was

capable. His selection, by Jefferson Davis, as

fellow-commissioner with Mr. Slidell to Eng

land and France, would very possibly havo

proved injudicious, but for Captain Wilkes's

stupendous blunder, which, by making Slidell

and Mason martyrs, greatly enhanced their

importance and dignity abroad. Mr. Slidell

was undoubtedly far the more astute diploma

tist of the two ; but, coming to England after

their surrender by the United States Govern

ment, in the role of a martyr, Mr. Mason's dig

nity and reserve well became him, and ho

received credit from English statesmen for his

knowledge, and perhaps somewhat in excess of

due merit. He was at first treated with great

attention, especially by those who were hos

tile to the Union, but eventually these atten

tions fell off, and before the close of the war

Mr. Mason felt himself neglected. After tho

close of tho war Mr. Mason came to Canada,

and remained there nearly three years, under

the impression that he would be arrested and

imprisoned if he ventured into the United

States, an impression which had no foundation

save in his own mistaken ideas of the im

portance of his mission and the great injury he

had done to the United States Government.

In 1868, after President Johnson's second

proclamation, being assured that he would

not be molested, he ventured back into

Virginia, and, as his home in Winchester

had been laid in ruins by the vicissitudes of

tho war, he purchased a small place near,

whero he lived in quiet and obscurity till his

decease.

MASSACHUSETTS. The year 1871 has

been a period of general prosperity and im

provement in Massachusetts, and the material

interests of tho State were never in a more

flourishing condition. The total taxable prop

erty of the State, on the 1st of May, was

$1,407,351,686, which indicates an increaso

of $80,000,000 in one year. Of this, $992,-

00S,O33 is real estate, and $505,343,653

personal property. Of tho total valuation,

$971,558,7)0, or nearly two-thirds, belong to

the cities of tho State, distributed as fol

lows :
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CITIKS.

Boston
Cambridge
"Worcester
Charlestovni . .
Fall Kiver
Lowell
Springneld ....
Lynn
Sew Bedford..
Salem
Lawrence
Taunton
Somerville
Chelsea
TIaverhill

Newburyport..

Tool.

$612,663,550
4D.859.800
38,141,250
31.y»>i.660
29,141,117
27.811.353
27.551.970
24.ss5.626
22.960.251
22.932.il23
18,551,843
16.104,H69
13.775,000
1:1,344.940
9.373.SG0
7,091,750

Total 1 $971,558,710

Of the increase, fully three-quarters is to be

credited to the cities. The total State tax for

tho vear was $2,000,000 ; total town taxes,

$22,063,046.

The number of savings-banks in operation

in the State is 160, which have had, during the

year, 560,890 depositors, and deposits amount

ing, in the aggregate, to $163,535,943. The in-

CENSUS

crease of depositors over the previous year

was 82,093, and of deposits $27,790,845.

There were 197 insurance companies doing

business in the State, of which 98 were home

companies, 94 were chartered in other States,

and five belong to Great Britain. The out

standing risks held by all the companies at

the close of 1870 amounted to $6,760,823,925,

nearly $850,000,000 more than at the close of

1869. Of the aggregate amount the Massa

chusetts companies held upward of $800,000,-

000, an increase of $65,000,000 over 1869 : the

other companies represented holding $726,-

000,000 in excess of the previous year. The

total amount of risks written during the year

1870 was $9,238,113,320, or nine per cent in

excess of 1869 ; the home companies writing

nearly $C60,000,000, an increase of $23,000,-

000. The aggregate premium receipts on the

business were" $67,644,000, of which $55,204,-

000 accrued on risks written in the United

States, aud $3,783,000 on risks written in

Massachusetts, the home companies receiving

upward of $8,000,000 of the whole amount.

OP 1870.

Barnstable. .
Berkshire .
Bristol
Dukes
Essex
Franklin
Tiamprlen ..
Hampshire .
Middlesex . .
Nantucket. .
Norfolk
Plymouth . .
Hnflolk
Worcester . .

Total for Stale . . .

POPULATION.
Aaetsed value of TavaUoa.aol

AiKTreinite. WUu. Colored. Native. Ftri'Ipn.
property. UWlt

32.774 32.310 4B0 30,925 1.849 $14,871 ,4*0 $270.0?7
64,827 63,4*7 1,822 4!U>!'2 15,135 37,128.919 460.673

102.886 100.777 2.0C17 79.574 23.312 80.425.7S1 1.416.SM
8.787 8.541 246 3.682 105 S.280.737 44.154

200.843 199.SII0 1,038 137.C(io 43.778 135,2:i0.821 2.287.845
82,CS5 82.543 91 29.041 3,594 14.846.886 822.8C1
78.409 77,550 813 57.616 20.703 51,333.673 S39.45S
44.388 44,086 851 as.fttn 8.824 26.298.838 430.223

274.353 272,594 1,749 203.361 70,992 225.802,314 3,365.(87
4.123 4.038 80 3.920 203 1,977,013 48.KB
89.443 89.068 8.13 70.033 19.410 80.475,030 1.326.946
65.865 64,834 506 6S.680 6.6c5 31.811.8S3 593,605

8.6S9.KH270,802 9f>7,048 3r735 178.514 92.2S8 6M7.630.SM
192,718 191,550 1.136 146.365 46,331 117.063,100 1,969,955

1.137,351 1.443.156 13.917 1.104.032 .353.319 $1,591,983,112 $24,922,900

Included in the census are 87 Chinese, 10

Japanese, and 151 Indians. The total assessed

value of property includes personal property

to the amount of $174,855,736, not distributed

among counties. The total taxation includes

the sum of $2,881,718, not distributed among

counties. The true value of property was $2,-

132,148,741. The public debt, county, town,

city, etc., amounted to $40,940,657. The ag

gregate value of farm-products, including bet

terments and additions to stock, was $32,192,-

378 ; 306,659 pounds of wool were raised ;

97,724 persons, ten years old and over, cannot

write, of whom 37,075 are males, and 60,649

females. Of those, twenty-one years old and

over, who cannot write, 30,920 are white males.

The financial condition of the State is per

fectly sound and quite satisfactory. Its debts

and liabilities, and the changes made therein

during tho year, are shown in the following

schedule :

Or the funded liabilities outstanding; Jan
uary 1, 1870. amounting to $27,128,164 00

There have been liquidated 1,930,116 00

Balance remaining *2J,178,048 00

Brought forward

During the year, additions were

made by new issues of scrip, viz. :

For Troy & Greenfield Ttail-
road and Hoosac Tunnel . . . $3,452,372 00

For the Massachusetts War
Fund Loan 999.P44 CO

$25,178,048 00

Making the total
Of the unfunded liabilities, balance
maining

4.452,316 00

$29,B30,3«4 W

60.000 00

Making the total present liabilities, exclu
sive of small unpaid balances $29,690.364 00

Represented under their summary classifica

tion, the following exhibit appears :

PRESENT FUNDED DEBT.

Railroad loans $12,124,476 00
War loans 16,434.880 00
Ordimuy loans 1,071.000 00

PRESENT VHTUNDED DEBT.

Loan to W. & F. Shanly (conditional)

829,030,364 00

eo.ooooo

*29,090,!W «>

Of the funded debt, about $12,000,000 con

sists of railroad loans, about $16,000,000 of

war loans, and the remainder of loans tor or-

Total funded and unfunded debt.
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dinary purposes. The railroad loans are—the

Troy & Greenfield Railroad, and Iloosao Tun

nel loan, amounting to $8,125,452 ; the Boston,

Hartford & Erie, $3,599,024; and- the Nor

wich & Worcester, $400,000. Tho redemp

tion of the two last mentioned is fully pro

vided for by appropriate sinking funds ; the

first is secured only by the franchise of the

property and a sinking fund of about $700,000.

All the sinking funds of the State amount to

about $13,000,000. The war-debt, amounting

to $16,434,888, matures at various periods up

to 1894, only $3,400,000, falling due in the

present decade. The revenue of the year

amounted to $6,614,634.92, and the expenses

to $6,663,839.06. The estimated expenditures

for 1872 are $4,384,213.54, and the revenue

$2,392,725, leaving $1,991,488.54 to be pro

vided for.

The aggregate expenditures on behalf of

publio schools in the State during the year

were $3,272,335, exclusive of $1,712,073 ex

pended for erecting new buildings. Of 278,-

249 ohildren in the State between the ages of

five and fifteen years, 273,661 were enrolled in

the public schools. The expense to the public

of each child in the schools was $11.75. The

Agricultural College, at Amherst, has been es

tablished on a firm basis, and the other insti

tutions of higher education are all in a flour

ishing condition.

The charitable and reformatory institutions

of the State are also in a very promising con

dition. In the State Lunatic Hospital, at

Taunton, there have been 762 persons under

treatment, the new patients admitted during

the year numbering 388, and those discharged

380. The number remaining at the end of

the year was 382, of whom 203 were males

and 179 females. The annual cost of each

patient was over $201. The assets of the in

stitution amount to $275,049.39; the receipts

of the year were $79,414.74, and the payments

$79,833.78. The liabilities of the hospital

are $8,338.24, while there are debts due it

amounting to $17,476.72.

At tho Almshouse, at Tewksbury, 2,215 have

been supported during the year, the average

weekly number being 749. In the insane de

partment 961 have been admitted, and 666 dis

charged. The value of the property of the

institution is $263,121.76; the cost of support

ing it during the year was $70,509.77, or $1.81

per week for each inmate. A new hospital has

been in course of construction during the year.

In the Almshouse, at Bridgewater, there

have been 373 paupers, of whom 229 were

discharged, leaving 85 at the end of the year.

The number of prisoners in the workhouse

department was 587, of whom 275 were dis

charged before the end of the year. The av

erage number of inmates in the institution

each week was 393, and the cost of their sup

port was $1.86 each per w«ek. The assets of

the establishment are $207,308.35; total cur

rent expenses for tho year $37,920.80.

The Almshouse and Primary School, at

Monson, has received 567 children, the average

attendance being 309. The expenses of the

year were $61,253.50.

There were 472 boys received at the Reform

School, at Westboro, of whom 72 were taken

away on trial, 83 on probation, 23 were ap

prenticed, and two transferred to the school-

ship, leaving 272 at the end of the year. At

the Industrial School for Girls, in Lancaster, .

643 girls have been received since 1861, of

whom 143 remain. Of the other 400, 20 have

died, 50 are leading vicious lives, while 260

maintain themselves honestly and respectably.

The annual session of the Legislature be

gan on the 4th of January, and closed on the

26th of May. During that period 899 acts

and 95 joint resolutions passed and received

the sanction of the Governor, and two bills of

no general importance were vetoed. All at

tempts to obtain expressions of opinion on

national affairs failed. Two new towns wero

created, Ayer being made up from portions of

Groton and Shirley, and Maynard being formed

in like manner from portions of Stow and

Sudbury. The namo of North Chelsea was

changed to Revere, and Somervillo and Glou

cester wore incorporated as cities. Several

attempts wore made to secure amendments to

tho constitution, but all of them failed. In

the first place, the advocates of female suffrage

appealed to have the word male stricken from

the clause relating to the electoral franchise.

A patient hearing was given to the advocates

and opponents of the change by the proper

committee, and two reports were made, that of

the majority giving the petitioners leave to

withdraw, and that of the minority favoring

the amendment. In the House, there was an

equal division on the question, and the amend

ment was defeated by the casting vote of tho

Speaker. It was also proposed to remove the

restriction which requires an ability to read

and write as a qualification for the exercise

of the right of suffrage, but the proposition

was defeated. Finally a bill was brought in,

and discussed at some length, providing for a

convention for a general revision of the con

stitution, but the House, after passing it through

one stage, threw it out.

The question of restraining the sale of in

toxicating liquors did not occupy so much at

tention as usual, and tho only important change

made in the law was one prohibiting the sale

of malt liquors unless it wero permitted in the

different towns l>3- a vote of the people. As

the law stood before, the sale of these liquors

was allowed, unless prohibited in the different

towns by a popular vote. Tho State constab

ulary system was completely overhauled. In

the first place, a thorough investigation into its

workings was instituted, during which thero

was considerable difficulty with contumacious

witnesses. In one instance, General Henry

Emory, of Lowell, refused to give evidence, on

the ground that it tended to criminate himself,
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and was sentenced to twenty-Sve days' impris

onment for conte mpt. The matter was referred

to the Supreme Court, which decided that Gen

eral Emory was in tho right. The investiga

tion showed that there had been many abuses

of power on tho part of the State police, and

a bill was brought in for reorganizing the sys

tem. This bill, which was passed after con

siderable discussion, provided for a board of

three commissioners, who were made respon

sible for the doings of the chief of the con

stabulary force. This chief is appointed by

the commissioners, as are also the 70 men con

stituting the body of the force. It was strongly

argued by some of the opponents of the bill

that the force was entirely inadequate for the

enforcement of the liquor law, but the num

ber was not increased.

An attempt was made to secure the pas

sage of a bill limiting a working-day to ten

hours, but it failed. Several propositions were

also made to modify the divorce laws of the

State, but none of them met with much coun

tenance.

A good many bills were before the Legisla

ture, which related to railroads, but none of

much importance became laws. One act which

passed permits railroad companies to run cer

tain trains at reduced rates of fare for the

benefit of laboring-people, and to issue tickets

for those trains, which should be good for no

others. There was also a bill passed authoriz

ing the appointment of a railroad police. A

carefully- prepared bill, permitting the con

struction of narrow-gauge railroads, was in

troduced and supported by strong arguments,

but failed to pass. Several new railroads were

chartered, but most of them were short con

necting linos. A general law was passed reg

ulating the whole subject of chartering, locat

ing, and operating horso-railroads.

A law was passed subjecting insurance com

panies to a rigid examination at their own ex

pense, and giving the commissioner absolute

ower to refuso or revoke licenses for doing

usiness in the State.

Among the appropriations for educational

purposes was one of $50,000 to the Museum

of Comparative Zoology in Cambridge, and

one of $60,000 for a new Normal School, at

Worcester. A proposition to secure to Boston

a better system of parks and enlarged terri

tory for public purposes was defeated in the

House, after having passed the Senate. A prop

osition to permit the opening of public libra

ries on Sunday was also defeated.

Two women, Mrs. Julia Ward Howe, of

South Boston, and Mrs. Stevens, of Cambridge,

were appointed justices of tho peace by Gov

ernor Claflin in the early part of the year, but

tho Executive Council refused to sanction the

appointment, and the question of its validity

was referred to tho Supreme Court. The

judges of that tribunal decided as follows:

By the constitution of the Commonwealth the

office of justice of the peace is a judicial office, and

must be exercised by the officer in person, and a wom

an, whether married or unmarried, cannot be ap

pointed to such an office. The law of Massachusetts

at the time of the adoption of the constitution, the
■whole frame and purport of the instrument itself,

and tho universal understanding and unbroken prac

tical construction for the greater part of a century

afterward, all support this conclusion, and arc incon

sistent with any other. It follows that, if a woman

Bhould be formally appointed and commissioned as

a justice of the peace, she would havo no constitu

tional or legal authority to exercise any of the func

tions appertaining to that office.

The political canvass of the year was unu

sually animated, owing to the vigorous efforts

of General Benjamin F. Butler, of Lowell, to

secure the nomination of the Republican party

for the office of Governor. He announced

himself as a competitor for that honor, early

in the season, and skilfully organized the force

of his supporters throughout the State for the

purpose of securing delegates to the conven

tion pledged to support his claim, visiting all

the principal towns and cities himself to use

his personal influence, and set forth the objects

for which he sought the position of Chief Ma

gistrate of the Commonwealth. There were

several other persons who aspired to that

place, each of whom had a strong following

in the party. Chief among these were Alex

ander H. Bice, of Boston, Harvey Jewell,

of Boston, Dr. George B. Loring, of Salem,

and W. B. Washburn, of Greenfield. Mr.

Jewell withdrew his name before the conven

tion was held, and Dr. Loring and Mr. Rice

followed his example on the day of the conven

tion, which took place at Springfield, on the

27th of September. The occasion was one of

unwonted excitement, and the leading men

of the Republican party of tho State were

among the delegates. There were several con

testing delegations whose claims had to be de

termined, and a number of speeches of con

siderable length were made. .Finally, at a late

hour in the evening, the opponents of General

Butler united on the name of William B. Wash

burn, ofGreenfield, and nominated him by a vote

of 643 out of a total of 1,116, Butler receiving

464. Notwithstanding the withdrawal of the

other candidates, 8 votes were cast for Lorinft

and one for Rice. After the result of the bal

lot had been declared, a motion to make the

nomination of Mr. Washburn unanimous was

carried with few dissenting voices, and General

Butler bowed to the will of the convention in

a graceful speech. Joseph Tucker was nomi

nated for Lieutenant-Governor; Charles R-

Train, Attorney-General ; Oliver Warner, Sec

retary of State; Charles Endicott, Auditor;

and Charles Adams, Receiver-General. The

platform, which was adopted by a strong ms-

jority, was as follows:

Whereat, The Republican party needs no " new de

parture," but only a strict adherence to those prin

ciples that havo preserved the Union, secured free

dom and equality before the law to ail classes, «nJ

diminished the burdens of tho people by an honest

and economical administration of the Government :

therefore—

1'

b
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Resolved, That tho Republicans of Massachusetts

renewodly give their adherence to the great princi

ples that have guided the national Republican party,

and pledge to it their undivided support in enforcing

all the laws for tho protection of life and liborty in

every part of our land ; in the honest payment ofour

national debt ; in reducing taxation, and in such re

form of the civil service as shall secure efficiency

and honesty in every department of the Govern

ment. *

Resolved, That the present national Administration,

by the large reduction of the national debt and in

terest upon the public bonds, so that the national

credit has been restored and the burdens of taxation

diminished, by its successful adjustment of the con

troversy with Great Britain, and by its vigorous and

successful action in learning tho political rights of

the people, is entitled to our nearty commendation.

Resolved, That the Republican party of Massachu

setts has been and is the party of progress and re

form, that its great mission has been to blot out all

class distinction on American soil, that it knows no

class to be favored, and will porrait none to be op

pressed, but, regarding all citizens of the State as

equals before the law, it seeks to secure for them the

blessings of free education and protection in every

field ofnonest industry ; and tho position of Massa

chusetts in its credit at home and abroad, and in its

rank among the most forward States of the world in

all that makes a powerful and happy Commonwealth,

is the best proof of the wisdom and success of the

present and past Republican adminstration of the

State government.

Resolved, That the long-continued depression of

American shipping interests should receive tho im

mediate and careful consideration of Congress, and

that such changes in our revenue and navigation

laws as will tend to restore the business of ship-build

ing and ship-owning to a condition of healthful

prosperity should bo made without loss of time.

Resolved, That the Republican party of Massachu

setts is mindful of its obligations to the loyal women

of America for their patriotic devotion to the cause

of freedom ; that we rejoice in the late action of State

Legislatures in recognizing tho fitness of women for

public trust, and that, in view of the great favor

which the movoment has received from many of the

Republican party, the Bubject of suffrage for women

is a question that deserves the most careful and re

spectful consideration.

Resolved, That the Republican party will do its

best to elevate the oondition of the wages-receiving

portion of its citizens, by a full, searching inquiry into

the facts bearing upon their condition, and by such

legislation as that inquiry shall show to be for their

advantage, having respect to the judgment of the

laborers of the Commonwealth themselves as to what

measures shall be best adapted to their wants.

The Democratic Convention had been held

at Springfield on tho 14th of September, and

had nominated tho following ticket: For Gov

ernor, John Quinoy Adams, of Quincy; for

Lieutenant-Governor, Samuel O. Lamb, of

Greenfield; for Secretary of the Common

wealth, Luther Stephenson, Jr., of Hingham;

for Treasurer and Receiver-General, Levi Iley-

wood, of Gardner ; for Auditor of Accounts,

Fhineas Allen, of Pittsfield; for Attorney-

General, "William Wirt Warren, of Brighton.

The following platform was adopted :

Resolved, That the Democratic party of Massachu

setts declares its unaltered devotion to tho principles

of government embodied in the Constitution of the

United States, and demands an administration which

shall faithfully observe and fairly construe its pro

visions, to the end that tho power of peace and war,

the freedom of elections, and the personal liberty of

the citizens, be no longer subject to the discretion of

one man.

Resolved, That, as a scrupulous respect for the in

dependence of the three coordinate departments of

the Government of the United States is essential to

republican liberty, we therefore denounce the in

timidation of the Supreme Court by Congress, and

the packing of tho Supreme bench by the President,

with the view to legalize repudiation, as equallv cal

culated to defeat the end that tho Government should

be one of laws and not of men.

Resolved, That the welfare and happiness of the

people is the end, and the elevation of the purest

and ablest men to office the means, of good govern

ment ; wo, therefore, demand that the policy which

has entailed misery, hatred, and corruption, dis

pensed by the most unworthy classes ot the com

munity, upon ten States, be abandoned, and that

free amnesty and equal rights be assured to all, as

the onlv means of retaining good government and

tranquillity in the States lately in rebellion.

Resolved, That, the recent amendments of the Fed

eral Constitution having been acquiesced in by tho

country as a final and absolute settlement of the is

sues growing out of our civil war, the Democratic

party accepts them in that spirit and dismisses them

altogether from political controversy ; pledging it-

Belf to maintain in good faith the Constitution in all

its parts and in all its provisions.

Resolved, That, as the rights of the States secured

by the tenth article of amendment of the Constitu

tion of the United States, which says, " Tho powers

not delegated to the United States by the Constitu

tion, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved

to the States respectively, or to the people," con

stitute the only effectual safeguard against the late

development toward a consolidated empire ; we,

therefore, protest against the persistent invasion of

local self-government by Congress, and ask that tho

Constitution be strictly construed in the interest of

tho rights reserved to the States, as well as of those

delegated to the General Government.

Resolved, That the tariff upon imports disturbs the

natural distribution of the rewards of labor by tak

ing a share of wages to swell the profits of capital :

we, therefore, urge reform in taxation which shall

restore the equitable relations of wages, release trade

from its shackles, restore our wasted industries, and

lay the burden of government upon each in propor

tion to his strength ; and, as one important means to

this end, we demand a tariff for revenue only, not for

the protection of monopolies, but for the protection

of the people.

Resolved, In the language adopted by the last

Democratic State Convention, that "the labor of

the country, weak, by its necessities, in its defences

against the cupidity of capitalists, and in its ability

to compel a recognition or its just rights, especially

needs the protection of just, equal, and adequato

laws," and '' that the present nigh cost of living and

consequent inadequacy of wages to provide sufficient

means of support for our poor people, are mainly due

to the unjust currency svstem, the arbitrary and ex

cessive taxation, and the great monopolies which

have been inflicted upon us by the Republican

party."

Resolved, That all taxation being just so much

taken from each man's means of happiness, tho

closest economy is a paramount dutv in those who

administer the Government, and wo charge the pres

ent administration of our State with an unnecessary

outlay exceeding one quarter of a million of dollars

yearly, which, added to the enormous imposts of tho

General Government, has made Massachusetts, in

the words of Mr. Commissioner Wells, " take pre

cedence over all the governments and communities

in tho civilized world in respect to tho extent and

weight of its taxation."

Resolved, That wo condemn the prohibitory law aa
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an odious interference with personal liberty, the pro

lific parent of hypocrisy, corruption, and crimo, and

on affront to public decency in the surrender of all

attempt to enforce the law upon wealth or political

influence, and with its attendant satellite, the State

constabulary, an invasion of municipal rights and a

degradation of the ordinary and appropriate means

for the enforcement of the laws.

Jtetolved, Tliat the relations of the railroad corpora

tions of the Commonwealth to the public ought to be

revised, that a new, direct, and immediate influence

may be exercised by the community over its means

of internal communication ; that franchises, in the

nature of monopolies granted to Bubserve the gen

eral convenience and prosperity, shall cot be held

for private profit only.

Retohed, That in the candidates put in nomination

by this convention wo present for the suffrages of

the people the names of eminent citizens in whose

signal ability and integrity the public safely confide

for an honest and capable "administration of the gov

ernment of the Commonwealth.

There was a convention of the advocates of

" Labor Reform " at South Framingham on the

4th of October, at which nominations for State

officers were made, a State Central Committee

chosen, and a platform adopted. Tho nomina

tions were: For Governor, E. M. Chamberlin,

of Boston; for Lieutenant-Governor, Allen

Dean, of Westfield ; for Secretary of State, H.

B. Maglathlan, of Duxbury; for Treasurer,

Henry T. Delano, of Charlestown; for Attor

ney-General, George L. Ruffin, of Boston ; for

Auditor, Geo. P. Johnson, of Lynn. The plat

form was as follows :

We affirm as a fundamental principle that labor,

the creator of wealth, is entitled to all it creates.

Affirming this, we avow ourselves willing to accept

tho final results of the operation of a principle so

radical, such as the overthrow of the whole profit-

making system; the extinction of all monopolies;

the abolition of privileged classes, in extended rather

than a restricted franchise ; universal education and

fraternity ; perfect freedom of exchange, and, the

best and grandest of all, the final obliteration of that

foul stigma upon our so-called Christian civilization

—" the poverty of the masses."

Holding principles radical as theso, and bearing

before our mind an ideal condition so noble, we are

still aware that our goal cannot be reached at a single

leap. Wo take into account the ignorance, selfish

ness, prejudice, corruption, and demoralization of

the leaders of the people themselves, but still we

demand that some steps shall be taken in this direc

tion: therefore—

Retohed, That we declare war with the wages

system, which demoralizes alike the hirer and the

hired, cheats both and enslaves the working-man:

war with the present system of finance, which robs

labor and gorges capital ; makes the rich richer and

tho poor poorer, and turns a republic into an aristoc

racy of capital : war with theso lavish grants of the

public lands to speculating companies—and, when

ever in power, we pledgo ourselves to use every just

and legal means to recover all Buch grants hereafter

made : war with the system of enriching capitalists

by the creation and increase of public interest-bear

ing debts.

Resolved, That we demand that every facility and

all enoouragement shall be given by law to coopera

tion in all branches of industry and trade, and that

the same aid be given to tho cooperative effort that

has heretofore been given to railroad and other

enterprises. We recommend a ten-hour day for fac

tory-work as the first step, and that eight hours be

the working-day of all persons employed at tho pub

lic expense. We demand that, whenever women are

employed at the public expense, and do the same

kind and the same amount of work as men perform,

they shall receive the same wages. We demand thai

all public debts be paid at once, in accordance with

the tenure of the contract, and that no more debts

be created. Viewing the contract importation of

coolies as only another form of the slave-trade, vtc

demand that contracts made relative thereto be void

in this country, and that no public ship and no

stoamship which receives public subsidy shall aid

such importation.

On tho same day, October 4th, a convention

assembled at Boston in the interest of a strict

prohibition of the sale of intoxicating liquors.

An attempt to complicate its proceedings with

the question of female suffrage failed. A full

ticket was nominated, with Judge Robert C.

Pitman, of New Bedford, at its head for Gov

ernor. A platform and address to the people

were adopted, the material portions of the

former being as follows:

As intemperance wastes the resources of the in

dividual ana the community, diminishes production

and productive capacity, pauperizes its victims, en

dangers the public health, is the chief occasion of

crime, deteriorates physically, intellectuallv, snd

morally the human stock, and endangers with espe

cial peril the success of our republican institutions,

it is, above all other evils, the enemy of the Com

monwealth, and its suppression is an imperative

political necessity.
We rejoice in the steady growth and conviction in

the public mind that the only possible remedy for

extirpating the traffic in intoxicating beverages is by

prohibitory laws rigidly and impartially enforce!

The plea for license has ceased even to interest the

people. The only struggle is between entire prohibi

tion and free rum.
The leading political party of this State having

refused to put prohibition into its platform, and hav

ing nominated upon its ticket men active in defend

ing and propagating extreme anti-prohibitory views,

it is unworthy of the further support of true temper

ance men ; and we therefore call upon all such to

join the only party that can advance to victory the

cause they love.
The beer law is the offspring of a corrupt competi

tion for tho liquor-vote ; it is a fraud, a deception,

a cheat, a disgrace and a disaster, and should be

blotted from the statutes of the Commonwealth.
As a largo proportion of the expenses of our State

government is for the relief of pauperism and for

the prevention, detection, and punishment of crime,

and as there can be no material reduction of these ex

penses while their most fertile source exists, and as

the liquor-traffic preys upon all other business by de

stroying the purchasing power of consumers, thereby

decreasing the demand for labor, therefore we com

mend the Prohibitory party to the laboring-men «
their truest friend, and ask their assistance in this

reform, aB being particularly in their interest.
Since woman is the greatest sufferer by the preva

lence of drinking, she should be the greatest helper

in its extirpation. Wo therefore ask her to emp^y
every right she now possesses and may possess to

assist in this reform, being assured that only by her

assistance can we cntirelv abolish this crime again" .

society, humanity, and <3od.

Tho election took plaoo on the 8th of No

vember, and resulted in the triumph of the Re

publican ticket. The total vote for Governor

was 130, V03, of which Mr. Washburn received

75,120, Mr. Adams, 47,725; Mr. ObBmberBBi

6,848 ; Mr. Pitman, 0,598, and General Butler

157, while 336 were for various other persons.
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Mr. Washburn's majority over all competitors

was 13,405, and over the Democratic nominee,

27,404.

MAY, Rev. Samuel Joseph, an American

clergyman, reformer, and philanthropist, born

in Boston, in 1798; died in Syracuse, N. Y.,

July 1, 1871. He received his early education

in the Boston schools, entered Harvard Col

lege at fifteen years of age, and graduated in

1817; studied divinity in the Cambridge Di

vinity School, and in 182B settled as a Unitarian

minister at Brooklyn, Conn. He early became

interested in the antislavery cause, and, leav

ing his pastorate in 1829 or 1830, entered upon

active efforts for its promotion. In 1830,

he was mobbed in Syracuse and burnt in

effigy for advocating the doctrine of imme

diate emancipation, and for several years sub

sequently his life was often in danger from the

persons who dogged his steps and stirred up

"lewd fellows of the baser sort" to attack

him whenever he addressed public audiences.

Yet no kinder, gentler soul ever advocated

any measure of public reform. His love and

pity for those excited persons were very

touching, and in time, though it took long

years, he came to be loved and esteemed by

the entire community as few men ever have

been. He was one of the earliest members

of the New-England Antislavery Society,

formed in 1832, the first association ever or

ganized in this country upon the principle of

immediate, in distinction from gradual, eman

cipation. When Prudence Crandall, a Quaker,

was persecuted and proscribed for admitting

colored girls to her school for young ladies at

Canterbury, Conn., in 1833, Mr. May was her

devoted and chivalrous defender. The late

Arthur Tappan, then a prosperous merchant

of New York, supplied him with the money

necessary for the prosecution of this war with

the spirit of caste, which at that time domi

nated at the North scarcely less than at the

South. He was a member of the Philadelphia

Convention of 1833 which formed the Ameri

can Antislavery Society, and his name is

among those appended to the noted "Dec

laration of Sentiments," penned by Garrison,

and then adopted. Soon afterward, he left

the pulpit to become the General Agent of the

Massachusetts Antislavery Society—a place

for which, by the singular union of gentleness

with courage that was ever the most distin

guished trait of his character, he was pre

eminently fitted. A few years afterward he

accepted a call to the pastorate of the Unita

rian Church in South Scituate, Mass. In or

about 1842, at the earnest solicitation of

Horace Mann, he again left the pulpit, to take

charge of the Girls' Normal School at Lexing

ton. As a teacher he was very successful,

winning; the esteem and confidence of his

pupils, and awakening in them the high aspi

rations which are the surest defence against

youthful frivolity and temptation. In 1845 he

again returned to the pulpit, accepting a call

to the pastorate of the Unitarian Society in

Syracuse. There the remainder of his life was

passed, and he was identified with every move

ment for the moral, intellectual, and social

improvement of the people, and came to be

regarded as the leading spirit in every measure

of benevolence. In all matters of education

he was very active, and to him, as much as to

any man in Syracuse, it is due that its public

schools are so successful and maintain so high

a character. He weloomed the establishment

of the Asylum for the Instruction of Idiotic

Children there, in an address of great elo

quence and pathos. In 1868, having reached

his seventieth year, he resigned his pastorate,

but busied himself with missionary labors till

his death. He had published sev6ral occa

sional sermons, addresses, essays, etc., and in

1868 a volume entitled " Recollections of the

Antislavery Conflict."

MoPHAIL, Rev. George Wilson, D. D.,

LL. D., an American clergyman and teacher,

born in Virginia about 1815 ; died at Davidson

College, N. C, June 28, 1871. He was edu

cated at Yale College, from which he gradu

ated in 1835, studied theology at Princeton,

and in 1840 was ordained pastor of a Pres

byterian church in Fredericksburg, Va. After

several years in the pastorate he was called to

the presidency of Lafayette College, Easton,

Pa. The college was then struggling for ex

istence, and, while Dr. McPhail did all that

could be done to increase its efficiency and

enlarge its endowments, he was compelled

eventually to relinquish the effort, and con

nected himself for some years with Rev. Dr.

Saunders's Presbyterian Institute in West Phil

adelphia. His sympathies drew him south

ward at the commencement of the war, and

after various experiences he was called to the

presidency of Davidson College, N. C, about

1866. He reoeived the degree of D. D. from

Jefferson College, Pa., in 1857, and that of

LL. D. from the University of Mississippi in

1868. He was a man of decided ability and

of high mental culture, unassuming in man

ners, a true gentleman and a true friend.

MELVILL, Rev. Hesrt, B. D., Canon of St.

Paul's, an eminent English clergyman and pul

pit orator, born at Pendonnis Castle, Septem

ber 14, 1798; died in London, February 9,

1871. His father was a captain in the Royal

Army, and Lieutenant-Governor for some years

of Pendennis Castle. The son was educated

at St. Peter's College, Cambridge, where he

graduated B. A. in 1821, as second wrangler

and first Smith's prizeman, and soon after be

came a Fellow and tutor. From 1829 to 1843

he was minister of Camden Chapel, Camber-

woll, London ; was appointed Principal of East

India College, Haileybury, in 1843, which of

fice he held until 1858 or 1859, and by the late

Duke of Wellington chaplain to the Tower of

London in 1846, and incumbent of the church

within its precincts ; soon after (probably in

1848) he was elected to the Golden Lecture
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ship at St. Margaret's, Lothbury, -which ho re

signed in 1856, on becoming a canon of St.

Paul's. He was appointed Rector of Barnes and

rural dean in 1863, and ten years earlier was

made one of the Queen's chaplains. His prin

cipal published works were " Sermons preached

before the University of Cambridge in 1836-'37

and 1839" (1845); "Sermons Preached on

Public Occasions" (1846); numerous other

volumes of sermons, many of tbem published

without his consent; "The Golden Lectures at

Lothbury" (1850 to 1856), 7 vols. ; " Thoughts

for the Season," Lenten Discourses (1851) ;

" Selections from Lectures at St. Margaret's "

(1853); "Voices of the Year: Readings for

the Sundays and Holidays through the Year"

(1856), 2' vols. ; "Golden Counsels: Persua

sives to a Christian Life " (1857) ; and other

works. His sermons have been several times

republished in this country. The edition first

published in 1847-48, edited with an intro

duction by Rt. Rev. C. P. Mcllvaine, in two

large 8vo vols., contains sixty-eight sermons.

No other clergyman of the English Church,

during the present century, has had the repu

tation for eloquence and rhetorical finish in his

discourses which Mr. Melvill retained to the

last. His sermons were very carefully and

elaborately written, and delivered with great

earnestness and fervor. If there was fault

anywhere, it was in the superabundance of his

imagery, and the more than Oriental wealth

of his stvlo.

MENSDORF-POUILLY, Count Alexan

dre von, a field-marshal and ultra-conserva

tive statesman of Austria, born in 1812 ; died

at Prague, February 15, 1872. He was own

cousin to the Queen of England, his mother

being a sister of the Duchess of Kent. He en

tered tho Austrian Army at sixteen years of

age, and served first in tho infantry, next in

the Uhlans, and finally in the Hussar regi

ments. In 1848 he was only a major, but the

next year at tho battle of Comorn won his

promotion to a colonelcy and the Cross of tho

Order of Maria Theresa. In 1850 he was

made a general of brigade, and sent on a dip

lomatic mission, in regard to the Schleswig-

Holstein difficulty, to London, and afterward

made ambassador to St. Petersburg. He sub

sequently obtained tho military command of

the Banat; and when tho Emperor Francis

Joseph established, by the decree of October,

1851, the Servian Waywodeship, General Mcns-

dorf-Ponilly was appointed to its command as

Imperial Commissioner. In 1859 he was pro

moted to be lieutenant field-marshal, and took

a distinguished part in the campaign of Italy.

After this war he was made Governor and

military commandant of Galicia, and in Octo

ber, 1864, appointed Minister of Foreign Affairs.

In June, 1865, ho became president of the Cab

inet, or, as one should say, premier. His

course was intensely, strongly conservative,

and his administration had greatly embar

rassed the Austrian Empire. He was earnest

in advocating tho disastrous war between Aus

tria and Prussia in 1866, and, after the Aus

trian defeat, was compelled to resign his

position in the Cabinet to his able but stern

antagonist, the progressive Von Beust. Re

taining his seat in the House of Lords, he op

posed with all his vigor every liberal measure,

and indeed every measure proposed by Von

Beust. After four years of this continued

struggle, ho died suddenly, at Prague, retain

ing till his last hours his hostility to the lib

eral premier, and his intense conservatism.

MERCADANTE, Saveeia, an Italian musi

cal composer, born at Altamura, Italy, in 1798;

died at Florence, January 3, 1871. Ilis career

was one of alternate failure and success. At

twelve years of age ho entered the Musical

College of St. Sebastian, at Naples, and made

rapid progress in his musical studies. He had

become so skilful a player on the violin and

the flute that he was made chief of the or

chestra before he was eighteen years old. Af

ter two or three years the new musical direc

tor, Signor Zingarelli, removed him, and he at

once devoted himself to musical composition

as a means of support. His first opera, " Tho

Apotheosis of Hercules," and an opera-bouffe,

which ho composed the same year, had a mod

erate success, and " Anacreon at Samos," which

was played at tho Theatre of San Carlo, Na

ples, the following year, was triumphantly

successful, and opened tho way to subsequent

good fortune. But Mercadante composed too

hastily and with too much reference to imme

diate pecuniary results to meet with uniform

approbation. His fourth and fifth operas ob

tained a moderately good reception ; his "Marie

Stuart" failed entirely at Bologna; while at

Milan his "Eliza and Claudius" (which is

really his best work) was so extravagantly

praised that he was regarded as another Ros

sini. After this he encountered a succession

of reverses ; at Venice, Mantua, Milan, Turin,

and Vienna, his failures were signal ; only

Naples and Cadiz stood by him. In 1836, after

ho had partially recovered his reputation, he

came to Paris, and there, though his first

opera, "The Brigands" (spite of the efforts

of Rubini, Lablache, Tamburini, and Madame

Grisi, to sustain it), was a complete failure,

his second, " The Two Illustrious Rivals," was

a most brilliant success. His subsequent ca

reer at Paris was hardly in keeping with this

great triumph. In 1833 he had been made

master of the Chapel of Novara, and in 1839

he was appointed director of the Musical Con

servatory at Naples. He wrote bnt few operas

in tho latter part of his life; " Statira," pub

lished in 1852; "La Violetta," in 1853; "II

Pelagio," in 1857, being those best known.

His music is very sweet and replete with sen

timent, but it lacks depth and originality. In

1856 Signor Mercadante was elected a corre

sponding member of the Institute of France

(Academy of Fine Arts), and in 1868 he

received from King Victor Emmanuel the
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decoration of the " Order of Civil Merit,"

which is rarely bestowed, and confers a rank

of nobility upon its possessor.

METALS. Copper Manufacture.—At the

copper-works on the Tyne, all the improved

processes of extracting metals from the poor

est quality of ores are adopted with a suc

cess probably unequalled in the world. The

source of the copper is the Cornish and Irish

pyrites. These are first treated for sulphur, in

the manufacture of sulphurio acid, when the

residuary ores are Bent to the copper-works.

At that time the best of the ores oontain only

from 8 to 5 per cent, oopper, with 4 per cent,

sulphur, 4 per cent, silica, small percentages

of silver and lead, the remainder being per

oxide of iron. After being mixed with a cer

tain weight of common salt, the whole is

ground to a fine powder, and then placed in

long reverberatory furnaces, which are kept

at a moderate heat. During this operation

the raw sulphur is converted into sulphurio

acid, and the salt is at the same time decom

posed; the hydrochlorio acid acts upon the

oopper, and, provided the heat in the furnace

is not kept too high, the whole of the copper

is rendered soluble and can be washed out of

the residue. A part of the oopper chloride is,

however, driven off by the heat and passes

into the condensers along with the free hydro

chlorio acid, and is there condensed. The

material in the furnace is then thrown into

wooden tanks, and digested in water and the

acid solution from the condensers, the acid

assisting most materially in dissolving out the

metals. The liquors run off from the tank

consist of chlorides of copper, silver, and lead,

and undecomposed common salt, also sulphates

of soda and lead. To obtain the copper, the

liquors are treated with scrap-iron or spongy

metallic iron, which is also made from the

residue ores by treating with coal in a muffle

furnace. The copper is precipitated and then

washed frequently in water, to free it from

various salts, after which it is allowed to drain

and partly to dry. Then it is smelted in an

ordinary reverberatory furnace, the first smelt

ing yielding what is termed "pimple copper."

This is again slowly melted, with a free cur

rent of air passing over it to oxidize the im

purities, and then run out, forming "blister

oopper," which is refined into " cake or ingot

copper " for the market. Mr. R. C. Clapham,

in a paper on this subject, gives the following

account of the treatment of Spanish pyrites

for the valuable metals which they contain in

addition to the copper :

Most of the Spanish pyrites contain also notable

quantities of both silver and lead, and in some cases

gold ; but until very recently no attempt has been

made to separate these metals. M. F. Claudet has,

however, patented a process to- effect this object.

The ore is treated as above described : the first two

or three washings, H. Claudet states, contain the

silver, the chloride of silver formed during tbo cal

cination being rendered soluble in the large excess

of common salt which is used. The solutions to be
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treated for silver are run into large vats, wbere a

soluble iodide is added to precipitate the silver.

The precipitate thus collected is a mixture of iodide

ofsilver and sulphate of lead, with salts of copper.

The latter are dissolved out by weak acid, and the

remaining precipitate is decomposed by metallio

zino, which reduces the iodide or silver. The zinc

iodide which ia formed is used to precipitate chloride

of silver from other solutions. The precipitate also

contains gold. It will be seen, from the above state

ment, that all tho metals in the ores can be extracted

and made commercially useful, and that the only

article produced in any quantity, and not hitherto

utilized by the process, is sulphate of soda.

Improved Process of extracting Gold and

Silver.—M. Tessifi du Motay is the discoverer

of an entirely new process of extracting gold

and silver from arsenio-snlphurets of lead,

copper, etc., which is now practised on the

large scale at the metallurgic establishment of

Commines, France. Mr. 0. Widemann, in a

contribution to the Journal ofApplied Chem-

ietry, thus describes the various steps of which
the treatment consists •

1. In roasting the simple or complex sulphurets,

the antimonial sulphurets, and the arsenio-sulphurets

containing silver or gold, in the presence of pure

silicates, of auriferous quartz or earthy and metallio

silicates, adding, in order to complete this roasting

and to expel all the sulphur contained in the min

erals, either lead, which Is intended to form oxide of

lead, or litharge, or any other metallio oxide capable

of producing, in contact with air or oxidizing flames,

peroxides or silicates of peroxides.

2. In thus transforming, into the state of very fu

sible basic silicates, the oxides of tho desulphuretted

metals.

_ 8. In melting or running in the melted state the

silicates of this kind produced upon a matt of lead

also melted, and in stirring or agitating them, either

by paddles held in the hand or by mechanical

means, or by means of gases mechanically employed,

up to the moment when the gold and silver are en

tirely dissolved in the melted lead.

4. In separating the poor scoria deprived of the

precious metals of the lead, which has taken them

up, and in stirring or agitating upon the same mass

of lead a fresh quantitv of rich scoria.

5. In repeating this liquation an indefinite number

of times, until tho moment when the capacity of

saturation of the lead for the precious metals, Which

is lessened by each operation, no longer permits the

continuance of this mode of treatment.

6. In testing the lead, saturated with silver or

gold, by the methods of cupellation now in use, in

order to extract therefrom the precious metals.

7. In removing the poor scoria, the oxides of lead,

antimony, and copper, which, for the most part, are

contained therein, Dy bringing back these oxides to

the metallio state by the separate or united action of

charcoal and iron.

8. In separating the oopper and antimony from

the lead with which they are united.

9. In reemploying, either wholly or partly, the

purified lead in the treatment, by oxidation and sili-

cation, of fresh quantities of minerals.

10. In reducing, either in reverberatory or cupola

furnaces, or in all other melting furnaces, the basio

silicates enumerated above, by the action of charcoal

or iron, when the latter are the produce of minerals

containing copper pyrites in considerable quantities.

The metallio matter thus obtained is an al?

loy of copper, lead, silver, and gold (free from

sulphur), which may all be separated by the

usual methods. The principal advantages of

the process are claimed to be these: the preven
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tion of the formation of oxysulphurots of lead,

antimony, and copper ; also the complete dis

solution in the lead of the silver and gold con

tained in the basic silicates, free from sulphur,

without the antimony or oopper being able to

dissolve in the lead, and consequently to in

jure it; also the obtaining, as the result of a

Beries of liquations, of a cupellable lead rich

in precious metals; and, finally, a consider

able saving in the net cost of the industrial

extraction of gold and silver by means of the

cupola.

a Zinc Sheathing. —Experiments have been

made by the British Admiralty to test the effi

ciency of covering iron plates (for ships) with

zinc. These have proved satisfactory, espe

cially where no insulating medium had been

placed between the two metals, a result which

might have been expected, as, owing to the

electric relations between iron and zinc, the

former is preserved, by contact with the latter,

from sea-water corrosion. In a paper read

before the Civil and Mechanical Engineers'

Society, Mr. W. F. Black described Mr. Daft's

proposed method of building ships with a spe

cial view of providing a simple means for the

attachment of zino sheathing. That gentle

man proposes to rivet all the plates of the ves

sel directly to the frames or ribs, and that the

joints shall be made on the lap principle

throughout, but in such a way that a flush

surface shall be obtained. This he effects by

leaving a space along the sides and ends of the

plates equal to their thickness. After the

plates have been calked against the joint

straps from outside, and then against the

plates from inside of the vessel, he fills up the

spaces with strips of compressed teak, to

which he secures the sheathing with iron or

zino nails (by preference the former), of such

a length that, on meeting the iron at the back

of the teak strips, the points turn round and are

clinched. He concluded by describing plans

for applying zinc sheathing to ships built on

the ordinary in-and-out strake system, by fill

ing the spaces between the out-strakes by teak-

planks equal to their thickness. By this

means a flush side is formed, and the sheath

ing can readily be nailed on, and the nails

clinched as shown above. He also suggested

that the raised holes of M. Roux's system, and

zinc rivets, might be employed for zinc sheath

ing, instead of the methods indicated.

New Method of making Ferro-Manganese.—

The following new method of making ferro-

manganeso on the large scale has been intro

duced by Mr. G. Thomson, of Glasgow. He

mixes 30 parts by weight of good common

coal with 30 parts of common salt and 100

parts of manganese-ore, using ten parts of

lime as a flux. The pulverized ingredients are

then heated to about a white heat in a rever-

beratory or other furnace. By this process

considerably less carbonaceous matter is re

quired than by any other method. The use

of the common salt is to prevent tho access of

air to the metallio manganese, and, if it ap

pears likely, as the operation proceeds, to be

come all volatilized before the smelting is com

pleted, more of the salt must be added in or

der to maintain the protective covering layer.

Another method is to add the manganese in

the spongy or metallio state, as obtained by

the first process, to the iron or steel, the latter

being in a fused state, but the combination

may also be made by adding the iron or steel

to the manganese in the furnace in which the

latter has been reduced. A valuable ferro-

manganese is also formed by fusing the spongy

or reduced manganese with any desired pro

portion of iron in the spongy state obtainable

by various well-known processes of reduction,

the metals being in all cases covered by a layer

of fused salt.

Sherman's Process.—A writer in the En

gineer, commenting on this process, gives bis

opinion that the iodine used in it has no effect

whatever. He thinks that the whole virtue

of the process lies in the potassium, because,

at the temperature present in the converter

and the puddling-furnace, it is quite possible

that all the iodine simply escapes as vapor,

and that an alloy of iron and potassinm is

formed which, reacting on the phosphide of

iron, forms a phosphide of potassium that re

mains entangled in the metal, and does little

harm. If this theory is correct, he reasons that

as good results would be obtained by injecting

a few ounces of carbonate of potash through

a Bessemer converter as can be had from the

use of the iodide of potassium employed in

the Sherman process, but he has not tested

that theory by experiment. He points to the

following analyses of Bessemer steel after be

ing treated by the Sherman process, to prove

that the iodine does not remove all the phos

phorus :

Combined carbon.
Graphite
Silicon
Pboepborus
Sulphur
Mappancpe

The phosphorus was here reduced nearly

one-half, but the author remarks that it is

highly probable that a similar reduction would

have taken place whether the potassie iodide

had been used or not, and, as it is, quite

enough remains to impair the quality of the

steel if the element retains its normal activity.

Other authorities, however, regard the Sher

man process with favor, and deem tho iodine

an essential element in the success of its oper

ation. Much of the criticism to which it has

been subjected comes from the champions of

rival processes.
BeraroVs Process.—A new process appears

in the field, as a rival of Bessemer ana the

others well known, proposing to manufacture,
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cheaply, steel directly from pig-iron. It is

known as Berard's, and has been adopted at

one steel-works in France, and is now receiv

ing the attention of English manufacturers.

The principal points of the process, as set

down in the Mechanics' Magazine, are as fol

lows:

1. The employment of gas acting at onco as a

calorific and reacting agent in purifying the iron by

a partial purification before throwing off prejudicial

bodies, such as sulphur, phosphorus, arsenio, etc.

2. The being able to employ iron of a secondary

quality, to obtain steels for certain special purposes,

such as rails, tires, etc.

8. By the combined action of air and gas being

able to act alternately by means of oxidization and

reduction in keeping the waste at a minimum ; and

by decarbonization and reoarbonlzation regulate at

will and with certainty the nature of {he product to

be obtained.

4. Organizing a plant which shall permit of work

ing under the most eoonomioal circumstances.

In carrying out these principles, the first point has

been to secure a good gazogene. This has been

effected by making an incandescent bed of coke at a

high temperature traverse the gases. The decom

position of the tar and steam is rendered complete,

and there is no trace of oarbonio acid, while, to in

crease the production of pure gas, particularly hy

drogen, a jet of superheated steam is introduced,

which aids at the same time to carry off the gases.

The iron is run in a liquid state into the movable

bed of the converting furnace. Two descending

tuyeres, one on each side of the furnace, and hav

ing a divergent direction, are introduced into the

metallio liquid, so as to cause each portion of the

metal to come under the action of the current, which

provokes a violent ebullition and produces a natural

mechanical puddling. A simple arrangement allows

the proportion of air and gas to be varied during the

operation. When air is in greater proportion, the

reaction is of course oxidizing, and it is reducing if

the gas is increased beyond a certain point. During

oxidization the temperature is considerably raised by

tho combustion of the carbon contained in the iron,

the silicum, manganese, and a small quantity of the

iron. The sulphur and phosphorus are transformed

into sulphuric and phosphoric acids, which may be

partly volatilized or may enter into the scorise. Dur

ing reduction, the oxide of iron alone is reduced.

The silica combines with the oxide of manganese and

the other bases in order to form silicates, which con

stitute the scoria) of the bath.
The operation takes from an hour to an hour and

a half, and the results of frequently-renewed tests

toward its close determine the point of decarboniza

tion of the metal, and the instant at which this should

be arrested, in order to obtain the quality of steel

desired.

Chrome Steel.—The Iron Age contains nn

account of a visit to the chrome steel-works in

Brooklyn, L. I. The company claim that they

have introduced the only great improvement

in crucible steel made in many years, and that

their process insures perfect uniformity and

homogeneity—these remarks applying espe

cially to their high-grade tool-steel. They

use American iron for some kinds of steel, and

foreign iron for others, after refining it, the

details of the refining process being kept

secret. The writer says :

We saw the Norway bars cut up and charged into

the crucibles, into which the powdered preparation

of chrome is also introduced, they say, to the extent

of 5 per cent. This chrome-ore is mined near Bal

timore, and contains protoxide of iron, magnesia,

alumina, no silica, and, when pure, 80 per cent, of

oxide of chromium. The crucibles are closed with

covers and put into the melting-furnaces, of which

there are two, an 8-pot ordinary furnace and a 24-pot

Siemens gas-furnace, which latter is a very substan

tially-built and successfully-working structure. The

Siemens furnace shows an economy of 50 per cent,

in fuel over the old style of melting furnace in these

works. Tho gas is led underground into the fire

brick regenerating chambers of the furnace proper,

situated to the right and left of the combustion-cham

bers, in which the pots are set, and underneath

which the furnace is open, to avoid trouble in case of

removal of pots, and to give access for repairs. Hav

ing valves outside of tho heated portion regulate the

flow of gas and air. Sturtevant blowers, making

2,200 revolutions per minute, noiselessly, are used

for furnishing blast to the reheating furnaces. The

crucible-room is covered by sectional brick arches

held by clamps, and in it, by the combustion of the

gas and air, an intense white heat (blue) is created,

which soon melts the metal and effects the " reduc

tion," as it is termed here. Meanwhile, the iron

ingot-moulds have been placed in upright position

near the furnace, but below the working-floor, so

that their top comes about on a level with it. The

workmen stand ready with bars to lift off seriatim

the sections of the arch. One seizes and lifts out a

crucible with the tongs ; another knocks off the cover

and skims the top of the metal with a tool which

looks more like a drum-major's stick than like a

dipper, while a third proceeds to the operation of re- %

fining, or whatever the operation ought to be termed,

for its nature is kept secret. All one can see is, that

some powdered substance is carefully weighed and

poured out of a cup, fastened to a handle, upon the

top of the metal and stirred in, producing a trifling

combustion and some spluttering of fiery shooting-

stars, with increase of light from the metal in the

crucible, whereupon the contents of the pot, liquid as

water, are emptied into the mould, and the crucible

rolled away to cool. But all these operations do not

occupy more time than it takes to describe them. The

crucibles used here are made in the Jersey City Cru

cible-Works, and last three heats. Being mode of

graphite, the probable absorption of carbon in the

metal has been recognized and carefully considered

by the chemist. The ingot very quickly sets. We

eagerly examined its surface, and found that it was

perfectly regular, compact, smooth, solid, without

seams, or pipes, or flaw: no sinking in, nor rough

ness, nor imperfect metal to be seen on top.
The expenditure of fuel is about three tons of coal

to one ton of steel. The present capacity of produc

tion is about 1,500 tons per annum ; it is contem

plated, however, to erect a Martin furnace beside the

crucible furnaces, which, with the additional train

of rolls, would give a much larger capacity. As a

test of toughness, we were shown a five-eighth inch

square bar, twisted cold until it looked like a cable,

also a turning-lathe shaving, forty to fifty feet long.

Dynamic teste of this steel have been made by David

Kirkaldy, in London, also at West-Point Foundery,

which latter showed as the highest strength of twelve

specimens, 198,910 lbs. ; lowest strength of twelve

specimens, 163,760 lbs. ; average of all the speci

mens, 179,980 lbs. ; or say, 180,000 lbs. per square

inch, which is one-third more than Percy gives as

the highest tensile strength attained in steel.

The Corrosion of Iron.—Mr. William J. Mo-

Alpine discussed this subject in a paper read

before the American Society of Civil Engi

neers, and gave the following as some of the

teachings of his personal observations and ex

periences—especially with relation to water-

pipes :

Cast-iron, to resist corrosion to its greatest extent,
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should be as hard as the case will admit, of an even,

close grain, and with the carbon combined and not

in the form of graphite. Impure, soft foundery-iron

will corrode rapidly ; close-grained £ray iron, of an

even texture, will resist corrosion in the most ex

posed places without sensible injury, and white iron

of good quality may, for all practical purposes, be

considered as imperishable in such situations.

Care should also be taken not to place iron in con

tact with other metals, so as to produce galvanic ac

tion.

It is well known that many cast-iron water-mains

have corroded greatly, not only externally but in

ternally. In the latter case, the oxidation sometimes

takes the tubercular form, where the rust is collected

and aggregated in hard knobs.

In the early manufacture of water-pipes, they were

often made from the worst quality of metal ; it could

hardly be called iron, but was a composition of cin

ders, sand, sooria, and iron of the softest kind, loose-

grained, and in large crystals ; indeed, precisely such

a mixture as would oner the least resistance to cor

rosion.

Water-pipes placed in the streets of a oity in earth

alternately wet and dry, and saturated with mephitio

gases from sewers ana gas-pipes, are exposed to cor

rosion more than under almost any other circum

stances, and, if made of the material just stated, will

be destroyed, whero those of a proper quality of

metal would endure a very long time. The internal

corrosion, however, where the iron is exposed only

to the action of pure water and a small amount of

. air in combination will not occur to any appreciable

degree, if the iron is of the proper quality.

The strength of cast-iron pipes, or t he usual thick

ness, is so far beyond the pressure of the water and

occasional percussions, that the manufacturers seem

to think that the weakest metal will answer ; and

the engineers have not yet, in their specifications

and inspections, required enough care in the selec

tion of the metal best calculated to withstand cor

rosion.

Phosphorus in Iron and Steel. — A new

method of analyzing iron and steel, to deter

mine the amount of phosphorus present, is rec

ommended by Mr. F. Kessler, in a paper read

before the Chemical Society of Berlin. It is

briefly as follows: 5.6 grains of the substance

are digested with nitric acid evaporated to

dryness, strongly ignited, dissolved in hydro

chloric acid, reduced with sulphuretted hydro

gen gas, treated with a solution of 72 grammes

of ferrocyanido of potassium, the whole diluted

to 518 cubic centimetres, allowing 18 c. c. for

the volume of the precipitate ; 250 c. c. of the

filtrate from the above are measured off, and

sulphate of magnesia and aqua ammonia are

added to precipitate the phosphorus, which is

afterward determined as pyrophosphate of

magnesia in the usual way; one decigramme

of the magnesium phosphate indicates one per

cent, of phosphorus in the iron. The author

prepared a series of test-mixtures of known

constitution, varying from one per cent, to

0.020 per cent, phosphorus, in order to prove

the accuracy of the method, and gives the fol

lowing table of results :

Three samples of iron were analyzed accord

ing to the old and new process. A, soft cast-

iron; B, white cast-iron with 12.5 per cent,

manganese ; O, steel. Phosphorus obtained :

A B C

According to new method 1.063 0.185 0.C65
With molybdlc acid 1.020 0.185 0.(80

Kaown composition. New method.
Old method with molybdlc

•eld.

1.000 0.990 1.006
0.100 0.105 0.110
o.oso 0.095 0.081

Action of Fluorspar on Cast-iron. — At

tempts to apply fluor-spar alone to ordinarr

cast-iron have been failures, but the same sn!>-

stance acts energetically on cast-iron contain

ing titanium, turning the metal into wronght-

iron, after proper treatment in a cupola. Mr.

James Henderson writes to Nature to prove

that, by the«ction of fluor-spar, nearly all tie

impurities in titaniferous cast-iron may be re

moved. He reports :

One ton of Cleveland pig-iron was melted in a cu

pola with 7 cwts. of Norwegian titanic iron-ore, con

taining, by analysis, about 40 per cent, of Manic

acid. The resulting metal was titaniferous cast-iron,

analyzing :

Titanium 1.S551
Silicon LBUI
Phosphorus 0.4fi04
Sulphur 0.88M

Carbon 1.SDB

Hence it appears that the iron, by being remelted

with titaniferous iron-ore, took up 1.25 percent, of

titanium, and lost 0.90 per cent, of phosphorus, end

1.75 per cent, ofcarbon. It is obvious that the metalin

this condition is not available for any purpose without

subsequent treatment, as it contains about as great

an amount of impurities as it did before treatment.

The advantages gained by remelting the pig-iron

with titaniferous iron-ore are, a reduction of the

amount of phosphorus and carbon, and the alloying

of the metal with titanium, which facilitates the re

moval of the impurities in the subsequent treatment.

The above-deBcribed titaniferous cast-iron was re-

melted upon fluor-spar, and about thirty minutes al

ter the iron melted, or in about an hour after they

were both charged, the iron was found to be malle

able iron ; the button analyzing as follows :

Titanlnm 0.0213
Silicon Hone.

Phosphorus 0.1399
Sulphur O.0M0
Carbon Traces.

When worked on a larger scale, so as to produce

blooms that can be workecfinto merchantable shape*)
the finished results will show less phosphorus ana

sulphur than the above analysis.

Russian Sheet-Iron.—In a work published

during the year, devoted exclusively to this

topic, Mr. John Percy removes the mystery

from the manufacture of Russian sheet-iron.

The malleable iron is derived from pig-ir°n

obtained by smelting the following ores in

cold-blast furnaces—magnetine, carbonate ol

iron, and red and brown hematite. Tfl»H"

version is effected either in the charcoal-)

or in the puddling-furnace. The puddle

are rolled into bars 5 in. wido and } in-
Reheating is conductod in furnaces of peciuw

construction. The rolls are driven by w»ter"

wheels, and should make not fewer than W

revolutions a minute. The hammer-heads V*

of wrought-iron, and the anvils solid bloc »

of white cast-iron. The puddle-bars, «wr

err
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being cut into appropriate sizes, are heated to

redness and cross-rolled into sheets about 29

in. square. "We quote from the Builder:

The sheets thus produced are arranged in packets

of 8 in each, heated to redness, and rolled, each

gacket passing through the rolls about 10 times,

ut, just before rolling, the surface of each packet is

cleaned with a vet broom, usually made of the green

leaves of the Bilver fir, and powdered charcoal is

strewn between the sheets.

The sheets obtained from this rolling are sheared

in the dimensions of 28 in. by 56 in. Each sheared

sheet is brushed all over with a mixture of birch-

charcoal powder and water and then dried. The

sheets, so coated with a thin layer of charcoal-pow

der, are arranged in packets containing from 70 to

100 sheets each ; and each packet is bound up in

waste sheots, of which 2 are placed at the top and 2

at the bottom. A single packet at a time is reheated,

with logs of wood about 7 ft. long placed round it,

the object of which is to avoid, as far as possible,

the presence of free oxygen in the reheating chamber.

The gases and vapors evolved from heated wood

contain combustible matter, which would tend to

protect the sheets from oxidation in the event of free

oxygen finding its way into the reheating chamber.

The packet is heated slowly during 5 or 6 hours,

after which it is taken out by means of large tongs

and hammered.

The actual cost of manufacturing these Russian

sheets is about £12 lot. per ton, to which must be

added general charges, which raise the amount to

£16 or £17 per ton, exclusive of profit. The average

price of sheet-iron at the fair of Nijni-Novgorod is

about £22 or £25 per ton.

Iron Paper.—The iron manufacturers of

Europe and America have competed to see

who oould make the thinnest iron paper. It

had been rolled down to various degrees of

tenuity, ranging from 1,000 to 3,797 sheets to

the inch; but now comes a claim from the

Upper Forest Tin-"Works near Swansea, which

seems to throw all others into the shade. The

Mining Journal reports that the iron from

which the sheet was rolled was made on

the premises. It was worked in a finery

with charcoal and the usual blast; afterward

taken to the hammer, to be formed into a

regular Bat-bottom; thence conveyed to the

balling-furnace, and when sufficiently heated

taken to the rolls, lengthened, and cut by

shears into proper lengths, piled np, and trans

ferred to the balling-furnace again; when

heated it was passed through the rolls, back

again into the balling-furnace, and when duly

brought to the proper pitch was taken to the

rolls, and made into a thoroughly good bar.

Such is the history in connection with the forge

department. It was then taken to the tin-

mills, and rolled till it was supposed to be thin

ner than 23 grains, afterward passed through

the cold rolls to give it the necessary polish,

and now it stands on record as the thinnest

sheet of iron ever rolled. The sheet in ques

tion is 10 in. by 5J in., or 55 in. in surface,

and weighs but 20 grains, which, being brought

to the standard of 8 in. by 51 in., or 44 surface

inches, is but 16 grains, or 30 per cent, less

than any previous effort, and requires at least

4,800 to make 1 in. in thickness.

Effect) of Cold on Iron.—Mr. P. Spence, as

reported in the Mining Journal, has made a

new set of experiments to determine the effects

of cold on iron, limiting himself to the inquiry

whether the reduction of temperature had any

effect on cast-iron with regard to its powers

of resisting transverse strain either of weight

or pressure. He experimented on the ordinary

iron in the market, cast into 50 bars 3 feet

long and i in. square :

Mr. Spence cut each bar into three lengths of 1 ft.,

the 150 pieces being thrown together in a heap ;

the ends were then covered with paint, that the new

fracture might be examined ; and the heap was then

taken into his laboratory, so that it had three chonoes

of perfect mixing. A boy eleven years old now

handed him the pieces singly from the heap, and he

placed them alternately one by one in two lots, until

he had got 75 pieces in each lot. One lot was placed

in a freezing mixture, standing at zero, for nearly 48

hours, and the other lot was put into water at 70°

Fahr., chiefly that the pieces might be broken wet,

as those would necessarily be when taken out of the

freezing mixture. The distance between the sup-

forts was exactly 9 in. in every cose; and Mr.

pence's experiments prove that " cast-iron, having

at 70° Fahr. a given power of resistance to trans

verse strain, will, on its temperature being reduced

to zero, have that power increated by 8 per cent."

At the temperature of 70° Fahr., the maximum

breaking weight was 4 cwt. 8 qrs. 26 lbs., and the

minimum 2 cwt. 2 qrs. 14 lbs., equal to an average

of 8 cwt. 8 qrs. 6 lbs. At zero, the maximum break

ing weight was 4 cwt. 3 qrs. 13 lbs-, and the mini

mum 2 cwt. 3 qrs. 10 lbs., equal to an average

of 8 cwt. 8 qrs. 11 lbs. The difference, therefore,

is but 5 lbs., or less than 12 per cent, increase, by

the reduction of temperature. Adding together,

however, the breaking weights of the 70 samples

tested at 70° Fahr., the total is 268 cwt. 8 qrs. 18 lbs.,

equal to an average of 8 cwt. 8 qrs. lOi lbs. The

total breaking weight of the 70 samples tested at

zero was 276 cwt. 3 qrs., equal to an average of 8 owt.

8 qrs. 221 lbs. The difference thus shown is 121 lbs.,

or about 3 per cent, increase, as Mr. Spence states.

Action of Water on Iron.—M. Sainte-Claire

Deville has fully investigated this subject, tak

ing perfectly pure iron for his experiments,

and exposing it to the action of water-vapor

of known tension and temperature, at the

same time maintaining a constant temperature

of the iron. His apparatus was a porcelain

tube, which contained the iron and communi

cated at one end with a glass retort which

furnished the water-vapor, and at the other

end with a manometer. He found, says the

Mining Journal: 1. That iron continues to

oxidize in water-vapor, until at a fixed tem

perature the tension of the hydrogen set free

becomes constant. 2. At the point of maxi

mum tension for any given temperature, less

ening the pressure, by withdrawal of some of

the hydrogen, causes a renewal of the action

of the iron on the vapor, which continues till

the constant is restored ; or if hydrogen is sent

into the apparatus, so that the pressure is in

creased beyond the constant value, some oxide

of iron is reduced, and the pressure restored

by the condensation of the water thus formed.

3. When heat is applied to the apparatus, the

tension is preserved by the condensation of

some of the hydrogen on the oxide of iron.

4. When the temperature of the vapor is main-
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tained the same, but that of the iron is made

to vary, the tension of the hydrogen is less as

the temperature of the iron increases. At

200° Cent, the tension of the moist hydrogen

=100 mm.; at 260° it is 68.8 mm.; at 800°,

46 mm.; at 440°, 80.4 mm. ; at 860°, 17.7 mm.;

at 1,040°, 13.5 mm.; and at the melting-point

of iron, 9.7 mm. 5. The higher the tension

of the water-vapor, the temperature of the

iron remaining the same, the higher is the ten

sion of the hydrogen, and, as the tension of the

vapor increases, the increase of tension of the

gas is more than proportionate, the difference

of increase becoming less and less, however,

as the temperature of the iron is raised. 8. All

these laws hold good when a small quantity

of hydrogen is allowed to act on a large quan

tity of oxide of iron. M. Sainte-Ulaire De-

ville also accounts for the singular erosion of

the iron of steam-boilers by distilled water,

by the fact that iron is slowly attacked by

steam at 150° 0. The oxide formed by steam

acting on iron at the temperature of 440° O.

has a composition corresponding to Fo* O* ; it

is amorphous, black, magnetic, is scarcely af

fected by nitric or sulphuric acids, but is read

ily soluble in oold hydrochlorio acid, forming

a deep-brown solution, with which potash

forms a black precipitate. The fact is thus

clearly elicited, that iron is much more acted

on at low temperatures than at high ones.

Preservation of Sheet-Iron Vessels.—Mr. C.

"Widemann, in the Journal ofApplied Chemis

try, speaks approvingly of the arrangement

devised by MM. Demance and Bertin to pre

vent the destructive oxidation of sheet-iron

vessels by sea-water. Their plan is to trans

form the whole vessel virtually into a kind of

large volta-cup battery; zino holders, in the

shape of tanks or cylinders, are placed against

the internal sides ofthe vessel ; these holders are

kept in perfect electrical communication with

the frame and outside portion of the vessel by

meaDS of rivets, or any other suitable connec

tions, and are daily filled with salt water;

blades of zinc, crossing each other and passing

over the outside of the vessel, are also con

nected with the holders ; by the oxidation of

the zino these charge with negative electricity,

transmitting it by conductibility to the iron

of the vessel, which thus becomes similar to

an immense electrode charged with the nega

tive fluid. The authors claim that vessels thus

protected, after long voyages, show no signs of

oxidation. Says Mr. Widemann :

These experiments suffgested to M. 8chussler, of

the Metropolitan Gas-Works, and the writer, the

idea of applying this principle to gas-holders used

in gas-works ; these holders are usually made of

sheet-iron, and, as the Metropolitan Gas Company

used the salt Hudson-River water in their gas-holder

tanks, the oxidation was very rapid, destroying the

Iron, and preventing the coat of paint from adhering

to the sheets.

In onr first experiments, we introduced small pieces

of sheet-iron into different liquids and water at dif

ferent degrees of strength as to the quantity of salts

dissolved in them ; the sheet-iron very Boon became

oxidized, and having applied the principle of JIM.

Demance and Bertin, by connecting the piece of

sheet-iron with a small blade of zino, the oxidation

was prevented, and this piece, although havingbeen

in brine for over seven months, has not yet suotd

the least sign of oxidation ; I believe that the same

principle could be applied to all iron-work exposed

to sea-water, or even in moist soil ; gas-posts in

streets might also be thus prevented from oxidation.

METEORIC STONES. On the 25th of May,

1871, about 8 p. m., a meteoric stone fell in

the southern part of the town of Searsmont.

Mo. Persons in the vicinity, in the open air.

heard an explosion like the report of a heavy

gun, followed by a rushing sound, resembliii;

the escape of steam from a boiler. The stone

descended in a field, penetrating the hard soil

to the depth of about two feet. It was quite

hot when taken out, and so much broken that

it could be removed only in pieces. The out

side plainly showed the effect of melting heat.

The largest fragment weighed two pounds, and

the total weight of the pieces obtained was 13

pounds. They emitted the odor given off by

stones when violently rubbed together. The

character of the soil was a hard, coarse graveL

and the shattering of the stone was produced by

it finally meeting three large pebbles in its course

into the ground. About two minutes seemed

to elapse between the first report and tie

striking of the enrth by the stone. The report

was audible at Warren, 12 miles to the south

west, but not in Searsmont village, three miles

to the northoast. Such are all the important

facts that could be gathered about the descent

of the Searsmont meteorite. The two-pound

fragment was placed in the hands of Prof. C.

U. Shepherd, for analysis. Fully one-half of it

at that time was covered with its origins'

crust. Its shape would seem to denote as

oval, subcorneal figure, in the original mass,

with a flattish base. Its composition proved

to be as follows :

NtckeHfcrous Iron M*
Magnetic pyrites S.*
Olivine....: 4S.W

Bronzlte, a hornblende, with a little alblte

or onhoclase, and chrome iron

With tho bronzite there may also be <

which would be confounded with the former,

if existing in the stone.
Prof. J. W. Mallet publishes in the Merita

Journal of Science the results of his analysis

of three lumps of meteoric iron, weighing re

spectively 56 lbs., 36 lbs., and lbs.—picked

up at different times in Augusta County,

the two larger ones near Staunton : ,

Ho, *•

Iron
Nickel
Cobalt
Copper
Tin
Manganese . .
Phosphorus. .
Sulphnr
Chlorine
Carbon
Silica

Total.

Ko. 1. No. S.

88.706 88.865

10.183 10.242

.396 .428

.003 .004

.003 .002

Trace.
.341 .803

.019 .008

.003 .002

.172 .185

.067 .061

99.873 99. WO

89.W

Inct.
sr.

.0 ;

,0M

S9.ML
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At the November meeting of the British

Geological Society, a letter was read from the

British embassy at Copenhagen, saying that

a Swedish scientific) expedition, just returned

from the coast of Greenland, had brought home

a number of masses of meteorio iron found

there on the surface of the ground. The largest

was said to weigh 25 tons. Mr. David Forbes,

who had recently returned from Stockholm,

being present at the session, said that he had

had an opportunity of examining these remark

able masses of iron, discovered m 1870, by one

Swedish expedition, which had brought home

several blocks of considerable size, to which

collection about twenty more fine speoimens

had been added by a seoond Swedish expedi

tion in 1871 :

The largest, weighing more than 49,000 Swedish

pounds, or about 21 tons English, with a maximum

sectional area of about 42 square feet, is now plaoed

in the hall of the Royal Academy of Stockholm ;

while, as a compliment to Denmark, on whose terri

tory they were found, the second largest, weighing

20,000 lbs., or about 9 tons, has been presented to

the Museum of Copenhagen. Several of these speoi

mens have been submitted to chemical analysis,
■which proved them to oontain nearly 6 per cent, of

nickel, with from 1 to 2 per oent. of carbon, and to

be quite identical in chemical composition with many

aerolites of known meteorio origin. When polished

and etchod by acids, the surface of these masses of

metallic iron shows the peculiar figures or markings

usually considered characteristic of native iron of

meteorio origin. The masses themselves were dis

covered lying loose on the shore, but immediately

resting upon basaltio rocks (probably of Miooene

age), in which they appear to have originally been

imbedded ; and not only have fragments of similar

iron been met with in the basalt, but the basalt itself,

upon being examined, is found to contain minute

particles of metallic iron, identical in chemical com

position with that of the large masses themselves,

while some of the masses of native iron are observed

to enolose fragments of the basalt. As the chemical

composition and mineralogical character of these

masses of native iron are quite different from those

of any iron of terrestrial origin, and altogether iden

tical with those of undoubted meteorio iron, Prof.

Nordenskjold regards them as aerolites, and accounts

for their occurrence in the basalt by supposing that

they proceeded from a shower of meteorites which

had fallen down and buried themselves in the molten

basalt during an eruption in the Miocene period.

Notwithstanding that these masses of mutalfio iron

were found lying on the shore between tho ebb and

flow of tide, it has been found, upon their removal

to Stockholm, that they perish with extraordinary

rapidity, breaking up rapidly and falling to a fine

powder. Attempts to preserve them, by covering

them with a coating of varnish, have as yet proved

unsuccessful ; and it is actually proposed to preserve

them from destruction by keeping them in a tank of

alcohol.

Mr. Russell, Government Astronomer at

Sydney, Australia, in April last, received the

greater portion of a meteorio stone which fell

at Barrata some years ago. It originally

weighed about 300 lbs. In a communication

to the American Journal of Science, Prof. J.

L. Smith remarks upon the occurrence of five

enormous meteorites in the Mexican desert,

in the western part of the province of Coha-

huila. The largest of these masses weighed

from 1 to 2 tons each. The distance from any

one meteorite to its nearest neighbor is from

85 to 165 miles. They are closely allied in

composition, and in physical properties, such

as softness of iron, and freedom from rusty

crusts over the exterior, and Prof. Smith makes

the plausible suggestion that at some epoch,

probably far remote, they were the products

of the fall of one meteorio mass, moving from

the northeast to the southwest. A sixth me

teorite, found in the same vioinity, has peculiar

chemical and physical properties, separating it

entirely from the others, and is therefore sup

posed to have fallen at a different time.

A writer in Nature reasons, from various

considerations, that the maximum velocity of

meteorio stones reaching the surface of the

earth is only between 159 and 197 feet a sec

ond. This velocity does not exceed one-tenth

of the initial velocity of a rifle-bullet. And,

as the penetrating power of a given projectile

is proportional to the square of its velocity,

its power of penetrating the earth would only

be one-hundredth part as great as that of a

projectile of similar mass and dimensions

moving at the rate of a rifle-bullet.' It is

well known that the maximum velocity of a

falling body is attained when the reqnired

velocity is such that the resistance is at each

instant equal to the weight of the moving body.

In the case of small masses moving in the air,

it may be shown that this velocity is quite

moderate.

In his address before the British Association,

the president, Sir William Thomson, indulges

in the subjoined novel speculations regarding

the part which he thinks meteorites may pos

sibly have played, in endowing this earth with

the germs of vegetable life :

When a lava-stream flows down the sides of Vesu

vius or Etna, it quickly cools and becomes Bolid ;

and after a few weeks, or years, it teems with vege

table and animal life, which originated by the trans

port of seed and ova, and by the migration of indi

vidual living creatures. When a volcanio island

springs up from the bco, and after a few years is found

clothed with vegetation, we do not hesitate to assume

that seed has been wafted to it through the air, or

floated to it on rafts. Is it not possible, and, if pos

sible, is it not probable^ that the beginning of vege

table life on the earth is to bo similarly explained }

Every year thousands, probably millions, of frag

ments of solid matter fall upon the earth—whence

came these fragments f What is the previous history

of any one of them 1 Was it created in the beginning

of time an amorphous mass ? This idea is so unac

ceptable that, tacitly or explicitly, all men discard it.

It is often assumed that all, and it is certain that

some, meteoric stones are fragments whioh had been

broken off from greater masses, and launched free

into space. It is as sure that collisions must occur

between great masses moving through space, as it is

that ships, steered without intelligence directed to

prevent collision, could not cross and rocross the

Atlantic for thousands of years with immunity from

collisions. When two great masses come into col

lision in space, it is certain that a large part of each

is melted; but it seems also quite certain that in

many cases a large quantity of dtbru must be shot

forth in all directions, much of whioh may have ex

perienced no greater violence than individual pieoea
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of rock experience in a land-slip or in blasting by

gunpowder. Should the time when this earth comes

into collision with another body, comparable in di

mensions to itself, be when it is still clothed as at

present with vegetation, many great and small frag

ments, carrying seed and living plants and animals,

would, undoubtedly, be scattered through space.

Hence, and because we all confidently believe that

there are at present, and have been from time im

memorial, many worlds of life besides our own, we

must regard it as probable in the highest degree that

there are countless seed-bearing meteorio stones

moving about through spaco. If at the present in

stant no life existed upon this earth, one such stono

falling upon it might, by what we blindly call natural

causes, lead'to its becoming covered wit* vegetation.

I am fully conscious of the many scientific objections

which may be urged against this hypothesis, but I

believe them to be all answerable. I have already

taxed your patience too severely to allow me to think

of discussing any of them on tho present occasion.

The hypothesis that life originated on this earth

through moss-grown fragments from the ruins of

another world may seem wild and visionary ; all I

maintain is, that it is not unscientific.

METHODISTS. I. Mktiiodist Episcopal

Chuboh.—In the following table is given a

summary of the statistics of this Chureh, as

compiled from authentic sources, for the year

1871 : '

ll
£1

J
§ ToUl.

CONFERENCES.
8

■

X
i
e
E

r,-> 14,251 1,981 16.838
190 26.935 6,477 82.412
105 9,218 1,664 10,782
12? 6,018 970 6,988
110 9.436 1.127 10,563
210 22,599 2,206 84.805
251 22,509 4,375 86,884
140 19.R40 1,768 21.608

Central Pennsylvania... 184 25.077 6.072 81,149
m 81,818 2,230 33.548
21 815 106 921
49 10,011 1,066 11,077
150 18,121 2.556 80,677
218 20.353 2.810 22,663
214 83.862 2,657 85.919
87 2,599 479 8,078
90 8.640 2,349 10,989

«!>5 83.547 2.829 86.376
128 »,6S4 1,043 10,677
70 14.892 4,388 16,725

Germany and Switzerl'd 54 6,092 1,367 7,450
102 20.798 2,751 23,549
233 81,223 3,196 37,419
27 541 526 1,067
124 27,821 3.186 81,007
129 18,974 1,507 80.481
187 11,30-1 8.661 14.965
96 14,720 3,297 18,017
87 4,836 778 5,609

Liberia Mls'n (last year) 18 1.768 440 8.808
58 8.283 8.003 10,286
128 10,552 2.402 12.954
226 22.878 8,046 25,422
140 10,477 2,085 12,512
85 20,110 6.510 25,620
105 13.244 8.580 W.Kit
52 3,758 1,385 5,143
13 377 51 428

180 26.817 3,772 80,589
New England 236 23.510 8.665 27,175
New Hampshire 134 11.970 1,709 13,679

164 27,577 8.812 31,389
271 86,722 5.167 41,889
237 84,158 4,874 88,432
27 4,027 544 4,571
151 84,718 6,230 80.948
168 18,720 1.211 19,931
106 7,251 1,783 8.984
184 20,195 1,915 22.110
176 33.974 8,342 37.310

it
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80 8,930 1,38! 5,K!
814 84.003 4,618 38,616

Pittsburgh 279 46.019 8,071 54,090
157 16,717 2,383 19,100

Bock River 212 21.442 1,961 23,898
87 22,702 6,876 2M'>

121 22,821 2.069 24.890
Southern Illinois 156 82.686 8,324 85.910

101 7,892 839 MB
St Lonis 151 14,447 8,268 17,71!

81 9,179 1.692 10,771
61 7.984 1.418 9*1

248 88.195 4.448 88,643
180 18.874 1,864 seas

116 10.095 1,668 11.668
44 4,415 1.429
104 22.578 2^08 25.386

West Virginia 122 82,765 5,117 27.681
West Wisconsin 120 10,594 1,361) 11,064

116 81,217 8.462 94.699
182 18,124 1,912 15.036

193 22,011 4,468 83,479

Total 9,699
9,193

1,231,008
1,178,099

190,315
197,085

1,421,80
1,870,134

606 67,909
6,720

5LM

The number of local preachers was 11,382;

of Sunday-schools, 17,555 ; of officers and

teachers, 193,979; of scholars, 1,267,742; of

adult baptisms, 66,770; of baptisms of chil

dren, 54,517. The benevolent contributions

were: for conference claimants, $141,144.99;

for the Missionary Society (by churches, $454,-

975.25 ; by Sunday-schools, $162,334.86), $617,-

810.11; for church extension, $74,643.36; for

the Tract Society, $21,445.21 ; for the Ameri

can Bible Society, $84,107.29; for the Sunday-

school Union, $23,159.47.

The receipts of the Freedmen's Aid Society

were $52,576.51. It sustained, during the

year, 84 schools, to which 75 teachers were

attached, in the different States of the South.

The number of pupils in the day-schools ia

6,500 ; in the Sunday-schools, 5,000.

The total assets of the two Book Concerns,

at New York and Cincinnati, are $2,597,854.

Deducting notes and liabilities, the net capital

is $1,477,779. This is $16,541 less than the

previous year. This decrease was occasioned

by the destruction of $85,704 worth of prop

erty by the Chicago fire.

The trial of Dr. Lanahan, assistant agent of

the Book Concern, in New York, which com

menced in January, 1871, upon charges which

were given in the Annual Cyclop-ema for

1870, resulted in his restoration to his office.

A few months afterward, Dr. Lanahan sought,

in the Supreme Court of the city of New

York, a mandamus against Dr. CarltoD, princi

pal agent, to compel an examination of tho

books 8f the Concern for the purpose of ob

taining evidence to be used in a civil suit

growing out of the agitation of the charges

which had been made against tfte management

of the Concern, and in which Dr. Lanahan

was defendant. Dr. Lanahan was again ar

raigned before the Book Committeo for bring
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ing the Concern into the civil courts. His

trial commenced June 15th. Two of the

bishops presided. By the law governing the

£roceedings of the committee, two bishops

ad to concur with the committee to effect

the removal of the officer on trial. The com

mittee decided that Dr. Lanahan had been

guilty of an offence for which he ought to be

removed. One of the bishops ooncurred in

their decision, the other dissented. The de

cision was therefore nullified, and Dr. Lana

han was again restored. An experienced ac

countant was appointed by the committee

(without the concurrence of Dr. Lanahan) to

examine the books, and report before the meet

ing of the General Conference. The case now

stands over till that meeting, when it is ex

pected a thorough and impartial examination

of the publishing department will be had.

II. Methodist Episcopal Ohuboh South.—

The following abstract of the statistics of this

Church is taken from the last volnme of the

General Minutes, published in May, 1871 :

if
Il

hiCONFERENCES.

II in

163 21,616 138 22,021
153 89.425 937 40,676
45 10,860 22 11,015
no 29,473 190 80,069
134 46,051 1,205 47,817
134 82,210 1,536 84,040
138 42,121 851 43,517
109 23.147 658 24,143
•49 7,062 54 7.244
122
101

23,56-1
22.460

752
188

24,661
23,014

64 9,044 2,348 11,555
104 15,385 520 16,169
110 21,757 58 22.125
100 25.177 80 25,578
155 83.789 178 34.4-26
90 17,313 225 17,749
103 25,398 262 25,957

103 20.364 S48 20,9-20
97 20,098 183 20,453
24 1,538 188 1,744
17 139 487 4,430
48 7,853 85 8.028
43 8,249 163 8,645
70 13,075 18,287
50 10,«52 1,776 12,637

85 7,496
*88

7,682
55 4,957 6,134
48 8.474 8.688
80 8,193 173 8,438
11 475 496
47 3,139 8,234
18 1,078 1,107

Illinois 49 4,920 5,017

Total In 1870 2,725 561,577 13.263 588,418

Total in 1809 2,546 540,820 19,686 671,241

79 20,757 15,177
Decrease .... 6,423

Included in the totals of ministers and

members are, divided among the several con

ferences, 187 superannuated preachers,- 4,714

local preachers, and 8,952 Indian members.

The apparent decrease in the number of col

ored members is occasioned by the setting off

of the colored churches to the newly-organ

ized " Colored Methodist Episcopal Church."

The number of infant baptisms was 21 002 ;

of adult baptisms, 34,408 ; of Sunday-schools,

6,178; of teachers, 42,505; of scholars, 282,-

467. The amount of the collections for con

ference claimants was $54,875.96; of collec

tions for missions, $88,675.61.

On May 25, 1870, the General Conference,

by the requisite two-thirds majority, adopted

the following proviso to the restrictive rules :

Provided, That when any rule or regulation is

adopted by tho General Conference, which, in the

opinion of the bishops, is unconstitutional, the

bishops may present, to the Conl'erenoe which passed

said rule or regulation, their objections thereto, with

their reasons, in writing ; and, if thon the General

Conference shall, by a two-thirds vote, adhere to its

action on said 'rule or regulation, it shall thon take

the course prescribed for altering a restrictive rule,

and, if thus passed upon affirmatively, the bishops

shall announce that such rule or regulation takes

effect from that time.

This proviso was ordered to be sent round

to the Annual Conferences, to become, if it re

ceived a three-fourths vote of all the members

present and voting, a part of the constitutional

law of the Church.

The votes were counted on the 8th of May,

1871, and found to be 2,024 in favor of the

amendment, and 9 against it. The amend

ment was therefore declared adopted by the

College of Bishops, on the 25th of May.

The number of members of the Colored

Methodist Episcopal Church, which was formed

in 1870, by setting off the colored members of

the Methodist Episcopal Church South, into a

separate organization, is estimated at 100,000.

III. The Methodist Church.—The second

quadrennial session of the General Conference

of tho Methodist Church met at Pittsburg,

Pa., on the 17th of May. The basis of repre

sentation was one minister and one lay dele

gate for each thousand members of the

Church. The full roll of the conference con

tained the names of forty-seven delegates of

each class, representing twenty-two district

conferences. Francis H. Pierpont, formerly

Governor of West Virginia, was chosen presi

dent. Fraternal delegates appeared from the

Methodist Protestant and the Methodist Epis

copal Churches, who spoke at length on the

subject of union, expressing the sentiments of

the bodies which they respectively represented,

as being favorable to the consideration of the

question, as an ultimate though perhaps not

an immediately attainable end. A paper was

adopted by the conference to the effect that,

first, "the Methodist Church, as a branch of

the militant Church of our Lord Jesus Christ,

stands now, as ever, with open hearts and ex

tended hands in Christian love and sympathy

toward all Evangelical Christian denomina

tions," etc.

A second paragraph recited that the history

of the forty years of the existence and expe

rience of this branch of the Chnroh fully vin

dicated the wisdom of its founders, and that

its continued existence was imperatively de

manded.
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In the third paragraph, the maintenance of

the episcopacy in the Methodist Episcopal

Church, the incompleteness of the lay move

ment, and the ahsence of the spirit of conces

sion in the utterances of that body, and of its

representatives, are given as causes why " we

fail to see at present any reason why we should

disband our Church and unite with theirs."

Nevertheless, they determine to consider plans

of union with the whole Methodist family,

whenever it can be done without a sacrifice

of principles, and " we hereby declare," the

report continues, "our hearty willingness to

confer in an official capacity with persons

properly appointed by the Methodist .Episco

pal Church at a suitable time and plaoe, to

consider plans for Christian cooperation," etc.

The question of the ordination of women

came up, and was settled by the adoption of

the following resolution :

Setolved, That we deem it inadmissible to author

ize or sanction so radical a change in our ecclesiasti

cal organism as proposed by the advocates of the

ordination of females—a change so essentially at

war with the entire structure of our Book of Disci

pline as would render many other changes absolutely

necessary, thereby requiring much additional legis

lation to harmonize various portions of our discipline

with such a measure.

The General Conference directed the removal

of the book-room, publishing establishment,

and newspaper offices, from Springfield, Ohio,

to Pittsburg, Pa. This removal was accom

plished about the close of the year.

IV. Wesleyan Methodist Connection.—

The General Conference of the Wesleyan

Methodist connection of America met in Syra

cuse, N. Y., October 18th. Fifteen confer

ences were represented by delega tea. Another

Conference, the Kansas, was recognized, of

which the South Iowa Conference—considered

as virtually disbanded—forms a part. The

proceedings of a convention for the organiza

tion of a conference in Tennessee were pre

sented, with a request that the conference be

recognized. The declaration of the Connec

tion against secret societies — connection

with which is forbidden to members of this

body—was reiterated. The subject of reunion

with the Methodist Episcopal Church having

been informally spoken of, a strong protest

. was made in the address to the churches,

against giving consideration to any proposi

tions looking to this end. Objections were

urged against the polity of the Methodist

Episcopal Church, against the fact that many

of its ministers and members are connected

with secret societies, and against its " chronic

conservatism."

The assets of the Book Committee and Pub

lishing Association are estimated to amount

together to. $27,932.42 in value, from which

discounts and deductions should be made re

ducing the actual cash value of the property

to $19,250. In the absence of statistical re

ports, the belief was expressed that the num

ber of conversions and accessions to the

Church during the preceding four years was

larger than during any similar period in the

past. The condition of the Connection is

prosperous, attended with zeal and success in

church-building, and other improvements.

V. Methodist Episcopal Chcbch is Cax-

ada.—The following are the statistics of this

body: preachers, travelling and local, 411;

members, 20,959 ; increase the past year, 712;

scholars in the Sunday-schools, 17,508; in

crease, 4,627. Value of church property,

$588,550; increase during the year, $93,960.

The church property, with the exception of a

few thousand dollars still due on the colleges,

book-room, and printing establishment, is

nearly free from debt.

VI. Wesleyan Methodist Church.—The

following is the report of this body for 1871:

CONFERENCES.
Snp«nm- Mantel

L British Conference :
Great Britain 1.2S1 807 M7.0SO

Ireland and Irish Miss'ns 133 83 20,003

268* 9« 70,468

II. French Conference 31 1 S.04St

111. Australasian Conference.. S74 19 59.SS4

V. Conference of Eastern Brit-
418 81 eijss

117 SI 19,09$

Total %m 373 582.W0

The one hundred and twenty-eighth session

of the British Wesleyan Conference com

menced at Manchester, July 26th. The meet

ings of the preparatory committees were held

during the four business days preceding. The

educational committees made favorable re

ports of the condition of the schools. Eight

hundred and eighty-seven day-schools were

reported, 141 more than the previous year,

with 150,705 scholars. These schools had re

ceived Government grants to the amount of

£40,209 17*. id. One hundred and forty-si*

new schools were commenced. The number

of Sunday-schools was 5,541, 98 more than in

the previous year. These had 106,509 teach

ers and officers, with 638,606 scholars.

The case of the Rev. Thomas Hughes, in

volving a question of adherence to usages, oc

cupied much of the attention of the confer

ence. Mr. Hughes had been suspended from

active labor at the preceding conference, for

publishing a book in which objection w«

made to class attendance as a condition of

membership. When questioned, he was found

still to adhere to his views, and declined to

pledge himself not to advance them iD tn?.?"

ture. His suspension was continued until he

should give the required assurances. A p'W

was adopted for the formation and employment

of a metropolitan building-fund for the c;

of chapels in London. In aid of tbir

ment Sir Francis Lycett has given f

* Exclusive of missionaries in Ireland. ,
t Theso numbers are those of 1870, no Conference u

Ing been held in 1871. , ... „» atI These numbers are those of 1870, the TnlDOtes_ m

Eastern British-American Conference of 1871 no'

been received.
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for building one hundred such chapels. A among the aborigines of Queensland. The

motion was made looking to the giving the year's contributions to the society reported at

laity the same share in the management of the anniversary, May 2d, were £23,117 Id.

temporal affairs at the conference that they (exclusive of quarterage and ordinary collec-

already have in the distriot meetings, but it tions on missionary stations), being an in-
• was withdrawn. It is noteworthy as the first orease of £2,719 0*. 7d. Nevertheless the ex-

formal proposition to admit the laity to the penditure was in excess of the revenue, and

The annual meeting of the "Wesleyan Meth- VIII. United Methodist Fbbe Ohubches.

odist Missionary Society was held on the 1st of —The United Methodist Free Ohnrohes have

May. The total receipts of the society for the missions in East and West Africa, China, New

year were £149,767 5». lid. ; the expenditures Zealand, etc., on which, with home missions,

were £147,851 12». Id. Twenty-five mission- they expend about $40,000 a year, tha,t amount

aries have been sent out by the society since being about equally divided between the homo

the last anniversary. Four missionaries have and foreign departments,

died. The report gives the following summary IX. Methodist New Connection.—The fol-

of the missions : Principal stations, 779; min- lowing are the statistics of this body in Eng-

isters and assistant-missionaries, 1,029; other land: Chapels, 417; societies, 411; circuit

paid agents, 4,485; unpaid agents (Sunday- preachers, 148; local preaohers, 1,117; mem-

sohool teachers,- etc.), 22,410 ; church-mem- bers, 22,870 ; probationers, 1,587 ; Sunday-

bers, 166,392; on trial, 17,860; scholars in schools, 407; teachers, 10,146; scholars, 69,-

day and Sunday schools (none counted but 713. Incroaseof Sunday-school soholars, 1,768;

once), 204,060 ; printing establishments, 7. decrease of members, 649.

Among the most noteworthy facts mentioned The connection has in England 410 chapels,

in the report of the society were—the steps and 146 schools separate from chapels. Thir-

taken to carry on the work in Paris daring teen new chapels and schools were opened

the siege ; the publication of a hymn-book in during the year, and two were in course of

the Italian language; the submission to the erection. The total year's expenditure for

committee, for approval, of a grammar of the new chapels and schools, payment of debts,

Fantee language ; the occupation of Rome eta, was £15,325.

by an Italian minister; the purchase of a X. "Wesleyan Refobm Union.—The thirty-

church at Padua; the reception of donations third delegate meeting of the "Wesleyan Re-

for building churches at Rome and Naples ; form Union of England was held at Wibsey,

movements for the advancement of education August 13th. The statistical reports showed

at the Cape Coast; the sending out of a lady that the number of chapels and preaching-

to act as governess in the family of the Rajah placos was 255; preachers, 578; on trial, 82;

of Mysore; the completion of a Kaffre diction- ministers, 14; leaders, 618; members, 7,633;

ary, which is to be published ; and a continued on probation, 344 ; Sunday-schools, 174 ; teach-

increase in the number of missionaries who era, 8,230, of whom 1,404 were members of

are natives of the countries in which they the churoh; soholars, 18,082, of whom 150

labor. had joined the church during the year. It

VII. PaiMrrrvE Melodist OHcreon.—The appeared there was a decrease of 11 ohapels,

following are the statistics of this body in 25 preachers, 16 on trial, 1 minister, 31 leaders,

Great Britain and the colonies for 1870-'71 : 588 members, 1 Sabbath-sohool, 46 teachers,

Number of members, 161,843; travelling and 128 soholars ; and an increase of 50 mem-

preaohers, 973 ; looal preachers, 4,406 ; class- bers on probation.

leaders, 9,833; connectional chapels, 8,585; The deorease was ascribed to a growing

rented and other places, 2,813 ; Sabbath- anxiety abont appearances on the part of the

schools, 8,889 ; Sunday-schoolteachers, 47,941 ; people, and to the literary and scientific, rather

Sunday-school scholars, 281,085 ; day-schools, than Soriptural, character of the intelligence

47; day-scholars, 3,142; day-school teaohers, of the preachers.

64; members deceased, 2,474. In this com- XI. Bible Ohbistians.—The following are

pntation, the Canadian statistics for 1870 are the statistics of the Bible Christians in Cana-

inoluded, instead of those for 1871, which did da : Itinerant preachers, 62 ; local preaohers,

not arrive in time for the making up of the of- 217; chapels, 151; members, 5,043 ; on trial,

ficial reports from 1865 to 1870. 890 ; total members, 5,383 ; teaohers in Sun-

From 1870 to 1871 there appears an increase day-schools, 1,103; children, 7,229. The re

in all particulars except in the number of mem- turns show a small decrease, which is ac-

bers, which has decreased 814. oounted for by the abandonment of two sta-

The operations of the Missionary Society tions on Lake Superior, and by the application

were attended with undiminished success in of stricter tests of membership,

every department. The home and colonial XII. Methodist Union in Canada.—A

works show an increase of fields of labor. In meeting of oommittees, previously appointed

the foreign work, besides the mission recently by the conferences of the Methodist churches

started in South Africa, and the flourishing of Canada to confer upon the subject of unit-

African Mission, a new work has been started ing them into one body, met, for the first time,

conference.
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in Toronto, on the 2d of February. The Wes-

leyan, Primitive, Methodist Episcopal, and

New Connection Churches were represented.

No delegate was present from the Bible Chris

tians, but it was understood that that body

was favorably disposed. A free and friendly

discussion of the subject, and a comparison of

views, were had. Another meeting was held

on the 28th and 29th of March, at which gen

eral recommendations were adopted and re

ferred to the conferences.

Many of the conferences approved of the

recommendations.

MEXICO. A federal republic in America.

President, Benito Juarez, declared himself

Constitutional President on February 11, 1858;

elected President in June, 1861 ; reelected in

December, 1S67, for a term of four years ; again

reelected in October, 1871, for the term from

1871 to 1875. Area 761,663 square miles.

Population in 1868, 9,173,052. The budget

for 1869-'70 fixes the revenue at $14,420,576,

and the expenditures at $13,046,742. The

number of vessels entering the Mexican ports

in the year 1869 to 1870 was 648 ; aggregate

tonnage, 542,045. The following railroads

were in operation: from Mexico to Puebla,

from Vera Cruz to Paso del Macho, from Vera

Cruz to Medellin, from Vera Cruz to Iloma

Alto, and several roads from Mexico to neigh

boring places. Total length of Mexican rail

roads in 1871, 215 miles; total length of tele

graph-lines in 1870, 2,975 miles.

Early in January, 1871, Minister Lerdo de

Tejada, who was a candidate for the office of

President of the republic in the coming elec

tion, resigned, and again assumed the position

of Chief Justice of the Supreme Court.

The United States steamer Nipsic, convey

ing the engineers of the railway company,

arrived at Minatitlan, at the mouth of the

Coatzacoalcos River, on the 6th of January,

and the ceremony of breaking ground took

place on the 9th, the United States naval offi

cers, Mexican commissioners, and local author

ities, taking part in the formalities of the oc

casion. The proceedings were afterward duly

certified and approved by the Government of

Mexieo. Much excitement prevailed, however,

in the district, in consequence of conspiracies

against the lives and property of foreigners.

Many fled with their families, in order to save

their lives, leaving their property behind.

Posters were affixed to the bouses offoreigners,

threatening the inmates with assassination.

Among the principal persons threatened was

Mr. Wolf, the United States consul.

The Mexican Congress met in extra session

on March 8th, when 157 deputies were pres

ent. In consequence of the coalition of the

supporters, of Lerdo de Tejada and Porfirio

Diaz, Zamacona, a Diaz partisan, was elected

President, while 78 votes were given to Man-

cera. Lemus, a supporter of Lerdo, was cho

sen Vice-President by 84 votes to 71, which

Valle, the candidate of the Juarist party,.re-

ceived. President Juarez, in his message,

which was sent in on March 10th, stated that

the republic was tranquil, except a small dis

trict in the State of Guerrero. The relations

with foreign Governments were amicable, al

though with some they continued interrupted, ,

Se&or Zamacona, in the House, replied to the

message, and complained that the Government

was interfering with freedom of election.

The extra session closed on March 31st, alter

adopting a new electoral law.

Soon after the meeting of Congress, Presi

dent Juarez reconstructed his Cabinet, which

now was composed as follows (the first three

being new members) : Sefior Ignacio Mariseal,

Foreign Relations; Sefior Savedra, State; Se

fior Castillo, Justice; Sefior Velasco, Govern

ment; Sefior Romero, Treasury ; Sefior Ignacio

Mejia, War and Marine ; Sefior Balcarcel, In

terior. Minister Savedra resigned on April

25th, and Minister Velasco on April 28th ; the

latter, however, consented to remain tempora

rily, when 74 deputies petitioned him to take

back his resignation.

The regular session of the national Congress

began on the 1st of April. Sefior Hernandez,

President of the Chamber, in his opening

speech, alluded to the fears expressed by many

of direct intervention by some officious agents

of foreign powers in the coming election for

President, and to muttered threats heard ev

erywhere of refusal to accept the decision of

the people at the polls. He deprecated such

expressions, as foreboding evil to the country.

Minister Romero submitted to Congress a

scheme for the consolidation of the national

debt at a rate of interest beginning with half

of one per cent, per annum, and increasing

half of one per cent, semi-annually until it

reaches three per cent. He stated that the

debt of Mexico was domestic, not foreign; its

foreign creditors were merely private parties.

Mexico had never contracted a public loan.

He was impeached and tried before the Supreme

Court, but acquitted. On his motion, a com

mission was named to fix the limits of the re

public bordering on Guatemala; and also to

survey the coasts and harbors of the State of

Chiapas, in order to facilitate the development

of that rich but almost unknown State. The

session was closed on May 31st. Its last hours

were employed in considering the appropria

tion bill, which, with some amendments, was

passed.

On May 2d the garrison of Tampico, con

sisting of 400 men of the Federal army, revolt

ed under the leadership of Lieutenant-Colonels

Molina and Colleja. They repudiated Presi

dent Juarez, and demanded that his place

should be occupied by the Vice-President, Se

fior Lerdo, until the new election took place.

They held as prisoners General Lopez, the

military commander, Don Francisco Kojas,

the administrator of the custom-house, and

several other Federal officers. The Chief of

the Artillery, Don Juan Garcia, escaped to
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Pueblo Viejo, whence, on the 3d, he informed

the national Government by telegraph of what

had occurred ; and he, in company with some

other escaped officials, immediately oommenced

to organize National Guards to counteract the

revolutionary movement. Also, General Co

rolla, Second Chief of the Third Divisjon, hap

pened to be in Altamira, seven leagues from

Tampfco, with his escort, on leave of absence ;

he instantly collected some rural police, and

interposed them between Tampico and the

bar. In this manner the communications of

the revolutionists were cut off by a few men.

General Oeballos disembarked three hundred

men from Vera Cruz on January 8th, with

which the positions taken up by Corella were

immediately reSnforced, just in time to assist

in repulsing a sally of two hundred of the rev

olutionists against General Corella in Puente

Blanco. The sortie was a vigorous one, for

General Corella, Commander Amally, and

Lieutenant Carrillo, of the Government forces,

were among the wounded ; but it was repulsed,

and the revolutionists, in their retreat, left a

mountain-gun, their dead and wounded, and

fourteen prisoners. On the following day,

Oeballos disembarked the remainder of his

force, and on the morning of the 9th the rev

olutionists endoavored to surprise an advanced

force at Andonegni, but were repulsed, leav

ing several dead on the ground. General

Rocha, with a brigade, rapidly advanced on

Tampico from San Luis Potosi, and took oom-

mand of the besieging army. A decree of

President Juarez closed the port of Tampico

while the revolutionists were in possession of

the city, meanwhile opening the port of Puer

to Viejo to both the foreign and domestic ship

ping. The siege of the city lasted tmtil June

11th, when it was taken by assault. General

Rocha, the commander of the Federal troops,

telegraphed to his Government that all the

officers of the insurgents were killed. Rocha

himself, with two of his generals, Oeballos

and Alcantara, was wounded.

The presidential election, which had kept

the country for many months in extraordinary

excitement, began on June 25th, when tho pri

mary eleotions were held. A large plurality

of the electors chosen was in favor of the re

election of President Juarez, but, as he did not

receive an absolute majority, the election de

volved upon Congress, which on October 12th

reelected Juarez President of the republic in

accordance with the general expectation. The

voting was as follows : 108 for Juarez, 3 for

Diaz, 5 blanks ; 53 members abstained from

voting. In the name of the latter, Roberto

Esteva protested against the validity of the

election, on the ground that the Government

had interfered with tho freedom of the primary

and secondary elections.

The sixth national Congress, which had been

elected in July, met in September. At the

preliminary meeting, which took place on Sep

tember 1st, the number of members present

was 147, the whole number in Congress being

227. The meeting resulted favorably for

Juarez ; the President of the temporary organ

ization and the committee on credentials were

Juarezists, being chosen by a vote of 79 to 68.

At the permanent organization of Congress,

Gabriel Mancera was elected President and

Francisco Lerdo Tejada Vice-President.

Even before the reelection of Juarez had

been officially declared, new insurrectionary

attempts were made by the adherents of Diaz

and Lerdo de Tejada, in different parts of the

country. On October 1st, the city of Mexico

itself was the scene of a sanguinary insurrec

tion. A oorps of gendarmes, and part of the

Thirteenth Regiment of cavalry, numbering in

all four hundred men, surprised the citadel,

and fortified themselves therein by the aid of

eight hundred prisoners whom they had re

leased from the jail. The leaders of the revolt

were Gonerals Negrete, Toledo, Riveras, and

Echavarria. The remainder of the city garri

son proved loyal, and, under command of Gen

erals Rocha, Alatorre, and Alejandro Garcia,

promptly attacked the insurgents, and at mid

night the national troops, under General Rocha,

carried the citadel by assault. The four lead

ers of tho revolt had left before the attack,

and escaped. All the officers and sergeants

of the insurgent force were killed, and also

the ringleaders of the released prisoners. Up

to ten o'olock the next morning no less than

two hundred and fifty insurgents had been

shot. Governor Castro was killed by Rivera,

whom he was pursuing. The insurrectionary

movements assumed a much more formidable

aspect when, at the close of September, Gen

eral Trevino, the Governor of Nuevo Leon, in

union with Pedro Martinez, the imperialist

General Quiroga, General Naranjo, and others,

deolared against Juarez. He left Monterey in

the last days of September for a suburb six

miles distant. On the day following an offi

cial followed him, and announced the arrest

of all the Federal officials in Monterey, and

tho smaller cities of the State. Trevino ap

proved of the act, and issued a prommeia-

miento in favor of General Diaz, declaring

Juarez's election fraudulent, and his adminis

tration guilty of corruption and tyranny, and

that reforms were necessary. He then re

turned to Monterey, and imposed a forced

loan of $50,000 on the place. The American

consul, Ulrich, was required to pay $1,500.

He refused, and hoisted his flag, and protested

in the name of the American citizens. Sev

eral Americans, including Mrs. Rankin, the

missionary, publicly refused to join in tho

protest. General Trevino gave Consul Ulrich

ten days to pay up, or else be imprisoned.

The money was paid. General Trevino then

recruited eight hundred men, and moved tow

ard Saltillo, which was defended by Governor

Cespada, a Juarezist. General Martinez, with

two hundred cavalry, moved on Saltillo by a

different route, and reached tho other side of
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the city. When near Buena Vista he enconn- reestablished, and that the republic was satis-

tered five hundred Government infantry mov- fied with the reelection of Juarez, excepting

ing to the assistance of Cespada. Martinez the States of Nuevo Leon and Oaxaca, and the

cut off the wagons from the main body and bandits who were robbing the conductai.

charged the Government troops twice. The At the close of December, 1871, anarchy

latter formed in hollow square, and repulsed continued in many of the States, and business

him, killing many of his men and wounding of all kinds was prostrated. The rebels had

him. Escobedo, who is an enemy of Trevino, control of the whole or of part of the States

remained faithful to the Government, and pre- of Durango, Coahuila, Nuevo Leon, Sonora,

vented the insurrectionists from penetrating Oaxaca, and several others, but they were

to the interior. Cortina's forces were sup- making no progress. San Luis Potosi had been

porting Juarez in front of Naranjo. Canales declared in a state of siege. The Legislature

was remaining quiet at Victoria, waiting the protested against it, and the Governor aban-

issue of events. Although the inhabitants doned the capital. General Porfirio Diaz had

of many smaller cities of Nuevo Leon pro- made the circuit of the State of LaPnebla,

nounced against General Trevino, the latter, Hidalgo, Tlaxcala, and Mexico, with fifteen

on December 2d, took Saltillo, which the hundred men. In a skirmish he had taken

Government troops had defended with great five hundred prisoners, and he was now pur-

bravery, sued by General Rocha. The Government

While the insurgents wore gaining a firm was still confident of an early triumph, but

footing in Northern Mexico, several of the at the capital the idea of a protectorate of the

Western States pronounced against the na- United States, or of annexation to the United

tional Government under the leadership of States, was freely discussed, and found many

General Porfirio Diaz. At the close of Octo- adherents.

ber, and in the beginning of November, pro- MICHIGAN. The only State election for

nunciamientoi were made in the States of the year was for Justice of the Supreme Court,

Oaxaca, Aguascalientes, Durango, Zaoatecas, and Regents of the University. The result for

and Ooahuila. The city of Mazatlan also de- Justice was as follows :

clared in favor of Diaz for the presidency, James V. Campbell, Republican 9S,2ffl

and expelled the Federal officers, who had to £^r2^42S^;/;;.V;.:::::::: t?S

take refuge on board of an American gunboat.

The revolutionists claimed to be acting in the Republican plurality 18£»

name of the party of progress, and installed Charles Rynd and Claudius B. Grant were

Mateo Mazana as Governor of Sinaloa, who chosen Regents of the University by nearly

issued a proclamation reducing the export the same vote.

duty on Mexican dollars from eight to four jn new circ'uits, John Moore, Theophilns C.

per cent., on bullion to five per cent., and Grier, and Birney Hoyt, were also elected

abolished light-house duties altogether. The circuit Judges.

garrison of Guaymas, in Sonora, revolted on xhe retume of fiscal operations, as given be-

November 20th, killing their commander, and i0W) j8 for the ten months ending September

declaring for Diaz. After levying heavy con- go, 1871, that day being, by an act of tie

tributions on the merchants, they embarked Legislature of 1871, fixed as the time of closing

on board two small vessels for Altata, ex- the fiscal year, in place of November 30th, as

gecting to capture that place without trouble, prior to that date :

Ut Governor Pasquera, of Sonora, raised Tbe gross receipta of the State Treasury for

troops immediately, reoccupied Guaymas, and the ten months ending September 80,
dispatched a force down the coast in pursuit T-^lTSTl.-.' ili^UY-j Yi^l $1,510,118 S3

- r , . . . . « j t» n ' t\- 1° this amount is Included the

of the revolutionists. General Jfornno Diaz, income or swamp-lands ex-

who even for some time after pronunciamientos pended during the ten months

in his favor had been made, observed a pro- g^lSS'Sl^ZZl

found silence as to his own intentions, pub- in land-warrants, to $5144,418 58
lished in November a manifesto, in which he Also a transfer to the War Fnnd

undertook to justify his pronunciamiento, and 1 !51,41S S

to explain his plan for reconstructing the Gov- ghowljig^ recclpU rf

ernment. Of the cosh receipts, the amount paid into

On December 1st, President Juarez opened the state Treasury in trust, and which
the new session of Congress, with a speech on £™ed no « |hf suae ™y^°f: 213.099 is

the situation. He said the country appeared .' ■—-

to be consuming itself in unfruitful struggles, ^aT,.P£vfo,r eeneral revenue cash receipts. $1,045,661 H

„_ 1 ,1 . », 1 ■ J Add the balance in Treasury, November 80, _
ana that the military element agam opposed 1870 453,307 97

the standard of legality, bringing back the

time when a revolution signified the change il^^t^S^JSlSd"thetn M a

of individuals in power. He counted upon months:. 11,503,969 09

the aid of Congress to suppress the seditious T1?e s<«>eral revenue cosh receipts for the
™~„„™„„f tu a i_ V?i 11 5 ten months were, as stated above fl,0t5,wi it
movement. The Speaker of Congress replied . a • T, „ .■»...
*v.„f n ~ 1 5 iJT i "-r"™ And were from the sources and of the
that Congress hoped that peace would soon be amounts as follows:
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Brought forward, cash
SDOcif

From
lands)

From direct taxes

From specific taxes
trust funds (sales

receipts
... (360,715 66
of
... 165,529 02
... 483,418 53

$1,045,661 IS

1,003,693 41

Leaving for general revenue receipts, from
son roes other than the three above
named, bnt $86,967 71

Which amount is made np of the following
items :

Sale of Michigan Reports (law) $522 19
Hale of Laws 90 00
Interest on surplus funds 31,395 23

Interest on over-duo specific
taxes 1,879 29

Interest on tax-sales 1,107 84
Fees collected by Stato officers. 8,885 78
Sale of Salt- spring land, and In

terest 8,042 54
Pedlers' licenses 819 84
From commissioners of deeds,

for commissions -45 00
Notaries public, for commis

sions 1 00
Erroneous allowance refunded 4 50

Sale of Internal Improvement
land • 200 00

Suspense account—collections. 5,475 00

$86,967 71

The receipts " in trust " form no part of the

general revenue of the State. The amount

thereof, $213,099.18, is made up of numerous

items, the more important being taxes col

lected for the several counties, redemption

money, interest upon unpaid principal of edu

cational funds, and canal-tolls.

A classification, by funds, of these receipts,

may be made as follows :

General Fund $101,416 65
Educational Funds 1,280 00
'Edueational Interest Funds 62,190 63
St Mary's Fall? Ship-Canal Fund 19,467 21
Internal Improvement Fund 11,079 11
Swamp-land Fund 8,938 49
Swamp-land Interest Fund 3,724 62
Asylum Fund 2,448 17
State Building Fund 917 71
Speclllc Tax Fund 4,967 40
Escheats 47 67
Trespass on railroad lands 186 00

Sundry deposits 1,442 62

Total, as above $213,099 18

Warrants were drawn against the State
Treasury, during the ten months, amount

ing to $1,274,864 14
This sum includes the amount

of Swamp-land warrants,
payable In State Swamp
land drawn during the pe
riod, amounting to $244,418 53

Also a transfer to the War
Fund of 7,000 00

851,418 58

leaving for cash expenditures $1,022,945 61
The cash payments ''in trust" were 254,876 57

Olving, for cash expenditures from the
general revenue of the State $768,069 04

The general revenue cash expenditures
were, from funds, as follows :
General Fund $440,982 75
Asylum Fund 65,687 41
State Building Fund 8,437 00
Two- Million Loan Sinking

Fund 27,000 00
War Loan Sinking Fund 8,000 00
War Fond 84,220 00
Military Fund 7,814 98
Soldiers' Aid Fund 8,500 00
Interest on Educational Funds. 182.301 21
University Aid Fund 15,000 00

Fuud... 5,185 71
$768,069 04

Classifying the cash expenditure
general revenue in a manner to indicate
the purpose of the several dlsbui
and they may be covered by the
Items, viz. :
Salaries—State officers, depu

ties, principal clerks $29,351 58
Salaries—extra, clerks 18,218 54
Awards of Board of State Audi

tors $117,718 73

$160,288 85
Expense of Judiciary—salaries, publishing

reports, and incidentals 84,829 85
Expenses— Bureau of Insur
ance, $228.77; suits, $444.26;
TrueteeB of Asylum for In
sane and Instil n't ion for Deaf,
Dumb, and Blind, $574.82;
Inspectors of State-prison,
$869.80 ; arresting fugitives
from Justice, $155.44 $2,272 10

Wolf bounty, $52.00; coroners'
fees, $2,024.36; appraisal of
Salt-spring land, $35.90 2,112 26

4,884 86
Military expenses $7,814 96
Relief of disabled soldiers 8,500 00
Bounties to soldiers 12,600 00

28,914 96
Interest, and premium thereon,
upon bonded debt $126,495 57

Interest upon trust funds 182,301 21

308,796 78
Principal of bonded debt 27,785 71

• Appropriation for General

Fund $138,999 62
Appropriation for Asylum
Fund 65,687 41

Appropriation for State Build
ing Fund 8,437 00

Appropriation for University
aid 15,000 00

208,124 03

Aggregate expenditures from general
revenue, as above $768,069 04

The expenditures " in trust " oover disburse

ments of money received " in trust," and were

from the funds and for amounts as follows :

General Fund $101,416 65
Internal Improvement Fund 8,464 03
Specific Tax Fund 600 00
Canal Fund 8,764 06
Swamp-land Fund 4,977 46
Swamp-land Interest Fund 247 26
Educational Interest Funds 63.242 87
Primary School Fund 1,280 00
Asylum Fund 43,363 24
State Building Fund 20,845 57
Escheats 47 57
Deposit Funds 1,727 87

Aggregate expenditures "In trust".. $254,876 57
As stated above, the general revenue cash

receipts, for the ten months ending Sep
tember 30, 1871, were $1,045,661 12

The receipts "in trust" were 218,099 18

Giving for aggregate cash receipts... $1,258,760 30
Add balance in State Treasury, November

80, 1870 458,307 97

And there appears, as the aggregate of cash
In the State Treasury during the fiscal
period $1,717,068 27

The cash expenditures for gen
eral purposes during the same
period, were $768,009 04

And "in trust" 254,876 67

Giving for total cash expenditures. . . 1,022,945 61

Balance In the State Treasury on the 80th
day of September, 1871 $694,122 66

The bonded debt of the State was, on the
30th day of November, 1870 $2,885,028 49

September 30, 1871, the amount thereof was 2,355,292 78

Showing a decrease, for the period, of $29,735 71

The detail of this indebtedness is as follows :
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Two-million Loan Bonds, 6's, due January
1, 1873 $iM,000 00

Two-million Loan Bonds, 6's, due January
1, 1878 «6,0OO 00

Two-million Loan Bonds, 6's, duo January
1, 1863 728,000 00

Renewal Loan Bonds, 6's due July 1, 1878. . 160,000 00
War Bounty Loan Bonds, 7's, due May i,

1890 463,000 00
Canal Bonds, 6's, due July 1, 1879, guaran
teed by Btate 81,000 00

Total interest-bearing bonded debt.. $2,321,000 00

Non-interest-bearing bonded debt :

Matured adjusted bonds, in
terest $3,000 no

War Loan Bonds 60 00
Outstanding, part paid (unrec
ognized) Donds, 154,000—ad
justable at 81,242 78 84,292 78

Aggregate bonded State debt, September
30, 1871 $2,355,292 78

The general State tax levy for the year 1871

is as follows :

General purposes $328,750 00
Military tax 27,976 05
University aid 15,000 00
University buildings 37,500 00
New Capitol 100,000 00
Reform School 85,000 00
Asylum for Insane 100,300 00
Institution for the Deaf and Dumb, and the

Blind 47,500 00
Additions to Slate-prison 60,000 00
State Public (Charitable) School 15,000 00

Aggregate $757,026 05

Tho school statistics for the year were as

follows : Number of counties reporting, 67 ;

towns, 888 ; children between five and twenty

years of age, 893,275 ; between eight and four

teen, 175,920; attending public schools, 292,-

466 ; attending school under five and over twen

ty, 7,644; average months, school taught, 7 ;

stone school-houses, 77 ; brick, 570 ; frame,

4,024 ; log, 629 ; value of school buildings and

lots, $7,155,995; qualified teachers employed,

male, 2,971; female, 8,303; aggregate wages

to males, $602,187.89 ; females, $926,923.69 ;

average monthly wages of males, $49.92 ; of

females, $27.21 ; volumes in district libraries,

101,760 ; in town libraries, 48,470 ; attending

select schools, 8,772 ; moneys on hand at be

ginning of year, $437,939.23 ; received from

State two-mill tax, $409,541.20 ; received from

primary-school fund, $182,922.25 ; for tuition

of non-resident scholars, $26,047.40 ; from dis

trict taxes, $1,749,407.89 ; from tax on dogs,

$25,608.78 ; from all other sources, $499,606.05 ;

total resources of the districts for the year,

$3,367,868.81 ; paid for buildings and repairs,

$662,896.11; for all other purposes except

teachers, $648,342.02 ; amount on hand, $527,-

128.52 ; total indebtedness of districts, $1,146,-

569.14; expenditures fortheyear,$2,840,740.29.

The number of newspapers and other periodi

cal publications in the State is 189, of which

15 are daily, 8 are German, and 8 are Dutch.

f -Messrs. Lewis and Headley's annual state

ment of tho business of Saginaw Valley for the

year shows, 755,015 barrels of salt, being an

increase of 108,599 for the year. Amount on

hand, 108,294 barrels. Capital invested, $2,041,-

000 ; this does not include the business at Port

Austin and Mount Clemens, which, however, is

small. Lumber manufactured in tho valley,

529,682,878 feet ; this is probably not far from

one-third the total manufacture of the Butte.

Of the forest-fires in October, Messrs. Lewis

and Headley say : ''The month ofOctober, 1871,

will be ever memorable, not only in connection

with the terrible fire which decimated oneot

the fairest cities in the West, but as well in

connection with the destruction of vast forests

of pine-timber throughout this and the neigh-

boring State of Wisconsin. In the region trib

utary to the Saginaw Valley, the effect of the

fires was most disastrous and widely spread.

To realize the extent of territory embraced in

what is known as the ' burnt district,' a glance

at tho map of Michigan becomes necessary.

Commencing at a point on Lake Huron near

Lexington, a line drawn across Sanilac, Lapeer

and Genesee Counties, to the south line of Sagi

naw County, thence in a northwesterly direc

tion across the Stato to the north line of Oceans

County, will mark the southern limits of the

destructive fire, while all the country north of

this line and east of the Saginaw Bay was

involved in the conflagration. On the west

side of the bay, a line drawn from the north

line of Bay County, west to, and including

Manistee County, and embracing all the terri

tory south to the first given line, will give the

reader a very good idea of the amount of land

burned over. According to the closest esti

mates which can be made, an amount of tim

ber equal to five years' cut of tho valley has

been destroyed ; or, in round numbers, four

thousand million feet. Of this vast quan

tity, no doubt a large amount, variously esti

mated at from three hundred to five hundred

million feet, has been watered during the

present winter, and will be saved. The balance

of tho timber will probably bo attacked by

the insect whose destructive effects are always

manifested in down timber, and, while avail

able for coarse stuff for building purposes, will

be worthless for the nicer work to which our

lumber is applied ; its distance from streams

rendering it in its depreciated value nearly

worthless. The loss in the coarser timber,

particularly hemlock, the value of which is

but now beginning to be appreciated, is beyond

computation."
Regarding the great October fires, the fol

lowing information is given by Governor Bald

win in a message to the Legislature :

" While the people of Michigan were engaged

in tho noble work of furnishing relief to the

sufferers in Chicago, the same devouring ele

ment was making sad havoc in our own

State. Thriving towns, farm and school

houses, churches, stock, crops, and thousands

of acres of valuable timber, were consumed.

Nearly 8,000 families, or about 18,000 persons,

were rendered houseless, and deprived of the

necessaries of life.
" Immediately after the fires, two State Belief
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Committees were appointed, one at Detroit for

the eastern, the other at Grand Rapids for the

western, part of the State. Committees or

agents were also designated in each of the

counties and many of the towns of the burned

districts, to procure information as well as to

receive and distribute supplies to the sufferers.

" Responsive to the appeal of the executive

and of the committees, prompt and liberal con

tributions of money, food, and clothing, came

from our own citizens, from almost every

State in the Union, from Canada, and from be

yond the Atlantic Cash contributions to the

relief fund have been received as follows :

By the Governor $156.87fi 50

By the committee at Detroit 129,958 79
By the committee at Grand Rapids 43,833 57
By the committee at Holland 85,018 11
Br the committee at Manistee 6,408 49
By the committee at East Saginaw 12,811 47
By the committee at Port Huron 13,532 00
By the committee at Fillmore, Overelscl, and
Laketown 492 00

By the Hon. Thomas \V. Ferry, Grand Haven 23,829 73
By the Hon. W. W. Wheaton (then mayor),
Detroit 11,315 64

By other committers and Individuals, prob
ably 80,000 00

Total $462,106 30

" Large quantities of clothing and other sup

plies have also been received, the value of

which is estimated at fully $250,000."

The number of miles of railroad completed

in the State, within the year, was 478. This is

unprecedented, and is more than was built in

any other State except Illinois and Missouri.

Of this the Chicago Railroad Gazette says :

The extraordinary activity in construction in this

State is the more remarkable because it has not been

encouraged in any way by the votes of aid from mu

nicipalities. When the decision of the Supreme

Court in 1870 put an end to such subsidies, and the

constitution was so amended as to forbid the future

authorization of such subsidies, it was prophesied

that there would not only be a groat decrease, but

almost a total cessation in railroad construction in

the State thereafter. But there never was so much

activity in construction as in 1871 ; many important

lines nave been completed, and many unimportant

ones have found moans for construction. There has

been a large amount of local aid, it is true, but it has

come in the shape of voluntary private subscriptions

and not in taxes. The Grand Rapids & Indiana and

the Jackson, Lansing & Saginaw are progressing

rapidly toward Maokinaw ; the Chicago & Michigan

Lake Shore will doubtless reach Manistee this year;

the Chicago & Canada Southern is well under way

across the southern end of the State ; the Mansfield,

Coldwater <Ss Michigan has been graded for a con

siderable distance : the Northern Central, a branch

of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern from Jones-

ville northward, has been graded for a considerable

distance, and threatens eventually to reaoh the line

of the Flint & Pere Marquette, if not Mackinaw

itself ; the Detroit & Bay City is under contract, and

progress has been mode with other lines of moro or

less importance.
Detroit, Lansing & Lake Michigan—completed

from Detroit northwest to Lansing, eighty-five miles,

and from Greenville northwest to Howard, on the

Grand Bapids & Indiana road, twenty miles.

Michigan Air-Line—the eastern division, which

reached from the Grand Trunk at Bidgeway west to

Borneo, sixteen miles, has been extended west to

Washington, six miles.

vol. xi.—83 A

Jackson, Lansing & Saginaw—extended from Kaw-

kawlin (twenty miles north of Saginaw) northward

to Wells, forty-five miles.

Michigan Lake Shore—extended from Allegan east

ward to the Grand Bapids & Indiana Bailroaa at Mon-

teith, eleven miles.

Houghton & Ontonagon—six miles of track laid.

Port Huron & Lake Michigan—extended from La

peer west to Flint, nineteen miles.

Detroit, Hillsdale & Indiana—extended from Hills

dale southwest to a junotion with the Fort Wayne,

Jackson & Saginaw Boad at Banker's, five miles.

ItB trains run over the latter road from Banker's to

Auburn, forty-five miles, and thence over the Detroit,

Eel Biver & Illinois rood southwestward as far as

completed.

Peninsular—extended from Climax southwest to

South Bend, Ind., sixty-five miles, fifty-five of which

ore in Michigan.

Niles & South Bend—from Niles south to South

Bend, Ind., thirteen miles, six miles in Michigan.

A branch of the Michigan Central.

Chicago & Michigan Lake Shore—track extended

early in the season from Grand Junotion (the crossing

of the Kalamazoo & South Haven) north to Nunica,

forty-nine miles, completing the line from Battle*

Creek to Montague, and in December from Montague

north to Greenwood, six miles, a total extension of

fifty-five miles.

Grand Bapids & Holland—completed from Holland

northeast to Grand Bapids, twenty-five and one-half

miles. A branch of the Chicago & Michigan Lake

Shore.

Flint & Pere Marquette—extended during the year

from Clare west forty miles to a junction with the

Grand Bapids & Indiana Boad at Heed City.

Grand Bapids & Indiana—extended from Paris

north, thirty-six miles.

Holly, W%yne & Monroe—completed from Monroe

to HollVj sixty-three and one-half miles. Much of

the grading hod been done before 1871.

Number of convicts in the State-prison,

September 30th, 627 ; decrease during the

year, 86 ; received on commitment, 206 ; re

captured, 1 ; discharged by expiration of sen

tence, 205 ; by reversal of sentence, 2 ; par

doned, 19; died, 13; escaped, 4; number of

insane in prison, 9. Earnings, as follows: For

convict-labor, $68,846.84 ; for the support of

United States convicts, $5,066.99; for rent,

$43.15 ; for property sold, $2,799.16 ; from

visitors, $1,520.50; total, $78,754.64. Ex

penses of prison, exclusive of building, $72,-

290.96. Of the prisoners received, four were

sentenced for life for murder; the average

sentences of the others were three years

and three months ; average age, twenty-eight

years and a half. Born in Bavaria, 1 ; Canada,

24 ; Chili, 1 ; Denmark, 1 ; England, 14 ;

France, 2 ; Germany, 8 ; Holland, 8 ; Ireland,

12 ; Luxemburg, 1 ; New Brunswick, 1 ; Prus

sia, 4 ; Scotland, 8 ; Wurtemberg, 1.

In the State Reform School, to which con

victs under sixteen are sentenced, the number,

at the beginning of the year, was 262. Ad

mitted during the year, 73 ; discharged, 97 ;

number remaining, 238. Of those discharged,

80 were released as reformed ; seven to go out

of State with parents ; 57 on a year's leave of

absence ; 2 on reaching majority ; and 1 was

remanded. Average time of detention, two

years eight months and twelve days.

The mining business in the Lake Superior
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region was moderately prosperous for the

year. The tonnage passing through the Sault

St. Mary Canal was 732,100, an increase of

05,27-1 for the year. The increase in steam

tonnage was 132,277, but in tonnage of sail

vessels there was a large decrease.

In tho following table is given the population

of tho State according the census of 1870 :

CENSUS OF 1870.

Alcona
Allegan
Alpena
Antrim
Barry
Bay
Benzie
Berrien
Branch
Calhoun
Cass
Charlevoix
Cheboygan
Xhippewa
•Clare

Clinton,
Delta
Eaton
Emmet

Genesee
Gladwin
Grand Traverse.,
Gratiot
Hillsdale
Houghton
Hnron
Ingham
Tonla
Iosco
Isabella
Jackeon
Kalamazoo
Kulkaska
Kent
Keweenaw
Lake
Lapeer
Leelanaw
Lenawee
Livingston
Mackinac
Macomb
Manistee
Maniton
Marquette
Mason
Mecosta
Menominee
Midland
Missankee
Monroe
Montcalm
Montmorency
Muskegon
Newaygo
Oakland
Oceana
Ogemaw
Ontonagon
Osceola
Oscoda
Oetcgo
Ottawa
Presque Isle
Roscommon
Saginaw
Sanilac
Schoolcraft
Shiawassee
St. Clair
St. Joseph
Tuscola
Van Buren
Washtenaw
Wayne
Wexford

Total for State | 1.184.039

POPULATION.

696
32.105
2,756
1,985

22.199
13,900
2,184

85.104
2(1.226
36,509
21.094
1,794
2,106
1,089
866

22.8-15
2,542

25,171
1,211

83.900

4.44.1
11,810
81,684
13,879
9,040

25,208
27,681
8,163
4,113

80.017
32.054

424
50,403
4,205
548

21.345
4,576

45.595
19,336
1,716

27.016
6,074
891

15,033
8,263
5,042
1.791
8.285

130
27,483
13,629

14,894
7.294

40.K07

7,222
12

2.845
2,093

70

26,651
355

39,097

14,562

80.858
36.661
20,275
13,714
28.829
41.434
119,038

090
31.668
2.764
1,920

22,110
15,701
2,155

84.507
26.173
35.954
19.351
1,502
2,025
950
866

22.784
2,523

25,0113
111

83,779

4,427
11,772
81.015
13.778
8,989
25.109
27,027
8,149
'4,095
85,620
81,528

423
60,237
4,200
548

21,201
4,047

45.201
19.279
1.406

27,498
6,060
891

14.900
8,028
6.500
1,777
8,209
iso

27,405
13,561

11,854
7,159

40,402
6,616

12
2.R13

2,070
70

26,5-11
354

88.683

14,527

20.823
30.593
26,142
13,704
28.152
40,307
110,351

647

1.167.2'

Colore,!.

315
2
1

89
110
-.9

596
53

500
1,010

9
8
5

"i.0
4

78

'ioi

"ii
82
09
28
3

15S
64
9
is

42-1
625

"157
a

"si
17

M-9
67
25

118
14

"ei
10

127

7S
68

"40
6

465
18

"ia
1

95

288

28

"85
06

13,1
9

538
1,125
2,683

8

11,8-19

Netlve.

382
26.519
1.266
1,288

19.982

8,868
1.842

80.OI7
24,518
82,360
19,677
1,188
1,245
1,197
253

20.096
1,363

23.022
1.160

28,618

' 8.299
10,013
29.483
6,010
4,263

22,008
24.027
1,738
8,640

31.052
27,400

237
38.309
2,059
401

15,784
8,044

40.256
16.895
1,383

20.315
3,-108
478

5,793
2.328
4,200
918

2,448

43
22,700
11,708

9.449
0.245

34,770
6,912

2
1,714
1,4«

82

17,447
%

24.334
6,852

17.986
21.P94
23.591
10.201
20,242
82,708
72,453

688

916,049

Foreign.

814
6.B86
1,490
697

2.217
7,082
342

6,057
1.708
4,203
1.417
636
951
492
113

2.749
1,179
1,549

61
6,382

' 1,144
1,197
2,196
7,809
4,786
2,000
3.654
1,425
673

4,995
4,648
187

12,094
2,146
147

6,561
1,532
5,139
2,411
833

7,301
2,666
413

9,240
935

1,442
873
637

67
4.783
1,921

'6,445
1.049
6.097
1,280

10
1,131
668
38

' 9.204
259

2,872

14,967
2.084
8,453
2 587

8.720
40,585

62

268.010

Aieeesed ralne of
property.

$1,078,561
10,530,089
1,488,780
460.438

6.587,424
2,070,198
307,413

6.896.244
4,844.008
7.520,950
4,358.572
208,030
448,140
220,S38

8,421,605
315,OU0

4,397.014
144,115

6,032,374

1,159,580
2,0,86.474
6,707,952
1,917,595
1.190,662
8,921,812
4,247,790
1,518,409
1,424,705
10.767,060
14,002,280

8,617^615
1,122,916

2,872,262
458,227

10.987,289
3,496,541
410.934

5.864.072
1,102.865
118,550

2,807,782
926.200

2,391,637
641,650

8,107,668

4,488,345
1,579,750

8,485,887
1,570,603
9.600.819
1,792,118

943,018
960,922

2,224.662

9.011,423
8,517,074

2,282.000
4.630,1158
12,722,504
1,850,644

12,860.480
11,166,346
27.291.620

931,279

$272,242,917_
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Included in the census are 2 Chinese and 4,926

Indians. The tribal Indians are officially es

timated at 3,175. The true value of property
■was $719,208,118. The public debt, county,

city, town, etc., amounted to $4,340,203. The

aggregate value of farm-products, including

betterments and additions to stock, wa3

$81,508,623; 8,726,145 pounds of wool were

raised; 51,304 persons, ten years old and over,

cannot write, of whom 26,598 are males, and

24,706 are females. Of those twenty-one years

old and over who cannot write, 17,543 are
•white males.

The Legislature passed an act for the erec

tion of a new Capitol building, and E. O. Gros-

-venor, James Shearer, and Alexander Chapa-

ton, were appointed building commissioners ;

$100,000 was appropriated, of which about

$20,000 was expended for temporary State

offices and plans.

Upon the recommendation of Governor Bald

win, the Legislature provided by law for the

creation of a board of commissioners for the

general supervision of charitable, penal, pau

per, and reformatory institutions in the State.

A board, consisting of Charles I. "Walker, "Wil

liam B. "Williams, and Henry "W. Lord, hav

ing been appointed, they organized by electing

Charles I. "Walker chairman, and Charles

M. Croswell secretary. Subsequently, a code

of by-laws was adopted, and the board actively

entered upon the work assigned to it. The

commissioners have the general oversight of

the State-ptison, Reform School, House of

Correction, State and County Asylums for the

Insane, and the Deaf, Dumb, and Blind, and

of the county jails and county poor-houses.

Their powers are solely of a visitorial charac

ter, and are limited to inspection, investiga

tion, and practical suggestions. They, or a

majority of them, with their secretary, are re

quired, at least once in each year, to visit the

aforesaid State institutions, and, within the

same time, one of them, or their secretary,

shall visit and examine into the condition of

each of the county jails and county poor-

houses. They are to ascertain and report the

actual condition of the buildings, grounds, and

other property thereunto belonging, with the

government and discipline therein pursued ;

the method of instruction, the manner of keep

ing records and accounts, the means of venti

lating, warming, and lighting the buildings ;

the classification, cleanliness, diet, and general

health of the persons confined therein, the

financial condition, and all other facts pertain

ing to the usefulness and proper management

of such institutions, which may come to the

knowledge of the commissioners. Forfthe

purposes of this examination, they are entitled

to have free access, at any and all times, to

such institutions, and are authorized to ex

amine, on oath, any person connected there

with. They are to report in writing to the

Governor, on or before the first day of Octo

ber, 1872, and in each second year thereafter,

the result of their investigations, together

with such recommendations as they may deem

proper. If there shall come to their knowledge

any abusive treatment of the inmates of such

institutions, requiring immediate redress, they

shall forthwith report the same to the Gov

ernor, and, whenever the Governor 'shall di

rect, they shall make special investigation into

any alleged abuses. In addition to the before-

mentioned duties, they are required to collect

and thoroughly examine all the penal and

criminal laws of the State, and report the

same, with such revision, amendments, and

suggestions for the improvement thereof, as

they may deem necessary and expedient, to

the Governor, on or before the first day of

November, 1872. It will thus be seen that

the board has been created for the purpose of

gathering facts and information in reference

to the workings of the publio institutions of

the State, and of the amount of good they are

accomplishing, with the view of securing, if

possible, a more uniform, efficient, and im

proved system in the management thereof, and

of promoting such reforms as shall most effec

tively oonduce to diminish suffering and crime,

and accomplish the greatest good results in

the treatment of the dependent, diseased, and

criminal classes.

MILK, Artificial. M. Dubrunfant con

tends that milk is simply an emulsion of neu

tral fatty matter in a slightly alkaline liquid,

such as can be artificially imitated ; and that

the process of churning consists in hastening

the lactic fermentation, thereby acidifying the

serum of the milk, and at the same time ag

glomerating the fatty matter which the acidity

sets free from its emulsion. He further con

troverts the cellular theory, by showing that

the fat-globules of milk do not display any

double refraction, as do all organized mem

branous tissues.

Having thus examined the theoretical con

stitution of milk, he proceeds to the practical

method of imitating it, and gives the follow

ing directions: Add to half a pint of water, an

ounce and a half of saccharine material (cane-

sugar, glucose, or sugar of milk), one ounce of

dry albumen (made from white of eggs), and

20 or 30 grains of subcarbonate of soda. These

are to be agitated with an ounce or more of

olive-oil or other comestible fatty matter, until

they form an emulsion. This may be dono

either with warm or cold water, but the tem

perature of from 50° to 60° O. is recommend

ed. The result is a pasty liquid, which, by

further admixture with its own bulk of water,

assumes the consistency and general appear

ance of milk.

Luxuriously-minded people, who prefer rich

cream to ordinary milk, can obtain it by doub

ling the quantity of fatty matter, and substi

tuting 80 or 40 grains of gelatine for the dry

albumen. The researches of Dumas and Fre-

my having reinstated gelatine among the nitro

genous alimentary materials, M. Dubrunfant
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prefers gelatine to albumen ; it is cheaper, more

easily obtained, and the slight viscosity which

it gives to the liquid materially assists the for

mation and maintenance of the emulsion. He

especially recommends this in the manufacture

of " siege milk," on account of the obviously

numerous articles from which gelatine may be

obtained.

MILLAUD, MoIse, a French journalist and

banker, ofJewish parentage, born at Bordeaux,

August 27, 1813 ; died in Paris, November 13,

1871. His first introduction to active life was

aa a bailiff's assistant; but at sixteen years of

age he was the director of the "Athenceum,"

o society of a hundred members, in Bordeaux.

At the age of twenty, he founded a journal

named Le Lutin, in his native city. Three

years later he came to Paris, where he was,

for some time, desperately poor. He attempted

to start several journals, but all failed, and he

picked up a scanty living by commissions on

subscriptions to Emile Girardin's journal La

Presse. In 1839 he founded VAudience, a

Sunday journal, which was tolerably success

ful for six years. This was his fifth news

paper. At the time of the Revolution of Feb

ruary, 1848, he started La Liberte, a paper

whose circulation soon ran up to 122,000

copies, but in June it was suppressed as a

Bonapartist sheet. About this time he went

into financial speculations with M. Mires (see

Mib£s, in this volume), a fellow-townsman,

and like himself a Jew, with whom he had

previously undertaken some of his newspaper

enterprises. Purchasing the Railroad Journal,

they began to operate in railroad shares, and

soon after founded The Counsellor of the Peo

ple, with Lamartine secured at an immense

salary for editor. Fertile in resources and in

genious in devices, Millaud next established an

office to call in a great number of subscribers

of small capital for financial operations, and

was so successful as to be able to pay in

two years ninety per cent, of profits to his

subscribers. This insured him any amount of

capital. This project was the germ of the

Credit Mobilier. He next opened an office

for dealing in railway shares, and in four years

the profits of Mires and himself were over

three million francs ($600,000). A grand

land speculation, the land to be divided into

city lots, was his next operation. The sub

scribers did not come forward very promptly,

and Millaud took the whole upon his own shoul

ders, and made a vast profit out of it. After

starting two or three more journals, Millaud

purchased a half interost in La Presse; but,

in about three years, was compelled to sell it

out at a sacrifice. For three or four years,

fortune seemed to have deserted this hitherto

lucky journalist and banker, but, in 1863, after

having tried his hand at writing dramas and

other speculations, he went back to his old

calling, and founded the Little Journal, a

penny daily, whose circulation in all the cities

and villages around Paris he provided for, and

soon obtained for it a circulation of from 160,-

000 to 260,000 copies, going occasionally as

high as 300,000 to 400,000. He added eight

other journals to this, and, with them and his

successful banking operations, had regained

more than his old wealth at the beginning of

the Franco-German War. He lost heavily in

this, but left a considerable fortune neverthe

less. He was fond of display in furniture,

equipage, etc., and not always regardful of

good taste in these matters.

MINNESOTA. On May 2d a popular vote

was taken in this State on a proposition for

the settlement by arbitration of certain long-

pending claims against her. Bonds were issued

by tho State in 1858, and loaned to railroad

companies, of which payment has not been

made; the majority against the proposition

was so large, that it is assumed, the people art-

determined upon repudiation. These bonds

were issued on the authority of an amendment

to the constitution, which was adopted in

April, 1858, by a popular vote of 25,023 was

against 6,733 nays. They were 2,275 in num

ber, of the denomination of one thousand dol

lars each. The amendment referred to con

tained this clause :

The Raid bonds thus issued shall be denominsttii

State Eailroad Bonds, and the fuith and credit of the

State are hereby pledged for the payment of the

interest and the redemption of the principal thereof.

But the companies which received these

bonds soon after failed to carry out the con

ditions of the grant. The State from that time

neglected or refused to pay the interest on

them. Ia 1860 another amendment to the

constitution was adopted, " expunging " from

it the amendment of 1858, and providing that

" no law levying a tax or making other pro

vision for the payment of interest or principal

of the bonds denominated Minnesota State

Railroad Bonds shall take effect or be in force

until such law shall have been submitted to a

vote of the people of the State, and adopts

by a majority of the electors of the State vot

ing upon the same." Before this amendment

was adopted, the mortgages held by the State

had been purchased, and the railroads on

which they were given bought by the govern

ment at nominal prices. In accordance wit"

this amendment, the May election was ordered.

The total vote in favor of the proposition was

9,293; against it, 21,499: showing a majontv

of 12,206 for repudiation. St. Paul and Min

neapolis, the two largest cities in the State,

voted " yes." The total vote on the measure

was less than half the average vote of the

State. From twenty-ono counties no returns

were received. The opposition held that the

bonds were of questionable validity, and that

it had been established, by the admission «

many of the ownors and other credible testi

mony, that a large proportion of them w-

their present owners and holders but from M

to 50 per cent, of their face.
The Legislature was in session front Jannar.
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4th to March 4th. Much of its attention was

given to the above bond question and to rail

road interests. One of the most important

measures adopted was a bill " to regulate the

carrying of freight and passengers on all rail

roads in the State." It fixes the rate of pas

senger toll at five cents per mile for each

person. A bill was passed providing a new

basis of apportionment for the Senate and

House of Representatives. Under this the

Senate will be composed of 41 members, and

the House of 108. Bills were also passed for

the prevention of cruelty to animals, and for

the preservation of game.

A political canvass was held for the election

of State officers and Justices of the Supreme

Court. Tickets were nominated by the Re

publicans, Democrats, and Temperance-men.

The Republican Convention was held on the

20th of September, at St. Paul. Governor

Horace Austin was renominated, and the

ticket was completed by the nomination of

W. H. Tale for Lieutenant-Governor, S. P.

Jennison for Secretary of State, William Seeger

for State Treasurer, F. R. E. Cornell for At

torney-General, and S. J. R. McMillan and

John M. Berry for Justices of the Supreme

Court. A platform was adopted, of which the

following aro the more important features :

Resolved, That the essenoe of law is equality and

universality, and that it is beyond the constitutional

power of the General Government to discriminate

between the different classes of the people, to enrich

those engaged in some pursuits by taxes levied on

those engaged in other pursuits, thus making the

same law a means of wealth for some while it is an

engine of destruction to others ; that such a policy is

as unlimited in its operations as human selfishness,

and tends to absorb in the hands of the few the sub

stance of the many, and thus create those great in

equalities of wealth and poverty which threaten the

very existence of our free institutions.

Betolved, That while we prefer indirect taxation

by imposts on importations to direct taxation upon

the basis of population, under a system of internal

revenue, justice and policy dictate that the burdens

of the Government should fall with most weight

npon the vices und luxuries of society, and with

least force on the wants of the multitude, and that

the Government should regard the prosperity of the

gTeat mass rather than the aggrandizement of those

already wealthy.

Betolved, That the internal improvement lands

owned by the 8tate should be opened for immediate

occupation by actual settlers at a reasonable com

pensation, their sale to bo regulated by some system

of appraisement and credit similar to that provided

by our school-lands, and that neither the lands

themselves nor the funds derived from suoh sale

should be disposed of by the Legislature for any

purpose until the law providing for their disposal

shall be submitted to a vote of the people, at an an

nual general election, and to that end we recommend

the adoption of a constitutional amendment to that

effect.
Betolved, That the railroads of the country, having

been constructed to promote the interests of com

merce, and deriving every power they possess direct

ly from the people, are at all timeSj and under all

circumstances, proper subjects for just legislation

tending to the promotion of the public welfare, and

thus we recognize and enunciate the principle that,

in any conflict between the State and the corporators

transacting business within its limits, it becomes

the duty of the State to protect its citizens by the

exercise of every legitimate means at its command.

The Democratic Convention was held in the

same place on September 13th. The follow

ing nominations were made : For Governor,

Winthrop Young, of Hennepin County; for

Lieutenant-Governor, D. L. Buell, of Houston

County ; for Secretary of State, Erick Nelson

Falk, of Rice County; for State Treasurer,

Banrey Vosburg, of Stearns County ; for At

torney-General, John L. Macdonald, of Scott

county; for Associate Justices of Supreme

Court, Daniel Buck, of Blue Earth, and Wil

liam Mitchell, of Winona County. The plat

form adopted was, in substance, as follows :

Betolved, That the Democratic party now, as it

has ever done, stands upon the platform and adheres

to the principles promulgated by the great founder

of our party, Thomas Jefferson, as the only basis

upon which the union} peace, and harmony of the

States can be maintained, and the liberties and

rights of the people preserved.

Betolved, That we denounce the present Eepublican

national Administration for its shameless corrup

tions, for squandering of the people's money, and

for its settled disregard of constitutional obligations ;

and that it has shown itself wholly unfit to be in

trusted -with the control and destiny of a great and

free people.

Betolved, That wo recognize as binding the Con

stitution of the United States, as it now exists.

Betolved, That the prime necessaries of life, such

as iron, coal, salt, leather, and cotton and woollen

goods, ought to bo free from all tariffs and taxation ;

that, upon all other articles, only such taxes and

tariffs ought to be imposed as shall be required to

meet the wants of the Government economically ad

ministered ; and that the adjustment of taxes and

tariffs with a view of preventing fair competition in

trade, from any source, is subversive of the rights

and hurtful to the interests of the masses of the

people.

Betolved, That, in our opinion, no rights can bo

vested in corporations, more than in individuals,

above the control of the people, and such laws should

be enacted and enforced as will limit, to just rates,

tariffSj freights and charges of railroad and trans

portation companies, and protect the people against

imposition, and that the Legislature should annex

such conditions to all new grants, and the extension

of said privileges, as will place the right of legisla

tive control over such corporations beyond question.

Betolved, That as an instance of eminently appro

priate legislation, in the name of wisdom, justice,

and republican government, and to secure universal

political rights and equality, we call upon Congress

for general amnesty.

Betolved, That we are opposed to the granting of

any more public land to aid in the construction of

railroad or other public enterprises, except upon the

condition that the lands granted shall be subject to

be taken by actual settlors at a price not above two

dollars and fifty cents per acre, and shall be subject

to taxation the same as individual property, as soon

as acquired by any railroad company.

Beeolced, That we denounce the present Eepub

lican State administration, for its utter failure to en

force the laws of this State relating to corporations.

The Temperance Convention was held on

October 13th. It was a mass convention. The

following were the nominations: For Gov

ernor, Judge Abner Lewis, of Winona; for

Lieutenant-Governor, W. A. Bentley, of St.

Paul ; for Treasurer, Dr. William L. Mentzel,

of St. Paul ; for Secretary of State, J. Guil
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ford, of St. Anthony ; for Attorney-General,

U. F. Sargent, of Plainview ; for Justices of

Supreme Court, Judge O. E. Hamlin, of St.

Cloud, and A. P. Jewell, of Lake City. After

ward, Judge Lewis declining to servo, the

State Central Committee substituted the name

of Samuel Mayall at the head of the ticket.

A vigorous platform was adopted, and also the

following resolution :

Betolied, That we look upon the enfranchisement

of woman as an important stepping-stone to the

success of our prospects.

The election was held on Tuesday, Novem

ber 3d. The Republican ticket was elected

by a large majority. For Governor, Horace

Austin, Republican, had 45,8153 votes ; AV'in-

throp Young, Democratic, 30,092 ; and Samuel

Mayall, Temperance, 840; Austin's majority,

14,895. The majority of William H. Yale, for

Lieutenant-Governor, was 1G,73S; Samuel P.

Jennison, Secretary of State, 12,372 ; "William

Seegcr, State Treasurer, 10,193 ; F. R. E. Cor

nell, Attorney-General, 1G,19G; James M.

Berry, Justice of Supreme Court, 15,053; and

S. J. R. McMillan, Associate Justice, 14,947.

To the Legislature the Republicans elected 29

Senators and 72 Representatives, a majority

of 17 in the upper branch and 38 in the lower.

At the same election the people of the State

voted on two proposed amendments to the

Stato constitution : one prohibiting the Legis

lature from relieving any railroad from the tax

upon its gross earnings ; and the other author

izing an increase of the State indebtedness, for

the purpose of erecting buildings for the doaf,

dumb, and blind, and for the State-prison, to

the amount of two hundred and fifty thousand

dollars, in excess of the quarter of a million

dollars already authorized. On the first the

vote was: yeas, 41,814; nays, 9,215; majority

in favor of the amendment, 32,598. On tho

second: yeas, 6,742; nays, 40,797; majority

against the amendment, 34,073.

During 1871 there was 457J miles of railroad

completed and put in operation in the State,

which, added to the number previously con

structed, makes a total length of railroad, com

pleted and in operation at the close of the

year, of 1,550 miles.

The grading on what is known as the Brain-

ard branch of tho Northern Pacific Railroad,

connecting St. Paul with the main line, has

been completed, and that of the Sioux City &

St. Paul Railroad to some considerable dis

tance beyond the State line. The reports of the

various railroad companies, made to the Rail

road Commissioner, whose office was created

by tho Legislature of 1871, show the follow

ing statistios :

Number of passengers carried during year. . . 641,711
Average number of miles carried 86Jtf
Average amount received of each $161
Average rate per mile 04! cents.
Total gross earnings for tho year $3,430,414 83
Total operating expenses 2.564,435 10
Net earnings (reported) 847,523 04
Total amount paid State Treasurer in lieu of
taxes for last fiscal year 56,451 18

The following table shows the amounts and

conditions of grants of public lands It the

State to railroads :

COMPANY
RECEIVING GRANT.

- « 1 ? s

UVi

sblll

•HI

3S31II
H

St. Paul & Pacific. .
Winona & St. Peter
St. Paul & Pacific,
tvmthem Minnesota
Minnesota Central..
Lake Superior &

922.411.31
375.155.R5
8S7.864.P7
123,K33.00
167,665.34

140,835.70
81,281.98
98,541.42
23.362.54
38,842.75

18.6
S.6
14.0
13.0
218

484,084.1)7 8,178.49 1*

Total 3.021 .865.34 340.543.07 1J.8

The work of building the Northern Pacific

Railroad and its branches has been vigorous!;

pushed during the year. The main line is to

run from Duluth, at the head of Lake Superior,

and 1,200 miles of lake navigation, to Puget

Sound on the Pacific coast, and its brandies

aro to connect with the chief lines of water

communication, and with the great railroad

systems of tho Atlantic and Pacific States. By

the purchase of the St. Paul & Pacific road,

a line of about 800 miles of finished road in

Minnesota, in successful operation, has been

secured, and St. Paul, at the head of navigation

on the Mississippi, and connecting with tie

railroads of the Central and Eastern States,

concentrating at Chicago, is made a valnalle

terminal point. The lines from St. Paul and

Duluth unite in "Western Minnesota. From

this point of the junction a branch will extend

to Pembina on tho British border, and tie

trunk-line will traverse Central Dakota, and

follow the now famous Yellowstone Valley

ithrough Montana. Near the boundary of Idaho,

the road will again branch—one nrm followin?

down the valley of the Columbia to tide-water

at Portland, Oregon ; the other striking directly

across the Cascade Range to the main terminus

of Puget Sound. A north and south branch

will also connect the Puget Sound terminus

with that at Portland ; and, at the latter point,

connection will be made with the coast-lines

of road now building southward through Ore

gon and California. Both at Portland and

Puget Sound the road will tap the important

lines of the Pacific. The road is fortunate in

its pathway across the two ranges of moun

tains which tested so severely the Pacific Pail-

roads built on the central line. At the Deer

Lodge Pass, in Montana, where it crosses the

Rocky Mountains, its altitude above the sea is

8,500 feet loss than the Union Pacific Railroad

at Sherman, which is said to be the highest

point at which a locomotive can be found in

tho world. And, on the Pacific side, it follows

the Columbia, the only river which has torn

its way through that mighty range which, in

California, is known as the Sierras, hut which

in Oregon changes its name to the Cascade*

The land-grants of the United States to the
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road exceed fifty millions of acres in the winter-

wheat regions of the country. In October,

the track was completed across the State of

Minnesota, 250 miles toward the Rod River,

and regular trains were running over the com

pleted sections. In the latter part of Septem

ber, contracts were let for the construction of

the Dakota Division, extending 200 miles west

ward, from the crossing of the Red River to

the crossing of the Missouri, in Central Dakota.

This division is to be finished by the first of

July, 1872. A section of 65 miles between the

Columbia River find Puget Sound, in "Washing

ton Territory, wa3 to be completed in the

winter of 1871. In the fall, the main line of

the branch, previously known as the St. Paul

& Pacific, was completed to the Red River at

Breckenridge, and the branch line from its

present terminus at "Watab, on the Mississippi

River, 70 miles northward to Brainard, as

already stated, where it joins the trunk line.

In the fall, also, contracts were let for tho con

struction of a branch road from St. Cloud, 75

miles north of St. Paul, to Pembina, on the

British border, a distance of 375 miles, to be

completed at the close of this year. It will

drain the richest portions of the Red River

Valley, open direct communication with the

British settlements of Winnipeg, and the rich

Saskatchewan Basin. It will also serve as the

southeastern arm of the Northern Pacific road,

reaching to St. Paul and Minneapolis, and thus

connecting with Chicago and the trunk lines

to the East. "When this is completed, the

Northern Pacific will have 900 miles of road
•within the limits of the State, and the trunk

line will be carried nearly one-third of its dis

tance across the continent. Anticipating the

increase of business, the Hudson's Bay Com

pany lias already leased docks and warehouses

at Duluth, preparatory to doing the whole of

its immense business over this line. Settlors

are also occupying the lands along the route

with surprising and gratifying rapidity.

The capacity of all the State institutions has

been increased during the year, by the erection

of additional buildings. In the Hospital for

the Insane, the whole number of patients under

treatment during the year was 845. At the

close of the year there remained 244, of whom

129 were males, and 115 females. Whole num

ber discharged during the year, including

deaths, 101 ; discharged, recovered or im

proved, 76, or 22J per cent, of the whole num

ber under treatment during the year; dis

charged without change, 4. The hospital has

been crowded, as heretofore, to the utmost

limit of its capacity. The Institute for the

Deaf and Dumb and the Blind was attended

by 77 pupils ; 60 in the mute, and 17 in the

blind department. In nine years, which cover

the history of the school, not one death has

occurred. The superintendent urges the im

portance of teaching trades to the pupils, in

order that each one on leaving the school may

be able to do something to earn a livelihood.

There were 131 convicts in the penitentiary.

Of these, 71 were in at the beginning of the

year ; 44 were committed during the year for

offences against the State, and 16 for offences

against the United States. The whole number

in prison, December 1st, was 87. The earnings

of the prison during the year have amounted to

$12,256.94. To the Reform School, 44 children

have been committed during the year, and, at

its close, 109 were in the institution, of whom

8 were girls.

The school statistics show marked progress

during the year. The whole number of persons

in the State, reported between the ages of five

and twenty-one years, is 167,463, an increase

of 11,696 over that of last year. Whole number

attending school during the year was 118,983 ;

whole number of teachers employed, 4,385, of

whom 2,903 were females. The whole amount

paid for teachers' salaries was $540,388.12 ;

average for each male, per month, $37.68, and

each female, $25.51 ; increase over 1870, $107,-

945.10. The total value of the school-houses

in the State is $1,758,133.03. The permanent

school-fund is derived from the proceeds of

the sale of the sohool-lands of the State, com

prising one-eighth of the public domain, and

from the sale of permits to cut pine-timber on

these lands. The fund at the close of the year

amounted to $2,544,076.12, which is in amount

the fifth permanent school-fund in the United

States, and the largest derived exclusively from

the Government land-grants for that purpose.

With good management, the school-fund, when

all the lands shall have been converted into

money, tho Governor states, cannot be less

than $15,000,000. In addition to the interest

on this permanent fund, a two-mill tax is levied

each year, pursuant to general law. The pro

ceeds of this tax, added to the interest on the

school-fund, amounted to $846,317.83 for the

last fiscal year, which- has been apportioned

and distributed among the school districts.

To the amount so received, each district makes

such further addition as its electors see fit to

assess for school purposes. From all sources

there was realized and expended for school

purposes, in 1871, $1,011,656.73, against $792,-

852.91 for 1870—an increase, for the year, of

$218,803.82.

Favorable progress has been made at the

State University, the chief educational institu

tion of the State. There were in attendance

in all the departments during the year 321 stu

dents, of whom 92 were women—a large in

crease over the preceding year. The total per

manent fund of the university, now at inter

est, amounts to the sum of $119,762.76. This

fund has arisen from the sale of lands granted

by Congress.

In the following table will be found more

full details of the census of 1870, togother

with tho assessed value of property, taxation,

etc. Tho State covers a large space of ter

ritory, containing more than 81,000 square

miles ,:
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CENSCS OF 1870.

Aitkin
Anoka
Becker
Beltrami ...
Benton
Big Stone...
Blue Earth.
Brown
Carlton
Carver
Cass.
Chippewa
Chisago
Clay
Cottonwood. . .
Crow Wing . . .
Dakota
Dodge
Douglas
Faribault
Fillmore
Freeborn
Goodhue
Grant
Hennepin
Houston
Ifantl
Itasca
Jackson
Kanabec
Kaudiyolii
Lac qui Parle..
Lake
Le 8near
Lincoln
Mankahta
Mauomiu
Martin
McLeod
Meeker
Mille Lac
Monongalia. . .
Morrison ,
Mowor ,
Murray
Nicollet
Nobles
Olmsted
Otter Tall
Pomblna
Pine
Pipestone

Polk
Pope
Ramsey
Redwood
Renville
Rice
Rock
Scott
Sherburne
Sibloy
Stearns
Steele
Stevonp
St. Louis
Todd
Traverse ,
Wabashaw
Wadena
Wahuata
Wasoca
Washington...
Watonwan
Wilkin
Winona
Wright

Total for State.

POrrLATlON.

1T8
8,940
308
80

1,558
24

17,302
6,396
288

11,586
380

1,467
4,358

92
Kl
•A 10

16.312
8,59.8
4.2.19
9,940

24.887
10,578
24,618

340
31.500
14.036
2,035

96
1,825

93
1,760
145
135

11,607

3.807
5.043
6.000
1.109
3.161
1.681

10,447
209

8,362
117

19.793
1,968

64
018

2.091
23.085
1.829
3.219
10.083

138
11,012
2,050
0,725
14,206
8,271
174

4,561
2,(130

13
15,859

6

7,854
11.809
2,446
295

22.319
9,457

439,706

Wh!l«.

18
8,9-Jo
308
R0

1,556
24

17,282
6,S!W
274

11.585
172

1,433
4,309

92
5.34
199

16.204
8.593
4.230
9,988

24,870
10.571
22.596

821
31.329
14.1120

2,035
78

1,823
93

1.760
145
134

11,590

8.867
6,013
6.0.88
1.107
8,161
1,681

10,447
209

8,327
117

19.766
1,966

64
015

2.090
22.8*0
1.826
3.219

10,025
138

11,024
2,0511

6.724
14.201
8,358

161
4.549
S.0S5

6
15,830

S

' 7!852
11,775
2,426
295

22,209

9.457

■lS-.a.57

15

20

40

6

2
IT
7

12

190
10

1
198

1

1
5

13

21
1

4
21

50

759

Native.

178
2.868

185
73

1,075
19

12.148
8.311

118
5.008

86)
698

2,104
49
318
166

10.767
6.515
2.316
7.122

15.178
6.518
12.161

148
21 ,.'538
8,170
805

n
1,192

85
668
108
114

7,710

8.340
8,757
3,737
918

1.403
1.113
7,238
185

4,281
108

15.304

888
47

824

1,310
13,446
1,147
1.808

11,349
120

6,025
1,544
3.602
8.989
0,088

71
1,708
1,499

13
11,341

5,380
6.440
1,444
103

15,168
6,468

279.009

Foreign.

1.072
123

7
483
6

5.154
3:0S5
108

5,918
17

709
2.194

43
210
34

5.545
2.083
1.923
2.518
9.709
4,000

10.454
192

10.228
6.760
1,170

4
C33

8
1,092

87
21

3,897

547
1.8*6
2,3t3
191

1,098

568
3.209

24
4,081

9
4.429
1,080

17
341

1,381
SI.WO
682

1,411
4,7-11

18
4,417
520

3,1103

6,417
2,183
103

2.853
537

4',5:}8

2.474
5..109
1.0IC2

192
7.151
2,989

160.097

valne of
property.

100.000
8.795,615
2.620.379
678,916

1,100.435
4,030,868
1,619,284
4,755,423

6,5.52.049
2,038.636

120.382
70.000

128,043
109.931
97,413

85,147
1,508,981

143.000
787.623
671,000
285.717
239,132
678,509

2,326,385

1,544,724

4,518,616

335,432

848,479
8,808,567
467,204
225,143

8,305,075

1,361,875
468.993
878.978

2,178,965
2,042,397

6f,090
220.693
244.080

7,900
3,900.000

7,500

1.2-11,864
8,003.421
211,451
90.800

4,673.612
1,100,460

$45,000
854.354
875.000
55.000

452,279

3.548.809
715.024
110,970

1.265.394
105,000

958.118
2,023

$84,135,332

Included In the oensus are 690 Indians, town, city, etc., amounted to $2,488,797. J'16

The number of tribal Indians is officially es- aggregate value of farm products, in"""1!1''

timated at 6,350. The true value of property betterments and additions to stock, was l»3,"

was $228,909,590. The public debt, county, 446,400; 407,185 pounds of wool were raised ,
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24,043 persons, ten years old and over, cannot
■write, of whom 11,234 are males, and 12,809

are females. Of those twenty-one years old

and over who cannot write, 8,034 are white

males.

The receipts into the State Treasury, during

the fiscal year ending November 13th, were

$913,136.54; disbursements, $710,956.17; leav

ing a general balance of $196,180.37. The

recognized bonded debt of the State, at the

beginning of the year, was $350,000. Tbe

Indian war bonds of 1862 are to be redeemed

before the 1st of November nest, in accord

ance with the section of the State constitution

providing that all bonds issued by the State

shall be redeemed within ten years from their

date. The sinking fund for their redemption,

at the commencement of the year, amounted

to $64,493.86, making the debt virtually about

$285,503.14 at that time. At the close of the

year the fund amounted to $86,778.89, reduc

ing the debt to $263,221.11, and making a de

crease of $22,283.03 during the year. There

has been expended from the Treasury, from

1866 to 1871 inclusive, $681,055.06, for the

erection of State buildings. Of this amount

the State borrowed $250,000 ; the balance,

$431,055.06, was derived from taxes and the

general receipts of the Treasury. The State

Auditor estimates the taxable valuation of all

the property in the State, for the present fiscal

year, at $90,000,000, an increase of about $3,-

000,000 over the last year. On this amount

the taxes are levied as follows : For general

revenue, 3 J mills, $315,000; for support of

State institutions, one mill, $90,000 ; for in

terest on State debt and sinking-fond, half

mill, $45,000 ; total, five mills, $450,000.

The marvellous development of agriculture

in the State is sufficiently illustrated by the

simple statement that the cultivated area dur

ing the twenty years of her existence has

grown from 1,900 acres in 1850 to 1,863,316

acres in 1870. The number of acres of tilled

land, at various periods since the organization

of the Territory in 1849, is shown as follows :

Asm.

Titled area In 1R50 1.900
Tilled area io 1864 15.000
Ti lied area i n 1860 856,250
Tilled area in 1866 895,413
Tilled area in 186T 1,092.593
Tilled area in 1888 1,887.470
Tilled area in 1869 1,619.456
Tilled area la 1870 1,863,316

The following statement exhibits the in

crease of the total tilled area, and the propor

tionate occupancy of the same by the three

leading staples of the State for 1870 :

I.) . . -
1809. i8ro. Iocreue.

Per cent, oc
cupied la

Tilled acreage... 1,619,456 1.863.316 2)3,860

1570.

Acres in wheat.. 1,006,007 1,003,597 2,419 53.86
Acres In oats.... 278,487 356.408 77.921 19.12
Acres in corn 147,587 204,129 56,542 10.95

The changes among the three staples for

1870 are as follows : Wheat area decreased .23

per cent. ; oats area increased, 27.98 per cent. ;

corn area increased, 38.31 per cent.

The total number of farms in the State in

1870 was 46,256 ; average tilled acres per farm,

40.28. The aggregate cash value of these

farms was $97,565,906, and value of imple

ments and machinery $6,688,366. This is an

increase, in ten years, of $75,730,167, or near

ly 265.5 per cent. The statistics of manufac

tures show that in 1870 there were 2,057 estab

lishments, manufacturing more than $500 an

nually, and the value of their products was

$23,301,147. Of these, 208 were flour-mills,

which produced 1,296,488 barrels of flour dur

ing the year ; 204 were lumber-mills, the an

nual products of which were valued at $5,058,-

157; 294 were blacksmithing establishments;

168 boot and shoe manufactories; and 115 of

carriages, wagons, etc.

According to the latest publio surveys, the

area of the State is 80,784 square miles, or 51,-

701,760 acres. This is inclusive of all lakes

and parts of lakes within the State boundaries,

except the portion of Lake Superior so in

cluded. The following shows the total absorp

tion of the public lands by individuals, under

the various provisions of law at the several

United States Land-Offices within the State

during the year 1870 :

Act**.

Under homestead law 820,540.48
Under preemption law 316,757.04
With warrants and college scrip 157,191,28
With cash 171,617.95

Total 955,106.72

In June and July some sections of tho State

were visited by severe hail-storms and fires,

which completely destroyed the crops. Much

destitution followed in consequence, and the

more favored portions of the State were called

upon by the Governor for aid, and promptly

rendered it.

A careful estimate founded upon official data

places the number of immigrants for 1871 at

about 82,000.

MIRES, Jcles (Jules Mathieu), a French

adventurer, journalist, banker, and financier,

born in Bordeaux, December, 1809; died in

Paris, June 6, 1871. His career was more re

markable than that of any hero of romance.

His parents were Portuguese Jews, and from

his boyhood ho had been daring, impudent,

lawless, with a good deal of liberality mingled

with his audacity and brutality. Ho was a

broker in Bordeaux ; quarrelled with every

body, fought a dozen duels; and finally about

1845 made his way to Paris to seek his fortune.

Ho had obtained a position in 1848 as director

or manager of the gas-company at Aries, and

in 1848 or 1849, with Millaud (see Millattd, in

this volume), purchased the Railway Journal,

and set up an office for dealing in railway

shares. "With Millaud also he commenced the

publication of T7ie Counsellor of the People,

and employed Lamartine as its editor. Some

years later he founded, as successors to this
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journal, The Chilizcr, and The Country {Le

Payi). Separating (after a quarrel) from Mil-

laud, Mires embarked in the most gigantic

speculations. He obtained the direction or

control of the largest collieries in the empire,

of the Society of the Gates, of Marseilles, and

of some of the largest industrial enterprises of

that city, and rebuilt nearly one-third of it.

Ho now rolled in wealth ; was summoned by

the Pope to undertake a loan for the Papal

Government, was appealed to for help by the

Sultan, was decorated with the red ribbon

of the Legion of Ilonor; floated buoyant on

the torrent of French popularity and glory,

married his daughter to the Prince de Poli-

gnac, wrote books, paid artists, was the pa

tron of authors, poets, and detectives, bought

splendid domains, scattered money with a

lavish hand, and gathered around him a corps

of literary friends and abettors. But this

pomp and glory was not to last. lie had, in

somo way, incurred the displeasure of JTapo-

loon III., and, though he was in possession of

some dangerous secrets in regard to the cor

ruption and frauds of the Government, he was

arrested in February, 1861, thrown into prison

at Mazas, for several months, kept in secret

confinement, and finally, on the 11th of July,

1801, tried by the Correctional Tribunal of

Paris, and sentenced to five years' imprison

ment, and 3,000 francs fine. The man may

have been and probably was corrupt, though

hardly more so than his accusers; but his

fearlessness and energy in conducting his de

fence, and with the Emperor and all his Cabinet

against him, compelling the appeal to higher

courts, and securing a reversal of judgment,

gained him sympathy. On the reversal of one

judgment, the Government caused his arrest

on another indictment, but he defied them,

and at last, after nearly three years of trials

and imprisonment, ho was set free. Ho im

mediately entered upon other speculations,

and commenced a warfare upon the Govern

ment and its speculating favorites, which he

did not cease till both it and they were ruined.

He also commenced actions for damages against

the judges who had condemned him, and the

witnesses who had testified against him ; and,

having seen all his enemies overthrown, at last

died himself of sheer exhaustion from his ten

years' contest with his persecutors.

MISSISSIPPI. The material condition of

the Stato of Mississippi has improved hut

slowly during the past year. Financially, its

status is unsatisfactory, owing rather to bad

management than to any heavy burden of debt

or taxation. The indebtedness is wholly of a

floating character, and by no means great in

amount. On the 1st of December there were

oustanding warrants amounting to $048,723.19,

and certificates of indebtedness to the amount

of 8397,000, making a total of $1,045,723.19.

In this statement are included tho deposits made

by insurance companies, amounting to $557,-

736.42. This floating indebtedness had in

creased $487,986.77 since the beginning of the

year. These warrants are of tho nature of

checks or sight drafts issued by the Auditor in

the payment of claims npon the Treasury.

They presuppose the existence of funds for

their redemption on presentation, but, accord

ing to the statement of the Governor, the

present Treasurer has never during his term

of office had money enough at command to

pay his own salary I Tax-collectors are au

thorized to receive the warrants in payment

of State taxes, but are under no obligation to

make change, and if the exact amount of the

dues is not tendered tho warrants may he

refused. The result is, that these checks are

continually at a discount, and their value dur

ing the past year has fluctuated from 65 to 85

cents on the dollar. The same unsubstantial

system of issuing certificates of indebtedness,

and paying and receiving them in lieu of money,

is in vogue in the counties, and tho supervisors

havo issued this unsatisfactory kind of cur

rency until, in many cases, it has depreciated

in value to twenty-five cents on the dollar,

which practically quadruples the pressure npon

the people for tho payment of public dues,

Tho Governor, in his message to the Legisla

ture of 1872, strongly recommended the adop

tion of measures whereby all outstanding evi

dence of indebtedness should be funded in

bonds running from one to eight years, and

bearing six per cent, interest, payable semi

annually, and that henceforth only legal United

States currency bo used in the actual financial

transactions of the State and counties.

The system of public schools of the State is

hardly established on a firm basis as yet, hut

there are evidences of improvement. Much

dissatisfaction has been felt with the present

mode of organization and management, and

the question of making a change was debated

in the last Legislature, though no change was

actually made. At present there are five di

rectors appointed in each county by the county

superintendent, to employ teachers and look

after the general interests of the schools. The

Governor recommends the election, in each

district, of three directors from the immediate

patrons of the schools, to provide buildings,

and supplies, and employ teachers, and that

one of them at least bo required to visit the

school in his district once in two weeks

during tho session. The number of schools at

present in operation in the State is 3,000, em

ploying 8,300 teachers, and having, during the

past year, an aggregate attendance of 90,000
pupils. The university at Oxford is repre

sented to be in a flourishing condition. Dnnng

the session of 1871-'72, nearly 200 students

were matriculated. The institutionis endowed,

but each year requires more or less assistance

from the State. No tuition-fees are now ex

acted, and one free scholarship for each repre

sentative district has been established- «
proposed to add an agricultural department,

with an experimental farm, to the present ap-
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pliances of tho university. Alcorn University

has been organized, and in part endowed, but

has as yet no local habitation. It is intended

mainly for the instruction of colored youth,

and Hiram Revels, late of the United States

Senate, has been chosen as its president.

The State Penitentiary, on tho 15th of De

cember, contained 234 convicts. Tho buildings

are in a dilapidated condition, and need is feit

not only of new accommodations for prisoners,

but a change in the method of management.

Tho whole matter of penal and charitablo in

stitutions is in neod of systematic and effective

organization. There are schools for the edu

cation of the deaf and dumb, and of tho blind,

at Jackson, tho latter being in successful opera

tion, and tho former just established. The

hospital at Vicksburg was made a State insti

tution by the last Legislature, and during the

last nine months of the year, while it was

under Stato management, 1,723 patients had

boon received for treatment, of whom 1,474

hail been discharged as cured.

Tho condition of society throughout the

State remains somewhat unsettled, and there

have been numerous local disorders, but, on

tho whole, there are clear evidences of an im

provement. The most serious disturbance of

the year occurred at Meridian, on tho 6th of

March. Two days before, there had been a

meeting of negroes, who had been harassed

or threatened by some persons supposed to be

connected with the so-called Ku-klux order,

and during their demonstrations in the public

streets a fire was discovered in one of the

principal buildings of the town, which was

believed to have been kindled by some of their

number. Several upon whom suspicion fell

were arrested, and, during tho inquiry into tho

facts of the matter, an affray oocurred in the

court-house, during which the presiding judge,

Mr. Bramlette, was shot through the head and

instantly killed, and several negroes were either

killed or seriously hurt. This event croated

intense excitement, and thore wore fears of a

general riot between the whites and negroes.

A publio meeting of the white citizens was

held, at which a determination to repress dis

order and violence was expressed, and the

mayor was accused of failure to perform his

duty. That officer was subsequently forced to

leave the city. The Legislature was in session

at the time of the disturbance, and immediately

ordered an investigation, and the following

resolutions were offered, and referred to the

military committee of the Houso :

Whereat, Tho Constitution of the United States

provides in Section 4, Articlo IV., that tho United

States shall guarantee to each State a republican form

of government, and shall protect each of them against

invasion and domestic violence ; and—

Whereas, Thero exists in tho eastern portion of

this State an organized and concertod purpose, among

certain lawless men of Mississippi and Alabama, to

net the laws of this State at deuance, and to molest

its citizens in tho poaccable enjoyment of their prop

erty and their lives ; and—

Whereas, These bands of evil-disposed men have

repeatedly outraged and barbarously murdered both

white and colored citizens, who nave been well-

behaved and law-abiding, and have committed no

o£fenco against society or the State ; and—

Whereat, The officers of the law have been resisted

in the discharge of their official duties, and in several

instances forcibly takon from their homes and fami

lies and subjected to brutal murder ; and—

Whereat, School-houses, churches, and private

dwellings, are being burned by these desperadoes in

thatportion of the State : and—

Whereat, The civil authorities are unable to enforco

the law and protect tho people in tho enjoyment of

their lives, liberty, and property : therefore—

Be it resolved by the House of Representatives (the

Senate concurring), That his Excellency James L.

Alcorn, Governor of tho State, be requested to call

on the President of the United States tor a sufficient

number of Federal troops to enable him to have the

laws faithfully executed, and all our citizens duly

protected in their rights.

Two reports were made from the committee,

the majority declaring that " the Governor

was amply able to meet the requirements ne

cessary for the suppression of outrages and

disorders in this State," and that "it would

be a reflection upon the Governor for the Legis

lature to request his Excellency to call upon

the President for aid." They also recom

mended that the resolution be not adopted ;

while the minority favored its adoption, on the

ground that " the most stringent and prompt

measures are necessary to suppress the out

rages, riots, and murders, complained of from

many points on the eastern boundary of our

State." The minority report was adopted, and

the resolution passed by a vote of 42 to 85.

Notwithstanding this fact, Governor Alcorn

telegraphed to the Mississippi delegation in

Congress as follows :

Executive Office, )

Jaoksox, Mies., March 17, 1871. )

Son. A. Amax U. S. Senate, and George E. Harris,

J. L. Morphia, and L. W. Pierce, House of Repre

sentatives, Washington, D. 0.

I am informed that dispatches have been forwarded

to Washington derogating from the power of this

government to enforce tho law. 1 desire to correct

that misrepresentation, and to state that it finds no

justification in fact. A riot occurred recently at

Meridian, but was promptly suppressed. Tho affair

is now undergoing legal investigation. Somo minor

outrages have been committed on other points

of the Alabama border, in tho night, by parties in

disguise. My only difficulty in these cases is to dis-

oovertho wrong-doers, but, that overcome, as I con

fidently hope it will be, this government is abun

dantly powerful to make them Fear the consequences

of their crimes. Save in these cases, Mississippi

presents an unbroken evidence of civil obedience and

order. J. A. ALCOKN, Governor.

The opposition of tho Govornor to the use

of Federal troops led to the defeat of the abovo-

mentioned resolution in tho Senate.

The Governor did, however, ask for addi

tional powers from the Legislature to enable

him to enforce the laws, and two important

bills were passed for this purpose. One of

these authorized the organization of a regi

ment of picked men, and tho other gave the

Governor power to change the place of trial,
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of persons accused of violence and crime, to a

different county from that in which the crime

was committed, when it should appear that,

"owing to prejudice or other cause, an impar

tial petit or grand jury cannot be impanelled

in such county." In the latter act he was

also authorized to offer a reward, not exceed

ing $500, for the apprehension of any person

charged with a felony. In one or two cases

the change of venue authorized in this act

was made, but there was found to be little

occasion for the exercise of extraordinary

powers on the part of the government. At a

meeting of white and colored citizens at Holly

Springs, in Marshall County, which was rep

resented to be one of the most disorderly dis

tricts in the State, the following declaration

was formally made :

' We, the citizens of Marshall County, Miss., white

and colored, in convention assembled this day, in

the city of Holly Springst do declare :

That, since the close ot the war, as little crime has

been committed by tho population of this county as

for any like period of our history ; that lawless acts

have had but little existence among us ; that no or

ganized bands of whites for any political or unlaw

ful purpose exist among us, so far as we know and

believe, and we think our opportunities to learn the

facts, if they existed, are ample ; that our popula

tion have manifested a love of order and a respect

and veneration for law equal to any community of

any nation ; that for many consecutive weeks in

1863 no peace or other officer was found in our

county, and that no process whatever, either civil or

criminal, could have been issued, and yet during

this period not a violation of law, of even the most

petty character, was perpetrated in tho county ; and,

finally, that we believe no greater amount of crime

has been committed in this State than has marked

other communities of equal numbers, in any State of

the Union. Mississippians act openly and boldly, and

otfences perpetrated oy them are Known ana read

by all men. Secret crimes are unusual.

We deem this declaration justified in view of the

many slanders heaped on our State, and, for our

county, we denounce them as baseless and criminal.

Any introduction of military force in the county, to

enforce tho law, would not only be useless, but an

arbitrary, tyrannical act.

Should, any unlawful acts be committed hereafter

in the county, our citizens are able and willing to

enforce the laws through tho civil authorities.

The regular session of the State Legislature,

which began on the 3d of January, continued

until about the middle of May. Governor Al

corn was elected to the United States Senate

for the full term, beginning on the 4th of

March, but did not resign tho Executive chair

until November following. An important part

of the work of the session was the adoption

of the revised code of laws which had been

previously prepared by a commission ap

pointed by the Governor. This contained

a carefully-prepared registration act and an

elaborate olection law. Any male citizen may

be registered as a legal voter on subscribing

an oath that he is twenty-one years of age,

has resided six months in the State and one

month in the county where he wishes to vote,

and that he will support tho constitution and

laws of the State and of the United States.

Each registered voter receives a certificate

of registration which entitles him to registra

tion in a different county after one month's

residence therein, and after registration he

can be challenged at the polls only on the

question of his identity. Full provision is

made for conducting elections, preserving or

der, and making returns to the Secretary of

State. The entire code was taken up and con

sidered, chapter by chapter, an attempt to have

it referred to a joint committee to be reported

on for action as a whole having been defeated.

Matters of taxation and finance occupied

considerable attention. The revenue law of

1870 had been defective in its operation, hut

no material change was made. The collection

of taxes levied for 1870 was, however, sus

pended until the 1st of May, and the penalties

for non-payment remitted until after that

date. An act was also passed authorizing the

supervisors of the several counties to correct

erroneous assessments. The validity of this

act was brought in question, and a majority of

the judges of the Supreme Court declared it

to be null and void. As assessors and collect

ors were accused of many irregularities and

abuses of authority, this decision caused a good

deal of dissatisfaction.

A movement looking to the assumption of

the old repudiated debt of the State was

started in the Senate and caused considerable

discussion, but did not meet with much favor.

A resolution denying that "any moral or legal

obligation rests upon the people of this State

to discharge in any manner or form, in whole

or in part, the bonds of the Union and Planters'

Bank, commonly known as tho 'Repudiated

Bonds, or Repudiated Debt of the State of

Mississippi,' " was tabled and a resolution de

claring that it was "inexpedient to agitate

the question of the payment of the Planters

and Union Bank bonds, because it is looked

upon as a settled question, decided by a vote

of the people at tho ballot-box, by the Legis

lature, and by the courts of the State, and it

is the opinion of the Senate that the question

should here rest," was indefinitely postponed.

Finally a motion was carried to expunge from

the journal all record of the proceedings relat

ing to the matter.
An attempt to secure the repeal of the sec

tion of the law authorizing the issue of certifi

cates of indebtedness, and their use as cur

rency, was defeated. .
An act was passed to encourage internal

improvements, which granted a subsidy «

$4,000 per mile to railroads hereafter to be

built. There was a strong opposition to the

measure, and several members of the 11°"*°
put on record their solemn protest against the

adoption as they considered it, " in direct op

position to the wishes of all the tax-payers ot

the State except those personally interested.

An act apportioning the legislative repre

sentation among the various counties *•»

passed, and received the Governor's appr°TaJ
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on the last day of the session, May 13th.

There were many complaints on tho part of

the Democratic minority that the division into

districts was unfair, some counties having, it

was alleged, less than the proper quota of

inhabitants receiving a representation, wherein

a large portion of the population was colored,

and others, where there was a predominance

of whites, being joined with the neighboring

oounties. An attempt was made to secure to

each county at least one representative, but

this failed.

A bill to repeal the law which allows the

Governor to fill temporarily vacant town,

county, and district offices, was vetoed. The

message of Governor Alcorn, giving his rea

sons for withholding his sanction from this bill,

was taken up mainly with an argument to show

that the original act was not unconstitutional,

and was needed at the time of its passage.

An act was passed incorporating the "Plant

ers', Manufacturers', and Meohanics' Associa

tion of the State of Mississippi," for the pur

pose of holding fairs, and securing concerted

effort for the development of the material in

terests of the State. The first State fair of

the Association was held in December, and

was quite successful. Oounty associations

were authorized by the Land Act, and meas

ures have been set on foot for their organiza

tion in different parts of the State.

The following amendment to the law regu

lating inns, hotels, and public-houses, was

adopted, the vote in the House being 42 to 38 :

Section 9. If any person or persons, keeper of

any inn, tavern, hotel, or any publio-house in this

State, whore a license is paid, shall refuse to keep and

accommodate any person in his, her, or their house on

account of race or color, he or they shall be guilty of

a misdemeanor, and shall forfeit his, her, or their

license to carry on any such business, and shall be

fined in the sum of not less than one hundred dol

lars, or not more than one hundred and fifty dollars,

to be collected before any justice of the peace of the

county whero the crime is committea, one-half

of the money to be paid to the proseoutor, and one-

half to the School Fund.

The following resolution was also adopted

by a vote of 62 to 28:

Resolved, That it is the sense of this House, that

the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth amendments

to the Constitution of the United States have been

legally and constitutionally ratified, and are now

valid and binding to all intents and purposes ; and

any effort or attempt, let it oome from whatever

source it may, to intorfere with, or to question in any

manner, the legality or constitutionality of the rati

fication of either or said amendments, deserves the

condemnation of the American people.

Resolved furthtr, That we regard the act passed

by the national Congress to enforce the right of

citizens of tho United States to vote in the several

States of this Union, and for other purposes, as being

a wise and judicious measure, believing as we do

that the peaceable enjoyment of the elective fran

chise and all other rights pertaining to citizenship is

the only condition upon which the removal of disa

bilities can be secured.

There was no election for State officers this

year, but quite an exciting canvass took place

for the election of members of the Legislature.

The question was raised at the last session of

that body as to whether it was " a new Legis

lature, or the second session of the first Legis

lature under the new constitution." It was

finally decided to be the old Legislature in its

second session, and an election was ordered,

to take place in November. The Republicans

held a general convention at Jackson, on the

80th of August, at which a central committee

was chosen, and the following resolutions were

adopted:

Resolved, That, recognizing the principles as set

forth in the Republican platform, and exemplified

in the general policy adopted by tho present National

Administration as of binding force, we do hereby re

affirm those principles, and measures, and laws, which

have been adopted to carry the same into effect.

Resolved, That we favor the lowest taxation that

will maintain an. economical administration of the

State government.

Resolved, That we will maintain a liberal system of

free public schools, and secure equal advantages to

all, irrespective of race, color, or previous condition.

Resolvid, That we indorse the Republican Admin

istration of the State of Mississippi, and that in the
giproaching campaign for this fall, recognizing his

ccellency Governor James L. Alcorn as our stand

ard-hearer, we pledge our united and earnest support

in defending the principles of tho Republican party,

and in bearing its standard on to an assured and

glorious victory.

Resolved, That, having secured the blessings of

universal suffrago, we will continue our efforts as a

party in this State to secure the speedy adoption

of universal amnesty.

The Democrats held no State Convention,

but entered earnestly into the canvass in the

various counties, and the leading men of both

parties discussed the principles and claims of

their respective organizations at numerous

public meetings. The election occurred on

the 8th of November. Of the 36 Senators,

18 were chosen at this election. That branch

of the Legislature now stands, Republicans 22

and Democrats 14. A full House of Represent

atives was elected, and that body now consists

of 54 Republicans, 32 of them colored, 50 Dem

ocrats, and 2 independent. There was no

election in two counties. Of fifteen district

attorneys chosen, eight were Democrats and

seven Republicans.

After the election the question was raised

whether it was special or general, and hence

whether county officers were to enter at once

upon unexpired terms, or to begin full term

on the first Monday of January. The Attor

ney-General gave it as his opinion that all

officers elected in Novembor should qualify at

once and enter upon the discharge of their

duties. This opinion, he said, was based on

the law regulating elections, which provides

that officers of counties and of districts of

counties, shall immediately proceed to qualify,

without commissions, and that their term of

office "shall date from such qualification." He

says:

I had considered this law constitutional : first, be

cause the constitution evidently intended an early

termination to that abnormal condition of affairs
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which had bestowed upon the Exeeutivo the tem

porary power of appointing those officers, who, un

der the regular and permanent operations of the

constitution, are to he elected by the people ; second,

because I knew of no provision in the constitution

to which this view of the subject is repugnant ; and

thirdly, because I considered that such a law was in

exact harmony with Section 6 of Article XII. of the

constitution, which is as follows :

" The term of office of all county, township, and

precinct officers shall expire within thirty days after

this constitution shall have been ratified, and the

Govornor shall, by and with the advice and consent

of the Senate, thereafter appoint such officers whott

term of qfice tliall continue vntil the LtjuUvn

t)iallj>rotui* by law for an election of tuck cjlctn:

provided the present incumbents of all county, town

ship, district, and beat officers, shall hold their re

spective offices until their successors are legally ap

pointed or elected, and duly qualified."

The words italicised in this section are, in my

opinion, the only words in the constitution having

any application to the tenure of those elective officers,

the preliminary appointment of whom is required to

be made by the Executive, except that certain officers

named in Article V., and no others, are required bj

Section 22 of that article to hold " till their successors

shall be duly qualified."

CENSUS OP 1870.

•
POFUT-ATION".

AunxJ nine of

Aggref»U. WhIU. Colored. Nmivp. Fontpi.
property.

19.084 4,797 14,287 18,408 676 (5.912,426
10.431 7,663 2,7(8 10,371 60 2.839.014
10.978 4.196 6,777 10.926 47 2.054.338
14,776 8,823 6,948 14,710 66 8,418.678
9.732 1,900 7,816 9,542 190 4.669,040
10.561 8,561 2,000 10.533 28 1.877,830

81,047 9,497 11,550 20.741 806 4,102.504
19.899 9.830 10,069 19.651 248 4,083,780
16.688 12,526 4.4C2 10.943 45 2.347,262
13,886
7,505

8,390 9,996 18,175 811 8.734,092
4,073 8,432 7,434 71 1,977.910

7.144 1,763 6,381 7,039 105 8,567,577
20.008 10,217 10.390 20.425 183 4,867.800
4.753 8,106 1,647 4,730 83 497.034

82.0-31 14,876 17,745 81,701 820 8,607.150

7.498 8.698 3,800 7,467 81 . 933,034
2.038 1,666 872 2,032 6 156.392
10,571 8.929 6,642 10.333 238 1,926.826
4,239 8.053 1.186 4,025 214 785,044
6.795 4.868 1,427 6,196 699 1,808,498

80,488 9,829 £0.659 29.793 695 7,897,822
19,370 6,145 18,425 19.192 178 4,615,570
6,887 741 6,146 6.785 102 2.629,748
7,812 6,826 986 7,808 4 1,164,856
4,362 8,167 1,194 4,184 178 970.410

1H.R84 6.801 4,898 10,824 60 1,089,678
13,848 8,215 10,638 13,062 186 8,856,114
3,313 8,005 308 8,306 7 199.520
12,920 6,706 7.214 12,887 33 1,843,530
18.802 10,819 7.9S8 18,538 864 8.889.716
13,462 7,051 6,411 13,204 198 2,604.944
6.720 8,078 8,042 6,099 81 790.906
8.496 6,491 8,005 8.468 SO 1.299,698

15,955 11,100 4.855 15,888 78 2.559,254
10.184 6,022 4.162 10.060 118 1,546,722
30,502 7,480 23,022 80.176 326 6.215.134
20.918 6,809 15.139 80,550 398 4,694.480
4,211 8,562 1.649 4.204 7 392.060

29,418 12,917 16.499 29,046 870 6.G09.9S8
22,631 8,631 14,000 82,512 119 8,876.601
7,439

10,007
6.419 1.703 7.413 26 921.3S7
6,386 8,386 9,982 85 1,103.027

20.905 5,107 15,798 20.758 147 8.98«.064
14.891 6,587 9,304 14.S37 54 1,894,164
20,754 8,109 12,685 20.504 190 5,001.306
2,094 1.971 723 2.68,8 6 8S6.S38
11.303 5.990 5.312 10.895 408 8,888.888
12.525 9.513 3,012 12.509 16 8.401.255
9.3-18 7,594 1,754 9.830 18 1.630.384
12,977 6,704 7.273 12.800 117 8.600.924
7,847 4,680 8,107 7.617 80 1,220,823
6,718 3,509 2.149 6.709 9 434.274
7,126 6,415 1.711 7,110 16 750,320
5.015 1,772 8.243 4,848 107 1,782,518
7,852 8,215 4,037 7,791 61 1,361.630

20.727 15,036 5,091 20.681 46 8,443.262
7.350 6.609 741 7,323 87 1.178,038
6.358 1,231 4.127 5,305 68 2,934,012

86.709 7.907 18.802 25,183 1.580 9.815.S38
14.569 2.104 12.405 14,266 283 4.818.994
4.806 2.570 1.686 4,198 14 855.938

12.705 2,098 10.007 12.558 147 2.112,616
8.984 6,572 3,403 8.926 58 1,296.002

13.254 6.202 7,052 18,SOT 807 2.502.524

17,279 4,684 12,395 17.052 227 6.646,716

827,922 S88.R96 444.201 616,731 11,191 $177,278,890

Adams
Alcorn
Amite
Attala
Bolivar
Calhoun
Carroll
Chickasaw
Choctaw
Claiborne
Clarke
Coahoma
Copiah
Covington
De Soto
Franklin
Greene
Grenada
Hancock
Harrison
Hinds
nolmes
Issaquena
Itawamba
Jackson
Jasper
Jefferson
Jones
Kemper
Lafavette

Lauderdale
Lawrence

Leake
Lee
Lincoln
Lowndes

Madison
Marion
Marshall
Monroe
Neshoba
Newton
Noxubee
Oktibbeha
Panola
Perry
Pike
Pontotoc
Prentiss
Kankin
Scott
Simpson
Smith
Sunflower
Tallahatchie
Tippah
Tishomingo
Tunica
Warren
Washington
Wayne
Wilkinson
WiiiBton
Yallobusha
Yazoo

Total for State

♦120,514
36.601
61.MS
40,*3
80.563
23.563
67. -il
69.853
67.451

75.475
45,416
61.81S
92.427
18.667

155.IM
15.951
8.393
46.6M
12.508
12.954

140.S04
91.143

122.623
19,484
13.511
18.236
65.7-0
2.243

S2.:-.«
48.858
S4.S2
1- 935

S7,«
45.«S
29.635

147.61°.
104.672
10.349

125.171
85,4-4
81.160
16.6(8
,-2.7! I
61.950
68.192
4.SS1

57.716
55.438
25.574
56.667
S6.9X>
v.:-:
a**

24.18*
24.«e
64.461
19.518
JI.6S0

227.167
77.857

5.1W

F.-.760
17.03
85.028

140.4W
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Included in the census are 16 Chinese and

809 Indians. The true value of property was

$209,197,343. The public debt, county, city,

town, etc., amounted to $798;185. The aggre

gate value of farm-products, including better

ments and additions to stock, was $73,137,953 ;

288,285 pounds of wool were raised ; 48,028

whites, and 264,723 colored persons, ten years

old and over, cannot write, of whom 150,984

are males, and 161,767 are females. Of those

twenty-one years old and over who cannot

write, 9,357 are white males.

The Legislature of 1872 assembled at Jack

son on the 2d of January. Governor Powers,

who occupied the Executive chair after the

resignation of Alcorn, to take his seat in the

United States Senate, submitted a message, in

which he made several important recommen

dations. One of these favored the amendment

of the jury laws, so as " to prevent the chal

lenging of a juryman upon the ground of his

having formed or expressed an opinion, unless

he is willing to say that he is prejudiced in the

cose to such an extent as to doubt his ability

to do the prisoner justice by deciding in ac

cordance with the testimony produced before

the court." He also urged the passage of a

law prohibiting the carrying of concealed

weapons, and recommended reforms in the

revenue and educational systems, and in the

management of State charitable and penal in

stitutions.

MISSOURI. The twenty-sixth General As-

* sembly of the State of Missouri met on the

last Monday of December, 1870, and continued

in session until ho 20th of March, when it

adjourned until December, much important

legislation being still unfinished. There were

one hundred and twenty-one acts passed, but

nearly all of them were without interest to

the general reader. General Frank P. Blair

was elected to the United States Senate by a

vote of 102 to 63.

The most important measure of the ses

sion, and one whicli occupied the largest share

of attention, was a new registration act. The

material changes in the constitutional pro

visions regarding the right of suffrage made

the enactment of a new law for the registra

tion of voters, or at least the repeal of the old

one, a matter of necessity. • The law, as finally

passed, after considerable modification from

the original draft, provides that—

Every male citizen of the United States and everj

person of foreign birth, who may have declared his

intentions to bocome a citizen of the United States,

according to law, not less than one year nor more

than flvo years before he offers to vote, who is over

the age of twenty-one years, who has resided in this

State one year next preceding his registration as a

votor( and during the last sixty days of that period

shall nave resided in the county, city, or town where

he seeks registration as a voter, who is not convicted

of bribery, perjury, or other infamous crime, nor

directly nor indirectly interested in any bet or wager

depending upon the result of the election for which

said registration is made, nor serving at the time of

such registration in the regular army or navy of the

United States, shall bo entitled to vote at such elec

tion for all officers, State, county, or municipal, made

electivo by the people, or any other election held in

pursuance of the laws of this State, but he shall not

vote elsewhere than in the election district where his

name is registered, except as provided in the twenty-

first section of the second article of the constitution.

The county courts were authorized to ap

point the registrars in 1871, but thereafter they

are to be elected by the voters in each district

every two years. All persons qualified to vote

in accordance with tho above-cited provision,

after subscribing to an oath to support the

constitutions of the United States and of the

State of Missouri, are entitled to registration.

Any person offering to vote may be challenged

by any qualified voter, and it is the duty of the

judges of election, thereupon, "to try and de

termine in a summary manner, before the close

of the polls, the qualifications of such person,

and, upon proofs that he is disqualified, they

shall reject his vote, noting the fact opposite

his name on the list, with the nature of the

disqualification and the names of the witnesses

thereto, of which there shall be at least two

of reputable character. The ballots of persons

whose votes have been rejected are to be pre

served, and returned with the others in a sepa

rate envelope, marked " rejected ballots." The

returns are to be made to the county clerks.

The days of registration are to be appointed

by the county courts, and shall be not more

than five in number, and within sixty days

preceding tho tenth day before the biennial

elections. The judges of election for each

voting precinct are also to be appointed by the

county courts. A new registration must be

made in case of special election. Special and

more stringent provisions are made regarding

registration in the county of St. Louis. Any

person registering under an assumed name, or

in more than one district, or in any other

illegal manner, is liable to a penalty of not

less than fifty dollars' fine and three months'

imprisonment. Any registrar registering the

name of a person not qualified to vote is liable

to a fine of not more than five hundred dol

lars, and imprisonment not exceeding twelve

months. Provision is also made for punishing

any change or mutilation in the books or re

turns.

The question of providing for a convention

to frame a new constitution was agitated, and

a resolution was introduced, whicli provided

for submitting the question, whether such a

convention should be held or not, to a vote of

the people, at the regular election in 1872.

This passed the House by a large majority,

but in the Senato a substitute was offered,

providing for a commission to be appointed by

the Governor to revise the constitution. This

failed by one vote, and the whole subject finally

went over to the adjourned session.

Among the other important bills which

went over, were the general revenue bill,

which had passed tho Senate, and an act

providing for the appointment by the Gov
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ernor of threo railroad commissioners, whose

duty should be, among other things, to ex

amine twice every year into the condition

of railroads and their appurtenances, and order

repairs when necessary, to prescribe the rates

of speed, or wholly stop transportion on defec

tive roads, and to exercise general supervision

over the railroads of the State. This latter

measure was urgently recommended by the

Governor in his message, and, if passed, will

establish a strict system of State surveillance

over the railroads. Much time was also spent

on a new law relating to other roads, but it

failed to pass before the adjournment.

The financial condition of the State, in the

language of the Governor, " is not without its

embarrassments, yet a careful scrutiny will de

velop many features of encouragement." The

bonded debt amounts to $17,866,000. A tax

of one-fourth of one per cent, on the assessed

value of property, which is $575,000,000, is

set aside by law to meet the interest and ma

turing principal of the debt, and there were

in the hands of the Treasurer 350 general

bonds, and 167 Hannibal & St. Joseph Bail-

road bonds, amounting in the aggregate to

$517,000. The tax for general revenue is also

one-fourth of one per cent., and the receipts

for eleven months, ending November 80th,

were $8,572,041.80, and the disbursements for

the same period were $2,725,759.24, leaving a

surplus in the Treasury of $847,182.59. Coun

ty, township, and municipal indebtedness

throughout the State is as follows : Railroad

and other subscriptions for which bonds have

been issued, $28,933,833.81 ; railroad and other

subscriptions for which no bonds were issued,

$8,982,800.15; floating debt represented by

warrants, $2,995,331.50; total, $40,911,965.46.

An act of the last Legislature limited local in

debtedness of this kind to ten per cent, of

taxable property. Up to the beginning of

1872 the State bonds had not been registered,

and no specific provision had been made for

paying interest or principal in gold.

Considerable progress has been made during

the year toward perfecting the system of public

education. There are in the State 627,203 chil

dren between the ages of five and twenty-one.

Of these, 823,164 are enrolled in the common

schools. The whole number of separate schools

is 6,164, against 6,418 in 1870, an increase

of 546. The amount of the county-school

fund is $3,597,084.84. Large amounts of land

have been granted by Congress for the benefit

of schools in the State, but up to this time

little benefit has been derived from them. The

disposal of the lands, and the care and dis

bursement of the funds derived therefrom, were

originally intrusted to the county courts ; but

an investigation made by the Board of Educa

tion revealed the fact that this trust has been

very imperfectly fulfilled, and that in many

cases the proceeds of the sales have been used

for general county purposes. The Board in

its report makes a full exhibit of the matter,

and recommends not only new and efficient

measures for securing the benefit of these

lands to its legitimate purpose, but proceed

ings which shall force the counties to refund

all the misappropriated moneys. The princi

pal statistical results of the investigation are

contained in the following statement:

The amount of fines, penalties, etc., placed
in the capital of the county fond (88
counties reported) 1*78.550 51

Total county fund (110 counties reported).. 8.040.M6 li
Total township fund (110 conntles reported) 8,110.038 a
Grand total (110 counties reported) 4,1M,6M H
Total amount improperly secured, or lost... 1W.502 Ti

Total available fund. $8,9^,(80 01

There has been a large increase during the

year in the attendonce at the State University,

two large normal schools have been estab

lished, the Agricul tural College has been organ

ized, and the School of Mines and Metallurgy

has been opened.

The penal and charitable institutions of the

State are not organized on a satisfactory

basis. There are no separate establishments

for femoje and juvenile delinquents, and the

general penitentiary is in a bad condition.

The cost of supporting 800 persons has been

$79,297.59, while the earnings of their labor

were $113,232.55.

Great progress has been made in the con

struction of railroads, and very extensive con

nections with the main lines in other States

will be completed at an early date. The fol

lowing synopsis presents the important facts

connected with these great public works of

internal improvement :

Number of miles completed and in operation,
January 1, 1871

Number of miles in course of construction,
January 1, 1871 W

Number of miles built from January 1, 1671, _
to November 1, 1871 W

Number of miles in course of construction, _
November 1, 1871 U»

Number of miles (estimated) completed and
in operation January 1, 1872 V>*

Capital invested in railroads, rolling-stock,
and appurtenances $in,WS$'

Of roads connecting more or less directly

with the city of St. Louis, the number of miles

constructed during the year 1871 alone is in

dicated in the following list :

BOAD8 WEST OF THE MISSISSIPPI.

Iron Mountain *
Iowa Central
Atlantic & Pacific »
Missouri Pacific 5
North Missouri t. 2
Mobcrly to Hannibal »
Louisiana & Missouri Railroad J5
Missouri, Kansas & Texas *Z
Atchison & Nebraska 5
Leavenworth, Lawrence & Galveston 5
Kansas City, St. Joseph & Council Bluffs •!

Atchison, Topcka & Santa Fe

Midland Pacific -J;

1,033

EAST OF THE IUYER.

Chicago & Alton 2
Qnincy, Alton & St. Louis JJ
Southeastern

Total W
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CEXSUS OF 1870.

COUNTIES.

Callaway
Camden
Cape Girardeau .

Bade.
Dallas
Daviess
De Kalb
Dent
Douglas
Dunklin
Franklin ....
Gasconade. .
Gentry
Greene
Grundy
" "arrison

Iron
Jackson
Jasper
Jefferson
Johnson
Knox
Laclcdo
Lafayette —
Lawrence—
Lewis
Lincoln
Linn
Livingston . .
Macon
Madison
Maries
Marion
McDonald . . .

Mercer
Miller
Mississippi.
Moniteau....
Monroe
Montgomery
Morgan
New Madrid
Newton
Nodaway....
Oregon
Osage
Ozark.......
Pemiscot....
Perry
Pettis
Phelps
Pike
Platte
Polk
Pulaski
Putnam

POPULATION.

11,448
15,137
8,440
12,307
10,373
5,087

15.9B0
11,344
8,164

20,765
85.109
4,493
11,390
19,204
6,103

17,558
17,446

I,455
19,496
9.474

19,136
6,707

13,667
15,564
14,063
10,494
40,694
7,984
8,683
8,883
14,410
9,858
6,357
3,915
5,984

30,093
10,093
11,607
21,549
10,567
14,635
17,401
6,454

11,654
17,433
4,418
6,273

55,041
14.948
15.330
24,643
10,974
9,380

24,643
13,067
15,114
15.960
15,900
16,730
23,230
5,319
5,916

23,780
5,426

II,557
6,616
4,984
11,875
17,149
10,405
8,434
6,357
12.821
14,751
3.2S7
10,793
3,363
2,059
9,877
18,706
10,506
23,076
17,354
12,445
4,714
11,217

White.

11,305
14,736
8,403
11,437
10,340
6,068
15,840
11,004
8,116

16,747
33,155
4,275
11,106
15,768
5,959
15,914
16.619
I,445

18,793
9,363

16,336
6,594
13,374
13,718
13,880
9,041

17,310
7,396
8,479
8,294
14,086
9.736
6,326
3,838
5,818

27,943
10,013
11,551
19,393
10,454
14,623
16,759
6,364
11,468
14,040
4,193
5.946

49,810
14,790
14,617
23,189
10,774
9,418

18.584
12,303
13,933
13.974
15,158
15.771
21,734
5,638
5,894
20,137
5,189

II,101
6.440
4,063
10.496
15.141
9,466
8,147
4,931

14,471
14,663
8,483

10,467
8,351
1,911
9,477

16,580
10,414
18,831
16,160
12,186
4,639
11,403

113
401
84

1,070
64
19

120
840
46

4,038
1,953

41
284

8,431
149

1,646
847
30
604
111

2,800
114
293

1,846
683

1,251
8,354

86
204
89

S44
122
31
27
166

2,173
80
66

8,150
115
10

644
90
184

6,193
41

:J5J
5.443
138
763

1,453
400
104

4,039
459

1,181
1,987
714
930

1,496
159
24

3,594
37
93
176
919
879

2,003
939
307

1,443
350
87
4

320
14

148
400

2,146
494

4,195
1,194
459
25
9

11,072
14,401
7,712

11,720
10,345
4,931

13,422
10,198
7,828

20,439
28,796
4,265

10,715
18,498
6,034

14,741
16,644
I. 111

18,557
9,870
17.941
6,670

14,851
14,957
13,036
8,434
18.597
7,589
8,598
8,341
11,167
9,455
0,458
3.903
5,958

23,383
6,317
11,293
20.731
10,276
14,346
16,634
6,404
12,003
16,679
4,177
5,756

45,916
14,510
12,671
83.ti65
10,368
9.036

20.694
14,849
14.146
15,004
14,499
15,376
81,198
5,471
5,598

81.164
5.181

11,417
6,489
4,797
10.403
10.644
9,647
7,735
6,274
14,545
13.901
8.279
8.394
8.357
2.044
8,334
17,156
9,698
24,233
16.359
12.364
4,644

II.046

Foreign.

376
878
728
687
23
156
538

1,144
839
326

6,313
83
675
704
76

2,837
824
11

739
104

1,195
• 37

816
607

1,047
2,058
2,093
493
85
64
213
003
104
10
24

6,715
3,446
309
818
291
289
769
250
619
554
41
644

9,145
418

2,709
933
606
84-1

1,931
23S
908
958

1,401
1,854
2,038
878
818

2,616
45
140

ill
1,174
545
758
699
83
276
850
8

2,401
6
17

1,543
1,550
814
&13
993
81
98
171

Aueued value of

*8,535.891
6,483,340
2,673,773
6,104,127
1,205,494
1,460,480
5,506,456
8,245,796
1.551,495
6,363,103

12,175,579
787448

3,237.374
6,817,779
1,156,148
4,400,135
4,446,574
510,588

7,008,736
1,455,747
4,344.547
«S6,948

4,470,535
6,291,435
4,304,905
4,115,612
5,856.364
2,344,233
2,069.116
1,364.120
8,078.833
2,40:1,193
1,033,648
849,015
678,677

4,863,449
2,643,087
4,439,301
6.431,339
2.396,147

. 4,740,341
0,153,822
1,241,911
4,056,744
6,449.003
496,048

1 .952.1117

16.103.334
4.177,446
3.036,599
7,879,599
8,053,515
1,397.174
6,837,976
2,219.016
4.7" 1. 223
8.827.850
3,264,709
4,602,531
4.973,830
1,838.411
1,017,534
8. 2-3;. 375

790,573
2,269,391
1,493,940
1,079,636
8,602,520
4,855,009
8,126.315
2,348.510
845.952

2,155,565
5,501.8:*!
693,117

1,894.936
183,530
300.647

2.240,711
6.477,908
8,871.494
7,331,100
6,304.353
8,735,520
712,715

8.563.373

Taxation, not
national.

vol. xi.—34 A

$41,359
107,171
42,797
8S,402
19,572
34,834
186,637
61,749
11.784

814,555
1,818,747

7,878
58,472
141,241
19,039
76,405
88,495
14,808

199.316
24,549
130,073
16,742
67,149
145,556
75,347
92,321

176,614
81,134
33,853
28,841
74,795
55.913
29,913
6,433

14.894
89.837
24,439
48,164
91,357
79.388
78,646
86,391
17,446
83,751

117,677
6,960
18,867

617,179
90,839
74,794
156,414
61,760
24,898

278,856
39,148
97,789
88,345
66,740

156,785
157,439
26,683
11,517

201,439
18,810
72,628
18,265
13.598
74,014
87,814
60.631
54,809
18,840
30,611

107,427
8,660

36.466
5.104
4.008
26,003

844,754
77,863
123.256

649,157
45.368
8.908

65,119
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CENSUS OP lm-iContinwd).

POPULATIOX.
AjMtttd value of Tube,**

COUNTIES.

Ajgteg.1.. Whlw. Colond. Native. Foreign.
property.

10,510 9,255 1,255 10,091 419 ♦4,831,047 $103,655
15,908 13,774 2,184 15,817 591 8.406,552 63,040

Kay 18,700 16,867 1,833 18,135 565 6.099,904 65,SQ
3,758 8,745 11 8,733 23 904,241 15.161
8.175 3,165 10 8.121 54 769,S24 15,010

21,672 17,918 8,754 20.677 995 9.210,870 138,851

8,820 8,806 14 8,600 840 1,965,867 66,150

10,070 10,541 129 10,381 289 2,038,840 58.944

7.317 6.991 826 6,622 695 1,904,341 H.Gtf

2,339 2,336 8 2,333 e 778^24 17,921

Shelby 10,119 9,540 671 9,580 539 2,655,418 afa

21,304 19,381 1,922 15,788 5,521 6.716,860 106,584

6,742 6,590 152 6,Slll 151 2,653.424 63,831

8,384 7,953 431 7,208 1.176 1,647,598 85.113

9.712 9,224 618 8,453 1,289 1,970,685 59,&)

851.189 844,760 26,887 220,811 124,378 187,345,440 4,523.661

Stoddard 8,535 8,465 70 8,471 04 1,2-15,069 24.485

3.253 8.233 20 8,248 10 274,879 5,456

11.907 11,805 42 11,655 262 2,325,895 45,005

4,407 4,397 10 4,385 22 288,721 6,203

9,618 . 9.523 95 9.477 141 906,820 19.0U

11,247 11,105 82 11,022 225 8,012,752 05.091

9,073 8,93t 741 7,182 2,491 2,161,706 51409

11,719 10,748 971 11,143 576 2,898,300 87.684

6.008 6,001 67 6,044 46 1,296,243 18,50"

10.434 10.185 248 10,136 298 1,559,201
6,004 6,004 .... 4,900 98 1,210,787 80.593

9,™6,684 6,658 26 5,013 71 833,589

1.721.295 1,003,146 118,071 1,499,028 222,267 $556. 129,909

Included in the census are 8 Chinese and 75

Indians. The true value of property was

$1,284,922,897. The publio debt, county, city,

town, etc., amounted to $29,023,865. The

aggregate value of farm-products, including

betterments and additions to stock, was $103,-

035,759 ; 3,649,390 pounds ofwool were raised ;

161,763 whites, and 60,622 colored persons, ten

years old and over, cannot write, of whom

105,765 are males, and 116,620 are females.

Of those twenty-one years old and over who

cannot write, 34,780 are white males.

The mineral wealth of Missouri becomes

more and more apparent each year, and works

are gradually growing up for its complete de

velopment. An official geological survey of

the State is going on, but the results have not

as yet been fully reported.

The adjourned session of the Legislature

began on the 5th of December. The Governor

at once submitted a message, in which he re- ,

peated his recommendations concerning the

establishment of a board of railway commis

sioners, and suggested a number of important

reforms in regard to the administration of

jnstice. He favored an increase of the number

of judges of the Supreme Court, the abolition

of the courts of Common Pleas, and an in

crease of Circuit Courts to supply their place.

He also recommended measures to reduce the

costs in criminal suits, and a general reorgani

zation of county courts, and suggested that

the grand-jury system needed reform.

A large number of bills were introduced,

but none of importance had been passed when,

on the 21st, an adjournment was taken for two

weeks.

As there was not a general election this

year, no important political movement was

made by either party until near its close, when

active preparations were made for the na

tional campaign of 1872. The division of the

Republican party in 1870 had continued, and

an attempt made in October to effect a con

solidation failed. The principles of the liberal

wing, which is now the dominant power in tie

State, are set forth in the following resolutions

adopted by the Central Committee :

Baolvtd, 1. That these are vital principles of the

Republican party : that no citizen shall be deprived

of his just snaro in the government which he help
to support for the benefit of others, and that no nan

shall be deprived of the earnings of his labor, or uj

part thereof, for the benefit of any other man.
2. That it is a violation of vital republican prin

ciples to deprive any man, be he whits or blaci, of

a share in the government which he helps tosnppert,

and those who fought for enfranchisement in Mis-

eouri in 1870, faithful to the same principles, still

demand the removal of all political disabilities two

white as well as from colored men throughont the

land. Pointing to the peace which enfranchisement

has given to this State, they still maintain that gen

eral amnesty will do more to restore order at the

South than severe measures which confer despotic

power, and set aside constitutional guarantees cl

freedom.
3. That the Republican party, as it fouirht agaiO't

slavery, which deprived a man of the whole of hs

earnings for the benefit of another, so it now opposes

every form of taxation which deprives a man of «nf

Bhare of his earnings for the benefit of "^^'^
it is, therefore, unequivocally hostile to any
which fosters one induBtry or interest at the expenw

of another. Nor are those true to republican pro

ciplcs who aid the election of Senators and liepre""-
ativcs known to favor thia unequal and unjust 6ysu>

of taxation. )t . j,.
4. That the safety of republican institutions

mands a thorough reform of the civil service oi

Government, by which ability and moral worm «
be established as the essential qualifications lorow i
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and the corruption and demoralizing influence of

what is euphoniously called government patronage

shall be removed from our political life. We, there

fore, denounce, as hostile to vital republican prin

ciples, that shameless abuse of the Executive power

which failed to control an election in this State, but,

unmindful of popular rebuke, has since endeavored

to control both elections and conventions in other

States.

5. That, adhering firmly to these and other prin

ciples enunciated by the convention from which we

derive our only authority, we avow our readiness to

recognize as true Republicans and to cooperate with

any who, holding these principles in good faith,

stand ready to work with us for their practical real

ization.

The following resolution was also unani

mously adopted :

Sesolved, That this committee, believing that it

has no power to disband itself, or to consolidate with

any other body not equally authorized by the State

Convention from which it derives its trust, cannot

entertain any proposition for consolidation with any

other committee, but hereby expresses its willing

ness to call a Stato Convention of Liberal Republi

cans, to take into consideration measures for the

unity of the party, at the same time and place with

any similar convention which may be called, not

earlier than February 15, 1872, by another Republi

can committee.

Subsequently, an address was issued, dwell

ing more at length on the achievements and

purposes of the " liberal movement," and call

ing a mass meeting to be held at Jefferson

City on the 24th of January, 1872.

On the 9th of January, 1872, the Central

Oommittee of the Democratic party issued an

address, in which they recounted the results of

what was known as the "fusion policy" of

the Democrats in the State canvass of 1870, and

recommended the adoption of a similar policy

in the presidential canvass of 1872, viz., that

of making no nomination, but supporting the

candidate of the disaffected Republicans, as

against the regular party nominee.

MORAVIANS. The statistics of the

churches of the Northern District of the

American Province were on the 81st day of

December, 1871, as follows: Communicants,

6,688 ; non-communicants, over fifteen years

of age, 1,277; children, 4,061; total, 12,026.

The Indian missions at New Fairfield, Cal.,

and at New Westfield, Kas., reported separate

ly, 54 communicants, 89 non-communicants, 70

children ; total, 163. The number of Sunday-

school scholars in the churches and the mis

sions was 5,661 ; of officers and teachers, 607.

The statistics of the Southern District were as

follows: Communicants, 1,127; non-commu

nicants, 146; children, 582; total, 1,855 ; Sun

day-school scholars, 745 ; officers and teachers,

90.

The German Province returned, for 1870,

4,974 communicants, and a total Moravian

population of 7,435 ; the Bohemian Mission,

communicants, 21 ; total, 83 ; the British Prov

ince, communicants, 8,236 ; total, 5,423. •

Total number of communicants in the Amer

ican and European Provinces, 16,100.

Total Moravian popnlatlon 26,935
To this number add the congregations of the mis- . .

sions .' 68,854
The missionaries and their children 400

The congregations of the " Diaspora "....„..'.. 100,000

Total number of persons connected with the Mo
ravian churches and missions 196,169

The increase of the Unity's missions 'for

1870 was, from collections in congregations,

$16,226 ; from contributions of individuals

and societies, $44,780 ; from interests of en

dowment funds, $11,575 ; from other" inter

ests, $416. Total, $72,997.

The principal missionary associations of the

Moravian Church are the Brethren's Society

for the Furtherance of the Gospel among' the

Heathen, founded 1741; the Society of the

United Brethren for propagating the Gospel

among the Heathen, Bethlehem, Pa., founded

1787; the Mission Society at Zeist, Holland,

founded 1793 ; the London Association in Aid

of the missions of the United Brethren, found

ed 1817; the Wachovia Society of the United

Brethren for propagating the Gospel among

the Heathen, Salem, N. O, founded 1823 ; the

Missionary Union of North Schleswig, founded

1843. There are also several auxiliary socie

ties in the United States.

A mission-house at Kleinmelke, Saxony,

was formally dedicated and opened on the 4th

of September.

The following is a summary of the reports

of the missions: ,

1. Mission Provinces, 16, namely, Greenland

(6 stations), Labrador (5),' North-American

Indians (3), St Thomas (3) and St. Jan (2), St.

Croix (3), Jamaica (14), Antigua (8), St. Kjtts

(4), Barbadoes (4), Tobago (2), Mosquito Coast

(7), Surinam. (13), South Africa, West (7),

South Africa, East (5), Australia (2), West

Himalaya (2).

2. Stations and Out-Stations, 98. (See

above.)

3. Laborers.—The total of missionaries

(male and female), 807 (of whom 12 are na

tives); lay agents, 9; native assistant mis

sionaries, 9; native leaders (of meetings),

111; native helpers (male and female), 1,379;

teachers in day-schools, 276 (173 male, and

103 female) ; monitors, 611 ; teachers in Sun

day-schools, 1,035.

4. Converts.—Baptized adults, 85,668 (an

increase of 669); candidates, 2,540; "new

people," 8,721 ; under church discipline,

8,404 ; baptized children, 28,521.
5. Schools.—Training-schools (for. assistants ■

and teachers) 7, with 97 pupils ; day schools,

210, with 762 teachers, 611 monitors, and 16,-

447 pupils; Sunday-schools, 92, with 12,T87

pupils (of whom 5,446 are adults, and 1,035

teachers).

6. Itecapitulation.—Provinces, 16; stations,

and out-stations, 98 (preaching places are not

included in this number) ; laborers, of all

classes, 8,737; schools, of all classes, 809;
converts, 68,854. ■ •

The ' converts are distributed _ among the
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missions as follows : Greenland, 1,731 ; Labra

dor, 1,124; North-American Indians, 355;

St Thomas, 1,948; St. Jan, 725; St. Croix,

2,737; Jamaica; 12,587; Antigua, 6,206; St.

Kitts, 3,313; Barbadoes, 2,353; Tobago,

2,059 ; Surinam, 24,885 ; South Africa, "West,

7,125; South Africa, East, 1,194 ; Australia,

74 ; West Himalaya, 14.

The expenses of the missions exclusive

of those of the missions in Surinam and Lab

rador, which are supported by missionary so

cieties, and of a part of those in the West In

dies, South and West Africa, which are sup

ported from local resonrces, were 105,658 tha

lers (about $76,000, gold).

By the report of the " Diaspora " Mission

on the Continent of Europe, it appears that

there are 124 missionaries, male and female,

two more than during the 'previous year. The

total expense of the work, including the cover

ing of a deficiency of 2,009 thaiera on the pre

vious year's account, was 8,747 thalers. The

work in Livonia has a deficit of 133 thalers.

Excepting Strasbourg, the activity of the mis

sionaries in France is for the time at an end,

owing to the bitterness of feeling against

every thing German. The opposition of the

Lutheran clergy in Livonia and Esthonia con

tinues unabated, and embarrasses the work.

The stations of the Diaspora Missions are dis

tributed through the countries of Bohemia

and Moravia, Denmark, Norway and Sweden,

Germany, Russia, and Switzerland. An agent

of the German Province is stationed at the

Leper-house in Jerusalem. .

MORSE, Sidney Edwahds, an Americanjour

nalist, inventor, and author, born in Charles-

town, Mass., February 7,1794; died in NewYork

City, December 24, 1871. He was the son of

Rev. Jedediah Morse, D. D., and a younger

brother of Samuel F. B. Morse, the inventor

of the telegraph. He entered the Freshman

Class in Yale College in 1805, when but little

more than eleven years old, and graduated at

fourteen years of age. When Mr. Morse was

only sixteen years old, he wrote a series of

articles in the Boston Centinel on the dangers

from the undue multiplication of new States,

thus early in life connecting himself with the

newspaper press. He then studied theology

at Andover, and law at the Litchfield (Conn.)

Law School. His father and Mr. Evarts (father

of William M. Evarts), and other clergymen

and laymen in and near Boston, wishing to

establish a religious newspaper, at their in

vitation, Mr. Morse undertook it, wrote the

prospectus, employed a printer, and, as solo

editor and proprietor, issued the Boston Re

corder, the prototype of that numerous class

of journals now known as "religious news

papers." In 1823, in connection with his

younger brother, Richard C. Morse, he estab

lished in New York the New York Observer,

now the oldest weekly newspaper in the city,

and the oldest religious newspaper in the State,

of which he continued to be the senior editor

and proprietor until the year 1858, when Le

sold his interest to its present senior editor,

and retired to private life. Mr. Morse was

the author of a school geography which has

had a vast circulation, and his father before

him was the pioneer in the same field. "So

name is more intimately associated with Amer

ican school geography. His genius was also

inventive. In 1817, he and his elder brother

patented the flexible piston-pump. In 1639

he produced the new art of cerography, for

printing maps on the common printing-press,

illustrating his new geography with it, 100,000

copies being sold the first year. This art has

not been patented, and the process has never

been made public. Within the last few years

he had been engaged with his son, Mr. G. Liv

ingston Morse, in a great invention for rapid

exploration of the depths of the sea. Hie

" bathometer" was exhibited at the Paris Ex

position of 1867, and, last winter, was illus

trated before the New York Association for

the Advancement of Science and Art. To per

fecting this instrument he gave the lost years

of his life, and on Friday evening, December

15, 1871, he was engaged until a very late

hour writing upon the subject, and on rising

to go up to his bedchamber was stricken with

paralysis, from which he gradually sank, and

finally expired, eight days later.

MOWRY, Sylvester, an officer of the V. S.

Army, explorer, and author, born in Bhode

Island ; died in London, Eng., October 10,

1871. He was educated for the army, and

appointed a cadet in the United States Military

Academy, West Point, July 1, 1848, graduated

July 1, 1852, and was commissioned brevet

second-lieutenant of the Third Artillery.

served on frontier duty at San Francisco from

1852 to 1853, and the exploration of the Pa

cific Railroad route in 1853-'54. He marched

through Utah to California in 1854-'55, and

served at Benicia and Fort Yuma, in the

Golden State, in the years 1855 and 1857. Mr.

Mowry was elected delegate to the United

States House of Representatives from the then

proposed Territory of Arizona, and served in

Congress in 1857 and 1859. He was appointed

United States commissioner to run and mar'

the boundary-line between the State of Cali

fornia and the Territories of the United States.

He was the author of the work, " The Gcogra;

phy and Resources of Arizona and ^Bor*

and of various articles relating to the western

country, published in magazines and pen-

odicnls.
MUNCH -BELLINGHAUSEN, ElIGl^

Fbanz Joseph von, Baron, a German poet w

dramatic author, better known hi W«raW™

under his psuedonym of Friedbich «a >

born at Cracow, April 2, 1806 ; died in vienm

in June, 1871. The son of a magistrate an_

Imperial Councillor in the service of the a-

trian Government, he was educated for* I

litical career, but his strong passion for 11 ^

ture drew him away from political lire-
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had written, for some time, poems and prose

artioles over hi3 fictitious signature of Fried-

rich Halm, and in 1834 procured, while still

preserving his incognito, the representation of

his first drama, " Qriselda," at the RoyalTheatre

of Vienna. It was received with the most

enthusiastic applause, and had a long run.

This was followed by " Gamoens " (1838) ;

"Imelda Lambertazzi " (1839) ; " The Son of the

Desert" (1842); "Maria de Molino" (1847);

"AMild Decree " ("En Mildes Urtheil") (1849) ;

and the " Gladiator of Ravenna " (1856). The

continued success of the last betrayed the real

name of the author, who had, for more than

twenty years, preserved his- secret. Several

of these dramas have been translated into most

of the languages of Europe. Baron Munch-

Bellinghausen had also translated and adopted

very successfully several of Shakespeare's and

Lope de Vega's plays. He composed two or

three classic tragedies, his " Sampiero" and

"IpTiigenia in Delphis " being those bestknown.

He has also produced a number of comedies

which are very popular on the German stage.

His poems have been collected in a single vol

ume, published in 1850. Since 1840, he had

been a Government Councillor, and since 1845

Grand Councillor of State and First Director

of the Imperial Library, and in connection

with the latter appointment published in 1852

a treatise on the old collections of Spanish

plays. He was one of the most active and in

fluential members of the Imperial Academy

of Vienna. Baron Munch - Bellinghausen's

great ability as a dramatic writer lay in his

objectivity. Unlike most of the German dram

atists, he never gave his own sentiments and

emotions as those of his dramatic heroes. For

the time he so thoroughly lived and acted the

character he represented, that he uttered its

thoughts rather than his own.

MURCHISON, Sir Roderick Impey, Bart.,

K. 0. B., an English geologist, geographer, and

author, born at Tarradale, Rosshire, Scotland,

February 19, 1792 ; died in London, October

22, 1871. He commenced his education at

Durham Grammar-School, whence he pro

ceeded to the Royal Military College at Mariow.

In 1807 he obtained his commission in the ar

my, and served throughout the Peninsular

War. He was first in the Thirty-sixth foot, af

terward on the staff of his uncle, General Sir

Alexander Mackenzie, and lastly became cap

tain in the Sixth Dragoons. In 1815 he married

Charlotte, only daughter of General Hugonin ;

and it was from Lady Murchison, herself a

most able conohologist, that he received his

first impulse toward the pursuit of geological

science. His first geological observations were

made in the south of England ; and, in 1825, he

read before the Geological Society, of which

he had just become a member, a paper " On

the Geological Formation of the Northwest

Extremity of Sussex, and the Adjoining Parts

of Hampshire and Surrey." In 1826 he ex-

"amined the coal strata of Sutherlandshire,

which he proved to be a branch of the Oolitio

series; and, in 1827, accompanied by Prof.

Adam Sedgwick, he again explored the High

lands of Scotland, and showed that the pri

mary sandstone of McCulloch was but the Old

Red Sandstone, now called Devonian. The

next year, accompanied by Mr. Lyell, he ex

amined the volcanic rocks of Auvergne, and

the tertiary strata of Southern France, and

illustrated, from their united observations

thereon, the process of excavation of valleys.

He then traversed, alone, the eastern chain of

the Alps, and, conjointly with Prof. Sedgwick,

published the results in 1829 and 1830. About

the year 1830 Mr. Murchison undertook a sys

tematic examination of the sedimentary de

posits of remote periods, as seen in South

Wales, Herefordshire, and Shropshire, and,

introducing order where confusion had been

before, he formed a unique system, to which

he gave the name of the " Silurian System,"

as one of the great distinctive divisions of

English geology. In 1831 he laid the result

of his researches before the first meeting of

the British Association, of which he was gen

eral secretary for several years, and in 1846

president. His important work, entitled " The

Silurian System," was published in 1839. In

1840 he invited M. de Verneuil to assist him

in exploring the then little-known geological

structure of Russia ; and, in 1841, these two

geologists were requested by the Emperor

Nicholas to superintend a geological survey of

the empire. Acoompanied by Count Keyser-

ling and Lieutenant Hotsharoff, they explored

the Ural Mountains, the southern provinces

of Russia, and the coal districts between the

Dnieper and the Don. In 1842 he traversed

alone a great portion of Germany, Poland, and

the Carpathians, and, in 1844, explored the

palaeozoic formation of Sweden and Norway.

Having satisfied himself that the uppermost

series of the palaeozoic rocks, consisting of

those formerly known in England as the lower

New Red Sandstone, and the magnesian lime

stone and marl slate, constituted one natural

group only, he proposed,in 1841, that it should

receive the name of the Permian System, from

its extensive development in the ancient king

dom of Permia, in Russia. In 1845 he pub

lished, in conjunction with M. de Verneuil, his

" Geology of Russia and the Ural Mountains,"

2 vols., 4to. One result of these Russian ex

plorations was that remarkable deduction,

worked out by force of comparative geology

in his own stndy, which of itself would have

sufficed to win him an undying reputation—

viz., the theoretical discovery of the gold-

fields of Australia, from the analogy of their

physical formation to that of the Ural Moun

tains. In 1855 Sir Roderick was appointed

Director General of the Geological Survey of

England, as ' successor to Sir Henry De la

Beche. In 1854 he summarized his experiences

on the Silurian System, in his great work en

titled " Silnria;" and, in 1856, he brought out
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his magnificent Geological Atlas of Europe, in

4to. But that would be a very inadequate and

incomplete account of Sir Koderick Murchi-

son's career which should confine itself to his

geological labors. He had accomplished more,

far more, for geographical science than for

geology. The history of his connection with

the Koyal Geographical Society is, in fact, the

history of the Society itself. His name is con

spicuous among the small band of geographers

who, in 1830, formed themselves into a society

for the purpose «f promoting geographical sci

ence, and who were afterward incorporated

by royal charter. He was first placed on

the council in 1831, and was made vice-

president in 1836. He was first elected presi

dent in 1843, for the biennial term 1843-'44,

and repeatedly reelected in 1851-52 and

1857-58; and, since 1862, he was, by general

consent of the Society, always reelected, as

though the Society had agreed to make him

president for life. Daring the fifteen years

of his tenure of the office of president he pre

pared and delivered fifteen anniversary ad

dresses, each of them affording a very com

plete history of the progress of geographical

science and discovery during the past year.

These treatises, however, represent but a por

tion of his original labors as a geographer.

Of the memoirs and separate papers which he,

from time to time, published in various forms,

and which probably exceeded one hundred

and fifty in number, a great proportion are

either purely geographical, or have moro or

less connection with geography. At least forty,

which may be so characterized, have been

published separately, with his name as the sole

or principal author. The scientific honors he

received front all sources served to show how

highly esteemed he was for his vast attain

ments in science. - By his . own sovereign he

was knighted in 1846, made a E. C. B. in 1863,

and a baronet in 1866. By the Emperor of

Russia he was made a Enight of the Second

Glass of St. Anne, and subsequently a Grand

Cross of the same order, and of that of St

Stanislaus, and a member of the Imperial

Academy of Sciences ; and he received from

other European sovereigns similar honors, the

last of which was the dignity of Grand-Officer

of the Order of the Crown of Italy. In his

own country the great universities conferred

on him the honors of D. C. L., LL. D., and

M. A. The Koyal Society, the parent of all

the English scientific societies, many yean

since recognized his merits by making hie;

F. R. S., and, subsequently, a vice-president,

and by granting him the Copley Gold Medal.

From Edinburgh he received the Brisbane

Gold Medal, and the Honorary Membership

of the Koyal Society of Edinburgh : he was

vice-president of the Geological Society, Fel

low of the Linnean Society, a member of the

Academies of St. Petersburg, Berlin, Copen

hagen, Brussels, Stockholm, and Turin; a

corresponding member of the French Insti

tute ; a trustee of the British Museum, the

nunterian Museum, and of the British Asso

ciation for the Advancement of Science. He

received the Prix Cuvier from the French In

stitute, the Wollaston Medal, and other hon

ors of the same kind, from many other sources.

But it was even more for what Sir Boderici

was, than for what lie had done, that he was

so greatly admired and loved. A true gentle

man in the best sense of that word ; a model

husband ; a thoroughly loyal and zealous

friend, whose interest in those whom he loved

could not be lessened by distance, chilled by

arctic ice, or dissipated by equatorial heab;

a conscientious, courageous, prudent, mani.v

man, in whom all the sterner traits of doty

were mellowed and rendered more pleasing

by a hearty and gracious geniality. His

deep interest in the fate of Sir John Frank

lin and Dr. Livingstone, and his abiding

faith in the safety of the latter, and his re

turn to England, were instances, of which

many more might be named, of his loyalty to

his friends.

N

NAVY, UNITED STATES. The Navy of

the United States, on the 25th of November,

consisted of 179 vessels. Of these, 29 were sail

ing-ships, and the remainder side-wheel steam

ers or sailing-vessels with auxiliary screws.

Fifty-three, armed with 601 guns, were in'

actual service, attached to the various fleets

and stations, and six more were nearly ready

to join the active force. There.were 62 moni

tors, only one of which was in commission, the

others being laid up at the different stations.

Of these latter, 17 were in repair at the differ

ent yards, and 13 were on the stocks, never

having been completed and launched.

The North Atlantic Squadron, under the

command of Rear-Admiral Samuel P. Lee,

consisted of the Severn, the Swatara, the

Nantasket, the Nipsic, the Kansas, the r»ff-

nee, the Terror, the Worcester, and the Snaff-

mut—in all ten vessels, mounting TO f**
The South Atlantic Squadron, commanded r>j

Rear-Admiral Joseph Lanman, consisted of tw

Lancaster, the Ticonderoga, the Wasp, and tn«

i 40 guns.
On the

Pacific Station, under the command oi:

Admiral John A. Winslow, were the CMotv*

the Pensacola, the Narragansett, the SaraB ,'"

the Mohican, the Resaca, the Ossipee, "

Onward, and the St. Mary's, nine shipM'°°L
ing 99 guns, and divided into the North rac

and the South Pacific Squadrons «>™?S.
respectively by Commodores Roger B
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bel and David McDongal. The European

Station was ' commanded by Rear-Admiral

Charles S. Boggs, whose fleet consisted of the

Brooklyn, the Plymouth, the Guerriere, the

"Wachusett, the Shenandoah, the Juniata, the

"Wabash, and the Congress, eight ships, with

189 guns. On the Asiatio Station were the

Colorado, the Benicia, the Ashuelot, the Alas

ka, the Monocacy, the Idaho, the Palos, the

Saco, and the Iroquois, nine vessels, with 97

guns, under the command of Eear-Admiral

John Rodgers.

There were, at the same date, 1,424 com

missioned and 168 warrant offioers on the

active list, of whom 687 commissioned and

92 warrant were on duty at sea, 484 commis

sioned and 68 warrant on duty ashore, 202 com

missioned and 26 warrant waiting orders, and
■unemployed, 25 commissioned and one war

rant on leave of absence, and 26 commissioned

and 8 warrant on sick-leave. There was one

admiral, David D. Porter, who was on special

duty at Washington ; one vice-admiral, Stephen

0. Rowan, also on special duty ; 12 rear-ad

mirals, those not mentioned above as com

manding fleets being L. M. Goldsborough,

commandant of the navy-yard at Washington ;

Charles H. Davis, commandant of the navy-

yard at Norfolk ; Thornton A. Jenks, Secretary

of the Light-house Board ; William Rodgers

Taylor, President of the Board for witnessing

the examination of officers under instruction

in the manufacture and use of torpedoes; and

James Alden, sent out in January, 1872, to

take command of the European Squadron in

place of Rear-Admiral Boggs, recalled to the

United States. The number of commodores

on the list was 25, captains 50, commanders

90, lieutenant-commanders 164, lieutenants

135, masters 150, ensigns 69, midshipmen 114.

The grades of admiral and vice-admiral will

lapse with the death or retirement of the pres

ent incumbents, and it is in contemplation to

abolish the rank of commodore also. Accord

ing to an act of Congress passed in March last,

the staff-officers are hereafter to rank with

those of the line. The medical corps consists

of 15 directors with the rank of captain, 15

inspectors ranking as commanders, and 50

surgeons with the rank of lieutenant-command

ers. The pay corps consists of 13 directors

with the rank of captains, 13 inspectors with

the rank of commanders, and 50 paymasters

ranking as lieutenant-commanders. Ten chief-

engineers also rank as captains, 15 as com

manders, and 45 as lieutenant-commanders,

while first-assistant engineers have the rela

tive rank of lieutenants or masters, and second-

assistants that of masters or ensigns. Of the

naval constructors, three have the rank of

captain, two of commander, and the others of

lieutenant- commander or lieutenant, while

assistant-constructors have the rank of lieu

tenant. Of the chaplains, four have the rank

of captain, seven of commander, and not more

than seven of lieutenant-commander or lien-

tenant. Three Professors of Mathematics are

to rank as captains, four as commanders, and

four as lieutenant-commanders.

The expense of the Navy Department for

the last fiscal year was $19,265,240.52; the

appropriations for the current year amount to

$20,964,717.25, and the estimates for the year

ending June 30, 1873, fix the general expenses

at $19,925,507.02, as follows:

Pay of officers and seamen of the Navy $6,500,000 00
Current repairs of buildings, docks, and in
cidental expenses in navy-yards, etc 1,046,000 00

Pay of civil establishment in navy-yards, hos
pitals, etc 388,786 00

Ordnance and Torpedo Corps 1,142,948 00
Coal, hemp, and equipments I,600,0f0 00
Navigation, navigation supplies, etc 137,000 00
Hydrographlc work 23,500 00
Naval Observatory, Nautical Almanac, etc . . . 65.000 CO
Repairs and preservation of vessels 8,300,000 00
Steam-machinery, tools, etc 1,650.000 00
Provisions 1^87,600 00
Repairs of hospitals and laboratories 25.000 00
Surgeons' necessaries 50,000 00
Contingent expenses of various Departments
and Bureaus 1,307.000 00

Naval Academy 193.403 25
Support of Marine Corps. 1,049,652 70
Deficiencies of Marine Corps 8,718 07

$19,925,507 09,

Besides this amount, $507,200 will be re

quired for permanent improvements at the

navy-yards and stations.

The operations of the Navy during the year

have been generally of the most peaceful char

acter. Sixteen officers and 220 men have been

employed in the Coast Survey, and several

special expeditions have been ooi foot.

A survey of the Isthmus of Darien, for the

purpose of ascertaining, if possible, a practica

ble route for a ship-canal between the Atlantic

and Pacific Oceans, was begun under the direc

tion of Commander Thos. O. Selfridge in 1870.

Before the work ofthe party was interrupted by

the rainy season of that year, three routes had

been explored and found impracticable. These

were : 1. The Darien route, which, starting

from Caledonia Bay, proceeds to the headwa

ters of the Sucubiti River, following that river

to its junction with the Chucnnaqui, thence

goes westwardly, across the " divide," to the

confluence of the Lara and Savanna Rivers,

and down the Savanna to the Pacific Ocean.

2. The Sassardi route, which, leading from

Sassardi Harbor, at the northerly extremity

of Caledonia Bay, up the Sassardi River to the

dividing ridge, moves thence to the river Mor-

ti, a tributary of the Chucunaqui, and thence,

by the Morti, Chucunaqui, and Savanna, to the

Pacific. 3. The route of San Bias, which,

starting from the gulf of that name, passes

through the valleys of the Mandinga and Mar-

moni Rivers, to the junction of the latter with

the river Bayamo, or Chopo, and thence

twelve miles by that river to the Pacific. (Tor

further details of the Isthmus route, see the re

port of Commander Selfridge, on page 128.)

A survey of the Isthmus of Tehuantepeo

has also been made for the purpose of ascer

taining whether a ship-canal could be con

structed there. The expedition was under the
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command of Captain R. W. Shufeldt, and the

Mayflower was placed at its disposal, with a

competent corps of engineers. The Kansas

accompanied the expedition, to aid in the sur

veys, and the Oyane cooperated on the Pacifio

side. The old line surveyed for a railroad by

Sefior Moro in 1848 was first examined, and it

was found impossible to obtain the necessary

supply of water at the summit. An examina

tion was then made of the Rio Corte and Up

per Coatzaeoalcos, and it was found that, by

means of a feeder, two thousand cubio feet of

water per second could be supplied at the sum

mit. The line was not traced throughout be

fore the operations were interrupted for the

season, but it is believed that a canal might

start from the head-waters of ship-navigation

on the Coatzaeoalcos River, and run thence

along its right bank and up the valley of a

tributary to the dividing ridge at Tarifa, and

thence descend across the plains to the Pacific.

The total length of the route, including river

navigation, would be 172 miles, and locks

would be required to overcome a height of 732

feet. No estimates of the cost of the canal

have been made, as the survey has not been

sufficiently minute.

An act of Congress, approved July 12, 1870,

authorized the President to send out one or

more expeditions " toward the North Pole,"

the scientific operations to be directed accord

ing to the advice of the National Academy of

Sciences. An expedition of this kind was or

ganized this year, and placed under the com

mand of Captain Charles F. Hall. The Peri

winkle, a small steamer of 887 tons, was se

lected for this service. Its name was changed

to Polaris, and it was speoially prepared for

the enterprise at the Washington Navy-yard,

under Captain Hall's personal supervision.

After completing its crew and outfit at New

York, the Polaris set out on its adventurous

voyage on the 29th of June. She arrived at

Godhaven, Greenland, on the 4th of August,

where she received additional supplies, sent

forward by the Congress, and on the 17th of

August Bet forth into the unknown seas of the

North.

In February three vessels, the Worcester,

the Supply, and the Relief, were detailed to

take contributions from the people of this

country to the sufferers by the war between

Germany and France. They sailed respectively

from Boston, New York, and Philadelphia,

and, having accomplished their beneficent ob

ject, returned to the ports from which they

sailed.

The Tennessee sailed from New York, on

the 17th of January, taking commissioners,

appointed by the President, to the Island of

Santo Domingo, to examine into its condition

and resources, in view of a proposition for its

annexation to the domain of the United States.

It returned in safety, after an absence of about

three months.

The only action participated in by any part

of the naval force, which possessed any thing

of a warlike character, was an attack upon

some fortifications on the Peninsula of Cores,

in June. (See Coeka.)

NEBRASKA. The two important political

events of the year in Nebraska were the im

peachment and removal from office of the

Governor, David P. Butler, and the framing of

a new constitution, which was rejected by the

people.

Previous to the election of 1870, while Gov

ernor Butler was running as a candidate for

reelection, charges of corruption in office were

made against him by some of the journals of

the opposition. He was accused especially of

appropriating to his own use about $17,00(1

of the school-fund, without in any way se

curing its repayment to the State. This aid

other charges of the same kind, proceeding

from the party press of his opponents, were

treated by his Republican supporters as un

founded scandal, intended to defeat his elec

tion. When the Legislature met in January,

1871, however, they were brought up again,

and new accusations were made and reiter

ated until the Assembly, though strongly Be-

publican, determined on an investigation, and

a committee was appointed for the purpose.

On the 28th of February the committee re

ported to the two Houses, sitting in a joint

convention, that, from sworn testimony taten

before them, it appeared that the Governor,

ex-Secretary of State, Treasurer, and Auditor,

had been guilty of corrupt and criminal prac

tices in office. The Governor protested against

the manner in which the investigation had

been conducted, and asked for a new commit

tee, but the report was accepted, and a resolu

tion adopted that the Governor be impeached

and tried before the Senate sitting as a court

of impeachment. A committee was appointed

to manage the trial, and articles of impeach

ment were drawn up, eleven in number, each

including several specifications. The main

charge was, that he had collected $16,881J6

of school-money and converted it to his own

use, instead of paying it over to the State

Treasury. This was contained in the first

article. It was also charged that he had em

ployed his office corruptly and unlawfully for

the purpose of his personal gain and profit ;

that he had made a demand on the contractor

who built the State University building for*6

payment to himself of $10,000 as a condition

precedent to settling his claims ; that he agreed

to secure the appointment of a certain per®"11

as treasurer of the Board of Regents of the

University, for a consideration of $780; that

he had attempted to obtain $5,000 for a lease

of the salt-lands of the State ; that he had

been corruptly and improperly influenced in tw

location of the Insane • Asylum ; that he hf

drawn $2,000 for the payment of an omcer

whose salary was only $1,000; that he eor-

ruptly bargained with an irresponsible per;

son for the erection of the Insane Asylum,
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that he did similarly in case of the State

University; that he made false representa

tions to the Legislature respecting some of

his financial transactions; that he corruptly

loaned the school-funds ; that he received

$640 belonging to the Board of Immigra

tion, and did not account therefor ; that he

made a corrupt bargain to use his influence

in obtaining grants for the Midland Pacifio

Railroad Company ; that he had sold publio

lands and retained a portion of the purchase-

money. The Insane Asylum, which had been

built on a contract made by the Governor,

and at an expense to the State of $120,000,

had been pronounced unsafe, and, while these

charges were pending, it was set on fire and

burned to the ground. The enemies of the

Governor were not slow to accuse him of in

stigating the incendiarism. The university

and other publio buildings at Lincoln were

also declared to be badly built, and already in

an unsafe oondition. At the beginning of the

impeachment trial, Governor Butler was sus

pended from performing the functions of his

office, and the same were turned over to

Colonel James for the time being. The trial

lasted until the 2d of June, when the vote was

taken in the Senate, and the Governor was

convicted on the first artiole, relating to the

appropriation of nearly $17,000 of the school-

fund to his own use, by a vote of nine to two,

and aoquitted on ail the others. A decree1 was

made removing him from office, but not dis

qualifying him from holding office in the fu

ture. The impeachment of the other officials,

implicated more or less with the Governor in

the alleged irregularities, was abandoned.

A convention assembled at Lincoln on the

18th of June, for the purpose of revising and

amending the constitution of the State, and

completed its work on the 19th of August,

having been in actual session forty-eight

days. A constitution was framed, differing in

many particulars from the old instrument.

Among the new features were provisions for

a Lieutenant-Governor, and a Supreme Court

consisting of three judges. The Legislature

was to be increased from thirteen Senators

and thirty-seven Representatives to nineteen

Senators arid fifty-seven Representatives, and

after the first election a further increase might

be made by law to thirty-throe Senators and one

hundred Representatives. The members were

to be required to swear, among other things :

"I have' not knowingly or intentionally paid

or contributed any thing; or made any promise

in the nature of a bribe, to, directly or in

directly, induoe any vote at the erection at

which I was chosen to fill the said office, and

have not acoepted, nor Will I accept or receive,

directly or indirectly, any money or other

valuable thing from any corporation, company,

or person for any vote or influence I may give

or withhold on any bill, resolution, appropria

tion, or any other official act."

Special laws granting divorces, giving the

right to lay down railroad-tracks, or in any

case granting exclusive privileges, were pro

hibited. When the provisions relating to the

right of suffrage were under consideration, an

attempt was made to secure the extension of

this privilege to women. A motion to strike

out the word male from the clause granting

the elective franchise was lost by a decisive

vote. The following proposition was dis

cussed at some length, and finally referred to

the committee on a "Bill of Rights," after a

motion to postpone it indefinitely had been

lost by a vote of 20 to 27:

That the question of female suffrage in this State

shall be deckled by the females alone ; and the right

of females to vote in this State shall be submitted to

them as a separate proposition by the county com

missioners in each county in the State by appointing

a registrar in each precinct and ward, whose duty it

shall be to visit each family in his precinct or ward,

and register the name and vote of each female mem

ber thereof on the proposition of female suffrage, and

that each female shall have the privilege of register

ing and voting under the same instructions as the

male voters, and said registrar shall take and make

returns of said vote under oath, on or before the last

day of November next, to the county clerks of their

counties, and said county clerks shall make returns

of said voters to the Secretary of State at the time

and manner of making the returns of the votes on

the constitution. If it shall appear that a majority

of the female voters have voted for female suffrage,

the proposition sliall be a part of the constitution of

this State.

The subject was finally disposed of by adopt

ing the following, to be submitted to a sepa

rate vote of the people, r

The Legislature may extend by law the right of

suffrage to persons not herein enumerated, but no

such Taw shall be in force until the same Bhall have

been submitted to a vote of the people at a general

election, and approved by a majority of all the votes

oast on that question at such election.

The question of minority representation oc

cupied considerable attention, and a committee

reported in favor of the following plan for

cumulative voting:

At any election when one of three or more persons

is to be elected to an office by the same constituency,

each qualified voter may cast as many votes for

any candidate as there are persons to be elected to

such office, or may distribute the same, or equal

Sarts thereof, as he may see fit, among the candi-

ates, not exceeding the number to be elected. The

candidates highest in votes Bhall be declared elected ;

or, if any equal vote for two or more having the re

quisite number shall require it, the choioe Detween

them shall be made by lot.

The committee supported their proposition

with strong arguments, and several delegates

expressed themselves in its favor very em

phatically, but it was finally lost by a vote

of 15 to 25.

Another important subject on which con

siderable attention was bestowed was that of

compulsory education. The result was a pro

vision to be submitted separately to the people

in the following terms :

The Legislature may require by law that every

ohild of sufficient mental and physical ability, be

tween the ages of eight and sixteen vears, unless

educated by other means, shall, in all cases when
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practicable, attend a publio school supported by the

common-school fund, for some definite length of

time each year, to be fixed by law, and may establish

a school or schools for the safe keeping, education,

employment, and reformation of all children under

the age of sixteen years, who, for want of proper

Sarentul care or other cause, are growing up in men-

icancy, ignorance, idleness, or vice, which school

shall constitute a part of tho system of common

schools.

The subject of corporations and railroads

received special attention. Among tho im

portant provisions relating generally to cor

porations were the following :

Stockholders of all corporations and joint-stock

associations shall be individually liable for all debts

of such corporation or association to the full amount

of the par value of their stock after the corporate

property shall have been exhausted.

Every stockholder in a banking corporation or in

stitution shall be individually responsible and liable

to its creditors over and above the amount of stock

by him held, to an amount equal to his respective

stock or shares so held, for all its liabilities accruing

while he remains such stockholder.

The following was drawn up, to be submit

ted to a separate vote :

Each stockholder in a banking corporation, com

pany, or association, shall be individually responsi

ble and liable to its creditors, over and above the

amount of stock by him or her held, to an amount

equal to twice the entire amount of his or her respec

tive stock or shares so held, for all its liabilities ac

cruing while he or she remains such stockholder.

Corporations were to be required to adopt

the principle of cumulative voting, the follow

ing being the section relating to that point :

The Legislature shall provide by law that, in all

elections for directors or managers of incorporated

companies, every stockholder shall have tho right to

vote in person or by proxy, for the number of shares

of stook owned by him, for as many persons as there

are directors or managers to be elected, or to cumu

late said shares and give one candidate as many

votes as the number or directors multiplied by tho

number of his shares of stock shall equal, or to dis

tribute them on the Same principle among as many

candidates as he shall think fit ; and such directors

or managers shall not be elected in any other man

ner.

All railroads doing business in the State

were required to have an office there in which

books should be kept containing the record

of stock, transfers, assets, and liabilities. The

directors were required to make an annual

report under oath, to the Auditor of Public Ac

counts or some other officer to be designated

by law, " of the amount received from passen

gers and freight, and of all their acts and

doings, which report shall include such mat

ters relating to railroads as may be prescribed

by law." Consolidation of parallel or com

peting lines was prohibited, and no consolida

tion was to take place " except upon publio

notice given of at least sixty days to all stock

holders in such manner as may be provided

by law." The following section relates to aid

to railroads from counties, cities, and towns :

Ho county, city, town, township, or other munici

pal corporation, Blinll ever make donation to or loan

its credit in aid of any corporation which has re

ceived or may hereafter receive a grant of land from

the United States, or to any railroad corporation

which has constructed or shall hereafter constrart

its road in whole or in part from the proceeds of

land-grants.

The following was to be submitted to a

separate vote:

No county, city, town, township, or other munici

pality, shall ever become subscriber to the capital

stock of any railroad or private corporation, or mak«

donation to, or loan its credit in aid of such corpora

tion : Provided, however, That the adoption ot this

article shall not be construed as affecting the right

of any such municipality to make Buch donation,

where the same has been authorized under existinj

laws by a vote of the people of such municipality

prior to such adoption.

In the article on revenue and taxation it

was provided that "the property of the State,

counties, and other municipal corporations,

both real and personal, and such other prop

erty as may be used exclusively for agricul

tural and horticultural societies, for school,

public cemetery, and charitable purposes, the

building and grounds belonging to and used

by any religious society for religious purposes,

to the value of five thousand dollars, may be

exempted from taxation ; but such exemptions

shall be only by general law."

Many delegates urged that the property of

churches and religious societies should be

wholly exempt from taxation, but the majority

did not concur in this opinion. Among tie

miscellaneous provisions of the proposed con

stitution was one providing for taking tie

census of the State once in two years till 1873,

and again in 1885, and once in ten years there

after ; one establishing annual sessions of the

Legislature till 1875, and biennial sessions

thereafter; one fixing the State capital at Lin

coln until 1880, and one declaring that all

debt of the State should be bonded and should

not exceed $250,000 without the direct ap

proval of the people. A clause was to be snb-

mitted separately to vote, in addition to those

already mentioned, in the following terms:

The Legislature shall provide by general law for

submitting to the electors of counties, cities, or

towns in the State tho question of " inhibition" <x

" license " for the sale of intoxicating liquors, and

shall prescribe the manner of oarrying into effect the

will of the people so expressed.

Provision was made for submitting this

constitution to the people for their approval

or rejection, on the third Tuesday in Septem

ber. In case it was adopted, tho fir6t election

under it was to be held on the Tuesday ate

tho first Monday in November, and the Legis

lature was to assemble on the first Tuesday in

January..

Soon after tho convention had completed its

labors, considerable .dissatisfaction was ex

pressed at the result, and a strong opposition

to the adoption of the constitution was devel

oped. Fault was found in various quarters

with nearly all the characteristic provisions

mentioned above, but more especially with

the increase in the number of Senators and
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Representatives, tho establishment of the Su

preme Court, and the amount ofthe salaries to be

paid to publio officials, though these last were

by no means extravagant : $3,000 per annum

for the Governor ; $2,000 each for the Treas-

urer, Secretary of State, and other execu

tive officers ; $3,500 for Judges of the Supreme

Court, and $4 a day and 10 cents for every

mile of necessary travel for members of the

Legislature. The clause, however, which prob

ably occasioned the defeat of the entire instru

ment was that allowing a tax on the property

of churches and other religious bodies, for this

called forth the greatest number of protests,

and those which displayed most earnestness.

The constitution was submitted to the suf

frages of the people on the 19th of September,

and was defeated, together with all the prop

ositions on which a separate vote was token.

The vote was as follows : For the constitu

tion, 7,986; against the constitution, 8,627:

majority against, 641 ; for liabilities of stock

holders, etc., clause, 7,425 ; against, 8,597 : ma

jority against, 1,172; for prohibiting county

and municipal aid to corporations, 6,685;

against same, 9,555: majority against, 2,870;

for compulsory education, etc., 6,289 ; against

Bame, 9,968: majority against, 3,679 ; for clause

for inhibition or license, etc., 6,071 ; against

same, 10,160: majority against, 4,089; for ex

tension of suffrage, 8,492 ; against same,

11,751 : majority against, 8,659.

CENSUS OF 1870.

Adams ....
Blackbird.
Buffalo
Burt
Butler
Cass .
Cedar
Cheyenne
Clay
Colfax
Cuming
Dakota
Dawson
Dixon

Dodge
Douglas
Fillmore
Franklin "...
Gago
Grant
Hall
Hamilton
Harrison
Jackson

Jefferson
Johnson
Kearney
Lancaster
L'Ean qui Court
Lincoln
Lyon
Madison
Merrick
Monroe
Nemaha
Nuckolls
Otoe
Pawnee
Pierce
Platte
Polk
Richardson
Saline
Sarpy ,
Sannders
Seward
Stanton. s
Taylor
Washington
"Wayne
Webster
York
Unorganized Northwest
Territory

Unorganized Territory
west of Madison County.

Winnebago Indian Reser
vation

Pawnee Indian Rescrvat'n.

Total for State.

POPULATION.

Aggregate. Whin. Colored. HiUn. Fonilirn,

19 19 ... 12 7
81 81 . . . 26 5
193 192 1 100 93

2,847 2,847 ... 2,334 618
1,290 1.286 4 1,102 188
8,151 8.127 24 6,843 1,308

1,032 1,030 1 672 460
190 187 3 109 81
54 64

"7

48 6
1.424 1,417 792 632
2,094 2,964 ■ • * 1,641 1,323
2,040 2,040 • •a 1,627 413
103 103 83 70

1,345 1,845
"4

999 346
4,212 4,208 2,556 1.656

19,932 19,528 459 12,445 7,537
84238 • 233 • . • 204
1020 28 16

3,359 8,357 2,933
286

426

484 475 9 198
1,057 1,1)57 • 541 516
130 130

"e
94 36

631 625 884 247

9 9 ... 3 6
2,440 2,440 2,085 855

8,429 8,429 8,063
28

866

53 53 ... 30

7,074 7,059 15 6,837 1,737
261 368 114 147

17 17 ... 7 10
78 78 40 38

1,133 1,133 773 361
557 657 386 171
235 235

"8

130 105

7,593 7,588
8

6,747 846
8 8 S

12,345 12.123 219 9,609 2,736
4,171
152

4,171 ... 8,556 615
152

"i

44 103
1,899 1,895

136
883 911

136
io

123 14
9.780 9,692 8.253 1,527
8,106 8,106 ... 2.899 707
2,913 2,911 2 2,243 670
4,547 4,537 10 8,214 1,333
2,953 2,958 ... 2,578 875
636 636 899 287
97 97 ... 53 45

4,452 4,451 1 3,442 1,010

182 182 124 58
16 16 ... 13 S
604 604 ... 651 SO

62 52 ... 13 39

183 183 ... 159 21

81 81 30 1
44 44 ... 141 3

122.993 123,117 7S9 92,215 80,748

»S>9,876

784.569
1,103.849
144.849

8,199.856
828,000
200.260

1,123,409
1,2S2.&53
610,733

492.497
S.776.000
18,511,707

1,227,265

858.405
533.164

733.108
966,904

1,505.790

62,915
2,001.569

143.233
1,155,700

2,778,203

4.831.389
1,161.253

21,960
1,171,296

4.135.000
487,8-15

1,217.628
1,812.634
197.095
252,073

1.703.767
219,984

113,0*1

$54.584.618 1 {1,027,337

Taxation, not
national.

$339

12.076
2,736
1.7*9

45.500
4.670
19,800

17.952
1 1,659
12,824

iiisra
74.319

281,239

21,544

20,105
8,188

13.169
17,643

60.446
1,500

83,004

696
5,383

58,952

23.011c)

10.200
131

21,476

73.366
10.244
82.639
42.716
6.000
5.900

65.096

1.319

2.176
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Included in the census axe 87 Indians. The

tribal Indians are officially estimated at 6,329.

The true value of property was $69,277,483.

The public debt, county, town, city, etc.,

amounted to $1,841,964. The aggregate value

of farm-products, including betterments and

additions to stock, was $8,604,742 ; 74,635

pounds of wool were raised; 4,835 persons,

ten years old and over, cannot write, of whom

2,564 are males, and 2,271 are females. Of

those twenty-one years old and over who can

not write, 956 are white males.

There was no general election for the choice

of State officers during the year. In the coun

ty election for Douglas County, including the

city of Omaha, there was a Democratic ma

jority of 815 in a total vote of 1,893.

The right of the State to impose a tax upon

the Union Pacific Railroad Company came up

for adjudication before the United States Cir

cuit Court in May. The State had levied the

tax, and suit was brought by the company to

restrain the Treasurer of Lincoln County from

collecting it, on the ground that only the Gen

eral Government had a right to lay a tax on

the property of a corporation chartered by

Congress. The decision was in favor of the

State. Judge Dillon argued that the road

could be exempt from State taxation only on

the principle that it was an instrumentality of

the Federal Government. On that point he

concluded : " 1. That the Union Pacific Rail

road Company is not an instrument of the

Government in such a sense as exempts it by

implication from the taxing power of the State

through which its road may be located. 2. If

it be in any sense a Federal instrumentality,

the rights of the Government, under the incor

porating act, are fully protected and reserved,

and any rights derived from a sale for taxes,

under State authority, are entirely subordinate

to the original, paramount, and indefeasible

rights of the General Government ; cannot de

stroy the corporation nor incapacitate it from

discharging any of its inalienable, fundamental,

and organic duties to the Government. If so,

then the case falls without the principle on

which the corporation relies to sustain its ap

plication for an injunction."

" I think," he said, " 1 can discover in the

more recent judgments of the Supreme Court

evidences of a conviction on the part of the

judges tliat the doctrine of implied exemption

of Federal agencies from State taxation has

been carried quite to its limit, and that it will

not be pressed to embrace a case of the char

acter of that now under consideration."

Nebraska has made steady progress during

the year in the development of her industrial

resources. The Board of Immigration has

made constant efforts to disseminate informa

tion regarding the advantages of the State,

and, during the seven months preceding the

let of October, the number of immigrants had

reached about 42,000. An agricultural fair

was held at Brownville on the 26th, 27th, 28th,

and 29th of September, at which there was a

fine display of cattle and products of the farm

and orchard. Fruit-growing has been under

taken with great success, and bids fair to be

come an important interest.

NETHERLANDS, The, a kingdom in Eu

rope. King, "William III., born February 19,

1817; succeeded his father, March 17.1649;

heir-apparent to the throne, his son William,

Prince of Orange, born September 4, 1640.

The area and population of the kingdom, ac

cording to an official statement, dated Decem

ber 81, 1870, were as follows:

PROVINCES. Sqra mlta. PopeUtia.

1.028 most
Friesland 1.261 9G4.7>^

1,964 439,715

885 284.S03

851 228.786

l.aeo 440.30!

1.0S4 711,43!

1.155 «40!8

1,282 960,(80

6*2 iaia
Utrecht 634 176,868

Total 12.679 3.W.S37

The new ministry, appointed on Januarys,

1871, was composed as follows : Minister of

Finance, Dr. P. Bluss€ van Oud Alblas; Minister

of the Interior, Dr. R. F.Thorbecke; Minitttr

of the Colonies, Dr. P. P. van Bosse ; Minister

of Marine, L. G. Brocx; Minister of War, Ma-

jor-General A. Engelvaart (January 26, 1871);

Minister of Justice, Dr. J. A. Jolles; Minister

of Foreign Affairs, Dr. J. L. H. A. Baron

Gericke de'Herwynen. The budget for 1S71

fixes the expenditures at 96,206,717 guilders,

and the revenue at 87,363,480 guilders, show

ing a deficit of 8,843,237 guilders. The pnb-

lic debt, in 1871, amounted to 996,610,776

guilders, and the interest payable on the same

to 28,085,605 guilders. The budget for the

colonies, in 1871, fixes receipts and expendi

tures as follows :

EAST INDIES.

F.stimated revenue in India 69,553,10!
Estimated revenue In Holland (principally „

Ironi Boles of colonial produce) 4K,uS.«'

Total 118,807.0*

EXPENDITURES,

For the colonial admint»tratton in India 19,513,961
For the home administration of the East In

dies, tiiclndlnp; 9.S0O.0O0 guilders payable as —

Interest on the colonial debt 65.491

Total l*.«JJj
Estimated excess of revenue 10,8W,n"

WEST INDIES.

Ronnie. Expenditure! Dca*

809.662
855.471
84,600

Gnlldm.
1,138.986
440.S20
176.600

Islands in the W. Indies.,
MM*

1.199.788 1 1.741.106 Stl-W

The army of the Netherlands, in 1871, num

bered 62,128 men, of whom 2,017 were officers.
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The infantry consisted ofone regiment ofgrena

diers and ohasseurs, and of eight regiments of

the line ; the cavalry comprised four regiments

of hussars, consisting of 182 officers and 5,816

men ; in the other details there has been no

change since 1870.

The imports, in 1869, were valued at 461,-

160,000 guilders, and came from the following

countries: Great Britain, 181,040,000; Prussia

(Zollverein), 108,920,000 ; Belgium, 54,860,000 ;

France, 12,660,000; North America, 7,640,000;

other countries, 146,040,000. The exports, in

1869, summed up 391,210,000 guilders, viz.:

to Great Britain, 107,510,000 ; to Prussia, 186,-

J60,000; to Belgium, 62,470,000; to France,

7,400,000; to North America, 3,590,000; to

other countries, 74.080,000. The movement

of shipping, in 1869, was as follows :

FLAQ.

ABBIVAL3. CLEARANCES.

Veu.1.. Tonnage. Vesiclf. Tonnage.

Dutch 8,085
5,187

619,111
1,557,712

8,147 647,613
1,602,2986,183

8,223 2,170,823 8,330 2,249,911

The merchant marine, on Deoember 31, 1869,

consisted of 2,059 vessels, together of 499,145

tons. The postal service during 1870 showed

an excess of revenue over expenditures of

1,309,282 guilders. The aggregate length of

telegraph-lines, on January 1, 1871, was 1,852

miles.

The principal articles of ejeport from Java

and Sumatra to Europe, in 1870, were : coffee,

28,288,650 pounds ; sugar, 42,505,025 pounds ;

rice, 3,791,600 pounds; tobacco, 2,690,150

pounds ; pepper, 4,026,050 pounds ; tin, 2,497,-

850 pounds; indigo, 20,369,075; nutmegs,

825,075 ; hides, 224,904 pieces. The exports

in America consisted of 2,660,450 pounds of

coffee, and of 3,649,875 pounds of sugar.

The year 1871 began with a change of the

ministry, the Cabinet Van Bosse-Jock being,

on January 3d, succeeded by a new Cabinet

under the presidency of the old liberal states

man Thorbecke. The Chambers and the Gov

ernment were chiefly occupied with questions

relating to the organization of the defence of

the country and the colonies. A treaty with

England providing for the oession of the Dutch

possessions on the coast of Guinea, and another

regulating the administration of Sumatra, and

the exportation of coolies, were not sanctioned

by the Chambers. The Governor-General of

the East-India colonies, Mijer, resigned, and

he was succeeded by the former commissary

for South Holland, London.

The new session of the States-General was

opened by the King in person on September

18th. The royal speech promised a reorgani

zation of the army, and a reform in taxation,

and felicitated the Chambers upon the condi

tion of the foreign relations of the kingdom.

At the beginning of the session there appeared

to exist a serious and wide-spread dissatisfac

tion on the part of the people against the mem

bers of the Cabinet, and on October 17th this

feeling found expression in the shape of riotous

proceedings, a mob assembling in front of the

residence of the Minister of the Colonies, and

stoning the house, breaking the windows, and

doing other damage. The agitation, however,

gradually subsided, and at the close of the

year all the budgets had been voted by the

Chambers, as well as the 10,000,000 guilders

of public debt as proposed by the Government.

The Minister of War, General Engelvaart, re

signed at the beginning ofDecember,on account

of the opposition which his projects for the

organization encountered in the Chambers.

Among the most important resolutions passed

by the Chambers was that abolishing the em

bassy of the Netherlands to the Holy See. The

Catholics of the country were highly indig

nant at this measure, and a committee was

formed to defray the expenses of a special

representative of the Dutch Catholics in Rome,

by voluntary contributions.

NEVADA. The principal industrial interest

of the State is mining. Not only have rich

deposits of gold and silver been opened, but

agate, opal, amethyst, cornelian, and other fine

stones, are found in abundance, and marble of

great value is known to exist. There are also

extensive salt marshes which can be profitably

worked, solid masses of salt being found in

many districts, of large extent and groat purity.

Extensive works have been established at

Diamond Hill, at which about 10,000 pounds

of salt are produced per day.

The State is made up very largely of mining-

camps filled with reckless adventurers, and

the condition of society is disorganized in many

districts to a deplorable extent, and even in

the larger towns vigilance committees have

been found necessary to protect property and

punish crime. Murder, robbery, and arson,

are oommon offences, and in a small proportion

of cases are criminals brought to punishment

by the ordinary processes of law. In March a

considerable portion of the town of Truckeo

was destroyed by an incendiary fire, and in

September property in Virginia City was de

stroyed by similar means to the extent of more

than $500,000. Even when criminals are

caught it has been found difficult to secure

them, and, in September last, about thirty con

victs escaped at one time, from the prison at

Carson. They were hunted with military and

volunteer forces for several weeks, and about

half of them were killed, and most of the others

finally captured. Nevertheless, industries, such

as the resources of the State are calculated to

call into life, are gradually becoming estab

lished, railroads are in course of construction,

and society is likely to become moro and more

settled each year. The opening of a railroad

from Virginia City to Reno was celebrated on

the 7th of November, and work is rapidly

progressing on the same line toward Truckee.

The capitol building, at Carson, was finished
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and accepted by the commissioners in August. The following table gives the population of

Work on the Sutro Tunnel still goes on with the State, according to the census of 1870,

considerable vigor, and it now penetrates the together with the assessed value of property,

mountains to a depth of about 2,000 feet. taxation, etc. :

CENSUS OF 1870.

COUNTIES.

POPULATION.
Anmed vvjot of Tu*t!«l,«t

national.
Whit*. Colorad. Kftti™. Foreign.

property.

Churchill 196 180 16 140 56 $393,627 $10,98

1,215 1.157 32 23 791 424 762,864 24,783
Klko 8.447 2,975 83 439 2,054 1,393 2,264,724 62,197

1,868 1.489 8 56 1,065 488 880.682 29.723
1,818 1,684 9 220 1,065 851 1,751,348 49,038
2,816 2.566 81 218 1.680 1,235 4,766,947 132,283

2,985 2,987 11 23 2,148 837 258.474 7.851

1,837 1,719 2 116 893 944 1,546,028 51.S66
1.0R7 1,080 1 6 760 387 967.707 32.176
8,668 2,868 81 769 1,760 1,908 1,572,434 68,640

183 129 4 108 25
11,359 10,514 96 749 8,557 5,802 4.757,961 155,963

8,091 2,831 86 221 1,997 1,094 2.397,300 65.925

White Pine 7,189 6,880 67 2»2 8,772 8,417 8,425,882 106,920

Total for State.... 42,491 38,959 Wl 3.152 23,690 18.801 f25.740.0T3 $?80.3I»

Included in the census are 23 Indians. The

tribal Indians are officially estimated at 16,220.

The true value of property was $31,184,012.

The publio debt, county, city, town, etc.,

amounted to $1,843,199. The aggregate value

of farm-products, including betterments and

additions to stock, was $1,659,713; 674 per

sons, ten years old and over, cannot write, of

whom 517 are males, and 157 are females. Of

those twenty-one years old and over who can

not write, 474 are white males.

A general election took place on the 7th of

November. The Democratic candidate for Gov

ernor was L. R. Bradley, and the nominee of

the Republicans was F. A. Tritle. The total

vote cast was 13,347, of which Bradley received

7,200, and Tritle 6,147 ; by which the former had

a majority of 1,053. O. W. Kendall, of Ham

ilton, a Democrat, was elected as member of

Congress by a majority of 660 over Thomas

Fitch, who was nominated for reelection by the

Republicans. The Legislature consists of 13

Republicans and 10 Democrats in the Senate,

and 23 Republicans and 23 Democrats in the

House.

NEW HAMPSHIRE. The political cam

paign in New Hampshire begins early in the

year. The Republican Convention mot at Con

cord, on the 4th of January, and nominated

James Pike, of Newmarket, for Governor, and

D. W. Buckminster of Portsmouth, for Rail

road Commissioner. The other State officers

are chosen by tho Legislature. The platform

adopted by the convention contained, besides

the customary laudations of tho party and its

representative men, the following declarations

of principles :

Retained, That all laws, imposing unnecessary or

unequal burdens, by taxation or otherwise, upon the

whole or any portion of the community, thereby di

minishing or wholly depriving them of that com

pensation, leisure, and opportunity for development,

improvement, and happiness, which their industry

and devotion to duty fairly entitle them to enjoy,

are unjust, oppressive, and should he immediately

repealed.
Betohed, That all laws which favor capital at the

expense or labor, or offer a bounty to accumulated

wealth at the expense of productive industry, are in

consistent with the principles of democratic repub

licanism, and we hereby repudiate and denounce

them as in direct conflict with the purposes and aims

of the Republican party.
Betohed, That, as the Buccess of any system of

government depends almost wholly upon the charac

ter and ability of those who administer its affairs, it

is preeminently important, in a free republic, that

tho selection of publio officers should be determined

by merit and qualifications; we are therefore in

favor of rigidly applying the Jeffersonian test of hon

esty and capacity to tho choice and appointment of

all officers in the civil service.
Betohed, That we protest against the BO-called rer-

enuo reform movement, now being inaugurated by

a few quasi Republicans, iu concert with the great

body of Democrats, because, while wo desire, in com
mon with the great majority of tho people, that all

taxation shall be reduced so far and so fast as are con

sistent with the necessities of the Government, ws

still believe that necessary taxes should be imposed

chiefly upon the rich rather than the poor, upon tee

luxuries of life rather than its necessaries, and that

a duty upon such articles of foreign manufacture as

come in diroct competition with the products of our

own industry is essential to the well-being and per

manent prosperity of the nation.
Betohed, That, while practising the most rigid econ

omy consistent with the publio interest, it is tie

duty of our State government and its officers to do

all in their power to secure prompt and efficient

enforcement of those salutary laws designed to pro

tect tho poor, the improvident, and tho helpless,

against fraud, avarice, and oppression, among I"0

most important of which are those against garnbJnfi

licentiousness, and tho sale of intoxicating liquors ;

the encouragement of honest industry, the preven

tion of crime, pauperism, and misery, the education

of the young, and the maintenance of good m0™~'
being tho highest duties of all legislators and otner

publio officers.
Betohed, That the sympathies of the R<Tu,Wlff:

party have ever been, and still are, with for r!

laboring-men of this country ; prompted by l"1

sympathy, wo Btruck the fetters from the f,ave!?L

threw open the publio domain for the location of""

homesteads for the working-man thereon. " c "*
always favored all legislation calculated to advanra
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the true interests of labor, and will continue so to

do.

Reeolved, That the wealth of the nation should

pay its debt, and hence we are opposed to abolishing

the income-tax, or taxes upon those luxuries that

wealth only can afford, while we favor the reduction

of all taxes upon the necessaries of life.

Resolved, That the Republican party of New Hamp

shire looks with alarm upon the efforts made to

squander the publio lands in the interest of schemes

backed by railroad speculators, lobbyists, and stock-

gamblers, and is opposed to each and every one of

them ; and, while it opposes them, looks with favor

upon any act that may give a homestead to each dis

abled soldier who perilled his life to put down the

slaveholders' rebellion, and save this nation to equal

ity of labor, religious toleration, and liberty.

The Democratic Convention met at Con

cord, on the 11th of January, and nominated

James A. Weston, of Manchester, for Governor,

and David Gilchrist, of Franklin, for Railroad

Commissioner. The platform adopted declared

in favor of recognizing the paramount author

ity of the Federal Constitution; denounced

interference by the military power with the

exercise of the suffrage ; expressed hostility to

all privileged classes ; denounced thieves and

plunderers of the public Treasury ; favored a

revenue tariff for the support of the Govern

ment, but opposed all taxation for protection ;

opposed the importation of laborers from

China, as degrading to the dignity of American

labor ; protested against the leading measnres

of the national Government under Republican

administration as unjust ; demanded a reduc

tion in publio expenses and the rate of taxa

tion, and called for a protection of the publio

domain from speculators and the exorbitant

demands of corporations.

On the 12th, a convention was held, com

posed of delegates in favor of a prohibition of

the sale of intoxicating liquors. The majority,

however, were satisfied with the action of the

Republican Convention and the character of

its nominees, and no independent ticket was

agreed upon. A portion of the delegates, not

satisfied with the proceedings, held a conven

tion of their own, and nominated Rev. M. S.

Cummings for Governor. There was also a

Labor Reform Convention, which named Lemu

el N. Cooper, of Croydon, as its candidate for

Governor; but it was generally understood

that the party of Labor Reform, which was

not vory strong, would act with the Demo

crats.

The election took place on the second Tues

day in March, and resulted in no choice of

Governor by the people. The whole vote was

69,729, of which Weston received 34,700, and

Pike 83,892. Two Democrats and two Re

publicans were elected to the Executive Coun

cil, and in the first district there was no choice.

In the twelve senatorial districts, six Demo

crats and five Republicans were chosen, the

canvass in the first district showing that no

choice had been made. To the Lower House

of the Legislature 168 Democrats were elected,

and 162 Republicans, four Labor Reform Repre

sentatives being classed as Democrats. Dem

ocratic Congressmen were chosen from all

three districts, as follows : Ellery A. Hibbard

from the first, Samuel N. Bell from the second,

and Hosea W. Parker from the third.

The Legislature assembled at the capitol on

the 7th of June. Besides the vacancy in the

Senate resulting from lack of a choice in the

first district, another had been occasioned by

the death of Mr. Thrasher, of the tenth. Ac

cording to the constitution, these vacancies

were to be filled by a vote of the House of Rep

resentatives, and those members of the Sen

ate who had been declared elected, upon the

two names receiving the highest number of

votes in each of the vaoant districts. The

nearly eqnal division of the Legislature be

tween the two parties caused the elections to

attract an unusual amount of attention, though

the preponderance in a full session of the two

branches appeared to be Democratic. There

was, however, some uncertainty regarding the

oourse of the Labor Reformers. Several days

were occupied in the election. A Democrat

was chosen to the vacancy in the Council, and

also for Senator from the first district. Both

constitutional candidates for the Senate in the

tenth district were understood to be Republi

cans ; but Judge Alvah Smith, it was said, was

a Labor Reformer, and had promised to act

with the Democrats, and he was accordingly

chosen. The election of Governor was then

proceeded with, and 826 votes were cast, of

which James Pike received 159, and James A.

Weston, 167. The inauguration of Governor

Weston, with the usual ceromonies, took place

on the 14th of June, and the Legislature then

proceeded with its regular business, having for

the first time in sixteen years a Democratio

majority. In the early part of the proceed

ings, a Railroad Commissioner, Secretary of

State, Treasurer, and Commissary-General,

were elected, all Democrats.

Several sheriffs and other county officers

were removed by the form of proceeding

called an "Address" to the Governor, which

was usually adopted by a strict party-vote,

the object apparently being to give an oppor

tunity for a new election where the majority

of voters had become Democratic. Proceedings

of this kind were, however, checked by the op

position of Judge Smith, who generally voted

with the Republicans. A scheme was much

talked of for ousting him from his seat, but

was never put in operation.

The Republican Senators acknowledged his

services to their party by adopting the follow

ing resolution :

Resolved, That the thanks of the Republicans of

the Senate and of the Republicans of New Hamp

shire are due to Senator Alvah Smith for the fearless

ness and patriotism with which ho has performed

his official duties. Having been during a long and

honorable life a consistent antislavery man and Re

publican, he refused to voto, on the pretext of Labor

Reform, for unwise partisan and revolutionary legis

lation, designed solely to bring into political power in

State and nation the Democratio party, which he had

always opposed. For this action, in accordance with
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his life-long convictions, he hag been assailed with a

bitterness and violence seldom equalled in the most

intense party conflicts, and has been subjected to

threats of ejection from the Senate, and even of per

sonal violence. His whole action under auch ex

traordinary and trying circumstances having been to

our knowledge consistent, courageous, and honora

ble, as well as in the highest degrco beneficial to the

State, we believe him to be entitled to the respect,

confidence, and gratitude, of the people.

The Legislature continued in session until

the 15th of July, during which time it passed

eighty-eight acts and forty-one joint resolu

tions. Little of the general legislation was of

sufficient importance to deserve special notice.

There were several acts in relation to railroads,

among them one granting permission to the

Portland & Ogdensburg road to cross the State.

This line, as projected, will pass through the

town of Conway and the White Mountain

Notch, striking the Connecticut River at Dal-

ton. The consolidation of the White Moun

tain Railroad with the Boston, Concord &

Montreal was authorized, and a railroad from

Littleton to Franconia, in the White Mountain

region, was incorporated. Several other local

lines were chartered, which will add materially

to the facilities for internal communication.

The question of compulsory education came

up early in the session, and an act was finally

passed, providing that parents or other per

sons, having the custody of children between

the ages of eight and fourteen, shall cause

them to attend school for at least twelve weeks

in each year, six weeks of which attendance

shall be consecutive, "unless such child shall

be excused from such attendance by the school-

committee of the town, or the board of edu

cation, or the superintending school commit

tee of such district, upon its being shown to

their satisfaction that the physical or mental

condition of such child was such as to prevent

his attendance at school for the period required,

or that such child was instructed in a private

school or at home for at least twelve weeks

during such year in the branches of education

required to be taught in the public schools, or

having acquired those branches in other more

advanced studies." The provisions of the act

are enforced by a penalty of ten dollars' fine

for the first violation and twenty dollars for

each and every subsequent violation.

A bill to protect the rights of married men

was introduced, and the subject referred to a

committee composed of bachelors. They re

ported in favor of the bill, and it was passed.

It provides that marriage shall not hereafter

render the husband liable for the debts con

tracted by his wife prior to their wedlock, and

that the wife shall not be discharged from such

liability, "but she, and all property which she

may hold in her own right, shall be held liable

for the payment of the debts contracted before

marriage in the same manner as if she contin

ued sole and unmarried."

A number of petitions for the concession of

• the right of suffrage to women were received

and referred to the committee on national af

fairs. The same committeo was instructed

" to inquire whether the provision of the Con

stitution of the United States, making all per

sons born or naturalized in the United States,

subject to the jurisdiction thereof, citizens at

the United States and of the State wherein

they reside, -and prohibiting any State from

making or enforcing any law which shall

abridge the privileges or immunities of tie

citizens of the United States, does or does not

secure to adult females, born or naturalized in

the United States, and subject to the jurisdic

tion thereof, the right of suffrage, and the

right of holding office," and to report by till

or otherwise. After the matter had been in

their hands for some time, the committee re

ported that "the subject-matter of the wom

an's suffrage petition and memorial is Terr

broad and deep, involving the fundamental

principles of government, that the time of the

committee is too limited to give it adeqnate

consideration, and that they be excused from

its further consideration," and their report

was accepted.

A bill to repeal the liquor law of lS70passed

the House, but was indefinitely postponed in

the Senate. A bill remodelling the judiciary

met with similar treatment.

The results of the sossion were disappoint

ing to both Democrats and Labor Reformers.

The plans of the former were frustrated by the

equal division in the Senate ; and the latter,

while holding the bolanco of power on general

measures, were not able to get any considera

tion for those in which they were specially in

terested. The only thing done for them was

the adoption of the following resolution, which

was succeeded by no further action :

Resolved, That the Committee on Retrenchment

and Reform be instructed to inquire into the expedi

ency of providing by law that eight hours' labor

should constitute a day's work, and also the expe

diency of making further provision by law for the

protection of children under fourteen years of tf>

employed in our manufacturing establishment!, KM

that Buid committee report by bill or otherwise.

A committee was appointed by the Govern

or after the close of the session, in pursuant

of a joint resolution, to collect material and

present a plan for the organization of a Bnrean

of Labor Statistics at the next session of the

Legislature. S. Flint, J. n. Ela, and IT. Col

ony, were appointed, and in October sent out

circulars, addressing inquiries to the citizens

regarding the condition of laborers.
The financial condition of the State appears

to be very favorable. The debt on the 1st of

June was $2,860,087.52, which shows a reduc

tion of $419,204.44 during the preceding year.

The expenses of the same year, including the

payment on the debt, amounted to $1,038,3£6,
while the receipts of the Treasury were

$1,182,325. The State-prison at Concord U*

paying institution, affording a profit to the

State, above all expenses, of $5,259.17 during
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the year ending on the 1st of May. There are

six mutual fire-insurance companies incorpo

rated under laws of the State, while 54 others

are licensed to do business within its limits.

There is no life-insurance company in the

State, but 30 belonging to other States are

licensed to do business in New Hampshire, and

their gross premium receipts for the year were

$722,325.47, and their losses $101,689.64.

There were 10,000 policies held in the State,

mostly by heads of families, and the Oom-

CEN9TJS

missioner calculates that these represent 40,-

000 people, or one-eighth of the population, as

interested pecuniarily in life insurance. A

law passed in 1869 requires foreign insurance

companies to pay a tax of one per cent, on

their receipts, and a law of 1870 authorizes

the Commissioner to exclude from the State

all companies which do not give satisfactory

evidence of their responsibility. The amount

received from the oue per cent, tax during the

last fiscal year was $11,066.62.

OF 1870.

FOPCXATIOK. 10 jrro. old

COUNTIES. and over, Aouued value of Toxmtloo, not

Whlto. Colored. Foreign*
who con- proporty. BOUOQOI.
not rood.

17,681 17,640 41 16,904 687 179 . $6,451,1!K> $90,819
17,332 17,316 13 17,156 176 142 ' 5,748,334 135,262
27,865 27.250 15 25.463 1,802 365 13,837,491 806,985
14,932 14.909 10 12,782 2,150 872 4,722,934 125,037
39,103 89,062 41 36,847 2,256 679 15,872,157 880,796
64,238 64.109 124 52,766 11,472 3,012 86,430.425 618,570
42,151 42,055 96 88.202 8,949 922 19,964,690 888.568
47,297 47,143 153 44.478 2,819 658 23,815,002 881,993

80,199
18,104

44
43

26,958
17,043

8,285
1,015

932
857

14.361.480
8,861,737

817,478
155,670

318.300 817,697 580 288,689 29,611 7,618 $149,065,290 »3,255,793

Included in the census are 23 Indians. The

true value of property was $252,624,112. The

public debt, county, city, town, etc., amounted

to $8,335,504. The aggregate value of farm-

products, including betterments and addi

tions to stock, was $22,478,547; 1,129,442

pounds of wool were raised ; 9,926 persons,

ten years old and over, cannot write, of whom

1,992 are native, and 7,934 are foreign ; 4,581

are males, and 5,345 are females. Of those

twenty-one years old and over who cannot

write, 3,361 are white males.

The educational interests of the State are

fairly attended to. An Agricultural College

has been established at Hanover, and the

building to be devoted to its use, known as

Culver Hall, was formally dedicated in June.

ANormal School has been opened at Plymouth,

and $10,000 were appropriated for its benefit

by the last Legislature.

The State Insane Asylum, on the 30th of

April, had 225 inmates. During the year pre

ceding, there had been 388 persons treated,

192 men and 196 women. The largest num

ber of patients at any time during the year

has been 260 ; the smallest number 222.

Thirty-two, 16 of each sex, have died; 131

have been discharged in different states of

mental health. Sixty-fivo of those discharged

recovered ; 37 were essentially improved, and

29 not materially changed in their mental con

dition.

NEW JERSEY. The session of the Legis

lature of this State began on January 10th,

and closed on April 6th. The Senate was

composed of 12 Republicans and 9 Democrats,

and the House of 84 Republicans and 26

Democrats, making a Republican majority, in

joint convention, of 11. On January 19th it

vol. xi.—35 A

elected, on the ninth ballot, Frederick T. Fre-

linghnysen, of Newark, Republican, to the

United States Senate. A number of impor

tant measures were adopted. Among them

were a registry law, enforcing registering of

votes in all cities of 20,000 inhabitants and

over ; a charter for Jersey City, placing the

control of that city in the hands of a Republi

can oommission ; a new free-school law : and

bills for the prevention of bribery ; appropri

ating $50,000 for the erection of new legisla

tive chambers and other offices, at the State-

House, and $150,000 for the beginning of work

on a lunatio asylum to be built in the northern

part of the State ; allowing to oriminals the

right to testify in their own behalf; legalizing

the lease of the railroads of the United Com

panies . to the Pennsylvania Railroad ; and

appointing a commission to revise and con

solidate the public statutes of the State. The

bill for the punishment and prevention of

bribery, as passed, provides that any person

receiving or offering any consideration what

ever, by way of fee or reward for a vote, shall,

in addition to any punishment already imposed

by statute or the common law, be deprived of

the right of suffrage ; and any corporation al

lowing its managers, officers, or agents, to offer

bribes for votes shall be deprived of its char

ter. It also provides that whichever of the

parties to an act of bribery shall first complain,

under oath to a magistrate, of the other, shall

be exempt from the penalties inflicted, on the

condition, however, that he sends a copy of

said complaint to the prosecutor of the pica*

of the county in which the offence has been,

committed, within one week.

A few days previous to the full election,

the Governor issued the following procla-
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mation regarding the rigid enforcement of The amount received from the General Got-

this law : ernment was on account of war claims hereto-

Whereat, The Legislature of the State of New Jersey fore rejected. During the past two Tens,

did at its last session pass a law entitled " An Act $147,800, in all, have been collected on ic-

relative to Bribery," a copy of which is made a connt of thege c]aimSi wnicn had Mm^

^*^StK™F. Randolph, Governor considered lost toihe State. The total mom

of the State of New Jersey, do hereby enjoin upon of expenditures from the State fund was $801,-

all chief judicial officers of this State, upon all local 618.84. The receipts of the war fund were

magistrates, upon sheriffs and their deputies, upon $382,025.95, derived mainly from taxation,

police-officers, and constables and_ upon all officer. Disbursements from this fund were made: to

of the State who have especially taken upon ttiem- . XI , _ ... , .»„.»,

aelves the oath to bear true faith and allegiance to tbe Home for Soldiers' Children, about $41000;

the government of this State, to see that, to the best to the Home for Disabled Soldiers, $38,000;

of their ability, the provisions of this law be fully and to the State militia, $20,000 ; and to the fink-

faithfully executed. ing fund, $277,000. The outstanding bonds of

foAhe^tfr^^S the State amount to $6,896,200. Th! asset, of

vigorous prosecution, without fear or favor, of all per. the_ btate aro said to be quite sufficient to

eons or corporations who may in any degree render extinguish these bonds, if tbey could be per-

themselves liable to the penalties of the law against chased at their par value. The report of the
bribey at elections. ■ commissioners of the sinking fund shows MB*

And I do further enjoin upon all good citizens of .. . r, ,1Z V. w L x,-

thU State tho execution of this law L far as in their amounting to $1,183,112.16. If to this wm

power lies, by rendering information to magistrates, added the total assets of other State funds, tie

and to grand-juries, that will serve to cause the total indebtedness of the State could be paid

arrest and conviction of any officer of any corpora- at once_ The receipts of the fund daring the

tion, or other person or persons, who may, directly a.001 7KJ no

or indirectly, bribe or attempt to bribe, or give means je8X were »»ai,Y04.»a.

to bribe, any voter of this State, or who may bo On the 11th 01 July, the day preceding tl»

guilty of receiving a bribe from any person or cor- "Orange" riot in New York (Jity

poration by which a vote shall be influenced. Yoke), Governor Randolph issued a prociami-

1 £nd } .1 hereb? °fff ° r-TErd ?f °ne h"ndrcd tion assuring the right of parade, with M pro-

dollars for tho arrest and conviction of any and every ..- , . • j ,„

person who may be found guilty of violating the pro- tection by tho civil and military power, to

visions of the said law at the coining election in this the Orangemen of New Jersey. To secure

State—said rewards to be paid until the total amount the speedy transmission of this proclamation

expended for this purpose shall reach the sum of five throughout the State and in New York OitJ,

thTraffidtviBtsrofpersonsuponwhichthe.rreStsand ?'h.ere- was aTlle^ rioters were arranging

convictions shall be had. determining the claimants to mvade New Jersey, the Governor went in

of reward, and tho priority of convictions, to deter- person to the telegraph-offices, and took ''con-

mine to whom, within the aggregate amount, the re- structive possession " of several of them. Re

ward shall bo paid. quests were also immediately sent to the civil

The free-school law provides for a State tax and military authorities of the State, to order

oftwo mills on a dollar upon the ratables ofthe sufficient forces to be in readiness at different

State for the support of public schools. Soon points to preserve the public peace. These

after its passage, copies were sent to the various measures proved ample for the occasion. Dm*-

counties of the State, and, at a subsequent meet- ing the night and the day following, troops

ing of the county freeholders, this amount was were on duty along the river-line to prevent

ordered to be assessed for the current year, the New York organizations from landing.

This will realize over $1,000,000, which is to But no attempt was made, and no serious dis-

be distributed to the various townships, pro turbance occurred.

rata, according to the number of children be- On Tuesday, November 3d, an election toot

tween tho ages of five and eighteen years. place for Governor. The Republican Nominat-

The financial condition of the State is excel- ing Convention was held on September 7th,

lent. Its income the past year was : at Trenton, and the Democratic on Septan!**

State Fund IS68.832 81 13th, at the same place. At the former, BT

Shoo&:::.:::.:.v:::::::::::::::::::::' K« delegates were present. oomeihuWabM
Agricultural College Fund 6,900 oo Bergen, was nominated. A platform was adopt-
Other sources 1,550 00 e(l of which thn nhiff fftnfnivw am M foBoTi!
Balance, November 1, 1870 55,804 « eu> 01 mt" 1110 cmcI Ieal"res arc as nuw

~ — — — Rtsohed, That the fifteenth amendment to tieTotaI • ■ 11,601,819 »5 Constitution, embodying the principles of the equ*-

The receipts of the State fund were from the ity of all men. beforo the law, is not only just in

following sources : theory, but is ennobling in practice, and we wuvf

United Companies, taxes, dividends, and In- f» ***** me»n,8> °PP0Be an? """"P1 10 blot "
terest $857,542 60 'uc grand record of our country's progress.

Morris &&sex BalircadCom^y.'!!!!!!!! 116!500 00 Unsolved, That tho Republican party is now, M
Central Railroad Company 60,687 03 heretofore, plodged to economy in tho expenditure
All other railroad companies 44,848 84 of tho public money ; to good faith in the poymeo.
Riparian sources f?'°29 °J0 of the public debt ; to the careful fosterinR of d

SSSrtK.^^^..^::::: S3 ofto*, and industry -to wholes^
Olher sources 23 766 51 a Purc nnd learned judiciary, and an npngW aom™

'. istration of the Government, both State and cation-
Total $868,882 81 al.
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Bmleed, That by the unprecedented reduction of

the national debt ; by the large reduction of interest

upon the public loans, and the restoration of the na

tional oredit in all markets of the world ; by the wise

and happy adjustment of the late threatening con

troversy with Great Britain ; by its honest, straight

forward policy, and its high, patriotio spirit, the na

tional Administration is entitled to our warmest com

mendation and active support.

Jttaolved, That we are heartily in favor of such a

reform of the civil servioe as shall make appoint

ments to public office dependent upon fitness and

character, and allow removals for cause only.

Resolved, That the great facilities for foreign com

merce afforded by the capacious and safe harbor of

the State upon the Hudson Siver—facilities which

oceanic steamship lines, in the rapidly-growing

commerce of the country, ore beginning to appre

ciate—demand and should receive national recogni

tion by the ereotion of Jersey City into a port of

entry, and the establishment there of an independent

custom-house.

Baototd, That the liberal provision made by the

last State Legislature for the cause of education,

looking as it does to the care and culture of- every

child in the State, thus giving evidence that the Re

publican party now is, and hereafter proposes to be,

devoted to the elevation of the masses and the uni

versal diffusion of light and knowledge, of education

and morality, has our most cordial approbation ; and

we commend this polioy to the favorable considera

tion of our fellow-citizens of all classes and condi

tions, as eminently fit to place the State in the very

front rank of her sisters of the Union.

Jtaolved, That the present system of private and

special legislation is the source not only of unneces

sary expense to the State and the public, but also of

legislative corruption, and this convention there

fore declares itself in favor of the passage of a gen

eral law of incorporation, and of the abolition, as far

as practicable, of all special and private legislation.

The Democratic Convention was attended

by 835 delegates. Hon. Joel Parker, of Mon

mouth, was nominated. The following plat

form was adopted :

The representatives of the Democratic party of

the State of New Jersey, in convention assembled,

appealing to the citizens of the State for a continued

support of its principles and its candidates, point to

these facts : They have urged the adoption of a sys

tem of general laws, under which capital and labor

may find full and equal protection, and healthful

competition take the place of enterprises born of

special legislation and maintained by corruption.

'Xhey have maintained the unsullied reputation of

the State as to judicial appointments, and in all

their appointments, executive and legislative, have

given honest and capable officers to the people.

They have maintained the dignity of the State, and

the constitutional rights and privileges of all its in

habitants, irrespective of nationality, religious faith,

or political creed. They have largely increased the

sinking fund of the State, and added to the gen

eral funds, so that the assets are now more than

sufficient to pay all the obligations of the State of

every description. They show an amount equal to

over $1,000,000 collected and bonded under the ex

ecution of the riparian laws. They have collected

nearly $300,000 from the United States Government

nince the last Governor proclaimed that the accounts

between this State and the national Government

-were substantially settled. The amounts thus saved

mid collected have been nearly enough to pay all the

ordinory expenses of the State government since it

came into Democratic hands. .They have main

tained the credit of the State by judicious economy,

axid. its obligations stand second to none—Federal or

State—in commercial value. The Democrats of New

.Jersey are proud of this record of their administra

tion, and challenge a comparison of it with that of

any Republican State in the Union. Upon the great

Federal questions, we declare that we favor a prompt

and complete amnesty of all persons for political

offences ; that wo favor the raising of a revenue for

the economical support of the Government and the

payment of the principal and interest of the national

debt, and, so far as such revenue is raised from the

tariff, it is to be upon the principle of taxation upon

luxuries, and the abolishment of taxos upon the ne

cessaries of life ; that the Democratic party recognize

the laboring element of the country as the true

source of national wealth and strength, between

which and capital no antagonism can exist, so long

as the right and dignity of labor are properly reoog-

nized, and there is no duty the party owes to the

country or to itself, superior to the full protection

of the laboring interests ; that, denouncing all con

spiracies against law and good order, North or South,

we protest against the extraordinary grant of mili

tary power given by the late Congress to the Presi

dent, and declare the same to be most dangerous in

precedent, and unnecessary in fact ; that the Demo

cratic party in the present, as in the past, recognize

the Constitution and the amendments thereto as the

organio law of the country, and not as open political

questions of the day. We believe that the Govern

ment of the United States is, as it ought to be, a

government of limited powers; that these powers

are prescribed and enumerated in the Constitution

of the United States; which Government is founded

upon its adoption by the people, and creating direct

relations between it and oil its subjects. It is not a

supreme, nnlimited, imperial, consolidated Govern

ment; but that it has its distinct and recognized

sphere of action, already ample ; the governments of

the separate States have their distinct and reoog-

nized sphere of action; and that it is to the last

degree important to the preservation of local inde

pendence, to the universal diffusion of political

vitality, to the prevention of military despotism, to

the security of individual rights, and the perpetuity

of our institutions, that these separate spheres of

action should be kept forever distinct and invio

lable.

The canvass was animated, both candidates

entering personally into the contest. The

result was the election of the Democratic

candidate: The total vote was 158,745 ; Joel

Parker had 82,362 votes, and Cornelius Walsh

76,383; Parker's majority 5,979. The total

vote for Congress in 1870 was 157,426 ; Re

publican majority 8,426. The total vote for

Governor in 1868 was 163,288. Theodore F.

Randolph, Democrat, over John J. Blair, Re

publican, 4,622. The Legislature was carried

by the Republicans : in the Senate there are

12 Republicans against 9 Democrats ; and in the

House 36 Republicans against 24 Democrats.

Important changes were made in the man

agement of the leading railroads of the State

during the year, and various railroad projects

were presented. In the summer, the Camden

& Amboy, the Philadelphia & Trenton, the

Delaware & Raritan Canal, and the New

Jersey Railroad & Transportation Companies,

were leased to the Pennsylvania Central Rail

road Company, at a rental of ten per cent,

per annum, in accordance with the following

terms:

1 . The lessee to pay the rent at all times during th«

said term, notwithstanding any future action ofany of

the corporations or their stockholders ; and, in order

to secure the individual interest of each stockholder
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of the lessors, the right is given to him to prosecute

such suits as may be necessary to recover his pro

portionate part or the rent, and to use, if necessary,

the name of the corporation's lessors for that pur

pose ; this provision, if desired, to be indorsed on

the certificates of stock.

2. The lessee to pay all taxes, transit duties, and

other charges, assessed or imposed on the lessors

during the said term.

8. The lessee to defend all actions, and pay all

amounts that may be recovered against the lessors,

and indemnify them from all claims, etc., during the

said term.

4. The lessee to maintain and operate the demised

works at its own expense, and to keep the same in

thorough repair, working order, and condition, fully

supplied with rolling and floating stock and equip

ments, at least equal to that now used, so that the

traffic and business shall be encouraged and devel

oped, and full public accommodation given on reason

able terms.

5. The lessee to keep up the sinking funds of the

lessors, and to pay all their debts and obligations as

they shall become due.

6. As the several loans of the lessors shall become

due, they are to deliver to the lessee a corresponding

number of the bonds secured by the mortgage of

April 20, 1871, whereby to discharge the samo, any

difference in value to be made up by the lessee.

The difference between the total funded indebted

ness and the amount authorized to be raised by the

mortgage to be applied only to permanent improve

ments on the works.

7. The title of all after-acquired property to be

taken in the name of the lessors respectively, and

suoh property to be subject to the lease.

8. To aid in the development of the " Harsiraus

Cove " property, the lessors, whenever the lessee

shall have spent $400,000 in improving the same, to

issue to the leasee 8,000 shares of their stock, and so

from time to time until $3,000,000 shall have been

ao spent in such improvements, and 22,500 shares of

stock issued. No other or further stock to be there

after issued by the lessors. The stock so issued to

bear the samo rate of rent as the present stock, and

to be paid in like manner, clear of all taxes.

> 9. The lessee to assume all the contracts, liabili

ties, and other obligations, of the lessors. All rights

nnder existing leases to remain in full force in the

event of the future reentry by the lessors.

10. The lessee to pay $10,000 a year, to enable the

lessors to keop up their corporate organization, the

first half-yearly payment to be made July 1, 1871 ;

and to provide suitable offices in Philadelphia, Tren

ton and New York, for the accommodation of the

directors and officers of the lessors.

11. Such of the property of the lessors as may not

be necessary for the use of the works may, with

their assent, be sold, and the proceeds applied either

to the permanent reduction of the funded debt or to

permanent additional improvements on the works.

12. The accounts of the lessee to be open to the

inspection of the president and officials ofthe lessors

—the lessee to furnish annually, on or before April

1st, a detailed statement of the business for the pre

vious year ending December 31st, and the works and

premises themselves to be likewise open to inspec

tion and examination.

18. In case of default (continued for nineteen

days) in paying the rent or performing these cove

nants and agreements, the lessors to have the right

to reenter upon the premises, to hold as of tlieir

original eBtate ; the rent to bo apportioned to the

time of reentry ; no claim for damages for breach of

oovenant to be affected thereby.

14. At the end of the term the lessees to redeliver

the works and premises to the lessors.

15. Covenant for further assurance.

16. These covenants to bind both parties, their

successors and assigns.

The lines thus leased traverse seventeen of

the twenty-one counties of the State. The

capital of the United Companies is :

Stock $18,990,r.F,7
Fuuded debt of the several companies 13.420.059
Funded debt of the United Companies 3.834,s93

Total $35,245,629

This capital is represented in property as

follows :

Cost of the Camden & Amboy Railroad,
including branches, steamboats, other
equipments, real estate, etc $12,527,160 41

Cost or the Delaware A Karl tan Canal and
appurtenances • 4,785,353 53

Cost of the New Jersey Railroad, equip
ments, property, etc 8,955,993 7S

Real estate and capital payments of the
United Companies of New Jersey 643,112 36
Investments in and advances to auxiliary

works :
Stocks $4,555,905 00
Bonds and mortgages 856,750 00
Advances 2,064,728 58
Bent to England for extinguishment of Eng

lish Bebt 70,708 17
Sinking fund for extinguishment of sterling
loan 57.752 04

Unappropriated materials on band 447.S30 30
Cash in hand of treasurers 831,285 26

Total $35,248,629 41

Thus it appears that the companies hold

about eight and a half millions of stocks,

bonds, cash, etc., beyond the cost of their

railways and canal. The net receipts of last

year were $2,711,055.16.

Of other railway enterprises prosecuted dur

ing the year, one of the most important is the

New Jersey West Line, of which a number of

Pennsylvania capitalists have assumed control.

The parpose is said to be to secure by this

means a new outlet to tide-water and New

York from the anthracite coal-fields. The

building of important short branches to the

Erie was begun, and also of the New Jersey

Central ; and surveys were made through

Borkshire Valley and the region about Luke

Hopatcong, for the proposed road to cross the

suspension bridge over the Hudson. In the

lower part of the State, the preliminary steps

toward the building of several local roads

were taken, and projects to bring several of

the towns of this section into direct communi

cation with the great thoroughfares were con

sidered.

The total number of children in the State,

of school-age, between five and eighteen, in

1871, was 265,958. The school statistics show

that, of this number, sixty-five per cent, at

tended the publio schools ; thirteen per cent,

attended private schools ; and twenty-two per

cent, attended no school at all. The percent

age attending the public schools for ten months

was nine; for eight months and over, fourteen ;

for six months and over, seventeen ; and less

than four months, forty. For the support of

the public schools, the people of the Stato con

tributed, during the year, by local and State

taxation, $2,375,000, equal to about two and a

half dollars for eacli person resident in the

State. The taxation practically amounts to
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about fifteen dollars for each child receiving

any portion of the school moneys. The school

property is rained at $4,346,998. There were

2,981 teachers employed, of whom 952 were

males, with average salaries of $57.84 per

month ; and 1,979 were females, with average

salaries of $32.43 per month.

The trustees of the State Agricultural Col

lege and Scientific School report favorably

upon these institutions.

The agricultural statistics of the State, as

given in the census of 1870, are as follows :

FARMS.

Area of Improved lands In the State, acres . . . 1,796,474
Wood-lande, in farms, acres 718,386
Other unimproved lands in farms, acres 894,709
Cash value or farms : $257,528,376
Cash valne of farm implements and ma

chinery 7,887,991

LIVE-STOCK OH FARMS.
Horses 79,708
Mules and asses 8,858
Milch-cows 133.231
Workiug-oxen 8,880
Other cattle 80,827
Sheep 120,067
Swine 142,568
Cash value of live-stock $21,443,462

products. •
Indian corn, bushels 8,745,884
Wheat, " 2,301.483
Bye, " 596,775

Oats bushels
Barley, "
Buckwheat, "
Potatoes, Irish "
Potatoes, sweet "
Peas and beans, "
Clover-seed "
Grass-seed, "
Flax-seed, "
Hay, tons
Hemp, tons
Hops, pounds
Tobacco, '*
Wool, "
Butter, "
Cheese, "
Honey, "

Wax, "
Maple-sugar, pounds
Milk Bola, gallons
Maple-molasses, gallons .
Sorghum, 11
Wine, " •
Market-garden products..
Orchard products
Forest product*
Animals slaughl

4,099.880
8,283

853,988
4,705,489
1,550,784

511,221
96,206
72.401
6,095

521,975
5

234,061
40,871

828,241
8,265,0!"

60,6
8,021
419

6,873,822
8

17,424
24,970

$2,978,250
1,296,282
852.704

slaughtered 6,982,162
Home manufactures 144,016

Aggregate valne of farm productions 842,715,196 00
Amount of wages paid during the year 8,314,548 00
Averago product per aero of improved
lands 21 61

Average product per acre of all lands in
cluded In farms 14 29

Average value per acre of land in farms in
1860 60 09

Averago value per acre of land in farms in
1870 86 14

CENSUS OF 1870.

COUNTIES.

Atlantic
Bergen
Burlington
Camden
Cape May
Cumberland
Essex
Gloucester
Hudson.
Hunterdon
Mercer
Middlesex
Monmouth.
Morris
Ocean
Passaic
Salem
Somerset
Sussex
Union

Warren

Total for State.

FOrt'LATION.

14,093
30.122
53.639
46.193
8.349

84,665
143,839
81,569
129,067
36,963
46,386
45,029
46.195
43.137
13,628
46,416
23,940
28.510
23,168
41,859
84,333

906.090

WWW.

13,909
28.4S9
51,098
41,751
7,922

82.898

141,296
20.5S9
128,016
36,329
44.018
43.474
48,285
42.403
13,611
45,741
21.203
21.985
22,972
40,563
33,955

875,407

Colored.

184

1.632
2,540
4,430
427

1.767
2.539
973

1,050
634

2,3tM
1,515
2,910
733
117
675

2,737
1,524
196

1,296
881

30.658

N»tlTt.

12.401
23,273
49.597
40.592
8.118

82,517
97,504
19.865
75,903
35.0';fl
38,363
35.908
41.496
84.530
13.064
31.068
82,884

20,720
22,069
80,912
31,046

717,153

Foreign.

1,692
6,819
4,042
6.601

201
1,961

46.335
1.697

53,164
1,897
8.0-J3
9,121
4.699
8.607
564

15,348
1,056
2.790
1,099

10,917
3,290

188.913

Auetted ralne of
proporty.

$4,732,470
26,820.028
32.616.883
10.914,699
8.800,810

14,470,374
104,461,370
14,090,600
85,133.272
34,638,501
36,698.639
83,638.839
87,02 4.S19
27,326,757
6,395,341

26,365,581
22,354.567
22.469.420
16.959.655
28.719.648
27,237,708

$624.868.971

f36,76718,884
249,962
232,489
86.627

128,276
1,495,418

43.561
8,395,878
239.027
804,780
295.493
203.901
105,896
65,375

405.IKW
144,874
170,497
82.995

588,684
113,487

$7,416,724

Included in the census are 5 Chinese, 10

Japanese, and 16 Indians. The true value of

property was $940,976,064. The public debt,

county, city, town, etc., amounted to $19,858,-

104; 54,683 persons, ten years old and over,

cannot write, of whom 23,409 are males, and

81,274 are females. Of those twenty-one years

old and over who cannot write, 14,515 are

white males.

NEW YORK. The annual session of the

Legislature of New York, for 1871, began at

Albany on the 3d of January, and continued

with brief intermissions until April 21st. Dur

ing that time 1,352 bills were introduced, and

1,226 were reported from the various commit

tees. Of these, 1,302 reached a third reading,

but only 807 passed. Upward of 150, in

cluding a large number for the incorporation

of savings-banks and trust companies, were

vetoed by the Governor. A contested election

case, which occupied considerable attention in

the Assembly, was that from the fifteenth dis

trict of New York City, in which Horatio N.

Twombly contested the right of John Carey

to hold the seat, on the ground of frauds prac

tised in securing the election. There were two

reports on the subject from the Committee on

Privileges and Elections. The majority re

ported, as the result of their investigation, that

Mr. Twombly had received 1,984 votes, and

«
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Mr. Carey 1 ,080 ; and that the latter should be

confirmed in his right to the seat. Their re

port was adopted by a vote of G2 to 61.

The great mass of the legislation of the ses

sion was of a general character, and attracted

no particular attention. Several propositions

to amend the constitution of the State were

introduced near the beginning of the session,

but none of them were adopted. The question

of repealing the act classifying the directors

of the Erie Railway Company was brought up,

and two reports were made on the subject.

The majority of the committee opposed the

repeal,and supported their position by elaborate

arguments. Their report was finally adopted,

the vote in the Assembly being CO to 57.

On the 0th of April an incident occurred in

the Lower House which caused considerable

excitement, and had an effect on the passage

of some of the most important acts of the

session. In the heat of debate, Mr. James Ir

ving, the member from the sixteenth district of

New York City, made an assault upon Mr.

Weed, a member from Clinton County. This

act was severely censured by all parties, and

Mr. Irving was forced to resign. The result

was, an equal division between tho Democrats

and Republicans of the House, while the meas

ures to which a political importance was at

tached were still pending. The Republican

members agreed in caucus to combine for the

purpose of preventing an election to fill the

vacancy, and to defeat the favorite measures

of the Democrats. One Republican, however,

Mr. Orange S. Winans, of Dunkirk, was in

duced to recede from the party agreement, and

aid in carrying through the pending legisla

tion. The entire transaction caused much

political excitement and discussion both within

and without the halls of the Legislature.

The compact entered into by the Republicans

was as follows :

Saolved, That wo regard the following bills now

pending before tho Legislature as party measures,

viz. :

The bill known as the registry law for Now York

City.

The bill to amend the election law.

The bill to amend the charter of the city of New

York.

Tho bill commonly known as the two per cent,

tax bill.

Buffalo police bill, and the bill amending the

charter of Buffalo.

And that no Republican can, consistently with his

party obligation, support either.

Jlaolved, That in ease any member of the party

shall desert it in acting upon the measures mentioned

in tho foregoing resolutions, we will regard it as our

duty to denounee such deserter as a traitor to tho

party, in a writing to be signed by us and published

in tho Republican papers of tho State.

We, the undersigned, do hereby agree to abide by

the foregoing resolutions, and do hereby plodge our

selves solemnly as members of tho Republican party

to Bupport tho same.

The bills mentioned in the first resolution

were regarded as Democratic measures, and

were politically the most important of the

session. For several days after the resignation

of Mr. Irving, the action of the House ap

peared to be completely blocked. A bill was

introduced providing for a new election to fill

the vacant seat, and on this the first stand

was taken, and on the question of its passage

came the defection of Mr. "Winans, which broke

up the combination, and threw the power of

the majority again into the hands of the Demo

cratic members.

The principal changes made in the registry

law for the city of New York were as follows:

Section 9. In addition to tho existing provisions

of law governing the action of inspectors of elections

in the city of New York when acting as registrars,

the said inspectors shall hold meetings as registrars

on the Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday preceding

the day of election, and shall sit from nine o'clock

in the forenoon until ten o'clock in the evening on

each of said days, and shall enroll such applicants

for registration as shall then or on the day of election

be qualified voters. On the day of any election, in

case any elector presents himself who is not regis

tered, the inspectors shall require such elector to make

oath as to the cause of his failure to register, and, if

the excuse be deemed sufficient by a majority of the

inspectors, such elector shall be permitted to vote

the same as if his name was registered. The right

of such elector to vote, however, shall be subject to

the usual challenge, but the same as if he had been

registered. The oath of any Buch non-registered

elector, as to his excuse, may be taken before any

officer competent to administer oaths in the city or

county of Is ew York, and by either of the inspectors

or poll-clerks at the poll where said elector shell

offer his vote, and any such officer applied to toad-

minister said oath shall do so and subscribe the sat*

without charge therefor, and all such oaths shall be

filed with the poll-book filed with the County Clerk.

Seo. 12. The Mayor of the city of New York shall,

at least ten days prior to any election, appoint for

each election district two poll-clerks, one of Thorn

shall be from the party in general political opposition

on State issues to the party electing the two success

ful candidates for inspectors of election in the elec

tion district. Such appointees shall take the oath,

subject to the some restrictions provided in section

eight of this act, for inspectors of election.
Bed. 19. It shall be the duty of the Common Coun

cil of the city of Now York, on or before the 1st daj
of September, in the year eighteen hundred and sev

enty, and in oach year thereafter, to redistrict the

city so that each election district shall contain not

more than four hundred electors, taking the vote of

tho preceding election as a basis. If the Common

Council shall in any year neglect to so redistrict the

city, the mayor shall, on or before tho 10th day of

September, by proclamation, establish tho boundaries

of tho election districts as above prescribed.

The only important change in the election

law was one which provided for taking the

ballot for members of Congress separately.

The most important amendment to the char

ter of the city of New York was contained in

the following sections added to the existing

provisions regarding tbe Department of Public

Instruction :

Section 8. All provisions of the law providing for

the election of trustees of the common schools are

hereby repealod. Every said trustee who shall M
now in office and under election shall, however, serve

out the full term for which he shall have been elected.

Within twenty days before tho expiration of theterm

of office of any such trustees who shall have any

office by election, or upon the occurrence of any va
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cancy in the offioe of said trustee, the mayor of the

city shall appoint his successor. Upon any appoint

ment, whether by expiration of term or to nil a va-

canoy by said mayor, it shall be for the term of five

years from the year of the expiration of the term or

time of filling the vacancy. The trustee so appointed

shall possess and exercise all the powers and duties

of trustees of common schools under existing laws.

Sec. 4. The inspectors of common schools shall be

hereafter appointed by the mayor for the same term

' of office now provided to such inspectors. All va

cancies in the office of Inspector of Common Schools

shall be filled by the said mayor and for the full term

of office.

. The two per cent, tax bill determined the

rate of taxation in the city of New York, and

limited the expenses of the government to the

funds raised by the levy of two per cent, on

the assessed valuation of property for 1870.

All these measures were passed in the Assem

bly on the 18th of April by a vote of about 65

to 59.

Among the bills vetoed by the Governor was

one for the amendment of the code of proced

ure, against which there was a strong remon

strance signed by leading members of the bar

in New York City. This provided, . among

other things, that judges of any court of rec

ord might punish persons, by fine or imprison

ment, for contempt shown in unfriendly criti

cism upon their official action. Another sec

tion of the hill prohibited any stockholders,

who had been wronged or defrauded by a cor

poration, from bringing suit anywhere except

where such corporation had its principal place

of business.

The total funded debt of the State on the

80th of September was $38,131,606, classified

as follows :

General Fund. $4,040,086
Contingent 62,000
Canal ll.96fl.R80
Bounty 22,047,000

Total $38,121,608

The following statement shows the amount

of the State debt at the same date, after de

ducting the unapplied balances of the sinking

funds: , .

FUNDS.
Debt on September

K, 1871.

Balnncee of Sink
ing Fundi, Sep
tember 30, 1811.

Balance of debt
after applying
Sinking Fundi.

Contingent...
Canal

$4,040,026
6K.000

11,966.680
22,047,000

$1,805,744
19,139

1,654,226
15,159,793

.$2,234,282
• 48,860

10,312,353
16,887,206

Total ♦38,121,606 $8,638,903 129.482.702

The State debt on the 30th of September,

1870, after deducting the unapplied balances

of the sinking funds, amounted to $32,409,144,

showing a reduction of $2,926,441.

The following statement gives the expendi

tures and revenues for the last fiscal year,

showing an apparent deficiency of $8,878,806 :

Deficiency of the General Fund revenue on
September SO, 1870 $5,370,481

Amount of warrants drawn on the Treasury
on account of the General Fund, during the
year ending September 30, 18T1 10,505,799

Brought forward $15,870,280
Amount transferred to the Bounty Debt Sink
ing Fund, being the proceeds of the 2X mill

tax levied in 1870 4,096,279
Amount transferred to the following funds for

interest on money in the Treasury during
the year belonging to said funds, viz. :

School Fund $69,862
Literature Fund 105
United States Deposit Fund. 1,303
Long Island Railroad Company
Sinking Fnnd 259

Bounty Debt Sinking Fund 103,1(«
General Fund Debt Sinking Fund 48,552

218,788

Total $20,190,747
Amount of warrants drawn on the Treasury
remaining unpaid on September 80, 1870.. . 746

Total... $20,191,493
Amount of receipts into the Treasury during
the year ending Sept. 80, 1871. . $11,286,828

Amount transferred from the
School Fund, fur bonds for lands 24,791

Total $11,811,619
Amount of warrants drawn on tbe
Treasury remaining unpaid on
September 30, 1871 1,068

11,812,687

Deficiency of the revenue SeptemberSO, 1871.. $8,878,806

This deficiency is rather largely nominal

than real. Taxes levied for the fiscal year end

ing September 30, 1871, and unpaid on that

day, together with* advances on appropria

tions based upon taxes for the current year,

amounting in the aggregate to $6,550,881,

should be deducted from the above deficiency,

$8,878,806, which would leave an actual defi

ciency of $2,827,924.

The State tax for the year was mills

on a dollar of the assessed valuation of prop

erty. Of this, two mills were for the annual

payment on the bounty debt, 14- mill for the

support of public schools, ■} mill to meet pay

ments for work on the new capitol, tVo- for the

canals, and If for general purposes. The

whole amount raised by this tax was $11,613,-

943.61. The gross valuation of property for

the year was $2,052,537,898, an increase of

$85,536,715 over the valuation of 1870.

A commission, consisting of David A. Wells,

George W. Cuyler, and Edwin Dodge, was ap

pointed in 1870 41 to revise the laws for the

assessment and collection of taxes," and their

report was made early in this year, but no

definite action has been taken thereon by the

Legislature thus far. The system of taxation

recommended by the commissioners is sub

stantially as follows :

1. To tax real estate as under existing laws ; pro

visions for enforcing valuation, according to a com

mon and well-defined but moderate standard, being

at the same time prescribed. The commissioners

favor the creation of an office whose incumbent shall

be especially charged with the enforcement of the

laws relative to taxation, and be invested with all

necessary powers for accomplishing such object, and

insuring, so far as possible, equity and uniformity.

2. To tax moneyed corporations of the State in con

formity with existing laws.

3. All experience, and especially the experience of

New York, shows that the attempt to tax, directly,

property other than such as is embraced under the

two before-enumerated classes, affords little revenue :
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it fails in execution, and is certain to yield lesa of

revenue in the future than in the past ; and above

all, it discriminates against the industry of New York

in comparison with other States. The commission

ers propose, as a substitute and equivalent for all such

defective taxation, to tax the occupier, be ho owner

or tenant, of any and every building used as a dwell

ing, or for any other purpose, on a valuation of three

times the rental or rental value of the premises occu

pied; but not including, under such assessment, any

land except such as the building stands on, or is es

sential for access thereto.

All property not embraced under one of

these provisions, as above stated, is to be ex

empt from taxation. The principles on which

the commissioners have founded this part of

their system are stated by them as follows :

That the market value of real estate is always pro

portional to, and dependent on, the amount of per

sonal property, or, rather, productive capital, placed

npon it, or in its immediate vicinity. Only, there

fore, as personal property or productive capital is

brought in connection with real estate, does its value

become appreciable and augment. Applying, prac

tically, to New York the proposed system for taxing

personal property, through buildings or rentals, as

its representative, the commissioners say that exami

nation will show that the aggregate of taxation, ac

cording to the new system, on the occupiers of build

ings, will be the lowest in the most sparsely-settled

agricultural districts of the State. Property here is

mainly in land, and the value of buildings is gener

ally much less than the value of this land with which

they are connected. As we leave the sparsely-set

tled agricultural districts and rise through the more

densely-populated portions of the State, from the

towns to the villages, from the latter to the cities,

and from the cities to the great metropolis of the

continent, we shall find that the value of land, of

buildings, and the aggregate of taxable valuation,

will increase as the amount and accumulation of per

sonal property increase, until land and buildings

attain their greatest market and tax valuation in

Wall street, Broadway, and Fifth avenue, where the

accumulation of personal property is the greatest.

It is also to be observed that, starting at the bottom

of the booIo,. with the value of land greatly in excess

of the value of the buildings connected with the

land, this difference, as we progress upward through

the more densely - populated districts, gradually

diminishes, until, as is the case very frequently

in the cities, the value of the building greatly exceeds

the value of the land on which It is Bituated. And

yet, while, under the proposed system, the agricultu

ral districts would, as now, pay the smallest propor

tion of tho aggregate taxes, and the villages and

oities, as now, also the largest, there would be no in

justice, but, on tho oontrary, one uniform, equitable

rule of valuation and assessment. The sum of three

times tho rent or rental value is taken as the substi

tute for personal property, other than what is in

vested in tho stocks of moneyed corporations, on the

assumption that no person can occupy any building

who is not possessed of such property, at least to the

extent of the valuation adopted ; an assumption fully

sustained by evidence and investigation.

The corner-stone of the new capitol at Al

bany was laid with imposing ocromonies on

the 24th of Juno. The entire amount ex

pended upon this work, prior to November

22d, was about $2,000,000, independent of

$680,000 paid for the land on which it stands.

The appropriation for the work at tho last

session of the Legislature was $650,000, of

which $343,631.31 had. been expended at the

date above named.

On the 1st of October there were sixty-nine

banks doing business under the State banking

law. The amount of circulation outstanding,

including that of incorporated banks, banking

associations, and individuals, was $2,141,435.50.

Thero were on the 1st of July one hundred and

forty-three savings-banks doing business in the

State, with assets amounting to $266,253,594

The number of persons having deposits in these

institutions at the beginning of the year was

712,109.

The number of insurance companies subject

to the supervision of the Insurance Depart

ment was, on the 1st day of December, 238, u

follow*:

New York Joint-stock fire Insurance companies 8t

New York mutual Insnrance companies 10
New York marine insurance companies 9
New York life insurance companies 40
Fire Insurance companies of other States M

Marine insnrance companies of other States
Life Insurance companies of other States 90
Casualty Insurance companica of other States 0
Foreign insurance companiea 1

Total *S

The total amount of stocks and mortgages,

held by the department for the protection of

policy-holders of life and casualty insurance

companies of this State and of foreign insnr

ance companies doing business within it, was

$8,051,185, as follows:

For protection of policy-holders generally In
life Insnrance companies of this State $4,1M,0»

For protection of registered policy-holders ex-
cluslvely

For protection of casualty policy-holders ex-
cluslvely *.<*»

For protection of fire policy-holders In foreign
Insurance companies 1^00,300

For protection or life policy-holders in foreign
Insnrance companies SOJ.tw

Total deposit 18,061,1*

The insurance companies of the State con

tributed over $20,000,000 toward reimbursing

the losses caused by the great fire in Chicago

in October.
The total number of children attending tie

public-schools, during the year ending Sep

tember 30tb, was 1,027,089 ; persons attendmg

the normal schools, 6,129; there were Hi"1

school-houses in use, and 17,828 teachers em-

floyed. The finances of the Deportment of

'ublic Inatruction were as follows :

Total receipts, lnclndlng balance on band _._<«j
September 80, 1670 $1fi.«- P^ J;

Total expenditures *•« r- i
Amount paid for teachers' wages 6,6T8,J'' w

Amount paid for school-houses, repairs, u
and furniture l-^-SfS

Estimated value of school-houses and sites »,613,w "

There was a bill before the Legislature at

the last session making attendance upon trie

public schools compulsory, but it failed topaf-

The State Superintendent touched upon we

same subject in his annual report, taking

ground against the compulsory system.

Near the beginning of the year (vw., '»

March) there were 4,484 insane persons in toe

public institutions of the State, including nv
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corporated asylums receiving State aid. The

following is a list of these institutions, and the

number of insane in each :

The New York State Lunatic Asylum at TJtlca 643

The Willard Asvluru for the Insane, at Ovid 282
The New York Lunatic Asylum, New York City. . . 1,865
Kings County Lunatic Apylum, Flatbueh 602
Xonroe County Lunatic Asylum, Rochester 88
Marshall Infirmary, Troy 109
Providence Lunatic Asylum, Buffalo 89
County poor-houses 1,896
City asylums, other than New York and Kings
Counties 80

Total 4,484

The State asylums, completed or in course

of construction, are the New York State Luna

tic Asylum, at Utica, completed ; the Willard

Asylum for the Insane, at Ovid, in process

of erection and partly occupied; the Hud

son River State Hospital for the Insane, at

Poughkeepsie, being built; the Buffalo State

Asylum for the Insane, at Buffalo, and the

State Homoeopathic Asylum for the Insane, at

Middletown, organized by the Legislature of

1870. Of the 4,484 insane persons in publio

institutions in March, 925 were in State asy

lums, 148 in incorporated institutions receiv

ing State aid, 1,967 in the asylums of New

York and Kings Counties, and 1,444 in other

city and county institutions. The whole

amount paid from the Treasury during the fis

cal year, on account of hospitals, orphan asy

lums, and other charitable institutions, was

$1,778,370.89. Tho following statement shows

the expenditures and earnings of each of the

prisons for the year ending September 80,

1871 :

AdrftQcei Received
Excew of «x-
pendlturM.

PRISONS. from ih«
Treasury.

from
earning!.

Slug Sing

6189. 169
319.1B9

864,173

6129,240
175,884
181,547

659.938
148,785
282,625

Miscellaneous expendi
tures not distributed,
including 623,459 for
transportation of con-

83,959

$872,601 $416,151 $470,307

Three commissioners wore appointed by

the Governor in 1870, in accordance with a re

quest of the Legislature, to investigate the

question of prison-labor in all its bearings, and

report thereon. The commissioners were Mi

chael S. Myers, E. 0. Wines, and Thomas Fen

cer. They prosecuted their inquiries during

the yoar, and took a vast amount of testimony,

and, as a result of their investigation, submitted

the following ten propositions :

1. Tho contract systom of prison-labor is bad, and

should bo abolished.

2. The industries of a prison, as well as its disci

pline, ought, ordinarily, to be managed by its head.

8. The successful management of the industries of

ft prison requires experience and business tact ; quali

ties that oan be acquired only by long practical fa

miliarity with such management.

4. It would not be wise to commit the industries

of a prison to the management of its head, so long as

he is not only liable but sure to be displaced on ev

ery transfer of power from one political party to an

other.

6. Considering the extent of the industries carried

on in our State-prisons, and the frequent ohanges of

officers therein, the result of which is, that inexperi

enced persons are, for the most part, at their head,

it would be unwise and unsafe to change the system

of labor while the system of government remains

what it is at present.

6. In order to a safe and successful change of the

labor system from contracts to State management^ it

will be an essential condition precedent that politi

cal control be eliminated from the government of our

State-prisons, and that their administration be placed

and kept in the bauds of honest and capable men.

7. The only process by which our State-prisons

can be removed from the arena of politics—whereby

alone a safe basis can be secured for a change in the

labor system—is an amendment of the constitution ;

and to the attainment of that end the strenuous ef

forts of all good citizens should be directed.

8. While the products of prison-labor are not suf

ficient to sensibly affect the general markets of the

country, there is no doubt that, in particular locali

ties, these products do come into injurious competi

tion with those of ontside labor ; and, whenever such

competition occurs, it is the result of the undue pur

suit of one or but a few branches of labor in prisons,

to the exclusion of all others—a result which points

to the multiplication and equalization of trades in in

stitutions of this class.

9. The opposition of the working-men ofthe State

is to the contract system alone, and not at all to in

dustrial labor in prisons ; and not only do they not

oppose such labor, but they desire that criminals

should be reformed, as the result of their imprison

ment ; and they believe that this can be effected only

through industrial labor, in combination with other

suitable agencies, and as the result of the acquisition,

as far as that may be possible, of trades during their

incarceration.

10. As regards the penitentiaries and reformatories

not under State control, the commissioners recom

mend that no legislation be had for the present ; and

they base this recommendation on the two following

considerations, viz. : First, that, being looal institu

tions, created by and conducted under special act*,

any legislation in reference to them, which will at all

meet the views of those who desire it, must necessa

rily bo of a radical character, completely changing

their relations; and the commissioners think that

such legislation had better be postponed, to await

the result of the movement now in progress to secure

a reform of the whole penal system of the State.

Second, that such a change of relation in these estab

lishments as would make of them State, in place of

being, ai now, local institutions, wonld involve large

outlays of money by the State, running up into the

millions : 1. In the purchase of the property, real

and personal, belonging to them. 2. In capital,

partly to be invested in machinery for manufactur

ing purposes, and partly to be employed in carrying

on their manufacturing and business operations. 8.

In salaries and other expenses connected with the

creation and maintenance of a new body of State of

ficials as a necessary part of the machinery for their

management j to which the commissioners would

add, that political control in the administration of

such institutions has not in the post been so reas

suring as to invite its extension.

The tolls collected on the canals during the

season amounted to $3,099,800.46, from which

a surplus of $981,588.68 was derived by the

State Treasury. The shipment of grain from

Buffalo and Oswego, as compared with the

shipments of the proceding year, is shown in

the following exhibit :
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BcrrALO.

Wheat, bushels
Bye, "
Corn, "
Barter, "
Oats, "

Total

OSWEOO.

Wheat, bushels

Ryo, "
Corn, "
Barley, "
Oats, "

Total

i8ro.

16,738,613
878.322

6.911,668
8*1,024

5,572,204

28,431,831

8,857.727
264,346
361,411

3,246,104
247,053

7.976,641

1871.

19,028.316
986,511

20,695,305
825,420

6,649,439

48,184,991

3,796.568
228.235

2,424,029
8,010,713
118,957

9.568.501

In reply to an inquiry of the Legislature at

the last session, respecting the necessity of en

larging the Erie Canal, the commissioners made

a report declaring that there was " no occa

sion to suppose that the capacity of the canal

will not he ample for the next ten years."

There are 4,276 miles of railroad in the

State, of which 348 were built during this year.

The State militia, or National Guard, now

numbers about 24,000 officers, non-commis-

sioned officers, and privates.

The number of immigrants arriving at the

port of New York during the year was 229,-

000, an increase of 17,000 over the number of

the preceding year.

CENSUS OF 1870.

COCNTIES.

Albany
Allegh'any

Broome
Cattaraugus. . .
Cayuga
Chatauqua
Chemung
Chenango
Clinton ,
Columbia
Cortland
Delaware
Dutchess
Erie
Essex
Franklin
Fulton
Genesee
Greene
Hamilton
Herkimer
Jefferson
Kings
Lewis
Livingston . . .
Madison
Monroe
Montgomery. .
New York
Niagara
Oneida
Onondaga
Ontario.
Orange
Orleans
Oswego
Otsego
Putnam
Queens
Rensselaer
Klchmond
Rockland
Saratoga
Schenectady. .
Schoharie
Schuyler
Seneca
Steuben
St. Lawrence.
Suffolk
Sullivan
Tioga
Tompkins
Ulster
Warren
Washington..
Wayne
Westchester..
Wyoming
Yates

Total ..I 4.382,759

POPULATION.

Affisgala,

133.052
40,814
44,103
43,909
69.500
69,327
35,281
40.564
47.947
47.044
25,173
42,972
74,041
17S.693
29.042
80.271
27,064
81,606
81,832
2,960

89,929
65,415

419,921
28,699
38.309
43.524
117,868
34,457

942,292
60,487

110.008
104,183
45,m
60,902
27.689
77,941
48,967
15,420
73.B03
99,549

25,218
61,529
21,847
83.340
18,989
27.823
67,717
84,826
46.924
8-1 .550
30,572
83,178
84,075
22,592
49.568
47,710

131.348
29.164
19,595

While.

131,957
40.465
43.622
43,745
58,890
59,127
34.484
40.259

47,819
45,730
25.115
42,740
71,926
177.841
28.962
80,244
26,835
31.453
81,203
2,958

39.696
65,178

414,254
28,643
88,094
48,124
117,263
84,102

929.199
49.989
109,358
103. 475
44,578
78,370
27,517
77,633
48,732
15,800
70,007
08,765
82.242
24,484
60,839
21,179
82.914
18.803
27,584

07,a30
81,746
44.!>m;
84,451
30,206
32.777
82,638
22,528
49,186
47,355
128.830
29.082
19,429

4.330,210

Colored.

1,095
849
481
164
657
195
793
802
128

1,312
58
232

3,118
858
80
87

221
153
629

1
228
236

5,653
54

215
813
605
851

13,072
448
590
707
530

2,524
172
Sim;

229
120

8,791
783
787
728
683
168
426
186
239
383
72

1,806
99

a-,o
401

1,433
54

879
344

2,513
83

166

52,081

Kailre.

98.788
87.268
40.058
88,244
50.312
50,045
30,728
87.785
35.270
41.185
23.285
89,505
61,938
117.793
24.409
23,321
24,549
25.773
29,346
2,654
34,144
55,379

266,110
23,467
82,472
88,706
84,104
80,177

623,198
27,210
84.801
80,110
87.758
66,643
28,446
6 1 1 686
46,234
12,969
54,728
73.928
22.916
19.863
43,820
17,661
32.439
17,941
23,978
61,833
66,607
42,047
28.728
28,670
81,051
71,385
20.014
41,274
40.299
94.004
25,113
17,840

3,244.416

Foreign.

89.314
8.546
4,045
5.665
9,338
9,283
4,553
2,779

12,677
6,859
1,888
3.469

12,103
60,907
4,633
6,950
2,515
6,888
2,486
806

6,786
10,036

153.811
6,239
6,837
4.816

83,764
4,280

419,094
13,227
25,707
24,073
7.350

14,259
4,243
18.255
2,783
8,451

19,075
25,621
10.113
6.850
7,709
8,686
901

1,048
8,845
6,884
18,219
4,877
6,822
1,903
2,127
12,740
2,578
8,294
7,411

37,344
4,051
1,755

1,188,358

AMeued value of
property.

$47,669,879
8,538.033
8,047,186
7,587.102

21,068.698
16,606.765
8.483,747

11,846,922
6,792,745

21 ,853.412
6,953.909
8,575,096

29,690.511
62,894.543
5,131.253
6,801,114
8,483.316

15,511,113
6,006,576
747,160

9,089.064
15,127,745

194.106,451
3,962,902

16.014,681
11,228,350
35,806,316
6,064.008

988.383,464
15.081,938
28,748,360
32.553,095
18,424,684
80,414.407
10,627,231
14.965,135
12,671,303
5,632.113

24.501.645
80,516,528
7.716630
6.918,530

12.683.725
6,550.301
6,298,821
8,784.076
9,685,738

13,738,127

16,U05,828
11,431,957
2,995,464
6,534.529
7,680,703

13,858,858
2,793.295
15,215,096
14,799,455
69,928.652
9.151,644
7,887,261

Tsnv a, Eel

fl,7SS.764
102,885
194.664
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Included in the census are 29 Chinese and

439 Indians. The number of tribal Indians

is 4,705. The true value of property was

$6,500,841,264. The public debt, county,

city, town, etc., amounted to $127,399,090.

The aggregate value of farm-products, includ

ing betterments and additions to stock, was

$258,526,153; 10,599,225 pounds of wool were

raised ; 241,152 persons, ten years old and over,

cannot write, of whom 96,977 are males, and

144,175 are females. . Of those twenty-one

years old and over, who cannot write, 73,201

are white males.

A serious riot occurred in the city of New

Tork on the 12th of July, arising out of the

feud existing in Ireland between Irish Protes

tants, or Orangemen, and Roman Catholics of

the same nationality. The former proposed

to parade in the streets on the day mentioned,

in celebration of the battle of the Boyne, and

threats of an attack upon their procession

were made by lawless persons. In the hope

of preventing any disturbance, the police au

thorities issued an order forbidding the parade,

but, at the request of the Governor of the

State, the order was revoked, and the parade

allowed to take place. A large body of police

and several regiments of the National Guard

were put under orders to protect the proces

sion. At one point an assault was mado by

the crowd, which was repulsed by the military,

and several persons were killed and injured.

The State Convention of the Republican

party was held at Syraouse, on the 27th of

September. There was considerable excite

ment, owing to the appearance of two delega

tions from New York City- One of these rep

resented the organization formed under the

direction of State Central committee, and

popularly designated as the "Custom-house

wing " of the party, and the other, headed by

Hon. Horace Greeley, was sent by what was

sometimes characterized as the "Fenton

wing." Their conflicting claims were referred

to a committee, a majority of whom sub

mitted the following report :

Boohed, That the action of the State Committee

in reforming the organization of the party in the city

of New Tork is hereby approved and confirmed, and

the organization established by the name committee

is doolared henceforth the regular and only Republi

can organization in the said city.

Resolved, That the State Committee is directed to

perfect and consolidate said organization, so that all

Republican s resident in the city of New York shall be

fairly represented therein.

Resolved, That, for the purpose of promoting har

mony in the Republican party, both delegations from

New York presenting credentials are hereby ad

mitted to scats in the convention, with tho right to

cost half of one vote each.

Boohed; That each of said delegations from New

York shall present three Republicans as members of

the State Committee ; but no person shall be pre

sented who holds office under the present State or

municipal government, or receives profit or emolu

ment therefrom.

A minority of tho committee favored the

admission of the delegates led by Mr. Greeley.

The majority report was adopted; but, after

appeals had been made by several delegates in

behalf of harmony, the Greeley delegation

withdrew, and the other was allowed to cast

the full vote. The following is the platform

of the convention :

_ Resolved, That wo reoognize in the wisdom, pa-

tienoo, courage, and patriotic foresight of the Admin

istration of Ulysses S. Grant a full redemption of the

pledges upon which he was nominated, and we view

with pride and admiration the results of his policy ,

and action. In the South reconstruction has been

steadily advanced, and, while the deep passions of

war have been happily soothed, peace and protection

have been assured to men of every race. By keeping

faith with the Indian, and dealing with the Indian

tribes in firmness and gentleness, peace has been

restored to our frontiers, and the terrors of earlier

days have been lifted from tho path of immigra

tion and progress by a firm and judicious diplo

macy. Wo have concluded an honorable and ad

vantageous treaty with Great Britain, and made

a lasting contribution to the peace of the world

by removing all danger ofwar between the two great

English-speaking nations. By considerate investiga

tion, worthy efforts have been mode for tho elevation

and reform of the civil service. By rigid economy

in government, by the discharge of armies and the

disbandment of navies, by the steady diminution of

the number of revenue officials, the Treasury has

been enabled to pay over $250,000,000 of our national

debt and to fund $200,000,000 at a given rate of

interest, while Congress has removed taxes from

more than ten thousand articles, to the great reliefof

the people. Accepting, therefore, theso triumphs of

diplomacy, legislation, and of administration, as the

natural result of Republican principles, honestly car

ried out by Republican administration, we tender our

hearty thanks to the President, General U. S. Grant,

his Cabinet, and tho members of both Houses of

Congress, who have contributed to achieve them.

Resolved, That we have seen with horror and grief

the astounding revelations of fraud, corruption, and

municipal criminality in the city of Now York. We

have seen an infamous cabal take possession of its

treasury, apply its resources to their own profit, issue

bonds, without stint and without law, for the payment

of dishonest and exorbitant claims. Under the pre

text of reform, this desperate ring of conspirators

and plunderers, controlling a Democratic Legis

lature, have secured the passage of laws and ordi

nances giving them irresponsible power. They have

destroyed the sacred right of the franchise by re

peated piracies upon the ballot-box. The judiciary

has been polluted, the right of speech and petition,

the freedom of the press and of publio procession,

have been assailed, and by weakness and vacillation

piteous massacre has been enoouraged and provoked.

The name and eredit of the first city in the Union

have been dishonored at home and abroad. Rejoic

ing in every effort to prevent these crimes and punish

their authors, we shall gladly welcome the aid of

men of all parties in ourlabors to redeem the honor

of New YorK City. We hold the Democratic party

responsible at the bar of publio opinion for these

manifold and unparalleled crimes. That party gave

these men power, influence, authority, and dignity,

and has at all times supported and acted with them.

They have sat in its councils and controlled its

polioy. Democratic presses and leaders have aided

and applauded them in attempts to debauch Republi

can organizations. By the assistance and encourage

ment of the whole radical party, the men who have

made the government of New York City a reproach

to the republio and republican institutions, in every

part of the world, have aimed and do now aim to

seize the State and national Government and rule

the State and the republio as they hare ruled tho

city. In view of the orimes perpetrated by those
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having control of the Democratic party in New York,

we should regard the success of the party as a ca

lamity almost as disastrous an would have been the

triumph of the rebellion in its war against the Union :

and, having by harmony and earnest effort crushed

treason and secession, the Republican party enters

this canvass resolved to achieve as great a tri

umph over misgovcrnment, organized corruption,

and fraud.

Boohed, That we call upon Congress, as far as

may be compatible witli the national credit, to con

tinue to reduce taxation, and as rapidly as possible

remove the burdens from the national industry; that

while our interest account, our pension-rolls, and

other obligations entailed by the rebellion shall re

main, we are in favor of Buch a tariff as will yield the

needed rovenue with the least injury to the people,

at the same time affording protection to our own

rather than to foreign manufactures.

Boohed, That a government owes to the citizen

every guarantee of fairness and legality in tho per

formance of his duty at the polls. We cordially ap

prove of the measures taken by Congress for the pro

tection of the franchise, and are in favor of such a

law for the registration of voters as will give to our

elections freedom and purity.

Besohed, That as honest and justly-paid labor is

tho foundation of a nation's greatness, and its pro

tection the highest mission or government, we ear

nestly urge all wholesome legislation fostering rela

tions and conditions in which all who labor may be

properly rewarded for their toil and encouraged in

every effort toward their prosperity, education, and

advancement.

Besohed, That, so long as tho people of the several

localities have the right Dy law to license the sole of

intoxicating liquors, they also, by a majority of votes,

should have the right to prohibit it.

Boohed^ That the Republican party is the party

of enterprise and progress, and declares for cheap

transportation and for bringing the breadstuffs ana

products of the West, with tho least expense, to the

homes and markets of the East, and, reprobating as

we do the profligacy and extravagonoe which have

characterized the Democratic management of our

canals, we are in favor of low tolls and making the

great avenues of trade as rapidly and as nearly free

as can be done without increasing the burden of

taxation.

Boohed, That we congratulate the Republicans of

the State and country upon the auspicious result of

the elections in all the States and Territories, so far

as they have been held, during the present year.

California, from her Golden Gate, Maine, from her

pine-forests, with rehabilitated North Carolina and

sturdy Connecticut, appeal to New York to resume

her natural leadership in the Republican phalanx,

and the Empire State cannot refuse the invitation

nor prove false to obligations of honor and of duty.

Boohed, That this convention adjures the Re

publicans of the State to counsel for union and har

mony ; that the dictates of patriotism and wisdom

require that we shall wage war only with the oommon

enemy, while, with friends within the Republican

party, " let us have peace." Above men, above fac

tions, are principles, and the cause on which depends

the future of the republio and of humanity.

Boohed, That in the ticket presented by this

convention we recognize worthy and tried Republi

cans who are deserving of hearty support for the

several positions for whioh they are presented, and

we ask for them that generous and enthusiastic con

fidence and favor whioh shall insure them a trium

phant election.

The nominations made were as follows: for

Secretary ofState, G. Hilton Scribner, of West

chester County; for Comptroller, Nelson K.

Tlopkins, of Erie; for Treasurer, Thomas E.

Rains, of Monroe ; for Attorney-General, Fran

cis M. Barlow, of New York ; for State En

gineer and Surveyor, Wm. B. Taylor, of Oneida;

for Canal Commissioner, Alexander Barkley,

of Washington; and for State-prison Inspec

tor, Thomas Eirkpatrick.

A joint committee, appointed by the State

Temperance Society, the Grand Lodge of Good

Templars, and the Grand Division of the Soai

of Temperance of Eastern New York, held t

meeting at Syracuse on the same day, and

adopted the following :

Boohed, That a sub-committee of three be ap

pointed to ask the Republican State Convention,

which is to assemble to-day, to re indorse local pro

hibition as advocated by the organizations repre

sented by the joint committee, consisting of John

O'Donnell. Rev. S. B. Dickinson, and Dr. J. C.

Gallup.

, Boolved, That it is the imperative doty of even

temperance elector to support and vote only for seen

candidates for Senators and Assemblymen as are

known to favor local prohibition.

Besohed, That all temperance organizations, of

whatever name, are earnestly requested to cooperate

in a united effort to secure the enactment of the pro

posed law.

The Democrats held their convention at

Rochester on the 4th of October. Here, too,

there were contesting delegations from New

York, one of them representing the wing of tie

party controlled by the Tammany Society, and

the other appointed by the opponents of that

organization. On account of various charges

of corruption which had been brought against

officials in New York connected with the lam-

many Society, a strong effort was made to ex

clude their delegates. Mr. Tweed, who led

that body, offered to compromise the matter

by withdrawing his followers if the rival dele

gation was also excluded. This was agreed

to, after a warm discussion. The following

was the platform adopted :

Besohed, That the Democracy of New York ar

raign before the people of the Union the Administra

tion at Washington, as false to its pledges and faith

less to constitutional obligation. It has prolonged

the dissensions that follow civil war, kept alive sec

tional animosities, refused amnesty to submissive

citizens, and has set up privileged classeB and initi

ated a system of exemptions from taxation and pro

tection to moneyed interests, the tendency of whicn

is to make the rich richer and the poor poorer. It

has squandered upon mammoth corporations tie

lands which were tne pledged heritage of the settlers,

and it now attempts to perpetuate its power by •

recourse to the grossest corruption; by the direct

interference of Federal office-holders in popular elec

tions, and by a resort to military force to repress Uie

civil tribunals of the country, and to control popular

assemblages and elections—acts and usurpations

which all history shows are strides toward <'esV°-'

ism, and which, if not arrested, must prove fatal W

our republican institutions. ,
Boohed, That we recognize the emancipation M

the freedmen of the South and their enfranchisement

and perfect equality before the law, as the inevitable

sequence of the civil war and of the overthrow oi

the rebellion against the TJnion. And we hold it w

be tho duty of all to sustain them in the enjoyment

of their established rights, and to aid them ui pro

moting their own welfare and the general prosperity

of the country.
Besohed, That we view with indignation the cor-
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ruptlon and extravagance recently brought to light

in the management of the municipal affairs of the

oity of New York, and denounce as unworthy our

countenance or toleration all who are responsible

therefor. We pledge our best efforts to prevent a

repetition of such abuses, and will look with satis

faction upon the the punishment of all upon whom

guilt can be fixed. We appeal to the record and the

facts to prove that the deplorable condition of affairs

existing in New York was inaugurated and fastened

upon the oity by a system of irresponsible govern

ment instituted by the Republican party, and con

tinued by them through many years, under which

the growth of extravagance, peculation, and fraud,

was inevitable ; and we demand on the part of our

next Legislature such further reforms in the oity

charter as Bhall eradicate the legislation through

which such frauds were possible, and secure, among

other things: 1. An early opportunity for the people

of the city to choose new municipal officers ; 2. On

the part of the mayor, more complete control of and

consequently more complete responsibility for the

subordinate departments of the administration ; 8.

The liability of the Mayor of New York, with all

mayors of cities, to be removed by the Governor, in

the same manner as sheriffs of counties are now re

movable, upon proof before him of malfeasance in

office or neglect of duty.

Resolved, That experience has shown the necessity

of restraining and defining, by constitutional enact

ment, the power of towns, counties, and municipali

ties, to create debt and to tax the property of citizens.

Resolved^ That while ready and determined to purge

local administration of abuses, we must not lose

sight of the duty of correcting the confessed and all-

pervading corruption of the Federal Government.

Congress and the Executive, in consummating their

scheme of centralization, openly disregarded consti

tutional obligation, tampered with the judiciary, and

so manipulated the system of expenditure, debt, and

paper-money, as to demoralize public sentiment and

to corrupt social and business life as well as nearly

all the channels of political administration. And the

profligacies in the custom-house, the internal rev

enue Doards, in the Army and Navy, and in the

highest walks of office, as well as in municipalities,

are the ripe fruits of this system ; and we call the

attention of the people to the fact that this corrupt

power triumphed in and controlled the recent Repub

lican Convention at Syracuse.

Resolved, That as registry laws, so far from pre

venting frauds in election, have proved to be shields

under cover of whioh they can more easily be con

summated, we demand that some other safeguards

be provided against a fraudulent repetition of votes,

and a dishonest canvass ofthe ballots—crimes which

are treason to representative government ; and that

we approve of the passage of the constitutional

amendment now pending, making bribery a ground

of challenge to the elector, and denying the suffrage

alike to him that receives and him that offers a cor

rupt inducement.

Resolved, That the Demooraoy of the State, to sus

tain their oonfident claim on the suffrages of the

Seople, point to the results of their administration,

unng the brief term that the power and responsi

bility of legislation have been in their hands. They

have rescued the canals from the ruin to which a

reckless and improvident system of repair contracts

had exposed them. They have restored them to the

highest efficiency and at the same time reduced the

expenses and lowered the tolls, with such practical

benefit to revenue and commerce as to extort from

our political adversaries, who at first denounced this

statesmanlike policy, a reluctant approval. They

have cut off an immense mass of special legislation,

and reduced materially the volume of taxation.

They challenge a comparison between these results

and the twenty years of accumulated misrule, waste,

and corruption of their adversaries.

Resolved, That the freest exchange of commodities

between this and every other country, as between

various districts of our own land, is or the greatest

benefit, both to the buyers and to the sellers. That

the Government should lay no tax or tariff upon im

ports, except for revenue purposes ; that revenue, to

be justly levied, should be moderate in amount and

fairly based upon the value of the property taxed ;

that raw materials and unfinished articles cannot bo

especially taxed without an unjust burden being laid

upon our domestic manufactures, so an to prevent

them from competing fairly with those or other

countries. That our present tariff violates every

principle of political economy. It is complicated in

its provision, requiring an enormons body of officials

for its collection, and thus debauching our politics

by throwing into party contests a large element of

persons subservient to the selfish aggrandizement of

the appointing power. It has driven our manufac

tures, though the most skilful in the world, from all

foreign markets, by enhancing the cost of the mate

rials they use. Many of its duties are so high as to

encourage smuggling, and so complicated as to en

trap the honest importer. That, in the present cir

cumstances of the country, ample revenue for the

payment of interest and large instalments of the

principal of tho debt, and for the ordinary expenses

of tho Government, can be had without faying any

tariff whatever upon necessary articles, such as iron,

coal, clothing, medicines, and all materials used in

the mechanic arts.

Resolved, That in John T. Hoffman the Democracy

claim a worthy suocessor of the great Democratic

leaders, Clinton, Tompkins, Wright, Marcy, and

Seymour. Regarding himself as the servant of the

whole constituency, he has placed himself above all

subserviency to localities. He has by his vetoes

protected the Treasury, and saved millions of money

for the people. He has persistently resisted that

species of local and personal legislation upon which

the lobby thrives, and whioh perverts our system of

equal laws. In his administration of the pardoning

power, while sensible to the appeal of justice ana

mercy, he has been true to the requirement of his

offloe—to see that the laws are faithfully executed.

He has asserted and maintained the civic rights of all

citizens, no matter of what race or creed. And he

has borne himself in his high office with such integ

rity, courage, and devotion to duty, as to command

the confidence and gratitude not only of his political

supporters/ but of the mass of the intelligent and

appreciative citizens of tho State.

Resolved, That, now that apprehensions are ex

pressed that the religious and civil equality of citi

zens is menaced, we renew tho pledge of our fidelity

to tho great Democratic doctrine : equal and exact

justice to all men, of whatever creed or nationality,

and special favors to none.

The ticket put in nomination was as follows :

For Secretary of State, Diedrich Willers, Jr. ;

for Comptroller, Asher P. Nichols; for At

torney-General, Marshall B. Champlain; for

Treasurer, Wheeler II. Bristol ; for State En

gineer and Surveyor, Van Rensselaer Rich

mond; for Canal Commissioner, George W.

Chapman ; and for Inspector of State-prisons,

David B. McNeiL

The election occurred on the 7th of Novem

ber, and resulted in the victory of the Repub

lican ticket. The total vote for Secretary of

State was 757,151, of which Mr. Scribner re

ceived 887,119; Mr. Willers, 868,212; and

Charles C. Leigh, the anti-dramshop candidate,

1,820 ; which makes the majority of Scrib

ner over Willers 18,907. In the city of New

York the total vote cast was 187,463, of which
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Scribner received 54,137, and Willers 83,320.

There were eight justices of the Supreme

Court elected, as follows: First District, George

0. Barrett, Independent Democrat, over T. A.

Lodwith, Tammany Democrat, 80,127 to 45,-

916 ; Second District, Joseph F. Barnard, Dem

ocrat, reelected, no opposition ; Third District,

Charles R. Ingalls, Democrat, no opposition ;

Fourth District, Joseph Potter, Republican,

42,032 to 29,054 for Samuel W. Jackson, Dem

ocrat ; Fifth District, George A. Hardin, Re

publican, no opposition ; Sixth District, Ran

som Balcom, Republican, reelected, 43,302 to

32,223 for J. McGuire ; Seventh District, E.

Darwin Smith, Republican, reelected, no op

position : Eighth District, George D. Lamont,

Republican, 43,078 votes to 34,620 for Richard

P. Marvin.

The Legislature of 1872 stands: 24 Repub

licans and 8 Democrats in the Senate, and 97,

Republicans and 31 Democrats in the As

sembly.

The election was a good deal affected by

disclosures of irregularity and fraud in the

administration of affairs in New York City.

One of the newspapers of that city, during the

summer, made charges of gross frauds against

the leading officials, and presented a vast array

of figures purporting to have been transcribed

from the books of the Comptroller, showing

that many exorbitant claims against the city

for work done and material furnished had

been presented, passed by the official Board

of Audit, and paid from the Treasury. Con

siderable excitement was caused by these

revelations, and, on the evening of the 4th of

September, a mass meeting was held at the

Cooper Institute, and a Committee of Seventy

prominent citizens was appointed to make

investigations, and if possible bring the guilty

persons to punishment. The committee, divid

ing itself into sub-committees, set to work

making investigations, and gathering evidence.

The committee called upon the Governor for

the cooperation of the Attorney-General of the

State, and that official delegated his powers,

so far as these proceedings were concerned, to

Mr. Charles O'Conor, who associated with

himseif certain of the counsel, and established

a "Bureau of Municipal Correction" as a sort

of branch of the Attorney-General's office in

the city of New York. An injunction was

obtained, restraining the Comptroller from

making farther payments under the taxy levy,

on the ground that the funds legally applicable

to tho ordinary purposes of the government

were exhausted. This was subsequently relaxed

to allow of special payments at various times.

Mr. Richard B. Connolly, the Comptroller, was

induced to appoint Andrew H. Green as his

deputy, with full power, and afterward to

resign and allow that gentleman to be regularly

appointed by the mayor. Suits were then

brought against Mr. Connolly, who was ar

rested, and, on failure to give bail in $500,000,

was lodged in the county jail, where he lay

for some weeks, until bail was obtained. Mr.

Tweed, President of the Department of Public

Works, was also arrested, and gave bail to the

amount of $1,000,000. He subsequently re

signed his office. Mr. Peter B. Sweeny, head

of the Department of Public Parks, also re

signed after the election in November," and left

the city. The grand-jury of the Court of Gen

eral Sessions in November took the matter up,

and after long and laborious investigations

brought in a large number of indictments

against the officials and other parties implicated

in the frauds, the November term of the court

having been prolonged from time to time until

March, 1872, to allow them to complete the

work. The only person thus far brought to

trial on this indictment is A. Oakey Hall, the

mayor of the city, whose trial was suddenly

interrupted by the death of one of the jury

men in March, 1872.

The developments of fraud and abuse in the

municipal government constituted the main

issue in the election in the city in November,

and the reform candidates were very generally

elected by large majorities. Although the

excitement had fairly subsided in the early

part of 1872, the proceedings which had been

begun had brought about but imperfect and

incomplete results.

The Committee of Seventy also prepared a

draft of a new charter for the city, which, was

introduced into the Legislature after the com

mencement of the session of 1 872. The Gov

ernor in his annual message devoted consider

able space to the discussion of the affairs of

the metropolitan city, and presented his own

views regarding the leading features of any

new charter which should bo adopted. He

presented the following points as necessary

to be "kept prominently in view : "

1. Fixing the responsibility for good administra

tion of all city affairs upon the mayor ; and to this

end giving him full power of appointment and re

moval of all heads of departments, except the police.

2. Giving the people an early opportunity for a

new election of local officers.

8. Making the mayor subject to removal by the

Governor for malfeasance in office or neglect of duty.

4. Providing for a police department, with three

commissioners, to he appointed as follows : one by

the mayor, ono by the chief judge of the Court of

Common Pleas, and one by the chief judge of the

Superior Court, to be removable, any of them, as in

the case of she riffs, by the Governor, for cause.

6. Eequiring full monthly publication of all re

ceipts and expenditures, and of all bonds issued,

and frequent publication also of all contracts made

by any department, with a statement of the general

operations of each department and of their pay-rolls.

6. Concentrating the responsibility of those com

posing what may tie termed the legislative branch

of the city government, by constituting this of only

one board, a board of aldermen not too numerous ;

this board, with the Mayor, acting as supervisors,

levying all taxes. If any plan can be devised for
■giving in the legislative branch of the city govern

ment, by election, a just and proportionate represen

tation to the minority, it would bo a wholesome im

provement.

7. Providing that there shall be no debt created

except for some single work or object by authority
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of law, and also under an ordinance to be submitted

to or approved by the people of the city ; every ordi

nance and law authorizing a debt to contain a pro

vision for the extinguishment of the same within a

fixed period ; or else, giving to the mayor an abso

lute veto upon all ordinances creating or increasing

the city debt. Upon all other ordinances, his vote

should not be overruled except by tho vote of three-

fourths of all the members elected to the Board of

Aldermen ; and, in tho case of ordinances containing

several items of appropriation of money, he should

have power to veto some of them while approving of

others.
8. Giving compensation to all officers and ap

pointees ofthe city government by fixed salaries and

not by foos.
9. Providing some well-defined, summary and ef

fectual remedy in the courts for tax-payers against

abuses of trust by municipal officers, with the right

also given to them, under proper restrictions, to ex

amine, from time to time, the affairs of any of the

departments.

10. Providing that the acceptance of any office in,

under, or connected with the State government or

Federal Oovernment shall vacate any offioe held by

the same person in or under the municipal govern

ment, and that no person shall hold more than one

office, at the same time, in or under the municipal

government.

The revelations which were made concern

ing official mismanagement in New York City

not only produced a feeling of dissatisfaction

among the citizens on account of the abuses

and corrnption, but showed them that their

financial burdens had been unnecessarily in

creased. The city and county debt, on the

16th of December, amounted to $87,871,808,

while the assets of the sinking fund avail

able for its redemption were $20,187,093,

making the net funded debt $67,234,715. At

the same time there was a floating debt, con

sisting of bonds issued in anticipation of re

ceipts from assessments, arrears of interest,

State taxes, etc., amounting to $21,299,152,

after deducting the amount of cash in the

Treasury. Besides this, there were unsettled

accounts amounting, according to the estimate

of the Comptroller, to $0,000,000, making the

total ascertained indebtedness of the city and

county $94,523,867. The value of the publio

property of the city was stated by tho mayor,

on the 16th of August, at $242,985,499, includ

ing the following items :

Markets $4,367,374
Sundry lots of land 2.719,307
Wharfs and piers 13,3a. 433

Public parks and squares 106,416,460

Total $126,785,574

The valuation of real estate for the year, as

returned by the tax commissioners, was $769,-

306,410, but the actual value of the real estate

of the city, public and private, is stated by a

high authority as not loss than $2,000,000,000.

Personal property was assessed for the year

1871-72 at $306,947,223, which is stated by the

same authority to be less than 20 per cent, of

the actual value. The population of the city

in 1870 was 922,531, against 805,658 in 1860.

The increase in the official valuation of prop

erty and in taxation is exhibited in the follow

ing table:

lsao..
1861..
1862..
1863..
1864..
1865..
1866..
1867..
1868..
1869..
1870..

$

398,533,619
408,955,665
399,556,404
402,187,382
410,774,435
427,860,884
478,994.934
555,447,082
623,236,555
684,183,918
742,103,0751

City and
county tlx.

BATE TAX

|rsn 11,000.

»

178.097,037
174,624,306
172,416,031
191,967,161
223,920,505
181.423.471
257,994,974;
276.389.4.11
285,199,972
281,142.696
306,285,374

$

1,332,258
2,108,635
2,212,930
2,540,657
2,737,080
8,024,000
2,902.850
3.890,541
5,564,427
2,672,820
2,834,501

t

8,426,
9,518.
7,693.
9,551,
10,968.
15,178.
14,047.
18.286.
18,583.
19,240.
|20,731.

SUtc County.

tel.. f cU.

24912 88 14 59
997 3 62 16 36
,341 '3 87 1 13 45
348 4 27 16 08
012 4 81 17 29

837i4 96 24 94
917 8 94 19 06
335 4 67i22 03
,466 6 13 20 47
094 2 72|19 98
,739 2 70|l9 80

The Legislature of 1872 assembled at Al

bany on the 2d of January for the labors of an

important session. The Governor, in his mes

sage, gave a large share of space to discussing

questions of reform in the administration of

justice, in the courts, in the conduct of elec

tions, so as to protect the purity of the ballot,

and the efficient and economical government

of cities ; and urged a careful consideration of

these important subjects with a view to secur

ing such reforms as are needful. He also rec

ommended the passage of a joint resolution,

requesting the Senators and Representatives

from this State, in the Congress of the United

States, to use their efforts to have the following

amendment to the Constitution of the United

States proposed by the Congress, to wit :

After the adoption of this amendment, Senators

from each State shall be chosen by the people of the

several States, and not by the Legislatures thereof;

whenever the term of a Senator is about to expire,

his successor shall be chosen by the people of his

State at the general election for members of tho

House of Representatives in such State, occurring

next previous to the expiration of such term ; and

whenever a vacancy shad happen, otherwise than by

expiration of term, such vacanoy shall be filled at the

first general election for members of the House of

Representatives which shall take place in the State

in whose representation in the Senate the vacancy

shall have happened, not less than three months af

ter the vacancy shall have occurred, and in the mean

time the Governor of the State may make a tempo

rary appointment of Senator until the expiration of

one month after tho election at which the vacancy

■hall be permanently filled.

NORTH CAROLINA. The trial of tho

Governor, William W. Holden, impeached of

high crimes and misdemeanors, and malfea

sance in office, his conviction and consequent

removal from that office on the judgment ren

dered by the Senate as a high court, seem

to have been regarded by the citizens as the

most important political events of the year in

North Carolina. A summary of the charges

which tho House of Representatives preferred

against him before the Senate on December

20, 1870, was given in the Annual Cyclopedia.

for that year. A ninth article of impeachment,

charging the Governor with two fraudulent

issues of State bonds, to the aggregate amount

of $6,666,000, was presented to the House of

Representatives by one of its members on

February 9, 1871. A resolution, offered by

another member, " referring the article to the
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Committee on Articles of Impeachment, with

power to send for persons and papers," was

adopted almost unanimously—yeas 75, nays 11.

After the expiration of the thirty days, which

the Senate had granted to the accused for filing

his answer to the charges, the case was opened

on February 2d, by the chairman of the Board

of Managers, who addressed the Senate as a

court of impeachment, Chief-Justice Pearson

presiding. With frequent sittings, the court

continued its proceedings until March 22d ; a

large number of witnesses, besides a vast

amount of documentary evidence, having been

in the mean time produced by both parties.

On the 22d of March, 1871, the vote was

token on the articles of impeachment separate

ly. All of the Senators, except one, were pres

ent, and classified as 86 Conservatives and 18

Republicans. The result of the voting shows

that some of the Republicans voted against the

Governor on certain charges, while some among

the Conservatives voted in his favor on others.

Their votes stood as follows :

On article 1—guilty, 80 ; not guilty, 19.

On article 2—guilty, 82 ; not guilty, 17.

On article 8—guilty, 87 ; not guilty, 12.

On article 4—guilty, 83 ; not guilty, 16.

On article 5—guilty, 40 ; not guilty, 9.

On article 6—guilty, 41 ; not guilty, 8.

On article 7—guilty, 86 ; not guilty, 18.

On article 8—guilty, 86 ; not guilty, 18.

The Chief Justice then announced " that

William W. Holdon had been convicted of the

charges contained in six of the eight articles

of impeachment, two-thirds of the Senators

voting having concurred." On this announce

ment, "the managers, through their chairman,

in the name of the House of Representatives,

and of all the people of North Carolina, de

manded that the Senate should proceed to

judgment against the respondent on this his

conviction," when a Senator offered the fol

lowing order :

Whereas, The House of Representatives of the

State of North Carolina did, on the 20th day of

Deoember, 1870^ exhibit to the Senate articles of im

peachment against William W. Holden, Governor

of North Carolina, and the said Senate, after a full

hearing and impartial trial, has, by the votes of two-

thirds of the members present, this day determined

that the said William W. Holden is guilty, as charged

in the 3d, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, and 8th of said articles :

Now, therefore, it is adjudged by the Senate ofNorth

Carolina, Bitting as a court of impeachment, at their

chamber, in the city of Raleigh, that the said William

W. Holden be removed from the office of Governor,

and be disqualified to hold any office of honor, trust,

or profit, under the State of North Carolina.

It is further ordered, that a copy of this judgment

be enrolled and certified by the Chief Justice, as

presiding officer, and the principal clerk of the 8e

ate, and that such certified copy be deposited in the

office of the Secretary of State.

This order also was voted upon and adopted

—yeas 86, nays 13. The judgment was then

ratified and announced by the Chief Justice,

and the Senate, as a court of impeachment,

closed its session, adjourning sine die.

From the testimony taken at this trial, it

appears that, since the fall of 1868, there ex

isted in North Carolina a secret association,

organized under the name of the " Order of

the White Brotherhood," or Ku-klux Ban,

whose members went about at night, dressed

in long white robes, with horns above their

heads, and other devices calculated to frighten

people, taking citizens from their homes, whip

ping, and sometimes hanging them. They had

"camps" in distinct townships of the conntj,

each camp having its special leader, and all

being under the command of the chief of the

county. The better to avoid detection, per

sons to be chastised by the order in one lo

cality were "Ku-kluxed" by the camp of

another locality. Several among the witnesses

placed on the stand in behalf of the Governor,

and belonging to the better class of citizens-

lawyers, physicians, sheriffs, magistrates—pro

fessed to have been Ku-klux themselves, and

taken a special oath on their being admitted

into the order.

Though negroes and Republicans were not

received into it, the White Brotherhood seems

to have hod little of politics, or aversion to the

colored people, in its operations. Those wit

nesses who acknowledged that they had been

members of the order, unanimously averred

that its object was neither to subvert the ex

isting government, State or Federal, nor to

deprive the negroes of the enjoyment of their

civil and social rights, but to pot a stop to

barn-burning and stealing, and to chastise

other ordinary offences and violations of the

law, especially if the courts failed to punish

them. This was confirmed by the statement

of several witnesses who had been personally

whipped by the Ku-klux, and who testified

that on being beaten, or simply warned to

quit the place, they were told it was on account

of certain specified offences laid to their charge.

The Union-League organization, composed

of negroes and Republicans, as the testimony

at this trial shows, existed in North Carolina

before the Ku-klux association, and the latter

grew up under the former to counteract its

working. A member of the Lower House of

Congress from this State, in his speech on the

Civil Rights Bill, at the sitting of March 2,

1871, concluded it with the words: "One

secret political organization always begeu

another, and my State is no exception to the

rule. First came the Leaguers—then the Ku-

klux." The ground and object of the League

are political, excluding Conservatives, and its

members swear to support Republicans, as the

witnesses who represented themselves as be

longing to it testified at this trial. A promi

nent one among them stated : " I joined .tfl.

Union League in 1867. ■ Governor Holden ini

tiated me into the League before he was 00*'

ernor. He told me it was a political organi

zation."
A member of the judicial department was

also impeached at this session. Informant)

having been given, and complaint made to
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House of Representatives, that Edmund W.

Jones, a Judge of the Superior Court of the

Second Judicial District, had recently con

ducted himself, in public plaoes, in a manner

utterly unbecoming the dignity of his office,

which, if not animadverted npon, was calcu

lated to bring the judiciary into contempt, and

prove injurious to the community in many

respects, the House appointed a committee

to investigate the matter. The result of the

investigation was a report of the committee,

presenting to the House a resolution to impeach

Judge Jones, based on five articles of impeach

ment against him, and recommending their

passage. The substance of these articles is as fol

lows : Article 1st recites charges of drunken

ness and disgraceful conduct in Raleigh ; article

2d charges the same thing in Goldsboro' ; article

8d charges the same in Tarboro' ; article 4th

charges the same misdemeanors in the town

of Williamstown, Martin County; article 5th

contains charges of a like nature to those of

article 4th, of occurrences in Williamstown,

but differing in certain particulars. The

House adopted both the resolution and the

articles, and appointed a board of managers.

These appeared before the Senate on March

27, 1871, and formally impeached Edmund W.

Jones of high misdemeanors and incompetency

in office, on the above-mentioned charges. The

Senate constituted itself a court of impeach

ment to try the case.

By a message dated March 81st, Governor

Caldwell informed the House of Representa

tives that Judge Jones had tendered the resig

nation of his office, but said " this resignation

could not be accepted until the artioles of im

peachment were disposed of." The following

preamble and resolution were offered there

upon by one of the members, and, under a sus

pension of the rules, put to vote, and adopted :

Wh-ereat, The Governor hath informed this House

that Edmund W. Jones, Judge of the Second Judicial

District, against whom this Rouse has preferred ar

tioles of impeachment, has resigned his office of

judge : therefore be it

J&olved, That the articles of impeachment adopted

by the House against the said Edmund W. Jones, as

presented to the Senate, be and they are hereby with

drawn, and that the managers of impeachment, ap

pointed on behalf of the House, inform the Senate

of this action of the House, and request the Senate

to roturn said articles of impeachment.

The Board of Managers presented this reso-

lntion to the court on April 1st, making a

request in accordance with it ; when the fol

lowing order was offered to the Senate by one

of its members, and adopted :

It it ordered by the Senate, That the nouse of Rep

resentatives may discontinue the further prosecution

of the impeaohmont. And it is further ordered, that

the Senate, sitting as a court of impeachment, ad

journ tine die.

The subject of a constitutional convention,

which had been favorably reported upon, but

left undecided, by the General Assembly of the

previous year, was proposed again at the pres

ent session, when a member of the House of

vol. xi.—86 A

Representatives introduced a bill, providing

for a convention, to be held on April 18, 1871.

The principal among the specified restrictions

imposed on the convention are that it should

have "no power to propose any alteration or

repeal of the homestead and personal proper

ty exemptions, 'as provided for in the constitu

tion of the State ; nor, in any way, to inter

fere with, modify, or impair the rights, priv

ileges, or immunities, of any person in the

State, on account of race, color, or previous

condition, which are now guaranteed to him

by the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth

amendments to the Constitution of the United

States; nor to modify or repeal that clause

in the present constitution which provides for

a mechanics' and laborers' lien law ; nor to pass

any ordinances, legislative in their character,

except such as are necessary to submit the con

stitution, as amended, to the people ofthe State,

for their ratification or rejection, and except

ordinances in relation to the public debt."

The bill passed both Houses early in Febru

ary, 1871—the Senate by more than two-thirds

of its votes, the House by a large majority ;

the Republican members, twenty among them

negroes, having solidly voted against it.

Tho more deeply to impress the citizens of

the State with the necessity of holding a con

stitutional convention, an "Address to the

People of North Carolina," signed by 105

members of the Legislature, was published, set

ting forth some ofthe more grievous evils which

existed, as follows :

This constitution has overturned our ancient judi

cial system, and has introduced in its stead a novel

one bo full of deformities that it has become a by

word of reproach and contempt. The old method

of practice and proceeding in the courts has been

abolished, and a code of procedure substituted, so

ill-digested, crude, and contradictory in its provi

sions, that our highest tribunals confess themselves

unable fully to understand it, or to administer it,

except by judicial legislation. The enforcement of

rights and the redress of wrongs have to he Bought

by suoh tortuous and expensive channels that it is

often cheaper to submit to injustice than to seek a

remedy through the courts. The code of procedure

cannot bo repealed, or essentially changed, by the

Legislature ; for either this, or something like it, is
prescribed by the constitution. * • *

Tho present oounty and township governments

are intolerable evils. Their cumbrances and ineffi

ciency, their expeusiveness, and the numerous ave

nues to peculation and extortion which they open up,

are grievances which have brought complaints and

remonstrances from all sections of the State. * *

There are a multitude of useless offices, established

by this constitution, which ought to be abolished.

The holding of more than one office by the same in

dividual is a serious evil not now prohibited. The

oost of carrying on the government upon the present

plan, from the chief departments down to the court

clerks and justices of the peace, is vastly greater than

it ought to be. The taxes for the last two years have

been heavy, and yet the Treasury is bankrupt ; and it

is difficult to devise means to meet current expendi
tures. • • *

There is one overwhelming consideration to whioh

we invite particular attention, and which of itself

renders the call of a convention, in our opinion, an

imperative necessity. One of the most striking pro

visions of the present constitution has never been
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I

enforced, and yot it contains a direct and positive

mandate to the General Assembly, which men of com

mon honesty, regardful of their oaths, and who feel

bound by the opinion of our Supreme Court in rela

tion to the limit of taxation, know not how to diso

bey. It is in these words : " The General Assem

bly shall, by appropriate legislation, and by adequate

taxation, provide for the prompt and regular pay

ment of the interest on the public debt." If this be

construed as applying to the old debt only, it requires

the levy of $1,200,000 of tax to pay interest. Add to

this the tax necessary to carry on the State govern

ment, and it will be perceived that the lowest tax

which this Legislature ean levy, if they carry out their

obligations under this constitution, is largely over a

million and a half dollars, or five times the tax of the

past year. The Governor says, in his message, two,

million* and a half, or eight times the tax of the past

year.
We know that any such tax would crush the peo

ple into the dust. Yet we have taken an oath which

cannot be fulfilled unless we do make such a levy ;

and, as honorable men, we see no way of escape, un

less the people will call a convention and relieve us

from the dilemma, by changing the constitution in

this particular. Let a convention be called, that the

constitutional provisions respecting the public debt

may be altered, and the debt itself put in the way of

being compromised, or otherwise adjusted, as the

people may deem proper.

The State constitution prescribing that " no

convention of the people shall be called by the

General Assembly unless by the concurrence of

two-thirds of all the members of each House

of the General Assembly," Lieutenant-Govern

or Caldwell, as presiding officer of the Senate,

at the time when the said act was upon its

passage, would not declare it passed, deeming

it unconstitutional, " because the bill did not

recite that it had the concurrence of two-thirds

of all the members of each House ; " but, the

act having been sent to the Executive for his

official ratification, Mr. Caldwell, in the capa

city of acting Governor by reason of the im

peachment trial of Mr. Holden, ratified it on

February 8, 1871, beoause the Governor of

North Carolina has no veto-power, nor any

Sower equivalent to it. On February 9th

[r. Caldwell requested the justices of the Su

preme Court to say whether the act was con

stitutional, to which the Chief Justice, three

of his four associates agreeing with him, gave

answer, on the 11th, that the act "is in viola

tion of the law." By a message, under date

of February 18th, Mr. Caldwell notified the

General Assembly that he declined to issue the

proclamation for the convention election, as

required of him by the act, because of its un

constitutionality.

In condemnation of the aotion of the Govern

or and the Justices of the Supreme Court, and

as a protest against it, a preamble and reso

lution were introduced into the Senate by one

of its members, on March 6, 1871 ; they were

put to the vote on March 22d, and adopted—

yeas 26, nays 11. The House of Representa

tives passed them on April 1st.

A second bill, having the same object in

view, under the title of " An act to submit the

question of ' convention 'or 'no convention '

to the people, and to provide for the election

of delegates, two-thirds of the members of

each House of the General Assembly concur

ring," was introduced in the Senate. This bill

required no proclamation to be issued by the

Governor for the convention election, but or

dered the sheriffs to open the polls at the

various precincts of their respective counties

on the first Thursday in August, 1871, and di

rected the votes to be counted, and the result

announced, by the Attorney-General, the

President of the Senate, the Speaker of the

House of Representatives, and the Secretary

of State, or any two of them, and filing their

meeting for this purpose on the fourth Thurs

day in August, 1871 ; and ordered the dele

gates elected, if a majority of the votes wis

for a " convention," to assemble at the city of

Raleigh, on the fourth Thursday of September

ensuing. The power given by this bill to the

convention for proposing amendments to the

constitution was the same, and the restrictions

imposed upon it are limited to those four above

mentioned in the first act.

This second bill passed both the Senate and

the House of Representatives. At its second

reading in the Lower House, March 81st, the

bill passed by a vote of yeas 71, nays 44, or a

majority of nine less than two-thirds, the

whole number of the members being 120, four

absent members and the Speaker included.

This vote was, on motion, reconsidered at the

same sitting ; whereupon an amendment, to

strike out of the bill the words "two-thirds

of the members of each House concurring,"

was made.
The amendment was finally adopted—yew

67, nays 54 ; and the bill, so amended, passed

—yeas 59, nays 36.
The question of concurrence in the House

amendment was brought up in the Senate and

carried—yeas 30, nays 11.
On election-day, the calling of a convention

was defeated, the people having voted for

" no convention," by a majority of 9,245 votes.

The total vote was 86,007 for a convention,

and 95,252 votes against a convention.
The legislative session of 1870-'71 was closed

by final adjournment on April 6th. Besides

the above-recited act " to suppress secret po

litical organizations," and the two acts relative

to the calling of a constitutional convention,

the General Assembly passed also many other

laws of public interest ; in regard to finance,

"An act to raise revenue," 8Pe?ifyi^ai,ie

kinds of property, and the occupations t_

in the State, and* the amount of tax to be col

lected on them, respectively; and the an

regulating the fees of county officers, andot

the clerk of the Supreme Court. In regard '"

internal improvements,, it passed about thirty

acts to charter or amend previously-granted

charters to different railways having mbf

their termini within the State, or connecting

with outside lines ; some to clear canals, ana

to favor transportation by water.
Another session of the Legislature wascom-
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menced on tho 20th of November, 1871, and a

bill was introduced that day in the Senate,

entitled, " An act to alter the constitution of

North Carolina," proposing a long series of

amendmeuts to that instrument to be made by

legislative enactments. The bill was referred

to a committee on constitutional reform, and a

message was sent to the House proposing to

raise a joint select committee on constitutional

reform. The House concurred, when the

joint committee was appointed, consisting of

fifteen members—six Senators and nine Rep

resentatives. In the Lower House also, a bill

was introduced on November 21st, " proposing

amendments to the constitution of North

Carolina," which was referred, with many

other bills of a like import.

The committee presented their report on

December 8th, and with it a substitute for all

these bills. Tho report says :

Tho Joint Soloct Committee on Constitutional

Amendment beg leave to report that they have care

fully considered all the bills on this subject which

have been referred to them in either House. These

bills are numerous ; but, though they differ to some

extent in substance as well as phraseology, they

agree in several main features. The committee have

therefore culled from them those provisions in which

tho various bills most generally coincide in sub

stance, and which appear most important, and these

have incorporated into a bill which they here-

present as a substitute for all the bills referred

to them, aud recommend its passage.

Tho substance of the bill, concisely stated, em

braces the following points : The striking out of the

provisions relating to the State debt, the township

system, tho State census, the code commission, and

the Superintendent of Public Works ; the reduction of

tho number of judges, and requiring the Superior

Court judges to hold courts in rotation ; biennial

sessions of the General Assembly, and biennial

terms of executive officers ; tho prohibition of persons

holding two offices at once ; the provision that deaf

and dumb and insane persons having adequate

means shall defray the expenses of the State in

taking caro of them ; empowering the Legislature, if

they deem it best, to change the form of oounty

government and tho officers having the control of

Srobato business ; to distribute the jurisdiction of all

ourts except the Supreme ; to establish Superior

courts, if needful ; and to regulate ani perfect the

sobool system. *
It is believed that the adoption of these amend

ments will give tho people of the State a much better

and cheaper system of internal administration, and

more in harmony with their taste and character.

As one of tho chief objects aimed at, in al

tering the constitution, was, to apply some

remedy capable of freeing the State from the

almost desperate condition of her finances, this

subject shared in a great measure the attention

of tho General Assembly. Several bills were

introduced, among which we mention one in

the Senate on November 25th, entitled " An

act to commute, compromise, compound, and

adjust, the debt of the State," which was or

dered to be printed. In tho House of Repre

sentatives, the following preamble and resolu

tion were introduced on November 22d :

Whereat, The State debt is now greater than the

people of the State can' pay without ruin, and the

circumstances attending its creation and the manner

of its application clearly show that the persons com

posing a majority of the Legislature making the

debt were not in sympathy with the people of the

State, but were in fact strangely elected under the

bayonet ; and—

Whereat, These so-called representatives voted

between twenty and thirty millions of money for

the ostensible purpose of building certain railroads,

but with the real purpose of enriching themselves

and their friends ; and—

Whereat^ Of the enormous sum so voted barely

half a million has been expended on said railroads,

the remainder having been embezzled : and—

Whereat, It becomes our duty clearly to indicate

our purpose regarding this debt ; and—

Whereas, The CongresB of the United States com

pelled the repudiation of what was commonly known

as the "war debt" due almost entirely to our

people, and contracted for the bent and honest pur

pose : therefore—

Betolved, That the judiciary committee be in

structed to prepare and introduce, at as early a day

as possible, a bill to provide for the repudiation of

tho entire debt of the State.

During the debates which took place con

cerning the amount of the debt and its in

terest, and in regard to the mode of paying it,

very different sentiments were expressed, and

various plans suggested, by the members.

Many agreed to recognize the debt at abont

$20,000,000 as honestly contracted, and not to

recognize the debt of the so-called special-tax

bonds, except in so far as the State had actually

received an equivalent for her assumed obliga

tion. This equivalent was reckoned at some

$500,000, whereas the issue of such bonds

amounted to $11,407,000, and the interest on

this sum to $1,600,000 more. Others would

reduce the whole debt still further, even below

$10,000,000, and not assume the rest. Others

would repudiate it entirely. As to the mode

of payment, some said the State should pay it

entirely ; not a few proposed to treat with the

creditors in the hope of effecting a compro

mise by reduction, commutation, or otherwise,

in such a manner and to such amount as the

State and the people could possibly bear with

out ruin; others proposed to free the State

from the whole of her debt by delivering all

she possessed into the hands of her creditors at

once, by the process of bankruptcy.

In his annual message, dated November 20,

1871, the Governor dwells at length on the

subject of the public debt as the most impor

tant matter pending before the Legislature.

He says :

The report of the public Treasurer exhibits the

condition of the debt. An analysis of it will show

that the debt consists of the following classes :

First: "Old," or "ante-war debt," Includ
ing $383,048 held by the Board of Educa
tion, which la in tho form of a certificate
Issued In lien or old bonds $8,7fil,245

Accrued interest 1,683,515

$10,349,760

Second : Bonds issned since the war, under
acts passed before, in aid of internal im
provements $3,015,000

Accrued Interest 641,700

$3,557,700

they

with
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Third : Bonds Issued since the war, to fund
accrued Interest and past-due bonds, viz. :

Under act of 1866.
Under act of 1868

Accrued Interest

Fourth: Bonds issued during the war, for
internal-improvement purposes, hot not
marketable, because of the time of Issue,
etc., viz. :

Bonds issued under acts passed before the
war

Bonds Issued under acts passed during the
war

Accrued interest

Fifth : Bonds issued under acts passed since
the war, for internal Improvement pur
poses, not special tax, viz. :

Under ordinance of convention of 1868 to
Chatham Railroad Company

To Williamstown & Tarboro' Eallroad C
panj

Accrued Interest

Sixth: Special-Tax Bonds, issued underact
passed in 1868-'69, and since repealed by
act of 8th of March, 1810, viz. :

Bonds to Eastern Division of Western
North Carolina Railroad Company

Western Dlvirdon of Western North Caro
lina Railroad Company

Western Railroad Company
Wilmington, Charlotte & Rutherford Hail-
road Company

Williamstown & Tarboro' Railroad Comp'y
Atlantic, Tennessee &, Ohio Railroad Com
pany

Accrued interest

$2,417,400
1,721.400
744,994

$4,883,784

215,000
383.650

$1,511,650

Seventh: Bonds pronounced unconstitu
tional by Supreme Court, viz. :

Bonds issued to Chatham Railroad Com
pany, now outstanding

Penitentiary on Deep River

SUlOfAHT OP TDK DEBT.

The principal of the entire debt is

The total amount of accrued interest there
on to October 1, 1871, is 4,987,419 45

been subjected to the payment of interest due on the

bonds of the State issued to pay for said stoct.

The views of the Governor were thus ex

pressed :

Lot the State create a new debt, issue new bonds

bearing thrco per cent, interest, payable in spede,

with a tax imposed in the act sufficient to raise funds

to pay such interest, then make it optional with the

bondholders to exchange their old bonds for the

new issue, or await the chances of such improvement

$913,000 in the condition of the Stute as will secure to them

payment of their claims in full. I suggest, without

making any recommendation either pro or »», that

it might be provided that, in lieu of $1,000 bonJi

bearing three per cent, interest, $500 bonds besrii :

six per cent, interest might be given in exchangen

each $1,000 held by him. In my opinion, the people

can bear the burden of such a settlement.

By pursuing this course, the General Assembly

would merely acknowledge frankly a palpable truth :

they would offer the best which, in the judgment of

many, the people can do at present, and they would

refrain from a repudiation ot their contracts.

The corner-stone of the Tileston Normal

School-honse, for the purpose of educating

teachers, was laid at 'Wilmington on the 30th

of November, 1871. It is the first school of

the kind in North Carolina.

The Asylum for the Insane, and the Institu

tion for tho Deaf, Dumb, and Blind, have been

well managed, and their affairs economical]?

and satisfactorily administered. The Asylum

for the Insane is filled to its utmost capacity,

and about two hundred and fifty applica

tions for admission cannot he favorably con

sidered for want of room. Many of these

unfortunates are under constant restraint in

different parts of the State, some of them

manacled at home, while others are confined

in loathsome dungeons of common jails.

An office of a State Commissioner of Immi

gration was established by act of the Legisla

ture at the previous session, and assistant com-

150,000
234,000

$1,584,000

$273,000

6,367.000
1,320,000

3,000,000
300,000

147,000
1,475,670

$12,882,670

$350,000
100,000

$460,000

Total of principal and interest is. .

>,900,04S oo missioners have been appointed in England,

Scotland, Germany, and France. The efforts

. of the Commissioner, considering the small

$34,887,464 45 means at his command, have met with consid-

erable success ; with the aid which he has re-

The only securities held by the State, from which ceived from his assistant in England, ho has

£&affirSS£ rCCf6(1 in establishing, a line of «W*

per cent, dividends have lately been realized, which ?om Liverpool to Norfolk, where an office na»

dividends, by a decree of the Circuit Court of the t>een established to receive and forward lmnu-

United States for the District of North Carolina, have gran ts coming to the State.

CENSUS OF 1870.

COUNTIES.

Alamance...
Alexander..
Alleghany. .
Anson
Ashe
Beaufort
Bertie
Bladen

» Brunswick .
Buncombe .
Burke
Cabarrus . . .
Caldwell....
Camden
Carteret....

POPULATION.

Aggregate.

11,874
6,808
3.691

12,428
9,673
13,011
12,950
12,881
7,754
15.412
9,777
11,»S4
8.476
5,361
9,010

6,034
3,401
6,350
8.991
8.379
6,613
6,729
4,448
13,109
7,463
8,026
7,096
3,239
6,286

Colored.

3,640
884
290

6,078
582

4,632
7,437
6,102
3,306
2,303
2,314
8.929
1,880
2,121
2,725

Retire.

11,822
6,868
8,687

12,406
9,569
12,988
12,947
12,818
7,727

15,818
9,766

11,919
8,472
6,853
8,940

Foreign.

52

'4
22
4
23
8
18
27
94
11
35
4
8
70

AaMMtd value of
property.

$1,631,020
652,908
524,777

1,415,202
833.209

1,508,035
1,998.179
1,239,700
924,426

l.fttti.lCT
1,015,606
2,320.916
953,982
394.109

Tmlt«, wt

I21.3SJ
11.143
5.43

24.S49

1S.W5
88.804
16.35
18.6M

49.30"
12.056
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CENSUS OP 1870—(Ccwittnued).

COUNTIES.

Aggregate. White.

p )rULATIOX.

Colored. Katlre. Foreign.

Attested value of
property.

Taxation, not
national.

16,081 6,587 9,494 16.072 9 $1,528,279 $34,077
10,984 9,281 1,708 10,974 10 1,579,918 20,059
19,723 12,898 6,880 19,648 73 2,457,791 80,967
8,080 7,296 801 8,070 10 683,666 16,164
6,400 8,081 8,369 6,438 12 521,646 12,634

Clay a.itu 2,319 142 2,459 2 168,608 8,041
12,696 10,633 2,063 12,684 12 1,420,450 17,759
8,474 5,526 2,948 8,470 4 797,754 14,128

20,516 8,400 12,116 20.3*8 128 2,091,019 59.923

17,035 9.520 7,515 16,915 120 2,163,706 22,501
6,131 3,991 1,140 5,128 3 581,899 9,004
2,778 2,401 377 2,774 4
17,414 13.868 8,546 17,372 42 2.118,842 28,248

13,6299,620 6,627 8.093 9,615 5 1,036,954
15,542 8,776 6,766 15.499 48 1,164,960 19,434
22,970 7,858 16,112 22,906 64 4,525,041 61,771
13,050 10,716

6,633
2,334 13.034 18 2,160.658 28.550

Franklin 14,134 7,501 14,120 14 1,822,006 31,159
12,602 8.430 4,172 12,508 34 1,149,302 20,052

7,724 4,517 8,207 7,724 610,966 16.911
24,831
8.0*7

11,476
4,166

13 335
4.521

24,634
8,6-6

1
1

8.419,077
1,209,873 t-'is

21,736 15,656 6,080 21,585 151 3,095,151 4*950
Halifax 20.408

8,895
6,418 13,990 20,395

8,864
18
81

2,718,175
745,815

36,248
10,3096,857 8,038

7,921 • 7,406 515 7,904 17 804,192 10,827

7,706 6,498 1,208 7,685 ■ 21 1,088,707 13,755
9,273 4,321 4,952 9,262 11 1,068.105

» 9,096
25,768

6,445 4,067 2,878 6,441 4 576,776
16.931 12,288 4,643 16.908 23 2,039.936 24.921
6,683 6,698 271 6,676 7 664.857 12,786

• 16,897 11,703 6,194 :6.--i 16 1,888,022 35,966

Jones 6,002 2,348 2,656 4,996 6 687.540 21.1(0
10,434 4.902 6,532 10,419 15 1,168,888 21,788

Lincoln 9,578 6,814 2,759 9,558 20 1,370,792 17,981
Macon 6,615 6.173 403 6,610 6 598.624 16,877
Madi*op 8,192 7,858 334 8,186 6 408,940 7.908
Martin 9,647 5.064 4,583 9,634 13 1,578.912 27,306

7,592 6,820 1,772 7,546 46 722,500 9,704
24,299 18,578 10,721 24,047 252 4,306,928 120,604

4,706 4,492 218 4,708 2 330,246 6,178

7,487 6,359 2,128 7,486 1 719,080 9,885
12,010 9.021 8.019 12.002 83 950,560 12,815

11.077 6,356 4,721 11,072 5 1,817,860 18,410

New Hanover 27,978 11,779 16,199 27,368 615 4,996,465 236,750
14,749 0,239 8.510 14.742 7 2,377,100 83.118
7,569 6,178 2,396 7,559 10 854,175 12,711

17,507 11,087 6,420 17,497 10 2.040,908 27,685
8,131 4,180 8,951 8,102 29 1,118,414 21,702
7,945 8,947 8,998 7,912 3 946,114 26,067
11,170 6,066 6,104 11,166 4 1,294.321 29,185
17,276 8,862 8,414 17.268 8 1,949,187 25. -I82

Polk 4,319 8,341 978 4,816 8 425,878 6,283
17,551 14.945 2,606 17,640 11 2,322,806 31.245
12,882 6,284 6.598 12,827 65 1,426,905 25,099
16.262 ,*..*92 7,870 16.221 41 1,471,181 25,611
15,708 9.493 6,215 15.089 19 2,330.466 41,598
16,810 11,503 6,807 16,769 41 2,396,306 48.250
13,121 10,479 2,642 13,113 8 1,321,351 18,949
16,436 9,953 6,483 16,419 17 1,286,111 22,352

8.315 7,026 1,289 8,807 8 6*2.613 17,606
11.208 8,600 2,608 11,208 « 1,045.122 14,218
11,252 9,692 1,560 11,240 12 1,302.930 16,687
8,538 8,227 309 8,535 1 375.978 6.6*3

Tyrrell 4,173 2,871 1,802 4,166 7 405.036 10,214 '
12,217 9,528 2,694 12,209 8 1.686,923 48.883

Wake 35.6 17 19.426 16.1-1 85.3*7 230 6.129,676 60,867

17,768 5,276 12.492 17,730 38 1,898,861 29,334
6,516 8,739 2,777 6.5U8 8 621.297 10.645

Watauga 5,287 5,061 226 5.286 1 4*2. 1-') 11.882
18,144 10,004 8,140 18.109 85 2.787.75* 39.168

Wilkes 15,539 13,877 1,662 15.535 4 1,067,865 10.C84
Wilson. .1 12.258 7. 1*5 6,078 12,209 « 49 1,478,116 si. 17

10.697 9,253 1,444 lil.6'.t.-i 2 («0.*<l.1

480,506

13 178

6,909 6,601 808 6,909 5,386

Total for State 1,071,361 678,470 391.650 1,068,332 3,029 J130.378.622 $2,352,809

Included in the census are 1,241 Indians, raised ; 191,961 whites, and 205,032 colored

The true value of property was $260,757,244. persons, ten years old and over, cannot write,

The aggregate value of farm-products, includ- of whom 195,692 are males, and 201,301 are

ing betterments and additions to stock, was females. Of those twenty-one years old and

$57,845,940 ; 799,667 pounds of wool were over who cannot write, 27,557 are white males.
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o

OBITUARIES, American. Jan. 1.—Sweet-

ber, Charles, a New York journalist ; died

in Florida, aged" 29 years. He graduated

at Amherst College in 1862, and from that

time gave his attention to literary pursuits.

He founded successively the Round Table, the

Evening Mail, the Star, the Evening Gazette,

and the City. After the failure of the latter

enterprise, he removed to Minnesota, and sub

sequently to Chicago, where he obtained a po

sition as literary editor of the Times, hut,

symptoms of consumption having developed

themselves, he was compelled to seek a warmer

climate in the vain hope of relief.

Jan. 8.—Lovell, Brevet Brigadier-General

Charles S., Colonel Fourteenth Infantry, U.

S. A., a gallant soldier of the Mexican and late

wars ; died at Louisville, Ky., aged 58 years.

He was horn in Massachusetts in 1812, served

through the Mexican "War with distinction,

and for hia bravery in the late war received

three brevets. He was in command of the post

at Nashville at the olose of hostilities, and sub

sequently was assigned to the command of

Fort Yuma, Cal., where he contracted the dis

ease which resulted in death.

Jan. 5.—Mack, Dr. A. W., physician and

journalist ; died in Chicago, 111., aged 49 years.

He was born in Moretown, Vt., in 1822, and

' early settled in Kalamazoo County, Mich.,where

he received his medical education and entered

upon the practioe of his profession. At the

expiration of thirteen years, he removed with

his family to Kankakee, HI. Here he com

menced his long career as a member of the

Legislature, with which he was connected for

fourteen years. After the outbreak of the war,

Dr. Mack, while still a member of the Senate,

organized the Seventy-sixth Illinois Regiment,

of which he beoame colonel, and with which

he accompanied General Banks's army to Red

River. In 1865, upon returning from the war,

he started the Chicago Republican, with 0. A.

Dana as editor-in-chief. Upon Mr. Dana's with

drawal, Dr. Mack assumed the editorial charge.

Subsequently he retired from his editorial po

sition, and entered upon a remunerative law-

practice.

Jan. 6.—Smead, Wesley, M. D., a physi

cian, philanthropist, and author ; died in Pough-

keepsie, N. Y., aged 70 years. He gave large

sums to charitable institutions, including $37,-

000 to the Widows' Home in Cincinnati. He

was the author of several valuable medical and

other works.

Jan. 9.—Hale, Nathan, a journalist, maga

zine writer, and college professor; died in Bos

ton, Mass. He was born in Boston, graduated

at Harvard College in 1838, and thenceforth

devoted himself to literary pursuits. He was

for many years editor of the Boston Daily Ad

vertiser, and in 1843 added to this the editor

ship of the Boston Miscellany. Finding his

constitution severely taxed by this double du

ty, he was compelled to retire from active ser

vice, and only indulge in occasional writing.

Upon the withdrawal of President Hickok from

Union College, Schenectady, he took the chair

of Rhetoric in that institution, and subsequent

ly was associated with his brother, Rev. Ed

ward Everett Hale, in conducting the Old and

New Magazine.

Jan. 10.—Kelly, James, a prominent citi

zen and politician of New York ; died there,

aged 58 years. He was born in that city, in

1812, and with a limited education acquired a

competence early in life as a baker. He en

tered political life as an Old-Lino Whig, but on

the dissolution of the party became identified

with the Republican organization. His first

official position was that of alderman, to which

ho was elected in 1846, serving until 1852, and

was President of the Board of Aldermen from

1849 to 1851. During the ten years following

he occupied many positions of mercantile and

political trust, such as Commissioner of Emi

gration, presidential elector, chairman of the

Whig and Republican Central Committees,

President of the Stuyvesant Insurance Compa

ny, and Trustee of the Fire Department. Jn

1858 he was appointed Receiver of Taxes, a

position which he held four years. At the out

break of the war he cooperated with Govern

or Morgan in arming and forwarding regiments

to the front. In 1863 he was appointed. Post

master by President Lincoln, and was reap

pointed by President Johnson, thus serving two

full terms. At the expiration of his term of

office in 1869 he retired to private life, his ar

duous publio services having impaired a con

stitution naturally robust.

. Jan. 11.—McNamee, Theodore, an eminent

merchant of New York City, and one of the

founders of the New York Independent ; died

there, aged 68 years. He was a native of Con

necticut, but removed to New York, and early

became identified with the mercantile as well

as the moral and religious interests of that city.

After a successful experience in trade he

became a member of the firm of Bowen &

McNamee, which firm subsequently built the

first marble store on Broadway, and were the

founders of the Independent. For several

years he had been in charge of the credit de

partment of the firm of H. B. Claflin & Co., of

whioh he was about to become a partner, ne

was actively engaged in the mission-work of

the city, and for some years was superintend

ent of the Sunday-school of the Fourth Avenue

Presbyterian Church, of which he was a promi

nent member.

Jan. 14.—Fuller, Perry, a politician ; died
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in Washington, D. 0., aged 44 years. He was

formerly engaged in Indian affairs in Kansas,

and subsequently found favor with President

Johnson, who appointed him Collector of New
Orleans. ■ He proved an active agent in sup

porting the President, and in securing his ac

quittal at the impeachment trial.

Jan. 15.—Colwell, Stephen, an eminent

merchant, political economist, and philanthro

pist, of Philadelphia; died in that city, aged 71

years. He was a native of Virginia, and, on

leaving college, entered the legal profession,

but subsequently engaged in the iron busi

ness. He wrote a number of pamphlets

on political, financial, religious, and other

subjects, and contributed frequently to the

magazines and reviews. He accumulated a

valuable library, which it is believed has

been bequeathed to the University of Pennsyl

vania, with provision for the endowment of a

Professorship of Social Science. Twenty years

ago, he published, under an anonymous name,

a valuable essay on "Protection." But his

most famous literary work was the "New

Themes for the Protestant Clergy," printed in

1851, and in answer to reviews of it he wrote

" Hints to a Layman," and " Charity and the

Clergy," in 1853. His philanthropy was- broad

and generous. During the late war he was an

active participator in the labors of the Sanitary

Commission, to which he contributed largely ;

and in 1862, in consequence of his thorough

knowledge of all matters of taxation, revenue,

and tariff, he was appointed one of the special

commissioners on the organization of the In

ternal revenue system.

Jan. 16.—Bibbixs, William B., M. D., an

eminent and philanthropic physician of New

York City ; died there, aged 47 years. He was

a native of New England, and graduated at

Yale College, with honor. Having chosen the

medical profession, he gave all his energies to

his studies, and, in order to prepare himself

more thoroughly for his profession, gave sev

eral years of faithful service to the Bellevue

Hospital, the Nursery Hospital on Randall's

Island, and the Demilt Dispensary. He was a

man of unswerving integrity, great simplicity

and unselfishness of character, and of manifold

and exhausting labors, without pecuniary re

ward, in medical societies, as Secretary of the

Third Avenue Savings-Bank, and as the helper

and counsellor of the poor.

Jan. 17.—Paine, Bybon, ChiefJustice of the

Supreme Court of Wisconsin ; died at Milwau

kee, Wis. He was an eminent jurist, and fa

mous for a decision conflicting with the Uni

ted States Government.

Jan. 18.—Riohinos, Peteb (Peter Richings

Puget), a humorous actor ; died in Media, Pen n .,

aged 74 years. He was born in London, May

19, 1797, was the son of a vice-admiral of the

British Navy, was intended for a clergyman,

and received a university education ; he was

then successively a clerk in the India service,

an officer in the British Army, and a student for

the bar, at Lincoln's Inn ; but, having theatri

cal tastes, he determined to gratify them, and

came to this country, where he became con

nected with the Pork Theatre company, and

made himself a permanent place. Of late

years he had been associated with Ms daugh

ter, Mrs. Caroline Richings Bernard, in Eng

lish opera.

Jan. 19.—Bubden, Henbt, an eminent in

ventor and iron manufacturer ; died in Wood-

side, Troy, N. Y., aged 80 years. He was born

at Dunblane, in Scotland, in 1791. His father

was a farmer, and it was when a youth en

gaged on the farm that the son gave evidence

of inventive genius, by making with his own

hands labor-saving machinery from the rough

est materials, and with but few tools and no

models. His first marked success was in con

structing a threshing-machine. He afterward

engaged in erecting grist-mills and making

various farm-implements. During this period

he attended the school of William Hawley, an

accomplished arithmetician; and afterward,

having resolved to try his fortunes in America

as a machinist and inventor, he went to Edin

burgh and entered upon a course of studies,

embracing mathematics, engineering, and

drawing. Arriving in this country in 1819, he

devoted himself to the improvement of agri

cultural implements. His first effort was in

making an improved plough, which took the

first premium at three county fairs. In 1820

he invented the first cultivator in the country.

In 1825 he received a patent for his machine

for making the wrought spike, and in 1835 for

a machine for making horseshoes. In 1840 he

invented a machine for making the hook-

headed spike, an article which is used on

every railroad in the United States. In the

samo year be patented a self-acting machine

for reducing iron into blooms after puddling.

In 1843 he patented an improvement in his

horseshoe machinery. In 1849 he patented a

self-acting machine for rolling iron into bars.

In June, 1857, he devised a new machine for

making horseshoes. This may be considered

his greatest triumph in mechanics : it is self-

acting, and produces from the iron bars sixty

shoes per minute. He had obtained patents

for this machine from every prominent gov

ernment in Europe. Mr. Burden's suspension

water-wheel is another of his inventions. In

1833 he built a steamboat 300 feet long, with

paddle-wheels 30 feet in diameter; from its

shape it was called the "cigar-boat." It was

lost through the mismanagement of the pilot.

In 1886 Mr. Burden warmly advocated the

construction of a line of ocean-steamers, of

18,000 tons burden. In 1845 ,when the steamer

Great Britain was crippled by breaking one

of her screw-blades, Mr. Burden went to Eng

land for the especial purpose of inducing her

owners to adopt the side-wheel, but was un

successful. From that time to the period of

his death, Mr. Burden was one of the most

extensivo manufacturers in the United States,
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and amassed a large fortune, from which he

gave liberally to philanthropic purposes.

Jan. 19.—Wkiqht, Edwin R. V., a Demo

cratic political leader, in New Jersey ; died in

Jersey City, N. J. He was born in Hoboken,

N. J., January 2, 1812 ; received an academical

education, became a printer, and in 1835 edited

and published the Jersey Blue newspaper. He

next studied law, and was admitted to the bar

in 1839; was elected to the State Senate in

1843, and was a leading advocate of the present

free-school system of New Jersey ; from 1851

to 1856 he was District Attorney for Hudson

County, and for several years major-general

of militia ; was the Democratic candidate for

Governor in 1859, but was defeated. In 1864

he was elected to Congress, and served from

March, 1865, to March, 1867.

Jan. 20.—Myers, Captain and Brevet Major

Mobdkoai, U. S. A. ; died in Schenectady, N. Y.,

aged 96 years. He was born May 1, 1776 ; was

educated in New York City, and resided for sev

eral years in Richmond, Va., where he Berved

in a military company under Colonel (after

ward Chief-Justice) Marshall. Subsequently

he returned to New York, engaged in business

there, served in an artillery company, was

commissioned as a captain of infantry, and for

two years studied military tactics under Mon

sieur De la Croix, who was a military authori

ty at that period. When war was threatened,

he was active in raising volunteer companies,

and in March, 1812, he was commissioned a

captain in the Thirteenth Infantry, and or

dered to report to Colonel Peter B. Schuyler,

at Greenbush Barracks, near Albany, and with

his regiment joined General Wilkinson's army

in the invasion of Canada. During the boister

ous weather which assailed General Wilkin

son's expedition from Sackett's Harbor in

October, 1813, Captain Myers was very active

in saving lives and property. At the battle

of Chrysler's Field, a bullet passed through

his arm near the shoulder, while at the head

of his men, in assailing the British behind a

stone wall. A portion of his epaulet being

driven into the wound, rendered his recovery

tedious and uncertain, and crippled his arm

for life. During the war he performed labo

rious and gallant services under several com

manders in the Northern Department, and in

1815 the disability produced by his wound

caused him to be disbanded and placed on

the pension-roll for the half-pay of a oaptain.

Thus ended his military career. He was the

oldest as well as the last surviving officer of

the old Thirteenth Regiment, of which the late

Major-General Wool was senior captain. Major

Myers represented New York City in the Le

gislature of the State for six years, served two

terms as Mayor of Schenectady, and was a

candidate for Congress when eighty-four years

of age. He was present at the inauguration of

Washington as President, and retained a vivid

recollection of that event. He held high rank

among the Masonic fraternity, having been a

member for a period of seventy-five years anil

held the offices of Grand-Master and Grand

High-Priest, respectively, of the Grand Lodge

and Grand Chapter of his State.

Jan. 23. — Gabbktt, Thomas, an eminent

Quaker philanthropist and reformer; died at

Wilmington, Del., aged 81 years. Be was born

in Upper Darby, Delaware County, Pa., August

21, 1789, and learned of bis father the trade

of scythe and edge-tool maker. In 1820 he

removed with his family to Wilmington, Del,

and entered npon a prosperous career as an

iron-merchant. His success attracting the at

tention of a wealthy rival house, an effort was

made to crush him by reducing the prices of

iron to cost ; but Mr. Garrett, nothing daunted,

employed another person to attend his store,

put on his leather apron, and returned to his

former trade, by which he supported himself

until his competitor gave up the effort. He

was widely known for his abolition senti

ments. When quite a young man his attention

was directed to the subject of slavery, and he

was strongly impressed with the idea that his

work in life must be to help and defend those

in bondage. He was repeatedly prosecuted

for aiding fugitives in their efforts to escape

to a region where their right to liberty was

undisputed. After the passage of the Fugitive

Slave Act of 1850, he was convicted of this

offence, and sentenced to pay a fine which

amounted to nearly or quite all he possessed.

Being lectured by the judge, he informed that

functionary that he had always helped a

human being to liberty when he could, and

would continue to do so. His firmness and

courage won the admiration even of his ene

mies, and, regardless of persecution and an

noyance, he ceased not in his self-denying

labors until the war came, and the work was

taken off his hands. He lived to see the reali

zation of his hopes for universal freedom, and

was beloved almost to adoration by the race

he had served.

Jan. 24.—Lyman, David, a prominent oitizen

ofMiddlesex County,Conn.,an earnest reformer,

a skilful and accomplished agriculturist, a clear

and vigorous writer, and an efficient promoter

of railroad enterprises; died at his home in

Middlefield, Conn., aged about 53 years. Hold

ing his reform views on slavery and temper

ance too strenuously ever to accept office, he

was yet a man of great weight of character

and influence among all parties. His farm was

said to have been for some years in the highest

condition of cultivation in the State, and he

wrote much and ably for the agricultural pa

pers. At the time of his death he was president

of the Now Haven, WUlimantio & Middletown

Railroad, generally known as the Air-Line,

which he had taken up and carried to comple

tion after several others had failed disastrously

in their efforts.
Jan. 27.—Yor/NQ, Colonel G. J., a" journal

ist ; died in Columbus, O. He was member of

the Ohio House of Representatives from Co-
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lumbiana County, and editor of the {3uclceye faithful laborer, and accomplished a great

State. During the administration of the late work during the twenty-five years of his mis-

Governor Tod, he held the office of military sionary life.

secretary. Feb. 5.—Manley, Rev. Iba, a Congrega-

Jan. 29.—Elliot, George T., M.D., an emi- tional clergyman and home missionary; died

nent physician and Professor of Obstetrics in at Keene, Essex County, N. Y., aged 91 years.

Bellevuo Hospital, New York ; died at his resi- He was a graduate of Middlebury College ;

denco in that city. He graduated at the Phil- studied law, was admitted to the bar, and left

adelphia Medical School, and subsequently a fine practice to enter the ministry. He was

studied in Paris, London, and Dublin, where a home missionary for sixty years, and a pio-

he attained great clinical skill under the cele- neer in all good enterprises. The last twenty-

brated Dr. Shekelton. In 1857 he was chosen two years of his life were mostly passed in

visiting physician of the Lying-in Hospital, in Wisconsin.

New York, and in 1861 was elected to fill the Feb. 6.—Hiester, Isaac Ellmakeb, a promi-

chair of Obstetrics and Clinical Midwifery in nent Demooratio politician of Pennsylvania ;

the Bellevue Hospital College. He was the died at Lancaster, Pa., aged about 60 years. He

author of a number of medical works, the graduated with high honors from Yale College

chief of which, known as " Elliot's Obstetric in 1842 ; studied law, and was admitted to the

Clinic," was received by foreign medical crit- barinLancasterinl844; was deputy Attorney-

ics with great favor. General for Lancaster County in 1848, and was

Feb. 1.—Hill, Rev. Alonzo, D.D., a Unita- a member of Congress from 1853 to 1855. He

rian clergyman, scholar, and antiquarian ; died was a candidate for election in the Thirty-fourth

in Worcester, Mass. He was born in Harvard, Congress, but was defeated, and resumed the

Mass., June 80, 1800, and graduated from Har- practice of his profession,

vard College in 1822. Having studied divinity, Feb. 7.—Steinway, Englehard Heinrich,

he was ordained in 1827 as pastor of the Uni- the founder and head of the great piano man-

tarian Society in Worcester, where he remained ufacttiring firm of "Steinway & Sons," in

till his death, with a high reputation for schol- New York City, died there, aged 74 years. He

arship, and the esteem of all who knew him. was born in the duchy of Brunswick, Germany,

He was one of the overseers of Harvard Col- on the 15th of Fobruary, 1797. A talent for

lege, Secretary of the American Antiquarian music induced him, in early boyhood, to make

Society, and a zealous friend of education. his own musical instruments, the cythera and

Feb. 1.—Underbill, Dr. R. T., a Quaker guitar, on which he played with taste. He

physician and eminent agriculturist; died at learned cabinet-making, worked in an organ-

Croton Point, on the Hudson, aged about 70 factory, thoroughly studied the art of piano-

years. He received a good education, and at making, and then founded an independent

an early age began to practise medicine, which business. In 1849, he sent his second son,

he abandoned some years later, to devote his Charles, to New York, to investigate the pros-

entire attention to the culture of grapes and pects which the New World offered to the

the manufacture of tho wine which has since piano-trade. His report was so favorable that,

made his name celebrated m the United States, early in 1850, Heinrich Steinway and his family,

Being of an experimental turn of mind as well with one exception, set sail for America, and

as a scientific and practical farmer, he soon settled in New York. In the spring of 1858,

succeeded in introducing features into his vine- the father and his four sons commenced busi-

yards that amazed his less progressive neigh- ness for themselves in Varick Street, where

oors, who, thirty-five years ago, ridiculed the they rented a rear building, manufacturing

idea of making wine on the banks of the Hud- about one piano a week. At the expiration

son. He was one of the original stockholders of a year, the firm found the building too

of the Elevated Railroad, and continued to small for their increasing business, which was

take an active interest in it until his death. transferred to a larger building in Walker

Feb. 3.—Taylor, Rev. Horace S., mission- Street. The success which accompanied them

ary of the American Board to Madura; died in their manufacture of pianos may be dated

there, aged 56 years. He was born at West from the year 1855, when they exhibited at

Hartland, Conn., October 31,1814; received the New York Industrial Exhibition of the

his collegiate and theological education at American Institute, held in the Crystal Palace,

Western Reserve College, Ohio ; was ordained a piano that was constructed after a new sys-

at Milan, April 17, 1844;- and the following tern, and was awarded a gold medal. The

May sailed with his wife for the Madura mis- business of the firm continued to increase with

sion. He was first stationed at Tirupuranum, such rapidity that, in 1858, they were com-

but in May, 1850, removed thirty miles south pelled to purchase a largo plot of ground, on

to Mandapasalai, at which station he remained which a factory was erected in 1869, and

until his death. After a period of twenty occupied in 1860. In 1863 it was found neces-

years of severe service, his failing health com- sary to add a southern wing, by which the

pelled him to visit the United States, but, as building was extended to its present propor-

soon as practicable, he returned to his field of tions. Mr. Steinway retired some years since,

Jabor. Mr. Taylor was an earnest, zealous, and leaving the business in the hands of his sons.
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Feb. 11.—Bagioli, Signor Antonio, an emi- leans in December of that year, and performed

nent singer and teacher of music; died in New efficient service in the field. In April, 1863,

York City, aged 76 years. He was born at Colonel Chickering was appointed Military

Bologna, Italy, in 1795, and bogan the study Governor of Opelousas. In an official letter,

of music at a very early age. After aprepara- dated New Orleans, July 29, 1863, General if.

tory courso in several schools, he entered the P. Banks described him as among the most

Conservatory of Music at Naples, where he faithful and efficient officers of the army, al-

remained seven years, under the instruction of ways prompt, fearless, strong, and ready for

the celebrated Zingarelli. He graduated in. duty. For his services during the war he was

the same class with Bellini, Meroadante, Conti, brevetted a brigadier-general. General Chick-

and the two Rossi. In 1832 Bagioli accom- ering had held many offices of trust in various

panied, as musical director, the Montrfisor organizations, having been president of the

Troupe, the first Italian opera troupe which Uandel and Haydn Society, a member of the

ever appeared in this country. Its perform- board of trustees of the Massachusetts Chari-

ances at the Old Richmond Hill Theatre, in table Mechanics' Association, and connected

Varick Street, and subsequently at the National with several Masonic bodies.

Theatre at the corner of Leonard and Church Feb. 16.—Olemm, Mrs. Mabia, aunt and

Streets, were under his sole direction, and were mother-in-law of Edgar A. Poe ; died in Bal-

exceedingly popular during an entire season, timore, Md., in the 81st year of her age. She

The following year the troupe went to Havana, was born in Baltimore, and was the daughter

but Bagioli preferred to remain in New York, of David Poe, Quartermaster-General of the

where he at once began the profession of musio- old Maryland Hne during the Revolution, and

teaching, and attained a success probably nn- the intimate friend of Washington, Lafayette

surpassed by any professor in this country, and other leading men of the time. Her

Many well-known public singers have been his daughter, Virginia Clomni, was married to

pupils. He was largely instrumental in mak- her cousin Edgar A. Poe, but did not long

ing Italian music popular here, and was always survive. She was the "Lost Lenore"ofhis

regarded as a thorough master of the art him- extraordinary poem. Mrs. Clemiu was a de-

self. In private life he was held in high esteem voted mother to her adopted son, and, in his

by all who knew him. sonnet " To My Mother," he testifies to her

Feb. 12.—Cosdit, Robert W., D. D., a Pres- unselfish regard, calling her his " more than

byterian clergyman ; died at his residenco in mother." She was a woman of rare loveliness

Oswego, N. Y., aged 75 years. He was a na- of character, and, although dependent the lat-

tive of Now Jersey, and graduated at Prince- ter portion of her life, was blessed with warm

ton College in 1814. In 1816 he was chosen and faithful friends.

tutor of that college, was licensed to preach in Feb. 16.—Locke, Richard Adams, author

1818, and, after a pastorate of nine years in and journalist ; died on Staten Island, aged

Orange, was called, in 1831, to the church 71 years. He was a native of New York, and

in Oswego, where he remained pastor until followed the profession of journalism from an

his death. Ho received the degree of Doc- early date. In 1835 he created a great stir in

tor of Divinity from Hamilton College, in the American scientific world by the publica-

1847. tion of what purported to bo the discoveries

Feb. 12.—Taylor, William B. ; died in New of Sir John Herschel (the younger), at the

York City, aged 71 years. He had been con- Cape of Good Hope. The article, as originally

nected with the Post-Office Department for printed, appeared under the following title:

nearly fifty years. He was born at Trenton, " Great Astronomical Discoveries Lately Made

N. J., in 1800, where, as a boy, he was em- by Sir John Herschel, LL. D., F. R. S., at the

ployed in the post-office. Removing to New Cape of Good Hope';" and stated that this

York in 1822, he obtained, soon after, a place astronomer, by means of a vast telescope con-

in the post-office, became chief clerk in 1825, structed on an entirely new principle, and

and in 1861 was appointed Postmaster, to fill placed upon an elevated point in South Africa,

the vacancy caused by the resignation of Gen- had made the most extraordinary discoveries

eral Dix, and remained in office till 1862, after in every planet in the solar systora, but espe-

which, except at intervals, he held the offioe cially had penetrated all the mysteries of the

of Assistant-Postmaster. moon. Evory detail of the information was

Feb. 14.—Chickering, Colonel and Brevet accounted for with mathematical accuracy

Brigadier-General Thomas E., Massachusetts and scientific ingenuity, and scholars who had

Volunteers ; died in Boston, aged 47 years, devoted their lives to the study of astronomy

He succeeded his father, the late Jonas Chick- could see no just ground for doubting the truth

ering, as head of the piano-manufacturing of the pretonded discoveries. The "Moon

firm, of which ho became a member when but noax," as it was termed, was his most snc-

twenty-one years of ago. For many years be- cessful literary effort, though a subsequent

fore the war he was personally interested in article, entitled "Tho Lost Manuscript ofMungo

the Stato militia, and in 1862 he left Boston in Park," was widely rend and believed. Some

command of the Forty-first Massachusetts Vol- years ago Mr. Locke's health declined some-

unteers. Tho regiment was sent to New Or- what, and, being incapacitated for journalistic
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efforts, ho accepted an easy position in the

New York Custom-House.

Feb. 17.—Causey,* Hon. P. F., ex-Governor

of Delaware; died at his residence in Mi)ford,

aged 70 years. He was in the , mercantile

trade ; and was elected Governor by the "Na

tive American" or "Know-nothing" party in

1854, and served four years. ,

Feb. 19.—Tubneb, Pbteb, commodore U.

S. N. ; died at Philadelphia. He was born in

Rhode Island, commissioned as midshipman

U. 8. Navy, March 24, 1823, lieutenant in

1832, commander in 1861, and commodore in

1862. He was commandant of the U. S. Naval

Asylum, at Philadelphia, from 1863 to 1868,

and had afterward been on the retired list.

Feb. 21;—Elzet, Arnold, a brigadier-gen

eral in the Confederate army ; died in Balti-

timore, Md. He was born in Maryland, in

1816 ; graduated from West Point in 1837 ;

served with distinction in the Florida, Mexican,

and Seminole Wars ; was commissioned cap

tain in the U. S. Army in 1849, and was mostly

on frontier duty till 1861, when he resigned to

join in the rebellion, and was commissioned

brigadier-general.

Feb. 21.—Gibbs, William C, a Rhode Island

statesman, .Governor of the State from 1821

to 1824 ; died at Newport, R. I., aged 85 years.

He was a brother-in-law of the eminent Wil

liam Ellery Ohanning, D. D. Though a life

long Democrat, he was stanchly loyal during

the late civil war, and sent two or three of his

sons into the army.

Feb. 23.—Claflin, Hon. Lee, a prominent

citizen and philanthropist, of Boston, father

of the lato Governor of Massachusetts ; died

there, in the 80th year of his age. He was one

of the oldest shoe-manufacturers in the State,

and was remarkable for his enterprise, benevo

lence, and integrity. His gifts were munifi

cent and wisely distributed. He was espe

cially a patron of education, and had aided

in endowing Wesleyan University, Middle-

town, Conn., Wilbraham Academy, and the

Boston Theological Seminary. His death was

the result of accident; some broken glass

penetrated his hand, causing inflammation of

the nerves and bone, and the subsequent am

putation of a finger, added to the prostration

from previous suffering, reduced his strength

beyond the rallying-point.

Feb. 23.—Monboe, John T., a prominent

citizen, and former Mayor of New Orleans;

died in Savannah, Ga. He was a native of

"Virginia, but spent the greater part of his early

life in the West, where he engaged in several

trading expeditions to Santa Fe and the city

of Mexico. Having wearied of his adventurous

life, he went to New Orleans and engaged as

a common laborer on the levee, and soon by

his industry formed a partnership with his

employer in the business of stevedoring. In

1858 he was chosen President of the Board of

Aldermen, and in 1860 was elected mayor.

In May, 1862, soon after the Federal authorities

had taken possession of the city, he was im

prisoned by General Butler, for disobeying a

military order, and was not liberated until the

expiration of nearly two years. In 1866 he

was again elected to the mayoralty, which

position he held until displaced by order of

General Sheridan, in 1867. After his retirement

from publio life, Mr. Monroe at once became

actively reengaged in stevedoring in New Or

leans, but, business in his line falling off in 1868,

he removed to Savannah, Ga., where, until

his death, he was engaged in the pursuit of his

favorite calling. Mr. Monroe was a self-made

man, and, although not a scholar, was singu

larly gifted in many respects, and his kindly

nature rendered him popular..

Feb. 24.—Magbtjdeb, General John Bank-

head, an officer of the Confederate army ; died

in Galveston, Tex., aged 61 years. He was

born in Virginia ; and graduated from West

Point in 1830 ; was assigned to the artillery

service, and gained some honor in the Mexican

War. Upon the outbreak of the late war,

holding the rank of captain and brevet lien-

tenant-colonel, he went over to the Confed--

erate army. He held command at Yorktown,

where he was forced to retreat by Generals

Hooker and Kearney, and subsequently ap

peared only at intervals during the war, serv

ing mostly in the Trans-Mississippi Army. A

short time previous to his death he settled in

Galveston.

Feb. 25.—Mobton, Alvin O, an able and

eminent civil engineer; died in New York,

aged 61 years. He had located and surveyed

the routes for the New York and Erie, the

Grand Trunk, Great Western, Nova Scotia,

Sacramento Valley, and other important rail

roads of the United States and Canada.

Feb. 26;—Hawthobne, Mrs. Sophia, widow

of Nathaniel Hawthorne, the well-known nov

elist; died in Kensal Green, London, aged

60 years. She was a native of Salem, Mass.,

where her father was a physician of respecta

bility and worth, who, in the latter part of his

life, took up his residence, with his family, in

Boston. She was a woman of rare accom

plishments, remarkable for her skill as an ar

tist, and her ability as a writer, as well as for

the refinement and beauty of her character.

After the death of Mr. Hawthorne, she de

voted herself to the preparation of his "Note

Books" for the press, and during the last year

had resided chiefly in London, where she had

a numerous circle of friends.

March 18.—Buchanan, McKean, paymas

ter, U. S. N. ; died in Charlestown, Mass.,

aged 71 years. He was born in Wheatland,

Pa., and entered the navy, August 21, 1826.

In 1862 he was placed on the retired list,

having served for a period of thirty-nine years.

He was an uncle of McKean Buchanan, the

actor.

March 18.—Nisbet, Eugentcs, a political

leader in Georgia ; died at Macon, Ga., aged

68 years. He was for some years Judge of the
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Supreme Court' of Georgia, and from 1839 to

1841 a member of Congress from that State.

He took an active part in the war, and. was a

member of the first permanent Confederate

Congress.

March 19.—Lewis, Ellis, a Pennsylvania

jurist; died in Philadelphia. He was born in

Lewisburg, Pa., May 16, 1798, commenced life

as a printer, studied law, was admitted to the

bar in 1822, was District Attorney for Dauphin

County in 1824, member of the Legislature in

1832, Attorney-General, 1833, President Judge

Eighth Judicial District, 1833, President Judge

Second Judicial District, 1843, Judge of the

Supreme Court, 1851, Chief Justice of Penn

sylvania, 1854-'57, and commissioned to revise

the Civil Code in 1858. Of late years he

had resided in Philadelphia.

March 24.—Ellebt, Commodore Frank, U.

S. N. ; died at Castleton, Yt. He was a native

of Rhode Island, from which State he was ap

pointed, and received his commission in 1812.

He was made lieutenant in 1820 ; commanded

the Cyane in the Brazil Squadron, 1827; on

duty at the rendezvous at Boston and New

York from 1829 to 1837; commanded the En

terprise in 1840 ; was retired September 12,

1855, and was commissioned commodore on

the retired list in 1862.

March 25.—Vanderpoel, Judge Isaac V.,

a prominent Democratic politician of Buffalo ;

died there, aged 57 years. He was born in

Kinderhook, Columbia County, in 1814, where

he was educated and lived until he took up his

residence in Erie County in 1835. He was elect

ed State Treasurer in 1857, and discharged the

responsible duties of that office during the

years 1858 and 1859 with entire acceptability.

At the time of his death he was Judge of the

Police Court of Buffalo. Judge Vanderpoel

was a man of more than ordinary mark. For

several years he was one of the most prominent

Democratic politicians of the State.

March 26.—Sawyeb, Rev. Benjamin, D. D.,

a venerable Congregational clergyman; died

in Salisbury, Mass., aged 89 years. He was

pastor of the church in Amesbury from 1816

to 1835.

March 27.—Redfield, Captain Geobge Da

vis, a lawyer and volunteer officer of Minnesota;

died in St. Anthony, aged 38 years. He was

a native of Syracuse, N. Y., where he resided

during his youth and early manhood. Symp

toms of consumption having made their ap-

pearanoe, he went West and settled in St.

Anthony, where he practised law. During

the frontier warfare with the Indians, young

Redfield bore a conspicuous part. He was

engaged in a number of severe contests with

these enemies, and performed his part well

and honorably. He received a severe wound

in one of these encounters, from the effects of

which he never fully recovered.

March 28.—Gbiffin, Colonel William H.,

a civil engineer ; died in Houston, Texas, aged

55 years. He was born in Edgefield, S. 0.,

March, 1816; graduated at West Point in

1835 ; resigned his commission in 1837; served

as civil engineer in the South for a period of

twenty-five years ; was a colonel in the Con

federate army during the war, and after the

surrender was again a civil engineer.

March—.—Contnoham, Judge John N., an

eminent jurist; died, by accident, on a Missis

sippi railroad. He was born in Philadelphia,

in 1798, graduated at the University of Penn

sylvania in 1816, and, after his admission to

the bar, removed to Wilkesbarre, where he

continued to reside, and was for more than

thirty years judge in that district. He was

known as a man of strict integrity, and for

many years occupied a leading position in the

Protestant Episcopal Chnrch in that State.

April 4.—Taylor, Rev. Edwabd T., the

seaman's preacher, known as " Father Taylor;"

died tit Boston, Mas?., aged 77 years. He had

been a Bethel missionary for a period of forty

years, and was greatly beloved by the whole

community, while his genial wit and eccen

tricities made him a special favorite with the

sailors.

April 6.—Pratt, Colonel Zadock, formerly

member of Congress frorn Greene County,

N. Y. ; died at Bergen, N. J., aged 80 years.

Ho was born in Stephentown, Bensselaer

County, N. Y., October 80, 1790. He com

menced his business life without means, but

by industry gained a large fortune, mostly

in the tanning business. In 1823 he was

chosen colonel of militia; in 1830, State Sena

tor; in 1836, a presidential elector. In MM

and 1842 he was elected to Congress, where he

was known for his efforts in behalf of the re

duction of postage, and Tiis plans for the neir

Post-Office buildings. The Bureau of Statis

tics owes its origin to him. In 1852 he was

again a presidential elector. He established a

newspaper and a bank at Prattsville, was a

delegate to the " Baltimore Convention " of

1852, and to various other Democratic con

ventions, and the president of many societies

and institutions.
April 8.—Inslee, Rev. E. B., a Presbyterian

clergyman and missionary to China ; died in

New Orleans, La., aged 48 years. He had de

voted nearly fourteen years to missionary la

bor among the Chinese, and his death was the

result of the privations and exposures to which

he was subjected during the last few years ot

his service in that field.

April 8.—Moore, Rev. Hpmphbey, D. D, »

Congregational clergyman ; died in Milford,

N. H., aged 92 years. Ho was a native Of

Princeton, Mass., and graduated at Harvard

College in 1799. In 1802 he was ordained

pastor of the Congregational Church in M-

ford, where ho preached for a period of thirty

years. He was a man of more than ordin8^

ability, and his influence extended widely

throughout the southern portion of i>«ff

Hampshire.
April 9.—Howard, Sanford, a noted agn-
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oultnrist ; died in Michigan. He had made the

subject of farm-stock and stock-breeding a

specialty, and twice had visited Scotland for

the purpose of selecting and purchasing Ayr

shire stock for parties in Massachusetts previ

ous to his removal to Michigan. He had been

the associate editor and conductor of the agri

cultural department of the Boston Cultivator

from January 17, 1852, till May, 1864. At the

time of his death ho was acting secretary of

the Michigan Board of Agriculture.

April 12. — Chauitcey, Commodore John

S., U. S. N., died in Brooklyn, L. L He was

born in New York, from which State he re

ceived his appointment, entering the service

January 1, 1812 ; commissioned lieutenant

in 1825; commander, in 1841; captain, Sep

tember 14, 1857 ; and commodore, July 16,

1862, with which latter rank he was retired.

He was attached to the frigate Delaware,

Mediterranean Squadron, in 1829, and again in

1837, serving meanwhile on the frigate United

States, to which he was ordered in 1834. He

was on ordnance duty in 1840-'43, and again

in 1847-'50 ; commanded the Vandalia, Home

Squadron, 1845, and the steam sloop Susque

hanna 1861, during the greater part of the

war which followed immediately after he was

on special duty. During his nearly sixty years

of service, Commodore Chauncey was some

eighteen years at sea, ten years on shore-duty,

and over thirty-one years unemployed.

April 12.—Russell, Archibald, a promi

nent citizen and philanthropist of New York

City; died there, aged 60 years. He was the

founder of the Five Points Mission, and "Vice-

President of the Historical Society, and of the

Half-Orphan Asylum.

April 16.—Dumont, Ebenezer, brigadier-

general U. S. Volunteers ; died in Indianapolis,

Ind., aged 56 years. Ho was the son ofJohn Du-

mont, a prominent and influential lawyer and

politician of that State, and was born in Ve-

vay, Switzerland County, Ind., November 23,

1814. Upon the outbreak of the war, he

tendered his services to the Governor for its

suppression, and was appointed colonel of the

Seventh Regiment of Indiana Volunteers. At

the head of this regiment he served with dis

tinction during the three-months campaign of

1861 in West Virginia, being prominently en

gaged in the surprise of Philippi, the skirmish

es at Laurel HiD, and the battle of Carrick's

Ford. After the campaign he reorganized the

regiment for three years, and, at the head of it,

returned to "West Virginia, and while there

participated in the battle of Greenbrier, under

General Reynolds. Soon after this engage

ment he was appointed a brigadier-general by

the President, and ordered to Louisville. He

passed the winter of 1861-62 at Bardstown,

Bacon Creek, and other points between Louis

ville and Nashville. He was subsequently

Elaced in command of Nashville, Tenn., where

is spirit and earnestness secured the flag more

kindly treatment from its enemies than it

would otherwise have received. It was while

here that he organized and led his celebrated

pursuit of John Morgan, whom he wellnigh

captured at Lebanon. His health, however,

finally disqualifying him for the field, he ac

cepted the nomination for Congress on the

part of the Union or Republican party, in 1862(

and was in due time elected a member. He

was reelected in 1864. A short time previous

to his death General Dumont was appointed

Governor of Idaho.

April 17.—Marshall, Thomas Alexander,

LL. D., Judge of the Court of Appeals of Ken

tucky ; died at Louisville, aged 77 years. His

father, HumphreyMarshall, was a United States

Senator, and his mother was a daughter of

Colonel Thomas Marshall of Virginia, and a

sister of Chief-Justice Marshall. He was horn

in Woodford County, Ky., January 15, 1794.

He graduated at Yale College in 1815 ; studied

law at home, and in 1817 began the practice

of his profession in Frankfort. Family con

siderations induced him to move to Paris, Ky.,

in 1819, where he closely pursued his practice

until his election to Congress in 1831. He

served for two congressional terms, and was

then (March 18, 1835) commissioned a Judge

of the Court of Appeals. He retired to private

life in August, 1856. In 1836 he removed

to Lexington, and was soon after appointed a

professor in the law-school of Transylvania

University, and held that position until 1849

or 1850. In 1857 he removed to Frankfort,

and in 1859 to Louisville. In 1866 he was ap

pointed to complete the unexpired term of

Judge Sampson, and he served as Chief Justice

for six months—thus making twenty-two

years of service on the bench of the Court of

Appeals—seven years as Chief Justice. In

1866 Yale College conferred on him the degree

of Doctor of Laws.

April 20.—Platt, Hon. Zepiianiah, United

States Circuit Judge of the Second Circuits.

0. ; died at Aiken, S. C, aged 75 years. His

grandfather was one of the signers of the Dec

laration of Independence, and his father one

of the Supreme Court Judges of the State, and

the originator of the great Erie Canal. Judge

Platt inherited the strong elements of charac

ter which distinguished his ancestors, and

through life was fearless in the performance

of his convictions of duty. As a lawyer, he

was employed by the General Government in

settling the complicated claims of the United

States on the Pacific coast. He served with

distinction as Attorney-General of the State

of Michigan, and in all the relations of life

appears to have won that credit which at

taches to high integrity in the discharge of

official duty. At the close of the late war he

removed his residence to South Carolina, and

in 1868 was elected by the General Assembly

to the position which he held at the time of

his death.

April —.—Dabnet, Charles W., United

States consul at Fayal ; died there, aged about
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55 years. Mr. Dabney had been for many

years consul at Fayal, and had won the affec

tions of the poor islanders as it is the fortune

of but few men to do, by his earnest and un

selfish solicitude for their welfare. In the ter

rible famines which had visited the island he

had been a sort of special providence to them,

furnishing them with food, aiding them to re

plant their fields, advising and suggesting the

culture of new and more varied crops, en

couraging the despondent and restraining the

over-sanguine. During the whole of his resi

dence there he had acted the part of a wise

and judicious father to the people, and, wher

ever he went, their blessings and gratitude

were constantly manifested for his disinter

ested friendship toward them.

April —.—Hkbtio, William, a centenarian,

died near Salisbury, N. 0., aged 101 years. lie

was a German by birth, and had taken part

against Napoleon Bonaparte in the battles of

Austerlitz, Jena, and Wagram.

April —.—Spencer, E. M., a Western jour

nalist ; died in Cincinnati. He had been em

ployed twenty years upon the Cincinnati

Times.

May 0.—Bragg, Major Henry M., U. S.

Volunteers, died in Brooklyn, L. I., aged 27

year*. Ho entered the service in 1861 as

lieutenant in the Thirteenth Regiment of New

York militia, then serving in Virginia. In Sep

tember, 1862, he was commissioned a lieuten

ant in the One Hundred and Thirty-ninth

Regiment of New York Volunteers, was ap

pointed a captain and aide-de-camp by Presi

dent Lincoln in August, 1863 ; and in March,

1865, received the brevet of major, for " gal

lantry and meritorious conduct" during the

war. From August, 1862, until the close of

the war he served upon the staff of Major-

General Gillmore as aide-de-camp, taking part

in the campaign in Central Kentucky during

the autumn, winter, and spring of 1862-'63 ;

in the operations against Charleston in 1863,

comprising the assault of Morris Island, the

reduction of Fort Sumter, and the siege and

capture of Fort Wagnor; and in 1864 in the

battle of Drury's Bluff, and all the numerous

engagements of the Tenth Corps in the vicinity

of Bermuda Hundred and Petersburg. In the

winter and spring of 1865 he again served

upon the coast of South Carolina, was present

at the reoccupation of Charleston by the Union

forces, and with his own hands replaced our

flag upon the ramparts of Fort Sumter. Upon

the reorganization of the regular army in 1866,

he was appointed a lieutenant in the Second

Regiment of Infantry, and in November of

that year was, at his own request, transferred

to the Third Regiment of Cavalry, serving with

it in several campaigns against the Indians for

a period of over three years, until forced to

retire from the service by impaired health.

May 10.—Rogers, Colonel Henry. O, U.

S. Volunteers; died in Brownsdale, Minn.,

aged 87 years. He was a native of Vermont,

removed to Minnesota in 1858, and in 1860

was elected to the Legislature of that State,

where he established a character for integrity

and independence which soon gave him a con

trolling influence in connection with his party.

In 1862 he was commissioned lieutenant-

colonel of the Eighth Minnesota Volunteers,

with which he served until the end of the war.

In 1865 he was elected Secretary of State, and

reelected in 1867. In 1868 he was appointed

pension agent, which office he continued to

hold until his death. A severe wound received

at the battle of Murfreesboro had its inflnence

in shortening his life.

May 12.—Hamilton, William, Actuary of

Franklin Institute, Philadelphia ; died in that

city, aged 80 years. He was born in Phila

delphia, in February, 1791. He became a

member of the Institute in its infancy and was

connected with it for a period of forty years,

conducting its extensive correspondence, visit

ing other cities on scientific matters, getting

np exhibitions, and in every way identifying

himself with the interests of the institution

not only, but the interests of science in general.

May 13.—Fenton, Colonel W. M., U. S.

Volunteers ; died at Flint, Mich. He had been

Lieutenant-Governor of that State, and colo

nel of the Eighth Michigan Regiment during

the late war.

May 13.—Glynn, James, commodore V. S.

N. ; died at New Haven, Conn. He was a

native of Pennsylvania ; appointed from Vir

ginia, March 4, 1815, and was fifty-two years

in the service.

May 13.—Greiner, Joiin, ex-Governor of

New Mexico, a politician and journalist of

Ohio ; died at Toledo, aged 60 years. He was

a native of Philadelphia, removed to Ohio in

early manhood, and for eight years held the

office of State Librarian, from "which position

he entered journalism as editor of the Ohio

State Journal, He was an earnest, enthusias

tic Whig, and in the Harrison campaign came

into almost national celebrity through his cam

paign songs, known as "Old ZipCoon," "Tip

pecanoe and Tyler too," " The Wagoner Boy,"

etc. In those days political songs carried with

them a vast amount of power, taking men's

opinions by storm, and Mr. Greiner's compo

sitions were the most perfect of their kind.

In 1849 he received from President Taylor the

appointment of Indian Agent, and subsequent

ly became Governor of New Mexico. In 1865

he settled in Zanesville, Ohio, as editor of the

Zanestille City Times, and nas been widely

known at editorial conventions, pioneer meet

ings, Odd-Fellows' gatherings, etc., of which

he was the life and spirit.

May 25.—Burger,' Brigadier-General Loos,

N. Y. S. N. G. ; died in Now York. He was

born at Kaiserslautern, in the Palatinate, in

1823, and emigrated to New York in 1847,

where he established himself as an architect.

In 1854 he organized the Engineer Corps of

the Fifth Regiment, and was elected captain
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He commanded the Fifth Regiment in a short

campaign from April 7 to July 7, 1861, and on

the invasion of Pennsylvania, in 1863, again

accompanied his regiment to the field. He

was appointed general of the Second Brigade,

First Division, N. Y. S. N. G., December 19,

1865, and was twice elected President of tho

Liederkrans Society.

May 27. — Conyngham, John B., captain

Twenty-fourth Infantry, U. S. A., late colo

nel U. S. Volunteers ; died at Wilkesbarre, Pa.,

aged 44 years. He was born in 1827; gradu

ated with high honor at Tale College, and

subsequently practised law in Wilkesbarre and

St. Louis, where he was considered legal au

thority. At the first call for troops in 1861,

he volunteered in the three-months service,

and on his return joined the Fifty-second

Pennsylvania Volunteers, of which he was ap

pointed major on the 5th of November, 1861.

Moving forward with the Army of the Poto-

mao up the Peninsula, under McOlellan, he

participated in the campaign of 1862 of that

army. In the winter of 1863 he was sent

with his regiment to Port Royal, S. 0., and

was present at the naval attack on Fort Sum

ter in April, 1863, and participated in the sub

sequent assault and siege operations against

Fort Wagner. Upon the reduction of that

fort, Major Conyngham was placed in com

mand of the. defences of Morris Island. He

was detailed by General Terry to make a night

reconnoissanoe of Sumter, and was subsequent

ly engaged in the night assault on Fort John

son, across Charleston harbor. In this assault

he was captured and detained as prisoner for

several months at Macon, Charleston jail, and

at other points. While a prisoner at Charles

ton, he was one of the number selected as

hostages to be shot in case of a bombardment

of the city by our forces. In November, 1863,

he was promoted to the lieutenant-colonelcy,

and in March, 1 865, to the colonelcy of his regi

ment. In March, 1867, Colonel Conyngham was

appointed captain in the Thirty-eighth Infantry,

U. S. A., and transferred to the Twenty-fourth

Infantry, November, 1869. In 1871 he was

brevetted major and lieutenant-colonel for gal

lant service in the field. During his term of

service in the regular army he was most of the

time on the Indran frontier, partly in Kansas,

and latterly at Fort Clark, Texas. It was during

this service that his health became very much

impaired, and efforts to restore his shattered

constitution proved unavailing.

May 81.—Montgomeby, Brigadier-General

Wm. Reading, U. S.Volunteers ; died at Bristol,

Pa., aged 70 years. He was born in Monmouth

County, N. J., July 10, 1801, and was the

son of James Montgomery, a Revolutionary

patriot. At the age of twenty, young Mont

gomery became a cadet .at the U. S. Military

Academy, from which he was graduated July

1, 1825, and promoted in the army brevet sec-

ond-Jieutenant in the Third Infantry, in which

regiment he served, ohiefly on the Western

frontier, till July 7, 1838, when, becoming a

captain in the .newly-organized Eighth Infan

try, he was transferred to the Canada border

for the suppression there of the disturbances

of 1838-'40. Subsequently he participated in

tho Florida hostilities of 1840-'42, and in 1845

accompanied General Taylor's "Army of Oc

cupation" to the Rio Grande. In the war

with Mexico, which soon followed, he took an

active part, being engaged at Palo Alto, Resaca

de la Palm a, Cerro Gordo, San Antonio, Chn-

rubusco, Molino del Rey, Chapultepec, and*the

city of Mexico. He was brevetted major for

his "gallant conduct at Palo Alto and Resaca

de la Palmo," in which latter battle he was

wounded; and lieutenant-colonel for "gal

lant and meritorious conduct in.the battle of

Molino del Rey," where he was again wound

ed while assaulting the enemy's works with

his regiment, to the command of which he

succeeded both his seniors on that field, Waite

and Wright having previously been struck

down by the enemy's deadly fire. From 1848

he was on duty chiefly in Texas and on the

Western plains, till December 8, 1855, when

his connection with the army terminated. At

the outbreak of the war, though Colonel

Montgomery was sixty years old, he forgot his

age, immediately organized the first regiment

of New Jersey Volunteers, and took command

with it at Vienna, Virginia, from which post

ho joined the reserve of the Union army under

Colonel Miles, and aided in covering its retreat

from the disastrous battle-field of Bull Run.

Soon after he was commissioned a brigadier-

general of volunteers, and appointed Military

Governor of Alexandria, Virginia, where he

remained till the close of the year. He then

took command of Annapolis, Maryland, till

May 17, 1862, and afterward of Philadelphia

till March 2, 1868. Failing health caused his

resignation from the military service, April 4,

1864, after which, except during a brief inter

val of mercantile occupation in Philadelphia,

he spent the remainder of his days in his quiet

abode at Bristol.

June 1.—Mcbpht, James McLeod, Colonel

of U. S. Volunteers ; died in New York, aged

44 years. He served in the U. S. Navy as

midshipman, was a member of the New York

Senate, and early in the late war was colonel

of the New York Fifteenth Regiment. He sub

sequently reentered the navy, and commanded

the iron-clad Corondclet in 1863- 64.

June 8.—Lobd, Eleazeb, LL. D., a merchant,

underwriter, and theological writer, long resi

dent in New York City ; died at Piermont, N.Y.,

aged 73 years. Though not a graduate, he had

received an excellent education, which he im

proved by close study to such a degree that, in

1821, Dartmouth College, and in 1827 Williams,

conferred on him the honorary degree ofA. M.,

and during his active business lifo as a mer

chant, president of an insurance company, and

for some years of the Erie Railroad Company,

he still continued his habits of study and his
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fondness for theological science. He published

for some years a Review, of which he was

the sole editor, and for the most part the only

writer, in which he discassed, with great abil

ity and logical clearness, the profoondest ques

tions of theology. In 1868 the University of

New York conferred upon him the honorary

'degree of LL. D. During the latter years of

his life he was blind, but his treasured stores

of learning were a great source of comfort

to him.

June 3.—Paob, Huon Nelson, a captain in

the U. S. Navy ; died at Broad Creek, Va., aged

73 years. He participated m the battle of

Lake Erie, under Commodore Perry, Septem

ber 10, 1813.

June 9.—Qheene, James Montgomery, a

surgeon in the U. S. Navy ; died in Philadel

phia, aged 76 years. Ho was a native of Ire

land; appointed from Pennsylvania; entered

the service April 29, 1825, and was appointed

a surgeon January 3, 1828. Most of his service

was on shore, his total sea-service amounting

to thirteen years and ten months. He was

placed on the retired list under the longevity

act of December 21, 1861.

June 13.—Kbaitse, David, an eminentjurist;

died at Norristown, Pa., aged 71 years. He

was President Judge of the Seventh Judicial

District of Pennsylvania, 1845-'51.

June 15.—MoMahon, Hon. John Van Lear,"

an eminent lawyer in Maryland ; died at Cum

berland, in that State, aged 71 years. He ap

peared in public life when very young, and

soon gained a wide reputation as a political

speaker, as well as a prominent position at the

bar of Baltimore. He is said to have contrib

uted more than any other man to the pros

perity of the Jackson party in Maryland, which

he afterward deserted on the United States

Bank question. He took a conspicuous part in

the campaign of 1840, and presided at a great

ratification meeting, where Clay, Webster, and

Preston, made speeches. He was a man of

great learning and elegant culture. He left

one published work, " An Historical View of

Maryland," which is a standard authority upon

the early history of the province. About the

year 1855 his sight nearly failed him, and he

relinquished his legal practice. A younger

sister of Mr. McMahon was the wife of the

Hon. 0. L. Vallandigham. Much of his time

during the latter years of his life was spent in

Ohio.

June 22.—Dival, Iba, late State Superin

tendent of Public Instruction in Missouri ; died

at Baraboo, Wis. He was closely identified

with the publio schools of St. Louis for a pe

riod of over twenty years.

June 23.—Wyees, William F., an eminent

scientist and teacher in Westchester, Pa. ;

' died there, aged 60 years. He was a native

of Germany, a graduate of Heidelberg and

Leipsic, and had distinguished himself there,

when he was compelled to leave Germany in

1842 in consequence of his being a member of

one of the patriotic secret societies. Coming

to this country, ignorant of our language, he

at first accepted employment in the Chrome

Mines of Chester County, Pa., but soon de

veloped such abilities as to secure a position

as teacher and eventually as the principal of

the large Scientific and Military Academy in

Westchester, Pa., where he continued till his

death. He was an able writer, and a man of

the highest personal character.

June 24.—Chase, William H., lieutenant of

Engineers, U. S. A. ; died in Philadelphia, aged

27 years. He was born in that city April 25,

1844, received his early education at German-

town, and entered the Military Academy at

West Point, June 10, 1861. Upon his gradua

tion in 1865 he was commissioned second-

lieutenant in the First Artillery, and after sis

months' service was promoted to first-lieuten

ant, and June 2, 1866, was transferred to the

corps of engineers. He served with the en

gineer battalion at Willet's Point, N. Y., until

May, 1868, during which time he acted as bat

talion quartermaster, and on recruiting-service

for his corps, and was then ordered to report

to General G. K. Warren, at St. Paul Minne

sota, where he remained until April of last

year, when he was ordered to San Francisco

on engineer duty. While serving at St Paul

he was directed by General Warren to proceed

to Gettysburg, Pa., to make a tppographical

survey of the battle-field, a work which he

executed with the utmost exactness, complet

ing it in the summer of 1869. This is the

only one of the battle-fields of the war that

has been surveyed by order of the Govern

ment, and Lieutenant Chase's work is a monn-

ment of his ability as an engineer, as well as

an invaluable contribution to the military his

tory of the war. While in California his health

failed so rapidly that, in March, 1871, he was

relieved from duty, and ordered to report in

Philadelphia, whither he returned to die.

June 27.—Pebey, Hon. Thomas, an eminent

lawyer and former member of Congress from

Maryland ; died in Cumberland, aged 63 years.

He was a native of that State, and a Kepre-

sentative in Congress from 1845-'47. He was

also Circuit Judge from 1851-61, and from

1864-'71.

June 27.—Bobbins, Amos, a leading Demo

cratic politician of New Jersey ; died in New

Brunswick, aged 60 years. He was a man ot

high character, and greatly esteemed in the

community. He had been for several terms a

member of the Assembly, and for three terms

a State Senator ; and in 1864 and 1870 was

elected President of the Senate, an office which

he filled to the satisfaction of all parties, fl*

had also been, some years since, collector of

customs at Perth Amboy. He would have

been, had he lived, a prominent candidate for

the governorship.
June 27. — Sanderson, Colonel J. P-> a

prominent lawyer and politician of Florida;

died at Jacksonville, aged 57 years. He was
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born in Vermont, in 1814, graduated at Am

herst College, Mass., and, after teaching for a

time in that vicinity, accepted the position of

tutor in the family of a planter on Amelia

Island near Fernandina, Fla. Subsequently he

studied law, and was admitted to the bar in

Camden County, Ga., practised his profession

in Nassau County and Lake City, and in 1849

removed to Jacksonville, where he resided

until his death. In 1848 he was appointed

solicitor of the Eastern Circuit, then presided

over by Judge Thomas Douglas, which he held

until 1852. He was elected to the Legislature

from Nassau County, and in 1848 was elected

Senator from Columbia County. In 1852 he

was a presidential elector on the General

Scott ticket. On the breaking out of the re-

hellion in 1861, Colonel Sanderson was elected

a delegate from the Sixteenth District to the

convention, and there became identified with

the ultra-secession element. He was elected

to draught the ordinance which declared the

separation of Florida from the Union, and he

not only performed this service, but offered it,

and gave to this incipient measure his strenu

ous support. In 1862 he was elected to the

Provisional Congress at Richmond. Colonel

Sanderson was early identified with the rail

road interests of his adopted State, serving

for many years as president and vice-presi

dent.

June 28.—Ketcitum, Colonel and Brevet Ma

jor-General William S., U. S. A., on the re

tired list, an army officer of some distinction ;

died in Baltimore, Md., not without suspicion

of poison, aged 58 years. He graduated from

the Military Academy in 1834, and was em

ployed mainly in frontier service till 1861,

taking part in the Florida, but not in the

Mexican War. During the late civil war, he

was employed mainly in inspecting, organiz

ing, and mustering out the volunteer troops,

and on special duties by the War and Treas

ury Departments. He held the rank of briga

dier-general of volunteers from February 9,

1862, and was promoted to the rank of colonel

of the Eleventh Infantry in 1864. He received

three brevets of colonel in 1863, and of briga

dier-general and major-general U. S. Army in

1865. He was put upon the retired list, with

full pay of his actual rank, in 1869.

June 29.—Luebs, Rt. Rev. John H, Roman

Catholic Bishop of the Diocese of Northern

Indiana; died in Cleveland, Ohio. He had

been for some years bishop of the diocese,

and had been very active in building churches

and establishing schools within its bounds.

He was grelltly beloved by his people.

June 30.—Eustis, Frederick A. ; died at

Beaufort, S. C. He graduated at Harvard,

with distinction, in 1835 ; studied for the min

istry, and was a popular Unitarian preacher.

He subsequently retired, from the profession,

to follow agricultural pursuits. He married

the only daughter of the late William Ellery

Ohanning, D. D. During the last few years he

vol. xi.—87 A

was engaged in cultivating the Sea-Island

plantations which he inherited.

June —.— Laurie, John, a well-known

philanthropist; died in Scotland. His prop

erty was large, and by his will he divided

$40,000 between twenty-seven benevolent in

stitutions in New York City, where he for

merly lived. Among these bequests the

Presbyterian Hospital received $5,000 for the

endowment of a bed for the benefit of St. An

drew's Society (Scotch) ; St. Luke's Hospital,

$5,000 ; the Presbyterian Home for Aged

Women, $1,000 ; New York Dispensary,

$3,000 ; New York Eye and Ear Infimarv,

$2,500 ; Shepherd's Fold, $2,500. The remain

ing bequests were each of $1,000, the last in

cluding the Colored Home for the Aged and

Indigent, the Colored Orphan Asylum, the

Midnight Mission, Home for the Friendless,

Home for Incurables, and other institutions of

a similar character.

June —.—Livingston, Dr. J. W., formerly

U. S. consul in Central America; died at

Cherry Valley, Otsego County, N. Y. He

was long a resident of Central America, and

as United States consul was faithful and ener

getic in the discharge of his duties, and per

sonally popular.

June —.—Mitchell, Commander William,

U. S. N. ; died at Washington, D. C. He was

born in the District of Columbia, and was

appointed thence to the service September

24, 1841. From that period until 1844 he

was attached to the frigate Delaware, of the

Brazil Squadron; from 1844 to 1847 ho was

with the Pacific Squadron, on board the frigate

Congress; and from 1847 to 1849 he was with

the same vessel on the East-India Squadron.

He was promoted to passed midshipman, Au

gust 10, 1847 ; from 1849 to 1852 he served on

the mail-steamer Ohio, and was off the coast

of Brazil in the brig Bainbridge from 1853 to

1855. He was commissioned as lieutenant,

September 14, 1855, and from that time to

1858 was on special duty at Washington.

From 1858 to the beginning of the war he

was on the Home Squadron with the steam-

sloop Brooklyn. His commission as lieuten

ant-commander was received July 16, 1862,

and he was then nut upon ordnance duty at

the Washington !Navy-Yard until 1864. On

March 3, 1865, he was commissioned com

mander, and was the same year asssigned to tho

West-Gulf blockading squadron. Ho way af

terward an inspector at the Navy-Yard, Wash

ington, until January 11, 1867, when he left

the active service, after which time he was

placed upon the retired list.

June —.—Porter, Pktee B., died at Ni

agara Falls. In 1839 he was elected a mem

ber of the Assembly at Albany, and subse

quently was chosen Speaker. He was a

prominent member of the Whig party in

1838-40, but the latter portion of his life was

spent in comparative retirement, because of

the enfeebled state of his health. He was a
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son of the illustrious General Porter, who

served his country with credit in 1812, and

afterward as Secrotary of War under the ad

ministration of John Quincy Adams.

June —.— Skinneb, John B., a Demo

cratic leader, and jurist, of New York ; died in

Buffalo, aged 72 years. He was the son of

Benjamin Skinner, one of the early settlers of

Williamstown, Mass., and was horn there, July

23, 1799 ; graduated at Williams College in

the class of 1818, studied law, and in 1821 was

admitted to the Supreme Court of New York.

In 1826 he was nominated by Democratic con

stituents for the Assembly, and was elected

by a large majority. In 1838 he was nomi

nated by Governor Marcy, at the solicitation

of the bar, as Circuit Judge and Vice-Chancel

lor of the Eighth District. His nomination

was confirmed by the Senate. In 1846 he

was appointod District Judge of the Court of

Common Pleas, which office he held until the

change of the constitution abolished the

office. In 1852 he was, with Horatio Sey

mour, appointed State delegate to the Balti

more Convention, which nominated Franklin

Pierce for President; and the next year one

of the presidential electors to cast for him the

vote of the State. In 1853 he was appointed

Attorney of the United States for the North

ern District of New York, which ho declined,

and in 1860 removed to Buffalo, where he re

sided till his death. Judge Skinner held many

offices of trust, among which were : President

of the Board of Trustees of the New York

State Asylum for the Blind, an institution re

cently established at Batavia ; President of

the State Normal School in Buffalo ; Vice-

President of the Reformatory at Warsaw ; a

member of the Board of Trustees of the Buf

falo Female Academy, and also a member of

the Board of Trustees of the Buffalo City

Savings-Bank. He was prominently identified

with the Erie County Bible Association ; and

in the positions of President of the Buffalo

General Hospital, and one of the Board of

Trustees of that institution, he exerted a great

influence.

July 1.—Howard, Rev. W. W., D. D., a

Presbyterian clergyman and an eminent edu

cator ; died at Aurora, Cayuga County, N. Y.,

aged 54 years. He was born in London, Sep

tember 19, 1817, and after a thorough aca

demic preparation entered Magdalen Hall, Ox

ford. Upon the completion of his course there

he chose the office of a teacher, and was for a

time employed in London. In 1849 he came

to this country and entered upon his vocation

at the West, and, aftor passing some time in

Indiana, became a professor in the Military In

stitute at Dronnon Springs, Ky. On his return

to the East, he was for some years a professor

in the academy at Sing Sing, N. Y., in the

high-school at Jersey Shore, Pa., and then

became principal of Erasmus Hall at Flatbnsh,

.on Long Island. Having been licensed to

jpreach the Gospel by the Second Presbytery

of New York, he was called in 1863 to be

pastor in Aurora, and he continued in that

pastorate till his death. Dr. Howard took

a deep interest in the establishment of

Wells Female College, named after its found

er, Henry Wells, Esq., of Aurora, and became

its first president. He was a man of large

culture, of fine scholarship, and distinguished

for his executive ability.

July 2.—Chester, Rev. Alfred, a Presby

terian clergyman and teacher; died in New

York City, aged 73 years. Ho was born in

Hartford, Conn., March 17, 1798, and educated

in Hartford schools till 1812, when he was

placed in the academy at Lenox, Mass., for two

years. In June, 1814, he joined the Centre

Church, in Hartford, Conn., then tinder the

pastoral charge of the Rev. Nathan Strong,

D. D. The same year he entered Yale College,

where ho graduated in 1818. He studied the

ology at Andover and Princeton, and in 1821

was licensed to preach the Gospel by the Pres

bytery of New Brunswick. He then spent

three winters in South Carolina as a mission

ary, officiating in the churches of Cambridge

and Hamburg, and in that of Stony Creek, at

Pocotaligo. He was ordained July 18, 1826,

by the Presbytery of Elizabethtown, and at

the same time installed pastor of the First

Presbyterian Church, Rahway, N. J. In 1S29

he resigned his pastoral charge, and became

principal of the academy at Morristown ;

where, subsequently, he established a private

classical boarding-school for hoys, over which

he presided with fidelity and success for more

than thirteen years. His health failing, he

spent a winter in Mississippi and the Western

States, and was compelled, ultimately, to re

linquish his school altogether. In the early

establishment of the Presbyterian Board of

Publication, he acted as agent for the sale and

distribution of its books, continuing to reside

in Morristown until 1859, when the family

removed to their home in Elizabeth. Here,

for some years, he acted as chaplain for the

city prison.

July 8.—Knowltost, George H., United

States Assessor and editor of the Portland

(Me.) Press; died in that city.

July 3.—Maynadiek, Colonel and Brevet

Brigadier-General William, U. S. A., died in

Washington, D. O, aged 65 years. He entered

the Military Academy from the District of

Columbia in 1823, and graduated third in a

class of thirty-eight. His first grade of second-

lieutenant in the First Artillery was awarded

July 1, 1827, and his first dutyjjerformed

at Fortress Monroe, where for sonre years he

was attached to the artillery school of prac

tice. Acting as aid in the general staff in

Scott's Black Hawk expedition of 1832, and

subsequently with Major-General Macomb

during the early part of the Florida War,

he was in 1832 made first-lieutenant, and

four years after captain. His new grade at

tached him to the ordnance, and his services
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for years were identified with tlie "Washington

bureau. In 1861 he was made major and

lieutenant-colonel, in 1868 promoted to a

colonelcy, and on March 15, 1865, his efficient

administration of ordnance matters during the

late war was recognized by a brevet brigadier-

generalship, he having been from April, 1861,

to September, 1863, executive assistant at the

bureau, and subsequently to August, 1864, in

spector of arsenals and depots. In his frequent

service upon small-arms and ordnance com

missions, and his peculiar acquaintance with

the war material of the United States, he left

a reputation for practical performance which

is seldom excelled. In 1862 General Mayna-

dier, in the report of a congressional commit

tee, was charged with disloyalty, as being a

party to Secretary of War Floyd's alleged at

tempt in 1860 to transfer cannon, arms, and

munitions to the South, in anticipation of the

rebellion. This charge was conclusively an

swered, and has left no stain upon his memory.

General Maynadier was an officer possessed

of a rare sense of honor, and he performed all

duties committed to him with a strict regard

to justice.

July 7.—Childs, Colonel Cephas G., a jour

nalist and art connoisseur, of Philadelphia;

died there. He was associated with the late

"Walter Colton in the publication of the Phila

delphia North American before its union with

the United State* Gazette, and was also the

proprietor and editor of the Philadelphia

Commercial LUt from 1835 to 1850. He for

merly took an active interest in military mat

ters, and was well known as a patron of the

fine arts. "

July 7.—Clatbttbne, Jons', a Southern jour

nalist, formerly editor of the New Orleans

Picayune ; died in Nashville, Tenn.

July 9. — Banks, Colonel Gabditeb, com

mander of the Sixteenth Regiment of Massa

chusetts Volunteers ; died at "Waltham, Mass.

He was a native of that town, where he was

residing at the commencement of the war, and,

having raised a company, received from Gov

ernor Andrew his first commission as captain.

This company was attached to the Sixteenth

Regiment of Volunteers, of which he became

major, then lieutenant-colonel, and, in 1862,

colonel. General Hooker said, in a letter to

Governor Andrew: "There is no doubt but

at Glendale the Sixteenth Massachusetts saved

the army." He was with his regiment at Fair

Oaks, Glendale, Malvern Hill, Kettle Run,

Chantilly, and Fredericksburg. Lieutenant

Hiram B. Banks, his brother, was killed by

his side in the second Bull Run -battle. From

constant exposure, Colonel Banks contracted

an inflammatory rheumatism, which complete

ly disabled him for active service. The battle

of Fredericksburg was the last he shared with

his comrades of the Sixteenth. In 1864, after

an illness of several months at "Waltham, he

went to New Orleans, where he remained un

til his return home, July 5th, four days before

his death. The climate of the South was for

some time beneficial, but he still occasionally

suffered from the rheumatism, which the phy

sicians at Waltham Bay was the primary cause

of his death. A considerate care for his men,

fidelity to the cause he served, an honorable

capacity as an officer, and an unwavering cour

age marked his career as a soldier. Colonel

Banks was a brother of General N. P. Banks.

July 9.—Halstead, Oliver Spencee, Jr.

("Pet" Halstead), a prominent lawyer and

politician of New Jersey ; aged about 44 years.

He was the son of Chancellor Halstead, and

was a lawyer of considerable ability. He had

been very active in political life during the

war; was a very warm friend of the late Gen

eral Philip Kearney, and a most bitter and un

relenting foe to General McClellan. His ad

dress, persistency, and assurance, made him

during the war, and for a year or two after it,

very potent in "Washington in regard to ap

pointments and removals, especially in New

Jersey; but his power had sensibly waned

within the past three or four years.

July 9.—Leland, Rev. A. "W., D. D., a Pres

byterian clergyman ; died in Columbia, 8. 0.,

at an advanced age. He was Moderator of

the General Assembly which sat in Cincinnati

in 1851.

July 11.—Bowejt, Major and Brevet-Colo

nel Nicholas, U. S. A., an officer of the En

gineer Corps ; died at Boston, aged 84 years.

He graduated from the Military Academy at

"West Point in 1860, and was appointed

brevet second-lieutenant Topographical En

gineers. His first duty was as assistant topo

graphical engineer at the headquarters De

partment of Texas, whence he was sent as

bearer of dispatches to "Washington, March

27, 1861, where he arrived just in season to

take part in the defence of the capital at the

outbreak of the late war. He was engaged

in reconnoitring and fortifying during the

Western Virginia campaign and in the Penin

sular campaign, taking an active part in various

engagements, and passing through the several

grades of promotion to the rank of brevet

captain, which was conferred on him for gal

lant and meritorious services during the recon

naissance of New Bridge, Virginia. He was

subsequently a lieutenant-colonel on the vol

unteer staff, served as adjutant colonel of the

Sixth and Ninth Corps, and chief of staff to

General O. B. Wilcox. He was present at the

surrender of Vicksburg, the defence of Knox-

ville, and various engagements in front of

Petersburg. Promoted to be captain of the

Corps of Engineers, March 3, 1863, he received

the brevets of major and lieutenant-colonel for

" gallant and meritorious services at Knoxville,

Tennesseo, and Cold Harbor, Virginia," and

that of colonel for "gallant and meritorious

services during the rebellion." He also received

the brevet of colonel of volunteers for "gallant

and meritorious services," and was promoted

major Corps of Engineers, March 7, 1867.
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In January, 1869, while on the staff of Gen

eral Parke, at Strawberry Plains, Tenn., Colo

nel Bowen was thrown from his horse, re

ceiving a severe wound and contusion on his

head, from the offects of which he very slow

ly, if indeed he ever entirely, recovered. As

he became convalescent, ho was ordered to

recruiting and other duty at Now Orleans and

elsewhere. Last season ho left Oswego, N.

Y., for San Francisco, by way of tho Isth

mus. On the journey he was attacked with

tho Panama fever, and afterward with pneu

monia, and had returned to his homo near

Boston in the vain hope that a change of cli

mate might prove beneficial.

July 11.—Goodell, Mrs. Abigail P., wid

ow of the lato William Goodell, I). I)., mission

ary of the American Board at Constantinople ;

died in Philadelphia, in the 72d year of her

age. She was a native of Holden, Mass., and

was married to Mr. Goodell in November

of 1822, and the following month sailed with

hira for Palestine. There they were called to

pass through many trials and perils. The

treachery of the Bedouin Arabs constantly

endangered their lives. There also Mrs. Goodell

aequirod the Arabic language. At the end of

five years, the Greek Revolution breaking

out, they were obliged to leave Syria and

return to Malta, where they remained nearly

three years. In the summer of 1831, Mr. and

Mrs. Goodell were sent by the Board to Con

stantinople to establish a mission, where they la

bored thirty-four years, with untiring zeal, dur

ing which time they suffered by fire, persecu

tion and plague, Mrs. Goodell sharing heroically

in the dangers and exposures as well as labors

of her husband, proving a most faithful com

panion. She here acquired the Greek, Turkish,

and Armenian languages, and it is a marvel,

that, with so many family cares and duties,

and other labors, she was able to accomplish

so much in the way of stndy, especially of lan

guages. During their work in the East, Dr. and

Mrs. Goodell spent but one year in their native

land, but in 1865, the infirmities of years affect

ing Dr. Goodell, they returned to this country

to pass the remainder of their days.

July 11.—Myers, Captain and Brevet Lieu

tenant-Colonel Edwabd, U. S. A., a brilliant

cavalry officer ; died at Beaufort, S. C. He

enlisted in the army in tho First Regiment of

Dragoons, and served with distinction in that

capacity against the hostile Indians of Oregon.

Soon after the breaking out of the late war

he was appointed a seeond-lientenant in the

First Cavalry, and was a member of the staff

of General Wesley Merritt from 1862 to I860,

during which time ho was twice brevetted " for

gallant and meritorious sorvices"—brevet cap

tain for the battle of Todd's Tavern, Va., and

brevet major for the battle of Five Forks, Va.

and, at tho close of the war, received the

brevet of lientenant-colonel in tho U. S. Army

"for gallant and meritorious services during

tho war."

July 15.—Poitrsais, Jacob, the oldest man

in the United States; died in Kansas Ciry,

aged 134 years. He was a French-Canadian

by birth, and when Wolfe was killed on th ;

Heights of Abraham, September 13, 1759,

was working in the woods on a piece of land

purchased by himself near Quebec, and that

event was indelibly impressed upon his mem

ory. About 1805, he accompanied the expedi

tion of Lowis and Clarke, in their explorations

for the discovery of the Columbia River. He

went from Canada to Pittsburg, then a small

town, and down the Ohio in keel-boats, and was

in New Orleans in 1814. His experience dur

ing the former trip making him a valuable mac

to the Fur Company, ho was employed as a

hunter and trapper for more than half a cen

tury. During the occupation of New Orleans

by General Jackson, 1814-1815, Ponrnais was

refused enlistment " because he was too old."

About thirty years previous to his death, be

ing too old for active service, he removed to

Kansas City, and passed the remainder of his

life in comfort, his recollections of events and

incidents continuing to the last.

July 16.—Lincoln, TnoMAS Todd (" Tad"'),

the second surviving son of the late President

Lincoln ; died at Chicago, aged 18 years. Dur

ing the period of his father's administration he

was the petted child of the White House, and

of all who frequented it, full of life and vigor,

but, with all his insubordination and reckless

mischief, he was at heart a child of a remark

ably truthful and generous nature. The shock

of his father's sudden death greatly sobered

and steadied him. His education, nnder the

direction of his brother Robert, progressed

rapidly, and ho had recently returned from

Europe, improved by his residence abroad, and,

with every promise of usefulness, was strickea

down in the first flush of early manhood.

July 17.—Roosevelt, Cohxelifs V. S., a

prominent and wealthy citizen of New York :

died at Oyster Bay, L. I., aged 77 years. He

was born in Maiden Lane, New York, Januarr

30, 1794. He entered Columbia College, bn't

did not graduate, and in 1818 became a part

ner of his father, continuing this relation un

til the death of the latter, in 1840. Mr. Roose

velt carried on the business with his sons nnt':!

about 1865, when his legal retirement from

the firm took place. He had practically re

tired from business about fifteen years earlier,

taking hardly any share in its management.

About twonty years ago the character of the

business transacted was changed to plate glass,

etc. The family have occupied the samestar.d

for a period of« eighty years. He had, by his

strict integrity and devotion to his business,

amassed a fortune of many millions, and in the

latter part of his life devoted the entire income

of his property to benevolent objects.

July 19.—Leigh, William, a jurist of Penn

sylvania; died in Philadelphia, aged 84 years.

He was Judge of tho Circuit Court from" 1830

to 1857.
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Juhj 23.—KamseTj Rev. James B., D. D., a

Presbyterian clergyman ; died at Lynchburg,

Va. He was a native of Pennsylvania, and

formerly a missionary of the Presbyterian

Church among the Choctaws. In 1855 he be

came a pastor at Lynchburg, where ho was

universally loved and respected.

July 23.—Reynolds, John, a prominent and

venerable citizen of Meadville, Pa. ; died there,

aged 90 years. lie was born in England, and

in his youth came with his father to this coun

try, and, by his integrity and purity of life,

became a blessing to the community where he

lived. He had acquired a liberal fortune,

which he generously dispensed in works of

charity. In his eighty-ninth year he lectured

before the Literary Association of his village,

and devoted many of his leisure hours in con

tributing to the press facts and reminiscences

of other days.

July 24.—Williamson, Captain James 0.,

U. S. N. ; died in Jersey City, aged about 54

years. He was born in New Jersey, but

was appointed to the navy from New York in

1832. lie served with the Mediterranean and

the Brazil Squadrons for a number of years,

being promoted to passed midshipman in 1839.

In 1840 he was stationed at the Brooklyn

Navy-Yard, and for the next three or four

years was attached to the receiving-ship New

York. Having been commissioned as lieuten

ant in 1844, he served alternately in the Home

and the East-Indian Squadrons till 1858, and

he sounded the channel of the Canton River in

1856, under fire from the fort, one man in his

boat being killed. In 1861 he yas mado ex

ecutive officer of the steamship Brooklyn, on

special service, and superintended the landing

of the reinforcements at Fort Pickens on the

15th of April. During the late war, he com

manded, first the Penguin and then the Flag,

doing duty in the blockading service, having

been mado a commander for his gallant action

at Fort Pickens. He was commissioned cap

tain in 1866, and ordered to New Orleans on

special duty, and thence he went to the Navy-

Yard at Boston, where he remained till 1809.

July 26.—Bird, Rev. Milton, D. D., a Pres

byterian clergyman; died at Evansville, Ind.

He held for some time the pastorate of a

church at Walnut Grove, Ky., and was for

many years stated clerk of the General Assem

bly of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church.

July 26.—Hallowell—, colonel of the Fifty-

fourth Massachusetts Volunteers (colored), and

brevet brigadier-general U. S. Volunteers;

died at West Medford, Mass., aged about 35

years. Ho was a gallant young soldier, and

succeeded the 'lamented Colonel Shaw, as

commander of the Fifty-fourth Massachusetts

regiment, after the assault on Fort Wagner.

July 26.—Hosmeb, Charles, Secretary of

the Connecticut branch of tho American Tract

Society; died in Hartford, at the age of 86

years. He had held that post with fidelity

and honor since 1816. Probably no other

man, living or dead, labored so long and so

efficiently in the Tract cause. He was also an

able antiquarian, writer, and collector ; one of

the founders, and for many years Secretary, of

the Connecticut Historical Society.

July 27.—Boyle, Brigadier-General J. T., n

Kentucky lawyer, and at one time Military Gov

ernor of that State; died at Louisville, Ky.,

aged 63 years. His record during the late

war was a bravo and loyal one. At the time

of his death he was President of the Evans

ville, Henderson & Nashville Railroad.

July 27.—Gilbebt, Cuetis Fowler, a jour

nalist, army correspondent, and soldier in the

late war ; died at Jersey City, from disease

brought on by exposures during the war. He

was a man of rare culture and ability.

July 27.—Hows, J. W. S., a journalist and

dramatic critic ; died in New York City, aged

76 years.

July 30.—Usher, Captain J. D., U. S. rev

enue marine service ; died at Newbern, N. C.

He had been in the service since 1844, and was

at the time of his death in command of the

revenue steamer Stevens.

July —.—Fox, Rev. Charles M., D. D., an

Episcopal clergyman ; died at Chicago, aged

54 years. He was a native of Ireland, and de

scended from an ancient and highly-respectable

family who owned vast estates in the counties

of Fermanagh and Tyrone. He was educated

at Portora Royal School, Enniskillen, gradu

ated from Trinity College, Dublin, and entered

the ministry of the Established Church at

an early ago. He came to this country about

1860, and, having recently completed a pasto-

rato of two years over St. Paul's Protestant

Episcopal Church, Brooklyn, N. Y., accepted a

call to a church in Chicago.

July —.—Hamilton, Mrs. Alexander, niece

of President Monroe, and widow of the great

statesman and financier of the post-Revolution

ary period; a most accomplished lady, of great

dignity and force of character, and who re

tained her matronly beauty and her intellect

ual powers in their highest perfection to ex

treme old age ; died in New York City.

July —.—Moore, William A., a theatrical

manager ; died in New York. He was born in

Bath, England, in May, 1825, and made his

debut in the United States in 1849, at the Astor

Place Opera-House, as a singing-witch in" Mac

beth." Subsequently he held the position of

prompter at Niblo's Garden. During the en

gagement of the Ravel family at tho same

theatre in 1856-'57, he was stage manager,

and on the close of their engagement travelled

with the family. In 1859 Mr. Moore went to

Europe with James M. Nixon, and engaged

Cooke's Royal Circus, with which he re

turned, when he became manager of Niblo's,

and during the following year was proprietor

of the bar and refreshment saloon. During

tho season of 1865-'60, he was stage-manager

at the Arch Street Theatre, Philadelphia, and

was afterward employed as travelling business
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agent for Mr. and Mrs. Barney Williams. When

Mr. Williams opened the Broadway Theatre,

Mr. Moore was appointed manager, a position

he retained until the theatre was closed.

July —.—Schneider, General Edward N.,

an officer of volunteers; died in Dresden, Sax

ony, whither he had gone for the restoration of

his health. He entered the volunteer service

in September, 1861, as major of the Eighth

Kansas Infantry, being afterward promoted to

lieutenant-colonel, and sorving until June 11,

1864, when he resigned, and was shortly after

ward appointed Adjutant-General of Kansas.

Ho was engaged in tho battles of Chickamauga

and Mission Ridge, the siege of Chattanooga,

and several minor engagements, and bore him

self with great gallantry. Never a robust man,

his health was seriously impaired by the ex

posures, hard work, and privations to which

the regiment was subjected, and he left the

service with a constitution bo shattered that

he gradually but surely sank to the grave.

Aug. 4.—-SnAXKLisf, Mrs. Ltdia, a centena

rian; died in Hillsborough, N. C, aged 112

years. At the period of the Revolutionary

War she was a grown woman. In 1770 she

attended the organization of tho Orange Pres

bytery at Hawfield, and was desirous to wit

ness its centennial meeting in 1870, but the in

firmities of her great age prevented.

Aug. 9.—Champneyh, Benjamin, an eminent

Pennsylvania jurist; died at Lancaster, aged

71 years. He had served in the Legislature of

that State, as Attorney-Genoral, and President

Judge of Lancaster County. -

Aug. 13. — Davis, Woodbury, an eminent

jurist, reformer, and author; died in Portland,

Me., aged 53 years. He was born in Standish,

Me., July 25, 1818, and early removed with

his father's family to Brooks, Waldo County,

where he was educated ; studied law at Bel

fast, and entered upon the practice of his pro

fession in Portland, tho same year receiving

the appointment of Judge of the Supremo

Court of Maine. A difference of opinion oc

curring between Governor Wells and himself

upon the appointing power, Judge Davis was

removed from office, but, upon a change in the

political character of the State, was reap

pointed the following year, and again in 1864.

In the spring of 1866 he was commissioned as

postmaster of Portland, and relinquished the

law for a time. In 1870 his commission was

renewed for another term of office. Judge Da

vis always took an acti ve part in the temperance

reform, and was instrumental to a large degree

in shaping tho legislation of the State upon that

question. He was also an original antislavery

man, and one of the founders of the Republican

party. He was a graceful and forcible writer.

He wrote much for tho newspapers of his na

tive State and for the New York Independent,

and contributed frequently to the pages of

magazines and religious periodicals. A few

years, ago he published a volume, of a religious

character, entitled "The Beautiful City."

Aug. 14.—Boggs, Rev. Geoege W., a Pr«-

byterian clergyman and missionary ; died in

Pickens County, S. 0. In 1831 he embarked for

India as a missionary, and was stationed at

Ahmednuggur, where he labored zealous!;-

until failing health compelled him to retire

and devote his remaining strength to the dis

tribution of religious books. He was a man

of remarkably sincere faith and purity of life

Aug. 19.—Crowell, Rev. William, D. D.. s

clergyman, journalist, and author; died a;

Flanders, N. J., aged 65 years. He was bora

at Middlefield, Mass., in 1806, received a veiy

thorough academical education, and entered

the ministry in the Baptist denomination. He

was pastor for some years at Waterville, He.

In 1838 Brown University conferred on him

the degree of A. M., and the same year he took

the editorial charge of the Christian Waki-

man, the loading Baptist periodical in Ne*

England, to which he had previously been a

large contributor. He conducted this pape:

with great ability till 1848, when it was con

solidated with the Christian Reflector, and Mr,

Crowell went West and edited for several Tear?

the Western Watchman at St, Louis. Duriij

the war and subsequently he was pastor of a

church in Central Illinois, and had, we believe,

some connection, either temporary or per

manent, with Shnrtleff College, Alton, 111. In

1857 Rochester University conferred on Mb

the degree of D. D. Dr. Crowell was a vigorom

and elegant writer. His published writings,

aside from editorials, were mostly denomina

tional. He wrote a number of Sunday-scM

books, several of them of great merit ; a vain-

able work on Church polity, entitled "Re

Church-member's Manual; " and a "Histor?

of Baptist Literature for Fifty Years," for tie

Missionary Jubilee volume.

Aug. 21.—Barnes, Hon. Phineas, a jour

nalist and Professor of Languages; died in

Portland, Me., aged 60 years. Ho graduate

at Bowdoin College in 1829 ; was Professor of

Greek and Latin at the Waterville Cofee

from 1834 to 1839, editor of the Portland Ad

vertiser for six years, and also solicitor ct

the Grand Trunk Railway, director of the

Portland Savings-Bank, trustee of the Atlan

tic and St. Lawrence Sinking Fund, the Maine

General Hospital, and the State Agricultural

College. Mr. Barnes was formerly a leader in

tho Whig party in Maine, and was candidal

for Governor on the Bell-Everett ticket a

1860.
Aug. 23.—Tat, Brevet Brigadier-Genera

CnARLES H., New Jersey Volunteers; died

near Crystal Lake, Minn., aged 35 years. »•

was a native of New Jersey. ' In I860, durin?

a temporary residence in New York, he joint

the Seventh Regiment of National Guards, »m

in 1861 went with that regiment when sum

moned for the protection of Washington- ob

taining leave, he returned to his native city,

Newark, joined the Second Regiment of 3?

Jersey Volunteers, was made captain, and ven
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to the front under the command of General

Kearney, with whom his intelligence and bold

ness made him a marked favorite. At the

close of the war he was brevetted brigadier-

general by the Governor of New Jersey. He

left his home early in July last for Minnesota,

in the vain hope of obtaining relief for the

disease of which he died, consumption.

Aug. 24.—Rand, Rev. Asa, a Congregational

clergyman and journalist; died in Ashburn-

ham, Mass., aged 88 years. He was a native

of Rindge, N. H., a graduate of Dartmouth in

1806, and ordained in January, 1809. After a

pastorate of thirteen years in Gorham, Me.,

Mr. Rand became the first editor of the- Chris

tian Mirror, and subsequently was editor of

the Boston Recorder. He was one of the early

abolitionists of New England, and to his writ

ings the late Governor Andrew ascribed his

antislavery convictions.

Aug. 26.—Mason, Rev. Sumner R., D. D.,

on eminent Baptist clergyman ; was killed by

the railroad collision at Revere, Mass., in

the 62d year of his age. He graduated at

Madison University and the Hamilton Theo

logical Seminary, was settled at Lockport, N.

Y., for a time, and in 1855 became pastor of

the church in Cambridgeport, where he took

a prominent place as an able preacher, and

was active in promoting the cause of educa

tion and every public interest. He was a mem

ber of the Executive Committee of the Mis

sionary Union, and at the last anniversary

delivered the annual sermon. At the time

of his death, Dr. Mason was on his way to

Beverly, on an exchange of pulpits.

Aug. 27.—Boardman, William Wiiiting,

LL. D., a former political leader in Connect

icut; died in New Haven, Conn., aged 77

years. He was born in New Milford, Conn.,

October 10, 1794; graduated from Yale Col

lege in 1812 ; studied law at Litchfield and

Cambridge, and practised with success. He

was for some years Judge of Probate for the

New Haven District ; was for several years a

member of the State Legislature, and for one

or two terms Speaker of the House, and repre

sented tho New Haven District in Congress in

1841-1843. Trinity College conferred on him

the degree of LL. D. in 1863.

Aug. 27.—Van Meter, Mrs. Louisa Hooker,

an estimable and accomplished lady, for twen

ty-three years a missionary of the American

Baptist Missionary Union, in Burmah ; died

at Bassein, Burmah, aged 46 years. She was

born at Irondequoit, N. Y., April 19, 1825,

educated at the Female Seminary, Hamilton,

N. Y. ; married to the Rev. Henry L. Van

Meter, in 1848, and sailed in October of that

year for Bnrmah. She had been indefatigable

in her labors among the Karen women and

children, had established schools and religious

meetings, and prepared numerous books and

primers in the Karen language for them. In

1868 she visited the United States, and after a

few months went back to her work greatly

cheered and encouraged, ner husband died

in 1870. (See Van Meter, American Annual

Cyclopedia, 1870.) Her last illness was brief,

but very painful.

Sept. 8.—O'Donnell, Daniel Kane, a jour

nalist and author ; died in Philadelphia, aged

29 years. He was born in that city in 1842,

and educated at Girard College. After a little

experience at the printing business, he became
editor of a Philadelphia weekly literary jour- •

nal, to which he contributed many poems and

criticisms. He joined Forney's Press in 1862

as news editor, then became one of the leader

writers, and ultimately night editor. He

wrote a criticism on Fry's Opera of " Notre

Dame " which attracted general attention, and

gave him a wide-spread reputation. About

1864 Mr. O'Donnell followed Sherman's army

as chief correspondent of tho Press, and wrote

many excellent letters. General Woodford

made him Assistant Superintendent of Educa

tion in Charleston, and to that work he de

voted himself with enthusiastic earnestness.

He resigned his position on the Press in 1865,

removed to New York City and was appointed .

index register on the Tribune. The year

following he became one of the editorial writ

ers, and musical critic, and in the spring of

1867 was sent to Mexico to recruit his health,

and describe the reconstruction of that coun

try for the columns of that journal, no re

mained there until 1868, and then went to Cu

ba, to report the progress of the revolutionary

movement. Returning in 1869, he resumed

his editorial duties in the Tribune office, de

voting himself chiefly to the foreign depart

ment. In the course of the year he resigned,

and subsequently resided in Philadelphia,

spending what strength his failing health left

him in preparing a volume on Mexico (which •

is still unpublished), and writing a little for

the magazines. As early as 1863 he had pub

lished in Philadelphia a volume of poems en

titled " The Song of Iron and the Song of

Slaves, with other Poems." This book com

manded more than usual consideration, and

occasioned an animated debate upon the li

cense of poetic diction. He subsequently

wrote the poems of " The Fish-Market," " Tho

Cobbler's Hour," "St. Cecilia," and "Birds in

the Square," first published in the Indepen

dent.

Sept. 9.—Foote, Charles C, M. D., an emi

nent physician, died in New Haven, Conn.

He was a native of Jamestown, Chautauqua

County, N. Y., and stood high in his pro-,

fession.

Sept. 10.—Gat, Brevet-Colonel and Major

Ebenezer, U. 8. A., a brave and skilful officer ;

died at Nashua, N. H. He entered West Point

in 1850, but, owing to the breaking of his leg

at cavalry drill, and subsequent illness, he did

not graduate till 1855, when he entered the

army as brevet second-lieutenant of dragoens ;

served on the frontier and in quelling the Kan

sas disturbances as a second-lieutenant of dra
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goons in 1857-60 ; was engaged in the surprise

of the Utah Indian encampment in 1859 ; and

at the commencement of the war was made

captain in the Sixteenth Infantry ; fought in

the battles of Shiloh and Perryville, for the

latter receiving the rank of brevet major. He

served also with distinguished bravery in com

mand of the cavalry and outposts at Lexing

ton, and covering the retreat of the Army of

Kentucky to Louisville in 1862. lie took part

in the pursuit of General John Morgan, and, in

command of the Sixteenth Infantry (Army of

the Cumberland), in the Chattanooga cam

paign, and led that regiment at the battle of

Lookout Mountain. lie received his brevet

lieutenant-colonel's commission for gallant and

meritorious services during the Atlanta cam

paign. On the further increase of the army in

1666, he was appointed major of the Thirty-

fourth Infantry, which position he held until

the reduction of tho military force. After

that time he resided in Philadelphia, until,

enfeebled by disease, he went to Nashua, to

die among his kindred.

Sept. 10.—Hall, Rev. Albert G., D. D., a

Presbyterian clergyman ; died in Rochester,

N. Y. Ho commenced life as a printer, and

in 1830 was the publisher of tho Rochester

Observer, a religious weekly then maintained

in that city, and subsequently absorbed by

the Neu> York Evangelist. He was licensed

by the Presbytery of Rochester, July 1, 1835,

and first settled as pastor of the Presbyterian

Church in the littlo village of Penfield, about

five miles northeast of Rochester. His talents

and promise as a preacher were at once seen

and acknowledged, and ho was called to the

Third Presbyterian Church in the city of Roch

ester, in 1840, which position he continued to

hold for a period of thirty years. He was a

faithful and diligent pastor, and honored

throughout the denomination.

Sept. 11.—Tottkn, Brigadier and Brevet

Major-General James, U. S. A., an able officer;

died in Sedalia, Mo., aged 55 years. He was

nominated from Pennsylvania to the West

Point Military Academy in 1837, and four years

later received the rank of brevet lieutenant in

the Second Artillery. He served in the Flor

ida and Mexican Wars ; was made first-lieuten

ant in 1847, and in 1857 and 1858 aided in

quelling the disturbances in Kansas and on

the frontier. In February, 1861, he was com

pelled to evacuate the arsenal at Little Rock,

Ark., where ho was in command. He served

with Generals Lyons and Fremont in Missouri,

as chief of artillery. Under General Halleck

he roso to the command of a division, and

afterward to be Inspector-General of the De

partment of the Missouri, finishing his war

record by commanding the artillery in the

siege of Mobile in 1865. no was brevetted

major-general, March 13, 1865, for gallant and

meritorious service in the field, was made In

spector-General of the Division of the Atlantio

in 1865, and of the Department of the East in

1806. General Totten's service in the anuv

ended in 1870.

Sept. 15.—TnACKEis, Habvet, a venerable

pioneer, son-in-law of Daniel Boone ; died in

Shasta County, California, aged 128 years.

Ho was born in Buncombe County, N. C, about

1743. He was thirty-eight years of age when

the Revolutionary War broke out, and it is said

that he served after he was seventy, under

General Jackson, at the battle of New Orleans,

under Harrison at the battle of Tippecanoe, and

also in the Black Hawk War in Illinois.

Sept'. 15.—Van Vkciitex, Rev. Jacob, D.D.,

a clergyman of the Reformed (Dutch) Church;

died in Auburn, N. Y. He was formerly pas

tor of a church in Albany, and was the author

of some religious works.

Sept. 18.—Lon-qnecker, Henry O., a Penn

sylvania jurist; died at Lehigh, aged 49 years.

He was a soldier of the Mexican War, member

of Congress from 1858 to 1861 ; colonel of

the Ninth Pennsylvania Regiment during 1S61-

'63, and Judge of Lehigh County in 1867:

Sept. 18.—Stuart, Sidxet II., ex-Judge of

tho Police Court of New York ; died there,

aged 60 years. He was distinguished as a

criminal lawyer.

Sept. 19.—Holmes, Rev. Jonx Miltox, s

brilliant and eloquent Congregational clergy

man ; died in Jersey City, aged 35 years. H*

graduated at Yale College in the class of 1857,

and on the completion of his theological stud

ies accepted a call from the First Congrega

tional Church in Jersey City, and began his

ministry there in the fall of 1860. Immedi

ately he took rank among the best preachers

of the neighborhood, and his speech in Brook

lyn, at the Congregational Reunion in 186'

made him known to many people in New York

and Brooklyn. Mr. Holmes lost his health ui

the service of the Jersey City church, and ever

sinco his dismission from the pastorate, three

years ago, a regular salary had been paid him,

with the pledge that it should bo continued as

long as ho might need it. His songs, written

when in college, are still the chief dependence

at alumni gatherings.
Sept. 20.—Nichols, Edward W., a well-

known landscape-painter ; died in PeekslaB,

N. Y, aged 51 years. Ho was born in Oxford.

N. H, in 1820, and in his earlier years was

a teacher of sacred music in different parts ot

New England, where his dclicato tastes and

manly virtues won him many friends. He

subsequently studied law at Burlington, y,

and was admitted to the bar; but tnegow*1

ness of his nature unfitted him for the strug

gles of tho legal profession, and ho resolved to

be an artist. He pursued his art-studies for a

time in New York City as a pupil of Crops*.5',

but afterward went to Italy, whero he spew

two years with great profit and delight- wj

pictures were highly valued by good judge? oi

art, and but for his oxtremo modesty he

have taken a high rank in his profession.

Sept. 21.—Dakin, Lieutenant Geokgb
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U. S. A., captain of a volunteer battery in the

late war ; died at Key West, Fla., of yellow fe

ver. He was a native of New Hampshire, from

which State he was appointed in September,

1861. He entered the service as a private in

the First New Hampshire Volunteer Battery,

and rose through the grades of corporal, ser

geant, and first-sergeant, to be first-lieutenant

of the battery, to which he was commissioned

in December, 1864 ; in January, 1865, he was

commissioned captain of the same battery,

which he commanded until it was mustered

out in the summer of 1865. During the ser

vice with the battery he participated in the

campaign of the Armies of the Potomac in

1864 and 1865, until the capitulation of the

rebel forces at Appomattox Court-House, Va.

He was commissioned second-lieutenant Third

Artillery in February, and first-lieutenant in

July, 1866; was brevetted captain, to date

from March 2, 1867, for " gallant and merito

rious services at the battle of Sutherland Sta

tion." Lieutenant Dakin served with his regi

ment at Raleigh, N. C, Hilton Head, S. C,

Fort Adams, R. I., and Key West, Fla., acting

as regimental and post quartermaster, from

April to November, 1869. He passed through

the epidemic of yellow fever at Key West, in

the summer of 1869—to which one-fifth of

the command fell victims—and was in com

mand of his post until the above date, when

he was suddenly stricken down by the same

disease.

Sept. 22.—Abxold, Lieutenant-Colonel Lew

is G., U. S. A., a gallant artillery officer; died

in Boston, Mass., aged 54 years. Ho was ap

pointed a cadet in 1833 from the State of New

Jersey, graduated in 1837, and was attached

to the Second Artillery, with which he served

in the Florida War of 1837-38, in the Chero

kee country in 1888-'39, and on the Canada

frontier in 1840-41, during the border dis

turbances occasioned by the Canadian rebel

lion of 1837-'40. In 1846 he accompanied

his regiment to Mexico, and was engaged on

the southern line of operations under General

Scott, being present at the siege of Vera Cruz,

in which he was slightly wounded ; in the bat

tles of Cerro Gordo and Amozoque ; the cap

ture of San Antonio, and the battle of Churu-

busco. In the last-named battle he led his

company with conspicuous gallantry, and in

storming of the tete de pont was severely

wounded. His servico in Mexico was marked

by uniform good conduct and gallantry, and

at the close of the war two brevets were con

ferred upon him for his services in battle, that

of captain for the battles of Contreras and

Churubusco, that of major for the battle of

Chapultepec. He afterward served in Florida

again, and was present in some minor actions

with the Indians of that Territory. The com

mencement of the war in 1861 found Major

Arnold at the Dry Tortagas, from which he was

soon transferred with his command to Fort

Pickens. On the 9th of October tho Southern

forces crossed over from the main-land, and at

tacked the troops encamped on Santa Rosa

Island. The attack was repulsed, and the en

emy, being followed up by a force detached

for the purpose the next morning, under the

command of Major Arnold, recrossed to the

main-land. In the successive bombardments

Of Fort Pickens, which followed in November,

January, and May, Major Arnold, as executive

officer of the work, distinguished himself by

his energy, judgment, and gallantry. In rec

ognition of the value of his services on these

occasions, he was brevetted a lieutenant-colo

nel, to date from November 22, 1861 ; appointed

a brigadier-general of volunteers, to date from

January 24, 1862 ; and assigned to the com

mand of the Department of Florida, with his

headquarters first at Fort Pickens and after

ward at Pensacola. On the 1st of October,

1862, he was placed in command of the forces

at New Orleans and Algiers, Louisiana, which

command he retained until November 10th,

when, while on parade, he was disabled by a

stroke of paralysis, from which he never re

covered. In February, 1864, all hope of his

restoration to active life having been aban

doned, General Arnold was retired from active

service " on account of disability resnlting

from long and faithful service, and of disease

contracted in the line of duty."

Sept. 24.—Kelly, Captain James, Sixteenth

Infantry, U. S. A. ; died at Jackson, Miss. Ho

entered the service in April, 1861, as a captain

in the Sixty-ninth New York Volunteers, of

which he was promoted lieutenant-colonel in

September following. He was conspicuously

engaged in nearly all of the actions in which

the celebrated Irish Brigade—to which his

regiment was attached—participated during

tho war, in several of which he commanded

the regiment, and was severely wounded at

the first Bull Run and at Antietam. He was

appointed a captain in the Sixteenth Infantry

in October, 1861, but continued in service un

der his volunteer commission until March,

1864, when he joined his regiment at Chatta

nooga. For two years after the war he was

not in servico, but was reassigned to the Thir

ty-fourth Infantry in September, 1807, with

his original rank.

Sept. 25.—Seaveb, Colonel William, a

Democratic politician and journalist ; died in

Batavia, aged 82 years. He was one of tho

pioneers of Western New York, having emi

grated thither when tho country was little

more than a wilderness. He held the office

of Supervisor of Pembroke, Genesee County,

which at that period embraced a considerable

portion of what now constitutes the Seventh

and Eighth Judicial Districts of the State. In

1822 he removed to Batavia, and in 1836 was

appointed postmaster by General Jackson,

holding that office during a part of his admin

istration and during the administrations of

Presidents Van Buren, Polk, Pierce, and Bu

chanan. In 1844 he was a delegate to tho
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Democratic National Convention which nom

inated President Polk. For many years Colo

nel Soaver was editor and proprietor of, and

for some thirty years a contributor to, the

Batavia Spirit of the Times, a paper now in

the fifty-second year of its publication, and

favorably known to the press of the country.

Sept. 25.—SncTTLEWOETH, Colonel William

L., U. 8. Marino Corps ; died in Brooklyn.

He was appointed from New York, and entered

the service February 28, 1839, as first-lieuten

ant in the Marine Corps. In the Mexican War

he distinguished himself hy his bravery ; and

having been appointed first-lieutenant in

March, 1847, was brevetted captain for gallant

and meritorious conduct in the bombardment

and capture of Vera Cruz. At the time of his

death he held the rank of colonel in the U. S.

Marine Corps. He was attacked with paraly

sis a few years since, and placed on the re

tired list December 4, 1807.

Sept. 25.—Wesson, David, an old and influ

ential citizen of Brooklyn, N. Y. ; died there,

agod about 75 years. He was for many years

engaged in active business in New York, but

retired in consequence of impaired health in

1850. He had, however, continued to be a

prompt and faithful director and manager of

some of the leading banking-housos and insur

ance institutions with which he had long been

connected, and was greatly esteemed, by all

who knew him, for his sterling integrity and

the purity and dignity of his character.

Sept. 29.—Bullus, Commodore Oscak, U. S.

N. ; died in New York City. When about

eighteen years of ago he entered the Military

Academy at West Point, and after passing a

year at that institution resigned his cadetship,

entered the Navy as a midshipman, and passed

through a long term of varied and arduous sea

service with great credit. With Captain Bid-

die, he served in the Pacific during the com

mand of that gallant officer while representing

our neutral position and protecting American

commerce ; subsequently acted as flag-officer to

Commodore Elliot in the Mediterranean ; was

assigned to a separate command during the

Mexican war, and afterward appointed to a

command upon Lake Erie. While a midship

man and aloft on duty, a sling, or lift of the

yard, supporting him, parted, and he was

thrown into the " top," and but for the grasp

of a shipmate would have been precipitated to

the deck. An injury to the spine resulted,

which, although not at once materially inter

fering with duty, gradually developed in so

aggravated a form as nearly to paralyze the

lower extremities, and eventually so far unfit

ted him for active sea-service a3 to place him

npon the list of retired officers, to which posi

tion ho was assigned before the opening of the

late civil war, during which the important

duty of recruiting for the Navy, extensively

organized in Now York, was placed under his

intelligent and efficient supervision.

Sept. —.—Bbow.v, Rev. George, D. D., a

clergyman of the Prottstant Methodist Church,

and formerly editor of the Methodut Reeoritr,

died in Springfield, Ohio, aged 80 years. He

was for some time president of a college in

Uniontown, Pa., and was in the ministry more

than fifty-six years.

Sept. —.—Campbell, Lieutenant-Governor

Benjamin ; died at Austin, Texas, aged 41

years. He was born in Alabama, in 1830;

graduated at the East Tennessee University, at

Knoxville, and went to Texas in 1858. He

settled in Jefferson, and pursued the business

of a druggist : was appointed postmaster in

1865, was elected to the Constitutional Con

vention in 1868, and chosen President of the

Senate and Lieutenant-Governor on the elec

tion of Lieutenant-Governor J. Flanegan to

the United States Senate in April, 1870.

Oct. 1.—Washington, Colonel Lewis TT. of

a collateral branch of the family of the first

President ; died at Harper's Ferry, West Vs.

Ho was one of the hostages held by John

Brown in his famous raid on Harper's Ferrr

in 1859. He possessed a valuable collection

of relics of General Washington, among other;

the elegant sword sent by Frederick the Great

with the inscription, " From tho oldest gen

eral in the world to the greatest."

Oct. 7.—Howe, Fisher, a philanthropic citi

zen and author of Brooklyn, N. Y. ; died in that

city, aged 73 years. He was successful as a

business-man, and, having accumulated a hand

some fortune, gave liberally of his time and

moans to benevolent purposes. About 1852

ho made an extended tour in the East, and

after his return homo published a volume of

"Oriental and Sacred Scenes," an important

contribution to the literature of Bible lands.

A short time previous to his death he published

a valuablo treatise on the "True Site of the

Cross," the result of years of study, and dis

playing a wealth of biblical wisdom which

brought complimentary letters from some oi

tho best scholars in the country.
Oct. 7.—Pitbdt, Elijah, an influential Dem

ocratic politician of New York City; died

there. He had been alderman, and president

of the board ; a member of the Legislature,

and of the Tammany Society, and from hij

energy and political influence was often styled

the " War-Horse" of the Democracy.

Oct. 10.—McFabland, Rev. Fkascis, D. V,

an aged clergyman of the Southern Presby

terian Church ; died at Bethel, Vs., in the

84th year of his age. lie was born B

the county of Tyrone, province of Ulster, in

tho north part of Ireland. Coming to
conntry very early in life, he was educated at

Washington and Jefferson College, and Priuw

ton Sominary. He was a well-read theologian,

averse to speculations, but fond of friendly dis

cussions. His preaching, when in his prime,

was highly attractive, and often evinced great

Sower of thought, especially in illustration,

[is eminent piety, the uncommon soundness

of his judgment, his remarkable prudence and
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conciliatory spirit—though none were more in

flexibly firm and true to principle—gave his

opinions great weight, from the Church Ses

sion up to the General Assembly. In the

Assembly of 1856, having been chosen as the

Moderator, he presided over its deliberations

with a dignity and skill not only satisfactory

to all, but which excited general admiration.

Dr. McFarland was formerly Corresponding

Secretary of the Old School Presbyterian

Board of Education in Philadelphia.

Oct. 18.—Banks, David, a law-book pub

lisher ; died in New York, aged 85 years. He

was born in Newark, N. J., and began the

study of law in Now York in 1806, in the

office of Charles Brainard, whose partner he

afterward became. In 1809 he began the law-

publishing business with Stephen Gould, and

the establishment of Banks & Gould was

soon known as the most extensive of the kind

in tho country. For nearly ten years he held

the offices of Alderman and Assistant Alder

man, being President of tho Board of Alder

men part of that time. During the later years

of his life ho was President of the East River

Bank.

Oct. 15.—Petois, Theodore B., a young

scholar of remarkable attainments ; drowned

himself in the East Biver, Brooklyn, during a

temporary attack of insanity, aged 20 years,

lie was a son of Roger A. Pryor, of Virginia,

and was born July 3, 1851. He was an enthu

siastic student, and led his class at Princeton

in every study, although one of its youngest

members. He delighted in the highest ranges

of mathematical problems, and to exercise his

mind with questions that the ripest of our

scholars had not ventured to reach. All meta

physical subjects had a deep interest for him,

especially the metaphysics of theology. He

had strong religious tendencies, and the im

pression was, when at Princeton, that he

would enter the ministry. When he came to

graduate it was har(| to find a parallel for his

standing. For a hundred years no student

had stood so high, and tho one who came

nearest to him—a student whose college-life

is also historic—was Aaron Burr, who gradu

ated just a hundred years ago. The highest

average mark in the college is 100. Young

Pryor's average was 99.9. He gained the Jay

Cooke Prize of $1,000 for excellence in mathe

matics, and a year ago went to England, and

entered at Cambridge. The same success at

tended him there as ot Princeton. He re

mained five months, and received a scholar

ship. When he returned to America he was

affectionately urged, in a letter from the mas

ter of his college at Cambridge, to resume his

studies, as all academical honors awaited him.

His intention, when he left college, was to en

ter tho ministry. Finally, he concluded to be

come a lawyer. At tho time of his death he

was pursuing his studies at the law school,

where hi3 preeminence was as marked as it

had been at Princeton and Cambridge. Short

ly before his death, signs of mental weariness

were seen, but too late to avert the conse

quences.

Oct. 18.—Whittlesey, Captain and Brevet-

Major CnABLES H., Thirteenth Infantry U. 8.

A., a brave young officer of volunteers in the

late war, who was transferred to the regular

army at its close ; died at Fort Bridger, Wy

oming Territory. He was a native of Connect

icut, and entered the army from New York,

having been appointed captain of the Thir

tieth Infantry Jnly 28, 1866, and assigned to

the Thirteenth Infantry, September 1, 1869.

During the war he served as major of volun

teers, and was brovetted brigadier-general of

volunteers.

Oct. 20.—Atwood, Lieutenant William,

U. 8. A., aide-de-camp and acting assistant ad

jutant-general on the staff of Brigadier-Gen

eral P. St. George Cook, U. 8. A., commanding

the Department of the Lakes; lost during a

tempest on Lake Huron. Soon after the com

mencement of the late war he entered the

Independent Pennsylvania Battery, which was

organized in Pittsburg, engaged in active ser

vice throughout the war, and was in many of

the prominent battles. Before the close of the

war he was made a captain in the volunteer

force, with the brevet rank of major. He en

tered the regular army in March, 1866, being

attached to the Nineteenth Infantry. In the

month of July, 1867, he was commissioned

second-lieutenant, and promoted to the place

of first-lieutenant during the year 1869. In

December, 1870, he was assigned to the Twen

ty-first U. 8. Infantry, stationed in Detroit, in

which position he was serving at the time he

was lost, having been up the lakes to attend a

court-martial.

Oct. 20.—Gbosveitob, Colonel Thomas W.,

prosecuting attorney of Chicago ; was killed in

that city, aged 87 years. He was a native of

Utica, N. Y., was educated for the law, and

admitted to the Illinois bar in 1857. At the

commencement of the late war he joined tho

Twelfth Illinois Volunteer Cavalry as cap

tain, and served during the entire war with

honor, losing an arm in the service. He was

brevetted brigadier-general. After the war,

he became the city editor of the Chicago Even

ing Pott, subsequently resigning his position,

and accepting tho appointment of district

Government inspector of tobacco and cigars.

He afterward resigned that position, and re

sumed the practice of law, and lastly was ap

pointed City Prosecuting Attorney by the

Common Council. During the confusion follow

ing the great fire in Chicago, when the city

was placed under martial law, Colonel Gros-

venor refused to stop at the challenge of tho

gentry, and was shot, in obedience to orders.

Oct 20.—Smith, Riohabd M., U. 8. Indian

Agent ; was lost during a tempest on Lake

Huron. He was formerly a resident of Penn

Yan, N. Y., but removed to Detroit about the

year 1850, and during a period of twenty
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years was connected with the Indian office for

the District of Michigan, first as a subordinate,

and afterward as chief, but always as tho most

efficient person, whatever his position. All

his peouniary transactions between the Gov

ernment and the Indians were conducted

with the strictest honor and integrity, under

the conscientious belief that his duty was to

devote his entire time and strength to the

public service, and that he was at liberty to

make no gain beyond his salary. Carrying

out iD good faith all the means devised for the

education, Christianization, and civilization of

the Indians, and protecting them as far as lay

in his power from the rapacity of greedy spec

ulators, he accomplished a great work, and his

sudden death is an almost irreparable loss, not

only to that people, but to the region round

about. It was his thorough devotion to the

interests of others which led him to be a pas

senger upon the ill-fated Coburn. He had a

large amount of money in his possession for

tho purpose of paying off the Indians. His

duties required him to visit Lake Michigan

ports, but he stated to a friend at the Sault

that tho season was getting so late, and the

lake so rough, that he did not wish to take all

the funds in his possession to Lake Michigan.

He therefore determined to carry them to De

troit, and go thence with such small amounts

as might be required at the points to be vis

ited, and it was while engaged in this duty

that he was lost.

Oct. 21.—Phelan, MicitAEi., a skilful bil

liard-player, and manufacturer of billiard-ta

bles ; died in New York, aged 55 years. He

was born in Kilkenny County, Ireland, in

1816, and at an early age came to this coun

try, and apprenticed himself to a silversmith

and jeweller. During his leisure hours he

amused himself with the game of billiards,

and soon became an accomplished player. He

served engagements with several billiard firms

in New York City, and went to Ireland in 1851

to give exhibitions for the benefit of his suf

fering countrymen. On his return he opened

rooms on Broadway, where he remained a

few years, and finally went to San Francisco.

After a series of unfortunate speculations he

returned to Now York, and entered into the

manufacture of billiard-tables. The spacious

billiard-rooms over which he presided afford

ed an opportunity for a higher order of patron

age, and the game was introduced into the

home circle through improved appliances of

his manufacture. Ho took a prominent part

in billiard-contests, and was uniformly suc

cessful.

Oct. 22.—Sitekwood, William, a venerable

teacher and author ; died at Great Barrington,

Mass., aged 86 years. He was born February 27,

1786, in Greenfield, Conn., where he received

his early religious training under the pastoral

care of the Rev. Timothy Dwight, D. D., af

terward President of Yale College. Removing

in his youth to Newark, N. J., he pursued his

classical studies under the instruction of the

Rev. Dr. Griffin. Having decided to make

teaching the business of his life, he opened a

classical school in New York in 1815, which

he continued with marked success. Many

men of high position, both in mercantile and

professional life, own their celebrity to his

faithfulness in their early training. Daring

this period of labor he prepared a valuable

school-book entitled "Self-Culture," having

for its object a correct and natural elocution,

and which received strong recommendations

from high authorities. Nothing ever appeared

in print from his pen after this, with the ex

ception of a few pieces of fugitive poetry.

During a few of his last years he spent his

winters in Charleston and St. Louis. In his

eighty-fourth year he took an overland trip

with some members of his family to Cali

fornia, spending a winter there with his chil

dren.

Oct. 28.—Tcstix, Rev. Septimtjs, D. D., I

Presbyterian clergyman and author ; died in

Washington, D. C. In 1836 he was chaplain

of the University of Virginia; was elected

chaplain to the House of Representatives of

the United States in 1840; was subsequently

reelected to the same position, and afterward

was chaplain to the United States Senate. He

was formerly pastor of the F-Street Church in i

Washington, and of churches in Pennsylvania

and Maryland, to all of which he ministered

with fidelity and success. Upon several occa

sions Dr. Tustin served as moderator in the

several courts of the Presbyterian Church, and

was distinguished for the ability and courtesy

with which he presided. He was president of

the Board of Trustees of Lafayette College,

Easton, Pa., and at the time of "his death was

acting pastor of the Fifteenth Street Presby

terian (colored) Church. The honorary degree

of D. D. was conferred on him by the trustees

of Jefferson College, Pa.
Oct. —.—Dat, Rev. Samuel Stearxs, an

American Baptist minister and missionary to

India; died in Cortlandville, N. Y, aged 63

years. He was bora in Leeds County, Canada

West (now Ontario), in 1808, united with the

Baptist Church in 1825, entered Hamilton Lit

erary and Theological Institution (now Madi

son University) in 1831, and graduated in 183j-

Ho was ordained and sailed for India in August

of the same year, landing at Calcutta in Feb

ruary, 1830, and proceeding at once to Viziga-

patam, and in 1837 to Madras for greater con

venience in acquiring the language and enter

ing upon his work. He was designated to tM

Teloogoos, a large and intelligent raco of H">-

doos, numbering about 14,000,000, OOOTPJW

tho country between Orissa and Madras, on

the southeast coast of Ilindostan. Mr. Day

moved to Nellore, in the centre of his field, »

1840, and labored zealously among the Teloo

goos for eighteen years, except a short visit w

this country in 1845. In 1863, eomr»

broken in health, for the climate of the 1
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coast is deadly to Americans and Englishmen,

he was compelled to return to the United

States, with his life-work but partially accom

plished. He lingered in much suffering and

feebleness, though with unfailing patience, for

eight years. Where he had toiled alone and

almost without apparent results, the power of

oaste is now broken, numerous flourishing

churches are established, and a theological

seminary for the training of native preachers

is organized and prospering.

Oct. —.—MoOlbaby, Captain and Brevet

Brigadier-General James, U. S. A., a gallant

soldier of the late war ; died in New York City.

He entered the military service as captain

of the Forty-first Ohio Regiment. He after

ward entered the regular army, and was mus

tered out of service at Columbus, Ohio, with

the rank of brevet* brigadier-general of the

U. S. Army and commissioned as captain of

the Forty-fifth Regiment of U. S. Infantry.

His commissions in the regular army bore date

July 28, 1866, and March, 1867. He subse

quently settled in St. Mary's Parish, Louisiana,

where he purchased a plantation. He joined

the Republican ranks in politics. General Mc-

Cleary was elected a member of Congress by

the Republicans from St. Mary's, La. ; but the

duties of his war campaign in the field had

impaired his health to such an extent, that he

was unable to take his seat last session. He

returned to Ohio in the month of August. His

health failing continually, he finally came to

New York, with the hope of bettering his

physical condition by treatment.

Oct. —.—Smith, Rev. James, D. D., a Pres

byterian clergyman, American consul at Dun

dee, Scotland ; died there. He was a Scotch

man by birth, and early in life a confirmed

infidel, but soon after his emigration to this

country was converted and turned his atten

tion to the ministry. He became distinguished

in the Old School Presbyterian Church in

Kentucky and Illinois, his last pastoral charge

being the First Presbyterian Church in Spring

field, 111., which Abraham Lincoln attended.

Shortly after his inauguration as president, he

appointed Dr. Smith United States consul at

Dundee, which position he held until his

death.

Nov. 3.—Adams, Rev. Ezea Eastman, D. D.,

a Presbyterian clergyman and author ; died at

Oxford, Pa., aged 58 years. He was born at

Nashua, N. II., about 1814, and graduated at

Dartmouth College in 1836. About 1840 he

became chaplain to the seamen at Havre in

France, where for a period of ten years he

labored with great earnestness and success.

After travelling extensively in Europe he re

turned to America, and in 1854 accepted the

pastorate of the Pearl Street Congregational

Church at Nashua, N. H., where he spent Bix

years. In 1860 he removed to Philadelphia,

and entered into the service of the Foreign

Evangelical Society, but was soon after invited

to take charge of a new enterprise, which

grew under his efficient labors and eloquent

preaching into the present Broad Street

Church of that city. His arduous labors, how

ever, undermined his health, and he was com

pelled to relinquish his pastoral charge. lie

was then, in 1867, called to a professorship of

theology in Lincoln University, near Oxford,

Pa., a position which he held at the time of

his death. In 1870 he added to his labors

some editorial work upon the Presbyterian.

Dr. Adams was the author of several poems

of great merit, and his fine poetic taste often

imparted a charm to the productions of his

pen, almost unconsciously to himself.

Nov. 5.—Loeino, Fbedebick W., a journal

ist, magazinist, and author ; was killed by the

Indians near Wickenburg, A. T., aged 25 years.

He was born in Newtonville, Mass. ; studied

at Phillips Academy, Andover, and graduated

at Harvard College in 1870. "While at Harvard,

and, even before, at Andover, he evinced more

than ordinary ability, and acquired some dis

tinction as a writer of gay and lively verse,

and as contributor to the Harvard Advocate,

a paper published by the students. Mr. Loring,

in the brief period after he left college, was

connected with both the Boston Advertiser and

Every Saturday, and contributed to the At

lantic Monthly, Old and New, and the Inde

pendent. He also published two volumes, one

of which, " Two College Friends," an essay in

sustained fiction, was favorably received, and

led to his being invited to form one of the

authors, selected from the ablest in New Eng

land, who were jointly to write a serial story

for Old and New. In the spring of 1871 ho

was induced to join, as a newspaper corre

spondent, the expedition of Lieutenant Wheeler

of the army, who had been appointed by the

Government to explore Arizona, and he had

already contributed several exceedingly valu

able letters to Appletons1 Journal.

Nov. 6.—Stanton, Colonel David, Auditor-

General-elect, of Pennsylvania, died at New

Brighton, Pa., aged 42 years. He was a son

of the late Dr. Benjamin Stanton, of Ohio, and

a nephew of the late Secretary Stanton, and

was born in 1829. After studying medicine,

and graduating at the Cleveland Medical Col

lege, and the University of Pennsylvania, ho

removed, at the age of twenty-one, to New-

Brighton, Beaver County, where he commenced

the practice of medicine, and continued to reside

to the time of his death. In August, 1861, ho

entered the army as surgeon of the First Penn

sylvania Cavalry, and was connected with the

Army of the Potcttnao until promoted to the

post of surgeon of U. S. Volunteers, in

November, 1862, from which date, until ho

resigned, in December, 1865, he acted as Su

perintendent of Hospitals, and as assistant and

acting Medical Director of the Northern De

partment, on the staff of Generals Heintzelman

and Hooker. In 1864 he was brevetted lieu

tenant-colonel, and in 1865 was made brevet

colonel. At the Republican State Convention,
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held in May, 1871, ho was from tho first the

strongest candidate for the auditor-general-

Bhip, and his nomination gave universal satis

faction throughout the State. Dr.- Stanton

was of Quaker descent, and an abolitionist of

the old school.

Nov. 6.—Hoyt, Miss Hajtnaii, an eminent

teacher ; died in New Brunswick, N. J., aged

66 years. She was born in Darien, Conn., in

1805, and at the age of sixteen entered upon

the profession of teaching. In 1838 she be

came principal of a female seminary in New

Brunswick, and had held that position with

honor for a period of thirty-three years. Her

system of instruction was thorough, and the

rapid progress of her pupils reflected great

credit upon her qualifications as an instructor.

She- was a woman of remarkable executive

ability, and a thorough enthusiast in her pro

fession.

Nov. 7.—Gbeooby, General Edgar M., U.

S. Marshal for Philadelphia ; died in that city.

In early life he was a resident of Deposit, Dela

ware County, N. Y. Subsequently he removed

to Cincinnati, where he was engaged in busi

ness for several years, and occupied a position

of influence. Upon the outbreak of the late

war, ho entered into the service of the Gov

ernment, and passed through twenty-two en

gagements. At the close of the war he served,

first in Texas, and afterward in Maryland, as

assistant commissioner of the Freedmen's Bu

reau, after whicli he held the office of U. S.

Marshal for the Eastern District of Penn

sylvania.

Nov. 13.—Cookman, Rev. Alfbed, D. D., a

Methodist clergyman ; died at Newark,, N. J.,

aged 44 years. He was a son of Rev. George

Oookman, one of the most eloquent preachers

of his time, and who was lost at sea in the

steamer President. The son, while yet a boy,

commenced preaching in Baltimore. He after

ward joined the Philadelphia Conference, and

successively filled a number of pastoral terms

at various churches in Philadelphia, Harris-

burg, Wilmington, New York, and other cities,

with great acceptance.

Nov. 18.—Howabd, Captain William A.,

United States revenue marine service ; died

at Greenport, L. I., aged 64 years. He was

born in the State of Maine, in the year 1807,

distinguished himself as a lad by leading an

expedition to cut out and rescue an American

vessel seized by tho English for infringing the

fishery-laws. At the age of seventeen, he en

tered the U. S. Navy. In 1828 he resigned

his commission in the Navy to receive a cap

taincy in the revenue marine, being appointed

to the command at the age of twenty-one. He

was successful in saving and assisting vessels

in distress on tho coast of New England. In

appreciation of his services, the merchants of

Boston presented him with a valuable service

of 'silver. In 1848 the German Confederacy

appointed him second in command of the fleet

on the Weser, and he there constructed a navy-

yard and dock, and remained in charge until

the breaking up of the fleet. At the com

mencement of the late American war, Captain

Howard raised a regiment of marine artillery,

which was attached to the Burnside expedition.

Returning North, he commenced organizing,

in New York, a new regiment of heavy artil

lery, and raised 2,500 men, who were detailed

to active service with the Army of the James,

he, as Colonel Howard, commanding the de

fences around Portsmouth and Norfolk, and at

the close of the war resumed his commission

as captain in the revenue marine, visiting

every port where custom-house duties were

collected throughout the Union, travelling

40,000 miles in fourteen months, and was then

by Government detailed on special duty, and

sent to Alaska to hoist the American flag over

our new possessions there* The last service

of Captain Howard to the Government was

the superintending last year of the building in

New York of several steam launches for the

revenuo marine.

Nov. 20.—Duxn, Oscab J., Lieutenant-Gov

ernor of Louisiana ; died in New Orleans,

aged 51 years. He was born in Louisiana, of

slave parents, and, as soon as he was old enough

for manual labor, was bought by a firm in the

plastering-trade, but soon after reaching his

majority he ran away from his owners. When

the war broke out lie warmly sympathized

with the Union cause, but had no chance to

give it practical aid until General Butler en

tered New Orleans, when he enlisted in the

first regiment of colored troops raised in Loui

siana, and in time won his way to a captaincy,

the highest line rank permitted to his race in

the army as then'constituted. He proved an

efficient officer, but resigned when he found

that an incompetent person had been promoted

to the rank of major, to which he (Dunn) was

justly entitled. When the national cause

triumphed, Captain Dunn became prominent

in promoting the reconstruction of the State

government of Louisiana. He had acquired

considerable wealth, and was held in high

esteem by the citizens of his own color. He

ultimately attained tho office of Lieutenant-

Governor, and discharged his duties with aver

age ability and success. Upon his death, dis

tinguished honors were paid to his remains,

and his funeral procession was one of the largest

ever seen in New Orleans.

Nov. 26.—Lixdkmak, Hebmas, a German

revolutionist and editor ; died at Jefferson City,

Mo. In 1849 he was sentenced to death for par

ticipating in the revolution in Saxony, but es

caped to this country, and at the time of his

death was editor of the St. Louit Zcitung.

Nov. 27.—Fletcher, Rev. Hobace, D! D., a

Baptist clergyman ; died in Townshend, Vt,

aged 75 years. He was a brother of Judge

Richard Fletcher, of Boston, Mass. ; was born

in Cavendish, Vt., graduated at Dartmouth

College, studied law, and practised his pro

fession for several years in his native town.
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The legal profession proving distasteful, he

accepted a position as instructor in the academy

at North Bennington. Having subsequently-

been licensed to preach, he was invited to take

the pastoral charge of the Baptist Church there,

which he accepted in 1843, and held with

great acceptance until his death.

Nov. 27.—Runton, Judge Pbteb P., an able

jurist of New Jersey; died in New Bruns-

wiok, -aged 84 years. He was a graduate of

Rutgers College, and entered the legal pro

fession, in which he attained distinction, and

was elevated to the bench, where he won a

high reputation as a jurist. He had been an

active and prominent leader in the affairs of

the Baptist denomination in the State, with

which he had been connected for nearly fifty

years.

Nov. 28.—Carroll, Mrs. Bridoet, an Irish

centenarian ; died in New York City, aged 102

years. She was born in the parish hospital,

County Limerick, Ireland, in October, 1769.

Her parents died in Ireland at the ages of

forty-one and sixty-seven respectively. Her

father was a poor weaver, with a large family,

for whom his best exertions were often insuf

ficient to provide support. She married at the

age of thirty-three, and gavo birth to ten chil

dren, eight of whom are#now alive in this

country and in Ireland. Her husband died

thirty years ago, at the age of seventy-six.

She had thirty-seven grandchildren, of whom

twenty-six are living, the eldest being in his

thirty-fourth year, and four great grand-chil

dren, of whom the oldest is in his fifth year.

"When she arrived in this country, eight years

ago, she had not an unsound tooth. At the

age of ninety-eight she fell on the sidewalk on

New-Year's day and wrenched her hip, which

disabled her from taking a long daily walk, to

which she was accustomed. Within a few

days of her death she would sew and mend

stockings, being able, without spectacles, to

thread the finest cambric needle.

Nov. 30.—Millwabd, Hon. William, mem

ber of Congress from the Western District of

Pennsylvania ; died at Kirkwood, Del. He

was a native of Pennsylvania, and during the

war served as United States Marshal of his

district

Nov. —.—Quinn, Rev. Thomas, a Roman

Catholic priest; died in Providence, R. I.

During the war he was chaplain of the First

Regiment Rhode Island Volunteers, and dis

tinguished himself for his loyalty, courage,

and fidelity in scenes of danger.

Dee. 2.—Davis, Rt. Rev. TnoMAS Frederick,

D. D., Episcopal Bishop of South Carolina ;

died at Camden, S. C. He had formerly been

an active and efficient home missionary, con

tinuing in the work even after he had become

blind. For several years previous to his death

he was partially incapacitated for the perform

ance of his episcopal duties.

Dee. 2.—Maodonouoii, Captain Charles S.,

U. S. Navy; died at Montclair, N. J., aged

62 years. He was born in Connecticut, in

1819, and was the eldest son of the late Com

modore Thomas Macdonough. He was ap

pointed to the Navy from New York, on April

8, 1835, and saw service successively in the

Mediterranean, on the coast of Africa, on the

Pacific station, again on the coast of Africa,

then on the Pacific station again, on the Bra

zilian station, on the coast of Africa for the

third time, and in 1861 was placed on the re

tired list. Subsequent to that date, however,

ho was employed on the receiving-ships at

New York and Portsmouth, N. H., his service

terminating in 1865. In May, 1848, he had

attained the rank of lieutenant, and in 1857

was commissioned as captain. For some time

past he had been in failing health, and his

death ultimately resulted from paralysis.

Dee. 4.—Smith, Major Thomas L., First Au

ditor of the Treasury; died in Washington,

D. O, aged 84 years. He was born in Din

widdle County, Va., in 1787. His ancestors

were connected with the history of the coun

try from its foundation, his father having been

sent to France on a diplomatic mission, where

he died. He was then brought up by his un

cle, Prof. Granville B. Smith, at that time

President of William and Mary College. In

1812 he was commissioned a major in the reg

ular army ; resigning, he married an English

lady, then in Philadelphia, colebrated for her

beauty and accomplishments. He removed to

New York, served in the Legislature of that

State, and was elected President of the City

Bank, which position he resigned upon the

personal solicitation of General Jackson, to

accept the position of Registrar of the U. S.

Treasury, finally arriving at the post of First

Auditor, which he retained until his death.

He possessed literary tastes of a high order,

and was for many years a constant contributor

to the press, in prose as well as poetry.

Dee. 6.—Nelson, Rev. John, D. D., a Con

gregational clergyman ; diod in Leicester, Mass.,

aged 85 years. He was born in Worcester,

Mass., in 1785, and graduated at Williams Col

lege. In 1813 he was ordained pastor of the

Congregational Church in Leicester, where his

whole ministerial life, extending over a period

of fifty-eight years, was passed. From 1844

he had a colleague, and for eighteen years pre

vious to his death was an invalid.

Dee. 10.—Hiobee, Rev. Edward Y., D. D.,

an Episcopalian clergyman ; died in New York

City, aged 70 years. He was for a time chap

lain of the U. S. Senate, and for tuanv years

previous to his death was Assistant Minister

of Trinity Parish, New York.

Dee. 11.—Strtker, Rev. Herman B., a cler

gyman of the Reformed (Dutch) Church ; died

on Staten Island, aged 78 years. He came of

an honored ancestry of remarkable ministerial

talent. He served in the War of 1812.

Dee. 12.— Gardiner, Rev. , D. D., a

Roman Catholio priest ; died in Brooklyn,

L. I., aged 32 years. In early youth he went
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to Rome and became a student in the Ameri

can College, where he became thoroughly-

versed in the- history and dogmas of his

Church. On the. completion of his fourth year

of theology, ho stood an examination, before

the Cardinal Prefect of the Propaganda and

the professors of theology, for the doctorship,

which was conferred upon him because of his

learning and knowledge of the several theses

which were proposed for explanation. On his

return to Brooklyn, he gained a high reputa

tion as a preacher. In 1870 he accompanied

Bishop Loughlin to the (Ecumenical Council

at Rome as his theologian, and upon the re

turn-voyage contracted an affection of the

lungs, which subsequently proved fatal.

Dee. 15.—Hill, George, formerly Librarian

of the State Department at Washington, and

an author ; died in New York, aged 75 years.

He was born in Guilford, Conn., in 1796;

graduated with distinction at Yale College,

and subsequently was employed in ono of the

public offices in Washington. In 1827 he en

tered the Navy as Professor of Mathematics,

and during a cruise in the Mediterranean wrote

several poems suggested by classical subjects,

which he published in 1834, in a volume enti

tled "The Ruins of Athens, and Other Poems."

In 1831 he retired from the Navy, to accept the

position of Librarian in the State Department

at Washington, which he held for eight years.

In 1839 he was appointed consul for the south

western portion of Asia Minor. On his re

turn home he again accepted a position in the

State Department, which ho held for ten years,

when he retired from active life to the place

of his birth. His poems were reprinted, with

some additions in 1839 ; and in 1870 he issued

a third edition, revised and enlarged, in a vol

ume entitled 11 Titania's Banquet, Pictures of

Women, and Other Poems." His latest poem

was written for the dedication of the monu

ment over the grave of his friend and towns

man, Fitz-Groene Halleck, at Guilford, and

his last prose composition was a scholarly es

say on Sappho.

Dec. 10. — KALoroTnAKES, Mrs. Mar-tiia

Hooper Blackler, a missionary and author;

died in Athens, Greece, aged 42 years. She

was the daughter of Captain Francis Blackler,

of Marblehead, Mass., whero she was born,

June 1, 1830. Having been converted early

in life, she felt a deep interest in the cause of

missions, and in 1858 was married to Rev. M.

D. Kalopothakes, M. D., of Athens, who had

spent several years in this country studying in

the Union Theological Seminar}', New York,

and, having graduated, returned, accompanied

by his wife, as a missionary to his native land.

She acquired the Greek language with great

facility, and with such efficiency, that she was

able to correct the proof-sheets of the Star of

the East, a weekly paper published by her

husband. During the last three years she

translated books from the English and wrote

articles for the Child's Paper, published also

in Greek, and aided him in his correspondence

with friends in England and America. Though

naturally somewhat timid, her gentleness of

disposition, and unwearied devotion to the

work upon which she had entered, drew the

people to her irresistibly, and her influence

was widely felt among the Greek women. But

her excessive labors affected her health so

seriously that it became necessary for her to

return with her husband and children to her

native land for a brief respite. In August,

1871, she sailed again for her missionary field,

but a few months of labor completed her

work.

Dee. 16.—Mott, Richard, an eminent law

yer ; died in New York City, aged 72 year?.

He was born at Grand Isle, Vt., January 7.

1800; studied law at Plattsburg, N. Y., and

in 1821 entered upon the practice of his pro

fession there, serving in the courts of the

county until 1830 when lie removed to New

York. During the whole of his profession.il

career in the latter city he was much engaged

with cases involving the law of taxes, assess

ments, streets, and other questions of munici

pal law, his great familiarity with which ren

dered him an authority among eminent law

yers. In the celebrated case of Lispenard, he

was the associate ofcDaniel Webster, and made

the opening argument in the Court for the Cor

rection of Errors. During the ten years pre

ceding his death he had been mostly employed

by tho municipal authorities in different ca

pacities.

Dee. 17.—Pattersou, Mrs. Helen II., widow

of the late Dr. R. M. Patterson, professor in

the University of Pennsylvania; died at Avon-

more, near Philadelphia, aged 79 years, ft*

was the daughter of the distinguished Revolu

tionary patriot, Thomas Leiper, and was re

markable for her rare mental endowments and

personal attractions.

Dee. 21.—Morse, Rev. David Sastosp. s

Presbyterian clergyman; died in Austerlitt,

Columbia County, N. Y., aged 78 years. Ear

ly in life he chose the legal profession, and had

entered upon its practice with the promise

of a brilliant future, when at the age of twen

ty-five he was converted. Turning aside at

once from the bright prospects before him, he

entered upon a course of preparation for tie

pulpit, and devoted the remainder of his life

to the work of the ministry.
Dec. 21.—Wixstou, JonN AxTnosT, Gov

ernor of Alabama from 1853 to 1857; died a

Mobile. Though regarded as a man of moder

ate temper during his administration, as Gov

ernor, he entered into the secession movement

in 1801 with great zeal, and was the commis

sioner sent by the Secession Convention to

Arkansas, to induce that State to secede. Sub

sequently, either from infirm health or from

dissatisfaction with some of the movements

of the Confederate leaders, he took no promi

nent part in the civil war.
Dec. 20.—Backer, Jacob, a merchant, final-
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cier, banker, and lawyer of New York and

New Orleans ; died in Philadelphia, aged 92

years. His parents were members of the So

ciety of Friends, He was born in Swan Island,

Kennebec County, Me., December 7, 1779.

Being thrown upon his own resources at the

age of sixteen, he came to New York and en

tered into the employ of a commission-house

as a clerk. He was speculative and industrious,

and, before he had attained the age of twenty-

one, he was owner of four ships and a brig,

and had a good business standing. He mar

ried, August 27, 1801, Elizabeth, daughter of

Thomas Hazard, of New York. He evinced

at the wedding-dinner his self-relianoe, by

treating with indifference the news which he

then received of heavy losses through the fail

ure of a merchant to meet his engagements.

This confidence in his own good fortune was

not misplaced. He soon regained his credit,

and when the war with Great Britain broke

out he offered to raise a loan of $5,000,000 for

the National Government. He founded The

Union newspaper to advocate the election of

De Witt Clinton to the office of Governor of

New York. In 1815 he founded the Exchange

Bank, in "Wall Street, and had very extensive

dealings with Government. This concern, and

the extensive business he transacted besides,

gave him a commanding position in financial

affairs. The bank broke in 1819, but Mr. Bar

ker continued his business on a large scale,

deriving advantages from his influence with

banks in the interior. He was provoked to

send a challenge to one David Rogers, and was

found guilty of the offence, although he defended

himself with great ingenuity and subtlety of

argument. The sentence of disfranchisement

which he received was cancelled by Governor

Clinton. His legal knowledge was again called

into use when, on the failure of the Life and

Fire Insurance Company, he, with others, was

indicted for conspiracy to defraud. After long

litigation, the indictment was finally quashed.

In 1834 he removed from New York to New

Orleans, where he studied for and was admit

ted to the bar. He also attained prominence

in finance, and was President of the Bank of

Commerce when General Butler entered New

Orleans. He was elected to the United States

Senate in Louisiana at the close of the war,

but, owing to the unreconstructed condition of

his State, his credentials were not recognized

by Congress. Since the war he had led a

quiet and retired life. During the last two

years he had resided with his son in Spruce

Street, Philadelphia.

Dee. —.—Montgomery, Colonel James, a

Kansas pioneer; died in that State, aged 58

years. From 1856 to 1861 he was the oentral

figure of the Free-State cause in Kansas. Dur

ing the war he commanded a regiment of col

ored troops. He was one of the most intimate

friends and advisers of John Brown, and was

one of the party who proposed to rescue the

old man while he lay in prison at Charles-

vol. xi.—88 A

town, had there been any reasonable proba

bility of accomplishing that result.

Dec. —.—Poor, John A., a journalist; died

in Portland, Me., aged 63 years. He was one

of the original projectors of the Atlantic &

St. Lawrence Railroad, and of the European

& North American Railroad; was President

of the proposed Rutland Railroad, and had

been editor and proprietor of The State of

Maine, formerly a daily paper in Portland.

Dee. —.—Wells, Rev. Horatio T., an Epis

copal clergyman and educator ; died in An

dalusia, Pa. He was the founder of a flour

ishing college in that place, and was for many

years actively engaged in the promotion of

education in his denomination.

OBITUARIES, Foreign. Jan. 1.—Du-

rand, Sir Henry, K. C. S. I., Lieutenant-Gov

ernor of the Punjab, and former Secretary

of the Foreign Department in the Government

of India ; died in the Punjab, by a fall from

an elephant, aged 59 years. He was born in

1812, and educated at Addiscombe. Entering

the Indian army at an early age, he fought in

the campaign in Afghanistan, and afterward

in several other engagements, including the

Indian mutiny. He was subsequently appoint

ed Secretary of the Foreign Department in

the Government of India, and in 1870 was in

trusted with the government of the Punjab.

Resolving to render himself thoroughly ac

quainted with that extensive province, he com

menced an extended tour, during which he

met his death as above stated.

Jan. 3.—Gibson, William Sidney, F. S. A.,

Registrar in Bankruptcy, and an author ; died

in London. He was born at Fnlham, about

1815, and educated privately; was called to

the bar at Lincoln's Inn in 1845. Having been

appointed a Registrar of the Court Of Bank

ruptcy, he had acted in that capacity in the

Newcastle-upon-Tyne district. He was the

author of "The History of Tynemouth," of

" An Historical Memoir on Northumberland,"

and other historical works, and of " Lectures

and Essays on Various Subjects." Mr. Gibson

was a Fellow of the Geological Society, hon

orary member of the Academie des Arts, Sci

ences, et Belles-Lettres de Dijon, and Fellow

of the Royal Society of Northern Antiquaries,

Copenhagen, and was a member of the Com

mittee of the Architectural and Archaeological

Society of Durham. In 1857 the University

of Durham conferred upon him the honorary

degree of M. A., " as an acknowledgment of

his good service in the cause of literature and

liberal pursuits."

Jan. 5. — Noel, Hon. and Rev. Leland,

Vicar of Exton, Rutlandshire ; died at the

vicarage, aged 78 years. He was the son of

Sir Gerard Noel Noel, Bart., by his first mar

riage with Diana Baroness Barham, and was

born August 21, 1797. He was educated at

Trinity College, Cambridge, had been Vicar

of Exton, Rutlandshire, since 1882, and was

mode Honorary Canon of Peterborough Ca
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thedral in 1850. He was a brother of the Rev.

Baptist W. Noel.

Jan. 18. — Hatter, Sir George, Knight,

K. S. L., principal Painter-in-Ordinary to her

Majesty ; died in London, aged 78 years. He

was the son of the late Charles Hayter, Pro

fessor of Perspective to H. R. H. the Princess

Charlotte Augusta, and was born in London,

in 1792. In 1808 he was rated midshipman in

the royal navy, and in 1809 commenced his

artistic career by painting miniatures in Win

chester and Southampton. In 1815 he was

appointed Painter of Miniatures and Portraits

to the Princess Charlotte and H. R. H. Prince

Leopold of Saxe-Coburg (afterward King of

the Belgians). Having studied in Rome from

1816 to 1819, when he became a member of

the Academy of St. Luke, he took up his resi

dence in London, painting history and por

traits. In 1826 he returned to Italy, and be-

oame a member of the Imperial Academies of

Parma (where he painted her Imperial Majes

ty the Archduchess Maria Louisa), of Flor

ence, and of Venice, and of the Pontifical Acad

emy of Bologna. On his way back, he remained

at the court of Charles X. and of Louis Phi

lippe, devoting himself to his profession, until

July, 1881, when he returned to London to

paint a portrait of her Majesty, then Prinoess

Victoria, and of H. R. H. the late Duchess of

Kent. In 1837 he was appointed Painter of

Portraits to her Majesty, in 1841 Historical

Painter-in-Ordinary to her Majesty, and in

1842 received the honor of knighthood. He

was the author of the Appendix to the " Hor-

tus Erioaus Woburnensis," on the classifica

tion of colors, with a diagram containing 132

tints, with nomenclature.

Jan. 19. —Denison, Sir William Thomas,

K. 0. B., an officer of the Royal Engineers,

and, for a time, Governor-General of India ;

died in London. He was the third son of

the late John Denison, M. P., and brother

of the Speaker of the House of Commons,

and the late Bishop of Salisbury, and was born

May 3, 1804. He was educated at Eton, and

entered the army in 1826, in which he became

lieutenant-colonel of the Engineers in 1855,

and colonel in 1859. He held the governor

ship of Tasmania from 1846 to 1854, and the

governor-generalship of New South Wales

from 1854 to 1860, when he was appointed

Governor of Madras. Sir William temporarily

administered the governor-generalship of In

dia for the few months which intervened be

tween the death of the Earl of Elgin, in No

vember, 1863, and the arrival of Sir John

Lawrence in January, 1864.

Jan. 19.— Zellweger, Ulrio, an eminent

Swiss philanthropist; died in Trogen, Swit

zerland, aged 64 years. He was born in the

Canton of Appenzell, and when a boy was

sent to England to be educated for mercantile

life. He then went to Havana and entered

into business which required him to travel

through all the commercial cities of the United

States. Having accumulated a fortune, he re

turned to his native canton and village, and

there devoted his time and money to practical,

sensible, and noble efforts to benefit his coun

trymen. Without aid from any others, he found

ed free schools, supporting teachers himself;

training teachers, and sending them to all

Earts of the country to teach, at his expense ;

e built asylums for the blind, and orphans,

and the destitute ; published and distributed

religious tracts and papers ; and took the lead

in the work of foreign missions. His whole

time was devoted to these various schemes of

Christian philanthropy. Every hour in the

day, from early morn to bedtime, was set

apart for some distinct branch of his labors,

and, at the given hour, the agent, assistant

perhaps an overseer, or teacher, or writer, was

to present himself at his door, and make re

port and receive instructions.

Jan. 81.—Ross, Hon. Johjt, a member of

the Dominion Senate ; died near Toronto, Can

ada. He was President of the Grand Trunk

Railway for ten years.

Jan. — . —Gabniohowski, Michaelovttch,

a celebrated Russian author ; died in Moscow.

He was an accomplished scholar, and was

credited with the authorship of fifty volumes.

Jan. —.—Labtet, M., a French paleontolo

gist and author; died in the department of

the Gers, during the investment of Paris. He

was known to the scientific world by his nu

merous academic and scientific memoirs, the

most valuable of which was prepared in con

nection with Mr. Henry Christy, and entitled

" ReliquuB Aquitanicm." He had recently

been appointed Professor of Paleontology at

the Museum of Natural History.

Feb. 1. — Seboff, Alexander Nlkolaie-

vitch, an eminent Russian musical composer ;

died at St. Petersburg, aged 50 years. He

was a composer of the school of Wagner, and

was well known by his operas " Judith " and

" Rogueda." A later opera, " Maslanitza,"

was inferior to the other two. He leaves an

other opera, " Hostile Force," finished, all but

the instrumentation of the last act. As a the

orist and critic, Seroff was even better than as

a composer, and wrote much for the journals.

By the direction of the Grand-duchess Helen,

he was buried in the Monastery of St. Alex

ander Nevsky, between Glinka and Dargo-

mizhsky.

Feb. 2. — Robertson, Thomas William, a

popular English actor and drarantio author;

died in London, aged 41 years. He was born

at Newark-upon-Trent, in June, 1829, and was

educated at Spalding, Lincolnshire, and in Hol

land. His father and his grandfather before

him hod been actors, and he himself took to

the stage in early life, but abandoned it for

dramatic composition and literature. He was

engaged for a time as dramatic critic on the

Morning Chronicle, and other newspapers, con

tributed articles to magazines, wrote one or

two faroes which were but partially successful,
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and then, in 1864, suddenly came before the

world as the author of the very successful

drama, "David Garrick," which, although

adapted from the French, showed original and

striking ability. This was quickly followed by

several well-known plays, among them " So

ciety," "Ours," "Caste," etc., which placed

him at the head of the dramatists of the day.

Early difficulties and excessive work, when the

publio and theatrical managers became eager

for new efforts, undermined his constitution

and hastened his death.

Feb. —.—Hepp, Emile, an eminent French

chemist; died in Strasbourg, aged 52 years.

He was a man of fine scientific attainments.

"While laboring to extinguish the fire caused

by the Prussian artillery in the civil hospital,

on the night of the 25th of August, he re

ceived an injury which caused his death after

more than five months of severe suffering.

Feb. —.— Kisseleff, Fbancesoa Ruspoli,

Countess von, an Italian lady, the widow of

Count Nicolas von Kisseleff, for some years

Russian ambassador at Rome ; died at Brus

sels, in her 78th year. In her youth she was a

very beautiful and dangerous coquette, the

belle of Rome. In 1831 she married the Prince

John Torlonia, whose death occurred in 1858.

About 1860 she was married a second time, to

Count Nicolas von Kisseleff. She hod the repu

tation of not leading a very harmonious life

with either of her husbands. About 1850 she

began to visit Homburg and Baden-Baden, and

every year subsequently she was to be seen

there, deeply engaged in play, through the en

tire season. She was very wealthy, and it was

said that during the twenty years from 1850 to

1870 she had lost at the gaming-table between

four and five million florins.

March. 5.—-Low, Sampson, Jr., a London

publisher, and author (firm of Low, Son &

Marston) ; died in London, aged 48 years. He

was strongly philanthropic in his nature, and

" among other objects in which he became deep

ly interested was the establishment of the met

ropolitan fire-escape system, which had pre

viously been supported by public subscriptions.

After years of labor and expense, he succeeded

in bringing the institution to the high state of

efficiency in which it was finally transferred

to the Board of "Works. Among his own pub

lications was the "Charities of London,"

which passed through many editions, and was

followed by a " Hand-Book " to the same.

March 18.—Bonaparte-Wyse, Madame Le-

titia ; died at Rome, aged 70 years. She was

the daughter of Lucien Bonaparte, and was

born December 1, 1804. In 1821 she was mar

ried to Sir Thomas Wyse, the British ambas

sador to Greece. She was the mother of Ma

dame Ratazzi.

March 14.—NraiiETEB, Dr. Felix von, di

rector of the medical clinic of the University

of Tubingen, and an author*of medical works ;

died in Tubingen. He was the most celebrated

teacher of clinics in South Germany, and

most of the medical professorships of that re

gion were held by his pupils. His "Zehr-

buch der Prahtischen Medwin" ("Elements of

Practical Medicine ") has been translated into

six languages, and was published last year by

D. Appleton & Co. His death was probably

accelerated by the ardor of his services during

the late war, at Metz and at Nancy, where he

was employed as consulting physician. As an

acknowledgment of his faithful performance

of duty, he received the Iron Cross a few days

before his death.

March 18.—Thomas, Clement, a French

military officer, a lieutenant-general in the

National Guard of Paris; murdered by the

Communists at the beginning of the Commu

nist insurrection in consequence of his attempt

to restore order and allegiance. General

Thomas was born at Libourne, December 81,

1809 ; was educated at Paris, and entered the

military service as a volunteer in a cuirassier

regiment. He was promoted to a captaincy,

but, being a very ardent republican, partici

pated in the attempted insurrection in 1885,

and was arrested and imprisoned in St. P6-

lagie. He escaped with some others and took

refuge in England. Being included in the am

nesty declared under Count Mol6's premier

ship, he returned to France, and was one of

the editors of the National for some years.

After the Revolution of February, 1848, he was

sent as a commissary into the department of

the Gironde, where he was elected a repre

sentative in the National Assembly, and on his

return to Paris chosen colonel of the Second

Legion of the National Guard, and after the

insurrection of May, 1848, made general-in-

chief of the National Guard. He did not long

hold this command, however, as his denuncia

tion of the Legion of Honor offended some of

his republican colleagues, and General Chan-

garnier was put in his place. As a repre

sentative in the National Assembly, he was a

moderate but firm democrat. He was never

in favor with Louis Napoleon, and held no

office after he became Emperor, but after the

battle of Sedan he was recalled to his old

place in the National Guard, and fought brave

ly during the war, but fell a victim to his ef

forts to reconcile the Communists to the ad

ministration of M. Thiers.

March 21.—Chambers, David N., a British

publisher (head of the London house of R. &

W. Chambers) ; died in Lee, England, aged 52

years. He died suddenly of grief upon learn

ing of the death of his brother, Sir Robert

Chambers, whom he survived but four days.

March—.—CnrLLANn, Landislaus, a Hun

garian miser; died at Eperies, Upper Hungary,

aged 86 years. His property was estimated at

two million florins, yet he deprived himself of

the comforts of life, even to sufficient food,

rather than part with his money. His brother

Anthony died a few years since, through his

unwillingness to purchase medicine.

March —.—Montecchi, Mattia, an Italian
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politician ; died in Florence. On the procla

mation of the Roman Republio, he was elected

as Deputy to the Roman Assembly, and was

appointed Minister of War. He was after

ward chosen one of the Triumvirs of Rome.

From 1860 to 1869, with short intervals, he sat

in the Italian Parliament, where he exercised

considerable personal influence.

April 8.—Wilson, William, English bota

nist and author ; died in Warrington, aged 71

years. He was president of the Warrington

Natural History Society, and was the author

of " Bryologia Britannica " and of "Muscologia

Britannica."

April 23.—Wilhelm, Carl, musical com

poser, author of the music of " Dis Wacht am

Rhein; " died in Germany, aged 56 years.

April 80.—Desohamps, Emile, a Frenoh

poet, dramatist, essayist, and novelist; died

at Versailles, aged 80 years. He was born at

Boarges, February 20, 1791, and educated at

Paris, where in 1812 he published a patriotio

ode, "La Paix Conquise" which attracted the

attention of Napoleon I., who gave him a posi

tion in the Department of Crown Lands. At

the Restoration he lost this, and was hunted

by the police, as an adherent of the Emperor,

but revenged himself, poet-like, by some popu

lar songs. Very soon, however, he made his

peace with the Bourbons, and, beginning with

two oomedies published in 1818, entered upon

a literary life, first as editor of La Mute Fran-

eaite, a literary journal, in which he had Victor

Hugo, De Vigny, Nodier, and others, for asso

ciates. In this he first published many of the

poems and essays which he afterward collected,

and which made him famous. In 1828 he

was appointed to a Government office under

Charles X. Between 1826 and 1850 he had

published numerous novels of remarkable

grace and spirit, several operas, operettas, and

other poems and dramas set to music, three or

four volumes of essays, and a number of come

dies. His last publication was " Poitiet det

Cricket " (cradle-songs), published in 1852, on

the ocoasion of the birth of the Prince Imperial.

For fifteen or sixteen years before his death,

M. Deschamps was entirely blind.

April —.—Anoeville, Mademoiselle Hen-

kiette d', a French lady tourist, a sister of the

late Count d'Angeville ; died at Lausanne,

Switzerland, aged 77 years. She was in her

day a famous mountain-climber, and had the

reputation of being the first lady who ever as

cended Mont Blanc.

April—.—Cabrera, Mabtin, a Mexican offi

cer and soldier of fortune, President, for a

month, of the Mexican Republic in 1855 ; died

in Mexico, aged about 60 years. In April,

1853, Santa Anna was recalled, and for the

fifth time was placed at the head of the Gov

ernment ; but, the year following, Alvarez,

"the panther of the Pacifio," assisted by sev

eral eminent Mexicans, caused a revolt, which

resulted in the flight of Santa Anna from the

country in August, 1855. freneral Carrera

was then elevated to the presidency, but was

compelled to retire a month later, -when, after

a period of anarchy, Alvarez was made Presi

dent by a junta.

April —.—Lejean, GuniAUME, a French

traveller and geographer, secretary of the

French Geographical Society ; died at Plouf-

gat Gueronde, near Morlaix. He bad made

several expeditions into Central Africa, espe

cially into the Soudan of Abyssinia and the

White Nile region, had visited many of the

savage tribes of those regions, and was for a

time a prisoner ofKing Theodorus of Abyssinia.

He had published interesting accounts of hi»

travels in the Tour du Monde and the Berne

dee Deux Morula. More recently he had

turned his attention to Eastern Europe and

had explored very thoroughly the Danubian

provinces, of which he had completed a fine

map.

April —.—Metr, Dr. Melchior, an accom

plished German writer ; died in Munich. He

was the author of various novels, dramas, lyr

ics, and philosophical essays, which gave him

a wide celebrity. His "Erzahlungen aus dem

Ries " have become exceedingly popular.

April —.—Rotsoher, Dr. N. T., a German

author; died at Berlin, aged 69 years. He

was one of the best known of German writers

on the theory of the dramatic art. His princi

pal works are " Kunst der Dramatischen Dar-

stellung," " Shakespeare in seinen hochsten

Charaktergebilden," " Dramaturgische Ab-

handlungen." For many years he was the

dramatic critio of the Spener Zeitung.

May 8.—De la Tour d'Auvergne, Hexbi

Godfrey Bernard Alphonse, Prince, formerly

minister to London and Paris; died in Paris,

aged 47 years. He had also been Minister of

Foreign Affairs, and Senator of .France.

May 10.— Konbwka, Paul, a celebrated

tilhouette artist, whose illustrations in that de

partment of art displayed real genius. His

illustrations of Shakespeare in silhouette were

as truly creations as Flaxman's " OutUnes," or

Maurice Retsch's etchings of " Reynard the

Fox." He had illustrated with great skill a

number of humorous works, and had just

made himself famous, when he was carried off

by a short illness in the prime of life.

May 16.—Huao, Chables Victor, a journal

ist and author, son of Victor Hugo ; died in

Bordeaux, aged 45 years. He was born in

Paris, November 2, 1826. He took high rank

in scholarship in the College of Charlemagne,

and after the Revolution of 1848 was secre

tary of Lamartine, Minister of Foreign Affairs.

He was offered by M. Bastide the position of

secretary of legation for Rio Janeiro, but de

clined, preferring to remain in Paris as asso

ciate editor of the ^tenement, a journal found

ed by his father. In 1851 he was prosecuted

and imprisoned four months for publishing an

article in favor ot abolishing the death-penal

ty, and the same year was exiled to the Isla

of Guernsey. After the coup d'etat of the
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2d of December, Charles, with his brother

Francois, followed their father into exile.

When the decree was issued establishing the

liberty of the press, the brothers returned

to France, but were not rejoined by their

father until after the capture of Sedan, and

the downfall of the Emperor. They then

founded the Paris Rappel, a radical organ, and

were at the commencement assisted by Henri

Rochefort, but the political differences be

tween them and Rochefort led to a speedy

separation.

May 24.—Delescluze, Lours Ohaeles, a

Communist leader, was killed in Paris. He

was born at Dreux, Department of Eure-et-

Loire, October 2, 1809, was educated at the

College Bourbon, in Paris, and the School of

Law of the University. After the Revolution

of 1830, he became a member of the political

societies then so prevalent, and in 1834 was

arrested for participation in a conspiracy, and

in 1885 was implicated in a plot, for which he

was Compelled to fly from the country. He

took refuge in Belgium, and there edited a

political paper. In 1841 he returned to

France, and became editor-in-chief of the

Impartial du Nord, at Valenciennes, where he

soon subjected himself to a month's imprison

ment and 2,000 francs tine. After the revolu

tion he was a commissary-general of the re

public in the north of France, but after the

affair of 15th of May, in which he was im

plicated, he resigned, and again commenced

editing his paper. In November, 1848, he

founded in Paris two papers, The Revolution,

Democratic and Social, and Republican Liberty,

of both of which he was manager. For some

articles in these he was imprisoned fifteen

months and fined 20,000 francs. In June,

1849, the first of these papers was suppressed,

and M. Delescluze banished. After spending

four years in England he returned to France,

was again arrested, and sent to the galley

prisons, and after four years was rearrested

and sent to the penal colony at Cayenne until

the amnesty of 1859, when he returned. In

1868 he was fined and imprisoned, was set at

liberty by the Revolution of 1870, and the fol

lowing year was a delegate to the National

Assembly, but withdrew and became one of

the members of the Council of the Commune.

May 24.—Jecker, M., an eminent French

banker, was murdered by the Commune in

Paris, aged 64 years. He was born in Swit

zerland, during the early part of the present

century, but went to Paris when quite a yonng

man and engaged in financial pursuits. He

first became known during the administration

of Almonte in Mexico. Almonte employed

him to negotiate a loan, which he did at so

low a rate that he was publicly charged with

swindling the Mexican Government. On pre

senting his claim it was at once rejected, and,

although M. Jecker persistently pressed it,

none of the several governments would recog

nize its validity. On the establishment of

the empire, however, Maximilian agreed to

pay the claim, and Jecker was employed to

negotiate another loan. "Whether he ever got

the money he claimed is problematical, but, as

he was a man of great wealth, the loss, if he

did lose any thing, did not affect his fortunes.

May 26. — Dombbowski, Jaroslas, com

mander of the Communist Army, was killed

in Paris. He was born at Cracow, Poland, in

1826. He was once a subordinate officer in

the Russian Army, and there a notorious

counterfeiter ; then, to escape from transporta

tion to the mines of the Ural, a spy ; later, a

spy of Prussia during the war, and, when his

companionship with Cluseret enabled him to

grasp power, he too opened negotiations with

the Versailles Government to betray the city

to them, but was removed from supreme com

mand too soon to be able to complete the

transaction, though in some way he regained

his authority, and died from wounds received

in a barricade-fight.

May —.—Viardot, Madame Pauline, nee

Garcia, a French cantatrice, sister ofMalibran;

died at Turin, aged 53 years. She was born

in Paris, July 18, 1821, and was the daughter

of Emmanuel Garcia, an eminent singer. She

accompanied her parents on a musical tour in

England, United States, and Mexico, when a

mere child. Without the knowledge of her

family, she had made great proficiency in

music, and subsequently studied under Meysen-

burg and Liszt. On the death of her father,

in 1882, she removed to Brussels, and sang in

concerts with her sister Malibran. In 1839 she

first appeared in opera in London, played in

London and Paris until 1840, when she was

married to M. Louis Viardot, a literary gentle

man, and with him took a musical tour through

Italy, Spain, Germany, and Russia, meeting

with the greatest success everywhere, espe

cially in Vienna, Berlin, St. Petersburg, Mos

cow, and London. She continued to sing in

opera until 1860, after which she sang only

occasionally. Her voice was a very fine mezzo-

soprano, of great compass and remarkable flexi

bility.

June 14.—Figaniere, Cesar H. S., a Por

tuguese gentleman, son of the late Portuguese

ambassador to the United States ; died in New

York, aged 47 years. He was born in 1824.

For some years he held the office of Consnl-

General of Portugal for the port of New York.

June 21.—Kingston, Robert Edward Kino,

seventh Earl of, in the Irish peerage ; died at

Kingsborough, Ireland, aged 39 years. Hp

had succeeded to the peerage less than a year

previous to his death.

June 26.—Hemanb, Henry William, Brit

ish consul at Para, and fourth son of Mrs.

Hemans, the poetess; died at Para, Brazil.

He was formerly British consul at Buffalo,

and while there wrote some notable articles

for the North American Review.

June —.—Houdin, Robert John Eugene,

a celebrated French conjurer; died at Blois.
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He was a native of that town, and was the in

ventor of many ingenious machines, for which

he received prize medals. In 1845 he began

his public career as a conjurer, and for seven

years amused the Parisians, at his hall in the

Palais-Royal. The Government sent him in

1856 to Algiers, in order that he might en

lighten the Arabs on the pretended miracles

of their marabouts. He wrote several inter

esting books.

June —.—Maillabd, Loos Aivi, an emi

nent French musical composer ; died at Mou-

lins. He had taken refuge in that town during

the civil war. He was the author of many

operas, among which his setting of Lord

Byron's " Lara " is best known. It had a long

run at the Op6ra Comique in Paris. Another

of his popular works was his "Drag6ns de

Villars.*'

July 1.—Adkll, Mrs. Elizabeth, nit Bal-

combe, an English authoress, companion of

Napoleon I. at St. Helena; died in London.

She was the author of several works, among

which was the " Memoirs of the First Napo

leon," which was published nearly thirty years

ago, and enjoyed a remarkable popularity.

July 17.—Mundt, Hon. Sabah, a daughter

of Lord Rodney, and widow of the late Gen

eral Mundy ; died in London, in the 92d year

of her age. Her father, the admiral, was born

as far back as 1718, only four years after the

death of Queen Anne. She married, November

27, 1801, General Godfrey Basil Mundy, of

Shipley, and became a widow in 1848, having

had issue one daughter and four sons.

July 17.—Tausig, Kabl, a young German

pianist and musical composer of extraordinary

ability; died at Leipsic, aged 30 years. He

was born in Warsaw, and his career, though

short, was brilliant. As a performer he was

entirely unsurpassed, except by Liszt, who is

said to have remarked—" He will cause me to

be forgotten." His compositions were very

fine, but he had a strange aversion to publishing

them. Negotiations were in progress between

Tausig and Theodore Thomas for a tour in

America during the summer, which the failing

health of the young artist defeated.

July 23.—Fbaseb, Johw, a Scottish lay mis

sionary ; died three days' journey from Bagdad,

Persia, aged 39 years. He was the son of the

late Provost Fraser, of Inverness, Scotland,

and was educated for the Presbyterian min

istry, but did not seek ordination. As a

missionary he was not connected with any

organization, but acted upon his own respon

sibility. His chosen work was to serve as

a pioneer, pushing forward into arduous fields

and among neglected populations. Among

the Highlands and Lowlands in Scotland, his

labors were abundant. At Cairo, Egypt, he

became somewhat acquainted with the Arabio

language. Thence he removed to Beirut,

where he taught for some time in the Syriao

Protestant College, making excursions into

the region of the Lebanon, and not only

preaching in villages, but reading the Greek

Testament in the Maronite and Greek Catholic

convents. In Bagdad, his last station, he la

bored among Mohammedans and Jews, and

cast wistful eyes toward Persia, but his sud

den death prevented the consummation of his

wishes. He was accompanying the quarantine

doctor on a visit to a plague-stricken district,

and sank nnder exhaustion produced bj ex

cessive heat.

July 28.—ncrrABLK, Right Rev. Cosstas-

tine, D. D., Bishop of Mauritius ; died there,

aged about 60 years. He was appointed in

1870, succeeding Rev. Dr. Ryan.

July —.— Cavada, Fbedebico, a Cuban pa

triot ; was executed at Santa Cruz, aged 89

years. He was born at Cienfuegos, island of

Cuba, in the year 1832. His mother was I

native of Philadelphia, and he was sent w

that city to be educated, and was there grad

uated at an early age. He became a civil en

gineer, and followed that profession until the

outbreak of the war, when he at one* of

fered his services to the national Govern

ment, receiving a captain's commission on tie

staff of General McClellan. He afterward at

tained the rank of lieutenant-colonel, and was

placed on the staff of General Graham. Sub

sequently he became colonel, and was at tie

battle of Gettysburg, where he was captured

and sent to Libby Prison. "When released, Ca

vada published a book narrating the hardships

endured by himself and his fellow-prisoners.

He soon rejoined the army, and served until

the close of the war. He then returned to

Cuba, and, settling at Cienfuegos, was in a

short time appointed United States consul at

that port. But, as he had renounced his alle

giance to Spain, and was an American citizen,

the Spanish Government complained that hi

appointment was an act of discourtesy on the

part of the United States, and refused to rec

ognize him as an American official Not Ion?

after receiving this appointment, the Cuban

revolt commenced, and Cavada at once ten

dered his services to Cespedes, who warmly

received him, and at once made him colonel in

the Cuban army. His conduct in the field was

admirable, so much so, that in a short time he

was promoted to the rank of brigadier, an1

not long afterward to that of major-general.

When General Jordan retired from active ser

vice in Cuba, Cavada was named gcneral-u)-

chief of the Cuban armies, and held that posi

tion only a brief period, as the Cubans deemw

it advisable to relieve him and leave each of

the departments under separate commanders.

When captured, the general held no command-

bnt was on the eve of leaving the island for

the United States, where he intended, it *

said, to have made an effort to raise troopsiW

the Cubans, and return to wage war agam*

his country's oppressors. He was impnaonw

at Santa Cruz, a place on the north coast «

the isle.
July -.—Hinoks, Rev. WrxuAM, Professor
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of Natural History in the University of Toronto,

Canada ; died there, aged about 70 years. He
■was the second son of the Hon. Francis

Hincks, a noted political leader of Canada, and

early distinguished himself as a naturalist.

He was the first Professor of Natural History

in Queen's College, Cork, and had held that

position in the University of Toronto since

1853.

July —.—Korsakoff, Lieutenant - General

M. S., Governor-General of Eastern Siberia

for the past ten years ; died in St. Petersburg,

aged 44 years. His family was one of the most

noted in Russia, and enjoyed the favor of the

Emperor Nicholas to such an extent that he

was envied for the rapidity of his promotion,

which was due to the kindly interest of the

Czar in his behalf. He was sent to Siberia in

1845, with the rank of second-lieutenant, and

attached to the staff of General Mouravieff, at

that time Governor-General. So rapid was

his promotion through all the grades, that he

was made a general of brigade in 1853, and a

major-general two or three years later. He

commanded a division of the army that de

scended the Amoor in 1854-'55, and wrest

ed the valley of that river from China. Af

terward he devoted his attention to colonizing

the new country, and much of the prosperity of

Eastern Siberia is due to his enlightened poli

cy. A map of that territory, issued under his

auspices, includes several provinces of North

ern China drawn with such minuteness, that it

is fair to presume that he expected to bring

them, ere long, under the Muscovite banner.

In person, General Korsakoff was of medium

height, fair complexion, blue eyes, and Saxon

hair, and his face was one of unusual beauty.

His manners were affable and winning in the

extreme. He was a warm friend of America

and the Americans, and never omitted an op

portunity to show his appreciation of the Great

Republic

July —.—Ossoeio, Juan Batjtista, a Cuban

patriot, admiral of the Cuban fleet; died a

martyr in the cause of Cuban liberty, aged

82 years. He was a native of Havana, and

early in life held a position in the Spanish

Navy. Strongly devoted to the cause of his

oppressed country, he joined the revolutionary

movement, and soon signalized himself by a

daring act. The Spanish steamship Comman-

datorio, engaged in mercantile traffio, sailed

about two years ago, from Havana, bound for

Cardenas. Ossorio was purser, and he, with

other Cubans on board, resolved to capture

the vessel in the name of the new republic.

All the conspirators were armed. Selecting a

favorable night, they pinioned the Spaniards

on board, and, taking charge of the vessel, en

deavored to make the port of Nassau. But,

while trying to evade the Spanish cruisers, the

Commandatorio ran ashore, and was aban

doned on the Cuban coast, where the conspir

ators ran imminent danger of capture. They

managed, however, to evade the Spanish scouts,

and escaped from the island. Undeterred by

this disaster, Ossorio continued faithful to the

national cause, and accompanied several expe

ditions which sailed from this country for

Cnba. He fell into the hands of the Spaniards,

early in July, who inhumanly hanged him from

the yard-arm of the Neptune, at Nuevitas. All

accounts testify that he was a brave, active,

and intelligent officer.

July —.—Sommkti.t.tkr, Germane, an emi

nent Italian engineer ; died in Savoy. He was

the leading promoter of the Mont-Cenis Tunnel

project, which he commended in a pamphlet

twenty years ago. The control of that stu

pendous undertaking was assumed by him, and

he had the satisfaction of seeing it virtually

completed before his death.

Aug. 22.—Labbousse, Nicolas Hifpolyte,

a French tavant, admiral of the French Navy,

committed snicide. He was born July 17, 1807,

entered the naval school in 1822, and the naval

service as ensign in 1829. He devoted him

self very early to the improvement of the con

struction of naval vessels. In 1834, while yet

only an ensign, he made some important in

ventions in spherical cartridges, and the ex

ercise of marines in loading and firing in broad

side. He was made lientenant in 1835, and

in 1840 drew some plans of ships-of-the-line,

and coast-guard vessels with iron spurs, or

rams, thus antedating the English and Ameri

can rams by almost twenty years. He was

also a pioneer in the construction of steam-

ships-of-war, and iron war-vessels with beaks

or rams. In 1858 he was the inventor of

a plan for hollow-iron masts and iron-wire

rigging for armored vessels, and designed some

of the best armored ships of the French Navy.

He became commander in 1843, captain in

1853, rear-admiral in 1860, vice-admiral in

•1867, and admiral in 1870. He was a mem

ber of the Admiralty Board in 1863, and its

president from 1867 to 1870. He was a Com

mander of the Legion of Honor.

Aug. 22.—Zahn, John Charles William, a

German architect and designer, superintendent

of excavations in Herculaneum and Pompeii ;

died at Berlin. He was born at Rodenburg,

Hesse, August 21, 1800, and was the son of a

painter. He studied in the Academy of Cas-

sel, and in 1822 went to Paris, and thence

to Italy, Naples, and Sicily, for the purpose of

studying the rains of ancient monuments. Af

ter his return to Paris, he published "Paint

ings and Frescoes newly discovered at Pom

peii," and commenced his grand collection for

the " Ornaments and Paintings most remark

able in Pompeii, Herculaneum, and Stabies,"

published at Berlin, in three volumes, with one

hundred plates, printed by the lithographic

process, then little known. In 1880 he was

made Professor of the Academy of Arts in

Berlin, but subsequently obtained leave of ab

sence, and returned to Italy. From this period

nntil 1840 he spent his time in Naples, Pom

peii, Calabria, and Sicily, occupied in discov
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ering and designing paintings, terra-cottas,

bronzes, and antiquities, of all sorts. On the

recommendation of M. Metternich, he was au

thorized to cast the finest bronzes, silver vases,

etc., for the Museum Borbonico. He was very

successful in gathering these at Cume, Teglana,

and at Torre dell' Annnnziata. At the same

time he prepared for wealthy English and

American travellers plans of houses and villas

after the style of Pompeii. After his return

to Berlin, in 1840, he published " Choice Or

naments," and "Ornaments of Classic Times."

Aug. 23. — Rekfobth, Thomas, champion

oarsman of England ; died at St. John, New

Brunswick, in an apoplectic fit, aged 28 years.

He was the greatest single sculler ever known

in England, and had repeatedly won the cham

pionship, carrying off the honors with appar

ent ease. His muscular powers had been de

veloped to the utmost, partially to the neglect

of intellectual culture.

Aug. 26.— Sowebby, James db Cable, an

eminent English naturalist, late secretary to

the Royal Botanic Society; died in London,

aged 84 years. He was a son of the late James

Sowerby, F. L. S., the well-known naturalist,

and was born in Stoke Newington, June 5,

1787. Much of his education was received

through assisting his father in bis literary and

scientific labors. He was a skilful practical

artist, and engraved many plates of fossil shells

and English plants, and drew the figures for

Loudon's " Encyclopaedia of Plants." He also

published several " Lists of Fossil Shells," etc.,

in the Transactions of the Geological Society,

and assisted in writing " Mineral Conchology,"

published in 1841, and the " British Mineralo

gy," in 1850. Mr. Sowerby was a Fellow of

the Linnaean, the Zoological, and the Ray So

cieties, and aided in the establishment of the

society of which he was so long secretary.

Aug. 31.—Russell, Fbanois W., M. P. for

Limerick since 1852 ; died in London, aged 70

years. He was a native of Limerick, and the

head of the firm of Russell & Sons, who are

extensively engaged in the flour-trade, and

also have a large lace-factory. In 1852 Mr.

Russell was returned to the British Parliament

for the city of Limerick, which he continued

to represent until his death. He supported

the Liberal party, but did not take an active

part in public affairs. He was the head of the

National Discount Company of London, a con

cern mainly engaged in discounting mercan

tile notes, whicli, despite the opposition of the

Bank of England, has become one of the lead

ing financial institutions of the British metrop

olis.

Aug. —.—Gab, Signor Tommaso, an Italian

historian ; died in Trente, in the Tyrol. He

was the author of numerous interesting mono

graphs, published separately or in the "Archi-

vio Storico," and the " B'Mioteea Trentina," an

important collection of the municipal statutes

of the principal cities of the Trentino, or Circle

of Trente, with notes and illustrations.

Aug. —.—Lambbecht, Felix Edouabd Hyp-

polyte, French Minister of the Interior ; died

at Versailles, aged 52 years. After acting as

Mayor of Lallains, he was elected to the Corps

Legislatif in 1863, as an opposition candidate.

In that body he acted in concert with M

Thiers. He was defeated in the electoral con

test of 1869, and the year following was ap

pointed prefect by Napoleon III., but decliced

to accept that office. He received the impor

tant position of Minister of the Interior from

President Thiers, and discharged his duties sat

isfactorily.

Sept. 1.—Pennethobne, Sir James, an Eng

lish architect ; died in London. He was a

pupil of Nash, and among his earliest designs

are several edifices which constitute the Test

Strand, and Carlton House Terrace. lie was

appointed Architect and Surveyor to the Board

of Works and Public Buildings in 1840, and, a

little later, to a similar post under the Office

of Woods and Forests. These positions led to

his being employed in the alteration of St.

James's, and the formation of Battersea and

Victoria Parks, and in devising plans for the

improvement of the metropolis, some of which

were carried out. His best work was the al

teration of the Quadrant, Regent Street He

was also employed on the Geological Museum,

the Ordnance Office, and the Stationery Office:

he designed the new Record Office, Fetter

Lane, and he carried out, not without ingenu

ity, but in a manner which is, architecturally,

inferior to that of his model, the additions to

Somerset House. The Duchy of Cornwall Of

fice, the south front of Buckingham Pal**

and the whole of the buildings for the Flf*

sity of London, in Burlington Gardens, are his.

On retiring from his post, in 1870, he

knighted.
Sept. 9.—Boukt-Willaumez, Count Lore

Edouabd, an accomplished French admiral;

died at Norwood, near London, aged 63 years.

He was born in April, 1808, entered the >s™

School in 1823, and was appointed ensign in

1829. Six years later he was made lieuteoani.

and assigned to the fleet stationed at the n«'

Plate. Soon afterward he was present at the

bombardment of Mogador, and three ye**

later he explored the coast of WeBt Africa, w

wrote a book thereon. He attained the ran*

of captain in 1844. and some time afterward »

came Governor of the French colony at Sene

gal. He retained that office three years, aw

then returned to France, where, two J*|

later, he received the cross of OoinffliWf

of the Legion of Honor. He next served un

der Admiral Hamelin in the Black 8»«»

was successively maritime prefect of 1 ,

bourg and Toulon. In 1860 he was »pPj»£j
vice-admiral, and five years later was orea

a Senator by Napoleon III. Soon afW»j

beginning of the Franco-German War, A"" .

Bouet-Willaumez was dispatched to the p

tic with a fleet of iron-clad frigates, _anu ^

promptly reC-nforced with six more iron-
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frigates, the iron-clad Taureau, and several

dispatch-boats. The admiral and his squadron

were welcomed with enthusiasm in Copen

hagen, but this reception proved of no politi

cal importance. The disasters which so rapidly

befell the French arms completely changed

the plan of the naval campaign, and the expe

dition returned without inflicting serious in

jury on Germany, or impeding her triumph.

In addition to the above-mentioned volume,

Bou6t-Willaumez was the author of valuable

papers contributed to the pages of the Revue

dee Deux Mondes, "Battles on Land and Sea"

(1855), and "Supplementary Tactics for the

Use of an Iron-clad Fleet."

Sept. 10.—Bentlby, Riohabd, a London

Publisher; died at Norwood, London, aged

7 years. He was the founder of the well-

known periodical, Bentley's Miteellany, and

published it for many years. He also pub

lished several other periodicals of note. He

was a friend of the authors for whom he pub

lished, and won their regard by his kindness

and thonghtfulness. About 1862 he met with

some business misfortunes, which materially

reduced the fortune he had toiled for years to

acquire, but did not deprive him of the esteem

of all who knew him.

Sept. 16.—Gbatwiok, Rev. G. Abchdaix,

D. D., Master of Emmanuel College, Cam

bridge ; died there, aged 84. He becamo Mas

ter in 1835.

Sept. 22.—Elliott, Ohablotte, an accom

plished English lady, author of many beauti

ful hymns ; died at Torquay, England, aged 82

years. She was the daughter of Rev. Henry

Venn Elliott, of St. Mary's, Brighton, and sis

ter of the Rev. Edward B. Elliott, the author

of " Horas Apocalyptic®." She was a woman

of fine culture and delicate tastes. She was

the author of several volumes, and contributed

over one hundred hymns to the "Invalid's

Hymn-Book," the last edition of which she

edited. Among her most popular hymns may

be mentioned, "Just as I am," "My God and

Father, while I stray," and "My God, is any

hour so sweet?"

Sept. 24.—Roscob, Thomas, an English lit

erary gentleman, author, poet, and translator ;

died in Liverpool, aged 81 years. He was the

fifth son of the late eminent writer, W. Roscoe,

and was born in June, 1791. After complet

ing his studies, he began his literary career by

writing in local reviews and journals. He

translated " Sismondi's Literature of the South

of Europe," " Lanzi's History of Italian Paint

ing," and specimens from the Italian, German,

and Spanish novelists, with lives of their au

thors. Among his literary labors may be

mentioned the "Memoirs of Scipio di Ricci,"

" The Imprisonment of Silvio Pellioo," and his

"Duties of Men," "The Landscape Annual,"

"The Juvenile Keepsake," "The Remem

brancer," portions of the histories of Italy,

Spain, and Portugal, and the " Life and Cam

paigns of Wellington." He also published a

volume of poems, and contributed to periodi

cal literature.

Sept. —.—.Nobman, J. B., one of the Jus

tices of the High Court ofJudicature ofBengal ;

was assassinated at Calcutta, by a Wahabee, a

Mohammedan fanatic. He had been for some

years one of the leading judges of the High

Court, and it was generally believed that his

murder, which was followed a few months

later by that of the Governor-General, Earl

Mayo, by one of the same class of fanatics, was

a part of a conspiracy of the Wahabees to de

stroy all the European government officials.

The murderer, in this instance, was tried, sen

tenced, and speedily executed.

Oct. 7.—Bubgoyne, General Sir John Fox,

G. C. B., Bart., an eminent officer in the Brit

ish Army ; died in London, aged 90 years.

He was a son of the late Rt. Hon. John Bur

goyne, M. P., and was born in 1782. In 1798

he entered the corps of Royal Engineers as

second-lieutenant, served in the Mediterranean

and Levant from 1800 to 1807 ; took part in

the blockade of Malta and the operations

which led to the surrender of Valetta ; served

with the army in Sicily, and was present at

the capture of Alexandria and the attack on

Rosetta. He afterward proceeded with Sir

John Moore's army to Sweden, and again to

Portugal. In 1809 he joined Lord Welling

ton's army in the Peninsula ; and from that

time, until the conclusion of the campaign in

1814, was present at all the sieges, two of

which, viz., Burgos and San Sebastian, he con

ducted, the latter after his superior officer had

been killed in the trenches. Throughout the

campaigns in Portugal and Spain, Burgoyne

was attached to the Third Division, distin

guished by the prominent part it took in the

war, and was in most of the general actions,

in which he was twice wounded. In 1814 he

was appointed commanding engineer of the

expedition to New Orleans, and was present

at the attack on the town, and at the taking

of Fort Bowyer. He received the gold cross

and one clasp for Badajos, Salamanca, Yittoria,

San Sebastian, and Nive ; and the silver medal

with three clasps for Busaco, Ciudad Rodrigo,

and Nivelle. In 1826 Burgoyne accompanied

the expedition to Portugal, as commanding

officer of engineers. In 1830 he was appoint

ed chairman of the Irish Board of Publio

Works, and in 1845 Inspector-General of For

tifications. Shortly . after assuming the latter

office, he drew up a memoir exposing the de

fenceless state of the country, and reoeived in

reply from the Duke of Wellington that re

markable letter which, published in the news

papers, produced a sensation, enabling the Ex

ecutive to stay the progress of dangerous re

trenchment in the naval and military services,

and eventually to obtain power to raise a new

militia. In 1847, the famine year, he was ap

pointed to conduct the commission for the re

lief of Irish distress, and*four years afterward

was nominated one of the members of the
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Metropolitan Sewers Commission, then about

to undertake the construction of an important

system of drainage-works. In 1864 he was

sent to Turkey, to devise measures for defend

ing Constantinople, and securing the free pas

sage of the Dardanelles, the Sea of Marmora,

and the Bosporus, against an apprehended

advance of the Russians. He returned to Eng

land, but shortly afterward again proceeded to

the East, and directed the English works in

tended to reduce Sevastopol. He was present

at the battle of the Alma, the affair of Bala-

klava, and the battle of Inkerman. In 1855,

during the outcry raised against the generals

in the Crimea, he was recalled to England to

occupy his formerpost of Inspector-General

of Fortifications. He, however, remained with

the army three months longer, at the particu

lar request of Lord Raglan, and upon leaving

the camp was highly complimented by the

commander-in-chief in a general order. On

his return to England, Sir John Burgoyne was

promoted to the rank of general, and created

a baronet, for his services in the Crimea.

About the same period he received the Order

of the Medjidie, and that of Grand-Officer of

the Legion of Honor. He became a G. C. B.

in 1852, and upon the death of Lord Comber-

mere, in 1865, was appointed Constable of the

Tower of London, and Lord-Lieutenant and

Gustos Rotulorum of the Tower Hamlets. Sir

John was the author of several professional

articles in periodical publications.

Oct. 21.—Robinson, John Henby, R. A., a

celebrated English line engraver ; died at Pet-

worth, England, aged 75 years. He was born

at Bolton, Lancashire, in 1796, and was a pupil

of Heath. Among his more celebrated en

gravings are " Napoleon and Pope Pius VII.,"

after Wilkie ; " The Wolf and the Lamb," after

Mulready, exhibited about 1825 ; " The Man

tilla ; " " The Marchioness of Abercorn ; " and

"Little Red Riding-Hood," after Landseer;

"Sir "Walter 8cott," after Lawrence ; "Theo-

dosius refused Admission into the Church,"

and the portrait of Rubens, after Vandyck ;

"Spanish Flower Girl," after Murillo; and

some choice book-plates. Two of the choicest

specimens of his art, as an engraver, are the

"Sisters," after F. P. Stephanhoff, and the

" Mother and Child," from Leslie's picture of

1846. In 1862 he completed a portrait of the

Countess of Bedford, from the celebrated

picture by Vandyck. He obtained the first-

class gold medal for engraving at the Interna

tional Exhibition at Paris in 1855, was made

an Associate Engraver of the Royal Academy

November 3, 1856, and R. A. in June, 1866.

Oct. —.— Crontn, Rt. Rev. Benjamin,

D. D., BiBhop of Huron ; died in London, On

tario, aged 69 years. He was born in Kil

kenny, Ireland, in 1802, and was educated

at Trinity College, Dublin, where he took high

honors. After a few months' service in Eng

land as curate, he returned to Ireland, was

ordained priest in 1826, and served as curate

to the Archbishop of Tuam for six years. In

1832 he emigrated to Canada, and was for

twenty-five years the earnest and energetic

rector of the London district or parish. In

1867 he was consecrated the first Bishop of

Huron, his jurisdiction extending over an area

of 12,200 sqnare miles, and embracing a popu

lation of 277,505. He had fulfilled his duties

as bishop with great zeal and efficiency, and

was very highly esteemed throughout the

diocese.

Oct. —.—Seemann, Bekthold, Ph.D., F.L

8., Vice-President of the Imperial German

Academy NaturtB Curiosoruni ; died in Nica

ragua. He was born in the city of Hanover in

1825, was educated at the Lyceum of his native

city, obtained his degree of Doctor at the Uni

versity of Gdttingen, and was appointed, in

1846, naturalist on board H. M. S. Herald, in

which he made a voyage round the world, and

three cruises to the arctic region in search of

Sir John Franklin. In 1860 he was appointed

by the Colonial Office one of the Royal Commis

sioners to the Viti or Fiji Islands, for the pur

pose of ascertaining their fitness for a British

colony ; and he explored, in a private capacity,

many parts of North and South America. Efc

Seemann was the author of a " Narrative of

the Voyage of H. M. S. Herald," published in

1853; "Popular History of Palms," in 1858;

"The Botany of the Voyage of H. M. 8. Her

ald," in 1857; "Viti: an Account of a Gov

ernment Mission to the Viti or Fiji Islands,"

in 1862 ; "Popular Nomenclature of the Amer

ican Flora ; " " Paradisus Vindobonensis; "

" Twenty-four Views of the Coast and Islands

of the Pacifio ; " and had been a contributor

to the leading political, literary, and scientific

journals of London, and editor of the Be*-

plandia and the Journal of Hotany, Britith

and Foreign.

Nov. 2.—Gibson, Rev. James, D. D., a distin

guished Presbyterian clergyman and professor;

died in Glasgow, Scotland, aged 72 years. He

was one of the leaders of the movement against

the proposed union of the Free and United

Presbyterian Churches. Upon the establish

ment of the Free Church College in Glasgow,

he was appointed to the chair of Church His

tory and Systematic Theology.

Nov. 8.—-Sandys, Rev. Thomas, a missionary

of the Church Missionary Society, in Northern

India, for forty-two years, and who had re

cently returned to England ; died in—,

land, from the effects of a fall from a carriage.

Nov. 19.—Vionekon, , a French athlete;

was killed in the midst of one of his perform

ances on the sands of Boulogne-sur-lier, aged

45 years. He was a man of extraordinary

strength, and widely known for his wonderful

feats, one of which consisted in his lifting »

cannon, weighing 600 pounds, upon his shoal-

ders and firing a full charge of gunpowder.

He was going through this performance with

the usual success, but, while in the act of lifting

the cannon to lower it, he slipped and fell, the
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whole weight falling upon his face and splitting

his skull completely in two.

Nov. 23.—MELOAREJO,*General Makia.no, for

mer Dictator and ex-President of Bolivia ; was

killed in Lima by his son-in-law General J. A.

Sanchez. Family difficulties had alienated

them, and the father-in-law had frequently

uttered threats of violence. At length, during

a fit of intoxication, he armed himself with a

revolver, and proceeded to the residence of

General Sanchez, who, in defenoe of his life,

shot him in the forehead, inflicting a mortal

wound. He was President of Bolivia from

1866 to 1870.

Nov. 24.—Collins, Isaac, an eminent pro

fessor and teacher of the violin ; died in London,

in his 74th year. When in his prime, he ex

cited great attention by his extraordinary per

formances on the violin. Being the first and

only Englishman who played in the Italian

school, he was styled the English Paganini.

Nov. 28.—Ferre, Theophilb Charles, a

Communist leader, one of the Committee of

Public Safety ; was executed at Versailles, aged

25 years. During the closing years of the

Imperial Government, he was known as an

ardent Republican, and was conspicuous in

1868 at the Baudin demonstration. He was

elected in March, 1871, a member of the Com

mune of the 18th Arrondissement, and also a

member of the Committee of Publio Safety.

It is alleged that he was present at the sum

mary trial of General Lecomte, and loudly

demanded the general's execntion. In May

he was appointed Procurator of the Commune,

In which capacity he effected several arrests,

and carried out arbitrary sentences. He was

next appointed a delegate to the Prefecture of

Police, and, as such, suppressed numerous jour

nals, and signed the death-sentence of many

persons. He was, according to the evidence,

concerned in setting fire to the police headquar

ters, and went to La Koquette Prison to order

the execution of the hostages. He also caused

prisoners to be released, who, when supplied

by him with arms and ammunition, massacred

many persons imprisoned by the Commune,

including sixty-six gendarmes. Ferr6 was

placed upon trial under the following indict

ment : 1. For having participated as a mem

ber of the Commune in a plot to overturn the

Government. 2. For destroying and ordering

to be destroyed several public buildings. 3.

For having provoked and ordered the assassi

nation of the hostages. 4. For having usurped

public functions. 5. For ordering arbitrary

arrests. He was found guilty by the military

commission, and was sentenced to death.

Nov. 28.—Rossel, Louis Nathaniel, Secre

tary of War under the Commune ; was exe

cuted at Versailles, aged 28 years. He was

a pupil in the Polytechnic School, and oame

out second in his class. He was a captain of

engineers, and afterward commandant in the

Army of the Loire ; served with General Clu-

seret as head of the staff, and was remarkable

for his brilliant talents, his great intelligence,

and moral courage.

Nov. 30.—Girgenti, Prince Gabtani Mabie-

Fredeeio, Count de ; committed suicide in Lu

cerne, Switzerland, aged 25 years. He was

the filth son of Ferdinand II., King of Naples,

and Marie, Archduchess of Austria, and was

born January 12, 1846, and in 1868 was mar

ried at Madrid to the Princess Marie, eldest

daughter of ex-Queen Isabella, of Spain. He

held the honorary rank of major in the Sixth

Regiment of Austrian Lancers, and was a

Knight of the Spanish Order of the Golden

Fleece. He took no part in Spanish politics,

and was sharing the exile of Isabella II. at

Lucerne.

Nov. —.—Knorr, Lttdwiq, a German actor

and stage-manager ; died in Berlin, aged about

63 years. He commenced his career at the

small theatres in Germany, in 1838. In 1858

he came to this country, and was for ten years

connected with the Stadt Theater, chiefly per

sonating character roles. Ho was also for sev

eral years stage-manager. Returning to Ger

many, he appeared again at the theatres of

Dantzio and Konigsberg, and was last engaged

as stage-manager of the Friedrich Wilhelm-

stadtische Theater of Berlin.

Nov.—.—Wood, Lieutenant John, of the In-

dianNavy, a British traveller and explorer; died

in Sind, India, aged about 67 years. In 1836,

he accompanied Alexander Barnes in his ex

pedition to Cabul, and discovered the source

of the river Oxus. After an adventurous life

he fixed his residence in Sind, the scene of his

early exploits as a surveyor, as agent to the

Indian Flotilla Company. His death was at

tributed to overwork in that trying climate.

In 1845 he published an interesting narrative

of his explorations.

Nov. —.— Wright, Ichabod Charles, an

eminent banker, of Nottingham ; died there,

aged 76 years. He was born at Maberly Hall,

Notts, in 1795 ; was educated at Eton, and at

Christ Church, Oxford, where he graduated

B. A. in 1817, and M. A. in 1820, and was for

some time a Fellow of Magdalen College. He

translated Dante into English verse, the Iliad

of Homer into blank verse, published a letter

to the Dean of Canterbury, and was the author

of some able pamphlets on the currency ques

tion.

Dee. 6.—Scarlett, Hon. Sir James Yobkb,

K. 0. B., a lieutenant-general in the British

Army; died in Lancashire, England. He was

a son of the first Lord Abinger, and was born

February 1, 1799; was educated at Eton and

Trinity College, Cambridge ; joined the Eigh

teenth Hussars in 1818, and gradually rose un

til he became, in 1840, lieutenant-colonel of the

Fifth Dragoon Guards, and in 1862 lieutenant-

general. When the British military expedition

to the East was resolved upon, he was ap

pointed a brigadier-general, and the heavy

cavalry was placed under his command. He

distinguished himself at Balaklava, in October,
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1854, where the charge of the heavy brigade

did great execution, and, on the return of Lord

Lncan to England, General Scarlett took the

command of the entire cavalry force in the

Crimea, and was created a K. O. B. for his ser

vices toward the close of the war. After his

return, he received the command of the caval

ry brigade at Aldershot; on his resignation

was appointed to the governorship of Ports

mouth, and the command of the Southwestern

District, and in 1860 was made adjutant-gen

eral. Sir James was returned a member, in

the Conservative interest, for Guildford in 1837,

and at the time of his death was a magistrate

and deputy-lieutenant for Lancashire.

Dee. 12.—Oldenburg, Nicolas Frederic

Pibbke, Grand-duke of, Prince of Lubeck and

Birkenfeld, general of cavalry in the Prussian

service, and of infantry in the Hanoverian

Army, a German prince; died at Oldenburg,

aged 44 years. He was the chief of the second

branch of the reigning house of Holstein-

Gottorp, was born in Oldenburg, July 8, 1827,

and succeeded his father as Grand-duke, Feb

ruary 27, 1853. His grand-duchy had a pop

ulation of about 236,000, and had a constitution

somewhat liberal. His family had intermar

ried with the imperial family of Russia, and

he followed in foreign politics the promptings

of the Czar, and of Prussia. After 1866 he

made an exchange of territory with Prussia.

He prepared, in 1865, some " memoirs," or ar

guments, on the Schleswig-Holstein question,

which were read before the diplomatic con

ference, and afterward published.

, Dee. 14.—Smith, Rt, Rev. George, late

Bishop of Victoria (Hong-Kong); died in Eng

land. He was born in Wellington, in 1815,

and graduated B. A. at Magdalen Hall, Oxford,

in 1837. Having held a curacy and a small in

cumbency in Yorkshire, and spent some little

time as a missionary at Hong-Kong, he was con

secrated, in 1849, first Bishop of Victoria, in

that colony, and resigned in 1866. He was the

author of a "Narrative of a Visit to Loo-

Choo," published in 1850; "Ten Weeks in

Japnn," 1861 ; " China, her Past and Future ; "

and a pamphlet on the slave-trade.

Dec. 24.—Gassier, Edouard, a distinguished

French baritone ; died of the yellow fever, at

Havana, Cuba. He was born in France in

1823, and received his musical education at

the Paris " Conservatory," where, in 1844, he

won the first prize in opera. The year fol

lowing he came out at the Salle Favart, and

soon after went abroad, obtaining engagements

at Palermo, Milan, Vienna, and Venice. He

went to Spain in 1849, and remained there

three years, appearing in opera at intervals at

Madrid, Seville, and Barcelona. Toward the

close of 1854 he was engaged at the Italian

Theatre, Paris, and sang there during all the en

suing season, and in 1856 accepted an engage

ment at Drury Lane Theatre, London. While

in Spain, in 1847, M. Gassier married Mile.

Cuban a lady of Spanish birth, who has ac

quired celebrity as a soprano. M. Grassier

amassed considerable wealth by the practice

of his profession. *

Dec. 27. — Sorso, Lctgi Amat di Sab Fe-

lippo E., a Roman Catholic cardinal-bishop,

Bishop of Palestrina, Viee-Chancellor of the

Holy Roman Church; died at Rome, aged 73

years. He was born at Cagliari, in Sardinia,

June 21, 1796, was educated at Rome and Bo

logna, was for some years legate and Apostoiic

nuncio at Bologna, was promoted to the car-

dinalate May 19, 1837, consecrated Bishop of

Palestrina March 15, 1852, and not long after

made Vice-Chancellor of the Catholic Church.

His death left but two cardinal-bishops living,

both more than seventy years of age.

OHIO. The State Treasurer gives the fol

lowing figures, showing the receipts (including

balances from the previous year) into, and dis

bursements from, the State Treasury, for the

year ending November 15, 1871, and balance

on hand, of each fund, at that date :

FUNDS. Racatpta. DUbammesu. ■aLaakai.

General Revenue.. . $2,417,987
2.018,549
1,507.903

8,014
44

32.044
2,882

$2,161,838
1,641.377
1,458,198

875

$256,149
875,13
109.705

Sinking Fund
Common School
Soldiers' Allotment.
Soldiers' Claim
National Road,
Bank Redemption.

*s

80,259 1.785
2,82

Total $6,040,223 $5,292,047 $748,178

The semi-annual report of the Commissioners

of tho Sinking Fund, made to the Governor

in December, says that on the 15th day of May,

1871, the funded debt of the State was $9,597,-

643.73. The reduction, during the period cov

ered by this report, was : Loan of 1870, $283,-

600; loan of 1871, $291,322—total, $574,922.

The amount outstanding November 16, 1871,

was $9,022,721.73. The total foreign debt,

payable in New York, is $9,018,956.73. The

total of the domestic debt, payable at Colum

bus, is $3,765.

The investments in bonds of the State not

yet matured remain unchanged since the List

semi-annual report. The amount of these in

vestments is $21,992.37. Deducting this sum,

together with the $44,518.31, on which inter

est has ceased, from the total amount of the

funded debt, as stated above, there is left the

sum of $8,956,211.05, on which the Stats is

paying interest at the rate of six per cent.

The statistical report of the Secretary of

State, compiled from the returns from local

assessors and other official sources, shows the

following facts in regard to the horticultural

and agricultural interests of the State. The

vineyard statistics of 1870 were :

Acres planted 894
Acres in vineyard 10,890
Pounds ofgrapes gathered 1.5.85.3.719
Gallons of wine pressed »,57i,9OT

The grape-crop reported for 1870 was nearly

equal in number of pounds to the entire crops

gathered in the five previous years, »nd th?

wine pressed was more than two and a half
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times greater than the total number of gallons

reported since the year 1864. The number of

acres in orchards, and the number of bushels

of apples, peaches, and pears in the State, in

1870, were reported as follows :

Acres in orchards 377,297
Bushels of apples produced 11,012,584
Bushels of peaches produced 309,639
Bushels of pears produced 67,047

The grain-crops for 1870 were as follows :

WHEAT.
Acres sown 1.658,661
Bushels produced. 18,726,341
Average per acre 11.89

COBN.
Acres planted 2.360,189
Bushels produced 88,565.299
Average per acre 87.5S

OATS.
AcreB sown 927,160)tf
Bushels produced 24,819,908)^
Average per acre 26.76

BAKLZT.
Acres sown 78.976
Bushels produced 1 ,502,007
Average per acre 19

ETE.
Acres Bown 35,101

Bushels produced 831,196
Average per acre 9.43

BUCKWHEAT.
Acres sown 24,426
Bushels produced 287,643
Average per acre 11.77

POTATOES.

Acres planted 87,787
Bushels produced 6,121.590
Average per acre 69.78

The total acreage sown to grain in 1870 ex

ceeded the average acreage for the fire pre

vious years by the sum of 504,846, and is

109,638 in excess of the acres sown in 1869.

The aggregate of the breadstuff's in 1870

shows an increase of 13,401,602 bushels over

the aggregate for 1869, and an increase of

24,978,475 bushels over the average aggregate

for the last ten years. ,

The hay-crop of 1870 was as follows :

Acres In bay 1,390,522
Tons of hay produced 1,554,622
Average per acre 1.11

The culture of flax in 1870 resulted as fol

lows :

Acres sown % 61.204
Bushels of seed produced 449.878
Pounds of fibre produced 16,864,128

The statistics of clover and its seed for 1870

are:

Acres sown 340,440
Tons of hay produced 401,889
Bushels of seed produced 887,069
Acres ploughed under for manure 34,692

The tobacco-crop in 1870 was as follows :

Acres planted 20,484
Pounds produced 31,056.729
Average per acre 1,027

This crop shows an increase of 534 acres,

an increase of 4,971,048 pounds, and an in

crease of 217 pounds on the average per acre

over the average for the five previous years.

The products of the dairy in 1870 were as

follows :

Pounds of butter 43.020,554

Pounds of cbeese 81,381,068

There were 4,236,947 pounds more butter

made, and 10,860,870 pounds more cheese

manufactured in the State in 1870, than in

1869, and 8,957,623 pounds more butter, and

11,291,052 pounds more cheese in 1870, than

the average for the ten previous years.

The products of the sorghum-crop in 1870

were reported as follows :

Acres planted 28,450
Pounds of sugar produced 21,968
Gallons of molasses produced 2,187,673
Average gallons per acre tt

Sorghum is not cultivated very extensively

in the northern counties of the State, because

it is liable to injury from early frosts.

The manufacture of maple sugar and syrup

in 1870 was as follows :

Pounds of maple-sugar 2,204,325

Gallons of syrup 256,138

The sweet-potato crop in 1870 was as fol

lows:

Acres planted 2.350
Bushels produced 264,199
Average bushels per acre 112

The fifth return, showing land used for pas

turage, gives the following for the year 1870 :

Number of acres in pasture, 4,165,018, an in

crease of 176,101 acres over 1869.

Tho live-stock, statistics, given by the Sec

retary of State from the assessors' returns,

differ from those of the census returns and the

statements of the National Commissioner of

Agriculture. The Secretary of State insists

on the greater approach to accuracy in the

assessors' returns, from which his figures are

compiled. He gives, as listed for taxation in

1871, the following:

Number of horses 711,849
Value $46,902,789 00
Average value 65 93

Number of mules 21.988
Value $1,593,383 00
Average value 72 51

Number of cattle 1,646,440
Value $35,642,484 00
Average value 21 64

Number of hogs ' 2,164,408
Value 19,290,414 00
Average value 4 29

Number of sheep 4,302,904
Value $8,062,699 00
Average value 1 87

The returns of the assessors show that the

wool-clip of 1870 was 16,711,521 pounds,

which is a decrease of 2,581,837 pounds, as

compared with the clip of 1869.

The following summary shows the damage

done to Bheep by dogs during the year :

Number of sheep killed by dogs 46.013
Value of same $108,716 88
Number of sheep injured by dogs 28,985
Estimate or Injury done *34.3M> 51
Aggregate amount of injury to sheep by dogs. 143,000 89
Number of dogs in the Slate 183,424

The total valuation of property, as returned

to the Auditor of State for 1871, is as follows :

Acres of land returned for taxation 25,445,242
Value of lands $698,489,198
Value of real estate in cities and villages 827.129,836
Value of personal property 476,510,937

Total valuation of taxable property.. (1,502,129,971
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A comparison of these fignres with the foot

ings of the duplicate for 1870 shows an in

crease of 50,182 acres in lands assessed for

taxation, and an increase of $195,137,901 in

value. There is an inorease of $16,626,076 in

chattel property. The increase in real estate,

in cities, towns, and villages, is $122,634,297,

making a net increase of $334,398,274 in the

valuation of the taxable property of the State.

The number of marriages within the year is

as follows :

By licence 84,271
By banns 3S6

Total 24,627

The number of marriages this year is 832

less than that of lost The whole number of

marriages for the last ten years, from 1862 to

1871, inclusive, is 243,873, making an average

of 24,387 per year. There has been a steady

decrease in the number of marriages since

1866, there being in that year 80,479.

The whole number of suits for divorce

brought within the year is 2,255. The num

ber decided is as follows :

Granted when brought by husband 823
Granted when brought by wife 754

Total 1,077

The following shows the number of divorces

granted, with the cause therefor :

Adultery 277
Absence and neglect 445
Cruelty 172
Drunkenness 02
Fraud 27
Miscellaneous 64

Total 1,077

In 1866 the divorces granted stood in pro

portion to the number of marriages as one to

twenty-six, in 1871 as one to twenty-four.

The number of births reported for the year

ending April 1, 1871, was : Legitimate, 59,558 ;

illegitimate, 342 ; age and sex not given, 57 ;

total, 59,957. Adding estimate for one county

not returned, the total is 60,617. The number

of colored births in proportion to white births

stands as one to fifty-six.

The number of deaths reported in the year

ending April 1, 1871, is 25,149.

The number of persons naturalized in Ohio

for the year ending July 1, 1871, is distributed

as follows :

England, Scotland, and Walea 459
Canada 51
Ireland 683
Germany 025
Other countries 181

Total 2,200

The following is the number of deaths by

violence, reported for the year ending Jnly 1,

1871 :

Homicide 40
Killed by accident 277
Sniclde 70
Violent diseases 161

Total "566

The criminal statistics for 1871 were:

Persons prosecuted during the year ifft
Executed 6
Imprisoned in penitentiary 18
Imprisoned in county jail only 145
Fined only ISH
Fined and imprisoned in county jail IK
Sent to reform farm ^
Acquitted *81
NoDe prosequi -- 1,6®
Died before termination of prosecution...:.?*.,^: 1ST
Indlctmenta still pending 1,661
Crimes committed under influence of liquor 43$
Indictments pending at commencement of year 2,(3)
Indictments round during the year 4,61i
Persons against whom indlctmenta were laid away .. 4S

The following is the number of paupers, as

returned by the county auditors :

In county inflrmarles 4.651
Otherwise supported by the county **

Total 6,5"

Persons supported by the State in Insane Asylums. . 819
Persons supported by the State Reform Schools ... US

Total W

The following statistics of pauperism and

crime in Ohio were obtained through the re

turns of the Federal census of 1870 :

Number of paupers for the year 8,613
Number In June 1, 1870 5,*K
Number of convictions for crime for the year... W60
Number in prison June 1, 1870 Mj
Annual cost of pauperism ." $378,9S

The number and value of new structures are

as follows :

STRUCTURES. Number. Valm. Atrip nl

Dwellings, hotels, etc.. 0,939
2,583
268
461
58
80
258

$5,546,050
680,089
445.859
681,3*4
489,050
195.036
150,448

$556 06
it

Mills, factories, etc ... .
Stores, warehouses, etc

1.663 65
1.478 05
8,300 94
6.501 a
663 13

Public halls

Total 13,502 $8,139,716 ♦59$ SS

The following is the return of the number

and length of turnpikes and plank-roads in

Ohio in 1871 :

Number of turnpikes 566
Length tn miles 4,335
Number of plank-roads 0
Length in miles 66

There are 123 more turnpikes reported than

last year, and the length has been increased

798 miles, which* includes the free turnpikes

built within the year. There has been a de

crease of 26 in the number of plank-roads re

ported, and the length has been decreased 110

miles.

The returns of banks and their capital in

Ohio, for the year 1871, are as follows : Number

of national banks, 131 ; capital, $22,765,910;

private and other banks, 148; capital, $5,118,-

468; total capital, $27,878,878. This shows

a decrease of eight in the number of national

banks, and their capital has been increased

$192,029. The number of private banks shows

an increase of one during the year, and the

capital of these banks has decreased $1,238,420.

The amount of legal-tender notes, or other

moneys exempt from taxation, as returned for

this year, is $10,707,080.50, being a decrease

on last year of $601,960.50.

•
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The following statistics were gathered from

the report of the Board of State Charities for

1871 : Aggregate value of property (real and

personal) invested in the several organized

private charities, reporting during the year

1871 to the Board of State Charities, is $976,-

255.32. The cost of maintenance of these for

the year was $162,226. The whole number

of beneficiaries reported was 26,538, the num

ber for the current year being 2,204 ; yet the

same report indicates that these are not all

the organized private charities of the State.

The following school statistics were con

solidated from returns received at the office of

the State School Commissioner in 1871 :

White. Black.
Boys 626,109 I Boys
Girls 605,666 Girls

13.402
12,881

Total White. . . 1,031,766 | Total Black. . . . 26,288

Whole number of scholars between 5 and 21 ... . 1,068,048
Average number In dally attendance upon pub

lic schools 481,496
Whole number enrolled 728,854
Number of school-rooms in the State 13,878
Number of teachers employed 22,107
Hales 9,668
Females 12,644
Whole number of colleges, universities, and
academies In the State 90

Students in attendance 11,048
Males in attendance 6,477
Females In attendance 4,566
Students In the pagan classics 4,704
Males in the pagan classics 2,777
Females in the pagan classics 1,927
Classical graduates during 1870 580
Classical graduates dnring 1870, males 107
Classical graduates during 1870, females 288
Aggregate cash value of all colleges, universi

ties, and academies $6. 105,120
Aggregate income from all sources 404,697

The following are the taxation statistics for

1871:

Number of acres of land

VALUATIONS.
"Value of lands
Value of real estate in cities and towns .
Value of chattel property

26,445,242

$698,489,198
827,129,880
476,616,937

Total taxable valuation 11,502,135,971

STATE TAXES.
For sinking fund 11,199,804 87
For general revenue fund 1,619.603 94
For State common-school fund 1,601,319 47

Total State taxes $4,860,728 28

COUNTT TAXES.
For county expenses $1,828,773 11
For poor purposes 607.208 72
For bridge purposes 1,434,882 67
For building purposes 896,600 80
For road purposes 1.041,337 98
For railroad purposes and debts 527,284 58

Total county taxes $6,805,687 76

TOWNSHIP, SCHOOL, SPECIAL, CITT, AND TOWN TAXES.

For township expenses $656,367 24
For school and school-house purposes 5,103.581 33
For other special purposes 1.147.930 H4
For city and village purposes 8,891,193 45

Total township, special, and city taxes. . $12,299,072 86

Total county and other local taxes „ 18.604,660 12
Total taxes for all purposes 22,965,388 40
Delinquencies and forfeitures 632,275 08
Total taxes, including delinquencies 23,587,664 24

The following figures present a resume of

the results obtained from reports of railroads

doing business in Ohio, to the Commissioner

of Railroads and Telegraphs, for the year end

ing June SO, 1871 : Length of finished roads,

main line and branches, entire lines, exclusive

of sidings and double tracks, 6,175} miles, of

which 8,457i miles are in Ohio. Capital

stock paid in, entire lines, $210,387,148.87;

proportion for Ohio, $115,432,087.91. Amonnt

of bonded and floating debts, $177,652,701.90 ;

proportion for Ohio, $95,844,981.80. Total

amonnt of capital stock and debts, $391,788,-

964.52; proportion for Ohio, $209,664,675.54.

Total cost of roads and equipments, $865,778,-

816.25 ; proportion for Ohio, $158,152,405.56.

Gross earnings, passengers, $16,333,218.82 ;

freight, $39,296,617.11 ; mail, express, etc.,

$8,521,582.89; total, $59,151,418.82; propor

tion for Ohio, total, $30,384,518.27. Operating

expenses, total, $40,296,667.38 ; proportion

for Ohio, $20,776,222.59. Total net earnings,

$18,854,742.44; proportion for Ohio, $9,608,-

295.70. Interest paid on bonded debt, includ

ing taxes, $7,505,432.31 ; paid daring the year

by reported lines for construction, $4,029,503.-

10. Animals killed, 2,848; amount paid for

them, $55,490.03. Accidents on lines in Ohio,

441 ; lives lost, 161 ; persons injured, 280. Of

the persons killed, four were passengers, all

from causes within their own control. Of the

injured, eighteen were passengers, of whom

seven were injured from causes beyond their

own control. The number of passengers car

ried in Ohio is estimated at twelve millions.

The casualties to passengers were in the pro

portion of one person to 645,454 persons car

ried. The number of passengers killed, all

from misconduct or carelessness of themselves,

was one to three millions of those carried.

Nineteen employe's were killed, and forty-three

injured, from causes beyond their control.

From misconduct and carelessness, fifty-four

employe's were killed, and one hundred and

sixty-two injured. Sixty-one persons were

killed, and thirty-one injured, while walking

or riding upon tracks. The reports made by

telegraph companies are quite unsatisfactory,

the companies maintaining their former habit

of omitting to answer questions when they

choose to do bo, and additional legislation will

be asked for by the Commissioner on this

point. The number of miles of telegraph-lines

in Ohio is reported 5,038 of poles, and 12,535

of wire. Number of offices,' 464 ; number of

employes, 595.

The work of the Geological Survey, during

1871, progressed in charge of four parties,

numbering fifteen persons operating in differ

ent parts of the State. Twenty-two counties

were surveyed during the season, bringing the

work nearly to a close. Of the eighty-eight

counties in the State, twelve only remain un-

surveyed. The field-work is to be finished

next season. The organic law provides that,

after the field-work is done, the results shall be

embodied in a final report and map. Of the

final report, two volumes are done. They in

clude descriptions of the general geology of

the State and of half of the counties, with sixty
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plates of fossils of new species discovered

during the progress of the survey. The second

volume of the final report is devoted to Eco

nomic Geology, and includes descriptions of the

ores, coals, clays, limes, etc., with descriptions

of methods and statistics of production in all

branches of manufacture—iron, steel, pottery,

etc.—based on mineral staples. The final

report will consist of four volumes, with a

map.

The second annual volume of the " Progress

Report of the Survey " details the work of

1870. Prof. Newberry, the Chief Geologist, in

the opening of his introductory report in the

volume, gives a sketch of the structure of the

lower coal-measures of Northwestern Ohio,

that is, of the group of seven, in some places

eight workable beds, which lie below the

Pittsburg seam, and include most of the im

portant coal-strata of the State. Instead of

one symmetrical basin with a tolerably uniform

dip toward the southeast, the coal-measures

form several troughs, in a general way parallel

with the axis of the great one of which they

are parts. On the east side of each of these

subordinate basins the strata rise, or are hori-

contal, and the easterly dip is neutralized ; so

that, on the east line of Columbiana County,

and within forty miles of Pittsburg, the centre

of the coal-busin, the section of the hills is

nearly the same with that found on the banks

of the Eillbuck, one hundred miles west, the

average dip in this interval being not more

than three feet to the mile. From Nashville,

Holmes County, to the valley of the Eillbuck

(Holmesville and Millersburg), the dip is east

ward and somewhat rapid. From Millersburg

to the east line of Holmes County the strata

rise ; then dip again eastwardly into the valley

of the Tuscarawas. From Dover, to and be

yond the tunnel, on the Tuscarawas Branch

Railroad, and to Carrollton, on an east and

we9t line, the dip is westwardly, while from

the Hanover Summit it is eastward to the

State line.

The importance of the knowledge thus gained

will be apparent at a glance. For example,

it shows that the Briar Hill coal, or its horizon,

is within easy reach all along the valleys that

cut this portion of the coal-basiD, and that it

is not, as has been represented, carried by a

uniform easterly dip so far below the surfaoe

as to be practically inaccessible. Investiga

tions during the past summer also show that

the number of coal-seams constituting the

lower group—that is, those below the Barren

Measures—has been erroneously duplicated;

that there is no break or confusion of the

strata, as has been stated, at the Hanover

Summit, the coal-seams being simply buried so

t deeply there as to be invisible ; also, that the

Salineville coals do not dip under those exposed

in the lower portion of the Yellow Creek

Valley, but are really the highest of the lower

group, are immediately overlaid by the Barren

Coal Measures, and are identical with the

highest three seams of the Hammondsville and

Linton sections.

Some of the general conclusions to which

the professor comes are, that there is no seam

north of the National Road (except the Briar

Hill) whioh will supply a first-class furnace-

coal ; that some process must be adopted for

ridding these coals of sulphur before they will

become available for important uses ; that the;

may be used largely for the manufacture of

illuminating gas ; but that the best use to

which they can at present be applied is for

fuel for locomotives. Burning, as the cannels

do, so much like wood, they can be used in

ordinary locomotive-furnaces with little or no

change; and, since their heating-power is twice

that of wood, and they crop out along the

sides of several of the railroads, they seem

destined to supply the place of wood, now in

many places becoming somewhat scarce.

The professor next takes ud the subject of

iron-ores in this section of the State, and traces

the Eidney ores through Holmes, Columbians,

Tuscarawas, Mahoning, and Stark Counties.

He thinks their value has been somewhat over

rated, inasmuch as, by the washing away of

the shales whioh originally contained them,

they have been concentrated in the surface

materials, where they have been readily acces

sible and most cheaply mined. When, after

a longer or shorter time, these surface ac

cumulations shall have been exhausted, he

fears that it will only be in rare instances that

these ores will be found of sufficient richness

to pay for drifting.

It sometimes happens, as at Latonia, that

the roof-shale of a coal-seam is charged with

iron, and becomes a block-bond ore. This

can then be removed with little trouble or cost.

Suoh associations of the fuel and the ore are

known to occur in several localities, and it is

probable that others will be found as a reward

to future search.

Nearly every coal-seam in the series is un

derlaid lj>y a bed of fire-clay of greater or less

thickness. Usually these clay-beds are three

or four feet thick; but that which underlies

the " strip vein " on Yellow Creek is some

times twelve feet. These clays differ much in

character and value, but every county within

the coal-area may be said to possess abundant

supplies of this useful mineral.

Among the other useful minerals of the

lower coal-series, the hydraulic limestones

should receive some notice. These are lime

stones with which was mingled in their de

position a larger or smaller quantity of clay,

and this imparts to them the property of form

ing a mortar which hardens under water.

Limestones possessing the requisite properties

are found in various parts of the State, and at

several geological levels, especially in the

Upper Silurian strata, which from this circum

stance have received the name of the Water-

Lime Group. Argillaceous limestones are,

however, not confined to this group. The
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limestones of the coal-measures are found in

certain localities to take on the character
•which fits them for the manufacture of cement.

Prof. E. B. Andrews, in charge of the Second

Geological District, comprising Southeastern

Ohio, reports that iron-ore is found in greater

or less abundance in all the counties of the

district through which the lower coal-meas

ures range. These are—Muskingum, Licking,

Perry, Hocking, Athens, Vinton, Jackson,

Scioto, Lawrence, and Gallia. In small quan

tities, it is found in several other counties.

Furnaces are found in all the counties named,

except Licking, Perry, and Athens, but they

are most abundant in Vinton, Jackson, Scioto,

and Lawrence. The ores of the district are

generally of great excellence and purity, and

the iron made from them has a very high

reputation.

The supply of the best ores is very great,

and, although not strictly inexhaustible, yet

enough to last for many generations, at a rate

of consumption far greater than the present.

For the most part, the ores of the district are

smelted with charcoal, but this form of fuel

must, ere long, be exhausted, and the use of

bituminous coal or coke be rendered necessary.

Fortunately, the supply of bituminous coals is,

proximately, at hand, of a quality which war

rants the belief that the ores may be success

fully smelted by them.

Coal is found in nearly all of the counties of

the Second District. The productive coal-

measures include, in whole or in part, the fol

lowing counties : Scioto, Lawrence, Jackson,

Vinton, Hocking, Perry, Licking, Muskingum,

Morgan, Athens, Gallia, Meigs, Washington,

Noble, Guernsey, Monroe, and Belmont. The

area of coal in a few of the counties is limited,

but in none is coal entirely wanting. In many

counties coal is found in almost every town

ship, generally lying in accessible seams in the

hill-sides. Mining by shafts beneath the gener

al surface is the rare exception in the district.

Generally, there will be found an inexhanst-

ible supply of coal in the hills, which can be

mined under the most favorable circumstances.

The coal is everywhere bituminous, sometimes,

though rarely, appearing in the modified form

of cannel. Gannel coal is nowhere extensively

mined in the district, and, as a general rule,

it is less valuable than the usual bituminous

cools. Caking and non-caking coals are well

represented in quantity and quality. The lat

ter we found almost exclusively in the lower

coal-measures. For the blast-furnace, where

coal is to be used without cokiDg, the non-

caking must be employed. Snch coal is found

in Muskingum, Perry, Hocking, Athens, Vin

ton, Jackson, and Gallia, and perhaps in one

or two other counties.

Prof. Wormley, the analytical chemist ofthe ,

survey, reports that of the iron-ores eighty-

two Ohio specimens were analyzed, thirty-

five being hydrated sesquioxides, forty-three

carbonates, and four black-band ores. The

vol. zl—89 A

amount of metallic iron found in the five named

varies from 87.17 to 61.56 per cent. ; in the

second from 21.48 to 49.09 per cent, the main

average being 33.65 per cent. The main av

erage iron found in the black-band ores was

81.06 per cent. This section of the report also

contains statistics of analyses made of coal,

fire-clays, water-lime, limestone, and various

agricultural soils.

On the 18th of May the Montgomery County

Democratic Convention met at Dayton. The

attention of politicians throughout the State

had been attracted to that convention, as it

had been given out that Mr. Vallandigham

would there present a series of resolutions

which would contain the principles to be em

bodied in the State and national platforms of

the Democratic party, and mark a " new de

parture" in policy. Mr. Vallandigham was

appointed chairman of the committee on res

olutions, and reported the following, the

adoption of which he advocated in a written

speech :

Whereas, The Democratic party of 1871 is made

up ofmen who, previous to and during the late war,

as also for a time since, entertained totally different

opinions, and supported totally opposite measures,

as to the questions and issues of those times ; and—

Whereat, It is reasonable to assume that these same

men still entertain, to a large extent, their several

opinions, and would, if in like circumstances, sup

port again substantially the same measures ; and—

Whereat, A rational toleration among men resolved

to unite in a present common purpose does not re

quire the surrender, in any particular one, of former

opinions, or any acknowledgment of error as to meas

ures supported : therefore—

Resolved, By the Democracy ofMontgomeryCounty :

1. That, agreeing to disagree in all respects as to

the past, we cordially unite upon the living issues

of the day, and hereby invite all men of the Bepub-

lican party, who believe now upon present issues as

we believe, to cooperate fully and actively with us

upon the basis of perfect equality with every member

ot the Democratio party.

2. That, waiving all differences of opinion as to

the extraordinary means by which they were brought

about, we accept the natural and legitimate results

of the war so far as waged for its ostensible purpose

to maintain the Union and constitutional rights and

powers of the Federal Government, including the

three several amendments de facto to the Constitu

tion recently declared adopted as a settlement in

fact of all the issues of the war, and acquiesce in the

same as no longer issues before the country.

8. That, thus burying out of sight all that is orHhe

dead past, namely, the right of secession, slavery,

inequality before the law, and political inequality,

and, now that reconstruction is complete, and repre

sentation within the Union restored to all the States,

waiving all questions as to the means by which it

was accomplished, we demand that the vital and long-

established rule of strict construction, as proclaimed

by the Democratio fathers, and accepted by the

statesmen of all parties previous to the war, and em

bodied in the tenth amendment to the Constitution,

be vigorously applied now to the Constitution as it

is, including the three recent amendments above re

ferred to, and insist that these amendments shall

not be held to have in any respect altered or modi-

fled the original theory and character of the Federal

Government as designed and taught by its founders,

and repeatedly, in earlier times, in later times, and

at all times, affirmed by the Supreme Court of the

United States, but only to have enlarged the powers
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delegated to it, and to that extent and no more to

have abridged tho reserved rights of the States ; and

that, as thus construed according to these ancient

and well-established rules, the Democratic party

pledges itself to the full, faithful, and absolute ex

ecution and enforcement of the Constitution as it

now is, so as to secure equal rights to all persons

under it, without distinction of race, color, or con

dition.

4. That the absolute equality of each and every

State within the Union is a fundamental principle of

the Federal Government, and that no department of

that Government has power to oxpel a State from the

Union, or to deprive it, under any pretext whatever,"

of its equal rights therein, including especially the

right of the full and complete representation in Con

gress and in tho electoral college.

5. That we will always cherish and uphold the

American system of State and local self-government

for State and local purposes, and a General Govern

ment for general purposes only, and are unalterably

opposed to all attempts at centralization and con

solidation of power in the hands of the General Gov

ernment, and more especially when such attempts

are in the form of usurpation by any department of

the Government ; and, further, that we adhere

firmly to the principle of maintaining a perfect in

dependence between the coordinate departments of

that Government — the legislative, the executive,

and judicial—condemning all encroachments by one

upon the functions of the other.

6. That, outside of fundamental law, all legisla

tion is in its nature and purposes temporary, and

subject to change, modification, or repeal, at the will

of a majority of the people, expressed through the

law-making power, and that the pretence that any

act of Congress, not executed and spent, or any

legislative policy of a party, is an absolute finality,

is totally inconsistent with the whole theory ot

republican government, and that it is the unques

tionable right of the people, of themselves and

tlirough their representatives, at each successive

election, and in each successive Congress, to judge

of what legislation is necessary and propor or ap

propriate to carry into execution or enforce tho con

stitutional powers, rights, and duties, of the Federal

Government.

7. That, as an instance of eminently appropriate

legislation under the fourteenth amendment, in the

namo of wisdom, justice, and republican govern

ment, and to secure universal political rights and

equality among both the white and colored of the

United States, to the end that we may have peace

at lost, we call now, as well on behalf of the North

as of the South, upon Congress for a universal am

nesty.

8. That we ore in favor of the payment of tho

public debt at the earliest practicable moment con

sistent with moderate taxation. More effectually to

secure and hasten payment, we demand the strictest

honesty and economy in every part of the admin

istration of the Government.

9. That we are in favor of such revenue reform as

will greatly simplify the manner of and reduce the

number of officers engaged in collecting and dis

bursing the revenue, and largely diminish the now

enormous expense to the Government, and the an

noyance and vexation to the people attending the

same ; and, further, will make the burdens of taxa

tion equal, uniform, and just, and no greater than

the necessities of the Government, economically ad

ministered, shall require.

10. That we are in favor of a searching and ade
quate reform in the civil service of tho Government,

so as to secure faithfulness, honesty, and efficiency,

in all its branches, and in every officer and appointee

connected with it.

11. That wo are in favor of a strictly revenue tariff,

conformed to the theory and practice of all other

just and wise tax laws.

12. That all taxation ought to be based on wealth

instead of population, and every person should be

required to contribute to the support of the Govern

ment in proportion to the amount and not with refer

ence to the character of his property.

13. That specie is the basis ot all sound currency,

and that true policy requires as speedy s return to

that basis as is practicable, without distress to the

debtor class of the people.

14. Thero is no necessary or irrepressible conflict

between labor and capital ; that without capital or

consolidated wealth no country can flourish: that

capital is entitled to the just and equal protection of

the laws ; and that all men, whether acting individ

ually or in a corporate capacity, are entitled to the

right by fair and honest means, and not for purposes

of wrong or oppression, to so use their property ts

to increase and consolidate it to the utmost extent

withiu their power. But conceding all this, we de

clare our cordial sympathy and cooperation with the

producers and working-men of the country, who

make and move all capital, and who only seel by

just and necessary means to protect tliemselfes

against the oppressive vexations of capital, and to

ameliorate their condition and dignify their calling

15. That we are totally and resolutely opposed to

the grant of any more of the public lands, the com

mon property of the people of the States, to corpora

tions for railroads or other purposes, holding ths!

these lands ought to be devoted as homesteads to

actual settlers or sold in small quantities to individ

uals at a price so low as to induce speedy occupswa

and settlement.

16. That, holding Btill to the good old Democratic

doctrine of annexation or acquisition of territory, we

are yet totally opposed to tho scheme of President

Grant to acquire San Domingo as a "job," and by

sucli means and for such purposes evidently intended,

and accept the issue he has tendered in his late mes

sage submitting the Bubject to the decision of the

people.

17. That the act commonly called the "Bayonet

Bill," recently passed by Congress, amendatory to

the act of May 81, 1870, and supplementary to the

act of July 14, 1S70, each and all intended and so

contrived as to interfere with and practically subrert

free popular elections in all the States, subjecfcnf.

them to the absolute control through military power,

whensoever colled forth, of the President and com

mander-in-chief for the time being of the land sua

naval forces of the United States, and the more

recent act of Congress commonly called the"Ka-

klux Bill." extending by its teiyns to every Sale,

intermeddling with the' exclusively local concerns ot

every State, authorizing the President, upon the ex

istence of a condition of things, to be ascertained sod

determined by himself and in the exercise of bis

sole judgment, to suspend tho writ of Aatea <"T"

in time of peace, and to march a standing array n*0

any State and declare martial law therein at his owa

mere will and pleasure, thus subverting the entire

civil power, legislative, executive, and judicial, oi

such State, destroying frcodom of speech and of the

press, and the peaceable assembling of tho pefP1''

and subjecting every person therein to militsrr

arrest, trial, and execution, were enacted for no other

purpose than to complete tho centralization of su

power in tho hands of the General Government, es

tablish military despotism, and thus perpetuate the

present Administration without regard to the will of

the poople, and are not only inconsistent with tho

whole theory and character of the Federal Govern

ment, and revolutionary and dangerous in nstnre.

but in direct conflict with the spirit and letter of the

Constitution, including the amendments which the?

pretend to enforce.
18. That tho radical party of 1871, ss now con

stituted, is not the Republican partv of the period

previous to the war, nor the so-called Union p«rry

during the war, and is in no respect entitled t° ™"
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public confidence as such. ; that it is now only an Ad

ministration or Grant party, dating back to March 4,

HJ89, and to bo judged by its record since ; and that

upon that reoord, totally hostile to the doctrines and

policy herein maintained, and wholly committed to

tho policies and doctrines herein denounced, it de

serves the emphatic condemnation of the people.

The Democratic State Convention assembled

in Columbus, June 1st, and nominated the fol

lowing ticket : for Governor, George W. Mc-

Cook ; Lieutenant-Governor, Samuel F. Hunt ;

Supreme Judge, G. W. Geddes; Auditor of

State, Joseph R. Cockerill ; Treasurer of State,

Gustav Bruelil; Attorney - General, Edward

S. Wallace; State Commissioner of Common

Schools, William W. Boss; Clerk of Supreme

Court, Charles Patterson; member of Board

of Public Works, Arthur Hughes.

The following resolutions were adopted :

Jlaohed, by the Democracy of Ohio—

1. That, denouncing the extraordinary means by

which they were brought about, we recognize as ac

complished facts tho three amendments to the Con

stitution recently declared adopted, and consider tho

same as no longer political issues before the country.

2. We demand that the rule of strict construction

as proclaimed by the Democratic fathers, accepted

by the statesmen of all parties previous to the war,

and embodied in the tenth amendment to the Con

stitution, be rigorously applied now to the Constitu

tion as it is, including the throe recent amendments

above referred to, and insist that these amendments

shall not be held to have in any respect altered or

modified tho original theory and character of the

Federal Government, but only to have enlarged the

powers delegated to it, and to that extent and no

rnoro to have abridged tho reserved rights of the

States ; and that, as thus construed, the Democratio

party pledges itself to a full, faithful, and absolute

execution and enforcement of the Constitution as it

now is, so as to securo equal rights to all persons

under it without distinction of race, color, or con

dition.
J. That tho absolute equality of each and every

State within the Union is a fundamental principle of

the Federal Government.

i. That we will always cherish and uphold the

American system of State and local government for

State and local. purposes, and a General Government

for general purposes only, and are unalterably op

posed to all attempts at centralisation or consolida

tion of power in the hands of the General Govern

ment, and the more especially when such attempts

are in the form of usurpation by any department of

that Government : and further, that we adhere firm

ly to the principle of maintaining a perfect inde
pendence between coordinate departments of the

Government, the legislative, the executive, and the

judicial, condemning all encroachments by one upon

tho funotions of the other.

6. While tho fundamental law as expressed in the

Constitution is necessarily paramount until abro

gated as prescribed by that instrument, nil legisla

tion is in'its nature and purpose temporary and sub

ject to change, modification, or repeal, at the will of

a majority of the people, expressed through the law

making power, and that the pretence that any act of

Congress, not executed and spent, or any legislative

polioy of a party, is an absolute finality, is totally

inconsistent with the whole theory of a republican

government, and that it is the unquestionable right

of the people, of themselves and through their rep

resentatives, at each successive election, and in each

successive Congress, to judge of what legislation is

necessary and proper or appropriate to carry into

execution, and enforce the constitutional powers,

rights, and duties, of the Federal Government.

[For the 6th, 7th, and 8th resolotions, tee the 7th,

16th, and 17th in the preceding platform.]

9. That we aro in favor of a strictly revenue tariff

conformed to theory and principles of all other just

and wise tax-laws, and opposed to the protection the

ory, so called.

10. That the profligate corruption and wanton ex

travagance which pervade every department of the

Federal Government, the sacrifice or the interest of

labor to aggrandize a handful of aristocrats, the

wicked deprivation of the people of their rightful

heritage in public lands which have been made gifts

to railroad and other monopolists, the payment of

more than twenty million dollars premium during

the Administration of President Grant^ in Govern

ment bonds payable at par, for the maintenance, at

an annual cost to the people, of nearly thirty million

dollars, of an unconstitutional, oppressive, and ex

tortionate system of banking, whereby money is

made scarce and interest high, are abuses which call

for wise and thorough remedies.

11. That we are in favor of strict economy, and of

a large reduction in the expenditures of the Federal
ond State Governments • of the civil service reform ;

the collection of internal revenue by the State author

ities, thereby returning to honest labor the myriads

of tax-gatherers who eat up the substance of the land ;

and of the speedy trial, conviction, and punishment,

of the thieves who have stolen the taxes paid by the

people.

12. That, while we reject repudiation, we equally

reject the proposition to pay bondholders more than

the contract demands; that if bondholders have

rights, bo have the tax-payers, andwe insist upon jus

tice being done to both ; that the creditor is entitled

to be paid in the same currency he loaned to the Gov

ernment ; that when he loaned greenbacks, he should

be paid in greenbacks, unless the contract otherwise

provides, and when he loaned gold he should be paid

in gold ; that, to guard against too great expansion,

greenbacks should be made convertible into three

per cent, bonds, at the option of the note-holders,

Baid bonds to be redeemed in greenbacks on de

mand; that the true mode of returning to specie

payments is to make customs duties payable in legal-

tender currency, whether paper-money or gold ; that

such a polioy would secure a uniform currency and

stop gambling in gold, and thereby elevate the credit

of the Government.

18. That, with the watchword of reform, we confi

dently go to the country ; that we believe the inter

ests of the great body of the people are the same ;

that, without regard to past political associations,

they are friends of free government ; that they are

equally honest, brave, and patriotic, and we appeal

to them as to our brothers and countrymen, to aid us

to obtain relief from the grievous abuBcs which in

jure and oppress every one except the wrong-doers

and oppressors themselves.

14. Upon State issues we resolve that we are in

favor of calling a convention as provided for by Article

III. of the State constitution.

The Bepnblican State Convention met in

Columbus, June 21st, and put in nomination

the following ticket: For Governor, Edward

F. Noyes; Lieutenant-Governor, Jacob Muel

ler; Judge of Supremo Court, William H.

West; Auditor of State, James Williams;

Treasurer of State, Isaao Welch ; Attorney-

General, Francis B. Pond; State Commis

sioner of Common Schools, Thomas W. Har

vey ; Clerk of Supreme Court, Rodney Foos ;

member of Board of Public Works, Stephen

R. Hosmer. The following platform of prin

ciples was adopted :

fietolvtd, by the Republicans of Ohio in conven

tion assembled, as follows :
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1. The Kepublican party of the United States may

well challenge the admiration and confidence of the

country for its patriotism, courage, and wisdom in

preserving the Union of the States ; for its justice,

firmness, and magnanimity in establishing, for all the

people, liberty and equality before the law ; for its

gratitude and generous provision for the national de

fenders and pensioners ; for its inviolate honor and

good faith toward the national creditors ; and. gen

erally, for iU successful administration of public af

fairs in peace as well as in war.

2. We not only recognize the thirteenth, four

teenth, and fifteenth amendments to the Constitution

of the United States as accomplished facts, but also

as just, wise, and valid articles of organic law, to be

jealously defended and enforced as parts of the Con

stitution, now, henceforth, and forevor.

8. As it will be necessary and desirable to obtain

from duties on imports a largo portion of the reve

nues needed to defray the expenses of the Govern

ment, to pay the interest on the national dobt. and

the principal as it matures, such duties should be so

adjusted as not to prejudice, but to promote the inter

ests of every section and branch of industry, as far

as may bo possible.

4. The present Administration of the national Gov

ernment has vindicated its right to the continued

confidence of the people. Its sucocss lias beon illus
trated in the impartial execution of the laws • in its

faithfulness, honesty, and economy in the collection

ofpublic revenues, ahd in the expenses ofthe Govern

ment ; so that, while taxation has been reduced to the

extent of one hundred millions of dollars per year,

the national debt has been liquidated to tho amount

of over two hundred and thirty millions—a reduction

unparalleled in history. The Administration has been

equally successful in the management of our foreign

relations, and has achieved imperishable honor in the

settlement of our differences with Great Britain, upon

terms creditable to both countries, as embodied in

the Treaty of Washington. The head of an Admin

istration thus distinguished by success and states

manship is justly entitled to be regarded as a wise

and careful civil magistrate, and his uniform defer

ence to public sentiment shows him to be one whom

the country may trust, having fully redeemed the

gledge he made before entering upon the duties of

hiet' Magistrate, that he would have no policy of

his own to enforce against the will of the people.

5. We repeat our condemnation of tho policy of

granting subsidies of public lands to corporations

and monopolies ; and, having originated the polioy

of granting homesteads to actual settlers, we declare

that the public domain should be kept for our labor

ing population.

6. We are in favor of the adoption of a thorough

system of civil-service reform, and we indorse heart

ily the action of President Grant in selecting the

commissioners under tho recent so-called civil-ser

vice act.

7. We unite with our fellow-citizens in every por

tion of the Union in the hope that the enmities and

resentments of the war may bo speedily ended, and

that the day may soon come when in every State

every citizen may be safe in life, person, property,

and civil rights, and may have the equal protection

of the laws, so that no man, who was loval to the

Union during the great struggle, may for that reason

be the victim of persecution, outrage, and assassina

tion, and so that some encouragement may be offered

for the removal in all proper oases of political disa

bilities imposed for participation in the rebellion.

8. We recommend the culling of a convention to

amend tho constitution of the State.

The prohibitionists also put a full ticket in

the field, their candidates being as follows:

For Governor, Gideon T. Stewart ; Lieutenant-

Governor, P. M. Wcddell ; Auditor of State,

W. B. Chadwick; Treasurer of State, Thomas

Evans, Jr. ; Attorney-General, J. W. Stench-

comb ; member of the Board of Public Works,

L. B. Silver; Judge of tho Supreme Court.

Samuel E. Adams; Clerk of the Supreme

Court, Arza Aldermann.

Tho election was held October 10th, anil re

sulted in the complete success ofthe Republican

candidates, the majority of the Republican csn-

didate for Governor over his Democratic com

petitor being 20,168, and over all 16,084. The

following is the total vote on each candidate:

Governor.—E. F. Noyes, 238,273; G. W.

McCook, 218,105 ; G. T. Stewart, 4,084.

Lieutenant-Governor.—J. Mueller, 238.832;

S. F. Hunt, 217,489; P. M. Weddell, 4,491.

State Auditor—J. Williams, 237,810; IP.

Cockerill, 217,882 ; W. B. Chadwick, 4,114.

State Treasurer.—J. Welch, 237,428; G.

Bruehl, 218,394 ; T. Evans, Jr., 4,137.

Attorney- General.—F. B.Pond, 237,940 \l

S. Wallace, 218,076 ; J. W. Stenchcomb, 4,119.

Member of Board of Publk Workt.S. R.

Hosmcr, 238,057; A. Hughes, 218,011 ; L B.

Silver 4 194.

Judge1ofSupreme Court—-W. H. West, S37,-

472; G. W. Geddes, 217,874; S. E. Adams,

4,041.

Clerk of Supreme Court.—R. Foos, 238,117;

C. Patterson, 218,045 ; A. Aldermann, 4,156.

School Commitsioner.—T. W. Harvey, 238,-

094 ; W. W. Ross, 217,958 ; S. Howard, 4,144.

At the same election the question of a con

stitutional convention was submitted to the

people, the terms of the law requiring that »

majority of all the votes cast at the election

should vote " yes," or the convention could

not be held. The vote stood, "yes," 267,616,

in an aggregate vote for Governor of 460,462;

thus securing the holding of the convention.

The contest for members of the General As

sembly resulted in the Republicans obtaining

a very small majority on joint ballot, the re

turns showing 18 Republicans and 18 Demo

crats in the Senate, and 56 Republicans and ±3

Democrats in the House, with a tie on the

Representative from Noble County.

The fifty-ninth General Assembly began its

second session January 2d, and adjourned Ma?

2d. During the session one hundred anil

twenty-four general laws were passed, bends

sixty-seven local and special acts, and fifty-

seven joint resolutions. Among the general

laws wero the following :
To provide for tho appointment of guardi«ns

of habitual drunkards, and prescribing the du

ties of such guardians. Any Court of Common

Pleas, or any judge thereof, in vacation, npon

satisfactory proof that any person, resident

of the county, is incapable of taking care of

and preserving his or her property, by reason

of intemperance or habitual drunkenness, shsl-

appoint a guardian of the property of sow

person, and of the minor child or children.

Notice of the proceeding for guardianship shall

be given the person interested at least live,

but not more than ten days, before the itX'
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ing. Tho guardianship to be terminated in

open court on satisfactory proof that the occa

sion no longer exists. "Where there is no Com

mon Pleas Court, the proceedings can be had

before a probate judge.

For the further protection of certain birds

and game. It makes it unlawful to hurt, kill,

etc., wild-duck, between March 1st and Sep

tember 1st.

To protect the election in voluntary political

associations, and to punish frauds therein. It

is commonly known as the Baber law. It pro

vides that when a call is issued for a political

meeting, and it is stated in the call that it will

be held under the conditions of this law, the

provisions and penalties of the act will apply

to the meeting. A supervisor of each meeting

is to be designated in the call, who is to bo

sworn at tho opening of the meeting. Two

judges of election are to bo chosen, under his

supervision, at the meeting, the three forming

the board. The remainder of the act is devoted

to the method of voting, and the penalties for

corruption, intimidation, illegal voting, etc.

To promote the safety of travellers upon

railways in the State of Ohio. It requires

that flexible or movable bridges or aprons bo

provided between passenger-cars, under pen

alty of one hundred dollars per day.

For the protection of fish in the rivers,

streams, creeks, lakes, ponds, and reservoirs

of the State.

To amend an act concerning the rights and

liabilities of married women. It secures to

the wife tho property owned by her before

marriage, or legally acquired by her during

coverture ; such property not liable to seizure,

under process of law, for the debts of the

husband.

To prevent the adulteration of milk and

cheese.

Submitting to the people the question of a

constitutional convention.

Acts to prevent cruelty to animals, and to

provide for the payment of the share of Ohio

in the expense ofAntietam National Cemetery,

and making an appropriation therefor, and also

limiting the rates of taxation in municipal cor

porations, were passed.

Among the joint resolutions adopted were

the following:

Requesting the Ohio Senators and Repre

sentatives in Congress to oppose all further

grants of the public lands to railroad or other

corporations.

Requesting the State of Indiana to put the

Wabash and Erie Canal in good navigable

order, without delay, and to make provision

for its preservation in the future, " as an act

of simple duty in fulfilment of the obligations

taken upon herself in the premises."

Instructing the Senators and requesting the

Representatives in Congress from the State

of Ohio to use their influence to amend the

homestead laws so as to admit crippled sol

diers to its benefits.

To authorize the appointment of a commis

sion to inspect the coal-mines of tho State, and

to report their condition as affecting the health

aud safety of persons employed therein.

CENSUS OP 1870.

COUNTIES.

A(Lima
Allen
Ashlaml
Ashtabula
Athens
Auel'ize
Belmont
Brown
Butler
Carroll
Champaign
Clark
Clermont
Clinton
Columbiana
Coshocton
Crawford
Cuyahoga
Darko
Defiance
Delaware
Erie
Fairfield
Fayette
Franklin
Fulton
Gallia
Geauga
Greene
Guernsey
Ilamilton
Hancock
Hardin

n
'

POPULATION.

20,750
23,633
21,933
82.517
23,768
20.041
89.714
30.802
89,912
14.491
24,183
32,070
81.268
21,914
88.299
23.600
25.556
132,010
82,278
15,719
25,175
28.188
81,138
17,170
63,019
17,789
25.545

14,190
28,038
23.838

200,370
23.847
18,714

Whin.

20,377
23,410
21.907
32.365
22.995
19,979

8MM
28.735
88.921
14,-133
23.078
80.014

20,769
37,814
23.567
25,454

81,717
15.008
24,618
27,845
80,824
16.095
60.251
17.766
22.743
14,169
24,199
23.493

252.934
23.730
18,440

873
213
26
151
773
61

1.307
2,067
988
58

1.110
2.058
1,629
1,145
485
83
101

1,445
561
111
557
342
814

1,074
2,768

23
2,.S'2

21
8,815
345

7,432
117
274

483 I
11 I

Native.

20,209
21,557
20,718
30,800
22,918
16,860
87.100
28.631
83.0U2
13.706
22,721
28,514
81.981
21.232
84,514
21,768
21,714
81,314
80,397
13.522
23.426
20.786
29,190
16.622
62.482
15,946
21,389
13.479
26,450
23,016

171,871
22.546
17.115

Foruign.

541
2.066
1,215
2,217
852

8.181
2,614
2,171
6,910
785

1.464
8.556
2,287
682

8,785
1,832
8.842
50.696
1,881
2,197
1,719
7,402
1,948
548

10,587
1,843
1,156
711

1,588
822

88,499
1,301
1.599

Attested value of
property.

16,054,949
6.738.802
10,3S4,886
11,665,438
6,614,777
4,919.270
15,599,664
10,563,491
24,818.893
6,961,690
15,950,717
19.462.494
13,368,560
12.584.719
16,291.000
10,495.020
11,669.147
53,489.729
12,498,531
8,182,083
11,205,548
9,084,364

15,150,430
11,318,358
35,370.292
2.7M.^>8
5,977.943
tjmjm

19.008,315
6.886.496

160,702.518
7.765.869

Taxation, not

$83,427
161.444
146,861
190,138
136,275
102,808
246,831
162,559
385.680

60,287
224,711
316,898
219.893
158,945
238,638
156.242
197,611

1,638,770
213.531
89,476
165,158
187,918
239,615
144,697
660,818
98,715

111,764
104,816
825,691
152,250

4,836,815
168,055
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CENSUS OF 1870-(tWinu<s<f).

Hlghlnnd
Hocking
Holmes
Huron
Jackson
Jefferson
Knox
Lake
Lawrence
Licking
Logan
Lorain
Lucas
Madison
Mahoning
Marion
Medina
Meigs
Mercer
Miami

• Monroe

Montgomery
Morgan
Morrow
Muskingum
Noble
Ottawa
Paulding
Perry
Pickaway
Pike
Portage
Preblo
Putnam
Richland
Hoes
Sandusky
Scioto
Seneca
Shelby
Stark
Summit
Trumbull
Tuscarawas
Union
Van Wert
Vinton
Warren
Washington
Wayne
Williams
Wood
Wyandot

Total for State...

29,133
17,945
18,177
28,532
81.759

29,183
26,333
15,935
81 .380
85,756
23.028
80.308
46,7*1
15,633
81,001
16,184
20.092
81.465
17,254
82.740
25,779
64.006

20,363
18,583
41,aH6
19,949
13.361
8,541

18,453
24.875
15,447
21,584
21,809
17,081
82,516
87,097
25.503
29.302
80.827
80,748
62.508
84,671
88,659
83,340
18,730
15.8-38
15,027
26,689'
40,609
35,116
20,991
24.596
18,558

2.6(15.260

POPULATION.

Colored.

27,449
17,783
18,173
28,332
20,970
28,183
26,144
15,835
80.120
85,513
22.066
29.196
45,944
14,928
80,741
16.087
20.012
29,841
16,810
81.691
25,676
63,197
20,127
18.410
43,719
19,864
13.272
8,069

18.366
28,795
14,304
24,479
21.390
17.008
32,372
83,862
25,360
28.289
80.668
20.142
52.190
84,373
38,425
83,724
18.387
15.610
14,819
25,511
89.551
85,061
20,949
24,553
18,462

2,601,940

1,681
142

4
201

7S9
1,005
186
100

1,241
243
962

1,106
776
705
2">7
97
50

1,624
444

1,019
103
809

R96
143

1,166
85

IT.",
80

1.080
1,142
105
419
73

144
8,230
143

1,013
159
01 H)
318
2! 19

US
116
313
S04
203

1,178
1,053

55
4i
43
82

63,213

Natl re.

27.993
17.062

16.566
24.552
19.905
25.943
25.088
14.263
28.793
83.322
22,063
24,751
32.603
14.239
25,192
14,278
18.559
88,180
15.039
80.231
23,325
53.027
19,878
17.920
41.385
19,235
9,889
7,890

17,705
28,783
14,548
28,131
2i1,736

15.033
29.492
83,939
21,514
2-..7J7
26.949
18,486
44,728
23,613
80.563
29.204
17,929
14,507
14,265
25,046
86,679
81.988
19,434
21,445
16,842

2,202.767

Foreign.

Included in tho census are one Chinaman

and 100 Indians. The true value of property

was $2,235,430,300. Tho puhlic debt, county,

city, town, etc., amounted to $12,509,910. The

aggregate value of farm-products, including

betterments and additions to stock, was $198,-

286,907 ; 20,539,643 pounds of wool were

raised ; 173,149 porsons, 10 years old and over,

cannot write, of whom 75,248 are males, and 97,-

901 females; of those 21 years old and over,

who cannot write, 41,439 are white males.

OREGON. The Senators of Oregon in Con

gress are Henry TV. Corbett, Republican, and

James K. Kelley, Domocrat. Tho term of the

former expires in 1873, and that of tho latter

in 1877. This State is, for the most part,

an agricultural one. Exact statistics regard

ing its productions and wealth are not attain

able of a later date than 1869. In that year

the quantity and value of tho principal farm-

products were as follows :

1,140
863

1.611
3,980
1,794
8,245
1,245
1,672
2,582
3,434
966

5.557
14,119

1,844
5,809
1,911
1,533
8,235
2,215
3,509
8.454
10,979

490
664

' 8,501
664

8,475
654
74R

1,092
899

2.453
10,78
2.048
3,024
8,158
3,959
8,575
8,878
2,263
7,780
6.061
8,091
4,636
801

1,816
763

1.643
8.930
3.128
1,507
8,151
1,711

372,493

A.' '. value of

$14,317,018
8,732.883
7.174,290

13.9-16,984
4.264.994

18,647,217
12,773,687
7,867,554
6.717.973

20,534.736
10,042,520
12.932.350
12.692.030
10,975,910
12.860,317
9.237,890
9.316.S52
7.654,023
8.421.897
17,478,998
5.335.439

86.802.170
7.234,681
8,791.819

21.608,188
4,928,001
8.1:10.484
1,690,017
6,070.658
17,425,846
4,644.514
14.229.943
14.318,830
8,717,326
16,975.048
20,843.401
8.158,521
9,836,834

13,064.285
7,432,233

21,971,600
16,858.688
15,116,557
12,446,836
7,065,113
8.751.259
8,635,480
17,969.571
11.223,750
17,269,399
4,175,353
4.737.217
6,924,874

>1. 167,711,097

PRODUCTS. Bmfcala. Tito.

Barley

1,750.000
5,800

600.000
•.■nornx)

sno.ooo
500.000
75,000

pMm
5.90

8T0.M
SO0.M)
&\tftl

pota.oet .:.:::::::: sno.o«

There were at the same time in the Ptate

48,800 horses, 1,560 mules and asses, 79,812

milch-cows, 101,960 sheep, 112,700 swine, IW

140,500 young cattle. Total valuo of domes*

animals, $7,946,255. Cheese was produced

the same year to tho amount of 105,279 pounds,

and butter 1,000,159 pounds. There has been

considerable increase in the last two years,

especially in stock-raising. An Bgricultnral

fair, which was held at Salem in October last,

presented a very creditable display, not only of

agricultural products and stock, but of doncs-

tic manufactures as well.
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A considerable source of wealth to the State

lies in the public lands granted to it from time

to time by Congress, including large tracts of

swamp and overflowed lands which have never

been accurately surveyed. A large share of

this territory is 6et apart for the purpose of

yielding funds for the maintenance of public

education. The last Legislature, which held its

session in the autumn of 1870, made grants

from these lands to various companies, to aid

in developing internal improvements, and also

passed a law authorizing the sale of the swamp

lands under new regulations. Both these acts

produced considerable dissatisfaction, and in

many cases, it is alleged, actual settlers have

been dispossessed of their land by claimants

under the new law. The conflicting claims

have not as yet been clearly presented.

Railroads constitute an important agency in

developing the resources of a new State, and in

Oregon the beginning of an efficient system of

internal communication has been made. The

Oregon & California road has been completed

from Portland to Eugene City, a distance 6f

about 130 miles, and will soon be carried

through to Oakland. The Oregon Central has

been completed to Hillsboro, 22 miles. The

North Pacific Railroad Company has 26 miles

of its road in running order, and the rest of

the line between the Columbia River and Pu-

get Sound is progressing rapidly. A narrow-

gauge road from Walla Walla to Wallula is in

course of construction. The whole length of

railroad completed in the State at the end of

the year was 214 miles, of which 55 miles

were built since the close of 1870. Among

the new enterprises which are on foot is the

Portland, Dalles & Salt Lake Railroad, in which

much interest appears to be taken.

The mining and manufacturing interests of

the State are of much importance, but are as

yet very imperfectly developed. Rich veins

of argentiferous lead-ore havo bocn discov

ered in the western part of the State, and

steps have been taken for working them vig

orously.

The Federal Government has made appro

priations to aid in developing the commerce

of the State, which has already made a prom

ising start. Acts were passed at tho last session

of Congress, providing for a survey of the pub

lic lands, and appropriations of money were

made for the completion of the custom-house

at Astoria, for building a custom-house at Port

land, for the establishment of a light-house at

Capo Foulweather, and for the improvement

of the Uropqua River.

The schools of the State are well endowed,

though the endowment consists mainly of lands

as yet undisposed of. There are 75,000 acres,

the proceeds of which are to be devoted to a

State University, 90,000 acres for tho benefit

of an Agricultural College, 500,000 acres re

served by the constitution for the benefit of

common schools, after deducting $200,000,

granted by the last Legislature to the Willa

mette Falls and Locks Company, besides the

sixteenth and thirty-sixth sections, which in

clude 3,810,966 acres, or nearly one-sixteenth

of the whole State.

There was no general election, or session of

the Legislature, during the year, and hence no

political movements worthy of note, and no

official reports upon the different interests of

the Commonwealth.

The present Governor is L.F. Grove, whoso

term of office expires in September, 1874. The

State is represented in the United States Sen

ate by Henry W. Corbett, Republican, and

James K. Kelly, Democrat, and in the Lower

House of Congress by James H. Slater, a Dem

ocrat. The Secretary of State is S. F. Chad-

wick ; Treasurer, L. Fleischncr. The Stato

capital is Salem, and tho leading commercial

city Portland, the latter having a population,

in 1870, of 8,293.

CENSUS OF 1870.

COUNTIES.

Baker
Benton
Clackamas
Clatsop
Colombia
Coos
Curry
Soui-las
Grant
JackBon
Josephine
Lane
Linn
Marion
Multnomah
Polk
Tillamook
UmatlUa
Union
Wasco
Washington
Yam 11111

Total for State.

porrLAnox.

.Aggrestl*. Whit*. Colored. Cnlnne. Nut. .- \ Foreign.
property. national.

2.804 2,121 1 680 1,757 1,047 (1,093,695 $14,105
4.584 - 4,569 10 4.341 243 1,134.000 19.833
5.903 5.914 23 SO 6.436 557 1,533.000 87,638

1,255 1,221 8 13 932 303 449.502 6,571
868 860

is

744 119 2RI.MP0 3,947

1,644 1,619
~3

1,255 889 459.503 9,4*7

504 481 is 426 78 110,500 2,018

6,063 6.926 4 76 6.684 8s2 1,812.425 33,155
2,251 1.804 6 940 1.001 1,250 4.33,830 13,961

4,778 4,064 28 634 8,721 1,057
387

1.885,038
220.0UO

85,878

1,204 965 817 13.473

6,426 6,417 7 6,291 135 1,762,755 26.035

8,717 8,708 2 8,474 243 S.9R0.0W 43.964

!(,»;.-> 9,851 02 27 9,019 91S 8,176,000 49,681

11,510 10.S06 163 503 8.425 8,085 7,146.033 1 16,334

4,701 4.693 6 2 4,578 128 1,518,511 26,998

408 891
"2

380 S3 59.000 838

2,916 2.840 70 2.692 224 1,668,507 22,780

2,552 2,505 1 45 2,338
2,131

214 768,169 16,958

2,509 2.452 21 27 878 1,468,587 £3,242

4,261 4.222
"i 'i

4,1!88 223 1,098.645 16,743

6,012 6,007 4,798 S14 1,256,920 18,373

90,923 86,923 346 3,330 79.323 11.600 $81,798,510 $580,956

f Of TftXKtTaxation, not
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Included in the census are 318 Indians. The additions to stock, wa9 $7,122,790; 1,080,613

tribal Indians are officially estimated at 10,960. pounds of wool were raised; 3,501 persons,

The true value of property was $51,558,932. ten years old and over, cannot write, of whom

The publio debt, county, city, town, etc., 1,873 are males, and 1,628 are females. Of

amounted to $111,903. The aggregate value those twenty-one years old and over who can-

of farm-products, including betterments and not write, 1,085 are white males.

P

PAPINEAU, Lor/is Joseph, a Canadian arras, against his advice, but the Government

statesman and political leader, born at Mont- saw fit to issue a warrant for his arrest on a

real, October, 1789 ; died at Montebello, Que- charge of high-treason. He went into exile

bee, September 23, 1871. He was the son of in the United States, and in 1839 left for

a notary public, who had been a member of France, where he spent eight years, chiefly in

the first Legislative Assembly of the country Paris, in perfect quiet. After his retnrn lo

after the establishment of the constitution of Canada he was elected to the United Pariia-

1791. Louis Joseph was educated at the Sem- ment, and led the opposition againrt Lufcn-

inary of Quebec, under the superintendence taine, who proved too strong for him. He

of the Roman Catholic priests of that city, was totally opposed to the union, and newt

Leaving college at the age of seventeen, he en- ceased to demand its repeal. In 1854 he re-

tered upon the study of law, and was admitted tired to private life and the enjoyment of his

to the bar about the year 1812. His early in- literary tastes, having previously received tbe

clinations led him to take a deep interest in sum of £4,50O=$22,600, as nrroars of his ssl-

political affairs, and, while yet a student, he ary as Speaker, Mr. Papineau wa9 a man of

was in 1809 elected a member of the Legisla- fine talents, highly cultivated mind, and eonr-

tive Assembly for the county of Kent, after- teous and gentlemanly demeanpr.

ward called Chambly. He soon succeeded PARIS. Food and Hygiene during ffoSiqi-

his father as one of the members from Mont- —The supply of animal food introdnced into

real, and acquired such distinction that in Paris, before the investment, consisted prin-

1817 he was chosen Speaker of the House, cipally of droves of sheep and oxen, but onlra

His political opinions were of a radical charac- small number of calves, since it wonld hafe

ter, and ho became the acknowledged leader been necessary to appropriate for their a«p-

of a party which offered strong and formida- port the milk, which was insufficient for the

ble opposition to the Government in the time wants of the besieged inhabitants. The spp-

of Lord Dalhonsie. Though strongly opposed ply of pigs was also scanty, the season having

to the war with this country, finding it in- been unfavorable. The animals thought lit to

evitable, he joined the militia and served a9 endure the hardships of the situation werert-

captain until the restoration of peace. In served for the supply of fresh meat Ths*

1820 Lord Dalhonsie, then Governor-General, which the fatigue of travel or other caws

sought to conciliate Papineau by appointing had rendered unpromising were immediate?

him one of the Executive Council, but this con- slaughtered, and their flesh was submitted to

cession was not accepted, and he continued to various methods of preservation. This task

oppose the policy of the Government. In was given to persons of long experience, who

1822, when the proposition for the union of conducted the necessary operations on aai"'

Upper and Lower Canada came up before the mense scale.
Imperial Parliament, he was sent on a mission The Appert process, whioh for a long time

to London to remonstrate against the measure, past has supplied the marine with salt pro-

In 1827 his reSlection to the speakership of visions that will keep for several years, *ai

the House so alarmed Lord Dalhonsie that he extensively used. Better still were the ready-

adjourned the Parliament ; but Papineau took prepared viands of Messrs. Ozouf and Cornier,

his seat in due time upon the accession of Sir the exoellent quality of which was nuivenallj

James Kempt as Governor-General in 1828. acknowledged. However, for so large a popn-

He soon became more defiant than ever, and lation, the authorities preferred preserving the

excited the people and deputies of Lower Can- meat raw. To preserve the raw meat three

ada to determined resistance to many Govern- processes were employed. The first was

ment measures. He prepared the oelebrated ply salting such as is employed in 'o'P*'

92 resolutions, stating the grievances of his towns for the use of the marine, if- CornilM

countrymen. When, in 1837, the Imperial organized special works near tho slaughter-

Parliament undertook to seize upon the money houses of Grenelle for the application of the

which the Lower Canada Assembly refused to salting process. Meat thus treated will last

vote, to defray the expenses of the Government, long unchanged, but before cooking it most be

the rebellion followed, and Papineau at first thoroughly soaked, and even then it cannot w

excited, but afterward endeavored to restrain considered as very nourishing. The pr0^

the popular indignation. The people took up of Mr. Wilson, an Irish inventor, consisted w
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salting the meat to a smaller degree, suf

ficiently, however, to preserve it for a consid

erable time, and it formed a satisfactory mean

between the fresh and salt provisions. Other

works were established in the neighborhood

of the slaughter-house of La Villette, the staffof

which was brought from Ireland. The animals

were allowed to rest some time before being

slaughtered, and after they had been killed

the greatest care was taken to prevent any

germ of decomposition being deposited upon

them.

The meat was first dried by a moderate

salting, and salt was also placed in incisions,

which were made in the thickest parts; it

was then placed in the curing-house, where

the temperature was maintained below ten de

grees centigrade by means of ice. These two

modes of salting were applied to the best of

the cattle and the horses, but they were not

found suitable for mutton, which adds to the

salt a large quantity of liquid, and completely

destroys the meat. For preserving mutton

the process of 1L Gorges was employed, which

consists in submitting the meat, after it has

been cut in pieces, to a bath diluted with

chloric acid, and then to a second bath con

taining sulphate of soda. The meat is packed

in tin boxes, sprinkled with sulphate of soda ;

the boxes are then soldered down. It is the

sulphuric acid, generated by the mixture of

the acid and the sulphate of soda, that pre

serves the meat. To remove all disagreeable

flavors generated by this process it was abso

lutely necessary, before cooking, to soak it for

half an hour in lukewarm .water, and after

ward to expose it to the air for one or two days.

The slaughtered animals supplied many val

uable products in addition to their flesh, which

it was necessary to turn to account. In the

first rank were the bones, of which the greater

part are generally sold for utilization in differ

ent branches of industry. "When bones are

exposed to the action of chlorohydric acid

they lose their calcareous element, and there

remains only a soft elastic substance, the prim

itive form of bone, that is to say, gelatine. It

was a long subject of discussion whether this

substance afforded nourishment or not. Some,

relying on the fact that it contained fifty per

cent, of oxygen, maintained that it would

supply the place of meat, while others con

tended that all alimentary value was lost, and

brought forward as example instances of ani

mals which had died of inanition, yet had been

allowed unlimited quantities of gelatine.

The general opinion was, that this substance

was available for food, but that it did not con

tain sufficient nourishment, when used alone,

to support life; but it was necessary to utilize

to the utmost the enormous quantity of bones

and cartilage furnished by the animals slaugh

tered during the siege.

The ministry invited special attention to this

question, and four manufactories were put in

operation to form the bones into gelatine, and

to furnish the soup obtained from them for

distribution to the poor at the municipal can

teens. The bones were steeped in chlorohydric

acid, to which four or five times the quantity

of water had been added. The lighter bones

lost their calcareous properties in two or

three days; the larger and thicker ones re

quired steeping eight or ten days. After being

drained and washed, the bones were placed in

a weak solution of soda, then washed freely

with water, the sulphuric acid preserving them

from decomposition. It was unnecessary to dry

the softened results.

MM. Badois and Duchesne, struck with the

difficulty of regularly rationing a sufficient

quantity of the soup at first made with this

material to meet the demands of the people,

proposed to manufacture a jelly, which, dis

solved in hot water, would produce immedi

ately, with a saving of time and material, a

broth containing the properties of animal and

vegetable food. They called it bouillon aolide.

Instead of removing the calcareous portions

of the bone by chlorohydric acid, they ex

tracted the animal matter from the bone by

means of a digester—a procesa already used

by Papin, and brought to perfection by Darcet.

The bony tissue was submitted to the action

of steam at a little above atmospheric press

ure, to remove in the first place the fat with

which it is impregnated, and then the gelati

nous portions which are afterward condensed.

This operation could be carried on more

rapidly, and the product was purer and less

highly-colored, if, instead of steam, hot water

was employed, under the necessary pressure.

The temperature was raised from 106 to 126",

or even 130° centigrade, corresponding to 2j

and 2$ atmospherio pressures.

The apparatus employed consisted in a cylin

drical digester, twenty-three inches diameter

and thirty-nine inches high, revolving hori

zontally upon trunnions ; through one trunnion

the steam was brought to the lower part of the

apparatus ; by the other trunnion water was

introduced, which flowed into the upper part

of the machine. The bones, properly washed,

were placed in the cylinder ; the steam first

melts the fat which flows from the lower cock ;

water is then introduced, and in a very short

time the dissolved gelatine is withdrawn from

the same cock ; it is concentrated in a steam-

boiler, and mixed with an infusion of celery,

or other highly-flavored vegetables. Exposed

to the air it solidifies, and in that form is avail

able for canteens or for general sale. Thirty

grammes ofthis concentrated essence, dissolved

in a pint of hot water, made a soup sold for five

cents at the canteens. The importance of this

manufacture of solid soup may be seen from

the fact that during the siege of Paris 6,600

pounds were daily produced, which afforded

200,000 rations of half a pint each. After the

Liebig extract was consumed, boxes of the

solid soup were much in request, and became

an important article of trade. If its flavor and
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nourishing properties were not of the highest

order, it was of immense- service to the Paris

ians, deprived as they were, in a great meas

ure, of animal food during the latter part of

the investment.

After having utilized tho hones, there re

mained the fat. Tho horse presents in the

various parts of its tissuo and honos several

varieties of fat—some liquid, like olive-oil,

others resembling butter in consistency, and

all free from any disagrceablo odor. These

substances were used for culinary purposes
■when tho oil and butter were exhausted. The

extraction of the fatty matter was conducted

as follows : Tho adipose tissues, separated from

the lamina),were bruised betwcon the fluted roll

ers of a crushing mill, which tore the cells in a

temperature ofabout 100° centigrade, when the

fluid fat exuded, the contraction of the tissues

aiding the oxpulsion of the grease. Tho mar

row was either extracted from the bones, or

they were crushed and thrown into warm

water, and tho fat afterward collected; no

further process being required to render it fit

for uso. The bones of sheep and oxen also

yielded fat, but it retained a slight odor, sug

gestive of its origin.

A skilful and active manufacturer, M. Dor-

dron, partly succeeded in removing this flavor,

by steeping tho fat in a warm infusion of al

kali. This preparation was sold during the

siege nnder the name of "Parisian butter,"

which was much improved by mixing it with

horse-fat.

Another experiment to produce a substance

for supplying the place of batter was tried, by

mixing suet and colza-oil. The disagreeable

taste and odor of these materials were partly

removed by exposing them to the action of a

fine water-spray. The vapor which arose car

ried off in a moasuro the volatile acid causing

the nauseous odor. Tho Parisians use pig's

blood in the manufacture of black puddings,

but tho blood of oxen was, previous to the

siege, only employed in refining sugar; thanks,-

however, to the exertions of M. Riche, the

blood of both oxen and horses was turned to

account, and the result formed a welcome

addition to the scanty faro of tho besieged.

Sheep's blood does not coagulate, and could

not be applied to the same purpose, but, mixed

with rice and fat, and spices, it was baked in

earthen pans.

The offal, heads, feet, tendons, and entrails

were eaten, but, as that is a question pertain

ing to the kitchen rather than to any indus

trial inquiry, we leave the cooking of them

and its results to our readers' imagination.

An enormous quantity of sugar, both raw and

refined, had been stored up in the city; tho

sugar itself, sweetmeats, candied fruits, gin

gerbread, jellies, were all eagerly sought for.

One manufactory alone, usually engaged

in export trade, supplied 4,500,000 pounds of

sweetmeats. Large quantities of dried albu

men, used in printing calicoes, are fabricated

in Paris. This is obtained by drying the white

of eggs at a temperature of 85° centigrade;

it is a dry, transparent substance of a yellow

ish color, and can bo long preserved. After

the investment a large quantity of albumen

was discovered, equal to 8,000,000 eggs, which

could not be applied to the accustomed use.

M. Barral proposed to dilute the albumen in

six times its weight of water, thereby produ

cing a substance analogous to the white of egg,

and well suited for culinary purposes.

The Sanitary Appliances.—Taking into con

sideration the presence of 2,000,000 inhabi

tants, and the exceptional number of animals re

served for food,the difficulty ofpreserving clean

liness and health will at onco be seen, which

difficulty was further increased by tho enemy's

occupation of all tho suburbs, at a short dis

tance from the enceinte, which rendered the

removal of the night-soil, drain-water, offal,

and household rubbish, a matter of great diffi

culty. Generally speaking, night-soil is taken

away in carts, conveyed to La Villette, and

there passed into drain-pipes at the sewer of

Bondy, part being converted into dry manure,

while from another part sulphate of ammonia

is extracted. The remainder, not utilized, is

conveyed by a drain into a sewer, and dis

charged into the Seine at St. Denis. It was

found necessa»y to cut tho conduit leading to

the sewer at La Viletto, and establish a direct

communication with the discharging drain

pipe. The quantity was also reduced by re

moving only a portion of the night-soil. In

houses provided with the separating apparatus

in the closets, th,o liquid manure flowed into

the drains, tho solid, collected in sewers, re

mained there several days before being con

veyed to La Villette. Toward the end of the

siege, the number of horses and cattle being

greatly diminished, the manure was conveyed

into tho nearest drain. By these means the

solid sewage, amounting daily to 1,500 cube

metres, was reduced one-half. Foul water was

discharged into tho Seine by the ordinary

drain-pipes. The quantity of drinking-water

was diminished by nearly two-thirds, in con

sequence of the cutting of the canal of Ourcq

and the aqueduct of Dhuya by the enemy. The

daily flushing of the gutters was immediately

stopped, both on account of the insufficiency

of the water and tho departure of the workmen,

who were nearly all Prussians. The passage

of the night-soil through tho sewers occasioned

no serious inconvenience. Earthworks were

erected at the mouths of the great sewers, and

a strict watch maintained to guard against

any surprise.

Householders were forbidden to deposit any

rubbish in tho public roads ; tumbrils passed

early in the morning, and either collected it

direct from the houses, or from receptacles

placed by the inhabi tants in the street. Twenty

depots were formed on waste lands where this

rubbish could be thrown, and any inconven

ience, that might arise from tho decomposition
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of the mass, was removed by preventing any

stagnant water lodging at the bottom of the

heap.

A portion of this rubbish was employed in

enriching waste lands sheltered from the guns

of the enemy. M. Joigneau, the well-known

writer on agriculture, and M. Laisior, the skil

ful horticulturist, undertook the management

of these tracts. Vegetables were forced under

bell glasses and frames, and toward the con

clusion of the siege, and during the armistice,

the markets were supplied with green vege

tables, an important addition to the stock of

food, and which much contributed to public

health.

PATENTS ISSUED IN 1871. The follow

ing statements show the number of Patents

issued by the Department of Washington in

1871, the business of the office, etc. :

Moneys received.

Amount received on applications for patents,
reissues, extensions, caveats, disclaimers,
appeals, and trade-marks $618,835 00

Amount received for copies of specifications,
drawings, and other papers 47,729 80

Amount received for recording assignments.. 18,151 66

Total $678,716 46

Moneys expended.

Amount paid for salaries $4*2,816 03
Amount paid for photographing 45,693 30
Amount paid for contingent and miscellane
ous expenses, viz. :

Advertising $3,062 00
Stationery 17,204 41
Tracings, etc 472 85
Paintiug, glazing, varnishing, and
class....! ! 8,001 20

File-boxes 1.215 00
Furniture, carpeting, etc 10,827 05
Repairing furniture, carpenters'
work, and fitting np cases in
model-rooms 16,832 04

Plumbing and gag-fitting 5,752 59
English patents 1,882 23
Paper-hanging 1,057 49
Work on report 1,683 00
Preparing index of assignments . . SS0 75
Refunding money paid by mistake 900 00
Hardware 8.992 70
Pay of temporary employes 16,187 60
Miscellaneous items, viz., books

for library, subscription to Jour
nals, freight, ico, washing tow
els, fees ofjudges in appeal cases,
withdrawals, purchase of horse
and carriage, and livery 10,13141

94,083 83

$562,091 64

Balance in the Treasury of Vie Untied States on

account of the Patent Fund.

Amount to the credit of the patent fund Jan-
nary 1, 1871 $643,355 21

Amount of receipts during the year 1871 ... . 678,716 46

Total $1,322,071 67
From which deduct expenditures for the

year 1871 562,091 64

Balanco on the 1st of January, 1872. . . $759,980 03

Business of the Office for the Year 1871.

Number of applications for patents during
the year 1871 19,472

Number of patents issued, including reissues
and designs 18,033

Number of applications for extensions of
patents 204

Number of patents extended 158
Number of caveats filed during the year— 3,360

2,654

1,007

505
486

Number of patents expired during the year
Number of patents allowed, but not issned

for want of final fee
Number of applications for registering of
trade-marks

Number of trade-marks registered
Of the patents granted there were to—

Citizens of the United States 12,511
Buhjects of Great Britain 48*
Subjects of France 80
Subjects of other foreign govern

ments 60

The number of patents distributed among

the citizens of the several States and Territo

ries, and the proportion of patents to popula

tion, were as follows:

STATES, ETC.

Alabama
Arkansas
California
Colorado Territory
Connecticut
Delaware
DlBtrlct of Columbia
Florida

Georgia
Idaho Territory
TTHm.ia

Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
MMnc
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi ■
Missouri
Montana Territory
Nebraska
Nevada ■
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico.
New York
North Carolina
Ohio
Oregon .
Pennsylvania
Rhode" Island
South Carolina
Teuncssee
Texas
Vermont
Virginia
Washington Territory
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming Territory
Fersons in the Army and Navy.

Vumber of
One to each—

pateaU.

29 84.400
13 87.300

243 2.300
15 2.660

667 806
46 2,717
136 970
10 18,775
78 16,220

7,5002
871 2.916
898 4.277
225 6,887.
40 9.110
125
95

1,057
7.655

197 8,183
240 8,254

1,886 1,051
888 8.091
53 8,802
48 17,883
348 6,940

2 10.SOO
12 10.250
21 2.125
102 8.121

496 1,827

1 91.874
2,954 1,450

51 21,000
2,945905

28 4,000
1,544 2.284
184 1,181
26 27,133
104 12,100
62 15.742
111 8,000

108 11,843
1 23,955
42 10.524

227 4,646
3 8,036
6

PAYEN, M. France has recently lost one

of her most eminent chemists, M. Payen, who

died on the 13th of May, of apoploxy. M. Payen

was Professor of Industrial Chemistry at the

Central School since 1830, and at the Conser

vatoire des Arts et M6tiers since 1839, a mem

ber of the Institute since 1842, and was one

of the men who have rendered the greatest

services to industrial and agricultural chemis

try by his researches into animal manure, on

disinfection, on the elementary composition of

starch and gums, on acetates, on beetroot and

cane sugars, on India-rubber and gutta-percha,

on fatty matters, and on paper.

PENNSYLVANIA. The total public debt

of the State ofPennsvlvania on November 30 "

- the yei
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preparod, was $28,080,071.73. Of this, $28,-

866,145.16 was funded debt, and the remainder,

$118,926.57, unfunded. The total amount of

assets remaining in the hands of the Commis

sioners of the Sinking Fund, November 80th,

was $9,400,000. Add to this, the cash balance

in the Treasury at the close of the fiscal rear,

$1,476,808.59, and the balance of public debt

unprovided for is shown to be $18,108,263.14.

The debt has been reduced, during the year, $2,-

131,590.17; and the average reduction during

the last five years has been $1,744,807.75. The

receipts into the Treasury during the year

amounted to $8,500,888.44, of which sum

$708,710.67 were from the United States Gov

ernment on account of Pennsylvania war-

claims; and the disbursements amounted to

$7,024,079.85. The balanoe in the Treasury

at the beginning of the fiscal year was $1,802,-

942.82. The State issued certificates of loan,

amounting to $299,748.91 for relief of citi

zens of Chambersburg and vicinity, etc., whioh

bear six per cent, interest, payable at the

Treasury semiannually. The amount of loans

now overdue is $2,502,695.16, which can be

paid as rapidly as presented to the Commis

sioners of the Sinking Fund. There are $3,-

879,400 of the debt payable in 1872, and de-

mandable in 1877, which can be paid within

the five years previous to their maturity, at

an annual average of $775,880. The present

condition of the war-claims against the na

tional Government is as foHows :

Amount of claims filed $3,173,218 19
Allowed and collected 2,910,469 11

Balance at present in suspense $2111,749 08
Further claims to be made 100,000 00

Total suspended and outstanding claims yet
to be collected. $881,749 08

One-sixth part of the revenue of the State

was from taxes on corporation stocks. The

receipts from this source, during the last four

years, have annually exceeded a million dollars.

The receipts from the tax on personal property

amounted, in 1871, to $499,862.24, while the

revenue yielded by foreign insurance com

panies alone was $332,933.60. The valuation

of taxable personal property in the State was

$171,686,918; amount of assessment, $620,620.-

08.

The Legislature was in session nearly two

months beyond the usual limit of one hundred

days. It adjourned finally on the 29th of May.

The bills passed were generally only of local

interest, affecting local affairs. Much time

was consumed in discussing a proposed elec

tion law for Philadelphia, providing that return

judges, two in each ward, one chosen by the

majority, and one by the minority of the Board

of Aldermen, shall receive duplicate returns

of elections, count them in the .presence of the

judges of the Court of Common Pleas, and

sign the certificates. This was finally rejected.

Many days were also occupied with a contest

over the appropriation bills. A joint resolution

was passed opposing land-grants to railroads

by the General Government. The Governor

vetoed a large number of bills, the most im-

Sortant of which provided for the relief of the

[echanics' National Bank and Girard National

Bank, both of Philadelphia, from taxation.

The effect of the passage of this bill would

he to take from the State Treasury $58,000.

The fall election was for Auditor-General

and Surveyor-General of the State, members

of the Legislature, and county officers. The

Republican Convention for the nomination of

State officers was held on May 17th, at Harris-

burg. Colonel David Stanton, of Beaver, was

nominated for Auditor-General, and Colonel

Robert B. Beath, of Schuylkill, Surveyor-Gen

eral. The following are the principal features

of the platform which was adopted :

Tho Republicans of Pennsylvania, assembled is

convention, declared that—

1. They demand of the Legislature the immediate

passage of an act calling a State convention to revise

and amend the constitution, for the purpose, among

other things, of abolishing and prohibiting special

legislation ; securing the election cf all State officer*

by the people ; establishing a judicial system thai

will make justice prompt and sure, and providing

for the passage of general law* that shall so encourage

industrial enterprise that Pennsylvania shall be en

abled to take her just place in the front rank of ail

tho States.

1. They demand of Congress that the credit of the

nation shall be faithfully maintained ; home industry

encouraged and proteoted ; an adequate civil-service

system established for regulating appointments to

office ; taxes reduced to thelowest possible limit con

sistent with tho steady but not too rapid extinction

of the national debt ; the honor of the republic sus

tained at home and abroad ; the rights of every man

protected in all the States ; and every man, entitled

thereto, sooured in the polling of ono vote, and no

more, at eaoh eleotion.

8. They declare their unalterable attachment to

the prinoiple of protection to home industry in the

levying of tariff duties, in accordance with the wise

polioy whioh has existed from the foundation of the

Government to this time.

4. They commend the policy of retrenchment and

wholesome enforcement of the laws, whioh has pre

vailed sinoe the eleotion of General Grant to the

proBidenoy, and which has resulted, in the first two

years of his administration, in reducing the national

debt over $200,000,000, and in curtailing the taxes

to the extent of $80,000,000 annually. They com

mend, also, the similar polioy widen has prevailed

under Republican rule in Pennsylvania, resulting

in paying off tho war-debt of $8,500,000 ; reducing

the State debt from $40,000,000 to $30,000, 000 ; and

in abolishing tho State tax on real estate. It is to

tho fact, that both the State and nation have been in

Republican hands, wo owe the accomplishment of

such gratifying results ; and it is to the continuance

of that party in power the people must alone look

for the oontinuanee of this pohcy. The return of

the Democrats to power in either State or nation,

must inevitably be attended with a retnrn to ex

travagance in expenditures, to the impairment of

State and national credit, arid to the abandonment

of that protection to free labor under which our in

dustry has thriven and our people been made pros

perous.

6. That, hi the judgment of this convention, the

time has come whon the State tax on personal estate

may be safely abolished, and the other taxeB, im

posed by State laws, may also prudently be reduced

without injury to the credit of the Commonwealth.

9. That the administration of President Grant
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meets the full approval of the Republican party of

Pennsylvania. His financial policy, by which the

national debt is being steadily reduced ; the redac

tion in the expenditures of the Government; the

honest collection of the revenue ; his fidelity to the

principles of human rights, through which the liberty

of all is to bo securedin every part of the land; his

loyalty to the people in having no policy to enforce

against their will ; and the spotless integrity of his

administration—all point to him as the honorable

leader of our party now, and the proper standard-

bearer of the Republican party in 1872.

The Democratic Convention was held one

week later, in the same place. General Wil

liam L. McCandless, of Philadelphia, was

nominated Auditor-General, and Captain J.

H. Cooper, of Lawrence County, Surveyor-

General. A platform was adopted, of which

the following are the principal resolutions :

Resolved, That the persistent refusal of the Repub

lican party in the Legislature to consent to a proper

modification of those provisions of the registry act

relating to the city of Philadelphia, by which at least

one-half of the electors of that city are utterly de

prived of representation in tho election boards, and

fraudulent election-returns, forgory, and murder, en

couraged, must be condemned by every just man,

and ought to be rebuked by the ballot of every up

right citizen.
• Resolved, That tho force and bayonet bills recently

enacted by Congress are gross attacks upon the re

served rights of the States, destructive of the ele

mental principles of' civil liberty, intolerable to a

free people, centralizing in tendency, and should be

forthwith repealed.

Resolved, That t he language of Senator Carl Schurz,

in his St. Louis Bpeech—wherein he says, " I con

sider it one of the most pressing needs of our day

that we should return to the sound practice of con

stitutional government. The safeguards of our com

mon rights and liberties contained in the Constitu

tion are too sacred and valuable a boon to be perma

nently jeopardized in providing for a passing emer

gency. It is time that the American people open

their eyes to the dangerous character of this tendency,

and that neither a great name nor an object appeal

ing to our sympathies should be permitted to dis

guise it. As for me, I have seen the working of

irresponsible power and personal government in

other countries, and I may assure my constituents

that, while I am a citizen of this republic, I shall

struggle to the last gasp against its introduction

here "—was but the utterance of woll-known and

frequently-announced Democratic doctrine.
Resolved, That the public debt is binding upon the

nation, and must bo paid ; and that we are unalter

ably opposed to any and all movements looking

toward repudiation, direct or indirect, but, in justice

to the laboring and producing classes, the rate of

interest thereon should be reduced at the earliost

practicable date.

Resolved, That tho Democratic party is opposed to

the existing system of Federal taxation and finance,

ruinous as it is in its effects upon the laboring, pro

ducing, mining, and manufacturing interests of the

people, and the fruitful source of " hard times,"

personal indebtedness, and individual bankruptcy.

Resolved, That labor and capital huvo no just

cause of antagonism, that we deprecate strife between

these two great forces, and earnestly seek to placo

the laborer and the capitalist on such a platform as

will enable both to amieably adjust their differences ;

and we aro unalterably opposed to the importation

of a servile race for the purpose of degrading the

standard and lowering the position of the laboring-

men of the nation.

Resolved, That we recognize the binding obligation

of all tho provisions of the Constitution of the

United States as they now exist, and we deprecate

the discussion of issues which have been settled in

the manner and by the authority constitutionally

appointed.

Resolved, That we are for a government rigorously

frugal and simple, applying all the possible saving

of the public revenue to the discharge of the na

tional debt, and opposed to a multiplication of officers

and salaries, merely to make place for partisans, and

for increasing by every device the public debt.

Resolved, That the continuance by a Republican

Congress of the income-tax, when the same is at

least of doubtful constitutionality, and the necessity

therefor has long Bince ceased to exist, is an exer

cise of a power oppressive to the people, and a gross

violation of their rights and interests.

Resolved, That the present tariff is, in many of its

features, oppressive, and should be revised, and that

wo herewith request our Representatives in Con

gress, when the tariff shall be the subject of read

justment, to see that the immense products of the

State and its industries ore properly cared for.

The seventh resolution, indorsing the so-

called "new-departure "movement, occasioned

considerable discussion, and its final passage

was by a vote of 76 to 53.

The election was held on the second Tues

day in October. The total number of votes

cast for Auditor-General was 556,434 : of this

number David Stanton, Republican, received

284,097 ; William McCandless, Democratic,

269,151 ; and Barr Spangler, Temperance,

3,186. The whole number of votes cast for

Surveyor-General was 556,704 : ofwhich Rob

ert B. Beath, Republican, had 287,045: J. H.

Cooper, Democratic, 266,735 ; and E. A. Wheel

er, Temperance, 2,924. The total vote for

Governor in 1869 was 576,508 : John W. Geary,

Republican, over Asa Packer, Democratic,

4,596. The Lower House of the Legislature

was carried by the Republicans. The Senate

stood 16 Republicans to 16 Democrats, with

one vacancy ; and the House 61 Republicans

to 38 Democrats. At the same election a

popular vote was taken on a proposition for a

convention to revise the State constitution,

with the following result : for a convention,

828,354; against, 70,205. On November 7th,

David Stanton, the Auditor-General elect,

died. By an act of 1850, the Governor has

power to fill the vacancy by appointment.

The troubles in the anthracite coal-region

between the operators and tho miners, cover

ing a period of two years or more, culminated

in a long and bitter strike, beginning at the

close of 1870, ond continuing until the sum

mer of 1871. The strike was ordered by the

Working-men's Benevolent Association, a uni

ted and compact organization, chartered by the

Legislature, and embracing nearly the entire

laboring population of the coal-country, and

formed with the contemplated object of se

curing employment for all its members, and

preventing the reduction of wages. It began

in the Upper Wyoming region, where the

operators announced a reduction of wages, to

take effect December 1, 1870, from $1.81, to

86 cents per " diamond car," which contains

a ton and a half of coal; and in January it
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spread, by order of the association, through

out the Schuylkill, Lehigh, and Lower Wyo

ming districts, though there was at this time

no particular difference between the operators

and miners in these sections. The operators

in tho Upper Wyoming region had repeatedly

refused to aocept the so-called " basis system "

of wages proposed by the miners' association,

and it was perhaps this, more than tho pro

posed reduction, which rendered the strike

bitter and violent. The basis system was pro

posed in the early part of 1869, and was re

luctantly accepted, after a series of strikes,

suspensions, and compromises, by the operators

in the Schuylkill, Lehigh, and Lower Wyoming

districts. It provided thlit the price of wages

be fixed at the lowest price for coal ; that the

minimum be established at a certain expressed

figure, and that, if coal advanced beyond that

price, wages should advance in proportion.

At the time of the strike, the men in the

Schuylkill, Lehigh, and Lower Wyoming dis

tricts were working on the basis of $2.50 a

ton. On the loth of February the General

Council of the Working-men's Benevolent As

sociation ordered a resumption of work on

condition that the Upper Wyoming operators

should return to the rates before the strike,

namely, $1-31 per diamond car, and the opera

tors in the other sections to the basis of $3.

This was not agreed to. Some of the opera

tors were willing to accept it, but they were

powerless to do so, on account of the action

of the railroad companies, themselves large

operators, and opposed to the proposition, in

raising the price, for carrying the conl to mar

ket, to nearly three times the former figure.

The legality of this action of the railroad com

panies was questioned by the Governor, who

demanded the official opinion of the Attorney-

General of the State. This was decidedly ad

verse to the railroads. The Governor, with a

message strongly indorsing it, transmitted the

opinion to the Legislature, and a protracted

investigation followed. The report supported

the railroads, and announced that there was

no legal limit to the rates which the com

panies might charge for the transportation of

freights over their lines, for the reason that

the word "toll," which can be variously in

terpreted, is used in the original charters in the

place of "fare" or "freight," in the sections

limiting the rates of charges. Not content

with this, the opinion of tho Supreme Court

was asked by the Governor. The question

was not definitely settled.

In the early part of April there were sorious

riots in the section about Scranton, caused by

the determination of the men of the associa

tion to prevent non-union men from working.

A mine, known as the Tripp slope, was entered

by a body of men, the track was torn up, the

cars demolished, and the works so damaged

that their operation was completely stopped ;

and relentless war was waged on the hnlf-

dozen miners who had worked there. The

mayor of the city read the riot act, but, ac

complishing nothing thereby and apprehend

ing more Berious outbreaks, the aid of the

Governor was evoked. Governor Geary, in

response, ordered portions of the State militia

to the section by the following proclamation:

Whereat, The recent suspension of work bv tie

miners in the anthracite coal-regions of the Stale,

and the subsequent imposition by the transportatKn

companies of prohibitory rates, have entailed great

and manifold evils upon miners, operators, consum

ers, manufacturers, and others ; and, whereas, all

efforts of the Executive and their friends of Ian* and

social order have failed to harmonize the conflicting

interests and bring about an amicable adjustment of

the existing difficulties ; and, whereas, the recent in

vestigation before a committee of the Senate has

failed to provide any remedy for existing evils, or

to accomplish any thing toward the desired adjust-

ment, or to give promise of relief to a suffering peo

ple ; and, whereas, as usual in such cases, the un

natural, aggravated, and unlawful conflict between

labor and capital has resulted, as I am advised, in

breachos of the peace and the destruction of life and

property at the city of Scranton and other places in

the mining regions of that vicinity, and is assuming

the shape of mob violence on the part of the mine.'s

and others, further threatens tho lives and property

of the law-abiding citizens, and the temporary sub

version of the laws, and calls for prompt and emcies: '

remedies :
Now, therefore, I, John W. Geary, Governor of

tho said Commonwealth, by virtue of the power and

authority vested in me by the constitution and to,

do hereby proclaim and declare :
1. That it is unlawful for any person or association

of persons, by violenoe, threats, or other coereiw

means, to prevent any laborers or miners from work

ing when' they please, for whom thev please, and at

such wageB as they please ; and alike unlawful,

such violence or threats, to deter or prevent the

owner or operators of mines from employing whom

soever they may choose to omploy, and nt snch wage!

as may bo agreed upon between the employer and

the persons cmploved.
2. That it is unlawful for any railroad or oth«

transportation oompany, in subversion of the objects

of its creation, to impose rates of freight or trans

portation intended to bo, and which are, substantially

prohibitory, or to combino with others to effect the

same ends, and thus create, prolong, or aggravate

existing evils.
3. That it is unlawful, at all times, and under all

circumstances, for persons to assemble in a riotous

or tumultuous manner, and, undor grievances, ciite

actual or intended, to commit breaches of the peaw.

destroy property, or endanger, or take the lives «>
others, and thus subvert and nullify tho laws, anil

subject tho good name of tho State to humiluiW1

ancf reproach. . ,
4. That reliable information having been received

that these riotous assemblages arc too large ana

powerful to be dispersed, or suppressed by theloffli

authorities of Scranton, whioh have called on n>e

for aid, I havo invoked the military poser oi tie

State to suppress tho riots and mobs at Scran""1!

and wherever else in the Commonwealth "jf'"1?!
lawful assemblages may be found, and, under tw

conviction that the time has come for a complete set

tlement for the present and future of the unlaw™

complications and difficulties under which the pfP"

now suffer, I have also invoked the civil power "

the State against the railroad and other tmnsp^JJ

tion companies for the misuse and abuse ot t ^
corporate rights and privileges, and will enforfi<,s>

the remedies authorized by the laws of the lan j

and I call upon all military organizations w n <

themselves in readiness to support the civil trauw
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ties wherever thereunto required, and upon all civil

magistrates, officers, and citizens in their several

spheres of action or influence to sustain or enforce

the laws against all offenders in anywise responsible

for the evils and wrongs under which we now suffer.

Given under my hand and the great seal of the

State, at Harrisburg, this seventh day of April, in

the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred

and seventy-one, and of the Commonwealth the

ninety-fifth. JOHN W. GEAEY.

Early in April the Anthracite Board of

Trade offered a compromise to the miners of

the Schuylkill district in the following propo

sition :

• The Working-men's Benevolent Association to

abandon all future attempts to control the colleries

in any manner, or to interfere directly or indirectly

in the matter of the employment or discharge of any

one, so that the operator shall have exclusive control

and management of his works. Secondly, operators to

o^rce that no one is to be discharged simply on account

of his belonging to the Working-men's Benevolent

Association, or of any part of the Workingmen's

Benevolent Association, hut that all men are to be

left free to join the said Association or not as they

may think proper.

But this was promptly rejected. The next

proposition came from the miners, and was to

refer the questions at issue to a board of arbitra

tion consisting of representatives from the two

opposing parties, with an umpire. This was ac

cepted, and Judge Elwell, presiding judge of

the district comprised by the counties of Co

lumbia, Sullivan, and Northumberland, was

unanimously chosen umpire. Tho meetings

were held at Mauch Chunk. Both sides pre

sented their cases, and after long argument a

decision was reached on the question of the

control of the mines, but not on the question

of wages, tho miners insisting on a basis of

$5.50. The principal points of Judge Elwell's

opinion on tho former question—the control

of the mines—which was accepted, were as

follows :

1. Tho right of an owner or lessee and operator of

a colliery to the entire and exclusive control and

management of his works is guaranteed to him by

the law of the land, and is of snch an unquestionable

character, that it ought not to be interfered with

either directly or indirectly.

2. The umpire concurs with, and adopts as a correct

statement of the law, that part of the late proclama

tion of the Executive of this Commonwealth, wherein

he says that "It is unlawful for any person or asso

ciation of persons, by violence, threats, or other co

ercive means, to prevent any laborers or miners from

working when they please, for whom they please,

and at such wages as they please, and alike unlaw

ful, by such violence or threats, to deter or prevent

the owner or operators of mines from employing

whomsoever they may choose to employ, and at such

wages as may bo agreed upon between the employer

and the person employed."

3. It is the undoubted right of'men to refuse to

work except upon such terms as shall he agreeable

to them ; but a general understanding that no person

of a particular association of laborers shall work for

any operator who has in his employ a member of

such association who has not paid his dues to the

association, or who does not belong to such associa

tion, is contrary to the policy of law, and subversive

of the best interests of the miners and their employ

ers. An association may inflict fines upon its mem

bers for breach of its by-laws, and expel for non

payment, hut it lias no right by combined aotion to

place the defaulter in the light of on outlaw in the

transaction of business with others.

4. The umpire decides that it is contrary to the

spirit of the law, as stated secondly above, for a tody

or men to agree not to work, becauso their employer

refuses to employ a particular person, or because he

has discharged such person.

If such a case arises where the act of tho operator

is deemed to bo oppressive, and ho refuses to redress

the wrong, it is a proper one for local arbitration, by

which, in most cases, the difficulty could be properly

settled without the disastrous consequences arising

both to the employers and employed by a strike,

even at one colliery.

5. As persons of sound mind and competent ago

are permitted by law to bargain for themselves, their

contracts in regard to labor at mines should be held

as sacred as other contracts, and should not he an

nulled or set aside in any manner different from that

provided for other cases. Interference by persons

not parties to the contract is not to be tolerated.

6. Operators ought not in any manner to combine

against persons who belong to tho Miners and Labor

ers' Benevolent Association. Any operator who re

fuses to employ a person because fie is so connected,

or who shall discharge him for that reason, would

thereby give good grounds for censure and for other

members to refuse to work for him.

7. No member of the Miners and Laborers' Benev

olent Association ought to be deprived of work be

cause of his being selected by hie branch to perform

the duties mentioned in section three, article sixteen

of tho by-laws of that association, if his duties are

performed in the manner therein mentioned.

8. In regard to the right claimed by the miners to

cease work when they sec cause, whether in a body

or otherwise, it is impossible to lay down any rule.

And I am not aware that it is expected of roo to do

so. But I may be allowed to recommend that, after

resumption again takes place, and business is again

moving in its accustomed channel, immediate steps

be taken to provide for tho adjustment of difficul

ties, if any shall arise in future, before they reach

the disastrous proportions of those which now affiict

not only the laborers and operators, but the whole

country.

A mine disaster occurred at West Pittston

on the afternoon of May 27. The shaft known

as the Knight shall, owned by the Lehigh Val

ley Railroad Company, and operated under

lease by C. A. Blake and Company of New

York, took fire, it is supposed from friction in

the hoisting apparatus at the top of the break,

and burned fiercely and rapidly, while SO or

40 men were working in the mine. There

was but one outlet, and that by means of the

shaft over which the breaker was erected, 300

feet below. Only about half of the imprisoned

miners were rescued alive. The horrors of the

Avondalo disaster were repeated.

A large increase was made in the number

of public schools during the year. The num

ber in the State at the close of the year was

13,320; average number of children attending,

567,188; number of teachers, 19,021. The sum

of $8,580,918.33 was expended for the main

tenance of these schools. A general appropri

ation of $750,000, a hundred thousand dollars

more than was appropriated last year, is asked

for this. Only three districts in the State have

refused to accept the common-school system:

these are Harmony, in Beaver County.and

Overfield and "Washington townships, in Wyo
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ming Connty. Tho question of compulsory

eduoation was raised in tho Legislature of 1871,

and discussed, by those interested in the

schools, with considerable warmth. A bill was

proposed requiring the attendance at school,

during six months of the year, of all children

between tho ages of six and fourteen years.

It was not passed. The Superintendent of

Schools, in his annual report, urges that the

power to appoint the superintendent be taken

from the Governor, and conferred upon a board

consisting of the Governor, one person se

lected by the State Teachers' Association, one

by a convention of superintendents, one by a

meeting of the principals of the State normal

schools, and one by a meeting of the presi

dents of the colleges, the object being to re

move the office from the influence of politics.

Under an act of the last Legislature, the State

Superintendent of Schools took control of the

soldiers' orphans' schools of the Common

wealth.

CENSUS OP 1STO.
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Included in the census are fourteen Chinese

and thirty-four Indians. There are ninety-nine

tribal Indians. In the assessed value of prop

erty is included personal property to the

amount of $69,868,190, which is not distrib

uted among counties. The total taxation con

tains the sum of $5,179,572, not distributed

among counties. The truo value of property

was $3,808,340,112. The public debt, county,

city, town, etc., amounted to $57,915,469.

The aggregate value of farm-products, includ

ing betterments and additions to stock, was

$183,946,027 ; 6,567,722 pounds of wool were

raised; 222,351 persons, ten years old and

over, cannot write, of whom 82,457 are males,

and 189,894 are females. Of those twenty-one

years old and over, who cannot write, 61,350

are white males.

The effective force of the National Guard

of the State was, at the close of the year, 19

regiments and 3 battalions, comprising, with

unattached organizations, 382 companies, viz. :

8 artillery, 20 cavalry, and 354 infantry. The

aggregate of enlisted men was 16,734, and the

commissioned officers numbered 1,142. The

Fifth Brigade of the First Division, organized

in accordance with au act of the last Legisla

ture, is composed of three regiments of col

ored troops. The entire force is properly

equipped, and generally well drilled and dis

ciplined. On November 7th a State military

convention, composed of delegates from the

various divisions of the National Guard, was

held in Harrisburg, for the purpose of adopt

ing measures to secure the passage of a " practi

cal and efficient general military act," by the

Legislature. Resolutions were adopted pro

viding for the appointment of a committee to

prepare a bill and advocate it before the next

Legislature ; and declaring that the tax levied

for the organization of the National Guard

should be a State instead of a military tax ;

that the number of officers and men compos

ing the Guard should be limited by law ; that

the State authorities should furnish the neces

sary uniforms and equipments; that the pres

ent form of enlistment be changed from sign

ing the so-called enrolment-book to subscrib-

i»g to an oath of servico, and that fines levied

by court-martial bo considered and collected

as other taxes ; and that division encamp

ments be held as schools for field instruction

at least one week in each year. The Govern

or was present at the convention, and partici

pated in its proceedings.

The debt of the city of Philadelphia is, in

round numbers, $46,000,000, and the converti

ble assets applicable to its liquidation are

$12,000,000. These are bonds and mortgages.

The taxes collected during 1871 amounted to

about $9,600,000. The rato was $1.80 on a

hundred. The collections were made upon

real estate, the total value of which was $492,-

000,000. The total value of real estate ex

empted from taxation was about $6,000,000.

The value of the manufactures produced dur-

vol. xi.—40 A

ing the year ending June 30, 1871, was nearly

$340,000,000, against $327,000,000 during the

year ending June 30, 1870. There were 8,600

mills, founderies, and factories in operation ;

and 96,969 men and 38,729 women were con

stantly employed at remunerative wages.

Nearly 20,000 looms, and more than 250,000

spindles were in operation in the cotton and

woollen factories ; and 2,000 factories were run

by steam-power. The value of the year's

work in iron and steel was about $70,000,000.

PERSIA, a country in Asia. Area, about

648,000 square miles ; population, variously

estimated at from five to eight millions. . In

1870 and 1871 Persia was the scene of one of

the most terrible famines known in history.

It was caused by the drought of 1870, and by

great ravages in the central and southern prov

inces, most of all in Khorassan. A corre

spondent writing to a Turkish journal from

Tabreez, under date of April 30th, gives the

following details :

That the people are dying of hunger, even in tho

streets of the capital, is a minor phase of this terri

ble calamity. In Khorassan parents are selling their

children as slaves to the Toorkomans in order to keep,

them alive; and in Ispahan, as is said, men have

been seized in tho act of digging up the corpses to

serve as food for their starving families. In Shiraz,

Herman, and Yezd, the wretched sufferers endeavor

to support life on the grass and rootswhich they may

find in the neighborhood, and, as might be expected,

pestilence follows hard on tho footsteps of lamina.;

between them the half of the kingdom of Persia is

becoming rapidly depopulated.

A later account of the famine is given in

the Times of India, of May 13th, which says :

The famine in some parts of Persia is severe be

yond comprehension. Sain was for long hopefully

expected, but it came in very measured quantity, and

too late to turn away the foe that was already at the

door. Thousands are said to have died by the way-

Bide, of sheer starvation, or of starvation coupled

with the diseases it invariably brings in its train.

Most of the dead lie unburied—a fact which may be

regarded as the sure precursor of pestilence. At

first, when self-preservation by any means whatever

became a question to be decided, yea or nay, the

former alternative prevailed with the Mussulmans,

and more than one human being is said to have been

killed and eaten by them. It is stated that the

sights to be seen, and not to be avoided in the neigh

borhood of Shiraz, are such that European residents

will not leave their own houses. Also, between

Shiraz and Bushirc, thousands of dead bodies lie un

buried.

The apathy of the Persian officials dnring

this calamity was the subject of complaint.

A correspondent from Shiraz, to the Lon

don Daily News, states that in 1870, when

the famine began, the Government at sev

eral places increased tho taxes on gardens and

arable lands. The prices of garden and field

produce immediately rose twenty-five per cent.,

or more, and the laborers' wages deoreased pro

portionately. Only tho Governors of tho

provinces of Meshed and Yezd are recom

mended for not showing the same indifference

as most of the other officers ; each distributed

large sums of money among tho poor of his
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district In the middle of July, according to

special dispatches from Constantinople, the

deaths in tbe province of Khorassan averaged

300 daily, and so great was the distress that the

dead bodies of the victims were devoured by

the survivors ; and men, women, and children,

were in some cases killed to render the supply

of food more abundant. The plague also ap

peared among the Persians, and the Turkish

Government was compelled, by the exigency

of the situation, to draw a sanitary cordon

along the border of its dominions. Among

the classes which most severely suffered from

thq famine were the Parsees. A letter from

Mr. Maneckjee Limgee Attaria, agent of the

managing committee ofthe East Indian Society,

after ameliorating the condition of poor Zoro-

astrians in Persia, gives a dreadful account of

their sufferings. Among the statements he

makes are the following :

In Ispahan public shops are opened for selling

camel's, ass's, dog's, and eat* s flesh, and yet from

70 to 80 persons die daily. People go about selling

their children. The Armenian population only live

free from privation, they being supported by their

wealthy brethren in Calcutta and Butavia. In Kos-

tan ana Koine, cities where corn formerly abounded,

people have been caught " cutting down children for

food." In Khorassan 18,000 men had been Bwept

off through hunger and disease, and those who sur

vived did not hesitate "to use raked-up corpses for

food." In Yezd twelve Zoroostrians were dying

doily for want of food, yet only one benevolent Par-

seo gentleman, Mr. Nusserwonjee Maneckjee Petit,

had, up to the date of the letter, sent 800 rupees in

1866, and 1,700 rupecB on the 10th of January,

1870, through the managing oommittee, and ogam

200 rupees by telegraph on the 11th of March, 1871.

No other contribution, the Parsee agent adds, had

been received, and com distributed among the Zoro

ostrians at Yezd had been token from them by the

Mohammedans.

The Persian minister in London explicitly

denied the truth of the report concerning the

ravages committed by famine and pestilence.

According to his statement, there was un

doubtedly a lamentable scarcity of food among

the poorer classes, and they were fed at the

expense of the Government, in the cemeteries,

because there was in them alone sufficient

room to accommodate the great crowds of

people who appeal to the authorities fors ub-

sistence. Order was preserved in the ceme

teries by the police, and from this fact arose

the story that force had to be employed for

the prevention of the disinterment of the dead

for use as food. The minister expressed the

opinion that the horrible statements emana

ting from his country were the work of com

mercial agents.

To put an end to doubt on the subject, Sir

R. Macdonald Stephenson sent a telegram to

Mr. Allison, the British charge d'affaires at

Teheran, to ask if the accounts published were

true, and, if the population were still suffering,

what would be the quickest means of afford

ing relief. Mr. Allison's reply, partly con

firming the statement of the Persian minis

ter, was as follows : " Teheran, July 31st—

The famino is over, but provisions are very

dear."

Later accounts from Persia corroborated,

however, the accounts formerly received, not

only of tbe great suffering of the population,

but of the continuance of the famine. Accord

ing to a letter from Teheran, August 7th, to

the Gazette of Cologne, the situation in Persia

was becoming more horrible from day to day.

Of the 120,000 inhabitants of Meshed, the capita!

of Khorassan, two-thirds perished from hunger and

disease in the course of July, while the remaining

third fled, and were mostly captured by rovinj

troops of Toorkomans and Afghans, and led into &b>

very. At Bhiraz and Tabreez insurrections hav-

broken out. The cholera declared itself at tbe latter

place—which suffered also terribly from on inunda

tion—and on the Turkish frontier at Solimanich

cases of pestilence have occurred. The inhabitants

of the capital, knowing that a petition to the Shah

would remain without answer, addressed themselves

to the foreign representatives, who declined to inter

vene. When, at the beginning of August, the Shag

returned to his capital, ne was received before ti<

gates bv thousands of howling women, who were af

terward dispersed by the police. The Shah took op

his residenoe in a neighboring castle, and issued i

decree ordering the sole of bread at a nominal price.

No bread came forth, and the Shah then ordered, as

remedial measures, to put into chains the vizier of

the town, to slit open the belly of the chief baker,

and to put several others bakers into their oveni

Tho tmtute was thereby put down, but not the pre

vailing misery, and a terrible catastrophe is expected

The Levant Herald of Constantinople, at the

close of August, declared that the famine and

pestilence were worse than ever ; that there

were 27,000 victims at Ispahan alone ; that the

crops had been destroyed, and that one-third

of the population had been annihilated. On

September 9th an Englishman, Savil Dickin

son, writes from Teheran, on the condition of

affairs : " The country is disturbed by frequent

insurrections; the pestilence still rages and its

horrors are increased by destructive inunda

tions; and, notwithstanding the fearful situ

ation of the country and people, the Per

sian Government refuses to avail itself of the

aid proffered by the Governments of Great

Britain and Russia."

The Shah, in consequence of the issue of the

Franco-German War, engaged a Prussian colo

nel to reorganize the Persian army.

PERU, a republio in South America. Pres

ident for the term from 1868 to 1872, Colonel

J. F. Balta; first Vice-President, Colonel M H.

Cevallos; second Vice-President, G. F. Can-

seoo. The Senate consists of 18, and the Cham

ber of Deputies of about 100 members. Area,

510,107 square miles. The population of Peru,

according to official statistics published in

Lima, in 1871, was as follows :

Repartnuntl. Population. |
Pluro 172.(100
Cajamarca 273.000
Amazonas 44.000
Loreto 68,000
Ltbortad Sfl.OOO
Ancacho 817,000
Lima 8SO.O0O
Callao 40,000
Jtnin 282.000
Huancavelua 100,000

Hnonuco...
Ics
Ayacocho .
Cuzco
Puno
Arequipa. .
Moqurgna.
Jarapaca . . .

Total..

90.M0
6S.M0

210.9B

30fi.i)0r>

mow

25,000

8,129,000
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Population of the capital, Lima, at the close

of 1871, 160,056.

The budget for the two years 1871 and

1872 fixes the revenue at 58,982,851 soles

(1 sol.=$1.17).

The expenditures consisted of $6,460,004

for the ministry of the Interior; $409,048 for

the ministry of Foreign Affairs ; $4,632,383

for the ministry of Justice and Public Instruc

tion ; $4,812,564 for the ministry of Finance

and Commerce ; $30,729,058 for amortization

of the debt of 1865; $10,870,762 for the min

istry of War and Marine: altogether $57,-

918,764. The public debt, in 1870, amounted

to 62,225,550 soles, or $77,781,938. The army,

in 1870, consisted of about 8,000 men, under

command of one grand-marshal, four generals

of division, and twenty-six brigadier-generals.

The value of the foreign commerce was esti

mated as follows :

Import!. Eiporu.

$24,000,000 $43,000,000
4.000.000
7,200.000
8,156,524

At Pisco
4,800,000
6,600,000At Arica

$35,300,000 *62,356.534

The movement of shipping, in 1869 and 1870,

was as follows :

PORTS.

ENTERED. CXEABSD.

Veueh. Tool. Yctuh. Tool.

Callao (1869),.,.,..
A_rfca (1860)

2,073
212

1,859,002
206.517
181,190
172,270

2,140 1,889,048
208,275

s

218

244 16M57

The following railroads were in operation

in 1871 : Eten & Chiclayo, 6 loguas (1 legua=

2.63 English miles); Lima & Ohancay, 20

lea;. ; Lima & jCallao, 1J leg. ; Lima & Cho-

rillos, 2 leg. ; Pisco & lea, 13 leg. ; Mollenda

& Arequipo, 28 leg. ; Tacna & Arica, 14 leg. ;

Iquiqne & Noria, 14 leg. : total, about 94 leg.

In the course of coustruction were the follow

ing roads: Arequipa & Pnno, 60 leg. ; Callao

via Cocachara into the interior, 40 leg. ; Ilo

& Moquegua, 14 leg. ; Pacasmay & Cajamarca.

Excellent coal-mines were discovered on the

Bolivian frontier in May.

A new attempt at revolution took place in

May. The ringleaders laid a plot to seize the

Peruvian iron-clads. They failed, however,

and took refuge on a United States man-of-

war. On August 16th the opponents of Presi

dent Balta again made an attempt to over

throw his government. Their intention was

to surprise the palace, and make the President

a prisoner, and they expected that some of the

troops would join the revolution. The Gov

ernment, however, received timely notice ; the

conspirators failed and were arrested. Among

them were two military officers and three prom

inent citizens.

A great excitement was produced in Sep

tember by the declared intention of the Italians

resident in Lima and Callao to celebrate, on

September 20th, the anniversary of Italian

unity, and the occupation of Rome by the

forces ofKing Victor Emmanuel. The Catholic

party, through their principal organ, the So-

eiedad, in Lima, severely censured the project

of the Italians, characterizing it as insulting

to Catholic hondr, and as certain of provoking

a serious tumult. Nevertheless, the Italians

persisted in their arrangements, and nearly

every thing was perfected for the proper cele

bration of the day, when suddenly a Govern

ment decree appeared, prohibiting any mani

festation on their part in honor of the occa

sion, calling upon the prefects of the two cities

to use every means in their power to fulfil

the order. This action of the Government

was induced by the quiet intervention of the

chief dignitaries of the Church, aided by the

diplomatic agent of the Pope. The news

papers of Lima and Callao, with the exception

of the Sociedad, denounced it as contrary to

the constitution, to common-sense, and com

mon courtesy ; and the standing committee of

Congress officially protested against it. The

Italians were naturally excited to an intense

degree by this attack upon what they deemed

to be their legal privilege, but wise counsels

prevailed among them, the Italian minister

addressing a manifesto to his countrymen, ad

vising them to maintain the greatest modera

tion and tranquillity, and to resign themselves

quietly to a state of things which they were

powerless to change. As, however, two days

afterward, a procession paraded through the

streets of Lima, carrying the likeness of the

Pope in honor of the anniversary of his ac

cession, placards were posted all over the

town, calling upon Peruvians who sympa

thized with the Italian cause, and who dis

approved of the stand taken by the Govern

ment, to meet on the 20th, in the Plaza

Bolivar, to give expression to their views and

sentiments. In pursuance of this call, a large

crowd, chiefly consisting of Peruvians, and

numbering, according to one estimate, about

15,000 persons, assembled on the appointed

day; but when the opening speech had scarcely

been commenced, small bodies of troops en

tered the square, surrounded the assemblage,

and proceeded to arrest all whom they could

lay their hands upon.

In no way has the spirit of advancement

made itself more manifest in Peru than in

the rapid extension of railway lines, opening

up, as they will, the richest sections of a country

naturally one of the most wealthy on the

globe. In this respect Peru is at present

ahead of every South American state. None

of the new roads are looked upon with greater

interest than tlie railway about to be con

structed from Payta to the city of Piura, the

capita] of a rich province of the same name,

in the northern portion bf the republic. Payta

is the great port in the north, and is the ren
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dezvous for nil the American whalers in the

South Pacific. It is the seaport of Piura, from

which it is distant about forty miles. It ex

ports large quantities of raw India-rubbor,

Peruvian bark, cocoa, drngs and dyes, and

quite a respectable amount of cotton of a very

fine quality. The road will be completed in

six months. The next in importance is the

road to Trujillo. The railway is to run from

the seaport of Trujillo to Huanchaoo, and

will aid very materially in the development

of the resources of several very wealthy prov

inces. It will traverse the fertile valleys of

Ohicama, Santa Oatalina, and Viza. The val

ley ofChicama alone contains 125,000 acres of

cultivated land.

A very severe earthqnako was felt nt Lima

on the night of the 21st of August, at 8.32

o'clock. The undulations were from north

west to southeast, and were of twenty seconds'

duration. Great alarm was created, and al

most the entire population rushed into the

streets. The shock was very severe at Cerro

Azul and Pisco, on the coast. The sea, which

previously had become unusually placid, sud

denly bocame very rough and tumultuous,

and continued so throughout the next day.

No tidal wave was experienced, though the

surf rolled in upon the coast with great vio

lence.

PHOTOGRAPHIC PROCESS, A New.

An entirely novel method of photographic

printing has just boon discovered by M. Mer-

get, Professor of Physics at the Faculte des

Sciences of Lyons. The principal points dis

covered by M. Mergct may be thus summarized :

1. The vaporization of mercury is a contin

uous phenomenon, that is to say, the metal

emits vapor at all times, even at a very low

temperature, and when in a solidified form.

2. Mercury-vapor may bo condensed upon

certain substances, such as carbon, platinum,

etc., without these latter being chemically af

fected.

3. Mercury-vapor will pass with exceeding

facility through porous bodies, such as wood,

porcelain, etc.

4. The salts of all procious metals when in

solution are very sensitive to the action of

merenry-vnpor, which has the effect of rapidly

reducing them.

The most sensitive to mercury of the pre

cious-metal salts are nitrate of silver and the

soluble chlorides of gold, palladium, and irid

ium, and paper prepared with any of these

forms at once a most delicate test for the vola

tile metal ; but the solutions must contain

Borne hygrometric body to prevent complete

desiccation, so that tho surface coated with

thorn will always remain in a moist condition.

To demonstrate how exceedingly sensitive this

test-papor is to mercury, wo may state that a

section of wood, exposed to mercury-vapors

and afterward pressed in contact with a shoot

of sensitive paper, prints off upon the surface

all the rings and markings it possesses, the

mercury being deposited in the pores of the

wood in a more or less condensed form.

In tho event of nitrate of silver being used

for preparing the paper, it is necessary, obvi

ously, to exclude tho light, as otherwise a

reducing action will be already set up by solar

means alone ; but with the salts of palladium

or platinum no such action need be feared.

According to the kind of metallic salt em

ployed, so the tint of the impression varies ;

but in most cases an intense black may be

obtained where tho action has proceeded far

enough.

Having described M. Mcrget's discoveries

thus far, it is oasy to guess how that gentleman

employs them in the carrying out of a photo

graphic process. An ordinary glass negative,

possessing an image which has been formed

by the deposition of silver particles, is pre

pared in a suitable manner to protect it from

injury by contact with the mercury (such, for

instance, as coating it in some way with plati

num or carbon particles), and the picture is

then exposed to the action of mercury-vapor.

The vapor condensos, in a more or less con

centrated form, upon the image—in tho same

way, quite well, as it becomes deposited upon,

and develops the latent image in the daguerreo

type process—and subsequently the plate thus

treated is brought into contact with the sensi

tive paper. The consequence is, that the

minute particles of mercury deposited all over

tho image exercise a reducing action upon the

salts on the surface of the paper, and a print

of tho original photograph results, possessing

the same gradation of tint as the original*

Indeed, when nitrate of silver is employed for

sensitizing the paper, tho photograph secured

is in every respect similar to that produced by

light in the ordinary silver printing process,

and the picture is forthwith toned and fixed

in the same way, in fact, as one of these; in

tho one case, however, the reduction of the

silver salts has been brought about by mercury-

vapor, while in the other light alone has been

the reducing agent. Impressions obtained by

means of platinum and palladium salts need

simply to be washed in water in order that

they may be permanently fixed. These latter,

in truth, are so indestructible and inalterable

that they cannot bo destroyed except by a

chemical agent which would at the same time

radically injure the paper or other basis upon

which they rest.

This process of photography is not yet in

such an advanced state as to be of any practi

cal importance ; but, nevertheless, it is cer

tainly one of tho most ingenious and interest

ing discoveries made of late in this branch of

science. Tho great advantage it possesses is

that of printing without the aid of light, and

yot producing prints with detail and half tone

dependent upon delicate chemical reaction—

such rare gradation being secured as our pres

ent light-printed pictures (silver and carbon

prints) alouo possess.
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PICRIC POWDER. Tho production of dy

namite by Nobel appenrs to have been the

signal for numerous subsequent attempts to

utilize the highly-dangerous compound nitro

glycerine, some of which have proved success

ful. The object appears to have been to re

place as far as possible the inexplosive silica

in M. Nobel's mixture, by explosive materials,

thus insuring a greater percentage of power

in the resulting compound. It was with this

view that Mr. Horsley mixed his original pow

der with nitro-glycerine, and it was the same

object that led Captain Bchultze to incorporate

the latter ingredient with his gun-sawdust, or

wood-powder. This powder is sawdust puri

fied from all resinous substances and digested

in a mixture of sulphurio and nitric acids.

The result is a feebly explosive material only,

which is afterward strengthened by impregna

tion with nitrates. This wood-powder Captain

Schultze mixed with 17 per cent, of nitro

glycerine, which gave a powerful compound,

but one not equal in its results to dynamite.

Another method of taming nitro-glycerine has

been brought forward by Prof. Abel. It con

sists in granulating gun-cotton and mixing it

with saltpetre and as much nitro-glycerine as

it will absorb; here the gun-cotton replaces

the silica in Nobel's dynamite. With this com

pound, to which Prof. Abel has given the name

of glyoxiline, some effective blasting and en

gineering operations have been carried out, but

it has not yet found its way into commerce.

Another method of applying nitro-glycerine

as a destructive agent has been devised by

'Prof. Engels, and was brought prominently

before public notice about four months since.

This substance produced is termed lithofrac-

teur, and it is composed of nitro-glycerine,

with gun-cotton, the constituents of gunpow

der, and infusorial earth as the absorbing

media. This material has been made and ex

tensively used in Germany for more than two

years past, a large factory being in full opera

tion in Cologne. The power of the compound

was proved in the workings of a limestone-

quarry, where some very successful shots were

fired in horizontal holes in the face of the

rock where powder would not have touched

it. In the green-stone quarries some vertical

shots proved the applicability of the com

pound to shaft-sinking in hard ground, its dis

ruptive power under these conditions being

very remarkable. It was, moreover, shown

by experiments with loaded rafts, sunk in the

river, that, for subaqueous operations or tor

pedoes, lithofracteur was most suitable. Its

safety from explosion by concussion was illus

trated by throwing a box of cartridges from a

height of 150 feet on to the rocky plateau

below, the result being that the box was

broken up and the cartridges were scattered

but none exploded. In some further experi

ments made to show its safety in the event of

a railway or other collision, cartridges were

tied to the buffers of a mineral wagon and it

was allowed to run down an incline of 1 in 8

and 500 yards long, being received at the bot

tom by a stationary wagon. In all cases—for

the experiments were repeated — the car

tridges were smashed between the buffers and

the wagons were smashed between them

selves, but no explosion occurred. Like dyna

mite and safety gun-cotton, lithofracteur only

explodes when under conditions of confine

ment, or when fired in the open air with a

percussion fuse.

Two other substances have been brought

forward within the past twelvemonth. The

first of these is Pertuiset powder, a French in

vention, with which some experiments were

tried on horses about a year since. The Per

tuiset powder was enclosed in bullets, and the

shattering effects were fully developed upon

the skulls, ribs, and legs, of the unfortunate

targets.

The second is the picric powder of Prof.

Abel. The use of nitro-glycerine compounds

in shells had been tried with promising re

sults, but inasmuch as confidence in these

preparations has not yet been fully established

in the army and navy, and as, moreover, the

power developed appeared to be in excess of

that required, it was necessary to look for on-

other material for shell-charges. Prof. Abel's

investigation of the question resulted in his

applying one of the salts of tri-nitro-phenic

acid or picric acid to this purpose. This acid

is largely produced from phenol or -carbolic

acid, and forms a cheap and bright-yellow

dye. The acid itself burns quickly with a

brilliant flame, but its salts are all explosive

in a greater or less degree and detonate when

struck. Prof. Abel mixes the ammoninm-

picrate with saltpetre in certain proportions

which forms a bright-yellow powder, to whicli

he has given the name of "picric powder."

This powder, when lighted in the ordinary

manner, deflagrates very slowly. When, how

ever, the mixture is strongly confined, as in

shells, it explodes violently and exerts a de

structive action less formidable than that of

gun-cotton or dynamite, hut greater than that

of gunpowder. Some experiments were car

ried out at Shoeburyness in July last, with

this powder used in shells, fired from a 9-inch

gun. The results, although not conclusive,

wero nevertheless sufficiently satisfactory to

justify further experiments with this powder,

which appears likely to prove a useful explo

sive agent for shell-charges.

PORTUGAL,* a kingdom in Europe. King

Luiz I., born October 81, 1838 ; succeeded his

brother, King Pedro V., November 11, 1861.

Heir-apparent, his son, Carlos, born Septem

ber 28, 1803.

The ministry, appointed on September 13,

1871, was composed as follows : President of

* For latest information concerning imports and ex
ports, and movements of shipping, see American Anntal
Cyclopaedia for 1869; for detailed accounts of the Portu
guese colonies and the arm;, see Ajlerican Aknual Ct-
CLOfMDIA for 1670.
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the Council and Minister of Finances, A. M.

de Fontes Pereira de Melho ; Minister of the

Interior, A. Rodrigues de Sarapaia ; Minister

of Justice and Public Worship, A. F. Barjona

de Freitas ; Minister of War, A. M. de Fontes

Pereira de Melho (ad interim); Minister of

Marine and Colonies, F. C. de Freitas Maniz ;

Minister of Foreign Affairs, F. d'Andrado de

Gorvo ; Minister of Public Works, of Com

merce and Industry, A. Cardajo Avelino. Tho

area and population, according to tho latost

official dates, were as follows:

PROVINCES. Square Miles. Ink.Mt.nU, 1858.

2.801 988,085
4.288 370.144
9,345 1,288.994
6,8-S 837.451
9.J16 832.28T
1,878 177,812

34,502 3,993.153
996 252,480
815 113.341

35.813 4,360.974

The Portuguese colonies, in 1871, contained

an area of 740,288 squaro miles, and a popula

tion of 3,872,959.

The revenue in tho budget for 1871-72 was

estimated at 18,464,394 milreis (one milreis

=$1.12), and the expenditures, ordinary and

extraordinary, at 21,870,629 milreis. Publio

debt, in June, 1870, 228,201,676 milreis. The

colonial budget for 1870-'71 estimated the

revenue and expenditures as follows :

Rerennc Expenditure. Difference.

Mllreli.

137,926
80.875

280,741
177,179
446.308
341,262

Mllr.li. MllreU.

St Thomas and Principe
163.533
62.575

299,414
187,013
883.540
286,800

-23.607
+ 18,300
- 18.703
- 9.834
+ 62.768
+ 54,462

1,464,291 1,382,903 + 81.386

The length of railroads in operation, in Sep

tember, 1871, amounted to 487 miles. The

budget of tho postal administration, from 1868

to 1869, reports the revenue at 407,609 milreis.

Number of post-offices, in 1870, on the conti

nent, 561 ; the isles, 35 : total, 596. In Sep

tember, 1871, the length of the telegraph-lines

in operation was 1,763 ; that of the wire, 3,500

miles.

The standing army, in 1870, consisted of

26,730 men ; the colonial troops of tho first

line nnmberod 9,453, and the troops of the

second line, 21,411 men. The navy, in 1870,

was composed of 32 armed and 12 non-armed

vessels ; the marine troops of 3,308 men.

Ia September, the Cabinet of the Marquis

d'Avila resigned, as the President of the Cabi

net was satisfied that he did not enjoy the con

fidence of the majority of the Chambers, and

was tired of the incessant attacks of the oppo

sition. He prevailed upon the party of the

" Regenoratores " (Conservatives) to undertake

the formation of a new Cabinet, and promised

them the support of his party. In accordance

with this arrangement, a new Cabinet was

fonnod by Fontes Pereira de Melho, who has

the repntation of being an able and resolute

statesman. The new Minister of Foreign Aflairs

was formerly professor of chemistry, is the

author of a valuable work on agriculture, and

of several novels ; he was formerly Portuguese

ambassador in Madrid. The Minister of Com

merce is regarded as an adherent of free-trade

doctrines. As tho Marquis d'Avila assured

tho new Cabinet not only of the support of

his own party, but also secured for it the sup

port of that part of the so-called " historical

party" which follows the Marquis da Louie as

leader, tho new Cabinet expected to have in

the Second Chamber a majority of five or six

votes. Tho Cabinet consists exclusively of

" regeneratores," but to the allies of tho his

torical party several places of foreign am

bassadors were promised. Tho opposition to

the new Cabinet will consist of tho remainder

of tho historical party, and of the Reformistas

("Liberals"), whoso leader is the Bishop of

Visen. The Chambers were reopened on Sep

tember 14th. Tho new Prime Minister intro

duced tho members of his Cabinet, and an

nounced that he would chiefly devote his atten

tion to the questions of administration and of

finance, in both of which departments he prom

ised to introduce extensive reforms. The pro

gramme of the new Cabinet was, on the whole,

favorably received by the deputies of the op

position, while the journals of the Libera] party

severely criticised it. On September 24th the

King prorogued the session of the Cortes until

the 2d of January, 1872.

POTTER, CiPBiAM, an eminent British mu

sician, musical composer, and critic. Principal

of the London Royal Academy of Music, horn

in London in 1792 ; died there, September 2S,

1871. His ancestors were remarkable for

musical taste. One grandparent was the in

ventor of the patent German fluto, and the

other was a celebrated bassoon-player, while

his father was skilled in piano-forte playing.

At tho early age of fivo years young Potter

commenced his. career as a pianist under the

instruction of his father, and subsequently pur

sued his studies under Attwood, Calcott,

Crotch, and Wolff, all eminent performers and

composers, and so rapid was his progress th.it

at fourteen he was tho author of several

chamber compositions and symphonies. Vis

iting Vienna, ho formed a strong attachment

for Beethoven, from whom he recoived many

attentions, though he was never his pupil, as

has been erroneously stated. During his so

journ in Vienna Mr. Potter studied under

Emanuel Forster, the Austrian Kapellmeister.

Although not one of the original masters or

associates ofthe Philharmonic Society, ho made

his debut at its conoerts and afterward was

appointed one of the conductors at the time

when the direction of the schemes was changed
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at every concert. Among his productions

at the Philharmonic Concerts were an Over

ture (1816), Adagio and Rondo (1830), a Sym

phony (1835), a Symphony in D (1836), another

in the same key (1850), an Overture, " Cym-

beline " (1837), another Overture (1851), and

his " Antony and Cleopatra " Overture (1856).

In 1832, upon the resignation of Dr. Crotch

as Principal of the Royal Academy of Music,

Mr. Potter was chosen his successor, and held

the office until 1859, during which period he

exercised a powerful influence as a teacher,

beloved and greatly respected by his pupils.

Though so long in the profession, he was no

' bigot, but was ever generous and considerate

toward rising talent, readily recognizing abil

ity in every form in which it presented itself.

Attached as he was to the old masters, he was

the first to admit the claims for consideration

of the writers of the modern school ; he was

not even dismayed at " the music of the fu

ture : " his motto was, to try all new-comers

fairly and dispassionately. Mr. Potter's last

appearance in public was on the 5th of June,

1871, at the sixth Philharmonic Concert, when

his "Oymbeline" Overture was performed,

and the venerable composer was called for to

receive a round of cheering from an auditory in

which were comprised many of his old pupils.

PRESBYTERIANS. I. Peesbvterian

Chcbch is the United States (North).—

The following are the statistics of this Church

for 1871:

SYNODS.
Preeby-
fcrrtet.

MiliUteri. Churches. Members.

5 189 122 15,908
6 83 81 7,291
4 lie 117 12,435
7 40 18 766
4 161 155 19,146
4 137 165 17,5f>l

S 19 17 867

s 129 169 14,624
Krle 6 146 200 25,101

5 116 101 12,514

4 133 159 17.288

4 151 171 14,672

4 160 137 12,315
Illinois, South 8 109 150 8,361

4 80 18 488

1 88 148 10,187

4 118 154 18,963

4 93 ISO 5,509
• ■ <, i m 186 9.487

' ' 4, 86 101 3.632

8 50 119 5,711
94 64 13.048

6 150 155 12,653
4 87 118 4,764

6 m 191 8,198
9 810 837 87.912

5 831 165 80,531
Pacific 5 84 75 4,589

^ 8 800 161 40.210

6 138 164 21,852

6 43 61 8.825

4 74 106 7,498

5 171 169 18.820
Western New York 6 168 131 18,172

B 100 106 6,331

. Total 167 4.346 4,616 455.378

The number of synods is 35, against 51 in

1870. The appearance of a reduction in the

number is the result of the rearrangement of

the synods which was made by the previous

General Assembly. Thonumberof licentiates

is 821 ; of candidates, 711 ; of additions on ex

amination, 27,770 ; of additions on certificate,

22,178; of adult baptisms, 8,585 ; of infant bap

tisms, 17,420; of persons in Sunday-schools,

479,817; contributions for homemissions,$349,-

658; foreign missions, $316,682; for education,

$292,403; for publication fund, $42,194; for

church erection, $336,597 ; relief fund, $58,-

701 ; for freedmen's fund, $48,253 ; for General

Assembly, $29,084.95 ; for congregational pur

poses, $6,607,132; miscellaneous, $1,017,102.

The eighty-third General Assembly met at

Chicago on Thursday, May 18th. The Rev.

Dr. Z. L. Humphrey, of Philadelphia, was

chosen moderator. Among the new presby

teries represented was that of Corisco, in

South Africa. A committee that had been

appointed to confer with a similar committee

of the United Presbyterian Church, in refer

ence to a union of the two bodies, reported as

follows:

The joint committee met in Pittsburg, March 7,

1871. and continued in session until the 9th. In one

of the early conferences the United Presbyterian

branch of the committee submitted the following as

the basis of union :

Tho Westminster Standards as a general basis,

with these additional propositions :

1. The Psalms of the Bible in the best possible

version ore to be the authorized psalmody of the

Church.

2. In all ordinary cases the sacraments are to be

restricted in their administration to those over whom

the Church has authority.

8. All associations, whether formed for political or

benevolent purposes, which impose upon their mem

bers an oath of secrecy, or obligation to obey a code

of unknown laws, are inconsistent with the spirit

and genius of Christianity, and church-members

ought not to have fellowship with such associations.

After some consideration given to the subject-mat

ter of this basis, it was referred to the Presbyterian

branch ofthe committee, who subsequently reported,

recommending tho following as the general compro

mise of union :

The 'Westminster Standards as the general basis,

with these additional propositions:

1. That we regard the psalms, hymns, and spirit

ual songs of the Bible as peculiarly entitled to our

consideration and use in public and private worship,

because of their divine inspiration, and we reaffirm

our testimony in their favor as authorized by the

Word of God.

2. That, in all ordinary cases, the sacraments are

to be restricted in their adminstration to those over

whom the Church has authority.

8. That the genius and Bpint of Christianity fur

nish the best incentive, and the highest motive, and

the truest basis for all work of benevolence and re

form, and that the Church, in her organized oapacity.

is the most efficient agency for the prosecution of

this work, and should ba preferred by all who love

our Lord Jesus Christ.

It was finally unanimously decided, in general

committee, in view of the impossibility of fully rec

onciling the divergent views, that the two coses be
submitted to the respective Assemblies. In thus

submitting our report, your committee would say

that, while unable to come to a perfect agreement on

the proposition before us, we were greatly gratified

and encouraged by the nearness to an agreement

at which we arrived, and we do most earnestly rec

ommend the union of our Churohes to tho continued
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consideration of our Assemblies. With this view, we

recommend tho appointment of committees for fur

ther conference and negotiation on the subject, with

such instructions accompanying the appointment as

by the Assembly may be deemed desirable.

The committee of twenty-one, to whom had

been allotted the duty of revising the benev

olent work of the denomination and of con

solidating the boards of the " Old School " and

"New School," reported their plan on May

20th. This report failed in many points to

give satisfaction, and the following plan was

adopted as a substitute :

Ruolved, That, in order to the systematizing and

developing of tho liberality of our people, and foster

ing the aggressive interests of our Church in accom

plishing the work assigned us in the providence of

God, there shall be a Committee of Benevolence and

Finance, which shall consist of fifteen members,

composed largely of business-men of acknowledged

skill in the management of finanoial affairs, and one

member additional from each of the boards. It

shall be looated in the city of New York, and it shall

be its duty to use all proper means to promote

throughout the Church the regular and systematio

consecration of property to the Lord, and to super

intend the collection of funds for the whole benevo

lent work of the Church. The contributions to be

sent directly to the treasurers of the several boards

and committees of tho Church.

2. It shall receive regular monthly statements of

their receipts from all the boards of the Church,

that the financial condition of these boards, as well

as the actual benevolenoe of each congregation, may

be at all times before the committee. This commit

tee shall also receive and report to the General As

sembly, to be disbursed by the Assembly, any mon

eys from churches and individuals that may be given

without any specific designation.

3. Tho expenses of said committee shall bo borne

pro rata by the Beveral boards.

4. The Assembly enjoin upon all the churchos the

practice of periodical giving to all causes recom

mended by the General Assembly, according to the

principles commended in the Word of God.

C. In order to carry out this plan, the General

Assembly enjoins upon every preBOVtery to appoint

a standing committee on the benevolent work of the

Church, of whioh the stated clerk shall be secretary.

It shall be the duty of this committee to use all means

in its power to have brought before all tho congre

gations in the presbytery the plans that may bo ree-

ommonded for securing contributions, and to give

each pastor and session information of the wants of

the various objects and what is expected of each con

gregation. Every presbytery is required to question

each pastor, stated supply, and elder present, at

every stated meeting in the spring and fall, whether

the directions and recommendations on this subject

have been complied with, recording the answers on

the minutos.

6. At least as often as once ovory six months those
standing committees shall report to the Committee

of Benevolence and Finance, so far as they can, in

relation to the different objects for which contribu

tions have beon made by the churches within the

limits of their respective presbyteries, with the

amount contributed for each, together with suoh

other information as to tho general benevolent work

of their churches and presbyteries as shall seem

necessary, or shall bo called for by the committee.

The report of the committee appointed to

organize and distribute a memorial fund of

$5,000,000 was presentod May 23d. The

committee were organized June 17, 1870. At

that time only $19,000 had bsen contributed

to the central treasury, to be applied to the

account of this fund. The total amount re

ported by the committee, as received, -was

$7,607,499.91. Arrangements were made for

the preparation of a new book of church psalm

ody in which the psalms should be printed in

a separate part of tho volume from the ordinary

hymns, in order, as the resolution of the As

sembly reads, to preserve a distinction "be

tween the hymnology taken from the Script

ures and that which is tho product of the

pious but uninspired muse."

The missions of the reunited Chnrch are now

laboring among eight tribes of Indians, among

the Chinese in California, in the United States

of Colombia, in Brazil, Japan, China, Siam,

among tho Laos in India, Persia, Syria, West

ern Africa, and among the Jews in New York.

These missions employed 111 ordained evan

gelists, five missionary physicians, two super-

intendents of schools, 118 women, of whom

27 were missionaries, making a total of 236

foreign laborers. There are also a large num

ber of native ministers, with more than 360

native helpers. The number of churches could

not be reported ; there had been added, how

ever, more than 400 converts, making the mem

berships at the time about 3,500. More than

10,000 youth of both sexes are receiving a

Christian education in the schools. Theological

classes have been formed in several missions,

and an enlarged native ministry is growing

np. The Board of Missions reported a debt of

$43,300.

The Board of Home Missions reported the

employment of nearly 1,000 missionaries, 56,-

668 members in the mission churches, and

90,276 in the Sunday-schools. The Committee

of Missions for Freedmen was organized in

June, 1870. It reported 117 missionaries, li

centiates, cateohists, and teachers, of whom

68 are colored, 7,688 communicants in the

churches, and 6,220 scholars in the Sunday-

schools, 45 schools with 53 teachers, and 4,530

scholars. Six hundred and seventy students

were receiving aid from the Board of Educa

tion. Two hundred and twenty churches, in

three principal States, received aid from the

Board of Churoh Erection ; eighteen bonnd vol

umes were issued by tho Board of Publication.

II. Prksbytemas CHtJBcn in toe United

States (South).—The following are the statis

tics of this Church :

SYNODS.
ewtc

43
83
63
83
73
77
66
95

8*
48
IS5

in? 5.8S7
8.0S8
7.383
6.7S4
5.576
7.046
6.668

14,864
10,289
3,634

17,919

JUt
79
132
136
109
161

North Carolina
94

19*
148

South Carolina

83
S59

860 1.518 I 67.539
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The number of presbyteries is 55 ; of licen

tiates, 52 ; of candidates, 184 ; of admissions

on examination, 5,302 ; on certificate, 3,173 j

of adult baptisms, 1,628 ; of infant baptisms,

3,971 ; churches not reporting members, 98 ;

contributions to sustentation and presbyterial

missions, $51,101 ; foreign missions, $22,386 ;

education, $39,404 ; publication, $9,626 ; fund

for disabled ministers, $6,200 ; congregational

purposes, $474,143 ; salaries, $857,778 ; mis

cellaneous, $73,852 ; total,$l,039,299 ; churches

not reporting the number of their members, 98.

The General Assembly met at Huntsville,

Ala., May 18th. The Rev. W. S. Plnmer, D. D.,

was elected moderator. The delegate (Rev.

D. H. Oummins) appointed by the previous

General Assembly to visit the Associate Re

formed Synod of the South reported the result

of his visit to that body. He thought the

desire for organio union with this Church ap

peared to be on the increase among its mem

bers. At a subsequent stage in the session of

the General Assembly, the Rov. Mr. Sloan,

fraternal delegate from the Associate Reformed

Church, expressed the opinion that the dis

tinctive peculiarities of that Church are of suffi

cient importance to justify continuance as a

separate organization, " especially when one

ofthem amounts to nothing more nor less than

one of the crown rights of our Redeemer."

The Rev. B. M. Faris, D. D., appeared as a

fraternal delegate from the Old-School Synod

of Missouri. This body was impelled, in 1866,

by circumstances which ocourred during the

late civil war, to assume an independent po

sition. Dr. Faris reported that this Synod had

90 ministers at work, of whom eight were li

centiates; 120 churches, with 8,000 commu

nicants; Westminster College, with about 80

students, and an endowment of $100,000 ; and

a theological class of six students under the

care of Dr. N. L. Rice. The Synod had almost

unanimously voted at its last meeting to remain

separate.

An educational meeting, at which the whole

Southern Presbyterian Church was represent

ed, met at Huntsville, just before tho meeting

of the General Assembly. It resolved that it

would not be expedient to attempt the estab

lishment of a university at present, but that

strong efforts should be made to sustain those

Presbyterian colleges alroady in operation,

and thus prepare the way and lay the surest

foundations for a higher university. The Gen

eral Assembly adopted the report of the con

vention, and recommended that provision be

made for inviting gifts to a prospective uni

versity.

The Board of Foreign Missions reported

receipts amounting to $27,295.72—a small ad

vance over those of the previous year—and a

debt of more than $5,000. The missions are

in China, Brazil, the United States of Colom

bia, Italy, and among the Ohoctaws, Chicka-

saws, Creeks, and Cherokees, of the United

States. The missionary force consists of twelve

ordained missionaries, three being natives of

the countries in which they live, seven female

assistants, and eight native helpers—twenty-

eight in all. A proposition was entertained

to organize a presbytery in Brazil.

The Board of Publication reported a total

of receipts of $42,438.54, and an increase dur

ing the year of $3,624.38 in its business. It

had published 301,520 volumes, and 213,000

tracts. The Columbia Theological Seminary

reported 85 students, and the Union Theo

logical Seminary 46 students.

III. United Pbesbyterian Church.—The

following are the statistics of this Church :

SYXODS. Ministers.
Congrega

tions.
Church,
members.

91 94 14,154
14,683
13.R33
8,043
6.614
4,715
1,543
677

7,357

First Synod of the West 85
83
76
81
61
80
19
43

131
116
94
68
76
85
IS
62

Synod of Ohio
Second Synod of the West. . .

Presbyteries not In synods. . .

Total 5C0 781 71,804

The number of presbyteries is 8 ; one pres

bytery was dissolved during the year. The

number of licentiates is 58 ; members received

on profession, 3,895 ; on certificate, 4,093 ;

number of Sunday-school scholars, 46,765 ;

contributions to home missions, $24,239 ; to

foreign missions, $35,892.

The thirteenth General Assembly met at

Xenia, Ohio, May 24th. The Rev. R. A. Mc-

Ayeal was chosen moderator. The members

of the Joint Committee on Union with the

Presbyterian Church, appointed by the previous

General Assembly, reported the result of their

conferences (see Pbesbytebian Chttbch in the

Uxiteo States, Nobth). Their action was ap

proved, and gratification was expressed at the

advance toward union which had been made—

although " the result of the negotiations is such

as to show that the Churches are not prepared

for organic union." " Since the basis presented

by the Presbyterian committee," a resolution

of the Assembly declared, " is of such a charac

ter as to encourage the belief that organio

union is ultimately possible," a committee,

consisting of the Rev. D. R. Kerr, D. D., Rev.

W. J. Reid, Rev. J. G. Brown, D. D., and

Messrs. Vf. M. Gormley and George Reid, was

appointed to continue the negotiations.

The question whether "papal baptism"

should be regarded as valid came before the

Assembly ; by reason of more than four-fifths

of the presbyteries having voted in the nega

tive upon it. Objections were offered to pro

nouncing a decisive and binding opinion on

the question. The Assembly decided to leave

the subject to the discretion of the several

sessions. The question, "Does a divorce,

secured on the ground of wilful desertion,

leave the deserted party at liberty to marry

again ? " was decided in the affirmative. Tho
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practice of chanting was commended. It was

stated that one-fourth of the additions to the

Church were from the Sunday-schools. The

Board of Home Missions reported receipts of

$20,379.03, and disbursements of $27,874.82,

and asked for $35,000 for the coming year.

One hundred and fifty-four stations had been

aided. Ninety-four missionaries received ap

pointments. The Board of Foreign Missions

reported $48,344.63 recoived, and $43,787.34

expended. The number of missions is four—

in Syria, India, Egypt, and China. "With

them are connected 22 stations, 37 missionaries

in active service, 71 native helpers, 19 churches,

with 351 communicants, and 21 schools, with

2,113 scholars. Missions to the freedmen are

in successful operation at Vicksburg, Nash

ville, and Leavenworth, Kansas. The receipts

of the Board of Education were $6,967.93.

IV. Reformed Presbyterian Church. —

General Synod.—The statistics of this body

give — eight presbyteries, 91 churches, 89

ministers, 402 elders, 217 deacons, 8,144

families, 8,868 members; for pastors' salaries,

$64,129.68; foreign missions, $7,826.14; home

missions, $3,303.83. The General Synod met

at Philadelphia, May 17th. The Rev. A.

Thompson was chosen moderator. The synod

was attended by more than fifty delegates.

Soveral congregations appeared to be in a

troubled condition. The Pittsburg Presbytery

had granted dismissals to two of its congrega

tions, to allow them to join the United Pres

byterian Church. For this it was censured.

Civil suits were pending in Philadelphia in

regard to the properties of three congregations.

Provision was made for assisting weak con

gregations in maintaining their right to chnrch

property which might be involved in litigation

through the secession of members. The Theo

logical Seminary was reported in a flourishing

oondition. Its receipts for the previous year

were $2,236.66, and its endowment fund stood

at $30,083.20. Eight students were in attend

ance. Special action was taken for celebrating

in 1872 the tercentenary of the massacre of

St. Bartholomew, the organization of the first

presbytery in England, and the completion of

the life and work of John Knox in Scotland.

A resolution was adopted, declaring as fol

lows :

The oondition of France at this time, in general,

as desolated by the storm of war, and of the city of

Paris in particular, as drenched by the blood of her

own citizens, is a righteous retribution for the mar

tyrdoms of St. Bartholomew's Day, and the tangible

fulfilment of the Divine promise to the Church,

"that no weapon that is formed against thee shall

prosper."

A mission under the auspices of this Church

was established soveral years ago at Latakieh,

Syria. Its success is indicated by the fact that

twenty-four native converts partook of the

communion on the first day of January, 1871.

The work embraces Aleppo and some other

points as out-stations.

The Presbytery of Scharunpoor, Northern

India, representing the missions of the Re

formed Presbyterian Church in that country,

voted, before the session of the Synod of 1 869,

to suspend all relations with the mother body

until it should restore George H. Stuart to bis

membership and office as ruling elder. He

had been suspended for joining in religions

exercises in which other hymns than those

taken from the Bible were sung. This docu

ment was duly forwarded to the synod, but

no attention was paid to it. The missionaries

then drew up another paper, in which they

desired that their names be definitely removed

from nil connection with the branch of the

Church represented by this General Synod.

V. Reformed Presbyterian Cffcxon (Q. S.)

—The synod of the Reformed Presbyterian

church (Old Side) met at Pittsburg, Pa., Jane

24th. One of the distinctive peculiarities of

this body is the maintenance of a public

dissent from the Constitution of the United

States on account of its supposed non-religious

character. The synod was composed of more

than one hundred and fifty members. A

feature of the meeting was the observance of

the ordinance of religious covenanting. A

form of covenant had been carefully prepared,

and approved in the previous year by all the

presbyteries. It was determined, if possible,

to secure, during the year, onough funds ($20,-

000) to erect a suitable theological seminary

building, as a memorial of this transaction.

Five hundred members had been added to the

communion during the year. The new Pres

bytery of Kansas was organized.

VI. Cumberland Presbyterian Chttbch.—

The statistics of this Church are very imper

fect. Only 41 out of 102 presbyteries made

reports, and these are partial. Their member

ship is 40,218. As far as can be ascertained,

the number of ministers is 1,116; licentiates,

198; candidates, 214; congregations, 1,863;

total in communion, 96,335; number of Sun

day-schools, 518; average number of scholars,

26,466. These results are obtained upon esti

mates made for the presbyteries which have

failed to report. Other estimates make the

whole number ofmembers 120,694 and 135,000.

The General Assembly met at Nashville,

Tenn., May 18th. The Rev. J. B. Logan, of

Alton, 111., was chosen moderator. Heretofore

this body has not been actively engaged in the

foreign missionary work. The subject was'

brought prominently before the General As

sembly early in -the session by an overture

from- the Pennsylvania Synod, inviting atten

tion to it, and a statement that one licentiate

in that synod was preparing himself for

foreign work, and had offered himself to the

Board of Missions. The subject was referred

to the appropriate committee, who reported

subsequently, recommending that the people

of the Church be encouraged to give especial

attention to the cause of foreign missions, and

that the board be directed to operate in the

foreign field as soon as thoy should have sufifi
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cient special funds to justify them in so doing,

through the American Board of Commissioners

for Foreign Missions. Objection was made to

the plan of cooperating with the American

Board on the ground that that hoard had be

come denominational, and connection with it

might lead to inconvenient complications. A

resolution prevailed to instruct the Board of

Missions "to ascertain, if possible, the best

method of entering upon the work of foreign

missions, proceed to -raise funds for the pur

pose, and report to the next General As

sembly." Two presbyteries of colored Pres

byterians were organized into a separate syn

od, which will be known as the First Synod of

the Colored Cumberland Presbyterian Church.

The Board of Missions have heretofore con

fined their operations to the home-mission

work. The total of their receipts was reported

as $1 0,400. 10J. They have stations at several

points in the States, among the Choctaw and

Chickasaw Indians, and in Colorado Territory.

VII. Associate Reformed Synod of tiie

South.—This synod met at Long Cane Church,

Abbeville County, S. C, September 14th. The

following report was adopted as the expres

sion of the synod on the question of union

with the Southern Presbyterian Church :

1. We cordially reciprocate the fraternal regards

and the Christian courtesy manifested by the Gen

eral Assembly toward us, and heartily join with

them in their prayers for the day when all hurtful

divisions in the body of the Church shall be healed.

2. This subject of union is no new thing with us.

It has in former years been frequently agitated and

extensively discussed, with few good results. It has

been our experience and observation that past efforts

at union between these two bodies have resulted in

marring the peace and harmony, and retarding the

growth and prosperity of our Church, and we nave

no good reason to hope that the present overture

will result more favorably to the smaller body in

these negotiations, especially if it be entertained and

discussed at any length. Therefore, be it

JRaolved, That we decline any further negotiations

upon this subject.

The Committee on Psalmody were instructed

to examine the new Book of Psalms issued by

the United Presbyterian Church, and to rec

ommend it, if they judge it suitable for their

use.

Vm. Stood of Missouri.—The Synod of

Missouri, called the "Declaration and Testi

mony Synod," which still maintains an inde

pendent position, at its last session, held at

Capo Girardeau, Mo., October 10th, sent down

to the presbyteries the following overture:

"Shall an organic union be formed between

this body and the Presbyterian Church in the

United States, whose General Assembly held

its sessions in Huntsville, Ala., in May, 1871 ? "

The presbyteries were directed to take ac

tion upon the overture at their next regular

meetings, and to report nt the next regular

meeting of the Synod. This action leaves the

question of union in the control of the Synod.

IX. Canada Presbyterian Church.—The

number of presbyteries is 18; stations sup

plied, 646; ministers, 296; families, 28,540;

communicants, 47,886; additions by certifi

cate, 2,835; by examination, 2,586; Sunday-

school teachers, 3,614; sittings in churches,

119,239; missionary associations, 128. Con

tributions: for cougregational purposes, $398,-

891.39$; for the schemes of the Church, $45,-

672.18|. Of the latter class of contributions,

$12,470.96 were for the college fund, $5,124

were for foreign missions, $8,944.26 were for

Roman Catholic missions in Canada, and $12,-

025.61 were for home missions.

The second General Assembly met at Que

bec on the 7th of June. The union question

elicited a long and earnest discussion, and the

matter was remanded to the committee, with

instructions to confer with the other commit-'

tees, and report at a future special session of

the General Assembly.

X. Church of Scotland.—The Committee

on Statistics of the Established Church of

Scotland reported at the last General As

sembly 436,147 communicants, and more than

a million adherents to the Church; 147,402

Sunday-school children under thirteen; 158

teachers, with 20,000 scholars, in the adult

classes. The Endowment Committee reported

that 180 churches have been built sinco the

disruption.

XI. Free Church of Scotland. — The in

come of the Mission Board of the Free Church

of Scotland for 1870 was £18,122 16*. 10rf.;

the expenditures were, £17,255 8*. 6d. The

society has missions in India and South Africa.

The number of stations is 77 ; of ordained

European missionaries, 77; ordained native

missionaries, 9; total number of Christian

agents (male and female European teachers,

native teachers, evangelists, catechists, etc.),

223 ; communicants in native churches, 1,906 ;

admitted on profession since the commence

ment of the missions, 3,494; institutions and

schools, 143 ; scholars, 9,752.

XII. United Presbyterian CnuRcn in Scot

land.—Number of members in full commun

ion, 170,652; increase from previous year,

1,229; attendants on public worship, 205,009.

Missionaries, Bible -women, and catechists,

paid by the congregations, 195 ; congregational

contributions, £215,866 ; missionary contribu

tions, £284,611; other donations, £18,531.

This Church has seven foreign mission-fields

—in Jamaica, Trinidad, Old Calabar, Koffraria,

India, China, and Spain.

XIII. Reformed Presbyterians (Scotland).

—The membership of this Church is reported

at 6,786, being an increase of 127 from 1870.

The amount raised for all purposes was $47,226.

The mission in the New Hebrides was re

ported in a prosperous state.

XIV. Irish Presbyterian Church. —The

General Assembly of the Irish Presbyterian

Church represents 680 ordained ministers and

licentiates, 554 home congregations, and up

ward of half a million of adherents, or nearly

half the Protestants of Ireland. The synod
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congregational receipts for the year were,

£113,218 0*. OK, being £19,610 13*. 8d. more

than for the preceding year. The sum of

£25,262 17«. Id. had been contribnted for the

new Eustentation fund in lieu of the Begium

Donum. The sum of £434,790, transferred

from the Temporalities Commissioners to the

General Assembly's trustees, has been invest

ed in landed securities, and stocks and bonds.

PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL CHURCH.

The Church Almanac, for 1872, gives the fol

lowing statistical summary of the Protestant

Episcopal Church in the United States for the

year 1871 :

Dioceses 41
Missionary jurisdictions 9
Bishops 53
Priests and deacons 2.847
Whole number of clergy 2,900
Parishes, about 2,700
Ordinations—Deacons In thirty dloceeea 103

Priests in twenty-six dioceses and
one missionary Jurisdiction 109

Total In thlrty.two dioceses and one
missionary jurisdiction 217

Candidates for orders in thirty-one dioccBes 416

Churches consecrated in twenty-four dioceses... S3
Baptisms—Infants in thirty-seven dioceses and

three missionary jurisdictions 30,619
Adults in thirty-seven dioceses and

three missionary jurisdictions 7,021
Not specified in two dioceses and one
mission 1,371

Total in thirty-nine dioceses and eix
missionary jurisdictions 39,197

Confirmations in thirty-nine dioceses and four
missionary jurisdictions

Communicants—Number reported in thirty-nine
dioceses and six missionary ju
risdictions

Marriages in thirty-nine dioceses and six mis
sionary Jurisdictions

Burials In thlrty-uine dioceses and six mission
ary jurisdictions 18,171

Sunday-school teachers in thirty-four dioceses
and five missionary jurisdictions 34,203

Scholars in thirty-seven dioceses
and five missionary jurisdictions

Contributions in thirty-five dioceses and four
missionary jurisdictions .. . $5,015,493 06

The following table exhibits the number of

clergymen, parishes, baptisms, communicants,

teachers, and scholars of Sunday-schools, and

the amount of missionary and charitable con

tributions for each diocese :

l
1
8
■»

5

7
B
9
10
11
12
11
1 1
IS

16
17
IS

19
SO
21
22
28
21

ts
26

27
18
2:1

3'J
81
32
:•).')

.'it

83
n
IT
88
SB
40
41
42
43
44
4.-1
46
47
48
4'l

60
61

DIOCESES AXD MISSIONS.

Alabama
Albany
Arkansas
California
Central New York
Central Pennsylvania
Connecticut
Delaware
Easton
Florida
Georgia
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Long Island
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Nebraska

New Hampshire
New Jersey
New York
North Carolina
Ohio
Pennsylvania
Pittsburg ■
Rhode Island

South Carolina
Tennessee
Texas
Vermont
Virginia
Western New York
Wisconsin
Oregon and Washington
Dakota • ,
Colorado, New Moxlco. and Wyoming
Montana, Idaho, and Utah
|Nlobrara
[Nevada and Arizona
Western Africa
China and Japan
Europe
Hayti

CItrgy. FarUhei.

13
411

84

172
22
M
ID
85
!«)

83
4|
22
41
•J I

:il
24

142
121
74
45
22
46
24

M
132
2!l9
61
93

217
61
37
64
40
25
27

137
88
74
18
7
18

ti
9
6

u
in

6
4

14
66

102

'iii
81
83
18
81

117
41

66
26
33

80
49
19
107
93
84
87
46
43
21
23
120
183
63
112
198
64
89
Ii2
3:i
80
44
Its

10)
79
16

S
10

V.i : 1 .

438

"113
896

1,198

1,701
358
319
185
650

1,210
474
433
140
848

2,053
674
351

2,411
1,573
1.30S
672
617
763
811
152

1.765
4,034
201

1,114
8,716
80S
617
639
607

2,089
1,445
923
128

129

166
115
65

Communi
cants.

8,306

"720
2.636
9,155

'15,640
1,638
1,827
973

8,440
6.436
2.804
2,274
802

8,763
10.925
3. If.

1,853
13.703
11,651
7,133
2,939
2,014
3,510
1,013
1.326

11,500
23,487
8,470
9,240

23,024
8593
5,000
4,143
2.440
2.000
2,645
10.692
10,000
4.923
338

193

169
453
204

fk'SD AY-SCHOOLS.

295

394

1,037

' ifiii
804
176
91
307
849
456
869
94

401
1,665
426
228

1,342

'"896
234
215
387
90
118

1.211
2,067

' i',179
8,198
649
703

197
209

1,182
893
6S3
75

53
102

C Mritafl ■ :.r

■dsslsMaf mi
Scholar*. | church, pcrnoxw.

1,910

8.r«T9

7,283

i'U32
2,510
1,229
817

2.261
6,919
3.458
2,622
727

6,873
13.053

3.067
1,784
11,735
11,234
6,617
2,758
1,316
2,600
802
945

10,551
23.310
3,055
9,765
81,336
4,328
6,005

1,995
1,350
1.690
7,590
6,652
4,125
600

613

"655
1,104

*S4,551 73

90.TSH SS
352,494 31

ii2.S37'»
41.343 71
9,246 43

16,454 GO
56.140 1}

'64,671 '82
64,735 81

i29,S29'96
SSJ.588 41
87,490 77
45,319 ISO
197.690 39
308.123 53
100.560 06
73,014 27
42,777 12
154.260 81

16.141 50
4,401 97

431.823 S3
684,966 07
87,887 70
186,833 21
625.437 14
211.655 00
165,640 70
66,775 79
62.119 13
29,579 80
10.821 47

106,042 09

iis.sni'n
12.603 08

10,507 18

2.22.- 46
5. ',.< 30

The first Wednesday in October (October in the United States of America, for holding

4, 1871) being the day designated by the con- its Triennial General Contention, pursuant to

stitution of the Protestant Episcopal Church, the appointment of the last General Conven-
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tion, which sat in the city of New York, Oc

tober, 1868, the bishops, and clerical and lay

deputies-elect from the several dioceses into

which the Chnrch Is divided, assembled at

Emmanuel Church in the city of Baltimore.

On the conclusion of*the religious services,

which consisted of morning prayer, the litany,

and the full communion office, embracing

a sermon from the Rt. Rev. John Johns,

D. D., LL. D., Bishop of the Diocese of Vir

ginia, from the text—"For whether we be

beside ourselves, it is to God ; or whether we

be sober, it is for your caase. For the love of

Christ oonstraineth us," 2 Corinthians v. 13,

14—and the administration of the Holy Eu

charist, the convention convened informally,

when the Senior and Presiding Bishop of the

Chnrch, the Rt. Rev. Benjamin Bosworth

Smith, D. D., of the Diocese of Kentucky,

made the following presentation : " Right

reverend brethren and members of the House

of Clerical and Lay Deputies : It has been a

great gratification to us, in time past, occa

sionally to have a colonial bishop of our

mother Church in our midst at our .General

Convention, as we have on the present occa

sion ; but this is the first instance that an ac

tive bishop and some of the beneficed clergy

of the mother Church have had it in their

power to break away from their multifarious

engagements, and find themselves among us

on this solemn and interesting occasion. I am

happy, therefore, to introduce to you his lord

ship, the Rt. Rev. the Bishop of Lichfield,

the Rt. Rev. the Bishop of Nassau, and

the Very Rev. the Dean of Chester." The

reverend gentlemen were welcomed, ac

cording to custom, by the members silently

rising. After the presentation, the bishops

retired from the chancel and organized them

selves in their separate house at Grace Church,

the senior bishop presiding, and the Rev.

Henry C. Potter, D. D., being elected secre

tary. The whole number of bishops entitled

to seats is fifty-two, of which nearly all were

present. One was consecrated and took his

seat during the session, the Rev. Dr. Howe,

assistant-Bishop elect of the Diocese of South

Carolina. As the House of Bishops sits with

closed doors, it is impossible to give any ac

count of its proceedings, except such as were

communicated to the Lower House, or were

allowed to transpire. Each House can origi

nate business, and each has a negative upon

the proceedings of the other, so that all acts,

not pertaining to each House exclusively, must

be concurred in by both in order to be made

legal and operative. The usages of the Houses

differ in some respects. Two customs of the

Upper House may be noticed : First, it is not

permissible to indulge in any memorial relating

to a bishop who may have died during the

three years' recess ; second, it is not permis

sible for a bishop on his advent to the Houso

to debate a question in the course of the first

session. He can serve upon committees as a

junior, but, except in peculiar cases, custom

forbids his speaking in the House.

Tho House of Bishops, as soon as it had or

ganized, sent the usual message to the Lower

House, stating the same, and announcing that

it was ready to proceed to business. Subse

quently, as a matter belonging to themselves,

the bishops published the following declara

tion :

" We, the subscribers, bishops of the Prot

estant Episcopal Church, in the United States,

being asked, in order to the quieting of the

consciences of sundry members of said Church,

to declare our conviction as to the meaning of

the word " regenerate " in the office for the

Ministration of the Baptism of Infants, do

declare that, in our opinion, the word " regen

erate" is not there so used as to determine

that a moral change in the subject of baptism

is wrought in that sacrament." In explana

tion, it is needful to say that the word " re

generate " has two meanings—the one theo

logical and technical, the other popular, in

which it is used as the equivalent of the word

" conversion/' The bishops set forth their

" declaration " to show that in tho office of

Infant Baptism, contained in the Book of Com

mon Prayer, the word is not employed in the

latter or popular sense, leaving the implication

that it is there employed in the former sense.

All the bishops present, save one, and he

deemed the proceeding unnecessary, signed

the declaration. It was regarded as a measure

tending to reconcile discordant views, and

promote harmony among brethren.

Further, the House of Bishops, " instead of

the new missionary jurisdiction" established

by it at the last session, October 27, 1868,

established, from and after January 1, 1872, a

jurisdiction with the following boundaries :

On the east by the Missouri River, on the south

by the State of Nebraska, on the west by the

104th meridian, by the Territories of Wyoming

and Nebraska, on the north by the 40th degree

of north latitude, and the several Indian reser

vations north and west of the said river ; the

style of the bishop of the Indian jurisdiction

thus erected to be the Missionary Bishop of

Niobrara. But the House of Bishops declined

to nominate any one for the office above created,

and placed Niobrara under the Episcopal su

pervision of the Bishop of the Diocese of Ne

braska. The House of Bishops also accepted

the resignation, on the part of Bishop Payne,

of his jurisdiction in Africa. The mission

remains vacant. At the close of the conven

tion, the bishops, by the mouth of the presiding

bishop, delivered (both Houses being assem

bled), a Pastoral Letter which had been pre

pared for tho occasion, by a committee of

bishops—the letter being addressed to the

brethren. This letter, after recognizing the

divine wisdom and goodness of God in Christ

toward His Church for the past three years,

acknowledging the benefits received, touches

in a brief yet special manner upon tho great
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subject of missions ; speaks of the death of

Bishops Kemper and Chase ; refers generally

to the convention and its work; recalls the

declaration upon the service for the Baptism

of Infants, saving that it was made to remove

false impressions concerning the teachings of

the Church as respects spiritual religion and

personal piety, adding Borne words upon the

true signification of the Sacrament, the respon

sibility under the covenant thereof, and the

requisite holy life ; refers to the popular out

cries against ritual forms, pronouncing ritual

ism merely an aesthetic question as long as

pure doctrine is held, and urging the avoidance

of error, and the manifestation of dne rever

ence in the Eucharist; reprobates all tendenoy

to auricular confession, worship of the saints,

departures from the liturgy, and irreverenoe

and lawlessness; and concludes with godly

counsel and advice, the blessing of grace,

meroy, and peace. The measures of the House

of Bishops, requiring to their perfecting the

assent of the House of Clerical and Lay Depu

ties, will be found below in the list of com

pleted acts of the convention.

After the adjournment of the convention,

the next day, the bishops held an informal

meeting, determined to carry out the views of

the Lower Hause as expressed in the resolu

tion upon " ritual uniformity " adopted by

the convention. They further took counsel

among themselves in regard to other matters

touching their future action as bishops. Their

proceedings were not reported ; what was

done can only be informally gathered either

from the utterance in the pulpit of some one

of the bishops, or as it accidentally transpired.

The meeting was informal ; its proceedings do

not demand that they should be recorded.

Upon the withdrawal of the bishops, as

above stated, the clerical and lay deputies pro

ceeded to organize their separate House as

required by the constitution of the Church.

The Rev. James Craik, D. D., of the Diocese

of Kentucky, was unanimously elected presi

dent, and the Rev. William Stevens Perry, D.

D., of the Diocese of Western New York, was

chosen secretary. A message was then sent

to the House of Bishops, advising that body

of the fact that the Lower House had so or

ganized and was ready to proceed to business.

Thirty-nine dioceses, the whole number of

dioceses in the Church, were represented.

Early in the session the Missionary District of

Arkansas, in oharge of Bishop Pierce, was ad

mitted to union with the convention as a dio

cese, thus swelling the number of dioceses to

forty.- As each diocese is allowed four cleri

cal and four lay deputies, the members en

titled to seats reached three hundred and

twenty. A very large majority of gentlemen

of both orders were present.

The following standing committees were

appointed by the president, viz. : On the State

of the Church; on the General Theological

Seminary ; on the Domestic and Foreign Mis

sionary Society; on the Admission of New

Dioceses; on the Consecration of Bishops; on

Canons; on Unfinished Business ; on Elections ;

on the Prayer Book; on Christian Education:

on Expenses. The president at the time de

termined introduced to the House the foreign

clergy, visitors to the convention, to wit : The

Rt. Rev. George Augustus Selwyn, D. D.. D.

C. L., Lord Bishop of Lichfield, England ; the

Rt. Rev. the Bishop of Nassau, £>. D. ; the

Very Rev. the Dean of Chester, Dr. Howson ;

the Rev. W. Edwards, M. A., Vicar of Trent-

ham ; the Rev. W. Bangham, M. A., Vicar of

Christ Church, Lichfield; the Rev. Messrs.

lies, of Wolverhampton, Illwyn, of Lichfield,

and Willetts, of West Berwick. The reverend

gentlemen respectively addressed the House in

the order of their presentation. Addresses to

the loading foreign visitors were subsequently

voted by the House. Memorial resolutions: re

garding the bishops and deputies who had died

since the meeting of the last convention were

unanimously passed, and tributes to the repu

tation of the deceased brethren were paid by

many of the members. The testimonials of

the Rev. W. B. Howe, Assistant-Bishop elect of

the Diocese of South Carolina, were approved,

signed, and assent given to his consecration.

Resolutions were adopted, requesting English

clergy to give lettors of commendation to Brit

ish omigrants; ordering the constitutions of

the Goneral Theological Seminary and of the

Board of Missions to be published with the

journal; directing the early journals to be

reprinted; denoting interest in the semi-cen

tennial anniversary of the Board of Missions,

and urging the Church to go forward in her

mission-work, already so much prospered, but

yet demanding larger gifts, services, and sacri

fices; also recommending " the establishment

in every diocese, where practicable, of an in

stitution for the training of Christian women

for the various works of mercy for which their

services are needed, that when qualified they

may be employed in missionary and other

Church work, under the direction of the bish

op, and parochial or missionary clergy; such

women to be under rule3 and regulations ap

proved and sanctioned by the bishop, with fall

liberty to each to leave the institution when

ever she shall think fit, but to those who per

severe in the service undertaken to have the

assurance of support in sickness or advanced

age." Special prayers were offered to God in

behalf of the sufferers by the fire in Chicago,

and the secretary transmitted immediately

about $2,000 to be distributed without refer

ence to race or faith. Some other resolutions

of a formal nature, touching matters incident

to the House in its separate capacity, which it

is not necessary to note, were also passed.

List of measures approved by both Houses

and rendered operative :

1. Amendment to "Article V. of the con

stitution, On the Admission of New Dioceses,"

reducing the number of parishes and of oanoni
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cally resident presbyters, requisite to the for

mation of a new diocese, to six; and providing

that no new diocese shall be erected out of an

existent diocese so as to reduce the latter be

low twelve parishes and twelve presbyters ; and

exacting that no new diocese shall be estab

lished until satisfactory assurance of a suitable

provision for the support of the episcopate in

the same has been given to the General Con

vention.

2. Proposed amendment to Articlo IV. of

the constitution, granting authority to any

bishop of a diocese to perform episcopal acts

in another diocese when requested by the ec

clesiastical authority thereof. This was sent

down to the diocesan conventions, and must

come up again at the next General Convention.

3. Arkansas Missionary District admitted

as a diocese to union with convention.

4. New diocese erected within the limits of

the Diocese of Pennsylvania, and comprehend

ing the territory which lies outside of the

counties of Philadelphia, Bucks, Chester, Del

aware, and Montgomery. (This diocese has

since been called, by its first convention, the

Diocese of Central Pennsylvania, and the Rev.

M. A. D. N. How, D. D., has been elected

bishop thereof.)

5. Canon upon assistant bishops amended

so that "extent of diocese" shall be a reason

for such appointments. General Convention

or standing committees of dioceses mast con

sent in order to make such elections valid.

6. Consent given to the Dioceses of Texas

and California, respectively, to elect assistant

bishops.

7. New Hymnal adopted, to become authori

tative on the Feast of the Epiphany, 1872;

thenceforth no other hymns to be used in

public worship except those ordinarily bound

up with the Book of Common Prayer.

8. Canon upon "Theological Education,"

increasing the qualifications requisite for ad

mission to orders; authorizing bishops to ap

point examining chaplains; and defining all

matters relative to the character and exam

inations of postulants—a stringent canon,

which aims to elevate the education of the

clergy.

9. Canon upon " Restoration to the Minis

try " amended so that the bishop who degrades

or deposes, under certain rules, shall have

power to restore the person degraded or de

posed by him.

10. Canon aiming to restrict the alienation

of church property, but with due regard to

the civil law.

11. Canon regulating parishes in foreign

countries.

12. Canon requiring ample record of the

consecration of bishops to bo kept separate by

the registrar.

13. Canon declaring that all new canons

shall take effect henceforth upon the 1st of

January following sessions of General Conven

tion, except whenever otherwise provided.

14. Trustees of the General Theological

Seminary for ensuing three years elected.

15. Trustees of fund for the support of aged

and infirm clergymen elected.

16. Board of Missions elected.

17. Constitution of the Board of Missions

amended so that the numerical prpportion of

elective members may be such as shall from

time to time be determined. Board may adopt

a constitution and alter same in subordination

to approval by General Convention. Board

must report triennially to General Convention.

Domestio Committee of the Board authorized

to appoint an Indian Commission.

18. Special Commission upon Indian Affairs

on the part of both Houses appointed.

19. Joint committees upon the following

subjects appointed, viz. : Christian Education ;

reviving in the Church the Order of Deacon

esses; Preparation of a Translation of the Book

of Common Prayer into German, Swedish,

French, and Spanish, separate coromitttee for

each ; Standard English Bible ; Standard

Prayer Book ; Religious Reform in Italy ; Re

lations with Rnsso-Greek Church; Relations

with Swedish Church. Joint committees to

sit during recess and report to the next Gen

eral Convention.

20. Address to the Church of Ireland.

21. Address to the Russo-Greek Church.

22. Powers proposed to be exercised by the

Federate Council of the dioceses within the

State of New York approved, except sec. 3,

Art. I., providing for an Appellate Court in

said Council.

23. Ritual Uniformity. On this subject it

was

Resolved, That this convention hereby ex

presses its decided condemnation of all cere

monies, observances, and practices, which are

fitted to express a doctrino foreign to that

set forth in the authorized standards of this

Church.

Resolved, That, in tho judgment of this

House, the paternal counsel and advice of tho

bishops of the Church are deemed sufficient at

this timo to secure the suppression of all that

is irregular and unseemly, and to promote

greater uniformity in conducting the public

worship of the Church, and in the administra

tion of the Holy Sacraments.

24. The city of New York declared to be

the place where the General Convention shall

hold its next triennial session.

25. Canon upon " Differences between Cler

gymen and their Congregations "—a canon

aiming to give relief to both parties, in case

of dissension which the Bishop cannot har

monize.

Measures discussed which failed to be adopt

ed:

1. The proposed division of the Diocese of

Illinois was negatived in the Upper House, and

the papers relative to it were withdrawn from

the Lower House.

2. The introduction of suffragan bishops
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into the Church—an office heretofore unknown

in this country and foreign to the constitution

of the Protestant Episcopal Church—was de

clared by the House of Bishops to be " inex

pedient."

8. A_n amendment, enlarging the freedom of

bishops so that missionary bishops might ex

ercise their office permanently over any part

of a diocese which might be set off for that

purpose, was negatived by the House of Bish

ops, it being contrary to principle to allow

one bishop to exerciso authority within the

jurisdiction of another.

4. The establishment of the order of Evan

gelists.

5. The canon providing for the contracting

the limits of large dioceses and the placing the

exscinded territory under the charge of the

Board of Missions.

6. The creation of general or special appel

late courts.

7. Any reduction in the number of deputies

allowed to each diocese in the General Con

vention.

8. Permission to missionary jurisdictions to

bo represented by delegates in the General

Convention.

9. The suggested reduction of the number

of the trustees of the General Theological

Seminary.

10. A change of the name of the Convention

to Council or Synod.

11. Any change in the Book of Common

Prayer, or any relaxation in its use, except in

cases of emergenoy.

12. Canons or any legislation upon "Pa

rochial Relations," "Officiating Clergymen,"

"Foreign Clergymen," "Disciplining of the

Laity," "Authority of Presidents of Colleges

as Pastors over Students," "Marriage of Di

vorced Persons," " Authoritative Text of the

Nicene Creed," "New Rules of Order"—

failed.

13. Canon upon " Ritual Uniformity "—re

ported by joint committee—which passed the

House of Bishops after a long debate, was

rejected, together with the amendments and

substitutes relating to it. The question of

"Ritual Uniformity" began to agitato the

Church at the session of 1868, when the mat

ter was referred to the bishops by the Houso

of Deputies by the following resolutions, viz. :

" That the House of Bishops be requested to

set forth for consideration and adoption by the

noxt General Convention such additional Ru

brics on the Book of Common Prayer as in

their .judgment may be deemed necessary;

that, meanwhile, in all matters doubtful, refer

ence should bo made to the ordinary, and no

changes should be made against the godly

counsel of tho bishop." The House of Bish

ops doclinod "to enter upon any alteration of

the Rubrics of the Book of Common Prayer,"

but appointed a committee to consider the

whole matter and report at the next conven

tion. This committee reported to the House

of Bishops at the present convention. The

bishops sent down the report to the House of

Deputies, asking for a joint committee upon

the whole subject. The committee was grant

ed, and one was appointed on the part of both

Houses. It reported an elaborate canon, de

claring "the provisions for ritnal in this

Church to be the Book of Common Prayer,

with the Offices and Ordinal appended there

to; tho Canons of the Church of England,

agreed upon in 1083, and in use in the Ameri

can Provinces and States before the year 1789,

and not subsequently altered or repealed by

this Church ; and that the administration of

the law of ritual appertains to the ordinary,

whose determination, however, Bhall be sub

ject to revision by the House of Bishops."

(The above is an abridgment.) After a full

debate, this canon, though passed by the House

of Bishops, was rejected. An amendment to

this canon, or a substitute, was introduced,

which omitted the clause relating to the Eng

lish canons, and adding a part of the report

of the committee of the House of Bishops to

that House on the subject, embodying details

of ritual, was also rejected. A proposition to

refer the matter again to a joint committee of

fifteen was refused. The House of Bishops

adopted another canon in reference to the

mode and manner of administering the holy

communion, restricting the celebrant beyond

the provisions of the rubrics, and sent it to

tho House of Deputies. The latter refused to

enact it. Then the resolution upon ritual

uniformity, which has been set forth already,

was adopted by both Houses. An attempt

was afterward made to renew the motion for

a joint committee upon ritualism, to sit during

tho recess, but it was ruled to be out of order,

and the question, which had created so much

agitation, was brought to a close.

Among important matters which awakened

interest during the session of the General Con

vention, was the presence of an influential

body of clergymen from tho Church of Eng

land, who evinced great desire to understand

tho workings of tho Episcopal Church in the

United States, probably, as was said in a let-

tor from the Bishop of Sarum to a member,

because the Church of England, seeing the

disestablishment of tho Church of Ireland,

looked for tho success of a similar measure

ere long in England.

The prosperity attending Italian reform in

creased the enthusiasm to continue the work

of the committee to extend religious liberty

in that direction. Sympathies with the Irish,

tho Swedish, and the Russo-Greek Church,

wore also warmly manifested.

From documents, it appears that tho Epis

copal Church in the United States is growing

steadily in a majority of the dioceses, espe

cially in those newly organized. The contri

butions for the last three years exceed $15,-

000,000, more than $4,000,000 in advance of

the previous triennial period. Further, there
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has been a multiplication of homes, hospitals,

and other refuges for suffering humanity; and

of parish schools and educational institutions

of a higher order, in connection with the

Church. But there is still destitution at the

South, and help is needed. Foreign missions

have rather languished, while domestic mis

sions continue to display great prosperity.

The annual increase ofcontributions is marked.

The evidences of union, harmony, and progress

in the Church, were never more clear or de

cided in any period of her history.

The Board of Missions held its triennial ses

sion in the evenings after the daily adjourn

ments of the convention. Much routine work

was done, and measures initiated to advance

the cause of missions and bring out the full

aggressive character of the Church in fulfilling

her work.

The ritualistic controversy in the United

States resulted, before the meeting of the Gen

eral Convention, in the withdrawal of a num

ber of ministers to organize a new, indepen

dent branch of the Church. On the morning

ofSeptember 3d, the pastor ofEmanuel Church,

in New York City, announced that he had,

through a letter to his bishop, resigned his

position as a presbyter of the Church, prepar

atory to taking a course which the canons, by

which he had till then been bound, would not

authorize. Thereafter, a revised book ofprayer,

called the " Union Prayer-Book," would be

used in the services. This book had been pre

pared by a number of clergymen, and was de

signed for the use of any parish which might

desire a liturgical service, and objected to some

features of the Book of Common Prayer. Its

prominent alteration is to bo found in the pas

sages which have been objected to on account

of their " Romanizing " tendencies, and which

are among those upon which the most stress is

laid by1 the ritualists. The psalter is taken

from the common version of the Bible ; the

passages from the Apocrypha in the lessons are

omitted, and the books of Job and Revelation

are inserted; the number of the "articles" of

religion is reduced from thirty-nine to thirty-

one, and their language is altered ; the formula

of absolution after general confession is omit

ted, and passages of Scripture containing prom

ises are inserted. The words, " He descended

into hell,"are omitted from the Apostles' Creed,

and the words, " One baptism for the remis

sion of sins," are omitted from the Nicene

Creed. Eight commands of Christ in the New

Testament are added to the ten command

ments in the communion service, and the in

vitation to partake of the elements is extended

to members of all denominations. The bap

tism of infants is termed "the consecration

of children to the Lord," the minister saying,

instead of "I baptize thee in the name of the

Father," etc., "We consecrate thee to the

Lord ;" though baptism may be applied if the

parents or sponsors especially desire it. The '

order of confirmation is performed by the min-

voi. xl—11 A

ister laying his hands upon the heads of all

the candidates separately, instead ofthe bishop.

The bishops of the now denomination will be

"installed" instead of "consecrated." Pres

byters of any denomination, who are duly cer

tified, will, upon expressing a desire to join

this branch of the Church, be admitted after

examination.

The Rev. W. H. Cooper, D. D., of Mount

Pleasant, Iowa, early in the summer resigned

his ministry in the Protestant Episcopal Church

on account of dissatisfaction with the canons

and ritual, and went to. Chicago* and orgnnized

a church, which followed Emanuel Church, of

New York, in placing itselfunder the new ritual.

The Rev. Charles E. Cheney, Rector of Christ

Church, Chicago, was brought to trial before

an ecclesiastical court of the Diocese of Illinois,

for deviation from the rubrics concerning the

the publio baptism of infants, in omitting

the words regenerate and regeneration when

ever they occur in the baptismal service. He

obtained from the civil court an injunction in

restraint of the proceedings of the ecclesiasti

cal court, on the ground that his ministerial

profession was a property, his right to which

could be protected by the civil authorities.

The Supreme Court decided against this peti

tion so far as it was in derogation of the right

of the ecclesiastical court to enforce the rules

of the Church in which the minister is ordained.

The Ecclesiastical Court decided against Mr.

Cheney. In accordance with its decision, the

bishop of the diocese (Bishop Whitehouse), on

the 18th of February, formally pronounced

upon Mr. Cheney sentence of suspension from

the offices and functions of the priesthood of

the Church until he should give assurance of

contrition for the past and of conformity in the

future. Mr. Cheney presented a protest against

the constitution, the mode of procedure, and

the rulings of the court in which he had been

tried, and the wardens and vestry of his

church invited him to continue his services as

rector notwithstanding bis sentence of suspen

sion. Accordingly, he disregarded the sen

tence of suspension. An ecclesiastical court

was called, to meet May 8d, to try him for

contumacy. He refused to appoar, but entered

a plea, through his attorneys, against the le

gality of the proceedings. Ho was found

guilty, and the court decided that "the canon

ical sentence of degradation from tho Church

of God" should be pronounced against him.

The sentence was pronounced by Bishop White-

house on the 2d ofJune. The wardens and ves

try of Christ Churoh continued to sustain Mr.

Cheney in his course. An address of sympa

thy was sent him, to which were attached the

signatures of more than sixty clergymen and

laymen of the Church, and he continued to

serve as minister of Christ Church in spite of

the judgment of the court and the sentence

pronounced by the bishop.

The receipts of the American Church Mis

sionary Society for the year ending in October,
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1871, were $64,635.27; of which $45,013.19

were for the general work, $12,834.93 for ob

jects kindred to the work, but not under the

control of the committee, and $6,965 for for

eign missions. Three thousand and ninety

dollars of the latter sum were specially con

tributed for work in Mexico. Fifty-two mis

sionaries were commissioned dnring the year.

They labored in the States of Delaware, Iowa,

Kansas, Kentucky, Mississippi, New York, Ne

vada, Ohio, Tennessee, South Carolina, and

Virginia, and in Costa Rica. Griswold Col

lege, Iowa, is Vepresented as growing in effi

ciency as a training-school for the ministry.

The society have in trust $10,000 for the pro

fessorship of Systematic Theology, and $20,000

for the professorship of Ecclesiastical History

in this institution.

The receipts of the Evangelical Educational

Society, for the year ending in October, were

$36,141.58, considerably exceeding those of the

the preceding year. The Evangelical Knowl

edge Society reports receipts, for the year, of

$139,938.27 ; expenditures, in the same period,

$188,588.34; present assets, $88,927. Fortj-

two new publications have been issued since

the last triennial report.

PRUSSIA, a kingdom of Europe, forming

part of the German Empire. King, William L,

German Emperor, and King of Prussia («<

Germany). No changes were made in tbe

Cabinet. After the annexation of HanoTer.

Hesse-Cassel, Nassau, Frankfort, Schleswig-

Holstein, and Lauenburg, the kingdom con

sists of the following provinces and dis

tricts :

Dill- I. Prussia.
1. Gnmblnnen
S. Koniirsberg
S. Dantzlc

4- Marlonwerder

II. Brandexbi7rq.
5. Frankfort
6. Potsdam

7. Berlin

Total.

ITI. PoMEBAVIA.
B. Stralsund
9. Stettin

10. COslin

Total..

IV.
11. Broroberg. .
12. Poseu

Total.

18. Oppeln.
14. Brcxlaa..
13. Llegnltz.

Total..

V. Silesia.

VI. SAXoxr.
18. Magdeburg
17. Merseburg

18. Erfurt

Total.

Total S»,0T».

Square
Population.

mile*.

6.809
8,816
8,178
6,769

744.778
1,063,340
515.222
767,620

25,072. 8,090,960

7.419
7,962

22

1,020.157
9*1.428
702,437

15,403 2,716.023

1,791
5,010
5,491

215.575
675.596
554,464

12,42* 1,445,635

4.420
6,758

650,895
986,443

11,178 1,537,338

5,101 1,241.320
1.861.632
979.800

6,208
5,231

15,558 8,585,752

4,438
8.941
1,379

832,141
864,853
870,072

9.758 2,067,066

Dill. VII. 19. SciTLESWia-HoLSTEIN

VIII. Haxovkr.
20. Blade v
21. LQneburg
22. Hildcshelm
23. Hanover
84. Osnabrflck
25. Aurich

Total

IX. Westphalia.
26. Mounter
27. Mlnden
28. Arnsberg

Total..

X. Hessen-Nassau.
29. Cased
30. Wlcabaden

Total .

XI. Rhine Couotrt.
81. Coblentz
32. Cologne
S3. DOsseldorf
34. Aix-la-Chapelle
35. Treves

Total .

ITohenzollern
Fahde Territory (Oldenburg).

Kingdom of Prussia
Lauenburg

Orand total..

SqoAn
mile*.

6,890 981,71*

l]990
2,241
2,417
1,158

14.852

2>72

7,798

8.915
2,105

6.020

2.391
1,584
2.110
1.603
2,771

10,409

441
5

135.535
452

301,407
Willi

E5

1.937.637

mm
MM
791*1

1.707.7*

77MB

mm

1.S7K.745

3,4H.«

H.SB
1.74S

23,9T1 .11*
49,975

135,987

On December 3d a new census was held in

Prussia, as well as in all the other states be

longing to Germany. The most remarkable re

sult shown by this census, especially in Prussia,

is the rapid increase of the population of the

large cities. At the close of the War of Lib

eration, in 1815, she had only one city with a

population of upward of 100,000 inhabitants,

namely, the capital^ Berlin, which, at that

time, had 197,000 inhabitants. In 1831 the

population had increased to about 230,000.

During the following twenty years it rose to

400,000; and in 1804 the census showed a

population of 632,000. In 1867 the popula

tion amounted to 700,000, and, according to

the census of December, 1871, it contained

828,000 inhabitants. Besides Berlin, there are

eight other Prussian cities with a population

exceeding 100,000, namely, Breslau, Elberfeld,

Cologne, Konigsberg, Magdeburg, Hanover,

Frankfort -on -the -Main, and Dantzic. The

number of Prussian cities which have (exclu

sive of the military) a population exceeding

3,000, and which, therefore, according to tbe

new " Kreiiorduring " (the law regulating the

division of the provinces into Ireite or circles),

are entitled to constitute by themselves a tru*

is sixteen in addition to those already men-
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tioned, namely, Stettin, Altona, Aix-la-Cha-

pelle, Dusseldorf, Crefeld, Essen, Duisburg,

Wiesbaden, Cassel, Halle, Erfurt, Posen, Elb-

ing, Frankfort-on-the-Oder, GSrlitz, and Dort

mund. The aggregate population of the towns

which are hreise by themselves is about one-

eighth of the total population of the kingdom.

Interesting official statistics of the higher

educational institutions of Prussia are pub

lished by the " Centralblattfur die getammie

unterrichts - Verwaltung in Preussen " (Decem

ber, 1871). According to these statistics, the

higher schools, including the gymnasia, pro-

gymnasia, " Real-schulen," and the citizen's

high-schools (Hehere Bttrgerschulen), were, in

the summer of 1871, attended by 115,630

pupils, of whom 83,838 (or 72.5 per cent.)

were Protestants, 21,711 (or 18.8 per cent)

Catholics, and 10,081 (or 8.7 per cent.) Jews.

The Government, which for many years has

been on friendly terms with the Catholic Church,

was, during the year 1871, drawn into several

conflicts, arising out of the resolutions of the

Vatican Council. On March 15th, the Bishop

of Ermeland demanded that the Minister of

Public Instruction should remove Dr. Woll-

mann, the instructor of religion in the Gymna

sium of Braunsberg, and Dr. Treibel, the di

rector of the seminary, from their places,

because they refused to accept the dootrine of

the infallibility of the Pope. When the min

ister, on March 27th, declined to comply with

this request, the bishop forbade all Catholio

parents to allow their sons to take part in the

religious instruction given by these two cler

gymen. The minister, on the other hand, and

the Provincial School Board, insisted on the

exclusion from the institutions named of every

Catholic pupil who should fail to attend the

instruction of the two professors. The peti

tion of a number of parents for the release of

their children from attending the course of

religious instruction was not granted, and a

number of them were consequently withdrawn

from the institution. The disagreement con

tinued until the close of the year, when the

Prussian Government showed a disposition to

excuse the sons of all parents who wished it,

from attending the instruction given by the

excommunicated professors. Another impor

tant movement of the Prussian Government,

called forth by the Vatican Council, was the

abolition, by royal decree of July 8th, of the

Catholic section of the Prussian Ministry of

Public Worship, and the institution of one

department of "Ecclesiastical Affairs." On

September 13th, the Catholic bishops of the

Prussian monarchy addressed a letter of griev

ance to the King, in which they maintained

that the rights of the Church had been violated

by the official school boards at Braunsberg in

the case of Dr. Wollmann above referred to,

and by the boards of Bonn and Breslau. The

King replied to these letters on October 18th.

He denied the charges made by the bishops,

and represented it to be the duty of the Prus

sian Government, in view of the recent events

within the Catholic Church, "to solve, by

way of legislation, any conflicts between civil

and ecclesiastical authorities that cannot be

avoided."

According to the budget for the year 1871,

the revenue was as follows :

Tbalm.
1. Ministry of Finance 96,008,667
2. " of Commerce and Industry 66,495,235
8. " of State 68,117
4. " of Justice 18.226.200
6. " of Interior 910,036
6. " of Agriculture 983,862
7. " of Worship, Instruction, and Med

ical Affaire 120,471
From the Hohenzollem districts 162,614

Grand total of revenue 169,964,471

The expenditures summed np as follows :

Charges on tax-levy and other

branches of revenue
Dotations, Interest on public

debt, and expenses of both
Houses of Deputies

Ministry of State
" of Foreign Affairs
" of Finance
" of Commerce
" of Justice
" ofthe Interior
" of Agriculture
" of Worship, Instruc

tion, and Medical
Affairs

Administration of Hohenzollem

Total expenditure.
Total revenue

Ordinary. Extraordinary.

Toiler*. Tamlan.

68,307,077

28,432,510
8S4.214
47,600

81,196.634
9,382.636

17,188,335
8.450,319
2,887,322

14,000
80,000

1.078,050
8,189,462
513,6:13
259.872
120,386

6,253.894
216,415

633.070
10,099

162,252,850 5,848,522
162,252.850
169,964,471

The interest-bearing public debt amounted

to 431,563,292 thalers; the non-interest-bear

ing debt to 20,958,932 thalers ; making a total

of 452,517,224 thalers. The amount required

for interest and commission was estimated at

17,422,821 thalers; for amortization, 8,666,141

thalers; for rents, 435,721 thalers; for expen

diture oh the non-interest-bearing debt, 6,000

thalers; for administration, 117,916 thalers;

for interest and amortization of the Hohen

zollem debt, 11,489 thalers; total amount

required, 26,660,089 thalers.

The Prussian Diet was opened by the King

on November 22d. The royal speech drew a

broad line of demarcation between the juris

diction of the German Reichstag and that of

the Prussian Diet. The Minister of Finance,

Camphansen, in the name of the Government,

proposed to use the reserve funds of the publip

Treasury for paying off the public debt, for

increasing the salaries of the public teachers,

for making liberal grants for the encourage

ment of art and science, and for making a con

siderable reduction in the public debt. In the

Ilerrenhaus (House of Lords), Count Stollberg-

Werndgerode, by 84 against 4 votes, was elected

president, Prince von Pntbus first vice-presi

dent, and Count second ' vice-president.

The Honse of Deputies reelected Ilerr von

Forchenbeck president by 252 against 67 votes.
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dent Grant, at the commencement of the second

session of the Forty-second Congress, December

4, 1871.

To the Senate and Iloute of Representatives :

In addressing my third annual message to the law

making branch of the Government, it is gratifying to

be able to state that during the past year success has

generally attended the effort to execute all laws found

upon the statute-books. The polioy has been not to

inquire into the wisdom of laws already enacted, but

to learn their spirit and intent, and to enforce them

accordingly.
The past year has, under a wise Providence, been

one ofgeneral prosperity to the nation. It has, how

ever, been attended with more than usual chastise

ments in the loss of life and property by storm and

Are. These disasters have served to call forth the

best elements of human nature in our country and to

develop a friendship for us on the part of foreign

nations which goes far toward alleviating the dis

tresses occasioned bf these calamities. The benevo

lent who have so generously shared their means with

the victims of these misfortunes will reap their re

ward in the consciousness of having performed a

noble act, and in receiving the grateful thanks of

men, women, and children, whose sufferings they

havo relieved.
The relations of the United States with foreign

powers continue to be friendly. The year has been

an eventful one in witnessing two great nations,

speaking one language, and having one lineage, set

tling by peaceful arbitration disputes of long stand

ing, and liable at any time to bring those nations

into bloody and costly conflict* An example has

thus been set which, if successful in its final issue,

may bo followed by other civilized nations, and finally

be tho means of returning to productive industry

millions of men now maintained to settle the disputes

of nations by tho bavonct and the broadside.

I transmit herewith a copy of the treaty alluded to,

which has been concluded, since the adjournment of

Congress, with her Britannic Majesty, and a copy of

the protocols of tho conferences of the commissioners

by whom it was negotiated. This treaty provides

methods for adjusting the questions pendingbetween

the two nations.

Various questions are to be adjusted by arbitration.

I recommend Congress at an early day to make the

necessary provision for tho tribunal at Geneva, and

for the several commissions on the part of the United

States called for by the treaty.

His Majesty the King of Italy, tho President of the

Swiss Confederation, and his Majesty the Emperor

of Brazil, have each consented, on the joint request

of the two powers, to name an arbitrator for the

tribunal at Geneva. I have caused my thanks to be

suitably expressed for the readiness with which the

joint request has boon complied with by tho appoint

ment of gentlemen of ominence and learning to these

important positions.

His Majesty the Emperor of Germany has been

ploased to comply with the joint request of the two

Governments, and has consented to act as the arbi

trator of the disputed water-boundary between the

United States and Great Britain.

The contracting parties in tho treaty have under

taken to regard, as between themselves, certain

principles of public law, for which the United States

have contended from the commencement of their

history. They havo also agreed to bring those prin

ciples to the knowledge of the other maritime powers,

and to invite them to accede to them. Negotiations

are going on as to tho form of the note by which tho

invitation is to be extended to the other powers.

I recommend the legislation necossary on the part

of the United States to bring into operation the

Brtioles of the treaty relating to the fisheries, and to

the other matters touohine the relations of the United

States toward the British North American posses

sions, to become operative so soon as the proper

legislation shall be had on the part of Great Britain

and its possessions. It is much to be desired that

this legislation may become operative before the

fishermen of tho United States begin to make their

arrangements for the coming season.

I have addressed a communication, of which a copy

Ss transmitted hcrewithj to the Governors of New

York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, Illi

nois, and "Wisconsin, urging upon tho governments

of those States, respectively, the necessary action on

their part to carry into effect the object of the artick

of the treaty which contemplates the use of the canak

on either side, connected with the navigation of the

lakes and rivers forming the boundary, on terms of

equality by tho inhabitants of both countries. It is

hopod that the importance of the object and the

benefits to flow therefrom will secure the speedy

approval and legislative sanction of the States con

cerned.
I renew the recommendation for an appropriation

for determining the true position of the forty-ninth

parallol of latitude where it forms the boundary be

tween the United States and the British North

American possessions between the Lake of the

Woods and the summit of the Rocky Mountains.

The early action of Congress on this recommendation

would put it in the power of the War Department to

place a force in the field during the next summer.

The resumption of diplomatic relations between

Franco and Germany has enabled me to give direc

tions for the withdrawal of the protection extended

to Germans in France by the diplomatic and consular

representatives of the United States in that country.

It is just to add that the delicate duty of this pro

tection has been performed by the minister and

consul-general at Paris, and the various consuls in

France under the supervision of the latter, with great

kindness as well as with prudence and tact. Their

course has received the commendation of the German

Government, and has wounded no susceptibility of

the French.

The Government of the Emperor of Germany con

tinues to manifest a friendly feeling toward the

United States, and a desire to harmonize with the

moderate and just policy which this Government

maintains in its relations with Asiatic powers, as

well as with the South American republics. I have

given assurances that the friendly feelings of that

Government are fully shared by the United States.

The ratifications of the consular and naturalization

conventions with the Austro-Hungarian Empire have

been exchanged.

I have been officially informed of the annexation

of tho States of tho Church to the Kingdom of Italy,

and tho removal of the capital of that kingdom to

Rome. In conformity with the established policy

of tho United States, I havo recognized this change.

Tho ratifications of the new treaty of commerce

between the United States and Italy have been ex

changed. The two powers have agreed in this treaty

that private property at sea shall be exempt from

capture in case of war between the two powers. The

United States have spared no opportunity of incor

porating this rule into the obligation of nations.

The Forty-first Congress, at its third session, made

an appropriation for tho organization of a mixed

commission for adjudicating upon the claims of

citizens of the United States against Spain, growing

out of the insurrection in Cuba. That commission

has since been organized. I transmit herewith the

correspondence relating to its formation and its juris

diction. It is to be hopod that this commission will

afford the cloimants a complete remedy for their

injuries.

It has been made the agreeable duty of the United

States to preside over a conference at Washington

between the plenipotentiaries of Spain and the allied

*
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South American republics, which has resulted in an

armistice, with the reasonable assurance of a perma

nent peace.

The intimate friendly relations which have so long

existed between the United States and Bussia con

tinue undisturbed. The visit of the third son of the

Emperor is a proof that there is no desire on the part

of his Government to diminish the cordiality of those

relations.

The hospitable reception which has been given to

the Grand-duke is a proof that on our side we share

the wishes of that Government. The inexcusable

course of the Russian minister at Washington ren

dered it necessary to ask his recall, and to decline

longer to receive that functionary as a diplomatio

representative. It was impossible, with self-respect,

or with a just regard to the dignity of the country,

to permit M. Catacazy to continue to hold intercourse

with this Government after his personal abuse of

Government officials, and during his persistent inter

ference, through various means, with the relations

between the United States and other powers. In

accordance with my wishes, this Government has

been relieved of further intercourse with M. Catacazy,

and the management of the affairs of the Imperial

Legation has passed into the hands of a gentleman

entirely unobjectionable.

With Japan we continue to maintain intimate re

lations. The Cabinet of the Mikado has, since the

close of the last session of Congress, selected citizens

of the United States to serve in offices of importance

in several departments of government. I have

reason to think that this selection is due to an ap

preciation of the disinterestedness of the policy

which the United States have pursued toward Ja

pan. It is our desire to continue to maintain this

disinterested and just policy with China as well

as Japan. The correspondence transmitted here

with shows that there is no disposition on the part

of this Government to swerve from its established

course.

Prompted by a desire to put an end to the barbar

ous treatment of our shipwrecked sailors on the

Coroan Coast, I instructed our minister at Peking to

endeavor to conclude a convention with Coroa for

securing the safety and humane treatment of such

mariners. Admiral Bodgers was instructed to ac

company him, with a sufficient force to protect him

in case of need.

A small surveying-party sent out, on reaching the

coast, was treacherously attacked at a disadvantage.

Ample opportunity was given for explanation and

apology for the insult. Neither came. A forco was

then landed. After an arduous march over a rugged

and difficult country, the forts from whioh the out

rage had been committed were reduced by a gallant

assault, and were destroyed. Having thus punished

the criminals, and having vindicated the honor of

the flag, the expedition returned, finding it imprac

ticable, under tne circumstances, to conclude a de

sired convention. I respectfully refer to the corre

spondence relating thereto herewith submitted, and

leave the Bubject for such action as Congress may

see fit to take.
The Ecpublic of Mexico has not yet repealed the

very objectionable laws establishing what is known

an the " Free Zone," on the frontier of the United

States. It is hoped that this may yet be done, and

also that more stringent measures may be taken by

that republic for restraining lawless persons on its

frontiers. I hope that Mexico, by its own action,

will soon relieve this Government of the difficulties

experienced from these causes.

Our relations with the various republics of Cen

tral and South America continue, with one exception,

to bo cordial and friendly.

I recommend some action by Congress regarding

the overdue instalments under the award of the Ve

nezuelan claims commission of 1866. The internal

dissensions of this Government present no justifica

tion for the absence of effort to meet their solemn

treaty obligations.

The ratification of an extradition treaty with Nica

ragua has been exchanged.

It is a subject for congratulation that the great

Empire of Brazil has taken the initiatory step toward

the abolition of slavery. Our relations with that

empire, always oordisl, will naturally be made more

so by this act. It is not too much to hope that the

Government of Brazil may hereafter find it for its

interest, as well as intrinsically right, to advance

toward entire emancipation more rapidly than the

present act contemplates.

The true prosperity and greatness of a nation are to

be found in the elevation and education of its labor

ers. It is a subject for regret that the reforms in

this direction, which were voluntarily promised by

the statesmen of Spain, have not been carried out in

its West-India colonies. The laws and regulations

for the apparent abolition of slavery in Cuba and

Porto Bico leave most of the laborers in bondage,

with no hope of release until their lives become a

burden to their employers.

I desire to direct your attention to the fact that

citizens of the United States, or persons claiming to

be citizens of the United States, are large holders, in

foreign lands, of this species of property, forbidden

by the fundamental law of their alleged country. I

recommend to Congress to provide, by stringent

legislation, a suitable remedy against the holding,

owning, or dealing in slaves, or being interested in

slave property in foreign lands, either as owners,

hirers, or mortgagers, by citizens of the United

States.

It is to be regretted that the disturbed condition

of the Island of Cuba continues to be a sourco of

annoyance and of anxiety. The existence of a pro

tracted struggle in such close proximity to our own

territory, without apparent prospect of an early ter

mination, cannot be other than an object of concern

to a people who, while abstaining from interference

in the affairs of other powers, naturally desire to see

every country in the undisturbed enjoyment of peace,

liberty, and tbo blessings of free institutions. Our

naval commanders in Cuban waters have been in

structed, in case it should become necessary, to spare

no effort to protect the lives and property of bona-fid*

American citizens, and to maintain the dignity of the

flag. It is hoped that all pending questions with

Spain, growing out of the affairs in Cuba, may be

adjusted in the spirit of peace and conciliation which

has hitherto guided the two powers in their treat

ment of such questions.

To give importance and to add to the efficiency of

our diplomatio relations with Japan and China, and

to further aid in retaining the good opinion of those

peoples, and to secure to the United States its sharo

of the commerce destined to flow between those na

tions and the balance of the commercial world, I

earnestly recommend that an appropriation be made

to support at least four American youths in each

of these countriest to serve as a part of the official

fomilv of our ministers there. Our representatives

would not even then be placed upon an equality with

the representatives of Great Britain and of some

other powers. As now situated, our representatives

in Japan and China have to depend for interpreters

and translators upon natives of those countries who

know our language imperfectly, or procure, for the

occasion, the services of employes in foreign busi

ness-houses or the interpreters to other foreign min

isters. I would also recommend liberal measures for

the purpose of supporting the American lines of

steamers now plying between San Francisco and

Japan and China, and the Australian lines—almost

our only remaining lines of ocean-steamers—and of

increasing their services. *
The national debt has been reduced to the extent

of $86,057,126.80 during the year, and, by the nego

tiation of national bonds, at a lower rate of interest,
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the interest on the public debt has been so far dimin

ished that now the sum to be raised for the interest

account is nearly seventeen millions of dollars less

than on the 1st of March, 1869. It was highly de

sirable that this rapid diminution should take place,

both to strengthen the credit of the country, and to

convince its citizens of their entire ability to meet

every dollar of liability without bankrupting them.

But, in view of the accomplishment of these desira

ble ends, of the rapid development of the resources

of the country, its increasing ability to meet large

demands, and the amount already paid, it is not

desirable that the present resources of the country

Bhould continue to be taxed in order to continue this

rapid payment. I therefore recommend a modifica

tion of both the tariff and internal tax laws. I rec

ommend that all taxes from internal sources be abol

ished, except those collected from spirituous, vinous,

and malt liquors, tobacco, in its various forms, and

from stamps.

In readjusting the tariff I suggest that a careful es

timate be made of the amount of surplus revenue

collected under the present laws, after providing for

the current expenses of the Government, the interest

aocount, and a sinking-fund, and that this surplus

be reduced in such a manner as to afford the greatest

reliof to the greatest number. There are many arti

cles not produced at home, but which enter largely

into general consumption, through articles which are

manufactured at home, such as medicines compound

ed, etc., etc., from which very little revenue is de

rived, but which enter into general use. All such

articles I recommend to be placed on the free list.

Should a further reduction prove advisable, I would

then recommend that it be made upon those articles

which can best bear it without disturbing home-pro

duction or reducing the wages of American labor. I

have not entored into figures, because to do so would

be to repeat what will bo laid before you in the re

port of the Secretary of the Treasury.

The present laws for collecting revenue pay collec

tors of customs small salaries, but provide for moi

eties (shares in all seizures), which, at principal ports

of entry, particularly, raise the compensation of those

officials to a large sum. It has always seemed to me

as if thiB system mu9t at times work perniciously.

It holds out an inducement to dishonest men, should

such get possession of those offices , to be lax in their

scrutiny of goods entered, to enable them finally to

make large seizures. Your attention is respectfully

invited to this subject.

Continued fluctuation in the value of gold, as com

pared with the national currency, has a most damag

ing effect upon the increase and development of the

country in keeping up prioes of all articles necessary

in every-day life. It fosters a spirit of gambling

prejudicial alike to national morals and the national

finances. If the question can be met as to how to

give a fixed value to our currency, that value con

stantly and uniformly approaching par with specie, a

very desirable object will be gained.

For the operations of the army in the past year,

the expense of maintaining it, the estimates for the

ensuing year, and for continuing sea-coast and other

improvements conducted under the supervision of

tho War Department, I refer you to tho accompany

ing report of the Secretary of War.

I call your attention to the provisions of the act of

Congress, approved March 8, 1869, which discontin

ues promotions in the staff corps of the army until

provided for by law. I recommend that the number

of officers in each grade in the staff corps be fixed,

and that, whenever the number in any one grade

falls below the number so fixed, tho vacancy may

be filled by promotion from the grade below. I

also recommend that, when the office of chief

of a corps becomes vacant, the place may be filled

by selection from the corps in which the vacancy

exists.

The report of the Secretary of the Navy shows an

improvement in the number and efficiency of tie

naval force without material increase in the expense

of supporting it. This is due to the policy which

has been adopted, and is being extended H fast as

our material will admit, of using smaller vessels -

cruisers on the several stations. By this means we

have been enabled to occupy at once a larger extent

of cruising-ground, to visit more frequently the porta

where the presence of our flag is desirable, and fed

erally to discharge more efficiently the appropriate

duties of the navy in time of peace, without eiceed-

ing tho number of men or the expenditure authorized

by law. During the past year the navy has, in addi

tion to the regular service, supplied the men and

officers for the vessels of the coast-survey, and his

completed the surveys, authorized by Congress, oftbe

Isthmuses of Darien and Tehuantepcc, and, under

like authority, has sent out an expedition, completely

furnished and equipped, to explore the unknown

ocean of the nortn. The suggestions of the report,

as to tho necessity for increasing and improving the

material of the navy, and the plan recommended for

reducing the personnel of the service to a pesce stand

ard, by the gradual abolition of certain grades of

officers, the reduction of others, and the employment

of some in the service of the commercial marine, are

well considered, and deserve the thoughtful attention

of Congress. I also recommend that all promotions

in the navy, above the rank of captain, be by selec

tion, instead of by seniority. This course will secure

in the higher grades greater efficiency, and hold out

an incentive to young officers to improve themselves

in the knowledge of their profession. The present

cost of maintaining the navy, its cost compared with

that of the preceding year, and the estimates for the

ensuing year, are contained in the accompanying re

port of the Secretary of the Navy.
The enlarged receipts of the Post-Office Depart

ment, as shown by tho accompanying report of the

Postmaster-General, exhibit a gratifying increase

in that branch of the public service. It is-theindei

of the growth of education and of the prosperity a

the people, two elements highly conducive to the

vigor and stability of republics. With a vast terri

tory like ours, much of it sparse!v populated, but s"

requiring the services of the mail, it is not at present

to be expected that this Department can be made

self-sustaining. But a gradual approoch to tafao*
from year to vear, is confidently relied on, and the

day is not far distant when the Post-Office Depart

ment of the Government will prove a much greaw

blessing to the whole people than it is now. The

suggestions of the Postmaster-General for improve

ments in the Department presided over by him are

earnestly recommended to your special attention.

Especially do I recommend favorable consideration

of the plan for uniting the telegraphic system ol

tho United States with the postal system. « ■

believed that, by such a course, the cost of tele

graphing could be much reduced, and the service a»

well, if not better, rendered. It would 6ecnrc the

further advantage of extending the telegraph throne"

portions of the country where private enterprise*1

not construct it. Commerce, trade, ond, »™*e ~V

the efforts to bring a people widely separated nw J
community of interest; are always benefited tv

rapid intercommunication. . ..„_
Eduoation, the groundwork of republican insnw

tions, is encouraged by increasing the facilities

gather speedy news from all ports of the WWJ

The desire to reap the benoflt of such taProTfn*"n

will stimulate education. I refer you to <JC "F~.
of the Postmaster-General for full details ot tne o|

crations of last year, and for comparative statemeu

of results with former years. . v_„.liThere has been imposed upon the Executive braw_

of the Government the exeoution of the act oi

gross approved April 20, 1871, and commoniy,i

as the Ku-klux law, in a portion of the State m „
Carolina. The necessity of the course pursueu
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be demonstrated by the report of the committee to

investigate Southern outrages.

Under the provisions of the above act I issued a

proclamation calling the attention of the people of

the United States to the same, and declaring my re

luctance to exercise any of the extraordinary powers

thereby conferred upon me except in cose of impera

tive necessity, but making known my purpose to ex

ercise suoh powers whenever it should become neces

sary to do so for the purpose of securing to all citi

zens of the United States the peaoeful enjoyment of

the rights guaranteed to them by the Constitution

and the laws.

After the passage of this law, information was re

ceived from time to time that combinations of the

character referred to in this law existed, and were

powerful in many parts of the Southern States, par

ticularly in certain counties in the State of South

Carolina. Careful investigation was made, and it

was ascertained that, in nine counties of that State,

such combinations were active and powerful, embrac

ing a sufficient portion of the citizens to control the

local authority, and having, among other thingB, the

object of depriving the emancipated class of the sub

stantial benefits of freedom, and of preventing the

free political action of those citizens who did not

sympathize with their own views.

Among their operations were frequent scourgings

and occasional assassinations, generally perpetrated

at night by disguised persons, the victims, in almost

all cases, being citizens of different political senti

ments from their own, or freed persons who had

shown a disposition to claim equal rights with other

citizens. Thousands ofinoffensive and well-disposed

citizens were the sufferers by this lawless violence.

Thereupon, on the 12th day of October, 1871, a proc

lamation was issued, in terms of the law, calling

upon the members of those combinations to disperse

within five days, and to deliver to the marshal or

military officers of the United States all arms, am

munition, uniforms, disguises, and other means and

implements used by them for carrying out their un

lawful purposes. This warning not having been

heeded, on the 17th of October another proclamation

was issued suspending the privileges of the writ of

habeas corpus in nine counties in that State.

Direction was given that, within the counties so

designated, persons supposed, upon credible infor

mation, to be members of such unlawful combina

tions should be arrested by the military foroes of the

United States, and delivered to the marshal, to be

dealt with according to law. In two of said counties,

York and Spartanburg, many arrests have been made.

At the last accounts, the number of persons thus ar

rested was one hundred and sixty-eight. Several

hundred] whose criminality was ascertained to be of

an inferior degree, were released for the present.

These have generally made confessions of their guilt.

Great caution has been exercised in making these

arrests, and, notwithstanding the large number, it is

believed that no innocent person is now in custody.

The prisoners will be held for regular trial in the

judicial tribunals of the United States. As soon as

it appeared that the authorities of the United States

were about to take vigorous measures to enforce the

law, many persons absconded, and there is good

ground for supposing that all of such persons have

violated the law. A full report of what has been

done under this law will be submitted to Congress

by the Attorney-General.

In Utah there still remains a remnant of barbarism

repugnant to civilization, to decency, and to the laws

of the United States. Territorial officers, however,

have been found who are willing to perform their

duty in a spirit of equity, and with a due sense of

the necessity of sustaining the majesty of the law.

Neither polygamy nor any other violation of existing

statutes will be permitted within the territory of the

United States. It is not with the religion of the self-

styled saints that we are now dealing, but with their

practices. They will be protected in the worship of

God according to the dictates of their consciences,

but they will not be permitted to violate the laws

under the cloak of religion. It may be advisable for

Congress to consider what, in the execution of the

laws against polygamy^ is to be the status of plural

wives and their offspring. The propriety of Con

gress passing an enabling act, authorizing the Terri

torial Legislature of Utah to legitimize all children

born prior to a time fixed in the act, might be justi

fied by its humanity to these innocent children. This

is a suggestion only, and not a recommendation.

The policy pursued toward the Indians has result

ed favorably, bo far as can be judged from the limited

time during which it has been in operation. Through

the exertions of the various societies of Christians, to

whom has been intrusted the execution of the policy,

and the Board of Commissioners authorized by the

law of April 10, 1869, many tribes of Indians have

been induced to settle upon reservations, to cultivate

the soil, to perform productive labor of various kinds,

and to partially accept civilization. They arc being

cared for in such a way, it is hoped, as to induce

those still pursuing their old habits of life to embrace

the only opportunity which is left them to avoid ex

termination. I recommend liberal appropriations to

carry out the Indian peace policy, not only because

it is humane, Christianlike, and economical, but be

cause it is right.

I recommend to your favorable consideration, also,

the policy of granting a territorial government to the

Indians in the Indian Territory, west of Arkansas

and Missouri, and south of Kansas. In doing so,

every right guaranteed to the Indian by treaty should

be secured. Such a course might, in time, be the

means of collecting most of the Indians now between

the Missouri and the Pacific, and south of the British

ossessions, into one Territory or one State. The

ecretary of the Interior has treated upon this sub

ject at length, and I commend to you his suggestions.

I renew my recommendation that the. public lands

be regarded as a heritage to our children, to be dis

posed of only as required for occupation, and to

actual settlers. Those already granted have been, in

great part, disposed of in such a way as to secure

access to the balance by the hardy settler who may

wish to avail himself of them. But caution should

be exercised even in attaining bo desirable an object.

Educational interests may well be served by the

grant of the proceeds of the sale of public lands to

settlers. I do not wish to be understood as recom

mending in the least degree a curtailment of what is

being done by the General Government for the en

couragement of education.

The report of the Secretary of the Interior, sub

mitted with this, will give you all the information

collected and prepared for publication in regard to

the census taken during the year 1870 ; the opera

tions of the Bercau of Education for the year ; the

Patent-Office ; the Pension-Office ; the Land-Office,

and the Indian Bureau.

The report of the Commissioner of Agriculture

ves the operations of his Department for the year,

s agriculture is the groundwork of our prosperity,

too much importance cannot be attached to thelabors

of this Department. It is in the hands of an able

head, with able assistants, all zealously devoted to

introducing into the agricultural productions of the

nation all useful products adapted to any of the va

rious climates and soils of our vast territory, and to

giving all useful information as to the method of

cultivation, the plants, cereals, and other products

adapted to particular localities.

Quietly, Dut Burely, the Agricultural Bureau is

working a great national good, and, if liberally sup

ported, the more widely its influence will be extend

ed, and the less dependent we shall be upon the

products of foreign countries.

The subject of compensation to the heads of bu

reaus and officials holding positions of responsibility,

pi

A
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and requiring ability and character to fill properly, is

one to which your attention is invited. But fow of

the officials receive a compensation equal to the re

spectable support of a family, while their duties are

such as to involve millions of interest. In private

life, services demand compensation equal to the ser

vices rendered. A wise economy would diotate the

same rule in the Government service.

I have not given the estimates for the support of

Government tor the ensuing year, nor the compara

tive statement between the expenditures for the year

just passed and the one just preceding, because all

these figures are contained in the accompanying re

ports, or in those presented directly to Congress.

These estimates have my approval.

More than six years having elapsed since the last

hostile gun was fired between the armies then ar

rayed against each other, one for the perpetuation,

the other for the destruction of the Union; it may

well be considered whether it is not now time that

the disabilities imposed by the fourteenth amend

ment should be removed. That amendment does

not exclude the ballot, but only imposes the disabil

ity to hold offices upon certain classes. When the

purity of the ballot is secure, majorities are sure to

elect officers reflecting the views of the majority. I

do not Bee the advantage or propriety of excluding

men from office merely because they were before the

rebellion of standing and character sufficient to be

elected to positions requiring them to take oaths to

support the Constitution, and admitting to eligibil

ity those entertaining precisely the same views, but

of leas standing in their communities. It may be

said that the former violated an oath, while the latter

did not. The latter did not have it in their power to

do so. If they hod taken this oath, it cannot be doubt

ed they would have broken it as did the former class.

If there are any great oriminals, distinguished

above all others for the part they took in opposition

to the Government, they might, in the judgment of

Congress, be excluded from such an amnesty. This

subject is submitted for your careful consideration.

The condition of the Southern States is, unhappily,

not such as all true patriotia citizens would like to

see. Social ostracism for opinion's sake, personal

violence or threats toward persons entertaining po

litical views opposed to those entertained by the ma

jority of the old citizens, prevent immigration and

the flow of much-needed capital into the States lately

in rebellion. It will be a happy condition of the

country when the old citizens of these States shall

take an interest in public affairs, promulgate ideas

honestly entertained, vote for men representing their

views, and tolerate the same freedom of expression

and ballot in thoso entertaining different political

conviction.

Under the provisions of the act of Congress ap

proved February 21, 1871, a Territorial government

was organized in the District of Columbia. Its re

mits have thus far fully realized the expectations of

its advocates. Under the direction of the Territorial

officers, a system of improvement has been inaugu

rated, by means of which Washington is rapidly be

coming a city worthy of the nation's capital. The

citizens ofthe District having voluntarily taxed them

selves to a large amount for the purpose of contrib

uting to the adornment of the seat of Government, I

recommend liberal appropriations on the port of Con

gress, in order that the Government may bear its just

share of the expense of carrying out a judicious sys

tem of improvements.

By the great fire in Chicago, the most important

of the Government buildings in that city were con

sumed. Thoso bumed had already beoome inade

quate to the wants of the Government in that growing

city, and, looking to the near future, were totally in

adequate. I recommend, therefore, that an appro

priation be made immediately to purchase the re

mainder of the square on which the burned building

BtooJ, provided it can be furnished at a fair valua

tion, or provided that the Legislature of niinoU will

pass a law authorizing its condemnation for Govern

ment, purposes ; and also an appropriation of as much

money as can properly be expended toward the erec-

tion of new buildings during this fiscal year.

The number of immigrants ignorant of our lavs,

habits, eta, coming into our country annually tss

become so great, and the impositions practised upon

them so numerous and flagrant, that I suggest Con

gressional action for their protection. It seems to

mo a fair subjoct of legislation by Congress. I etn-

not now statu, as fully as I desire, the nature of the

complaints made by immigrants, of the treatment

they reoeive, but will endeavor to do so during the

session of Congress, particularly if the subject should

receive your attention.

It has been the aim of the Administration to en

force honesty and efficiency in all public offices.

Every public servant who "has violated the trot

placed in him has been proceeded against with ill

the rigor of the law. If bad men have secured places,

it has been the fault of the system established by lir

and custom for making appointments, or the fault of

those who recommend for Government positions per

sons not sufficiently well known to them personally,

or who give lettors indorsing the characters of office-

seekers without a proper sense of the grave responsi

bility which such a course devolves upon them.
A civil-service reform which can correct this abuse

is much desired. In mercantile pursuits, the busi

ness-man who gives a letter of recommendation to s

friend, to enable him to obtain credit from a 6tranger,

is regarded as morally responsible for the integrity

of his friend and his ability to meet his obligations.

A reformatory law which would enforce this princi

ple against all indorsers of persons for public place

would insure great caution m making recommendi-

tions. A salutary lesson has been taught the care

less and the dishonest public servant in the great

number of prosecutions and couviotions of the last

two years.
It is gratifying to notice the favorable change which

is taking place throughout the country in bringing to

punishment those who have proven recreant to the

trusts confided to them, and in elevating to publio

office none but those who possess the confidence of

the honest and the virtuous, who, it will always be

found, comprise the majority of the community in

which they live.
In my message to Congress one year ago I urcerit-

ly recommended a reform in the civil service of the

oountry. In conformity with that recommendation,

Congress, in tho ninth section of " An act mating
appropriations for sundry civil expenses of the Gov

ernment, and for other purposes," approved March

8, 1871, gave tho necessary authority to the Ele™:
tivo to inaugurate a civil-service reform, and placed

upon him the responsibility of doing so. Under the

authority of said act, I convened a board, of genue-

mon eminently qualified for tho work, to devise rales

and regulations to effect the needed reform. Their

labors are not yet complete, but it is believed that

they will succeed in devising a plan which can be

adopted, to the great reliefof the Exeoutivc, tliell*?<r
of Departments, and members of Congress, and which

will redound to the true interest of the public service.

At all events, tho experiment shall have a fair trial.

I have thus hastily summed up the operations of toe

Government during the last year, and made Buch sug

gestions as occur to me to be proper for your consid

eration. I submit them witli a confidence that *'onr

combined action will be wise, statesmanlike, and in

the best interests of tiio whole countrv.
C. S. GRAXT.

Executive Mansion, December i, 1871.

The Treaty of Washington.

The following is the test of the 1

"Washington :
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Article I. Whereat differences have arisen be

tween the Government of the United States and the

Government of her Britannic Majesty, and still exist,

growing out of the acts committed by the several

vessels which have given rise to the claims generally

known as the Alabama Claims ; and whereas her

Britannic Majesty has authorized her High Commis

sioners and Plenipotentiaries to express in a friendly

spirit the regret felt by her Majesty's Government

for the escape, under whatever circumstances, of the

Alabama and other vessels from British ports, and

for the depredations committed by those vessels ;

now, in order to remove and adjust all complaints

and claims on the part of the United States, and to

provide for the speedy settlement of such claims

which are not admitted by her Britannia Majesty's

Government, the high contracting parties agree that

all the said claims growing out of acts committed by

the aforesaid vessels, and generally known as the

Alabama Claims, shall be referred to a Tribunal of
Arbitration, to be composed of five arbitrators, to

be appointed in the following manner, that is to

say : One shall be named by the President of the

United States, one shall be named by her Britannio

Majesty, his Majesty the King of Italy shall be re

quested to name one, the President of the Swiss

Confederation shall bo requested to name one, and

his Majesty tho Emperor of Brazil shall be requested

to name one. Tn case of death, absence, or incapacity

to serve, of either of tho said arbitrators, or in the

event of either of the said arbitrators omitting, or

declining, or ceasing to act as such, the President of

tho United States, or her Britannio Majesty, or his

Majesty the King^ of Italy, or the President of tho

Swiss Confederation, or his Majesty the Emperor of

Brazil, as the case may be, may forthwith name an

other person to act as arbitrator in the place and

stead of the arbitrator originally named by such

head of State ; and in the event of refusal or omis

sion, for two months after the receipt of the request,

from either of the high contracting parties, of his

Majesty the King of Italy, or the President of the

Swiss Confederation, or his Majesty the Emperor of

Brazil, to namo an arbitrator, either to fill the original

appointment or in place of one who may have died,

be absent, or incapacitated, or who may omit, de

cline, or from anv cause cease to act as sucn arbitrator,

his Majesty the King of Sweden and Norway shall

be requestod to name one or more persons, as tho

case may be, to act as such arbitrator or arbitrators.
Art. 2. The arbitrators shall meet at Geneva, in

Switzerland, at the earliest day convenient after they

shall have been named, and Shall proceed impartially

and carefully to examine and decide all questions

that shall be laid before them on the part of tho

Governments of the United States and her Britannia

Majesty respectively. All questions considered by

the tribunal, including the final award, shall T>e de

cided by a majority of all the arbitrators. Each of

all of the hijrii contracting parties shall also name one

person to attend the tribunal as its agent to represent

it generally in all matters connected with tho arbi

tration.

Aht. 8. The written or printed case of each of the

two parties, accompanied by tho documents, the

official correspondence, and other evidence on which

each relies, shall be delivered in duplicate to each of

the arbitrators, and to the agent of the other party,

as soon as may be after the organization of the tri

bunal, but within a period not exceeding six months

from tho date of the exchange of the ratification of

this treaty.

Art. 4. Within four months after the delivery on

both sides of the written or printed case, either party

may, in like manner, deliver in duplicate to each of

the said arbitrators, and to the agent of the othor

party, a counter-case, and additional documents, cor

respondence, and evidence, in reply to the other

party. The arbitrators may, however, extend the

time lor delivering such counter-case, documents,

correspondence, and evidence, when, in their judg

ment, it becomes necessary, in consequence of the

distance of tho place from which the evidence to be

presented is to be procured. If, in the case submit

ted, any report or document in the exclusive posses

sion of any party be omitted, such party shall be

bound, if the other party thinks proper to apply for

it, to furnish that party with a oopy thereof, and either

party may call upon the other, through the arbitrators,

to produce the originals or certified oopieB of any pa^

pars adduced as evidence, giving in each instance

such reasonable notice as the arbitrators may require.

Art. 5. It shall be the duty of the agent of each

party, within two months after the expiration of the

time limited for the delivery of the counter-case on

both sides, to deliver in duplicate to each of the said

arbitrators, and to the agent of the other party, a

written or printed argument, showing the points and

referring to the evidence upon which his Govern

ment relies _; and the arbitrators may, if they desire

further elucidation with regard to any point, require

a written or printed statement or argument, or oral

argument by counsel upon it. But in such case the

other party shall be entitled to reply, either orally or

in writing, as the cose may be.

Art. 6. In deciding the matters submitted to the

arbitrators, they shall bo governed by the following

three rules to be taken as applicable to the case, and

by such principles of international law, not inconsist

ent therewith, as the arbitrators shall determine to

have been applicable to the case.

Kcles.—A neutral Government is bound, firit, to

use due diligence to prevent the fitting out, arming,

or equipping, within its jurisdiction, of any vessel

which it has reasonable ground to believe is intended

to cruise or to carry on war against a power with

which it is at peace, and also to use like diligence to

prevent the departure from its jurisdiction of any

vessel intended to cruise or carry on war as above,

such vessel having been specially adapted, in whole

or in part, within Buch jurisdiction, to warlike use;

lecondly, not to permit or Buffer either belligerent to

make use of its ports or waters as the base of naval

operations against the other, or for the purpose of

the renewal or augmentation of military supplies or

arms, or the recruitment of men ; thirdly, to exeroise

due diligence in its own ports and waters, and, as to

all persons within its jurisdiction, to prevent any

violation of the foregoing obligations and duties.

Her Britannio Majesty has commanded her High

Commissioners and Plenipotentiaries to declare that

her Majesty's Government cannot assent to the fore

going rules, as a statement of principles of inter

national law which were in force at the time when

the claims mentioned in Article 1 arose, but that

her Britannic Majesty's Government, in order to

evince its desire of strengthening the friendly rela

tions between the two countries and of making satis

factory provision for the future, agrees that, in de

ciding the qnestions between the two countries aris

ing out of those claims, the arbitrators should assume

that her Majesty's Government had undertaken to

act upon the principles set forth in these rules, and

the high contracting parties agree to observe these

rules between themselves in future, and to bring

them to the knowledge of other maritime powers, and

to invite them to aeeede*o them.

Art. 7. The decision of the tribunal shall, if pos

sible, ho made within three months from the close

of the argument on both sides. It shall be made in

writing, and dated, and shall be signed by the arbi

trators who may assent to it. The said tribunal shall

first determine as to each vessel separately, whether

Great Britain, lias by any act or omission,failed to fulfil

any of tho duties set forth in the foregoing three

rules, or recognized by the principles of international

law, not inconsistent with such rules, and shall cer

tify such fact as to each of the said vessels. In case

the tribunal find that Great Britain has failed to

fulfil any duty or duties as aforesaid, it may, if it
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think proper, proceed to award a sum in gross to be

paid by Great Britain to the United States for all the

claimB referred to it ; and in such case the gross sum so

awarded shall be paid in coin by the Government of

Great Britain to the Government of the United States

at Washington, within twelve months after the date

of the award. The award shall be in duplicate, one

copy whereof shall bo delivered to the agent of the

United States for his Government, and the other

oppy shall be delivered to the agent of Great Britain

for his Government.

Art. 8. Each Government shall pay its own agent,

and provide for the proper remuneration of the coun-

. sel employed by it, and of the arbitrator appointed

by it. and for the expense of preparing and submit

ting its case to the tribunal. All other expenses con

nected with the arbitration shall be defrayed by the

two Governments in equal moieties.

Abt. 9. The arbitrators shall keep an accurate rec
ord of their proceedings, and may appoint and employ

the necessary officers to assist them.

Abt. 10. In case the tribunal finds that Great

Britain lias failed to fulfil any duty or duties, as

aforesaid, and does not award a sum in gross, the

high contracting parties agree that a Board of As

sessors shall be appointed to ascertain and determine

what claims are valid, and what amount or amounts

shall be paid by Groat Britain to the United States

on account of the liability arising from such failure

as to each vessel, according to the extent of such

liability, as decided by the arbitrators. The Board

of Assessors shall be constituted as follows : One

member thereof shall be named by the President

of the United States, one member thereof shall be

named by her Britannic Majesty, one member theroof

shall be named by the representative at Washington

of his Majesty the King of Italy; and, in case of a

vacancy happening from any cause, it shall be filled

in the same manner in which the original appoint

ment was made. As soon as possible, after such

nominations, the Board of Assessors shall be organ

ized in Washington, with power to hold their sittings

there, or In New York or in Boston. The members

thereof shall severally subscribe a solemn declaration

that they will impartially and carefully examine and

decide, to the best of their judgment, and according

to justice and equity, all matters submitted to them,

and shall forthwith proceed, under such rules and

regulations as they may prescribe, to the investiga

tion of the claims which shall be presented to them

by the Government of the United States, and shall

examine and decide upon them in Buch order and

manner as they may think proper, but upon such

evidence or information only as shall be furnished

by or pn behalf of the Governments of Great Britain

and of the United States respectively. They shall

be bound to hear on each separate claim, if required,

one person on behalfof each Government as counsel

or agent. A majority of the assessors in each case

shall be sufficient for a decision. The decision of

the assessors shall be given upon each claim in writ

ing, and shall be signed by them respectively and

dated. Every claim shall be presented to the assess

ors within six months from the day of their first

meeting ; but they may, for good cause shown, ex

tend the time for the presentation of any claim to a

further period not exceeding three months. The

Assessors shall report to each Government, at or be

fore the expiration of one year from the date of their

first meeting, the amount of claims decided by them

np to the date of such report. If further "claims

then remain undecided, they shall make a further

report at or before the expiration of two years from

the date of such first meeting : and, in caso any

claims remain undetermined at that time, they shall

make a final report within a further period of bix

months. The report shall bo made in duplicate,

and one copy thereof shall be delivered to the Sec

retary of State of the United States, and one copy

thereof to the representative of her Britannio Majesty

at Washington. All sums of money which may be

awarded under this article shall be payable at Wash

ington, in coin, within twelve months after the de

livery of each report. The Board of Asscssori ma;

employ such clerks as they shall think necessary.

The expenses of the Board of Assessors shall be as

sumed equally by the two Governments, and paid

from time to time, as may be found expedient, oa

the production of accounts certified by the board.

The remuneration of the assessors shall" also be paid

by the two Governments in equal moieties, in >

similar manner.

Art. 11. The high contracting parties engage to

consider the result of the proceedings of the Tri

bunal of Arbitration and of the Board of Assessors,

should suoh board be appointed, as a full, perfect,

and final settlement of all the claims hereinbefore

referred to, and further engage that every such

claim, whether the same may or may not have been

presented to the notice of, made, preferred, or laid

before the tribunal or board, shall, from and after

the conclusion of the proceedings of the tribunal or

board, be considered and treated as finally settled,

barred, and thenceforth inadmissible.

CLAIMS Or BRITISH SITBJBCTS.

Art. 12. The high contracting parties agree that

all claims on the part of corporations, companies, or

private individuals—citizens of the United States-

upon the Government of her Britannic Majesty aris

ing out of acts committed against the persons or

property of citizens of the United States daring toe

period between the 13th of April, 1861, and thefch

of April, 1865, inclusive (not Deing claims growing

out ofthe acta of the vessels referred to in Article 1

of this treaty), and all claims, with the like exception

on the part of corporations, companies, or private

individuals, subjects of her Britannic Majesty, npoa

the Government of the United States arising out of

oots committed against the persons or property ol

subjects of her Britannic Majesty during the same

period, which may have been presented to either

Government for its interposition with the other, and

whioh yet remain unsettled, as well as anv other

such claims which may be presented within the tine

specified in Article 14 of this treaty, shall be referred

to three commissioners, to be appointed in the fol

lowing manner—that is to say, one commissioner

shall be named bv the President of the United

States, one by her Britannic Majesty, and a third by

the President of the United States and her Britannic

Majesty oonjointly ; and in case the third commis

sioner shall not have been so named within s period

of three months from the date of the exchange of the

ratification of this treaty, then the third commis

sioner Bhall be named" by the representative at

Washington of his Majesty the King of Spain, h

case of the death, absence, or incapacity of auy com

missioner, or in the event of any commissioner omit

ting or censing to act, the vacancy shall be filled in

the manner hereinbefore provided for making u»

original appointment, the period of three months, in

case of such substitution, being calculated from the

date of the happening of the vacancy. The commis

sioners so named shall meet at Washington at the

earliest convenient period after they have been re

spectively named, and shall, before proceeding to

any business, make and subscribe a solemn declara

tion that they will impartially and carefully examine

and decide, to the best of their judgment and ac

cording to justice and cquitv, all such claims as shall

be luid before them on the "part of the Governments

of the United States and her Britannic Majesty, re

spectively, and such declarations shall be entered on

the record of their proceedings. . ,
Art. 13. The commissioners shall then forth™

proceed to the investigation of the claims *bico

shall be presented to them. They shnll investigate

and decide such claims in such order ond snchman-

ner as thoy may think proper, but upon such m
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dence or information only as shall be furnished by

or on behalf of the respective Governments. They

Bhall be bound to receive and consider all written

documents or statements which may be presented to

them by or on behalf of the respective Governments,

in support of or in answer to any claim, and to hear

if required one person on each Bide on behalf of

each Government, as oounsel or agent for such

Government, on each and every separate claim. A

majority of the commissioners shall be sufficient for

an award in each case. The award shall be given

upon each claim in writing, and shall be signed by

the commissioners assenting to it. It shall oe com

petent for each Government to name one person to

attend the commissioners as its agent, to present

and support claims on its behalf, and to answer

claims made upon it, and to represent it generally

in all matters connected with the investigation and

decision thereof. The high contracting parties here

by engage to consider the decision ot the commis

sioners as absolutely final and conclusive upon each

claim decided upon by them, and to give full effect

to such decisions, without any objection, evasion, or

delay whatsoever.
Art. 14. Every claim shall be presented to the com

missioners within Biz months from the day of their

first meeting, unless in any case where reasons for

delay shall be established to the satisfaction of the

commissioners, and in any such case the period for

presenting the claim may be extended by them to

any time not exceeding three months longer. The

commissioners shall be bound to examine and decide

upon every claim within two years from their first

meeting. It shall be competent for the commis

sion's to decide, in each case, whether any claim

has or has not been made, preferred, and laid before

them, either wholly or to any and what extent, ac

cording to the true intent and meaning of this treaty.

Abt. 15. All sums of money which may be award

ed by the commissioners on account of any claims

shall be paid by the one Government to the other,

as the case may be, within twelve months after the

date of the final award, without interest, and with

out any deduotion, save as specified in Article 16 of

this treaty.
Abt. 16. The commissioners shall keep an accu

rate record and' correct minutes, or notes, of all

their proceedings, with the dates thereof, and may

appoint and employ a secretary, and any other ne

cessary officer or officers, to assist them in the trans

action of the business which may come before them.

Each Government shall pay its own commissioner

and agent or counsel. All other expenses shall he

defrayed by the two Governments in equal moieties.

The whole expenses of the Commission, including

contingent expenses, shall be paid by a rataMe

deduction on the amount of the sums awarded by

the commissioners : I'f.rided alaay«. That suoh de

duction shall not exceed the rate of five per cent, on

the sums so awarded.

Abt. 17. The high contracting parties engago to

consider the result of the proceedings of this Com

mission as a full, perfect, and final settlement of all

such claims as are mentioned in Article 12 of this

treaty upon either Government, and further engage

that every such claim, whether or not the same may

have been presented to the notice of, made " Pre

ferred," or laid before the said Commission, shall,

from and after the conclusion of the proceedings of

said Commission, be considered and treated as finally

settled, barred, and thenceforth inadmissible.

THE FI8I1ER1ES.

Abt. 18. It is agreed by the high contracting par

ties that, in addition to the liberty, secured to the

United States fishermen by the Convention between

the United States and Great Britain, signed at Lon

don on the 20th day of Ootobcr, 1818, or taking, cur

ing, and drying fish on ocrtain coasts of the British

North American Colonies, therein defined, the in

habitants of the United States shall have, in common

with the subjects of her Britannio Majesty, tbo

liberty, for the term of years mentioned in Article 88

of this treaty, to take fish of every kind, except

shell-flsh, on the sea-coasts and shores, and in the

bays, harbors, and creeks of the Provinces of Que

bec, Nova Scotia, and New Brunswick, and the

colony of Prince Edward's Island, and of the several

islands thereunto adjacent, without being restricted

to any distance from the shore, with permission to

land upon the said coasts, and shores, and islands,

and also upon the Magdalen Islands, for the puropse

of drying their nets and curing their flsh : Provided,

That in so doing they do not interfere with the rights

of private property, or with the British fishermen in

the peaceable use of any part of the said coasts in

their occupancy for the same purpose. It is under

stood that the above-mentioned liberty applies solely

to the sea fishery, and that the salmon and shad

fisheries, and all other fisheries in rivers and the

mouth of rivers, are hereby reserved exclusively for

British fishermen.

Abt. 19. It is agreed by the high contracting

parties that British subjects shall have, in common

with the citizens of the United States, the liberty,

for the term of years mentioned in Article 88 of this

treaty, to take fish of every kind, except shell-fish,

on the eastern sea-coast and shores ot the United

States north of the 89th parallel of north latitude,

and on the shores of the several islands thereunto

adjacent, and in the bays, harbors, and creeks of

the said sea-coasts and shores of the United States,

and of the said islands, without being restricted to

any distance from the shore, with permission to land

upon the said coasts of the United States and of the

islands aforesaid, for the purpose of drying their

nets and curing their fish : ProttiUd, That in so doing

they do not interfere with the rights of private prop

erty, or with the fishermen of the United States in

the peaceable use of any part of said coasts in their

occupancy for the same purpose. It is understood

that the above-mentioned liberty applies solely to

the sea fishery, and that the salmon and shad fish

eries, and all other fisheries in rivers and mouths of

rivers, are hereby reserved exclusively for fishermen

of the United States.
Abt. 20. It is agreed that the places designated

by the commissioners appointed under the first

article of the treaty between the United States and

Great Britain, concluded at Washington on the

6th of Jnne, 1864, upon the coasts of her Britannio

Majesty's dominions and of the United States, as

pluces reserved from the common right of fishing

under that treaty, shall be regarded as in like manner

reserved from the common right of fishing under the

preceding articles. In case any question should arise

between the Governments of the United States and

of her Britannio Majesty as to the common right of

fishing in places not thus designated as reserved, it

is agreed that a commission shall be appointed, to

designate such places, and shall be constituted in the

same manner, and have the same powers, duties, and

authorities as the Commission appointed under the

said first article of the treaty of the 6th of June,

1854.

Abt. 21. It is agreed that, for the terra of years

mentioned in Article 83 of this treaty, fish-oil and

fish ofall kinds, " except fish of the inland lakes and

of the rivers falling into them, and except fish pre

served in oil," being the produce of the fisheries of

the United States, or of the Dominion of Canada, or

of Prince Edward's Island, shall be admitted into

each countrv, respectively, free of duty.

Abt. 22. Inasmuch as it is asserted by the Govern

ment of her Britannio Majesty that the privileges

accorded to the citizens of the United States, under

Article 18 of this treaty, are of greater value than

those accorded by Articles 19 and 21 of this treaty

to the subjects of her Britannia Majesty, and this

assertion is not admitted by the Government of the
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United States, it is further agreed that commissioners

shall be appointed to determine, having regard to

the privileges accorded by the United States to the

subjects of her Britannic Majesty, as stated in Ar

ticles 19 and 21 of this treaty, the amount of any

compensation which, in their opinion, ought to bo

paid by the Government of the United States to the

Government of her Britannio Majesty, in return for

the privileges accorded to the citizens of the United

States under Article 18 of this treaty ; that any sum

of money which the said commissioners may so

award shall be paid by the United States Government

in a gross sum within twelve mouths oiler such'

award shall have been given.

Abt. 23. The commissioners referred to in the

preceding article shall be appointed in the following

manner, that is to say: One commissioner shall be

named by tho President of the United States, one

by her Britannic Majesty, and a third by tho Presi

dent and her Britannic Majesty conjointly ; and, in

case the third commissioner shall not have been so

named within a period of three months from the date

when this act shall take effeot, then the third com

missioner shull be named by the representative at

London of his Majesty the Emperor of Austria and

King of Hungary. In case of the death, absence, or

incapacity of any commissioner, or in the event of

any commissioner omitting or ceasing to act, the

vacancy shall be filled in tho manner hereinbefore

provided for making the original appointment, the

period of three months in case of such substitution

being calculated from the date of the happening of

the vooancy. The commissioners named snail meet

in the city of Halifaxt in the province of Nova Scotia,

at the earliest convenient period after they hove been

respectively named, ond shall, before proceeding to

any business, moke ond subscribe a solemn declara

tion that they will impartially and carefully examine

and decide the matters referred to them, to the best

of their judgment, arid according to justioe and

equity, and such declaration shall bo entered on the

record of their proceedings. Each of the high con

tracting powers shall also name one person to attend

tho commission as his agent, to represent it generally

in all matters connected with the commission.

Abt. 24. The proceedings shall be conducted in

such order as the commissioners appointed under

Articles 22 and 23 of this treaty shall determine.

They shall be bound to receive such oral or written

testimony as either Government may present. If

either party shall offer oral testimony, the other

party shall have the right of cross-examination,

under such rules as tho commissioners shall pre

scribe. If in the case submitted to the commis

sioners cither party shall have specified or alluded

to any report or "document in its Own exclusive

possession without annexing a copy, such party shall

bo bound, if the other party thinks proper to apply

for it, to furnish that party with a copy thereof, and

either party may call upon the other through the

commissioners to produce the originals or certified

copies of any papers adduced as evidence, giving in

each instance such reasonable notice as the commis

sioners may require. The case on either Bide shall

bo closed within a period of six months from the

date of the organization of the commission; ond the

commissioners shall be requested to give their award

as soon as possible thereafter. The aforesaid period

of six months may be extended for three months in

case of a vacancy occurring among the commissioners

under the circumstances contemplated in Article 23

of this treaty.

Abt. 25. The commissioners shall keep an accurate

record and correct minutes, or notes, of all their

proceedings, with the dates thereof, and may appoint

and employ a secretary, and any other necessary

officer or officers to assist them in the transaction of

tho business which may como before them. Each

of tho high contracting parties shall pay its own

commissioner and agent or counsel; all other ex

penses shall be defrayed by the two Governments

in equal moieties.

Abt. 28. The navigation of tho river St. Lawrence,

ascending and descending from the 45th parallel of

north latitude, where it ceases to form the boundary

between the two countries, from, to, ond into the

sea, shall forever remain free, and open for the par-

poses of commerce to the citizens of the United

States, subject to any lows ond regulations of Grea:

Britain or of tho Dominion of Canada, not incon

sistent with such privilege of free navigation. The

navigation of the rivers Yucon, Porcupine, andSti-

kine, ascending and descending from, to, and into

the sea, shall forever remain froe and open for the
purposes of commerce to the citizens of both powers,

subject to any laws and regulations of either country

within its own territory, not inconsistent with such

privilege of free navigation.

Abt. 27. The Government of her Britannic M>-

i'esty engages to urge upon the Government of the

•ominion of Canada to Beeure to the citizens of the

United States the use of the Welland, St. Lawrence,

and other canals in the Dominion, on terms of equal

ity with the inhabitants of the Dominion, and the

Government of the United States engages that the

subjects of her Britannio Majesty shall enjoy the use

of the St. Clair Flats Canal on terms of equality with

the citizens of the United States, and further engages

to urge upon the State governments to secure to the

subjects of her Britannio Majesty tho use of the

soveral State canals connected with the navigation

of tho lakes or rivers traversed by or contiguous to

the boundary-line between the possessions of the

high contracting parties on terms of equality with

tho inhabitants of the United States. o
Abt. 28. The navigation of Lake Michigan shall,

also, for tho term of years mentioned in Article 53

of this treaty, be free and open, for the purpose* of

commerce, to tho subjects of ncr Britannic Majesty,

subject to any laws ond regulations of the United

States, or of the States bordering thereof not incon

sistent with such privilege of free navigation.
Abt. 29. It is agreed that, for the term of years

mentioned in Articlo 33 of this treaty, goods, wares,

or merchandise, arriving at tho ports of New York,

Boston, and Portland, ond any other ports of tie

United States, whioh have been or may from time to

time be specially designated by tho President of the

United States and destined for her Britannio Majesty's

possessions in North America, may be entered at the

proper custom-house and conveyed in transit, without

the payment of duties, through tho territory of the

United States, under such rules, regulations, and

conditions for the protection of the revenues as the

Government of the United States may from time to

time prescribe, and under like rules, regulations, ana

conditionSj goods, wares, or merchandise may he

conveyed in transit, without the payment of duties,

from such possessions through the territory of the

United States for export from the said ports of the

United States. It is further agreed that, for the like

period, goods, wares, or merchandise, arriving at any

of the ports of her Britannio Majesty's possessions in

North America, and destined for the United States,

may be entered at tho proper custom-house and con

veyed in transit, without the payment of duties,

through the said possessions, under such rules and

regulations and conditions for the protection of the

revenue as the Government of the said possessions

may from time to timo prescribe, and under lit*

rules, regulations, and conditions, goods, wares, or

merchandise, may be conveyed in transit without

payment of duties, from tho United States, tlirouji

said possessions to other places in the United States,

or for export from ports in the said possessions.
Art. 80. It is agreed that for tho term of rears

mentioned in Article 33 of this treaty subjeotsof her

Britannic Majesty may carry in British vessel*, wiltt-

out payment of duties, goods, wares, or merchandise,

from one port or place within the territory ot the
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United States, upon the St. Lawrence, the Great

Lakes, and the rivers connecting the samo, to an

other port, or place, within the territory of the United

States as aforesaid : Provided, That a portion of such

transportation is made through the Dominion of Can

ada by land-carriage and in bond, under such rules

and regulations as may be agreed upon between the

Government of her Britanmo Majesty and the Gov

ernment of the United States. Citizens of the United

States may for the like period carry in United States

vessels, without payment of duty, goods, wares, or

merchandise, from one port or place within the pos

sessions of her Britanmo Majesty in North America

to another port or place within the said possessions :

Provided, That a portion of such transportation is

made through the territory of the United States by

land-carriage, and in bond, under Buch rules and

regulations as may be agreed upon between the Gov

ernment of the United States and the Government

of her Britannic MajeBty. The Government of the

United States further engages not to imposo any ex

port duties on goods, wares, or merchandise carried

under this article through the territory of the United

StateB, and her Britannic Majesty's Government en

gages to urge the Parliament of the Dominion of

Canada, ana the Legislatures of tho other colonies,

not to impose any export duties on goods, wares, or

merchandise carried under this article. And the

Government of tho United States may, in case such

export duties are imposed by the Dominion of Can

ada, suspend, during the period that such duties are

imposed, the right of carrying granted under this

article in favor of the subjects of her Britannic Ma

jesty. The Government of the United States may

also suspend the right of carrying granted in favor

of the subjects of her Britannic Majesty, under this

article, in case the Dominion of Canada should at

any time deprive the citizens of the United States of

the use of the canals in said Dominion on terms of

equality with the inhabitants of the Dominion, as

provided in Article 27.
Art. 81. The Government of her Britannic Majesty

further engages to urge upon the Parliament of the

Dominion ot Canada and the Legislature of New

Brunswick that no export or other duty shall be

levied on lumber or timber of any kind cut on that

portion of the American territory in the State of

Maine watered by the river St. John and its tribu

taries, and floated down that river to the sea, when

the same is shipped to the United States from the

Province of New Brunswick ; and in case any such

export or other duty continues to be levied alter the

expiration of one year from the date of the exchange

of the ratifications of this treaty, it is agreed that the

Government of the United States may suspend the

right of carrving hereinbefore granted under article

No. 80 of this treaty for such period as such export

or other duty may be levied.
Art. 82. It is further agreed that the provisions

and stipulations of Articles 18 to 25 of this treaty,

inclusive, shall extend to the Colony of Newfound

land, so far as they are applicable. But, if the Im

perial Parliament, tho Legislature of Newfoundland,

or tho Congress of the United States shall not em

brace the Colony of Newfoundland in their laws

enacted for carrying the foregoing articles into effect,

then this article shall be of no effect; but the omis

sion to make provision, by law, to give it effect, by

either of the legislative bodies aforesaid, shall not in

any way impair any other articles of this treaty.

Art. 88. The foregoing articles, 18 to 25, inclusive,

and Article 80 of this treaty, shall take effect as soon

as the laws required to carry them into operation

shall have been passed by the Imperial Parliament

of Great Britain, by the Parliament of Canada, and

by the Legislature of Prince Edward's Island, on the

one hand, and by the Congress of the United States

on the other. Such assent having been given, the

said articles shall remain in force for the period of

ten years from the date at which they may come into

operation ; and further, until the expiration of two

years after either of the high contracting parties

shall have given notice to the other of its wish to

terminate the same ; each of the high contracting

parties being at liberty to give such notice to the

other at the end of the said period of ten years, or at

any time afterward.

TnE KOSTHKBIT BOUHnAET.

Art. 84. Whereat it was stipulated by Article 1

of the treaty concluded at Washington "on the 15th

of June, 1846, between the United States of America

and her Britannic MajeBty, that the line of boundary

between the territory of the United States and those

of her Britannio Majesty, from the point on the 49th

parallel of north latitude up to which it hud already

been ascertained, should De continued westward

along the said parallel of north latitude to the middle

of the channel which separates the continent from

Vancouver's Island, and thence southerly along the

middle of the said channel, and of Fuca Strait to tho

Pacific Ocean ; and wheroas the commissioners ap

pointed by the two high contracting parties to de

termine that portion of the boundary which runs

southerly through the middle of the channel afore

said were unable to agree upon the same; and

whereas tho Government of her Britannic Majesty

claims that such boundary-line should, under tho

terms of the treaty above recited, be run through the

Bosario Straits, and the Government of the United

States claims that it should be run through the Canal

De Huro, it is agreed that tho respective claims of

the Government of her Britannic MajeBty and of the

Government of the United States shall be submitted

to the arbitration and award of his Majesty the Em

peror of Germany, who, having regard to "the above-

mentioned article of the said treaty, shall decide

thereupon, finally and without appeal, which of those

claims is most in accordance with the true interpre

tation of the treaty of June 15, 1846.

Art. 85. The award of his Majesty the Emperor

of Germany shall bo considered as absolutely final

and conclusive, and full effect shall be given to such

award, without any objection, evasion, or delay

whatsoever. Such decision shall be given in writ

ing, and dated. It shall be in whatsoever form his

Majesty may choose to adopt. It shall be delivered

to the representatives or other publio agents of tho

United States and of Great Britain, respectively, who

may be actually at Berlin, and shall bo considered as

operative from the day of the date of tho delivery

thereof.
Art. 86. The written or printed case of each of

the two parties, accompanied by the evidence offered

in support of the same, shall be laid before his Ma

jesty the Emperor of Germany within six months

from the date of the exchange of the ratification of

this treaty, and a copy of such case and evidence

shall be communicated by each party to the other

through their respective representatives at Berlin.

The high contracting powers may include in the

evidence to be considered by tho arbitrator such

documents, official correspondence, and other official

or public statements bearing on the subject of the

reference as they may consider necessary to the sup

port of their respective cases. After the written or

printed case shall have been communicated by each

party to the other, each party shall have tho power

of drawing up and laying before the arbitrators a

second and definitive statement, if it think fit to do

so, in reply to the case of the other party so commu

nicated, which definitive statement shall be so laid

before the arbitrator, and also be mutually commu

nicated, in the same manner as aforesaid, by each

party to the other within six months from the date

of laying the first statement of the case before tho

arbitrator.
Art. 37. If in the case submitted to the arbitrator

either party shall specify or allude to any report or

document in its own exclusive possession, without
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annexing a copy, such party shall be bound, if the

other party thinks proper to apply for it, to furnish

that party with a copy thereof, and either party

may call upon the other through the arbitrator to

produce the originals or certified copies of any papers

adduced as evidence, giving in each instance such

reasonable notioe as the arbitrator may require ; and

if the arbitrator should desire further elucidation or

evidence with regard to any point contained in the

statements laid before him, he shall be at liberty to

require it from either party, and shall be at liberty

to near one counsel or agent for each party in rela

tion to any matter, ana at such time and in such

manner as he may think fit.

Abt. 88. The representatives or other publio

agents of the Unitod States and Great Britain at Ber

lin, respectively, shall be considered as the agents

of their respective Governments to conduct their

cases before the arbitrator, who shall be requested
to address all his communications and give all his

notices to such representatives, or other public agents

who shall represent their respective Governments

generally, in all matters connected with arbitration.

Art. 39. It shall be competent to the arbitrator to

proceed in the said arbitration, and all matters relat

ing thereto, as and when he shall see fit, either in

person or by a person or persons named by him for

that purpose, either in the presence or absence of

oithor or both agents, and either orally or by written

discussion, or otherwise.

Abt. 40. The arbitrator may, if he think fit, ap

point a secretary or clerk for the purposes of the pro

posed arbitration, at Buch rate ofremuneration as he

shall think proper. This, and all other expenses of

and connected with said arbitration, shall bo pro

vided for as hereinafter stipulated.

Abt. 41. The arbitrator shall be requested to de

liver, together with his award, an account of all the

costs and expenses which he may have been put to

in relation to thia matter, which shall forthwith be

paid by the two Governments in equal moieties.

Abt. 42. The arbitrator shall be requested to deliver

his award in writing as early as convenient after the

whole case on each side shall be laid before him, and

to deliver one copy thereof to each of the said agents.

Abt. 48. The present treaty shall be duly ratified
by the President of the United States of America,

and by and with the advice and consent of the Sen

ate thereof, and by her Britannic Majesty jand the

ratifications shall be exchanged, either at Washing

ton or at London, within six months from the date

hereof, or earlier if possible. In faith whereof, we,

the respective plenipotentiaries, have signed this

treaty, and have hereunto affixed our seals.

Done in duplicate at Washington tho 8th day of

May, in the year of our Lord 1871.

ST. DOMINGO.

Special Message from the President, and Re

port of the American Commissioners.

The following is the President's message to

Congress transmitting the report of the St.

Domingo Commissioners:

To the Stnatt and House of Bepretentaiivet :

I have the honor to Bubmit herewith to the two

houses of Congress the report of the commissioners

appointed in pursuance of the joint resolution ap

proved January 12, 1871. It will be observed that

this report moro than sustains all that I have hereto

fore said in regard to the productiveness and health-

fulness of tho Eepublio of St. Domingo, of the

unanimity of the people for annexation to the United

States, and of their peaceable character.

It is due to the public, as it certainly is to myself,

that I should here give all the oireumstances which

first led to the negotiation of a treaty for the annexa

tion of the Republic of St. Domingo to the United

States. When I accepted tho arduous and responsi

ble position which I now hold, I did not dream of

instituting any steps for tho acquisition of insular

possessions. I believed, however, that our institu

tions were broad enough to extend over the entire

continent as rapidly as other peoples might desire to

bring themselves under our protection. I believed,

further, that we should not permit any independent

government, within the limits of North America, io

pass from a condition of independence to one of

ownership, or protection, under a European power.

Soon after my inauguration as President, I was wait

ed upon by an agent of President Baez, with a propo

sition to annex the Republic of St. Domingo to the

United States. This gentleman represented the

capacity of the island, the desire of the people, and

their character and habits, about as they have been

described by the commissioners, whose report ac

companies this message. He stated, further, that,

being weak in numbers and poor in purse, ther

were not capable of developing their great resources ;

that the people had no incentive to industry, on ac

count of lack of protection for their accumulations;

and that, if not accepted by the United States, with

institutions which tney loved above those of any

other nation, they would be compelled to seek pro

tection elsewhere. To these statements I made no

reply, and gave no indication of what I thought of

the proposition. In the course of time, I was waited

upon by a second gentleman from St. Domingo, who

made the same representations, and who Was received

in like manner. In view of tho facts which had been

laid before me, and with an earnest desire to main

tain the Monroe doctrine, I believed that I would be

derelict in my duty if I did not take measures to as

certain the exact wish of the government and the in

habitants of the Republic of St. Domingo, in regard

to annexation, and communicate the information to

the people of the United States. Under tho attend

ing circumstances, I felt that, if I turned a deaf ear

to this appeal, I might, in the future, be justly

charged with a flagrant neglect of the publio inter

ests, and utter disregard of the welfare of a down

trodden race, praying for the blessings of a free and

strong government, and for protection in the enjoy

ment of the fruits of their own industry. Those

opponents of annexation who have heretofore pro

fessed to be preeminently friends of the rights of

man I believed would be my most violent assailants,

if I neglected so clear a duty. Accordingly, after

having appointed a commissioner to visit the island,

who declined on account of sickness, I selected a

second gentleman, in whose capacity, judgment, and

integrity I had, and have yet, the most unbounded

confidence. He visited St. Domingo, not to secure

or hasten annexation, but, unprejudiced and un

biassed, to learn all the facts about the government,

the people, and the resources of that republic. He

went, certainly, as well prepared to make an unfavor

able report as" a favorable one, if the facts warranted

it. His report fully corroborated the views of pre

vious commissioners, and, upon its receipt, I felt that

a sense of duty, and a due regard for our great na

tional interests, required me to negotiate a treaty for

the acquisition of the Republic of St. Domingo. i»

soon as it became publicly known that such a treaty

had been negotiated, the attention of the country was

occupied with allegations calculated to prejudice the

merits of the case, and with those whose duty had

connected them with it. Amid the public excite

ment thus created, the treaty failed to receive the

requisite two-thirds vote of the Senate, and was re

jected. But whether the action of that body was

based wholly upon the merits of the treaty, or might

not have been, in some degree, influenced bv such

unfounded allegations aa oould not be known by the

people, because the debates of the Senate in secret

session are not published, I will not venture an

assertion. Under these circumstances, I deemed it

due to the office which I hold, and due to the charac-
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ter of the agents who had been charged with the in

vestigation, that suoh proceedings should be had as

would enable the people to know the truth. A com

mission was, therefore, constituted, under authority

of Congress, consisting of gentlemen selected with

special reference to their high character and capacity

for the laborious work intrusted to them, who were

instructed to visit the spot and report upon the facts.

Uther eminent citizens were requested to accompany

the Commission in order that the people might nave

the benefit of their views. Students of science and

correspondents of the press, without regard to politi

cal opinions, were invited to join the expedition, and

their numbers were limited only by the capacity of

the vessel.

The more rejection by the Senate of a treaty nego

tiated by the President only indicates a difference of

opinion of the government, without touching the

character or wounding the pride of either. But when

such rejection takes place simultaneously with

charges, openly made, of corruption on the part of

the President, or of those employed by him, the case

is different. Indeed, in such case, the honor of the

nation demands investigation. This has been accom

plished by the report ot the commissioners herewith

transmitted, and which fully vindicates the purity of

motives and action of those who represented the

United States in the negotiation. And now my task

is finished, and with it ends all personal solicitude

upon the subject. My duty being done, yours begins,

and I gladly band over the whole matter to the judg

ment of the American people and of their represent

atives in Congress assembled.

The facts will, now be spread before the country,

and a decision rendered by that tribunal whose con

victions so seldom err, and against whoso will I have

no policv to enforce. My opinion remains unchanged ;

indeed, it is confirmed by the report that the inter

ests of our country and of St. Domingo alike invite

the annexation of the republic. In viow of the dif

ference of opinion upon this subject, I suggest that

no action be taken at the present session, beyond

the printing and general dissemination of the report.

Before the next session of Congress, the people will

have considered the subject and formed on intelli

gent opinion concerning it, to which opinion, delib

erately made up, it will be the duty of every depart

ment of the Government to give need, and no one

will more cheerfully conform to it than myself. It is

not only the theory of ourtConstitution that the will

of the people constitutionally expressed is the su

preme law, but I have ever believed that all men are

wiser than any one man, and, if the people,, upon a

full presentation of the facts, shall decide that the

annexation of the republic is not desirable, every de

partment of the Government ought to acquiesce in

that decision.

In again submitting to Congress a subject upon

which public sentiment has been divided, and which

has been made the occasion of acrimonious debates

in Congress, as well as unjust aspersions elsewhere,

I may, 1 trust, be indulged in a single remark : No

man can hope to perform duties so delicate and re

sponsible as pertain to the presidential office without

sometimes incurring the hostility of those who deem

their opinions and wishes treated with insufficient

consideration, and he who undertakes to conduct the

affairs of a great government as a faithful publio ser

vant, if sustained by the approval of his own con

science, may rely with confidence upon the candor

and intelligence of a free people, whose best interests

he has striven to subserve, and can bear with pa

tience the censure of disappointed men.

U. S. GBANT.

Executive Mansion, April 6, 1871.

BEPOET OP THE COMMISSIONERS.

The following is the report of the Commis

sion of Inquiry relative to St. Domingo :

Sib : The commissioners appointed pursuant to

resolution of Congress, approved January 12, 1871,

to inquire into the condition of the Dominican Re

public, have the honor to submit the following re

port, answering, in a summary way, the successive

inquiries propounded in the resolution, referring to

the accompanying testimony and documents ana to

the series of scientific reports for fuller information

on special subjects of inquiry :

The resolution is as follows :

Resolved, by the Senate and House of Representative*

of the United States of AmerUa} in Congress assembled,

That the President of tho United States be author

ized to appoint three commissioners and also a secre

tary—the latter to be versed in the English and

Spanish languages—to proceed to the Island of St.

Domingo, and such other places, if any, as such

commissioners may deem necessary, and there to in

quire intOj ascertain, and report the political state

and condition of the Bepublic of Dominica ; the prob

able number of inhabitants, and the desire and dis

position of the people of the said republic to become

annexed to and to form part ofthe people ofthe United

States ; the physical, mental, ana moral condition of

the said people, and the general condition as to ma

terial wealth and industrial enpacity ; the resources

of the country, its mineral and agricultural products,

the products of its waters and forests ; the general

character of the soil, and the extent and proportion

thereof capable of cultivation: the climate and

health of the country ; its bays, harbors, and rivers ;

its general meteorological character, and the exist

ence and frequency of remarkable meteorological

phenomena; the debt of the government and its

obligations, whether funded and ascertained and

admitted, or unadjusted and under discussion ;

treaties or engagements with other powers ; the ex

tent of boundaries and territory, and what propor

tion ia covered by foreign claimants, or by grants

and concessions, and, generally, what concessions

or franchises have been granted, with the names of

the respective grantees ; the terms and conditions on

which the Dominican government may desire to be

annexed to and to become a part of theUnited States,

as one of the Territories thereof, and such other in

formation with respect to the said government or its

territories as to the said commissioners shall seem

desirable or important, with reference to the future

incorporation ofthe said Dominican Bepublic into tho

United States as one-of its Territories.
Sxo. 2. And be it further resolved, That the said

commissioners shall serve without compensation,

except the payment of expenses and the compensa

tion of a secretary, which shall bo determined jy the

Secretary of State, with the approval of the Presi

dent : Frovidtd, That nothing in these resolutions

contained shall be held, understood, or construed as

committing Congress to the policy of annexing the

territory of the said Bepublic of Dominica.

In accordance with said resolution, the com

missioners proceeded to tho Island of St. Do

mingo, leaving New York on the 17th, and

arriving at Samana Bay on the 24th of Janu

ary, 1871, and forthwith began their inquiries.

They were aided in their researches by a corps

of scientific observers. They traversed the

Dominican Republic from end to end in several

directions, either by their agents or in person,

one of the commissioners crossing it from south

to north, and another from east to west. They

spent several weeks at the capital, in daily con

ference with the President and chief officers

of the government, in examining the official

records, and, as at all other places, in constant

intercourse with the people, and taking testi
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mony of witnesses. They visited the vicinity

of the western border country, where it was

reported that there were disturbances, and re

mained a week at the capital of the neighbor

ing Republic of Hayti, where some supplemen

tary investigations were made. They were

detained a few days by the necessity of coal

ing the ship at Kingston, Jamaica, where some

opportunity was afforded to examine questions

of white-labor management, of agriculture, and

general administration in the West Indies, and

the progress free colored men there are making.

Returning to the United States by way of Key

"West, they landed at Charleston, March 26th,

having been absent seventy days.

The present government of the Dominican Repub

lic is in theory a constitutional republic. According

to its constitution, the government is divided into

throe branches—tho executive, legislative, andjudi

cial. The first consists of a President and Vice-

President, olected by an electoral college for a term

of six years, with a difference of three years in the

time or their election. Both the President and the

Vice-President are ineligible to the presidency dur

ing the following term. The President appoints a

Council of State, consisting of a Minister of Publio

Instruction, of Interior, Polioe and Agriculture, of

Publio Works, of Commerce, of War, and of Marine.

On ono of these four ministers the duties of Minister

of Foreign Halations devolve at the will of the Presi

dent. The legislative branch of the government con

sists of a Senate.—Senado Contvltor—elected by the

primary assemblies, and has two members for the

city of St. Domingo, two for Santiago, and one for

each of the other provinces and districts ; nine mem

bers in all. Those hold office six years, and may be

reelected. Eaoh province and district has a govern

ment, and each parish and military post has a com

mandant nominated by the Executive and responsi

ble to him. The towns are govorned by Ayuntami-

entos or Counoils elected by the primary assemblies

for three years. The judiciary consists of a Supreme

Court, whose seat is at the capital, with a President,

four Ministers, and one Attorney-General, who are

chosen by the Senate from nominations made by the

Electoral College, and who hold office five years. In

every province and district there is a Court of First

Instance, sitting in the respective capitals, consisting

of a Judge, Prosecutor, and Attorney-General, all

nominated by the Executive, and holding office five

years. It was found that this court had, in many

parts of the republio, fallen into disuse. Finally,

eaoh town and parish or commune has an alcalde,

appointed by tho Executive, and holding office at his

pleasure, and corresponding to our justice of the

peace. In this latter case the practice is certainly

far better than the theory. In all parts of the repub

lio it was found that the aloalde held office virtually

during good behavior, and not one was found whose

character did not inspire respect.

This country has for a long period boon subjected

to a series of rovolts, led by ambitious leaders, who

frequently spring up and stir tho population of one

or more districts into petty civil wars, which some

times ripen into revolution. In consequence of this

conditionof things, there has grown up, under various

administrations, a penal code much more severe, es

pecially in regard to political offencos, than prevails

in our oountry. Infested as that country has been

by jealous, aspiring, and seditious leaders, whose im

portance depends on commotion, there is no doubt

that a rigorous execution of this code has been neces

sary from time ti time to prcsorve the tranquillity of

the republic. Tho commissioners found the gov

ernment organized and in complete operation in

all its departments, exercising every function of le-

Sitimate government, with General Buenaventura

uez as the chief magistrate, in the full and peaceable

possession of all parts of the republic, except on the

Haytian border, which is disturbed by insurrectionary

leaders, aided by Uaytians and political intriguer*,

and emissaries who have congregated at various

points on the neighboring islands. These are incited

to be extraordinarily active at this time by the fear

of annexation to tho United States. From all that

the commissioners could ascertain, President Bae:

has the respect of a great majority of the Dominican

people for his administrative abilities, and the atiw

attachment of many of the leading men, who regard

him as the only statesman among them who can hold

the nation against domestic factions and foreign foes.

In the year 1848, after five years of anarchy conse

quent upon the expulsion of the Haytian power. Gen

eral Baez was regularly elected President of the re

public It appears that he was chosen as a man who,

by his education, fortune, and publio services, would

be most likely to secure general confidence and heal

the wounds inflicted by civil and foreign warn. Five

years before this he had been elected to the national

Congress, and he had been made President of that

body at a most critical period of the national history—

the poriod of the creation of new institutions after

tho casting off of the Hayt ian yoke. His first admin

istration appears to have been successful. It stands

unique in ono respect, for it is the only one in tie

annals of the Dominican Republic which baa lasud

during the entire constitutional period. In 1S53 he

was regularly and peaceably succeeded by General

Pedro tnautana. A period of anarchy soon ensued,

which lasted until the year 1861, when the island

was brought again under tho power of Spain by Gen

eral Sautana. After the expulsion of the Spaniards,

anarchy again followed. During the periods before

and after the Spanish domination, General Bae: was

several times called in from abroad to save the conn-

try from this anarchy by provisional authority, she

only authority existing at such times in the republic.

In one of the delegations of leading citizens who ten

dered to him the onief magistracy was General CabraL

President Baez has now entered upon the third year

of his present administration. There is ample testi

mony to the fact that, under him, despite the diffi

culties that have beset him, the republio has enjoyed

as much liberty as any of his predecessors dared alio",

and more tranquillity than they knew how to gin '■

nor do the commissionoie find that there is any "J"
ponent of the present administration of that repuhjjJ

who has now, or who ever has had, any claim toil"

chief magistracy by a title superior to that of i*

present incumbent. Whatever technical defects there

might have been in his original title to the office, it

was confirmed by the national convention and ratified

by the assent and support of the people. The fre

quency of civil commotions during a long period, and

the consequent insecurity of property, have psralywd

industry, discouraged accumulation, and so impov

erished the country, that for the last two years the

financial resoureesof tho government, as its offi«rs

informed us, have been inadequate to pay its a'

penses. Meanwhile, it has constantly been harass™

with incursions and attempts at revolution. Only

the ability of the administration and a large share u

the confidence reposed in it by a strong majority ^

the people could have maintained its existence tlirou."

so many difficulties. .
The insurrections which still exist are headed t>y

Cabral and Luperon. The former of those is uni

versally conceded to be the more important.,'".'

neither has a distinct flag or a regularly-orjw1*
army. Neither is the exponent of a clMrly-deJUf.

policy. Both seem animated by interest,
raents, and resentments, purely personal. Tneir^
position has assumed the character of an arn«i -

guerrilla warfare, involving a hoavy expopdlturV

the part of tho government at the capital, on>ljjje

sessing no power which gives it any hold on p»

J
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opinion beyond the territory it may temporarily

occupy.

The commission obtained in all parts of the conn-

try substantially the same information, viz. : That

General Cabral once had the elements of personal

popularity, and that in times past he earned the re

spect of many by public services, but that in an ad

ministrative capacity he has proved incompetent,

and has lost the confidence of the country. Many

even, who still entertain more kindly personal feel

ings toward him than toward Bacz, confess that he

falls far short of the latter in administrative abilities :

that General Cabral does not claim to be the legal

head of the republic That he docs not claim to rep

resent the principle ofconstitutional or legal authority

and order is shown by the fact that, in his proclamation

and in a communication to the commission, he styles

himself " Chief of the Revolution," and the journal

pretending to emanate from him at Ban Juan, but

well understood to be printed at the Haytian capital,

is styled the Bulletin of the Revolution. As to Lu-

peron, the testimony, both in the Cibao and on the

coast, is that he is simply a bandit, stained with

crime. He has not, so far as could be learned, dis

tinguished himself in any regular manner, his main

exploits being in sundry robberies and piratical

operations on the coast—the latter by means of a

Bteamer furnished him by insurrection brokers on a

neighboring island. The disturbance of which Ca

bral is head has its seat in the western part of the

republic, on the Haytian frontier. It is claimed that

the districts of San Juan and Noyba, in which his

operations are conducted, embrace a large population

devoted to him ; but the testimony of several refu

gees and heads of families from that district, as well

as considerable corroborative evidence, shows that

the region named, between the incursionists of the

Haytians and the prevalence of insurrection, is near

ly depopulated, and that the force immediately at

Cabral's command does not exceed a few hundred

men, who, in case of emergency, force into their ser

vice all the male population upon whom they can lay

their hands. It has also been claimed that he has

controlled the Dominican port of Borohona and re

ceived supplies through it. but this certainly is no

longer the case. On the other hand, it is charged by

the present Dominican government that ho has re

ceived supplies through Haytij and that Haytian sol

diers and arms have been at his disposal. The com

missioners obtained evidence of this fact from many

sources. They also examined Haytian prisoners,

speaking only tho language of the Haytians, and

having in their hands muskets bearing the Haytian

stamp.
To the northeast of the country overrun by Cabral,

in the neighborhood of the boy of Manzanilla, is the

band under the control of Luperon ; but the opinion

of trustworthy persons, as taken in that section by

tho Commission, is that his force is small and of a

guerrilla character. He seems to have the strength

of a desperado, and nothing more. The commis

sioners believe that, had these leaders wielded only

their own forces and resources, they would long ago

have been put down. Their whole importance is

derived from tho help of forcTgn intriguers, and from

the fact that behind them stands the Haytian nation,

which has nearly three times tho population and rev

enue of tho Dominican Republic, which has never re

lented in its aggressive policy, and at whose head is

a President elevated by a tloody insurrection, in

volving the murder of his prcdoeessor.
Besides the revolts which have been named owing

to the Haytian aggressions, some minor causes have,

in the weakened condition of the republic, tended to

aggravate its difficulties. First of theso may be men

tioned the provincial jealousy existing between the

people ofthe great district north ofthe contral chain of

mountains and those inhabiting tho southern side.

Tho former district embraces the two most thriving

cities of the republic, Puerto Plata and Santiago, bc-
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sides some villages of importance. On the other

hand, to the south side belongs the city of St. Do

mingo, with its prestige as the capital city, decayed,

but still powerful from its vital connection with the

history of the island from Columbus to Baez. In a

weakened state of the republic the jealousy between

these districts has caused revolutionary leaders to

arise ; but with a government strong and free, giv

ing better internal communications and developing

industry, this provincial jealousy would probably be

changed into a healthy political reality. Next, a

more serious cause of disturbance to the Bteady ex

ercise of political rights lies in the existence of a

considerable number of petty military chiefs, about

whom has grown up a peculiar system of clanship or

semi-military attachment. This prevails especially

in the central and mountain districts, and is the

natural result of long-continued struggles between

ambitious men for supremacy in the republic. In

the anarchy thus caused, each neighborhood has

shown a tendency to group itself about its most dar

ing or capable men. These have received military

titles from the heads of various governments or rev

olutions, the rank of each depending mainly on the

number of retainers he could bring to the leader

whose cause he had espoused. The attachment thua

begun in-war continues in peace, and as political in

stitutions are weak often becomes stronger than law

or political habits; hence arises a class whose im

portance depends on commotion. Unoccupied and,

therefore, uneasy, they are prompt to increase any

troubles that may arise. The people of the country

clearly understand that these disturbers of their

peace are public enemies. Among the reasons con

stantly assigned for desiring annexation to the

United States was the necessity of extinguishing the

lawlessness and shiftlessness arising from this sys

tem. Firm and judicious measures in administra

tion, immigration, increased activity in agriculture

and trade, would, doubtless, rapidly destroy the

greater part of this evil. Union with a strong gov

ernment would of itself discourago and put an end to

most ot these disturbances, and as political habits

increase it is probable that these semi-military com

binations of chiefs and retainers may be transmuted

into political combinations, under constitutional and

legal restrictions. To these causes of disturbance

may be added a third, very effective at present, but

which would be at once annihilated should the Do

minican Republio be effectually protected by con

nection with a strong nation.
Within short distances of St. Domingo are various

other islands where insurrectionists and destructives

freely hatch their plots. To such an extent has this

been carried that certain capitalists there invest in

prominent revolutionists as a matter of business.

Revolution becomes thus a branch of trade, in

which capitalists embark with certainty of great

risks, but with possibility of great gains. To-

further these operations, proclamations and docu

ments are forged. These emanate nominally from

the leaders of the insurrectionary force of the day,

but they generally present the clearest internal evi

dence that their pretended authors never saw them.

From these parties and their agents come rumors

and even circumstantial accounts of insurrections

where none exist. The commissioners encountered

several instances of this. This insurrection broker

age would doubtless cease as soon as it is the policy

of any strong nation to prevent it.

In all the struggles of various administrations

against revolutionists and destructives, the local and

municipal liberties of the provinces, districts, and

towns have suffered greatly. The exigencies of tho

central civil and military authority seem to have

prevented tho growth on any large scale of that sys

tem of local self-government which forms the

groundwork of freedom in the United States. Still,

tho forms of local liberty are by no means wholly

destroyed. " Ayuntaniicntos," or town councils, are
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Btill retained. These are bodies elected by the peo

ple, holding regular sessions, keeping records of

tliuir proceedings, and exercising considerable care in

tho registration of vital statistics. To these bodies

belongs the local administration. Thoy are small,

and the length of the term of office prevents, in

some degree, tho immediate influence of the popular

will being felt upon them : still they serve at least to

keep up the traditions of local freedom and some

habit of local management of affairs. The men

chosen seem worthy of their trust. Tho commis

sioners were impressed with tho general character

and ability of the members of their municipal bodies.

There are" among them many who would do honor

to similar councils in any country. The difficulties

and dangers with which these men have been envi

roned seem to have docpenod and strengthened their

characters, whiio interest in political affairs has been

by the same circumstances nearly crushed out of tho

more timid majority. It was among this class that

the Commission and their agents found their most

intelligent welcome, and unrestrained conversation

with them showed that their wcloome was not a moro

formality to which they had been compelled. It ap

pears to the commissioners that, under a government

guaranteeing liberty and order, those municipal

bodies scattered through the country might become

centres of a better system than the Dominican Be-

publio has yet known.
The constant succession of insurrectionary leaders

and the long series of disturbances to which it has

been the fato of the Dominican people to bo subject

ed, many years since led thoughtful men among them

to look abroad in tho hope of relief. It was this sen

timent which led the population generally to oquicsco

quietly at first in tho occupation of the republic by

the forces of Spain in 1861. That occupation had been

brought about by the management of Santana and

others, then in power, aided by the Spanish ships-of-

war, without the general knowledge of the people,

and it was suddenly consummated to tho surprise or

tho great majority of the citizens. Tho commission

ers took especial pains in all parts of the country to

examine into tho cause of the failure that followed

this annexation, as well as of the unpopularitv and

overthrow of the Spanish rulo in the island. Those

have been generally stated to them as follows :

1. That, contrary to the understanding between

the Dominican and Spanish Governments, tho publio

offices of all sorts were mainly filled with Spaniards,

to the exclusion of Dominicans.

2. That the Spanish subordinate functionaries were

not generally native Spaniards, but Spanish subjects,

drawn from Cuba and Porto Kioo, colonies where

blacks and men of color are held as slaves, and the

atmosphere In which these men had been brought up

had filled them with a prejudice which unfitted them

utterly for tho administration of government in a

country where the great majority of the population

are oolored, and a considerable number are black.

8. That some of tho superior officers and very many

of the soldiery were brutal boyond endurance, and

that very little offectivo redress could be obtained.

It was stated to the Commission by a venerable cler

gyman, in charge of one of the most important par

ishes on the island, a man of acknowledged devotion

to Christian duty, and entirely trustworthy that tho

Spanish governor of that province had, to his certain

knowledge, been concerned in tho assassination of a

mother to obtain control of the person of her daugh

ter ; that he had entered the clergyman's house, stick

in hand, and threatened him with ignominious chas

tisement, and that in various ways the Spaniards op

pressed the people, treating them as conquered, and

insulting their local authorities.

4. That the Spanish rulers showed a mania for

regulating the details of ordinary life, in some oases

resulting in positive indignities to the people.

5. That the ecclesiastical administration was at va

riance with their ideas. Practically, religious tolera

tion had grown up in tbc republic. This fact the new

archbishop, under the Spaniards, did not seem to

have recognized. Protestant churches were shut, and

orders were issued to the clergy of the Established

Church to enforce a multitude of vexations regula

tions upon their flocks, involving spying upon fami

lies. To use tho language of a venerable priest, " the

archbishop was a worthy man, but ho seemed to con

sider that ho was living in the time of the Inquisi

tion." Tho clergy were dissatisfied at that policy.

Remonstrances were made, and a letter from one

Catholio clergyman to tho archbishop stated that

" such moasures befit neither this age nor this conn-

try." To these may bo added the fact that the Ma

sonic fraternity, which possess a very large and wide

spread membership among the best men of the Uland,

was understood to be menaced.

6. That there were manifested on various occa

sions certain deep-seated political ideas. Of these

may be mentioned opposition to monarchy and to

colonial subjection, and attachment to the name of

tho republic.

7. That thero was aroused a popular apprehension,

founded upon a knowledge or Spanish administra

tion on the neighboring island, that slavery would bo

reestablished, either by reducing the colored Domini

can peoplo to tho condition of slaves or by new im

portations.

Although theso causes were not equally operative

in all parts of the country, and the better class of

Spanish officials mitigated them considerably in some

districts, they were sufficient, when joined to uneasi

ness under tho colonial yoke, to cause an insurrec

tion, which soon became a revolution. The people

revolted in all parts of the interior, and, aided by

greater knowledge of the country, and greater famil

iarity with guerrilla warfare, resisted all attempts to

put them down. They finally drove the Spaniards

into tho strongholds on tho coast, where the soldiers

died by wholesale of the malignant fevers engendered

in close and filthy barracks devoid of all sanitary ap

pliances. Of the Spanish losses no exact data could

be obtained ; the best opinion seemed to be, that tho

Spaniards sent in all about 85,000 troops, of whom be

tween 6,000 and 8,000 were lost by desertion and the

causes above alluded to.

Although bitterly disappointed in the results of

the Spanish annexation, the people, who were soon

involved in new revolutions, cease not to look abroad

in the hope of relief. To the surprise of the Com

mission, in almost all parts of the country, even the

remotest, the people were found to be familiar with

the question of annexation to the United States, and

to have discussed it among themselves with intelli

gence. All classes, in all ports of the republic, were

consulted— magistrates and ecclesiastics of everv

grade; officials, civil and military; citizens of all

professions and occupations in town and country—

and everywhere there was a general agreement in the

declaration that their only hope of permanent peace

and prosperity is in annexation to and becoming part

of tho people of the United States. They generally

declared their belief, that the strong arm ol this re

public, taking them under protection as part of the

nation, would at once end the efforts and hopes of

every seditious, revolutionary leader, and establish

law, order, and prosperity.

Tho incorporation into public sentiment of a feel

ing strongly favorable to annexation to the United

States, in preference to any other power, is partially

due to the presence, in various parts of the countrv,

of small colonies of colored people, formerly from the

United States. These persons, or their immediate

ancestors, generally came into the country in the

timo of President Boyer. Their love of the country

of their birth seems to have deepened with time, and

they all look upin American institutions as the only

means of rescuing the country from its present inse

curity. Very touching expressions of this met the

commissioners at various points. These people live

■
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on the test of terms with their neighbors, speaking

the language of the country, and conforming in gen

eral to its customs, and they have formed, in a great

er or less degree, centres from which respect for the

United States has gone forth.

When asked if they would not prefer to remain an

independent nation, the people generally answered,

that they would he glad to preserve their indepen

dence if it were possible ; but, since experience had

shown that the nation could not sustain itself, they

were compelled to look abroad for support, and if

they must sink their nationality they preferred the

American Union, with free institutions, and a friendly

people and common interests. They seem to us to

be more nearly unanimous in this than we have ever

known a people to be upon any political question

which they were called upon to consider. It was

only by diligent search that the exceedingly small

proportion who opposed annexation could be found

at all. The principal part of the opposition which

does exist appears to be among certain traders in the

ports, some of whom, in case of annexation, would

lose oontrol of branches of business, of which, in its

present narrow channels, they have a monopoly.

Others are but agents of houses abroad, and, in the

event of theso Branch establishments being with

drawn, would be supplanted. To these should be

added certain agents oJ houses in neighboring islands,

who have made pecuniary advances to rebel leaders,

though these would, without doubt, favor annexation

if it were consummated under the direction of those

whom they support. Besides these, a small number

scattered in various parts of the country oppose an

nexation for reasons peculiar to themselves—some

from misunderstanding of the matter ; some few from

a liking for the turmoil which the present condition

of things permits ; some from opposition to the pres

ent administration. The reports and rumors, that

there are parties in various sections of the country

ready to resort to desperate measures against annexa

tion, seem to be disproved by the following simple

facts in the history of the Commission :
1. On arriving at St. Domingo the commissioners

took up their residence in a house in a public street,

remote from any official residence or military post.

They bad at no time any thing in the nature of a

guard or watch, and at an early period during their

stay the night-watchman of that quarter was removed

at their request. They had no weapons of any sort.

Persons of every condition passed in and out of the

house freely until a late hour of the night. Access

was mado easy to every one. The commissioners

and those accompanying them slept with doors

slightly secured, and sometimes not secured at all,

and with windows wide open. It would have been

entirely within the power of a single man of energy

or determination to have cut off the entire party.

But no shadow of an attempt upon them was ever

detected, no suspected person was ever found.

8. The commissioners and their agents traversed

the country in every direction without guards or

weapons. They slept at night in open cabins, no

watch of any sort being kept. The character of the

country and the condition of the roads obliged them

to move slowly and separately through mountain-

passes, ravines, forests, and thickets, in which a hand

ful of resolute opponents could easily have destroyed

them. Especially was this true in the Cibao—the

district generally referred to in unfavorable reports

—every important route of which they explored.

When, as in two or three cases, members of the Com

mission had for short distances on escort of honor, it

was made up of citizens in citizens' garb, unarmed,

so far as could be seen, and with no military guard

whatever. Neither commissioners nor attaches, so

far as known, ever carried sword, dagger, or pistol.

Their movements were easily foreknown, but they

never encountered any shadow of a hostile demon

stration. Nothing but kindness met them in all

quarters and among all classes, and this was not less

marked in the Cibao than elsewhere. The desire for

annexation seemed to bo even stronger among the

rural population than in the cities. The evidence

taken, as well as the observations of the commis

sioners, and all who accompanied or aided them,

establishes this fact beyond question. It was deemed

unnecessary to accumulate the written testimony of

witnesses, which was everywhere uniform. The

Commission did not have to search alter evidence

of the disposition of the people. Individual citizens ;

bodies of men, delegations lrom Masonic, industrial,

and mutual-aid societies : representatives of ecclesi

astical associations, people of all kinds came to them

in such numbers and with such frequency, that their

visits became almost a burden, all declaring their

desire for annexation. Soon after the treaty of an

nexation was negotiated, a popular vote was taken

in the manner usual in that republic, as required by

the treaty, which resulted in an almost unanimous

expression in favor of annexation to the United

States. Whatever may be individual preferences or

opinions as to the best form for taking the vote of on

entire nation on a subject of that magnitude, the

great mass of the evidence before the Commission

goes to show that this was a truthful expression of

the will of the people, and in all the expeditions,

either of their own body or their agents, ample cor

roboration of this opinion met them at every point.

The physical, mental, and moral condition of the

inhabitants of St. Domingo was found to bo much

more advanced than had been anticipated. The

population is generally of a mixed blood. The great

majority, especially along the coast, are neither pure

black nor pure white ; they are mixed in every con

ceivable degree. In some parts of the interior con

siderable numbers of the pure white race are to bo

found, and generally in the mixed race the whito

blood predominates. The Dominican people differ

widely in this particular from the Haytian, among

whom the black race is in the complete ascendency.

Tho oultivated and educated, such as the President,

members of his Cabinet, Senators, judges, and local

magistrates, compare well with the same class in

other countries, and the uneducated appear equal to

the same class In any country with which we are ac

quainted. They seem to be practically destitute of

prejudice of class, raco, or color. In their intercourse

with each other and with strangers they are courteous

in manner, respectful, and polite. In all their rela

tions with them the commissioners found them kind

and hospitable. The testimony shows them to bo

an honest and inoffensive people, among whom, in

tho rural districts, a person may travel alone and

unarmed all over the country with treasure without

danger. All of the numerous parties attached to tho

Commission, which traversed various parts of the

country, bear the same testimony concerning tho

people. The judicial officers stated that high crimes,

6uch as murder, arson, burglary, and the like, are

nearly unknown among them. No pauper class ex

ists, and begging is almost unknown. They are a

temperate people, and drunken men are rarely seen.

Among the popular vices is that of petty gambling,

which is indulged in openly and extensively, espe

cially by the Spanish portion of the population. They

are all 'Koman Catholic except the American emi

grants, who were sent out in 1821 and succeeding

years, who, with their descendants, now form a num

ber of settlements, and amount to several thousand

persons. Theso are mostly Methodists and Baptists.

They live among the Catholics in peace and harmony.

No intolerance or religious persecution can be dis

covered among them. The people are generally

poor, living in cheap and Humble dwellings, which,

though well adapted to their country, might appear

rude and uncomfortahlo to those accustomed to

houses for a more rigorous climate. In the country

almost every family possesses all the land they desire

to cultivate, which is usually one small field ^ for, an

acre or two well t illed is sufficient, in this fertile land,
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to furnish a family with their food. The reason they

universally assign for not cultivating more is, that,

amid constantly-recurring revolulionSj it is very un

certain who may reap the crops ; bosiues, there is no

market now for surplus produce. The commission

ers had an opportunity to see the progress which the

people of color havo mado in Jamaica. In that island

there is abundant evidence that, in spite of misgov-

ment and the social oppression which has lasted long

after the abolition of slavery? this people arc improv

ing and becoming sharers in a higher civilization.

The evidenco shows that the Dominican people aro

not averse to work when certain of a reasonaDlo re

ward, but are good and faithful laborers. An abun

dance of labor can now be had at about ten dollars,

or less, per month. Appearances make it probable

that the elements necessary to physical persistency

exist among tho people, especially in that large pro

portion in whom Spanish blood predominates. The

decline of these people, in numbers and in enter

prise, is sufficiently accountod for by social and po

litical causes, without the gratuitous assumption

that the race is dying out or effete

There aro few schools in the republic, and conse

quently the great majority of tho peoplo are unedu

cated ; but, of all the great number who were exam

ined by the commissioners and their ngents on this

point, not one failed to express the desire that some

system of general education should be created, and

the belief that it would be eagerly embraced.

The fow schools that exist aro maintained by the

people with little or no support from the govern

ment. Sohool-books prepared in the United States

were found in some remote cabins. Tho basis of

original talent is not lacking. Tho shrewdness of the

Dominicans is proverbial ainong tltoso who aro

brought into close relations with them. In the

schools, few and feeble as they are, may bo found
abundant evidence to corroborate the assertions of

the toachers that the average of nativo ability is

good. But ono printing-office exists within the re

public, from which newspapers or books aro issued.

This is at the capital, and is very small and poorly

equipped.

Serious as ore those obstacles to general civiliza

tion and to the intelligent exercise of political liber

ties, the condition of the peoplo is by no means

hopeless. For several generations there has been

neither slavery nor any caste spirit to deprive them

of manliness. The people at large aro not degraded.

They are willing to work whou the result of their

labor is made secure. From among them at various

times many noble and capable men have arisen—men

combining statesmanship and generalship with pa

triotism. Many of the people possess very clear ideas

of liberty, and show a wiltingnoss to make sacrifices

for it. The courage and devotion that havo been

"wasted in insurrections and revolutions may yet, un

der bettor guidance, open into capacity for self-gov

ernment and regular political action.

The data furnished by tho authorities as to popula

tion are very meagre. An estimate was recently

made by the Ecclesiastical Court, counting by par

ishes, whioh gave a total of 207,000. There are

evident signs of error in this estimate. For instance,

tho capital was set down at 10,000, while it is obvi

ous to tho careful observer, who counts streets and

houses, that there cannot be over 6,000, if so many.

Again, Azua is estimated at 10,000, while an actual

count, mndo a fow vears ago, showed that it con

tained only 7,700. The present number is apparently

still less. Los Llanos are set down at 8,000, but

tho military governor now estimates that the number

of families does not exceed 150, which would indicate

a population of not over 1,000, although by a tax-list

of 1827, in the possession of the Commission, it had

379 rate-payers. The communes of San Juan, Las

Matas, Banga, Noyba. etc., are set down at 22,000:

but they have been depopulated by revolution and

invasion, and their actual number 'is fixed by local

residents and other competent witnesses at from

5,000 to 8,000. Comparing these figures of the Ec

clesiastical Court with certain known facts, and with

all the evidence we can gather from intelligent wit

nesses and personal observation, the commissioners

estimate that tho actual population of the republic

does not exceed 150,000. This does not include tie

many who have voluntarily expatriated themselves

on account of the continual disturbances, nor the few

who have been banished. It seems probable that

more than nine-tenths, perhaps nineteen-twentieth*,

are native Dominicans ; the others are, first, colored

emigrants from the United States; secondly, Eu

ropean traders, who do not settle anywhere, but so

journ at commercial points. Negro blood prepon

derates very largely in Hayti, but the pure negro of

African type is not common even there. White blood

preponderates largely in Dominica, but pure whites,

in toe popular sense of the word, are not numerous.

The majority are of a mixed race, much nearer white

than black.

The resources of the country are vast and various,

and its products may be increased with scarcely any

other limit than the labor expended upon them,

There is evidence of mineral wealth in Beveral parts

of tho island. The geologists of the expedition re

port the existence of the ores of iron, copper, and

f;old, with deposits of lignite, rock-salt, and petro-

eum. Iron-ore is abundant, easy of access, and will

doubtless be made available for the cheap production

of pig-iron. Tho copper-ores are of a fair degree of

richness, and the beds havo been opened to a slight

extent. The reported coal of tho Samana peninsula

and in the neighborhood of Puerto Plata was eiam-

ined and found to be lignite, of little value as a fuel,

compared with the Pennsylvania or English coal.

The gold-region is extensive, and, though worked

anciently, is at present but little known. It invites

Satient exploration by practical miners. The salt-

eposits in the mountains near Neyba are believed

to be extensive and valuable. The salt can be quar

ried out in largo transparent blocks, and a chemical

analysis made for the Commission shows it to be of

sufficient purity for commercial purposes.
Summarily and practically viewed, for agricultural

pnrposcsj there aru five classes of lands m St. Do

mingo, viz. :
1. The mountain slopes and valleys. These are

uniformly rich and productive, except in limited

regions where ruin is deficient, as on the southern

slope of the coast-range northeast of Monte Christi-

2. The extensive prairie region of tho Llanos, Irine

cast and north of St. Domingo City, south of the

Cibao range, is all admirable pasture-land; a larje

portion of it is capablo of profitable cultivation. It

is intersected by wooded valleys and groves, con

taining much excellent timber.
8. The rolling plain of the Vega, which is scnerally

wooded, and is the finest body of agricultural ground

on the island.
4. The Doylands, liko a portion of the plain of

Azua and tho valley of the \ aqui, where rain is partly

or wholly wanting from topographical causes. These

lands can be made fertile by artificial irrigation.
5. The red-clay lands, mostly along the coast, un

derlaid by coralline limestone. These are usually

covered with timber. They are not generally very

rich or deep, but are susceptible of profitable cultiva

tion. The vicinity of St. Domingo City is a lair

average specimen of this class of soils.
Although St. Domingo contains almost every vari

ety of soil, there is very little swampy or sandy land-

In this respect it differs widely from 'Florida and the

other Gulf States. Tho country is varied in surface,

unusually well watered, and excels in natural drain

age. There is hardly any portion of the island where

the land is not capable of cultivation. The moun

tains support a vegetation widely differing from tfi»
of tho lowlands ; but they nowhere riso so high as

to bo covered with snow. Everywhere they are for
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tile, except the few small districts already mentioned,

as the Plain of Yagu and a part of the Azua region,

whoso character conld he changed by irrigation.

Taken as a whole, this republic is one of the most

fertile regions on the face of the earth. The evidence

of men well acquainted with the other West-India

islands declares this to be naturally the richest of

them all.

While the geographical position of St. Domingo

within the tropics implies successful culture of all

the tropical fruits and vegetables, including the com

mercial staples, the differences of exposure, eleva

tion above the sea, and character of soil, present a

variation of circumstances adapting particular dis

tricts to many different classes of growths and

branches of agricultural industry. On the rich low

lands and volleys sugar-cane yields the most profit

able return. The extent and average richness of the

tracts suited to this purpose are unsurpassed in the

West Indies. The evidence shows that the average

quality of Boil in St. Domingo, especially the plains

of Vega and portions of the country on the north

shore, are better adapted to raising sugar-cane than

are the sugar-growing districts of the adjacent islands.

This is corroborated; by the observation of the com

missioners. They and their agents inspected several

of the principal sugar-plantations in Jamaica. The

production of these is very great where irrigation is

practised. In some cases it is Baid to exceed two

tons per acre. But, in many of the circumstances

conducive to the most profitable manufacture, Ja

maica is less favored than St. Domingo. A much

larger portion of the latter is naturally watered to a

degree suitable for this and other agricultural pur

poses. In many parts of St. Domingo the canes do

not need replenishing for many years. Fifteen suc

cessive annual cuttings from the original root are

common, and upon the richest lands excellent canes

are found of much greater age. This is due partly

to the greater frequency and abundance of rain, re

sulting from the easterly or windward position of St.

Domingo, which gives it freer access to the trade-

winds than the islands farther within the Gulf, and

partly also to the rich vegetable mould which covers

the surface of the extensive plains and valleys, the

result of centuries of forest growth and decay. The

greater abundance of fuel would appear to give St.

Domingo an additional advantage over adjoining

islands in this branch of industry. The mountain-

regions are especially suited to the culture of coffee

and cocoa. The soil of the hills is usually rich.

Even where too steep and stony to be plougncd, it

can be cultivated with the hoc. "The salubrity of the

climate and the beauty of the scenery make the hills

exceedingly attractive. To persons unacclimatcd and

unaccustomed to the northern temperature, the90

mountain-regions offer peculiar inducements. At

present these highlands, which form more than one-

half the area of the island, are generally uninhabited

and almost unvisited by man. In Jamaica are many

fine plantations of coffee in similar situations, at an

altitude of 8.500 to 4,000 feet above the level of the

sea. The culture of coffee and cocoa requires much

less labor and capital than that of Bugar, and is pecu

liarly adapted to families of moderate means. The

coffee-tree begins to bear at the age of four years,

and continues to yield an annual crop for more than

fifty years. The cocoa is equally productive and easy

of culture. Native chocolate, prepared from the

cocoa-bean, is of excellent quality and in general use.

Both these trees havo become thoroughly naturalized,

are found growing wild in the woods, and seem free

from disease and enemies. There arc a number of

plants, varieties of the genus Agave, which produce

valuable fibres, already employed to some extent in

St. Domingo fordomestic purposes. The " cabuya"

is the most common. It grows wild in the driest and

most arid districts. It is susceptible of easy cultiva

tion. The Dominicans make it into ropes, halters,

hammock-fastenings, etc. By the rough process of

extracting the fibre by hand, now used, it could not

be profitably manufactured ; but with suitable ma

chinery it would form an important article of export.

The product of wax and honey is surprisingly large.

In manv places the rocks and hollow trees abound in

bees. The honey is so cheap andplentiful that com

paratively little of it is saved. Thousands of hives

are destroyed for the sake of the wax alone. Wax-

candles are in general use among the poorest classes.

Wild ginger and indigo grow everywhere in profu

sion. The tree-cotton grows even on the dry lands,

and bears abundantly. The American cotton-shrub

is also raised successfully near Azua. Almost every

tropical production would seem possible in a soil so

rich and a climate so genial. At a still higher point

upon these mountains the culture of cinchona, or

Peruvian bark, can be made a profitable branch of

industry. This invaluable plant requires an equable

climate*, free from excessive heat and frost. It has

recently been introduced into the neighboring island

of Jamaica, and flourishes at an elevation of from

4,000 to 6,000 feet. The stems of the trees only four

years old are already six inches in circumference,

and they are about eleven feet in height at the age

of two years, and they will have attained sufficient

size to be cut down and will spring up again from

the roots without planting. The British Govern

ment seems to have considered this production a

matter of national importance, and have carefully fos

tered it. Upon these mountains many of the vegeta

bles and fruits of the temperate zone can be success

fully cultivated. Potatoes, cabbages, cauliflowers,

celery, lettuce, and radishes were found in perfec

tion. In Port-au-Prince peaches were found raised

on the neighboring mountains ; pineapples grow

luxuriantly in many parts of the island. In the val

ley of Cabanza, Bouthwest of Santiago, at an eleva

tion of 4,000 feet, wheat has been raised. As an

evidence of the present undeveloped condition of

Dominican agriculture may bo cited the fact that the

Commission, during their expeditions through the

interior ofthe island, often met with beet-sugar raised

and refined in France, butter and cheese imported

from Denmark, and milk condensed in the United

States, but seldom with similar articles manufactured

on the island. Even native indigo, a common weed

by the roadside, is supplanted by an adulterated

foreign article. So far as known, no agricultural im

plements of any value are used ; not even a plough

was anywhere to be seen. The country is everywhere

well adapted to the cultivation of tobacco. Almost

every garden contains enough for the use of the fam

ily, and it furnishes the principal article of export.

There seems no reason why it should not equal the

quality raised in Cuba, if equal skill and industry

were applied. At present both are wanting. It is

raised carelessly, cured imperfectly, packed roughly

in ceroons of palm-leaf, and transported over the

mountains on the backs of donkeys to the seaboard,

where it is sold at about six cents per pound to for

eign merchants, and exported pnncipally to Ger

many. Maize or Indian corn is raised easily, but is

of inferior quality, and does not flourish as in the

United States. Three crops a year can be raised.

The summer crop is said to bo the best in quality?

Only the winter crop was seen. The mOBt valuable

natural grain is a species of rice which grows upon

the uplands. It is darker and smaller than the rice

of commerce, but of excellent quality, and it enters

largely into the food of the inhabitants. Tropical

fruits are numerous and excellent. More than forty

distinct species have been found growing wild.

Oranges, bananas, lemons, citrons, pineapples, man

goes, tamarinds, guavas, melons, bread-fruit, etc.,

abound. With cheap and rapid communication the

markets of the United States could be supplied with

these more perishable fruits, in great quantities and

at regular prices. At present they are unsalable.

Vegetables of many varieties are found at all seasons

in the markets of the principal cities of St. Domingo.
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They are tomatoes, swe^t-potatoes, com, peas, beans,

lettuces, radishes, kidney-beans, squashes, egg

plants, poppers, etc. ; also yams, cassava, plantains,

and many other products unknown in the North.

St. Domingo has always been noted for the compara

tive variety and abundance of its grasses, which add

greatly to its agricultural capabilities. The grama,

as it is commonly called, a broad-leaved grass which

takes root at every joint, grows abundantly, and be

comes thicker in proportion as it is cropped. A still

more valuable grass, called grama del pais, or grass

of the country, furnishes forage. The guesea-grass,

which has proved so precious in South America,

docs well. The prairie-grass of the savannas is said

not to bear close, but gives place to others. To the

abundanoe of these grasses is owing the preeminence

of St. Domingo over the adjacent islands in tho rais

ing of cattle. For centuries tho neighboring agricul

tural colonies have depended upon tho Spanish por

tion of this island for their supplies of horses, cattle,

and hogs. The vast savannas, called Llanos, on the

eastern end of tho island, are intorseoted in all direc

tions by bolts of timber, with a luxurious under

growth. Travelling over these savannas at mid-day,

the Commission found what seemed to be a solitary

prairie, with no signs of human habitation or animal

life; but, as the sun declined, tliero came out from

the groves, on all sides, thousands of cattle, spread

ing themselves over tho plain. Theso cattlo ore in

size a little less than a good grade in our country.

They are mostly of a tawny or Alderncy color, well

made up and long-horned. As their food is peren

nial, and as thoy require no shelter in winter, tho

chief business ot the herdsman is to brand and count

them. They can be bought lor about a cent a pound

on tho hoof. Vast as ara the herds on the eastern

Llanos, thoy do not exceed in number or quality those

in other parts of the island ; but, wero they multiplied

tenfold, they could not exhaust the abundant pas

turage. In the moro arid districts goats abound, and

in tho forests swine thrive in great numbers. Shoep

are now very few; poultry is plentiful; flocks or

wild Guinea-fowls may be seen in many parts of the

island. For travelling and transportation, horses are

generally used ; they are raised in great numbers ;

they are smaller than those common in our own

country, but are Btrong and docile, of great ondur-

ance, and thrive upon a scanty subsistence. The

great drawback to stock-raising has arison from ma

rauding expeditions during various insurrections and

revolutions ; only tho frequency of theso has pre

vented an immense development of this bransh of

national woalth.
One of tho most remarkable agricultural features

of St. Domingo is the diversity of natural growths

in different localities. This arises from differences of

soil, humidity, and tomporaturo ; tho landscapes of

Maino and Louisiana scarcely differ more widely to

tho eye than the lower portions of tho adjoining

valleys of the Yuna and the Yaqui, flowing respec

tively into tho bays of Samana and Manznnilla, be

tween tho same ranges of mountains. The palms

and plantains of the one bear little resemblance to

the cactus and acacias of tho other ; the high moun

tain-slopes and plateaus of the interior diffbr equally

from both of these, and have a flora of their own.

It is safe to prediot that, when culture and civilization

have developed the various capabilities of each,

these contrasts of climate and productions will be still

more pronounoed. This diversity will give rise to on

uctivo internal commerce, and will prove beneficial

to the health, comfort, and material interests of the

inhabitants. The commissioners expected to And an

abundance of the insects and reptile pests which

constitute such a serious drawback to comfort in

most tropical oountrios, but they were agreeably dis

appointed. Snakes seemed to bo about as common

as in tho interior of our old States, but no venomous

ones wero heard of. Scorpions and tarantulas are

found, but they are not common, and the effects of

their bite are seldom serious. The testimony of the.

head of a thrifty New-England family, who had

resided in the neighborhood of Samana Buy nearly

two years; was to the effect that there was as link

difficulty in keeping a house clear from troublesome

insects as in our Northern States.

The most striking characteristic of St. Domingo,

at first sight, is the wonderful luxuriance of its for

ests. In many parts, and especially in the neighbor

hood of the Bay of Samana, although there are

abrupt ridges, perpendicular cliffs, and bold head

lands, no bare rocks can be seen, being hidden by a

mass of strong vegetation. But, on close observa

tion, another and not less striking characteristic is

revealed—an astonishing variety in foreBt-products.

The cause of this variety is to be found, doubtless,

in the great difference in elevation of the surface ex

posure and character of the soil. Near the coast

various species of palm are abundant, and very vain-,

able in constructing such houses as have been gener

ally found best suited to the climate. On tho moun

tain-slopes, at different heights, grow in abundance,

both the choicest cabinet woods, as mahogany, satin-

wood, etc., and a great variety of timber especially

valuable in honse-building. The roble, or Dominican

oak, and a hard pitch-pino were found in abundance

in various parts of the country. In the more dry

districts flourish several valuable woods, the be?;

known of which, perhaps, is the lignum-vite, of

whioh the quantity is very great. There is also an

apparently inexhaustible supply of the most valuable

woods which enter into manufactures, or which have

medical value, as logwood, fustic, aloes, etc. Gkj.:

as are the quantities of tho woods that have been

already cut, there remains an abundance. The ma

hogany-trees have been cut off to some extent aloe;

the coast and the navigable streams, whero they were

accessible, but, in the interior, even the simple

methods of transportation in use were insufficient ;

wide forests, still untouched, await the construction

of roads to render them available. In various places,

the commissioners saw houses constructed chiefly oi'

mahogany. The want of roads has prevented any

approach to the exhaustion of the products of the

forests. A striking proof of this was noted bythose

who crossed the island. Within thirty miles of th*

principal northern seaport were frequently seen large

of mahogany, of the best qualities, evidently

to decay by "the rond-sido for lack of means

of transportation. The main transportation of these

woods noted in these expeditions was by means of

panniers, slung upon tho oaeks of horses and mnles

Hence, only small pieces could be broueht out. Koi-

withstanding tho abundance of valuable timber, n»

saw-mill was found in the country. The details of

forest-products and botanical distribution ivill be

found in the special accompanying reports.
The fisheries, once flourishing, have during these

latter years fallen into neglect. At an earlier period

in tho history of the island, more attention was paid

to tho marine resources, and tho tunny-fishery was

carried on all around tho shores of the island, sup

plying the home wants for salt fish, and allowing an
export to tho other colonios. This fishery is now dis

continued, although great schools of fish are still

abundant on the southern shore. The efforts of the

fishermen are confined to meagrely supplying tbe

markets of the seaports, and their produce is' brought

in on two days in tho week, although both the sur

rounding seas and the rivers of the island are well

stocked with fishes of many kinds. The blacfcSsb,

or the grampus, a small member of the whalo family,
is somewhat abundant on tho northern shore, where

several score are caught every year, and their blub

ber tried down for oil. The turtle, both the gr«n

ediblo species and tho hawksbill, whose chief com
mercial value is in its shell, are abundant in the deep

son ; a few miles from open land, quite oronnd t..e

island, both are caught in moderate quantities. Sev

eral varieties of shell-fish are brought into tbe n»r-

l'>LrS

left
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ket in limited amount. A small oyster is very abun

dant iu certain localities, growing attached to the

mangrove-bushes. They are eaten by the natives,

but are not so palatable as the oyster of more north

ern localities. While an enumeration of the sea and

river animals of the island, known to naturalists,

would show a large number of kinds of great im

portance for food, little can be told of their distri

bution or abundance. The prostrate condition of

industry is as marked in the neglect of the fisheries

as in the decay of agriculture.

The testimony ofwitnesses, the observation of the

commissioners, the reports of special investigations,

show that it is generally a healthy country. Immi

grants easily become accustomed to the climate ; but,

on the coast, where hot weather prevails, care must

be taken. Individuals from the Northern States, now

residing on the coast, and engaged in cultivating

plantations there, say they can labor there with their

own hands, and that white men may work there,

under certain regulations, as safely as* in the United

States. The interior of the island consists chiefly

of elevated land. The mountain slopes and valleys,

overlooked or surrounded by lofty ridges, are com

paratively cool, and are favorable to northern consti

tutions. Within a few hours' ride, inland farms

were visited, where the temperature, cooled by the

neighboring peaks, was bracing, and, in the same

fields, could be seen growing cabbages and bananas,

potatoes and plantains, Indian-corn and sugar-cane,

etc In effect, labor can be prosecuted by white men

in such regions, and general good health maintained.

The process of acclimation to strangers coming in

was so slight as to be scarcely an inconvenience. It

may be said, generally, that this process presents no

greater obstacle to immigration than does the similar

process in several of our new States. The physical

configuration of the island is such that a decided

difference exists between its eastern and western

ends in regard to health. In the eastern or wind

ward portion of the island, occupied by the Domini

can Republic, the principal mountain-chains run in

lines approaching an east and west direction. The

valleys between them arc, therefore, swept during a

great portion of the year by the trade-winds, which,

in that latitude, come from directions east and north

east. These valleys are thus constantly supplied

with pure air from the sea, and malarious influences

are rapidly disappearing. On the other hand, the

west end of the island, occupied by Hayti, is walled

in on its western or leeward side by chains of high

mountains, running in irregular curves from north to*

south. It would appear that these act to some extent

as barriers to the trade-winds, and to this fact,

coupled with the influence of neighboring marshes

and mangrove-swamps, it is due, in great measure,

that Port-au-Prince and the country about it have so

bad a reputation in regard to health. As to the large

towns, there can be no doubt that the want at pres

ent of any practical application of sanitary knowl

edge causes them to rank far lower in regard to health

than they otherwise would. Among the leading

historical events connected with the island of Hayti

and St. Domingo, which have stamped themselves

upon the public mind, are the dreadful epidemics,

principally yellow fever, which ravaged the English

and French and the Spanish armies successively

landed upon the coast. The victims were Europeans,

and their sad fate interested millions, so that, in the

public mind, St. Domingo and yellow fever became

almost synonymous. It is a matter of history that

the most fatal of these, that of the French, at the

beginning of this century, conducted its operations

mainly on the Haytian part of the island. The

English expedition to St. Domingo, which is some-

i times referred to, so far as can be ascertained, was

not attended by any greater loss of life from disease

than might have been expected, with the imperfect

sanitary regulations of military forces which have

existed down to a very recent period. The losses

of the Spanish army from illness were largely due to

the utter lack of sanitary care, and the commissioners

are satisfied that those losses have been enormously

exaggerated.

The commissioners have given special attention to

the matter of health ; and, besides getting informa

tion from other quarters, they have charged two

medical gentlemen to report specially upon it, and

their reports are appended. Their conclusion is this :

The popular idea, that the Dominican territory is

particularly unhealthy, and that persons visiting it

are peculiarly liable to yellow fever, is entirely erro

neous. The average general health and longevity are

quite equal to, and probably greater than, those of the

United States, as a whole. Immigrants are not

liable to any more disturbance of general health in

the process of acclimation than are persons who

pass from the old to the new States of the United

States, and, saving upon the sea-coast, the process is

bo simple as to escape notice. Taking ' the year

through, as much agricultural work can be done,

without affecting health, as can be done in our Middle

and Western States, and with greater results. Per

sons in all circumstances can here, by selecting their

locality, enjoy a delicious climate and abundance of

fruit, with far less liability to diseases of the lungs,

to scarlet fevert and other fearful epidemics, and

without any liability to yellow fever. The commis

sion, its attaches, and the gentlemen of the press,

numbored 82 : the officers anofcrew of the frigate num

bered 496. This company of 528 sojourned in the

harbors, supposed to be the most unhealthy parts of

the country, or in the interior of the island, about

two months. Few, if any, had been acclimated.

Nevertheless, there was but one case of mortal dis

ease, and that from causes unconnected with climate.

There was no case of malignant fever and none of

Bevere sickness among them. The steamer Nan

tucket, with its fall complement of officers and sea

men, has been in the harbor of the island for about

fifteen months, and has not had a single case of yel

low fever.
In 1842 there was a severe earthquake, which did

considerable damage in some portions of the island.

Several similar shocks had previously occurred in

the course of three and a half centuries. Since that

time none has been experienced which, according to

the accounts of the people, did ony serious damage

to life and property. Almost every year very slight

shocks occur, so inconsiderable that scarce one in a

dozen of the inhabitants is aware of them. About

the time of the autumnal equinox, hurricanes are not

unfrequentj and are sometimes attended with dam

ages, especially to shipping along the coast, and even

to trees and crops on land.

There are several rivers, as the Yuna, Yaqui, and

Ozama, which, during the greater part of tho year,

can be navigated by vessels of light draught to a

considerable distance into the interior. At present,

they simplify and afford facilities for floating down

the timber which grows within easy distance of their

banks.

The territory of tho Dominican Republic is in

dented with numerous harbors, generally accessible

only by vessels of light draught. The three great

bays of Samana, Ocoa, and Manzanilla, admit vessels

of the largest draught and are important as outlets

of the commerce of the country surrounding them,

especially the Bay of Manzanilla, which lies at the

entrance of the great valley of the Yaqui, but neither

of the two last named has any great importance in a

militarv point of view.

The Bay of Samana, however, deserves more care

ful attention, as on many accounts it is the most im

portant in the West Indies. It is on the northeastern

extremity of the island, is thirty miles long by about

ten miles broad, and is sufficiently commodious for

the largest fleets. It is well protected from the winds,

especially those of the northeast, by the moun

tains of the peninsula. Its entrance presents no ob
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stacles to ships of the largest draught, is narrower

than that of the harbor of tit. Thomas, but is more

easily fortified on that account As shown by Gen

eral MoClellan in his report on this bay, very simple

fortifications, at the entrance of the harbor and at

Fort Jackson, on the north shore, would guard it

thoroughly. Its situation gives it easy command of

the Mona passage, the most important eastern

avenue to the Guff of Mexico, whose importance will

be immensely enhanced should any new passage be

opened to the world's commerce through the Isth

mus of Darien. To any power having occasion to

maintain a fleet in the West Indies, and especially to

the United States, as having vast interests to protect

in the Gulf of Mexico, the value of the position as a

coaling-station can hardly be overrated. Under a

secure and liberal government a city would grow up

at some point on this bay, which would be one of the

great commercial centres of the West Indies. Its

value to the coasting-trade is enhanced by the fact

that what is commonly called the peninsula is in

reality an island, as there is a passage which could

easily be made available for ships of moderate size

from the west end of the bay to the north sea-coast.

The testimony shows that a few citizens of the

United States have acquired the right to a consider

able part of the water-front of the village of Santa

Barbara, which is one of tho numerous harbors in

this extensive bay. and has heretofore attracted tho

most attention. The portion so acquired forms but

a small part of the space which would be needed,

and occupied by a great commercial city, even if

that city should finally grow up at this particular

point. The country adjacent to the Bay of Samana

is exceedingly fertile. Former reports of coal in its

immediate neighborhood are not confirmed by the

geologists attoohed to the expedition, but the rich

ness of the surrounding country in all other respects

has never, so far as known, been over-estimated. All

accounts agree also as to its Balubrity. This bay de

rives an additional importance as the natural outlet

of the eastern slope of the great plain called La Vega

Kcal, which is the riohest part or the island and pos

sesses every element of agricultural wealth nnd valu

able mineral resources. The chief city, Santiago, is,

as regards inland trade, the most important in the

republic, and in its neighborhood are several towns

of little less importance. The inland communica

tions from the Bay of Samana would be easy. The

Una River could be navigated for a considerable dis

tance by steamers of light draught. And a railroad

f that valley would have in its favor tho absence
of heavy grades and large rivers, and the presenoe

of an unlimited supply, along a great part of it, of the

best timber for ties.

The commissioners were notified, while investigat

ing matters at the capital of the Dominican Republic,

that, although the Government of the United States

had not relinquished possession of the Bay of Sa

mana, but had constantly enjoyed the use and occu

pation thereof as a naval station, tho rent duo was in

default for more than one year.

The commissioners mado a careful and prolonged

investigation into the important subject of the in

debtedness of the Dominican Republic, collecting all

information that oould be communicated by the of

ficials, the special duty ofwhom it was to know every

detail of the finanoes and the liabilities of the govern

ment, all that could be obtained from the records in

the publio offioes, from the statements' of claimants

of every kind who could be beard of and found, and

from the explanations of tho President and his chief

officers in regard to the whole and each item thereof.

They also received from the Senate a list nf claims

and their respective amounts pending before that

body, which is appended. The following summary

statement exhibits briefly the result of these in

quiries as to " the dobt of the government and its

obligations, whether funded and ascertained and ad

mitted, or unadjusted and under discussion." A

schedule of items in detail, with remarks, wOl be

found among the accompanying documents.

The receipts of the last three years have been

mostly used for previous war debts and for the can

celling of outstanding paper-money. The latter,

which originally amounted to the sum of $2,628,800,

left in circulation by Cabral, has been nearly all re

deemed by customs receipts, as was also the amount

of $245,070 in Spanish war-bonds.

1. The salaries due amount to $600,000.

2. Bonds, treasury notes, etc., Spanish war-bond«,

amount issued $324,160 ; amount cancelled $243,070 ;

amount outstanding, $61,090 ; treaty notes, nominal,

balance in circulation, $147,575. At prices fixed by

senatorial decree, four hundred for one dollar silver,

gives really $368 ; notes of credit, new paper money,

nominal ; balance out of Comptroller's office, $88,882,

at thirty for one silver dollar, $2,961.

Obligations of present administration, issued by

Comptroller, $9,761.

Obligations of present administration, issued by

Comptroller, at six per ocnt, $1,153. Total of bonds,

treasury notes, etc., $95,334.

8. Sundry debts and loans due towns and individ

uals, $49.443 ; deferred debt.

4. ValU* and obligations of Cabral's administra

tion, unpaid because of doubtful origin, the gross

amount, $221,845.

[Notr.—This debt is in process of consolidation,

and may be reduced to less than one third of its

nominal sum.]

6. Notes of National Bank countersigned by Gen

era! Treasurer, $4,180,000.

6. Sundry loans bearing interest (back interest not

included), $293,511.23.

7. Loan without interest, subject to rebate for ad

vances, $20,223.20.

8. Dobt of 1859—amount not known ; because it

is not known whether any was redeemed daring

Spanish administration. It cannot exceed $50,000 or

$60,000 ; reckoned at $50,000. Total debt, $1,334,-

487.59^.
9. Fending claims of Jesurnn & Son, claim before

Senate for loan of $100,000 in 1857, contested since'

and now under consideration bv the Chamber ofAc

counts, $100,000; of Jesurun"& Son, for hire of

Bchooncr Amelia, in 1857, less than $10,000; of Bof-

man <fc Lowenthal and others, $14,000; of General

Baez for spoliations, $70,000; of W. L. Cazeneaufor

spoliations, in 1868, $10,000. Total, $204,000.

10. Of J. C. Castillanos, francs 181,719; of A.

• Postel, francs 5,007. Total of dobt and claim!,

$1,538,487, aud in francs, 136,719, or total in dollar*

about 1,565,831.

RECAPITULATION.

Item first—Unpaid salaries $600,000
Item second—Bonds and Treasury notes S5.38*
Iiem third—Debts and loans <M»
Item fourth—Obligations of Cabral 2*l^«

Item fifth—National bank-notes countersigned..
Item sixth—Interest-bearing loans *?HU
Item seventh—Loans without interest *>*5
Item eighth—Debt of 1859 M*™
Item ninth—Pending claims 904.WJ
Item tenth—Pending claims iu francs 136,719, or HfU

Sam total of dobt and claims $1,565,830

Tho following statement of the receipts for 1670 fa

here presented in order to give, ns far as possible, «

complete view of the financial condition of tho Do

minican Republic :

Btmmi of tho income of tho government for 1870.

I.—CUSTOMS KECUrTTS. ^.aM
Tonnsgo $»>.JJ

Entrance fees
Light-honsos jg
Anchorage }•**

Pilotage Ig

Lighterage »J
Interpreter 04

Carried forward $*°°
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Brought forward $33,081
Signal-men 604
Quarantine 430
Wharfago 6,793
Recargo, municipal 1.106
Recargo for Btcamer 6,886
Water 241
Import dues 691,891
Export dues 71,419
Coast fees 7,511
Deposits 18,248
Additional entrance fees 1,400

Total fcSS3,094

tt—DIRECT AND INDIRECT TAXES.

Registry and mortgages 274.706
Licenses 12,721
Stamped paper 18,574
Postage-stamps 108,389
Postal income 9*9

Total $415,299

HI.—PUBLIC PROPERTY.
Sales and rents 15,000

IT.—SUNDRIES.
Sundries 8,462

Total $1,271,855

The commissioners believe that the statement of

the public debt given above includes all the indebt

edness or obligations for which the Dominican Re-

publio is in any degree liable, as well that which it

considers valid and binding as that which it regards as

unfounded or overstated by the claimants. Through

out the inquiry, it was urged upon the Dominican

authorities, that every claim known to exist, of what

ever character, should be exhibited to the Commis

sion, whose object was not to determine the precise

amount that was justly due and binding, but to get

at the bottom, and And the utmost limit of their obli

gations, setting forth every thing for which the gov

ernment could, under any circumstances, be made

liable. The above account contains much that the

American Government believes to be partly or wholly

groundless, and some which, upon inspection, will

appear questionable. There was brought to the no-

tire of the Commission a claim of Messrs Jesurun &

Son, of Curacoa^for upward of $500,000 for money

advanced to theDominican Government, with inter

est. This was the same loan as the $100,000 in 1S57,

mentioned in the preceding list of pending claims by

the some parties. On being asked if he had any

statement or explanation to make regarding it, Mr.

Jesurun. who submitted the loan, declined to make

any. This claim has been already for a considerable

time before the Dominican Government, which re

fuses to consider more of it than the amount named

in the foregoing list, and of that it is believed that

but a small part will be allowed. The debt was in

curred for arms and provisions in time of war, when

the property furnished was estimated at $100,000, on

which compound interest at eighte.cn per cent, was to

be allowed. It is claimed by the Dominican Govern

ment that, soon after the original contract was made,

that government turned over to these claimants a

ship and cargo valued at $70,000, and that subse

quently other payments were made, which, taken to

gether, reduce the amount to a sum much below that

named in the foregoing list. The claim is now pend

ing before the Dominican Senate, and underlined

among the pending claims is one of President Baez

for the destruction of property. It is alleged by the

claimant that the Spanish Government recognized

this claim as valid, and ordered an examination to fix

the amount, but the Commission cannot understand

how this claim could be voted against the Dominican

Government. Another claim for damages, amounting

to $10,000, mode by W. 8. Cozneau, seems to be of a

similar nature.
A question has been raised in our country, whether

the government and people of the Dominican Repub-

lic, having once been under the rule of the Iloytians,

might not be liable for a portion of the indemnity

exacted for France from Hayti for the estates of

French families who hod been driven out ofthe island,

and whose property had been confiscated by the Hay-

tians during the revolution of 1791 . The Commission

mode inquiries on this subject of the Dominican Gov

ernment and also in Hayti, and they could not learn

that the Haytian Government had ever made this

claim upon the Dominican Republic : and they think

that, if made, it would bo wholly without foundation.

By the so-called treaty of 1825, which was not a treaty

at all, but in form and in fact a royal ordinance

issued by the King of France, and forced upon the

Haytians by arms, tho payment of 150,000,000 francs

was imposed to indemnify such former planters as

may claim indemnity, winch imposition, in the ex

press language of the ordinance, was upon the in

habitants of the French portion of St. Domingo,

and upon these conditions independence was grant

ed to the inhabitants of the French portion of the

island of St. Domingo. It was a burden imposed

upon the people of the French or Haytian part of the

island for depredations committed by them upon

French subjects in that part of the island, depreda

tions with which the Dominican people had no more

to do than had the people of the United States. Tho

faot that the people of the Dominican or Spanish port

ofthe island were subsequently, for a few years, ruled

by the same government as that which ruled the Hay

tian, did not render them inhabitants of the French

portion of the island of St. Domingo, nor liable for

burdens imposed on those inhabitants for their own

acts by treaties with otherpowers. Tho commission

ers were informed by the Dominican authorities that

the present administration of the government has not

had diplomatic representatives, or made treaties or

engagements with any other Government except the

United States. An enumeration of the treaties made

during the previous hiBtory of the republic with

France^ Great Britain, and other powers, will bo

found in Ex. Doc. 17, Forty-first Congress, second

session. They are mostly treaties of navigation and

commerce, and contain no unusual provision requir

ing notice here.
The only dividing lino between the Dominican Re

public and an adjoining nation is the boundary be

tween it and the Republic of Hayti, a line carefully

surveyed and marked by monuments nearly a hun

dred years ago, described and established by tho

treaty of 1777, and repeatedly reaffirmed in subse

quent treaties, all of which refer to it as the undis

puted boundary. It is deeply embedded in the his

tory of the island. It marks the separation ofdifferent

languages, different national traditions and character

istics, different modes of holding and surveying tho

soil, different peoples. In 1821, the people of what

is now the Dominican Republic threw off the Span

ish yoke, and proclaimed a republic. At this time

the boundary was undisputed, and the republic in

cluded all the Spanish part of the island—or, in other

words, all east of the line of 1777. In 1822 the Hay

tian President, Boyer, acquired possession of the

whole island, and it remained under one government

until the revolution of 1844 resulted in the expulsion

of the Haytian rulers and the reestnblishment of tho

independence' of tho Dominican or Spanish-speaking

portion of the island, except a few interior valleys on

the Dominican side of the line, in some of which

there has been an almost constant struggle since that

time, the Haytian and Dominican forces alternately

occupying the disputed territory. Of this disputed

territory the Haytians have had practically constant

control, the towns of San Rafael, San Miguel, and Las

Caobas. The Benica Valley, east of these, with

Benica as its principal town, and the Neyba district

to the Bouth, have been alternately overrun by both
fovemments. The attention of the Commission had

een drawn to a map issued by private partios in our

own country, claiming to be based on a Haytian re

port made on this subject in President Geffrard'a
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time. The boundary given in this extends from a

l>oint just east of Monte Christi, on the north shore

of the island, in a nearly north and south line, to a

point on the south shore nearly opposite the island

ofAltaVela. Whether the Commission be right or

wrong in judging that any infringement on the Do

minican country has been based on usurpation, and

is therefore null, the claim to any such lino as that

ubove indicated must seem preposterous to any one

at all conversant with Dominican or Haytian af

fairs. The town of Monte Christi, which, by-the-

way, should be under Haytian control, was, at a re-

oont visit of a member of the Commission, found to

be inhabited by a Spanish-speaking people with Do

minican authorities, and no one seemed to be at all

aware that it hud been claimed since 1844 by any

other government than the Dominican. As to tbe

Bcnica valley and the Neyba district, the people

claimed to bo Dominicans, and, by nil that could be

learned, hove never considered themselves other

wise. The commissioners mode inquiries regarding

the foundations for Haytian claims outside the line

of 1777, both of intelligent persons living in Hayti,

and of the Haytian ex-President Geffrard, now in ex

ile, residing in Jamaica, and from neither source

could thev obtain any direct or presumptive evidence

for the Haytian title, nor could they learn of any

thing which could bo construed into an acknowledg

ment of it by any Dominican government. The com

missioners were informed by tho Dominican authori

ties that the Haytian Government had more than

once offered to purchase the territory in dispute, but

this the inhabitants of Havti above mentioned deny.

The only claim to this district which the Haytian

Government could urge would bo based on an occu

pation by Haytians of a portion of tho Dominican

Republic, whose government had not been able to

oust them by force. The oxtent of Dominican terri

tory within tho old boundary of 1777 is found, by a

new and careful computation, made under the direc

tion of the commissioners, to be 22,212 square miles.

The portion of this already referred to as having been

mainly in Haytian occupancy has an extent of ubout

1,000 square miles.
The Commission, as directed by tho resolution of

Congress, made diligent inquiry to ascertain "what

proportion of the territory is covered by foreign

claims, or by grants and concessions, and generally

what concessions and franchises have been granted,

with the names of tho respective grantees." The

following list, condensed from an official statement

furnished by the Dominican Secretary of State, which

will be found in the accompanying documents, and

confirmed by the testimony, gives on answer to the

inquiry :

A grant to J. "W. Fabens, or a company organized

for tho purpose, dated July 8, 1868, of a portion of

the public lands, on condition of making a geological

Burvey. This is a contract authorizing Fabens, by

himself or any company organized for the purpose,

to make a geological examination and survey of all

the provinces and districts nt the expense of the said

oompany, reports to be made every three months, as

the survey progresses, to the Dominican Govern

ment, to enable it to offer for sale the mineral and

agricultural lands of the localities examined ; also an

annual report ; said company to receive one-fifth of

the public lands bo surveyed, excepting coal-lands,
to be sot apart as the quarterly reports are rendered.

This survey is now in progress. The parties owning

tbe franchise and paying the expense are chiefly New

York capitalists. Tine testimony of tho geologist in

charge of the survey, Prof. Gabb, giving details on

the subject, and his annual reports, are herewith sub

mitted, together with a copy of the original contract.

A grant to R. M. Funkhouser, of New York, Octo

ber 7, 1803, for a line of mail-steamers between New

York and New Orleans and the Dominican Republic,

with a provision that five per cent, of the import and

export dues on nil merchandise carried by said line

be allowed to the owners of the steamers. This line

is now run by Spofford Brothers, of New York.

A grant to Ed. H. Hartmont to take guano from

the island of Alta Vela, in consideration of a loan of

May, 1868.

A grant to Fr. H. Fisher, of New York, September

9, 1869, for building a railroad from Santiago to Tun

or Samana Peninsula.

To Felix Montecatini, August 3, 1867, renewed and

extended April 5, 1870.

To Shumaeher and Angcnard for a railroad fron

Oseama River to San Cristobal.

To Julian Grangerard, June 3, 1S70, for building a

railroad from Azua to Las Caobas.

To Levi Guilamc, November 5, 1870, for construct-

ing telegraph-linos necessary in the republic.

To Charles Baez, May 18, 1S70, for rent of salt

works at Boni.

To Toltsforo Volta, for salt-works at Beats Island.

To W. L. Cazeneau. May 28, 1S6B, to introduce im

migrants and establish colonics. (Void.)

To Davis Hatch, September 27, 1806, forworkin;

rock-salt mines of Neyba and building railroad there

to from shore at Barahona. (Void.)

To P. A. Delgardo, to take guano from Alta Vela.

(VoidJ

To E. H. Hartmont, February 1, 1869, forbuiMin;

railroad from Monte Christi to bantiago nnd the Ynra,

river donation lands bordering the road to be made

bv special grant. (Void.)

To Edward Prime and Edward P. nollister, Juk

4, 1869, extended September 2, 1869, to establish a

national bank. (Void.)

To E. H. Hartmont, to work the Samana coal-mines

in case a loan of £420,000 should be effected. (Void.;

To the Industrial and Progressive Companv, No

vember 5, 1866, to work the copper-mine at El Cobre,

St. Cristobal ; to W. L. Cazeneau, January, 18, 186;,

copper-mine at Monte Mateo, St. Cristobal, and to

the same, July 12, 1869, copper-mine atMano MatueT

and at Loma de la Basa de Diamante, St. Cristobal.

Tho last three wore consolidated under the law of

August 10, 1870, to Cambiaco & Co. October 2*,

1867, copper-mine at Boca do Cuajo, Upper Haina,

St. Cristobal, to St. Domingo Company—Geological

Survey Company, February 25, 1870—the mining

circuit Buenaventura, Upper Haina, San Cristobal,

by virtue of geological survey ; to be modified to

conform to geological contract.
To Felix Montecatini, March 17. 1867, mining dis

trict in Cuajo, San Cristobal (void), renewed to Sbc-

macher and Argcnard, July 28, 1870.

To San Domingo Company, September 16, 16J0,

mining district of Camee.
The Dominican Government has made no grant or

concession of land to any foreign government or na

tion except tho United States.
To the grants to foreigners by the government

above enumerated must be added some by munici

palities. Of these, the only ones which seem to tbe

Commission to require notice hero nro thoso to cer

tain parties, citizenB of the United States, of lands

nnd lots in tho village of Santa Barbara, on the Bay

of Samana, granted Dy tho authorities of that town

from its property, as follows :
To J. P. O'Sullivan, December 1, 1868, of 950 feet

fronting on the harbor, nnd extending back several

hundred feet, varying in depth in different parts, st

sixty-two dollars per annum rent for twenty-one

years ; also eighty-four feet and ninety feet to tbe

same at four dollars rent for each. December 11,
1869, these leases are made perpetual, provided there

be no law to prevent the same.
To J. W. Fabens, December 11. 1809, of 1,683 feet,

fronting on the harbor, in pcrpetuitv, at one hundred

and twelve dollars per annum. These grants cow

a large part of the unoccupied available front of Ue

harbor.
Thoro was also a leaso bv the municipal govcrn-

ment of the city of St. Domingo of a wharf front, ol
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limited extent and importance, to W. L. Cazoneau.

The commissioners were not unmindful of various

rumors which had been circulated on divers occa

sions that concessions or grants of land were made

to officials of the Government of the United States

when the treaty of annexation was negotiated in 1S69.

No pains were spared to ascertain the exact truth on

this subject. In addition to an examination of all

grants from the government of the republic, the Com

mission further carried thoir researches to all muni

cipal grants by the town of Samana, where rumor

had located tho supposed grants. The officers of the

municipality and the records were carefully examined.

Inquiry was also made of the authorities of the city

of St. Domingo. After this investigation tho Com

mission can declare, without hesitation, that there

was no particle of evidence or color of evidence for

these charges. In order to bo assured that the treaty

furnished to us was a true and full copy of the original

in the archives of the Dominican Government, they

thought it important to examine tho original care

fully, to determine whether either the treaty of an

nexation or the Samana lease contained any conces

sion, or grant, or secret clause favoring any United

States official. This they did in the presence of the

President and his Cabinet in the formal manner which

will be found set out at length in their journal of

date, February 18, 1871. It was ascortoinod that no

such clause was contained in the treaty or lease.

They read also the solemn assurance of the President

and his Cabinet, as will bo found in their journal of

the same date, that no such grant or concession was

made in any way in connection with the negotiation

or preparation of tho treaty. Tho terms of annexa

tion desired, the terms ana conditions on which the

Dominican Government and people desire to be an

nexed, are expressed in tho treaty negotiated in 1869,

which provided for the annexation of that republio

to the United States as a territory. In discussing

this subject the President and his Cabinet manifested

a liberal and accommodating spirit. Ho said: "We

are willing to stand by that treaty, but we do not

insist upon any particular provision in it. It was

drawn up by your own Government. By it wo give

you every thing we have oxcept tho public lands. If

we were asked what change in the treaty we desired,

wo would answer this : When that treaty was nego

tiated we expected that this government would De

speedily turned over to tho United States, and so we

provided that tho annual rent of Samana Bay—which,

we supposed, would only havo to bo paid for a short

time—snould be deducted from the million and a half

to be paid to the Dominican Republic. But a long

and harassing delay has compelled us to carry on

this government without pay, and through many dif

ficulties, for nearly two years longer, and now would

it not bo right and fair to allow that rent to be paid

for this period of delay without deducting it ? We

do not insist upon this as a condition precedent, but

refer it to the sense of justice and tho magnanimity

of the American people."
At the suggestion of the Commission tho Dominican

Government was willing to modify tho treaty so as

to devote one-fifth of the public lands to the estab

lishment and maintenance of common schools in the

territory, provided the United States appropriate

800,000 aoros of land to establish a college or colleges

for instruction in agriculture, mining, engineering,

and kindred subjects. The commissioners earnestly

believe that, if annexation is deoided upon, nothing

could contribute, more than the establishment of the

institutions contemplated in this article in the treaty,

to insure the success of the groat experiment by a

rapid development of the resources of the country,

and by making the coming generations in that coun

try fully capable ofdischarging the duties of American

citizenship.

Their attention having been called to certain dec

larations regarding the independence of the Domini

can Republic and the attachment of the people thereto,

those points wero especially dwelt upon by the com

missioners. As already stated, the question was

promptly asked, " In case the independence of the

Dominican Republic were possible, would you prefer

it to annexation) Tho general answer was, "Wo

would prefer independence ; but independence is

impossible." That this latter declaration is the re

sult of a true insight into the condition of the country

by those who know it best, that it is tho only con

clusion to which a thoughtful lover of that country

can come, is made manifest by the following recapitu

lation of iacts : Historically, the Dominican Republio

has never maintained any real independence, with

the exception of the very brief period after its first

separation from Spain. It has never seen a day

when its most bitter foe, the Haytian Republio, has

not been in defiant possession of a valuable portion

of its territory. Worse than this, it has rarely seen

the time when a number of semi-political, Bemi-mili-

tary leaders were not ready, on the slightest provo

cation, to league with this bitter enemy, and to bring

murder and pillage upon their country. Nor is that

portion of the Dominican Republic not under Haytisn

control more than technically independent. It has

been dependent upon the forbearance of Spain, whoso

strong islands lie near its northern and eastern coasts.

It has been dependent on the good-will of England,

whose main possession in the West Indies lies but a

short distance to the westward. It has been de

pendent not upon the lack of will, but the lack of

means, of every nest of plotters in any of the neigh

boring islands for immunity against constant piracies

and invasions. It is dependent on the jealousies, tho

caprices, and the petty nates of chieftains who have

never hesitated to go through its territory with fire

and sword at tho promptings of any whim or grudge.

Nor, without intervention from some source, can mat

ters ever be better. All that the commissioners could

learn, showed that the succession of struggles has

utterly disheartened the poople—has made more and

more hopeless any attempt to rescue any portion of

its rightful territory from Hayti, and has rendered

impossible any organization ofthe people, itselfstrong

enough to protect society from armed leaders of fac

tions.
There is but ono chance for that republic ever to

recover its independence—to become, after a proper

period of probation, ono of a union of States—tho

freedom and substantial independence of each being

guaranteed bv the strength of all. It is beyond tho

province of tlie commissioners, under the resolution

of Congress, to recommend that such a course ■ bo

adopted or abstained from. They simply state, as

their belief, founded upon all the observations they

could make and of the facts they could learn, that

this is the only way in which Dominican indepen

dence can be secured, and that, if it be judged best not

to adopt that course, even the present shadow of in

dependence will be taken away. Tho Dominican

territory is one of the fairest and richest on earth.

Unless some such means as above mentioned are re

sorted to, it is to lie exhausted and helpless until

some strong nation shall seize it and hold it in colo

nial subjection. The commercial relations of the

Dominican part of the island present one indication

not to bo passed without mention. The most im

portant commerce of the island by far, the tobacco-

trade, is carried on mainly by Germans, and is with

the principal seaport of the new German Empire ; to

such an extent has this tendency developed itself,

that this trade is rapidly bocoming a German monop

oly. The commissioners found the number of Ger

man subjects in important business operations and

agencies on the north side of the island to exceed

those of any other foreign power, and their influence

is extending steadily up into the great control dis

tricts.
The influence which St. Domingo, under a stable

government, would exercise upon tho institution of

slavery has not escaped attention. Geographically,
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it lies between the last two strongholds of slavery in

North America: Cuba on the west, and Porto Rico

on the east. In the present impotency of its govern

ment it exercises little influence, but the inhabitants

are earnestly opposed to Blavcry, and under more

favorable circumstances tbeir moral influence would

be felt in the neighboring islands. It would bo all

on the side of freedom ; nor would that influence bo

merely moral. Commercial influences would work

in the same direction. St. Domingo is capable of

supporting millions of people. Land is cheap. In

fertility it certainly equals, and probably surpasses,

the neighboring isles, and it is even better Buited to

the production of sugar and coffee. It could supply

the whole markot of the United States with these

great West India staples. During tho year above

mentioned, seventeen per oont. of all tho imports of

the United States were the production of slave labor.

This trade is the main support which the slave sys-

tam now has. With liberty, order, free labor and

the immigration which would be attracted by these,

with a vast advantage in tho West India trade, arising

from the fact that any duties laid by tho United States

on West India productions for revenue would be a

discrimination against slavo products, and would in

ure to tho protection of Dominioan free labor, it is

not too much to expect that St. Domingo might be

developed into a powerful State, which, by the inev

itable laws of trade, would make slave-labor in the

neighboring islands unprofitable, and, by the spread

of its ideas, render tho wholo slave and caste systoms

odious.
Tho commissioners, of course, felt a deep interest

in the experiment ofself-government whioh the blacks

are trying in Ilayti. They certainlr wished it all

success. They could not understand how any new

and close relations between St. Domingo and the

United States could affect that experiment otherwise

than favorably. They felt that it would be unjust to

our Government to suppose that it contemplated any

action injurious to it. They had too much faith in

tho virtue of our institutions to doubt that tho form

established of similar institutions in a neighboring

land must act favorably upon republicanism and

progress in Ilayti. Tho only force to be exerted

would be a moral one—the force of example. They

know of no valid claim whioh Ilayti had against St.

Domingo, nor of any rights or interests which could

bo endangered by tho extension of our institutions

over the eastorn end of the island. Nevertheless,

they desirod to give to the government and to intel

ligent citizens an opportunity of stating their views.

Moreover, they desired, in tno most friendly spirit,

to make the same observations and study of Hayti

and its inhabitants as they had made of the Domini

oan Republic. They intimated to the President and

his council their disposition and desires. They stated

even that they would be glad to be put in tho way of

ascertaining what wero the claims of Ilavti upon" St.

Domingo, and what wero the viows and wishes of

the Ilaytian people with respect to any changes that

might be brought about in the neighboring republic,

but they received no encouragement to pursue their

inquiries. They asked verbally, and through our

minister in writing, for permission to explore the

interior of tho island, but this was met in a spirit

equivalent to a refusal. They contented themsolves,

thoreforo, with taking such testimony and gathoring

such information upon matters bearing upon the

question of annexation as they could, without giving

offence. In reviewing tho wholo field of their inves

tigations, looking to the interosts of both divisions

of the island, they are firmly persuaded that the

annexation of St. Domingo to tno United States would

bo hardly less beneficial to the Haytian than to the

Dominican peoplo. This benefit would arise—first,

from the example whioh would doubtless be afforded

of a well-regulated, orderly, and prosperous State, the

great need of that part of the world, and which it

has as yet never seen. A second and more direot

benefit would arise from the equitable establishment

of a boundary-line between the French-speaking and

the Spanish-speaking nations upon that island, and

its guarantee by a strong power. This would end

the exhausting border warfarej which has been one

of the greatest curses of Hayti as well as of St. Do

mingo, and would enable both to devote their en

ergies thenceforward to the education of their people,

and to tho development of their resources.

Respectfully submitted :

B. F. WADE,

ANDREW D. WHITE,

R. G. HOWE.

Tho President or the Uxited States.

Treaty between France and Germany.

The text of the preliminary peace, concluded

on February 26th, is as follows : The plenipo

tentiaries invested with full power to draw up

the peace preliminaries were : Count Otto von

Bismarck-Schoenhausen, Chancellor of the Ger

man Empire ; Count Otto von Bray-Steinburg,

Minister from Bavaria; Baron August von

Waechter, from Wurtemberg; and M. Julius

Jolly, from Baden ; M. Thiers, Chief of the

Executive Power of the French Republic ; and

M. Jules Favre, Minister of Foreign Affairs.

Article I. France renounces, in favor of the Ger

man Empire, all right and title to those districts ly

ing east of the following specified boundaries [the

description of the boundary-line has been given in

the article entitled Alsace.—Ed.] :

The German Empire will hold these districts for

ever, with full right of sovereignty and possession.

An International Commission, which shall be mutu

ally formed of the same number of representatives

of"tho high contracting powers, shall, immediately

after the interchange of tho ratification of the pres

ent treaty, bo commissioned to determine, at the des

ignated points, the new boundary-line, in conformity

with the foregoing stipulations.

This Commission shall direot the distribution of

land, as well as of capitalj which until now have

mutually belonged to districts or communities

separated by the new boundary ; in case of a di

versity of opinion concerning the boundary and the

rules in regard to tho oxecution of the treaty, the

members of the Commission shall obtain the" deci

sion of their respective Government*.

Tho boundary, as it is laid down above, is marked

with green paint on two similar copies of the map of

the " parts of the district which form tho General

Government of Alsace," which, in September, 1S70,

was made public in Berlin by tho geographical ana

statistical division of the General Staff. A copy of

the same will be annexed to each of the two issues

of the present treaty.

The specified boundary-lino has, meanwhile, with

tho agreement of both contracting powers, undergone

tho following alterations : In the former Moselle de

partment, the villagos Marie-aux-Chenes. near St.

Prirat-la-Montagne, and Vionvillo, westward from

Rezonvillc, shall be oedod to Germany. In exchange,

tho city and fortifications of Be'fbrt, with a rapoa

later to"bo established, will remain in possession of

Franoe.

Art. II. France shall pay to His Majesty the Ger

man Emperor tho sum of five thousand million

francs. At least one thousand million francs shah

be paid in tho course of the year 1871, and tho entire

residue in the course of three years from the ratifica

tion of the present treaty.

Art. HI. Tho evacuation of the French districts

occupied by German troops shall commence after the

ratification of tho present treaty on the part of the

National Assembly in session in Bordeaux. Immo
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diately after tho ratification, the Gorman troops will

leave the interior of the city of Paris, as well as the

forts situated on the left hank of the Seine. In the

shortest possible time, whioh shall be determined by

on agreement between the military authorities of

both countries, they will entirely evacuate the De

partments Calvados, Orne, Sartlie, Eurc-et-Loire, Loi-

ret, Loir-et-Cher, Indre-et-Loire, and Yonne, and fur

ther, the Departments Scine-Inferieure, Scinc-ct-Oi.se,

Seine-et-Marne, Aube, and Cote d'Or, or as far as

the left bank of the Seine. The French troops will

simultaneously retire behind the Loire, whicn they

will not be permitted to cross before the ratification

of the definitive treaty of peace. The garrison of

Paris, whose force shall not exoeed the number of

40,000 men, and the garrisons indispensably requisite

for the security of the strongholds, are excepted from

this stipulation.

The evacuation of the departments situated be

tween the right bank of the Seine and the eastern

boundary shall, on the part of tho German troops,

follow gradually after the ratification of the defini

tive treaty of peace and the payment of the first half

of the thousand millions of the contribution stipu

lated in Artiole II.

The evacuation will commence with tho depart

ments situated nearest Paris, and will be continued,

according as the payments of the contribution are ef

fected. After the first payment of one-half of the thou

sand millions, the evacuation of the following de

partments will take place : Somme, Oise, and those

parts of the Departments Seine-Inferieure, Seine-ot-

Oiae, Seine-et-Marne, which are situated on the right

bank of the Seine, as well as the part of the De

partment Seine and the forts on the right bank of

the Seine.

After the payment of two thousand millions, the

Gorman troops will occupy only the Departments

Marne, Ardennes, Haute-Marne, Mouse, Vosges, and

Meurtho, as well as the fortress of Belfort with its

distriot, which shall servo as a plodge for the remain

ing three thousand millions. The number of the

German troops there located shall not exceed 50,000

men.

It is left to HU Majesty tho Emperor to accept a

financial guarantee in place of the territorial guaran

tee, which consists in the partial occupation of the

French district, if the former be offered by the

French Government on terms acknowledged by His

Majesty the Emperor and King as sufficient for the

interests of Germany. On the three thousand mil

lions, whose payment will be deferred, five per cent,

interest will be paid from the day of the ratification

of the present agreement.

Abt. IV. The German troops will refrain from re

quisitions, whether of money or of natural products,

in the departments occupied by them. On the other

hand, the German troops which remain in France

shall be maintained at the cost of the French Gov

ernment, and according to an agreement made with

the military intendancy.

Art. V. Tho interests of tho inhabitants of tho

districts oeded by France shall, in every thing con

cerning their business and private rights, be regu

lated as favorably as possible, as soon as the terms

of the definitive treaty of peace are determined. For

this purpose, a space of time shall be agreed upon,

within whicn these inhabitants shall enjoy special

facilities relative to the circulation of their produc

tions. The German Government will place nothing

in the way of the unimpeded emigration of the in

habitants of the oeded districts, and will not be per

mitted to take any measures against the inhabitants

which would touch either person or property.

Abt. VI. The prisoners of war, who have not al

ready been set at liberty by means of exchange,

shall be returned immediately after the ratification

of the foregoing preliminaries. In order to hasten

the transport of French pri80ners? the French Gov

ernment will place at the disposition of tho German

authorities a portion of the rolling-stook of their

railroads in the interior of tho country, and to an ex

tent to be determined by special agreement, as well

as at those prices which are paid by the French Gov

ernment for military transport in France.

Art. VII. The opening of the negotiations con

cerning the definitive treaty of peace, which is to be

concluded upon the foundation of the present pre

liminaries, will take place in Brussels, immediately

after the ratification of the latter by the National As

sembly and His Majesty the German Emperor.

Art. VIII. After the conclusion and ratification of

the definitive treaty of peace, the administrations of

the departments, which still remain occupied by Ger

man troops, shall be again delivered to the French

authorities. The latter shall, nevertheless, be

obliged to obey tho orders which the commanders of

the German troops shall believe it necessary to issue

in the interest of the security, maintenance, and dis

tribution of their troops.

The collection of taxes will be effected in the de

partments occupied by the German troops, after the

ratification of the present treaty, for the account of

the French Government and by means of its officers.

Art. IX. It is understood that the foregoing stipu

lations of the treaty can give the German military

authorities no right whatever upon those parts of any

district not at present occupied by Germans.

Art. X. These preliminaries will be submitted for

the ratification of His Majesty the German Emperor,

as well as the French National Assembly, which is

convened in Bordeaux.

(Signatures.)

Issued at Versailles, February 26, 1871.

The definitive treaty of peace concluded on

May 10th, with the three side treaties, runs thus :

Prince Otto von Bismarck-Schoonhausen, Chancel

lor of tho German Empire, and Count Harry von

Arnim, Extraordinary Ambassador and Minister

Plenipotentiary of His Majesty the German Emperor

at the Apostolic See, empowered to conclude the

treaty in the name of His Majesty the German Em

peror, on one part, and, on the other side, M. Jules

Favre, Minister of Foreign Affairs of tho French Be

public, M. Augustin Thomas Joseph Pouyer-Quer-

ticr, Minister of Finance of the French Republic,

and M. Maro Thomas Eugen do Goulard, Member of

the National Assembly, empowered to conclude the

treaty in tho name of the French Bepublic, havo

agreed with one another to change the preliminary

treaty of peace of February 20, 1871, into a definitive

peace, modifying it by the following stipulations.

Article I. The distance from tho city ofBelfort to

the boundary-line, as originally proposed in the ne

gotiations at Versailles, and marked upon the map

annexed to the ratified deed of the preliminaries of

February 26th, is considered as determining the lim

its of the rayon, which, according to the clause rela

tive to tho latter, in the first article of the prelimi

naries, shall remain in possession of France with the

city and fortifications or Belfort. [The details of tho

change of the boundary-line, agreed upon in this ar

ticle, are given in the article Alsace.—Ed.] The In

ternational Commission, mentioned in Article I. oftho

preliminaries, will, immediately after the exchange

of the ratifications of tho present treaty, repair to

the designated points, in order to accomplish the

necessary work, and draw tho line of the new boun

dary, in conformity with the foregoing arrange

ment.
Art. n. The French subjects, belonging to the

ceded districts, at present resident in those districts,

who intend to retain their French nationality, shall,

until October 1,1872, and by means of a declaration

to be given in advance, enjoy full power to transfer

their domicil to France ana to settle there, this right

not being affected by the laws in regard to military

service ; in which case their character as French
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citizens will be maintained. They will be permitted

to retain their real estate, situated in the districts

which have been united with Germany. No inhab

itant of the ceded districts can be prosecuted, dis

turbed, or indicted, in regard to his person or pos

sessions, on the ground uf his political or military

notions during the war.

Art. III. The Fronch Government will deliver to

the German Government the archives, documents,

and records, which rofer to the civil, military, or ju

dicial administration of tho ceded districts. If parts

of these legal documents should be removed, the

French Government will procure them again at the

demand of the German Government.

Aet. IV. The French Government will, within

the space of six months^ reckoned from the exchange

of tho ratification of tins treaty, deliver to the Gov

ernment of the German Empire:

1. The amount of the sums deposited by the de

partments, communities, and public institutions of

the cedod districts.

2. The amount of the enlisting and substitution

bounties, belonging to the native soldiers and sailors

of tho oedod districts, who have decided for the Ger

man nationality.

3. The amount of tho securities of the officers of

finance of the state.

i. The amount of tho sums of money paid in, in

tho ceded districts, for judicial consignment in con

sequence of measures takon by the administrative or

judicial authorities.

Art. V. Both nations Bhall bo on an equal foot

ing as to navigation on the Moselle, on the Rhine-

Marne, Rhine-Rhone, and Soar Canals, and the
navigable waters f irming a connection with these

water passages. The right to float will be re

tained.

Abt. VI. Since the high contracting powers are of

opinion that tho diocesan boundaries or tho districts

ceded to tho German Empire must coincide with the

new boundary determined by the above Article I.,

they will, immediately after the ratification of the

prosent treaty, come to an understanding in regard

to tho measures to be taken in common for this pur

pose.

Those settled congregations, belonging to the Re

formed Church or the Augsburg Confession in the

territories ceded from Franco, will cease to be de

pendent on tho French ecclesiastical authority.

Those settled congregations on French territory,

belonging to tho Church of the Augsburg Confes

sion, will cease to be dependent on the High Consis

tory or tho Director in Strasbourg.

The Jewish congregations in the territories east

of the new boundary will cease to be dependent on

the Jewish Central Consistory at Paris.

Art. VII. The payment of five hundred millions

shall ensue within the thirty days following tho res

toration of the authority of the French Government

in the city of Paris. One thousand millions shall be

paid during the current year, and five hundred mill

ions on May 1, 1872. The last three thousand mill

ions remain payable on May 2, 1874, as was stipu

lated by the preliminary treaty of peace. From

March 2d of tho current year, interest will be paid

on those three thousand million francs every year on

the third day of March, at five per cent, a year.

Every sum of the three thousand millions paid in

advance will cease to bear interest from the day of

the payment rendered.

All payments can be made only in the prin

cipal commercial cities of Germany, and will be ren

dered in metal, gold or silver, in notes on the Bank

of England, in notes on the Bank of Prussia, in

notes on the Royal Bank of the Netherlands, in notes

on the National Bank of Belgium, in bills of ex

change upon order or discountable bills of exchange

of the first rank. Since the German Government

has fixed tho valuo of tho Prussian thaler in France

at three francs seventy-five centimes, the French

Government will accept tho exchanging of the coin

(Mucnzen) of both countries at the above-designated

rate. The French Government will apprize the

German Government, three months beforehand, of

every payment which it intends rendering to the

Treasury of the German Empire.

After payment of the first five hundred millions,

and the ratification of the definitive treaty of peace,

the Departments Sommo, 8eine-Infe>ieure, and Eure,

will be evacuated, so for as they are still occupied by

German troops. The evacuation of the Depart

ments Oise, Seine-ot-Oise, Seine-et-Mame, and

Seine, as well as tho forts of Paris, will take place as

soon as the German Government shall judge the res

toration of order, as well in Franco as in Paris, suf

ficient to secure the execution of the obligations as

sumed by France. This evacuation will take place,

under all circumstances, upon the payment of the

third five hundred millions.

The German troops retain, for the sake of their

seourity, the disposition of the neutral territory be

tween the German line of demarcation and the cir-

cumvallation of Paris, on the right bank, of the

Seine.

The stipulations of the treaty of February 26th,

relative to the occupation of Frenoh territory after

payment of two thousand millions, remain in force.

From the payment of the first five hundred millions,

no deduotions can be made to whieh the French Gov

ernment-could be entitled.

Abt. VIII. The German troops will continue to re

frain from requisitions, in natura and money, in the

districts occupiod by them ; but this obligation on

their side, stands in mutual reference to the obliga

tions assumed by the French Republic to maintain

them ; in cose that, in Bpite of repeated demands

from the German Government, the Freneh Govern

ment should be backward in the execution of the

obligations mentioned, the German troops shall have

the right to obtain the necessaries for their exist

ence, by the collection of taxes ond requisitions

in the departments occupied by them, and even

abroad, if the latter should not be able to furnish

them.

Ill referenoe to the maintenance of the German

troops, the regulations now in force will be retained

until the evacution of the forts of Paris.

By virtue of the Treaty of Ferrieres of March 11,

1871, tho reductions specified by this treaty shall be

modo after evacuation of the forts.

As soon as the effective force of the German army

shall have Bunk below the number of 50,000 men,

the reductions mode in tho number will be brought

into account, in order to establish a proportionate

diminution of the costs of maintenance paid by the

French Government for the troops.

Abt. IX. The special treatment granted at pres

ent to the industrial productions in the coded dis

tricts for importation into France will be maintained

for a period of six months, reckoned from the first

day of March, under the conditions agreed upon

with the delegates from Alsace.

Abt. X. Tho German Government will continue al

lowing tho prisoners of war to return, in conform

ity with an agreement to be made with the French

Government. Tho Fronch Government will send to

their respective homes those prisoners who can be

discharged. Those who have not yet accomplished

their time of service must withdraw behind the

Loire. It is agreed that the army of Paris and of

Versailles, after the restoration of the authority of

the Frenoh Government in Paris, and until the evacu

ation of tho forts on tho part of the German troops,

Bhall not exceed 80,000 men. Until this evacuation,

the French Government can undertake no concentra

tion of its troops on the right bank of the Loire ; still

it will station the regular garrisons in tho cities situ

ated in this territory, according to the needs for

the maintenance of order, and of tho public quiet.

In proportion to the progress of the evacuation,
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the commanders of the troops will agree upon a neu

tral territory between the armies of Troth nations.

Twenty thousand prisoners shall, without delay,

he forwarded to Lyons, on condition that they be

sent, immediately after their organization, to Algiers,

to be employed in this colony.

Abt. XI. Since the commercial treaties with the

various states of Germany have been abolished by

tho war, the French and the German Governments

will take as the foundation of their commercial rela

tions the principle of mutual treatment on the foot

ing of the most favored nation.

In this principle are contained tho rights of im

portation and exportation, the universal transit, tho

formalities on the paying of duties, the admission and

treatment of the subjects of both nations, and of tho

representatives of the same.

The favors, nevertheless, which one of the powers

concluding the treaty has granted, or will grant, by

commercial treaties to other lands, as the following,

England, Belgium, the Netherlands, Switzerland,

Austria, and Russia, are excepted under the above,

principle.

The treaties of navigation and tho agreement con

cerning the international railroad service, in relation

to the formalities on the paying of duties, as well as

the agreement for the mutual protection of property,

in intellectual and artistic works, shall be again en

forced.

Meanwhile, the French Government reserves to

itself tho right of collecting tonnage and flag-duties

from the German ships and their cargo, on the con

dition that these duties do not exceed those collected

from the ships and cargoes of the above-mentioned

nations.

Abt. XII. All exiled Germans remain in full en-

i'oymcnt of all property which they have acquired in

'Vance.

Those Germans who have not received from the

French laws the demanded authorization to establish

themselves in France, shall bo reinstated in all their

rights, and can, in consequence of the same, take up

their abode again on Frenoh territory.

The space of time stipulated by the French laws

for the attainment of naturalization will not be con

sidered as interrupted by tho state of war for those

persons who make use ot the aforesaid permission to

return to France, within six months after the ex

change of tho ratification of this treaty, and the time

past between their exile and their return to French

soil shall be regarded as if they had never ceased to

reside in France.

The above stipulations are, vice verm, applicable to

French subjects who dwell, or wish to dwell, in Ger

many.

Art. XIII. The German vessels, which were con

demned before the 2d of March, 1871, by prize-

courts, shall bo considered as finally condemned.

Those which were not condomnod on the day

mentioned shall be restored, with the cargo, so far as

it still exists.

If the restitution of the vessels and cargoes is no

longer possible, compensation will be made to tho

owners for their value, estimated at the Belling-price.

Abt. XIV. Both of tho treaty powors will carry on

in their territory the works commenced for the navi

gation of the Moselle. Tho common debts of the

separated parts of the two Departments Meurthc and

Moselle shall be liquidated.

Abt. XV. The high contracting powers mutually

ongago to extend to tho subjects on both sides the

measures which they woula consider necessary in

favor of those belonging to their slate, who, in con

sequence of the occurrences of war, were removed

from the possibility of appearing at the right time

for the prosecution and maintenance of their rights.

Abt. XVI. Both the German and Frenoh Govern

ments mutually engage to respect the graves of sol

diers buried in their districts, and to allow them to

be kept in order.

Abt. XVII. The regulation of the incidental points

on which an understanding must be obtained, in con-

sequeuce of this treaty and tbe preliminary treaty,

will bo the subject ot further negotiations, to take

place in Frankfort.

Art. XVIII. The ratifications of this treaty by

Ilis Majesty tho German Emperor, on one port, and,

on the other part, by the National Assembly and tho

Chief of the Executive Power of the French Repub

lic, will be exchanged in Frankfort within ten days,

or earlier if possible.

For tho attestation of this treaty, the plenipoten

tiaries on both sides have annexed their signatures

and seals.

Done at Frankfort, May 10, 1871.

l. s.

L. 8.1

L. S,

VON BISMAKCK,

ARNIM,

JULES FAVRE,

POUYER-QTJEKTIER,

E. DE GOULARD.

Additional Articles.

Article I. $ 1. From tbis time forward until the

period appointed for the exchange ofthe ratifications

of this treaty, the French Government will make use

of its right of redemption of the concession given to

the Eastern Railway Company. Tho German Gov

ernment will enter upon all rights, which the French

Government shall have acquired through the re

demption of the concession, so far as it depends upon

the railroads situated in the ceded districts, either

finished or in process of building.

§ 2. In this concession are contained :

1. All tho real estate belonging to the company

mentioned, whatever its destiny may be : for instance,

station-buildings, sheds, workshops and storehouses,

houses of the railway-guards, etc.

2. All immovable property belonging to them, as

barriers, fences, switches, signals, turn-tables, pumps,

hydraulic cranes, stable-engines, etc.

8. All fuel and stores ot every kind, furniture in

the railway-stations, implements in the workshops

and railway-stations, etc.

4. Tho sums which are due the Eastern Railway

Company, such as subventions granted from the cor

porations, or private personages settled in the ceded

districts.

J 3. The rolling-stock is excluded from this assign

ment. The German Government will restore to tho

French Government that part of tho rolling-stock,

together with the appurtenances, that may happen to

be found in their possession.

$ 4. The French Government engages to free the

ceded railways, and whatever may belong to them,

so far as the German Empire is concerned, of all

legitimate claims, which could afterword be raised

by a third party, principally tho claims of the ob

ligees. It also engages, if necessary, to answer for

the German Government in reference to reclamations,

which might be raised against the German Govern

ment, by creditors of tho roads in question.

§ 5. The French Government takes upon itself the

reclamations which tho Eastern Railway Company

could raise against the German Government or its

proxies, in respect to the profits of the railroads

mentioned, and the use of the objects intimated in

i 2, as well as the rolling-stock.

The German Government will furnish the French

Government, on its demand, all documents and

intelligence, which could serve to determine the

facts upon which tho above-mentioned reclamations

would rest.

J 6. Tho German Government will pay the French

Government for the cession of the rights of posses

sion, intimated in §§ 1 and 2, and as compensation for

the obligation taken upon itself by the French Gov

ernment in 8 4, the sum of three hundred and twenty-

five millions (325,000,000) francs.

This sum will be deducted from the war Indemni

fication stated in Art. VII.
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In consideration that the circumstance which has

served as a foundation for the treaty concluded be

tween the Eastern Railway Company and the Boyal

Grand-ducal Company of the William-Luxembourg

Railways, under theJatcs of June 6, 1857, and Jan

uary 21, 1868; and further, that concluded between

the government of the grand-duchy of Luxembourg

and the companies of the William-Luxembourg Bail-

ways and the French Eastern Railway, under the

date of December S, 188S, is substantially altered, so

that the treaties are no longer applicable to the state

of affairs brought about by the stipulations contained

in i 1 ; the German Government declares itself ready,

on its Bide, to appear for the rights and liabilities

arising out of these troaties for the Eastern Railway

Company.

In case that the French Government should suc

ceed, whether by the redemption of the concession

of the Eastern Railway Company, or by a special

agreement concerning the rights acquired by this

oompany, by virtue of the above-mentioned treaties,

it engages to surrender these rights to the German

Government gratuitously, within six weeks.

In case that the surrogation mentioned should not

be realized, the French Government will grant con

cessions to the lines belonging to the Eastern Rail

way Company, and situated on Fronoh soil, only on

the express condition that the grantee shall not get

control of the lines situated in the grand-duchy of

Luxembourg.

Abt. II. The German Government offers two mill

ion francs for the rights and the property which the

Eastern Railway Company possesses on that part of

their lines lying in Swiss territory, on the frontier

of Basle, if the French Government procures its con

sent within a month.

Abt. III. The cession of territory near Belfort,

which the German Government offers in Art. I. of this

treaty, in exchange for the desired correction in the

boundary on the west of Thionville, will be increased

bv the following villages : Eougemont, Loval, Petite-

Fontaine, Rornngny, iVlon, La Chapello-sous-Rouge-

ment, Angoot, Vnuthicr-Mont, La Riviere, La

Grange, Reppo, Fontaine, Frais, Fousse-magne,

Cunelieres, Montrcux-Chateaux, Brctagne, Charau-

nes-les-Grands, Charaunattc, and Suarcc.

The road from Giromagnv to Bemircmont, which

extends through Waelschbelchon (Ballon d' Alsace),

will, in its entire extent, remain in possession of

Franco, and, as far as it lies outside of the Canton

Giromagny, will serve as boundary.

Done at Fhaxkfobt, May 10, 1871.

VON BISMARCK, JULES FAVRE,

ARX1M. POUYER-QUERTIER,

E. DE GOULARD.

The three side-troatics ran thus :

i.

The undersigned, after listening to the reading of

the definitive treaty of peace, find the same in ac

cordance with that which was agreed upon bv them.

In consequence of which, they have furnished the

same with their signatures.

The three Additional Articles, were specially

signed. It is agreed that these form an integral part

of the treaty of peace.

The undersigned Chancellor of the German Em

pire has announced that he will take it upon himself

to communicate the treaty to the Governments of

Bavaria, Wurteinberg, and Baden, and to procure

their accession.

Done at FBAirKTOBT-os-THi-MAis, May 10, 1871.

VON BISMARCK, JULES FAVRE,

ARNIM. POUYER-QUERTIER,

E. DE GOULARD,

n.

The second side-treaty contains simply the

exchange of the ratifications.

m.

The undersigned have come to an agreement, and

have determined the following :

According to Art. VII. of the definitive treaty of

peace between the German Empire and French Re

public, on the 10th of May instant, the first payment

of five hundred millions shall take place within the

thirty days following the restoration of the authority

of the French Government in tho city of Paris.
The mode of the payment is stated in the same

Article.

The undersigned have meanwhile agreed tliat, for

this one time, tho conditions established for the pay

ment shall be so modified, that one hundred and

twenty-five million francs in notes on the Bank of

France shall bo taken in payment under the follow

ing conditions :

1. Forty millions shall be paid up to the 1st ofJune;

tho second forty millions up to tho 8th of Juno, and

the last forty-five millions up to tho 15th of June.

2. The largest possible part of every pavment shall

take place in bank-notes of a hundred, fifty, or

twenty francs ; the payments shall be rendered in

Strasbourg, Metz, or Muhlhausen.
A sum of one hundred and twentv-flve millions

on account of the Bccond payment of one thousand

millions, as is stipulated in Art. VII. of the defini

tive treaty of peace of May 10th, of this year, shall

be paid within the sixty "days following tho time

stipulated for tho payment of the first five hundred

millions. This pavment of one hundred and twen

ty-five millions will follow in the values prescribed

in tho above-named Article VII., in case no other

agreement shall have been made.

Issued in duplicate at Fbaskfobt, May 21, 1971-

VON BISMARCK,

JULES FAVRE,
POUYER-QUERTIEK.

RAILROADS. The progress of the con

struction of railroads in the United States was

comparatively slow nntil assistance was grant

ed by Congress. This was given under the

form of donations of the public lands, for the

first time, in 1830. It conveyed six alternate

sections of public lands of 640 acres each (and

equalling 3,840 acres to the mile), to be taken

by the odd numbers within six miles of tho line

of the road proposed. In case such a number

of sections of odd numbers of public lands could

not be found within six miles of such lino

(in consequence of previous sale), then the

grant was to be enlarged so as to apply to tho

odd sections within fifteen miles of the line, on

either side, so as to make up the full amount

intended to bo granted. Many of the grants

were subsequently further enlarged, so as to

apply to sections of odd numbers within twen

ty miles of the line. The following tables, com

piled chiefly at the office of the Railroad Jour

nal, show the distribution of mileage and cost

of railroads and equipments to the several

geographical sections, States, and Territories

of tho Union, and ajso tho gross results within

the territorial limits of the United States:
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SECTIONS, STATES,
ETC.

Maine
Ni'w Hampshire.
Vermont
Massachusetts.. .
Rhode Inland....
Connecticut

Total.

New York
New Jersey
Pennsylvania ..
Delaware..
Maryland (D. C.)
West Virginia..

Total.

Virginia

JJorth Carolina..
■South Carolina.
•3eortria
Florida

Total.

Alabama
MiSHlsxippi .
Louisiana. . .
Texas
Arkansas . . .

Total.

Ohio
Michljran. .
Indiana ....
Illinois

Wisconsin.

Total.

Minnesota
Dakota Territory.
Montana and Ida
ho Territories.

Iowa
Nebraska
Wyoming Ter'y.
Missouri
Kansas
Colo rado
Indian Territory..

Total

California
Nevada

Utah

Total.

LENGTH IN ]

Total. Complete.
equipment.

9-23.86
1,081.75

872.86
797.38
711.81

1,641.96

$81,561,691
86,750,817
88,493,218
90.822,022

881.31
1,810.96
139.46 139 46
986.48 m'.n 89',477',800

5,768.82 4,984.65 $233,632,236

6,196.28
1.854.61
6.682.80

4,252.98
1,049.31
5.520.92
207.69
813.18
477.91

$262.4a5,839
101,828,908
836,656,887

6.280,771
43,548,806
82,816,298

1,203.53
725.84

16,390.25 12,821,94 $783,061,509

2,167.49
1,740.88
1.51M.09
3,087.89

764.20

1,478.29
1,260.50
1,209.69
2,157.39
461.20

$62,558,914
88,609.378
81,801,786
53.475,853
15,245,000

9,855.15 6,557.07 $189,581,430

8,452.60
1,900.90
806.50

8,797.50
1,810.00
2,057.84
2,021.42

1,697.60
981.90
522.50
797.00
490.50

1.520.84
1,018.18

$60,856,398
81.993,737
21,789,560
25,090.000
16,122.000
50,841,781
89,048,964

15,846.76 7,081.62 $845,787,424

5,491.85
4,177.88
5.542.60
9,017.74
8,518.70

8.859.52
2,638.38
8,709.10
6,304.34
1,652.70

$196,649,930
109,668,803
164,407,549
275,661.279
67,268,207

87,743.77 18,164.14 $811,650,768

8,448.50
980.00

1,553.00
61.00

$68,614,855
2,800,000

700.00
4,201.77
1,801.50

8,162.27
906.00
498 00

2,864.50
1,708.40
442.00
148.00

188,815,291
49,580.000
47.000,000498.00

5,103.50
8,271.40

186,100,018
66.310,000
17,250,000
6,500,000

616.00
1,400.00

21,965.67 11,838.17 $515,470,069

2,685.80
1.467.00

1,111.30
567.00
812.00
199.00
50.00

$76,908,000
51,600.000
80.400.000
7.900.000
8,620,000

.moo
2,779.50
665.00

7.922.K) 2.239.30 $169..'W2.0OO

Coat of rotd and

GENERAL RECAPITULATION.

SECTIONS, STATES,
LENGTH IN MILES.

Colt of rotd end
ETC.

Total. Complete.
equipment.

N. Eastern States
Middle States....
8. Eastern States.
Qnir and South
western States.

6,763.88
16,390.25
0,855.15

4,984.66
12.321.94
6,867.07

$238,683,286
788.061,509
189,584,480

Interior, East
15,846.76
27,748.77
21.965.67
7,908.80

7,081.58
18,164.14
11,838.17

845.787,484
813,650,768
615,470.069
169,322,000

Interior, West

2,239.20

Grand total... 104.988.82 64646.79 $2,950,458,436

In the following exhibit is given a statement

of the increase of mileage and cost in the year

1871 :

vol. ii.—J3 A

SECTIONS.

LENGTH IN MILES.
Coet of roed end

equipment.
Totel. Complete.

N. Eastern States. 293.42
1,811.52
1,168.60

478.66
1,021.32
411.37

Middle States
S. Eastern States.
Gulf and South
western States . 8,147.47

3.129.69
2.103 00
1,663.70

830.27
2.616.79
2,726.79

88.388.748
111,950.739
101.684,895

Interior, East

Interior, West...
226.20 18,598,000

Total increase.. 11,017.40 8.1X8.30 $376,932.327

No previous annual period has been so ac

tive in construction, or so successful in bringing

into use long lines of track, as the year 1871.

At the commencement of 1871 there were,

in the whole Union, 54,435.49 miles of track,

and, at the close, 62,646.79 miles, showing/m

increase, in the year, of 8,211.80 miles. Tm9

length is exclusive of city passenger railroads,

and also of a second track, sidings, etc. As

great a mileage was built in 1871 as existed in

all the Union in 1851.

The progress of railroad construction in the

United States since 1827, in which year the

Granite Railroad at Quincy, Mass., was in

augurated, to the present -time, is shown in

the following table :

827..

831..
832..
833..

835..
836..
837..

840..
841..
848..

844..
845..
846..
847..
84a
849..

3
I

28
41
54
181
576
768
918

1,108
1,481
1,848
2,220
2,797
8,319
8,877
4.174
4,311
4,588
4,870
6.336
6,683
6.850

Teuly
tncreeee.

25

a
13
77
446
186
156
184
329
413
477
577
523
658
297
187
211
848
466
846

I860..
1861..
1852..
1853..
1864..
1855..
1856..
1857..
1858..

1859..
I860..
1861..
1862..
1863..
1864..
1866..
1866..
1867..
1868.

1870..
1871..
1878..

Mllee
open.

7,476
8,589

11,087
18,497
15,672
17,898
19.251
22,625
25,090
26.755
28,771
30.593
81,769
83,471
33,860
34,443
36,351
36,896
38.828
48,272
48.860
54.586
62,647

Yearly

1,185
1,114
2.488
2,470
2,176
1,726
1,853
8,874
2,466
1,665
2,016
1,822
1,176
702

1,389
582
909

1,546
1.938
8.450
6.588
6,675
8,313

In 1850 the United States Congress made

he first grant of land to aid in the construc-

ion of railroads. These grants were made to

he States, and by them conveyed to the re

spective railroads. The application for the

first grant which was obtained was made in

behalf of the Illinois Central Railroad. It was

presented in Congress, and encountered great

opposition, especially in the Senate, and was

finally successful through the untiring exer

tions of the late Senator Stephen A. Douglass,

of Illinois.

The following is a .statement showing the

date at which the several grants were made,

the companies to which they have been con

veyed, the number of acres called for by each

grant, and the number of acres certified to

each company up to June 80, 1870 :
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DATE or
LAWS.

Sept. 20, 1850. Illinois Central....
Mobile & Chicago.

Sept
Aug.

20, 1850.
11, 1856.

Mobile & Ohio River
Southern Railroad
Gulf & Ship Island Railroad.

Sept. 20, 1850.
May 17, 1856.

Jane 3, 1856.

May 17, 1856.

Mobile & Ohio River
Alabama & Florida
Alabama A Tennessee
Northeastern A Southwestern, Alabama A Chat

tanooga
Wills Valloy. Alabama A
k'oosa A Tennessee
Mobile A Olrard
Coosa A Chattanooga
Tennessee A Alabama Central. . .

TLORIDA.*

Florida Railroad
Alabama A Florida
Pensacola A Georgia
Florida, Atlantic A Gulf Central.

June 8, 1856.

Feb. 9, 1853.
July 28, 1866.
Feb. 9, 1853.
July 28, 1866.
Feb. 9, 1853.
July 23, 1866.
July 4, 1866.

June 10, 1852.

Feb. 9, 1853.
Jnly 28, 1866.
July 4, 1866.

May 15,
June 2,
May 15,
June 2,
May 15.
Jnne 2,
May 15,
June 2,
May 12,

1858.
1864.
1856
1864.
1856.
1864.
ISM.
1864.
1864.

July 2, 1864.

June 3, 1S56.

July 3,
June 3,
July 3,
June 3,
June 7,

Jnne 8,
March 3,
June 3,
March 3,
June 3,

1H56.
1866.
1856.
1864.

1856.
1865,
1856,
1865.
1856.

; OF ROAD.

ALABAMA.*

Louisiana.*

Vlcksburg A Shreveport
New Orleans, Opclousas, A Great Western.

ARKANSAS.

Cairo A Fnlton
Cairo A Fnlton
Memphis A Little Rock...
Memphis A Little Rock...
Little Rock A Fort Smith.
Little Rock A Fort Smith.
Iron Mountain Railroad . . .

MISSOURI.

Hannibal A St. Joseph
Pacific A Southwestern branch
Cairo A Fnlton
Cairo A Fnlton
Iron Mountain (Pilot Knob to Helena, Arkansas).

Burlington A Missouri River

Rnrlington A Missouri River
Chicago, Rock Island A Pacific
Chicago, Rock Island A Pacific
CedarRaplds A Missouri River
Cedar Rapids A Missouri River
Dubuque A Sioux City
Change of route (Fort Dodge to Sioux City)
McGregor A Western
For railroad from Sioux City to south line of Mln
nesota

Sioux City A Pacific

Port Huron A Milwaukee
Detroit & Milwaukee
Jackson, Lansing A Saginaw
Time extended seven years

Flint & PSre Marquette
Act to change the western terminus of road
Grand Rapids A Indiana
Grand Rapid* from Fort Wayne to Grand Rap-

Ids, etc

July 5.
March 3,

1862.
1865.

Ray de Noquet A Marquette
Hay de Noquet A Marquette

; Marquette & Ontonagou
'Marquette A Ontonagon
'Chicago, St. Paul A Fond-dn-Lac
Chicago, St. Paul A Foud-du-Dac (branch) to Mar

quctte
Chicago & Northwestern
Chicago A Northwestern

, WISCONSIN.

June 3, 1&5B 'Toma & Lake Superior
May 5, 1861. Toma & Lake Superior
June 3, 1850. St. Croix & Lake Superior

6 and IS

6 and 15
6 and 15
6 and 15

6 and 15

6 and 15

6 and 15
6 and 15
6 and 15
6 and 15
6 and 15
6 and 15

6 and 15

fi ami 15
Additional
Additional
Additional

6 and 15
Additional
10 and 20

6 and 15
6 and 15
6 and 15

Additional

6 and 15

6 and 15

6 and 15

6 and 15

6 and 15
6 and 15

6 and 15

5 and U
6 and 15

6 and 15

o'andio

6 and 15

6 and 15

6 and 15

6 and 15

10 and 20

H

10 and 20

10 and 20
10

20

200 S's"

20

M

Acrei certified.

2,595,053.00

737.130.29
171,550.00

419.528.44
894.522.99
440,700.16

289,535.58
171,920.51
67,784.96

604,145.86

281.984.17
165.58S.00

1,275,012.98
37,583.29

353,211.70
719,193.76

1,115,408.41

127,238ii

Bo0,520!i8

493.812.35
1.1.5S.073.M

63,540.11

291.725.00
95.656.48

481,774.88
144.229.71
778,869.17
342,406.68

1,226,163.89

MM
30,998.75

721,469.25

511.425.90
629,182.32

191.607.11
218,881.10

' 2l'6.9i(U9
49.IW.45
174,020.41

162,044.46

10 and 20'
821.913.38
183.263.69
5J4.718.15

* Grants to Mississippi, Alabama, Florida, and Louisiana, under acts of May 17, June 8, and August 11, 1858
having expired, application will be made to Congress to extend the time for the completion of the railroads in

said States.
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DATE OF
LAWS.

NAME OF ROAD.

WISCONSIN.

May 5, 1864.jst Croix & Lake Superior
Juue 3, 1856.|Branch to Bayfield
May 5, 1864. .Branch to Bayfield
June 3, 1856. fchlcago & Northwestern I
April 25, 1862. (Resolution.) Charges line of route (
May 5, 1864. From Portage City to Bayfield, thence to Superior.

March 3, 1857.
March 3, 1865.
March 3, 1857.
March 3, 1865.
July 12, 1862.
March 3, 1857.
March 8, 1865.
March 8, 1857.
March 8, 1865.
March 3, 1857.
May 12, 1864.
July 13, 1866.
May 5, 1864.
July 18, 1866.

July 4, 1866.
July 4, 1806.

March 3, 1863.
July 1, 1864.
July 1, 1864.
July 23, 1866.
July 25, 1866.
July 26, 1S66.

St. Paul & Pacific
St. Paul & Pacific
Branch St. Paul & Pacific.
Branch St. Paul & Pacific.
Authorized change of route
Minnesota Central
Minnesota Central
Winona & St. Peter
Winona & St. Peter.
Minnesota Valley . .
Minnesota Valley . .
Extends the time for
Lake Superior & Mississippi

deficiency

said road seven years .

Authorized to make up < within thirty

6 aud 15

6 aud 15

6 and 15

6 and 15

6 and 15

6 and 15

6 and 15

miles of the west line of said road
Minnesota Southern
Hastings & Dakota Rirer ,

KANSAS.

Leavenworth, Lawrence & Galveston
Atchison, Topeka & Santa F6
Union Pacific Southern Branch (M., K. & T
St. Joseph & Denver City
Kansas tk Neosho Valley
Southern Branch Union Pacific from Fort Riley tol
Fort Smith, Arkansas

CALIFORNIA.

July 25, 1866 'California & Oregon
Julv 13, 1S66. Placerville & Sacramento Valley.

March 2, 1867. Stockton & Coppcropolis

OREOON.

July 25, 1860.!oregon & California
May 4, 1670.iFrom Portland to Astoria and McMlnnville.

In addition to the above, extensive grants

of land have been made by the General Gov

ernment in aid of what are termed Pacific

Railroad Companies, which have been made

directly to the companies having the several

enterprises in hand, viz. : To the Union and

Central Pacific Railroad Companies, with the

branches provided for in the original act 35,-

000,000 acres, being twenty sections, or 12,800

acres to the mile. Of this grant only 544,759.15

acres have yet been certified. The grant to

the Northern Pacific Railway calls for 58,000,-

000, or 25,800 acres to the mile. No portion of

this grant ha* been certified to the company.

The grant to the Atlantio and Pacific calls for

42,000,000, or 25,600 acres to the mile. No por

tion of this grant has been certified. The grants

to the three Pacific railroads call for 135,000,-

000 acres, or about 200,000 square miles.

The Government has also at former periods

granted lands to the extent of 4,405,986 acres

to aid in the construction of canals, and more

recently 3,857,213.27 acres to aid in the con

struction of wagon roads, making the total num

ber of acres granted to aid works of internal im

provements 198,165,794.67, or about 300,000

square miles.

The following statement has been made by

the Commissioner of the General Land-Office,

of the number of acres certified to railroad com

panies from June 30, 1870 (the date to which

the above table was compiled), to June 1, 1871 :

10 and 20

10 and 20

10 and 20

Acres certified.

10 and 20

10 'and 20

10 and 20

io'ana'26

10 and 20

10 and 20

5 and 20
5 aud 20

10 and 20

10 and 20
10 and 20

10 and 20

10 and 20
10 and 20
10 and 20

10 and 20
20 and

318,740.80

811,307.72

466,566.14

438,075.38

174,578.91

"iHjmjA

711,442.57
1,040.00

867,424.19

125,480.94

I

QuftnUtiel

830.000,00
318,737.74
215,000.00

600,000.00

1,800,000.00

660,000.00
500,000.00

750,000.00
725,000.00

353.408.00290,0T ■

800,000.00

735,000.00
550,000.00

2,550,000.00

1,700,000.00
£,350,000.00

1,203,000.00

1,540,000,00
200.000.00
820,000.00

1.660.000.00

NAME OF ROAD.

Little Rock & Fort Smith.

IOWA.

Chicago, Rock Island & Pa
cific

McGregor & Sioux City..
Cedar Kaplds & Missouri
River*

MICHIGAN.

Grand Rapids & Indiana

Jackson, Lansing & Sagi
naw

Chicago & Northwestern...
Houghton & Ontonagon—

Minnesota Central
Lake Superior & Missls-|

sippi
Southern Minnesota..
St. Paul & Sionx City
Winona & St. Peter. .

CORPORATIONS.

Oregon & California..

Union Pacific

DATE OF LAW.

July 28, '66

Juno 2,
May 12,

June 2, '64

June 7, '64

Mch. 8,
Mch. 8,
April 20, '71

Mch. 3, '65

July 13,
July 4,
May 12,
Mch. 8,

Central Pacific
Atlantic & Pacific

July 25,
I I July 1,
Mjuly 2,

112,886.87

16,148.39
133,274.58 .

1,121,275.85

12,433.04

21,836.99
110.700.72
77,984.06

. 1,547.79

64.063.90
15,656.07

300.990.04
214,007.88

82,517.21

639,024.09

9,480.52
493,178.46

In addition to the above, lands have been

given, by act of March 3, 1871, to the Texas

* The lands here mentioned were certified to the c
previous to June 80, 1870 ; but were omitted from

laudB '
pany previc
the column
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Pacific Railroad from a point near Marshall,

Texas, to San Diego, California; estimated

quantity inuring, 18,440,000 acres. Also to

the New Orleans, Baton Ronge & Vicksburg

Railroad, authorized by the same act, esti

mated at 1,500,000 acres.

The earnings for the year 1871 of the prin

cipal roads, in the United States, Bhow sev

eral important points—the traffic and earn

ings of the Pacific roads have been continued

for another year, and, therefore, stand upon a

more settled basis, and show much better what

may be expected of them in the future ; the

Central Pacific has made a large increase in

earnings, and the Union Pacific, although not

quite up to the year 1870 in the amount of

gross traffic, has made a conspicuous saving in

expenses, so that the net earnings are much

larger than in the previous year.

The earnings of the three principal grain-

carrying roads of the West, the Chicago &

Northwestern, the Milwaukee & St. Paul, and

the Illinois Central, show a decrease of more

or less importance compared with 1870, which

may be accounted for in part by the lower

freights, and, as to the Chicago roads, by the

great fire. An important increase in the earn

ings of several other roads will be seen on refer

ence to the table below, especially in the To

ledo & "Wabash and the Lake Shore & Michigan.

EARNINGS FROM JANUARY 1st TO DECEMBER 81st.

ROADS.

Central Pacific
Chicago & Alton
Chicago & Northwestern
Cleyetand, Colorado, Cincinnati & Indiana..
Marietta & Cincinnati
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern
Michigan Central*
Milwaukee & St. Paul
Pacific of Missouri
81. Louis & Iron Mountain
8t Louis, Alton & Terre Haute
Tolodo, Wabash & Western
Union Pacific*

Total | $79,144,473
Not increase, 1871

18H.

$9.
6,

10.

8.
1.

11.
S,
c.
;i.
l.
i.
5,
7.

566,430
278.0N2
997,8ft!
838.448
6M.714
7.11,207
939.602
068,056
600.786
6-15.709
80->,632
7211.122
581,730

1870.

$7,983,518
4,849,404
12,203,404
3,304,074
1,418,865

13.457.540
4,791.895
7,421,061
8,518,463
1,347:538
1,868,677
4.426,429
7,625,277

$74,216,140

»I,582,917

531,374
271,849

1,293,607
1,147,707

"ia,m
298,231

1,293,698

$6,933,449
4,928.332

$1,205,540

753,005

"43^537

$2,005,117

The following table gives the length of rail

roads which in 1871 were in operation in the

several European states :

Great Britain and Ireland.
Germany
France
Russia
Augtro-Hungary

Sweden and Norway
Netherlands(iuclusLve of Luxemburg)
Switzerland
Portugal
Turkey

Y«r.
MIlM In
oponUon.

1871 15,144
1871 12,304
1871 10,271
1871 6.422
1871 6.324
1870 8.886
1871 3,649
1871 1,930
1871 1,865

1870 1,014
1870 848
1871 489
1871 184

The first narrow-gauge railway for passenger

travel and freight, constructed in the United

States, has been opened and declared success

ful. The road is known as the "Denver &

Rio Grande," and is now built between Den

ver and Colorado City, a distance of seventy-

six miles. It has a three-foot traok, the rails

weighing only thirty pounds to the yard ; and

the maximum curvature is six degrees to the

hundred feet, the maximum grade being sev

enty-five feet to the mile. The passenger-

engines weigh twelve tons, and cost only

$7,500, and the freight-engines fifteen tons;

costing $8,500. Expense per mile of building,

as equipped, is $13,500, which, on account of

high transportation charges of material from

the East, is greater than the cost of a similar

• Last week of December, 1871, estimated.

road would be in the eastern part of the conn-

try where the estimated cash oost of such a

line is from $8,000 to $10,000 per mile.

The following railways are in progress with

a gauge of three feet six inches : Queensland

(Australia) Government Railway, 222 miles;

railway from Congeveran to Arconum, India,

19 miles; Toronto, Grey & Bruce Railway,

Canada, 90 miles ; Toronto & Nipissing Rail

way, Canada, 108 miles ; Government Railway,

of Norway, 101 miles. Locomotives used:

Goods, engines, and tender, 20 tons weight, 8

wheels, 6 of which are coupled; passenger-

engines and tenders, 16 tons weight, in run

ning order, 6 wheels, 4 of which are coupled,

and tank-engines, about 13 tons weight, 6

wheels, 4 ofwhich are coupled. Rolling-stock :

Outside width of cars varies from 6 feet 6 inch

es to 8 feet. The speed varies from 12 to 25

miles per hour, including stoppages. Such

railways in India and Norway cost from $12,-

000 to $14,000 per mile, including engines,

cars, and all equipments necessary. Cost of

working about the same per ton as on ordinary

railways.

RAUDON, Count Jacques Louis C£sar

Alexandre, Marshal of France and Senator,

a French soldier and statesman, born in Gre

noble (Department of Isere), March 25, 1795 ;

died in Paris, January 20, 1871. He was a.

nephew of General Marchand, and, after grad

uating from the Hcole PolyUchnique, entered

the army when a mere stripling, and made

the campaigns of Russia, Saxony, and France.

He was promoted to. a captaincy in 1813 ;
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wounded twice at the battle of Lutzen ; gave

in his adhesion to the Bourbons when Napoleon

was exiled to Elba, and ordered his soldiers to

fire upon him, when they marched to prevent

his return. Captain Raudon but just escaped

with his life on this occasion, the soldiers

going over in a body to Napoloon. Raudon

himself made his peace with the Emperor,

and fought under him during the Hundred

Days. He lost all chance of promotion from

Louis XVIII. or Charles X., in consequence,

but Louis Philippe discovered his abilities,

made him major in 1830, and colonel in 1838,

and sent him to Bona in Algeria, and, for his

ability in conquering the Arabs, promoted him

to be general of division in 1841, and lieu

tenant-general in 1847. After the revolution

of February, 1848, General Raudon became

Director-General of Algerian affairs in 1848,

Minister of War January 24, 1851 ; retired

October 26th, was appointed Governor of Al

geria in 1852, and retired in 1858. He took

Sart in the Italian campaign, and became again

[inister of War May 5, 1859, retiring in 1867.

He was promoted Grand-Officer of the Legion

of Honor August 26, 1850 ; made a Senator

December 81, 1852; became Grand-Cross of

the Legion of Honor December 24, 1853, and

was made a marshal March 10, 1856. After

1867 he was not active, in consequence of

ill-health. He was a brave soldier, well

skilled in managing a half-civilized race like

the Arabs of Algeria, but perhaps less familiar

with modern military science.

REFORMED CHURCH.—I. Refobmed

CnuBcn in Amebioa (fokmebly Refobmed

Dutch CmjBcn). The following are the, sta-
• tistics for 1871 :

BYNODS.

Albany
Arcot
Bergen
Bergen, South
Cayuga
Grand Blver
Geneva
Greene .'
Holland
Hudson
Illinois
Kingston
Long Island, North
Long Island, South
Michigan
Monmouth
Montgomery
New Brunswick
New York
New York, South..
Orange
I'nrariius
"D_ 1 „

■lphia

ceepi '

l.«L
nsselaer

Saratoga.
Schenectady
Schoharie.
■Plater

Westeheeter
Wisconsin
".,mrtf firm ,n

Total

Churv-hei. MlnUtm.
Communl-
ttaU.

17 18 2,862

19 12 660

IS 16 1,465

18 21 2,903

13
8

10
8

949
1,145

19 14 1,811

10 11 TT8
14 14 1,737

1.S8910 14
1$ 19 1,364

18 10 2.046

IS 19 2,S60
14 18 8,447

9 9 582

8 10 1,015

23 19 1,466

10 21 2,023
4,959' 17 S3

"•• 9 1,166

23 26 8.245

18 21 2,612

18 16 1,649

IS 11 2.550

11 17 2,040
•16 18 2,889

IS 15 1,804

16 IS 1,566

12 14 2,085

12 10 934

13 16 2,013

IS 15 1.665

20 13 1,661

467 510 63.483

Number of candidates for the ministry, 9 ;

the number of families in the Church, 40,267 ;

number received on confession, 3,863 ; by cer

tificate, 2,223; infant baptisms, 8,877; adult

baptisms, 909; number of Sunday-school schol

ars, 51,169 ; contributions for religious and

benevolent purposes, $326,089.95; for congre

gational purposes, $901,617.43.

The sixty-fifth General Synod met at Alba-

by, N. Y., on the 7th of June. The hundredth

anniversary of the convention of ministers and

elders held in the city of New York in 1771,

from which the organization of the General

Synod is dated, occurring this year, the synod

determined to mark the event by a general

celebration. A plan was adopted which con

templated memorial services in all the

churches, and contributions to form a centen

nial fund of one million dollars, besides the

ordinary contributions of the churches. The

corresponding delegate from the Synod of

Ohio, Reformed Church of the United States,

having presented the importance and value of

organio union between the Reformed Church

of America and that synod, the General Syn

od resolved that it is ever ready to receive to

it all those churches which embrace the

blessed faith of the Reformation according to

" our standard." The Rev. Philip Peltz was

appointed a special representative to visit the

Synod of Ohio at its next session, "to state the

aspects of the subject of union which strike this

synod, and receive any communication which

our brethren may choose to present to us." A

committee was also appointed to present the

subject of union to the Classis of North Caro

lina, either by correspondence or by a visit.

The reports show that three churches were

added to the denomination, while one with

drew from it to unite with the Presbyterians ;

that there was an increase of more than two

thousand in the number of communicants, and

of more than $19,000 in the collections for be

nevolent purposes ; thirteen ministers had been

received from other ecclesiastical bodies, and

nine had been dismissed. The ordinary re

ceipts of the Board of Domestic Missions were

$37,865.38, with $6,229.68 for the church-

building fund. They employed 76 mission

aries, occupying 83 missions, in which were

5,887 members of the Church. The number

of members received into the communion of

the Church at the missions was 602, besides

258 admitted from other Churches. The West

ern missions have doubled in fourteen years.

The board is in debt $18,000. The receipts of

the Board of Education were $18,818.83, with

$5,805.16 interest on invested funds. They

had seventy-five young men under their care.*

The receipts of the Board of Publication were:

from contributions, $10,809.41 ; from sales,

$18,780.52. The funded debt has been re

duced to $5,668.79. The assets of the board

are valued at $47,706.59. Twelve new books

were issued during the year. The total re

ceipts of the Missionary Society were $71,100.
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Two Indian agenoies in Arizona have been

placed under the care of the board. The total

amonnt of the eleven invested funds of the

General Synod is $427,330.

A special meeting of the General Synod was

held at Brooklyn, N. Y., September 27th, to

elect a Professor of Didactio and Polemic The

ology in the Theologioal Sominary at New

Brnnswiok, N. J., in place of the Rev. Joseph

F. Berg, D. D., deceased. The Rev. W. G.

T. Shedd, D. D., was elected to the vacant

ohair, but subsequently declined it.

II. Reformed Chcqoh in thb United

States(formerlt GermanReformed Ohttboh).

The Eastern Synod of the Reformed Church

in the United States met at Pottatown,

Pa., on the 18th of November. Two of the

ministers of the Church, J. S. Ermentrout and

G. D. Wolf, had connected themselves with the

Roman Catholic Church without formally

withdrawiug from the synod, or asking that

their relations with it might be dissolved.

Regarding these proceedings as acts of insnlt

and oontempt upon the dignity and authority

of the Church, and as bringing great reproach

and scandal upon it, the synod directed the

classes with which these ministers were con

nected " to prooeed in the way of discipline

against them according to the requirements of

the constitution."

The aotion of the General Synod of the Re

formed Church in America, in appointing a

committee on the subject of union with the

Classis of North Carolina, and in appointing a

delegate to visit the Synod of Ohio of this

Church, was discussed, and in the report of

the Committee on Correspondence with Sister

Churches was spoken of as " a manifestation

of discourtesy toward this synod and a course

whioh, if generally pursued, must eventuate

in endless confusion and absolute disintegra

tion of ecclesiastical organization." Tho Rev.

Dr. W. H. Ten Eyck was present as the rep

resentative of the General Synod of the Re

formed Church in America. He assured the

synod that the action in regard to the Classis

of North Carolina was taken without proper

understanding of the relations between that

body and the synod ; that in regard to the

Synod of Ohio was in response to an overture

from that body, concerning the general sub

ject only of union, and was without definite

purpose ; and that his synod had no predatory

intentions. In view of these explanations, no

special action was taken on the subject.

The operations ofthe Board of Home Missions

were reported as " encouraging under the pe

culiar circumstances." The General Board

of Missions, it was stated, had been sustainod

chiefly, if not entirely, by the members of the

eastern portion of the Church. A Board of

Missions was organized, to be auxiliary to the

Board of the General Synod. The General

Board of Missions is stated to be $1,200 in •

debt. Its annual appropriations sum up about

$8,000.

The following are the statistics for 1871 :

Synods, 4; classes, 32; ministers, 567; con

gregations, 1,271 ; members, 127,643 ; uncon

firmed members, 71,876; baptisms, 13,166;

confirmations, 8,407 ; received on certificate,

8,112; communed, 106,098; Sunday-schools,

975 ; Sunday-school scholars, 54,268 ; benevo

lent contributions, $66,714.64. As compared

with the report of the previous year, this

shows an increase of 20 ministers, 57 congre

gations, 6,329 members, 1,720 unconfirmed

members, 214 baptisms, 1,056 confirmations,

4 received on certificate, 6,839 communed, 12

Sunday-schools, 5,139 Sunday-school scholars,

and a decrease of $27,305.26 benevolent , con

tributions.

REPRESENTATION, Minority or Pbo-

portionax. It is the theory of representative

government that the laws are made by repre

sentatives chosen by the people. The repre

sentative body is supposed to be the people in

miniature, and, by way of keeping this idea

before the public attention, the enacting clause

in several of the States, as for instance in New
York, is ordained to read thus : •' The people

of the State of New York, represented in

Senate and Assembly, do enact as follows : "

" The people " being that portion of the in

habitants of a Commonwealth who are in pos

session of political power, it follows that in

theory their will is the basis of legislation. In

practice, however, it is only tho majority of

those who exercise their power that is "the

people." Thus, by the United States census

of 1870, the number of inhabitants of the State

of New York who were in possession of

political power, male citizens, to wit, oftwenty-

one years of age and upward, is given as

984,255. At the election for Governor in the

same year, 765,968 of these citizens voted,

899,532 for one candidate, and 866,436 for an

other. The candidate favored by the 399,532

was elected, and those who voted for bim

constituted "the people," no account being

taken of the 366,436 who voted for his an

tagonist, or the 218,287 who did not vote at

all. It thus appears, first, that "the people"

in practico may be but two-fifths of "the

people " in theory ; and, second, that the

minority of those exorcising the elective fran

chise are not regarded as any part of "the

people " at all. As regards those who abstain

from voting, it is difficult to imagine any

remedy, nnless it be to make such abstinence

penal, and this part of the question may be

dismissed with the remark that those who will

not say how they wish to be governed have

no right to complain at any misgovernment

to which they may bo subjected. Coming to

those, however, wfio express a preference, but

have that preference overslaughed, a different

state of affairs presents itself. In the case of

tho election just quoted, it seems hard that the

will of so many citizens should be utterly dis

regarded, and yet, where but one person is to

be chosen, the only possible way is to let the
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majority decide. To the case of single elec

tions, therefore, hard as it seems for the

minority to be disregarded, minority or pro

portional representation has no remedy to

apply. Coming, however, to elections where

two or more persons are to be chosen, it is

evident that some representation of the minor

ity is possible. Thus, in the election for Rep

resentatives to the Forty-second Congress in

Minnesota, the Republican vote was 36,739,

and the Democratic 29,395. The Republicans

elected both Representatives, and yet it is

evident not only that the Democratic minority

should have had a member, but could by a

very simple change in the manner of voting

have been secured one. If every voter in Min

nesota had been allowed by law to cast as

many votes as there were candidates to be

elected, with the right to divide his votes

among several candidates, or cast them all for

one, the minority would have been assured

one member. Having 29,395 voters, with

68,790 votes, it could have been understood

that every Democratic voter was to " cu

mulate," or cast both his votes, for one

person. That candidate would then have re

ceived 58,790 votes, and would have been

elected ; for, had the 36,739 Republican voters

sought with their 73,478 votes to elect two

members, the highest vote they could have

cast would have been 36,739 votes for each of

the two candidates, and but one could have

been elected. Of course, it seems to contra

vene the rightful and proper supremacy of the

majority for 29,395 voters of one party to have

as much representation as 86,789 of another ;

but such a division of representation is more

just than to give the 36,739 all the representa

tion, and allow the 29,395 none. Where more

than two persons are elected, the nullification

of the minority, so to speak, and the justice

of apportioning representation according to

the strength of parties are yet more evident.

In the election in California for the Forty-

second Congress, the Republican vote was

62,589, and the Democratic 57,065, and yet

the Republicans elected all three Representa

tives. In New Hampshire, at the same elec

tion, the Democratic vote was 34,844, and the

Republican 38,013, and still the Democrats

elected all three members. The vote of Mas

sachusetts was, Republican 87,005, Democratic

48,482, and the Republicans elected all ten

Representatives ; the vote of Kentucky was,

Democratic 88,944, Republican 57,851, and

the Democrats elected all nine members ; and

so on through almost every State, the majority

party always securing too much, and fre

quently all, of the representation, and the

minority party constantly having too little,

and often none. The unfairness of the divis

ion of representation, not only at the elections

for the Forty-second Congress, but at previous

congressional elections, may be seen from the

subjoined table:

BEPBE8ENTATITE8.

Republican Democratic
vote.vote.

Actual.
Proportion

ate.

Rap.

142
159
136

Dem. Rep. Dem.

84
115
119

Fortieth Cong....
Forty-first Cong..
Forty-sec'd Cong

2,179,045
3,177,245
2,786,547

1,825,928
2,899,168
2,72C500

49 107
1S7
123

83
106

The 2,179,648 Republican votes for the

Fortieth Congress secured 142 Representatives,

whon proportionately entitled to but 107 ; the

1,825,928 Democratic votes secured but forty-

nine Representatives when proportionately en

titled to eighty-four, and so on. In State

elections the same inequality of representation

will be found to prevail, as may be seen from

the subjoined comparison of the popular vote,

and political division of the Legislature in

some of the States in 1870-'71 :

STATES.
VOTE.

Actual.

MEMBERS.

ate.

• Republican. Democrat. Rep. Dam. Rep. Data.

28,190 25,488 78 80 57 51
9,982 12,458 0 30 13 17

108,801 67.547 120 80 92 58
40:606 20,496 100 IB 79 39
89,083 120,059 15 128 57 81
58.824 73,959 13 94 47 00
33,367 12,068 286 29 195 70

In Arkansas, with parties all but even on

the popular vote, we find one party over twice

as strong as its opponent in the Legislature ;

in Delaware, the party which has two-fifths

of the popular vote has not a single Represent

ative in the Legislature, and so on. In muni

cipalities the same general inequalities will be

found, as the subjoined exhibit df elections in

1870-'71 will manifest :

COUNC1LMEN.

crnrs.
re.

Actual.
Proportlon-

Republican. Democrat. Rep. Dem. Rep. Dae*.

8,113 4,759 0 82 12 to
2.782 8,178 28 14 16 26
12,955 10.493 29 11 22 18
10,973 18.811 1 29 11 19
6,281 9,888 42 84 29 47

8,910 10,944 13 12 10 14

60,629 61,549 78 26 53 46

Richmond, Va.... 4,979 6,168 4 26 14 16

In Mobile, the Republicans, with a vote

equal to some three-eighths of the entire poll,

do not have a single representative in the city

Council ; in New Haven, the Democrats, who

outnumber the Republicans by a sixth, have

but a third of the aldermen ; in Boston, the

Democrats, though outnumbering the Republi

cans a full third on the popular vote, are in a

decided minority in the Council ; in Baltimore,

the Republicans, though standing to the Dem

ocrats as eleven to eighteen, have but one-

thirtieth of the aldermen ; and so on, through

the list.
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Thus, whether in congressional, State, or

municipal elections, the present electoral sys

tem is found to work an unfair and dispropor

tionate representation, and to redress these

inequalities is the aim of what is generally

known as minority representation, though the

more accurate phrase is proportional repre

sentation. The idea of this is to secure to

every party a representation commensurate

with its strength. If there are five persons to

be elected by a constituency of 15,000 elec

tors, and the vote stands 9,000 for the five

Democratic candidates, and 6,000 for the five

Republican, all five Democratic) candidates

are, under the present electoral system,

elected, and the Republicans have no repre

sentation. Proportional representation in

sists that, as the vote stands, so should stand

the representation. There being three Demo

cratic voters to every two Republican, the rep

resentatives chosen should stand three Demo

crats to two Republicans. The processes by

which it is proposed to accomplish this equi

table division are numerous, but the more

prominent plans are the cumulative vote, the

preferential vote, the limited vote, the list

vote, the substitute vote, and the proxy vote.

The cumulative or free vote consists in giving

every elector as many votes as there are per

sons to be chosen, with liberty to divide his

votes among several candidates, or cumulate

thorn all upon one, in his discretion, the can

didates highest in votes to be elected. Thus,

if there are five persons to be elected, every

elector has five votes, and if we suppose a con

stituency of 20,000 voters, 12,000 Republicans

and 8,000 Democrats, the working of the cu

mulative vote is this: the Democrats having

40,000 votes, divide those votes equally be

tween two candidates; and the Republicans

divide their 60,000 votes among three candi

dates. The poll will then stand:

For A, Republican 20,000 votes )
For B, '• 80,000 " J- elected 3.

ForC, " 90,000 " (
ForD, Democrat 90,000 " I . .
For B, •' 90,000 " f elect" 3.

Thus both parties obtain their fair propor

tion of representatives, instead of the Republi

cans, by virtue of being a majority, securing

all the representatives. The cumulative vote

was originated by Mr. James Garth Marshall,

of England, in a work published by him in

London in 1853. The plan has been applied

by act of Parliament to all elections of school

directors in Great Britain under the new Edu

cation Act of 1870 ; is in use for all town elec

tions in Pennsylvania by acts of March 4,

1870, and June 2, 1871 ; and is the system un

der which the members of the Illinois House

of Representatives are to be elected in 1872

and thereafter, and by which all private cor

poration elections in the same State are to be

conducted. June 1, 1870, the same plan of

voting was adopted in the New Jersey Episco

pal Convention; March 2, 1869, a committee

of the United States Senate reported on the

same plan : " 1. It is just. 2. It will check

corruption. 8. It will be a guarantee of peace.

4. It will improve the character and ability of

the House." June 24 and December 12-14,

1870, the cumulative vote was also warmly

favored in the House in debate, and in New

York, Wisconsin, West Virginia, South Caro

lina, North Carolina, Kansas, Tennessee, and

Ohio, has received attention and favor in legis

lative bodies and the press. The preferential

vote, sometimes called the Hare scheme, is of

Danish origin. The whole number of votes

cast is divided by the number of persons to be

elected, and the quotient, rejecting fractions,

is the quota, or number of votes necessary to

elect a representative. Each elector votes for

any number of candidates, from one to the

whole number to be elected, designating on

his ticket that such a candidate is his first

choice, such a one his second, and so on. The

names mentioned as first choice on the ballots

are read first, and, if the name of any candidate

appears the quota number of times, be is ipio

facto elected, and any vote for him thereafter

appearing in the count is credited to the next-

named person on that ballot. Then the sec

ond choices on the ballots are read under the

same conditions as above, and so on, regularly

through the choices until quota* are obtained

for all the representatives to be elected. Un

der this system, any person who is the first

choice of a quota of voters secures an election

beyond perad venture, no matter what party

majority may be againBt him. We may sup

pose a constituency of 15,000 voters called on

to elect three representatives. The quota

would be 5,000 votes. There are, say, 10,000

Republican aud 5,000 Democratic voters. The

former vote for A, B, and O, giving that

ticket 10,000 votes, A being first choice, B

seoond, and 0 third. The Democrats vote

for D, E, and F, with preference as named.

On reading the ballots, D and A are found to

have quotas, and are elected ; as the count pro

ceeds other first-choice votes for A appear and

are credited to B, who then is found to have a

quota and is elected, making the representa

tives stand A and B, Republican, and D, Dem

ocrat, which answers fairly to the division of

the popular vote. The peculiar adaptability,

however, of the preferential vote is to cases

where a man, not in favor with political par

ties, yet has a quota of friends who desire his

election. No party could then defeat him.

The preferential vote was applied to elections

of representatives to the Rigsraad, or Danish

legislative body, in 1858, and in 186S was '

further applied to all municipal and all synodi-

cal and other ecclesiastical elections in that

kingdom. In 1859 Mr. Thomas Hare advocated

the same system in England, in a work entitled

"The Machinery of Representation," pub

lished by him in London in that year, but,

otherwise than in Denmark, the preferential

vote has not been reduced to practice. The

limited vote gives the elector a less number ot
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votes than there are persons to be elected, as,

if there are four members to be chosen, each

elector can only vote for three; if three, but

for two ; and so on. This system was applied

by act of Parliament of 1867 to those constit

uencies returning three members, and to Lon

don, which returns four. In a " three-cornered

constituency," therefore, of 10,000 Liberals and

6,000 Conservatives, the Liberals give 5,000

votes to each of two candidates, and the Con

servatives give their 6,000 to one candidate.

The members elected stand, therefore, two

Liberals to one Conservative, which is the pro

portion of the popular vote. In 1870 an effort

was mode to abrogate this method of election,

but by a decided vote Parliament insisted on

its retention. In 1867 the thirty-two dele

gates at large to the New York State Conven

tion were elected by the limited vote, no elec

tor being allowed to vote for more than six

teen candidates, and in 1870 the Judges of the

New York Court of Appeals were elected on

the same general principle'. The limited vote

is also in use by law in the choice of jury

commissioners in Pennsylvania and judges of

election in New York, Pennsylvania, and

Ohio. The origination of the limited vote is

variously attributed to Prof. Fawcett and to

Lord John Russell, but the germ of the prin

ciple is to be found in the Norwegian Con

stitution of 1812. The list vote, or libre liste,

is claimed for a Mr. Thomas Gilpin, of Phila

delphia, who is said to have worked the system

out in 1844, but it is ordinarily supposed of

Swiss origin. The elector votes not for A, B, 0,

and so on, but for list A, list B, etc., or the

Reform list, or Conservative list, or whatever

it may be, in which the names of the candi

dates are ranged in a certain order of prefer

ence. The entire number of votes cast is then

divided by the number of representatives to

be chosen, the quotient being the quota. The

number of votes for any list is divided by this

guota, and the quotient is the number of can

didates on that list elected. Thus there are

four tickets; for list A, 6,000 votes; list B,

4,000; list C, 8,000; list D, 2,000; total, 14,-

. 000 votes. There being fourteen representa

tives to be eleoted, the quota is 1,000, and this

divided into the list A vote, gives five, into the

list B vote four, and so on as the number of

candidates on these tickets respectively who

are elected. This plan has nowhere been re-

duced to practioe, though strongly urged in

some of the Swiss cantons. The substitute vote

divides the entire vote cast by the number of

persons to be elected to obtain the quota, and

allows any candidate having less or more than

a quota to cast that number of votes for a can

didate of his own. Thus, there being 16,000

votes and five representatives to be elected,

the quota is 3,000 votes. The poll stands:

A, 7,000 votes; B, 4,000 ; 0, 2,000; D, 1,000;

and E, 1,000. A is elected, with 4,000 votes

to spare ; B, with 1,000 votes to spare ; and

O, D, and E, fail of a quota. Three more mem

bers are'required. A and B cast their surplus,

and O, D, and E, their entire vote, for three

members, and the three highest are elected to

take their seats with A and B. This plan was

originated by Mr. J. Francis Fisher, of Phila

delphia, but has not been reduced to practice.

The proxy vote, also Mr. Fisher's suggestion,

is, that the elector authorizes any person by a

proxy, or power of attorney, to be his repre

sentative, and he who can secure a quota of

proxies becomes ipso faeto elect. Proxies in

excess of a quota Mr. Fisher proposes the

member-elect shall be empowered to pass over

to some other candidate of his own party.

The New York scheme, which is the proxy vote

np to this point, proposes that the member

seoure all the quotas he can, and cast one vote

in the legislative body for each quota. Thus,

if he has votes to the number of five quotas,

he shall cast five votes, and so on. This plan

was proposed to the New York Convention

of 1867, in a memorial from the New York

Personal Representation Society,' written by

Mr. Simon Sterne, ofNew York. None of these

latter propositions, or some others which have

been put forth, have been reduced to prac

tioe. The preferential vote has been found

to work well in Denmark, the limited vote in

England, and the cumulative orfree vote in the

United States. Some of the leading works on

minority or proportional representation are :

" The Representation of Minorities of Electors

to act with the Majority in elected Assemblies,"

by Thomas Gilpin, Philadelphia, 1844; "Ma

jorities and Minorities, their Relative Rights,"

by James Garth Marshall, London, 1853 ; " The

Machinery of Representation," by Thomas

Hare, London, 1869 ; " Reform© du Systeme

Electoral," par M. Ernest Naville, Geneve,

1865; "The Degradation of our Representa

tive System and its Reform," by J. Francis

Fisher, Philadelphia, 1868 ; " Representative

Government," by Herbert Spencer. D. Apple-

ton & Co., New York, 1865 ; " On Representa

tive Government," by John Stuart Mill, Lon

don, 1865 ; " Reform of Municipal Elections,"

by J. Francis Fisher, Philadelphia, 1866; "Les

Minorites et le Suffrage Universel," par Baron

de Layze, Paris, 1868 ; " A Treatise on the

Election of Representatives," by Thomas Hare,

London, 1869 ; " A Scheme for Proportional

Representation," by Walter Bailey, London,

1869 ; " On Representative Government and

Personal Representation," by Simon Sterne,

Philadelphia, 1871 ; and " General Represen

tation, or a Complete Readjustment and Modi

fication of Mr. Ilare's Plan," by Archibald E.

Dobbs, London, 1872. These works are inpstly

special treatises on particular forms of voting

to secure proportional representation ; and, for

a manual of all the information upon the gen

eral subject, the reader is referred to a work

prepared for publication by Salem Dutcher,

of New York.

REVEL, Rev. Giovanni Pietri, D. D., a

Waldensian clergyman and professor, born in
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San Giovanni Pelliee, in 1810 ; died in Flor

ence, Italy, June 13, 1871. Of Waldensian

family, he very early devoted himself to the

ministry, studied two years at Geneva, fonr at

Lausanne, and five at Berlin, where the late

King of Prussia had provided two bursaries

for Waldenses. He was ordained in Berlin in

1838, and was for four years pastor of the Wal

densian Church at Prali, the highest and most

remote of the mountain parishes. Thence he

was called to Bobbio, and two years later was

nominated vice- moderator of the Waldensian

Table or Board that managed church affairs.

The Waldensian churches were in a dead state,

and he, with Pastor Lauteret, a member of the

Table, undertook to ronse them to spiritual

activity. After four years' struggle came the

Revolution of 1848, which brought liberty to

these Protestant mountaineers, and Mr. Revel

began in earnest the work of propagating the

Protestant faith in Northern Italy. In 1853

he came to the United States to plead the

cause of the Waldenses, and as a result two

chairs of theology were endowed, and when,

after his return, the theological seminary was

organized, ke and Mr. Geymount were elected

professors. Dr. Revel (he had received the

degree of D. D. from Princeton and St. An

drew's in 1853) was not only the leading spirit

in this work of theological instruction, but in

all enterprises for the growth and advance

ment of the Waldensian Church ; he had se

cured agencies for establishing churches in all

parts of Italy which were open to Protestants,

had established missions, drawn in young men

to be educated for the ministry in the semi

nary, organized schools, solicited and obtained

foreign aid, and amid it all maintained in the

highest efficiency its spiritual activities while

fostering its temporal growth. In 1866 the

seminary was removed to Florence, then the

Italian capital, and Dr. Revel had ninety

agents or missionaries at work all over Italy.

When, in September, 1870, Rome was opened

to Protestants, it was one of his agents who

preached there, on the 20th of September, the

first Protestant sermon. But these manifold

labors were too great for his overtasked frame,

and he sank under that disease so fatal to the

intellectual men of this period, albuminuria.

RHODE ISLAND. The Legislature of

Rhode Island has two sessions annually, one

at Providence, beginning in January, and one

at Newport in May. The January session

of this year continued until the 24th of March,

and forty-six public and thirty-two private

acts were passed, and fifty-seven joint resolu

tions adopted. The most important question

considered was that of amending the constitu

tion. The present organic law of the State

was adopted in 1842, the old royal charter

having been in force up to that time. The

charter was very restrictive, placing the po

litical power in the hands of only those citi

zens who were possessed of considerable prop

erty; and the constitntion of 1842, which

was obtained only after prolonged and violent

popular agitation, was a compromise between

the old restrictive system of government and

the free form with universal suffrage de

manded by the mass of the people. It grants

the right of suffrage only to native citizens

who pay a tax npon property, or a speeial

registry-tax of one dollar, and persons of for

eign birth who own real estate of the valne

of $134. There are certain other peculiarities

in the constitution, including one requiring

the Governor to preside in the Senate, and

giving the acts of the Legislature the force of

laws without his formal approval. An attempt

has been made several times before to secure

a change of these and other featnres. At the

present session resolutions were offered in the

Senate for submitting to a vote of the people

the qnestion of holding a convention for the

general revision of the constitution. This was

debated at considerable length, and finally

defeated by a vote .of twenty nays to eleven

yeas, fonr Senators being absent when the vote

was taken. Subsequently, a resolution was

offered proposing certain amendments to be

submitted directly to a vote of the people.

The resolution was as follows :

Eetolved, a majority of all the members elected to

each House of the General Assembly concurring

therein, That the following articles be proposed as

amendments to the constitution of the State, and

that the Secretary of State cause the. same to be

published, and printed copies thereof to be dis

tributed, and the several town clerks cause them to

be inserted in the warrant, or in an additional war

rant, to be forthwith issued for the call ofsn annual

town meeting, to be holden on the first Wednesday

of April next, in the manner provided in Article

5III. of the constitution.

Article —. Instead of sections 1 and 2 of Article

II. of the constitution, the following is adopted, Tit:

Every male citizen of the United States, of the age

of twenty-one years, who has had his residence and

home in this State two years, and, in the town or

city in which he may ofler to vote, six months next

preceding the time of voting, and whose name shall

be registered in the town where he resides, on or

before the last day of December in the year next

preceding, and for at least seven days before be shall

offer to vote (excepting persons enumerated in §ec-

tion i of said Article II. of said constitution), shall

have the right to vote on nil questions in all legally-

organized town or ward meetings ; provided, that

no person shall at any time be allowed to vote upon

nny proposition to impose a tax, or for tho expendi

ture of money in any town or city, or upon the elec

tion of aldermen for the city of Providence, unless

he shall have paid a tax within a year preceding

upon his property, within the town or city where he

shall offer to vote, valued at least at one hundred and

thirty-four dollars.
Article —. Instead ofsection 3 of Article II. of the

constitution, the following is adopted, viz. :
No registry-tax shall hereafter be assessed, nor

shall tho payment of such tax bo required as a quali

fication or an elector.
Article —. No sectarian or denominational school

or institution shall receivo any aid or support from

the revenues of the State, nor shall any tax be im

posed upon the people or property of the State in

aid of any such school or institution.

This was discussed at length, and finally

went over till the May session, when it was
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adopted, with an amendment designating Mon

day, the 9th of October, as the day for taking

the vote. On that day the vote was taken,

with the following result : For the first pro

posed amendment, 8,236; against the same,

6,960: for the seoond amendment, 8,787;

against the same, 6,100 : for the third amend

ment, 5,177 ; against it, 4,574. Thus it will be

seen that only the change prohibiting aid to

sectarian institutions received the approval of

the voters of the State.

Among other important acts passed by the

Legislature was one providing for the estab

lishment of a State Normal School ; one ena

bling oriminals to testify on their own behalf,

excepting in cases of murder ; one giving mar

ried women the power to control and dispose

of their own separate property not acquired

from their husbands; and one making strin

gent regulations concerning the sale of medi

cines and poisons. A portion of the town of

Smithfield was set off and annexed to Woon-

sooket, and the remainder was divided into the

three towns of Smithfield, Lincoln, and Slater.

The political campaign of the year possessed

no special interest. The Republican Conven

tion was held at Providence on the 9th of

March, but no platform was adopted. The

ticket put in nomination was as follows : For

Governor, Seth Padelford, of Providence ; for

Lieutenant-Governor, Pardon W. Stevens, of

Newport ;. for Secretary of State, John R.

Bartlett, of Providence ; for Attorney-General,

Willard Sayles, of Providence ; for General

Treasurer, Samuel A. Parker, of Newport.

The Democratic Convention took place at

Providence on the 16th of March, and the fol

lowing nominations were made : For Gov

ernor, Thomas Steere, of Smithfield ; Lieu

tenant-Governor, Charles R. Cutler, of Warren;

Secretary of State, William T. Miller, of Bris

tol ; Attorney-General, George Bliss, of East

Providence; Geueral Treasurer, P. Congdon,

of Newport. A platform was unanimously

adopted, as follows :

Unsolved, That the principles of the Democratia

party, as annunciated by Jefferson, and the National

Conventions of tli e Democracy, are as essential to the

welfare of the nation now as at any time in history,

and as applicable to the present condition of the

American people as they have ever been ; that we

reaffirm our belief in them, and our confidence that

they will again be indorsed by the people, and be

come once more, as they have been in times past,

their guard and the support of their national and

political progress.

Resolved, That Congress, by its contemptuous dis

regard for the interests of the people ; by its unjust

and unequal taxation ; its special legislation ; its

uniform encouragement of huge swindling monopo

lies ; its robbing the people of the public land and

giving it to grasping speculators ; its unjust burden

ing of trade by enormous and prohibitory duties :

its unconcern for the poor man, and its heaping of

Individual undeserved advantages upon the noh, has

forfeited the respect of the country, and failed in its

duty to the citizens.

Resolved, That the usurpations of Congress in

placing the ballot-box at the mercy of the bayonet

in in keeping with its indifference to the rights of

the people, and evidence of the unworthiness of its

spirit and disloyalty to republican institutions.

Resolved, That every citizen, naturalized or native

born, is entitled to equal political rights with every

other citizen, and that the constitution of the State

ought ^0 to be amended as that the unjust dis

crimination now made between naturalized and na

tive-born citizens should be abolished.

Resolved, That, planting ourselves, heretofore, on

the Constitution of the United States as the bulwark

of our liberties, we will never cease our labors until

it is once more made in fact, as in law, the supreme

law of the land.

The election occurred on the 5th of April,

and resulted in the success of the Republican

candidates. The total vote cast for Governor

was 14,205, of which Padelford received 8,838,

and Steere 5,867, which gives the former a

majority of 8,471. The Legislature of 1872

stands 26 Republicans and 10 Democrats in

the Senate, and 50 Republicans and 16 Dem

ocrats in the House.

• An annual State Temperance Convention

was held at Providence in October, at which

the following resolutions were adopted :

Resolved, That we believe it to be more imperative

than ever that the principle and practice of total ab

stinence from all intoxicating beverages should be

come universal, if we would preserve the liberties

transmitted to us by the founders of this nation.

Resolved, That there is no safety for the children

of America, exoept in the practice of total abstinence

from all intoxicating drinks, and we renewedly call

upon the teachers, trustees, and superintendents of

our Sabbath and common schools to take special pains

to inculcate these principles and secure the pledging

of all our ohildren and youth to this principle.

Resolved, That the principle of compensation (al

ready recognized in our law) is correct in holding

the rumseller responsible for injuries resulting from

the liquor-traffic, and wo will uso our best endeavors

to seoure its extension, so as to reaoh the owners of

buildings in which such traffic is carried on ; and to

make all necessary provision for its enforcement.

Resolved, That rmnselling is a crime, and the rum-

seller is a criminal, and that the proper officers of

the law should be held accountable for the enforce

ment of the law against selling intoxicating liquors,

as much as for the enforcement of any other criminal

law upon the statute-book.

Resolved, That the license system of this State is

a wicked recognition of a ruinous and destructive

business.

The fourth annual convention of the Woman

Suffrage Association was held in November.

There was much spirited debate, and the fol

lowing resolutions were adopted :

Resolved, That we demand suffrage for women on

the ground of the essential principles of our na

tional system, that there can be no lust- government

without the consent of the governed, and that taxa

tion without representation is tyranny.

Resolved, That we demand it "for the sake of wom

en, that they may have more self-respect and inoro

power of self-protection.

Resolved, That we demand it for the sake of men,

that they may have in politics what they need in all

the affairs of life, the purifying, influence ofwoman.

Resolved, That suffrage means equality in the

home, and therefore means greater purity, greater

constancy, and greater permanence in marriage.

Resolved, That we demand of our State Legislature

to remove from our statute-books all laws that dis

criminate against woman ; of the courts to construe

in favor of woman's equal rights all existing laws

■
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that permit such a construction ; and of the national

Congress to prepare and submit a sixteenth amend

ment to enfranchise women.

On the 30th of November, thanksgiving day,

the introduction of water into the oity of Provi

dence, by aqueduct, was celebrated with much

enthusiasm. A marble statue of Roger Wil

liams, executed for the State by Franklin Sim

mons in Italy, was received in March, and

presented to the Federal Government to be

placed in the capitol.

The financial condition of Rhode Island is

quite satisfactory. The State debt, which in

1865 was $4,000,000, has been reduced to

$2,702,500. About one-third of the bonds are

due in 1882, and the remainder in 1893-94.

The present State tax produces about $75,000

over and above the ordinary demands of the

government, and it is proposed to devote this

to the purchase of the bonds, but no provision

has as yet been made for this purpose. On.

the 30th of April there was in the Treasury

an unexpended surplus of $130,828.65. The

receipts from ordinary sources for the fiscal

year ending April 80, 1872, in part estimated,

amounted to $725,000, which gives a total fund

of $855,828.65. Out of this the payments for

the same period amounted to $717,000, leaving

a surplus of $138,828.65.

On the 2d of October there were 62 national

banks in the State, of which the total resources

amounted to $46,271,282.23. The capital stook

of State banks on the 6th of December was

$3,144,400, and their total resources, $4,926,-

774.05. There were, at the same date, 33 sav

ings institutions in the State having 79,676

depositors, or more than one-third of the popu

lation. The deposits amounted in the aggre

gate to $36,289,703.11, an increase of $5,581,-

201.73 during the year.

The cause of public education in the State

is steadily advancing. The school year con

sisted of over thirty-four weeks, and the at

tendance was quite large. A free Polyteohnio

Institute has been established at Providence,

and free evening schools have been opened in

nearly all the large towns. The Normal School,

which was provided for by the last Legisla

ture, has been successfully established by the

Board of Education, and was opened at Provi

dence in September. Teachers' conventions

have been held at several important points dur

ing the year, and there was an annual conven

tion of teachers, at Providence, in January.

Brown University is represented as being in a

flourishing condition. Rev. Dr. Ezekiel Gilmer

Robinson was chosen as its president, to succeed

Rev. Dr. Oaswell in January, 1872. A free

public library, art gallery, and museum for the

city of Providence was chartered by the last

Legislature, to be established under the com

bined auspices of the Providence Franklin So

ciety, the Rhode Island Horticultural Society,

the -Franklin Lyceum, the Providence Asso

ciation of Mechanics and Manufacturers, and

the Rhode Island Society for the Encourage

ment of Domestic Industry. These several

bodies have appointed committees to cofiperate

in the establishment of the new institution,

and important preliminary steps toward that

object have already been taken.

The most important eleemosynary establish

ment of Rhode Island is the State Farm, where

there are reformatories for criminals, and

asylums for the insane. In past years, the in

sane have been sent to the institutions of other

States, but the accommodations at the State

Farm are gradually increased, and it is intended,

in time, to establish facilities for taking oare

of all classes dependent on the State for sup

port. The Rhode Island Hospital is supported

mainly by voluntary contributions of individ

uals and private bodies. The cost of conduct

ing it for the year ending September 30th was

$24,489.56. In the course of the year there

were 251 patients cared for in the hospital

itself, while 1,827 living elsewhere received

treatment there for a greater or less length of

time. The Butler Hospital for the Insane, at

Providence, received 99 patients during the

year, of whom 80 were discharged as cured.

The total number under treatment during the

year was 194, there being 95 inmates at the

end of 1870. The expenses of the year were

$45,183.18, and the receipts from all sources,

$55,311.69. This institution is maintained

chiefly by a private endowment, personal con

tributions, and payments from patients.

The State-prison at Providence is said to be

in a good condition. It contained 65 convicts

on the 81st of December, of whom 26 were

committed during the year. The income from

the labor of the prisoners, which is farmed out

on contract at 70 cents each per day, was

$12,627.82, while the expenses of the institu

tion amounted to $7,833.45. The jail, which

is under the same management, had, at the end

of the year, 82 prisoners, 1,613 having been

committed, and 1,616 having been discharged

during the twelvemonth. The income from

the jail amounted to $9,514.27, while the ex

penses were $11,289.18. There are evening

schools maintained in the prison. New build

ings are proposed to be located on the State

Farm,with separate accommodations for female

convicts.

There are 136 miles of railroad in the State,

none of which was built during the past year.

An important new road is, however, projected,

to be known as the Woonasquatucket Railroad,

extending from Providence to East Thompson,

which is in Connecticut, just beyond the north

west corner of this State, a distance of about

33 miles. The Federal Government has made

appropriations, amounting to over $100,000,
for the construction of a Dreakwater at Block

Island, for the protection of commeroe.

The latest statistics of crops for this State

are those of 1870, the principal items of which

are as follows: Indian corn, 10,769 acres,

yielding 280,000 bushels, an average of St

bushels per acre, valued at $1.06 per bushel,
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or a total valuation of $296,800 ; wheat, 89

acres, 700 bushels, 17.8 bushels per acre, $1.75

per bushel, $1,225; ryo, 1,144 acres, 20,600

bushels, 18 bushels per-acre, $1.27 per bushel,

$26,162; oats, 4,648 acres, 152,000 bushels,

82.7 bushels per acre, $0.61 per bushel, $92,-

720; barley, 1,250 acres, 80,000 bushels, 24

bushels per acre, $0.96 per bushel, $28,800 ;

buckwheat, 100 acres, 1,400 bushels, 14 bushels

per acre, $1.02 per bushel, $1,428; potatoes,

0,177 acres, 488,000 bushels, 79 bushels per

acre, $0.98 per bushel, $478,240 ; hay, 81,651

acres, 89,000 tons, 1.09 tons per acre, $24 per

ton, $2,136,000. Total number of acres 105,-

CENSTJS

778, and total valuation, $8,061,375. The

average cash value per acre is : Corn, $27.56 ;

wheat, $80.80 ; rye, $22.86; oats, $19.94; bar

ley, $23.04; buckwheat, $14.28; potatoes,

$77.42; hay, $26.16. It is estimated that

there were in the State in February, 1871,

15,300 horses, worth $1,502,307, or an aver

age valne of $98.19 ; 18,800 oxen, and other

cattle, worth $975,908, or an average value of

$51.91; 21,900 milch-cows, worth $969,075,.

or an average value of $44.25 ; 80,000 sheep,

worth $111,800, or an average value of $8.71 ;

20,400 hogs, worth $298,248, or an average

value of $14.62.

OF 1870.

POPULATION.

COUNTIES.

Colored. Native. Foreign.

Aliened value of
property.

Taxation, not
national.

9,431
18.595
20,050

149.190
30,097

9,233
18,257
19.115

146,246
19,868

187 7,355
14.040
16,788

105,579
18,197

3,066
4,555
3,264

48,611
1,900

$9,490,270
12,779,322
38,131.006

149,088.320
14,091,435

168,167

Washington

837
931

2.911
614

99,999
160,137

1,696,7*8
81,049

Total for State 217,358 312,819 1 4.980 161,957 56,396 1 $344,378,854 $2,170,152

Included in the census are 154 Indians. In

cluded in the assessed value of property is

personal property to the amount of $30,708,-

501, which is not distributed among counties.

The total taxation includes the sum of $68,-

982 not distributed among counties. The

true value of property was $296,965,646. The

publio debt, county, city, town, etc, amounted

to $3,025,142. The aggregate value of farm-

products, including betterments and additions

to stock, was $4,761,063; 77,828 pounds of

wool were raised ; 21,901 persons, ten years

old and over, cannot write, of whom 8,681

are males, and 13,220 are females. Of those

twenty-one years old and over, who cannot

write, 5,922 are white males.

RODMAN, Lieutenant-Colonel and Brevet

Brigadier-General Thomas J., U. S. A., born in

Indiana, about 1820 ; died at Rock Island, 111.,

June 7, 1871. He entered the Military Academy

at West Point, in 1837, and upon graduating, in

1841, ranking seventh in his class, waspromoted

to brevet second-lieutenant in the Ordnance

Department. From 1841 to 1848 he served as

assistant-ordnance officer at Alleghany Arsenal,

Pa., during which time he was detached to

Richmond, Va., Boston, Mass., and Pittsburg,

Pa., for the purpose of testing gun-metal, su

pervising the manufacture of cannon, and ex

perimenting with Bomford's twelve-inch colum-

biad. Having been appointed first-lieutenant

in 1847, he served in the Mexican "War at

Camargo and Point Isabel Depots, and subse

quently was in command ofAlleghany Arsenal,

Pa., and Baton Rouge, La. In July, 1855, ho

was made captain of ordnance, "for fourteen

years' continuous service," and from that pe

riod until 1861 was occupied in experimenting

upon cannon, gunpowder, and carbines, in

specting and fixing the quality of iron, etc.,

etc., the results of which investigations were

published in a valuable work, entitled "Re

ports of Experiments on Metals for Cannon,

and Cannon Powder" (1861). The Rodman

gun, invented by him, has proved of great

value both in the military and naval service.

The peculiarity of these guns consists in being

cast hollow, while a constant stream of cold

water passes through the bore, while they are

being cast, producing great hardness and tena

city. For the improvements which have been

made in the mode of manufacture of gunpow

der for large cannon, within the last ten years,

the world is also indebted to him. The " mam

moth powder" and the "perforated cake,"

which were used more than ten years ago in

testing the first fifteen-inch gun, were made by

him ; and the trial of that gun in 1860 led to

the adoption of the "mammoth powder,"

in 1861, for guns of large calibre. Speci

mens of the "perforated-cake powder" were

taken from Fort Monroe to Russia by a-dis-

tingnished artillery-officer of the Russian Army

in 1860. After having been successfully man

ufactured in Russia, it was tested with results

so satisfactory that both that country and

Prussia have adopted this kind of powder for

their heavy rifle-guns, to the exclusion of all

other kinds. England has also, very recently,

adopted for heavy rifle-guns, under the name

of "pebble-powder," the " mammoth powder "

of General Rodman, which we have been using

since 1861. During the rebellion he was in

Qommand of the Watertown Arsenal, serving

from time to time on detached duties, and the

important services he rendered to his country

did much to avert the threatened foreign com

plications which might at the time have turned

the balance against us. Feeling his way grad-

GAlly, he incceased the calibre of his heavy
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guns from eight to ten, thirteen, fifteen, and,

finally, in February, 1864, to a twenty-inch

bore, the last weighing, in the first speoimen,

116,000 pounds, and subsequent guns still more.

The thirteen and fifteen-inch guns were in

constant demand both for the monitors and

the forts on the coast, and along the entrance

to our best harbors; while the twenty-inch

monsters were mounted on the forts of the

lower bay, in Now York Harbor, New York

City being at that time supposed to be in some

danger of a naval attack. The laborious study

and patient investigation which led to this final

grand result are Rodman's best title to distinc

tion. In 18G5 he was made " brevet lieutenant-

colonel for faithful, meritorious, and distin

guished services in the Ordnance Department,"

also the same date brevet colonel and brevet

brigadier-general. At the time of his death,

General Rodman was devoting his energies to

the completion of the arsenal and armory at

Rock Island, which are the offspring of his sug

gestion. His projects included the removal

of the present railroad bridge across the Missis

sippi at that point, with a view to improving

the navigation of the river, and making the

water-power in the Government works effec

tive.

ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH. During

the year 1871, Pope Pius IX. exercised no

authority as a temporal prince; all his acts

relate to the affairs of the Church.

Although frequent rumors prevailed that he

would leave Rome, he remained at the Vatican,

which was guarded without by troops of Vio-

tor Emmanuel so strictly that Mgr. Merode,

his chaplain, stepping out on a balcony, was

aimed at by a soldier with his musket.

The revenues of the Pope, including those

accruing from private sources, were all taken

possession of by the new government ; and

the support of the Churcli government at

Rome devolved on the Universal Church. To

meet this, a systematic collection was estab

lished in various countries.

No new promotion of cardinals was made

in the year 1871.

The Pope retained his ministry and his rep

resentatives at foreign courts, and received

their ambassadors.

The various foreign colleges and convents

remained in Rome under the protection of

their own governments; but many of the

others were seized by the new government,

with their archives and libraries. The foreign

colleges in February protested against the

seizure of the Roman College, of which they

formed a part. The religious in the convents

yielded only to force, and were expelled by

troops. >

A feeling of hostility was cultivated by a

number of papers caricaturing and ridiculing

the Pope and clergy; one of the results of

which was a violent invasion of the Church

of the Gesu. in March.

Pius IX., by a brief dated March 2d, ad

dressed to Cardinal Patrizi, defended the Jes

uits, and in advance rejected all the proposed

guarantees', saying : " It is of the nature of a

concession that there is a certain power in him

that concedes over him to whom the conces

sion is made. Therefore, the one to whom

the concession is made, at least as to the mat

ter of the concession, is truly subordinate to

the authority and will of the power conceding."

The following is an extract from this brief:

The spoilers seem to wish the suppression of all

religious houses, by commencing with the fathers of

the Society of Jesus. To prepare the way for such

a crime, they strive to stir up hatred among the

people against them. They accuse them of hostile

proceedings against the present domination ; and,

especially, they pretend the power and favor with

us, of the society, as making us more inimical to that

rule ; and that we ore so in the hands of those fathers

that, except at their advice, we can do nothing.

Such a foolish calumny would turn into the lowest

contempt our person, as too weak and unskilful to

initiate any counsel, of our own motion, though all

might know that the Roman Pontiff, having implored

the Divine light and aid, does and commands that

which he shall have judged right and useful for the

Church ; but that, in graver matters, it has always

been his custom to use the help of those, of whatever

rank or condition, or of whatever regular order, whom

he thinks, as more skilled in the matter in hand, may

offer the wiser and more prudent opinion. Thus,

indeed, we ofton employ the fathers of the Society

of Jesus, we intrust them with sundry charges—

especially in the sacred ministry ; and they acquit

themselves with attention and zeal that ore' always

more agreeable to us, and which have merited tor

them the frequent and abundant praises Of our pred

ecessors.

But this our most just love and esteem of a society

that has merited excellently of the Church of Christ,

of this Holy See, and of the Christian people, are far

from that servile submission to it that its defamera

feign, whose calumny we indignantly repel from us,

and from the modest devotion of these most excellent

fathers. These things we have thought proper to

state to you, our venerable brother, that the snares

framed against the society may be exposed, to set

right our sentiments so basely and foolishly traves

tied, and to give a now testimony of our most ready

affection toward the same illustrious society.

Willingly would we take this occasion of speaking

of other causes of our grief, every day growing in

number. But the limits of a letter would not con

tain them. We will make but one comment on the

concessions that they call guaraniigit (guarantees),

in which it is hard to say whether the absurdity, or

the guile, or the ridiculousness, holds the first place,

and which, nevertheless, the subalpino moderators

are laboriously and uselessly studying out. For,

compelled by the common expostulation of Catholics,

and oy political necessity, to keep a little show of

our sovereign power reserved, lest we should seem,

subject to any one in the exercise of the supreme

government of the Church, they have imagined they

oan make a show of this, by their concessions. But

it is of the nature of a confession that there is a certain

power in him that concedes over him to whom the

oonoession is made. Therefore, the one to whom

the oonoession is made, at least as to the matter of

the concession, is truly subordinate to the authority

and the will of the power conceding. So it is clear

that they labor in vain when they study how to guar

antee our sovereign power, by help of props that can

only overturn and ruin it. But suoh is thexharacter

of these concessions that each one bears in itself a

speoial servitude, which grows harder by the succes

sive amendments. And, at length, the hostile and

treacherous meaning, however veiled, that breaks
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oat in all these is so illustrated by the continuous

series of facts, that no one of a sound mind can be

deceived ; and the openest species of trifling is

stamped on those conditions.

But, if the Church ought to bear the image of her

Divine Author, should not we, who, though unwor

thy, are the vicegerent of Christ on earth, give thanks

to Him that He permits us, also, to be surrounded

with the mockery of a royal state i Thus, He con

quered the world ; and thus, also, through His

spouse, His Church, Ho will again triumph over the

world.

On tho lltli of the same month the Pope

solemnly declared St. Alphonsua Liguori a

doctor of the Church. The decrees of the

Vatican Council had been accepted by the

bishops, and promulgated by the Episcopate,

without the consent of the civil governments.

In Bavaria it was done in the face of an ex

press prohibition. On the 29th of March Dr.

von Dollinger, Professor of Ecclesiastical His

tory in the University of Munich, addressed a

declaration to tho Archbishop of Munich, re

fusing submission to the decree. So much of

this declaration as relates to the views enter

tained by Dr. von Ddllinger will be found in

the following extract :

Tour Excellency has asked me in two letters to

explain my position with respect to the Bomish res

olutions of July 18, 1870, which have been published

by you.

It has transpired in the circle of your cathedral

chapter that it is your intention to proceed against

me with such penal measures as are used only against

such priests as have been guilty of gross moral

crimes, and even but seldom against these. This is

to occur if I do not, within a certain period, submit

myself to the two new articles of faith, as to tho

universal (Allgewalt) power and infallibility of the

Pope.

1 learn, at the same time, that a council-meeting

of German bishops is to take place shortly at Fulda.

In the year 1848, when a meeting of all the Ger

man bishops was held at Wurzburg, the honor of an

invitation was extended to myself, and I took part

in the proceedings. Your Excellency might perhaps

arrange that I might be allowed in the meeting

which is about to take place, not this time to tako

part in the proceedings, but to have an audience for

a few hours.

For I am prepared to prove before this meeting

the following theses, which are of decisive impor

tance to the present situation of the German Church,

as well as for my personal position :

1. The new articles of faith are based upon the

texts in the Holy Scriptures, St. Matt. xvi. 18, and

St. John xxi. 17, and, as far as infallibility is con

cerned, upon the text, St. Luke xxii. 82, with which

tho same, biblically considered, must stand or fall.

But we are bound by a solemn oath, which I mvself

have twice sworn, to " accept and explain the Holy

Scriptures, not otherwise than according to the unan

imous consent of the Fathers." The Fathers of the

Church have all, without exception, explained the

texts in question as bearing a totally different mean

ing to the new decrees, and especially in tho text

St. Luke xxii. 82 have found any thing but an infalli

bility given to the Pope. Therefore, were I to accept,

with the decrees, this explanation, without which

every biblical basis to the same is wanting, I should

commit a perjury. And, as I have said, I am pre

pared to provo this to the bishops in council.

2. In several Episcopal pastorals and notices which

have lately appeared, the assertion has been made,

or the historical proof sought, that the new doctrine

now proceeding from Rome aa to the universal power

of the Pope over every single Christian, and as to

the papal infallibility in decisions in the Church on

matters of faith from the beginning, through all time

and forever, has been generally, or at least nearly

generally, believed and taught. I am ready to prove

that this assertion is based upon an entire miscon

ception of the traditions of the Church for the first

thousand years, and upon an entire distortion of her

history. It is in direct contradiction to the plainest

facts and testimonies.

8. I am ready to prove that the bishops of the

Latin countries, Spain, Italy, South America, France,

who formed the immense majority at Some, were,

with their clergy, already led astray by the class-

books from which they took their ideas during their

.seminary edueation ; since the proofs given in these

books are for the most part false, invented, or dis

torted. I shall prove this, firstly, as to the two prin

cipal and favorite works ofmodern theological schools

and seminaries, "The Moral Theology of St. Al-

phonsus Liguori" (and especially as regards the

treatise contained therein concerning the Pope), and

with " The Theology ofthe Jesuit Perrone ; " further,

as regards the writings of the Archbishop Cardoni,

ond of Bishop Ghilsrdi, which were distributed in

Borne during the Council ; and, finally, with "The

Theology of the Viennese Theologian Schwetz."

4. I appeal to the fact, which I am ready to prove

in public, that two General Councils and several

Popes have already decided in the fifteenth century

by solemn decrees, issued by the Councils, repeat

edly confirmed by the Popes, tho question as to the

extent of the Pope's power, and as to his infallibil

ity ; and that the decrees of the 18th of July, 1870,

are in the most glaring contradiction to these reso

lutions, and therefore cannot possibly be considered

as binding.

5. I believe that I shall be able to prove that the

new decrees are simply incompatible with the Con

stitutions of the states of Europe, and especially with

that of Bavaria : and that I find it impossible for me,

who am bound by oath to'this Constitution, which I

have lately sworn on my admission to the Chamber

of the Councillors of State, to accept tho new decrees,

and, as a necessary consequence, the bulls " Dnom -

Sanctam" and "Cum ex Apostolatus officio," the

Syllabus of Pius IX., with so many other papal dec

larations and laws, which are now to be accepted as

infallible decisions, and are in irreconcilable antag

onism to the laws of the country. I appeal on this

subject to the opinion given by the legal faculty in

Munich, and am ready to abide by the arbitration

of any German legal faculty which your Excellency

may be pleased to name.

I ask only two conditions for the conference wnich

I have proposed, or rather prayed for : the first, that

my assertions, together with any counter-assertions,

shall be recorded, with a view to their subsequent

publication ; the second, that a man of scientific cul

ture, to be chosen by me, shall be allowed to be

present at the conference.

Should this be unattainable before the German

bishops in Fulda, I venturo most respectfully to

proffer another request, that it may please your"Ex

cellency to form, out of the members of your cathe

dral chapter, a committee, before which i may plead

my cause in the way above mentioned. Several of

these venerable gentlemen are doctors, and were for

merly professors of theology, and at the same time

my former scholars. I may hope that it would be

more agreeable to them to treat me with quiet argu

ment, to confute me, if possible, with reasons and

facts, than to draw up, upon the scat of judgment,

criminal sentences against me, and to submit the

same to your Excellency, to be fulminated, as the

saying is. If your Excellency will consent to pre

side at this conference, and to condescend to correct

any errors into which I may have fallen in the cita

tion and explanation of testimonies and facts, I shall

count it as a great honor, and the cause of truth can
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only profit thereby. And when yon place before me

the prospect of the exercise of your pastoral power,

I may still hope that you will prefer to employ, in

the first place, toward me, the finest, most noble,

most benevolent, and most Christ-like attribute of

this power—namely, the teacher's office. Should I

be convinced by testimonies and facts, I engage my

self to revoke publicly all that I have written in this

matter, and to confute myself. In any case the re

sults must be advantageous to the Church, and the

peace of spirits. For it is not myself alone who am

ooncerned; thousands of the clergy, hundreds of

thousands of the laity, think as I do, and find it im

possible to accept the new articles of faith.
Up to this day not a single one, even of those who

have signed a declaration of submission, has said to

me that he is really convinced of the truth of these

theses. All my friends and acquaintances confirm

me in this experience. " Not a single person believes

in it," is what I hear day by day from all lips. A

conference such as I have proposed, and the publi

cation of the proceedings, will, in any case, afford

that deeper insight which so many long for.

This led to a pastoral letter from the arch

bishop on Easter Sunday, as follows :

Grogorius, by the grace of God and the Holy

Apostolic See, Archbishop of Munich, Prelate of the

Household and Councillor to his Holiness, etc., to

the venerable clergy of the archdiocese, salvation

and blessing in the Lord :

Dr. von Dullingcr, Doan of the Chapter and Pro

fessor of Theology, addressed to us, on March 29th,

a declaration stating his position to the (Ecumenical

Council and its resolutions, which he, at the same

time, handed to the Augsburg Allgemeine Zeitung

for publication. It was accordingly published in the

extra supplement of said paper of March 81st. This

open declaration compels us, the venerable clergy

and the faithful of our archdiocese, to publicly and

emphatically draw attention to tho prinoipal errors

contained in this deplorable document, and to place

its author without the pale of the Roman Catholic

Church, in case he should persist in those heresies.

The author demands—

1 . That ho should be permitted to prove in an as

sembly of bishops and theologians that the deorees

of faith of the fourth sitting of the (Ecumenical

Council were neither contained in the Holy Script-

ures; as understood by the Fathers of the Church,

nor in the writings handed down according to their

true history ; that the latter have, in fact, been falsi

fied by forged or mutilated documonts, and that

these same documents are in flagrant contradiction

with the more ancient ecclesiastical decisions. But

the author has overlooked that there is no question

before us which is yet to be decided, and therefore

carefully to be examined. The question has already

been decided. A General Council, legally convened,

voluntarily assembled and directed by the head of

the Church, has, after careful examination, explained,

formulated, and defined this article of faith. Every

Catholic Christian knows at present what the Church

prescribes to believe. The Church which Jesus

Christ promised to the end of the world cannot bid

us believe any thing else than the revelation of God

Himself. Whoever, therefore, opposes the declara

tion of the Church, opposes God. " He who will not

hear tho Church, let him be unto thee as a heathen

and a publican" (Matthew xviii. 17).

2. The author asserts that a purely historical ques

tion was here only in the case, which could solely be

resolved by the same means and rules as apply to

tho research of any other historical fact. By this

means tho Church is placed under historical exami

nation. Tho decisions of the Church are submitted

to the judgment of tho last historical writer, her

divinely-ordained office to instruct is set aside, and

all tho Catholic truths placed under controversy.

Let science take up the Catholio teachings of faith

and examine them by all human means, and they

will stand proof against all contradiction. Let the

science of infidelity revolt against God and His rev

elation, against the Church and her decrees of faith,

it will never be able to shake the rock upon which

the Lord has built His Church.

3. The author declares that the decrees of July 18,

1870, are in contradiction with the constitutions of

European states, but particularly with that of Ba

varia ; that this article of belief has wrought the ruin

of the old German Empire, and would, it prevailing

with the Boman Catholic portion of the German

nation, plant the germs of a lingering and incurable

malady into the constitution of the new German Em

pire. Against this entirely erroneous theory and

hateful accusation we protest with a loud voice, and

declare it an unfounded charge against the Catholic

Church, her head, her bishops, and all her members,

who will never cease " to render unto Csesar that

which is Caesar's, and unto God that which is

God's."

Dearest members of the diocese, the views and

judgments alleged in this document, of which -we

have only pointed out to you the most notable ones,

have, since the convention of the (Ecumenical Coun

cil, been circulated in many books and newspapers.

It must be confessed with sorrow that this document

has given the highest probability to the long-enter

tained, sad supposition that the author of this dec

laration is the spiritual head of the whole movement

against the (Ecumenical Council, which has caused

so much confusion in the minds and consciences of

Christians. The equally numerous writings disprov

ing this heresy found, alas 1 no ear with those circles

hostile to the Churoh. New, however, the open op

position of a man who has hitherto deservedly filled

high positions in the Church and state has given

the matter the aspect of a formal revolt against the

Catholio Churoh.

Dear brethren, we are well conscious of our duties

as chief pastor of the diocese, and have therefore not

delayed in addressing to you these grave and warn

ing pastoral words, and in taking the now necessa

ry measures. The further steps which we shall be

obliged to take will be in no less degree governed by a

single view to the dangers threatening the Church*in

Germany and love to the erring brother. " We shall

not break the bruised reed nor quench the smoking

flax" (Matthew xii. 20). We shall, however, know

how to protect our dear flock from error and tempta

tion. To the venerable priests of our archdiocese we

exclaim, with Paul, " 0 Timothy, keep that which

is committed to thy trust, avoiding profane and

vain babblings and oppositions of science, falsely so

called" (Timothy xviii. 20, 21). Pray, however,

my dearest brethren, for the salvation of the author,

jeopardized by that unfortunate declaration ; pray

for the holy Church, particularly in our dear German

and Bavarian fatherland; pray for your sorrowful

pastor, who blesses you in tho name of the Father,

and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost. Amen.

The present pastoral letter is to be communicated

from the pulpit according to the wants of the faithful.

GREGORIUS, Archbishop of Munich.

Mouion, Easter Sunday of the year 1871.

It was followed by this formal excommu

nication :

We have been charged by his Excellency the Most

Bev. Lord Archbishop Gregory of Munich-Freising

to declare this day to your Reverence, that you have

inourred tho major excommunication with all the

canonical consequences annexed thereto.

The decrees adopted on the 18th of July of last

year, by the General Vatican Council, and confirmed

and solemnly proclaimed by Pius IX., have become

sufficiently well known to your Reverence.

The attitude publicly assumed bv your Reverence

toward the said Council compelled the archbishop

to. require a precise declaration from you in this mat
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ter, and to admonish you to make dutiful submission.

This was done on the 20th of October of last year,

and on the 4th of January of the present year, in

terms of the most paternal affection.

Your Beverenoe delayed very long to return a pre

cise answer. Your dilatory letters of the 29th of

January and the 14th of March were treated by the

archbishop with the most forbearing patience.

At length ensued your declaration of the 29th of

March, which you, at the same time, made public ;

wherein you refused, not only to acknowledge the

decrees of the Vatican Council, but you propounded

and defended entirely heretical principles of faith,

and likewise launched the most hateful accusations

against the Church.

In the resolution hereupon communicated to your

Beverence on the 3d of this month, your attention

was distinctly and emphatically drawn to the inevi

table results of your conduct.

Nevertheless, no intimation of any sort up to this

day has been made that your Beverence does not in

tend to persist in your contradiction to the decrees

of the Church.

After your Bevereneo has thus opposed, and still

continues to oppose, a conscious and obstinate de

nial to clear and certain decrees on faith of the Cath

olic Church ; after you have further turned a deaf

ear to the manifold repeated fatherly exhortations

and warnings of your chief pastor; nay^ after you

have publicly maintained your opposition to the

Church, and gained adherents: after the great dan

ger thereby caused to the faithful has at length out

weighed the long-cherished consideration lor your

high position in the Church and state, as also for

your undoubted merits in the professor's chair, in

science, and in public life—it became necessary, for

the salvation of your soul, and as a warning to

others, that the excommunicatio major awarded by

the laws of the Church to the crimen haratot externa

etformality and recently affirmed by the General

Vatican Council relative to its decrees of the 18th of

July, which you have by the ecclesiastical transgres

sion above named ipto facto incurred, should be de

clared by a Bpeoial sentence, and proper publicity

given, as wo hereby warn you of, to this ecclesiasti

cal judgment. Db. JOSEPH V. TRANT,
Cathedral Provost and Vicar-General.

Munich, April 17, 1871.

Some priests in various parts of Germany

adopted the views of Dr. von D8llinger, and

were joined by the ex-French Carmelite Hya-

cinthe. These assnmed the title of Old Catho

lics, and convened a congress at Munich in

September. It met under the leadership of

Dr. Dollinger, and comprised some priests, and

a larger number of laymen, but no bishop from

any country joined the movement. As a priest

hood could not be kept up without an episco-

Sate, proposals for union were made to the

ansenist Church in Holland. The resolutions

adopted by the congress were, however, more

revolutionary than was_ at first proposed, and

embraced the abolition of the mass, of celibacy

of the clergy, and of the invocation of saints.

Herr von Lutz, Minister of Public Instruction

and Worship, was, however, favorable to them.

He sustained those excommunicated by the

bishops, and adopted a course of hostility

toward the latter which drew from the Arch

bishop of Munich, on the 26th of September,

an elaborate discussion of the whole relative

position of Church and state in Bavaria.

The ministry of the newly-formed German

Empire also adopted a course which caused
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complaints in the Reichstag, and directly from

Catholic bishops and subjects. The Bishops

of Bonn, Breslau, and Ermeland, for enforcing

the decrees of the Vatican Council, were men

aced by the Minister of Worship. This led to

an address to the Emperor from all the Catho

lic archbishops and bishops of Prussia, at Ful-

da (September Tth), to which, however, only

an evasive answer was returned.

On the 13th of May the papal guarantees

were promulgated by the Italian Government,

having been adopted by the Senate by a vote

of 105 to 20.

The Pope, in a brief on the 15th, condemned

some professors at .Rome who had avowed

their adhesion to Dr. von Dollinger. Their

address attracted some attention at the time,

but it appeared that, with hardly an exception,

they had been appointed to their positions by

the Italian Government, since September, 1870,

and that they had styled themselves professors

of botany, of mineralogy, of chemistry, of sur

gery, and one as professor of veterinary pathol

ogy. On the same day, the Pope issued an

Encylical Letter, rejecting formally the guar

antees, of which the following is an extract:

But the subalpine government, while on one band

it hurries to make the city of Borne the scorn of the

world—(" Urbtm properat Orbi factre fabulam"—St.

.Bern., Ep.)—on the other, labors to beguile Catholics,

by puffing up and arranging certain idle immunities

and safeguards that, in its language, it calls guaran

tee, to the end that these be substituted to us for

the civil sovereignty of which, by a long series of

intrigues, and by parricidal arms, it has robbed us.

Already, venerable brethren, we have pronounced

our sentence on these immunities and safeguards.

We have branded their folly, their guile, ana their

mockery, in our letter, dated the 2d of March lost,

to our venerable brother Constantino Patrizi, cardi

nal of the Holy Boman Churcht dean of the Sacred

College, and acting as our vicar in Borne, which was,

in due time, printed and published.

But, according to the manner of the subalpine gov

ernment, joining a base and unceasing pretence of

consideration, to a shameless contempt of our pon

tifical authority and dignity, and treating our protes

tations, our expostulations, and our censures, as of

no account—it has proceeded, in its Parliament, to

act on these aforesaid tafeovardt as if they were

serious, and has had discussions on them ; and gone

forward in urging and advancing them, notwithstand

ing the sentence expressed by us on their emptiness.

In this disoussion full proof was given both of the

truth of our judgment on the nature and meaning of

those " safeguards," and of the vain attempt of the

enemy to conceal the fraud and malice that were in

them. Truly, venerable brethren, it is hard to be

lieve, incredibile est, that so many errors openly

against the Catholic faith, and against the very foun

dations of natural law, as were uttered on occasion

of that debate, could have been put forth in the cen

tre of this Italy, which has ever especially gloried,

and now glories, in devotion to toe Catholic re

ligion, and to tho Apostolic See ef the Boman Pon

tiff. And, in very deed, by the singular protection

God grants His Church, the convictions of far the

larger part of the Italians are very different. They

groan, with us, and deplore this new phase of unac

cepted sacrilege, and they assure us, day by day, by

increasing proofs and avowals, that they are asso

ciated, in spirit and in understanding, with the faith

ful in other parts of the world.■Wherefore, we anew address our voice to you.
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Tonerable brethren ; snd, although the faithful com

mitted to you, by letters or by grave documents in

form of protests, have shown us how outraged they

or- at the condition that oppresses us, ana how far

they are from being deceived by the cheats called

" safeguards," we yet consider it a part of our apos

tolic duty that we should declare solemnly, through

you, to "the whole world, that not only what are

called tafeguarda, and which are devised by the sub-

alpine government, but that all titles, honors, immu

nities, and privileges, whatever shape they take,

under the general name of safeguards, or gvaranttet,

can be of no avail whatever toward securing the

prompt and free use of the power divinely trans

mitted to us, nor toward guarding the liberty neces

sary for the Church.
ouch being the condition of affairs, as we have

repeatedly declared and professed that, without the

crime of breaking our solemn oatli (at enthroniza-

tion), we can consent to no conciliation which, in

any manner, would destroy or diminish the rights of

God and or the Apostolic See, so now, as of our

bounden duty, we declare that we will never agree

to, or aocept, nor can we so agree to or accept, those

ounningly wrought-out safeguards, or guarantttt,

proposed by the subalpine government, whatever

their device : or any others of whatsoever kind, or

iowever ratified, which, under the form of securing

our sacred power and liberty, shall have been offered

to us in lieu of, and in exchange for, that civil prin

cipality with which Divine Providence willed that

the Holy Apostolic See should be furnished and

strengthened, and which is ratified to us by legiti

mate and irrefragable titles, as well as by possession

for more than eleven centuries. For it is most clear

to every one that, were the Roman Pontiff to be sub

jected to the rule of another prince, and not to be

possessed himself of a real sovereignty, he could bo

exempt neither in his own person nor in the acts of

his apostolio ministry from the oontrol of that ruler

to whom he would be subject, and who might become

a heretic or a persecutor of tho Church ; or, again,

might be at war with other rulers, or, otherwise, in

a state of war.
And, indeed, is not tilts very concession of safe

guards, of which we speak, a moat clear proof that

no other right than what the will of lay rulers pre

scribes and docrees is attributed to us, who have the

divinely-given authority of making laws regarding

the moral and religious order—to us, who are con

stituted the interpreter, throughout tho world, of

natural and of divine right.

And as to what regards the relations of the Church

and civil society, you know perfectly well, venerable

brethren, that all the prerogatives, and all the rights

of authority necessary to governing the Universal

Church, have been reoeived by us, in the person of

the most blessed Peter, directly from God Himself.

Nay, those prerogatives and rights, and the very

liberty of the Churoh, were born and acquired by

the blood of Jesus Christ, and are to be valued by

the infinito price of His divine blood. Ill, then,

would we deserve of the divine blood of our Re

deemer, were we—which God forbid 1—to borrow \

these our rights, especially lessenod and debased as

they wish to lend thorn, from rulers of the earth,

who are sons, not masters, of the Church. Thus

said to princes, fittingly, that great light of sanctity

and doctrine, Anselm, Archbishop of Canterbury :

Think not that the Church of Ood Is given yon as to a
master, to make use of her, but that she Is commended
to you as her advocate and champion. Nothing more
pleases Ood thou the liberty of His Church.

And tho same saint wrote in another place, adding

incentives to duty :

Never count that your dignity Is lessened, If yon defend
and cherish the liberty of the Church. Deem not that It
humbles yon, when you exalt her, Think not that you
are weakened when you strengthen her. Lift up your
eyes, and look all about you ; examples are at your hand.
Meditate on the princes who fight against the Church,

and trample on her. See whether it is profiting them !
What is becoming of them is too plain to need speaking
of. Assuredly, they who promote her glory, with her,
and in her, will find their own glory.—Jrf. Anttlin, Epp.

list 41

And now, venerable brethren, after what at oilier

times, and here, we have explained to you, it surely

can be dark to no one that the wrongs done in these

woful times to the Holy See have redounded on the

whole Christian commonwealth. Tho wrongs of the

Apostles, as St. Bernard says, since these are the

glorious rulers of the earth, affect every Christian ;

and aince, as St. Anselm says, again, the Boman

Church works for all the churches, whosoever takes

away any thing belonging to her is recognized as

guilty of sacrilege, not only against her but against

all the churches. Kor is there a shadow of a doubt

that tho keeping of tho rights of this ApoBtolic See

is most closely joined and tied to the highest pur

poses and interests of the whole Church, and to the

liberty of your episcopal ministry.
Thinking and meditating on all these matters, we

are bound anew to enforce and to profeBs, whatn

have oitentimes declared, with your unanimous oon-|

sent, that the civil sovereignty of the Holy See has!

been given to the Koman Pontiff by a singular coun

sel of Divine Providence ; and that it is of necessity,!

in order that the Roman Pontiff may exercise thej

supreme power and authority, divinely given to himj

by the Lord Christ Himself, of feeding and ruling

the entire flock of the Lord with fullest liberty, ana

may consult for the greater good of the Churchy ana

its interests and needs, that he shall never be subject

to any prince or civil power. .

You, venerable brethren, and with yon the faithful

committed to your care, knowing these things well,

aro justly moved, all of you, for religion's sake, and

for the sake of justice and of peace, the foundation

of all other good things, and you have given to the

memory of future generations the worthy sight of

faith and love, constancy and firmness on behalf of

the Church of God and in her dofence, in which you

have set a new and noble example. But, since the

God of all mercies is also the Author of these good

dispositions, we lift our eyes, our hearts, our hopes,

to Him ; unceasingly beseeohing' him that He will

increase, strengthen, and confirm the excellent dis

positions and the piety that is common to you and to

the faithful ; and we, also, earnestly exhort you, and

the people committed to your watchfulness, that, as

tho contest waxes in its heat, you will call to the

Lord with us, more fervently, and with more effusion

of heart, that He may Himself hasten the days when

He will again smile on us.

God grant, also, that the rulers of this earth—
■whom it much imports that such a pernicious exam

ple of usurpation as we endure may not take root

and flourish to the destruction of all power and order<

—may join with one consent of minds and wills, and

that, hushing quarrels, the disturbances of rebellions

being appeased, and the deadly counsels of tho sects

abandoned, they may unite in one movement for

restoring to this Holy See its rights, and, with these,

his full liberty to tho visible head of tho Church, and

tho desired calm to civil society I Nor less, vener

able brethren, plead with the Divine mercy in your

prayers and in those of tho faithful, that the hearts

of the wicked, escaping from the blindness of their

minds, may be converted, before the great and fear

ful day of the Lord shall come ; or else that ne, in

orushing their infamous counsels, will show how

foolish they are who strive to overthrow the rock

that Christ has set, snd to violate His Divino privi

leges. On these prayers our firmest hopes in God

are founded. " Think ye, that God can turn away

His ear from His most dear spouse, when she shall

have cried out to Him, while resisting those who

have been torturing her ? How will He not recog

nize the bone of His bones, and the flesh of His

flesh—ay, rather, in some sense, the spirit of His

Spirit I Now, indeed, is the hour of malice and the
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power of darkness. But the hoar is the last, the

power is quickly passing. Christ is with us, the

power of God, and the wisdom of God, and the cause

is His. Have confidence ; He has conquered the

world."—St. Bernard, Ep.

Meantime, with great courage and sure faith, let

as follow the voice of eternal truth, whioh says :

Strive for justice, for thy soul ; and even to death

fight for justice, and God will overthrow thine ene

mies far thee.

Finally, venerahle brethren, praying to God from

our heart for the richest blessings of heavenly gifts

on you, and on the faithful, clergy and laity, com

mitted to your care, as a pledge of our especial and

intimate love to you and to them, we impart to you,

and to the same our beloved children, most lovingly,

the apostolic benediction.

Given at Bome, at St. Peter's, on the 15th of May,

A. d. 1871, the twenty-fifth of our pontificate.

Li point of fact, the guarantees remained a

dead letter, and, though they provided for the

Pope's civil list, on the basis of that existing

under his sovereignty, no tender of the money,

or any part, was made duringthe year 1871.

Pius IX. was now rapidly approaching the

end of the twenty-fifth year of his pontificate,

which was unexampled since the days of St.

Peter, to whom a pontificate of that length is

attributed. In his Enoyclical Letter of June

4th, he summarily described the more im

portant acts of his reign, and called for the

prayers of his flock, granting a plenary in

dulgence on June 16th, the anniversary of his

election, and June 21st, that of his coronation.

The acts of his reign are thus described :

It is most clear to you, venerable brethren, from

the whole tenor of what has happened, that the

Church militant is holding its course, tossed always

between combats and victorios. Most surely, God

tempers all that takes place, and rules on this globe,

that is His footstool. Most Burely, that He may ful

fil all the counsels of His wisdom, Ho makes use,

often, of instruments weak and scorned.

It is Jesus Christ our Lord, the Author and

Highest Euler of the Church, which He bought with

His own blood, who, moved also by the prayers of

St. Peter, the most blessed prince of the Apostles,

and who ever lives and governs in this See of Bome

—for the greater glory of His name, and for the good

of His people—has, by his free grace and strength,

vouchsafed to govern and uphold our weakness and

littleness, even to this lengthened time of our

apostolic calling.

Hence it is that, leaning on His aid ; and ever

using the counsels of our venerable brethren, the

cardinals of the Holy Boman Church ; and, more

than once, colling you hither, venerable brethren,

who have flocked to us at Bome, adorning this see

of apostolic truth by the beauty of your virtue and

of your united devotion ; we have availed, in the

course of this, our pontificate, by our decree, and

that of the Church throughout the world, to declare,

by a dogmatic definition, the immaculate conception

of the virgin Mother of God.

We have, in the like manner, decreed the honor

of eullus as saints, to a largo number of heroes of

the Catholio faith, by whose intercession—as espe

cially by that of the Mother of God—we have full

hope that, speedily, help will be brought, in these

distressing times, to the Catholic Church.

It has been, equally, to the advantage and to the

renown of the Catholio Church, that in far removed

and unfriendly regions of country, we have spread

the light of the true faith, by Catholic missionaries,

and have established the order of an ecclesiastical

hierarchy in sundry places.

We have also stamped, with condemnations the

most solemn, prevalent errors, springing forth mark

edly in our days, against human reason ; against right

morals ; against the civil as well as the Christian

commonweal. Also, God helping, we have tried to

put in harmony, both in Europe and in parts of

America, ecclesiastical and civil rights.

In many parts of the Eastern Church, also, which,

from the beginning of ourapostolio ministry we have

held in special regard, we have taken counsel for the

Catholic welfare.

Of late, also, it has been granted to us to begin,

and to carry forward, the Oecumenical Council of the

Vatican, some of whose fruits have been received

to the very great profit of the Church, while others

have, for causes well known, been postponed by our

order.

Nor, venerable brethren, have we ever failed in

what the duty and obligation of our civil state re

quired of us. The greetings and praises that, as

you well remember, made an exception of the begin

nings of our pontificate, were, in a short time, so

changed to reproaches and hostile actions that they

compelled us to go as an exile from this our beloved

city. But, so soon as, by the united care and

prowess of Catholio peoples and princes, we were

restored to this our See, forthwith we used all our

power to the increasing and harmonizing, for our

faithful subjects, of that solid and true prosperity,

that we have ever recognized as the most weighty of

the duties of our civil sovereignty.

Then it was, however, that the greed of a neigh

boring power sighed after the possession of our

temporal states ; preferred obstinately the whisper

ings of the sects of hell to our paternal and repeated

admonishments and words ; and, at last, as you

know, surpassing far the shamelessness of that

prodigal son that we read of in the Gospel, has at

tacked with force and arms this our very city, that

he coveted for himself, and now, against all right,

holds in his grasp, as if it were his property. It is

impossible, venerable brethren, that we should not

be vehemently moved at this wicked usurpation by

cause of which we are suffering. We groan within

ourselves, exceedingly, recognizing in this iniquity

the plottings that look not only to the subversion of

our civil principality, but also, and together with it—

if that were possible—that ofour spiritual power, and

the kingdom of Christ on earth, might be blotted out.

We groan in anguish, in view of so great evils, of

those, especially, by which the everlasting salvation

of our people is brought in danger.

On the 7th of July he issued a bull, fixing

the office of St. Joseph, whom he had, on the

8th of December, declared patron of the

Catholio Church.

On both days he received many delegations

congratulating him, and the foreign ambassa

dors, almost all the powers felicitating him

either by letter or through their representa

tives. Victor Emmanuel even sent an officer

for the purpose.

The number of newspapers attacking reli

gion and morality called forth a letter of the

Pope to the Cardinal Vicar, on the 80th of

June, warning the faithful against them.

By his Encyclical of August 5th, the Pope

returned thanks for the affection manifested

to him by the addresses^and gifts presented to

him. On °the 27th of .October, in an allocu

tion, he made known his important step in

appointing bishops to the vacant Italian sees.

This was done without any consultation with

the government of Victor Emmanuel. Six of

the new bishops were consecrated on the 5th
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of November, in the Church of TrinitS dei

Monti, which, being under French protection,

rendered the ceremonial safe from interrup

tion and insult. The others were consecrated

subsequently in other churches. No direct

communication took place between the new

bishops and the Government, the cathedral

chapters simply giving notice of the conse

cration of the bishop.

Shortly before this, October 4th, the heads

of the religious orders at Rome addressed a

memorandum to the representatives of the

foreign powers at Rome, protesting against

the seizure and confiscation of their houses,

libraries, and archives, as a violation of the

liberty of the Holy See in the government of

the Ohuroh.

Addresses . to the French Government from

the episcopate and clergy asked intervention

in behalf of the Pope, but the question was

adjourned from time to time, and no action

taken during the year 1871.

The reverses which France sustained crip

pled seriously the resources of the great mis

sionary society, "The Association for the

Propagation of the Faith," and hampered

greatly the labors of the missionaries, although

the exertion made in other countries did

something to make up the loss.

The St. Joseph's Foreign Missionary Society

of the Sacred Heart, established in England,

this year sent out the Rev. Herbert Yaughan,

with four missionaries, to labor among the

neglected colored people in the United States.

Societies for cultivating a closer union among

Catholics were formed in various parts of Eu

rope and America, and have increased rapidly

in numbers and importance. The Society of

Catholic Interests, and the Catholic Union, aro

of this class.

The great question of Catholic education has

been agitated in many countries. The arch

bishops and bishops of Ireland, on the 21st of

October, 1871, issued a long and very carefully-

prepared pastoral letter, distinctly discussing

the whole question, and laying down fixed

rules.

The Bible in nse among English-speaking

Catholics, though commonly called the Douay,

was entirely different from the original Douay,

and had been so altered by different editors, that

it was far removed from that of Bishop Chal-

loner, on which all the modern Catholic Bibles

are based ; all editions were also disfigured by

typographical errors and omissions. A step

toward reformation was made by the issuing

of an edition in New York, early in 1871, re

printing exactly Challoner's Bible, of 1750,

after a careful comparison with the Vulgate,

and correction of the^typographical errors in

his original edition. . •

The case of Louise Lateau, a poasant girl of

Bois d'Haine, in Belgium, bearing the stigmata

or marks of Christ's passion, was carefully ex

amined by a physician, Dr. Lefebvre. His

published account attracted great attention,

and led to discussions, not only in religions

periodicals, but in the Lancet, Britith Medical

Journal, Hammond's Quarterly Journal of

Psychological Medicine, and other professional

works.

ROSSITER, Thomas P., an American his

torical painter, born in New Haven, Conn.,

September 29, 1818; died at Cold Spring, on

the Hudson, N. Y., May 17, 1871. He early-

developed a talent for painting, and was for

some time a pupil of Mr. G. Jocelyn. He

afterward visited Italy, and remained there

from 1840 to 1846, chiefly in Rome. On his

return he opened a studio in New York, and

became an Academician in 1846. He received,

many commissions from art connoisseurs in

New Haven and New York, and devoted him

self almost exclusively to historical subjects.

His " Home of AVashington " and " Ruth and

Naomi " were engraved in England, and are

well known from the engraving. Among his

other paintings of great merit are, " The Jews

in Captivity;" "Miriam;" "Noah;" "Joan

of Aro in Prison;" " Representative Mer

chants," etc. Ho possessed admirable taste as

a colorist, and, though ho sometimes exhibited

too much haste in his works, he was entitled

to a high position as a painter. In the kindred

arts of architecture, music, and poetry, too,

he manifested talent of a high order. After

1860 he resided at Cold 8pring, where he had

erected for himself a beautiful home.

RUSSIA,* an empire in Europe and Asia.

Emperor, Alexander II., born April 17 (new

style, April 29), 1818 ; succeeded his father,

Nicholas, February 18 (March 2), 1855. Heir-

apparent, Grand-duke Alexander, born Feb

ruary 26 (March 10), 1845 ; his oldest son,

Grand-duke Nicholas, born May 6 (18), 1868.

According to an official publication, of Jan

uary 21, 1871, the revenue of the empire, for

the year 1871, was estimated as follows :

Mia
Direct taxes 105.2SK.S97
Indirect taxes 313,5U9,937
RcvcDne from the mine*, mint, poBtal service,
and the telegraph-lines 5.331 .C79

State domains 29,057.983
Divers receipts 46.S5S.SS5
Revenue from Transcaucasia 6,872,757

Total ordinary revenue 403,741,873

Balances of credit, according to the budget of
1SB9 4,394.90S

Special budget 20,068,221
Extraordinary revenue to be applied to rail
road and harbor constructions 10,347.581

Total extraordinary revenue 34,828,798

Total ordinary and extraordinary 488,570.678
Less above sum for railroads and harbors 10,347,581

Net 428,223,095

The expenditures for 1871 were fixed at

489,012,702 rubles, as follows : Ordinary ex

penditures, 456,576,900 rubles; discount on

budget of revenue, 2,000,000 rubles; special

* For statistics of the Asiatic provinces, of the religious
denominations, of the several nationalities, and the large
cities, tee Ameiih an Annual Ctclop.kma for 1871.
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budget, 20,088,221 rubles; extraordinary ex

penditures for railroad and harbor construo

tions, 10,347,581 rubles. Deficit for 1871,

4,392,996 rabies. The public debt, on Jan

uary 1, 1870, summed up as follows :

, Rublea.

Russian state debt proper 1,960,775,179
Debt of tbo kingdom of Poland, assumed by

Russia 89,716,585

Total 2,000,491,71*
From wbich mast be deducted,

for advances made to railroad
companies 109,828,530

For advances made to various
corporations, cities, etc 29,460,155 188,778,885

Actual debt 1,861,718,089

From October 27, 1861, till January 1, 1870,

the total advances made to the Government,

by moneyed institutions, amounted to 555,-

931,289 rubles, of which 251,937,534 rubles

were retained by these institutions for com

missions and for payment of mortgage on the

land. For the remaining 303,993,755 rubles,

the state emitted the following securities :

Rubin.
Certificates of release 117,601,870
Five and a half per cent, rents, for a capital of 122,194,565
Notes of the bank, bearing 5 per cent interest.. 62,719,550

Paid in cash 1,478,269

Total 308,993,754

The length of railroads in operation, on

January, 1871 (exclusive of Finland), amounted

to 6,765 miles. On January 1, 1870, the tele

graph-lines in operation had an aggregate

length of 25,304 miles, while the length of

wire was 48,185 miles.

According to the Almanac of St. Petersburg,

for*1872, the area and population of the Euro

pean provinces (governments) were as follows :

Square
mila*.

Population.

87,720
35.291
18,544
17,480
16,405
15,771
14,959

1.648,261
1,185,588
908,858
838.046
973,574

1,131,248
958,852

162.339 9,536,188

65,010
23,727
73,948
47,016
15,033

128,211
64,984
82,611
19.102
59,188

673,954
1,670.337
840,704

1,297,577
1,197,898
2,173,601
1,743.422
1,725,478
1,192.570
2,847,796

548,820 14,762,672

5,500
6,263
4,758
8,997
4,199
8,622
440

4,515
5,298
4,652

925,639
669,482
498.852
442,626
601,029
470.300
456,429
685,478
604,606
611,170

48,244 5,705,607

9,735
16,502
4,471
8,925
6,965

59.496
15,584
13,481

819,734
226.670
174,888
161,936
170.264
184,758
818,109
279,944

135.169 1.830.853

GOVERNMENTS.

Frov. I. Great Russia.
1. Archangel
2. Taroslav
8. Kaluga
4. Kostroma
5. Koorsk
6. Moscow
1. Nizhnce-Novgorod
8. Novgorod

9. Olonets
10. Orel
11. Pskov
12. Riazan
18. Smolensk.
14. Tambov
15. Toola
16. Tver
17. Vladlmeer
18. Vologda ;..
19. Voronezh

Total.

II. Little Russia.
20. Kharkov
21. Kiev
22. Poltava
23. Tcuernlgov

Total.

HI. Baltic Russia.
24. Courland
25. Livonia
26. Esthonla
27. St. Petersburg

Total.

IV. South Russia.
28. Taurida (Crimea)
29. Yekaterinoslav
80. Don Cossacks
81. Cherson
82. Bessarabia

Total.

886,732
13.765
11,918
30.812
18,897
12,851
19.631
46.M3
50,618
18.031
16,859
16,2113
21.551
25.511
11.945
25.793
18,804

155.031
25,438

21,011
19,677
19,233
20,245

80,166

10.555
17.S01
7,610
17,064

58,080

Population.

275.779
B!l9,3-<3
984,255

1,101,099
1,866,859
1,678,784
1,862,918
1,016.414
302,490

1.578.013
717,816

1,438.292
1,163,594
2,055,778
1,154,292
1,521,577
1,239,051
974,585

2,068,998

23.399,972

1,681,486
2,144.276
2,002,118
1,560,378

GOVERNMENTS.

597,288
(KI0.784

322. G68
1,160,930

8,071,670

23,607
26.140
61,934
27,479
14,030

658,549
1,281.482
1,010,135
1,497,995
1,052,013

V. West Russia.
It, Podolsk

153,190 5.500,174

Pro». V. Wist Russia— Continued.
84. Volhynia
35. Minsk
86. Moheelev
37. Vitebsk
88. Vllna
89. Kovno
40. Grodno

Total.

VI. East Russia.
41. Astrakhan (Klrglitez)
42. Kazan
48. Orenboorg(Orenboorg Cossacks)

45. Penza
46. Perm
47. Samara
48. Saratov
49. Simbeersk

50. Vlatka

Total.

V1X Poland.
51. Warsaw
52. Lublin
58. Radom
54. Plock
55. Kalisz
56. KJeletz
57. Lomza
58. Petrikau
69. Siedlce
60. Isuvalki

Total.

16,23!) 1.946,761

VIII

61. Abo
62. Knopio
68. Nyland
64. St Michael..
65. Tavastehuus
66. Uleaborg
67. Vaaa
68. Viborg

Finland.

Total.

The aggregate area of the Russian posses

sions in Europe and Asia is estimated at

8,012,955 square miles, and the total popula

tion, according to the latest dates, amounted

to 82,159,630.

The entire strength of the Russian Army in

the year 1871 will be seen by the following

table :

PEACE-TOOTING. WAK-roOTTKO.

Often. Man. Oficm. Men.

Army ofEuropean Russia.. 18,979
8,425

502.386

122,218

22,747
4,082

878,467
163,759

Army of Orenbourg, Toor-
kistan, and Siberia 1,289 51,860 1,819 64,463

23,093 676,454 28,148 1,091,679
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According to an official report, the Russian

fleet consisted, in 1871, of 229 steamers, hav

ing 84,277 horse-power, with 1,585 guns, be

sides 32 sailing-vessels. The greater and more

formidable part of this navy was stationed in

the Baltic. The Black-Sea fleet numbered 32 ;

the Caspian, 31 ; the Siberian or Pacific, 39 ;

and the Lake Aral or Toorkistan squadron, 6

vessels. The rest of the ships were either sta

tioned at Kronstadt or engaged in cruising in

European waters. All these ships are of iron.

At the beginning of 1868 the Imperial Navy

was manned by 60,230 sailors and marinos,

under the command of 8,791 officers, among

whom were 119 admirals and generals.

The movement of commerce in 1869 was as

follows (value expressed in rubles) : a

PORTS. Import!. Export..

Baltic Sea 178,890,000
95.050.000
45,000.000

930,000
4,730.000

93,440,000
5fi.KKI.000
m, 150.000
11.410,000
9,410,000

The merchant navy, in 1869, was composed

as follows: Sailing-vessels, 2,534; steamers,

114; total, 2,648.

The danger of a war between Russia and

Turkey was fortunately averted by the Con

ference held for the settlement of the Eastern

question in London (see Eastebjt Question).

On March 18th, the representative of Russia

as well as that .of Turkey announced to the

Conference that they had received authority

from their oourts to conclude a convention ab

rogating the stipulations of tho act signod in

Paris, 1856, relating to the number and force

of vessels- of-war which each of the parties

concerned should maintain in the Black Sea.

On March 18th the convention was concluded,

and during the remainder of the year the two

Governments remained on friendly terms. The

Sultan sent to the Czar the Imperial Order of

Osmanli ; and the Czar, when the order was

presented to him, replied to tho Turkish envoy

that the London Conference had removed all

points of irritation between the two countries,

and that nothing now could disturb the pres

ent entente eordiale. A visit which the young

Prince Milan of Servia paid to the Czar, in the

Crimea, increased again for a time the fear

that Russia might stir up a new Panslavio

agitation in the East, but the Russian Govern

ment officially denied all intention to disturb

the peace of Europe.

The official relations betwoen the Govern

ments of Germany and Russia remained

throughout the year of the moat friendly char

acter. Tho efforts of the Russian Government

to divest its Baltic provinces more and more

of their German character gave, howevor,

great offence.

Exasperated by the severe treatment they

were receiving at a time when the fame of their

race was resonnding through the world, the

Gorman Lutherans of the Baltic provinces at the

beginning of the year sent a petition of rights

direct to the Emperor. The Czar called a

council to consider this petition; and tbat

body declared the movement a " factions dem

onstration," and the Governor-General of the

provinces was instructed to read a severe

reproof to the legislative bodies that had ven

tured in this way to approach the throne.

Thus all hope from within was lost, and the

Lutherans began to turn for sympathy to

other lands. In this way the matter came in

to the hands of the Evangelical Alliance in

England and America; and, in view of the

friendly relations between America and Rus

sia, it was hoped that representatives from

the United States might exert a large influence

in favor of the persecuted Christians of these

populous provinces. A deputation from the

American branch of the Evangelical Alliance

consequently proceeded to Europe to present

an address to the Emperor, who at the time

of the arrival of the deputation was at Stutt

gart, on a visit to his sister, Queen Olga.

After their arrival at Stuttgart, the delegates

had a conference with Prince Gortschakoff,

who published in the official Government Mea-.

senger, of August 11th, the following report

addressed by him to the Emperor on the con

ference:

Many members of the deputation, he said, made

long speeches, and, although he considered it his

duty, as a matter of politeness, td listen to them pa

tiently, " he will not venture to expose his Majesty

to a similar fatigue." The speakers declared that

their visit had no political character, and begged the

prince to obtain for them an interview with the Em

peror, in order to present him with three addresses :

one from the American Protestants ; one, drawn np

in London, from the Protestants of Europe ; and the

third "from some Quakers." The prince observed,

in his reply, that the Emperor, like his predecessors,

had always adhered to the principles of religious

toleration and libertv of conscience ; the confidence

in his Majesty, unanimously expressed by the mem

bers of the deputation, was therefore a sufficient

guarantee of his sentiments, and it was impossible

for him to offer them any other guarantee. He

added, in regard to the suggestions made by some of

the speakers for an alteration in certain of the im

perial laws, that Russia could notpermit any foreign

interference in such matters. "However important

tho declaration that no political object is aimed at

may be—and I am ready to believe in the entire sin

cerity of this declaration— tho mere fact of a depu

tation composed of the representatives of various

nations having come to his Majesty with such loudly-

professed objects would have the appearance of an

intervention in our internal affairs ; and we cannot

permit even the shadow of such an intervention from

any quarter whatever." This declaration, proceeds

the prince, "was received with profound regret,

whioh, however, was expressed in respectful terms."

He then declared his readiness to present the Ameri

can address to the Emperor, upon which the delegate

from Geneva asked that the London address mftrht

be presented also. This, however, the prince "most

positively " declined to do, on the ground that the

assertions contained in the London address about

the Church in Esthonia and Livonia rested on

"either false or incomplete information," which ap

peared to him " derived from partial sources, whose

trustworthiness must inspire doubt." He then sug

gested that it would be better not to present the

Emperor with any address at all, and this BUggestiou
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was accepted by the deputation, who, however,

aakod for a statement in writing of the intentions of

the Government on the subject. But Prince Gort-

schakoff was averse, ho said, to " all unnecessary

written declarations," and he considered it sufficient

to have stated the convictions and principles of his

Majesty. Tbe meeting then separated; and the

prince observes, in conclusion, that he did not por-

oeive in the delegates " any signs of irritation, though

the consciousness of failure was evident." Notwith

standing this, two English and two American mem

bers of the deputation, whom he met on the follow

ing day, "fervently expressed their recognition of

the way in which they had been received, and said

that they had just telegraphed to the THmet an ac

count of their impressions, and of the confidence

with which they had been inspired in the lofty qual

ities of his Imperial Majesty.''

It was announced at the close of the year,

that, beginning on January 1, 1872, all the ad

ministrative functionaries serving in the Baltic

provinces must address the central authorities

in St. Petersburg in the Russian language ; that

the Imperial Government would declare the

Russian language the only one to be used in

the drafting of publio decrees, and in the law

courts and churches of the provinces subse

quent to New Year; and even that the German

university established at Dorpat would be re

moved to Wilna, and Russianized completely

as an educational institution, in its curriculum

of teaching, professorships, and library. An

imperial ukase, published in December, makes

compulsory the use of the Russian language

in the schools of Poland.

The official journal of the Russian Govern

ment in December announced the removal

of Minister Oatacazy from Washington, owing,

it is said, to personal differences which might

prejudice the good relations existing between

Russia and the United States.

In April the city of Odessa was the scene

of a violent outbreak against the Jews. They

were despoiled, and great devastation was

committed. The rioting lasted three days, and

was only put down at the point of the bayo

net.

s

SCRIBNER, Charles, an American pub

lisher and importer of books, born in New

York City, in 1820; died in Lucerne, Switzer

land, August 26, 1871. He was educated at

Princeton College, graduating thence in 184:0,

studied law for three years, was admitted to

the bar, but never practised his profession. In

1846, having determined to enter into the pub

lishing business, he formed a partnership with

Mr. Isaac D. Baker, and commenced business

in the old Brick Church building on the present

site of the New York Times office. Mr. Baker

died in 1860, and Mr. Scribner carried on the

establishment alone until 1857, when he pur

chased the English importing business of Messrs.

Bangs, Merwin & Co., and took Mr. Charles

Wilford as a partner in that branch of the

trade. His business enterprises proved re

markably successful, and from 1857 to his

death they had been continually enlarging.

He had undertaken, in 1862, the great work of

issuing an American edition, translated, edited,

and enlarged in this country, of the voluminous

Biblical Commentary of J. P. Lange, which

will probably extend to thirty octavo volumes

or more ; and, soon after, oommenced the pub

lication of a full series of school-books. His

judgment in regard to the success of the

works he accepted was almost infallible, and

his taste was correct and pure. In all the

relations of life, as a publisher and man of busi

ness, a partner, a husband, father, and friend,

as well as in his religious character, he was held

in the highest esteem by all who knew him.

His health had been impaired for some time,

and his death was the result of an attack of

typhoid fever, contracted while travelling in

Switzerland.

SHAMYL, or SouAsnx, " the warrior-proph

et of the Caucasus," a Circassian chief and re-

Hgidus leader, born in June, 1797, at the Aoul

of Hemri, in the north of the Caucasian dis

trict of Daghestan ; died in March, 1871, prob

ably at Moscow, though some reports said that

his death occurred at Medina, Arabia, whither

he had, it was alleged, gone on a pilgrimage.

From early youth he was noted for his ambition,

his fine mental powers, his partiality for athletio

sports, his skill in the use of arms, and his emi

nence in all qualities and accomplishments be

coming to young Circassians of noble rank.

His teacher was the learned mollah, Jellal-ed-

deen, whose daughter he afterward married.

From him he learned the principles of that

sublimated Mohammedanism which, under the

name of Murdism, appeals to the higher con

sciousness and the spiritual meaning of the

Koran, and seeks to educe from its precepts a

purer worship and loftier hopes than its sensu

ous paradise and its dark-eyed houris can in

spire. When Schamyl, in 1824, first took part

in his country's defence, the leader of the war

like Lesghians was Kasi Mollah. From that

time till his capture, in 1859, Schamyl became

the most troublesome enemy whom the Rus

sians had to encounter in their constant irrup

tions into Circassia, and the exploits attributed

to him would fill a volume. In 1881, in a battle

with the Russians, the Murids (as the Circas

sian troops were called), under Kasi Mollah,

were slain almost to a man, and Schamyl,

pierced by a ball, lay at his dead leader's feet ;

but he escaped in time to present himself at

the first meeting of the discomfited tribes held

after the battle. To Schamyl properly belonged

the leadership, as the favorite and acknowl
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edged successor of Kasi Mollah ; but, in his ab

sence, another Circassian chief, Hamsad Bey,

had gained the position, and Schamyl, like a

true patriot, put himself under his orders

without a murmur. In 1836, when Hamsad

Bey fell the victim of a conspiracy, Schamyl

was chosen chief by acclamation. Three years

of varied successes and failures followed, at the

end of which he had defeated and routed the

Russian General Ivelitch, and repulsed General

Hafi. This success brought upon him a large

Russian force, and he was driven with the

remnant of his army into the fortress of Ark-

ulgo, which was stormed, captured, sacked,

and razed, but the warrior-prophet had made

his escape and presently reappeared at the

head of a formidable force. In 1843 he con

quered Avares, and subsequently defeated the

Russians in numerous engagements. In 1844

he established his capital at Dargo, and was

the undisputed sovereign of more than a mill

ion people. But the following year the for

tunes of Oircassia began to wane; the Russians

increased their forces, and, though not always

successful, gained possession of some important

pointy, which commanded the avenues of sup

ply, and thus gradually reduced the Circas

sians to great distress. The Crimean War

would have given Schamyl an opportunity to

reoover himself, had not his people been too

much exhausted to make it possible. After

its close, the Russians were generally success

ful in their attacks upon the Circassians. In

1857 the Russian General Eudomikoff captured

a citadel commanding the fortified pass of

Gaitinir. The next year the pass of Argun was

surprised and a hundred villages destroyed.

The Circassians fought a battle with the Rus

sians under Mishchenko, August 11, 1858, and

were defeated. In April of the noxt year

Woden, the centre and citadel of the power of

Schamyl and his followers, was captured, and

the old chief was driven back into the moun

tains. ' Deserted by the bulk of his forces he

shut himself up, with four hundred faithful

followers, in the mountain fortress of Ghunib.

This stronghold was on the crest of a moun

tain, and was defended on three sides by its

craggy and precipitous natural walls. On the

fourth side was a heavy and high wall, de

fended by six guns. But the Russians scaled

the crags on a very dark night ; the chieftain

was captured, September 7, 1859, and carried

to Moscow, where he was treated with kind

ness and distinguished courtesy by Czar Alex

ander II., being allowed to retain his women

and treasure. Here he had a fine residence,

and an establishment befitting his former sta

tion and character. In 1866 he and his sons

took the oath of fidelity to the Czar and the

Grand-duke at Kalooga.

In person Schamyl, at the time of his cap

ture, was tall, broad-shouldered, with deep eyes,

long, dark -red beard, slow in motion, dignified

and impressive, an eminent example of the

people over whom he ruled, who have always

been renowned for physical beauty and de

velopment. His conversation was singularly

eloquent and imposing, bnt,besides his personal

beauty and his eloquence, he had a charm of

manner almost magical in its effects. Com

bining • in one the 'character of prophet, law

giver, chief-magistrate, and general, his career

has no parallel in modern times.

SKINNER, Rev. Thomas Hajjvey, D. D,

LL. D., an American clergyman, professor, and

author, born at Harvey's Neck, North Carolina,

March 7, 1791 ; died in New York City, Febru

ary 1, 1871. He prepared for college in Eden-

ton, N. C, and entered Princeton College, N. J.,

at the age of fourteen, graduating thence in

1809. Returning to Edenton, he commenced

the study of the law in the office of an elder

brother, then a distinguished lawyer, bot,

when nearly ready for admission to the bar,

was converted, and decided at once, despite

the strenuous opposition of his brother, who

knew his great abilities, to enter the Christian

ministry. He was licensed to preach in De

cember, 1812. In June, 1813, he was ordained

as co-pastor with Dr. Janeway, in the Second

Presbyterian Church in Philadelphia. Three

years later he became pastor of the Fifth Pres

byterian Church of Philadelphia, and remained

in that charge until 1882. Removing thence

to Boston, he was appointed in the following

year Professor of Sacred Rhetoric in the Theo

logical Seminary at Andover, Mass. In 1835

he received a call from the Mercer-Street Pres

byterian Church in New York, to whjfh he re

sponded, and for upward of twelve years he

officiated as its pastor. In 1848 he was elected

Professor of Pastoral Theology in Union The

ological Seminary, the people of his late pas

toral charge endowing the professorship at the

time. He was not only laborious and success

ful in the duties of his department, bat his em

inently spiritual character gave great force to

his instructions. Every year added to the

ripeness of his Christian experience and to the

lustre of his Christian life. As a preacher

in his prime, he had a high reputation for

pulpit eloquence, and in his teaching he

seemed to infuse a remarkable power and

vigor into the hearts and minds of his stu

dents. Dr. Skinner was first known as an au

thor in 1839, when he put forth two small

volumes entitled "Religion of the Bible,

and " Aids to Preaching and Hearing." Since

that time numorous theologioal works have

proceeded from his pen, including e8**?J

discourses, and discussions. "Religions hip-

erty " and "Hints to Christians" appeared'!}

1841 ; " Thoughts on Evangelizing the World _

and the "Religious Life of Francis Markoe,

at a latter date. In 1854 he published a

translation of "Vinet's Pastoral Theology,

and in the following year gave the work of tw

same author, on " Homiletics," in 8"rac,™

English dress, and accompanied it with valua

ble editorial notes. His last work was

cussions in Theology," published in 1868.
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received the honorary degree of D. D. from

"Williams College in 1826, and that of LL. D.

from Marietta College, Ohio, in 1855.

SLIDELL, John, a political leader, diplo

matist, and former U. S. Senator, horn in New

York City, probably in 1793 ; died in London,

Eng., July 29, 1871. He received a good edu

cation in the schools of his native city, gradu

ated from Columbia College in 1810, and sub

sequently studied law and was admitted to the

bar. He did not, however, immediately enter

npon the practice of his profession, but engaged

in mercantile business from 1817 to 1820. Being

unsuccessful in this, and having become in

volved in some difficulties of a personal nature

from his associations, Mr. Slidell left New York,

and, after travelling for some time in Europe,

settled in New Orleans, became somewhat

distinguished as a lawyer, and took an active

part in State and national politics. He was

appointed U. S. District Attorney, in 1829, by

President Jackson, and retained the office till

1833. He was several times a member of the

Louisiana Legislature, and in 1843 was elected

to Congress. In 1844 he was very zealous in

his labors for the election of President Polk,

and his connection with the Plaquemine frauds,

which carried Louisiana for his favorite can

didate, was made as a personal charge against

him. In 1845 he was appointed by Mr. Polk

minister to Mexico, but his mission proved

fruitless. In 1853 he was elected to the United

States Senate to fill out the unexpired term of

Hon. Pierre SoulG, and at its expiration was

reelected. During his service in the Senate,

he was known as an earnost advocate of the

" manifest destiny " theory, as the most zeal

ous and at the Same time the most skilful of

the ultra pro-slavery and disunion leaders;

and by his great influence with Mr. Buchanan,

and his constant intercourse with the restless

spirits of the South, he did more to bring about

secession than any other Southern man in Con

gress or out of it. He withdrew from the

Senate February 4, 1861, and immediately

undertook the work of organizing the Confed

eracy. In the autumn of 1861 he aad Mr. Ma

son (tee Mason, J. M., in this volume) were

sent as commissioners to Europe, to obtain a

recognition of the so-called Confederacy. They

were captured by Captain Wilkes, on the Brit

ish mail-steamer Trent, and brought into Bos

ton, but were subsequently released, and Mr.

Slidell proceeded to Paris on his mission ; but,

though he used all his skill, he could not bring

Napoleon III. up to the mark of taking any

active measures in favor of the Confederates.

In other matters he was more successful. His

daughter married the French banker Erlanger,

and through him he succeeded in securing

some financial aid for the Confederates, and

the construction of one or two armed rams,

which, however, were not of much service.

After the war he sank into obscurity, but re

mained in Europe till his death.

SOUTH CAROLINA. The Legislature was

in session at the beginning of the year, and

finally adjourned early in March. One of its

most important acts was the passage of a bill

creating a debt to be known as the sterling

funded debt, to be exclusively used in exchange

for, or in payment of, the existing public debt

of the State. It authorizes the Governor to bor

row, on the credit of the State, a sum not ex

ceeding 1,200,000 pounds sterling, such debt to

be represented by coupon bonds, issued in

sums of not less than one hundred pounds

sterling, to bear six pounds per oent. per an

num interest, in gold, payable semi-annually,

the principal and interest thereof payable in

London (England), and the former redeemable

and payable within twenty years, in gold-coin.

It creates a financial agency through which

these bonds shall be negotiated ; provides for

the levying of an annual tax, in addition to all

other taxes, upon all the taxable property

within the State, sufficient to pay the interest

on this debt, which shall be forwarded to the

London agent, and a further similar tax suffi

cient to provide for a sinking-fund of two per

cent, in gold, per annum, on the full amount

of the debt, which shall also bo remitted to the

said financial agent in London, to be applied

to the redemption and payment of two per

cent, of the principal at par. The bonds

thus to be paid shall be annually drawn, by

lot, at such time and place, and under such

regulations, as the Governor and the financial

agent may determine, and on all such draw

ings the American minister in England, or the

secretary of the American legation in London,

or the American consul at London, shall be

invited to be present, and to certify to such

drawings. Other important provisions are as

follows :

Tho faith, credit, and funds of the State of South

Carolina are solemnly and irrevocably pledged for

the punctual payment of the principal and inter

est of the debt, and for the annual redemption of

that portion thereof for which a- sinking-fund is au

thorized ; and the issue by the Governor of any of

the bonds authorized Bhall be conclusive evidence, in

favor of any bona-Jide holder thereof, that the pro

visions of the act have been fully complied with by

the State officers, and that such bonds are legally

and properly created.

The honor and eredit of the State are also pledged

to the holder of the debt authorized by this act, that

the State will not hereafter, by itself, officers, or

agents, until said debt is fully paid and discharged,

create any new debt or obligation, or by the loan of

its credit, by guarantee, indorsement, or otherwise,

excepting for the purpose of meeting its obligations,

or in ana for the ordinary and current business of the

State, without first submitting the question as to the

creation of any such new dent, guarantee, indorse

ment, or loan of Its credit to the people of the State, at

a general State election ; and, unless two-thirds ofthe
Sualified voters of the State voting on this question

lall be in favor of a further debt, guarantee, indorse

ment, or loan of its credit, none such shall be created

or made.

A resolution was passed, directing the State

Auditor to levy a tax not to exceed seven mills

on a dollar, on all the taxable property in the

State, to meet appropriations for the year,
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and the county commissioners of the several

counties to levy a tax, not to exceed three

mills on a dollar, on all the taxable property

in their respective counties, for the fiscal year.'

Other important measures which were framed

provide for the consolidation of the Green

ville & Columbia and Blue Ridge Railroads,

and incorporate the Columbia, Walterborough

& Yemassee Railroad Company. The latter

road is to oonnect Columbia with the Savannah

& Charleston Railroad. The Governor, in

his message to the Legislature of 1871-72,

which convened on the 22d of November,

charged this Legislature with gross extrava

gance. He stated that the sum of $202,556.34

was expended in printing alone; that $29,-

814.05 additional were drawn on the orders

of the President of the Senato and Speaker of

the House for " contingent expenses ; " and that

the appropriations, including those vetoed by

the Executive, aggregate a total of $480,000.

The financial condition of the Stat* is repre

sented as deplorable. The bonded debt has

increased several millions since 1868, exactly

how many is a question of dispute, and the

revenues of the State are inadequate for its

support. In May, a convention of delegates

from at least two-thirds of the counties of the

State, representing almost the whole of the

tax-paying portion of the population, and com

posed largely of those belonging to the dis

franchised class, was held in Columbia, at the

State capitol, in accordance with resolutions

of the Oharleston Chamber of Commerce, " to

take into consideration the deranged condition

of the finances of the State," and " to devise

means for the State's redemption from her finan

cial embarrassments, to place her in the posi

tion she has heretofore occupied—unbounded

in resources, exalted in credit, and unsullied in

reputation." It was called "the Taxpayers'

Convention," and was in session three days.

Committees appointed to investigate the finan

cial condition of the State examined the books,

records, and papers, of the Executive Depart

ment, and heard statements from the different

State officers. On the former they reported

that nothing appeared to impeach their cor

rectness, " though the door is wide open for

errors and disputes." The grand total of the

debt they found fixed at $8,869,108; and the

sum total of unsold bonds $1,800,000. They

discovered an over-issue of $1,000,000 in

bonds, but subsequently found that $900,-

000 had been returned. The State expenses

were reported to be far in excess of what

they should be. It was shown that in 1866^

when the new regime was established, the

expenses of the State government were nearly

$20,000 leas than now; and that the legis

lative expenses were then $45,850, while in

1871 they amounted to $400,000. The State

taxes had also rapidly increased. Before the

war thoy were about $400,000, but now, in

1871, they reached $2,000,000, while the value

of taxable property is diminished by one-half.

On the report concerning the over-issue of

bonds, the following resolution was adopted :

Whereas, By the act of the 26th of August, enti

tled " An act to authorize a State loan, to pay Inter

est on the public debt," the Governor was author

ized to borrow on the credit of the State, on coupon

bonds, a earn not exceeding one million dollars, or

■o much thereof as may be necessary to pay the in

terest on the publio debt ; and—

Whereas, It appears that, instead of one million,

two million dollars of coupon bonds were created,

the one with the words "For Interest" engraved

thereon, and the other without those words ; and—

Whereat, Although it is now stated that $900,000

of the two millions thus issued have been recalled :

therefore—

Resolved, That this convention cannot but deem

this transaction as uncalled for, and without legal

authority, and as exhibiting an irregularity and ca

pacity for fraud, which merits stem condemnation.

The following was adopted as the platform

of the taxpayers of the State :

The delegates to the Taxpayers' Convention now

met, and sitting in Columbia, South Carolina, desir

ing to be fully understood by their fellow-citizens of

the State and of the United States, declare :

1. That they meditate no resistance whatever to

the Government of the United States, and intend, in

respect thereof, to conduct themselves as peaceful

and law-abiding citizens.

2. That we regard the reconstruction measures as

finalities, and recognize them as a portion of the es

tablished laws of the land.

8. That we look to time and peaceful agencies

only for the solution of any difficulties that now or

muy hereafter exist in the administration of the pub

lic affairs of this State ; and we entertain the hope

that all the changes and modifications that may be

desired in that connection will be effected by the

quiet influence of an enlightened public opinion.

4. That the exigencies of the times demand from

the people other efforts than those intended to pro

mote the success of any " party," their true interests

consisting in uniting with good citizens of any and

all parties in advancing the welfare of every section

of the State and all classes of the people.

5. That certain measures of reform are essential to

the peace and prosperity of the State ; that promi

nent among these are: I. The adoption by the Le

gislature of some method of voting, which" will se

cure a representation therein of a minority of the

voters. 2. Retrenchment in the expenses of the

State government by abolishing every office that

can be dispensed wittij reducing the salaries of pub

lio officers, and requiring strict economy in the ad

ministration of the several departments of the gov

ernment. 8. That the publio debt shall not be in

creased; and that his Excellency the Governor be

requested to prevent, if possible, the issue and ne

gotiation of the bonds authorized by an act of the

Legislature, " to create a debt of the State of South

Carolina, to be known as the sterling funded debt."

4. To be relieved from paying two annual taxes in

one year, as is now most oppressively provided by

law. 5. To have the various offices in the State

filled by competent and trustworthy incumbents, so

as to secure the prompt and efficient execution of

the laws, instead of the mode now adopted of select

ing them from tho dominant party, without regard

to their qualifications. 6. Such an amendment of

the law in regard to elections by the people as will

protect them from fraud either in the control or

counting of the ballots. 7. That the payand mile

age of members of the Legislature be reduced to the

limits prevailing previous to the adoption of the

present constitution ; and the duration of the ses

sions of that body bo made to conform to the ab

solute necessities for legislation.

Believing that the principles above professed real
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ly aotuate the great majority of the people, it is the

purpose of this convention to attain the ends above

indicated, and such other kindred measures as may

appear necessary hereafter, by such peaceful and

legitimate means as comport 'with the duty of good

citizenship, and not otherwise.

The convention gave considerable attention

to the question of minority representation,

alluded to in the platform above. The subject

was referred to a special committee, who ex

amined the cumulative system of voting, and

reported in its favor, with a formal request to

the dominant party of the State to adopt it in

justice to the minority.' The Governor, in his

message to the Legislature of 1871-'72, refer

ring to this report, snid that he recognized

the principle of minority representation as

both wise and just, but he added:

Here the majority are organized on a basis which

practically calls in question the very principles and

the fundamental laws upon which the State and na

tional Governments repose. The end sought by the

proposed system could long since have been prao-

tically accomplished, but for the bitter spirit of in

tolerance engendered and fostered by party leaders

of the opposition among their followers. I submit,

however, for your deliberate consideration, whether

the men who are now demanding the establishment

by law of the system of minority representation, are

entitled to this act of magnanimity at jour hands.

It is for you to determine whether the line of policy

pursued by them tends to commend the speedy

adoption by you of an elective system which must

largely inorease the number of those in tho General

Assembly who are hostile to our system of free gov

ernment.

By vote of the convention, the Governor

was requested to extend the time for the pay

ment of taxes in the cases of those to whom it

was not expedient to pay, or who could not

make payment within the prescribed period.

In accordance with this, the time was ex

tended from November to March.

In September the first definite statement of

the State finances was made by the Governor

in response to a request of the sub-committee

of the joint select committee of Congress, ap-

Eointed to inquire into tho condition of "the

ite insurgent States." The following is the

substance of the document:

Amount of bonded debt existing prior to
the war *4,O46,540 16

Amount of bonds Issued by provisional gov
ernment 1,023, 173 94

Amount of bonds issued by present admin
istration 4,458.550 00

Total Issue of bonds and stock $9,528,561 10
During the present fiscal year the bonded
debt has been reduced by payment of
bonds due July 1, 1871, amounting to $250,000 00

Amount of bonds beld by the State Sinking

Fund $100,000 00

Statement of Bond* and Stock issued by the State during
Vie Rebellion, outstanding October 1, 1866.

Six per cent, bonds for military defenco Is
sued under Act of December, 1860, balance
unpaid $239,200 00

Seven per cent, bond-* for military defence
Issued under act of January. 1861 191.130 00

Seven per cent, stock for military defence
Issued under act of December, 1861, to
amend act of January. 1861 206.TS0 00

Seven per cent, stock for military defence
Issued under act of December, 1861 1,814,710 00

$2,241,840 00

Contingent Liabilities of the State ofSouth Carolina, aris
ingfrom the Indorsement of Railroad Bonds,

South Carolina Railroad bonds payable In
1868, secured by flrst mortgage $93,312 40

Northeastern Railroad bonus, payable
March 1, 1869, secured by flrst mortgage. . 92,000 00

Charleston & Savannah Railroad bonds,
payable In 1887, secured by flret mortgage 505,000 00

Charleston & Savannah Railroad bonds,
payable In 1889, secured by flrst mortgage 245,750 00

Spartanburg & Union Railroad bonds, pay
able In 1878-'79, secured by first mortgage 350,000 00

Greenville & Columbia Railroad bonds and
certificates of Indebtedness, payable In
1881-'82-'83 and '88, secured by flrst mort
gage 1,426,545 SO

Blue Ridge Railroad bonds under Act of 1868 4,000,000 00

Total $6,712,608 20

The original amount of indorsement for the South

Carolina Railroad was $2,093,812.40; $2,000,000 of

which has since been redeemed by the Railroad

company. The indorsement of the Laurens Rail

road amounted to $75,000. This road has gone into

bankruptcy, arfd the State is fully secured. In the

event of any of the abovo roads failing to meet the

interest on the guaranteed bonds, the State is per

fectly secure, from the fact that the iron alone on the

road would sell for more than sufficient to indemnify

the State against any loss, were it put up at publics

auction. The Blue Ridge Railroad is as yet un

finished, but in a rapid course of completion, and

none of the bonds have yet been put on the market.

Early in the fall the Governor, Treasurer,

and other State officers, were openly charged

with making, through the financial agency of

the State in New York, an over-issue of State

bonds to the extent of at least six millions of

dollars, and startling reports of other frauds

and of the determination of the majority of

the tax-payers of the State to repudiate a

large portion of the newly-created debt, were

extensively circulated throughout the country,

causing considerable excitement in financial

circles. The Governor, in reply to the charges,

issued the following circular from New York,

on November 5th :

To the Public: Many false representations and

statements have been made and published against

the credit of the State of South Carolina. It is true

that $20,040,000 of bonds have been printed, of

which amount $9,000,000 have nevor been signed or

issued, nor were tbey printed with the intention to

increase the State debt, but are in the possession of

the State authorities ; also, $8,500,000 sterling bonds

have been printed but not issued, and $2,500,000 of

registered stock are now in the hands of the Treas

urer of the State, being a balance of $5,040,000 is

sued.

The Legislature from time to time passed several

acts for the issue of bonds " to pay the indebtedness

of the State." Subsequently it passed an act for

the conversion of its securities. To provide for this,

the above amount in bonds was printed, which has

given rise to many groundless misrepresentations

and gross fabrications.

B. K. SCOTT, Governor of South Carolina.

KILES G. PARKER. Treasurer.

JOHN B. DENNIS, Chairman of the

Committee of State Accounts.

A further explanation was made semi-offi-

cially, as follows :

The government has been authorized to issue a

new form of bond for consolidating and extending

the date of tho outstanding obligations of the State,

amounting to about $11,000,000. In the process of

consolidation and conversion, $6,040,000 of these new
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bonds have been already issued, and $8,500,000 of

registered stock, and $3,600,000 of sterling bonds, are

in the hands of the State authorities, to Be issued in

connection with the conversion of the remaining

$6,000,000 of old bonds. Of course, all these issues

are aooorapanicd with the cancellation of an equal

amount of old obligations, and involve no increase

of the State debt. It may be asked, however, what

of the remaining $9,000,000 printed I In the first

place, these are not bonds, not having been signed.

They are simply so many blank forms, which the

State Treasurer holds for the same purpose as the

United States Government holds a reserve of blank

registered bond forms, or a railroad holds a supply

of blank stock certificates.

Later in November, in his annual message

to the new Legislature, the Governor gave

what ho termed a full and correct statement

of the actual debt of the State, from the Treas

urer's books. This gave, as the total araoant

of bonds and stocks printed by the Amorican

Bank Note Company, $22,540,000, accounted

for as follows : on hand in the State Treasury,

$3,072,800; deposited for safe keeping with

American Bank Note Company, $6,000,000;

canoelled and destroyed, $3,953,200 ; outstand

ing, $9,514,000:

Old debt $8.M5.908 98

Less old bonds, paid July 1, 1871 212,000 00

$6,453,903 93

New bonds 9,514,000 00
Lees in hands of financial agent, to the

eredlt of sinldDg fund commission 800,000 00

$9,314,000 00
New bonds, in hands of financial agent,
now In use as collateral security for loans. 3,773,000 00

Amount of new bonds sold $5,541,000 00
Old debt, as above 8,453,908 98

$11,994,908 S3

Tho Governor stated that tho increase in

tbe bonded debt of the Stato represents mostly

liabilities contracted under previous adminis

trations, the form or obligation in some cases

alone being changed, while a large fraction

consists of bonds issued to meet the matured

principal and accruing interest of the ante-war

debt, in order to maintain the faith and credit

of the State. Regarding the alleged over-issue

of bonds, he said that, by the combined effort

of the opponents of his administration, includ

ing the Chamber of Commerce and Board of

Trade of Charleston, to depreciate the bonds

heretofore issued, their purchasing value was

seriously diminished, and it was neoessary to

increase the amount of bonds to raise the given

amount of money called for by the several laws

of the State.

Concerning his statement in September, to

the congressional committee, the Governor

said it was correct to the best of his knowledge

at that date. His information as to the sale

of bonds was then necessarily limited to the

amount reported by the financial agent and

the Treasurer.

Soon after the reception of the Governors

message, a committee was appointed to inves

tigate the alleged over-issue of bonis. They

reported that, in their opinion, the State had

been defrauded by an over-issue of State bonds

amounting to $6,314,000. These were issued,

the committee stated, by the financial agent

in New York, under the direction of the finan

cial board, which is composed of the Governor,

Attorney-General, and State Treasurer, subse

quent to August 26, 1870, the date at which

a twenty-four months' limitation fixed by law

for the issue of bonds expired, pursuant to an

act of March 26, 1869, entitled " An act to au

thorize the financial agent of the State of South

Carolina, in the city of New York, to pledge

State bonds as collateral security, and for other

purposes," and were, therefore, clearly iUegally

issued. The committee further reported that

the State Treasurer and the financial agent had

neglected to make their annual reports as re

quired by law. On the strength of these state

ments of the investigating committee, resolu

tions of impeachment against the Governor

and Treasurer of the State were introduced

into the House of Representatives. After sev

eral days of excited discussion, the resolution

to impeach the Governor was defeated by a

vote of 82 to 68 ; and that for the impeach

ment of the Treasurer by a vote of 27 to 63.

Subsequently, the Governor sent in to the

Legislature a long message in reply to the

charges made against him. In this he de

clared that the investigating committee had

improperly construed the meaning of the

law, and emphatically denied that there had

been any over-issue of bonds, or that any one

bond, of any class, had been issued except

in pursuance of law. Whenever the acts au

thorizing the issue of State securities were

susceptible of the slightest doubt of their real

meaning and intent as regarded the issue of

any class or amount of borfds, and their sale

or hypothecation, the opinion of the Attorney-

General, he said, was required and obtained

by the financial board ; and no bond had been

issued contrary to his opinion.

Great excitement was created during the

entire year throughout tho State, by the re

ports of lawless acts, outrages, and murders in

the " upper country," including the counties

of Spartanburg, York, Union, Chester, Laurens,

Newberry, Fairfield, Lancaster, and Chester

field, by organized so-called " Kn-klnx " bands,

composed of enemies of the negroes and the

dominant party, and the proceedings of the

State and national Government against them.

Early in January the Legislature appealed to

the Governor to place a sufficient military force

in the " riotous and refractory " counties for

the protection of life, liberty, and property,

and to bring the outlaws in thera to punish

ment ; but he replied by special message that

the information at the time in the possession

of the Executive department would not war

rant such proceeding, and further, that if there

was any portion of the State in which violence

and disorder were so general as to disarm the

power of the civil courts, ho had no such mili
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tia force as wonld be competent to suppress

them, nor means to place and maintain such

a force in the field. A month later the Gov

ernor called upon the President for United

States troops to suppress outrages in the coun

ties of Union and York, where he reported men
■were murdered, or driven from their homes

nightly, because of their political opinion ; and

at the same time forwarded to Washington

a similar request from the majority in the

General Assembly. The request was tempo-

rartty granted, and the condition of affairs in

South Carolina was made the subject of con

gressional investigation.

In July, the "Ku-klux committee" of Con

gress, consisting of Senator Scott, of Pennsyl

vania, and Representatives Stevenson and Van

Trump, of Ohio, the first two Republicans, and

the latter a Democrat, visited portions of the

alleged insurrectionary districts, and examined

several witnesses. It was reprepresented to

Congress that the "Ku-klux" bands in the

State* were but part of a stupendous whole,

having a broader scope than the redress of mere

local grievances; and Senator Scott wrote to the

President that there was no hope but from the

strong arm of the Government under the new

law of Congress, approved April 12, 1871, en

titled " An act to enforce the provisions of the

fourteenth amendment." On the 17th day

of October the President issued his proclama

tion, suspending the writ of habeas corpus in

certain counties, as follows :

By the President of ths United States of America :

Whereas, Unlawful combinations and conspiracies

have long existed, and do still exist, in the State of

South Carolina, for the purpose of depriving certain

portions and classes of the people of that State of the

rights, privileges, immunities, and protection named

in the Constitution of the United States, and secured

by the act of Congress approved April the twentieth,

one thousand eight hundred and seventy-one, en

titled " An act to enforce tho provisions or tho four

teenth amendment to the Constitution of the United

States ;"

And whereas, In certain parts of said State—to wit,

in the counties of Spartanburg, York, Marion, Ches

ter, Laurens, Newberry, Fairfield, Lancaster, and

Chosterfleld—such combinations and conspiracies do

so obstruct and hinder tho execution of the laws of

said State and of the United States as to deprive the

people aforesaid of tho rights, privileges, and im

munities, and protection aforesaid, and do oppose

and obstruct the laws of the United States and their

due execution, and impede and obstruct the due

course ofjustice under the same ;

And whereas, The constituted authorities of said

State are unable to protect the people aforesaid in

such rights within the said counties ;

And whereas, The combinations and conspiracies

aforesaid, within the counties aforesaid, are organ

ized and armed, and are so numerous and powerful

as to be able to defy the constituted authorities of

said State and of the United States within the said

State, and. by reason of said causes, the conviction

of such offenders and the preservation of the publio

peace and safety have become impracticable in said

counties :

Now, therefore, I, Ulysses S. Grant, President of

the United States of America, do hereby command

all persons composing the unlawful combinations

and conspiracies aforesaid to disperse and to retire

eaceably to their homes within five days of the date

ereof, and to deliver, either to the Marshal of the

United States for the District of South Carolina, or

to any of his deputies, or to any military officer of

the United States within said counties, all arms, am

munition, uniforms, disguises, and other means and

implements used, Kept, possessed, or controlled by

them, for carrying out the unlawful purposes for

which the combinations and conspiracies are or

ganized.

In witness thereof I have hereunto set my hand,

and caused the seal of the United States to be

affixed.

Done at the oity of Washington this twelfth day

of October, in the year of our Lord one

[seal.] thousand eight hundred and seventy-one,

and the independence of the United States

of America the ninety-sixth.

By the President: U. S. GEANT.

Hamilton Fish, Secretary of State.

Subsequently a supplementary proclamation

was issued excepting the county of Marion

from the list of counties, and substituting for

it the county of Union. A large force of the

United States troops was stationed in the

State, and all persons suspected of connection

with the " Ku-klux " were arrested. At the

close of the year about six hundred arrests

had been made. The trials took place in the

United States Court in Columbia. Many were

found guilty, and sentenced to pay fines from

twenty to a thousand dollars, and to be im

prisoned for terms varying from one month to

five years. The opponents in the State of the

national Administration insisted that the acts

were unwarrantable, and that the reports of

the troubles were in every instance exagger

ated. They acknowledged that some serious

trouble had occurred, but they declared that it

was caused by the corruption of the State

administration, its action in organizing the

negroes as a State militia and arming them, in

creating new offices and placing ignorant ne

groes in them, and allowing bad men to rob

the Treasury and squander the public money,

and in imposing onerous burdens of taxation.

The people of the State are slowing acquir

ing an interest in the cause of public-school

education. The whole number of free schools

in operation during the year was 1,639; these

were attended by 67,098 children, only about

one-third of the whole number between the

ages of six and sixteen in the Slate ; but more

than double the number attending during

1870. The number of teachers employed was

1,855, of which 1,150 were males and 705

females. The average salary paid to teachers

was $35 per month. The following is an ex

hibit of the school-funds of the State for the

fiscal year ending October 81, 1871 :

Regular leeMatlvc appropriation $1X0,000
Amount ofpoll-tax collected, estimated at 60.000
Deficiency appropriation 40,000

Total 1340,000

The school-districts of the State number 462.

A majority of these have voted a school-tax.

A large majority of the children attending the

free schools were colored. The act of 1870 to

establish and maintain a system of free com
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mon schools in the State was repealed hy the

Legislature of 1870-'71, and a substitute passed.

This provides, for the government of the

schools : a State-board of education ; a Statu

Superintendent and county-school commission

ers, to be elected by the people; county boards

of school examiners, and three school trustees

in each district. It creates a commission con

sisting of the Governor of the State, the chair

man of the Committee on Education of the

Legislature, and two other members, elected by

the Senate and the House, representing each,

to procure and establish a uniform system of

text-books for all the schools of the State;

places the distribution of the school-moneys

and incomes in the hands of the Board of Edu

cation, which is to consist of the several

county-school commissioners and the State

Superintendent ; provides for the proper loca

tion and building of school-houses, and exam

ination of teachers; and makes nine months

the school year. The school commissioners

of the city of Charleston, as a city-school

board, are empowered to levy and cause to be

collected, as other city taxes are, a sum not

CENSUS

to exceed one and one-half of one mill on the

dollar on all taxable property in the city.

The condition of the various State institutions

during the year has been satisfactory. The

number of patients admitted into the Lunatic

Asylum has been larger than in any previous

year, and the number under treatment greater

than ever before. Of the numbef admitted, 71

were males and 54 females. Of the number

remaining in the institution at the end of Octo

ber, 185 were males' and 187 females ; whites,

295 ; colored, 75. The receipts for the year

from patients were $9,824.78 ; from the State

Treasury, $34,000: total, $43,824.78. The ex

penditures were greater than the receipts hy

$21,271.48. The State Penitentiary contained

during the year 557 prisoners ; of this number

309 remained at the close of October. Of those

who were discharged, 153 were pardoned.

During the year 13 escaped. The value of

work done, and manufactured articles pro

duced by the convicts, was $98,626.02; ex

penditures, $104,134.02; showing an actual

cost to the State, of the penitentiary, of

$5,558.

OP 1870.

COUNTIES.

POPULATION.
Aaatend value 0/

property.
WUu. Colored. NatlT*. Foreign.

31,129 10,916 20.218 81,085 94 $7.165.3M
21,049 14,456 9,593 23,965 84 5,770,180

Beau Tort .'.
85,72-1 18.578 22,146 85.548 176 9,682,451
84,358 5.309 29.050 34,200 159 4,414,476
88.868 28.204 60,603 83.826 6,037 47,316,445
18,805 6,290 12,513 18,687 118 6,442,272
10,584 6,275 4.309 10.503 81 2,414,785

Clarendon 14,038 4,660 9.366 14.012 26 2,508,083
25,410 8,909 16.492 25.862 48 4, £92,454
26.243 10,097 16,146 26,172 71 4,719,282

Kafrtteld
42,486 17.040 25,417 42.328 158 8,422,281
19.SS8 6,787 14.101 19,769 119 6,007.642
16,161 2,773 13.388 16,102 69 2.935,888
22,262 15,121 7,141 22,144 118 6,043,180
10.721
11,754

7.486
8,809

3,235
7,945

10,699
11.695

22
69

1.436.501
8.148.161

Lancaster 12.0S7 6.159 5.924 12,058 89 1.933.910
22.536 9.90I 12,632 22,458 78 4.429,017
12,988 8,452 4,536 12,949 89 3.464,197
22,160 11,428 10,732 22,112 48 4.682.914
11,814 5,146 6,668 11,797 17 2,346,978
20,775 7.457 13,318 20,617 158 4,839.344
10.536 8,114 2. 122 10.404 132 2,316,649
16.805 6.709 11.156 16,802 68 8,909,915
10,269 7,730 2,538 10,259 10 1,386.002
23.025 7,842 15,177 22.856 669 7.807,020
25,784 17,375 8.408 25.704 80 4,088.828
25,268 7,463 17.805 25,157 111 5,201,101
19.218 8.718 10,530 19,183 65 4.223.279
15,439 6.346 10.143 15.452 87 3,159,688
M,as6 12,114 12,167 21.177 109 4,905,815

705,606 289,667 415,814 697.532 8,074

Tajntlon, Del

Included in the census are one Chinaman and

124 Indians. The true value- of property was

$208,146,989. The public debt, county, city,

town, etc., amounted to $5,409,320. The ag

gregate value of farm-products, including bet

terments and additions to stock, was $41,909,-

402 ; 156,314 pounds of wool were raised ;

55,167 whites, and 235,164 colored persons,

ten years old and over, cannot write, of whom

137,246 are males, and 158,085 are females.

Of those twenty-one years old and over, who

cannot write, 12,490 are white males.

SPAIN, a kingdom of Europe. King, Ama-

deo L, born May 30, 1845, son of King Victor

Emmanuel of Italy, assumed the crown of

Spain, offered to him by the Spanish Cortes,

on December 4, 1870 ; married, on May SO,

1867, to Maria, daughter of the Prince della

Cisterna ; his oldest son, Emmanuel, Duke of

Apulia, born January 13, 1869. According to
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the " Anuario ostadistico de Espafia," Madrid,

1870, the area and population of the provinces

into which the kingdom is divided, were, in

1867, as follows:

PROVINCES.

Did. NEW CASTILE.

1.. Mad rid
2. Toledo
3. Guadalajara
4. Cuenca

Total

6. manciia—Cludad Real.

OLD CASTILE.
6. Burgos
7. Logrofio
8. Santandcr
9. Soria

10. Segovia
11. Avlla
12. Palencla
13. Valladolid

Total.

14. Leon
15. Zamora
16. Salamanca.

H.

Total

asturias—Oviedo..

G ALICIA.
18. Corunna
10. Lugo
20. Orense
21. Poutevedra

Total.

25. Badajos.
23. Caceres.

Total.

24. Mnrcia. ..
. Albacete.

Total .

25.

Square
miles.

2,993
5,581
4,864
6.T20

20.158

6,644
1,943
2,111
8,833
2,710
2.9*0
8,123
8,040

25,284

6,161
4,131
4,936

15,;

418,268

491.984
813.951
211,249
242,231

1,2S9.415

264,908

857
184
236.
157.
154,
176,
194,
255.

,846
,073
105
173
,2i;2

,769
527
133

PROVINCES.

n,
27.

28.
29.
80. Ji
81. "
32.
33.

Seville
ANDALUSIA.

Almcria.
Malaga..

Total

VALENCIA.
Valencia
Alicante ,
Castellon de la Plana

1,716,19.3

854,737
202,524
281,511

898,772

668,031

8.078
8,784
2.786
1,737

11,333

8,680
8,006

10,686

4,473
5,965

10,438

G00.3S7
464,358
394,658
469.439

1,937.792

430.049
803,700

733,749

427,208
221,444

Total.

Saragossa .
Huesca ....
Terael

Total....

CATALONIA.
Barcelona
Tarragona
Lerida
Geroua

Total.

44. Navarre
45. Biscay ....
46. Quipuzcoa
47. Alava

Total....

48. Balearic
49. Canary..

ISLANDS.

Total

Grand total.

5.291
2.808
4,118
6.186
6,179
4,934
8,299
2,821

191,303
879.464
890,145
478.347
852,940
490,826

83,633 8,200,944

4,348
2,0»6
2,445

648,459
426.056
288,921

8,889 1,364,036

8,601
6,872
6,489

408,362
272.157

17,962 825,778

2,983
2.449
4,771
2,270

749,143
341,601
330,677
322,631

12,478 1,744,052

816.340
183.098
176.297
102,494

«,819 778.229

1,860
2,860

284,308
267,036

4,720 651,434

I'.Ci.li'-O 16,641,980

At the end of 1868 the population was esti

mated at 16,732,052; in 1869, at 16,783,770 ;

in 1870, at 16,835,895. The population of the

Spanish colonies in America, according to the

latest dates, was 2,030,082 ; of those in Asia,

4,348,459 ; of those in Africa, 5,590 ; aggre

gate population of Spanish colonies, 6,384,131.

The estimates of the revenue for 1871-72

were as follows (1 peseta = 18J cents) :

Direct taxes 206.827,944
Taxes on rents, pensions, etc 41,300,01)0
Indirect taxes 88,680,000
State monopolies (tobacco, lottery, and stamp

tax) 156,467,477
Hevenne from state domains 84.961.050
Revenue from tbe 1 hilinpine Islands 5,000,000
War indemnity from Morocco and Cochin-

China, together with divers receipts 85,500,000

Total 588.686.671
Tbe expenditures were estimated at 627,397,023

Showing a deficit of 88,710,852

The length of railroads in operation, in Jan-

nary, 1870, amounted to 3,378 miles.

The report of the postal administration, for

1869, states the total revenue at 10,074,935

pesetas; expenditure,_5,7l3,457 pesetas: show

ing a surplus of revenue of 4,361,478 pesetas.

Number of post-offices in 1868, 2,257. On

January 1, 1870, the telegraph-lines in opera

tion had an aggregate length of 6,955 miles;

length of wire, 15,815 miles.

Amadeo, who, on November 16, 1870, had

been elected King of Spain, and who on Decem

ber 4th had formally accepted the crown from

the hands of a deputation, landed at Cartagena

on December 30th, and on January 2d entered

Madrid, where he was received with great en

thusiasm. On January 20th the King addressed

to the sovereigns of Europe a letter, in which

he announced that he had accepted the crown

offered to him by the Spanish Cortes. The

following is the full text of the letter addressed

to Queen Victoria, those to the other sover

eigns, except the King of Italy, being worded

alike:

Don Amadeo I,, by the grace of God and the na

tional will, KiDg of Spain, to the Queen of Great

Britain, etc.

The Sovereign Cortes of the Spanish nation having

•
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offered to us tho crown of this noble oountry, wo

have judged, after acquiring tho certainty that such

election would involve no obstacles to the peace of

Europe, that we ought to accept with gratitude an

offer so honorable lor us, although it is so weighty

and imposes duties so difficult to fulfil. Thus it is

that we have only decided to acoept it in the firm and

unalterable resolution to employ all our efforts and

to oonsccrate all our existence to the good and pros

perity of this great people. One of the surest means

of obtaining it will be the maintenance of cordial

harmony with the foreign sovereigns and states,

especially those with whom Spain has for some time

been bound up in friendly relations. Consequently,

on bringing to your Majesty's knowledge our advent

to the throne, which, after we took the oath to keep

and cause to be kept the constitution of the monarchy,

occurred on the 2d instant, we ask your Majesty to

bo pleased to honor us with your friendship, and at

the same time to accept ours, which we hasten to

offer you, in the full security that it will be unalter

able and continuous. In this confidence we ask God

to take your Majesty and the British nation into His

holv keeping. AMADEO.

Madrid, January 20, 1871.

The letter addressed to his father, Victor

Emmanuel, is couched in somewhat different

language, as might be expected from their re

lationship. To tho Pope, who was well known

to bo as much opposed to the dethronement of

Queen Isabella and to Victor Emmanuel, the

King addressed the following letter :

Most Holt Father : The Sovereign Cortes of the

Spanish nation having offered to us the orown of this

noble country, we have judged, after acquiring the

oertainty that such election would involve no obsta

cles to the peace of Europe, that we ought to accept

with gratitude an offer so honorable for us, although

it is so weighty and imposes duties so difficult to

fulfil. Thus it is that we nave only decided to accept

it in the firm and unalterable resolution to employ all

our efforts and to oonsecrate all our existence to the

good and prosperity of this great people. Born and

educated in the pale of a Church which recognizes

your Holiness as its visible head, and being now

chief of a Catholic nation whoso citizens, though

free to ohoose and practise tho worship they think

best, in a great majority preserve tho faith of thoir

forefathers vigorous and unblemished, it will be

our principal oare, by our respect and adhesion

to your Holiness, that tho constant relations be

tween your Holiness and this generous nation may

be those which tho spiritual father of the faithful

ought to maintain wiljh his true sons. Consent,

therefore, your Holiness, that after notifying you of

our advent to tho throne, which, after our swearing

to keep and to cause to bo kopt the constitution of the

monarchy, occurred on tho 2d instant, one of tho first

acts of our reign may be to protest our filial love and

profound veneration. In asking your Holiness to be

pleased to concede to us your holy apostolio benodic-

tion as a proof of your desire that we may bo able

worthily to comply with our new and elevated duties,

we pray with all our heart to the Almighty to pro-

servo your precious life for many and prosperous

years.
Given in our palace at Madrid this 20tb day of Jan

uary, 1871, Most Holy Father, from your Holi-

noss's humble and devoted son, AMADEO.

In February a serious misunderstanding

arose between the Governments of Spain and

Egypt, in consequence of an insult offered to

the clerk of the Spanish consulate in Cairo.

The Spanish Government demanded satisfac

tion, and, when this was not immediately

granted, it sent its ultimatum; but at length

the mediation offered by other powers was

accepted by both Governments.

At the new elections for the Cortes, held from

March 18th to 15th, the ministry obtained a

two-thirds majority. The new sessions were

opened by theKing on April 3d. In his speech

from the throne the King expressed an ardent

hope for the pacification of Cuba, and a strong

desire for the resumption of relations with the-

Pope. He also recommended many reforms,

especially as regards the finances of the coun

try. On April 4th Olozaga was elected Presi

dent of the Cortes. Nearly six weeks were

spent in the verification of the election returns.

The most important event in the political his

tory of Spain about this time was the split in

the Republican party. At a national assembly

of delegates of the party, about one-third, wi

der the leadership of Benitas and Salvoechea,

the latter of whom had been one of the lead

ers of the republican insurrection in Cadiz,

declared their sympathy with the Paris

Commune ; while the others, and, in par

ticular, Salmeron and Morayta, denounced the

Communo and disclaimed any sympathy with

its tendencies. The sessions of the Cortes

were in general very stormy. A great tu

mult was produced when, on May -22d, the

radicals presented a resolution for the estab

lishment of a republic, and the Carlists sub

mitted a motion declaring tho election of King

Amadeo to be void, and that Don Carlos of

Spain was the rightful king. The discussion

was long and excited, but was finally adjourned

without a vote upon either proposition. On

May 29th the Government, in reply to an in

terpellation of Castelar, the head of the Re

publican party, who had thus far studiously

avoided expressing any opinion on the Paris

Commune, declared that Spain would not close

its ports against any fugitives, but tho Govern

ment would comply with every just demand

of France, and conscientiously execute all ex

isting treaties. On the next day, a violent de

bate took place on the principles of the Com

mune, and, finally, a resolution censuring these

firinciples was adopted by 233 against 25 votes,

n June the law on the reorganization of the

army was adopted by 182 against 27 votes,

aftor republicans and Carlists, by leaving the

hall, had twice delayed its adoption. The

draft of an address to the King, prepared by

the committee, was likewise adopted by a

considerable majority, 164 against 98. Not

withstanding these two victories, the ministry

was determined to resign, as it appeared to lose

ground in the confidence of the country, owing

chiefly to great embezzlements discovered in

the administration of tho finances. After sev

eral endeavors of the King to form a new

Cabinet, composed of representatives of dif

ferent parties, had failed, on July 24th Ruiz

Zorrilla, one of the leaders of the Progresistaa,

accepted tho position of Prime Minister and

Minister of the Interior. The other members

of the new Cabinet were, Cordova, Minister of
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War ; Sagasta, Minister of Foreign Affairs ; Ruy

Gomez, Minister of Finance ; Rios, Minister of

Justice ; Becanger, Minister of the Navy ;

Madraz, Minister of Pnblio "Works ; and Mal-

campo, Minister of the Colonies. Subsequently

I)e Bias was appointed Minister of War. The

Prime Minister declared that all the members

of his Cabinet were members of the Progres

sist party, and would follow the policy inaugu

rated in the September revolution. Zorrilla

had onoe before been President of the Council

and twice Minister of Justice, occupying the

latter position under Serrano's regency and in

the Cabinet just dissolved. General Cordova,

the Minister of War and provisionally of For

eign Affairs, was born in 1792, and entered the

military service in 1810. He served in the

army for many years. In 1850 he was ap

pointed Captain-General of New Castile, and

in the following year he was named to the

same offioe in Cuba, but held the position for

only a short time, being succeeded by Concha.

He was made director-general of the cavalry

in 1853. The next year after the revolution

of Madrid he declined to form a new ministry

at the command of the Queen, and was com

pelled to qnit the capital and retire to Franco.

He was afterward permitted to return, but

took no very active part in the affairs of his

country for a number of years, though he was

lately a lieutenant-general of infantry. Of the

other ministers, Sefior Becanger was a member

of the preceding ministry during Serrano's

regency. Montero Rios, the new Minister of

Justice, was secretary to the Ministry of Jus

tice in- the former Cabinet ; and Ruy Gomez,

the Minister of Finance, was a Deputy in the

Cortes, who made himself prominent by his

opposition to Sefior Moret's financial measures.

The first measures of the new ministry made

a favorable impression. When subscriptions

were opened to a new loan of 600,000,000

reals, seven times the total amount of the loan

was offered, an occurrence without parallel in

the financial history of Spain.

A tour which the King made through a

number of provinces called forth many en

thusiastic demonstrations, and appeared to in

crease his own popularity and the stability of

the ministry. Espartero, whom the King vis

ited in October at Logrofio, assured him that

lie was ready to defend the will of the people

and the dynasty of Savoy. As the Cortes,

however, at the beginning of the new session

in October, elected Sagasta, the opponent of

Zorrilla, President, the Cabinet tendered its res

ignation. The King telegraphed an offer of the

premiership to Espartero, who, however, de

clined on the ground of his age and infirmities.

Sagasta, to whom the premiership was then

offered, urged the calling on Zorrilla to continue

with the same Cabinet, in the assurance that to

carry out his policy he could count on all, or

the greater portion of that part of the Progre-

sistas which had voted in his (Sagasta's) favor.

Zorrilla, however, declined, as did also Gen-

vol, xi.—15 A

eral Cordova, the Minister of War. At length,

Vice-Admiral Malcampo, who was recom

mended by Sagasta, accepted the task. The

other members of the new Cabinet, whose

appointment dates from October 6th, were : J.

Bassols, Minister of War; Candau, Minister of

the Interior ; A. Colmenares, Minister of Jus

tice ; Balaguer y Angulo, Minister of Finance ;

and Montojo y Robledo, Minister of Agricul

ture. The appointment of the new Cabinet did

not allay tho political agitation, which, on the

contrary, continued with increased animosity

on the part of the different leaders. On October

16th a great republican meeting was held, at

which Sefior Orense presided. Resolutions

were adopted declaring that the party would

offer undying opposition to every form of gov

ernment for Spain which was not purely re

publican. Nevertheless, in waging such war

upon non-republican principles, they would

not violate the laws of the land. Several

speakers addressed the meeting, and some of

them were very pronounced in their expres

sions against tho present Government. The

most violent proclaimed their perfect sym

pathy with republicans everywhere, and with

the International Society, and declared that

the faith of the republicans of Spain was iden

tified with the doctrines of liberty and equal

rights now rapidly spreading through all the

countries of Europe. Tho political party

headed by Sefior Sagasta at the same timo

issued a manifesto. The document acknowl

edges the sovereignty of the national Govern

ment as now constituted, and insists on the

maintenance of the integrity of the national

dominions, with special and expressed reference

to the suppression of the insurrection in Cuba.

The manifesto attacks the International Society

as a dangerous and unpatriotic organization.

This manifesto called forth a counter-declara

tion by the adherents of Sefior Zorrilla, in

which they advocate the maintenance of order

and strict enforcement of tho laws, the consol

idation of the power of the nation, and the

support of the Savoy dynasty. This manifesto

was signed by 141 Progressists. Tho Duke de

Montpensier, who, at the supplementary elec

tions held on October 1st, had been elected a

member of the Spanish Cortes, in a letter to

the president of that body informed him that

he would take his seat as soon as the con

dition of his daughter's health would permit.

On October 27th the Government announced

that, in future, the colonial budget would bo

submitted to the Cortes. It was also stated

that the cost of the war in Cuba during

the past year had been $62,000,000, and

that tho colonial deficit for the year would

amount to $11,000,000. On November 10th

the Cortes passed a vote of confidence in the

existing Government. Tho vote stood 191

yeas to 88 nays. The radical members ab

stained from voting. A few days later, how

ever (November 17th), the Government was

beaten in a test vote. During the discussion
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upon the proposition to censure the Govern

ment, brought forward by the adherents of

Sefior Zorrilla, a counter-motion was submitted

by SeBor Ochoa, providing for the granting of

entire liberty to religious societies throughout

Spain, and the suppression of the decrees of

the Provisional Government, of which Seflor

Zorrilla was a member, relative thereto. Pend

ing this, a motion was made to declare the sit

ting of the Cortes permanent, and a spirited

discussion followed. The Government event

ually demanded its rejection as a Cabinet ques

tion, but their opponents had the majority,

for, upon a division of the House, the motion
■was found to be adopted by a vote of 178 to

118. Admiral Malcampo, President of the

Council of State and head of the ministry, at

once mounted the tribune and read a royal

decree proroguing the sitting of the Cortes

without delay. The King then summoned to

his presence the presidents of the two Houses

for consultation as to the grave aspect of

political affairs, and it became known that the

ministry had resigned in a body.

At the municipal elections held on Decem

ber 11th, the republicans carried one-half of

the capitals of the provinces, and a large

number of smaller towns. The ministerial

crisis ended, toward the close of December, in

the formation of a new Cabinet, which was

composed as follows: Sagasta, President of

the Council and Minister of the Interior ; Mal

campo, Minister of the Marine ; De Bias, Min

ister of Foreign Affairs: Candau, Minister of

Publio 'Works ; Topete, Minister of the Colo

nies; Angulo, Minister of Finances; Gamin-

des, Minister of War; and Groizard, Minister

of Justice.

On April 12th the representatives of Spain,

and the allied South American republics with

which Spain had been at war, agreed in the

peace conference, held at Washington, under

the presidency of Mr. Fish, upon the following

convention :

Agreement of armistice or general truce between

the plenipotentiaries of Spain and those of Bolivia,

Chili, Ecuador, and Peru.

Ahtiole 1. By this convention the suspension of

hostilities existing defacto between Spain on the one

hand and the allied republics of Bolivia, Chili, Peru,

and Ecuador, on the other, is changed into an ar-

mistioe or general truce.

Aar. 2. This armistice shall last indefinitely, and

it cannot be broken by any of the belligerents until

threo years after express and explicit notification

shall have been given by one to the other of the in

tention to renew hostilities. In this case such noti

fication must be made through the Government of

the United States.

Art. 8. Each of the belligerent?, during the con

tinuance of this armistice, shall have the privilege

of free commercial intercourse with the neutral na

tions in all those articles considered to be of lawful

trado in time of peace, all restrictions on neutral

commerce therefore ceasing.

Aet. i. The present convention shall be ratified

by the respective Governments, and the ratifications
■will be exchanged in the State Department at Wash

ington within four months from the date of this con

vention, April 12, 1871.

Art. 5. The Governments which may not have

sent their ratification of this convention within the

term fixed in the preceding article may exchange

their ratifications within the following two mouths.

Abt. 6. If any of the Governments, owing to cir

cumstances out of their control, shall not be able to

exchange ratifications of this convention within the

terms fixed in the preceding articles, they shall be

granted the delay they may request from the other

party without a new convention.

Abt. 7. The proceedings of ratification and ex

change shall not interfere with the continuance of

the conferences designed for peace negotiations.

HAMILTON FISH, Secretary of State.

MANKICO LOPEZ EOBEBTS, Plenipotentiary

of Spain.

MANUEL FREYEE, Plenipotentiary of rent.

JOAQUIM GODOY. Plenipotentiary of Chili.

ANTONIO FLOBEB, Plenipotentiary of Ecuador.

MANUEL FEEYEE, in representation of BoHvia.

The resistance of the native Cubans to Span

ish rule continued throughout the year. The

reports from Spanish and Cuban sources about

the occurrences widely differ, and the estab

lishment of the truth in many particular cases

would be a difficult task. On January 19th the

Cuban General Cornelio Porro, and other in

surgents, came into Puerto Principe and sur

rendered themselves. On January 30th Count

Valraaseda, who on December 13, 1870, had

succeeded General de Roda as Captain-General

of Cuba, received a letter from Edward Ma-

chado, Secretary of the Cuban House of Rep

resentatives, beseeching clemency. Machado

wrote that the House to which he belonged

had dissolved, and that the members thereof

were looking after their personal safety. Ac

cording to the same letter, Miguel G. Gutier

rez, Vice-President of the Cuban Republic,

was with his son wandering about in the

woods. Proclamations issued by President

Cespedes in January, and by Ignacio Agra-

monte, who signed himself general-in-chief

of the Cuban forces, expressed an abiding faith

in the final success of the national cause. In

March the Spanish troops in Cuba took the

oath of allegiance to King Amadeo and the

Constitution. The volunteers only took the

oath of fealty to the King, but not to the Con

stitution. On April 13th the Bishop of Ha

vana arrived at Havana, on his return from the

Vatican Council, but was refused permission to

go ashore, as the volunteers suspected him of

a secret sympathy with the cause of Cnban

independence, and the commanders of the

volunteers, on whose vote the Government

of Madrid had made the permission to land

dependent, voted (seven out of ten) agtrinst

allowing him to enter Cuba. Skirmishes

and engagements between the Spanish troops

and the Cuban3 continued to be of frequent

occurrence, but were in general of no military

importance. An engagement near Mayari, on

February 16th, was claimed by the Cubans as a

great victory ; while in July an official report

of the Captain-General announced a crushing

defeat of Rafael Quesada, who had just landed

with two hundred men on the coast near

Guantanamo. In August the Cuban Generals
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Quesada and Figueredo were executed at San

tiago. On December 14th the official organ

of the Spanish authorities announced that

three thousand two hundred insurgents had

signed at Puerto Principe a document declar

ing their submission to the Spanish Govern

ment. The document states that the insur

gents still in the field were, almost exclusively,

negroes under the leadership of Ignacio Agra-

monte, who had rebelled against Cespedes.

On December 27, 1871, Captain-General Val-

maseda issued a proclamation in which he says

the offer of pardon to the insurgents cannot

last forever. He now gives notice that every

insurgent captured after the 15th of January,

1872, will be shot, and those surrendering after

that date will be sentenced to perpetual im

prisonment. The negro men are to be treated

the same as the whites. All negro women

captured will be delivered to their owners, and

will be compelled to wear a chain for four

years, and all white women captured in

the woods after the 15th of January will be

banished from the country. The chiefs of in

surgent bonds will be allowed to surrender,

until the 15th of January, under the conditions

hitherto granted. The Cuban reports on the

progress of the war frequently charged the

Spanish authorities, and in particular the vol

unteers, with committing the greatest cruel

ties. In November the Spanish authorities

ordered a punishment for a political offence,

"which has been regarded as rash and severe in

the extreme, although their reasons have not

heen stated. Eight medical students, who

were found guilty of having demolished the

grave of Gonzalo Castanon, were by the court-

martial sentenced to be shot, and the sentence

was immediately executed.

STEAM-BOILER INSPECTION AND EX

PERIMENTS. The Steam-Boiler Inspection

and Insurance Company at Hartford, Conn.,

states the results of the inspections made under

its direction in the months of November and

December, 1871, which are summarily as fol

lows:

During these two months, 1,490 visits of inspection

were made, and 2,965 boilers examined—2,856 exter

nally and 1,096 internally—while 240 were tested by

hydraulio pressure. The number of defects in all

discovered were 1,666, of which 882 were regarded

as dangerous. These defects were as follows : Fur

naces out of shape, 71—17 dangerous; fractures, 99

—62 dangerous; burned plates, 95—43 dangerous:

blistered plates, 204—28 dangerous; sediment and

deposit, 282—22 dangerous ; incrustation and scale,

285—22 dangerous; external corrosion, 90—24 dan

gerous; internal corrosion, 45—7 dangerous; inter

nal grooving, 38—5'dangerons ; wYiter-gauges defec

tive, 93—10 dangerous; blow-out defective, 26—9

dangerous ; safety-valves overloaded and out oforder,

49—14 dangerous ; pressure-gauges defective, 280—14

dangerous ; boilers without gauges, 8 ; oases of defi

ciency of water, 15—2 dangerous ; cases of broken

braces and stays, 52—29 dangerous; boilers con

demned as unsafe to use, 84. Among the defects

enumerated, fractures are quite numerous, and they

call attention to it from the fact that several cases

have been found where tho difficulty originated in

poor workmanship in the construction of the boiler;

for instance, a case was found where a seam was

cracked in lino of the rivets for three feet, and on

close examination it was ascertained that the defect

had its origin with the " drifting-tool." Beveral

similar eases have been met with, and, although pre

senting fractures of less extent, are perhaps none the

less dangerous from the fact that a weak point in the

boiler is provided, which, upon severe strain being

brought, is liable to be increased suddenly with

Berious results. Plates often become burned and

weakened in places impossible to discover, except

the boiler is cold and subjected to both internal and

external examination. A case of this kind is the

following : The brick-work setting of the boiler had

become broken down on the side againBt the brick

wall of the building. The fire had gone up beyond

the water-line, and badly burned and weakened the

sheets exposed. The boiler was set with the front

in the chimney, and the defect was so far forward

that the fire escaped through the break into the

chimney. No idea or apprehension of danger was

suspected, until a cold examination revealed the de

fect and prevented disaster. More or less ignorance

prevails relative to the importance of a good safety-

valve. And in the fitting up of a boiler, or nest of

boilers, the ignorance of the trailer maker and fitter

is often glaringly apparent. There seems to be no

calculation made relative to the fitness of appliances

for the work required of them. Of course this is not

true of those wno, by long experience and careful

observation, have ascertained just what the wonts of

a boiler are, but more particularly of irresponsible

concerns that have no conception of the immense

strain brought to bear on boilers at work, nor of the

importance of having all the appliances adapted to

the size of boiler, pressure of steam carried, and

amount of work required.

In a large mill using six boilers there was but one

safety-valve, and the escape-pipe from this valve

was only two inches in diameter. The boilers con

demned were not oil beyond repair, though many

were entirely worn out. Those capable of being ren

ovated have been put in good condition, and will

doubtless last for some time yet. There were twenty-

four boiler-explosions during the months of No

vember and December, doing serious damage, and

killing 19 and wounding 88.

Experiments have been made at Sandy

Hook, N. Y., *by Mr. Francis B. Stevens, of

Hoboken, N. J., on steam-boiler explosions,

which present the following results :

The first experiment, November 22d, was made on

a boiler built by Fletcher, Harrison & Co., in 1858,

and taken out of the steamboat Joseph Belknap, in

July last, after having been thirteen years in use.

It had been subjected to a hydrostatic pressure of

112 pounds per square inch, which broke a few of

tho braces without altering the form of the semicir

cular top of the rectangular front. After being re

paired, it was again subjected to a hydrostatic test

of 82 pounds per square inch, without the rupture of

any part ; and again to a steam-pressure of 60 pounds

per Bquare inch, without fracture.

In this experiment the fuel used was wood, and it

was intended to burst the boiler by steam-pressure

under the condition of 12 inches of water above the

top of the flues ; but it was found that the pressure

could not be raised above 93 pounds per square inch,

owing to the excessive leakage of steam from the

seam joining the steam-chimney to the boiler-shell.

At the above pressure no fracture occurred, but the

form of the semicircular top of the rectangular front

underwent a change. The experiment was only of

value in showing the strength of a boiler of this type

and construction after thirteen years' service in a

vessel.

The next experiment was made on a rectangular

box, built to represent the flat water-space or water-

leg of the Weetfield's boiler, recently exploded at
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New York on board tlint vessel, with great destruc

tion of property and life This box was 6 feet long,

4 foet high, and 4 inches wide, all over. The two

side-plates wero of the best flange fire-box iron, A

of an inch thick, manufactured by the "Abbott Iron

Company." Tho plates wero held together by a

single row of rivets at their edges, passing through *

frame made of wrought-iron Dars, mitred at their

ends, and having the Bame outside dimensions as

tho box. Theso bars were 31 inches wide, 2 inches

deep, and perforated at tho centre line by tho holes

for tho rivets. The side-plates were braoed together

every 81 inches one way and 9} inches the other

way of their surface, by bolts of 11 inch diameter,

with threads out upon each end and screwed into

corresponding threads cut in the plates over which

both onds of tho bolts wero slightly (and but very

slightly) riveted. Tho box was placed on one edge

upon an 8-inch-thick brick wall, and was enclosed

with side-walls of brick masonry, with the exception

of a strip 15 inches deep at the top and 12 inches

wide at one side, which protruded into tho air, and

to which the gauges wero attached. Tho enclosod

portion of the oox was heated by two small furnaces

without intercommunication, tho fire-grates of each

being 27 inches long and 14 inches wide. The fuel

was wood, and tho products of combustion were dis

charged through two sheet-iron pipes. Tho surfuco

of the box exposed to the fire was 191 square feet,

and was all water-heating surface, as the box was

filled with water to within 9 inches of its top. Of

the total interior height of tho boiler, therefore, 37

inches wore occupied by water and 7 inches by

steam. The fires being brought to steady action,

and steam raised to tho atmospheric pressure, tho

opening for the escape of the latter was closed, and

the pressure roso gradually, in 33 minutes, to 165

pounds.
When the pressure reached 1(55 pounds to the

Bquare inch, tlio box exploded with a loud report,

completely demolishing the brick-work by which it

was enclosed. The two sides were hurled in exaotly

opposite directions, and to about equal distances, at

right angles to their surfacos. The fracture had oc

curred in one plate only, and was along tho whole

riveted seam joining it to the framo. For a large

part of the length of the seam, this plate was torn

out between tho rivets, and for the remaining part

the rivets were sheared. The othar plate was not

fractured, nor wero tho bars of the frame broken ;

the plate and the frame remained riveted together,

but not uninjured—all tho bars of tho latter being

bent considerably inward, forming an irregular

curve of from 4 to 6 inches versed-sine. Both plates

were bulged out irregularly, so as to be about 9

inches' dishing, and tho bulging took place near tho

bars. Not one of the bolts was broken, and neither

the threads upon their ends, nor the threads in the

plate, were stripped or injured, but the slight rivet

ing ovor of the ouds of the bolts was broken off in

all of them.

The fact that the plates did not rupture at tho

centre, under their great amqnnt of bulging (and

only ono of them tearing oft' at the line of rivets

along its odge), shows tho excellence of the metal

which endured this great, almost instantaneous, and

permanent stretching without fracture ; and to this

same extensive stretching must be attributed the

escape of tho screw-threads on the ends of the bolts,

and in tho platos, from injury. The plate, by stretch-

ingj simply enlarged the diameter of the hole in

which the threads were cut, until tho bolt, thus left

free, slipped through without injury to its threads,

only breaking off the slight riveting over of its ends.

Had these bolts been secured by nuts on the outside

of the platos, the box would have borno an enor

mously greater pressure than that which exploded

it. Between tho bolts there was a small permanent

stretching of the plates, giving each space between

the bolts a slightly dishing or bulged form, in addi

tion to tho general bulging of tho plates, thus form

ing a system of secondary bulges, as it were ; and

around every bolt both plates were strongly marked

by a congeries of circular crispations.

The conclusions from this experiment are : That

a gradually-accumulating steam-pressure in a boiler

can produco a true explosion, violently hurling its

fragments, with a loud report, to a considerable dis

tance, evon though 84 per cent, of its capacity bo

filled with water ; and that screw-bolts should not

be used in boiler-construction without nuts, or hav

ing, as an equivalent, a largo portion of their ends

formed into massivo rivet-heads ; because the stretch

of tho plates is sufficiently great, under a much less

pressure than will fracture the bolts or Btrip their

threads, to allow tho latter to slip through unin

jured.

Previous to this experiment, tho box had been

subjected to a hydrostatic pressure of 133 pounds per

square inch, and to a steam pressuro of 102 pounds

per squaro inch, without fracture.

The third experiment was made on November 23J.

The boiler exploded during this experiment was

built by T. F. Becor in 1845, and taken out of the

steamboat Bordontown in August last, after havine

been twenty-five years in use. When taken out, the

inspector's certificate allowed it to be worked with a

pressuro of 30 pounds per square inch. It was a

horizontal fire-tube boiler, with tho tubes returned

immediately above tho furnace and combustion-

chamber.

It had but one furnace, and that was 11 feet 5

inches in width, with grate-bars 7 feet in length.

The top of tho furnaco and the top of the combustion-

chamber were flat, and braced to the flat top of the

Bhell above them by rectangular braces 2 inches by

1 inch in cross-section, placed 17 inches apart cross

wise the boiler, and 12 inches apart lengthwise the

boiler, each brace holding a flat surface of 204 square

inches, to which it was attached by crow-feet so ar

ranged that the flat surface between the sustaining

rivets was 12 inches square. The flat water-spaces

wero braced at intervals of 8 inches in one direction,

and 12 inches in the other, by 1 inch diameter screw-

bolts, each of which held a flat surface of 96 square

inches. Tho iron plates of the boiler were a large 1

inch thick. Tho tubes were of iron, and 334 in num

ber, arranged in 8 rows vertically and 48 rows hori

zontally. Each tube was 2 inches in outside diam

eter and 12 feet in extreme length. The total height

occupied by the tubes, from the lower side of the

lowor tube to tho upper side of the upper tube, was

22 inches. The tubes were divided into sixteen

groups, and tho groups were separated by water-

spaces 2A inches wide in tho clear vertically, and H

inch wido in tho clear horizontally. From tho lower

side of tho lower row of tubes to the top of the fur

nace and combustion-chamber, was a space 6 inches

in width for water-circulation. The bridge-wall and

tho bottom of the combustion-chamber were of brick.

The furnaco had no water-bottom, but it* side-leys

of 41 inches' width rested in a pan 'which covered

the entire area beneath its furnace.

Tho shell of tho boiler was rectangular, with the

exception that the vertical sides were joined to the

flat top by quadrantal arcs of 37 inches" radius. All

tho seams wero singlo riveted. Upon the centre of

the boiler was a cylindrical steam-drum of 6 feet

diameter and 8 feet 8 inches height. The flat wotsr-

spaoc at tho front of the furnace was 41 inches wide,

and that at tho back end of the boiler was 5 inches

wide, including thicknesess of metal. Tho width of

the boiler was 12 feet 2 inches, its length was 15 feet

5 inches, and its height, exclusive of the steam-drum,

was 8 feet 6 inches. Tlio shell was braced very un

equally. Each upper horizontal brace, 1} inch"large

in diameter, sustainod tho pressure upon a surface 23

by 12 inches, or 336 square inches ; and each rectan

gular vertical brace adjacent the sides, 2 inches by 1

luch iu cross-section, sustained the pressure upon a
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surface 19 by 12 inches, or 228 square inches ; these

were the weakest places. The following were the

grate and water heating surfaces of the boiler :

Sqatre feet.

Grate-surface 19H
Heating-surface in furnace 160
Heating surface in combustion-chamber and back
connection 103

Heating-surface in tubes 2,171
Heating surface in uptake M

Total heating-surface „ 2,518

This boiler had been subjected to an hydrostatio

pressure of 60 pounds per square inch, when twelve

crow-feet gave way. After being repaired, it was

again'subjected to an hydrostatic pressure of59 pounds

per square inch, which it bore without fracture ; and

again to a steam-pressure of 45 pounds per square

inch, which it also sustained without fracture. The

fuel used in the experiment was wood, and the water-

level in the boiler was 15 inches above the highest

point of the tubes. When the fire had been brought

to steady action, the pressure of the steam gradually

increased, commencing with the pressure of 2H

pounds per square inch, to 534 pounds in 18 minutes.

At the pressure of 50 pounds per square inch, some

of the braces in the boiler gave way with a loud report,

and when the pressure of 531 pounds was reached,

the boiler exploded with terrific violence. The steam-

drum and a portion of the shell attached to it, form

ing a moss of about three tons' weight, were burled

to a great height in the air and fell to the earth at

about 450 feet from the original position of the boiler,

crushing several trees in their fall. Two other large

fragments fell at less distances, while smaller ones

were thrown much farther. Almost the whole of the

boiler was literally torn into shreds, which were scat

tered far and wide, the only portion remaining where

the boiler had been, being the tubes. These, though ,

considerably distorted, were otherwise uninjured.

Both tube-plates had been blown from the tubes in

opposite directions, and at the same moment, for

nearly all the tubes were found lying in a heap on

the ground immediately beneath the place they had

occupied in the boiler, the riveting of their ends over

the plates having been simultaneously stripped. The

top of the furnace and the top of the combustion-

chamber, which, in the boiler, were immediately be

neath the tubes, had entirely disappeared into dtbris,

as had also the sides and ends of the shell. The

boiler seems to have first yielded by the fracture of

the upper row of horizontal braces. The loud report

heard, when the pressure attained 60 pounds per

square inch, was probably caused by their breaking.

The larger masses were all thrown in one direction—

at right angles to the side of the boiler ; but the

smaller fragments were projected radially in all direc

tions, as from a centre. Two heavy bomb-proofs,

constructed of large timbers and sand for the protec

tion of the other boilers, were dislodged, and a part

of tho fence of the enclosure was destroyed by the

impact of the flying fragments. The crow-feet, in

most cases, remained firmly attached to the shell,

and the braces had parted—probably the welds—

leaving tho ends still secured to tho crow-feet. The

screw-bolts which braced the flat water-spaces had

slipped from their fastenings in tho plate without

injury to the screw-threads either upon them or in

the plate. The latter was permanently bulged or

dished between the bolts, and this stretching of the

metal had, by its enlargement of the holes, allowed

the scrow-ends of the bolts to draw out without in

jury to tho threads, either on tho bolts or in tho

plates.
The ground beneath, and for a considerable dis

tance around whore the boiler stood, was saturated

with the water of the boiler, in fact made into mud,

and the adjacent grass and small shrubbery were 60

drenched that an ordinary boot was wet through by

walking among them. At seven minutes before the

explosion took place, the water-gauge on the boiler

was examined, and found to indicate the water-level

15 inches above the top of the tubes.

The conclusions drawn from this experiment

werq the following :

1. An old boiler, containing a large mass of water

above the highest point of its heating-surface, can

bo exploded with such oomplete destruction as to re

duce it into mere debris^ and hurl the fragments in

all directions with a force that no ordinary construc

tion of building or vessel could withstand.

2. That the pressure required for so devastating

an explosion is the very moderate one of 534 pounds

per square inch.

8. That with only awood-fire, generating a far less

quantity of heat in equal time than a coal-flre, there

were required only thirteen minutes to raise the press

ure from the inspector's working allowance of 80

pounds per square inch, to the exploding pressure

of 534 pounds per square inch, showing that a few

minutes' absence or neglect of the engineer, ooupled

with an overloaded or inoperative safety-valve, are

all that is needed to produce the most destructive

steam-boiler explosion, even with an old and un

equally-braced boiler, in which it might be supposed

a rupture of tho weakest part would precede other

fracture, and allow the escape of the pressure without

doing further injury.

4. That in accounting for either the fact of an ex

plosion, or for its destructive tfl'ects, there is no

necessity for hypotheses of low water, enormous

pressures, instantaneous generations of immense

quantities of steam, superheated steam, the formation

of hypothetical gases, development of electricity,

etc., etc. The most frightful catastrophe can be pro

duced by simply gradually accumulating the pressure

of saturated steam to a strain at which the strength

of the boiler yields^ nor need that pressure be much

above what is ordinarily employed with boilers of

this type.

6. That there is no flashing of the boiler-water

into steam at the moment of an explosion. On the

contrary, with the exception of the small portion of

this water vaporized (after the reduction of the press

ure, owing to the rupture of the boiler) by the con

tained heat in it between that due to the temperature

of the steams of the exploding pressure and of the

atmospheric pressure, it remains unchanged, and is

thrown around, drenching the objects near it, and

scalding whoever it falls upon.

6. The weakest portion of the boiler-braces was in

their welds.

1. The equal stretching in all directions of the

boiler-plates between the screw-bolts, due to their

bulging under the pressure, was sufficient to permit

the slipping out of the bolts without injury to the

screw-threads either upon them or in the plates.

8. That this experiment has conclusively disposed

of several theories of steam-boiler explosion, re

placing vague conjecture and crude hypothesis with

exact experimental facts, and, by thus narrowing the

field for the search of truth, has made its discovery

more probable.

These experiments were witnessed by a num

ber of scientific and practical gentlemen con

versant with, and interested in, the construc

tion and application of steam-boilers, and a

report was drawn up by B. F. Isherwood,

E. S. Do Luce, and Sidney Albert, chief engi

neers, U. S. Navy, of which the above are ex

tracts.

STEWART, Robert M., a political leader in

Missouri, and former Governor of the State,

born in Truxton, Cortland County, N. Y.,

March 12, 1815 ; died in St. Joseph, Mo., Sep

tember 21, 1871. When a boy he migrated to

Kentucky, and some years later to Missouri,
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making his homo in Buchanan County, in that

State, in 1838. He had, in his changes of resi

dence, managed to pick up a good education,

hut did not, we believe, enter either of the

learned professions. His abilities secured his

election to the State Senate in due season, and

he remained a member of that body, by re

peated reflections, for ten years. In 1845 he

was a member of the State Constitutional Con

vention. In 1857 he was elected Governor

of the State, after an unusually spirited canvass,

by a large majority, and served his fonr years

with great credit to himself and benefit to the

State. He inaugurated the system of internal

improvements by railroads which is now rap

idly building up Missouri. In 1861 he warmly

espoused the Union causo and entered the

army, but his failing health prevented him from

remaining in the field, and he was compelled

to retire from the service.

SULPHUR, Absobption- of, by Gold. Mr.

William Skey, analyist to the Geological Sur

vey of New Zealand, while investigating the

causes of the reported loss of gold during the

Srocess of extraction at the Thames gold-

elds, observed that much of this loss could

scarcely be referred to any of those causes

generally supposed operative for it. He there

fore tested the actual condition of the natural

surfaces of numerous specimens of Thames

gold, in respect to their bohavior with mer

cury, and examined, further than has hitherto

been done, into its comportment with several

of those substances likely to he associated

with it in a natural way. The results of these

examinations are minutely recorded in his

paper, and the following short abstract of

them is made by the London Chemical News.

The author finds—

1. That numerous samples of bright, clean-looking

gold, of all degrees of fineness, refuse to amalgamate

on any part or their natural Hurfuces, though taken

directly from the reef and untouched by hnnd.

8. That on such surfaces sulphur is always pres

ent.

8. That native gold, or gold in a pure state, readily

absorbs sulphur from moist sulphuretted hydrogen

or sulphide of ammonium, and absorbs it directly

when administered in boiling water.

4. That surfaces so treated refuse to amalgamate,

though no apparent change can be observed in their

aspeot.

5. That gold so affected 19 rendered amalgamable

by roasting in an open flro, unless copper is present

to the extent of seven per cent, (or perhnps loss),

while the same effect is produced by the contact of

cyanide of potassium, chromic and nitrio acid, and

chloride of lime acidified.

6. That this absorption is altogether of a chemical

nature.

7. That sulphates of iron, in presence of air and

water, decomposed various metallic sulphidos com

mon to auriferous reefs, in such a manner as to

liberate sulphuretted hydrogen.

The action of sulphuretted hydrogen upon

gold, in rendering it non-amalgamable when

placed in contact with mercury, was demon

strated with striking effect by the author.'

From these results he has been led to sup

pose that a large area of the natural surfaces

of native gold is covered with a thin film of

an auriferous sulphide, and that the greater

part of the gold which escapes amalgama

tion at the battery is represented by that

portion of this sulphurized gold which has

remained unabraded during the processes of

milling or extraction from the reef; the state

of the gold, rather than that of the mercury,

therefore, being the greatest impediment to

thorough amalgamation.

In addition to these results, the author com

municated others relative to the effect of so

lutions of sulphuretted hydrogen and sulphide

of ammonium upon platinum. In rendering

it non-amalgamable, he believed a sulphide of

the metal had formed in each case, since

chromio acid rendered it again amalgamable.

He also stated that this metal is also affected

by ammonia or the fixed alkalies that it will

not amalgamate, except in presence of a min

eral acid, from which he suspects platina is

capable of superficial oxidizement when in

contact with alkaline substances, even at com

mon temperatures. The author found that

his samples of gold were not affected by the

alkalies in this manner, except in the case of

one from Victoria, a singularity from which

was argued the presence of palladium in this

particular sample.

SUN, Eclipse of. A total eclipse of the

sun oocurrcd December 12, 1871. The phe-
•"nomenon was visible chiefly in Southern India,

the central line of totality passing near Poo-

doocottah,Ootacamund,Trichinopoly, and other

villages convenient for purposes of observation.

The term of total obscuration was about two

minutes and a half. The eclipse was observed

successfully, by strongly-organized parties sta

tioned at different points, and representing the

British Association, and the German, French,

and Indian Governments. Only partial ac

counts, and those from the chiefs of parties,

or single observers of celebrity, have come to

hand ; but they leave no doubt of the remark

ably valuable results obtained. Nature prints

a brief report from Prof. J. Norman Lookyer,

whose quarters were at Ootacamund, and who

had a cloudless sky and a perfect view. His

principal work was limited to spectroscopic

observations, and especially of streamers. At

the moment of totality, he tried the spectrum

of a streamer above the point at which the

sun had disappeared, and found it to consist

undoubtedly of glowing gas. He says :

I then returned to the findor of my telescope, a

8} inch, and studied the structure of the corona and

prominences. One of the five prominences was nd-

mirnblv placed in the middle or the field, and I in

spected it well. I was not only charmed with what

1 saw, but delighted to find that the open-slit method

is quite competent to show us prominences well with

out anv eclipse. I felt as if I knew the thing before

me well, had hundreds of times seen its exact equiva

lent as well in London, and went on to the structure

of the corona. Scarcely had I done so, however,

when the signal was given at which it had been ar

ranged that I was to do this in the 8-inch Greenwich

refractor. In this instrument, to which I rushed,
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the structure of tlio corona was simply exquisite and

strongly developed. I at once exclaimed, " Like

Orion 1 " Thousands of interlacing filaments, vary

ing in intensity, were visible, in fact I saw an exten

sion of the prominence-structure in cooler material

This died out somewhat suddenly some 5' or 6' from

the sun, I could not determine the height precisely,

and then there was nothing ; the rays so definite to

the eye had, I supposed, been drawn into nothing

ness by tho power of the telescope ; but the great

fact was this, that close to the sun, and even for 5'

or 6' away from the sun, there was nothing like a

ray, or any trace of any radial structure whatever to

he seen. While these observations were going on,

the eclipse terminated for the others, but not for me.

For nearly three minutes did the coronal structure

impress itself on my retina, until at lost it faded

away in the rapidly-increasing sunlight.

Captain Maclear, who was of the Lockyer

party, looked at the corona with the naked

eye at tho moment of totality, and saw a bright

glory round the moon, stellar-form, six-pointed,

something like the nimbus painted about a

saint's head, extending to a diameter and a

half. Looking through the finder, he noticed

the same form, but very much reduced in size

and brilliancy ; then examined it with a 6-inch

object-glass, and saw nothing but a bright glow

around the moon, not higher than one of the

large prominences then visible. The color of

the corona appeared to him a light pinkish

white, very brilliant, the rest of the sky and

every thing else around having a bluish tinge.

Mr. Pringle, stationed at the same point,

made the following memoranda of his studies

of the corona :

I next observed with the naked eye : corona ap

peared radial, of a purplish-white color, brightest

near the body of the moon ; no very long rays per

ceptible. On holding the head sideways, rays of

corona remained permanent, showing none to be due

to defect of vision. Next observed corona through

21" finder of refractor. Structure well defined, wavy,

nebulous, permanent. Remarked a curiously-curved

portion of corona, divided by a partial rift from an

obliqne ray. I should imagine the corona to extend

about T beyond the sun, but did not accurately esti

mate tho distance while observing. When thirty

seconds of totality remained, I went to finder of equa

torial reflector ; structure of corona not so apparent

with higher power. Several prominences visible;

one of large bizc, structure similar to that of corona.

At about twelve seconds before end of totality, a

perceptible brightening along the edge of the moon

on the side of appearance ; a few seconds before end

of totality, I went to one prism corona spectroscope

attached to li" reflector. At the end of totality, a

considerable number of bright lines flashed in (what

proportion of the whole I cannot say, perhaps a

third). The line near D noticeably bright ; contin

uous spectrum faintly visible a moment before the

sun's limb showed. After totality observed at finder,

the summit of a large prominence opposite the point

of sun's reappearance visible for several seconds after

totality.

Perhaps the most important observations

made were those of Prof. L. Respighi, who

was fortunate in having a prism of uncommon

excellence. On the day before the eclipse he

had, by means of the direct-vision spectroscope,

ascertained the state of the chromosphere,

and the protuberances, and found the latter

small, in a condition which seemed to him to be

favorable for examining the corona during the

eclipse. At the instant of totality, the field of

the telesoope exhibited, he says, a most as

tonishing spectacle. The chromosphere at the

edge, which was the last to be eclipsed—sur

mounted for a spaoe of about 50° by two

groups of prominences, one on the right and

the other on the left of the point of contact—

was reproduced in the four spectral lines, C,

D', F, and G, with extraordinary intensity of

light, and the most surprising contrast of the

brightest colors.

The green zone surrounding the disk of the moon

was the brightest, the most uniform, and the best

defined. The red zone was also very distinct and

well defined , while the blue zone was faint and in

distinct. The green zone was well defined at the

summit, though less bright than at the base; its

form was sensibly circular, and its height about 6'

or 7'. The red zone exhibited the same form and

approximately the same height as the green, but its

light was weaker and less uniform. The height of

the green zone was estimated by comparison with

the moon's diameter, and from the observed distance

of the spectral lines of the prominences.

These colored zones shone out upon a faintly

illuminated ground, without any marked trace of

color. If tho corpna contained rnys of any other

kind, their intensity must have been so feeble that

they were merged in the general illumination of the

field.

Soon after the middle of the total eclipse, there

appeared on the eastern limb, at about 110 from the

north point, a fine group of prominences formed of

jets rather low but very bright, some rectilinear,

others curved round the sun's limb, and exhibiting

the intricate deviations and all the characters of

prominences in the neighborhood of solar spots.

The brightness and color of these jets were so vivid

as to give them tho appearance of nre-works.

The spaces between some of these jets were per

fectly dark, so that the red zone of the corona ap

peared to be entirely wanting there. Perhaps, how

ever, this was only an effect of contrast due to the

extraordinary brightness of the neighboring Jets. I

have thought it right to refer to this peculiarity, be

cause the appearance of interstices, or dark spaces,

between prominences of considerable brightness, is

often observed by means of the spectroscope, inde

pendently of total eclipses.

The green and red zones were as well developed at

the western as at the eastern limb, while the blue re

mained faint and ill defined. Soon after the appear

ance of the chromosphere at the western edge, there

was suddenly projected on the spectrum of the sun's

limb, which then appeared beyond that of the moon,

a stratum of bright lines, separated by dark spaces ;

hut I could not determine whether they were due to

a general or partial reversal of the spectral solar

lines, or to a simple discontinuity in the spectrum,

since they were too soon immersed in a flood or

light, which put an end to the totality of the eclipse.

Prof. Respighi's observations are interpreted

as confirming the discovery by the American

observer, Prof. C. A. Young, that a region

somewhat more extensive than the ring-formed

corona shines with a light forming the green

line, and that this extended region is a true at

mospheric envelope of the sun. The great

facts thought now to be demonstrated (as a

writer in the Athenaum says) are these: that

surrounding the sun to a depth of nearly 200,-

000 miles—reaching, therefore, above the snm-

mits of the loftiest prominences—there is an
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atmosphere consisting of glowing hydrogen,

and of some other vapor, distinct in condi

tion and composition from the chromosphere,

whose average height is only about 4,000 miles.

This enormous external shell must he of ex

treme rarity, or the pressure on the chromo

sphere would greatly exceed the actual ob

served pressure. It is outside the atmosphere

that the radiated corona projects into the sur

rounding space to distances often exceeding

1,000,000 miles.

Prof. Janssen's observations corroborate

those of Prof. Respighi, and in a note to the

French Academy he says: "The question

whether the corona is due to the earth's at

mosphere is now disposed of, and we may look

forward to a series of researches into the mat

ter surrounding the sun, which cannot fail to

be extremely interesting and fruitful." Prof.

Lockyer, in a second brief notice of his obser

vations, strengthens the same opinion with the

remark, " The composition and structure of a

part ofthe corona have been forever set at rest."

Many excellent photographs of the corona

and prominences were taken.

The expedition to Melbourne proved a fail

ure, on account of the weather.

SWEDEN and NORWAY, two kingdoms in

Northern Europe, united under one King ; pres

ent King, Charles XV., born May 3, 1826;

succeeded his father July 8, 1859. The United

States Government was, in 1870, represented

at Stockholm by Major-General C. O. Andrews.

The area and population of Sweden, according

to the census of December 81, 1869, were as

follows :

PROVINCES. Sqntn mlltt. Population.

9. Svealand
83.838
29.014
94,147

2,425.392
1,211,867
515,398

15fi,429 4.158,757

Adding to the area 14,087 square miles of

water, the total area of the kingdom amounts

to 170,516 square miles. The area and popu

lation of Norway, according to the census of

1867, wero as follows :

ST1FTS. Sqoara mil«i. PopulMion.

10,053 448,374
19.708
15,407 828,742
14.809 287,354
19.557 250,539
42,088 155,835

1*2.278 1,701,756

In 180,8, according to an official calcula

tion, based on the movement of population,

the number of inhabitants was 1,720,891.

The Swedish budget for 1872 fixes the rev

enue at 46,225,000 rix-dollars (one rix-dollar

= twenty-eight cts.); the expenditure at

51,409,840 rix-dollars; deficit, 5,244,840 rix-

dollars ; public debt, on December 81, 1S70,

118,000,000 rix-dollars.

The marine numbered, in the year 1871, 31

steamers, carrying 143 guns, 15 sailing-vessels,

carrying 190 guns, and 62 sloops, carrying 87

guns. The imports, in the year 1869, were val

ued at 136,600,000 rix-dollars; exports at 125,-

900,000 rix-dollars. The movement of ship

ping, in the year 1869, consisted of 6,058 ves

sels entered, of 206,957 lasts; and 12,201 ves

sels cleared, of 557,834 lasts (one Swedish,

last = four and seven-tenths English tons).

The merchant navy was composed in 1869 of

8,357 vessels, of 105,412 lasts ; and 858 steam

ers, of 10,372 horse-power. Length of rail

roads in operation at the end of 1869, 1,129

miles; length of telegraph-lines, 4,179 miles;

length of wire, 8,997 miles. In the Norwe

gian budget for 1869, the revenue and expen

ditures were fixed at 5,188,500 specie-dollars

(one specie-dollar = one dollar and seven

cts.). Public debt, in 1869; 7,867,100 rix-dol

lars. The value of the imports, in 1869, was

estimated at 23,900,000 specie-dollars; the ex

ports at 19,600,000 rix-dollars. The number

of vessels entering Norwegian ports, in 1 869,

was 6,864, of 495,124 lasts, and the number of

clearances 7,295, of 544,296 lasts. The mer

chant navy, at the end of 1869, nnmbered

6,833 vessels, of 465,831 lasts (one commer

cial last = two English tons). Length of

railroads in operation, December 81, 1869, 227

miles. Length of telegraph-lines, 2,980 miles ;

length of wire, 4,370 miles.

The Swedish Diet was opened by the King

on January 18th. It ratified on March 9th

the propositions made by a committee for the

fortification of Carlsborg and Waxholm ; and on

March 11th, in a joint session of both Cham

bers, granted, by 182 against 109 votes, 3,750,-

000 rix-dollars for the fortification of Caris-

crona. The proposition of the Government to

pay to the city of Stettin, in settlement of an old

claim, the sum of 116,838 rix-dollara, was also

acceded to. The Diet was closed on May 20th

by the King. In September it was again

specially convoked to make provision for the

reorganization of the army. The Upper House

approved of the clause of the bill which makes

military service compulsory on all male sub

jects of Sweden, but the Second Chamber

refused to accept it. The session was closed

on October 7th, the King again expressing

"groat regret at the failure of the Lower

Chamber to act on the army reorganiza

tion bill, thereby compelling the postponement

of the action authorized by this important

measure." Ho deemed "the question of na

tional defence too grave to be thus sus

pended."

The most important act of the Storthing of

Norway, which was opened on February 6th,

was the rejection (on April 17th), after a dis

cussion lasting throe days, of the new anion

treaty with Sweden. The Storthing was closed

on Mav 7th,

•SWEDEN and NORWAY, WrLnKLMWA-

FliEDEBICA-ALEXANDHnfA ANXE LotJISE. QaMB

of, daughter of William Frederick Charles,
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Prince of tlio Netherlands, and uncle of the

"King of Holland, born August 5, 1828 ; died

at Stockholm, March 29, 1871. She was mar

ried to the present King of Sweden, then Prince

Charles Louis Eugene, on the 19th of June,

1850, and ascended the throne in 1859, on the

demise of King Oscar. The royal pair had

one daughter, Louise Josephine Eugene, now,

by her marriage in 1869, Crown-princess of

Denmark. Queen Louise's life was uneventful,

but she had by her gentleness and amiability

won the love of her subjects.

SWITZERLAND, a federal republio of

Europe. President of the Federal Council for

the year 1871, Dr. C. Schenck, of the Canton

of Bern. The Swiss Republic consists of

twenty-two cantons, three of which, Basel,

Appenzell, and Unterwalden, are divided into

two half-cantons, each of which has its own

government. According to the new census

of December 1, 1870, the area and population

of the cantons and half-cantons were as fol

lows :

can-toxs.

Bon
Lucerne
Uri
Schwytz
Unterwalden (Upper). .
Unterwalden (Lower).
Glarus ,

Zng
Freyborg
""'eure

(city)
ntry).

—ell
Appenzell

Orisons.,
Aargaa . .
Thurgau.
Tessln...Tessli
Yand.
Valais
Neufchatel.
Geneva

Total .

mil*. PepuUUo..

665 284,786
606.4552,660

679 182,338
415 16.107
850 47,705
188 . 14.415
112 11,701

207 35,751
92 20.993
644 110,832
303 74.713

14
IBS

47.760
S4.127

115 87.721
100 48,726

61 11.909
779 191.015

2,774 (11.782
G42 198.873
163 98,800

1,1195 119.620
1.244 231,700
2,026 96.8S7
812 97.284
134 93,195

18.992 1 2.669.095

The number of Evangelicals in 1870 was

1,566,001 ; of Catholics, 1,084,666 ; of mem

bers of other Christian sects, 11,420; of Jews,

7,009. The division of the population, with

regard to the languages spoken in the various

parts of the country, was, in 1870, as follows:

German was spoken by 384,447 families, or 69

per cent, of the entire population ; French by

133,467, or 24 per cent. ; Italian by 30,149, or

6f per cent. ; the Romanic languages by 8,778

families, or If per cent, of the entire population.

The budget for 1871 estimates the revenue

at 22,269,300 francs; expenditure, 22,891,500

francs; showing a deficit of 134,700 francs.

On January 1, 1870, the length of railroads

in operation was 848 miles ; number of post-

offices, 663; number of letters during 1869,

46,272,856; length of the telegraph-lines,

8,197 miles; length of wire, 6,850 miles;

number of dispatches received and forwarded,

1,664,119. Receipts, 1,826,618 francs; expen

diture, 1,023,052.

The army of the Swiss Confederation is

composed as follows :

R«gvil«r Army. 1:. i m .-. f wJwtlii Tottl.

66.125 89.343 66.131 160.599
Sharpshooter*!. 6,880 8,317 4,860 14.077

1.917 1.089 1,618 4,619
Artillery 8,103 6,423 4,649 18.175

1,233 1,099 m 3,014
Sanitary Corps 273 98 84 455

83,581 60,418 67,009 201,763

The staff of the army is composed of 76 colo

nels, 93 lieutenant-colonels, 130 majors, 226

captains, 222 lieutenants, and 77 secretaries:

total, 824 officers.

As the French departments bordering on

Switzerland became in January, 1870, one of

the principal seats of the German-French War,

the Swiss authorities deemed it best to con

centrate a considerable force for the purposo

of guarding the frontier. On February 1st,

the French army under the command of Gen

eral Clinchant, retiring from Besancon, en

tered Swiss territory, General Clinchant hav

ing previously concluded a convention with

General Ilerzog. The French army numbered

about 84,000 men and 10,000 horses. The

troops were disarmed, distributed among tho

cantons, and by tho Swiss Government sup

plied with provisions. The Swiss, on the

whole, sympathized more with the French

than the Germans ; and when, on March 9th,

the French soldiers disturbed at Zurich the

peace festival celebrated by the Germans, the

lower classes of the populace took sides with

the French. Tho disturbances were of so

serious a character that tho Federal Govern

ment deemed it necessary to send troops to

Zurich to quell them. With regard to the in

surgents of Paris who subsequently sought a

refuge in Switzerland, the Federal Council re

solved to adopt no general measures, but to

examine every individual case, and to deny

tho right of asylum to common criminals;

al90 to surrender them to the French Govern

ment whenever it should be demanded.

The Federal Assembly, which was opened

on November 6th, had tho important task of re

vising the Constitution. Tho majority of tho

two Councils showed itself to be in favor of a

greater centralization, but all the measures

proposed by them were hotly contested by

the Particularists, Catholics, and Conservatives.

The President of tho National Council, in his

opening speech, recommended as a counter

poise to tho greater centralization which, it

was regarded as certain, would be favored by

the majority, the universal introduction of the

" Referendum," that is to say, tho submission

of every law adopted by tho Federal Assembly

to the final vote of the whole people for rati

fication. At the close of the year the Federal

Assembly had not completed tho work of re

vision.
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TAPPAN, Johx, an eminent merchant and

philanthropist, horn in Northampton, Mass.,

in December, 1781 ; died in Boston, March 25,

1871. He was an elder brother of Arthur and

Lewis Tappan, and in 1799, at the age of eigh

teen, went to Boston to enter upon a business

career. He was admitted as a partner in the

house of his employers in 1803, and from 1807

to 1825 was the sole manager of the very large

mercantile house which was known by his

name. He was universally honored and es

teemed as a model merchant, and when, in

1825, he withdrew from business, it was to the

regret of all his associates. But it was in the

wider sphere of religious, social, and moral

activity that he was best known and most

honored. He became an earnest and consist

ent advocate of total abstinence from all stimu

lants long before this reform had attracted

general attention. He was President and

Treasurer of the American Tract Society for

some forty years ; an earnest friend of foreign

and domestic missions ; a member of the Pru

dential Committee of the American Board of

Commissioners for Foreign Missions, and in

connection with most or all of the benevolent

associations of Boston.

TATNALL, Josun, a -naval officer, onoe

distinguished as a captain in the U. S. Navy,

but during the late civil war a commodore

in the so-called " Confederate " navy, born at

Bonaventura near Savannah, Ga., in Novem

ber, 1796; died in Savannah, Ga., June 15,

1871. He entered the naval service in 1812,

and was at once ordered into aetive service.

Although a mere boy, he displayed conspicuous

gallantry in the well-contested but disastrous

battle of Bladensburg, as well as in the affair

at Oraney Island, Hampton Roads, where he

captured the admiral's barge, in June, 1818.

He subsequently distinguished himself, under

Commodore Decatur, in the Algerine War.

In 1818 he was commissioned a lientenant,

and while commanding a gunboat in West In

dian waters was so energetic in repressing

Spanish piraoy that he received the formal

thanks of the Government, and was presented

with a service of plate by the merchants of

Baltimore. In 1822 he was on duty at the

Brooklyn Navy-yard, and in 1839 at that of

Charlestown, Mass. At the outbreak of the

war with Mexico, Tatnall, then holding the

rank of commander, was placed in command

of the " mosquito fleet" of steamers, and par

ticipated in the attacks on Tampico, Panuco,

and Vera Cruz. During the bombardment of

the castle of San Juan de Ulloa, he greatly

distinguished himself for the heroism with

which he ran his vessel under a fearful fire

from the Mexican guns. Beforo the close of

the action he was badly wounded in the arm.

Commodore Perry, in his official dispatches,

spoke highly of his conduct, and in recogni

tion of his services his native State of Georgia

presented him with a sword, and the citizens

of Savannah with a silver vase. In 1850 he

was promoted to the rank of captain " for gal

lant and meritorious services," and in 1856 he

was ordered to the East Indies as flag-officer

of the East Indian Squadron. The war between

China and Great Britain was raging in 1859,

and in June of that year he was at the month

of the Peiho River observing the operations of

the belligerents. A portion of the British fleet

was surprised by the Chinese, who in great

force opened a severe fire upon the vessels and

very soon placed them in imminent peril. In

this emergency Captain Tatnall, who had been

watching the action, came to the rescue, de

claring that " blood was thicker than water."

He accordingly towed the British reserves into

action, and thus enabled the British to gain a

victory. Subsequently, he passed through the

hottest fire in a barge, and paid a visit to Ad

miral Hope, the commander of the British fleet,

who had been wounded. Although in giving

aid to the enemies of the Chinese he had vio

lated the neutrality of the United States, the

circumstances of the case were snch that his

conduct received the verbal approbation of

President Buchanan himself, and, as might be

supposed, he was officially tendered the thanks

ofher Majesty's Government, delivered throngh

Lord Lyons, the British minister at Washington.

Previous to this, Captain Tatnall's support of

Minister Townsend Harris, while that diplomat

was engaged in negotiating a treaty with Ja

pan, elicited the acknowledgment of the Ja

panese Government for the able manner in

which he had aided in smoothing over difficul

ties and forwarding the negotiations. In 1860

he brought the Japanese ambassadors to the

United States. In 1861, while at Sackett's

Harbor, his native State seceded, and, resigning

his commission in the service with which he

had so long been honorably connected, he

offered his sword to the cause of the Confed

eracy. In the first year of the war he was in

command of a few puny gunboats and steam-

tugs at Port Royal when Dupont attacked it.

He also commanded the first Confederate iron

clad Merrimac when it was burned to prevent

capture. In the " Confederate " navy he had

the rank of commodore. After the war, he

lived in Nova Scotia until about two years

ago, when he returned to Savannah. His for

tune was dissipated, and the people of that

city elected him harbor inspector. The salary

of this office enabled him to pass the remainder

of his days in comfort. Commodore Tatnall

had the reputation of a sailor more

guished for personal intrepidity in actio_

for judgment and skill in venturing npon

directing a battle.
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TAYLOR, Rot. James B., D. D., an emi

nent Baptist clergyman and author, born in

Barten-on-the-Humber, Lincolnshire, England,

March 19, 1804; died in Richmond, Va., De

cember 22, 1871. When he was about a yoar

old his parents emigrated to the United States,

and he resided for twelve or thirteen years in

New York City. Here he obtained his early

education and made a profession of religion,

uniting with the First Baptist Church in New

York, then under the pastoral care of Rev. Dr.

Parkinson. About 1818 he removed with his

father's family to Mecklenburg County, Va.,

where he obtained a good academical educa

tion, and, on attaining adult age, entered the

ministry in this denomination. He preached

for a time as a home missionary, but in 1826

was called to the pastorate of the Second Bap

tist Church in Richmond, where he soon ac

quired a high reputation as an able and elo

quent preacher and a most efficient pastor.

After thirteen years' labor in this church he ac

cepted the appointment of chaplain to the Uni

versity of Virginia, which he filled with great

success; but, preferring Richmond as a resi

dence, he returned thither, and in 1841 became

pastor of the Grace Street Baptist Church, with

which he remained till his election in 1845 as

Corresponding Secretary of the Foreign Mis

sion Board of the Southern Baptist Conven

tion, in which office he continued till a few

weeks before his death. His duties in this

position were arduous, but his great executive

ability made him equal to them, and no benev

olent organization in the country has been man

aged with more skill, or, when the circum

stances are considered, with greater success.

Dr. Taylor was all his life a close and diligent

student. Without the advantages of a collegiate

or theological training, he had by privaterstudy

made himself the peer of the eloquent and

learned clergymen who have graced the pulpits

ofRichmond forthe last forty years, andhewas

greatly beloved by them all. He was one of the

originators of the Virginia Baptist Education

Society, and one of the founders of Richmond

College, in which he always took a deep interest.

He was a man of great liberality and generos

ity, denying himself often that he might have

wherewith to give. His published works were :

" Memoir of Luther Rice, one of the First Mis

sionaries to the East ; " " Lives of Virginia

Baptist Ministers," 2 vols. ; " Memoir of Lott

Cary ; " and several minor works. He had

long been engaged in preparing a " History of

Virginia Baptists," which was nearly ready

for the press at the time of his death.

TAYLOR, Samuel Hakvet, LL. D., an emi

nent teacher and scholar, born in London

derry, N. H., October 8, 1807; died at An-

dover, January 29, 1871. He reoeived his early

education in the schools of his native town,

graduated from Dartmouth College in 1882 ;

was engaged in teaching for a year or two,

entered Andover Theological Seminary in

1834, and graduated in 1837, though, during

his last year, 1836—'37, he was engaged as tutor

at Dartmouth. He was never ordained, but

from September, 1887, to his death, was prin

cipal of Phillips Academy, Andover, which

under his care became the best classical and

preparatory school in the United States. He

received the honorary degree of LL. D. from

Brown University in 1851. Dr. Taylor was

an earnest opponent of the proposed new

system of education, which exalts physical

science at the expense of classical training.

After 1852 he was one of the editors of

the Bibliotheca Sacra. He had translated and

edited very carefully, " Krebs's Guide for

writing Latin ; " " Kuhner's Elementary

Grammar of the Greek Language ; " and, with

Rev. Bela B. Edwards, " Kuhner's Grammar

of the Greek Language ; " and had written

"Method of Classical Study" (1801), and

" Classical Study " (1870). He had also edited

some Latin text-books. Dr. Taylor was a man

of very superior scholarship, and was particu

larly distinguished for his fine classical taste

and attainments.

TEGHETOFF, Admiral Wilhelm von, Bar

on TEGnETOFF, an Austrian naval officer, born

in Marburg, Styria, in 1827 ; died at Vienna,

April 6, 1871. He was a pupil in the Ven

ice Naval School, and entered the navy in

1845. In 1849 he took part in the blockade

of Venice, and attained the rank of captain in

1857, when he was sent to Egypt to improve

the trade between Austria and that country.

The year following he received command of

the corvette Archduke Frederick, and took

part in the naval operations of the war against

France. Soon after, he was placed in charge

of one of the departments of the Admiralty,

ne accompanied the Archduke Maximilian to

Brazil, and in I860 was placed in command

of a sliip-of-war. Teghetoff, in 1862, received

command of the Austrian Adriatic Squadron.

Two years later he was transferred to the con

trol of the North Sea Squadron, and gained a

victory over the Danes at Heligoland. In the

Austro-Italian War of 1866 he commanded

the Austrian fleet, and gained the important

victory of Lissa over the Italian fleet, com

manded by Admiral Persano. On that oc

casion the Austrian fleet of twenty-flve vessels,

including seven iron-clads, dispersed the Italian

fleet of thirty-four vessels, and sunk the Re

dTtalia. Toward the close of the year, Teghe

toff travelled abroad, and was in this country

in 1867, when he was instructed to apply in

Mexico for the body ofthe ill-fated Maximilian,

and convey it to Austria. He accomplished

this duty after many vexatious delays, and ar

rived at Trieste Juno 20, 1868. The month

after his return home ho was placed in charge

of the naval section which had just been at

tached to the War Department.

TELEGRAPHS. The submarine cables laid

between the years 1851 and the end of 1871

are about forty thousand miles in length, be

sides duplicate (and, in some instances, tripli
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cate) wires of ten thousand miles in length.

The first in operation was that from Dover to

Calais, which has been in use twenty years.

Assuming the cost of these at one thousand

dollars per mile, the aggregate capital invested

in submarine cables is about fifty million dol

lars in gold. The following is a list of cables

constructed and in operation to the opening of

the year 1870 :

Submarine Telegraph Cables—1870.

THte

1851.
1853.
585:).
1K53.

1853.
ISM.
1851.
1S54.
1854.
IS",.
1855.
1850.
185B.
1857.
185T.
1857.

1858.
185S.
1859.
1859.
1858.

1858.
1S59.
1H5U.

1859.
1-.71.
1859.
185!).
IS",!).
1859.
1860.
1880.
1880.
1X60.

1*',0.

I860.
1861.
1861.
1861.
1861.
181)1.

1862.
1862.
1962.
181)3.

18U4.
1861.
181)5.

1865.
1865.
1866.

1966.
I860.
I860.
1807.
1867.
19«7.
1808.

1968.
186!).
186 i).
1870.
1870.
1870.

Dover
Denmark [acrosB
Dover
Frith of Forth...
Portpatrick

Calais
the belt]
Osteud

Sweden
Italy
Corsica
K?ypt
Italy
Newfoundland..'.
Prince Edw'd's I
Norway [acrosf
[Across mouth?
Ceylon.

Italy
England.

Donnjjhadec. ■
Whitehead...
Denmark.....
Corsica
Sardinia

[Norway [acros
South Australia.
Ceylon
jKncland
Sweden
Folkestone
Malta
England
Suez
Jersey
Tasmania
Denmark
Dacca
Barcelona
Minorca
jjvlca
[Saint Antonio..
Norway [across
Toulon
Holyhead
Malta
Newhaven
Pembroko—
Frith of Forth
England
Sardinia
Persian Gulf. .
Otranlo
LaCalle
Sweden
Biscrte
Valentla

Sicily
Cape Breton
N'ew Bmnaw'kj
Fiordsi.
of the Danube]
Main-laud of
India.

Sicily
Holland
Hanover.

i Fiords]
King's Island.
India
Denmark
Oottland.
Boulogne
Sicily
Isle of Man
Jubal Island. . .
Plrou. Franco.
Base Straits...
(Great Belt)...
Pegu
Mahon
Majorca...

Newfoundland. .
Lowestoft
Placcntia
Dover
Cuba
Malta

Cuba
'Brest
St Pierre

Falmouth.
Bombay
Aden

Ivica
Fiords]
Corsica
Howth, Ireland]
Alexandria. .
Dieppe
Wexford

Holland..
Sicily....

Avlona
Biserte
Prussia
Marsala
Heart's Con.
tent

Cape Breton..
Nordeuey
Sydney, C. B..
Lap.inue
Florida
Alexandria di
rect

Key West
St Pierre

Duxbnry
Brest
Aden

Suez

Total 122.0071 27.

s.- s

%9

T,
1.8

M
r,

2
2;
a
1M
1J
111

5
8'.
li]
•1!'

80
8

Hi)
StiO
Hi

N'l
39
an
in
ill
60
31 i

2*1
21

2 Ml
•£<\

116
18 I

35'
71
7s.
16

195
04

1,535
80
63
6

130
213

1,450
60
97
55

165

2,100
2,21 ;

91
251!

373
r,7

1,0401
140

3.014
873
826

2.881
1,410

I I

■S -3

HAS
5-1

4 I.
■.'4

r,n

162
•3(i

C')'l
co
40
13
K5
12
4D
3

3fl

8
560
561)

16
11.)
*)

1,104!
64
171
M
30

SO i

21
21(1

12fi
111)
ISO
70

148

152
16

195

61
1,535
820
252
21

r,ai

243
1, 150

60
97
106
105

2.190|
2,214

91
1.204
873
2J8

1,049
140

3.014
873
826

2,881
1,419

11
3-J5
20

14
300

00
30
30

3 >0
45
45
30
80
32
79
30

18

1,100
250
5(10
450
300

1,550

' "iio

"53

'so
1.200
120

2,424

2,510
231

A return has been presented to the British

House of Commons, respecting the financial re

sults of the transfer of the telegraphs to the

Government. It shows that the transfer of

the telegraphs to the Government has been

productive of most satisfactory results. As-

Burning the capital expenditure up to the pres

ent time to be £7,500,000, the Government is

earning a gross annual revenue upon it of 10

per cent, i. e., £750,000, and it is equally cer

tain that the working expenses are not more

than 58 per cent, of the revenue. This result

has been arrived at after an enormous increase

in the facilities afforded to the public, and after

a reduction of tariff, which on the present

number of messages is equivalent to a reduc

tion in the total sum paid by the 'senders and

receivers of messages of £300,000 per annum.

The statement of telegraph revenue collected,

from the commencement up to March 31,

1871, shows the amount received to have been

£1,068,585. This leaves a revenue of £798,580.

The sums already paid to companies and for

improvements, etc., amount to £6,719,025 0».

lid.; the sums which have yet to be paid

amount to £234,882 17». 8d.

The progress in telegraphy generally has

been, as usual, more in submarine work than

otherwise ; but there has been a great falling

off between the past and the previous year.

During 1870 there were 14,568 knots of cable

manufactured, and 11,300.5 knots submerged;

against 4,072 and 8,869 knots respectively in

1871, showing a general falling off of 10,496

knots manufactured, and 2,431.6 knots sub

merged.

In 1869 and the early part of 1870 telegraphic

extension was at its highest, and the demand

for submarine cables at its full extent. The

demand was more than 1870 could fulfil, and

the balance was left for the past year to carry

out, as will be seen from the amount of cable

submerged.

Among the cables brought to a completion

in 1871 are the China cables. These were

first from Singapore to Saigon and Hong-Kong,

and again from Hong-Kong to Shanghai, from

Shanghai to Nagasaki, and from there to Wis-

diwostock, where the company's lines join the

Russian system. By these extensions there

are two routes to China—the one by the Great

Northern line through Russia, and the other

by the various cables and lines to India, thence

to Singapore and China,

The completion of the submarine cable from

Java to Port Darwin, in Australia, has been

too recent to admit of obtaining details.

Among the other completions are tlio Holy

head and tho several West India cables. The

majority of the islands have been connected,

and are now in telegraphic working order, bat

the largest extension, that from Jamaica to

Panama, is still incomplete. In the attempt

to lay this section the cable broke, and, after

some time spent in grappling, the cable was

temporarily abandoned, while the further ex

tensions were proceeded with.
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SUBMARINE TELEGRAPH-CABLES SUBMERGED IN TIIE TEARS 1870 AND 1971.

COMPAJTT, ETC.

British India

Falmouth, Gibraltar, and Malta.

t British Australian

British Indian Extension

Marseilles, Algiers, and Malta.

Anglo-Mediterranean
Grecian Isles
t China Submarine

* Great Northern Telegraph

Snbnfarine
PoBt-Oflicc

Cuba Submarine

West India and Panama

Panama and Sonth Pacific.
Franco-Egyptian.

French Government

It (I

International Ocean Telegraph.
West India and Panama

nerican Telegraph Company.
Archipelago

:ish Archipelago
Dutch Government
* Great Northern Telegraph

Spanish Government

r_repaira

Sue* to Aden

Aden to Bombay
Falmouth to Lisbon
Lisbon to Gibraltar
Glbrallar to Malta •
Lisbon to Gibraltar— repairs and dupucate
Smcapore to Batavla

Batavla to Port Darwin
Singapore to Penang
IVnanp to Madras
Marseilles to Bona
Bona to Malta
Malta to Alexandria, duplicate
Grecian Archipelago —
Singapore to Saigon ; Saigon to Hong-Kong
Hong-Kong to Shanghai
Shanghai to Nagasaki

Nagasaki to Wladlwostock
Beachey Head to Havre, six wires
Guernsey to Alderney
Guernsev to Jersey
Dartmouth to Guernsey
Guernsey to Jersey
Portpatrlck and Donaghadcc, four wires.. . .
Holyhead and Dublin, seven wires
Wexford shore-end, four wires
Batabano to Santiago dc Cuba
Cuba to Jamaica, Jamaica to Panama, and to remalndcr|

of the isles
Panama to Pom
Marseilles and Algeria
Dunkirk to Cherbourg ;v, v
Cherbourg to Brest and coast of Algiers
Marseilles and Algiers
Key West and Pnnta RoBsa—duplicate
Extensions
Lowestoft to Borknm (Emden)—four wires..
Repairs to 1865-1866 cable off Newfoundland

etc.
Extension to 1
Extension to ' .
Straits of Sunda.
Repairs, etc
Spain to Iviea
Majorca to Minorca
Sundry repairs and various orders.
Islay, Mull* Co

Manufactured In 1870
Lees manufactured in I860..

Total manufactured In 1870.
Total manufactured In 1871.
Total submerged In 1870
Total submersed in 1871—

ToUl length.

Knot).

1,550
2,050
872
880

1.204
205
564

1.163

1,834

862

973
120

1,632

2,238

70
20

94

21
64
16
U0

2.613
1,100
600

468

B16
122
337
224
101
108
461
70
95

90

72
47

23,521
19,278
4,710

14.568
4,072

11,300.5
8.Sii»

Among the most important of those exten

sions are the laying of a seven-wire cable from

Dublin to Holyhead ; the erection of wires to

Lowestoft to meet the new German cable.

The laying down of an underground wire sys

tem between Manchester and Liverpool, under

very much improved arrangements, is a sub

ject which must interest all telegraph-cngi-

noers very greatly, as the use of wires under

ground has been generally considered a failure,

and all the extensions that many years ago

were carried out on this system have been

abandoned.

The principal of the new cables manufac

tured and laid during the past year aro tho

German cable from Borkum (Emden) to Lowe

stoft, a four-wire cable (Willoughby Smith's

improved gutta-percha), of very heavy con

struction; the cable in the Grecian and Turk-

* Hooper's core.

t Willoughby Smith's lmpro7;d su'ta-percua.

ish Archipelago, 5G4 knots; and the several

cables for the French Government.

The Mediterranean cable was successfully

laid between Marseilles and Algiers, over the

route of tho old cable, which had been speech

less for some years. A fault, however, oc

curred after the laying, and, after some trouble,

the cable was successfully repaired by Mr. F. 0.

Webb. On this occasion grappling was done

in 1,000 fathoms, and tho cable recovered, a

great feat, considering tho rough bottom of the

Mediterranean.

A small amount of cable was laid in tho

Hebrides by the English Post-Office.

A large amount of cable was manufactured

for tho Anglo-American and Falmouth and

Malta Telegraph Companies for repairs and

alteration of routes. The Atlantic cables (both)

were broken down during tho early part of

the year, and were not repaired until June.

The 1800 cable being found to be on very bad
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ground, as was imagined, was removed farther

south, and an extra amount of cable expended ;

thoy have since remained in good working or

der. The only other Atlantio interruption

occurred on the Duxbury section of the French

Atlantic cable, which was soon repaired.

' The repairs to the Lisbon and Gibraltar sec

tion occupied some time, and they not only

included the removal of a portion of the cable

from bad ground to a better place nearer the

shbre, but also laying a duplicate cable from

Gibraltar, some little distance above the coast

toward Lisbon.

Of the other lines, no interruptions have oc

curred except to the Great Northern (China)

and Japan extensions, the Hong-Kong cable

having to be repaired, and to the Japan section,

which is now again in working order.

The Spanish Government have had their

connection with the Balearic Isles renewed,

and the Dutch Government have had a cable

laid in the Straits of Sunda. The traffio from

the Vest Indies to America has been found

sufficient to allow of the duplication of the In

ternational Ocean Company's line from Key

West to Punta Rossa (Florida).

TENNESSEE. The last legislative session

held in this State under the old constitution

was closed on the 10th of February, 1871, and

the first one under the new opened on the 2d

of October following.

In the Senate a resolution was introduced

and adopted, " instructing the Judiciary Com

mittee to inquire and report whether it is in

cumbent on the members of this body to take

the oath depriving duellists, their aiders and

abettors, from holding any office of honor or

profit in the State." The committee reported

on the 5th of October, that " it is not incum

bent on the members of the Senate to take tho

anti-duelling oath."

As the new constitution provided that " no

member of the General Assembly shall be en

titled to draw his pay per diem, except for

bucIi days as he is present," a motion was of

fered in the House of Representatives, on the

3d of October, that " hereafter all members

who are not present at roll-call shall be con

sidered absent for the day ; " which motion

was carried.

On the 3d, tho two Houses met in conven

tion for the purpose of counting the votes for

.Governor, and announcing the result. They

found " that at the late election John C. Brown

received 78,979 votes, and that Mr. II. Wisner

received 41,500 votes."

The amount of the State liabilities, com
posed of railroad and turnpike-road in
debtedness, with Interest to January 1,
IfM» $31,300,417 14

State debt proper 4,083,991 26
Interest funded on the same 735,553 00
Bonds indorsed by the State: 8,172 000 on
Interest funded on the same, June 1, 1871. . 85 000 00

Interest to January, 1, 1872. 1,878,023 02

$40,194,989 43

Brought forward $40,194,989 42

TLOATINO DEBT.
Tennessee money (old issuej un
redeemed $710,000 00

Treasury warrants outstanding 752,417 27

Loan account r 206,000 00 1.608.^17 27

Total $41,863,406 OO

The reliable assets and securities of the

State, other than taxes levied and uncollected,

to the amount of about $1,200,000, are reck

oned in the aggregate at $20,701,825.76,

which, deducted from the gross indebtedness,

as above set down, leaves a balance of actual

debt of $21,161,590.93.

This amount is composed of $15,000,000

balance of the bonded debt without interest;

$4,493,173.66, accumulated interest on the

same up to January 1, 1872 ; and $1,608,417.27

floating debt, as before mentioned. ^

The whole of the floating debt, together

with $250,000 unpaid expenses of 1871, $600,-

000, current expenses for 1872, and $100,000,

unexpended appropriation for the eapitol-

grounds, making a total of $2,618,417.27,

Governor Brown suggests to pay off within

the year 1872. He would apply to this end the

$1,750,000 estimated revenues for 1872, and

$868,417.27 out of the $1,200,000 estimated

amount of past taxes uncollected. The balance

of $331,582.73 then remaining in the Treasury,

he says, would cover such appropriations as

may be made by the present Legislature ; the

unascertained expenses incurred for selling the

delinquent railroads, and certain claims of the

Federal Government against the State, which

are now in course of adjustment.

As to the bonded debt, the Governor pro

poses to fund its whole interest accrued and

to accrue up to the 1st of July, 1878 ; and re

sume the regular half-yearly payments of the

interest from that date. The entire bonded

debt would thereby amount to $21,320,590,

and its annual interest to $1,879,204.44. The

periodical recurrence of this payment would

be almost fully met with the $1,300,000 net

State tax, and the $450,000 not tax on mer

chandise and privileges. To cover the remain

ing deficit of $129,204.44, and leave the State

Treasurer with a considerable sum on hand

besides, he suggests the repeal of the act of

March 1, 1869, exempting county and corpora

tion bonds, in the hands of the citizens in tho

State, from taxation, such exemption being con

trary to express provisions of the constitution.

He suggests further, not only to continue the

tax on all suits, appeals, writs of error, pre

sentments, and indictments in courts of error,

which " it has been the policy of the State for

a great many years to tax," but to impose a

suitable one on litigations before justices of the

peace, of whom there are three thousand un

der commission in the State. He points also

to some other things that should be moderate

ly taxed, as a considerable amount of revenue

would flow from this source into tho State

Treasury, without yet giving the people any

reasonable cause for complaint.
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This plan the Governor urges the Legisla

ture to carry into execution, saying :

I therefore recommend that you provide for the

funding of all coupons matured or maturing to 1st of

July, 1873, as well as all bonds due or maturing, by

authorizing the issuance of bonds, with coupons at

tached, at a rate of interest not greater than six per

cent., to mature thirty years after date, and that they

commence to bear interest from and after the first

day of July, 1873, and provide that funding com

mence at once. You will thus declare that the State

of Tennessee will resume the payment of interest,

commencing with the coupons maturing the 1st of

Jannory, 1874, for which your successors will pro

vide.
An unreasonable delay in providing for the debt is

practical repudiation, and will reflect its baneful con

sequences, not only upon the credit of the State as a

whole, but upon its individual members.

It seems worthy of notice that the represent

atives of the Republican and Democratic par

ties make very different statements in regard

to the amount of the State debt at the close

of the late civil war, and more different still

in regard to the amount of its increase since

that time and the responsibility therefor ; each

of those two parties ascribing this increase to

the other. Governor Brown said, in his inau

gural address, on the 10th of October, 1871,

that, under the late Republican administration

of the State, "the public debt, in the short

space of four years, swelled from sixteen to for

ty-two millions of dollars; " on the other side,

ex-Governor Brownlow, who saw his own ad

ministration reflected upon by the charge im

plied in that assertion, published a letter in

which he characterized Governor Brown's

statement as a "perversion of truth," and

recites the following facts as of official rec

ord, and calls on the Governor to controvert

them:

Not having before me the official reports of the

Comptroller and other State officers, 1 cannot give

the exact figures in dollars and cents, but will give

them in round numbers, which are substantially the

official reports. The entire State debt at the begin

ning of the war was about $18,000,000, insteacf of

$16,000,000 as the Governor asserts. The interest

which accumulated during the war was about $4,500,-

000, and the debt that matured during the war was

about $500,000, making the State debt at the close of

the war about $28,000,000.

Since then, over $1,000,000 of that debt has ma

tured and been funded by the issuanoe of new bonds.

It will be seen that Governor Brown attributes to

the Republican party an increase of the debt by

$5,000,000 that matured during the war and $1,000,-

000 since, before there was a Republican party in

Tennessee. And even upon that assumption his

statements are greatly exaggerated. The actual

amount of the increase of the debt since the war, for

all purposes, does not exceed $14,000,000. The Gov

ernor has it $26,000,000—an error of $12,000,000.

As to the responsibility for this increase of

the debt, ex-Governor Brownlow not only jus

tifies it by reason that it was a matter of neces

sity, so far as the Republican administration of

the State may be concerned, but affirms it to

have been caused by Democrats alone, and ur

gently demanded by them at the hands of that

administration, who only complied with their

demand, and did so chiefly to save the prop

erty of tho State. lie avers that, when the

Republican party took the administration of

the government into their hands, " they found

nearly all the railroads in the State in a condi

tion of bankruptcy and ruin," and that from

all partB of the State the Confederate officers,

stockholders, and directors of these railroads,

" flocked to the capital and implored the Re

publican party to lend them the credit of the

State by the issuance of bonds for the rebuild

ing of bridges, depots, and trestle-work. Tho

question, therefore, was : ' Shall we let the

State's property in these roads be totally lost,

or shall wo put them in a good condition to

be serviceable to the State and its citizens? '

I used whatever of influence I had to loan

them the credit of the State."

The entire amount of taxable property in

Tennessee is set down at $300,000,000, on

which the Governor suggests a levy of a State

tax for 1872 at the rate of fifty cents for every

hundred dollars. Though this is ten cents

lower than the rate assessed for the previous

year, which is generally complained of as op

pressive, Governor Brown says he formerly

hoped that a tax under fifty cents might have

been sufficient, but, " after a careful considera

tion of the whole question," regards this rate as

necessary to enable the State to meet her ob

ligations. He anticipates a gradual reduction

of taxes for the ensuing years, in proportion

as the State revenue system will be perfected,

and new sources of income opened, several of

whioh he points out.

A bill to raise revenue was proposed at this

session, the most important section of it being

that relating to the State tax. This point was

warmly discussed, and a variety of conflicting

sentiments expressed, some proposing a higher

rate than sixty cents, in order to clear the

State of her financial embarrassments ; others,

a much lower one, even as low as twenty

cents, with a view to relieve the people. The

opinion finally prevailed among the members

of the House of Representatives to fix it at

forty cents on the hundred dollars.

In the railroads and turnpike-roads the State

is heavily interested. They differ very widely

from each other in regard to the condition of

their respective finances. A few among the

railroads in Tennessee pay interest on their

indebtedness to the State, and are called " sol

vent ; " the largest number are termed " delin

quent." The State seems to havo just reason

for complaint even against the solvent rail

roads, of which there are four, the whole

amount of their indebtedness to her being

$5,166,167.49, and its annual interest about

$300,000; An existing law permits tho com

panies concerned to pay tho interest on the

bonds issued by the State for their benefit in

past-due coupons, which are at no inconsid

erable discount, while the State must pay the

interest on the same bonds to the holders in

United States currency, and tax tho people for

the difference. With a view to diminish the
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outstanding liabilities of the. State, an act was

passed by tlie Legislature at the preceding

session, approved January 20, 1870, allowing

those railroad companies to retire their in

debtedness to the State on very liberal con

ditions. As they have neglected to do so dur

ing the eighteen months since elapsed, the

Governor now recommends the repeal of the

law which permits them to pay interest in past-

due coupons, "or so to amend its provisions

that the roads be required to pay all accrued

interest, as well as the sinking-fund not here

tofore paid in."

All of the delinquent railroads, except three,

have recently been sold, under the provisions

of an act of the General Assembly. Governor

Brown regards it as an object to be desired

" that the State should bo entirely divorced from

the railroad system ; " acknowledging at the

same time that the internal improvement system

of Tennessee has been highly beneficial to the

State in materially adding to the wealth of the

community, and in arousing the people of all

classes to energy and enterprise. He avers

that " commerce, trade, and manufactures,

have been promoted and multiplied ; popula

tion has largely increased, and the value of

real estate enhanced over one hundred mill

ions of dollars."

Tho numerous turnpike-roads also, by short

ening tho distance between producers and

consumers, havo contributed in no small meas

ure to the development of the resources of the

State. To aid in their construction the State

has expended over $1,300,000. Six of these

roads still remain in a good condition, and pay

a dividend to the State, while the largest num

ber of them are out of order, and pay no divi

dend. By a provision of the constitution, the

State is prohibited from issuing bonds for re

building or ropairing these roads. There are

twenty of the latter class, which cost the State

$864,662.00. If immediately sold, it is believed

that they will bo purchased and repaired by

private enterprise, and thus become serviceable

to the State again.

There are a large number of children in tho

State deprived of instruction in the ordinary

principles of an English education. An act was

passed by the General Assembly at the previous

session, authorizing the several counties "to

establish and support common schools, which

has proved eminently successful in those coun

ties whero it has been put in execution."

With a view to afford shelter and proper

treatment to the insane, a petition of tho

Medical Association of East Tennessee was

presented to the House of Representatives on

the 8th of November, praying " for the estab

lishment of two lunatic asylums, to bo located

one in East Tennessee, and ono in West Ten

nessee." ,

A bill wtis introduced in the House on the

same day, " to prevent lunacy by forbidding

first and second cousins to intermarry."

The number of the insane, idiotic, blind, and

deaf-mute persons in Tennessee, in 1870, was

as follows :

Whol«
number.

Mate.

925 450
634
444
801

475
467Idiotic '•SB!

BllDd 876
670

Total 3,462 1,822 1.640

The State Penitentiary contains 739 con

victs; of whom 243 are white people (243

male, 1 female), and 496 colored (males 472,

females 24). Ten of the whole number have

been sentenced to imprisonment for life ; 247

for terms varying from ten to twenty-one

years ; and 482 for terms of from one to nine

years. •

As to their ordinary occupation in the com

munity previous to their arrost and conviction,

the statistics of the prison show that 78 of

them were severally engaged in some special,

work or trade, while 660 are set down as of

"no trade." But these- also are apparently

fitted for some useful work while in confine

ment

Care has been taken to render the peniten

tiary self-sustaining, and it has now become a

successful manufacturing and industrial estab

lishment of no small dimensions, embracing

various trades. This is a subject of discussion

as well as a source of loud complaint among

tho people of Tennessee generally, but chiefly

on tho part of private mechanics and manufac

turers engaged in the same lines of industry

with those pursued in the penitentiary work

shops ; as if tho government had converted

tho public prison into a general competitive

establishment to cripple and destroy the pri

vate industry and enterprise of the unoffend

ing citizens of the State.

The Mechanics' and Manufacturers' Associ

ation of Tennessee held a meeting at the cap

ital on the 11th of October, 1871, when these

matters were spoken of and explained at

length by several speakers. The following

resolution was adopted :

Resolved, That a committee of flvo be appointed by

the Mechanics' and Manufacturers' Association, to

confer with the Governor of the State, for the purpose

of taking into consideration the relations existing be

tween the State and her mechanics and manufactur

ers, with a view to change, or cause to be changed,

the present suicidal system of competition with con

vict-labor.

A motion was also carried "that a mass

meeting of all the mechanics and manufactur

ers opposed to the present unjust and ruinous

system of bringing tho labor of convicts in

competition with that of honest mechanics be

called ; " and a committee of three was ap

pointed " to make the necessary preparations

and announce tho time and place of meeting."

The conference with tho Governor took place

on the 13th of October, when the chairman of

the committeoo explained their object, saying,

among other things, that—
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The system of convict-labor, as it had been oper

ated, had proven very detrimental to tho interests

and to the prosperity of the mechanics and manu

facturers of the State, with whom it had been brought

into direct competition, destroying and monopolizing

their trade, and driving many of them to the extrem

ity of withdrawing from tho State, even after they

had partially established themselves in business.

Those who had remained here hod been very mate

rially crippled and depressed in consequence of the

competition of forced labor employed in manufac

turing, at a lower rate, the same articles which the

individual manufacturer could not make without

paying his employes much higher wages, rendering

it exceeding difficult to sustain hhnseli.

In the coarse of the conference they suggest

ed that the convicts should be employed on

public works and in coal-mines. Tho Gov

ernor assured the committee that their views

were his own. In his annual message, sent to

the Legislature shortly afterward, he said : " I

cannot too earnestly recommend that your

committees charged with the duty of consider

ing the legislation necessary for the State-pris

on be directed to familiarize themselves with

the result of experiments designed to make the

prison self-sustaining, and at the same time

to divert convict-labor from mechanical pur

suits."

Some changes in the work of convicts had

been effected in accordance with directions

given by the General Assembly at the previous

session, and others seemed to be in contempla

tion. The policy indicated by that body for

the management of the prison and its convicts

has been pursued by the present -officers.

More than one-half the labor has been with

drawn from mechanical pursuits, and mnch of

it that is retained in this department is em

ployed in branches not so much in conflict with

well-established mechanical pursuits as under

previous management.

The prosecution of criminals cost the State

$150,000 or $200,000 per annum, and more

than one-third of the inmates of the State-

prison are there serving their time of punish

ment for crimes of petit larceny. The estab

lishment of a system of workhouses in each

county was suggested, and it was proposed

that the criminal laws be so amended as to

provide for the punishment of that offence and

others of the same grade, as well as all coses of

misdemeanor, by confinement and labor in the

several counties where the law may have been

violated ; the cost of conviction in the first in

stance to be paid out of the county revenue.

By this system 'the State would be "relieved

of the greater part " of the said yearly expense

for the prosecution of criminals, while each

county might make those offenders reimburse

it for the expense of their confinement and

the cost of conviction, by employing them to

work upon the public roads, bridges, and build

ings.

The preliminary organization of a "Re

union and Reform Association," composed of

moderate men of all parties, was effected in Ten

nessee. A numerously-attended meeting of

vol. xi.—46 A

persons belonging to this Association was held

at Nashville, on October 18, 1871, when an

address, " previously signed by a large number

of citizens of all parties and sections," was

adopted, introducing and supporting a dec

laration of the principles and objects of the

Association, which are intended "as a basis

of organization for a thorough social and po

litical reform," and constitute " a compact of

alliance." The tenor of the compact was as

follows:

Sincerely believing that the time has come when

the liberal, public-spirited, and progressive men of

the South, as well as of the whole country, irrespec

tive of former party divisions, should unite for the

Sromotion of great common interests j and, believing

irther, that the extreme partisan spirit fostered by

the political parties at present existing is calculated

to impede the return of that fraternal feeling which

is necessary to our national peace and prosperity, we

hereby resolve that we form ourselves into a Reunion

and Reform Association, and mutually pledge our

selves to cooperate together in furtherance of tho

following objects :

1. The protection of tho rights of every citizen, in

accordance with the Constitution as it is.

2. The discountenance of useless agitation of past

issues.

$. The restoration of fraternal feelings and rela

tions with the people of the North.

4. The dissemination of constitutional principles,

and the inculcation of an earnest, abiding faith in

the genius of free institutions, and their eventual

success in all quarters of the globe.

6. The maintenance of law and order.

6. The promotion and encouragement of immigra

Lion.

7. The establishment of an efficient system of gen

eral education.

8. The exposition of, and strict adherence to, the

principles of local self-government, and tho promo

tion among the people of those feelings and convic

tions which will cauRe them, through the operation

of local self-government, to establish a state of

things which will no longer furnish a reason or a

pretext for the interference of the central Govern

ment in local affairs.

9. General amnesty.

10. Opposition to repudiation in every form.

11. The modification of the present tariff system

to revenue basis.

12. Bednction of taxation by the General Govern

ment.

18. Civil-service reform ; and, finally—

We pledge ourselves, from this time forward, to

f ive our support to men of uprightness, merit, and

iberality, regardless of political antecedents, believ

ing that the time has come for all men of progress to

turn their back upon the past, and to grasp manfully

the duties and possibilities of the future.

The members of the Democratic State Com

mittee held a meeting on October 81, 1871, for

the purpose of devising means looking to the

more perfect and permanent organization of

the party in the State. A series of resolutions

was adopted importing that the State Com

mittee recognizes all county committees al

ready organized ; that, in each county where

no committee exists, the State Committee shall

appoint one, composed of five members, and

take other steps for a complete organization.

In the following table are given full details of

the census of 1870, together with the assessed

value of property, and taxation :
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CENSUS OF 1870.

Anderson
Bedford
BeDton
Bledsoe
Blount
Bradley
Campbell
Cannon
Carroll
Carter
Cheatham
Claiborne
Cocke
Coffee
Cumberland. ..
Davidson
Decatur
De Kalb

Dickson
Dyer
Fayette
Fentress
Franklin
Gibson
Giles
Grainger
Greene
Grundy
Hamilton
Hancock
Hardeman—
Hardin
Hawkins
Haywood
Henderson—
Henry
Hickman
Humphreys . . .
Jackson
Jefferson
Johnson
Knox
Lake
Lauderdale . . .
Lawrence ....
Lewis
Lincoln
Macon
Madison.
Marion
Marshall

Maury
McMlnn
McNalry
Meigs
Monroe
Montgomery .
Morgan
Obiou
Overton
Perry
Polk
Putnam
Rhea
Roane
Robertson...
Rutherford . .
Scott
Sequatchie. . .
Sevior
Shelby
Smith
Stewart
Sullivan
Sumner
Tipton
Union
Van Boron.. .
Warren
Washington. .
Wayne
Weakley —
White
Williamson. .
Wilson

Total for State ' 1,258.520

8.701
24,383
8.234

4,870
14,237
11,652
7,445

10,508
19,447
7,909
6.678
9,321
12,458
10.237
8,461
62.897
7,772

11,445
9.340

13.706
26.145
4,717

14,970
85.666
82.418
12.421
21,668
3,250

17,241
7,148

18,074
11,768
15,837
23.094
14,217
20.380
9,856
9,326
12.583
19.470
5.852

28.990
2.428
10.338
7.801
I,986

28,1)50
6,661

23.4,80
6.841

16,207
86,289

13,909
12,726
4.511
12.589
24.747
2,969

15,584
11,297
6,925
7,369
8,608
5.538
15.622
16,166
33,289
4,054
2,335

II.028
76,378
15.994
12,019
13.136
23,711
14.884
7,605
2,725

12.714
16.317
10.209

20,755
(1.375

23,328
25,881

Willi.

7.773
17.849
7,78*
4,161
12,781
9,952
7.017
9,575
14,618
7.836
6,208
8,563
11,184
8,736
3.363

87,468
6,716
10,321
7,663

10.813
9,158
4.547
11.998
18.801
19,675
11,391
19,604
8,113
13.053
6,563
11,218
10.821
13,9-17
11.261
11,809
15,176
8.885
8,0.11
11,816
16,566
5.431

24,150
2,035
7.S54
7,036
I,798

22.097
5,842

13.328
5,926
11.822
80,028
12,139
11,226
4,075
11.339
13,077
2.868
18,408
10,747
6,453
7,049
8,168
5,007
13,194
II.853
16,807
4.015
8,160

10,493
39.737
12,458
9,319
12.879
15.93-4
7,988
7,391
2.569
10,753
14,703
9,316
16.856
8.295

13.917
18.544

Colored.

936,119

1128
6,484
452
709

1,456
1,700
428
!i87

4,799
573

1,470
758

1,374
1,501

98
85.112
1,056
1.104
1,677
2,893

16,987
170

2,972
6,865

12,738
1,030
2,061
137

4,188
685

6.S54
1.447

I,889
13.832
2,408
5,204
1,471
1,295
767

2,911)
418

4,840
893

8,484

565
188

5.953
791

10,152
915

4,385
16.265
1,830
1.500
486

I,235
II,670

101
2.182

550
178
313
530
681

2,128
4,813

16,478
39
175
533

36.610
8,536
2.700
837

7,777
6,891
214
1.30

1,955
1,614
893

8.899
1.080

II,411
7,331

322,331

8,685
24,217
8,206
4.858

14,180
11,607
7,416
10.4H3
19,31)6
7,887
6,652
9.307

12,436
10,202
8,425

68,477
7,728

11,419
9,280
13,666
23,984
4,711
14.776
23.495
38,889
12,407
21.607
3,041
16,659
7,146

17,981
11.735
15,808
24.900
14,801
20.304
9,819
9,149
12,583
19,424
5.849

28,165
2,389
10,789
7.548
1,985

27,977
6.631
23,271
6,771
16.180
86,083
13,953
12,696
4,505
12,574
84,340
2.849

15,515
11,293
6,875
7.153
8,695
5.588
15,451
16,088
33,132
4,018
2,327
11,021
68,415
15.979
11,834
13.119
23.555
14,691
7,599
2,721

12,080
16,287

10,195
20,719
9,359
25,185
25,814

Foreign.

Aswucd vtlo« of
profttirr.

1,239.204

79
110
28
18
67
45
29
9

81
28
20
14
22
S3
36

4,420
44
0
CO
40
161

c
191
171
124
14
61
209
588
1

153
33
29

194
16
76

1
177

'58

I
885
39
49
6,8
1

73
a

209
70
27

206
16
30

I)
15

407
120
69
4

50
216

a
w

171
78
157
6
8

T
7,963

15
183
17

156
193
6
4

(II

SO
14
86
16
143
07

19,316

•1.133.312
6,019,234
875,955
706.537

2,550.837
2,379,641
750,074

1,407,438
8,241,910
769.456

1,027.676
848,336
958.052

1,608,640
384,857

25,854,650
820.336

1.322,854
1,187,708
8,501,816
4,032,440
362.029

2,131,359
5,495,949
6,082,175
1,848.858
8,030,989
497,988

8,112.108
5,<194

8.741,068
1,755,142
8,467.334
C.04.1,937
1,817.956
8,643,480
1,415,411
986.890

1,811,471
8,153,975
364,763

7,243.595
1.396,179
1.861,419
982.566
245,834

4,802.496
786,584

4,720,162
1,000,978
2,545,544
8.605.967
2,808,260
2,737,449
1,021,123
2,276,559
4,898,780
258.846

2,099,109
1.097,725
1,490.081
1,178,886
728,841
766,424

3.096,263
2,989,387
7,075,878

2.32,671

251.235
1,151.686

85,064,924
2,798,758
1,280.930
2,114,621
5,846,078
2,788,063
777,886
211,007

2,022,397
2,779,155
1.279.393
2,978.086
861,976

6,924.612
5,064,486
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Included in the census are 70 Indians. The

total taxation includes the sum of $541,897

not distributed among counties. The true

value of property was $498,237,724. The

public debt, county, city, town, etc., amounted

to $10,287,889. The aggregate value of farm-

products, including betterments and additions

to stock, was $86,472,947; 1,389,762 pounds

of wool were raised ; 178,727 whites, and

185,941 colored persons, ten years old and

over, cannot write, of whom 163,195 are males,

and 201,473 are females. Of those twenty-one

years old and over, who cannot write, 87,713

are white males.

A bill was introduced into the House of Rep

resentatives creating the office of a ChiefCom

missioner of Immigration for the State, to be

appointed by the Governor for the term of

five years. The commissioner is empowered

and enjoined to collate, compile, publish, and

circulate, in such manner, and by such agen

cies, and at such places, as he may deem proper

and advisable, in the United States and m for

eign countries, pamphlets and other publica

tions descriptive of the resources and advan

tages of the State, and other facts and informa

tion having a tendency to attract and promote

immigration ; and to stipulate with such agents

as it may be necessary to employ in foreign

countries, or in the seaports of the United

States, for the direction and protection of im

migrants from false information and pecula

tion, and otherwise to use his discretion in

furtherance of immigration. He is also en

joined to appoint one assistant-commissioner for

eaoh of the three grand divisions of the State,

and located respectively at Nashville, Knox-

ville, and Memphis, and whose duties shall be

to aid him in all the details of the work, under

his control and direction. To keep, in his own

and assistant-commissioners' offices, a record

of lands for sale, lease, or colonization, agricul

tural, mechanical, or other requirements of la

bor, and, to facilitate the accommodation of all

such demands, this bureau and all property so

contributed are to be exempt from taxation.

TERRITORIES OF THE UNITED

STATES. There has been little change in

the condition of'the Territories during the past

year, beyond a gradual progress in the settle

ment of the older ones and in the development

of their resources. Alaska and the Indian

Territory remain unorganized, and the District

of Columbia has received a regular Territorial

government. Colorado and Utah have been

urging their claims for admission as States, but

as yet with no avail. Arizona has been har

assed by hostile Indians, and Utah has been

the scene of some excitement in the ranks of

the Mormons of Salt Lake City.

Alaska..—Very little that is new has come

to light during the year concerning the condi

tion and resources of the vast unorganized

Territory known as Alaska. The authority of

the United States is maintained there mainly

by a military station at Sitka. The cost of

occupation is $9,388 per month as follows :

for the army, $3,900 ; navy, $3,588 ; revenue-

cmtU-r, $2,200 ; custom-house, $700. There are

3,940 Americans and Europeans at Sitka, and

these are believed to be more than half that

class of inhabitants in the entire Territory.

The Indian population numbers about 8,300,

according to the latest estimates. The prin

cipal productions, thus far, are furs, fish, and

lumber. Little has been done to utilize the

forests, but there are said to be almost unUtn-

ited supplies of spruce and cedar timber. The

fisheries, too, are practically inexhaustible, and

furnish salmon, halibut, cod, and other valu

able fish. The most important are the salmon,

of which 1,100 barrels were taken last year

about Sitka, and 700 around Prince of "Wales

Island. It is worth about $8 per barrel at

Sitka. The fur-trade has decreased since

the United States took possession, and last

year it amounted to less than $20,000, in

dependent of the seal-fisheries. These latter

are leased for twenty years to the Alaska Com

mercial Company at $65,000' per annum. The

number of seals to be taken per year is limit

ed to 100,000, a»d on each of these $2.62i is

paid to the Government, and 55 cents per gal

lon on the oil. Thus considerable revenue is

derived from these possessions. The agricul

tural products are very meagre where any at

tempt has been made at cultivating the soil,

and the mines have scarcely been probed, al

though it is reported that rich deposits of coal

and iron might be opened. Population, as re

turned in the census of 1870, 461 whites, and

70,000 Indians.

Arizoka.—This Territory has continued to

suffer greatly throughout the year from the

depredations and outrages of the Apache and

other hostile tribes of Indians. (With regard

to the action of the Federal Government and

officers of the army in this matter, tee Aemt,

U. S.). The Territorial Legislature, at its last

session, drew up a memorial to Congress, pray

ing for protection. Affidavits of 97 persons

were given, declaring that, within the knowl

edge of these persons, in two years preceding

166 persons had been killed, and 801 horses and

mules, and 2,437 cattle, killed or stolen. Not

withstanding the operations of the military and

of volunteer companies of citizens, and the

conciliatory measures of the Peace Commission

ers, little was done toward securing a cessation

of these irregular hostilities.- In November,

Governor A. P. K. Safford wrote :

With natural resources unsurpassed, with gold

and silver mines that ought to be yielding annually

$20,000,000, the people are in poverty, and have un

dergone for years scenes of death and torture un

paralleled in the settlement of any of our new coun

tries ; and, instead ofreceiving sympathy and encour

agement from our countrymen on the outside, we are

denounced as border ruffians, though in fact the lairs

are not more faithfully obeyed or executed anywhere

than in Arizona. The people have in but one in

stance taken the law into their own hands since the

organization of the Territory, and that the facts will

show was done under the most aggravating circum
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stances, the people having found, in the possession

ofthe Indians killed, property belonging to men and

women who were murdered while the Indians were

fed at Grant, and for this act the perpetrators have

been indicted by the grand-jury, showing that in

Ariiona our oourts ana judges do not screen any

ono. The Territory is out ol debt, and by January

1st we shall have a free school in every district in the

Territory. But, with all this, men who are making

money at the cost of the lives and property of their

countrymen will denounce us as every thing that is

bad, and declare the Apache Indians, who for four

hundred years have lived by murder and robbery, are

every thing that is good. The peofle of Arizona want

peace, they care not how it is obtained ; but they

know by years of experience that to feed Indians and

let them roam over large reservations only places

them in a secure position to raid upon the settlers,

and return to the reservation for safety and rest. * *

With one of the richest Territories, every one feels

discouraged. At least 600 men have been killed, and

a large number of them were horribly tortured ; and

those who are left, after fighting for years to hold the

country, find themselves in poverty and are looked

upon as barbarians. General Crook struck the key-

noto when he enlisted Indians against Indians. It

threw consternation among them such as was never

seen before, and had he been allowed to pursue this

policy it would have taken but a few months to con

quer a lasting peace. But Mr. Colycr countermanded

this order, and millions will have to be expended

and hundreds of lives lost beforft the end will be

reached.

A petition, signed by the Territorial officers

and a large number of citizens, was presented

to the President in November, which sot forth

the sufferings and hardships of the people, and

prayed for measures of protection. Assur

ance was at that timo given that more vigor

ous measures would be adopted, and orders

were sent to General Schofield accordingly.

The population of the Territory in 1870 was

9,658. The seat of government is at Tucson,

and the present Governor is A. P. K. Safford.

The salaries of the Governor, Chief Justice,

two Associate Justices, and Secretary, amount

to $13,500, and the contingent expenses of the

government amount to $1,000, besides $500

paid to an interpreter and translator in the

executive office.

CENSUS OF 1870.

POPCI.ATIOX.

COUNTIES.

Aggrtgata. N«tlT9. Foreign.

179
6,716
2,142

122
1,900
1,208

57
8,810
934

1,0021,621 619

9,668 3,849 6,809

There were included in the aggregate, ac

cording to the census, 26 colored persons, 20

Chinese, and 31 Indians.

According to the census of 1870, the as

sessed value of real and personal property

was $1,410,295 ; the true value, $3,440,791 ;

and the total taxation, not national, $31,823.

149 children were attending school, 2,690 per

sons, over ten, cannot read, and 1,167 males

and 767 females, over twenty-one, cannot write.

The number of acres of improved land is 14,585 ;

value of live-stock, $143,996 ; estimated value

of all farm-products, including betterments

and additions to stock, $277,998. The produc

tions were 27,052 bushels of wheat, 32,041 of

corn, and 55,077 of barley. The number of

tribal Indians is officially estimated at 32,052.

Colorado.—Colorado is by far the most

flourishing of the Territories. It contains

about 106,000 square miles, or 66,000,000 acres,

peopled in 1870 by 89,681 inhabitants. The fol

lowing statistics are for the same year, but

considerable progress has been made since in

developing the agricultural and mineral re

sources of the Territory :

Arapahoe.
Weld
Jefferson . .
Boulder
Larimer . . .
El Paso...
Pueblo
Huerfano .

Total.

Am Vaha of
cultivated.

18,000 $950,000

2,500 125,000
12,000 600,000

21,000 850.000
6.500 350.000
2,500 136.OPO
20,000 l.lSO.MU
8,000 420,0.0

90,500 $4,551,000

Product of the Mines, etc.

Gold and silver .
Other minerals .
Farm-products .
Stock
Lumber

Total I $0,1*5.000' $11.201.000

JS.OOO.OOO1
100,000

2,500,000
250,0c0
276,000

187*.

$4,500,009
500.003

4,551.000
■raaooo

000,000

There are twenty-one counties in the Terri

tory, but the Auditor received returns in 1871

from only fifteen, and from these they were ap

parently very imperfect. The total value of as

sessed property, according to these ret urns, was

$24,112,078.37, an increase of $7,'834,073.37

over the assessment of the preceding year. Of

the agricultural counties, Jefferson returned the

largest number of acres, 180,669, at a valua

tion of $632,617.51 ; Saguache ranks second,

with 100,000 acres, valued at $34,480 ; El Paso

third, with 95,824 acres, valued at $395,095;

Arapahoe fourth, with 80,818 acres, at $1 ,624,-

288; and Douglas fifth, with 69,820 acres, at

$256,483. The other agricultural counties

take rank after Douglas as follows : Boulder,

Weld, Pueblo, Larimer, and Fremont. The six

counties which failed to make return of the

number of acres were Conejos, Costilla,

Greenwood, Huerfano, Lake, and Las Animas.

Had the record of these counties been com

plete, it is estimated the abstracts would have

shown at least 1,000,000 acres of improved land.

The whole number of cattle assessed was

142,148; horses, 15,580; mules and asses,

2,724; sheep 184,577. It has been stated that

these returns do not indicate more than one-

eighth of the actual number of domestic ani

mals in the Territory. The bullion-product

of the years 1870 and 1871 was $8,338,000, an

increase of 50 per cent, over that of the two

preceding years. At the beginning of 1869

there was a public debt of over $10,000, but
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on the 3d of January, 1872, this was entirely

paid off, and there was a surplus in the Treas

ury of $55,104.32. Of the land of the Territo

ry about 19,077,120 acres are included in an

Indian reservation occupied by four to six

thousand Utes, and another large district is

practically closed against settlers on account

of unadjusted land-grants.

The railroad system of the Territory has

been rapidly developed in the last two years,

and there are now 444 miles in successful op

eration, of which 76 were built during this

year, and 228 in 1870. Among the lines com

pleted in the last few months is a narrow-

gauge road from Denver to Colorado Springs,

a distance of 76 miles. It is only three feet

from rail to rail, and is the first put in success

ful operation on this plan in the country.

Among the new railroad enterprises is that of

the Denver & Salt Lake road. The proposed

route is from Denver along the course of the

South Platte to the Middle Park, and thence

by the most feasible and direct line to Salt

Lake City. It will be a narrow-gauge road,

and will probably be completed in about two

years. It will aid in developing the rich

region of the South Park, which it will traverse

for 58 miles. A survey has been made for a

narrow-gauge road from Pine Bluff to Golden

City, a distance of 132 miles.

Near the foot of Pike's Peak are the Colo

rado Springs, whose waters have been lately

analyzed and found to possess valuable medi

cinal properties.

The school law of 1870 has been found to be

quite satisfactory in its working, and a toler

able system of popular education has been es

tablished. A School of Mines has been founded,

but the buildings are not yet completed.

Denver, the capital of the Territory, is a

flourishing town of about 8,000 inhabitants.

The present Governor of the Territory is Ed

win M. McCook. The expenses of the govern

ment are as follows : For salaries of Governor

and Snperintendent of Indian Affairs, Chief

Justice, two Associate Judges, and Secretary,

$13,300; for compensation and mileage of the

members of the Legislative Assembly, officers,

clerks, and contingent expenses thereof, $20,-

000 ; for contingent expenses of the Territory,

$1,000.

There was an election for members of the

Legislature on the 12th of September. The

Council, or tipper House, consists of 13 mem

bers, of whom 9 are Republicans and 4 Dem

ocrats; and the House of Representatives is

composed of 16 Republicans and 10' Demo

crats. The total vote was 15,635 against

11,508 in 1870, and 8,167 in 1868. The aggre

gate of the Republican vote was 7,063, and

that of the Democratic 6,572, giving the former

a majority of 491.

The ninth session of the Territorial Legis

lature opened on January 15, 1872. The Gov

ernor, in his biennial message, recommended

several reforms, among them the abolition of

the grand-jury system, and a provision allow

ing defendants to testify in their own behalf.

As a substitute for the grand-jury system, he

recommends " the passage of a law authorizing

and empowering the district attorney, in all

cases of misdemeanor or minor offences against

the Territorial laws, to file in court an informa

tion predicated on the affidavit of the pros

ecuting witness. This," he says, "would at

tain every result now realized by an indict

ment. District attorneys would thus be called

upon to take a responsible part in the great

judicial drama, and see justice administered

in its purest and most enlightened form. Their

action would be exposed to the searching

scrutiny of their neighbors and the court, and

a degree of oare heretofore unknown will be in

duced in the institution of criminal proceed

ings ; the number of very petty prosecutions

will be decreased, and trial will be had in those

cases only where conviction is almost sure to

follow the presentment of an information."

CENSUS OP 1670.

Arapahoe '.
Bent
Boalder
Clear Creek
Conejos
CoBtUla
Douul.ie
El Paso
Fremout.

Lake
Larimer .....................
La> Annua- J.U.v.,
Park *
Puehlo
8a*ruacbe •
Snmmlt
Weld

Total for Territory.

POPULATION.

6.829
592

1.939
1,596
2.504
1,779
1,888
987

1.064
6.490
510

2.250

2,:t!K)

4.276
447

2,265
804
258

1,636

89.864

Ntlln.

5,129
482

1,721
1.220
2,4S'I
1.721
1.088
894
817

8,739
833

2,208
1,085
418
722

4.151
832

2.056
281
168

1,316

1,700
110
218
376
15
58
300
93

247
1,751
177
42

405
lO'.l
lit!
125
115
20'J
23
90

Aueued vsltM of
property.

$4,731,800
351,248

1.123,055
1,100,112
200.000
200,000
575,281
665,117
466.809

2,735.216
447.024
480.000

1.084.738
185.190
174,037
457,932
175,569

1,041.251
155.415
123,926
854,881

»17.383.101

$115,859
225

14,599
111,600
2,050
1.850
9.032
10,528
8.432

64.NK0

10.281
4,403
80.967
5,540
17.900
12,064
8,605
17,945
1.005
1.610

12,817

S362.197
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According to the census, there were in

cluded in the aggregate 456 colored persons, 7

Chinese, and 180 Indians.

Columbia.—An act of Congress, approved

on the 21st of February, provided a Territorial

government for the District of Columbia,

with a Governor and Council of eleven mem

bers, appointed by the President for a term

of four years, and a House of Delegates, elect

ed by the people, consisting of 22 members.

The same act repealed the charters of the

cities of Washington and Georgetown on and

after June 1st. H. D. Cooke was appointed

Governor, and the Delegates were chosen in

the latter part of April, to serve until the first

regular election, which took place on the 22d

of November. The number of voters regis

tered was 28,520, of whom 17,746 were white,

and 10,774 colored. At the November elec

tion 20 Republicans and 2 Democrats were

elected to the House of Delegates, and Norton

P. Ohipman, Republican, was chosen for Del

egate in Congress, at the first election. The

first session of the Legislature began on the

15th of May.

The financial condition of the new Territory

has not been definitely shown by official re

ports. The funded debt of the city of George

town in May was stated at $250,000, and the

City Registrar of Washington declared that

the funded debt of that city was $2,099,124.22,

while the Auditor stated it at $2,058,699.83.

The latter city has also a floating debt of about

$1,000,000. The receipts and expenditures of

the city of Washington amounted to about

$1,500,000 per year. There were in the Dis

trict, in May last, 21,177 white, and 10,494

oolored children between the ages of six and

seventeen, while the pnblio schools afforded

accommodation for only 7,912 whites and8,924

colored. It is stated, however, that 5,604

whites and 605 colored were in attendant on

private and charity schools. A Board of

Health, Board of Public Works, and Board of

Charities and Correction, form parts of the

Territorial government, but no definite results

of their practical working are as yet ascer

tained. The first regular session of the Legis

lature occurs in 1872, and will probably receive

official reports from the various departments.

CENSrjS OF 1870.

countdss.

POPULATION.
AMfwrf value of

property. wtieuL

Aggreg*t«. Whue. Colored. Nattrt. Foreign.

Washington City
11,884

109,199
11,117

8,118
73,731
6,434

8,471
86,455 .... ::::

*6.242.«B
63,476,098
6,553,900

pax

4,678

Total for District... 181,700 88,278 43.404 115,448 16,254 $74,271,693

Dakota. — The Territory of Dakota was

organized in 1861. It has an area of 152,000

square miles, and a population, in 1870, of

14,181, including 94 negroes and 1,200 Indians.

The capital is Yankton. The present Gov

ernor is J. A. Burbank, appointed by the Presi

dent. The annual expenses of the government

are: For salaries of Governor and Superin

tendent of Indian Affairs, Chief Justice and

two Associate Judges, and Secretary, $18,800 ;

for contingent expenses of the Territory,

$1,000. No special progress has been made in

the last year, though the number of settlers is

gradually increasing, and the resources of the

Territory are being slowly developed. The

contemplated Northern Pacific Railroad, which

will cross the Territory, is likely to give a

strong impulse to its growth.

According to the census of 1870, 1,144 chil

dren attended school during the year; 1,249

persons, ten years old and over, cannot read,

and 403 males and 806 females, twenty-one

years old and over, cannot write. The num

ber of tribal Indians is officially estimated at

26,820. The assessed value of real estate was

$1,695,728; of personal property, $1,228,766;

true valuation of real and personal estate,

$5,599,752 ; taxation, not national, $13,867.

The public debt, county, city, town, etc.,

amounts to $2,596,545. True value of prop

erty, $126,873,618.

In the following table is given the census of

the territory of Dakota for the year 1870:

COUNTIES.

Bonhomme
Brookings
Buffalo
Charles Mix.
Clay
Deuel
Hutchinson
Jayne
Lincoln
Minnehaha
Pembina.
Todd
Union
Yankton
Unorganized portion of I
Territory (

Total for Territory..

Aggregate.

608
163
246
153

8,631
37
87
5

713
855

1,213
337

8,507
2,097

2,091

14,181

Nitl™.

S9S
151
183
185

1,755
25
8J
6

47B
200
801
2i9

2.503
1,356

l,13t

sis

u
63
i:

S»i
li
13

86
155
413
Ho

1,0M
Ml

9,3«l_i?!L

Idaiio.—Idaho "was organized as a Territory

in 1863. It contains an area of about 100,000
square miles. The boundary-line between il

and Utah has been but lately ascertained by

actual survey, and is found to be some distance

farther south than had been supposed. Tk«

population is 14,999, of whom 4,274 are Chi

nese. The capital is Boise City; the Governor,

Thomas W. Bennett. The expenses of the

government are : For salaries of Governor m

Superintendent of Indian Affairs, Chiefhm»

and two Associato Judges, and Secretary,!'5'"

500 ; for contingent expenses of the Territory'
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$1,000. Mining and agriculture are the prin- railroad connection with other parts of the

oipal branches of industry, but, as there is no country, progress has been thus far very i '

CENSUS OP 1870.

COUNTIES.

Cblnvu.

POPULATION.

WMU. NMlTt. Foreign.

Aliened value of
properly.

Tejutlon, nol

2,675 78 3,569 8,178 497 $918,141 $29,490

689 814 369 286 403 148,078 4,660
3,834 1,754 2,057 1,188 2,651 1,405.017 44,980
849 425 415 205 644 198,928 3,653
983 120 864 509 479 178,716 7,348

28,3851,607 747 837 609 998 449,011
1,933 1,921 1,189 733 176,000 0118
1,718 868 1,334 862 851 1,747,384 89,952
793 468 252 93 629 70,930 10,145

Total for Territory 14,999 4,274 10,618 7.114 7,835 ■ $5,292,205 $174,711

Accordingto the census, there are included

in the population 60 colored persons, and 47

Indians. The number of tribal Indians is offi

cially estimated at 5,584. The true value of

property is $6,552,681. Publio debt, county,

town, city, etc., amounts to $222,621. Value

of farm productions, including betterments

and additions to stock, $637,797.

Indian Terbitobt.—The Indian Territory,

which is secured to the several tribes occu

pying it by the treaties of 1866, still remains

unorganized. It is inhabited by about 70,000

Indians, mostly of the Choctaw, Cherokee,

Chickasaw, Creek, Osage, and Seminole tribes,

who have attained a considerable degree of

civilization. The Choctaws number about

17,000, and have 48 schools, with 1,460 pupils.

They support twenty students in different

white sohools in the States, who are training

for teachers. The annual sohool fund is about

$90,000. The Oherokees comprise about 17,000

persons, and have 48 schools, with 1,920 pupils,

besides a Moravian mission-school, several pri

vate schools, and a House of Refuge. Their

sohool fund amounts to $50,000 annually, and

they have also an orphan fund for the support

of the inmates of the House of Refuge. The

Creeks number about 18,000, and support 80

schools, of which six are devoted to the educa

tion of freed negroes. These schools are at

tended by over 700 ohildren, and there is also

a boarding-school with 80 pupils. Their an

nual school fund is $25,000. The Ohickasaws,

with a population of 5,400, have a school fund

of $50,000, from which they support 11 public

schools, attended by 440 pupils, and they have

fifty students supported in the schools of the

neighboring States, at an annual cost of $650

each. The Osages, numbering between 3,000

and 4,000, have a fund of $3,000 a year, and

support fifty pupils at the Catholic mission

schools. The Seminoles, numbering only 2,500,

have an annual sohool fund of $25,000, and

support 4 sohools with 225 pupils. A mission-

school, accommodating 50 pupils, has also been

opened. ThePeorias, 170 in number, have one

school, with 25 pupils, and a fund of $3,000.

The Ottawas have one school, with 52 pupils.

The constitution for a confederated govern

ment of the tribes, which was framed at Ock-

inulgee in December, 1870, failed to meet the

approbation of Congress, owing apparently to

schemes looking to the ultimate organization

and settlement of the Territory. In fact, prop

ositions were made to organize from it a Ter

ritory, to be called Oklahoma. Some of the

smaller tribes, too, refused to ratify the con

stitution because it did not give to them an

equal representation in the Senate of the Con

federation. Thus far the political condition

of the tribes remains as before, each being in

dependent and secured in its rights by treaties

with the United States. They seem to be

unanimous in their opposition to a Territorial

government imposed upon them by the United

States. There are in the Territory 2,407 white,

6,378 colored, and 59,867 Indians; total,

68.162.

Montana.—The Territory of Montana is

still to a great extent an unknown region.

Recent exploring expeditions have found in it

many wonders of Nature in the form of wild

and picturesque scenery, lofty mountains, deep

cafions, fertile valleys and plains, beautiful

lakes and streams, remarkable caves, mineral

and hot springs. The climate is said to be

one of the finest on the continent, the soil

in many parts is exceedingly rich, and the

mineral resources are believed to be very great.

Comparatively little has been done, however,

to develop its natural riches. The population,

as returned in 1870, was 20,595, but there are

several Indian tribes of considerable extent

not included in the enumeration. The capital

of the Territory is Virginia City, and the pres

ent Governor is Benjamin F. Potts. The

government is supported by the United States,

the salaries of the Governor, Superintendent

of Indian Affairs, Chief Justice with two as

sociates, and the Secretary, amounting to

$13,500. An act of the last Territorial Legis

lature, giving thes eofficers additional com

pensation, has boen pronounoed null and void

by act of Congress. The line of the North

ern Pacifio Railroad will cross this Territory.

No local railroads have been constructed as

yet, but telegraph-lines have been established

from Helena, the principal city, eastward to
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Bozema, 110 miles, westward to Deer Lodge, give a vigorous impulse to the settlement and

55 miles, north to Benton, 140 miles, and south development of the Territory is a readier com-

to Corinne, 480 miles. All that is needed to munication with the older parts of the country.

CENSUS OP 1870.

rorcLATioif.
Assessed Talus of Tuition, ut

LI. ....COUNTIES.
Apposite. WnMe. Chinese. Nstl.es. sorely.

property.

722
38
B17
177

4,3«7
1.578
1,581
5,040
2.684
1.S87
2.554

714
88
476
161

8.551
1.554
1,406
4.279
2,361
1,846
2,420

6 494 228
12

188
87

$406,313 $8,937

8
26
879
140

2.138
1,250
1,057
2.968
1,783
941

1,442

845.000
100,300

1,431.678
715,893
600.000

3,436,484
1,004.691
696,610
706,543

4.K4

776
4

122
666
299
29
44

2.229
328
474

23,01?
Gallatin n.m

2,074
901
446

6.515
79.665
wm

1,112

7.B*

Total for Territory. . . 20,595 18.306 1.949 1 12,616 7,979 »9.943.411

Included in the census are 183 colored per

sons and. 157 Indians. The tribal Indians are

officially estimated at 19,300. The true value

of property was $15,184,522. The public debt,

county, city, town, etc., amounted to $278,719.

The aggregate value of farm-products, includ

ing betterments and additions to stock, was

$1,676,660.

New Mexico. — The Territory of New

Mexico has an area of 115,000 square miles,

and a population of 114,000, of whom 86,000

are whites, and the rest Indians. The mining

products of 1870, mostly gold and silver, were

valued at $989,000 ; the agricultural products

amounted to $1,575,000; lumber $630,000;

manufactures, $535,000; cattle, $425,000; and

the revenue receipts were $28,000. Santa FG,

the capital and chief city, has about 6,000 in

habitants. The mining district now in course

of development comprises only about twenty

square miles, and it is believed that rich de

posits of gold, silver, and other valuable min

erals, exist in other parts of the Territory.

The present Governor is Marsh Giddings. The

Legislature consisted of a Council of eight

members, and a Ilouse of Representatives of

fifteen members, and it holds biennial sessions,

tho last of which commenced on the 4th of

December this year. The Republicans con

trolled both branches. The election, which

oocurred on the 2d of September, was attended

with considerable disorder in 6ome sections,

and at La Mesilla there was a serious riot

The Moreno & Rio Hondo Railroad Company

has been organized, and a road surveyed which

is intended to connect Santa F6 with the

Denver & Rio Grande road at a point near the

Santo Christo Pass. The expenses of the

Territorial government, which are defrayed hy

the United States, are as follows : For salaries

of Governor, Chief Justice and two Associate

Judges and Secretary, and ex-oflieio Superin

tendent of Public Buildings and Grounds, $18,-

500; for compensation and mileage of members

of the Legislative Assembly, officers, clerks, and

contingent expenses thereof, $21,000; for con

tingent expenses, $1,000; for interpreter and

translator in the executive office, $500.

CENSUS OP 1870.

COUNTIES.

Bemavllle
Colfax
Dona Ana
Grant
Lincoln
Mora
Rio Arriba
San Miguel
Santa Ana
Santa F£
Socorro
Taos
Valencia

Total for Territory

POPULATION.

Airprefnite.

1,992
6,864
1,143
1.803
8,056
9.294

16.058
2.599
9,699
6.603
12.079
9,093

91,874

Wilts.

7.473
1,960
5,862
1.134
1,789
7,986
8,978
16,924
2,534
9..V5
6.537

11.792
8,841

90.393

111

22
1

816
117
41
76
•17

284
242

1,309

Nfttlrs.

7,509
1.725
2,858
592

1.686
7,775
9,241
15.804
2,587
9.383
6.384

11,980
8,782

86,254

Foreign.

267
3,008
551
117
281
53

254
13

816
219
99

861

5.620

Assessed vsloe of
properly.

*1 ,841.645
2,503.585
786.493
167.195

S58.201
1,095.149
418.898

2,205,850
309.114

S.OOS.'W
8.150.984
807,863

1,530,672

Tuition, «"

*fi.7S8
6.1(6
1,064
m

•595

4.865
1,688

10,405
881

15.145
4.11!
3.088
4,700

Included in the census are 172 colored per

sons. The tribal Indians are officially esti

mated at 19,429. The true value of property

was $31,349,793. The public debt, county,

city, town, etc., amounted to $7,560. The

aggregate value of farm-prodncts, inclodffl?

betterments and additions to stock, was f r

905,060; 684,930 pounds of wool were rW»

Utah.—The population of Utah, MOorOU*.

to the returns of the last census, is f
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■which 85,844 are whites, 118 colored, 178

Indians, 445 Chinese; 56,083 natives, and 80,-

522 foreign. The population of Salt Lako

City is 17,246. In the city there are 606 more

females than males; but in the entire Ter

ritory the males are in excess by 1,277. The

present Federal Governor of the Territory is

George L. Woods, but Brigham Young still

claims to be the temporal as well as spiritual

ruler of the Mormon people.

An attack was made in the latter part of

the year by the Federal officials upon the in

stitution of polygamy, the results of which are

still uncertain. In September, on the occasion

ofthe challenging ofthe fitness ofseveral prom

inent Mormons to serve as grand-jurors,

Chief-Justice McKeon gave utterance to the

following opinion regarding polygamy:

The sophism by which polygamy is sought to he

justiflod as being in harmony with American civil

ization is that polygamy is a religious practice ; that

religious toleration is one of the fundamental prin

ciples of American institutions, and of the Federal

Constitution, and that therefore polygamy is pro

tected by the Constitution, and all laws enacted

against it are unconstitutional. If the mass of the

American people were barbarians, or if the patri

archal or the tribal system of government prevailed

among them, it is neodless to say that our Constitu

tion and institutions oould not exist. It is not a lit

tle humiliating that it should seem to be necessary

to add that our Constitution and institutions do not

require—nay, do not permit—the toleration of any

practice which wages war against the existence or

civilization. There have been religions which have

required the offering up of human sacrifices to the

sun, and the casting of infant children to the croco

diles of the Ganges ; but, if suoh deeds were done in

this country, is there in all the land one man so dis

honest that no would attempt to justify them by the

plea of religious toleration I But why waste time in

discussing suoh a proposition as that involved in this

case 1 When the burglar is a fit juror to inquire

into the crime of burglary ; when the robber is a fit

juror to inquire into the crime of larceny ; when the

assassin is a fit juror to inquire into tho crime of

murder—then the bigamist, who swears in substance

that crimes are his religion, may be a fit juror to in

quire into the crimes of bigamy and adultery. But,

thanks to centuries of Christian civilization, that

time is not now ; and, judging from the steady prog

ress of the human race, that time will never come.

The challenger is sustained, and the three jurors

named are rejected.

During the same term of the court Thomas

Hawkins was convicted of adultery, in a suit

instituted by his first wife, and was sentenced

to three years hard labor in prison, and a fine

of $500. In passing this sentence, on the 28th

of October, Judge McKeon said :

I cannot imprison you for less than three years,

nor fine you less than $800. It is right that you

should be fined ; among other reasons, to help de

fray the expenses of enforcing the laws. But my ex

perience in Utah has been suoh that, were I to fine

you only, I am satisfied tho fine would be paid out

of other funds than yours, and thus you would go

free—absolutely free—from all punishment; and

then those men who mislead the people would make

thousands of others believe that God had sent the

money to pay the fine ; that God hod prevented the

court from sending you to prison; that by a miracle

you had been rescued from the authorities of the

United States. I must look to it that my judgment

give no aid and oomfort to such men ; I must look to

it that my judgment be not so severe as to seem

vindictive, and not bo light as to seem to trifle

with justice. This community ought to begin

to learn that God does not interpose to rescue

criminals from the consequences of their crimes,

but that, on the contrary, He so orders the affairs

of His universe that sooner or later crime stands face

to face with justice, and justice is the master. I will

say here now, thaL whenever your good behavior and

the publio good snail justify me in doing so, I will

gladly recommend that you be pardoned.

Several other prominent Mormons were in

dicted under a statute of the Territory which

declares that " if any man or woman, not be

ing married to each other, lewdly and las

civiously associate and cohabit together ; or if

any man or woman, married or unmarried, is

guilty of open and gross lewdness, every per

son so offending shall be punished by impris

onment not exceeding ten years and not less

than six months, and fined not less than one

hundred dollars, or both, at the discretion of

the court."

Among these were Brigham Young himself,

and Daniel H. Wells, Mayor of Salt Lake City.

Mr. Young was arraigned before the oourt on

the 8d of October, and bail was refused, al

though he was allowed to remain in his own

house in the condition of a prisoner of the

United States. A motion to quash the indict

ment was overruled. Subsequently indict-,

ments were found against Young and several'

other persons for the alleged murder of one

Buck, at Iron Springs, in 1857. Brigham

Young was placed under arrest, on the murder

charge, on the 2d of January, 1872, but to this

writing none of these trials except that of

Hawkins, already mentioned, had reached any

definite result. The trials were embarrassed

for want of funds, and, in December, Attorney-

General Bates and Judge McKeon appealed to

Congress to make provision for the extra ex

penses of the court.

The material interests of the Territory are

undergoing gradual development. It has al

ready 864 miles of railroad, consisting mainly

of a portion of the Union Pacific. Rich mines

of gold and silver have been discovered, and

there have been reports of the discovery of

deposits of tin and lead, of large extent and

value. Among the great lines of railroad in

contemplation is one from Salt Lake City to

Portland, Oregon.

The Legislature whioh assembled in January,

1872, set about taking measures for the organi

zation of a State government, preliminary to

asking for admission into the Union, Deseret

is the name proposed for the new State.

Included in the census are 445 Chinese and

179 Indians. The tribal Indians are officially

estimated at 12,795. The true value of prop

erty was $16,159,995. The value of farm-prod

ucts, including betterments and additions to

stock, was $1,973,142 ; 109,018 pounds of wool

were raised.

In the following table are givenmore full de

tails of the census of the territory for 1870:
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CENSUS OP 1870.

Beaver
Box Elder
Cache
Cedar
Davis
Iron
Jnab
Kane
Millard
Morgan
Pinte
Eiche
Rio Virgin
Salt Lake
San Peto
Sevier
Summit
Tovele 1
Utah
Wasatch
Washington
Weber

Total for Territory

Apjregalf.

2.007
4,8
8,2

4,459
2,227
».<ttl
1,513
2,758
1,972

82
1,955
450

18.337
6,780

19
2,512
2,177

12,303
1.244
8,064
7,858

8fi,7K6

POPULATION.

2,005
4,429
8,219

'4,454
2.282
2,028
1,505
2,665
1,970

80
1,953
449

18.277
6,771

19
2,467
2.177

12,185
1.244
8,052
7,833

86.014

19
6

51

"i

4
21

118

1,406
2,795
6,121

'3,616
1,610
1,344
1.292
1,974
1,215

54
1,291
368

10,894
8,890

1.448
1,350
8,439
887

2.465
5,242

56.084

Foreign.

602
2,060
8,108

1,449
667
COO
221
779
757
28

664
82

7,443
2,896

19
1,064
827

8,764
857
609

2,616

30.702

la—tl value of

pn>l*rty.

$95,000
500,000
728,196

648,655
275.000
272,641
243,000
250,000

820,000

807,956
40,675

4,210.990
386,385

"268^582
871,736

1,252,096
146,027
500,000

1,750,000

$12.565,&42

$1,500
5.000
7.281

" 12,971
8.457
9.960
2,420
3,850
5,750

858

83J57
7,517

"itioo

14.247
1.600

asjos
12,063

1167.355

Washington.—The population of Washing

ton Territory, which in 1860 was 11,574, and

in 1870 23,450, is now estimated at about

30,000. The taxablo property is assessed at

$11,500,000, an increase of $2,000,000 in one

year. The public surveys have been extended

over 6,000,000 acres of land, or about one-

seventh the entire area. During the last two

years 563,000 acres have been taken up, in

cluding 270,000 under the preemption and

homestead laws. The exports of the year were

valued at $40,000, and the sawmills turned out

about 180,000,000 feet of lumber. Vessels ar

riving at the ports of the Territory during the

year measured 100,000 tons. Ninety-eight

vessels are owned in the towns on Puget

Sound, and nine vessels were built there during

the year.

About thirty miles of the North Pacific

Railroad have been completed, running west

ward from Kalama, and thirty-five miles more

are undergoing the process of grading, extend

ing toward Puget Sound. The road will be

connected by navigable water with the Oregon

and California route south of Kalama. A rail

road is also projected in the Walla Walla Valley.

These enterprises promise to extend rapidly,

and will, no doubt, contribute greatly to tie

development of the resources of the Terri

tory.

CENSUS OP 1870.

COUNTIES.
POPULATION".

Aafteued value of

Aggregate. Wbll». Indian*. Native. Foreign.
projwrlj.

Chehalis 401 897 4 381 20 £152.829
408 374 82 274 134 98,722

Clarke 3.081 3,013 68 2,806 475 677,272

CowJitz 730 709 13 645 85 265,925
Island 730 594 23 400 226 366.268

1,208 1,128 111 690 678 467,847

Kiny 2,120 1,809 244 1,605 515 1,002,889

866 839
"a"

434 432 1,050,000

KUkitat 339 326 289 40 204,046

888 868 11 779 109 847,424

280 275 8 225 64 llttl.OOO

738 607 124 591 147 517.630
1,409 1,149 178 1,144 265 455,047

133 129 4 108 25 158,439

599 529 65 413 186 138.570

734 567 126 488 246 184.3M
2.246 2.1S3 7 1,031 815 1,185.471

270 105 89 190 80 305,210

5,300 5,174 73 4,692 008 2,550,244

534 451 61 341 193 177,158

Yakima 432 428 4 410 22 192.052

The disputed Islands 554 478 72 295 259

23.955 22.195 1,319 18,931 6.024 »10,6J2R68__

*1,8H
IKI

15..W
56S&
4165

8«<
7.029

12.760
2.54S
6,865
3.600
4,472
9.11*
8,217

J.810
2.540
as*

290
40.482
8,646
3,03

Included in the census are 207 colored per

sons and 234 Chinese. The tribal Indians are

officially estimated at 13,477. The true value

of property was $13,562,164. The public debt,

county, city, town, etc., amounted to I

The aggregate value of farin-prodncts, inciro a

betterments and additions to st?ck' .^jej.

111,902. 162,713 pounds of wool were 1
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The Governor of Washington is E. 8. Salo

mon. The Legislature held a session in No

vember, the Republicans having the control of

both branches. Among the acts passed was

one fixing the legal rate of interest at ten per

cent., and providing for the punishment of

usury. A law was also passed providing that

all property owned by the husband or wife at

the time of the marriage, and all property ac

quired by either of them during the marriage

by gift, devise, descent, bequest, or inherit

ance, and all property purchased or created

with the separate funds of either during the

marriage, shall be the separate property of each

respectively; and that all property acquired

during the marriage by the joint labors of the

husband and wife, or by their individual labor,

together with all rents, profits, interest, or

proceeds of the separate property of both, ac

cruing during the marriage, shall be common

property. The separate property of each is

CENSUS

made exempt from seizure or execution for the

debts of the other, unless a responsibility is

incurred by a joint obligation in writing, and,

being duly appointed, may act as agent for the

other. The wife, by this act, is deprived of

dower in any property belonging to the hus

band, and the husband, of his tenanoy by

courtesy, in property belonging to the wife ;

each one having an absolute control and dis

position of his or her separate property, and

also of his or her half of the common property.

Wyoming.—Little has occurred in Wyoming

during the year that is worthy of record. The

Legislature, which met at Cheyenne on the 10th

of November, and finally adjourned on the

16th of December, repealed the act conferring

the right of suffrage upon women ; but the re

peal act was vetoed by Governor Campbell,

who said in his message that women had made

good jurors and honest and competent office

holders.

OF 1870.

COUNTIES.

POPULATION.

Aggnpto. www. Colored. CblnMe. N.«„. Foreign.

2.021
1.368

1,971
1.360
2.822
1,777
796

40 2 1,296
74S

1.898
1,177
489

725
623

1,059
739
867

7
109
24
8

1
2.957
1,916

13
95
82856

8,726 183 143 5.605 3,813

Included in the census are 66 Indians. The

tribal Indians are officially estimated at 2,400.

The assessed value of real estate was $863,665 ;

of personal estate, $4,653,083 ; the true value

of real and personal estate, $7,015,748; total

taxation, not national, $34,471. The aggre

gate value of farm-products, including better

ments and additions to stock, was $402,760;

30,000 pounds of wool were raised.

TEXAS. The Legislature elected under the

reconstruction act was in session from the

beginning of the year to May 81st, and from

September 12th to the close of December. A

short time before the final adjournment, it

passed a law ordering the next eleotion for

members to take place in November, 1872.

One of the most important bills passed con

firmed the action of the Auditorial Board, cre

ated by an aot of 1866, in issuing bonds and

certificates of indebtedness upon the ascer

tained and audited debt of the State, and ap

propriated $40,000 to pay the interest on this

audited debt to January 1, 1872, and $15,000

to pay the interest and principal of such re

maining indebtedness as has been pronounced

valid and constitutional. A bill was also passed

providing for the issue of State bonds to the

value of $2,000,000, to run twenty years, at

seven per cent, interest in gold, to meet the

deficiencies in the revenue of the State. State

aid to the extent of $6,000,000 was granted to

the Southern Pacifio & Transcontinental Rail

road. The Governor vetoed the bill granting

this subsidy, but it was passed over the veto.

In connection with it a bill was passed submit

ting an amendment to the constitution to the

people, by which land donations to railroads

can be substituted for State bonds. Other im

portant acts passed provide for the organiza

tion of twenty-four companies of mounted

minute-men for the protection of the frontier

from raids of the Indians and other marauding

parties ; and authorize the creation of private

corporations, excepting railroad and telegraph

ic, under a general law.

Speaker Evans (Republican) was removed

from office on May 10th, by a vote of 46 to 29,

and William H. Sinclair (also Republican)

elected in his place. This action was in ac

cordance with a resolution adopted in a Re

publican caucus on the evening previous, Mr.

Evans opposing the proposition to defer the

State eleotion until November, 1872, and re

fusing to be governed by the dictation of the

caucus. In October Lieutenant-Governor Don

Campbell died, and on November 13th Senator

Pettit, of Anderson, was elected by the Senate

Lieutenant-Governor and President of the Sen

ate pro tern.

The debts created since 1870 amount to

$860,000 ; one of $460,000 for frontier protec

tion, to meet which seven per cent, bonds were

issued and placed on the market in New York ;

and another of $400,000 in ten per cent, bonds,

running for five years, predicated upon, and

to be paid, principal and interest, from the
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tax income of the State, issued to meet the

deficiency caused by short collection of taxes

owing to the change of government and the

defective system of assessing and collecting

taxes. The taxable property of the State is

estimated at $250,000,000. The following is a

summary of the tax income based on an esti

mate that $200,000,000 is the amount of prop

erty that will pay taxes:

Direct State tax of SO cents on $100, of which % _
is apportioned among the public BchooU $1,000,000

Poll-tax 150,000
Frontier defence tax 60,000
District school-tax, if entire levy is collected 2,000.000
County taxes 400.000
Occupation taxes 150,000

Making a total of $8,750,000

The rate of taxation was $2.25 per $100, ac

cording to a statement of the State Comptrol

ler, against 15 cents per $100 in 1867, and

124 cents per $100 in 1860.

Lawlessness and " outrages against the peace

and dignity of the State," by combinations

of men too strong to be controlled by the local

authorities, being reported fromWalker County

at the beginning of the year, and later from

Limestone and Freestone Counties, the Govern

or issued proclamations, one in January and

another in October, declaring martial law in

those districts, and ordered sections of the

militia of the State to them. The Legislature

denounced his course in the case of the last

two counties, and on November 6th adopted

the following resolutions by a vote of 44 to 33 :

Whereat, His Excellency E. J. Davis, Governor of

the State of Texas, did, on the 9th day of October,

1871, declare martial law in the counties of Limestone

and Freestone, and did suspend the privilege of the

writ of habeas corpus in and to said counties ; and—

Whereat, An armed force has been quartered upon

the people of said counties for several weeks past at

a heavy expense to said counties, and the limitation

of the personal liberty of the people therein : and—

Whereat, The Governor did, in his said proclama

tion of martial law, direct a penalty of $50,000 to be

levied and collected from the citizens of Limestone

County; and—
Whereat, In pursuance thoreof an assessment of

three per cent, upon all taxable property of said

county has been levied and is being collected, to the

great detriment and ruin of said county ; and—

Whereat, The Legislature of the State was in ses

sion at the date of said proclamation, and was in no

wise consulted with reference to the said declaration

of martial law, as we believe it should have been

done, to make said proclamation legal : therefore—

Be it reeohed by the House of Jupresentalives, the

Senate concurring, That the action or his Excellency,

E. J. Davis, in declaring martial law in the manner

aforesaid, in the counties of Freestone and Lime

stone, be and the same is hereby disapproved, as

being unnecessary to the ends of public justice, and

uncalled for, as the courts of the counties were in

the unobstructed exercise of their proper jurisdiction,

and illegal, as the Legislature was then in session.

Resolvea\further, That the Governor be, and he is

hereby, requested and instructed to restore civil au

thority in said counties, and to withdraw all armed

forces therefrom, and to disband the same.

Previous to this action the Governor sent a

message to the Legislature in response to a

request for the evidence in his possession by

which he proclaimed martial law in these

counties, transmitting a number of affidavits

of citizens of those sections, and making the

following statement :

In addition to these communications, I have re

ceived considerable verbal information from persons

who have come from the disturbed district ; some

of them having come here especially to inform roe of

the condition of affairs, and others being persons

who have recently had occasion to travel through

those counties. This information relates to the num

ber of the insurrectionists as claimed by some of

themselves, the stopping of the United States mail-

coaches, and tho inquisitorial proceedings against

passengers thereon, the cutting of the telegraph-

wires, the coercion exercised over the officers of the

county, and the flight from that district of large

numbers of the citizens.

On the 16th of November the Governor re

voked this proclamation, declaring that the

purposes for which it was issued had been

mainly attained, and the writ of habeas corpus

was restored in these counties.

A "Tax-payers' Convention" was held in

Austin, in September. Ninety-five conntic 5

were represented. A committee of twenty-

one was appointed to investigate the affairs of

the State. Their report charged Governor

Davis with " violation of the constitution in

enforcing the police, militia, enabling, and

other oppressive laws, passed while a large

majority of the Senate were under arrest;"

with " a subversion of the law in declaring

martial law in two counties of the State, and

holding the threat of such law over another ; "

" that, in order to intimidate the grand-jury,

he is now endeavoring to force through the

Legislature a reapportionment bill which en

deavors to hold the State of Texas in the hands

of a minority ; " and " that his power is daily

becoming more absolute, and he is a very des

pot, while we have a republican government

only in name." Resolutions were adopted,

appealing to the Legislature to redress the

grievances under which the people labor ; de

claring the school-tax of one per cent, illegal,

the general tax law imposing but one-eighth

of one per cent. ; directing that, in the event

that no relief is obtained from the Legislature,

and an early day fixed for a State election,

Congress be memorialized to protect the peo

ple of Texas in the rights guaranteed by the

constitution of the State and nation ; depre

cating all violations of the law ; recognizing

the rights of all citizens, of whatever race or

previous condition, to equal civil and political

rights under the law ; favoring the payment

of all lawful and reasonable taxes for the main

tenance of the government and' free schools,

but counselling non-payment of the one per

cent, school-tax now demanded which they

have declared illegal ; and solemnly appealing

to the civilized world, especially to that por

tion believing in a republican form of govern

ment, for support and aid in this protest.

The convention included ex-Governors Ham

ilton, Pease, and Throckmorton. Governor

Davis refused to recognize the body as a con

vention of the people.
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CEXSU9 OF 1870.

Anderson
Angelina
Archer
Alascosa
Anstin
Banders
Bastrop
Baylor
Bee
Bell
Bexar
Bexar District
Blanco
Bosque

Bowie
Brazoria
Brazos
Brown
Burleson
Burnet
Caldwell
Calhoun
Cameron
Chambers
Cherokee
Coleman
Collin
Colorado
Comal
Comanche
Cook
Coryell
Dallas
Davis
Demmlt
Denton
De Witt
Duval
Eastland
Ellis
El Paso
Enslual
Erath
Falls
Fannin
Fayette
Fort Bend
Freestone

Frio
Galveston
Gillespie
Goliad
Gonzales
Grayson
Grimes
Guadalupe —
Hamilton
Hardin
Harris
Harrison
Haskell
Bays
Henderson —
llidahro

Hill
Hood
Hopkins
Houston

Hunt
Jack
Jackson
Jasper
Jefferson
Johnson
Karnes
Kaufman
Kendall
Kerr
Kimble
Kinney
Knox
Lamar
Lampasas
La Salle
Lavaca
Leon

3,985

"ifiib
15,087

m
12,290

1.084
9,771

10,043
1,077
1,187
4.981
4.084
7,527
9,205
544

8.072
3,688
6,572
3,443
10,999
1,003

11,079
847

14,013
8,326
5.2S3

1.001
5,315
4,124
13.314
8,875
109

7,2.11
6,443
1,0-fl

88
7.514
3,071
427

1,801
9.S51
13.207
16.863
7,114
8,139
309

15.290
8,5(16
3.628
8,951
14.887
13.218
7,282
733

1.460
17.375
13,211

4.088
6.786
2,387
7.453
2.585
12,651
8.147
10,291

694
2.278
4,218
1,906
4.923
1.705
6.895
1,536
1,042

72
1,204

15,790
1,344

69
9.168
6,523

4,793
8,248

'2,783
8,513
6S1

7,036

1,018
8,667

13,739
1,014
1.143
4.453
2,484
1.791
5,446
607

5.051
8.380
4.041
2.536

10,812
1,051
7,794
340

12.348
4.625
4.906
977

4,827
8,845

11.197
5,496
103

6,751
4.6S6
1,080

87
6.008
3,229
427

1,712
6.145
10.721
10,953
1.604
4.771
294

12.053
3. 1»9
2.751
6.269

12.237
5.294
4,748
715

1.218
10.805
4,810

2,871
5.1S2
2.315
6.617
2,477

li.aw
4.605
9,213
620

1,114
2,459
1,408
4.639
1,426
6,055
1.435
952
72

785

ii',865
1,258

63
6,461
8,815

4.436
742

160
6,574

18
8,238

1,104
2,303

63
44
528

2.219
5.7*1
8,759

87
8,021
358

8,531
907
157
452

8,285
7

1,658
8,701
877
24

471
279

2.109
3,379

6
600

1,757
3
1

1,506
806

89
4.681
S.4-U
5.901
5.510
8,368

15
8.236

77
876

3.W0
2.115
7.921
2,534

17
242

6.509

8,931

1.217
1,654

41
801
97

1,620
8.542
1.078

72
1.161
1,759
498
279
279
888
101
90

418

4,410
86
1

2,707
2,706

9,190
8,976

iebi
12,077

645
11,082

l'.o-ii
9,687
10,766

658
1,079
4,704
4,664
7,165
8,911
543

7,897
8,634
6.878
2,774
4,027
1,488
11,047

389
13.941
7,219
8.282
1.000
5,274
4,113
13.066
8,858

84
7,212
6,456
393
87

7,466
2,6«
200

1.798
9,702
13,156
13,593
6,950
8,115
298

11.363
2.278
8,350
8,804

14.310
13.005
6,313
733

1,445
14.550
18,110

' 3,881
6,735
768

7,4*9
2,564
12.608
8,118
10,243

670
2.245
4,211
1.8-26
4.900
1.454
6.852
1.061
911
72
71

15,707
1,332

85
8,781
6,501

Foreign.

39

"ai4
3,010
104

1,258

"«
84

6,277
424
108
277
33

302
294

1
175
56

1!W
669

6,972
65
82
8
72

1,107
2,001

41
11

SIS
11

987
U'.W

1
48

1,070
227
*

149
61

8,270
164
24
16

3,927
1,2-8
278
147
77
213
919

"is
2.825
131

'•j07

51
1,619

24
21
43
34
48
24
33
7
SO
S3

251
43
475
131

464

12
34

407
22

Ajttuad Tftlo* of
property.

SI ,583,726
301:762
205.072
818,378

2,382,372
136.249

1,993,760
84,428

1,184,415
8,963,951
228,566
767.870
544,361

1,626.379
1,881,050

913.315
450.896

1,158,841
1.478.231
1,633,012
806,661
864,452

2,648,787
1,877,734
1,215,889

635.119
650,364

2,853,465
682,210

1,360.485
1,411,929

1,391,054
422,149
19,457

579,936
1.319.972
1,911,693
8.456.952
1.182.889
1,041,181

15,301.611
659.709
795,102

1,548.865
1,865.895
1,973.085
1,640.080

88,837
9.970,102
2,764.205
188,419
608,873
617.703
264.380

1.213.038
375.922

1,167,787
1.600.650
1,169.677
254,222
847,437

613.528
1,011,777
613,482
960,910
838,803
188,007

91.464
2,104.666
463,981

1,433.697

510,436

Taxation, ni
national.

$9,077
2,530

'8A35
14,725
1.154

13,403

7.353
82.383
1.079
8.816
4.810
9.51 i9

15,677

5,170
8.639
8.401
11.755
18.825
1,058
6,1S5

12,624
14.281
8,428

4.017
4.005
12.325
5,988

' 5.487
9,970

2.250

4,781

'2.434
7.«1
9.9NS

16.548
13,393

159.027

7,240
5.147

11.444
11.020
11,043
8,714

553
116,181

20,841

"im>
5,181

3.131
6,156
1,977
7,711
12.026
7,443
8.526
3,405
853

2,283
4.224
3.095
7,291
2,199
1,302

13.407
1,088

'i/ros

'2,544
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CENSUS OP 1870—(Continued).

COUNTIES.

Liberty
Limestone
Lire Oak
Llano
Madison
Marlon
Mason
Matagorda
Maverick
McCulloch
McLennan
McMullen
Medina
Menard
Milam
Montague
Montgomery
Nacogdoches
Navarro
Newton
Nueces
Orange
Panola

Parker
Polk
Presidio
Bed River
Hefhglo
Robertson
Rusk
Sabine
Snn Augustine
San Patricio
San Saba
Shackleford
Shelby
Smith
Starr
Stephens
Tarrant
Throckmorton
Titus
Travis
Trinity
Tyler
Upshur
Uvalde
Van Zandt
Victoria
Walker
Washington
Webb
Wharton
Williamson
Wilson
Wise
Wood
Young
Zapata
Zavala

Total for State

POPULATION.

4.414
8.591
852

1,379
4,061
8.56*
678

8.S77
1,951
178

13,500
230

2,078
667

8.9S4
890

6.4S3
9,614
8,879
8,187
8.975
1.255

10.119
4.186
8,707
1.636

10,653
2.324
9,990

16,916
8.256
4.196
602

1,425
455

5.732
1(5,633
4,154
330

5,788

ii.839
18,153
4,141
6,010
12,039

651
6,494
4,860
9,776

23.104
2,615
3,420
O.fliS
2.556
1,450
0.804
185

1.4.S8
183

818,579

2.415
6,662
824

1,861
2,591
4.200
650

1.254
1,670
171

8,801
218

I,986
295

6,006
861

8,131
6,807
II,634
1,356
3,648
1.005
6.898
3,N<I3

4.408
1.147
6.5(15
2,078
5,457
9,201
2,149
2,231
538

1,281
400

8,977
9,401
4,136
306

6,083

'8,519
8.505
3.056
8.538
7,172
778

5,812
8,092
3,951
10,W3
2,018
514

5.563
2,098
1,399
6,647
181

1,488
129

564,700

1,975
1,919

28
18

1.470
4,302

26
2.120
281

I
4,627

13
94
372

2,977
24

3.851
8.275
2.2-15
831
.'132

250
8,727
293

4,298
489

4,148
246

4,630
7.715
1,107
1,964

64
144
55

1,755
7,131

18
24

706

wis
4,617
1,084
1.472
4,867

73
682

1,768
5,823
12,241

3
2.910
801
463
61

1,247
4

N.Uve.

253.476

4.825
8,412
729

1.288

4.088
8,1(10
611

8.181
766
172

13,206
217

1,380
618

8,917
888

6,413
9,566
8.837
2,183
2,313
1.227

10.109
4.161
8,678
797

10,588
2,080
9,577
16,849
3,2-10
4,176
497

1,414
308

6,715
16.473
1,090
323

5,746

11,300
11.821
4,133
5,002

12,028
687

6,459
4,000
9,524
20,926
1,538
3,397
6, '257
2,215
1,439
6,880
136
321
99

756.168

Foreign.

89
179
123
91
23

402
167
246

1,185

1
204
13

GII8
4!)
07
2

70
59
42
4

1,662
28
10
25
29

839
65

244
413
67
111
20
105
11

147
17
69

8,004
7
48

"si
1,832

8
8
ia

164
88

800
252

2,178
1,077

29
111
341
11
14

U67
84

62,411

$1,252,02*1

294,993
534,018

2,063.728
164.980
704,323

2,527,428

518,224

911.200
190.803
745,130

1,802.648
1,969,141

1,218.461
261,975

750,617
873,532
724,059

1,166,020
599,905
959,011

1,800,488
276,009

1,176,897

449,554

524.339
1,740,994
687,87*

1,079,627
246,842

1,183,080
6,000,127
244,773
808.734

1,381,308
438,538
507,685

1,167.747
1,351,084
4,424,669
834,634
411,460

1,549.490
408.585
266.069
669.787
380,MO

tl49,732,029

$10,93*
800

1.319
4.474

21.2O0

1,779
6,0*1

18,473

"<CMA

887
4.533
10,070
9,907

7,363
1,378

' 4,875
6.SU7
8,016

'{^667
2,254

11.402
9,793
1.945
5.874
606

1,733

"saes
10.04!
3,619

9,480
86.363
3,893
2.246

10,545
3.251
8,383

12.364
8.965

29.929
2.744
4.216

12.027
2,919
1.203
5.265

iiiso

Included in the census are 25 Chinese and

379 Indians. The tribal Indians are officially

estimated at 820. The true value of property

was $159,052,542. The publio debt, county,

city, town, etc., amounted to $1,105,266.

The aggregate value of farm-products, includ

ing betterments and additions to stock, was

$49,187,170 ; 1,251,328 pounds of wool were

raised; 70,895 whites, and 150,617 colored

persons, ten years old and over, cannot write,

of whom 110,448 are males, and 111,064 are

females. Of those twenty-one years old and

over, who cannot write, 17,505 are white

males.

A Democratic State Convention was held at

Austin in January, to arrange for the thorough

reorganization of the party. It was in session

four days. The following was adopted as the

platform :

Whereat, It becomes necessary from time to time

for the friends of constitutional government to reassert

their devotion to it, and to proclaim their principles

upon which it should be administered, and, when its

enemies obtain power, to expose their usurpation, to

the end that the whole people may be aroused to

action, to protect their rights at the ballot-box : there

fore, be it

Itttohed, That the Democracy of Texas have an

abiding confidence in the devotion of the national

Democratic party to the correct principles of govern

ment, and we pledge ourselves to cooperate with it,

as an integral part thereof, in its future efforts to

restore the Government in its administration to the

principles on which it was founded.
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Resolved, That we rely upon the honesty and capa

city of the people for self-government.

Resolved, That the powers of the General Govern

ment are restricted to the express grants of the Con

stitution, and all powers not granted are reserved to

the States and the people thereof.

Resolved, That the regulation of suffrage and elec

tions belongs to the respective States, and any inter

ference by the General Government, with intent to

control either, is a gross usurpation of power, and

the use of the military at eleotions to overawe the

people and prevent a full and fair expression of their

political sentiments is utterly subversive of free gov

ernment and should be restricted by all proper means

until the evil is abolished, and an honest and un

trammelled ballot restored.

Resolved, That the abolition of slavery as a result of

the war is accepted as a fixed fact, and it becomes

our duty, by State legislation, to provide for the se

curity and well-being of all classes of men, native or

foreign, white or black.

Resolved, That immigration ofthe white races from

all quarters of the world should be encouraged, and

there should be no unreasonable impediments or de

lay to naturalization and oitizenship, the Democratic

party having been uniformly in favor of a liberal pol

icy toward persons of foreign birth who in good faith

seek a home among us.

Betolved, That we will yield obedience to the Con

stitution and laws.

Resolved, That we, the Democratic party of Texas,

are in favor of a judicious, liberal, and uniform sys

tem of internal improvements.

Resolved, That the radical State government of

Texas has forfeited all claims to the respect of man

kind, by its unconstitutional and oppressive enact

ments ; and to the end that the citizens of this State

and of the United States may fully comprehend the

grievances we are suffering from, the wrongs and

usurpations of said radical government, we charge

them as follows :

1. In violation of the Federal and State Constitu

tion, the Legislature of this State has conferred on

the Governor, in obedience to his own dictation, the

power to suspend the writ of habeas corpus, to de

clare the civil laws suspended, close the courts, refuse

to our citizens the right of trial by jury, and subject

them to trial by a court-martial, composed of men

who know nothing of the rules or law and evidence,

and this in times of profound peace.

2. They have in violation of the constitution, like

wise at the Governor's dictation, given him the power,

by aid of a police force appointed by himself and

officered by men of his own appointment, to subject

our citizens to seizure of their persons and property,

and to subject their houses to unreasonable search,

without warrant and with no probable cause, sup

ported either by oath or affirmation.

3. The Baid police have, without warrant, or oath,

or affirmation charging an offence, and even when

no offence had been committed, arrested and im

prisoned our citizens, and have extorted from those,

as the terms of release, a large sum of money, refusing

them the benefit of counsel or trial, without being

confronted by their accusers or the witnesses against

them, and under a threat of trial by court-martial if

they refused the required sum.

4. The Legislature has, by enactment, in violation

of a plain constitutional provision, authorized the

Governor to remove otfioers elected by the people,

and appoint men of his own choice in their place,

which power he has repeatedly exercised.

5. The Legislature has authorized the Governor to

appoint thirty-five district attorneys, when the con

stitution of the State provides that they shall be

elected, and he has exercised this power and causes

these officers so illegally appointed to be paid in the

aggregate forty-two thousand dollars annually out

of the State Treasury, thereby violating the consti

tution and plundering the people.

6. The Legislature has virtually abolished every

check that secures the purity of toe ballot-box, and

throws difficulties in the way of a full vote by com

pelling the people to vote at but one precinct in each

county, on tickets that are numbered for future

identification, thereby rendering the detection of

official frauds impossible, by failing to adopt a

different mode of voting, as authorized by the con

stitution.

7. The radical party of the State has obtained

power by fraud and intimidation. The Legislature

seeks to perpetuate this power by making the elective

franchise dependent on the caprices of registrars,

subject to appointment or removal at the caprice or

the Governor.

8. That the Senate and House of Representatives,

in utter disregard of the laws regulating contested

elections, and without complaint in the manner and

time prescribed by law, on ex parte statements or

affidavits, deprived members of their seats, and their

constituency of representation in the Legislature,

with the intention of securing for the radical party

a majority in that body.

9. That, having been elected for a term oftwo years,

they have continued their existence as a Legisla

ture for three years by an enactment of their own

body.

10. In order to subsidize and corrupt the press,

they have established now papers in each judicial

district to advocate the interests of the radical party ;

and, although many of them had, at the time of their

establishment, no circulation, in order to give them

money, and support, they have compelled public or

private sales ordered by any court, and sales under

execution, in any county of the respective districts,

to be published in the paper of the district, at a great

expense to the widows and orphans of deceased per

sons, and of creditors of their estates, although not

a single copy of the said paper might be taken in the

county where the sale Is to be made.

11. It has just attempted to remove the radical

Senator who has denounced their corruption, by

electing in his stead a military officer, who is not a

citizen of the State of Texas.

12. In view of these high crimes and political mis

demeanors of the radioal party, committed against

the great interests of the people of Texas—

Resolved, That we invite all good men, whatever

may have been their past political preferences, to

unite with the Democratic party in removing from

place and power those who now control the State

government, in order to release the people from

oppressive revenue ami unequal taxation, to insure

an honest administration of the laws, and an honest

and economical expenditure of the public moneys,

and to throw the eegis of justice and protection over

the person and property of every individual what

soever in the State of Texas.

The political canvass was for the election of

members of Congress. Nominations were

made in the different districts as follows :

T>lit* Republican. Democratic. Independent.

1. G. W. Wbitmore W. 8. Herndon —
2. Col. A. M. Bryant J. C. Connor. .... A. B. Norton
8. Qen. Wm.T. Clark.. .D. C. Giddines..L. Stevenson
4. Edward Degener.. ..John Hancock

The campaign was long and exciting. A

circular was issued by the Governor in August,

declaring that no gatherings about the polls

would be permitted daring the election or

registration ; forbidding all persons " to shont,

jeer at, or in any way insult or annoy voters,

or candidates for office," or to intimidate vot

ers ; forbidding the sale or giving away of

intoxicating liquors within two miles of the
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voting-places ; and forbidding the carrying of

fire-arms or deadly weapons of any descrip

tion. All officers of election, peace officers,

State Guard, and militia on duty, were ordered

to vigorously enforce these regulations, and to

disperse all gatherings, combinations, or assem

blies, presuming that they are for the purpose

of intimidating voters, provided it does not

clearly appear that they are of persons peace

ably and quietly waiting for their turn to re

gister, or to vote. Previous to the election, the

Governor assumed command of all peace-offi

cers, including sheriffs and their deputies, city

and town police, and marshals and their depu

ties, and the adjutant-general in command of

the military organizations was directed to co

operate with him.

The election took place in October, begin

ning on the 3d. The polls were open four

days, from 8 a. m. to 5 p. m., with an hour's

recess at noon each day. A full Democratic

delegation was elected, according to the first

returns. These showed that, in the first dis

trict, "Whitmore, Republican, had 11,572 votes,

and Herndon, Democrat, 16,172 : Herndon over

Whitraore, 4,600. In the second district, Bry

ant, Republican, had 5,948, and Connor, Dem

ocrat, 18,285; Connor over Bryant, 12,837. In

the third district, Clark, Republican, 20,406 ;

Giddings, Democrat, 23,874, and Stevenson,

independent Republican, 409 ; Giddings over

Clark, 2,968; and in the fourth district, De-

gener, Republican, 12,636, and Hancock, Dem

ocrat, 17,010: Hancock over Dogener, 4,374.

But in each district votes of one or moro coun

ties were rejected by the State canvassers, and

by the official declaration the result changed.

In the first district, the vote of Rusk County

was rejected on account of alleged fraud and

intimidation, and the officially declared result

was, for Whitmoro, Republican, 10,209 votes,

and for Herndon, Democrat, 14,521. In the

second district, the returns from Bowie, Mari

on, and Red River Counties were rejected, and

the State canvassers declared the result to be,

for Bryant, Republican, 4,002, and Connor,

Democrat, 15,900. In the third, the votes of

the counties of Basque, Brazos, Freestone, and

Limestone, and 2,322 of the votes cast for Gid

dings, Democrat, in Washington County, on ac

count of alleged irregularity and fraud, were

rejected, and the result was officially declared

to be: for Clark, Republican, 18,407, and Gid

dings, 17,082, thus electing Clark by 1,325.

Mr. Giddings contested the seat. In the fourth

district, the canvassers rejected the returns

from Bee, Brown, Concho, Fayette, and Starr

Counties, making the result for Degener, Re

publican, 11,153; and for Hanoock, Democrat,

15,022. The total vote of the State for Con

gress, including the rejected returns, and the

vote for Stevenson in the third district, was

125,812, showing a Democratic majority of

24,279. Total vote for Congress in 1869, 70,-

293; Republican majority, 7,117. Total vote

for Governor in 1869, including 445 for Ham

ilton Stewart, Democrat, 79,838 ; Davis, Ec-

Sublican, over Hamilton, 783 ; over all, 33S.

^withstanding the appeals of the leaders of

both parties, the election was not peacefully

conducted in all sections. In a circular, signed

by the Secretary of State, Adjutant-General,

and Superintendent of Public Schools, it was

declared that in not more than twenty-five

counties was there a free and fair expression

of the people ; and that, in some counties,

Limestone and Freestone particularly, armed

men, in organized bands of hundreds, took

possession of the polls, and drove away oppo

sition voters, and committed open acts of vio

lence and insurrection; and that not only were

voters intimidated, but candidates and canvass

ers were mobbed, and with difficulty escaped

violence.

More than a dozen railroads were in pro

cess of construction during the year. The

most important of these is the Texas Pacific

Railroad, incorporated by an act of Congress,

March 8, 1871. It is to run from Marshall, in

Harrison County, through Smith, Van Zand!,

Kaufman, Ellis, Johnson, Hood, Erath, East

land, Callahan, and Taylor Counties, to 11

Paso, through New Mexico and Arizona, to i

point on theRio Colorado, at or near the south

eastern boundary of California, and thence If

the most direct route to ships' channel in the

bay of San Diego, California, passing «s nesr

as possible to the thirty-second parallel ofnorth

latitude. The road will be about sixteen hun

dred miles in length, connecting San Diego

with the Atlantic coast by a route seven hun

dred miles shorter than any existing line. It

has a subsidy of land of forty sections to the

mile through the Territories, and of twenty

sections to the mile through the States, besides

the grant from the State of Texas. The list

of corporators includes the names of JohnC.

Fremont, James L. Alcorn, O. C. French,

Marshal O. Roberts, ~W. Vermilye, Enoch L

Fancher, Charles F. Livermore, Daniel Drew,

W. Orton, Samuel Sloan, S. W. Morton, P.&

Forbes, L. R. Marsh, and one hundred and six

teen others almost equally well known. Next

in importance to the State is the Houston s

Texas Central Railroad, to run from Houston

to Preston, on Red River, and to the northern

boundary of the State, where it will connect

with the great railroads from Missouri and

Kansas, bringing a fruitful portion of Texas

into direct communication with the Northwest,

and with California by the Union Pacific Rail

road. The route is through a good prairie

country to Hempstead, fifty miles from Hous

ton ; along the rich Brazos Bottom, a distance

of one hundred miles ; and northward, pene

trating the heart of the wheat-region of the

State. At Hearne, in Robertson County, it

will intersect the great international railroad,

which is now nearly completed in an easterly

and westerly direction from that point. The

length of the road will be four hundred miles-

It is expected to be completed in July, »»*
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Eight of the new roads building will oonverge

at Houston, at the head of tide-water on Buf

falo Bayou, sixty miles from the Gulf of Mex

ico—from Galveston, Columbia, Columbus, San

Felipe, Austin City, Central Texas, Northern

Texas, and New Orleans ; and, in anticipation

of the increase in traffic, the channel is being

deepened, so that vessels of the largest size

can come np to the city.

Owing to the opposition of large portions of

the white population to the public^school sys

tem adopted by the Legislature in 1870, the

work of establishing free schools has progressed

through many distracting difficulties. Of the

235,000 children in the State, of school age,

according to the school census, only about

25,000 were at the close of the year reoeiving

eduoation in either pnblio or private schools ;

the majority of these were colored. Previous

to September, publio schools were generally

unknown. About one hundred and sixty free

sohools were in operation in the fall and win

ter. The sum of $504,500 was appropriated

by the Legislature for school purposes, to be

added to the amount raised by taxation, esti

mated, as stated in the table elsewhere of esti

mated State income from taxation, at $2,250,-

000. The Superintendent of Public Schools,

in determining the distribution of the appro

priation for school purposes, fixed on a pro

rata of $1.70 to each child. By an act passed

by the Legislature in the fall, supplementary

to the sohool law of 1870, the State is divided

into twelve educational districts.

THALBERG, Siqismoxd, the most eminent

pianist of the century, born at Geneva, Swit

zerland, January 7, 1812 ; died at Naples,

April 27, 1871. He was the natural son of

Count Dietrichstein, Grand-Chamberlain of

the Emperor of Austria. His mother was a

distinguished and intellectual lady of Geneva,

who superintended his education with great

care. Having early developed musical tastes,

he was sent to Vienna while yet a child, to

become a pupil of Sechter, and afterward of

Hummel. When not more than twelve years

of age, he astonished his preceptors by his

wonderful skill and tact in playing. At fifteen

he was a successful pianist in saloons and con

certs ; at sixteen he published his own com

positions; at the age of eighteen he com

menced a series of publio concerts, which

within the next five years made his reputation

known throughout Germany. In 1834 he was

attached to the Austrian imperial court as

pianist, and accompanied the Emperor Ferdi

nand to the Congress at Toplitz. In 1835 he

made his first appearance, in Paris, where he

won a permanent renown, and whenoe he

visited London, to reap there a great harvest

for his brilliant performances. He oscillated

for some years between London, Paris, and

Vienna—equally at home in each city. In

1845 he married a widowed daughter of the

singer Lablacho. For several years after his

marriage lie continued to give concerts, visifr-

vol. u.—47 A

ing the United States, Mexico, and South

America, and tho distant island-continent of

Australia. At length, with a very large fortune,

he returned to Europe and took up his resi

dence at Naples, where his father-in-law had

long resided. He erected there a beautiful

and costly villa, but secluded himself from so

ciety, cultivating his vinos, and making and

selling wine, of which he really made the best

in Southern Italy. He was avaricious and

cold in his disposition, but correct and irre

proachable in his deportment. In religion he

was a freethinker, and the only expenditure

which he made without regret was the pur

chase of such geological works as he thought

would enable him to controvert the biblical

record. His published music, though some of

it of great value, particularly the themes and

fantasias, yet loses much from the lack of his

wonderful skill, elegance, and brilliancy in

performing it, and he perhaps judged wisely

when in his will ho prohibited his widow from

publishing any of his numerous manuscripts.

His attempts at opera were not successful, and

his song-musio has but little value. Of his

playing it would be impossible to say too much

in the way of commendation ; the charm of

his touch was indescribable ; it has never been

approached, much less surpassed. In tours

de force, Lizt and Rubenstein were more

startling and sensational, but in tone and

delicacy they did not rival Thalberg. He in

troduced novel effeots in piano-forte playing ;

he did not follow the classic style of Beet

hoven or Mozart ; he did not imitate dementi,

Dussek, or Hummel. He essayed to do with

one hand what his predecessors effected with

two hands. His system was to make promi

nent a clear and defined motif, and then to

envelop it with brilliant arpeggios, rich har

monies, taking up the entire key-board with

the ten fingers instead of working each hand on

the treble and bass, with a gap between the

two hands in the centre of the piano-forte. By

the ingenious use of a single finger and of the

thumb, he oontrived combinations as sonorous

as if two instruments were being played upon.

With Thalberg the central keys of the piano

forte formed a solo-singer, while the extreme

keys in treble and bass constituted his or

chestra.

THIERS, Lours Adolph, was born at Mar

seilles, on April 16, 1796. He came of a family

of cloth-merchants who had been ruined by

the revolution. He entered upon the study of

law in the academy at Aix when eighteen

years old, and afterward engaged in practice

at that place. His taste inclined him rather

to history, politics, and national economy, than

to the regular duties of his profession. He and

his school-friend Mignet went to Paris in 1820,

with the view of engaging in journalism.

Thiers had some difficulty and delay in securing

a position. Eventually he made the acquaint

ance of Manuel, the popular Deputy, through

whose influence he obtained from Lafitte, in
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1822, a place in tho editorial force of Le Con-

ttitutionnel, which was then the principal organ

of the Liberal party. In this journal he ad

vocated liberal principles with skill and ener

gy, and soon came to be regarded as a spokes

man of the.party. His paper, Be la Monarchic

Francaite, published about this time, added to

his reputation. He wrote many papers on litera

ture and art, and published a collection under

the title of " Salon de 1822." He made an ex

cursion to the south of France and among the

Pyrenees, and published a book of travels, "Let

Pyrenies, on le Midi de la France, pendant

lei Moit de Novembre et de Beeembre 1822."

In 1823 he was associated with Jouflfroy, Du

bois, De Remusat, and Mignet, in the prepara

tion of a political and literary miscellany called

the " Tablettet Hittoriquet." His "History

of the French Revolution " was received in all

quarters with enthusiasm. The first two vol

umes were written by M. Thiers in conjunc

tion with Felix Bodin. In clearness of style

and dramatio interest they lacked nothing,

but they betrayed technical inexperience.

PerceiviDg this, he betook himself to especial

studies in the arts of finance and war. Thiers

now projected a general history, for the mak

ing of which he intended to prepare himself

by travel. For this purpose he engaged pas

sage in the expedition of Laplace. The ap

pointment of the Folignac ministry caused a

change in his plans. In conjunction with the

bookseller Santlet and Armand Carrel he

founded the National as an opposition journal.

Thiers, Mignet, and Carrel, were to be editors,

each to be chief for one year in his turn. It

was Thiers's turn to be chief first, and the first

number appeared under his supervision on

January 1, 1830. It attacked the Government

sharply and vigorously, and soon commanded

attention and engaged sympathy. It was in

this journal that Thiers propounded the fa

mous constitutional maxim which became a

motto of the Liberal party : " Le Hoi regne et

ne gouveme pas." The National advocated

tho candidacy of the Duke of Orleans. It was

prosecuted, and paid its fine out of the pro

ceeds of the accession of subscriptions which

resulted after the action against it. It now

became more defiant. Upon the promulgation

of the ordinances of July 26, 1830, tho editors

of the Liberal journals met at the office of the

National and adopted a protest which Thiers

drew up. The next day the National was pro

hibited from appearing. Thiers refused to

yield except to force. His arrest was ordered,

and he retired to Montmorency. The July

revolution opened his way to public life. On

the 31st of July he reappeared from his retire

ment, and joined Sebastiani, Girard, and La-

fitte, in persuading the Duke of Orleans to

accept the office of lieutenant-general of the

kingdom. Under the new regime he was

made, in August, Counsellor of State and Gen

eral Secretary in the Finance Department, and

in November, 1830, Assistant Secretary of

State under Lafitto. lie was also returned as

a member of the Chamber of Deputies from

Aix. His first efforts as a parliamentary

speaker were unsuccessful. He perceived his

faults, and took measures to overcome them,

and soon gained reputation as an orator of

great precision and power, versatility and vi

vacity. He advocated the most energetic

measures, and talked of crossing the Rhine

and the Alps, to save Belgium and deliver

Italy.

During tho ministry of Casimir Perier, M.

Thiers was opposed to his former friends. In

the Chambers he counselled peace and resig

nation to the treaties of 1815, opposed tie

union of Belgium with France, for fear of a

general war; sustained several domestic meas

ures which were unpopular and regarded ts

illiberal ; advocated making tho peerage he

reditary ; and counselled vigor against the re

publicans and tho legitimists. On the death

of Casimir Perier, he was made Minister of

the Interior in the new Cabinet of October

11, 1832. A disagreement with his associates

led him, in December of the same year, to es-

change the Department of the Interior for

that of Public Works. In this office M. Thiers

furthered the erection of many fine buildings

and public constructions. Some of them were

in honor of the Napoleonic dynasty, as the

statuo of Napoleon or the top of the Vendtae

column, and the Are de Triomphe aVfitoik

He also advanced the works for the fortifica

tion of Paris, which had been suspended.

While he thus made himself useful and even

necessary to the court, he also maintained

friendly relations with the Liberal party. He

resumed the ministry of the interior in the un

wieldy Cabinet of April 4, 1884. The upris

ings at Paris and Lyons took place, and he ex

hibited a firmness and energy with reference to

them that estranged his old republican friends

from him. The Cabinet fell to pieces in 1836.

Thiers entered the new Cabinet as Minister of

Foreign Affairs. In domestic policy he was

governed by the views of KingLouis Philippe;

in foreign affairs, particularly with reference

to Spain, he sought to follow a pronounced

liberal policy. He was baffled by the ro;aJ

opposition, and retired from official life, im

proving the leisure thus gained to make a tour

in Italy. From 1888 he opposed tbe ministrr

of Count Mole, and contributed to its iaU 10

March, 1839. The King, however, would not

give him office, except upon conditions to whicn

he would not agree. But, upon the fall of toe

Soult ministry in 1840, the King called him ra

as Minister President on the first of Marcn.

The Eastern question was up at this time, ■

the shape of a complication between the Wf

lime Porte and Egypt It had not been aw

fully managed by M. Thiers's predecessors.

England had sided with Russia, and a treaij

was concluded between the great P^f8.

the 15th of July, 1840, without the «dw«"

of France. This was a moral defeat, the Drum
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of which Thiers had to hear. Ho assumed a

threatening attitude, pushed the fortifications

of Paris, and renewed the agitation of the

question of the Rhine frontier. The King re

fused to sanction his measures, and he retired

from office October 21, 1840. During the later

years' of his office in the ministry he had sup

ported repressive measures against the repub

licans ; had maintained the laws of September,

and the regulations of the press, and of trial

by jury ; and had opposed or delayed measures

of electoral and parliamentary reform. He

now seemed disposed to renounce public life,

and entered with zeal upon his long-cherished

design of writing a history of Napoleon, "VHis-

toire du Comulat et de VEmpire" To prepare

himself more fully for thte work, he travelled

in Germany and Italy, and made himself ac

quainted with the scenes of the campaigns and

battles of the wars of Napoleon. His history

was acknowledged as a standard. At the in

stance of the French Academy, it was awarded

the biennial prize of 20,000 francs. Louis Na

poleon, in one of his messages to the Corps L&-

Sislattf, called the author the national historian,

[r. Thiers accepted the honor which the Acad

emy designed to oonfer upon him, but re

turned the 20,000 franos awarded him, to found

a new prize bearing his name. M. Thiers con

tinued a member of the Chambers most of the

time till the fall of the kingdom of Louis Phi

lippe. He maintained a general opposition to

the personal policy of the King and to the min

istry of M. Guizot, between whom and himself

a strong rivalry had existed since 1834. He

spoke (1842) in favor of sustaining the regenoy

laws by which the Duchess of Orleans was

excluded from the government ; in sharp criti

cism of the Guizot ministry (1844) ; against

increasing the power of the Jesuits (1845);

on the rights of the university against the or

dinance by which they were violated (Februa

ry 21, 1846) ; on the incompatibility of public

functions with the legislative mandate (March

16, 1846). In the beginning of 1848 he made

a strong liberal, almost revolutionary speech.

When in February, 1848, the ministry pro

hibited the banquet of the twelfth arrondisse-

ment, Thiers advised the Liberals to give up

their design. Shortly afterward the King called

upon him to form a nen- ministry with Odillon

Barrot. But the revolution of the 22d of Feb

ruary overtook them, and drove Louis Philippe

from the throne. Thiers gave his adhesion to

the Provisional Government. He was elected

to the Constituent Assembly by four depart-'

inents, and accepted a seat from the Depart

ment of Seine Inferieure. He took his seat

upon the right, as one of the leaders of the

party of the bourgeoisie, actively opposed the

policy and designs of the socialist Left, as well

as of the Bonapartists, and did not conceal that

his sympathies were in favor of the restoration

of the Orleanists. About this time he wrote

a work "Du Droit de Rropriete," attacking so

cialism. He voted for General Cavaignac for

dictator, and afterward voted for Louis Napo

leon for the presidency, although he had op

posed his candidacy. He voted for the expe

dition to Rome, for the law of public instruc

tion of the 15th of March, 1850, for the sup

pression of the clubs, and for the electoral law

of May 31st. •

After the coup d'etat of December, 1851, he

was arrested, imprisoned, and banished. After

sojourning a short time in England, Switzer- ,

land, and Italy, he was allowed to return to

France, where he devoted himself to literary

pursuits, without entering into relations with

the restored empire. In 1863 he was chosen to

the Corps IAgislatif from the second circon-

scription of Paris, over Persigny. He displayed

his old powers in their full activity, generally

in support of the opposition minority, but dif

fered from them on the Roman question. His

earnest support of the temporal power of the

Pope, and Ms pronounced desire to prevent

the unification of Italy and of Germany, sepa

rated him in some degree from the rest of his

party. In 1866 he severely criticised the Em

peror's blunders in foreign policy, and particu

larly opposed the course that was pursued in

reference to Prussia. In 1869 he condemned

the extravagance of Baron Haussman's admin

istration of tho city of Paris. The same year

he spoke against the system of official candida

tures. He was reelected to the Corps Legislatif

in 1869, over an active imperial opposition.

Being one of the leaders of the protectionist

party, he vigorously opposed the commercial

treaties which the Government had made. He

was appointed on the commission of commer

cial inquiry, but refused to serve, because the

commission was appointed with reference to

the promotion of free-trade views. When, in

1870, the new ministry of M. Ollivier was ap

pointed, M. Thiers gave it his support, out of

personal regard to its chief, who was his old

friend. Bnt, when the ministry gave its con

sent to a declaration of war against Prussia,

Thiers made a powerful speech against war.

The National Assembly whiqh met in Bordeaux,

in February, 1871, appointed Thiers President

of the Executive power, which title was sub

sequently changed into that of President of

the Republic (The part which he took as

Regent of France, in the great events of the

year 1871, is fully described in the article

Fbance.)

Besides the works already mentioned, M.

Thiers published,in 1826, "Law etson Systimede

Finance*;" in 1831, "La Monarchic del8S0; "in

1853 (second edition), "Congrhde Viennt." He

also contributed papers to <he Qlobe, the En

cyclopedic progressive, the Revue Francaise, the

Revue des Deux Mondes, etc. M. Thiers was

elected a member of the Academy in place of «

M. Andrieux on the 13th of December, 1834.

He was constituted a Grand-Officer of the Le

gion of Honor, April 27, 1840.

TICKNOR, George, LL. D., an eminent

scholar, professor, and author, born in Boston,
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August 1, 1791 ; died there, January 2G, 1871.

Ilia early education was obtained in tho schools

of his native city, and from these he entered

Dartmouth College, whence he graduated in

1807. He was admitted to the bar six years

later, having devoted half that time to the study

of the classical languages. He never attempted

the practice of law, but in 1815 sailed for Eu

rope, where he remained for five years, mid -on

his return accepted the professorship of the

French and Spanish .Languages, Literature, and

Belle-lettres, in Harvard College. He occupied

this chair about fifteen years, devoting himself

to its duties with an energy which, supported

as it was by his profound learning, gave the

then new department an importance and in

terest which similar departments have attained

In few American colleges. He resigned this

professorship in 1835, going abroad a second

time and remaining three years. He had long

intended to write tho " nistory of Spanish

Literature," and on his return from his second

tour in Europe he devoted himself to the com

pletion of the work, continuing his labors eleven

years, until 1849, when it was published in this

city. This admirable work has been regarded

as of the highest authority upon the important

subject of which it treats, from the moment

of its first publication. It has been translated

into the Spanish and German languages, and

is acknowledged by the scholars of every coun

try, particularly by those of Spain itself, to be

a masterpiece among works combining histori

cal knowledge and critical judgment. The

other literary labors of Mr. Ticknor, the results

of which have been given to the public, were

of minor importance, though the biography

of his personal friend, Prcscott, the historian,

has gained more readers, perhaps, than the

great work of his life. Ho also edited " Tho

Remains of Nathaniel Apploton Haven," and

in 1825 he contributed a biography of La

fayette to the North American, Review ; this

was afterward extended and published in

pamphlet form. Few men in America—none,

perhaps, except Edward Everett—have had a

memory so stored fcs was that of Mr. Ticknor,

with personal associations with the brilliant

literary men and women of this country and

Europe, who have lived during the first half

of the present century. While he was pursuing

his first studies in Europe, from 1815 to 1820,

he became acquainted with many whoso names

are now historical ; he was a friend of Goethe,

Lord Byron, Sir Walter Scott, Madame de Stael,

Jeffrey, Roscoo, Mackintosh, Rogers, Words

worth, Lord Holland, Sonthey, and other dis

tinguished persons. But charming as wero

the graces of mind and manner, and extensive

and profound as was tho learning Of Mr. Tick

nor, he had a still stronger claim than any of

these_ afforded, on the love and gratitude of

the citizens of Boston. To him more than to

any one else, with the possible exception of

Prof. Jewett, are due the admirable organi

zation and planning of their great Public Li

brary, and his great and abundant labors in

its behalf were performed after he had passed

his sixtieth year. The preliminary report on

the subject of a public library, which, falling

into the hands of Mr. Bates, led that benefactor

on to his munificent work, was the produotion

of Mr. Ticknor ; and from the time of the an

nouncement of Mr. Bates's first donation to

the opening of the magnificent library, and

indeed for years after, he and Prof. Jewett

labored incessantly, both in Boston and in

Europe, to perfect its organization. It is im

possible to estimate tho value of such service?.

The two men were the prime workers, each

in his sphere. They laid the foundations of

a system, so perfect in a sort of bibliothecal

nniversalism, that bo other library in this

country, and, in its exact range, none in Europe,

can comparo with it for pcrfectness of admin

istrative detail.

TIMBER, Scaecitt of. The Serve its Dm:

Mondes publishes an article, by M. Broillisri,

on tho growing scarcity of work-timber, which

has its cause in the frequent sales of forests

affected by the domaine, and the carelessness

and need of private owners. Consumption of

timber has wonderfully increased in Europe

and America for the last three-quarters of a

century. France now buys more foreign build

ing (working) timber than is produced on her

soil. England also, almost bare of tall tree-,

except those fine oaks carefully preserved in

her parks, now imports twice as much timber

as France, of which supply the British colonies

only yield a minor fraction. Deprived nearly

of any forests, Belgium and Holland require

large imports from abroad, and even Northern

Germany, felling her forests too young (under

100 years old), is obliged to supply to foreign

countries, and even to France. The magnifi

cent tall woods of Austria disappear under tho

hatchet of companies who are in a hurry to

realize their bargains, sometimes £8 an

purchaso price. Tho statistics of oak-tiinMr

for France are given : Twenty years ago the

marino required 80,000 cubic metres of ronni.

timber. Private shipping consumes from 100.-

000 to 120,000 cubic metres. Railways, str

and plant, 50,000 cubic metres ; S0,000 cubit

metres, more or less, aro needed for the art"-

lery and engineer corps. But of all the uses,

the casks for wine and spirits demand UM

greatest quantity—400,000 cubio metres- W

that, with other industrial and agnculBW

employments, wo reach a total of one now

cubic metres (34,000,000 cubic feet). As me

ters stand, Franco wants 1,000,000 cubic me

tres of oak yearly, which would suffice to™"

a plankway 20 vards wide, from Marseilles,

Dunkirk, and which quantity, in' their pre**

state, the forests cannot afford to supply

TOURGUENIEF, Nikolai Iv**onK*L.

Russian patriot, statesman, and author, ani

ber of a noble family of Russia, d'sHn? Lrn

alike in literature and patriotic devotion,

in St. Petersburg, \p 1790; died inranv
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vember 10, 1871. Ho received his primary

education in the best schools of the Russian

capital, and thence proceeded to the German

universities, and pursued a long course of

study at Gottingen, but returned to his native

country just as he entered upon manhood,

entered the Russian civil service, and after

being attached, as commissary of Russia in

France, to the staff of Baron von Stein, he be

came a member of the Council of State, and

was appointed to a post which enabled him to

devote his energies to a subject in which he

was profoundly interested, the then intended

and since accomplished emancipation of the

serfs. So assiduously did he work at his dar

ling project, that after a time his health gave

way, and he was sent to Carlsbad to recruit

it. Accordingly, in April, 1824, he left Russia,

little knowing that he was taking his final

leave of the country. The following year the

Emperor Alexander died, and the accession of

Nicholas to the throne was attended by the

outbreak of the abortive insurrection of De

cember, 1825. M. Tourguenief was in Paris

when the news reached him, and soon after

ward he paid a visit to London and to Edin

burgh. While in the latter city he received

word that he was charged with having par

ticipated in the insurrectionary movement

which had led to the December outbreak. A

little later he discovered that he had been

condemned to death. It was in vain that he

attempted to exculpate himself: the fact of

his having belonged to the celebrated " Union

for Public Welfare" was considered a suf

ficient reason for condemning him unheard.

It is said that the Russian Government de

manded his extradition from Mr. Canning, who

acknowledged the receipt of the letter con

taining the demand without alluding to the

nature of its contents. From that time for

ward M. Tourgu6nief continued to live abroad,

never abating the enthusiastic interest ho took

in the welfare of his native land, continuing

to urgo the necessity of the reforms he had so

much at heart, and having the satisfaction,

thanks to the generous courage of the present

Emperor, of ultimately seeing the greater part

of them carried out. The most important of

the writings which he dedicated to this sub

ject the book in which he embodied most of

his ideas, is his work in three volumes, pub

lished at Paris in 1847, under the title of " La

Russie et les Busses." It is one which every

one ought to study who wishes to understand

tho past and the present state of Russia—the

successive phases through which that country

has passed in tho course of tho present cen

tury. Tho first volume, styled "Memoires d'un

Proserit," is in part autobiographical; the

second, under the title of " Tableau Politique

et Social de la Russie" gives an account of

the different classes of the Russian people, and

the interior organization of the empire; the

third, entitled " De FAvenir de la Russie,"

gives a sketch of the reforms most necessary

for the cure of the diseases under which the

body politic was laboring. M. Tourgueniefs

ideas were considered very rep/ehensible at

the time; they have since been, for the most

part, realized. On M. Tourgueniefs smaller

works, such as " La Russie en Presence de la

Crise Europeenne" (1848), " Un dernier Mot

sur FJGmancipatiortdes Serfs en Russie " (1860),

and others written in Russian, we have not

space enough to dwell. Suffice it to say, that

all that he wrote was, like the man himself

who wrote it, honest, high-minded, and cou

rageous. Of late years he might, if he had

pleased, have gone back to live in Russia, but

he preferred to stop in the pleasant homes he

had made for himself in Paris and near Bougi-

vaL When the Prussian army advanced on

the city, he and his family passed over to Eng

land, and from their temporary home in Lon

don—from which they were all but burnt out

one night—they watched with profound anx

iety the progress of affairs. At the conclusion

of the siege they returned, to find their

country-house a wreck, and before long to be

involved in all the horrors which attended the

fall of the Commune in Paris. M. Tourgu6niefs

house in the Rue do Lille faced the Palace of

the Legion of Honor, which was burnt down,

and the fire extended to the neighboring

houses, stopping only when it was two doors

off. M. Tourguenief lived to see order resume

its sway in the city which had so long been

his home, but the shock of this civil war was

too much for his aged frame, and he passed

quietly away.

TUCKERMAN, Henby Theodore, an

American essayist, critic, and poet, born in

Boston, Mass., April 20, 1818 ; died in New

York City, December 17, 1871. He was the

son of a prominent merchant at Boston, and

was prepared to enter Harvard College, when

ill health compelled him to suspend his studies.

At the age of twenty he went to Europe for a

year, which he spent chiefly in Southern Italy.

Three years later he went again abroad and

spent two years in Sicily and Florence, where

he acquired a knowledge of Italian literature

and Italian affairs, which distinguished him to

the end of his life. In 1845 he removed to

New York City, which continued to be his

residence till his death. In 1850 Harvard Uni

versity conferred on him the honorary degree

of A. M. Mr. Tuckerman's whole life was

that of an assiduous student, though not a re

cluse. He was fond of society, and was on

terms of affectionate intimacy with most of

tho eminent scholars and literary men of our

time. He was a voluminons writer, and his

writings are distinguished for their wide, cath

olic sympathies, the purity and elevation of

their tone, the decorum and refinement of

their manner, and their curious knowledge of

the details of literary history. His first pub

lished work was " The Italian Sketch Book "

(1835), published after his first visit to Eu

rope. This was followed, after his second Eu
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ropean residence, by " Isabel, or Sicily, a Pil

grimage" (1839); "Rambles and Reviews"

(1841) ; " Thoughts on the Poets," a collection

of magazine -papers (1846); "Characteristics

of Literature," two vols. (1849-'51); "Artist

Life ; or, Sketches of American Painters "

(1849) ; "Life of Commodore 8ilas Talbot"

(1850) ; "The Optimist," a collection of es

says (1850); "Poems" (1*1); "A Memorial

of Horatio Greenough " (1853) ; " Leaves from

the Diary of a Dreamer " (1853) ; "A Month

in England" (1853); "Biographical Essays"

(1857) ; " Essay on Washington, with a Paper

on the Portraits of Washington" (1859);

" America and her Commentators, with a Crit

ical Sketch of Travel in the United States "

(1 864) ; " A Sheaf of Verse," contributed to the

New York Sanitary Fair (1864); " Memoir of

Dr. J. W. Francis," prefixed to " Old New

York "(1865); " The Criterion" (1866) ; "Maga

Papers abont Paris (1867); "The Book of

American Artists " (1867) ; " Life of John Pen

dleton Kennedy " (1871). He had also been a

frequent contributor to the North American

Setiew, Chrutian Examiner, Democratic lie-

view, Putnam1* Monthly, Atlantic Monthly,

Harper's Monthly and Weekly, Appletoiui1

Journal, etc., etc.

TURKEY,* an empire in Europe, Asia, and

Africa. Grand-Sultan, Abd-ul-AzizKhan, born

February 9, 1830. The area and population of

the European possessions of the Turkish Gov

ernment were in 1871 given as follows :

IMMEDIATE POSSESSIONS.

Sqnan
Population.

Constantinople 1
9,567 1,800,000

Muleesariflik, Presrln i

Tlrkhala, )

39,008
32,530

8.000,000
1,000,000

18,943 1,200,000

[2,700,000
Selanik

16,370
12,225

CM* ofthe Mediterranean.)

Kahnmakamlik Slssan 1
11,927

3,327

500,000

2,600,000

Total 183,993 12,400,000

46,709
16,817
1,700

4,424,961
1,306,694
100,000

Total 66,296 6,631,655

199,219 18,031,655

The total area of the possessions in Europe,

Asia, and Africa, was estimated at 1,920,944

square miles; the population at 43,600,000.

At the close of the year 1870 the consoli

dated debt amounted to 3,103,404,194 francs.

Two now loans were made in the course of the

* For latest account of the rcllt'lons denominations, of
the Turkish army, of the movement of Bhipplng, and
other statistics, tee Annual Cyclopedia for 18

year 1871 : a loan of £1,860,000, contracted in

London in January, 1871, at eight per cent,

for paying the coupons due in January; and .

loan of £5,700,000, contracted in August, 1871.

The fleet, in 1871, consisted of 19 iron-clad",

of 123 guns ; 27 screw-steamers, of 645 guns;

9 corvettes and 13 avisos, of 820 guns; 12 gun

boats, of 28 guns ; and 85 transports, of 52

guns : total, 115 steamers, of 1,668 guns. Be

sides, there were 58 sailing-vessels, of differ

ent construction and armament. The length

of railroads in operation in Turkey in Europe,

in 1871, was limited to 185 miles, compris

ing the two lines from Varna to Rustchuk,

and from KustendjS to Tschernavoda. Conces

sions were made, however, for the construc

tion of several lines, of an aggregate length

of 1,487 miles, all of which are now being

pushed forward energetically. In Asia Minor

there have been, since 1867, 144 miles of nil-

road in operation, running from Smyrna to

various points in the vicinity. The length of

telegraph-lines, in 1870, was 15,800 miles; the

length of wire 26,335 miles.

Turkey lost in 1871 two of its great states

men, Aali Pacha and Oiner Pacha ; but there-

forms which have for some time been an-

spiciously inaugurated had a warm friend in the

now Grand-Vizier, Mahmud Pacha. Nothing

appears at present to work more efficiently frr

the advance of civilization than the steady

progress of the railroads. The Government

was greatly troubled by the many fierce con

flicts which agitated several Christian Churches

of the empire. The Bulgarians made consid

erable progress toward the reestablishment of

a national church. The Papal nuncio, Fanchi,

in vain invoked the aid of the Turkish Gorern-

ment to settle the disputes among the Arme

nians ; he had to leave Constantinople without

having accomplished the object of his mission.

From Syria, reports were received of an im

portant movement among the Mohammedans

in fuvor ofjoining the Roman Catholic Church.

Roumania continued to be agitated by the

controversy concerning railroad grants and by

riots. On the birthday of the German Em

peror, the lowest classes of people at Bucha

rest, who, like the majority of Roumanians, pro

fessed an enthusiastic sympathy with France m

her struggle against Germany, committed vari

ous outrages against the Germans, and in Sep

tember the prefect of police was found guilty

of having instigated these outrages. The press

ure brought upon the Roumanian Government

by the diplomacy of foreign powers, in the

question of railroad grants, induced at last the

Roumanian Chambers to recognize their obli

gation to indemnify the creditors of the state.

The position of Prince Charles, amid the no-

lent excitement of the political parties, is one

of great difficulty, and it was doubted on many

sides whether he would much longer be sWeW

maintain his position.
In August a bloody insurrection bro^e ,

in Albania, and about the same time Fertsm
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Pacha raised the standard of revolt in Meso

potamia, having collected a considerable army

in the tribe of the Shamras. Both insurrec

tions were promptly suppressed by Turkish

troops.

On September 19th the Skuptchina (National

Assembly) of Servia was opened by the re

gency, which referred to the consolidation of

constitutional rule, and to the material prog

ress which the country had made during the

past year. To give a proof of its confidence

in the Skuptchina, the Government appointed

only eighteen members, while it possesses by

the constitution the right of appointing thirty-

two. All the ministers made reports on the

state of their departments during the past year.

The Sknptchina, which elected Krabiberovits

its president, thanked the Regency for its ad

ministration, with which an entiro satisfaction

was expressed.

In November a firman was published in all

the European provinces of Turkey, which filled

the rayaht with new hope. The judges are

strictly forbidden to accept bribes, or to post

pone trials without cause. All subjects of the

Sultan shall enjoy equal rights before all courts

and authorities. Every rayah has the right of

appealing from the decision of the officials to

the Saltan.

The Bey of Tunis received for his family

the right of direct succession ; but, in exchange

for this right, recognized on his part the full

sovereignty of the Sultan, and prpmised to

regulate the financial administration of his

possessions, and to introduce all Turkish insti

tutions into Tunis.

u

UNITARIANS. The Ttar-Booh of the Unita

rian denomination for 1872 gives a list of 849

Unitarian churches and 393 ministers. The

American Unitarian Association was founded

in 1825, and was incorporated in 1847. Its

objects are, to collect and diffuse information

respecting Unitarian Christianity ; to produce

onion, cooperation, and sympathy, among its

adherents; to publish and distribute books

and tracts, to supply missionaries, to aid cler

gymen with insufficient salaries, to help in

building churches, etc. Its office is at Boston.

The National Conference of Unitarian and

other Christian Churches was organized in

1864. It has held four meetings, the last of

which was in 1870 (see Aiwr/AL Cyclopedia

for 1870). The Unitarians have twenty-one

local conferences, six Sunday-school societies,

twelve ministerial associations, seventeen re

ligious and charitable societies, and two theo

logical schools. Unitarian churches are asso

ciated with the New York Central Conference

of Liberal Christians, the Union for Christian

Work, Brooklyn, N. Y., the Union for Chris

tian Work, Providence, R. I., and the May Min

isterial Conference 'of Central and Western

New York, organizations which are charac

terized as not denominational.

The number of Unitarian places of worship

in Great Britain and Ireland is 362 ; the num

ber of ministers is 336, of whom 275 are set

tled. Their Associations are : the British and

Foreign Unitarian Association; the Scotch

Unitarian Association; the North of Ireland

Unitarian Society ; the Irish Unitarian Soci

ety ; the South Wales Unitarian Society ; and

the Sunday-school Association, London.

In Australia there are Unitarian societies

at Adelaide, Melbourne, and Sydney.

In Hungary and Transylvania, where Uni-

tarianism has been known since 1568, the so

cieties number 106 congregations, with 50,-

000 worshippers. They have a college and

theological seminary at Kkusenburg, the seat

of the consistory. The congregations are un

der the care of a bishop, J. Krigo, who resides

at Klausenburg.

The annual meeting of the American Unita

rian Association was held at Boston, on the

80th of May. The meeting was attended by

the Rev. Henry Ierson, who camo as a repre

sentative of the British and Foreign Unitarian

Association of England. A proposition was

made by prominent Unitarians of Chicago

looking to the establishment of a theological

school there. A property had been purchased

on the shore of the lake, which, it was thought,

could be readily fitted up for the purpose with

a very small sum of money. The considera

tion of this proposal formed the principal sub

ject discussion at the meeting. It was dis

pose* of by the adoption of a resolution, that

it is, in the judgment of the Association, inex

pedient to establish the school otherwise than

by the removal of one of the two Unitarian

schools in existence.

The Association had aided during the year

fifty-six societies, in sums varying from $100

to $1,000 each. Ten missionaries were em

ployed in the home work at various points

in the Northern States. A mission was estab

lished at Wilmington, N. O. Steps had also

been taken to organize a mission among the

colored people of the South. In the mean

time the relations of the Association with the

African Methodist Episcopal Church had con

tinued " gratifying in the highest degree."

Religious convictions were not compromised

on either side. Under these relations, young

men and women were helped at Wilberforco

University, near Xenia, Ohio, and instruction

was provided at that institution from the pro

fessors at Antioch College. In addition, funds

were contributed for the maintenance of a

school for teachers and preachers in Charles

ton, S. 0. The Association, on invitation of
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the Department of Indian Affairs, has under

taken the charge of the reservation in Colo

rado occupied by various tribes of the Utes,

numbering in all about 8,000 persons. Two

agencies are embraced in the reservation.

Eleven hundred dollars were appropriated in

aid of the beneficiary funds in the schools at

Cambridge and Meadville. The number ofnew

publications during the year was not large.

The aggregate attendance in all the schools

connected with the India mission was 445

pupils. During ten years, Mr. Doll, the mis-

faionary, has taught 8,000 boys and men.

The income and expenditures of the Associ

ation amount each to $102,683.88. The bal

ance in the treasury was $7,160.73.

In 1858 the assets of the Association were

reported about equal to its liabilities ; in 1861

its income by contributions was between

SA000 and $10,000 ; in 1871 it owned its prop

erly in Boston free of debt, and had between

$60,000 and $70,000 invested in trust-funds.

UNITED STATES. On December 13th the

Attorney-General, A. T. Akerman, of Georgia,

resigned his office. He was succeeded by ex-

Senator George H. Williams, of Oregon. He

omigrated from Iowa to Oregon, and in 1864

was elected to the United States Senate. After

his term in the Senate had expired, he was

appointed one of the representatives of the

Government in the joint commission to settle

questions pending between the United States

and Great Britain. General A. Pleasanton de

clining to tender his resignation upon the re

quest of President Grant, as Commissioner of

Internal Revenue, was, on August 8th, sus

pended from the office.

A treaty agreed upon by commissioners of

the United States and Great Britain was con

cluded at Washington and signed on May 8th.

It provided for the settlement of all disunited

claims between the two nations, and the San

Juan boundary-line, and for the free naviga

tion of the St. Lawrence River by vessels of

the United States, and for the use of the Cana

dian canals upon the payment of regular tolls.

There are also provisions regulating the privi

lege to fish in Canadian waters by citizens

of the United States (see Diplomatic Corbk-

bpondenck and Gbkat Britain).

An important decision was given by the

United States Supreme Court, in April, rela

tive to rights of the Federal Government and

of a State. In the case of Day vs. Buffington,

the question was presented, whether or not it

is competent for Congress, under the Consti

tution of the United States, to impose a tax

upon the salary of a judicial officer of a State?

Mr. Justice Nelson said:

Thotthe Intention ofthe frontiers of the Constitution

in this respect might not be misunderstood, this rule

of interpretation Is expressly declared in the tenth

article of the amendments, namely : " The powers

not delegated to the United States are reserved to

tho States, respectively, or to the people." The

Government of tho United States, therefore, can

claim no powers which are not granted to it by the

Constitution, and the powers actually granted mm:

be such as are expressly Riven, or given by neces

sary implication. The General Government and the

States, although both exist within the same territo

rial limits, are separate and distinct mereignties,

acting separately and independently of each otier,

within their respective spheres. The former, in iu

appropriate sphere, is supreme ; but the 6utes,witlin

the limits of their powers not granted, or, in tie-

language of the tenth amendment, " reserved," ire

as independent of the General Government u till

Government within its sphere is independent of

States. The two Governments are upon an equality,

and the question is, whether the power "tolajiiid

collect taxes" enables the General Government to

tax a means or instrumentality employed to cur;

into execution one of the most important functions

of a State, the administration of the laws, and which

concoma the exercise of a right reserved to tie

States.

The right of the Federal Government to iii

the salary was denied. Mr. Justice Bradley

dissented.

In 1870, as reported in the Antttjai, Crew-

r.r.i>i.\ for that year, the Supreme Court de

cided that the act known as the Legal-Tender

Act, by which the notes of the Government

were made a legal tender for debts, was un

constitutional as to contracts made before iu

passage; but, as only seven judges sat on tie

bench when the case was heard, and the deci

sion was given by a majority of only one, tie

Attorney-General, Mr. Hoar, moved for a re

hearing immediately after the vacancies hi

been filled. These were two, and they were

filled by the appointment of William Stron?,

of Pennsylvania, and Joseph P. Bradley, of

New Jersey. At the time of the decision.

Chief- Justioe Chase, and Associate-Justices

Nelson, Clifford, Field, and Gricr, had approved

it, although the last-named justice resided

before the opinion was pronounced, "while,

against these five justices, only Justices Miller,

Swayne, and Davis, had dissented. On January

16th, after some remarks upon the importance

of the decision to be made, Mr. Justice Strong

read tho opinion of the court substantially as

follows :

The debts which have been contracted since Feb

ruary 25, 1862, are by far the greatest portion of tbe

indebtedness of the country. They wero contracted

in view of the acts of Congfcss declaring Treasury

notes a legal tonder, and, in reliance upon that dec

laration, legal-tender notes have become the <"1'rt''

ml measure of values. If now the decision of tM

court establishes that these obligations can be dis

charged only by gold coin, and that, contrary WtW

expectations of all parties to contracts, legal-tender

notes aro rendered unavailable, the Government Mj
becomo an instrument of the grossest injustice; aJ

debtors are loaded with an obligation it iras ntrJ[

contemplated they should assume ; • large R^l "
ago is added to every debt, and such must beconi

the demand for gold to satisfy contracts, that nlBO"

saoriflec. general distrust, and bankruptcy, may "

expected. These consequences are too OOViOTl'

admit of question, and there is no well-founded

tinction to be mndo between the constitutional vai -

ity of an act of Congress declaring Treasury note-

legal tender for the payment of debts contracted an

its passage, and that of an act making them » "P1

tender for the discharge of all debts, as W»U
incurred before as those made after its enactnieu
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There may be a difference in the effects produced by

the acts and in the hardship of their operation, bnt

in both cases the fundamental question, that which

tests the validity of the legislation, is, Can Congress

constitutionally give to Treasury notes the charac

ter and qualification of money } Can such notes be

constituted a legitimate circulating medium, having

a. defined legal value ! If they can, then such notes

must be available to fulfil all contracts, not expressly

excepted, solvable in money, without reference to

the time when the contracts were made. It is not,

therefore, strange that those who hold the Legal-

Tender Act unconstitutional when applied to con

tracts made before February, 1862, find themselves

compelled also to hold that the act is invalid as to

debts created after that time, and to hold that both

classes of debts alike can be discharged only by gold

and silver coin.

A lengthy examination of the rules of constitu

tional construction is made, and tho conclusion is

that Congress has authority in all cases to enact

laws necessary and proper for the execution of all

powers created by the Constitution, and that the ne

cessity spoken of is not absolute, but within the

judgment and discretion of Congress. It is deter

mined that one of the duties of Government is to

preserve itself, and held that this Government is

possessed of all necessary powers to that end ; and,

after a statement of the condition of the country at

the date of the issue of the legal tenders, the circum

stances of the war, and the means required to main

tain the army and navy, it is said that if it were cer

tain that nothing else would have supplied the abso

lute necessities of the Treasury, that nothing else

would have enabled the Government to maintain its

armies and navy, that nothing else would have saved

the Government and the Constitution from destruc

tion, while the Legal-Tender Act would, it cannot

.be said that Congress transgressed its powers in the

enactment of this law, or if this enactment did

work the result, it cannot be maintained now that

it was not for a legitimate end, and appropriate

and adapted to that end. In the language 01 Mar

shall, in McCullagh r». Maryland, that it did work

such results cannot bo doubted, and if it be conceded

that some other means might have been chosen for

the accomplishment of the same necessary object,

the argument is not weakened by the concession.

Congress had the choice of means, and it chose a

sufficient and proper one, and that it had a right to

do, and that was all it could have done. If the court

were to hold that the means selected were beyond

the constitutional power ofCongress because, in their

opinion. Borne other means would have been equally

appropriate and efficient, that would be to assume le

gislative power and to disregard the accepted rules for

construing the Constitution. But the view is taken

that none of tho other means suggested could have

been successful. The credit of the country had been

tried to its utmost endurance. Every new issuo of

notes, which had nothing more to rest upon than

Government credit, must Save paralyzed it more and

more, and rendered it increasingly difficult to keep the

army in the field or the navy afloat. It is an historical

fact that many persons and institutions refused to

receive land for those notes that were at first issued,

and the head of the Treasury Department repre

sented to Congress the necessity of making the now

issues legal tenders, or, rather, declared it impossible

to avoid the necessity. The grant to Congress of

tho power to coin money cannot be regarded as con

taining an implied prohibition against tho issue of

legal-tender notes, and if it raises any implications

they ore of complete power over the currency rather

than restraining.
The objection that the Legal-Tender Act impairs

the obligations of contracts cannot be accepted, for

it is not an obligation of the debtor to pay gold or

silver as to contracts, but to pay money generally—

not contracts to pay specifically-defined money, or

the kind of money recognized by law at tho time

when the contract was made, nor is it his duty to

pay money of equal intrinsic value in the market.

The expectation of the creditor and the anticipation

of the debtor may have been that the contract would

be discharged by the payment of coined metals. But

neither the expectation of the one party to the con

tract concerning its. fruits, nor the anticipations of

the other, constitutes its obligation. The obligation

of a contract to pay money is to pay that whioh the

law shall recognize as money when the payment is

to be made. If there is any thing settled by deci

sion it is this, and cannot be understood to be con

troverted. Nor can it be said that Congress may

not by its action indirectly impair the obligations of

contracts, if by the expression be meant rendering

them fruitless or partially so. Directly it may, con

fessedly, by passing a bankrupt act embracing past

as well as future transactions. This is obliterating

contracts entirely. So it may relieve parties from

their apparent obligations indirectly in a multitude

of ways. All such measures may and must operate

seriously upon existing contracts, and may not merely

hinder, but relieve, the parties entirely from per

formance.

As to the objection that the Legal-Tender Act

was prohibited by the constitutional provision pro

hibiting the taking of private property for publio use

without just compensation, it is said that provision

has always been understood to refer only to a direct

appropriation, and not to consequential injuries re

sulting from the exercise of lawful power. The ob

jection that the unit of money value must possess

intrinsic value is regarded as foreign to tho subject.

The Legal-Tender Act does not attempt to moke a

standard of value. Its validity is not vested upon

the assertion that its emission is coinage or any

regulation of the value of money. Nor is it asserted

that Congress has the power to enact that Govern

ment promises to pay money shall be, for the timo

being, equivalent in value to the representative of

value determined by the coinage acts or to multiples

thereof. It is hardly correct to speak of a standard

of value. The Constitution does not speak of it, and

contemplates merely a standard for that which has

gravity or extension. Value is an ideal thing. The

oinago Act fixes its unit as a dollar, but the gold or

silver thing called a dollar is in no sense the stand

ard of a dollar, but a representative of it. This de

cision overrules as much what was decided in Hep

burn v». Griswold—8 Wall, 603—as ruled the Legal-

Tender Act unwarranted by the Constitution so far as

it applies to oontracts made before that enactment.

It is said that it is no unprecedented thing in

courts of legal resort, both in this country ana in

England, to overrule decisions previously made, and

that, even in cases involving private interestSj if this

court is convinced it has made a mistake, it will hear

another argument and correct the error. It is agreed

this should not be done inconsiderately; but in a

case of such far-reaching consequences as the present,

thoroughly convinced as the court is that Congress

has not transgressed its powers, it is regarded as a

duty so to decide and to affirm the judgments below

in both cases. It is also remarked that the court is

not accustomed to hear such cases in the absence of

a full court, if it can be avoided.

Mr. Justice Bradley read an opinion concur

ring in the conclusions of Mr. Justice Strong.

The Chief Justice and Justices Clifford and

Field—all the dissenting justices, except Mr.

Justice Nelson who was not present—read dis

senting opinions, setting forth at great length

the minority's views, as having been tho

opinion of the court in the former decision

of" the legal-tender question. In conclusion

the Chief Justice says :
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If, then, the pluin sense of -words, if tho contem

poraneous exposition of parties, if common consent

in understanding, if the opinions of courts avail

any thing in determining the meaning of the Consti

tution—it seems impossible to doubt that the power

to coin money is a power to establish a uniform

standard of value, and that no other power to estab

lish such a standard is conferred upon Congress by

the Constitution. My brothers Clifford and Field

concur in these views, but in consideration of the

importance of the principles involved they will de

liver their separate opinions. My brother Nelson

also dissents.

The former decision of the court was ren

dered by five justices, with three dissenting.

This reversalof that decision was rendered by

five justices, with four dissenting. No change

of opinion had occurred in any one of those

who took part in each decision—Mr. Justice

Grier died subsequent to the first decision, and

the number of the judges had also been in

creased by Congress from eight to nine.

Some other decisions of less importance

were rendered. One involved tho constitu

tionality of the amendment moved by Senator

Drake, of Missouri, to the miscellaneous ap

propriation bill of July, 1870. The court de

clares that this proviso, which set aside all

privileges claimed nnder the President's am

nesty proclamation, is nnconstitutional. It

was designed that the amendment should pre

vent the allowance by the Court of Claims of

any claim based upon the alleged restoration

of rights under the amnesty proclamation ; it

also provided for the dismissal of any suit on

appeal to the Supreme Court, when it was

found that a judgment must be affirmed on ac

count of pardon granted. The Supreme Court

decided that Congress had inadvertently passed

the limits which separate the judicial from the

legislative functions. Having provided that

the Supreme Court shall have review of the

decisions'of the Court of Claims, Congress had

no right to say that a certain class of cases

should be exempted from the operations of

that act. Another decision fixed the date of

the beginning of the late civil war upon the

issue of the proclamation of blockade, April

19, 1861, and the conclusion of the same at

April 2, 1866, when the President's proclama

tion, declaring the war at an end, was issued.

It was also contemplated among commercial

men to form an association to contest the con

stitutionality of the law imposing the income-

tax, on tho ground that it was a direct tax and

not apportioned according to population, as

required by the Constitution. At the first

sossion of the Supreme Court after the adop

tion of the Constitution it was decided, in the

case of Hylton *». United States, that a direct

tax, in tho meaning and contemplation of the

Constitution, was such a tax, for instance, as

could be apportioned according to the census

—that a carriage-tax could not be so appor

tioned, and therefore, was not a direct tax in

the meaning of the Constitution.

The annexation of the eastern portion of

the island of Snn Domingo, known as Do

minica, and formerly a colony of Spain, was

very actively discussed by the public and in

Congress (tee Congress, United States). The

annexation as a Territory of the United States

was urged by the President, and commis

sioners were sent out under the authority of

Congress, to investigate tho condition of affairs

in the island, etc. Their report will be found

under Pcblio Documents, in this volume.

Some facts relative to previous negotiations

may not be out of place here. Two treaties

between the Governments of the United States

and Dominica were signed. The first wis

known as the Samana treaty. By this, Do

minica cedes the eminent domain of the dis

trict described therein, which includes the

Peninsula and Bay of Samana, for a term of

fifty years, reserving the free navigation, for

an annual rent of $150,000, gold. Four months

are stipulated for ratification, during which

the United States protects Dominica from for

eign intervention. One year's rent was paid

down, and possession duly taken. The sec

ond, known as the annexation treaty, provides

for a renunciation of sovereignty in favor of

the United States, and the Dominican Repoh-

lic to be incorporated on the footing of a Ter

ritory, eligible to admission into the Union in

the discretion of Congress. Dominica cedes

her property as specified in an annexed sched

ule, but reserves all other property not sched

uled; delivery not to be made nor consid

eration paid until Congress shall have appro

priated the money. This is $1,500,000, gold,

and is in consideration of the property onlr.

Its disposition is provided for. Dominica is

to apply it to her dobts. But the application

is to be made by a commission, which the

United States is to respect and protect, to he

appointed by those who at the signing of tie

treaty constituted the " present actual Domini

can Government." For all debt, liquidated

and unliquidated, in excess of such sum, public

bonds of Dominica shall stand as security;

likewise, all the public lands and other prop

erty reserved from cession. After the exe

cution of the treaty no grants or concessions

of lands, or of rights in lands, were to be

made, nor any debt contracted. Franchises

other than these are not prohibited. It is also

agreed that the United States is in no event

liable for Dominican debts or obligations. The <

following is the fourth article :

The people of the Dominican Republic shall, in the

shortest possible time, express, in a manner con

formable to their laws, their will concerning uw

cession herein provided for ; and the United jw
shall, until such expression shall bo hod, protect tno

Dominican Kepublio against foreign iiit8rp<wiu°ni "*

order that the national expression m«y be «**•

Both treaties were signed at the city of San

Domingo, on the 29th of November, IWM"

behalf, respectively, of President B»M m

President Grant. In exocution of anticipator?

instructions, an adequate naval force, "n

the direction of a representative of the arm.,
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immediately carried into effect the protection

clauses. This protection has never been re

mitted. Hayti, either as a foreign nation, or

as the government dejure of the whole island,

as they claim, ostensibly remonstrated.

In March, 1870, the result was received of

an election held in Dominica, during a fort

night, beginning under a decree of President

Baez and his Senate, dated 16th February,

1870. The returns indicated a general approval

of the treaty. About eighty days, however,

had intervened before an election was found

" possible." In appropriate localities an offi

cial register was opened, in which citizens

were invited to inscribe their suffrages. On

the first day of opening the polls, a citizen

recorded himself in the negative. He was

seized on the spot and sent out of the city by

the military guard, present in strong force.

Several, afterward expelled from the country

by President Baez, found refuge from violence

in the house of the Italian consul. President

Baez, in presence of the commercial agent

of the United States, threatened influential

citizens with banishment if they opposed the

treaty, and frequeatly expressed the like intol

erance. The unanimity thus procured was so

suspicious as to require some negative votes by

invitation. The Dominican President habitu

ally declared the dependence of his authority

upon that of the United States in force, and

that death or expulsion of himself and his

Cabinet could be averted only by this annex

ation.

The publio property of Dominica, in the

main, was to be left to her, with the corre

sponding burden ofher own debts and liabilities,

necessarily, without prejudice to third parties.

Incumbrances, then, become matter of essential

consequence.- Beyond the magnitude of them,

only the most obscure and meagre data

were before the United States Government

touching them, previous to the report of the

commissioners. A person named Fabens,

resident in Dominica, made, as agent of the

United States, a report, placing the aggregate

debt at $600,000. With some additions since,

it had been reckoned at some millions. It was

reported that mortgages of enormous scope ;

grants of public lands, of which a single one,

to Fabens, absorbed one-fifth of the whole ;

perpetual navigation and commercial fran

chises and other monopolies, mining rights,

banking privileges, rights to valuable woods,

guano, etc ; land grants and charters for rail

ways, for immigration societies, etc., existed,

and thus there was excited the belief that, by

way of grant or lien, all the appropriable re

sources of the country have fallen under pri

vate control.

Subsequently to the signing of the treaty,

grants and concessions of every description

were solicited of the Dominican Government,

against zealous remonstrances of the regular

United States diplomatic agent, made without

encouragement from Washington. The Presi

dent on sending the report of the commission

ers to Congress accompanied it with a mes-

sago, in which he said :

And now my task is finished, and with it ends all

personal solicitude upon the subject. My duty being

done, yours begins, and 1 gladly hand over the whole

matter to the judgment of the American people and

of their representatives in Congress assembled. The

facts will now be spread beforo the country, and a

decision rendered by that tribunal whose convictions

so seldom err, and against whose will I have no pol

icy to enforce. My opinion remains unchanged—

indeed, it is confirmed by the report—that the in

terests of our country and of San Domingo alike

invite the annexation of that republic.
In view of the difference of opinion upon this sub

ject, I suggest that no action be taken at the present

session beyond the printing and general dissemina

tion of the report.

Among the numerous measures which were

acted upon by Congress, one, subsequently des

ignated as the "Ku-klux Bill," was not the

least important. Some of those who were

opposed to the measure, which was entitled

"An act to enforce the provisions of the four

teenth amendment of the Constitution of the

United States, and for other purposes " {tee Con

gress, United States), charged that, " in the

political history of the country, there never

had been so direct a blow aimed, under color of

legal authority, at the supremacy of the Con

stitution, or a precedent been established so

dangerous to free institutions ; " " that for the

first time, Congress had to take cognizance of

and provide for the punishment of acts of vio

lence to the persons and property of private

citizens." Others said : " Has Congress au

thority to make such a change ? Can it, by a

single sweeping act like this, destroy our es

tablished federative system, usurp to itself the

powers and rights of the people, throw down

the restraints and balances that are for the

protection of liberty, and set up centralization,

whether in the name of equal rights or any

thing else ? " " The passage of this measure,"

said Senator Schurz, " marks the enlargement

of tho national jurisdiction at the expense of

local governments, and sets up a constructivo

rebellion in order to invest the President with

discretionary power to suspend the kabeat-

eorpus laws." 1

Senator Trumbull called it a usurpation " of

the right to substitute the Federal for the State

courts," and added : " When the Federal Gov

ernment takes to itself the entire protection of

the individual citizen of the State, in his person

and property, there will be an end to State

government, resulting in an unwise change in

our government system."

On the 4th of May ensuing, tho President

issued the following proclamation :

The act of Congress entitled "An act to enforce

the provisions of the fourteenth amendment to the

Constitution of the United States and for other pur

poses," approved April 20th, a. d. 1871, being a law

of extraordinary public importance, I consider it to

be my duty to issue this my proclamation, calling

the attention of the people of the United States

thereto ; enjoining upon all good citizens, and espe
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cially upon public officers, to be zealous in the en

forcement thereof ; and warning all persons to ab

stain from committing any of the acts thereby pro

hibited. The law of Congress applies to all parts of

the United States, and will be enforced everywhere

to the extent of the powers vested in the Executive.

But, inasmuch as the necessity therefor is well

known to have been caused chiefly by persistent vio

lations of the rights of citizens of the United States

by combinations of lawless and disaffected persons

in certain localities lately the theatre of insurrection

and military conflict, I do particularly exhort the

people of those parts of the country to suppress all

such combinations by their own voluntary efforts

through the agency of local lawSj and to maintain

the rights of all citizens of the United States, and to

secure to all such citizens the equal protection of the

laws. Fully sensible of the responsibility imposed

upon the Executive by the act or Congress to which

public opinion is now called, and reluctant to call

into exercise any of the extraordinary powers there

by conferred upon mo except in cases of imperative

necessity, I do nevertheless deem it my duty to make

known that I will not hesitate to exhaust the power

thus vested in the Executive whenever and wherever

it shall become necessary to do so for the purpose of

securing to all citizens of the United States the peace

ful enjoyment of the rights guaranteed to them by

the Constitution and laws. It is my earnest wish

that peace and cheerful obedience to the law may

prevail throughout the land, and that all traces of our

late unhappy civil strife may be speedily removed.

These ends can be easily reached by acquiescence in

the results of the conflict now written in our Consti

tution, and by the due and proper enforcement of

equal, just, and impartial laws in every part of our

country. The failure of local communities to furnish

such means for the attainment of results so earnestly

desired, imposes upon the national Government the

duty of putting forth all its energies for the protec

tion of its citizens of every race and color, and for

the restoration of poace and order throughout the

entire country.
In testimony whereof I have horounto set my hand

and caused tho seal of the United States to be affixed.

Done at the city of Washington, this third day of

May, in the year of our Lord one thousand

[l. s.] eight hundred and seventy-one ; and of the

independence of the United States tho ninety-

fifth. U. S. GBANT.

By the President :

Htifii.Tox Fish, Secretary of State.

Again, on October 17th, the President .is

sued his proclamation under the authority of

the above-mentioned act, and concluded as fol

lows:

I, Ulysses S. Grant, President of the United Statei

of America, by virtue of the authority vested in me

by the Constitution of the United States, and the act

of Congress aforesaid, do hereby declare that, in my

judgment, the public safety especially requires that

the privileges of the writ of hobeot corpvi be sus

pended, to the end that such rebellion may be over

thrown, and do hereby suspend the privileges of the

writ of habeas corput within the counties of Spartan

burg, York, Marion, Chester, Laurens, Newberry,

Fairfield, Lancaster, and Chesterfield, in said State

of South Carolina, in respect to all persons arrested

by the marshal of the United States for the said Dis

trict of South Carolina, or by any of his deputies, or

by any military officer of the United States, or by

any soldier or citizen acting under the orders of said

marshal, deputy, or such military officer within any

one of said counties charged with violation of the act

of Congress aforesaid, during the continuance of such

rebellion.
In witness whereof I have hereunto get my hand,

and caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.

Dono at the city of Washington, this lTUi day of

October, in tho year of our Lord 1671." aid

[seal.] of the independence of the United States of

America the ninety-sixth.

(Signed) U. S. GRANT.

By the President :

J. C. Bancroft Davis, Acting Secretary of State.

On November 11th another proclamation

to the same effect was issued relative to Union

Connty, South Carolina.

Another act of Congress, March 3d, malicg

appropriations for sundry civil expenses of the

Government for the year ending June 30, 1872,

etc., contained this provision :

That the President of the United States be, audit

Is hereby, authorized to prescribe such rules and ref

utations for the admission of persons into tie civil

service of the United States as will best promote tie

efficiency thereof ; and to ascertain the fitness of

each candidate in respect to age, health, character,

knowledge, and ability for the branch of service into

which he seeks to enter ; and for this purpose the

President is authorized to employ suitable perma

to conduct said inquiries, to prescribe their duties,

and to establish regulations for the conduct ofperson

who may receive appointments in the civil service.

Under this provision the President appointed

as Civil Service Commissioners George William

Curtis, Alexander G. Cattell, Joseph Mediil,

Davidson A. Walker, E. B.Ellicott, Joseph H.

Blackfan, and David C. Cox. On December 19th

the President sent a message to Congress, anil

transmitted therewith the report of the eon-

missioners. That document closes with this

passage :

Wo propose also that in this country the places it

the publio service Bhall be restored to those who ire

found to be fitted for them, and, if any one is disposed

to think that an abuse of forty years is a law of the

republican system * a little reflection will show him

his error. If he believes a reform to be impoisihle,

he merely shows that he is tho victim of the abuse,

and forgets that in America every reform is possible.

The enforcement of the rules that we submit for ap

proval depends, of course, upon the pleasure of the

President; yet, should they receive the sanctions

Congress in the form of law, their enforcement would

become, until repealed, not only the pleasure but

the duty of the President. That sanction, whether

to the rules now submitted, or to any scheme, will

more surely promote that purity and efficiency of toe

civil service which the country most earnestly de

sires. If that sanction should De delayed, the rules

adopted for his action by the President could not

bind his successor; but, unless wo are wholly mis

taken, the reform would so vindicate itself to tw

good sense of the country that the people themselves

would reject any party and any candidate that pro

posed to relapse into the present practice. The uj-

provomcnt of the oivii Bervice is emphatically u™

people's cause, the people's reform, and the Ad

ministration which vigorously begins it will ""I'll™
a glory only less than that of the salvation of a tree

Union.

Tho following are the rules submitted by the

commissioners :

1. No person shall be admitted to any P?'*"J°
the civil service within tho appointment ortnerrt

ident or the heads of departments who is noi
citizen of the United States, who shall not ha" rur

nished satisfactory evidenoe in regard to """Sa
health, and age, and who shall not havei P^JJJ
satisfactory examination in speaking, re«ain?>

writing the English language.
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2. An advisory board of suitablo persons to be em

ployed by the President under the ninth section of

the aet of March 8, 1871, entitled " An act making

appropriations for sundry civil expenses of the Gov

ernment for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1872, and

for other purposes," shall, bo far as practicable,

group the positions in each branoh of the civil ser

vice, according to the character of the duties to bo

performed, and shall grade each group from the low

est to the highest for the purpose of promotion

within the group. Admission to the civil service

shall always De to the lowest grade of any group, and,

to such positions as cannot do grouped or graded,

admission shall be determined as provided for the

lowest grade.
8. A vacancy occurring in the lowest grade of any

group ofoffices shall be filled, after due public notice,

from all applicants who shall present themselves, and

who shall Have furnished the evidences and satisfied

the preliminary examination already mentioned, and

who shall have passed a public competitive examina

tion to test their knowledge, ability, and special

Qualifications for the performance of the duties of

the office. The Board conducting such competitive

examination shall prepare, under the supervision of

the Advisory Board, a list of tho names of the ap

plicants in the order of their excellence, as proved

by such examination, beginning with the highest,

and shall then certify to the nominating or appoint

ing power (as the case may be) the names standing

nt the head of suoh list, not exceeding three, and

from the names thus certified the appointment shall

be made.
4. A vacancy occurring in any grade of a group of

officers above tho lowest shall be filled by a com

petitive examination of applicants from the other

grades of that group, and the list of names from

which the appointment is to bo made shall be pro-

pared and certified as provided in tho preceding

rulo ; but, if no such applicants are found competent,

tho appointment shall be upon an examination of all

applicants, conducted in accordance with the pro

visions for admission in the lowest grade.

5. Applicants, oertified or otherwise, qualified for

appointment as cashiers of collectors of customs,

cashiers of assistant-treasurers, cashiers of post

masters superintendent of money-order division in

post-offices, and such other custodians of large sums

of money as may hereafter Be designated by the Ad

visory Board, and for whose pecuniary fidelity an

other officer is responsible, shall nevertheless not be

appointed, exoept with the approval of such other

omcer.
6. postmasters whose annual salary is less than

$200 may bo appointed upon the written request of

applicants, with such evidence of character and fit

ness as shall be satisfactory to the head of the De

partment.

7. The appointment of all persons entering the

oivil Bervice in accordance with those regulations,

excepting persons appointed by the President by

and with the advice and consent of the Senate, post

masters and persons appointed to any position in a

foreign country, shall be made for a probationary

term of six months, during which the conduct and

capacity of such persons snail bo tested, and, if, at

the end of such probationary term, satisfactory

proofs of their fitness shall have been furnished by

tho Board of Examiners to the head of the Depart

ment in which they shall have been employed during

said term, they shall bo reappointed.

8. Tho President will designate three persons in

each department of public service to serve as a Board

of Examiners, which, under the supervision of the

Advisory Board, and under regulations to bo pre

scribed by it, and at such times and places as it may

determine, shall conduct personally, or by persons

approved by the Advisory Board, all investigations

and examinations for admission into said depart

ments, or for promotion therein.

9. Anyperson, who, after long and faithful service

in a department, shall be incapacitated by mental or

bodily infirmities for the efficient discharge of the

duties of his position, may be appointed by the head

of the Department, at his discretion, to a position of

less responsibility in the same Department.

10. Nothing in these rules shall prevent the ap

pointment of aliens to positions in the consular ser

vice, which by reason of small compensation or of

other sufficient cause are, in the judgment of the ap

pointing power, necessarily so filled, nor the ap

pointment of such persons within the United States

as are indispensable to a proper discharge of tho

duties of certain positions, but who may not be fa

miliar with the English language, or legally capable

of naturalization.
11. No head of a Department or any subordinate

officer of the Government shall, as suoh officer, au

thorize or assist in levying any assessment of money

for political purposes, under the form of voluntary

contributions or otherwise, upon any person em

ployed under his control, nor shall any such person

pay any money so assessed.

12. The Advisory Board shall at any time recom

mend to tho President suoh changes in these rules

as it may oonsider necessary to secure the greater

efficiency of the oivil service.

13. From those rules are excepted the heads of de

partments, assistant-secretaries of departments, As-

aistant Attorney-General and First Assistant-Post

master-General, Solicitor-General, Solicitor of the

Treasury, Naval Solicitor, Solicitor of Internal Rev

enue, Examiner of Claims in the State Department,

Treasurer ofthe United States, Registrar oftho Treas

ury, First and Second Comptrollers of the Treasury,

Judges of the United States Courts, District At

torneys, Private Secretary of tho President, Am

bassadors and other publio Ministers, Superintend

ent of tho Coast Survey, Director of the Mint, Gov

ernors of Territories, Special Commissioners, spe

cial annual Visiting and Examining Boards, persons

appointed to positions without compensation for ser

vices, dispatch agents, and bearers of dispatches.

Early in the month of April the Democratic

members of Congress issued an address to tho

people of the United States. After expressing

their views on the condition of the country,

the manner in which the Administration has

discharged its duties, the dangers before the

country, the extravagance and violence of

their opponents, they conclude thns :

No indignation can be too stern and no scorn too

severe for the assertions by unscrupulous radical

leaders that the great Democratic and conservative

party of the Union has or can have sympathy with

disorders or violence in any part of the country, or

in the deprivation of any man of his rights under

the Constitution.

It is to protect and perpetuate the rights which

every freeman cherishes, to revive in all ncarts the

feeling of friendship, affection, and harmony, which

are the best guarantees of law and order, and to

throw aroundT the humblest citizen, wherever ho

may be, the protecting ngis of these safeguards of

personal liberty which the fundamental laws of the

land assure, that we invoke tho aid of all good men

in the work of peace and reconciliation : we invito

their generous cooperation, irrespective of all former

differences of opinion, so that the harsh voice of dis

cord may be relieved; that a new and dangerous

sectional agitation may be checked ; that the burdens

of taxation, direct or indirect, may be reduced to tho

lowest point consistent with good faith to every ^ust

national obligation and with a strictly economical

administration of the Government, and that the

States may be restored in their integrity and true

rotations to our Federal Union.

■
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On the 22d of April a public reception was

given to President Grant at Indianapolis. Sen

ator Morton, of Indiana, who was present on

the occasion, proceeded at some length to give

his views of the political situation. The Re

publican party, he said, could not afford to

run off upon any one issue, to the abandonment

of others ; it was national, and its policy must

embrace the good of the whole country; it

could not afford to make a distinct issue on

the tariff, civil-service reform, or any other

individual measure; it must take its stand on

these assertions: the Democrats, if they return

to power, will either take away the pensions

of loyal soldiers, or else will pension Con

federate soldiers also; will, when they have a

majority in Congress, quietly allow the South

ern States to secede in peace ; will tax national

bonds, and unsettle every thing generally. The

next Republican candidate must, then, declare

that Mr. Boutwell's policy, as Secretary of the

Treasury, has been for the best interests of

the country, inasmuch as it has already paid

one-twelfth of the national debt; that the Ku-

klux act, so called, is constitutional and neces

sary ; and that the United States Government

must enforce the observance of the fourteenth

and fifteenth amendments, which everywhere

in the South the Democrats disregard.

The proceedings on this occasion were pub

licly regarded as an expression on the part of

the President of his consent to be a candidate

for a second term. At the same time some

manifestations of dissatisfaction with General

Grant had made their appearance among per

sons who had" warmly supported him. A

meeting held in St. Louis early in the year

gave the first public expressions of hostility

on the port of Republicans to General Grant.

This was followed by a private meeting in

Cincinnati, about March 10th, of a dozen or

more Republicans who had been high in the

confidence of the party, as ex-Governor Cox,

of Ohio, Stanley Matthews, etc. A committee

was appointed to draft a declaration of prin

ciples as a basis for the formation of a Central

Republican Association of Hamilton County,

for the promotion, by their united efforts and

influence, of certain views and principles

which, in their estimation, should guide the

future of the Republican party.

That committee consisted of Stanley Mat

thews, George Headly, G. R. Laye, II. L. Bur

net, and Frederick Hassanreck.

They submitted a report, which was adopted

and signed by about 100 Republicans. This

was called a Republican Reform movement,

and was said to reflect a change in sentiment,

in regard to some points of Republican legis

lation, which had become manifest among the

people of the West and Northwest. They pro

fessed an intention to act within the lines of

the Republican party, and advanced four dis

tinct principles : General amnesty, civil-service

reform, specio payments, and a revenue tariff.

This movement grew into an affair of political

importance during the year; sympathizers ap

peared in the Senate at Washington on its

next session, and a call issued from Missouri

for a National Convention at Cincinnati on

May 1, 1872, in opposition to the nomination

of General Grant.

Meantime Democrats were not idle in their

party. On the 18th of May, at the convention

in Montgomery Connty, Ohio, Mr. Clement 1.

Vallandigham introduced a series of resolu

tions intended to form the basis of a future

national platform of the Democrats. These

were adopted by the local convention, and as

sumed such importance with the public as to

be known and designated as a " new depart

ure." (The resolutions may be found under

the title Ohio in this volume.) The Democratic

candidate for Governor of Massachusetts, Mr.

John Quin cy Adams, in a letter that was made

public, expressed some views which also attract

ed attention. The following is an extract:

I deplore the halting, hesitating step with which

the Democracy is sneaking up to its inevitable posi

tion. For this cause I share your regret at the stu

dious ambiguity which seems to search forasally-

fort through which to dodge its destiny. And while

better like tho spirit, I equally condemn the policy

of those who onlyjproclaiined their purpose of revo

lution. Such indications of sentiment annoy roe,

simply because they prolong a situation fraught will

great danger to tho dearest interests of us an. The

dominant party can retain a power which has frrora

too great for the public welfare only by an indefinite

extension of the moral conditions of the civil war.

The Republican organization can rally to no cry but

a slogan, and conquer under no standard but a

spear. That party needs strife to insure its success,

but good feeling is necessary for good government^
Now, the hostility to the fifteenth amendment is

tho stock-in-trado of the fomentem of strife ; is it

worth gratifying at the risk of permanent subjec

tion i The South is galled to-day not by the pres

ence of that amendment to the Constitution, but by

the utter absence of the Constitution itself. They

feel a Congress which assaults them, but they and

no Constitution to protect them. Is it not silly, then,

to squabble about an amendment which would ceu«
to be obnoxious if it was not detached from its

context ! •

The views of Messrs. Vallandigham and

Adams proposed a hearty acquiescence in the

results of the late war by the entire Democrat

ic party. The following letter is an evidence

of the manner in which the position of ih»

former was regarded :

Washington, I). C, May 20, Vtl
Mt dear Sib : I have just read ibp resolutions oi

the Montgomery County (Ohio) Democratic Conven

tion, reported by yourself, together with your re

marks and those of Mr. Conk. You have rendereu

a great service to your country and tho party '
least such is mv judgment. May God bless you tor

it 1 Nothing can be truer than your declaration tn»

the movement contemplated by the resolutions ■

the restoration xif the Democratic party to its anciwj

platform of progress and reform. I know J**JJ
well to doubt your courage or your fidelity to v

convictions. \ ery truly yours, S. P. CiiABt-.

lion. C. L. Vallandiohax.

In June, Mr. Jefferson Davis, late President

of the Confederate States, had a public recep

tion at Atlanta, Ga., on which occasion, in
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brief speech, he expressed some views of an

opposite kind, which obtained much public

notice. He said :

You went to war upon the same question for which

your ancestors and theirs contended in the first Eevo-

lution against the Government of Great Britain—the

right of commercial Independence or State sover

eignty. You secured it in that first war, and State

aovereignty must again be restored, or else the Re

public of America is a failure. Despotism cannot be

exercised under a republican form of government,

and, my frionds, if you can but wait, all will be well.

If any of us die before the day of peace and liberty

dawns, let us die in the faith that it will come at last.

The people of the North will never surrender their

rights j and, when they see the danger at home, then

they will need your aid and will come to you, and then

you will be crowned with victory and triumphant suc

cess. I am not of those who "accept the situation."

These cant phrases that we hear so much of about

" accepting the situation," and about our rights

having been submitted to the " arbitrament of the

sword," are but the excuses of cowards. I admit

that power prevails over truth ; I admit that power

is so great that it would be folly to resist it, and there

fore I am in favor, myself, of being acquiescent, and

I advise you to the same course, but I do not admit

that our rights have ever been submitted to the arbit

rament of the sword. Who has the power to submit

your libertios to the arbitrament of battles I You never

delegated that power to your representatives. I, as

your executive, never claimed it, and never, dying

or living, will I admit it. And then, my friends,

about this much-talked-of subject of " accepting the

situation." You are not called upon to acknowledge

that you have done wrong unless you feel it. I don't

believe I did any wrong, and therefore I don't ac

knowledge it. All that a government has a right to

claim from any of its subjects is that they will quietly

submit to the law. Liberty of law is their inherit

ance, and submission to the law, as long as it is such,

is their duty and their obligation, and it should be

their pride.

A series of resolutions of a conservative

nature was drawn up by friends of Chief-

Justice Chase, in Parkersburg, West Virginia,

and submitted to him for his approval, which,

after a few verbal alterations, was fully given.

A National Labor Congress was held in St.

Louis on Angnst 10th, which adopted the fol

lowing platform of principles npon which it

proposed to appear before the country in 1872,

as a distinct political party :

Referring to the call . for a national convention to

nominate a President and Vioe-President, they say :

In making this call, and presuming to enter into

competition with existing parties, it is meet that we

should give to the world our reasons as well as our

remedies which we propose for the wrongs of which

we complain. Starting, then, with the maxim that

our government is founded on the sovereignty and

consent of the governed, and that its purpose is to

protect property and enforce natural rights, and thus

give to all an equitable chance in the race of life ;

that land, water, air, and all the material elements

are common gifts, governments being only trustees

to guard against their misapplication, and that as

trustees they have no right to alienate them unless

tho consent of the owners is freely given, that all

class legislation whereby these original and common

elements or proceeds of the same enhanced by intel

ligent labor are perverted from their original design,

and made to inure to the benefit of non-producers

and injury of producers, is wrong and subversive of

the purposes of good government; that all able-

bodied, intelligent persons should contribute to the

common stock, by fruitful industry, a sum or quan

tity equal to their own support, and legislation should

tend as far as possible to an equitable distribution of

surplus products.

It these propositions are true, our government is

wholly perverted from its true design, and the sacred

names of democracy and republicanism, synonymes

of despotism, and the parties represented thereby,

as now organized, engines of oppression crushing out

the lives of the people. Wo need only point to tacts.

In this beneficent country of unlimited resources,

with the land annually groaning beneath the products

of human effort, the mass of the people have no sup

ply bevond their daily wants, and are compelled,

from these unjust conditions, in sickness and mis

fortune, to become paupers and vagrants. Pauper

ism and crime are tho prevailing questions of all

modern statesmanship, and it is with these we have

to deal. How far these evils are connected with tho

abuses inflicted on labor, a superficial statesmanship

seems not to perceive. Chattel slavery has been

abolished, but the rights and relations of labor stand

just where they did before emancipation, in respect

to a division ofits products. The difference lies only

in the methods of abstracting tho results and con

centrating them in a few capitalists, who are now

masters and dictators of the terms, and thus all labor

is practically placed in the same condition of the

slave before his emancipation. In thus placing it,

the interests of all labor become common, and they

must fight their battles in unity if they would suc

ceed. What, then, are the instrumentalities by which

these wrongs are inflicted!
1. Banking and moneyed monopolies, by which

through ruinous rales of interest the productions of

human labor are concentrated in the hands of non-

producers. This is the great central source of these

wrongs, and through which all other monopolies

exist and operate.

2. Consolidated railroad and other transit monop

olies, whereby all industries are taxed to the last

mill they will bear for tho benefit of stockholders

and stock-jobbers.

8. Manufacturing monopolies, whereby small op

erators are crushed and the prices of labor and its

products are determined with mathematical certainty

in the Interest of capitalists.

i. Land monopolies, by which the publio domain

is absorbed by a few speculators.

5. Commercial and grain monopolies, speculating

to enrich their bloated corporations on human neces

sities.

We propose to restore the Government to its origi

nal purpose and as far as possible to remedy these

evils and remove their results :

I. By establishing a monetary system based on

facts and resources of tho nation in harmony with

the genius of the Government and adapted to the

exigences of legitimate commerce. To this end the

circulating notes of national and State banks, as well

as all currency that is not full legal tender, should

be withdrawn from circulation, and a proper cur

rency issued by tho Government which shall be a

legal tender in payment of all debts, public and pri

vate, dues on imports included, and declared tho

lawful money of tho United States. This currency

or money is to be interchangeable at tho pleasure of

the holders of Government bonds bearing three per

cent, intorest, the Government creditors to have the

priv ilege of taking the money or bondB at their elec

tion, reserving to Congress the right to regulate the

interest on bonds, and the value of the currency, so

as to effect an equitable distribution of the products

of labor between money, or non-producing capital ;

and productive industry.

II. By paying the national debt in strict accordance

with the laws under which it was originally con

tracted—gold where specifically promised, but all

other forms of indebtedness, including the principal

of tho five-twenty bonds, shall be discharged at the
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earliest option of the Government in legal-tender

currency or lawful money of the United States, with

out funding it in long bonds or any way increasing the

gold-paying and untaxed obligations of Government.

III. By preserving inviolate the public domain to

actual settlers and tillers of the soil.

IV. By a tariff revenue alone, believing as we do

that the reduction of interest to a just rate wilj do

more to increase the rewards of labor and encourage

the development of agriculture, mineral, manufac

turing, ana mechanical resources, than any system

of tariff laws that can be devised.

V. By restraining, or, if need be, abolishing cor

porate monopolies under it, interdicting class legis

lation and confining national legislation to such ob

jects, subjecting military to civil authority, and

reducing the army to a peace standard, and confining

its operations to national purposes alone.

VI. By requiring in all future wars means neces

sary for their prosecution, which shall as required be

collected from the wealth of the country and not

entailed on the future earnings of labor. *

VII. By adopting an Indian policy founded on

national justice, by which many valuable lives and

many millions of money mny be annually saved.

VIII. By holding legislators to a more rigid ac

countability, by requiring submission of the annexa

tion of territory, and other fundamental laws affect

ing the general interest of society, to the vote of the

whole people.

IX. By prohibiting the importation of coolies or

other servile labor, and protecting labor from all un

necessary burdens.

X. By encouraging cooperative efforts and the

building up of manufacturing industries throughout

the country.

XI. By granting a general amnesty and restoring

the Union at once on the basis of an equality ofrights

and privileges to all classes and interests, an impar

tial administration ofjustice being the only true bond

of union to bind the States together and engage the

affeotions of the people to the Government.

XII. By the creation of a board of management of

the currency and revenue, to consist of such a num

ber of intelligent business men as may bo necessary

to transact the fiscal affairs *>f the Government, whion

board shall be charged with the execution of all laws

relating to the collection of and disbursement of the

revenue and the regulation of the currency, and em

powered to hove the oversight of the clerical force

and other officers and agents required in the,disehargo

of all duties pertaining to this Department. The same

rule is to be applied to the Post-Office and Interior

Departments as tar as may be practicable, the Secre

taries of the Departments to be presidents of such

boards.

A convention of delegates representing the

negro population of the country was held in

St. Louis on September 27th. A scries of reso

lutions was adopted, congratulating the coun

try upon the successful career of the Republi

can party, approving various public acts of that

party, the advocation of a fairly-adjusted tariff

that does not discriminate against one section

to tho advantago of another, favoring the an

nexation of San Domingo, a modification of

the internal revenue system looking to reduc

tion of taxation, indorsing heartily Grant's

Administration, and asking his renomination.

A resolution was passed, asking all the State

Legislatures to pass a compulsory law compel

ling all children between seven andfifteen years

to attend school. That relating to woman's

suffrage^was indefinitely postponed. Another

convention, representing all the negro popula

tion in the late slaveholding States, was held at

Columbia, S. C, on October 24th. An address

to the people of the United States was adopted,

in which the delegates sav :

While we have, as a body, contributed our labor i?.

the past to enhance tho wealth and promote the wd-

fare of tho community^ we have as a class been de

prived of one of the chief benefits to be derived fhm

industry, namely, the acquisition of education end

experience, the return that civilization makes for the

labor of the individual. Our want in this respect no!

only extends to general education, and experience,

such as fit the man to adorn the societv ot his fel

lows, but to that special .education and experience

required to enable us to enter successfully the de

partments of a diversified industry.

We ask that your Beprescntatives in Congress bit

be instructed to afford such aid, in extending educa

tion to the uneducated classes in the States we repre

sent, as maybe consistent with the financial interest!

of the nation. Although we urge our unrequited

labors in the past as the ground of this appeal, jet

we do not seek these benefits for ourselves slcie,

but for tho white portion of the laboring-class in on

States, whose need is as great as ours.

In order to secure the promotion of our industrial

interests, you can render us assistance. It is true ft

hove no demands to mako of the national Govern

ment in this respect ; but it is in the power of the

people of the United States to aid us materially. I

order to advance our knowledge and skill in the in

dustrial arts, it is necessary that we should have the

advantage 01 the means employed in the countrr ss

large for those purposes. That in preparing for in

dustrial pursuits and in putting our skill in opera

tion, we should come in contact with educated and

experienced workmen, and be put in possession of

the result of their skill and knowledge. If the trades

and workshops are Bhut against us, we cannot reset

that point of excellence to which we desire t» attain.

We ask your aid and sympathy in placing us on the

same footing in reference to the pursuit of industrv

as that enjoyed by other citizens. If, after having

access to the means of becoming skilful workmen,

we fail to attain that standing, we are contcntt o take

rank among the industrial classes of the country ac
cording to the degree of our proficiency. Should we

be excluded from these benefits, a s'tate of thinrs

will arise, most prejudicial to the interest of skilled

labor, namely, the existence of a great body ofwork

men ready to supply the market with poor work, at

cheap ratos. While slavery existed the Northern

States were not affected by the low state of the in

dustrial arts in the Southern States ; but labor bein;

now free to find the beBt market, it is, beyond ques

tion, the Interest of tho artificers or the North If

raise tho standard of proficiencv at the South. Ij »
clearly the interest of the great industries of the

North to strengthen themselves bv alliance witn

those at the South. This result would be practical

to the fullest extent, if those of our color throughout

the North could be placed in a position to owz

among us the best knowledge and skill in the depsr;-

nionts of trade to which they belong.

During tho session of this convention tie

following letter was read :

Bostow, Odobtr 13, UR

DUS Sir. : I am glnd that our colored t&*?*
icns are to have a convention of their own. do m t

ns they are excluded from rights or suffer in ».

way, on account of color, they will naturally

together in order to find a proper remed.Vj iMi
you kindly invite me to communicate with tnet

vention, I make bold to offer a few brief »?ST»f*",
In the first place, you must at all times W"sgT

your rights, and here I mean not only those a .

accorded, but others still denied, afl ^wnioB

contained in equality before the law. > ' KUaJ
law supplies a rule, there yqu must icsis* ur0D
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rights. How much remains to bo obtained you know-

too well in the experience of life. Can a respectablo

colored citizen travel on steamboats or railways, or

public conveyances generally, without insult on ac

count of color? LetLieutenant-Governor Dunn, of

Louisiana, describe his journey from New Orleans

to Washington. Shut out from proper accommoda

tions in the cars, the doors of the Senate Chamber

opened to him, and there he found the equality which

a railroad conductor had denied. Let our excellent

friend, Frederick Douglass, relate his melancholy

experience, when, within sight of the Exeoutive

mansion, he was thrust back from the dinner-table

where his brother commissioners were already seated-

You know the outrage. I might ask the same ques

tion with regard to hotels, and even common schools.

An hotel is a legal institution, and so is a common

school. As such each must be for the equal benefit

of all. Now, can there bo any exclusion from either

on account of oolor? It is not enough to provide

separate accommodations for colored citizens, even

if in all respects as good as those of other persons.

Equality is not found in an equivalent, but only in

equolity. In other words, there must be no discrim

ination on account of color. The discrimination is

an insult and a hinderonce, and a bar, which not only

destroys oomfort and prevents equality, but weakens

oil other rights.

The right to vote will have new security when

your equal right in publio conveyances, hotels, and

common schools, is at last established ; but here vou

must insist for yourselves by speech, by petition,

and by vote. Help yourselves, and others will help

you also. The Civil Eights law needs a supplement

to cover Buch cases. This defect has been apparent

from the beginning, and, for a long time, I have

striven to remove it. I have a bill for this purpose

now pending in the Senate. Will not my colored

fellow-citizens see that those in power shall no longer

postpone this essential safeguard! Surely, here is

an object worthy of effort.

Nor has the Republican partv done its work until

this is established. Is it not better to establish all

our own people in the enjoyment of equal rights be

fore we seek to bring others within the sphere of

our institutions to be treated as Frederick Douglass

was on his way to the President from St. Domingo ?

It is easy to see that a small part of the means, the

energy, and the determined will spent in the expedi

tion to St. Domingo, and in the prolonged war-dance

about that island, with menace to the black Eepublio

of Hayti, would have seoured all our colored fellow-

citizens m the enjoyment of equal rights. Of this

there can be no doubt.

Among the cardinal objects in education which

must bo insisted on must bo equality, side by side

with the alphabet. It is in vain to teach equality if

you do not practise it. It is in vain to recite the

great words of the Declaration of Independence if

you do not make them a living reality. What is les-

Bon without example ? As all are equal at the ballot-

box, so must all be equal at the common school.

Equality in the common school is the preparation

for equality at the ballot-box ; therefore do I put

this among the essentials of education.

In asserting your own rights you will not fail to

insist upon justice to all, under which is necessarily

included purity in the government. Thieves and

money-changers, whether Democrats or Republicans,

must be driven out of our temple. Tammany Hall

and the Republican self-seekers musthe overthrown.

There should be no place for cither. Thank God,

good men are now coming to the rescue 1 Let them,

while uniting against corruption, insist upon equal

rights for alh, and also the suppression of lawless

violence, wherever it shows itself, whether in the

Ku-klux Klan outraging the South, or illicit under

takings outraging the black Eepublio of Hayti.

To these inestimable objects add specie payments,

and you will have a platform which ought to be ac-

oepted by the American people. Will not our col-

vol. xi.—13 A

ored fellow-citizens begin this good work? Let

them at the same time save themselves and save the

country. These are only hints which I submit to

the convention, hoping that its proceedings will tend

especially tc the good of the colored raoe. Accept

my thanks and best wishes, and believo me faith

fully yours, CHARLES SUMNER.

A number of conventions, for the purpose

of securing female suffrage, were held during

the year. They presented a uniform charac

ter, with very little change in the persons who

were the prominent actors in each. The fol

lowing resolutions brought before a Female

Convention in Baltimore, on December 7th,

express the objects for which all of the con

ventions were held :

Whereat, Governments derive their just powers

from the consent of the governed, of whom women

constitute a part ; and—

Whereas, All political power inheres in the people,

of whom women constitute a part ; and—

Whereat, Taxation without representation is tyr

anny, and women are taxed as well as men : there

fore—
• Resolved, That women are rightfully entitled to vote, i

Retolved, That a disfranchised class is always an

oppressed class, and suffrage is the only guarantee

of equal rights for woman, and it means " a fair day's

wages for a fair day's work," equal education, equal

opportunities, equal laws for husband and wife, for

father and mother, for widower and widow.

Resolved, That woman suffrage, which means equal

ity in the home, means therefore greater purity, con

stancy, and permanence in marriage ; that t lie har

monious cooporation of men and women is alike

essential to a nappy home, a refined society, a Chris

tian Church, and a Republican State.

A Convention of the Heads of Police Depart-

mentj and Chiefs of Police of the Cities of the

United States was held in St. Louis, on Octo

ber 24th. Of the business of the convention,

the following reports, which were adopted,

are entitled to notice :

The report on Industrial Schools for Aban

doned and Destitute Youth, the principal fea

ture of which was that Congress should estab

lish National Industrial Schools, giving publio

lands therefor ; each school to be located on

lands given ; the land to be inalienable ; each

State, by its Legislature, to be the actuary

of the grant, etc.

The report of the Detective Committee rec

ommended the Legislatures of the various

States to adopt a uniform code of criminal

law, giving full power to the officers of one

county to pursue and arrest criminals in any

county in the State, and advised detectives

throughout the country to cooperate for the

purpose of detecting crime. When felony is

committed in one city, immediate notification

should be made to the chiefs of police in other

cities, and the whereabouts of all criminals

and professional thieves be communicated to

all detectives.

The report on the social evil qnestion eli

cited a long discussion, and was finally adopted,

declaring that the social evil problem, to be

solved practically, must be removed from the

exclusive domain of the moralist ; that, if it

cannot bo eradicated as a fact, its evils can be

mitigated by police surveillance, and the vie*
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tim herself can be redeemed from the remorse

that leads her to suicide, by a reconciliation

with society, or repentance, in many instances.

It thns ignores the policy which takes no

other notice of their humanity than by the

infliction of a penalty that knows no forgive

ness, and asserts that the legal treatment of the

evil in St. Louis has worked beneficially, and

it is recommended to the serious consideration

of the authorities and people of the United

States as a mode which has in its practical

operations proved salutary in its effects upon

society, and has served to ameliorate the con

dition of the unfortunate class, without pre

judice to the morals of the community.

A large Commercial Convention was held in

Baltimore on September 26th, 27th, and 28th.

The principal subjects of discussion were rail

roads, interior lines of water communication,

public lands and immigration, domestic com

merce, foreign commerce, finance and taxa

tion, American navigation and ship-building,

State inspections, and mineral and mining

interests.

(For the financial condition of the United

States, see the article Finances. The foreign

relations of the country are presented under

the title Diplomatic Corkespondencs, and in

the President's Message for December, 1870,

for which tee Public Documents. For the

military and naval affairs of the country, m

Aemy and Navy, respectively ; and for the

' general condition of internal affairs, tu Cos-

GBEss and the States, respectively.)
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The following table gives the number of per

sons born in the year 1870 in the United

States ; in each State and Territory, and also,

by States and Territories, the number of the

natives of the eight foreign countries of En-

rope most largely represented by emigration

in the population of the United States.

STATES AND TERRI
TORIES.

Alabama .

California
Connecticut .
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Illinois

Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi.
Missouri
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Tork
North Carolina
Ohio
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
Tennessee
Texas
Vermont
Virginia
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Arizona
Colorado
Dakota
District of Columbia.
Idaho
Montana
New Mexico
Utah
Washington
Wyoming

Total for United States!

Number born
In es.-h State
and Territory.

973.700
287,8*!
181.835
487.128
133,419
124,148
,308,104
479.410
369,411
616.038
74.090

,484.207
504.997
fid'.l.sHI

806.MS
147,177
572.988
1.39,031
702.684
,045,268
23,234
4,888

367,346
724,075
,061.348
886.040
649,296
43.380

401,144
170.640
924.774
431,349
414,100
420,978
129,213

547,223
1,640
7.579
2.458

67,547
1.499
2,197

92,386
45.100
7,974
535

32.989.437

Natlvea of I re
land In each

8.893
1.428

54,421
70,630
6,907
787

5,098
120,162
28,698
40,124
10.940
21,642
17,068
16,746
23,630

216.120
42,013
81,746
8,859

51.983
4,999
5.03.-)
12.190
86,784

528,806
677

82,674
1,967

235,750
81,534
8.262
8,048
4.031

14,080
6,191
6.832

48,479
495

1,685
&«8

8.218
9.86

1,635
643
502

1,047
1,102

1.855,779

of
Germany.

2,479
1,562

29.699
12,443
1,141
595

2,760
208.750
78,056
66,160
12,774
30,818
18,912

608
47,015
18,070
64,143
41,364
2,954

113,618
10.954
2,181
436

53.999
816,882

004
182.889

1,875
160.146

1.200
2,742
4,525

23,976
870

4,050
6,231

162,314
379

1,456
563

4,018
599

1.833
582
358
645
652

1,690.410

of
England.

1,039
526

17,685
12,992
1,419
397

1,086
53.806

9,943
16.660
6,159
4,171
2.792
8,645
4,850
84.081
85,047
5.670
1,086

14,813
3,602
2,547
2,679

26,606
110,003

490
86,551
1,344

69,665
9,285
610

8,075
8,029
1,945
1,906
1,810

28,198
134

1,358
848

1,418
639
691
130

10,070
790
655

Brituh
America.

181
831

10.602
10,840

108
173
848

32,488
4,738

17,894
6,295
1,064
678

28,661
621

69,491
88,875
16,681

863
8,406
8.633
8,356

18,937
2.437

78,510
160

12,725
1,168
9,881
10,218

75
570
S85

88,517
315
208

25,638
148
758
705
255
888

1,161
128
686
960

489.342

of
Scotland.

458
156

4.949
8,238
229'
144
420

15,7*3
2,507
5.248
1.580
1,019
814
998

2.433
9,000
8,552
2,194
432

8,283
792
630
892

6,704
27,277

420
7,817
894

16.846
1.947
309
552
680

1,240 J
706 1

746
6,590

64
188
77

851
114
208
86

2,391
309
260

110.809

587
236

8,063
820
127
126
808

10.9O8
6.362
8,130
1.274
8,052
12,288

186
610

1,627
8,120
1,748
621

6.891
340
414
69

8,188
22,273

58
18,778

308
8,683
167
143
562

2,226
93
868
223

2,704
69

209
57

831
144
193
124
63
113
57

Norway.

21
19

1,000
72

16
14

11,860
123

17,554
5"
16
76
68
17

302
1.516

35,940
78

297
606
60
65
90

M
6

64
76
115
22

81
403
84
17
1

40,046

40
1,179

6
61
88
5

618
104
25

7j^W48j3»

■
131

1.9H

.»'»'
4,951
Ui

i
n

100

m

!,*>
»«
no

ISO!
S.3S
»7
a

051
5.SK
S
•r.

95

1*
100
00

S49
964

8
80
t

2,39
I

ISO
so
a
ii
141
6

1.M
IS
109

Of the native born, 51 were born in Alaska

and 2,263 in Indian Territory ; 12,262, partic

ular locality not stated; 169 at sea, under

United States flag. Of the total population,

10,892,015 have one or both parents foreign ;

* Including West Virginia.

10,521,233 foreign fathers; 10,105,627 tow?

mothers; 9,734,845 both parents foreign* '<>

663,968 both parents native. The coinn

of the foreign countries in the table inu

only whites; 9,645 colored persons Wih

Indians were foreign born ; 616 Chines
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born in this country. Of the total foreign

born, 75,153 are natives of Switzerland; 74,-

533 of Wales; 63,042 of China; 46,802 of Hol

land; 42,435 of Mexico; 39,654 of Bohemia;

30,508 of Austria (proper) ; 80,107 of Den

mark; 17,157 of Italy; 14,436 of Poland;

12,553 of Belgium; 6,251 of the West Indies;

5,082 of Luxemburg; 5,310 of Cuba; 4,644

of Russia; 4,542 of Portugal; 4,381 of At

lantic islands; 8,764 of Spain; 3,737 of Hun

gary; 3,565 of South America ; 3,118 of Aus

tralasia; the rest miscellaneous. The whole

number of natives of Great Britain and Ireland

is 2,626,193. Not included in the regular cen

sus returns are Alaska, with a population of

461 whites and 70,000 Indians (estimate of Su

perintendent of the Census) ; and Indian Ter

ritory, with 2,407 whites, 6,378 colored persons,

and 59,367 Indians, of whom 24,967 are on res

ervations or at agencies, and 34,400 are nomad

ic; total population of Territory, 68,152.

Male citizens twenty-one .
Statee and

STATES.
Alabama 209,182
Arkansas 102,359
California 145,802
Connecticut 127,499
Delaware 28,207
Florida 88,871
Georgia 234,971
Illinois 512,833
Indiana 877,938
Iowa 255,471
Kansas 99,929
Kentucky 284.0%
Louisiana 159,007
Maine 153,100
Maryland 109,845
Massachusetts 812,770
Michigan 274.459
Minnesota 75,274
Mississippi 169,551
Missouri 881,129
Nebraska 35,009
Nevada 18,652
New Hampshire .. . 83,361
New Jersey 194,109
New York 984.255

North Carolina.... 214.142
Ohio 593,950

of age and upward, by
Terrltoriei.

STATES.
Oregon 24,608
Pennsylvania 776,027
Rhode Island 43,996
South Carolina .... 140,979
Tennessee 258,093

Texas 160,343
Vermont 74,867
Virginia 206,487
West Virginia .... 98,847
Wisconsin 204,177

Total for States. . 8,814,805

TEKBITOKrES.

Arizona 8,897
Colorado 15,515
Dakota 5,284
Dlst. of Columbia.. 81,622
Idaho 5,657
Montana 11,528
New Mexico 22,442
Utah 10.14T
Washington 7,936
Wyoming 5,297

Total Territories.. 118.670
Total U. States .... 8,433,475

STATES AND TERRITORIES.

Alabama
Arkansas
California
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia

Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New York
North Carolina

Ohio
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
Tennessee
Texas
Vermont
Virginia
West Virginia
Wisconsin

States.

Arizona
Colorado
Dakota
District of Columbia.
Idaho
Moutana
New Mexico
Utah
Washington

Wyoming

Territories.

TAXATION, NOT NATIONAL.

Real and pmonil
i t IV.

$201,855,841
150,394,691
638,707,017
774,631,524
97,180,833
44,103,633

263,169.207
2,121,080,579
1.208.180.543
717.044,750
188,892,014
634,318,552
823,125,066
848,155,671
643,748,970

2,132,148,741
719,208,418
228,909,590
209,197,345

1,284,922,897
09,277,483
31,134,012

252,624,112
940,976,004

6,500,841,204

200,757,244
2,235,430,300

61,558,9:12
3.808,340,112
296.965,040
208,146,989
498,237,724
159,052.542
142,612,350
409,588,133
190,651,491
702,307,329

$29,729,797,943

$ 3,440,791
20,243,303
5,599,752

126.873.018
0.552,081

15,184,522
31,349,793
16,159.995
13.502.164
7,016,748

$245,983,367

ToUl.*

$2,932,932
2.S60.S90

7,817,115
6,064,843
418,092
490.160

2,627,029
21,825,008
10,791,121
9,055.014
2,«73.!f.W
5,730,118
7,000,722
5,343,015
0,032.842

24,922.900
5,412.957
2,648,372
8.730,432
13.908,193

1,027,327
820,308

8,255,793
7.410,724

48,550,308
2,352,309

23,520,548
630,956

24,531.897
2,170,152
2,707,675
3,381,579
1,129,577
2,135,919
4,613,798
1,722,158
6,387,970

$278,891,286

31,323
862,197
13,867

1,581,509
174,711
198.527
01,014
107,855
103,992
84,471

% 2,789,026

$1,456,024
930,894

2,540,383
1,875.024

83;666
248,708
945,394

3.020.681
2,943,078
832,918
809,608

2,254,418
2.071,693
1,350,303
1,781.252
7,408.902

390,852
511,126

1,309,655
2,778,697
262.505
298,411
955.126
873,046

8,720,156
1,200,854
4,727,318
177.053

5,800,172
489,253

1,321,837
1.030. 201
■>9.y..i

1,177,583
2,847,035
734,728
874,677

$08,375,405

7.782
63.425
1,260

' 40.594
38.131
34.113
89,402
33.743
6,103

PUBLIC DEBT, NOT NATIONAL.

Tctol.*

$13,277,154
4,151,152
18,089,082
17.088,906

526.125
2,185,838

21.753,712
42,191,869
7.818.710

8,043,133
6,442.282

18,953,481
63.087,441
10.0i4.624
29,032,577
69,211,538
6.725,231
2,788.797
2,594,415

46.909.805
2.0X9.201

1.980.093
11.153,373
22.854,304

159,808,234
82,474,036
22.211.933

218,486
89.027.131
5,938,042
13,075,229
l-.x27.191

1,013,907
3,594.700

55,921,255
561,767.

5,903,532

$S04,785,067

10,500
681,158

5,761
2,596,545
222.621
278,719

7,560

'''88i827

Fur which bonds
hnve been

$5,382,800
3,050,000
3,311,500
7,275,900

1,012,872
6,54-1,500
4,890.937
4,167,507
634,498

1,341,975
8,070,480

22,500.233
8,007,900
13,317,475
27,128,164
2,385,028
350,000
100,000

17,800.110(1

30.300
600,000

2,752,200
2,996.200

82,409,144
29,900,045
9,732,078
106,583

81,111,662
2,913.5110
7,665,909

81,892,144

' 1,002,566
89,298,225

t
68,290

$324,747,959

$3,095,218
409,557
117,527

276,325

816,000

1,696,236

2V1I666
112,894

6,647,658
608,641

'8.098,614

8,183;857

»28,118,789

• ■#
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CAUSE OF DEATH.

General Diseases, A
8mall-pox
Measles
Scarlet fever
Typhus fever
Cercbro-splnal fever
Enteric fever
Yellow fever ...
Intermittent fever
Remittent fever
Typho-malarlal fever
Cholera
Diphtheria
Whooping-cough
Influenza
Erysipelas
Puerperal fever
Pysemia
Other diseases of this group .

Total .

General Diseases, B.

Rheumatism
Gout
Syphilis
Cancer of uterus
Cancer of breast
Cancers, other
Non-malignant tumors
Scrofula
Consumption
Diabetes
Scurvy
Anaemia
Dropsy
Olher diseases of this group...

Total .

IL—LOCAL DISEASES.

Diseases qf the Nervous System.

Encephalitis
Meningitis

Apoplexy
Sunstroke
Hydrocephalus
Paralysis
Tetanus
Hydrophobia
Epilepsy
Convulsions

Chorea
Disorders of the intellect
Olher diseases of this group

Total.

Diseases qf the Circulatory System.

Pericarditis
Valvular disease of heart
Hypertrophy of heart
Cyanosis
Aneurism
Other diseases of this group

Total .

Diseases of the Respiratory System.

Croup v...
Laryngitis
Bronchitis
Asthma
Pneumonia
Pleurisy
Hydrothorax
Other diseases of this group

Total.

Diseases qf the Digestive System.

Aphtbas
Cancrum oris
Teethine
Tonsillitis
Gastritis

2.WW 1,839
4.607 4.630
10.999 10,M1
1,004 7fi0
861 SM

11,430 10,757
144 33

3.848 8^99
2,0832,ise

133 128
161 65

3,078 3,223
3,987 6,021

95 109
1,650 1,510
185 1.829

* i ■ m
1,6S4 1.397

47,466 47,3t6

1,670 1,28
38 10

S35 255
.... 610
ss 588

2.269 2^15
330 571

1 777 1,641
33.971 33.y£5

616 2H
45 21
103 162

S..6B8 4.1*8
587 M

45.361 48.491

7.579
1.843

2.983
346

2.302
8.8-12
1,052

42
778

6,689
25

346
5,424

33,550

150
509
425
171
627

7.173

9,055

5.80-2
178

2,209
649

22.358
615

1,316
2,117

33,244
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CAUSE OF DEATH.

IOCAL DI9EA8E9— CorUlnWi.
DUeates of the Digettivt System.

Dyspepsia
Other diseases of the stomach
Enteritis
Dysentery
Obstructions of the intestines
Hernia
Diarrhoea

Total
Unknown caases

Grand total 831,590

The enumeration of inhabitants at the ninth

census of the United States, which, by law,

was commenced on June 1, 1870, was substan

tially completed by January 9, 1871. At that

date returns had been received covering 88,-

333,417 persons, leaving 222,566, as was sub

sequently determined, to be returned, more

than one-half of whom, it is fair to assume, had

then been enumerated. Yet, for this inconsid

erable fraction of the population, the country

was obliged to wait seven and a half months.

On the 23d of February returns had been

received covering all but 92,266 of the popula

tion. The last returns from any of the former

free States were received April 8, 1871, com

prising 721 names to complete the township

of Lodi, Athens County, Ohio. On the 9th of

June the number of persons still to be re

turned was 18,606. On the 23d of June, re

turns were received from the last county of

Mississippi. On the 29th of July returns were

received from the last county of Texas. On

tho 23d of August returns were received from

the townships of Bowen and Wharton's Creek,

Madison County, Arkansas (804 names), com

pleting the enumeration. "These delays,"

says Superintendent Walker, in his report to

Secretary Delano, " most vexations and most

discreditable in a national work of such im

portance as the census of the United States,

were, as you are aware, absolutely unavoidable

with existing census machinery. All the au

thority and all the resources which the law

intrusts to this office and to the Department

were employed in abundant season to have

secured the completion of the entire work

within the time prescribed, but for the in

eradicable defects of the act of 1850, under

which, with few and slight modifications, the

census of the United States continues to be

taken." One of the ohief evils of the law of

1850 referred to by the Superintendent is the

provision for a protracted enumeration. The

period contemplated by law for the comple

tion of tho late census was in round numbers

100 days. An accurate enumeration of a people

extending over such a period* is impossible,

and the results attained form only an approxi

mation to the real number of inhabitants.

The liability to error from this cause is com

paratively small in rural districts ; but in cities

and manufacturing towns, where the inhabi

tants change their residences more frequently,

the percentage of loss becomes very consider

able. Another defect of the law is the pro

vision ^barging the United States marshals in

the several judicial districts with the duty of

taking the census. By the operation of this

provision, the judicial district of Southern

Florida is constituted a census district with

5,775 inhabitants, enumerated by a single as

sistant-marshal, under the supervision of a

United States marshal ; while Northern New

York, with nearly two and a half millions, also

constitutes a census district, with its six or

seven hundred assistant-marshals, instructed

and overlooked by one United States marshal.

So also Delaware forms a district as well as

Massachusetts, and Idaho as well as Indiana.

A very serious defect of the census law of

1850 is the provision which leaves to the

marshals of the several judicial districts the

final determination of the census subdivisions,

subject only to the limitation that such sub

divisions shall not contain exceeding 20,000

inhabitants. " This apparent limitation," says

Superintendent Walker, "is in fact no limita

tion whatever, since, even at a protracted enu

meration under the present system, subdivi

sions should never be allowed to exceed 10,000

inhabitants, and only among urban popula

tions should they reach this limit." Another

defect is the provision vesting the appoint

ment of assistant^marshals in the several mar

shals without submission to the Department

charged with the conduct and control of the

census ; while the inadequacy of compensation

"interfered with the appointment of proper

assistants, and still more embarrassed the

work of enumeration by rendering assistants

desirous of resigning npon the least excuse or

none." " If the formation of divisions and the

confirmation of assistants," says Superintend

ent Walker, " were vested in the Department,

with proper discretion as to the use of special

agents, it would be possible to take the census

of every city and manufacturing town in the

United States in a single day, and to complete

the enumeration of all properly agricultural

sections in a period not exceeding three days,

allowing, if need be, for the completion of the

purely mining States and the Territories, and

perhaps for some portions of Texas, California,

Kansas, and Nebraska, a longer period of time,

not to exceed thirty days. Snch an enumera

tion could be accomplished in the present con

dition of the United States. It would cost

little, if any more, than a census taken accord

ing to the present methods, and would be in

expressibly more satisfactory. The fact that

the better method of enumeration cannot be

applied to the scattered portions of the popu

lation affords no reason for omitting to take

advantage of it in sections of the country to

which it is perfectly adapted. With careful

preparation, the great city of New York might

be canvassed in a single day, and so thorough

ly as to omit hardly a single vagrant or crimi

nal." The use of "prior schedules " received
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the approval of the Superintendent, but, owing cent., and in Virginia including TVcst Yir-

to the opposition against this feature of the ginia, 3.29 per cent. In Soutli Carolina tie

census but, which was defeated in Cqngress, colored population exceeds the white It

this system was not adopted. In a few cases, 126,147; in Mississippi, by 61,305; and in

assistant-marshals of their own aecord and at Louisiana, by 2,145. In Florida the white

their own expense adopted this scheme in an and colored are nearly equally distributed;

informal way with good results. One of the the former exceeding the latter by only

marshals for the city of Covington, Ky., re- 4,368. Twenty-three of the States were found

ports that he left in advance 8,000 family to contain Chinese. In California there

schedules at the houses of his subdivision, and were 49,810 ; Oregon, 3,330 ; Nevada, 3,155,

upon collecting them found 2,300 satisfactorily while in the other States the number was in

filled. The advantages of this system are a significant. Indians, forming a part of the

great saving of time, and a high degree of ac- constitutional population, were returned from

curacy in the enumerations. It is worthy of every State except Delaware. The largest

remark that few, if any, serious complaints numbers were in California, 7,241 ; North

have been made in regard to the results of Carolina, 1,241 ; Wisconsin, 1,206. The effect

the census in cities of the second or third of emancipation, by adding the two-fifths of

class. The complaints have generally arisen the slave population formerly excluded from

in tho smaller cities, as also in cities of the the basis of representation, has been to add

first class. In New York City and Philadel- 13.92 per cent, to tho otherwise representative

phia reenumerations were made. In the for- population of the Southern States, and tM

mer the gain upon regnumeration was but per cent, to the otherwise representative pep-

18,348 on an original return of 923,944, being ulation of the United States. The joint result

as nearly as possible two per cent., while in of the changes in the constitutional population

the latter the gain was but 16,745 on a former of tho several States, and of the emancipation

return of 657,277, or two and a half per cent, of the slave population in the fifteen Southern

The aggregate cpnstitutional population of States, is to increase the representative populs-

the United States (excluding, i. e., Indians not tion of tho Union to 38,113,253, as against29,-

taxed, and the inhabitants of the Territories), 550,028, being a gain of 28.98 per cent, orer

upon the 1st of June, 1870, as finally de- that of 1860.

termined by the complete census, was 38,118,- There is no provision in the Constitution or

253, showing a positive increase during the the census law of 1850 for an enumeration of

decade of 6,929,509, a gain of 22.22 per cent, tribal Indians, but inquiries were conducted

The greatest percentage of gain has been in extensively through the agents of the Indian

the Western States, and the least in the New Office during the year 1870, and a closer ap-

England. The gain in Illinois was 48.36 per proximation to the true numbers of this class

cent., rank four, as in 1860; Iowa, 76.58 per of the population obtained than has ever before

cent., rank 11 instead of 20; Kansas, 239.90 been effected. The total number in the United

per cent., rank 29 instead of 83 ; Michigan, States and Territories is 383,712, of whom

58.06 per cent., rank 13 instead of 16; Min- 111,185 are in the States, and 272,527 in the

nesota, 155.61 per cent., rank 28 instead of Territories. Of tho whole number, 25,731 are

30 ; Missouri, 45.62 per cent., rank 5 instead out of tribal relations, and 357,981 sustain

of 8 ; Oregon, 73.80 per cent., rank 36 instead tribal relations, of whom 123,241 are on res-

of 34. There has been a loss in the total ervations and at agencies, and 234,740 are

population in two States. Maine has decreased nomadic. The aggregate true population of

from 628,279 to 626,915, a loss of 0.22 per the United States and Territories is 38,923,-

cent., rank 23 instead of 22; New Hampshire, 210, of whom 720,000 are in the Territories,

from 326,073 to 818,300, a loss of 2.38 per " Undoubtedly much disappointment," s»P

cent., rank 81 instead of 27. During tho de- Superintendent Walker, "exists at finding the

cade there was an increase in the white pop- population ofthe country below forty-one nutt-

nlation of 6,509,960, or 24.89 per cent. In ions exclusive of Indians." The difference,

two States there was a decrease in the white about 3,000,000, between tho population of

population. In Alabama, the loss amounted tho country, as projected from previous ei-

to 0.93 per cent., and in South Carolina to perience, and the population reached bv the

0.56 per cent. In the total colored population census, is attributed by the Superintendent

of the United States there has been a gain almost wholly to the effects of the w*r:, ;

since 1860 of 9.21 per cent. The greatest per- There has been a retardation of increase in the

centage of gain is shown in the following colored population. The proportional gain ot

States: Illinois, 277.06 per cent.; Indiana, this element in ten years, according to previous

114.91 per cent.; Iowa, 439.01 per cent.; experience, should have been about one million-

Kansas, 2,628.55 per cent, (in 1860, the nam- Tho actual increase was 438,179. 2. Thedirect

ber of colored was 627; in 1870, 17,108) ; Min- losses by wounds and diseases are estimated

nesota, 193.05 per cent; Oregon, 170.31 per at not less than 850,000 ; 500,000 among

cent. In three States there has been a loss in Union armies, and 350,000 in the Confederate,

the colored population, amounting in Ken- 3. The indirect loss by tho war inthe￼eM»

tucky to 5.91 per cent. ; in Missouri, 0.36 per given to the increase of the native population
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by withdrawing from domestic life for nearly

four years an average body of a million and a

halfof men from eighteen to forty-five years of

age. 4. The indirect loss bythe war in the check

given to immigration. For the four years pre

ceding the war the accession by immigration

aggregated 649,854; in the four years fol

lowing the war, 1,168,128 ; during the four

years of the war, only 553,605. Assuming for

the middle period a mean between the first

and last periods, there is a loss from this source

alone of 358,000.

In order to facilitate comparisons, the gen

eral forms and moulds of preceding census pub

lications have been retained in the ninth cen

sus. Large additions, however, have been

made to the number of tables for the purpose

of more completely presenting the information

obtained in the enumeration ; while the tables

which correspond in general to those of former

publications have been enlarged. Two in

quiries were added to schedule No. 1. The

first was intended to obtain the number of

male citizens of the. United States in each State,

of twenty-one years and upward ; the second,

to obtain the number of such citizens whose

right «to vote is denied or abridged on other

grounds than rebellion or crime. The total

number of the former class in the States and

Territories was 8,483,475, and of the latter,

43,329 ; the latter figures are regarded as only

approximative^ accurate. After the inquiry,

"Place of birth," two columns were added

to show whether the father or mother of each

person was of foreign birth. The inquiry

which appears in the census law of 1850,

" Married within the year," was altered to

read, " If married within the year, state the

month ; " and a column was introduced with

the heading, " If born within the year, state

the month." These two changes were intro

duced for the purpose of making the statistics

of this country comparable with those of many

European oountries, which give the month for

the three capital events of life—birth, mar

riage, and death. The month of death appears

in the mortality schedule. The returns con

cerning marriage were very imperfect, while

the statistics of births are of a high degree of

value, and exhibit with great accuracy the

varying influence of the seasons upon human

reproduction in each section of the Union. In

the schedules of 1850 and 1860, the " Illiteracy "

column shows the number of " persons over

twenty-one years of age who cannot read or

write." In 1870 there are two columns giving

separately those who " cannot read," and those

who " cannot write ; " while the limitation of

age has been so modified as to bring within

the scope of this inquiry all persons above ten

years of age. In the tabulation of results, il

literacy will be shown for*three periods, viz. :

10 to 15, 15 to 20, and 20 and over.

The inquiry upon the agricultural schedule

previously in use, " aores of unimproved land,"

was divided on the schedules of 1870 into "aores

of woodland," and " acres of other unimproved

land." A column was added for the inquiry,

" Total amount of wages paid daring the year,

including value of board." The inquiry,

"Bushels of wheat raised" in 1850, was di

vided in 1870, as "bushels of spring wheat,"

" bushels of winter wheat." Under the head

of dairy products, was added the inquiry,

"Amount of milk sold." A column for the

"value of forest products, including wood,

lumber, staves, poles, etc," was added to the

schedule of 1870. By far the most important

addition to this schedule was tho inquiry,

" Total value of farm productions during the

year." Upon the manufacturing schedule, the

inqni^-, " Kind of motive power, machinery,

structure, or resource," was developed into

inquiries occupying four columns of the sched

ule of 1870, viz. : 1. " Kind of motive power "

(steam, water, wind, horse, or hand) ; 2. " If

steam or water, number of horse-power ; " 8.

and 4. "Name" and "number "of machines

used. The result of the division of these in

quiries at the ninth census has been to secure

full and reliable material for the first time, for

a report of the steam and water power of the

country employed in manufactures. No sta

tistics of this kind have ever been prepared in

the United States, except a careful report for

the State of Rhode Island, and a report more

or less accurate for the city of Philadelphia.

The information in regard to the maohinery

used in the ootton, wool, iron, and other im

portant industries, and in regard to the capa

city of the grist and flouring establishments,

has also been obtained with fulness and accu

racy. Concerning the causes of death, urgent

instructions, at length, were given to assistant-

marshals in advance, to report the cause of

death as minutely and specifically as possible ;

and also, wherever it should be found practi

cable, to submit their schedules of mortality to

the physician of the neighborhood or village,

with a view to having deficiencies supplied

and errors corrected. The improvement made

is partially shown bythe fact that the unknown

causes of death at the present census aggre

gate but 17,266, being 8.67 per cent, of the total

deaths, not violent, reported; while the un

known causes of death returned in 1860 were

86,707, being 9.81 per cent, of the total deaths

not violent.

UNIVERSALISTS. The General Conven

tion of Universolists of the United States met

in Philadelphia, on the 9th of September, with

the Rev. W. H. Ryder, D. D., as President.

The Treasurer's report showed the amount to

the credit of the Murray centenary fund

to be $113,494.94. This fund was provided

for at the meeting of the convention held at

Gloucester, Mass., in 1870, when it was de

cided that $200,000 should be raised in honor

of the centenary of Universalism. The gen

eral receipts, outside of the Murray fund,

were $26,518.48. The convention appeared

to be laboring under an indebtedness of$31,000,
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by reason of which, the missionary and be

nevolent operations bf the body were suffer

ing embarrassment. Much discussion took

place in the effort to discover a manner in

which provision could be made for diminish

ing the debt without causing further injury

to these operations, or reducing the Murray

fund. It was determined to present the sub

ject urgently before the State conventions,

and make an effort to raise $20,000 in addi

tion to all income probable from the Murray

fund and missionary-boxes. The trustees,

in apportioning this sum among the several

State conventions, were directed to apportion

$40,000, of which one-half might be retained

by the State convention for local work. •

In the matter of theological educatioD, thirty-

one scholarships have been issued under the

direction of the trustees, which demanded an

appropriation for the year of $5,580. There

have been expended in this department, since

the establishment of the theological scholar

ships, $17,520.

The statistical reports from the State con

ventions were pronounced by the trustees

" conspicuous for their incompleteness." The

report of the trustees, however, showed for

the year that there were 22,929 families con

nected with the parishes from which returns

have been received, containing 43, COS adult

persons ; a gain was shown in these parishes,

during the year, of 1,735 adnlt persons. The

report continues : " The Sunday-schools show

a decided gain. The number of pupils report

ed is 88,824, showing a net gain of 2,504. The

financial exhibit is also favorable. The value

of church property is $5,808,213, while the

indebtedness has been reduced $297,892, leav

ing an indebtedness of $500,054. Church edi

fices have been erected during the year to the

amount of $288,382, while $48,546"have been

raised for schools and colleges, and $60,065 for

missions and charities, together with $19,550

for miscellaneous purposes ; making an aggre

gate of $734,255, which, added to the $948,537

reported last year, makes the result of oar

centenary work foot np $1,682,792. We re

solved that, as a centenary offering, we would

add to our financial capital at least a million

dollars. We have raised in excess of what we

undertook, $682,792, that is to say, we have

this amount reported."

The Woman's Centenary_ Association, hav

ing completed the object for which it was ori

ginally organized, was organized anew, but

without deciding upon any permanent polity

to which it should aim. At present it will

endeavor to form a publication fund.

V

VALLANDIGHAM, Clement L., a Demo

cratic political leader, born in New Lisbon,

Ohio, in 1822 ; died at Lebanon, Ohio, June 17,

1871, by the accidental discharge of a pistol.

His family was of Huguenot extraction} and

occupied a respectable position in society. He

received a good academical education, was for

a year a student in Jefferson College, Ohio,

and from 1838 to 1840 principal of an acad

emy at Snow Hill, Maryland. In 1840 he re

turned to Ohio, studied law, and was admitted

to the bar in 1842 ; in 1845 and 1846 he was a

member of the Ohio Legislature; from 1847

to 1849 he edited the Dayton Empire ; and for

the next six or Boven years devoted himself

assiduously to his profession and to politics.

He belonged to the extreme State Eights wing

of the Democracy ; avowed himself a disciple

of Calhoun ; and for some time this ultraism,

as well as his reputed connection with the

political corruption of some of the State

officers, prevented his attaining the object of

his ambition, a seat in Congress. He was a

member of the National Democratic Conven

tion which met in Cincinnati in 1856. In

1857 he ran for Congress against Lewis D.

Campbell, and, though declared defeated, con

tested the seat and won it. He was eleoted

to the Thirty-sixth and Thirty-seventh Con

gresses, and served on the Committee on Ter

ritories. During the Thirty-seventh Congress,

he became conspicuous for his bold utterances

against the acts of the Administration in the

conduct of the war, and on the 5th of De

cember, 1862, offered a series of resolutions as

an amendment to those proposed by Thaddeus

Stevens, in which he declared, among other

things, " that, as the war was originally waged

for the purpose of defending and maintaining

the supremacy of the Constitution and the

preservation of the Union, with all the dignity,

equality, and rights of the several States un

impaired, whosoever should attempt to per

vert the same to a war of subjugation, and for

overthrowing or interfering with the rights of

the States, and to abolish slavery, would be

guilty of a crime against the Constitution and

the Union." These resolutions were laid on

the table by a vote of 79 to 50.
On the 14th of January following, Mr. Val-

landigbam spoke to the resolutions of Mr.

Wright, of Pennsylvania, and defined bis po

sition on the war question. In this speech he

thanked God that not the smell of so ranch as

one drop of blood was upon his garments, and

characterized as a monstrous delusion the at

tempt to whip back the Southern brethren into

love and fellowship at the point of the bayonet,

and denounced in exceedingly bitter terms the

usurpations and infractions of public liberty

and private right by the Administration.
His third term in Congress closed on the4tn

of March, 1863, and, as he was not
elected, he returned to Ohio, and made nomer-
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ous speeches at public gatherings, in which

he attacked the Administration in terms of

great violence and bitterness. General Burn-

side, then commander of the Department of

the Ohio, regarded these demonstrations of

Mr. Vallandigham and his friends as intended

to afford aid and comfort to the enemy ; and,

as the city of Cincinnati, as well as Southern

Ohio and the adjacent States generally, was

in some peril from the raids of the Confederate

rough-riders, he deemed it his duty to suppress

these demonstrations, and accordingly issued

an. order declaring that persons within the

lines fonnd committing certain specified acts

for the benefit of the enemy should be tried as

spies and traitors, and also stated that the

habit of expressing sympathy for the enemy

would no longer be tolerated in the depart

ment. Mr. Vallandigham replied to this

order, on the 1st of May, in a most defiant

speech, and General Burnside ordered his ar

rest. He was taken to Cincinnati, and, though

he issned an appeal to his adherents, was tried

by court-martial, convicted, and sentenced to

close confinement during the war. President

Lincoln changed the sentence to a banishment

across the lines. He was coldly received by

the Southern leaders, and soon made his

escape through the blockade to the Bermudas

and Canada. While thus in exile he was nom

inated for Governor by the Democratic party

in Ohio, but at the election was defeated, his

rival, Hon. JohnBrough, having a majority of

over a hundred thousand. The Government

made no objection to Mr. Vallandigham's re

turn to Ohio, and he was a member of the

Democratic National Convention at Chicago,

in 1864, and brought about the nomination of

Messrs. McClellan and Pendleton. He subse

quently held no office, but was active in po

litical matters, and, just before his death, had

advocated the policy known among the Demo

crats as the " New Departure."

VERMONT. Owing to the change in the

constitution of Vermont, which makes the

general elections and sessions of the Legisla

ture biennial, there is little to record in its

history for the year 1871. Its interests are

almost entirely agricultural, and various asso

ciations have been formed to aid in their com

plete development. There is a Board of Agri

culture, Manufactures, and Mining, which de

votes itself to collecting and disseminating

information, and in every way forwarding the

industrial interests of the State. A Horse Stock

Company has also been formed for the purpose

of establishing and operating a stock-farm to

raise improved breeds of horses ; and there is

a Dairymen's Association devoted to improve

ment in another direction. The following are

the latest agricultural statistics of the State :

Improved !<ind, acres 3,0711,257
Wood-land, scree 1,886,934
Other unimproved, acres 68.618
Cash value of farms $139,807,075
Cash value of farming Implements and ma

chinery $5,250,279

Amount of wages paid during the year, In
cluding board $4,155,335

Horses, number of 65,015
Mules and asses, number of 253
Milch-cows, number of 180,285
Working-oxen, number of 27,609
Other cattle, number of 112.711
Sheep, number of. 580,847
Swine, number of 46,345
Value of all live-stock $23,S88.)-35
Wheat, spring, bushels 438,155
Wheat, winter, bushols 16,548
Eye, bushels... 73,816
Indian com, bushels 1,699,882
Oats, bushols 8,602,430
Barley, bushels 117,333
Beckwheat. bushels 415.096
Tobacco, pounds 72,671
Wool, pounds 8,101.137
Peas and beans, bushels 95,242
Potatoes, Irish, bushels 5,157,428
Potatoes, sweet, bushels 96
Orchard-products $082,241
Wine, gallons 1.038
Produce ofmarkct-gardens $42,225
Buttor, pounds 17,844,396
Cheese, pounds 4,830,700
Milk sold, gallons 8,835,840
Hay, tons 4,020,660
Clover-seed, bushels 785
Grass-seed, bushels 4,018
Hops, pounds 527,927
Flax, pounds 12,899
Flax-seed. buBhele 444
Sugar, maple, pounds 8,894.302
Molasses, maple, gallons 12.023
Wax, pounds 5,235
Honey, pounds 142.98S
ForestrproducM $1,238,929

Value of home manufactures 181,253
Value of animals slaughtered or sold for
slaughter 4,320,619

Estimated value of all farm productions. In
cluding betterments and additions to stock, 34,647,027

The appraised value of property and the

taxation thereon for 1871 are as follows:

Keal estate, 6,125,663 acres, appraised at. . $81,551,925 00
Personal estate, appraised at 20.4W.139 00
One per cent tax $1,020,230 64
Add polls, 69,026, at $2 each $138,052
Less deductions 2.638

135.414 00
Dogs, 16,771, taxed at $1 each 16,771 00

Making list for State taxes *1,172,415 64
The grand list for 1870, was :

Real estate, 5,126,668 acres $81,000,398 00
Personal property above debts 21,555,482 82
One per cent, of the same $1,025,558 27

Less deductions 2,483 53

List for State taxes $1,176,314 74

This shows a falling off in the State taxes

of nearly $4,000.

The public-school system of Vermont is ex

ceptionally complete and efficient. In accord

ance with an act of the last Legislature, the

plan of management has been ohangod from

that of districts to one of towns. The law

provides that towns may vote to abolish the

district system, and then, if the town so de

termines, the voters are to elect from three

to six directors, as a central board, who take

the place of the old prudential committees of

the districts, and have full powers in the em

ployment of teachers and care of the school-

property, and pay the expenses by drawing

warrants on the town treasury. They also

decide how mapy schools shall be maintained,

and where, and all except the chairman of the

board serve without pay. If the town system

is adopted, the nine-cent school-tax previously
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required by law will not be assessed, but in

lieu thereof a tax for schools not less than

twenty-five cents, and not more than fifty cents,

on tho hundred dollars, will be assessed by the

selectmen. The advantage of this system over

the old one is, that the control of the schools

in each town will be concentrated in a small

board formed of the men best qualified for the

duty, and the schools can be located and

graded in accordance with the needs of the

people, while there will be at the same time

greater economy and efficiency in the manage

ment of public education.

The State Normal School, at Randolph, is in

a flourishing condition, and was attended by

107 pupils during the year. The Reform School,

at Waterbury, had an average of 105 members,

53 being committed during the year. Tho

causes of commitment were : Larceny, 36 ; in

toxication, 1 ; vagrancy, 9 ; arson, 1 ; burglary,

1 ; assault, 8 ; disobedieuce, 1 ; breaking win

dows of school-house, 1 ; total, 53. Ages of the

boys committed during the year : Fifteen years

of age, 10; fourteen, 13; thirteen, 6; twelve,

12 ; eleven, 5 ; ten, 4 ; nine, 8 ; total, 53.

Tho finances of the institution for the year

are exhibited in tho following summary state

ment:

183 acres of land $10,200 00
Amount paid out tho past year for new build
ings 21,298 50

Amount paid for improvement ami repairing
tho past year 2,948 93

Amount paid for current expenses of tho
school, iuclading salaries of officers, the
past
Fron

$14,793 94past year.
om this deduct—

Farm-products sold and boys' wages... 1159 85
Earnings in shop and mill 5,623 96

From boys' parents 145 00 5,927 81

Leaving a balance for current expenses for
past year $8,806 13

The Rutland Railroad was leased in the

early part of the year to the Vermont Centra!

Company for a term of twenty years. By the

terms of the lease the Central agrees to pay

the interest (seven per cent.) on the preferred

stock of the Rutland Railroad Company, and

the interest on the seven per cent, and eight

per cent, bonds, assumes the leases and pays

the rent of the lines, steamboat company, etc,

heretofore leased to the Rutland road, and

pays upon the common stock of the Rutland

company an increasing rate of interest, begin

ning at nothing and increasing by one per

cent, a year to a point which will give to tie

holders of the common stock an average of

six per cent, per annum on their stock for the

whole term of twenty years. The consolida

tion gives to the Vermont Central control of

nearly 600 miles of line. A new line of rail

road is in course of construction from Mont-

pelier to "Wells' River, and is making rapid

progress toward completion. The Portland 4

Ogdensburg Railroad, which has been con

structed to North Conway, N. H., and will

form part of an important through-line to the

"West, will cross this State, entering its borders

at Lunenburg.

Included in the census are 14 Indians. The

true value of property was $142,612,356. The

public debt, county, city, town, etc., amounted

to 12,592,200. The aggregate value of farm-

products, including betterments and addition?

to stock, was $34,647,027 ; 8,102,137 pounds

of wool were raised ; 17,700 persons, ten years

old and over, cannot write, of whom 9,2$

are males, and 8,417 are females. Of the

number of persons who are twenty-one years

old and over, who cannot write, 6,867 are

white males.

CENSUS OF 1870.

Addison
Bennington .
Caledonia ...
Chittenden . .
Essex
Franklin ....
Grand Isle . . .
Lamoille
Orange
Orleans
Kutland
"Washington .
Windham . . .
"Windsor

Total for State

POrTLATIOK.

23.484
21,325
22.247
36,480

6,811
30.251

4.082
12.4 IS
23.090
21.085
40.651
26.50S

26.036
36,063

330.551

White.

23,378
21.176
22.232
36,350
C.805

80,193
4.071
12.438
23,077
21,006
40,469
26.479
25.986
35,953

329.613

Colored,

106
149
15

130
3

98
5
5

18
29

182
39
50
110

20.445
18.674
19.555
25.903
6.412

23.536
8.171
11,544
21.943
17,278
33,144
24.153
24.781

Foreign.

3,039
8,751
2,693

10,578
J..399
6,755
911
904

1,147
3.762
7.507
2.355
1.355
2,100

HUN 47.155

raise of
property.

$8,133,537
5.732.586
7,397.995

11,766.766
1.744.049
8.680.912
1.082.389
8,104,872
6,631.463
5,421,0(4)

13,853,476
7,941.302
8.625.IM

12.442,51$

$m»
I44.W
156.1W

JI.MI
161.649
15AH

109,263
S97.4S5
177.73

SB279,731

VIRGINIA. The session of the Legislature

of Virginia for 1870-'71 continued until the

31st of March. The most important subject

of legislation was that of adjusting, funding,

and providing for the payment of the State

debt. This debt, which, on tlje 1st of July,

1871, amounted to $47,090,866.43, was created

by upward of one hundred different statutes,

and for the most part prior to the separation

of West Virginia from the remainder of the

old Commonwealth. According to the Unas

of that separation, "West Virginia agreed to

assume one-third of the debt then existuT?.

bnt measures have never been adopted for car

rying out that agreement. It was proposed in

the early part of the session to secure, if pos

sible, an adjustment of this matter, and reso

lutions were adopted, after much discussioDi
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authorizing the Governor "to tender to the

State of West Virginia an arbitration of all

matters touching a full and fair apportionment

between said States of the said public debt,"

and providing that, "in the event of the ac

ceptance of such offer of arbitration by West

Virginia, the Governor, Lieutenant-Governor,

President of the Court of Appeals, Auditor of

Public Aocounts, and the Secretary of the

Commonwealth, should appoint two arbitra

tors on the part of this State, who shall not

be citizens of this State, to meet any two arbi

trators selected by West Virginia, not citizens

of said State. The arbitrators so appointed

shall, if they deem it advisable, appoint an

umpire. Said arbitrators and umpire shall, as

soon as practicable, proceed to adjust, award,

and decide, npon fair, just, and equitable prin

ciples, what proportion of said publio debt

should be paid by West Virginia and what

part thereof should be paid by this State. Said

apportionment, when ascertained and made,

to be reported by said arbitrators to the Legis

latures of said States, for their ratification, and

to enable them to carry out such award or

apportionment, so ratified, by appropriate legis

lation."

The opposition to this arrangement was

directed mainly against that part which re

quires a ratification by the Legislature of the

terms agreed upon, many members contend

ing that the result of the arbitration should be

final. The vote on this resolution in the Sen

ate was 31 to 4, and in the. Honse of Delegates

90 to 0, a part of the preamble, alluding to

previous efforts to secure an apportionment,

having been struck out in the latter body, as

well as the provision for a ratification of the

decision of the arbitrators. There was much

opposition to a concurrence in these amend

ments in the Senate ; but the point was finally

conceded, and the resolution received the ap

proval of the Governor.

During the discussion on this resolution

there was no hint of a disposition to repudiate

any obligation of the State ; but, as soon as it

was disposed of, a proposition was made that

an' offer of a compromise be tendered to the

creditors, on the basis of the payment of fifty

cents on the dollar. This, however, met with

little favor, and a bill was introduced provid

ing for the funding of two-thirds of the publio

indebtedness, standing in the name of Virginia,

which would cover approximately the portion

which this State is bound to pay, leaving the

rest to be provided for when a settlement

should be made with West Virginia. This

bill, which was prepared by the Finance Com

mittees of both branches of the Legislature

working together, provoked a long and ani

mated discussion, but was finally passed, after

considerable amendment, by a strong majority,

in both Houses. The bill, as passed, provides

that the owners of—

the bonds, stocks, or interest certificates, hereto

fore issued by this State, which are recognized by its

constitution and laws as legal, except the five per

oent. dollar bonds, and what are known as sterling

bonds, but inducting the stock of the old James

River Company, and the bonds of the James Eiver

<fe Kanawha Company, guaranteed by the State, may

fund two-thirds of the amount of the same, together

with two-thirds of the interest due or to become due

thereon, to the first day of July, 1871. in Bix per cent,

coupon or registered bonds of this State, of the de

nominations of one hundred, and multiples thereof,

dated that day, and to become due and payable in

thirty-four years after date, but redeemable at the

pleasure of the State after ten years, the interest to

be payable semi-annually, on the first days of Janu

ary and July in each year.

It is further provided that—

Upon the surrender of the old and the acceptance

of the new bond for two-thirds of the amount due.

as provided in the last preceding section, there shall

be issued to the owner or owners, for the other one-

third of the amount due upon the old bond, stock,

or certificate of indebtedness so surrendered, a cer

tificate bearing the same date as the new bond, set

ting forth the amount of the bond whioh is not

funded, as provided in the last preceding section,

and that payment of said amount, with interest

thereon at the rate prescribed in the bond surren

dered, will be provided for in accordance with such

settlement as shall hereafter be had between the

States of Virginia and West Virginia, in regard to

the publio debt of the State of Virginia existing at

the time of its dismemberment, and that the State

of Virginia holds said bonds, so far as unfunded, in

trust for the holder or his assignees ; and provided,

further, that until such final settlement with West

Virginia, there shall be paid, upon what are known

as sterling bonds, in the manner now prescribed by

law, two-thirds of the interest accruing on the prin

cipal of said bonds, after July 1st, 1871 ; and for the

interest accrued to said date, certificates, dated on

that day, shall be issued, drawing the same rate of

interest as the bonds, two-thirds of which shall be

paid as provided to be paid on the bonds. The re

maining one-third of unpaid interest, both on the

bonds and certificates, shall be payable in money,

and the principal of said certificates in new sterling

bonds of the same character as the old, in accordance

with such final settlement as shall be made with

West Virginia.

The other portions of the act direct the car

rying out in detail of these provisions, and

create a sinking-fund, to be applied to the

payment of the debt. All sums' realized from—

the claims of this State against Selden, Withers

& Co. and the Chesapeake & Ohio Canal Company,

and from the sale or disposition of the stocks and

bonds, and debts owned by the State in and against

all railway and other improvement companies, and

all sums which may be realized from the claims of

this State against the United States, and from any

sales of any real estate now belonging to the Com

monwealth, are to be paid into the Treasury of the

State to the oredit of the sinking-fund. In the year

1880, and annually thereafter, until all the bonds

issued under and by authority of this act shall have

been paid, there snail be levied and collected, the

same as other taxes, a tax of two cents on the ono

hundred dollars of the assessed valuation of all the

property, personal, real, and mixed, in the State,

which shall be paid into the Treasury of the State to

the credit of the sinking-fund. The Treasurer, tho

Auditor of Publio Accounts, and Second Auditor, are

appointed commissioners of the sinking-fund, and

shall have (a majority acting) the control and man

agement thereof, and shall annually, or oftcner, apply

whatever sum or sums may be to the credit of the

sinking-fund to the purchase and redemption of

bonds issued by authority of this act.
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The process of funding the debt was begun

on the 5th of July, and went on with consid

erable rapidity until the session of the Legis

lature of 1871-72 commenced in December.

In response to a resolution of the House of

Delegates, the State Treasurer then made the

following statement of the debt so far as funded :

In coupon bonds, $12,361,500; in registered

bonds, $6,351,471.68 ; certificates for one-third,

$9,856,485.84—total funded, $28,069,457.52.

Meantime, there had been an election of

members of the Legislature, and the principal

question which had entered into the canvass

was that of meeting the demands which the

public debt would make upon the resources of

the State. It was contended by some, that

the people were unable to bear the burdens

which the Funding Act imposed upon them,

and that the action of the Legislature had been

premature. The grounds of the popular aver

sion to the funding bill have been stated thus :

L Because they think the bill was passed by cor

rupt and improper influences, employed by both

foreign and domestio bankers, brokers, and specu-

latorSj as a scheme to raise the market value of Vir

ginia bonds, and thus make it a matter of a " ring"

speculation.

2. They maintain that tho debt of the State, having

been originally created by the whole State before

. any division of her territory or destruction of her

property in slaves, it therefore should fall equitably

upon both of the States, as provided for in their

respective constitutions, and that Buch division of

the debt should be made between the two States

before old Virginia should obligate herself to pay

the whole.

8. The people contend that the bill is odious,

because it makes the taxes of the rich payable in its

coupons at far less than par value, while the poor

or non-bondholders, who compose the frrcat body of

the people, will be compelled to pay their Stato dues

in money, dollar for dollar.

The now session of the Legislature began on

the 6th of December, and scarcely was the
■vork of organization over when a new agi

tation was begun on the subject of the finances.

The Attorney-General gave it as his opinion

that tho Funding Act did not make provision

for the payment of interest on the 1st of Jan-

nary, 1872, and that a special act for the pur

pose would be necessary. A bill was accord

ingly introduced, but met with strong opposi

tion, and, about the same time, a joint reso

lution was brought forward suspending tho

funding process. There was an animated dis

cussion on this, but it passed by a vote of 27

to 12 in the Senate, and 104 to 18 in the House.

The resolution was vetoed by the Governor

on the 28th of December. He pronounced it

"unwise, unjust, and fraught with the gravest

consequences to the public weal—unwise,

because it would indefinitely postpone the

further operation of a law already in great

part executed, and that too without the sub

stitution of any equivalent, or any expressed

purpose of improvement ; unjust, because it

would withhold tho benefits of an established

law from a minority of our creditors, equally,

if not more deserving than the majority who

have already availed themselves of its provi

sions ; and the gravity of the consequences it

would entail upon ns has already begun to

be felt in the heavy depreciation of our State

securities, and the loss of confidence in our

integrity as a people." He gave his views at

length npon the subject, condemning the reso

lution, and sustaining the wisdom and expe

diency of the Funding Act, but the resolution

was passed over his veto by the requisite two-

thirds majority. Any intention of repudiating

the debt was denied, but it was claimed that

the interest, falling due on January and July,

could not be paid, and the exact amount of

the debt falling upon Virginia should be ascer

tained before an attempt was made to fund it,

and provide for its payment.

We now go back to the work of the legis

lature in the spring. The subject which, neit

to the finances,- occupied most attention, was

that of the railroads. A continuous line of

rail had never been established between Rich

mond and Washington; and the Richmond,

Fredericksburg & Potomac Railroad Company,

which had originally been secured against any

competing line between these points for a

term of thirty years, desired to have its mo

nopoly continued. Its road had never been

completed farther north than Acquis Creek,

but another line had been built from Alexan

dria to Fredericksburg, and it was now pro

posed to give the Alexandria & Fredericks

burg road a franchise to continue its line to

Richmond, and assume the name of the Wash

ington & Richmond Railroad. The opposing

interests fought this proposition long and hard,

and there were charges even of the use of

bribery and corruption in the attempt to carrj

their object. The bill was, however, passed,

and a continuous line of railroad authorized

" from the end of Long Bridge, opposite Wash

ington City, through Richmond and Danville

and Bristol." Another proposition, which met

with strong opposition, provided for the sale

of the interest of the State in various railroads.

The principal ground of opposition was the

foot that, in some cases, the parties desiring to

buy were connected with railroads outside ot

the State. The point was finally carried, and

bills were passed providing for the sale of the

bonds and stock held by the State in the Rich

mond & Danville Railroad Company, the Rich

mond & Petersburg, the Riohmond, Fredericks-

bnrg & Potomac, the Washington & Ohio, and

the Atlantic, Mississippi & Ohio, and other

companies. Among other railroad changes

authorized was the consolidation of the Vir

ginia & Tennessee Railroad with the At

lantic. Mississippi & Ohio, and the consolida

tion of the Lynchburg & Danville with the

Orange & Alexandria. The most important

effect of this legislation relating to tho rail

roads was the introduction of capital from

Pennsylvania, Maryland, and other State?, ana

the consequent assurance that lines will 1,6

completed and developed which will pn' m'

*
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portant points within this State in direct and

easy communication with other parts of the

country.

The miscellaneous legislation of the session

was mostly of an unimportant character.

There was an act reapportioning the State in

to Senate districts, one reorganizing the mi

litia, and one making various changes in the

jury law; among these a provision making all

male oitizens over twenty-one years of age

and under sixty, who are entitled to vote and

hold office, liable to serve as jurors except in

certain specified cases of exemption. A new

tax bill was also passed, and an appropriation

act disposing of$1,374,216.1 1 ofthe public reve

nue for the various expenses ofthe government.

The subject of inducing immigrants to settle

in the State has received considerable atten

tion, but no efficient means for the purpose

has been devised. At the beginning of the

legislative session of 1871-72 the Governor

submitted a plan of which the following are

the main features :

1. The organization at the capital of a

Bureau of Immigration under the control of a

board of nine directors, to be chosen, one

from each congressional district and one from

the State at large, who shall be President of

the Board and Commissioner of Immigration.

2. The establishment in Europe, by the com

missioner, of one or more agenoies for the

purpose of organizing and furthering immigra

tion by the dissemination of correct informa

tion of the advantages and inducements of

fered to the immigrant.

8. The establishment at Norfolk of a depot

to receive the immigrants when they land,

and to attend to their transshipment to their

various destinations in the State ; and to em

ploy in each county and city a local agent for

their reception, care, and assistance, until they

are settled or oan care for themselves.

4. The preparation and publication of a

pamphlet for distribution at the North and in

Europe, giving all the facts, statistics, and in

formation of commercial, agricultural, manu

facturing and climatic advantages and mineral

resources.

5. Authority vested in the commissioner to

act as the attorney or agent of owners of

lands in the State, under properly-executed

powers of attorney, irrevocable except by con

sent of the commissioner, for the sale and

transfer of such lands to immigrants.

The assessed value of real estate in Virginia

is $276,023,366.62 ; that of personal property

$85,387,600. The receipts into the State Treas

ury for the year ending September SOlh, in

cluding a snrplus of $139,685.19, 'amounted to

$3,455,240.11 ; the disbursements for the same

period wore $2,370,754.04, which leaves a bal

ance of $1,084,486.07. The interest falling

due on the portion of the debt already funded

on January 1, 1872, was about $600,000, but

no provision was made for its payment. The

system of taxation in the State is imperfect

and unsatisfactory, and the Governor, in De

cember, urged important changes.

The school system of Virginia is not yet

established on a satisfactory basis, but has been

greatly improved. There are now about 2,000

publio schools in the State. The land-scrip

granted by Congress for the purpose of estab

lishing an Agricultural College has not yet

been disposed of, though the subject was de

bated at the last session of the Legislature.

There was a disagreement as to the proper

mode of disposing of the proceeds, some con

tending that they should be given to existing

institutions, and others that on independent

College of Agriculture should be founded.

The State has three Insane Asylums; the

western at Staunton, the eastern at Williams

burg, and the central at Richmond. The first

of these contains 188 male and 154 female

patients; the second 98 males and 115 fe

males, the last 79 males and 96 females. The

Institution for the Deaf, Dumb and Blind con

tains 100 deaf-mutes, and 58 blind persons. The

penitentiary contained, on the 1st of October,

152 white men, 4 white women, 609 colored

men and 63 colored women—828 in all.

The election of the year, which occurred on

the 7th of November, was for members of the

Legislature and local officers only. General

conventions of both parties were held, how

ever ; that of the Democrats, or Conservatives,

taking place at Richmond, on the 30th of

August. Its main purpose was to effect a com

plete organization of the party. No platform

was adopted, but there was much discussion

of the affairs of the State, and an address to

the people was issued, in which the conduct

of the Republican party in national and State

affairs, and especially in the administration

of the "reconstructed" governments of the

Southern States, was arraigned in the bitterest

terms. After alluding to the condition of sev

eral of the States, the address closes thus :

And what is it that has made Virginia thus far a

shining exception to the rapacity, cant, ignorance,

and corruption, publio and private, which, under

the shelter of these reconstructed governments, aro

greasing the very life-blood out of our unhappy

outhern brethren J The answer is plain. Her gov

ernment is in the hands of her own conservative

people. Keep it there, fellow-citizens, we adjuro

you, by all that is valuable in your social and po

litical condition. Continue to demonstrate, by con

trast, your own capacity, and the utter incapacity of

radicalism, to creato and to preserve a good and stable

government. Radicalism, which, with a fair field to

do as it pleased with a prostrate and helpless people,

to devise for them what system, good or bad, it

would, has oppressed where it might have pro

tected ; has provoked to violence, and then punished

what itself provoked ; and, in place of the legitimate

processes of government, has organized authority

into schemes of robbery, plunder, and spoliation.

Ponder these things, and speak about them among

yourselves, each to nis neighbor. Above all, dis

cipline yourselves strictly according to the plan

which has been furnished you. So, in the hour of

conflict, will you realize the advantage of the move

ments of a regulated army over the desultory and

scattered efforts of a mob.
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A plan for county and local organizations

was framed by the convention, and very gen

erally followed daring the canvass.

The Republicans held their convention at

Richmond on the 27th of September ; discnssed

the issues involved in the election, and cbose

a State Central Committee. The following

platform of principles was also adopted :

The Bepublican party of Virginia, in convention

assembled, reaffirm their devotion to the principles

of the national Bepublican party of the United States

as enunciated in the Chicago platform at the last

National Convention. We are in favor of, and support

as national principles, a tariff which, while seeming

necessary for revenue, shall give incidental protec

tion to American industry ; a national banking sys

tem that shall give us a safe and uniform currency,

and absolute security to bill-holders ; the policy of

extending government aid to the States in improving

the rivers and harbors ; the absolute pavment of all

obligations of the government, and a sufficient yearly

reduction of the national debt to convince the world

of our determination to ultimately extinguish it, while

at the same time we carefully refrain from burdening

the people with onerous and unnecessary taxation ;

that we heartily indorse the Administration of Presi

dent Grant, and are unanimously in favor of his

renomination in 1872.

No honest man can deny that the tendency of the

legislation of the past year in Virginia has been to

depress all the material interests of the people. Taxa

tion has been increased almost beyond the limits of

human endurance, and the Democratic legislation,

with its two-thirds majority, haa passed oppressive

and unnecessary laws, among which the funding

bill stands prominent. Under its provision, taxation

on the property of the State will be double what it is

now, or not less than one dollar on every hundred.

Worse still, because unnecessary, they nave com

pelled the people of Virginia to raise money either

by sacrificing their property or produce, or by paying

an enormous rate of interest to pay the onerous taxes

by the 1st day of September, 1871, or forfeit five per

cent., whilo we are officially informed by the Treas

urer of the State that the money so collected "is not

needed until January and July, 1872, and is lying in

the vaults of the city of Richmond, drawing only

four per cent, interest, presenting the astonishing

spectacle of a State forcing its citizens to loan wealthy

corporations more than a million dollars at the low

rate of four per cent, per annum, while at the same

time, under the extraordinary combination of cir

cumstances, our citizens are compelled to borrow

their own money at the rate of twelve per cent, per

annum. The passage of such acts in Virginia by a

Democratic Legislature is only in keeping with Dem

ocratic legislation wherever that party obtains power,

as exemplified by that great leading Democratic or

ganization of the United States, the Tammany rug,

of New York.

This Legislature has passed laws neutralizing tnd

rendering void, and of no effect, the homestead pro

visions of the constitution, placed the execution of

the laws establishing common Bchools in partisan

and unfriendly hands, and has violated almost every

pledge made by its authorized representatives when

pleading for the admission uf the State to Fed

eral representation. It has created a partisan ju

diciary, and given the county judges, created fy

caucus nominations, unprecedented ana unheard-of

power. It has reestablished that rule of the bar-

jority of cases, exclude the colored man from the

jury-box, and deprive him of the right, so dear to all,

of defence before a jury of his peers. The Bepublican

party invite the cooperation of all good citizens in

correcting these abuses ; and do hereby

Retolte, That we are opposed to levying upon oet

citizens any further taxes than are necessary to i

strictly economical administration, and the Legisla

ture shall do all in its power to alleviate, to the great

est extent possible, the burdens of the people, and

to decrease the expenses of the State.

Betolced, That we demand the honest and scrupu

lous enforcement of the constitution of the State in

all its parts, and such legislation as will secure the

equal rights of all, guaranteed in that instrument-

equitable taxation, the benefits of the Homestead

Acts, a thorough system of common school educa

tion, and an impartial and non-partisan judiciary.

The result of the election showed a gain for

the Conservatives. In the new Legislature

there are 43 Senators, of whom 33 are Con

servatives, and 10 Republicans, 3 of the latter

being negroes. The House of Delegates con

sists of 132 members—97 Conservatives, and

35 Republicans, 14 of the latter being negroes.

The Conservative majority is 6 greater in the

Senate and 15 greater in the House than in

the preceding Legislature. About half of the

Senate held over for an unexpired term, and,

of those chosen, nearly all were new men, only

two or three being reelected. The full Honse

of Delegates was chosen at this election, and

only 26 of the old members were reelected.

The number of negroes in the Senate was re

duced from 0 to 3, and in the House from 28

to 14.

CENSUS OP 1870.

Accomac. ...
Albemarle . . .
Alexandria. .
A !' !■;;.' . .

Amelia
Amherst
Appomattox
Au'/aeta
Bath
Bedford
Bland
Botetourt
Brunswick . .
Buchanan. ..
Buckingham
Campbell. . . .

Apsreg»t«.

20.409
27.544
16,755
8.674
9.878
14.900
8.950

28.763
8.795

25,3*7
4.000
11,8*9
13.427
8,777
13,371
28.384

Whit*.

12.507
12,550
9.444
8.095
3.055
6,184
4,414

22.026
2.908

14,557
8,783
8.166
4.52S
3,730
6,660
14.011

Colored.

7,842
14.994
7,310
679

6.823
6,704
4,536
6,737
689

10,770
217

8,163
h.'.«>>

47
7,711
14.343

20.392
27.335
15,772
8.566
9,673
14.786
8,940

2N.:i76

8,750
25,277
3.986
11,296
13,4*2
8,777
18.257
27,795

Foreign.

17
209
983
108
206
114
10

387
45
60
14
83
S

114
68S

Vfclot Of
property.

14,033.435
lO.NVi.OSO

6,082.337
1,391,005
2,481.576
2,670,461
1.478.767

16,21(2.184
1,281.500
6,473,865

7.17.432

3,744.317
1,694,550
455.457

2,SV<,3»4
9.004.674
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CENSUS OP mO-(Ctmtimud).

COUNTIES.

POPULATION.
Aueued Talua of

proptrty.
Wm, not

JOT*. Whit.. Colored. NltlT.. Foreign.

15,128 7,1)77 8,038 15,076 52 $3,896,160 $31,685
9,147 8.819 828 9,135 12 819.917 10,676
4,975 1,822 8,153 4,945 30 901,594 11,967
14,513 4,900 9,613 14,488 . 25 3,112,803 85,897
11 170 9,730 8.733 18,185 285 5,275,667 46,141
6,670 4,511 2,159 6,619 61 8,674,914 29,563
2,942 2,712 230 2,938 4 831,619 l 8.814
12,227 6.058 6,169 12,136 91 4,403,046 28,789
8,142 2,709 5,433 8,129 13 2,047,042 21,440

30,702 13,017 17,664 80,215 487 11,265,579 127.997
8,303 2,832 5,471 7,927 376 1,194,358 22,282
9,927 S.277 6,650 9,915 12 1,518,817 21,400
12.952 8,667 4,284 12,525 427 6.508,284 40,090
19,690
9,824

11,834
8,827

7,856
997

19,469
9,815

221

9
11,724,455
1,831,808

83,279
14,127

9,875 4,778 6,097 9,862 13 2,301,231 21,912
18,264 12,268 5,996 18,259 5 2,478,896 25,091
16,591! 13,863 2,733 16,340 250 8,025,505 70,335
5,875 5.272 693 6,848 27 1,478,812 13.933

10,211 4,782 6,429 10,183 28 2,040,136 18,574
10,313 8,711 6,601 10,281 82 2,528,775 32, 1-40

9,537 8,833 7M 9,562 25 1,061,891 12.363
4,634 3,182 1,452 4,609 25 1,007,147 10,516
6,362 2,155 4,207 6,359 8 930,232 14,293

27,828 11,562 16,260 27,810 18 5,431,795 03,711
Hi. 155 7,893 8,562 16,393 62 8,035,207 32.598
66,179 35.148 81,031 61,820 4,359 41,310,061 809.094
12,303 6,722 6,581 12,291 12 1,888,640 27,971

Highland 4,151 8,803 848 4,138 18 1,579,573 13,115
lain of Wight 8,320 4,874 8,446 8,307 13 1,030,461 17,751

4.425 1,985 2.440 4,360 115 1,071,477 13,581
9,709 4.221 5,488 9,697 12 1,466,660 16.429
6,742 2,927 2,815 5,746 16 1,511,329 16.632
7,515 2,943 4,455 7,496 19 1,695,742 19,051
6,855 2,198 3,157 5,340 6 929.061 10,418

13,268 12,263 1,005 13,261 7 1,80S,495 22.332
20,92'J 13.233 5,691 20,724 205 16,584,414 113,742
16,332 6.269 10,053 16.259 73 3,653,300 49,592
10,403 4,844 6.059 10,383 20 1,428,800 19.993
8,670 4,959 8,711 8,654 16 2,424,903 20,542
6,200 4,104 2,096 . 8,196 4 903,320 12,244

21,318 7,162 14,156 21.298 20 2,855,779 41,717
4,981 2,459 2,522 4,971 10 905,390 10,117
12,556
11,576

9,674
6,059

2,882
5,517

12.495
11,543

61 8,314,183
2,195,619

28,336
23,858n

13,898 7,560 6,812 13.850 48 8.024,640 33.833
4,331 2.005 2,361 4,844 , 87 1,091,774 12.546

46,702 24,380 22.320 45.309 1,393 18.045,487 836.418
8,046 3,198 4,848 8,039 7 1,727,347 18.400
6.863 8.803 8,054 6,852 U 1,229.443 11,701
9.291 2,241 7,050 9.272 19 1,582,525 23,769

10,396 4,938 6,458 10,336 60 8,595.977 2.3,075
Page 8,462 7,476 986 8,424 88 2,912,704 23.254

10,161 7,838 2,325 10,158 8 1,291.131 18,727
Pittsylvania 81.343 15.259 16.084 81,287 66 6,182,572 95.822
Powhatan 7,667 2,552 5,115 7,640 27 2,133,314 22,509

12,004 4.106 7,898 11,931 78 2,440,025 20,558
7.820 2,774 6,046 7.740 80 1,780,334 18,653

Princess Anne. 8,273 4,369 3,902 8,246 27 2,055,203 20,717
7,504 5,691 1,813 7,362 142 3,262,696 80,156

Pulaski 6.533 4,729 1,809 6,505 83 2,087,318 18,365
Rappahannock 8,261 5,195 8.066 8,236 26 2,795,840 24,493
Richmond 6,503 8.475 8,028 6,476 27 1,203.458 12.030

9,350 6.218 4.132 9,328 22 8,725.047 27.325
16.058 12.162 8,890 15.943 115 7,258,604 68,244

Rockingham 23,668 21.152 2,616 23,516 152 10,186,538 9 1.3-0
Russell 11,103 9,930 1,167 11,093 10 1,890,159 17.411
Scott 18,036 12,512 624 13,027 9 1,700,291 16.811

14,936 14.260 676 14,782 154 6,401,157 10.9-2
Smyth 8,898 7,654 1,244 8,870 28 2,796,768 23,869
Southampton 12,285 5.468 6.795 12,268 17 2,117,570 24.939

11,728 7,069 4,659 11,419 279 8,473.197 60,226
6,420 4,935 1,485 6,369 51 1,749,545 15.027

gurry 6.585 2,393 8,192 5.574 11 1.153,934 14,136
7,885 2.962 4,923 7,876 9 1.273.979 17.375
10,791 9,193 1,598 10,772 19 2,301,597 18,281
5,716 4,611

620
1,105 6,675 41 2,442,201 22.501

1,672 1,052 1.606 6 491.2-9 8,298

Westmoreland
16,816 14,156 2,653 16,737 79 5,172,190 49.015
7,632 3,531 4,151 7,654 28 1,589,991 17,963
4,785 4,717 68 4,781 4 502.871 0,065

11,611 9.269 2,842 11,491 120 3,989,609 41.491
7,198 2,507 4,691 7,149 49 896,725 12,777

1,225,163 712.099 512.841 1.211,409 18.754 $305.4.39.917 $4,613,798
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Included in the census are four Chinese and

229 Indians. The total taxation includes $371,-

893 not distributed among counties. The true

value of property was $409,588,133. The pub

lic debt, county, city, town, etc., amounted to

$7,530,416. The aggregate value of farm-

products, including betterments and additions

to stock, was $51,074,801; 877,110 pounds of

wool were raised ; 123,538 whites, and 822,-

236 colored persons, ten years old and over,

cannot write, of whom 211,278 are males, and

234,496 are females. Of those twenty-one

years old and over, who cannot write, 27,6M

are white males.

w

WEBSTER, Hobacr, M. D., LL. D., an emi

nent scholar and teacher, long President of the

College of the City of New York, born in Ver

mont, in 1795 ; died at Geneva, N. Y., July 12,

1871. He was, at the time of his death, one

of the oldest graduates of the United States

Military Academy, having been graduated in

1818, and promoted to be second-lieutenant of

infantry. He served as Assistant Professor of

Mathematics at the Academy from 1818 to

1825, after which he resigned and took the

position of Professor of Mathematics and Nat

ural Philosophy at Geneva College, which he

held until 1848. He became principal of the

New York Free Academy at the time of its

formation in July, 1848, and was retained in

his place, with the title of President, when its

name was changed to the Free College. For

a long time he acted as Professor of Moral,

Intellectual, and Political Philosophy at the

academy, or college, as it is now termed. He

retired from the presidency of the college in

1869. Among the degrees which he had con

ferred on him was that of A. M. by Nassau Hall

at Princeton ; LL. D. by Columbia College, in

1849, and by Kenyon College of Ohio in 1842;

and M. D. by the University of Pennsylvania,

in 1850.

WEISBACH, Julius Ludwio, an eminent

German mathematician, engineer, and scientific

writer, born at Mittelschmiedeberg, near An-

naberg in Saxony, August 10, 1810; died at

Freiberg, February 24, 1871. His father was

a conductor of mines, and educated his son to

follow his own profession. He entered the

Mining Academy at Freiberg in 1822, and,

upon the completion of his course there, stud

ied at the Universities of Gottingen and Vienna.

Upon the death of Prof. Hect, of the Freiberg

Academy, in the spring of 1838, Weisbach com

pleted the courses upon "applied mathemat

ics" and "the construction of mining machin

ery ; " and in the same year he became per

sonally attached to that institution, lecturing

regularly on those subjects. In 1835 he un

dertook, in addition, the course on " mining-

surveying" (Markscheidekunst), and by his

genius made it what it now is, one of the most

important studies of the academy, and almost

an exact science. In 1842, Prof. Neumann

having been called to the University of Leip-

sic, he undertook the course on crystallog

raphy. In 1851 he began to lecture on de

scriptive geometry, a subject which had not

previously been treated separately at tie

academy. About 1858 he undertook a course

upon the construction of machines, dividing it

into two parts, one theoretical and the other

practical. At the same time he changed tie

course on crystallography into a course on

mathematical crystallography, and introduced

another course, viz., " theoretical optics,"

relinquishing descriptive geometry to Prof.

Junge. Upon the death of the latter, in

he assumed the entire charge, with the aid of

his son-in-law, of the whole subject of minmg-

surveying, the theoretical part of which had

always remained in his hands. But, though

the most successful of teachers, Weisbach was

much more than a mere teacher of engineering

or its related sciences. In hydraulic engi

neering, as an experimenter and original inves

tigator, and as the highest authority on all

questions connected with hydraulic science,

he had no rival, and it will be long before the

loss to the scientific world occasioned by his

death can be made good. The experiment

which he made to determine the coefficients

for the efflux of water under different circum

stances, for the efflux of air, for the flow of

water through pipes, etc., and also with a

view of studying the force of water due to

pressure, impact, etc., are numbered by thou

sands. It was he who first introduced into

calculations in hydraulics what is known as

the " coefficient of resistance," by means of

which such computations are often very ranch

simplified. He was also a standard authority

on all questions of practical geology. To him

was confided the task of making the triango-

lation of Saxony for the purpose of measuring,

in connection with the other German States,

the length of a degree in Central Europe. He

also made the surveys and triangulation for

the RothsehOnberger Stollen, which is to he

the longest tunnel or adit in the world. He

had made many valuable contributions to

science. There is, we believe, no complete

list of his scientific works and papers, but the

following are the most important : "Researches

upon Mechanics and Hydraulics," in four vols.

(1842-'43) ; " Manual for the Mechanical Min

ing Engineer," two vols. (1835-36); "Ele

ments of Mathematics" (1885); "Tables of

Multiples of Sines and Cosines" (J842)'
" Treatise on Practical Mechanics," 3 vols.

(lS45-'54), translated and republished here:

"The Enginocr: a Collection of Tables and
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Arithmetical, Geometrical, and Mechanical For

mulae " (1848) ; " Manual for the Geometrical

Mining Engineer " (1850) ; " Experiments upon

the Force exercised by the Pressure, Shock, and

Eeaction of Water," etc. (1851) ; " Treatise on

Experimental Hydraulics" (1855). He had

also prepared, but had not published, a text-

hook on mining-surveying. His amiable and

genial manners, and his great kindness of heart,

made him beloved by the thousands of pupils

whom he had taught during his thirty-eight

years' professorship.

WEST VIRGINIA. The extent of surface

and the boundary- line of this State in re

ference to Virginia, from whose territory it
■was severed in 1861, were definitely settled in

1871. A suit had been long pending between

the two States, occasioned by Virginia's claim

ing jurisdiction over the counties of Berkeley

and Jefferson as still continuing under her

government after the separation ; which West

Virginia denied, and maintained that, accord

ing to the act of separation, those two coun

ties belonged to herself. The Supreme Court

of the United States, in the early part of

March, decided the question, adjudging Berke

ley and Jefferson Counties to West Virginia.

The area and population of West Virginia

at the time of its separation, as compared with

the area and population which remained to

Virginia after the separation, are very dif

ferently stated by the representatives of the

two States. The First Auditor of Virginia, in

his report, dated September 30, 1866, sets

down those items as follows :

The whole number of acres of land In the State
prior to its dismemberment was 50,536,039

In the fifty counties claimed by West Virginia,
nearly one-half the territory of the State ■23.100,815

Total white population of the State in 1860. . . . 1,047,547
In West Virginia, rather more than one-third. 855,649

In opposition to this statement, the three

commissioners appointed last summer by the

Governor of West Virginia " to treat with the

authorities of Virginia on the subject of the

proposed adjustment of the pnblio debt of that

State prior to January 1, 1861," in their re

port in January, 1872, state that "the present

State of Virginia contains 41,852 square miles,

and West Virginia 20,000," or less than ono-

third of the whole ; and, that " the coun

ties composing what i snow Virginia contained,

by the census of 1860, a population of 1,219,-

304; and those composing West Virginia a

population of 374,987," or 23,585f less than

one-fonrth of the whole.

The Legislature of West Virginia closed its

session of 1871 on the 2d of March. Among

the matters of public interest acted upon at

this session were several of a political char

acter.

Concerning citizenship and the elective fran

chise to be exercised by the people in the State,

the first section of the third article of the con

stitution provided as follows :

_ 1. The white male citizens of the State shall be en

titled to vote at all elections held within the election

vol. xi.—49 A

districts in which they respectively reside, but no

person who is a minor, or of unsound mind, or a

pauper, or who is under oonviotion of treason, felony,

or bribery in an election, or who has not been a resi

dent of the State for one year, and of the county

in whioh he offers to vote for thirty days, shall bo

Sermittcd to voto while such disability continues,

fo person who since the first day of June, 1861, has

given, or shall give, voluntary aid or assistance to

the rebellion against the United States, shall be a

citizen of this State, or be allowed to vote at any elec

tion therein, unless he has volunteered in the mili

tary or naval service of the United States, and has

been, or shall be, honorably discharged therefrom.

With a view to rehabilitate the persons

thus deprived of their rights, an amendment

to the constitution, commonly styled the

"Flick Amendment," was subsequently in

troduced into the Legislature, purporting to

strike the word " white," and the whole dis

franchising clause, out of that section. After

long debates, the amendment was adopted,

but not submitted to the people for their

ratification or rejection, chiefly because its

timely publication in the papers, as required

by the constitution in such cases, had been

omitted. The same subject was brought again

before the Legislature at the present ses

sion, in a bill entitled " An act to provide

for submitting to the people of West Vir

ginia the proposed amendment to the con

stitution of the State," fixing the 27th of

April, 1871, as the day of a general election.

After a renewed and thorough discussion, the

bill passed both Houses. At the election, the

people, by a very large majority, ratified the

amendment. This is now a part of the organic

law of the State ; and it is averred that about

fifteen thousand persons in West Virginia have

thereby recovered the right to vote. Governor

Jacob announced the ratification of the amend

ment, as a part of the organio law of the State,

by the following proclamation :

Whereat, The Governor, the Secretary of State,

Auditor, and Treasurer, in pursuance of section 6th

of the act passed February 14, 1871, entitled " An

act to provide for submitting to the people of West

Virginia the proposed amondment to the constitu

tion of the State," did on the 1st day of June, 1871,

open the envelopes or covers containing the returns

from the several counties of the election held on the

27th day of April, 1871, and count the votes therein

certified ;
And whereas, it appears from a certificate signed

by the officers aforesaid, filed in the office of the

Secretary of the State and duly recorded, that at the

said election 23,546 votes were cast for ratification,

and 6,323 votos were cast for rejection ;

Ana as it thus appears, from said returns, that a

majority ofthe votes cast at said election were for the

ratification of the proposed amendment : therefore—

I, John J. Jacob, Governor of the State of West

Virginia, by virtue of the authority vested in me by

law, do issue this my proclamation, and hereby de

clare the said amendment, to wit :

" The male citizens of tho State shall be entitled

to vote at all elections held within the election dis

tricts in which they respectively reside ; but no per

son who is a minor, or of unsound mind, or a pau

per, or who is under conviction of treason, felony, or

bribery in an election, or who has not been a resi

dent of the State for one year, and of the county in

which he offers to vote for 30 days nest preceding
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Buch offer, shall be permitted to vote, while such dis

ability continues."

To be a part of the constitution of this State, as a

substitute for section 1 of Article III. thereof, and in

force as such from the 27th day of April, 1871.

In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my

hand and caused the seal of the State to be affixed,

at the capitol, in Charleston, this 1st day of June,

1871, and the eighth Year of the State.

JOHN J. JACOB.

By the Governor :

Jobs M. Phelps, Secretary of State.

A general election law was also passed at this

session, abolishing the test-oaths, and oth

erwise materially altering the election and

registration law heretofore in force, the pro

vision of which, and tho manner of their en

forcement at the hands of the respective

officers, had long been the subject of loud com

plaints among the people. The main features

of the new law are briefly indicated as follows :

" No change is made in relation to the officers

by whom the elections are to be conducted,

with the exception that they are not to be re

quired to take the test-oath as heretofore, but

only an oath to support the Constitution of the

United States and the constitution of this

State, and to faithfully perform the duties re

quired of them by law. The inspectors of

elections are to be chosen by the people as

under the former law, and the Governor has no

power to appoint any of these officers."

All of the old law that related to the re

gistration of voters is completely stricken out,

and every vestige of the system is repealed.

The supervisor and inspectors of elections in

the several townships are to receive the votes

of all who are constitutionally qualified :

" Provided, That if the right of any person

offering to vote shall be challenged by any

such officer or any other person, and it shall

appear that such person is not a minor, or it

shall not appear that he is a pauper or of un

sound mind, and it shall appear that he has

been a resident of the State for one year, and of

the county in which he offers to vote for thirty

days next preceding such offer, and is a resi

dent of the township or ward in which he

offers to vote, the right of such person to vote

shall not bo further questioned, unless and

until a written charge of some specific act of

constitutional disqualification, verified by the

written affidavit of a qualified voter, shall be

preferred against the person offering to vote.

And the right of such person to vote shall not

be denied unless tho charge so preferred shall

be proved by evidence of record, or clearly

established by the oaths of at least two com

petent and credible witnesses; and he shall

not bo required in any form to criminate him

self."

A most important act of this session was

the passage of the " Convention Bill," pro

posing " to take the sense of the people of the

State on the question of calling a convention

to alter tho constitution of the State." This

instrument had ever been regarded by the

largest number as contrary to the vital in

terests of the people as a body and as individ

uals. Its machinery, in respect to State, county,

and township officers, was regarded as ex

ceedingly complicated, expensive, and dan

gerous withal, by reason that the immoderate

power vested in the Legislature, the judges,

and the other officers of the State, held out to

them frequent temptations for arbitrary meas

ures. They insisted on the necessity of a sim

pler and cheaper form of government, with

more limited and well-defined powers. The

judicial system, with all that relates to courts

and the practical administration of justice, tis

especially pointed to as defective. ' The act

ordered an election to be held on the fourth

Thursday of August,, 1871, when the people

should vote " for" or " against" a convention,

and a subsequent one for choosing delegate

to the convention if voted for by a majority;

it regulated the duties of the several outers

of election, as well as the manner in which it

shall be conducted, and its result announced.

The most noteworthy provision of the act is

that relating to the admission of voters, en

joining that no person who offers to vote shall

be excluded from the polls on presumptive dis

qualification, but only on legal proof madebv

the accuser, of a written charge that he is

guilty of somo disqualifying act.

On the 24th of August, the convention

was carried by a small majority, 30,220 votes

having been cast " for," and 27,628 "against"

it. By a proclamation, dated September 16th.

Governor Jacob announced this result, and

" declared that a majority of the votes cast

were in favor of a convention."
By the same proclamation, he required

the supervisors and inspectors of election in

the State to cause polls to be opened on the

fourth Thursday of October, 1871, for the

choice of delegates to the convention. The

number of delegates to the convention was 78;

and tho Governor announced their names bv

proclamation dated the Cth of December, and

stated that tho convention would assemble at

the seat of government on the third Tuesda?

of January, 1872.
At the same election the people made chejee

of members of the State Legislature for lSif-

Tho convention was composed of sixty-si

Democrats and twelve Republicans. In the

new Legislature the Senate consists of eighteen

Democrats and four Republicans ; tho Do*

of Delegates of forty-five Democrats and eleven

Republicans.
Besides the above-mentioned enactme^

the Legislature of 1871 passed a large nnaikj

of laws and joint resolutions of general or iocai

interest, some of which were as follows:
To legalize marriages heretofore celebrate

between first cousins, and to exempt t**tr'

ties thereto from the penalties incurred »J

reason of such marriages. To amend an «
entitled "An act for the establishment of »e

"West Virginia Institution for the Deal, Utm
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and Blind, passed March 3, 1870. Providing

for the investment of the additional endow

ment for the West Virginia University. Re

lating to the education of colored children,

providing for separate schools where twenty-

five or more can be brought together. To

amend and reenact the 3d and 4th sections of

chapter 58 of the code of West Virginia, con

cerning the West Virginia Hospital for the

Insane. Assessing five per cent, on all taxable

property in the State for the construction of

a Lunatic Asylum. To provide for a prelimi

nary survey for certain railroads through the

State of West Virginia. To encourage immi

gration, etc.

Seven new railroads, with about as many

turnpike companies, were incorporated. The

financial condition of the State is as follows :

Balance remaining In the Treasury, October
1, 1870. $213,120 07

Amount received during the year 578.538 19
•

Total $787,008 26
Disbursed for general State pur
poses $377,101 98

Disbursed forgeneral school fund *47.531 01
Disbursed for school fund 33,697 48

Total 658,830 50
Leaving a balance In the Treasury, October

1, 1871 $128,677 76
Amount due the two school funds, October

1. 1871 $185,168 40
Deduct balance in the Treasury 128,677 76

Balance due in the school funds $56,490 61

This deficit is increased by some other items

to $77,753.58, and its origin is traced back to

the year 1867, for moneys borrowed from the

school fund, and left more or less unpaid in

the succeeding years to the present time.

The condition of the debt of West Virginia

cannot be accurately known until her share in

the public debt of Virginia, in 1861, is deter

mined. At the time of her organisation the

following provision was inserted in the con

stitution: "An equitable proportion of the

pnblic debt of Virginia prior to January 1,

1861, shall be assumed by this State, and the

Legislature shall ascertain the same as soon as

may be practicable, and provide for the liqui

dation thereof by a sinking fund sufficient to

pay the accruing interest, and redeem the

principal within thirty-four years." No action

tending to the apportionment of the debt was

taken by either State till the 18th of February,

1870, when the State of Virginia appointed

commissioners to treat with the authorities of

West Virginia. The Legislature of this State,

on their part, adopted a joint resolution on

March 3d of the same year, authorizing the Gov

ernor to appoint three commissioners " to treat

with the authorities of the State of Virginia

on the subject of the publio debt of that State

due, or incurred, prior to January 1, 1861, and

a fair division of the property belonging to the

State on that day." The commissioners were

appointed, but did not act, for reasons commu

nicated by Governor Stevenson to the Legis

lature of 1871. Thereupon this body again

authorized the appointment of commissioners,

who were charged this time " to treat with

the authorities of the State of Virginia, and

also to procure the statistical information ne

cessary to ascertain what is the equitable pro

portion to be assumed by West Virginia on

the debt of Virginia prior to 1861." The Legis

lature of Virginia, on the other hand, adopted

a joint resolution on the 11th of February, 1871,

tendering to West Virginia the proposition of

apportioning the debt between the two States

by arbitration, the arbitrators not to be citi

zens of either State, nor subject to the ratifi

cation of the Legislatures of the said States.

The West Virginia Legislature declined to

accept the tender "of arbitration, on the ground,

among others, that any adjustment of the debt

ought to be subject to its ratification ; inviting,

at the same time, the Commonwealth of Vir

ginia to appoint three commissioners, on her

part, for the purpose of treating with like

commissioners heretofore authorized on the

part of West Virginia.

These last commissioners were charged by

the Legislature with the duty of ascertaining

the amount of the debt of Virginia due, or in

curred, prior to January 1, 1861, and were also

empowered "to adjust, award, and determine

upon fair, just, and equitable principles what

proportion of the said public debt of Virginia

should, in their opinion, be paid by West Vir

ginia, and what part thereof should be paid

by Virginia—subject, however, to ratification

of the legislative departments of the two

States."

Governor Jacob appointed the three com

missioners, and, after their acceptance, com

municated the fact to the Governor of Virginia,

who answered, informing Mr. Jacob that he did

not feel authorized to appoint commissioners

on the part of Virginia to meet and confer

with those of West Virginia, by reason that

the resolution of the Virginia Legislature pro

posing an arbitration for the adjustment of

the debt was intended to supersede the pre

vious proposition of adjusting it by a con

ference of commissioners appointed by the

two States respectively.

Nevertheless, the West Virginia commis

sioners proceeded, in the early part of Novem

ber, 1871, to Richmond, where they searched

the records relating to the subject of their

mission. After protracted meetings held among

themselves, they prepared a detailed report,

which they presented to the Governor. They

state that "the funded debt of Virginia on

January 1, 1861, was $31,779,067.32, after all

deductions."

With regard to the proportional division of

the debt between the two States and the prin

ciple on which their proportional qnotas are

to be determined, the commissioners take

notice that, in a paper written by a member of

the Virginia bench on this subject and pub

lished shortly before, the writer concludes that,

" if a State be divided into two States, the debts
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contracted by tlie whole before the division,

are ratably binding upon the different parts

in proportion to territory and population ; "

and they deny the justice of this principle in

the present case, averring that "the benefits

conferred, and not the territory and population,

should be the principal, if not the only basis,

of an adjustment of the debt." To show the

justice of this principle in the case in hand,

they point to the fact that " all of the above-

mentioned sum of $81,779,067.32 was ex

pended within the present State of Virginia,

with the exception of $2,788,829.29;" and

that "the amount expended for all purposes

in West Virginia was $3,343,929.29." Fron

these data the commissioners conclude It

charging West Virginia with the amount a-

pended within her territory, and crediting h«

with $2,390,569.06, the aggregate sum of ha

proportionable share in the estimated Take

of public buildings and other assets, United

States surplus fund, the literary fond, and the

amount collected from her after January 1,

1861 ; so that the balance of the proportion of

the public debt of Virginia which 'West Vir

ginia ought to assume in favor of the former

State is determined by the commissioners to

be $953,360.28.

CENSCS OP 1670.

Barbour
Berkeley
Boone
Braxton
Brooke
Cabell
Calboan
Clay
Doddridge . .

Fayette
Gilmer
Grant
Greenbrier. .
Hampshire. .
Hancock
Hardy
Harrison.. . .
Jackson
Jefferson
Kanawha....
Lowis
Lincoln
Logan

Marion
Marshall
Mason
McDowell...
Horcer
Mineral
Monongalia .
Monroe
Morgan
Nicholas ...
Ohio
Pendleton.. .
Pleasants . . .
Pocahontas .
Preston
Pntoam
Raleigh
Randolph . . .
Ritchie
Roane
Taylor
Tucker
Tyler
T'nshnr
w'—..Wayne.
Webster.
Wetzel.
Wirt
Wood
Wyoming.

POl'l'LATION-.

■>tnl for State

Anrr«s»".

10,313
14.900
4.653
6.480
r..4M

fi.439
2.939
2.1%
7.070
6.647
4,338
4.467
11.117
7,643
4.3B3
6.518

IH.714
10.300
13,419
84.349
10,175
0,053
6.144
12.107
14.911
15.07*
I,934
7.064
0.333
18.M7
II, 144
4,3 1 5
4,458

28.831
6.453
3,012
4.009
14.555
7.794
8.073
6,5113
II, 055

7,234
9.-107
1.007
7.832
8,023
7.854
1,730
8. .7 15
4,804

19.000
3,171

412.014

White,

9,926
13.228
4.400
6.3113
5.307
6.S0B
2,031
2.102
7,041
0.540
4.311
4,136

10.314
7,003
4.336
4.904
16.058

10.442
9,731

20.111
9.979
5,017
5.022

12.029
1 1,821
15.444
1.052
6.670
5.0.54
13.310
10,141
4,199
4.427

28.387

6,301
2.996
3.810
14,437
7,534
3.657
5.160
8.092
7. W.I
9.041
1.830
7.824

7.851
7.009
1.730
8.584

4,775
18,287
3,130

424,083

Colored.

386
1,072
158
87
97
123

8
4

35
118

27
331

1,103
010
27

616
655
58

8.488
2.4:18
196
36

lie!

7S
1 >0
631

ill
378
Bill

1,003

110
31

411
91
16

259
118
260
16
103
03
2-3

313
27
111

172
153

ii
29
713
•11

17.9-0

Nut vc.

10,231
14.2.11

4.502
0.430
5.066
0,400
2,926
2.196
0.831
6,615
4,313
4,382
11,178
7,568
4,132
6,477

16.292
10.177
12.958
21.002
9,653
5.0.39

6.117
11.917
14.032
15.025
1.949
7,047
5.906

13.455
11,042
4,208
4.415
22,811
6,449
2.908
4,035
13.838
7.655
8.055
5.446
8,717
7,220
8.SM1
1.887

7.724
7.938
7.844
1,726
8.4.81

4.733
17.713
3,108

Foreljrn.

81
639

61
50

39S
109

18

215
32
25
85

S39
75

231
41

422
143
26!
0-7
522
11

7
190
909

953

8
17

426
92

104
107
43

6,020

8
44
31

717
139
18

137
31 is

14
4M
20

1118
85
2.8
4

nu

71
1,287

3

Anoued TBlneof I Tinl>c!

property.

f 1.993.733
6.380,213
710,419

1.174,2*6
2.710.624
1,917.805
417,068
327,689

1,694.638
1,208.458
815,729

1,830,995
4,306,053
2.221.609
2,374,848
2.304,548
7,174,751
2.514,026
7,911,775
6,962,157
2,662,241
1,118.390
367,653

4,712,036
4,641,981
6,432.173
196.754

1,370.861
8.048.810
4.445.747
3 474.571
■1.922.698

901,897
14,835.845
1,574,950
736.109

1.423.351
8.525,577
1,667,917
654.956

1,275.210
2.337.670
1,120,190
8,179,430
385,964

1,743.094
2.245.334
1,874,818
524.145

1,784.380
1,061,379
6,880,061
'873,085

424.923 17.091 I SI 10.538.573

Included in the censns is one Indian. Tho

total taxation includes $132,213, not distrib

uted among counties. The true value of prop

erty was $100,051,491. The public debt, county,

city, town, etc., amounted to $051,767. The

value of farm-products, inclnding ^f,te™$i"'
and additions to stock, was $23,3 j " ■

1,598,541 pounds of Wool were raised; ii.«

whites and 9,997 colored persons, teni

old and over, cannot write, of whom 30,5-* "
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males, and 44,906 are females. Of those twen

ty-one years old and over who cannot write,

15,181 are white males.

, The free-school system is in successful op

eration, but the want of a sufficient number

of competent teachers is one of the obstacles

in establishing suitable Bchools.

A Normal School for training and educating

proper teachers in common schools has been

established at Marshall College, with a branch

school at Fairmont, and another at West Lib

erty, all of which are now in a prosperous con

dition, and said to give general satisfaction.

The distributable school fund for the year

commencing September 1, 1871, amounted to

§174,896.62. The whole number of youth

was 166,746. Amount per capita, $1.07f.

Tho West Virginia University continues to

meet with increased success. There is a larger

number of students on the rolls than ever be

fore ; the higher classes are enlarged, and in

creased facilities are provided. The president

suggests in his report that professional schools

in law and medicine be established without

delay, material for education in such schools

being already at hand. The receipts from all

sources on account of the university were

$23,688.44, and tho disbursements $23,497.86.

The Asylum for the Insane, at Weston, con

tained 241 patients—male 118, female 123.

Their number at the date of the previous re

port was 207; admitted during the year, 66;

discharged or died, 32. Whole number under

treatment in the year, 273. There were ex

pected as many patients to arrive at the hospi

tal within a few weeks after the present report

as would increase their number to 800. This

would crowd the hospital to a greater extent

than is comfortable or safe. It has cost half

a million dollars already, and the Governor

says "is not much more than half finished."

The lands belonging to the asylum embrace

273 acres, and the hospital proper, whoso foun

dations were all laid from the first, is of such

dimensions that an eye-witness, after a minute

inspection, says: " The plan pursued calls for

a building over 1,200 feet, or nearly a quarter

of a mile in front. The quadrangle formed by

the front and side walls of the Asylum would

embrace nearly nine acres."

The Institution of the Deaf, Dumb, and

Blind, at Romney, is in the second year of its

existence, and contained 57 pupils. Of these

10 are blind, and 47 deaf-mutes; 83 of them

were received during the year. The total re

ceipts during the year were $22,581.57; the

expenditures were $18,203.13, leaving a bal

ance of $4,378.44.

The number of convicts in the State Peni

tentiary, on May 31, 1871, was 107, from which

time to September 30th there were received in

it 17, discharged 12, pardoned 6, escaped 5,

of whom 3 were recaptured, one died ; leaving

in confinement, on the 1st of October, 103.

The State has already expended for the con

struction of the Penitentiary the sum of $248,-

534.93. Tho building and grounds were pro

jected on a scale much beyond the necessities

of the State, and her resources have in con

sequence been injudiciously taxed. The south

cell-building, which is nearly complete, con

tains 224 cells, while the number of convicts,

October 1st, was 103. The wall and buildings

will make an enclosure of 7i acres.

A Commissioner of Immigration has been

appointed by the Board of Public Works, in

compliance with an act of February 28, 1871.

West Virginia has no homestead laws, nor

lands to which such laws are applicable ; but

there are in the State "a number of large

landholders willing to sell their lands on favor

able terms. Governor Jacob suggests the es-

stablishment of an office of a common agent, a

commissioner, or clerk, to whom those land

holders can transmit a description of their

lands, titles, prices, and terms, in a certain

prescribed form." Such commissioner will

then have the means of furnishing accurate in

formation to persons seeking new homes, and

thus bo enabled to invite immigration, saving

tho immigrants the timo and expense of look

ing personally for lands that may suit them.

WILLARD, Rev. Ebastus, a Baptist clergy

man, missionary, and scholar, born in Lancaster,

Mass., July 4, 1800 ; died at Newport, R. L, De

cember 30, 1871. He received his early educa

tion in his native town, whence he entered Wa-

terville College (now Colby University), Me.,

and graduated about 1824. After spending some

time in teaching, he studied theology at the

Newton Theological Institution. He was or

dained to the Baptist ministry, and settled as

pastor at Grafton, Vt, in October, 1833. In

August, 1835, he was appointed a missionary

to France, and, with the exception of a visit

of sixteen months to this country in 1845-'46,

remained in his field as a missionary and theo

logical teacher for twenty-one years. On his

return to the United States in 1856 he was ap

pointed, at his own request, as a missionary

to the Ottawa Indians, but in 1859 resigned,

and for six years, though in feeble health, was

the faithful and beloved pastor of the Baptist

Church in Salem, N. Y. His health finally

failed so completely that he was unable to

preach, but he resided in Salem till the sum

mer of 1871. Mr. Willard was a profound

scholar, an excellent Hebraist, and familiar

with tho languages and literature of Conti

nental Europe. Ilis pupils in France are now

among the ablest scholars and preachers of

the dissenting churches.

WISCONSIN. A most calamitous event

has rendered the year 1871 forever memora

ble in this State. In the last days of Sep

tember and the first days of October, extensive

fires overran the northeastern part, destroy

ing much property and causing great distress.

These were but the forerunner of an incom

parably more disastrous conflagration on the

8th and 9th of October, wonderful alike for

the vastness of its dimensions ten or more
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miles in width and of indefinite length; for

the extraordinary, almost preternatural, man

ner of its progress; and for the incalculable

amount of its destruction in property and in

human life. This deluge of fire swept over

four counties, and portions of two more, im

mersing them, as it were, in a tempestuous sea

of flame, accompanied by a most violent hur

ricane, -which multiplied the force of the de

structive element. Forests, farm improve

ments, and entire villages, were consumed,

and a very large number of men, women, and

children, perished. Even those who fled before-

the fire and sought refugo in cleared fields,

swamps, lakes, and rivers, found no safety

there, multitudes of them having been either

burned, or died by sutlbcation or drowning.

Ono of the towns swept out of existence

was Peshtigo, and its destruction is thus do-

scribed by the Milwaukee Relief Committee :

The fire which destroyed Peshtigo occurred on the

evening of the 8th of October, ana history has never

furnished a parallel to its terrible destructiveness.

Shortly after the church-going people had returned

from the evening service, an ominous sound was

hoard, like the distant roar of the sea, or of a coming

storm. This increased in intensity, and soon the

inhabitants became apprehensive of coming danger.

Balls of fire were observed to fall like meteors in

different parts of the town, igniting whatever they

came in contact with. By tins time the whole pop

ulation were thoroughly aroused and alarmed, and

caught up their children and what valuables they

could hastily seize, and began to fiee for a place of

safety. Now a bright light appeared in the south

west horizon, gradually increasing till the heavens

were aglow with light. But a few moments elapsed

after this before the horrible tornado of fire came

upon the people, and enveloped them in flame,

smoke, burning sand, and cinders. Those who had

now reaohod the river or some other place of safety

wcro suffocated and burnt to a cindor before they

could advance a half-dozen steps farther. No pen

can describe, no brush can depict, the realities of that

night. Exaggeration would bo utterly impossible.

It defies human ingenuity.

The character of this "fire was unlike any we havo

ever seen described before. It was a flame fanned

by a hurricane, and accompanied with various elec

trical phenomena. Tlioso that survived the terrible

ordeal testify that they received electrical shocks,

while they saw electrical flames flash in the air and

dance over the surface of the earth around them, but

the flash was past in half an hour, though the Are

continued to hum during the whole night. The tor

nado came from the southwest, and swept over a

tract of country eight or ten miles in width, and of

indefinite length. The timbor in its course was

felled by the wind and burned by the lire, and every

vestige of fence and building was swept away, with

two or three exceptions. Sometimes the wind struck

the earth with such force that the small undergrowth

was torn up and heaped in rows, while at other

times it would skip away from the earth. The whole

population of Peshtigo village and of the farm-lands

in its vicinity was 2,000, and fully one-third of those

perished on that fearful night. On the east shore of

gh as

the

) bodies
were so thoroughly burned and consumed that they

could bo scooped up and held in the double hands.

But the details and incidents are too harrowing to re

late. We saw many children, some only one month

old, which had been kept in the water thewhole night,

and yet survived. Some who were too ill to walk nti

taken from their beds and thrown into the water.

About fifteen per cent, of those injured are so tail?

burned that it is impossible for them to reeovj.

The others will be able to return to business in a

month's time or less. The bums occurred most

frequently upon the feet, hands, and face, and nearly

all surfer from the inhalation of hot sand rod da-

ders, and from the usual pulmonary complication;

of burns. The people have been literally stripped

of cverv thing. Not a vestige of house or fences, or

any thing of a combustible nature, remains. A more

desolate spectacle cannot be imagined or described,

At the tidings of so great a calamity, Gov

ernor Fairchild hastened to the place of suffer

ing to provide for the relief of as much of it

as it was in his power to do. lie also ap

pealed to the humanity of the citizens of tie

State by the following proclamation :

Gbeek Bat, October 13, IS!.

To the People of Wieconnn :
The accounts of the appalling calamity which has

fallen upon the east ana west shores of Green Bay

have not been exaggerated. The burned dtarki

comprises the counties of Oconto, Brown, Door, sad

Kewaunee, and parts of Manitowoc and Outartoi e.

The great loss o* life and property has resulted fcE

the whirlwind of fire which swept over the country,

making the roads and avenues of escape unpassil e

with fallen timber and burned bridges. The !m

drought had prepared every thing for the flames.
Tho loss of life has been very great The Sis!

estimates were entirely inadequate, and even now J

is feared that it is much greater than present ac

counts place it It is known that at least l. <>)
persons have been either burned, drowned, or smoth

ered. Of these deaths 600 or more were at Peshtis

and adjacent places, and the othere in' Door, Ke

waunee, and Brown Counties. Men are penetrstffli

that almost inaccessible region for the purpose fi

affording relief, and I fear that their report will in

crease this estimate.
From the most reliable sources of information I

lenrn that not less than 3,000 men, women, and eh:.-

dren, have been rendered entirelv destitute. Mothers

are left with fatherless children ;"fathers with mother

less children. Children are left homeless orphans.

Distress and intense suffering are on every hand,

where but a few days ago were comfort ana happi

ness. Scores of men, women, and little children,

now lie helplesslv burned and maimed, in tempo*'
hospitals, cared for by their more fortunate neitti-

bors. . ,
These suffering people must be supplied *itt

food, bedding, clothing, feed for their cattle, and J*

means of providing shelter during tho winter. ln«

response by the pood people of Wisconsin has al

ready been prompt and generous in meeting the in-

mediate need, and is being faithfully and energeti

cally distributed through the relief organization* »
Green Bay, but provision must be made for msnj

months in the future. ,
There are wanted flour, salt and cured meats, n«

cooked, blankets, bedding, stoves, baled hay, Wt»j

ing materials, lights, salt, farming implements
tools, boots, Bhocs and clothing for ften, women,

and children, log-chains, axes with handles, taw-

glass, and house-trimmings, and indeed £Te7r .
needed by a funning community which has lea

erTohexp'edite the transfers nt Green Bay, all

should havo cards attnehed to them, "'""fJ^f
contents. All supplies should be sent to JW'

Committee ofGreen Bav. Money contnbnted^
not be converted into "supplies, hut should oe

warded to the committee. „ _-jh
Depots have been established at Green' »a^°fd

the management of a committee of public -r
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men, who have the confidences of <ill for the receiv

ing and dispatching of supplies. They have organ

ized a system of sub-depots contiguous to the burned

regions, and steamboats and wagons are being^ sent

out with supplies. Let us uphold their hands in the

good work, and see that their depots be kept filled

to overflowing. It is fortunate that we live in a

wealthy and prosperous State, blessed with pros

perity in busmess and overflowing harvests, and

that thus we are by a wise Providence endowed with

means to help our less fortunate neighbors.

I am urged by public-spirited citizens of the State

to call an immediate extra session of the Legislature,

to provide for this calamity. I have given serious

attention to this suggestion, and have concluded not

to do so, for the reason that tho expense of such a

session would be likely to equal the amount which

the State would be asked to contribute. Believing,

therefore, that the people and the Legislature will

indorse my action in this emergency, I have, in con

junction with tho State Treasurer, decided to ad-

vanoe such a moderate sum of money as seems to be

appropriate, in addition to that contributed.

LUCIUS FAIBC1IILD,

Governor of State of Wisconsin.

His appeal to the citizens was promptly re

sponded to from all parts of the State, and

liberal contributions in money, clothing, and

provisions for the sufferers, were sent. The

people also of some of the other States, and

of British America and Europo, contributed

large amounts of money, clothes, and supplies

for the sufferers through the Governor, and

through the Milwaukee and Green Bay Relief

Committees. The money received for that

purpose at the Exeoutive office alone, until the

end of the year 1871, amounted to $166,789.-

96; of which sum $111,397.23 still remained

unexpended at that date.

As to the loss of property, especially in

timber, saw-mills, and farm-products, con

sumed by this conflagration, it was reported

as follows :

A medium estimate of damage to pinc-lands in the

Green Bay region is $400,000. The damage on the

Wolf is figured at $300,000. There is abundance of

hard wood left in places ; the damage to individuals

may amount to $300,000. Tho loss of the fifteen

saw-mills burned is put at $225,000. Tho loss of

cord-wood, ties, hemlock-bark, eto., is set at $200,-

000. The losses of fences, buildings, wagons, cat

tle, crops, among the six hundred farmers, cannot be

less than $600,000—making a total aggregate of more

than $3,000,000, aside from those at Peshtigo.

Tho country through from Brown County north to

Big Sturgeon Bay, for 400 square miles, is utterly

devastated. At least 400 farms in this tornado sec

tion alone are left desolate, stripped of every im

provement. Fences, barns, dwellings, implements,

furniture, wagons, harness, and crops, all went up in

a " whirlwind of flro." It will take thirty years in

that cold, hard soil for their timber to grow again.

In tho aggregate, their losses must foot up to $1,000

a family. Farmers here have savod half of their

teams that were let loose in the woods, and a third

of their stock. But they have no hay, straw, grain,

or foed of any sort—not evon the poor chance to

rjrowse in the woods. Nearly all, with large fami

lies, havo lost their last cow and pig.

The Legislature of Wisconsin adjourned sine

die on the 25th of March, 1871, which closed

tho session of tho year. During its continuance,

a very large amount of work was done, and

much of it is of considerable importance. Of

1,067 bills introduced and acted upon, 169

general laws and 501 private and special laws

were passed.besides fourteen memorialsto Con

gress agreed upon, and two joint resolutions

concurred in out of nearly 200 in both kinds

presented.

The Democratic party of Wisconsin met in

State Convention at the capital on the 23d of

August, and adopted the following platform:

The representatives of the Democratic party of

Wisconsin, in State Convention assembled, hereby

affirm :

1. That we point with pride to tho economical ad

ministration and limited amount of taxation that

prevailed in the State under Democratic rule as con

trasted with the enormous body of taxation and prof

ligate expenditures of tho succeeding Republican

State administration ; and that the Democratic par

ty, if restored to power, will observe economy, re

trenchment, and reform, in every department or the

State government.

2. That the wise restriction enacted in the tenth

amendment to the national Constitution, reserving

to the States respectively, and to tho people, all

powers not delegated to the United States, is one of

the strongest safeguards of popular freedom ; that

the acts of Congress and of the Federal Administra

tion, usurping powers not delegated in the Constitu

tion, and breaking down the distinctions between tho

powers of tho State governments and those of the

General Government, are destructive to constitution

al liberty and threaten the overthrow of our existing

form of local and Federal Government, and tend to

the establishment ofa permanent centralized despot

ism in Congress and tho national Executive ; and that

we denounce, as a vicious offshoot of the centralizing

tendencies of the General Government, tho frequent

attempts of the agents ofthe Federal Administration

to interfere in local political affairs.

3. That we are in favor of a tariff for revenue

only ; that under the pretext of raising a revenue,

within the past ten years, the national Congress has

established and continues that enormous robbery of

the masses for the enrichment of the few, known as

the protective tariff system, which has swept our

eommerco from the seas, and fettered and oppressed

every agricultural pursuit ; a system of which the

conventions of the Republican party equivocally and

haltingly speak in their platforms, but which that

party perpetuates in Congress, and from which tho

people may hope for no reliefhut by the restoration

of Democratic rule.

4. That, by corruption and profligacy, the present

Administration have squandered large portions ofthe

national domain and enormous sums from the na

tional Treasury ; that it is no answer to this com

plaint that they have paid some portion of the na

tional debt ; for, by a wise anfl economical use of

the immense revenue which an unprecedented taxa

tion has raised, a much greater reduction in the

debt should have been accomplished ; but that the

Democratic party opposes oppressive taxation for

the mere sake of a speedy payment of the debt, be

lieving that by wisdom and justice in the adjustment

of taxes, and eoonomy in the expenditure, the na

tional debt may be paid with sufficient rapidity with

but a light burden upon the industry and resources

of the people ; and that wo are opposed to all forms

of national repudiation either of the debt or the pen

sions and bounties due the soldiers.

6. That, as the late amendments to the Constitu

tion have been declared by tho properly constituted

authorities to be a part of the fundamental law of

the land, they are binding upon the people ; that tho

Democratic party now as in the past know no higher

law than the Constitution ; that the time-honored

principle of strict construction applied by its framers,

and accepted by the wisest statesmen and jurists or
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the country, should be observed in all legislation by

Congress relatingto the Constitution ana its amend

ments ; that the Democratic party is opposed to the

withdrawal of civil and political rights from any class

of the people, and that we demand tho removal of all

political disqualifications.

6. That the defalcations, embezzlements, and cor

ruptions of the national Administration, ana the pros

titution of legislation to the demands of unscrupulous

lobbies and greedy monopolies, are a national scan

dal and disgrace, and most dangerous blow to the

public credit, and an intolerable outrage upon the

tax-payers of the country.

V. That, as the representatives of a Constitution-

loving and law-abiding party, we deprecate and de

nounce every outbreak of lawlessness and violence,

whether committed at the North or at the South, and

that the acts of Congress which authorize the em

ployment of the standing army to garrison tho places

whero elections are to be held, and to constitute a

local police in the States, and which empower the

officers of the Federal Administration to interpose

military forco for the purpose of overawing political

conventions of its people, are subversive of free gov

ernment and a perpetual menace to public liberty.

8. That, while the people of this country hope that

in the timo to come they may extend the blessings

of our form of government over the cntiro continent,

the course pursued by the national Administration in

its efforts to annex San Domingo was an unjusti

fiable usurpation, and a wicked attempt to lay hold

of the faith of this people in their high destiny, for

unworthy purposes of personal gain.

9. That, while it is a State duty to foster all proper

Sublic improvements of tho rivers within our bor-

ors tho character of the improvement begun and

projected on the Fox and Wisconsin Eivers, and the

benefits to be derived therefrom, are such that it is a

matter of national concern, which should be per

sistently pressed upon tho attention of tho Federal

Government.

1F/mt«m, Believing that no past habits of associa

tion and partisan affiliation should prevent the citi

zens of a free country from cooperating together for

the success of principles that aro necessary for tho

public safety, and vital to the cause of good govern

ment: therefore—

Seeolved, That we commend the principles herein

announced to the calm and candid judgment of the

people of all parties in the State, and we solicit in

their behalf, and for the candidates nominated upon

the platform, the support and suffrage of all our

honest and patriotic fellow-citizens.

At tho same time, a full State ticket was

nominated, as follows: For Governor, James

K. Doolittlo, of Racine ; for Lieutenant-Gov

ernor, John A. Rice, of Eichland; for Secre

tary of State, Milfon Montgomery, of Sparta ;

for State Treasurer, Anton Klaus, of Brown ;

for Attorney-General, Edward S. Bragg, of

Fond da Lac ; for State-prison Commissioner,

Lars E. Johnson, of Lafayette ; for Stato Su

perintendent of Public Instruction, Warren

I>. Parker, of Rock ; for Commissioner of Im

migration, Jacob Roden, of Dodge.

Tho Republican party held their State Con

vention at Madison, on the 30th of August,

1871. Tho nominations for tho several State

offices were as follows : For Governor, Cad-

vrallador C. Washburn, of La Crosse ; for Lieu

tenant-Governor, Milton H. Pettit, of Keno

sha ; for Secretary of State, Llewellyn Breeze,

of Columbia ; for State Treasurer, Henry

Bffitz, of Manitowoc ; for Attorney-General,

S. S. Barlow, of Sauk ; for State-prison Com

missioner, G. F. Wheeler, of Fond do Lac;

for State Superintendent of Public Instruction,

Samuel Fallows, of Milwaukee; for Com

missioner of Immigration, Ole C. Johnson, o;

Rock. The following series of resolutions

was adopted :

This convention, representing the Ecpublicsns of

Wisconsin, resolves :

1. That we refer with pride to the history of the

Republican party of the United States. By Its early

resistance to the encroachments of slavery ; by it-

patriotic devotion to tho cause of the Union diriis

the late civil war; by its emancipation, at the proper

time, of an oppressed people from bondage ; by'its

signal overthrow of disloyalty and treason ; by iti

justice, firmness, and magnanimity in guarding' and

securing the results of the war, and giring and as

suring to all citizens liberty and equality before the

law ; by its grateful care and just provision for tie

nation's defenders ; by its honor and good faith 'ot-

ard the nation's creditors ; by its wise and liberal

policy in granting homesteads to settlers, and in

aiding the development of tho Western States and

Territories ; by its successful advocacy of homiie

principles of international law, not hitherto recs-

nized l>y the civilized world ; by its peaceful settle

ment of our controversies with Great Britain, on

terms honorable, advantageous, and tending to se

cure permanent peace and concord between the t«

nations ; by its judicious direction of our financial

system, whereby the nation was enabled to meet tin

emergencies of a great war, to furnish a sound and

uniform currency, and to prevent the commercial

depression, revolution, and disaster usually attends

upon civil strife ; and generally, by its sueoessft!

administration of national affairs during ten eventful

years; it has proved, on all occasions, its fidelity to

the highest interests of the country. A party, *ho»

career has thus been signalized at every step by

great triumphs of human freedom and progress, needs

not to depart from the path of honor and duty in

which its victories have been won, and we belie"

that, upon its continued ascendency and > steadfast

adherence to its cardinal principles, the peace, pros

perity, and honor of the country depend.
2. That wo regard tho recent amendments to tie

Constitution of the United States as just and «ia

articles of organic law, essential at the present time

to secure constitutional liberty, and ever to be zeal

ously upheld and enforced : that, under the Consti

tution thus amended, the Federal Government pos

sesses, and ought to exercise, whenever and wher

ever necessary, sufficient power to protect every

citizen under our flag in the free expression of bis

sentiments, tho free exercise of the ballot, the m
enjoyment of his property, and the absolute safety

of his person. ,
8. That we rejoice in the recuperet ion of theSontn-

ern States under the benign influence of free law';
that we urgo upon those lately in rebellion not to

retard the prosperity of the South by permitting

lawlessness and violence therein. We entreat toa"

to take a bold stand for law and order, to accept tee

results of the war, and to cooperate with us in euro
to advance tho prosperity of the whole country ; ano

we hope that the time may speedily come when per

secution and outrage of loyal men shall whoJy cea^i

and when political disabilities imposed for Kirtiof*
tion in rebellion may be removed without danger t

tho rights of those who have remained fjitutut w

the Union.
*. That we believe that the prosperity of the cow

trv and tho stabilitv of its monetary system, as w"

as* its credit and influence in tho family °V ,-4'
depend upon the maintenance of the public >
To that end wc favor the continued reduction i;i >

national debt, so steadily as to prevent depraia

of our bonds and -currency, so gradually as nw
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burden too heavily the present industries of the

country.
5. That, in our judgment, the most efficient and

satisfactory means of raising the larger portion of

revenue to meet the obligations of the Government

is from duties on imports ; that such duties should

be so laid, as : 1. To make sure of the amount re

quired ; 2. To fairly distribute the burdens of the

nation upon all sections of the country, all classes of

people ; and 8. So as never to. burden one interest

that another may thrive.

6. That we commend the polioy of the Government

in abolishing the most burdensome taxes of the

internal revenue system ; that we favor a further re

duction as the exigencies of the country will permit.

7. That, still regarding the improvement of the

Fox and Wisconsin Rivers as a work of vast impor

tance to the State and nation( we again urge upon

Congress to provide for its early completion.

8. That we also call upon Congress to renew the

grant of lands to aid in the construction of a railroad

from Lake St. Croix to Lake Superior, as an act of

justice to the settlers of Northwest Wisconsin.

9. That, in view of the present rapid settlement of

the country, the residue or the public domain should

be kept mainly for actual settlers. The homestead

law should be so modified that, when honorably-dis

charged Union soldiers and sailors claim the benefits

of the same, the period of their service shall be

deemed a part of the time of occupancy necessary to

acquire title. Grants of land to aid in the building

of railroads should be made only where necessary to

open the oountry up to settlement, and under such

restrictions aa will facilitate the occupation of the

public lands.

10. That we favor every practicable reform in the

publio servioe—State, or national—in the direction

of greater purity, simplicity, efficiency; and economy

of administration.

11. That the administration of our State affairs by

our State officers, one and all, has been in overy re

spect characterized by such ability, honestyt and in

tegrity in the discharge of their official duties, that

it has demonstrated the wisdom of the choice of the

people who have thus honored them with high and

responsible positions, and entitles them to the thanks,

esteem, and confidence of every citizen of this State.

12. That the Administration of President Grant

has been wise and prudent. It has impartially exe

cuted the laws, faithfully collected and honestly

applied the revenue, greatly reduced the public debt,

and enabled Congress to lighten the burden of taxa

tion. It has inaugurated a humane policy in dealing

with the Indians, favorable alike to economy, to civili

zation, and peace upon our border. _ It has preserved

and strengthened our friendly relations with foreign

powers, and has advanced the honor and dignity of

the United States among the governments of the

world. It has at all times been deferential to the

will of the people, and studious to promote the publio

welfare. It deserves and receives our hearty ap

proval.

13. That wo know no duty more urgent than to

mature and enforce new safeguards of the purity of

elections, and to effect a thorough reform of the civil

servioe.

The election resulted in favor of the Repub

licans, whose nominees for State officers were

all elected by considerable majorities, as ap

pears from the following statement of the votes :

Governor : Washburn, 78,301 ; Doolittle,

68,910 ; majority, 9,391. Lieutenant-Govern

or: Pettit, 77,751; Bice, 68,807; majority

8,944. Secretary of State: Breese, 77,933;

Montgomery, 69,449 ; majority, 8,484 ; Treas

urer: Bsetz, 78,920; Klaus, 68,171; majoritv,

10,749; Attorney-General: Barlow, 78,326;

Bragg, 68,807; majority, 9,519. State Super

intendent: Fallows, 78,502; Parker, 68,614;

majority, 9,888. State-prison Commissioner:

Wheeler, 78,915 ; Johnson, 68,376 ; majority,

10,539. Commissioner of Immigration : John

son, 78,770 ; Boden, 68,390 ; majority, 10,380.

The whole number of votes polled for Gov

ernor in 1869, had been—Fairchild, 69,502,

and Robinson, 61,230, or nearly 9,000 and

8,000 less than in 1871, for the candidates re

spectively.

The Legislature-elect stands as follows : Sen

ate : Republicans, 23 ; Democrats, 9 ; Inde

pendent, 1. House of Assembly : Republicans,

58 ; Democrats, 88 ; Independents, 4.

The constitutional amendment, excluding

certain matters from legislative action, was

submitted to the people at the same time for

their ratification or rejection, and the vote

stood 54,087 against, 3,675 for, special legis

lation.

The matters on which" the Legislature is

forbidden by this amendment to pass, are

enumerated in the act as follows:

Section 81. The Legislature is prohibited from

enacting any special or private laws in the following

cases: 1. 1 or changing the name of persons, or con

stituting one person the heir-at-law of another. 2.

For laying out, opening, or altering highways, except

in cases of State roads extending into more than one

county, or military roads, to aid in the construction

of which lands may be granted by Congress. 8.

For authorizing persons to keep ferries across streams,

at points wholly within this btate. 4. For authori

zing the sale or mortgage of real or personal property

of minors or others under disability. 6. For locating

or changing any county-seat. 6. For assessment or

collection of taxes, or lor extending the time for the

collection thereof. 7. For granting corporate powers

or privileges, except to cities. 8. For authorizing

the apportionment of any part of tho school-fund.

9. For incorporating any town or village, or to amend

the charter thereof.

Seo. 32. The Legislature shall provide general laws

for the transaction of any business that may be pro

hibited by section 31 of this article, and all such

laws shall bo uniform in their operation throughout

the State.

The debt of the State on the 30th of Sep

tember, 1871, was $2,252,057.

The receipts from the State tax and all other

sources during the year were $1,029,576.81 ;

the disbursements, $965,377.42. Of this sum

$669,295.97 were applied to State institutions,

and other extraordinary expenditures, leaving

the amount paid for ordinary expenses at

$296,081.45, which is over $20,000 less than in

the previous year.

The State tax for 1871, including $156,000

levied for the building of the Northern Hos

pital for the Insane, amounted to $629,143.10.

The valuation of property assessed for 1871

amounted in the aggregate to $455,900,800, on

which $029,148.10 of State tax was levied, at

the rate of mill per cent. The whole

property assessed for 1867 had been $196,851,-

101, and the tax levied on it $649,258.86, at

the rate of 8J mills per cent.

The whole amount of the taxable property
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in "Wisconsin, as returned by the assessors for

1871, was $329,508,603, Ashland County not

included. This sum is over $2,000,000 less

than the assessment of 1870. Governor Wash

burn ascribes the deficiency to assessors, who

" undervalue nearly every class of property,"

with a view " to lessen to their towns the bur

den of State and county taxes." He says

that the State and county boards of equaliza

tion remedy the assessors' under-yaluation in

a great measure ; at the same time he charac

terizes the present system of assessment as

pernicious, and, in order to entirely cure the

evil, urges that " more stringent laws should

be framed, regulating the duties of assessors,

and a more thorough enumeration and classi

fication of property in assessment should be

required, so that boards of equalization can

more fully correct the erroneous assessments

of the town-officers."

The productive trust-funds of the State be

long to various institutions of learning, and

are as follows :

FTXD.
Amount of ftind
8«pt. 90, 1870.

lacreMO during
to* y«*r.

Woole amount.

School $2,890,687 SI
203,866 14
169,340 20
«71,(S0S 49

$98,860 77 $2,389,488 28
207.1311 as
182,970 20
734,111 24

University....
Ag'l College..
NT School/...

8,273 24
23,624 00
65>,308 75

Total «.1,S25.642 34 $183,066 76 J3.513.700 10

The State Lis now for sale school and uni

versity lands, as follows :

School lands 336.S12.4S acres.
University lauds 9,878.53 "
Normal-school lunds 811,482.83 "
Agricultural lands 86,678.45 "

The material interests of Wisconsin, so far as

their development depends on increased means

of communication between distant points, have

been advanced in 1871 to a greater extent than

ever before. The number of miles of railroad

in operation within the limits of the State, at

the beginning of 1871, was 1,208, and at the

end of the year had increased to 1,588.

The education of youth and literary instruc

tion in its various branches are well attended

to and amply provided for. The schools are

reported to be in a very satisfactory condition,

and the university is at present " more flourish

ing, prosperous, and promising, than at any

former period of its history."

A commodious building lately erected at the

expense of the State for a Female College, and

connected with the State University at Madi

son, was opened on the 20th of December, 1871.

The instruction and management of this col

lege is intrusted to a preceptress, aided by an

assistant preceptress, an instrnctress, a female

teacher of music, and one of painting.

Three normal schools for the training of

teachers for public schools have been estab

lished in the State, at Platteville, Whitewater,

and Oshkosh. All of them are in successful

operation, the number of students in attend

ance being about four hundred. The aggregate

expenditures, necessary to maintain these three

schools for one year, are estimated at $40,000.

The charitable institutions in the State are

generally under excellent management is &!i

respects. In the Asylum for the Insane, it

Madison, the number of patients under treat

ment in 1871 has been 524, of whom 154 were

admitted during the year. Within that time

54 were discharged recovered, 52 improved

24 unimproved, and 29 died ; there remaining

in the hospital on the 1st of September, 187:,

855 patients. The expense of maintaining tli

institution during the year was $87,534.34. cf

which sum $70,890.61 was for ordinary cur

rent expenses. The estimated expenditure for

the year ending September 30, 1872, inclndk:

improvements and repairs, is $97,100.

This hospital being overcrowded with pa

tients, and unable to admit even a portion of

those who should bo received in it, the trus

tees and superintendent ask for an appropria

tion of $90,000 for completing the building 1?

the addition of two wings.

At the session of 1871, the Legislature, te-

sides appropriating $126,000 for the newasj-

lum near Oshkosh, appropriated also $92,060

for the old one at Madison.

The superintendent of the last-named insti

tution estimates that, " after the completion i

the wing of the new hospital now under con

tract at Oshkosh, and filling it to its nunoS

capacity, there will still be 300 insane person:

in the State unprovided for."

In the Institution for the Education of tie

Deaf and Dumb, at Delaware, there were, on

the 1st of October, 1871, 137 inmates, and the

building was utterly filled. The Legislature of

1871 appropriated for this institution the sum

of $38,300 ; but the expense of maintaining

it during the year was nearly $3,000 less than

tho appropriation. The trustees, in their last

report, ask for $20,000 for the purpose of en

larging the present building.

In the Institution for the Blind, at Janes-

ville, there were 68 pupils. Its building is

ample enough to accommodate all those unfor

tunates in the State who seek its benefit

For 1871 the Legislature appropriated $25,373

for it.

Tho number of convicts received at the State-

prison during the year was 95, and the dis

charged 99. Their average number has been

203. Two of them are women, who are kt-pt

separate, under tho supervision of a matron.

The receipts of tho prison, from all sources,

including $99,989.96 from the State on ap

propriation, and $15,000 balance from ac

count of 1870, were $147,406.60, and the dis

bursements, with $150.90 on band, were of the

same amount. The purchases of victuals ana

supplies of all sorts made for the prison during

the year ending September 80, 1871, amonnted

to $24,183.86 ; and the total earnings of the

convicts, employed in various worts, to f*v

913.68.
The number of children at the Soldiers Or-
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phans1 Home, at Madison, at the date of the last

report, was 265. Since then, 45 have been ad

mitted, making 810 in all ; of these, 96 have

been discharged, leaving the number present,

September 30, 1871, 214. At the session of

1871 the sum of $40,000 was appropriated for

this institution, to meet the expenses of the

year. The expenditures of the Orphans' Home,

for 1871, were $38,196.68. For current ex

penses of 1872 the trustees ask an appropria

tion of $30,000.

The Reform School for Boys, which was first

opened in 1860, contained, on October 1, 1871,

239 inmates, 74 of whom were committed

during the year. The current expenses of the

institution during the fiscal year amounted to

$32,387.95. Its expenses for the year 1872

are estimated at $35,056. An appropriation

of $29,000 is demanded, the balance of $6,056

being received by the institution from special

tax from counties.

The Legislature of 1871 appropriated for the

Reform School $53,000—$16,000 payable in

1872—for the erection of another family build

ing. The managers had that building nearly

completed before the end of 1871.

CENSUS OF 1370.

POPULATIOX.

Wlilw.

AmmmI value of

Ashland. . .
Barron
Bayfield...
Brown
Buffalo
Burnett
Calumet...
Chippewa.
Clark
Columbia. .
Crawford..
Bane
Bodge
Boor
Bouglas . . .

Eau Claire . . .
Fond du Lac. .
Grant
Green
Green
Iowa. .
Jackson .

Juneau...
nosha .Kenr

Kewi
La Crosao . .
Ba Fayette.
Manitowoc.
Marathon...
Marquette. .
Milwaukee.
Monroe
Oconto ,

lie..

Pepin
Pierce.
Polk...
Portage
Racine
Richland
Bock
Sauk
Shawana
Sheboygan
St. Croix
Trempealeau
Vernon
Walworth
Washington
Waukeena
Waupacca

.! i

6,601
221
533
841

25,163
11,1-28

706
12,335
8,811
8,450

13,075
53,096
47,035
4,919
1,1*4
9. Its
10.769
46,373
87,979
23.611
13,195
21. Ml
7,687

31,040
12.372
18,147
10,123
20,297
22.659
83,384
6,885
r.ii.->i;

89,930
16,550
8.821

18,430
15,564
4.658
9,958
8.422

10,634
26.740
15,731
39,030
23,360
8,166

81,749
11,035
10.732
IS. l> I.)
25.972
23.919
28,274
15,539
11,279
37,279
8,912

6,597
221
630
341

25,001)
11,120

695
11,688
8,269
3,444

28,769
13.054
52.990

46,911
4,919
1,111
9,485
10,748
46,047
87,881
2.!..>7
13,176
24.499
7.036

83.970
12,856
13.117
10,127
20.192
28.646
83.349
6.870
8,058

89,739
16,515
8.254
18,371
13.563
4,659
9,909
3,863

10,017
26,543
15,712
83,849
23,803
8.080

81,745
11,016
10.728
18,574
85.933
28.911
28,213
15,507
11.260
87,131
3,890

1 1,051.851 I 2.118 I

4
1
n

50
U
s
80
13

lni!

T7

"i
3
26

209
98
21
HI
45
1

66
7
80

105
13

3
135
83
7
80
1

49

"i
191
18
191
61
8
4
16
4
71
87

' 8
69
8
1

113
5

5.351
174
246
283

14,723
6,354
141

7,661
4,725
2,751
19,659
9,614

83.456
23,703
2,306
712

6.268
7,394

31,477
23.565

18,532
9,098
15,866
6,764

21,747
9,361
9. 1
4,642

11,6115
15,935
18.S68
8.139
6,128

47,697
12,502
4,591
11,741
8,728
8,351
7,460
2.449
7.413

15,949
13,954
80,719
17,803
1,688

19.192
7,451
6.339

13,605
2H.N24
13,868
13.363
11,011
8,709

23.209
2,538

690,171

1,250
47
294
66

10.440
4,469
669

4,674
8,536
699

9,150
3,463

19,640
18.347

2,113
410

8.440
8,375

14.796
9,414
5,079
4,097
9,178
1.943

12,493
8,011
4,081
5,436
8,604
6.744

16.496
2,746
2.943

44.433
4,038
8.730
6.1, v|
6.330

1.308
2,498
1.173
3,441

10.791
1,777
8.318
6.552
1,478

12.557
8.684
4,393
6,040
5,150
10.051
9,906
4.523
2,577
12.1170

1,874

$933,035
83,640

345. Till
851.109

4,066.2.i4
1,171,815
166,695

1,384,311
8,104.646
1.737. 415
9.931,314
2,095,947

20.563.011
16,750,322

717,837
653.230

2,441.530
2,367,953

13,347,835
11,81X1,146
8,999.490
7,364.949
6. 153.695

1,441,700
10,647,202
2,214.580
6,845,331
559,390

4,970,348
0.613.073
8,257,180
1,407,245
1,034,366

61,275,012
3,635,143
1.619.1*19

2,212.915
3,979,109
819.330

2,600.945
981,336

1,731.783
9.543,431
2.114,117
21.393.939
6,551,708
843,329

MOMH
8.550.815

1,868.833
3,161.658
14.873.435
6.210.161

14.793.2112

2,409,570
1.621,870
11,137.499

902,767

.?:l-','U>.vi>:w

Included in the census are 1,206 Indians.

The number of tribal Indians is 10,315. The

total taxation includes $339,297 not distributed

among counties. The true valuo of property

was $702,807,329. The public debt, county,

city, town, etc., amounted to $3,651,475. The

value of farm-products, including betterments

and additions to stock, was $78,027,032 ;
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4,929,047 pounds of wool were raised; 55,205

persons, ten years old and over, cannot write,

of whom 25,6(36 are males, and 29,539 are fe

males. Of those twenty-one years old and over,

who cannot write, 17,637 are white males.

The Legislature of 1871 authorized the ap

pointment of a State Board of Charities and

Reform, vested with power "to visit and ex

amine into the penal, reformatory, and char-

itahle institutions of the State." Governor

Fairchild appointed four gentlemen and a lady

as members of the board. Having organized

itself by choosing its president, vice-president,

and secretary, the board visited all the above-

mentioned institutions, and after eight months

presented to the Governor a full and accurate

report, which speaks well for the conduct of

the said institutions, and contains valuable

suggestions concerning them respectively.

Governor Washburn, in his message to the

Legislature of 1872, commends the report, and

says : " The thanks of the whole State are due

to the members of the board for the manner

in which they have discharged the duties im

posed upon them."

The new building of the State-House, at

Madison, has recently been finished, the entire

cost of it amounting to $550,000.

WISNER, Rev. William, D. D., a Presbyte

rian clergyman and author, born in Warwick,

N. Y., 1782; died in Cedar Rapids, Io., Janu

ary 7, 1871. He received a superior academi

cal education, studied law, and practised in

Orange County for some years. Having mot

with a religious change, he studied theology

and entered the ministry in the Presbyterian

Church, his first settlement being at Ithaca.

In 1831 ho was called to the pastorate of the

Brick (Presbyterian) Church at Rochester,

where he continued for more than thirty years.

Ho had removed to Cedar Rapids, Io., in 1870,

and died at the home of his son in that city.

Dr Wisner received the honorary degree of

A. M. from Williams College in 1820, and that

of D. D. from Delaware College in 1842. He

was the author of " Incidents in the Life of a

Pastor" (1851), a valuable and popular work;

Elements of Civil Liberty, or the Way to

maintain Free Institutions " (1853) ; and nu

merous addresses, pamphlets, and occasional

sermons.

WOLLE, Eight Rev. Peter, senior bishop of

the Moravian Church, born in the island of

St. John, West Indies, January 5, 1792; died

in Bethlehem, Pa.., November 14, 1871. nis

father was a Moravian missionary in the West

Indies, but in the year 1800 came to the United

States and placed his son at the Moravian

school at Nazareth, Pa., where ho remained

for several years. He pursued the full course

of academical and theological studies required

in the Moravian Church schools, and entered

the ministry, in which he soon attained emi

nence as an eloquent preacher and an able

scholar. Ho had been a bishop for more than

forty years, and at his death was the senior

bishop of the entire Moravian Church in Ea-

rope and America. He possessed a very thor

ough knowledge of music, and by the direc

tion of the Synod had revised and rearranged

the hymn-tunes now in use in the Moravian

Church, and which are celebrated for their

simplicity, sweetness, and beauty.

WOODMAN, Join* Smith, Vice-President

and practical head of the Chandler Scientific

School of Dartmouth College, born in Dor-

ham, N. H., in 1819 ; died there, May 5, 1871.

He pursued his preparatory studies at Sonth

Berwick, Me., and entered Dartmouth College

in 1838, graduating thence in 1842. During

the four years following his graduation he was

at Charleston, S. C, where ho taught for a

time, and also read law. In 1847 he made a

trip abroad, visiting all of the principal conn-

tries of Europe, and performing much of the

journey on foot. Returning to New Hamp

shire, he completed his legal studies with Hon.

D. M. Christie at Dover, and subsequently

practised his profession at that placo and at

Rollinsford until 1851, when he was called to

the chair of Mathematics in Dartmouth College.

Ho held this position for live years, though

teaching in the Chandler Scientific School also

from its establishment in 1852. For two or

three years after its commencement the Chan

dler School had somewhat of a precarious ex

istence, and at times some of the warmest

advocates had forebodings of its future; but

in 1856 Prof. Woodman accepted the chair of

Civil Engineering, and, at the request of the

Board of Visitors, became also the practical

head of that department of the College. From

that period date the remarkable elevation and

prosperity of the Scientific School, and it is

not invidious to say that to Prof. Woodman,

more than to any other person, may be attrib

uted its success. He had many qualifications

for the duties of an instructor. Prominent

among theso were his thorough scholarship

and complete mastery of the subjects which he

taught, and his remarkable executive ability.

He was also genial and courteous in all his

associations with both the Faculty and the

students, and his sincerity of character, and

the deep conviction and purity of purpose

that were constantly manifested in all bis

labors, secured for him the highest respect and

esteem of the Board of Instruction and of the

members of the College. Seldom has Part-

mouth had a teacher who secured a stronger

regard from the students in general than did

Prof. Woodman, while especially will those

who received his instructions hold his i'ieB0£J

in grateful recollection. But college halls did

not limit the sphere of his usefulness, and tue

influence of his labors in the cause of general

education was widely felt. He wrote exten

sively for the press, and lectured frequently on

scientific and other subjects. His essays on

the construction and maintenance °' PnW'

highways exhibited much originality and prac

tical knowledge.
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Abell, Mrs. Elizabeth.—Obituary of, 598.

Abyxsinia, 1.

Adams, Cbabxzs Francis.—Birth, 263; early career, 268,

261; vice-presidential candidate in 1848,264; political

and diplomatic career, 264.

Adams', John Q.—Views on public affairs, 750.

Adams, Ect. Ezra E.—Obituary of, 589.

Afghanistan, 43; rebellion of son of the Khan, 99, 100;

British Influence, 100; Russian influence, 103.

Africa, Egypt, Tunis, Abyssinia, Cape Colony, 1; works

on Tunis and Tripoli, 1; population of Tunisian

towns, 2; Muscat, insurrection of Kabyles In Moroc

co, 2; diamond-fields In Bouth Africa, 2; population

of, annexation of, to English Crown, 2; Algeria, in

surrection of Arabs In, 2; cannibalism In, 94.

Atzelius, Arvid August.—Swedish historian and cler

gyman, birth, death, 2; career, 2, 3.

Agriculture, returns of Department of, 3; wheat, Indian-

corn, rye, oats, barley, buckwheat, potatoes, sweet-

potatoes, hay, rice, 8; tobacco, sugar, sorghum, beet-

sugar, flax, peas and beans, grapes, apples, pears,

plums, 4; new fibrous plants. Introduction of, for tex

tile purposes, 4; new varieties of cotton, 4; of cereals,

4, 5; experiments on wheat in Chester County, Pa.,

table exhibiting qualities of varieties, 5; cotton crop,

5, 6; tea-culture In California and Texas, 6; analysis

of yaupon, or Carolina tea, and Paraguay tea, 6; cul

ture of olive and almond in California and Texas, of

fig and pomegranate in California, 6.

Axerman, A. T., resigns the office of United States At

torney-General, 744.

Alabama.—Alabama & Chattanooga Railroad, 7, 8, 18;

bankruptcy of, 8; Legislature, 8, 12, 18; En-klux,

8, 9; testimony before Congressional Committee, 9;

finances, 9, 10; schools and school attendance, 10, 13,

14; State University, 10; railroads and State indorse

ment of bonds of, 11; mines, manufactures, 11, 13;

meeting of Republican State Committee, 11 ; resolu

tions, 11, 12; constitutional amendments, 12; election

law, bill for issue of bonds, act to establish normal

Bchools, 18; statistics from census of 1870—agricul

ture, live-Btock, manufactures, mortality, 18; school

attendance, illiteracy, 14; table of population, valua

tion, taxation, debt, 14.

Alabama Claims.—(See Diplomatic Correspondence.)

Alaska.—(See Territories.) Visit of Russian bishop,

2T5.

Aiford, Very Rev. Hexrt, D. D.—English clergyman,

poet, biblical critic, and philologist, 14; birth, death,

14; career, 14, 15.

Algeria.—Insurrection of Arabs, 2,

Alsace and Lorraine.—Cession of, to Germany, 15; terms

of preliminary treaty, of permanent treaty, 15; addi

tional article, 16; area and population ofcoded portion,

16; German division of, 16; annexation to German

Empire, 16; speech of Bismarck on, 16, 17; customs

treaty between France and Germany as to, 17; muni

cipal elections, emigration, 17; schools, University

of Strasbourg, 17, 18; government, 370.

America.—Geneva tribunal of arbitration, 18; outrages

In Corea, 18; territorial government for District of

Columbia, 18; suppression of polygamy among the

Mormons, 18; suspension of habeas corpus in South

Carolina, 18; reduction of United States debt, fires in

the West, 18; armlstlco between Spain and South

American Republics, 18; cannibalism in, 95; Brazil,

abolition of slavery and compulsory education In, 13;

slavery In Spanish West India Islands, 18; Bolivia,

Chili, Columbia, Ecuador, Guatemala, San Salvador,

Venezuela, Argentine Repnbllc, 18; Cuban straggle,

18; San Domingo, 18; Hayti, 18.

Anderson, General Robert.—Birth, death, 18; at West

Point, 18; career, 18-20; In Florida War, in Mexican

War, 19; at Fort 8umter, 19; visits Europe, 20.

Andrasst, Count Julius.—Birth, career, 62.

Andrew, Bev. Jahzs Osgood.—Birth, death, career, 20.

AxaxvnxH, Henriette d'.—Obituary of, 596.

Anglican Churches.—General statistics, 20; East Indies,

West Indies, South America, South Africa, West

Africa, Australia, Canada and North America, British

Columbia, New Zealand, 20; decision of Lord Chan

cellor In case of Rev. Mr. Voysey, 20, 21 ; ritualistic

controversy, 21; declaration of convocation of Can

terbury on Vatican Council, 21 ; Unitarians at com

munion and in revision of the Bible, 21; disestab

lishment of Irish Church, 21 ; declaration of General

Convention of, 22; statutes and constitution, Gen

eral Synod, representative Church Body, diocese.

Diocesan Synod and Council, 22; parish, vestry, and

select vestry, appointment of ministers, election of

bishops, cathedrals, deans and archdeacons, eccle

siastical courts, 23; snstcntation fund, commutation,

24; meeting of synod, 24; proposed changes In ritual,

24, 25; appointment of bishop to Madagascar by Eng

lish Church, 25; new constitution for Australian

branch, 25; movement for disestablishment of English

Church, 25; diocesan conferences to bring together

clergy and laity, 25; annual Church Congress, 25.

Anthont, Henrt B., Senator from Rhode Island, 132;

for a committee to investigate Southern affairs, 178.

Apaches, 40, 41. '

Appalachian Range, 338.

Attleton, Woi-iam BJ.—Letter to London Times on

copyright question, 455, 456.
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Arctic Explorations, 384-336.

Argentine Confederation.—Government, area, population,

provinces, 26; Immigration, revenue, expenditures,

20; debt, loan, 26; imports and exports of Buenos

Ayres, 26; shipping at, 26; railroads and telegraphs,

27; rebellion of Lopez Jordan, 27; yellow fever at

Buenos Ayres, 27; telegraph-cables, 27; proposed

transfer of capital, 27; education, 18, 27, 28.—<8ee pp.

341, 312.)

Arizona.—(See Territories.) Depredations of Apache In

dians, 40, 41 ; Camp Grant massacre, 40; Wickenburg

massacre, 41; Vincent Colyer's policy, 41; General

Schofleld's order, 41, 42.

Arkansas.—Meeting of Legislature, 23; election ofUnited

States Senator, 28; attempt to impeach Lieutenant-

Governor, 28; proceedings against him in Supreme

Court, 28, 29; impeachment of Governor Clayton, 29;

message to Legislature, 80; Impeachment of Chief

Justice, 80; action of Senate on impeachment, 80, 31;

decision of Supreme Court in case of Lieutenant-Gov

ernor, 81 ; Governor Clayton declines United States

senatorship, 81; action of Legislature on, 81, 82; fail

ure of impeachment, 82; resignation of Lieutenant-

Governor, 82; Governor Clayton again elected United

States Senator, 32; action ofLegislature on disabilities,

S2; proposed amendment to constitution, 82, 33; re

gistration law, 33, 34; financial and other acts, 34, 35;

new counties, 83; election frauds, 36; Ku-klux, 36;

negro troubles in Chicot County, 85; political affaire,

86; Democratic address, 36; Republican platform, 36,

87; decision of United States Court on slave con

tracts, 87; debt, aid to railroads, 37; railroads, taxa

tion, education, 88; hot springs, 88; statistics from

census of 1870, agriculture, live-stock, population ta

ble, manufactures, 38; school attendance, Illiteracy,

mortality, valuation, etc., 89.

Army qf the United States.—Number of men, 89; expense,

89; national cemeteries, 39; pensions and nature of

disabilities, 39; operations of, 40; storm-signals, 40;

in the Southern States, 40; Indians, 40-42; Apaches

in Arizona, 40; Camp Grant massacre, 40; present

ment of grand-jury in regard to, 40, 41 ; General Crook

in command, 41; Vincent Colyer's policy, 41; Wick-

enburg massacre, 41; Governor Safford's position,

41; General Schofleld's order, 41,42; number of In

dians In United States, 42; in Indian Territory, 42.

Arnold, Lieutenant-Colonel Lewis G.—Obituary of, 585.

Asia.—Japan, progress in, 42; China, 42; revolt in Toor-

klstan, 42; attack of Corcans on Americans, 42; Af

ghanistan, 43; India—Mohammedan revolt, 43; Per

sia, famine in, 43; Sagbalien taken possession of by

Russia, 43; cannibalism in, 94.—(See Central Asia.)

Astronomical Phenomena and Progress.—The temperature

of the sun, Ericsson's solar pyrometer, 43; Influence

of solar heat on the earth's rotary velocity, 44; solar

protuberances, 45; sun-spots, 46; eclipse photographs,

47; supposed changes in the moon, 48; moon's mass

inferred from tides, 48 ; lunar action on earth's shrink

age, 49; proposed observations of Venus, 49; transits

of Venus, 50; new theory about Jupiter, 50; Jupiter's

satellites, 51 ; asteroids, 51 ; comets, 51 ; comets' tails,

etc., as electrical phenomena, 62; spectrum of Uranus,

OS; spectroscope and nebular hypothesis, 52; scintil

lation of the stars, 53; the star Eta Argils, 63; paral

lax of Alpha Lyra, 53; isographic chart of the north

ern heavens, 53; studies of the southern heavens, 54.

Attvood, Lieutenant William.—Obituary of, 587.

Adueh, Daniel Francois Esprit, musical composer,—

Birth, death, 51; career, 64, 55.

Auerspero, Prince Adoli\—Birth, career, policy, 61.

Auerspero, Prince Carlos Wllhelx Pmxirr.-Birih,

61 ; career, 61, 62.

Aimale, Duke d\—(See France.)

Australasia.—Area and population of British colonic. 55;

religious statistics, 55; nativities, 55; commerce, drip

ping, 56; post-office, railroads, telegraphs, 50; popi-

latlon of cities, 65; cannibalism in, 95, 96.

Australia.—New constitution of Episcopal Church In. S.

Austria.—(See Eastern Question.)

Ausiro-Hungarian Monarchy.—Government, 56; areaand

population by provinces, 56; population of cities, K;

religious statistics, 57; finances, 57; army, n»vr,"

commerce, 67; friendly relations with GemsDj, ";

Count Beust's policy, 58; internal policy, 58; Betas

foreign policy, 68, 69; policy toward the Cr.ecai.5S;

Bohemian conciliation, 59, 60; resignation of Boies-

wart, 60; new ministry, 60; new session of Eekbs

rath, 60; Emperor's speech, 60, 61; newspapers, S;

biography of ministers, 61, 62.

Babbaoe, Charles.—Birth, death, 62; est:- v.:.. •

and philosophical mechanist, 62; career, 62, 61

Baden.—Government, 68; area, population. 63; flMneet

mllltary affairs, 63; election of Diet, 63; speech i!

grand-duke, 63.

Baoioll, Signor Antonio.—Obituary of, 570.

Baker, Rev. Osicon Oleander.—Birth, death, career, 81

Banks, Colonel Gardner,—Obituary of, 679.

Banks, Nathaniel P.—Representative from Mssskii-

setts, 133; offers a resolution relative to SanDoEii-

go, 133.

Baptists.—Statistics ofRegular Baptists forrolled Sata,

68; Sunday-schools, 64; Baptists In North Amend,

64; in Great Britain and Ireland, 64; other countries.

61; anniversaries, 64; Bible, Publication, tod otk:

Societies, 64; Dome-Mission Society, 65; ChnrclK*

flee Department, 65; Mission Union, 65; foreign »*-

sions,65; Women's Missionary Societies, 65; Histori

cal Society, 65; edncation,65; schools, and coDese, 66;

Free Missionary Society, 66; Southern Baptist 0»

vcntlon, 60; statistics, missions, finances, etc., of

Southern branch, 66; German Baptists, 66, 67: Bip-

tists in Mexico, in Canada, 67; meetings of EngUsli

Baptist Union, missions of, etc., 67; conference of Con

tinental Baptists, 67; Frec-Will Baptists, statistics,

67; In United States, 68; General Conference, 68; mis

sions, Sunday-schools, etc., 68; Seventh-day Baptists,

68, 69; bi-centennlal anniversary, work of eodft.'.

education, 69; General Conference, 69; Tankers, 65,

General Baptists, 69.

Barker, Jacob.—Obituary of, 592.

Barnes, Hon. Phtneas.—Obituary of, 582.
Bavaria.—Government, area, population, 69: onion «lb

German Empire, 70; new ministry, 70; 'Old Mb*

movement, 70; budget, 70; position of Govcramen! on

Church question, 70; papal allocution, 70; CocntHes-

nenberg, life or, 70; Introduction of German kW

Into, 369.
Batard, Tuojlas F.—Senator from Delaware, 1SS; "»

tive to condition of tho Southern States, 166; on rail

road charter, 167.
Beck, James B.—Representative from Kentucky- IS.

offers a substitute to reconstruction bill, Wu • *

construction, 138; against the bill to enforce m

fourteenth amendment, 197. ^
Bekker, Ernst Ihxanubl.—Birth, death, 70; aKf!'

philological writings, 71.
5<^am.-Govermncnt, area, population, 71; n°luc"'
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71; commerce and Bhlpping, 72; army. 72; action as

to Communist refugees, 72; religious troubles, 72;

labor-strikes, 72, 73; mectlngof Chambers, 73; excite

ment over appointment of M. de Decker as Governor

of Llmburg, 73; resignation of ministry, 73; appoint

ment of new one, 73; Count de Theux, life of, 73;

steamstalp-line to New Tork, 74.

Bemax, Rev. Nathaniel.—Birth, death, career, 74.

Benedek, Field-Marshal Ludwio von.—Birth, death,

career, 74.

Benedict, Qeoboe Wyllys.—Birth, death, 74; career,

74, 75; professor In University of Vermont, 75; en

gaged in extension of telegraph-lines, 75; editor, 75.

Bentley, Richard.—Obituary of, 601.

Bextley, Robert.—Birth, death, career, 75.

Bebo, Rev. Joseph Fredebicx.—Birth, death, 75; career,

75, 76.

Becst, Fbiedbich Febdinand, Count von.—Birth, edu

cation, 76; career as Saxon diplomat, 76; position on

Schlcswig-Holsteln question, 76; Austrian minister,

70; Chancellor of the Empire, 77; position on German-

French War, 77; policy toward Czechs, 77; resigna

tion, 77; policy toward Germany, 57, 58; speech on

foreign policy, 56, 59.

Btbbixs, William B., M. D.—Obituary of, 567.

Bingham, John A.—Representative from Ohio, 132; offers

an amendment to reconstruction bill, 137; on recon

struction, 141; on the test-oath, 143; offers a substi

tute to tho bill to enforce the fifteenth amendment,

148; on the bill to enforce tho fourteenth amendment,

149; on the bill to enforce the fifteenth amendment,

223.

Bibd, Rev. Milton.—Obituary of, 581.

Bismarck, Prince vox.—Birth, education, 77; chosen to

German Diet, 77; early diplomatic career, 77; unfolds

his plans to the King, 78; appointed minister, 78; op

posed by deputies, 78; opposes Austrian scheme for

representation In German Confederacy, 78; action on

Schlcswlg question, 79; In war of 1866, 79; popularity

at home, 79; position on Luxemburg question, 79;

in Customs Parliament, 79; difficulties with Liberals,

80; Illness, SO; career of. In war of 1870, 80; demands

Alsace and Lorraine, 80; negotiations with South

Germany, 81; created prince, 81; course toward

Russia, 81; note to French Government on assassi

nation of German soldiers, 81; speech on Alsatinn

affairs, 16, 17; dispatch to Austrian Foreign Min

ister, 57.

Blah:. Frank P.—Senator from Missouri, 168; on affairs

in Southern States, 177-182.

Blake, Commodore Geoboe S., U. S. N.—Birth, death,

career, 81.

Boardman, Wm. W.—Obituary of, 583.

Booos, Bov. Geoboe W.—Obituary of, 582.

Bohemia.—Relations In Austrian Empire, 59, 60.

Bolivia.—Government, 81; area, population, 82; army,

nuances, commerce, 82; railroads, 82; revolution,

82; siege of La Paz, 82; defeat of President Mclgarejo,

82; Morales assumes control, 82; geographical explor

ations, 341 (see p. 18).

BouKT-WrLLAtrjtEZ, Count.—Obituary of, 600.

Bourbaki, General Charles D. S.—Career, 364.

Bowen, Major Nicholas.—Obituary of, 679.

Boyle, General J. T.—Obituary of, 581.

Bbackexbidoe, Henry M.—Birth, death, education, 82;

appointed judge, literary productions, 83.

Bbaos, Major Henby M.—Obituary of, 574.

Brazil—Government, 83; area, population, 83; finances,

83, 84; army, 84; slave Insurrection in Minas Geraes,

84; visit of Emperor and Empress to Europe, 84; open-

TOL. xi.—50 A

ing of Chambers, 84; speech from throne, 84; pas

sage of emancipation act, 18, 84; provisions of, 84,

85 ; compulsory education, 18.

Bbeckenridqb, Rev. Robert Jeptebsox.—Life, death,

85; admitted to bar, 85; becomes preacher, 85; strong

Unionist in rebellion, 86.

Brestel, Dr. Rodou.—Birth, career, 61.

British America, 336, SS7.

British-American Claims Commission.—(Soo Great Brit

ain.)

British Columbia.—Unites with Dominion of Canada, 267,

268 (see p. 337).

Bbooes, Jakes.—Representative from New York, 134;

on resolution relative to revenue reform, 134.

Bbown, Rev. Geoboe.—Obituary of, 588.

Buchanan, McKean.—Obituary of, 571.

Buertos Ayres.—Commerce and shipping, 26 ; yellow fever

in, 27.

Bulgarian Church.—(See Eastern Churches.)

Bollock, Governor Rurua.—Resigns as Governor of

Georgia, "851.

Bollcs, Oscab.—Obituary of, 586.

Burden, Henby.—Obituary of, 567.

Buboes, Louis.—Obituary of, 574.

Bubooyne, General Sir John Fox.—Obituary of, 601.

Bubleigh, William Henry.—Birth, death, 86; literary

career, 86; political do., 86.

Butleb, Benjamin F.—Representative from Massachu

setts, 134; reports a bill relative to reconstruction,

134-136; reports a bin relative to an oath of office,

142, 143; on committee to Investigate Southern affairs,

180; on the bill to enforce the fourteenth amendment,

202; relative to the bill to enforce the fourteenth

amendment, 227.

Bttxton, Chables.—Birth, death, 86; elected to Parlia

ment, 86; author, 86, 87.

C

Calendar Stone of the Aztecs, 340.

California.—Area, 87; statistics of census of 1870, popula

tion, school attendance, 87; illiteracy, mortality, 87;

valuation, 87; agriculture, Indians, 88; finances, 88;

new capltol, 83; education, 88; charitable'institutions,

88; industry, wine-product, beet-sugar, 88, 89 ; silk-cul

ture, 89; traffic on Pacific Railroad, 89; politics, 89; un

popularity ofGovernor Haight, 89; Democratic nomi

nations and platform, 90, 91 ; resolutions of Labor par

ty, 91 ; nominees and platform of Republicans, 91, 92;

election returns, 92; Chinese testimony, 92; mobbing

Chinese in Los Angeles, 92; action of grand-Jury on,

92, 93; meeting of Legislature, 93; valedictory of

Governor Haight, 93; election of U. S. Senator, 93;

legislative acts, 93, 94; revised code, 94; culture of

tea, olives, almonds, figs, and pomegranates, 6;

earthquakes, 339, 340.

Campbell, Lieutenant-Governor Benjamin.—Obituary

of, 586.

Camp Grant massacre, 40; action of grand-jury on, 49,

41.

Canada.—(See Dominion of Canada.)

Cape Colony.—Federation scheme, 1; annexation of dia

mond-fields in South Africa to, 2.

Cabpenteb, Dr.—Paper on ocean-currents, 334.

Cabpenteb, Matthew H.—Senator from Wisconsin. 132 ;

on the bill to enforce the fourteenth amendment,

211.

Cabrera, Martin.—Obituary of, 598.

Carroll, Mrs. Bridget.—Obituary of, 591.

Caby, Alice.—Birth, death, 98; literary career, 96, 97.
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Cart, Phoebe.—Birth, death, 97; literary career, 97.

Casseklt, Euoene.—Senator from California, J!K; rela

tive to the condition of the Sonthem States, 164; on

the charter of a railroad, 167; on Southern affairs,

188.

Cac6ey, Hon. P. F.—Obituary of, S71.

Cataca, Frederico.—Obituary of, 598.

Census of 1870, United States. — Statistics (see United

Slates, Territories, and the several States).

Central America.—Divisions of, 97; area, population, 97;

Costa Rica, 97; Guatemala, 97; San Salvador, 97;

Nicaragua, 97; Honduras, 97; war between San Sal

vador and Honduras, 97; revolution in San Salvador,

98; In Honduras, 96; in Costa Rica, 98; in Guate

mala, 98, 99; railways in Costa Rica, 99; agriculture

in Guatemala, 99; telegraphs in San Salvador, 99 ;

the Pope congratulates President of Nicaragua, 99

(see p. 840).

Central Asia.—Russian influence, 99; Afghanistan, rebel

lion of son of the Khan, 99; British influence and pol

icy, 100; reconciliation between the Khan and his son,

100; Chinese Toorklstan, Russian encroachment, 100;

rebellion in, 100; Soongarlans, 101; Tarandshis, 101;

invasion of their territory by Russians, 101; capture

of the capital; report of RuSBlan commander to Czar,

109; annexation of territory, 103; its effect upon Rus"

slan relations with India, 103; establishment of a

journal at Tashkend, 102; designs upon Khiva, 103,

103; building of railroads by Russia, 103; promotion

of agriculture, 103; Russian influence in Afghanistan,

103; effect upon British India, 103; proposed railroad

to India via Euphrates River, 108.—(See Alia.)

Central Pacific Bailroad.—Tmac on, 89.

Chambers, David N.—Obituary of, 595.

Chambers, Robert, 103; childhood and cducntion, 104;

opens book-store in Edinburgh, 104; publication of

reviews, 104; works, 104; "Vestiges of Creation,"

105; death, 105; character of writings, 105.

Chaxbohd, Count de.—(See France.)

Chamfneys, Bexjamix.—Obituary of, 582.

Chaxzy, General.—Career, 864, 865.

Chase, Licutcuant William H.—Obituary of, 576.

Cuase, S. P.—Letter to C. L. Vallandlgham, 750; proceed

ings relative to, at Parkersbnrg, West Virginia, 751.

Chacxcet, Commodore Jons S.—Obituary of, £73.

Chemistry.—Gaseous and liquid forms of matter, 105; a

law of chemical dynamics, 106; heat in chemical com

binations, 10G; ozone and hygiene, 107; indigotmc,

107; new coloring substances, 108; artificial bases,

108; new bases, 108; pyrenc, 108; iodo-sulphatcs, 108,

109; spontaneous explosive, 109; dynamite, 109; litho-

fractcur, 109; delicate test for ultric acid, 110; spec

troscope in chemical analysis, 110; candy adultera

tions—experiments of New York Health Department,

110; utilizing gas-lime, 110; phosphate process for

utilizing sewage, 111; changes of color produced by

cold, 111; coloring matter In foliage, 112; fluorescent

solutions, 112; ammonium amalgam controversy, 113;

sulphurln illuminating gas, 113; chemistry of tobacco-

smoke, 113; Chinese varnish, 113; etching on glass,

113; chloralum, 113; testa for alum in bread, 114;

cheap hydrogen, 114; new chlorine process, 114, 115.

Chicago Jire, 393 ; extent of, 898, 394 ; summary of

losses, 894; effect on insurance companies, 394; relief

sent, 394, 396; diagram of burnt district, 895; meeting

of Legislature, 390; relief granted for the city, 890;

action of General Sheridan, 890; Governor Palmer

remonstrates against military control, 897; with

drawal of troops, 398; killing of Colonel Grosvcnor,

393 ; action of grand-jury, 80S, 899; message of Gov

ernor to Legislature in regard to, 309; letter of Pres.

dent to Governor Palmer, 899,400; reply of Governor.

400; appointment of committee by Legislature, «j,

action of Legislature, 400, 401.

CmcKXRixo, Colonel Thomas E.—Obituary of. 570.

Cuilds, Colonel Cephas G.—Obituary of, 579.

Chili.—Finances, army, area, 115; population, 115: com

merce, 115; railroads, 115; cities, 115; prejidetri

election, 115, 116; earthquake, 116; position on Bsi

Domingo annexation, 116; education, 116; bocidirj

with Bolivia, 116; President-elect, 116; geographic

explorations, 343 (see p. 18).

Ciiillaxcs, Laxdislaus.—Obituary of, 595.

China,—Revolt in Toorklstan, 43 ; Government, lit; net,

population, 116; indemnity for Tieu-tsin maisac.-i,

116; treaty with Formosa as to shipwrecked saUorf,

117; survey of Vang-tsc River, 117; customs mems,

117; commerce, 117; shipping, 118; tariff at the lit;

tsc, 118; position of Government toward miflsionarw

and foreigners, 118; statistics of Protestant minim

118; inundation in northern provinces, 113, 119.

Christian Church, or Connection.—Platform, 119; uni

ties of Northern States, 119; of Southern States, Ui;

societies and educational institutions, 119.

Christian Union, The, 119.

Churchill, John C—Representative from Sew Tort

132; on the bill to enforce the fifteenth imendner.;.

147.

CivU Service Iteform.—Origin in an act of ConjrcM.lt:

commissioners, 74S; report, 748; rules, Til?.

CLAJxnr, Lee.—Obituary of, 571.

Clark, Rt. Rev. Davis Wesoatt.—Birth, deati. Hi;

career, 120.

Clarke, Walter, D. D.—Birth, career, death, 100.

Clayboiixe, John.—Obituary of, 579.
Clayton, Powell.—Governor of Arkansas, 29; elected

to United Slates Senate, 28; Impeached. 29; man.?

to House of Representatives, 30; declines sottta-

ship, 31; failure of attempt to lmpeacb, SS; «S»n

elected Senator, 32; Indicted for fraud in election, &

acquitted, 35; statement as to Ku-klnxiu Arkuuu.*-

Clemm, Mrs. Maria.—Obituary of, 570.
Cogswell, Joseph G.—Death, ISO; ancestry, ISO; Kn*

121; education aud early career, 121; trustee ltd

librarian of Astor Library, 121; later yean, 121, I2

Collixs, Isaac—Obituary of, 603.
Colombia, United States <jf(see p. 18).—Government, fr

vi.-ions, area, finances, 122; population, 122: r»ilns6.

122; trouble with Ecuador, 122; constitutional era-

vention of Panama, 122; commercial l« 4t

Pannma, 122; revolution In Boyaca, 128; inranw"

in State of Panama, 123; seizure of steamer Monnjo,

128; meeting of Congress, 123; action of, «»*
payment of subvention by Panama Eailrosi J-j

bank of Bogota, 123; Darlcn Indians at, 183-
of Captain Sclfridge to the President on Panel"-

ploring Expedition, 123, 124

Colorado (sec

Columbia, JAslrict

168.

Colwell, Stzphex —Obituary of, 56".
Colter, Vixcext.—Indian policy In Ariz0M'.4,',lM;ti,

Commerce of the United States—laW>Af< 1S5; "%JT
125; reexports, 123; entrances aud clearances,

commerce of New York, 126; entries forconsun>P'

126; into warehouse, 120; free S001*'' 1 'J^t
120; total Imports, 126; withdraw!* fr0B "V „..

127; classlflcation of imports, 127; recdp-

toms, 127; exports classified, 127;_toUd upon.,

Communist Insurrection,

ixpoaiuou, iso, iai. , y.
i r«rrtto!*»).-Natui»i enriositf in, J»

strict of.—Bill to create a Territory [»»""
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Cotjdit, Bob-ht W., D. D.—Obituary of, 570.

Congregationalism.—National Council, 128; permanentor-

ganlzation, 128; constitution, 128, 129; declaration on

unity of the Church, 129; acts of the council, 129; by

laws, 129; membership of Council, 130; mission-work

in Catholic countries, 130; division of missions with

Presbyterian Board, 180; mission statistics, 180;

American Missionary Association, 130; work among

colored people at the South, 130; churches, minis

ters, and members in 1371, 131; statistics in Great

Britain, 181; statistics In France, 131.

Congress, United Statu.—Third session of the Forty-first,

convenes, 132; resolution relative to the Monroe doc

trine, 18); do., relative to tho annexation of Dominica,

138; do., relative to treaty with Dominica, 133; do.,

relative to a system of revenue and expenditure, 133;

do., relative to revenue reform, 18-1; do., relative to

political disabilities, 134.

In the House, a bill relative to reconstruction re

ported, 181; no more important subject will be pre

sented to Congress, 13G; power of the Executive to

grant reprieves and pardons, 136; Intention of the

bill, 137; excepted cases, 137; other exceptions, 137;

substitute proposed, 137; amendment moved, 137;

another substitute proposed, 137; a general removal

of all disabilities from all classes of men, 138; what

tho effect and extent of these sweeping provisions,

138; take the case of General Pillow, 138; this is a bill

making odious discriminations, 188; holds out the

promise to the ear but breaks It to the heart, 139;

extraordinary provisions of tbis bill, 139; shook every

man's sense of justice, 139; little In this bill to com

mend it to tho House, 139; pledge given to go for

amnesty, 140; I want no half-way work, 140; this bill

a very singular and incongruous mixture, 140; comes

from the Committee on Reconstruction, which Is a

political committee, 140; it is in no sense an amnesty

bill, 141; it is a property-grabbing bill, 141; If the

spirit of Sherman's agreement with Johnston had

been observed, there would have been no need of tbls

measure, 141; four amendments pending, 141; bill

postponed, 142.

In the House, a bill reported prescribing an oath of

office, 142; Its provisions, 142; effect of the passage

of the bill, 142; repeals the test-oath for every man

who took part In the rebellion, 142; peculiar state of

affairs, that the loyal people should be required to tako

the test-oath, 113; where is the necessity of continuing

the test-oath at all t 113; are wo prepared to take this

step In tho dark ? 143; bill passed, 144.

In the Honsc, a bill to enforce the fifteenth amend

ment considered, 144; It is absolutely atrocious, 114;

it is the crowning act of centralization and consolida

tion, 145; has its origin In the interest of a desperate

and unscrupulous party, 145; details of the bill, 145;

the title la an untruth, 146; It reaches every town

with a population of twenty thousand, 146; power to

arrest Is conferred on supervisors at the polls, 146;

the military made subject to tho deputy-marshal, 146;

the marshals have complete immunity from all lia

bility to State or municipal authority, 147; allows

military interference with elections, 147; the neces

sity of the bill, 147; tbe constitutional power to enact

it, 148 ; substitute offered, 143-151 ; amendments

moved, 152; bill passed, 152.

In tho Senate, the above bill considered, 153; off

spring of a bill of the last session, 153; it assumes

the powers of the General Government to superintend

registrations and elections In the States, 153; the pow

er given to the States, 153; reason, 153; Congress can

only Interfere to perpetuate the Governmont to pre

vent Its dissolution, 153; what docs the bill propose ?

154; Its passage, 154.

In the Senate, a motion to take up the resolution

relative to San Domingo, 155; another resolution sub

mitted, 155; both are of interest to the people, 155;

motion to refer to Committee on Foreign Relations,

155; object of Introducing the resolution, 156; treaty

not ratified, 156; Is tbe Senate ready to recede f 156;

we are asked to take a wide departure from the origi

nal policy of the Government, 156; what arc the facts f

156; the present Incorporation of that people with us

is not desirable, 157; motion to go into executive

session lost, 157; the resolution commits Congress

to a dance of blood, 157; It commits Congress to the

policy of annexation, 157; I will not accept tbe

policy, 158; some tacts about the negotiation, 158;

Baez has been sustained In power by the presence of

our naval force ever since the negotiation, 159; all

there are said to be In favor of annexation, 159; the

claims of Haytl wrongfully Interdicted, 100; no pru

dent man buys a lawsuit, 160.

Nearly all the Senator's points are Immaterial, 160;

the protocol, 160 ; the resolution simply provides for

an examination, 161; it is said the resolution is unne

cessary, 161 ; he wonld have been denounced if he had

appointed commissioners wlthont consulting us, 161 ;

tho annexation ofSan Domingo will come,161 ; grounds

of opposition to annexation stated, 162; advice to the

Senator from Massachusetts, 162; where then were

you who now talk of nothing but freedom? 162; are

you prepared to bring such a people Into the United

States f 163; motion to refer lost, 163; resolution

adopted, 163.

In tho House, Joint resolution relative to San Do

mingo amended, 168; adopted, 163; amendment con

curred in by the Senate, 164.

In the Senate, a resolution to appoint a committee

to investigate affairs in the Southern States, offered,

164; objected to, 164; motion to refer the papers to a

special committee, 164; they present an appalling

record, 164; had the whole subject hero at the last

session, 165; are these new charges f 165; a periodical

performance, 105; why turn them Into capital for a

party? 165; the record of the last dozen years docs

not justify such imputations, 166; thousands of men

have lost their lives, 106; this Administration com

menced with the words " Let us have peace," 1C6;

object of the resolution toobtaln some pretext to place

the Southern people under martial law, 160; motion

agreed to, 16«.

In the Senate, a motion to consider the bill to pro

mote commerce among tho States, 107; can Congress

authorize the construction of a railroad passing

through different States, under the power to rcgulato

commerce, 167; grave considerations Involved In the

bill, 167; the exercise of a dangerous power, 167;

Congress has the power to govern these railroads,

16S; pass some bill that will test the question, 166;

bill laid aside, 168; session closed. 168.

First session of Forty-second Congress commenced,

168; in tbe House, a bill to repeal the duties on salt

considered, 169; bill passed, 109; a Joint resolution

to repeal the duties on coal considered, 169; do.,

passed, 170; bill to place tea and coffee on the free

list of imports, considered, 170; passed, 170; resolu

tions relative to a financial policy considered, 171;

referred to Committee,of Ways and Means, 171.

In the Senate, a resolution offered to limit the busi

ness of the session, 171; adoption, 171; another rcso.
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lotion, Instructing the Committee on the Judiciary to

report » bill to enable the President to execute the

laws relative to organized bands of armed men in the

Southern State*, offered, 171 ; the condition of affairs

in the Sonth la of an extraordinary character, 171;

IlUn Klan exists in eleven States, 171; the state

ment la the phantom of a distempered imagination,

171; statements of tbe resolution utterly antra e, 173;

these armed hands do exist, 172; what the witnesses

■how, 17!; thoga of India, 172; extent ofthe Ku-klnx

organization, 172; extends through every county of

North Carolina, 173; dates of outrages, 173; peculiari

ties of the crimes committed, 173; no man has ever

been convicted, 174; report of tbe minority, 174; what

proof of their existence in Kentucky? 174; no occa

sional acta of violence have been committed in Ken

tucky, 174; there is no proof against Confederate sol

diers, 175; the exclusion of good men from office, one

cause of existence of these outrages, 173; mal-admin-

Utration has occurred In many States, 175; necessity

of patting a stop to tbe outrages spoken of, 175; kind

of bills introduced here, 175; assert absolute Jurisdic

tion for Congress, 17G; a constitutional question in

volved, 176; state of the case, 176; provision in the

Constitution in regard to putting down insurrection,

170; two or three objections to the resolution, 177;

one encroachment follows close upon the heels of its

predecessor, 177; everybody, who maintains that this

Congress has not the power to sweep away the Con

stitution when it pleases, is denounced as revolu

tionary, 177; rights which belong to the people, 177;

the legal question considered, 178; the fourteenth

amendment, 178; the Government can act only on indi

viduals, 178; intention of the fourteenth amendment,

178; more than nine-tenths of the testimony ia mere

hearsay, 179; resolution agreed to, 179; concurrent

resolution relative to investigation offered, and

adopted, 179.

In the House, the above-mentioned resolution con

sidered, 179; amendment offered, 180; what will hap

pen If we appoint this committee and send it down

South ? 180; amendment agreed to, 180.

In the Senate, the amended resolution considered,

1S1; amendment moved to grant power to print, 181;

not willing to trust the committee with any such

power, 181 ; why has this Investigation been opposed

at every step? 181 ; if the investigation shows ns that

there are peace and security in any one State at the

South, let us know It, 1fe2; let ns have It, 182; we

should legislate now, 188; read the reports of yonr

officers, 182; If any organization exists in Georgia, it

has been kept wonderfully secret, 183; a change that

came over Congress, 1R3; yon already condemned nine

or ten States at the South, 184; amendment concurred

in, 184.

In the ITonsc, a bill reported to enforce the provi-

sirms of the fourteenth amendment to the Constitu

tion, 184; this measure affects the foundations of the

Government, 185; what warrant have we for enacting

it? 185; decisions of courts, 185; their legal effect,

I*;; constitutionality of tho first section, 185; the

second section, ISO; whore Is the constitutional power

to enact It f 186; on what It rests, 187; general aspects

of the question of power to defend by Federal legisla

tion the essential franchises of national citizenship,

1S7; reply to the charge that the second section In

vades the reserved powers of the States, 188; the

United States always has assumed to enforce as against

the States, and also persons, every one of the pro

visions of the Constitution, 1S8; provisions of tho

: of the Supreme Cbirt

189: tbe third section, 139; its provision?. 19: dK

fourth section. 189; decision of the Supreme Cos.-:

sustains it, 190.

Some of these assumptions of law are quite »< ex

traordinary as are the provisions of the bill. ISO.

apology for tbe propositions of the bill, 190; the Car

stitution guarantees to the people certain perm;

rights, 190: the bases alleged for the enactatt; tf

this bill. 191; thirteenth amendment 191;

amendment, 191; declaratory in first paragraph. 1£:
I)red Scott case, 192; tbe words '•privileges and im

munities," 192; no Constitution, State governs);-',

or code of laws. In this country, but recognizes 4*

rights of the people, 192; the most important part-f

tbe first section, 193; what is tbe meaning of -

words •' without due process of law!" 19S; irhertte

this equal protection ever been denied? 13); itneve:

has been believed or assumed that Congress h.-

power to go into the States of the Union and rate-

dinate State laws and State jurisdiction to tbecrc-

trol of Federal courts, or of the President, 135: foci

section of tbe fourth article of tbe Constitution. VK.

it forbids Federal interposition, except on call of the

Governor, 194; the bill proposes to authorize tie n--

pension of the writ of habeat eorpul, 195; obj^

claimed for the entire bill, 195; the third sectfec I

worse than all tbe others, 195; the monstrous pover!

conferred on the Federal Government and it! una

officer, 196; tbe President is made without rerpfc

billtyofany kind. 196.

Action of the House before the last tnessigt. 1*:

the race sage Is tbe basis for this biff, 1ST; ibeK--

ment of a majority was against legislation. W! In

stead of hostility, tender the olive-branch. 197: dm?

your policy—proclaim amnesty, 197; reference tot*

case of Milllgan, 198; could a more emphatic rente-

nation of the provisions of this bill have been pr>

nounced, 198; the fourth section authorizes the Pit*

dent to declare war against a State whenever It

thinks secession may require it, 198; enact tbesep?>

visions, and local State government is at an end. 89:

no man is eqaal to discussing it as it ought to be i*

cussed, 199; the issue before this nonse,199; is It we-

petent for Congress to provide by law for « better

enforcement of the Constitution? 199; opinion in the

case of Cohens w. Virginia, 199; the act of 1TS9, W:

do. of 1795, 200; the President the exclusive and to!

jndge whether the exigency contemplated by the k*

has arisen, 201; consider the discretion which

vested in Congress, 201; the people are equal to tit

task of redressing all wrongs that may be toileted ■

them, 201 ; the provision of the Constitution as to the

protection of the States does not give thispo«rM

provide for protecting the guaranteed rights oft"

people, 20S; two controlling propositions on u*

question, 202; If the Federal Government cannot pM<

laws to protect rights, why were guarantees of **

rights put In the Constitution ? 20S; if it has not IW

constitutional power, it ought to have it, SOS: *'

such vindictive legislation, without proof,
203; you have already failed in such legislation. W:

Federal legislation and its execution bare failed to

produce content at the South, SOS; measures of re

pression and usurpation are, in their nature, re""1

tionary, 203; Ku-klnx were organized to scare te

superstitious blacks, 204; South Carolina has be™

infested with the worst local government t s

vouchsafed to a people, 204 ; amendment oKrra,

204; its effect, 203; change proposed to the Wl
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bill, 300; other amendments offered, 206; bill passed,

S06.

In the Senate the above-mentioned bill considered,

207; nobody objects to the first section, 207; the sec

ond provides for the punishment of a conspiracy, 207;

the third is, in entire conformity to the Constitution,

that, when States fail to protect private rights, the

President is authorized to act, 207; the fourth makes

Borne conspiracies and combinations a rebellion, and

authorizes the President to suspend the writ of habeas

corpus, 207; other sections provide for executing the

previous ones, 208; these principles go to the founda

tion of the Government, 208; after the Union was

formed, the whole power of the Government was

pledged to defend the rights of citizens against en

croachments, 208; object of fourteenth amendment,

210; eminent authority against colored citizenship,

210; effect of the system of slavery, 210; clauses of

fourteenth amendment which It Is supposed have

changed the Constitution, 210; how about the rights of

the colored man under the old Constitution f 211; the

States are depositories of tho rights of individuals,

211; what are the privileges and immunities of citi

zens of the United States, 212; clauses of the amend

ment, 212; the authority of the United States was just

as positive under the Constitution as originally framed

as under the fourteenth amendment, 213; Congress

has authority to carry into effect the powers of Gov-

ment by affirmative law, 213; when the .Constitution

imposes an inhibition on the States, It docs not give

the Federal Government power to see that they do

not do It, 214; I will go as far as any one to maintain

the authority of the United States, 214; let us exam

ine what sort of a Government we have, and precisely

what its rights are, 215; it 19 said to be merely a con

federated Government of States, 21S; views of Ham

ilton, 215; it Is a Constitution of the people, and

brings them into direct communication with the Gov

ernment, 216; the perfect authority of CongrosB to

execute this Constitution, 216; a Constitution of the

people, 216; it has had a criminal code that has acted

directly on the people, 217; what rights have these

new amendments given to citizens, 217; what do they

provide, 217; whatever the fourteenth amendment

guarantees to a citizen, that citizen Is entitled to

have, 218; the Constitution contemplates that Con

gress shall protect these rights, 218; what do we pro

pose to do? 218; examination of the several sections.

219; objections considered, 220; amendments offered

and agreed to, 220; others lost, 220; bill passed, 221.

In the House a committee of conference appointed

on amendments disagreed to, 221 ; do. In the Senate,

221; explanation of the report of the committee and

the amendments made to the bill, 221, 222; the Sher

man amendment retained, and the report rejected by

the House, 224.

In the Senate, report considered, 224; nature of the

Sherman amendment, 224; the bill makes it a penal

offence against the United States for any person to

violate a law of a State, 224; this is an absurdity, 224;

interference by tho General Government in the affairs

of a State condemned. 225; what might not a Caesar

or a Cromwell do? 225; report concurred In, 220; a

new committee of conference appointed, 226.

In the House, the report of the committee explained,

226; discussed, 227; agreed to in both Houses, 228;

the bill as passed, 228, 229.

In the Senate, resolutions relative to San Domingo,

offered by the Senator from Massachusetts, 229, 230;

resolution proposing an amendment to the Consti

tution relative to appropriations to schools where

religious doctrines are taught, 230.

Connecticut.—Statistics of population, cities, valuation,

agriculture, 281; births, divorces, etc., 231; Demo

cratic nominations, 231; platform, 231, 232; Republi

can nominations, 232; platform, 232, 233; fraud In

election, 233; committee appointed by Legislature,

283; report, 233, 284; Inauguration of Governor Jew

ell, 2-34; address and recommendations, 234, 285; one-

capital question, 235; new State-house at Hartford,

235, 236; consolidation of New York & New Haven

and Hartford & New Haven Railroads, 236, 237; ad

journment of the Legislature, 237; work done, 237;

finances, 237; banks, Insurance companies, 237; rail

roads, 237; education, 238; militia, 238; pisciculture,

238, 239.

Contngiiax, Captain John B.—Obitnary of, 075.

CoNYNanAj:, Judge Joint N.—Obituary of, 572.

Cookxan, Rev. AuBED.—Obituary of, 590.

Copyright, International, 455, 456.

Corea.—Outrages on Americans In, 18, 42; geography,

239; area, population, 239; Industry, 239; govern

ment, religion, 239; French expedition, 239; United

States expedition In 1871, 239; burning of the General

Sherman, 239, 240; action of Admiral Bell, 240; visit

of the Wachusctt, 240, 241 ; Commodore Feblger's em

bassy, 241 ; arrival of Admiral Rodgers's squadron, 242 ;

letter of the King, 242; action of officials, 242; survey

of river, 242, 243; fortifications, 243; firing of Coreans

on launches, 243; return fire, 243; capture and demo

lition of forts, 244; rescue of native Christians, 244;

emigration of Coreans to Russian territory, 272.

Costa Rica, 97; revolution in, 98; railroads, 99.

Coyode, Jons.—Birth, death, 241; political career, 244, 245.

Cox, Samuel S.—Representative from New York, 188;

offers resolution relating to revenue, 133; on recon

struction, 141 ; on the bill to enforce the fourteenth

amendment, 202.

Crawford, N. M., D. D.—Birth, death, career, 245.

Croatia (see Hungary).

Cronyn, Rev. Benjamin.—Obituary of, 602.

Cboswell, Edwin.—Birth, death, 245; Journalist, mem

ber of Albany " Regency," 245, 246.

Crowell, Rev. William.—Obituary of, 582.

Cuba.—Struggle for Independence, 18; atrocities, 18.—

(See Spain.)

Czechs.—Relations with Austriau Empire. 59, 60.

D

Dabney, Charles W.—Obituary of, 578.

Dakln, Lieutenant Georoe A.—Obituary of, 584.

Dakota (see Territories).—Geographical discoveries, 338,

339.

Daruot, Most Rev. Georges.—Birth, assassination, 246;

Archbishop of Paris, 246.

Darien Surveying Expedition.—Report of Captain Self-

rldge to President of Colombia, 123, 124; survey of

Isthmus, 535.

Davis, Garret, Senator from Kentucky, 132; on affairs

in Southern States, 171-177; relative to the bill to

enforce the fourteenth amendment, 221.

Davis, Jefferson, speech at Atlanta, Georgia, 750.

Davis, Rev. Thomas F.—Obituary of, 591.

Davis, Woodbury.—Obituary of, 582.

Dawes, Henry L.—Representative from Massachusetts,

132; on Committee on Southern Affairs, 180.

Day, Rev. Samuel S.—Obituary of, 688.

Definitive Treaty ofPeace between France and Germany,

669, and following
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Dxouirky, AbbS GisrinD.—Birth, assassination, 24fl;

career, 246, 247.

De la Tour d'Aiyergne, Prince.—Obituary of, 596.

Delavan, Edward C—Birth, death, career, 247.

Delaware.—Meeting of Legislature, 247; inaugural ad

dress of Governor, 247; election of United States

Senator, 247; legislative acts, 247, 248; property of

married women, 248; schools, 248; repeal of charter

of Normal University, 248; resolutions of students,

248; railroads and canals, 248, 249; tax on passengers,

249; decision of Court of Errors, 249; census statis

tics, 249; Wilmington, 249, 230: Its manufactures,

250; taxation and debt, 250; ship-building at Wilming

ton, 250; peach-crop, 250.

Pelescluze, Louis Charles.—Obitnary of. 507.

De Morgan, Augi-stus.—Birth, death, 250; mathemati

cian, 250; career, 250, 251.

Denio, Hiram.—Birth, death, judicial career. 251.

Denison, Sir William T.—Geographer, 833; obituary

of, 594.

Denmark—Royal family, 251; Cabinet, 251; area, 251;

population, religion, 251; finances, army, navy, 251;

commerce, 252; emigration, 253; railroads and telo-

graphs,252; sentiments toward Germany, 252; Inter

national Society, 252.

Deschamps, Emile.—Obituary of, 594.

Diamondt.—Discovery of, in xaufhophyllite, 252; analy

sis of, 253; how formed, 253: in Sonth Africa, 253.

Dilke, 8lr Charles.—Advocate of working-men, 374;

career, 876.

Dixick, General Austin.—Birth, death, career, 253.

Diplomatic Correspondence and Foreign Relations.—Great

Britain proposes a Joint commission, 253; reply of

Secretary Fish, 254; "Alabama Claims" Included,

254; United States Commissioners, 254; British Com-

• mlssloners, 254, 255; letter of Secretary Fish to com

missioners, 255; meeting of commission, 255; full

power given by Prcsldeut to commissioners, 255, 256;

protocol and articles, 256-282; exchange of ratifica

tions, 263; note to Emperor of Brazil, 263; appoint

ment of arbitrators, 263; Charles Francis Adams,

263, 284.

Disciples of Christ.—Second Annual Missionary Conven

tion, 265; work accomplished, 265; conference with

Baptists In Ohio, 265; creed, 265.

Disease, Germ-Theory of.—Cholera, 265; labors of Mr.

Lewis, 266; Br. Bastian opposes theory, 266, 267;

table of parasitic diseases, 267.

Disraeli, Benjamin.—Life and career, 375, Jj76.

District of Columbia (see Territories).—Territorial gov

ernment for, 18.

Dival, Ira.—Obitnary of, 576.

Dollikoer, Dr. von.—Opposes papal infallibility, 687;

excommunicated, 688.

Dokbrowski, Jaroslas.—Obituary of, 597.

Dominion qf Canada.—Annexation of British Columbia,

267, 268; railroads, 268; revenue, 268; banks, 268;

population, 268; immigration, 268; opening of Parlia

ment, 268; acts of, 269; feeling on Treaty of Washing,

ton, 269; opening of European & North American

Railway, 269; Joseph Papineau, 269, 270.

Donelsos, A. J., LL.D.—Birth, death, career, 270.

Dumost, Ebenezee.—Obituary of, 573.

Dunk, Lieutenant-Governor Oscar J.—Obitnary of, 590.

Durand, Sir Hexrt.—Obituary of, 593.

E

EarthquaJces.—In Hawaiian islands. 270; in England. 270,

271; in California, 271; Philippine Islands, 271; in

China, 271, 272.

Churches.—Spirit of reform in Russian Causa,

272; statistics, 272; sectarianism, 272; Const ra-

verts, 272; Bulgarian Church, 722; opposition of Pi

triarch of Constantinople to establishment of sepanie

church, 273; attempts to unite Church with Bomu

Catholics, 273; Greek Church, 273, 274; theological

schools, 274; union of Eastern with Anglican Cttsrct,

274; reply of Russian Church to American EpiKcjo.

lians, 274, 275; response of Episcopal ConieKioc.

275; visit of Russian bishop to Alaska, 273; Greet

Church in New York City, 275.

Eastern Question.—Conference at London, 275, JT6; po

sition of Turkey on neutralization of Black Bea.rS,

276 ; situation of France, 276; new treaty, S76, ST.

Ecuador (see page 18).

Edxuxds, Geobge F.—Senator from Vermont, 18; a

the San Domingo resolution, 155-157; on the tiE : ;

enforce the fifteenth amendment, 207, 213.

Educational Appropriations.—Amendment of the Corj;i-

tution relative to, proposed, 230.

Egypt.—Relations of Khedive with Sultan, 1; roysltar>.

area, population, 277; finances, 277; commerce, iTT;

railroads and mall, 277; Snez Canal, 277; relatto

with Turkey, 277, 278; session of Chambers, 278.

Eldridge, Charles A.—Representative fromWiscoist,

132; on the bill to enforce the fifteenth amendscE,

144.

Electricity.—Duration of electric spark, 278; mip*

experiments, 279; dynamic-electric lights, 879 ; el«-

trie railway-signals, 279, 280; thermo-electric icco

of metals in liquids, 280, 281; resistance and tempffl-

turc, 281 ; magnetic spectra, 281, 2S2; electric dab,

282; improved telegraph-cables, 282; electric tap*

docs, 282; electric signals In mines, 282, 283; eleth*

time-guns, 283; nature of the luminous arch, 883, £i;

platinum plates, 2S4; Iron electrotypes, J84; eteti»

typod imitations of leather, 284; dynamic condetKf.

284; operating a railroad by telegraph, 284, 2S5; i=-

proved exciting liquid, 285; the Hooper core fci

Wheatstone apparatus, 285; electric novelties, 85,

286; nickel-plating by electrolysis, 286; cold («)•*

zation of Iron, 286; electrical properties of ilcmfcKS

and magnesium, 286, 287; electro-deposition ol *

minium, 287; the electrical shadow,287; soblerraiffl'

electrical disturbances, 2S7; coloring to el«!cal

spark, 287, 288.
Ellen-borough, Edward Law, Eerl of.—Birth, ink

career. 288.

Ellert, Commodore Fraxk.—Obituary of, 575.

Elliot, George T., M. D.—Obituary of, 569.

Elliott, Charlotte.—Obituary of, 601.

Elzey, Arnold.—Obituary or, 571.

Emancipation, In Brazil. 84, 85.
England (see Great Britain).—Alarm at Rosslan <ppr»"a

to India, 43, 103; influence in Afghanistan, 100.
EOtvos, Baron Jozsei-.— Birth, death, 288; ewer,

269.
Errazariz, Federigo.—President of Chili, 115. 115-

Europe—France, 289; Germany, 289, 290; "*J*
Turkey, 290; internationalism, *0: An"* J'

England, 290; Italy, 290; Spain, 290; SwItK**

290; Norway, 290; Denmark, 290; arcs and pop*

391; natta"1''
tion or different Btates, 290; religion,

tics, 291 ; colonics, 291.

ins, Frederick A.—Obituary or, 577. ^
\ngdical Association.-SMWics, 291; Bene ^

ference, 291; delegates from Methodists, »'f{fle,

of Conference on union with them. m<*~' M

societies, 292; German Conference, SS.

292.
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Bwtnq, Thomas, LL.D.—Birth, death, 292; education,

292; political career, 292; Secretary of Treasury, 292,

293; loyalty In war, 293.

P

Faiditekbe, General Louis.—Career, 361.

Farnswobth, John F.—Representative from Illinois,

132; offers an amendment to reconstruction bill, 137;

on reconstruction, 140; on the test-oath, 143; on the

bill to enforce the fourteenth amendment, 223.

Favbe, Jdx.es.—Birth, 829; career, 829, 330.

Feejee Manda.—Cannibalism in, 96.

Felice, Kev. Gulllaume de.—Birth, death, career, 233.

Fenton, Colonel W. M.—Obituary of, 574.

Feqre, Theofhile Chables.—Obituary of, 603.

Fktis, Fbancois Joseph.—Birth, death, 298; musician,

293; career, 293, 294.

Fioaniere, Cesab H. S.—Obituary of, 697.

Finances of the United States.—Revenue, 294; increase of

imports, 294; Internal revenue, 294; receipts and ex

penditures, 294, 295; sources of revenue, 295; amount

of debt, 295; decrease, 295; summary of debt Decem

ber 1, 1871, 296; bonds issued to Pacific Railroads,

296; estimates and recommendations of Socretary of

Treasury, 296, 297; table or distilleries by States, 297;

spirits in bond, 297; receipts from spirits, 297;

from fermented liquors, 297; receipts from tobacco,

298; amount manufactured, 298; seizures for violation

of internal revenue law, 298; funding the debt, 298;

syndicate, 208; report of congressional committee on

legality of arrangement, 298, 299; resumption of spe

cie payment, 299, 300; amount of currency at different

periods, 300; bank statement for six years, 301; banks

and capital for 1871, 301; failures, 802; shipping, 802;

monthly range ofGovernment securities at New York

(table) for 1871, 802; comparative table of prices of

produce at New York for twelve years, 803; highest

and lowest prices of gold during 1871 (table), 305;

dally table of sterling exchange, 306; highest and low

est prices of stocks for each month (table), 807.

Finkelnbtoo, G. A.—Representative from Missouri,

132; offers an amendment to the bill to enforce fif

teenth amendment, 152.

Finland.—Area and population, 693.

Fish, Hamilton.—President of the Convention of Dele

gates from Spain and the South American States, 708.

Fitch, Eleazab T., D. D.—Blrtb, career, death, 808.

Fletcher, Rev. Hobace.—Obituary of, 690.

Florida. — Political situation, 808 ; election returns,

308; meeting of the Legislature, 308; election law,

308; State-prison, 808; regulation of Insurance com

panies, 309; financial legislation, 309; school law.

309; funding act, 309; constitutional amendments,

310; action of courts on financial bills, 810; unconsti

tutionality of law regarding State warrants, 810; con

vention at Lake City on finances, 311; resolutions,

311; addresB, 311, 812; summary statement of griev

ances, 812; proclamation of Governor Reed, 812;

finances—debt, receipts, etc., 813; schools, 313; pub

lic institutions, 313; railroads, 313; message of Gov

ernor to Legislature of 1872, 813, 314 ; census statistics

of 1870, 314.

Floyd-Jones, David R.—Birth, 814; career, 814, 315;

death, 814.

Foote, Chables C, M. D.—Obituary of, 583.

Foreign Relations.—(See Diplomatic Correspondence.)

Formosa.—Treaty with, as to shipwrecked sailors. 117.

Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution.—An act to

enforce, 228.

Fox, Hev. Chables M.—Obituary of, 551.

France. — Government, 315; budget of ordinary and

extraordinary expenditures, 315; debt, 315; revenue

and expenditures, 815, 316; military divisions, 31G;

navy, 316; territorial divisions—area, and population,

816; army, 317; railroads, 817; scat of government at

Bordeaux, 317; disturbance at Lyons, 817; dissolution

of general councils by Gambetta, 817; condition of

Paris, 317; new loan of Gambetta, 817; hopes of for

eign intervention, 817; the armistice of three weeks,

317; warlike attitude of Gambetta', 817, 818; his

decree regarding the election of a National Assembly,

318; set aside by Favre, 818; resignation of Gam

betta, 818; result of the elections, 318; meeting of

Assembly, 318; Thiers elected President, 818; nego

tiations for peace, 818; ratification of preliminaries,

818; riotous proceedings In Paris, 818, 819; opposition

■ to the treaty, 819; removal of seat of government to

Versailles, 319; National Guard take possession of

Paris, 819; attempt at suppression, 819; address of the

central committee of the Guard, 319; organization of

Communist Government, 819, 320; occupation of forts,

320; appointment of a committee by National Assem

bly to treatwith Communists,820; Communist election,

820; their activity, 820; vigorous measures of Thiers,

320; encounters between the Communists and Govern

ment, April 2d, and following. 321; affairs in Paris,

321; platform of Communists, 322; position of Thiers,

822; subsequent military operations under Marshal

MacMahon,322; siege of Fort Issy, 822; map of Paris

and fortifications, 323; displacement of Cluseret, 821;

succession of Colonel Rosscl, 824 ; reply of Thiers to

demands for communal liberties, 324: further meas

ures of Communists, 824; capture of Fort Issy by Gov

ernment^; closing ofchurches,etc., by Communists,

824; vote of confidence in Thiers, 825; final crushing

of insurrection, 325; assassination of hostages, 325;

prisoners taken, 826; conclusion of treaty with Ger

many, 826; discussion of future form of Government,

32G; new Cabinet, 826; abrogation of laws expatriat

ing Orlcanlst princes, 826; other measures of Assem

bly, 826; Government loan, 826; supplementary elec

tions, 327; manifesto of Count de Chambord, 327;

action of Assembly on temporal power of the Pope,

327; army reorganization, 827; dissolution or National

Guards, 827; Thiers declared President, 827; adjourn

ment of Assembly, 828; election of Councils General,

328; execution of Rosscl and others, 328; assassina

tion of German soldiers, 328; opening of new session

of Assembly, 828; address of Thiers, 823; Orleanist

princes take seats, 828; education, 828; Jules Favre,

birth, career, 329, 330; Leon Gambetta, birth, career,

330.

Francis Joseth, Emperor.—Speech from the throne,

60,61.

FIU3E3), Jons.—Obituary of, 898.

Frederick Charles, Prince.—Career, 363.

Frederick William, Prince.—Career, 363.

French, liev. John W.—Birth, death, career, 330.

Friends, 830; statistics, 831; religious awakening, 831;

Sunday-schools, 331; missions among Indians, 331;

foreign missions of English Friends, 331, 383.

Fullib, Pebet.—Obituary of, 506.

G

Gambetta, Leon.—Birth, 330; career, 330.

Gannett. Rev. Ezra S.—Birth, death, career, 882.

Gab, Signor Tommaso.—Obituary of, 600.

GaKdineb, Rev. .—Obituary of, 691.

Gabnicbwskj, MicHAZLovrrcH.—Obituary of, 594.
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Garrett, Thomas.—Obituary of, 568.

Gasfabin, Count de.—Birth, death, 832; career, 833, 883.

Gassier, Edward.—Obituary of, 604.

Gat, Colonel Ebenezer.—Obituary of, 583.

Geneva Conference.—(See Diplomatic Correspondence.)

Geographical Explorations and Discoveries in 1871.—The

general field, 333; death of eminent geographers, 333,

334; paper of Dr. Carpenter on ocean-currents, 881;

Bassler expedition, 384; soundings In English Chan

nel, 334; ocean-soundings, 834; arctic explorations,

334-836 ; expedition of German ia and Hansa, 834, 835;

expedition of Lieutenants Pcyerand Weyprecht, 335;

Swedish expedition, 335; Bussian, 835, 836; of Cap

tain Hall, 336; German exploration of Baltic Sea, 336;

account of Mount Hccla, 836 ; British America, 336, 337 ;

Newfoundland, 836; British Columbia, 837; Mani

toba, 337; United States, 887-340; Appalachian range,

838; cave at Hannibal, Mo., 338; Dakota, 338, 339;

Montana, 838; expedition of Prof. Marsh to the plains,

338, 339; Major Powell's expedition to Colorado, 839;

California, 339, 340; Mexico, 340; Central America,

340; West IndieB, 341; South America, 341-343; water

fall in Guiana, 341 ; Peru, 341; Bolivia, 841; Argentine

Republic, 341, 342; Chili, height of mountains, 342;

Patagonia, 842, 343; Europe, 843; Asia,843-345; Pales

tine, 343, 344; Eastern Toorklstan, 844; latitude, lon

gitude, and elevation of Important points, 344, 845;

Manchoorla, 845; Australia, 846; Polynesia, 346; Kcw

Caledonia, 846.

Georgia.—Political affairs, 847; Ku-klnx,347; resolutions

of Legislature, 847; finances, 347-349; statement of

Treasurer, 847, 848; of Governor Conley, 848, 349;

meeting of the Legislature, 849; action on finance*,

349, 850; Western & Atlantic Railroad affairs, 350, 351 ;

arrest of Foster Blodgett and pardon by Governor

Conley, 351; resignation of Governor Bullock, 351,

352; action of Legislature, 852, 353: new election,

8G3; result, 853; election of United States Senator,

353; measures of the Legislature, 354; adjournment,

355; census statistics of 1870, 855, 5B6.

German-French War.—Condition of affairs at beginning

of 1871, 356; battle of Bapaune, 856, 358; map, 857;

fight at Vlllersexel, 858; at Chazey-MontbGliard and

Cbazey-Cenebier, 358; at Betboncourt, 358; fate of

Army of the Loire, 358, 359; battle at St. Qucntln,

859; sortie of Trochu, 359; armistice, 859, 860; taking

possession of forts by Germans, 860; condition of

Bourbakl, 360; capture of Belfort, 360; map of opera

tions of the Armies of the Loire, 361; prolongation of

armistice, 862; preliminaries of peace, 362; confer

ence at Brussels, 362; ratification of treaty of peace,

863; forces in war, 863; losses and prisoners, 863;

Prince Frederick William, 808; Prince Frederick

Charles, 863; Von Moltke, 863, 864; General Bour-

baki, 864; General Faldherbe, 863; General Chanzy,

364,365.

German Reformed Church.—{See Reformed Church.)

Germany (sec Alsace and Lorraine).—Emperor of, arbi

trator between Great Britain and United States, 18;

sentiments of Danes toward, 252; royal family, 305;

area and population of divisions, 865; religions sta

tistics, 365; census of 1871, 366; budget of North Ger

many, 866; assumption of imperial crown by King

William, 866; constitutions of different governments,

366; army. 866; navy, 866, 867; public debt of different

Btates, 807; elections to Kelchstag, 868; election of

president, 368; election of vice-presidents of Reich-

stop, 369; adoption of address In reply to Emperor's

. speech, 369; attempted revision of Constitution, 869;

Bismarck's strictures upon the Poles, 369; introduc

tion of imperial laws into Bavaria, 36.1;

of Alsace and Lorraine, 370; pension.-, 370; eeeoad

session of Reichstag, 870; speech from turune. o .

treaty of peace with France, 370; triumphal retut

of German troops, 370, 371; conventions withFiiace,

371; Interview of Emperor with Czar sndEmpercr

of Austria, 371; Old Catholic movement, 371; treads

with France (see PuUic Documents) ; railrotdi ..

676.

Gehvinus, Geoboe Gottfried.—Historian and stiia-

man, 371; birtb, 371; career, 871, 872; death, SB.

Gibbs, William C—Obituary of, 571.

GrBsos, Rev. James.—Obituary of, 602.

Gibson, William S.—Obituary of, 593.

Gilbebt, Curtis F.—Obitnary of, 581.

Giboenti, Prince.—Obitnary of, 603.

Gladstone, William E.—Life and career, 374, S5.

Glynn, Commodore Jakes.—Obituary of, 574.

Goodell, Mrs. Abigail P.—Obituary of, 680.

Gortscqakoff, Prince.—Report to Czar of conferees

with American deputation of Evangelical AfliaKt,

694, 695.

Grant, President, appoints commissioners to Sib Do

mingo, 18; message on Southern disorders, 164; pret-

lamation on South Carolina disorders, 701; posibra

on San Domingo annexation, 747; proclamation res

tive to Southern affairs, 748; proclamation raipeai-

lng writ of habeas corpus, 748; reception at He

spoils, 750.

Gratwick, Rev. E. Arcttdall.—Obituary of, 601.

Great Britain.—Area, population, 872; Government, S3;

area and population of British Empire, 372; priacipsl

measures of ministry, 872; joint high comoiMia

*ith United States, 872; its work, 873; Boanl sfJ>

bitrators, 873; British-American Claims CommisatJ.

873; meeting of Geneva Conference, 873; polillalK-

tlon of working-classes, 373; education biil, 373: P*s*

per question, 374; dowry to Princess Louise, FA; de

mands of working-men, 374; Sir Charles Dilke, ST4-

876; sickness of Prince of Wales, S74; William 1

Gladstone, career, 874, 375; Benjamin Diaraeli,cane.

875, 876; imports and exports, 876; compsratte it*

tistics for 1625, 1850, and 1871, 876, 877; bank clirai-

tlon, price of consols, etc., 877; railroads, 377; p«o!

statistics, 877; telegraphs, 877; pauperism, S77; na

tions with United States (see Diplomatic Cerrape^-

ence).
Greece.—Government, area, population. 878; lll#S*n§*i

878; difficulty with Turkey, 378; defeat of ministry

878.

Greek Church.—(See Eastern Churches.)

Greene, Dr. James M.—Obituary of, 570.

Greoort, Gonoral Edgar M.—Obituary of, 590.

Greiner, John.—Obituary of, 574.
Griffin, Colonel William H.—Obituary of, 67S.

Grosvenor, Colonel Thomas W.—Obituary of, 567.
Grote, George.—Historian cf Greece, 87S; birth- W;

career, 378, 379; death, 878.
Guatemala. 18, 97: revolution in, 98, 99; asrricultnrs, 95.

Guiana.—Geographical explorations iu, S41.

II

Hackett, James n.—Actor, 379; birtb, 873; career,^

880; death, 879. f
Haidikger, Wilhelm Ritter von.—Birtb, 890;

880, 881; death, 880.

Hale, Nathan.—Obituary of, 566.

Hall, Rev. Albert G.—Obituary of, 5*4-
Hall, Captain Charles F.—Arctic expedition. «»•
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Hallowell, Colonel.—Obituary of, 5S1.

Halstead, Oliver S., Jr.—Obituary of, 579.

Hamilton, Mra. Alexandeb.—Obituary of, B81

HAMn-TON, William.—Obituary of, B74.

Hamilton', William T.—Senator from Maryland, 132; on

the charter of a railroad, 167.

Hawthorne, Mrs. Sophia.—Obltnary of, 571.

Hatter, Sir George.—Obltnary of, 594.

Hayti, 18.

Hatward, Georoe W.—Geographer, 333, 834.

Hegnenberg-dux, Count.—Birth, career, 70.

Hemans, Henry W.—Obituary of, 597.

Hepp, Emile.—Obituary of, 595.

Hebschel, Sir John.—Astronomer, 831; birth, 331; ca

reer, 881, 882; death, 381.

Hebtig, William.—Obituary of, 591.

Hess, Peter von.—Birth, 882; career, 883; death, SS2.

Hiesteb, Isaao E.—Obituary of, 569.

Higbee, Rot. Edward Y.—Obituary of, 591.

Hill, Rev. Aloneo.—Obituary of, 569

Hill, Georoe.—Obltnary, 592.

Hill, Joshua.—Senator from Georgia, 168; on Southern

affairs, 183.

Hincks, Rev. William.—Obltnary of, 598.

Hodoe, James T.—Birth, career, death, 383.

Hohenwaht, Count Karl August.—Birth, career, 61.

Holbbook, Dr. John K.—Birth, 8S3; career, 383, 334;

death, 883.

Holmes, Rev. John ST.—Obituary of, 581.

Hondurai.—War with San Salvador, 97; revolution In, 93.

Hosmeb, Charles.—Obituary of, 581.

Houdin, Robert J. K.—Obituary of, 697.

Howard, Jacob M.—Senator from Michigan, 132; on San

Domingo resolution, 155; birth, career, death, 384.

nowABD, Sanford.—Obituary of, 572.

Howard, Captain William A.—Obltnary, 590.

Howard, Rev. W. W.—Obituary of, 578.

Howe, Fisheb.—Obituary of, 586.

Howe, S. G. , commissioner to San Domingo.—Report,

668.

Hows, J. W. S.—Obituary of, 581.

Hott, Miss Hannah.—Obituary of, 590.

Hudson, Georoe.—Birth, career, death, 381.

Hugo, Charles Victor.—Obituary of, 596.

Huoo, Victor.—Driven from Belgium, 72.

Hungary.—Government, 884; finances, 884; diet, SS4;

ministry, 885; Croatian Diet, 885; budget, 835; rail

roads, 385; political relations with the Empire of

Austria, 835; relations with Croatia, 883. (See also

Auslro-Hungarlan Monarchy.)

Huxtable, Rev. Constantine.—Obituary of, 598.

I

Idaho.—(See Territories.)

Illinois.—Hurting of Legislature, 386; election of United

States Senator, 886; measures, 836; charges on rail

roads, 386, 887; railroad and warehouse commission

ers, 887; receiving, etc., of grain by railroad compa

nies, 337, 3S8; act to regulate public warehouses and

inspection, etc., of grain, 3S8, 389; vetoes of Governor,

389, 390; public institutions, 890, 891; new State-

house, 391; extra session of Legislature, 391; meas

ures, 391, 392; Republican Convention, 392; resolu

tions, 392; Democratic Convention, 392; resolutions,

892,393; election returns, 393; Chicago lire. 393; extent

of, 393, 894; summary of losses, 394; population, 394;

effect on insurance companies, 394; relief sent, 394,

396; diagram of burnt district, 395; meeting of Legis

lature, 390; relief for the city, 896; action of General

Sheridan, 396; Governor Palmer remonstrates against

military control, 397; withdrawal of troops, 898; kill

ing of Colonel Grosvenor, 398; action of grand-Jury,

898, 399; message of Governor to the Legislature in

regard to, 399; letter of the President to Governor

Palmer, 399, 400; appointment of a committee by the

Legislature, 400; reply of the Governor, 400 ; action of

Legislature, 400, 401 ; liquor law, 401, 402; classification

of railroads, 402; finances, 402; schools, 402; charita

ble institutions, 402; census statistics of 1870, 408, 404.

Independence, American.—Bill to celebrate hundredth

anniversary passed In Congress, 163.

India, British.—Area, population, 404; religions, 404;

chief towns, 404; commerce, 404; expedition against

Looshal, 404, 405; character of that people, 405; assas

sination of Chief Justice, 405; Mohammedan revolt,

43; Russian designs upon, 102, 103; proposed railroad

to, 103.

Indiana.—Public Institutions, 405; finances, 405, 406; ses

sion of Legislature, 406; action oh fifteenth amend

ment, 406, 407; on Wabash & Erie Canal, 407; woman

suffrage, 407; other measures, 407, 408; Wabash &

Erie Canal, 403, 409; distribution of sinking-fund

among counties, 409; aid by counties to railroads,

409, 410; suits against State officers, 410; mob execu

tions, 410; census statistics of 1370, 410, 411.

Indians.—Apaches, In Arizona, 40, 41 ; Vincent Colycr's

policy, 41; General Schofleld's order, 41, 42; Camp

Grant masBacre, 40; Wickenbnrg massacre, 41; num

ber In the United States, 42; In Indian Territory, 42.

(See also the different States and Territories.)

Indian Territory.—Population, 42. (See Territories.)

Inslee, Rev. E. B.—Obituary of, 572.

International, The.—Formation of, 411; principles, 412;

first Congress, 412, 413; second Congress, 418; action

in 1866-1868, 413; societies In the United States, 414;

sixth Congress, 414; journals, 414.

Iowa.—General condition, 414; finances, 414, 415; public

institutions, 415; schools, 415; State University, 415;

new capital, 415; railroads, 415, 416; Democratic

nominees and resolutions, 416; Republican nominees,

416; platform, 417; election returns, 417; census sta

tistics of 1870, 417, 418.

Ireland.—Catholic education in, 692. (See Great Britain.)

Irish Church.—Disestablishment of, 21; condition, 22-24;

meeting of Synod, 24; proposed changes in ritual,

24,25.

Italy.—Sovereign, 418; ministry, 419; revenue, 419; area

and population of divisions, 419; army and navy, 420;

relations with the Pope, 420; finances, 420; removal

of the capital to Rome, 420; opening of Mont-Ccnla

Tunnel, 421. (See also Eastern Question.)

J

Jacobs, Rev. MELANcnTnow.—Birth, career, death, 421.

Japan.—Government, 421; area, 421; education, 421; re

ligion, 421; population, 421; press, 422; commerce

and shipping, 422; assassination of Hirosawa Hloskl,

422; mission to the United States, 422; abolition of

power of Dalmlos, 422, 423; survey of Yesso, 423;

embassy to America and Europe, 423; progress In, 42.

Jecker. M.—Obituary of, 597.

Jelp, Rev. Richard W.—Birth, career, death, 423.

Jews.—Meeting of board of delegates, 423: report of

executive committee, 424; education, 424; Rabbini

cal conference, 424; Jews in London, 421; theological

faculty in University of Vlonna, 424, 423; Synod of

German Israelites, 425.
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Johxstox, Alexander K.—Geographer and scientist,

443; birth. 425; career. 123, 420; death, 423.

Joint High Commission.— (See Diplomatic Correspondence

and Great Britain.)

Joixville, Prince de.—(See France.)

Jordan, LorEZ.—Rebellion of, 27.

Kabtles.—Insurrection of, In Morocco, 2.

Kalopotuakes, lire. Mabtiia n. B.—Obitnary of, 592.

Kansas.—Finances, 426; session of the Legislature, 426;

measures, 426, 427 ; new apportionment for members

of Legislature, 427; education, 427; railroads, 427,428;

Supreme Court decides municipal aid to railroads

constitutional, 428, 429; census statistics of 1870, 429;

Indian troubles, 429, 430; public Institutions, 430.

Kellet, William D.—Representative from Pennsylva

nia, 134; offers a resolution relative to revenue re

form, 134.

Kelluh, Jons.—Architect, 430; birth, career, death, 430.

Kelly, Captain James.—Obituary of, 583.

Kellv, James.—Obituary, 506.

Kentucky.—Session of the Legislature, 430; Cincinnati &

Chattanooga Railroad, 431 ; commissioners from Geor

gia in regard to, 431; action of Congress on, 431; sen

timents of people of Central Kentucky on, 432; action

on negro testimony, 432, 433; resignation of Governor

Stevenson, 433; outrages In Frankfort, 433, 434; as

sault on colored mall-agent, 431, 435; Democratic

nominees, 435; platform, 435, 430; Republican, 430;

debt, 430; census statistics of 1870, 437, 438; election

returns, 438; meeting of Legislature, 438; finances,

43S; education, 433; public institution*, 439.

Kerb, Michael C—Representative from Indiana, 132;

against the bill to enforco the fourteenth amendment,

W0; relative to the bill to enforco the fourteenth

amendment, 220.

Ketchum, Colonel William S.—Obituary of, 577.

Kingston, Earl of.—Obituary of, 597.

Kisselefz, Countess von.—Obituary of, 593.

Knorr, LuDwia.—Obituary of, 603.

Kxowlton, Georoe II.—Obituary of, 578.

Kocx, Charles Paul de.—Birth, career, death, 439.

Kohl, Johas Geobo.—Birth, 439; career, 433, 410; death,

439.

Konewka, Paul.—Obitnary of, 590.

Korsakoff, Lleutenant-General M. S.—Obituary of, 599.

Kbause, David.—Obituary of, 57S.

Ku-Uux AVaa.—Charge of Judge Busteed to United States

grand-jury in Alabama, 8; testimony before congres

sional committee in Alabama, 9; suspension of habeas

corpus in South Carolina, 18; in Arkansas, 35.

Labrousse, Kicolas Hippolttz.—Obitnary of, 599.

Lambrecht, Felix E. H.—Obituary or, 600.

Lartet, M.—Obituary of, 591.

Lateau, Louise.—Bears the Btlgmata, or marks of

Christ's passion, 692.

Laurie, John.—Obituary of, 576.

Lawrence, William.—Representative from Ohio, 132;

on reconstruction, 140; on the bill to enforce the fif

teenth amendment, 147.

Legal-Tender Act.—Decision on the constitutionality of,

744.

Leioh, William.—Obituary of, 580.

Lejeax, Guillaume M.—Geographer, 303; obituary, 396.

Lelaxd, Rev. A. W.—Obituary of, D79.

Leixoux, Pierre.—Philosopher, 440: birth, iiO; ttn-ej.

440, 441; death, 440.

Lewis, Ellis.—Obituary of, 572.

Lixcolx, Thomas T.—Obitnary of. 5S0.

I.indeman, Herman.—Obitnary of, 590.

Literature and Literary Progress in 1871.—In Anaia

441-448; poetry, 441, 442; fiction, 442, 443; esMj! iti

criticism, 443, 444; history and biography, itl tti;

philosophy and science, 445-447; travel and adveatm.

447; theology and religion, 447, 448; list of relifioE

publications, 449; art and the arts, 449, 450; law. iV.

451; juveniles, 451; classical and other text-bocis.

452; miscellaneous, 452, 453; republications. 453-«:

copyright question, 455, 456; letter of William E If-

pleton to London Times, 455, 456.

Literature, Continental, in 1S71.—Belgium, 457, 438: S»

mark, 458, 439; France, 459-461 ; Germany, «-fe

Holland, 463, 464; Hungary, 464; Italy, 463. 466; ?•::.

tugal, 466, 467; Russia, 467-469; Spain, 409471.

LrvrsosTOX, Dr. J. W.—Obituary of, 577.

Locke, Richard A.—Obituary of, 570.

Looax, John A.—Elected United States Senator froaC-

nols, 386.

London Conference.—(See Eastern Question.)

Loxoxeceer, Hexrt C.—Obituary of, 581.

Lord, Eleazeb,—Obituary of, 575.

Lobixq, F. W.—Death, 41; obituary of, 5S9.

Lorraine.—(See Alsace and Lorraine.)

Louisiana.—Political affairs, 471; election o( ZM

States Senator, 471 ; legislative expenses. 471; cows

between Governor and Anditor, 471, 472; Iiber

472; judicial decision on State debt, 472; BfptKtc

Convention, 472; contest of the two, 472,473;daii

of Lieutenant-Governor Dunn, 473; meeting of^fi

lature, 473; school law, 474; school statiftia. «:

railroads, 474; levees, 474, 473; census statiida''

1870, 475.

Lovell, General Charles S.—Obitnary of, 566.

Low, Samtsox, Jr.—Obituary of, 595.

Luers, Rev. Johx H.—Obitnary of, 577.
Lutherans, 475; General Synod, 475; action of, 476: foiria

missions, 476; General Council of EvanRetaJUu*1

ane, 476; statistics, 477; missionary work, 417; Sale

synods, 477, 478.

Ltmax, David.—Obituary of, 568.
Ltmax, Mins Hannah W.-Teachcr, 478; birth, ea«t>

death, 473.

Macdonouoh, Captain Charles S.—Obituary of, *

Mack, Dr. A. W.—Obituary of, 566.
Madagascar, 478; area, population, trade, 478; pro;!«

of Christianity, 47S; education, 478; mlsstoairfesln

23; appointment of bishop to, by EnRlisb Charck &

Magruder, General John B.—Obituary of, 561.

Mahan, Dennis n.—ProfcBsor at West Point, «; "A

478; career, 478, 479; death, 478.

MAn-LART, Louis Aime.—Obitnary of, 598.
Maine, 479; session of Legislature, 479; me«sn«!-

4S0; election of United States Senator, 4*0; lejisMi"

apportionment, 480; finances, 460; bant' SD(1 J°*nT"

anco companies, 430; schools, 430, 431; Bttt****

481; railroads, 4S1; census statistics of 1«H »

Democratic nominees and platform, 182; BepaW««

nominees, 482; platform, 463; election retnran, •»

Swedish colony, 488.

Manitoba, 337.

Maxlet, Rev. Ira.—Obitnary of, 509.

Hansel, Rev. HENnr L.—Birth, career, *** ^
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Marshall, Judi;e Thomas A.—Obituary of, 573.

Marx, Earl, Ph. D.—Founder of International Society,

484; birth, 484; career, 484, 4SS; death, 484.

Maryland, 485; finances, 435; Democratic nominees, 485;

platform, 485, 486; Republican, 48G; election returns,

486; apportionment of delegates, 4SC; suits against

Baltimore <fc Ohio Railroad, 486,487; railroads, 437;

Chesapeake & Ohio Canal, 437, 488; census statis

tics of 1870, 488; school system, 433; finances, 489.

Mason, James M.—Birth, career, death, 489.

Mason, Rev. Sumner.—Obituary of, 583.

Massachusetts, 489; material condition, 489; banks and

insurance companies, 490; census statistics of 1870,

430; finances, 480, 491; public institutions, 491; ses

sion of Legislature, 491; liquor law, 491, 492; women,

office-holders, 493; Republican nominees, 499; plat

form, 493, 493; Democratic nominees, 493; platform,

493,494; Labor Reform nominees and platform, 494;

prohibitionists, 494; election returns, 494, 495.

May, Rev. Samuel J.—Birth, career, death, 495.

Mayhax, Stephen L.—Representative from New York,

13-2; on the bill to enforce the fifteenth amendment,

147.

Maynadier, Colonel William.—Obituary of, 578.

Maynard, Horace.—Representative from Tennessee,

133; on oath of office, 142.

McCleary, General James.—Obituary of, 589.

McFarland, Rev. Francis Obltnary of, 686.

McMahon, Hon. John Van L.—Obituary of, 576.

McNamee, Theodore.—Obltnary of, 566.

McPhatl, Rev. Georoe W.—Birth, career, death, 495.

Melgarejo, Oeneral Mariano.—President of Bolivia,

driven from power by revolution, 82; obituary or,

603.

Melville, Rev. Henky.—Birth, 495; career, 495, 490;

death, 495.

Mensdorp-Pouelly, Count Alexandre von.—Birth, ca

reer, death, 496. ,

Mercadante, Saveria.—Musical composer, 496; birth,

496; career, 496, 497; death, 496.

Metals.—Copper manufacture, 497; Improved process of

extracting gold and silver, 497, 498; zinc sheathing,

493; new method of making ferro-mangancse, 498;

Sherman's process, 498; Berard's process, 498, 499;

chrome steel, 499; tho corrosion of iron, 499, 500;

phosphorus In Iron and steel, 500; action of fluorspar

on cast-iron, 500; Russian sheet-iron, 500, 501; Iron

paper, 501; effects of cold on iron, 501; action of

water on iron, 501, 503; preservation of sheet-iron

vessels, 602.

Meteoric Stow, 602-504.

Methodists.—I. Methodist Episcopal Church—statistics,

504; finances, 604; Book Concerns, 504; trial of Dr.

Lannhan, 504, 605; II. Methodist Episcopal Church,

South—statistics, 506; action of General Conference,

505; HI. Methodist Church, 505; ordination of wom

en, 506; IV. Wesleyan Methodist Connection, 606;

V. Methodist Episcopal Church In Canada, 506; VI.

Wesleyan Metbodlst Church—statistics, 606; mission

ary work, 507; VH. Primitive Methodist Church, 507;

VTTI. United Methodist Free Churches, 507; IX.

Methodist New Connection, 507; X. Wesleyan Re

form Union, 607; XL Bible Christians, 607; XIL

Methodist Union in Canada, 507, 508.

Mexico.—President, 608; area, population, 608; finances,

etc., 508; railroads and telegraphs, 508; Tebnantepcc

Railroad, 603; extra session of Congress, 608; new

Cabinet, 508; regular session of Congress, 508; presi

dential election, 509; organization of new Congress,

509; insurrectionary movements, 509, 510.

Metr, Dr. Melchior.—Obituary of, 596.

Michigan.—Election of justice, 510; finances, 510, 511;

receipts "in trust," 511; expenditures " In trust,"

511; debt, 512; taxation, 512; schools, 612; salt-pro

duction, 512; lumber, 612; fires of October, 512, 613;

railroads, 513; public institutions, 618; mining and

commerce, 513, 514; census statistics of 1870,514,515;

new capitol, 515; board of commissioners for public

institutions, 516.

Milk, Artificial, 615, 616.

JIillaud, Molsi.—Birth, death, career, 516.

Mellward, Hon. William.—Obituary of, 591.

Minnesota.—Popular vote on payment of railroad bonds,

516; session of Legislature, 516,517; Republican nomi

nees and platform, 517; Democratic, 517; Temperance

Convention, 517, 518; election returns, 518; railroads,

518; Northern Pacific Railroad, 518, 519; public Institu

tions, 519; Bcbools, 519; State University, 519; census

statistics of 1870, 530,521; finances, 521; agriculture,

521; manufactures, 621 ; public lands, 531; Immigra

tion, 531.

Minority Representation.—(See Representation.)

Mirks, Jules.—Birth, death, 521; career, 621, 522.

Mississippi.—Finances, 522; schools, 622; State Univer

sity, 522; Alcorn University, 528; public institutions,

523; Kn-klux disturbances, 523, 534; session of Lcgis-

latnre.534; measures, 534, 635; election, 525; opinion

of Attorney-General on terms of office, 525, 526; cen

sus statistics of 1870, 526, 527; session of new Legis

lature, 527.

Missouri.—Session of Legislature, 527; registration act,

527; other measures, 627, 628; finances, 528; schools,

528; public Institutions, 528; railroads, 628; details

of census, 529; mineral wealth, 630; session of the

Legislature, 530; adjournment, 530; division cf tho

Republicans, 680; principles of the liberal wing, 530;

address, 531 ; Democratic address, 531.

Mitchell, Commander William.—Obituary of, 577.

Monroe, John P.—Obituary of, 571.

Montana (see Territories).—Geographical discoveries, SS8.

Mont- Cents Tunnel, 343.

Monteccht, Mattia.—Obituary of, 695.

Montoomery, Colonel James.—Obituary of, 598.

Montoomery, General R.—Obituary of, 593.

Montijo.—American steamer, seizure of, near Panama, by

insurrectionists, 123.

Moore, Rev. Humphrey.—Obituary of, 572.

Moore, William A.—Obituary or, 581.

Morales, Colonel A.—Provisional President of Bolivia,

81 ; success in revolution, 83.

Moravians.—Statistics, 531; increase of missions, 631;

associations, 531 ; summary of reports, 681 ; expenses,

532; Diaspora Mission, 532.

Morey, Frank.—Representative from Louisiana, 132;

on the test-oath, 148.

Morgan, Georoe W.—Representative from Ohio, 132;

on reconstruction, 189; against the bill to enforce the

fourteenth amendment, 196.

Morocco.—Insurrection of Esbyles, 3.

Morrill, Justin S.—Senator from Vermont, 182; on

San Domingo resolution, 156.

Morse, Rev. Daniel.—Obituary of, 592.

Morse, Sidney E.—Birth, 632; editorial career, 532;

death, 633.

Morton, Alvin C.—Obituary of, 571.

Morton, Oliver P.—Senator from Indiana, 133; offers

resolutions relative to San Domingo, 183; on San

Domingo resolution, 160; on Southern investigation

164; on the charter of a railroad, 107; on affairs in

Southern States, 178-181.
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Mott, Richabd.—Obituary of, 592.

Mowbt, Sylvester. — Birth, 533; military career, 532;

death, 53-2.

MOscH-Bn-LixaHACsrs.—Birth, 532; literary career, 532;

death, 532.

Mcott, Sarah —Obituary of, 598.

Munoen, William. — Representative from Ohio, 132;

offers resolutions relative to San Domingo, 132.

Munich, ArchbUhop of.—Action on DOHlngefs case, 6S8.

Mcrchison, Roderick I.—Birth, 533; scientific career,

533; death, 533.

MtTRPBT, Colonel James M. S.—Obituary of, 575.

Mr--.iT. Ihaux or.—Slain in battle, 2; nary of Synd

Toskcs, 2.

Mters, Captain Edward.—Obituary of, 580.

Mtebs, Mobdecai.—Obituary of, 568.

yarrow- Gauge Railroads, 676.

Navy, United States.—Strength of the navy, 534 ; North

Atlantic Squadron, 531; vessels, 531; other stations,

535; officers and men, 535; grades of officers, 535;

expenses of the Department, 535; operations, 535;

survey of the Isthmns of Darlcn, 535; do. Tchnante-

pec, 535; expeditions to the North Pole, 536; contribu

tions to sufferers in French and German War, 536 ;

action In Corca, 636.

Nebraska.—Impeachment of the Governor, 536; charges,

530; result, 536, 537; Constitutional Convention, 537;

new features of the constitution, 537; female suffrage,

minority representation, 537; compulsory education,

537; corporations and railroads, 538; subscriptions

to rallroad-etock by counties and towns, 538; liquor

laws, 538; constitution defeated, 539; causes, 539;

vote, 539; census details, 539, 510; right of the Stale

to tax a railroad adjudicated, 540; progress of the

State, 540.

Nelson, Kev. James.—Obituary of, 691.

Netherlands.—Government, 540; area, 540; population,

540; minority, 540; ministry, 540; revenue, 540; ex

penditures, 540; army, 540; Imports, 541; shipping,

541; exports, 541; change of ministry, 541; legisla

tion, 541; hostility of the people to members of the

Cabinet, 541.

Nevada.—Mining Interest, 541; salt-marshes, 541; disor

ders, 541; railroads, 541; details of census, 542; elec

tions, 542; officers chosen, 542.

New Caledonia.—Geographical discoveries, 346.

Nno Guinea.—Cannibalism in, 95.

New Hampshire.—Republican Convention, 512; resolu

tions and nominations, 542; Democratic Convention,

543; proceedings and nominations, 543; Prohibitory

Convention, 543; proceedings, 543; results of the elec

tion, 543; parties In the Legislature, 543; election of

officers, 543; legislation, 644; compulsory education,

544; rights of married women, 544; female suffrage,

514; results of the session, 544; labor statistics, 544;

finances, 544; census details, 545; educational inter

ests, 545.

New Jersey.—Session of the Legislature, 545; parties, 545;

registry law, 546; railroads, 545; proclamation of the

Governor relative to enforcing registry law, 545;

school law, 546; finances, 546; receipts, 516; action

of the Governor relative to Orangemen's processions,

546; Republican Convention, 546; resolutions, etc.,

547; Democratic Convention, 547; resolutions, etc. ,547;

election results, 547; consolidation of railroads, 547;

terms, 548; other railway enterprises, 648; schools,

548; agricultural statistics, 549; census details, 549.

New Mexico.—<See Territories.)

New Fori-.—Session of the Legislature, 519: amomt of

work, 549; subjects of legislation, 550; division of L^e

House, 550; action of Republicans, 550; action of

Democrats, 550; Democratic measures, 550; bills ie-

toed, 551; debt of the State, 551; tax. 551; report of

revisers of tax and assessment laws, 551; nev capita]

built, 652; banks, 552; insurance companies, S3;

schools, 552; insane asylums, 553; system of priv i-

labor, 553; canal tolls, 653; census details, 551; riot

In New York, 655; Republican Convention, 556; reso-

lutions, etc, 555; action of Temperance Commitw

556; Democratic Convention, 556; resolution!, rte,

556; results of election, 657; municipal frauds in Sre

York, 558; action of reformers, 558; Committee of

Seventy, 558; city and county debt, 559; valuations!

real estate, 559; amendment to the Federal Conten

tion proposed, 559.

New York City.—Steamship line from Antwerp to, H;

commerce of, 126-128.

New Zealand.—Cannibalism in, 96.

Kicaragua.—Letter of the Pope to the President, 99.

Nichols, Edward N.—Obituary of, 584.

Niemeter, Dr. Felix von.—Obituary of, 595.

Nisbet, Eugenics.—Obituary of, 571.

Noel, Rev. Leland.—Obituary of, 593.

Norxan, J. B.—Obituary of, 601.

North Carolina.—Impeachment of the Governor, 55?:

charges, 559; results of trial, 560; resolutions offend,

560; Ku-klux organization, 560; operation!, 50;

Union Leagues, 560; impeachment of Judge Joc«,

561 ; resignation, 561 ; proceedings suspended, 50:

proposition for a Constitutional Convention, 561; K-

tion of the Legislature, 661 ; address to tne peopfc

601; terms of the constitution, 562; opinion ot tie

court, 562; further action of the Legislature, 59;

acts passed, 562; object of amending the constitution,

563; State debt, 563; Bute institutions, 564; details

of census, 564; census statistics of 1870, 565.

Northern Pacific Hallway.—(See Minnesota.)

Obituaries, American, 5C4-593. (For individuals, see

names.)
Obituaries, Foreign, 593-604. (For individual'. *

names.)

O'Donnell, Daniel Kane.—Obituary of, 583.
Ohio.—Finances, 604; grape-crop, 604; statistical report

of Secretary of State, 604, and following; fralKrop.

605; grain and potatoes, 605; hay, 605; tto, W

clover, 605; tobacco, 605; dairy product, 605; sonjbmn

and maple-sugar, 605; live-stock, 605; wool, 605; «l-

nation of property, 605 ; marriages and divorces, W;

births and deaths, 606; naturalisation, 606: ttis,

606; pauperism, C06; turnpikes, 606; banks, 6*.'

public charities, 607; schools, 607; taxation. 01

railroadB, 607; geological survey and report. 607.
iron-ores, where found, 609; coal, where found, 90S:

the Democratic Convention of Montgomery Cora?.

609; resolutions. 609; Democratic Convention, «11'

resolutions, 611; Republican Convention. 611; reM'

lutions, 611; Prohibition ticket, 612; results of *f

tlon, 612; Constitutional Convention secured, W

session of the Legislature, 612; measures adopt",

613; ccubus details, 613. .
Oldenburg, Nicholas Frederic Pierre, Brand-**8*

—Obituary of, 6C4. ,Oregon.—Statistics in 1869, 614; swamp-lands, 614; ml-
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roads, 615;. mining and manufacturing interests, 615;

schools, 615; State officers, 615.

Ossobio, Juan Bautista.—Obituary of, 599.

F

Fade, Captain Hugh N—Obituary of, 576.

Fains, Btron.—Obituary of, 567.

Papineau, Louis Joseph.—Birth, 616; political career,

616; death, 616.

Paris—Food and Hygiene during the Siege.—Supply be

fore the investment, 616; processes for preserving

meat, 616, 617; gelatine from bones, 617; soups, 617;

horse-fats, 618; substitute for butter, 618; sugars and

other supplies. Sanitary Appliances.—Instructions

to householders, 618.

Patents in 1871.—Finances of Department, 619; business

of the year, 619; distribution In States and Territo

ries, 619.

Patterson, Mrs. Helen H.-Obltuary or, 593.

Patterson, James W.—Senator from New Hampshire,

132; on San Domingo resolutions, 156.

Paten, M.—Scientific pursuits, 619; death, 619.

Pennethorne, Sir James.—Obituary of, 600.

Pennsylvania.—State debt, 620; sources of revenue, 620;

legislative session, 620; Republican Convention, 620;

resolutions, 620; Democratic Convention, 621; reso

lutions, 621 ; results of election, 621 ; troubles in the

coal-rcglons, 621 ; riots at Scranton, 622; proclamation

of the Governor, 622; compromise offered rejected,

623; terms of settlement, 623; mine disaster, 623;

Bchools, 623; census details, 624; National Guard of

the State, 625; debt of Philadelphia, 625.

Perbt, Hon. Thomas.—Obituary of, 576.

Persia.—Famine in, 43; Area, 625; population, 625; terri

ble famine, 625; further accounts, G25; denials, 626;

further details, 626.

Peru.—Geographical explorations in, 341; Government,

626; population, 626; revenue and expenditures, 627;

commerce, 627; shipping, 627; railroads, 627; at

tempt at revolution, 627; extension of railroads,

627; earthquake, 628.

Phelan, Michael.—Obituary of, 588.

Photographic Process.—Novel method of printing, 628;

summary ofpoints, 628; how applied, 628.

Picric Powder.—How produced, 629; explosive powder,

629; safety, 629; other substances Introduced, 029.

Platt, Hon. Zephaniah.—Obituary of, 573.

Pleasanton, General A.—Declines to resign as Commls-

missioner of Internal Revenue, 744.

Poland.—Area and population, 693.

Poland, Lines P.—Representative from Vermont, 132;

relative to the bill to enforce the fourteenth amend

ment, 226.

Poor, John A—Obituary of, 693.

PoBTEn, Peter B.—Obituary of, 577.

Portugal.—Government, 629; ministry, 629; population,

630; revenue, 630; railroads, 630; army,630; political

affairs, 630.

Potter, Caprini.—Birth, 630; musical pursuits, 630;

death, 630.

Potter, Clareson N.—Representative from Now York,

132; on the reconstruction bill, 139.

Poursais, Jacob.—Obituary of, 580.

i Pratt, Colonel Zadock.—Obituary of, 572.

Presbyteriane.—Numbers, and other statistics, 631 ; report

on union with United Presbyterians, 631 : report on

benevolent work, 632; memorial fund, 632; missions,

632. Church South, 632; statistics, 632; Assembly,

633; educational meeting, 603; missions, 633; Publi

cation Board, 633. United Presbyterians.—Statistics,

633; Assembly, 633; papal baptism, 633; divorces,

633; missions, 634; Reformed, statistics, 634; synod,

634 ; missions, 631 ; Reformed Old-School Synod,

634; numbers, 634; Cumberland Assembly, 631; Asso

ciate,^; Synod of Missouri, 635; other divisions, 635.

Protestant Episcopal Church Statistics, 636; Triennial

Convention, 637; proceedings, 637; list of measures

approved by both Houses and rendered operative,

IXIS; measures discussed which failed to be adopted,

639; contributions, 640; ritualistic controversy, 641;

resignations, 641; case of Charles £. Cheney, 641;

mission receipts, 642.

Prutsia.—Provinces and population, 642; new census,

642; population of cities, 642; educational Institutions,

643; conflicts with the Church, 643; revenue and ex

penditures, 643; proceedings of the Diet, 643.

Prtob, Theodore B.—Obituary of, 587.

Public Documents.—President's message, December 4,

1371, 644; Treaty of Washington, 648; message on

San Domingo, 654; report of the commissioners sent

to San Domingo, 655 ; preliminary treaty of peace be

tween France and Germany, 668, 669; definitive

treaty, 669-671; additional articles, 671, 672; three

Bide-treatles, 672.

Puoet, P. R—Obituary of.—(See Richtnos, Peteb.)

Pubdt, Elijah.—Obituary of, 586.;

Q

Queensland.—Railroads in, 676.

Quinn, Rev. Thomas.—Obituary of, 591.

H

Railroads.—Congressional land grants, 672, 678 ; mileage

of, in the United States by States, 678 ; by sections,

673; increase in 1871, 673; yearly progress since 1S27,

673; congressional grants in Illinois, 674 ; in Mississip

pi, 674; Alabama, 674; Florida, 674; Louisiana, 6T4;

Arkansas, 674; Missouri, 674 ; Iowa, 674; Michigan,

674 ; Wisconsin, 674, 675 ; Minnesota, 675 ; Kansas,675 ;

California, 675 ; Oregon, 675 ; to Pacific Railroads, 675 ;

in aid of canals, 675; of wagon-roads, 675; certificates

issned In 1870-1871, 675 ; grant to the Texas Pacific

road, 675, 676 ; to New Orleans Railroad and Vlcks-

bnrg Railroad, 676; earnings of principal roads in

1871, 676 ; mileage of railroads In European countries,

676 ; narrow-gauge railroads, 676.

Ramsey, Rev. James B.—Obituary of, 5S1.

Rand, Rev. Asa.—Obituary of, 683.

Raudon, Count Jacques Louis Cesar Alexandre.—

Birth, 676 ; career, 676, 677 ; death, 676.

Reconstruction.—Bill relativo to, in Congress, 134.

Redfield, Captain George B.—Obituary of, 572.

Reformed Church—I> Reformed Church in America.—

Statistics, 677; General Synod, 677; domestic mis

sions, 677; Board of Education, finances of, 677;

Board of Publication, 677 ; Indian agencies in Ari

zona, 673; special meeting of Synod, 678. IL Re

formed Church in the United States.—General Synod,

678; action of, 678 ; missions, 678 ; statistics, 678.

Reformed Dutch Church.—(See Reformed Church.)

Resforth, Thomas.—Obituary of, 600.

Representation, Minority or Proportional.—Theory of

representative government, 678; practical working in

New York, 678 ; at congressional elections In various

States, 679; comparison of actual results with results

of proportional system, 679 ; In case of several cities

G79 ; aim of the proportional theory, 6S0 ; plans adopt
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ed, 080; cumulative vote, GSO; preferential, 690;

limited vote, 680, 6S1 ; list vote, 681 ; substitute vote,

6S1 ; proxy vote, 681 ; the Now York scheme, 681 ;

works on the subject, 681.

Resolutions.—Relative to San Domingo, 132, 133; com

missioners to, 133 ; on revenue and taxation, 133 ; on

revenue reform, 134 ; on political disabilities, 134 ; on

Sontbem investigation, 164 ; relative to the public

debt, 170 ; relative to the business of the session, 171 ;

relative to disorders at the South, 171.

Revel, Rev. Giovanni Pijstbi.—Birth, career, death, 6S2.

Reynolds, John.—Obituary of, 581.

Rhode Island.—Session of Legislature, 682; restrictive

features of constitution, 682; proposed amendments,

OS; vote on, 683; legislative acts, 683; Republican

Convention, 683; Democratic Convention and plat

form, 683; election returns, 688; Temperance Con

vention and resolutions, 633 ; resolutions of Woman-

Suffrage Association, 683, 684 ; introduction of water

into Providence, 684 ; statue of Roger Williams pre

sented to Congress, 684 ; finances, 684; railroads in,

074 ; banks, 684 ; schools, 684 ; reformatory and charl-

tablo institutions, 684; State-prison, 684; railroads,

681 ; crop statistics, 684, 685 ; live-stock, 685 ; census

of 1870, 685.—(See Railroad*.)

RtcniNos, Peteb.—Obituary of, 567.

Robmns, Amos.—Obituary of, 576.

Robertson, Thomas W.—Obituary of, 594.

Robinson, John II.—Obituary of, 602.

Rodman, Lieutenant-Colonel Thomas J.—Inventor of

Rodman gun, 685 ; birth, CSj ; career. 685, C6C ; death,

685.

Rogers, Colonel Henry C—Obituary of, 574.

Soman Catholic Church.—Situation of the Pope, G86 ; ac

tion of the Italian Government as to colleges and con

vents in Rome, 686 ; letter of the Pope in defence of

Jesuits, C8fi, 687; letter of Dr. von DOIllnger to Arch

bishop of Munich against Infallibility of the Pope, G87,

pastoral letter of archbishop, G88 ; Dollinger excom

municated, 688, 680; "Old Catholic" movement in

Bavaria, 689; action of Government, 689 ; of German

Government, 689 ; promulgation of papal guarantees

by Italian Government, 689 ; encyclical of the Pope re

jecting them, 689-691 ; encyclical reviewing the twen-

ty-flve years of bis reign, 691 ; appointment of bishops

to vacant Italian sees, 691, 692; protest of religious

orders against the seizure of their property, 692 ; mis

sionary work, 692; Catholic education, 692 ; Catholic

Bible, 692; the case of Louise Lateau, 692; affairs in

Bavaria, 70.

Roosevelt, Cornelius V. 8.—Obituary of, 580.

Roscoe, Thomas.—Obituary of, 001.

Ross, Hon. Jons.—Obituary of, 601.

Rqssel, Lons Nathaniel.—Obituary of. 603.

Rofsiteb, Thomas P.—Birth, career, death, 092.

RoTscnEB, Dr. N. T.—Obituary of; 590.

Runton, Judge Peteb P.—Obituary of, 591.

Russell, Archibald.—Obituary of, 573.

Russell, Francis W., M. P.—Obituary of, 600.

Russell, Lord John.—Author of limited vote, 081.

Russia.—Royal family, 092; finances, 692, e«3; railroad*,

693; telcgraphB, 093; area and population by prov

inces, 6S3; army, 693; navy, 094; commerce, 094; re

lations witli Turkey on Black Sea question, 694; rela

tions with Germany, 694; repressive measures upon

Lutherans in Baltic provinces, 694; deputation from

the American Evangelical Alliance m their behalf, 694;

Gortschakoff's account of the interview, 694, 695; use

of Russian language made compulsory In Baltic prov

inces and in Poland, 695; outrages upon Jews In

Odessa, 095; takes poscssion of Snglia'icn, 43; v&W.i

China In Toorkistan, 42; advance toward India, <?:

influence in Central Asia, 99; encroachment on Chi

nese Toorkistan, 100; invades the Tarandshii, 161,

102; relations with British India, 102. 103; ir.rV.i:

in Afghanistan, 103. (See also EasUrn (fuMM nd

Railroads.)

Russian Church.—(Sec Eastern Churches.)

8

Sajtord, Governor, of Arizona.—Opinion on Coljer'i

Indian policy, 41.

Sanderson, Colonel J. P.—Obltnary of, 576.

San Domingo.—Commission from United Stales to. 13:

report (see Public Document*); proceedingi in Con

gress relative to (see Congress U. B.)\ state of tbi

question, 746.

Sandys, Rev. Thomas.—Obituary of, 6C2.

San Salvador, 18, 97; war with Honduras ,57; rcvolutio:,

96; telegraphs, 99.

Sawyer, Rev. Benjamin.—Obituary of, 572.

Scarlett, lion. Sir James Yorke.—Obituary of, G03.

Schneider, General Edward N.—Obituary of, 5Si.

Schoheld, General.—Order as to Indians in Ariiou,

41, 42.

Schurz. Carl.—Senator from Missouri, 134; offers ire.

olution relative to political disabilities, 131.

Scotland.—{Sec Great Britain.)

Scott, John.—Senator from Pennsylvania, 132; en ?m

Domingo resolution, 156; on the bill to enforce ta

fourteenth amendment, 210.

Scribner, Charles.—Birth, career, death, 696.

Seaver, Colonel William.—Obituary of, 585.

Seeman, Berthold, Ph. D.—Obituary of, 60S.

Seaorr, Alexander N.—Obituary of, 594.

Shamtl, or Schamyl.—Circassian chief, 6S5; birth, K;

career, 095, 696; death, 696.

Shanklin, Mrs. Ltdia.—Obituary of, 589.
Shellabaroer, Samuel.—Representative from Olio,

132; reports a bill to enforce fourteenth amendmeu.

184; offers an amended bill, 204; on report of de

ference committee on the bill to enforce fourteenth

amendment, 221.

Sherman, John.—Senator from Ohio, 132, 168: on &

condition of affairs in the Southern States, 1TL

Sherwood, William.—Obituary of, 588.
SnuTTLEWonTH, Colonel William L.—Obltnary of, 365,

Skinner, John B.—Obituary of, 578.

Slavery, Abolition of, in Brazil, 84, 85.
Slidell, John.—Birth, 697; pursuits, 697; foreign min

ister, 097; death, 697.

Smead, Wesley, M. D.—Obituary of, 566.

Smith, Major Thomas L.—Obituary of, 591.

Smith, Rev. George.—Obltnary of, 604.

Smith, Rev. Jamej.—Obituary of, 5S9.

Smith. Richard M.—Obltnary of, 587.

Skmheillier, Germane.—Obituary of, 5S9.
Sorso, Luioi Amat di San Fellitpo E.—Obiti.nrof.tW-

South Africa.—Diamonds In, 253.
SouUt Carolina.—Session of the Legislatnre, <S7; en*'1?

the sterling funded debt, 697 ; tax levy. G97; tax"*

condition of the State, 698; the tax-payers' etwa*

tlon, 698; resolutions, 093; minority representation.

699; statement of the State finances, 699; cimye ■

an over-Issue of bonds, 699; explanation, 699; s"le"

ment of the debt by the Governor, TOO; invest!!**"

of the alleged over-issue of bonds, 700; on'"*'™"';
murders in the npper country, 703; armed binds, . I,

proclamation of the President, 701; snpp1em«>lur
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proclamation, 701 ; trials of the arrested, 701; public-

school education, 701 ; condition of the State institu

tions, 702; census statistics, 703.

Sowebby, Jaxes de Cable.—Obitilary of, 600.

Spain.—Its Government, 702; area and population of the

provinces, 703; estimate of the revenue, 703; length

of railroads, 703; postal administration, 703; arrival

of the new King, 703; his letter to the sovereigns of

Europe, 703; his letter to the Pope, 701; misunder

standing between Spain and Egypt, 704; Bpeech to

the Cortes, 704; proceedings In the National Assem

bly, 704; new Cabinet, 704; tour of the King, 705;

demonstrations, 705; a new Cabinet, 705; Republican

meeting, 705; Progressists, 705; new session of the

Cortes, 705 ; municipal elections, 700 ; convention

with South American states, 706; resistance in Cuba

to Spanish rule, 706; contests during the year, 703.

Spenoeb, E. M.—Obituary of, 574.

Stanton, Colonel David.—Obituary of, 589.

Steam-boiler Inspection and Experiments.—-Experiments

of the Hartford company, 707; results, 707; experi

ments at Sandy Hook, 707; results, 70S, 709.

Stelnway, Englehard H.—Obituary of, 569.

Stevenson, John W.—Senator from Kentucky, ICS; on

affairs in Southern States, 174.

Stewart, Robebt M.—Birth, 709; political career, 709;

death, 709.

Stewabt, William M.—Senator from Nevada, 132; on

the charter of a railroad, 163; proposes an amendment

of the Constitution relative to educational appro

priations, 230.

Strong, Judge Wluiak.—Delivers opinion on the Legal-

Tender Act, 744.

Stbykeb, Bcv. Hebman B.—Obituary of, 591.

Stuabt, Sidney H.—Obituary of, 6S4.

Sulphur, Absorption of, by Gold.—New-Zealand gold-fields,

710; examinations to test loss, 710; results, 710.

Sumxeb, Chabi.es.—Senator from Massachusetts, 132;

offers a resolution relative to San Domingo, 155-157;

his resolutions relative to San Domingo, 229; letter

to colored convention iu South Carolina, 752.

Sun, Eclipse of, in 1871.—Central line, 710; observations,

710; report of Prof. Lockyer, 710; do. of Captain

Maclear, 711 ; do. of Mr. Pringlc, 711 ; most Important

observations of Prof. Resplghi, 711 ; discovery of

Prof. Young confirmed, 711 ; Prof. Janssens's obser

vations, 712.

Sutro Tunnel, 40.

Sweden and Norway.—Two kingdoms and one King. 712;

Government, 712; area and population, 712; revenue,

712; shipping, 712; navy, 712; proceedings of the

Diet, 712; legislation of Norway, 712.

Sweden and Nobway, Wiliielmina, etc.. Queen ot—

Birth, 712; life, 713; death, 718.

Sweetseb, Chables.—Obituary of, 566.

Switzerland.—Government, 713; area and population, 713;

religious divisions, 713; finances, 713; length of rail

roads, 718; army, 718; treatment of French army,

713; proceedings of the Federal Assembly, 713.

T

Tappan, John.—Birth, 714 ; pursuits, 714 ; death, 714.

Tatnall, Josiak.—Birth, 714 ; naval career, 714 ; death

714.

Tatjsiq, KAnL.—Obituary of, 598.

Tay, General Charles H.—Obituary of, 582.

Taylob, James B.—Birth, 715; as a clergyman and author,

715; death, 715.

Taylob, Kev. Edwabd T.—Obituary of, 572.

Taylob, Rev. Horace S.—Obituary of, 5G3.

Taylob, Samuel H.—Birth, 715; career as teacher and

scholar, 715; death, 715.

Taylob, William B.—Obituary of, 570.

Tbohetoff, Wiluelm.—Birth, 715; naval career, 715;

death, 715.

Tehttantepec.—Isthmus of/survey of, 535.

Telegraphs.—Submarine cables laid in twenty years, 715;

list of cables, length, depth of water in 1870—financial

results of transfer of telegraphs to tbe British Govern

ment, 716; progress, 718; cables laid in last two years,

717; new cables, 717; Atlantic cables, 717.

Tennessee.— Session of the Legislature, 718; the duelling

oath, 718; votes for Governor, 718; State indebted

ness, 718; floating debt, 718; taxation, 718; different

statements of the amount of State debt, 719; expla

nation, 719; amount of taxable property, 719; State

interest in public roads, 719; uneducated children,

720; insane, 720; penitentiary, 720; mechanics1 asso

ciation, 720; prosecution of criminals, 721; Reunion

and Reform Association, 721; compact, 721; census

details, 721, 722; Commissioners of Immigration, 723.

Territories of the United States.—Organized and unorgan

ized, 723. Alaska.—Cost of government, 723; prod

ucts, 723; population, 723. Arizona.—Indian depre

dations, 723; persons killed and cattle stolen, 723;

natural resources, 723; demands for protection, 724;

census, 724. Colorado.—Area, 724; acres cultivated,

724; product of mines, 724; returns from counties,

724; railroad system, 725; fcprings, 723; schools, 725;

elections, 725; legislation, 725; census, 725. Colum

bia.—Act for the formation of, 726; Legislature, 726;

government officers, 726; financial condition, 726; cen

sus, 726. Dakota.—Area, 726; officers, 726; children,

726; debt, 726; population, 726. Idaho.—Area, 726; ex

penses of government, 726; officers, 726; mining, 726;

population, 726. Indian Territory.—Inhabitants, 727;

various tribes, 727; schools, 727; institutions, 727;

government, 727; population, 727. Montana.—Cli

mate, 727; Inhabitants, 727; officers, 727; legislation,

727; railroads, 727; population, 728. New Mexico.—

Area, 728; products of mines, 728; government, 728;

officers, 728; parties, 728; expenditures, 728; census

statistics, 728. Utah.—Inhabitants. 729; attack on

the practice of polygamy, 729; opinion of the court,

729; trials for adultery, 729; Indictments, 729; mate

rial interests, 729; Legislature, 729; census statistics,

730. Washington.—Taxable property, 730; area, T30;

lumber-trade, 730; railroads, 730; census statistics,

730; government, 731; legislation, 731; separato

property of husband and wife, 731. Wyoming.—

Women's suffrage, 731; products of mines, 731; cen

sus statistics, 731.

Texas.—Legislative session, 731 ; important bills passed,

731 ; land subsidy, 781 ; removal of the Speaker from

office, 731; new debts, 731; taxable property and tax

ation, 781; lawlessness, 782; Governor proclaims

martial law, 732; resolutions of the Legislature, 732;

statements of the Governor, 732; a tax-payers' con- *

vention, 732; report on State affairs, 732; resolutions,

732; census statistics, 733, 734; Democratic State Con

vention, 734; resolutions, 734; political campaign,

733; election, 736; results in detail. 730; railroad con

struction, 736; public-school system, 737.

Tuacker, Habvey.—Obituary of, 584.

Thalbebo, Sigismond.—Birth, 737; career as a musician,

737; death, 737.

Thecx, Count de.—Life, career, 73, 74.

Tiilebs, Louis Adolph.—Birth, 137 ; public and private

career, 738.
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Thomas, Clement.—Obituary of, 695.

Thurman, Allen O.—Senator from Oblo, 133; on San

Domingo resolution, 156, 162 ; on affairs in Southern

States, 175, 1T8, 181, 182.

Timber, Scarcity qf.—Consumption of, 740; consumption

of, In France, 740 ; Holland, 740 ; statistics in France,

740.

Toortirian, Eaet.~Geographical explorations, 844, 345.

ToorUstan (see Aria and Central Aria).

Totten, General James.—Obituary of, 584.

Touboukniet, Nikolai I.— Birth, 740; career as a

statesman, patriot, and author, 741 ; death, 741.

Tbaut, Dr. Joseph V.—Action on DOllinger's case, 689.

Trumbull, Lyman.—Senator from Illinois, 132 ; on the

bill to enforce the fourteenth amendment, 210, 211.

Tuckebman, Benbt T.—Birth, 741; literary pursuits,

741 ; death, 741.

Turkey.—Relations of Sultan with Khedive, 1; with Bey

of Tunis, 1; relations with Egypt, 277, 278; railroads

in, 676; Area and population, 742; debt, 742; length

of railroads, 742 ; their progress, 742 ; Mohammedans

Joining Catholic Church, 742; affairs in Roumania,

742; insurrection in Albania, 742; Legislative Assem

bly of Servia, 743; a firman issued lu the European

provinces, 743.

Turneb, Commodore Peter.—Obituary of, 571.

Tustin, Rev. Septimus.—Obituary of, 5S8.

Underbill, Dr. R. T.—Obituary of, 569.

Union, The Christian, 119.

Unitarian*.—List of churches and ministers, 74.3; Na

tional Conference, 743 ; numbers in Great Britain,

743; American Association, 743; contributions, 743;

Indian mission, 744.

United Statee.—Corean expeditions, see Corea ; relations

with Great Britain, Bee Diplomatic Correspondence ;

reduction of debt, 18; mediates between Spain and

South-American republics, 18; relations with Cuba,

18; with San Domingo, 18; changes in the Cabinet, 744;

treaty with Great Britain, 744 ; can Congress impose a

tax on the salary of a State officer f 744 ; Legal-Tender

Act, 714 ; reversal of opinion of the Supreme Court, 745;

other opinions of the Court, 746; annexation of San

Domingo, 746; state of the case, 746 ; position of Gen

eral Grant on the question, 747 ; Ktt-klux bill of Con

gress, 747 ; views of Senators, 747 ; proclamation of

the President, 747; proclamation of the Prosident

suspending the writ of habeas corpus, 748 ; act of Con

gress providing for civil service reform, 748; the

commissioners, 748; their report, 748; rules recom

mended, 748; address of Democratic members of

Congress, 749 ; reception of President Grant at In

dianapolis, 750; public opinion on the proceedings,

750; dissatisfaction at St. Louis, 750; meetings in

Cincinnati, 750 ; consequences, 750 ; Democratic pro

ceedings in Montgomery County, Ohio, 750; C. L.

Vallandigham's views, 750 ; views, on public affairs,

of Johfl Q. Adams, 750 ; letter of Chief-Justice Chase

to C. L. Vallandigham, 750; speech ofJefferson Davis

at Atlanta, 750; Conservative resolutions at Parkcrs-

burg. West Virginia, 751 ; National Labor Congress,

751 ; resolutions, 751 ; National Colored Cotiventi3U,

752; proceedings, 752 ; convention In Columbia, S.C.,

753; address, 752; letter ofCharles Sumner, 752; female

suffrage conventions, 753 ; resolutions, 753 ; conven

tion of Chiefs of Police, 753 ; proceedings, 753 ; Com

mercial Convention, 754; proceedings, 754.

United States Centus O/1S70.—Details of pcpulaticc, 754;

males of 21 years and upwards, 755; taxation sad

debt, 755; mortality of the country, 755; delsys in

completing the returns, 757; defects in the lav,;:;:

the constitutional population, 758; gains and lessee,

758; white and colored, 758; enumeration of Indkns,

758; Indirect loss by the war, 758; new inquiries made,

759; agricultural schedule, 759.

Unieersalists.—Oeneral Convention, 759; todebtedwts,

759; theological education, 760; statistical reports,

760; Women's Centenary Association, 760.

Usher, Captain J. D.—Obituary of, 581.

Vallandioham, Clement L. — Birth, 760: career, TOO:

death, 760; reports resolutions in Connty Convention

in Ohio, 609; views on public affairs, 750.

Vandebpokl, Judge Isaac V.—Obituary of, 512.

Van Meteh, Mrs. Louisa H.—Obituary of, 583.

Van Vechten, Rev. Jacob.—Obituary of, 5S4.

Vermont.—Biennial elections, 761; agricultural interests,

761; agricultural statistics, 761; value of property,

761; decrease of taxes, 7G1; State Normal School. 762;

Its finances, 762; Rutland Railroad, 762; details oftie

census, 762.

Viakdot, Madame Pauline.—Obituary of, 557.

Vickeus, George.—Senator from Maryland, 13S; on tie

bill to enforce the fifteenth amendment, 153.

Virginia.—Session of the Legislature, 762; debt, 78;

terms of We^t Virginia separation, 762; opposition to

proposed settlement, 763; bill for the arrangement ol

the debt passed, 763; funding bill, 764; agitation on

the subject of the finances, 764; railroad legislation,

764; Bureau of Immigration organized, 765; ralneol

real estate, 765: school system, 765; Conservative Con

vention, 765; Republican Convention, 706; election.

766; census details, 766, 767.

Von Moi.tke, Count Helmuth, career, 363, 304.

W

Wade, Benjamin F.—Commissioner to San Domingo,

66S; report, G68.
Warnek, Willabd.—Senator from Alabama, 13!: rela

tive to condition of the Southern States, 164. 165.

Washington, Colonel Lewis W.—Obituary of, 566.
Washington, Treaty of■.—Feeling In Canada, 869.

Webster, Uobace.—Birth, 768; educational pnrsnit!,

768; death, 768.
Weisbach, Julius L.—Birth, 763; scientific pnrsnit!, TtS;

death, 768.

Wells, Rev. TIobatto T.—Obituary of, 593.

Wesson, David.—Obituary of, 5S8.
West Virginia.—Difficulties with Virginia, 769; action of

the Legislature, 769; amendment of the constitution

proposed, 769; carried, 770; proclamation of tbe Gov

ernor, 769; new election law, 770; convention biD

passed, 770; election, 770; acts of Legislature, 770;

finances of the State, 771; condition of the debt, 771;

negotiations with Virginia, 771; census details, 7S;

State institntlons, 773.
White, Andrew D.—Commissioner to San Domlnjo,

668; report, 668.
Whittleset, Captain Charles H.-Obitn»ry of, 587.

Wilhelm, Carl.—Obituary of, 596.
Willard, Erastus.—Birth, 773; clerical pnrsnit'.™

death, 773.
Williams, George H.—Appointed United SU!« i'ler'

ney-Gcncral, 714.
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Williams, Rogzb.—Statue of, presented to the United

States by Rhode Island, 684.

Williamson, Captain James C.—Obituary of, 581.

Wilson, Henry.—Senator from Massachusetts, 133; rela

tive to condition of the Southern States, 164, 165; on

the charter of a railroad, 167; relative to Southern

affaire, 183.

Wilson, William.—Obituary of, 596.

Winston, John A.—Obituary of, 593.

Wisconsin.—Destructive fires, 773; report of the relief

committee, 774; proclamation of the Governor, 774;

contributions, 775; loss of property, 775; legislative

session, 775; Democratic Convention, 775; resolu

tions, etc., 776; Republican Convention, 77G; nomina

tions and resolutions, 776; results of election, 777;

constitutional amendment rejected, 777; State debt,

777; State tax, 777; trust funds, 778; education, 778;

schools, 778; hospitals, 778; penitentiary, 778; Reform

School, 779 ; census details, 779; State Board of Char

ities, 780.

Wisneb, William.—Birth, 780; ministry, 780; death, 780.

Wolli, PiTxa—Birth, 780; bishopric, 780; death, 780.

Wood, Fibnando.—Representative from New York, 132;

on reconstruction, 141.

Wood, Lieutenant John.—Obituary of, 60S.

Woodman, John S.—Birth, 780; scientific teachings, 780;

death, 780.

Weight, Edwin R. V.—Obituary of, 568.

Weight, Ichabob C—Obituary of, G03.

Wtbbs, William P.—Obituary of, 576.

Wyoming Territory.—(See Territories.)

T

Yeas and Nats.—Senate.—On the bill to enforce the

fifteenth amendment, 154 ; relative to San Domingo

resotation, 155; on executive session, 157; on San

Domingo, 163 ; on the business of the session, 171 ;

relative to Southern affairs, 179-184 ; relative to the

bill to enforce the fifteenth amendment, 230, 226-238.

Ybas and Nats.—House.—On the bill to enforce the fif

teenth amendment, 152; on the bill to enforce the

fourteenth amendment, 206; on motion to lay on the

table resolution to appoint San Domingo commission

ers, 133; relative to revenue reform, 134; on recon

struction bill, 142; relative to the test-oath, 144; on

the bill to enforce the fourteenth amendment, 152,

206; on San Domingo, 163; to repeal the duties on

salt, 169; to repeal the duties on coal, 169; to place

tea and coffee on the free list, 170 ; relative to South

ern affairs, 180; relative to the bill to enforce the

fourteenth amendment, 323, 327.

Youno, Colonel G. J.—Obituary of, 568.

Z

Zahn, John C. W.—Obituary of, 599.

Zellweger, Ulbic—Obituary of, 594.
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